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Preface to the· Fourtn 1:arc1on
.
'The author i~ pleased to brfogi out the Fourth Editiori of the book a.ncf is _fhankful t~· both·
teachers and students for their affecfi-0nate and warm receptio:n to the thlfd ed1t~n of the boo~
whJ9h has been sold out in a period of less than one year. The present edit.ion retai~s essentially
the same subjectmatter as the third edition. However, the typographical and (\ther .errors,
which had crept in earlier edition, have been corre.cted.
The book is intended as a stand~rd text for students studying for their first de8ree i•.
Electrical, Electronics and lhstrumentation Engineering at ~ndian Universities (}nd abroad, qd·
also for those appearing for A.M.l.E. section Band other profession~l examinations. The book
is equally useful for postgraduate students as well as practising engineers involved in ihe iel4A
·
•
of Measurements and Instrumentation.
1
There have been significant changes in curriculum of almost all the upiversities in recent
years. Electrical and Electronic In,strumentation is now offered· as separate paper in maay
universitks. This has been necessitated on account of latest technological advances which put
greater emphasis and reliance on Electronic Instrumentation.
.
.
The contents of the book have been· drastically modified, .re-arrange~ an9 updated t9 ·
acquaint the reader of modern trends in the field: pf_ Measurements and Instrumeµtation. _
.
,
The bobk has b.een divided into two parts. -i Part I d~aJs with Mea.surements .and Measuriq
Instruments and Part II takes care of the Instrmnentat1on. There 1s an extensive coverage 4f
Electrical and Electronic Instrumentation in this edition of the book as compared with the earlier
ones. The coverage of Instrumentation portion is about 500 pages · out of a total of nearly
1200 pages. The subject of ·Instrumentation has been developed in logical steps. Separate ahapteu
are devoted to topics like Generalized Measurement Systems, Transducers, Signal Conditioning, Data
Transmission and Telemetry, Display Devices and Recorders, Measurement of Non· electrical,
Quantities and Data Acquisition Systems. Also there are additional chapters on static and dynamic
characteristics of Measurement Systems. There is an increased emphasis on digital instrumftlnts and
instrumentation which is constant with the present trends.
·
.·
There are .three Appendices in the book. Appendix A deals with Number Systems,
Appendix B with Logic gates and Appendix C with conversions from various system~ of units to
S.I. The significant additions to the measurements· portion are Transformer ratio bridges (wliich
are fast replacing the conventional four arm a.c. bridges), spectrum analyzer, vector impedance
meter, vector meter, digital maximum demand indicator and Hall effect multiplier to name a few .
.The book ,in fact covers a very wide spectrum of the_Jield of Electrical and Electro1io
Measurements ?.nd Instrumentation and .is a conlplete reference in. itself.
Another outstanding feature of the book is the i~clusion Qf over 400 1solveQproblems which·
ill addition to linking the theory with actual applications gives
insight of the industrial practieo.
Also about 300 unsolved problems (with answers) have been included to give the students practiee
in solving problems.
.
The author considers the inclusion of problems on Instrumentation (both· ''solved and uB.l
~~ved) as a speciality of this book. This is a pioneering effort which is the outcome of cuthor's,
experience of teaching the subject for almost two decades.
The book though voluminous, covers two papers, i.e., first on Electrical and Ele~tronie:
Measurements and Instruments and second on Electrical and Electronic Instrull_1entat\Qn .arid thus
1
fully justifies its volume. SI units have been uniformly used in .the book throughout.
·
The autho'r will feel highly obliged to·all the readers for their constructive suggestions aQd
healthy criticism of the book which will go a long way in the improvement of the text.
- ,·
The author is thankful to his wife, Chander J for render,ing assistance in the compilation Qd
editing of the work. ·
·
··
.
. ' ·
The author is grateful to his brothers, Ravish a~d Ajay, for their constant help durinatlae:
p~eparatiQn of tqe text.
··
·
I
To. . . aut~or;s parents who have ~~en~ s~urce of encourascment and guidance.
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,\/.'.
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1
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.
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\
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ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS
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Measurements and Mea~u~ement Systems
1'1. Measurements

\ .-.

.
The .measurement of a given quantity is essentially an act or the result of comparison between
the quantity (whose magnitude is unknown) and a predefined standard. Since two quantities are
compared the result. is expressed in numerical values.
..
.
In order that the results of the measurement are meaningful, there are two basic requirements :
(i) Th.e standard used for comparison purposes must be accurately defined and should be
commonly acc_epted,
·
and({;) The apparatus used and the method adopted must be provable.
1·2. · Significance of Measurements
The advancement of Science and Technology is dependent upon a parallel progress in
measurement techniques. It can be safely said that the quickest way to assess ·a nation's progress in
Science and Technology is to examine the type of measurements that are being made and the way in
which the data is acquired by measurements and is processed.
The reasons for this are abvious. As Science and Technology move ahead, new phenom~na
and rela~ionships are discovered an~ these.~dvances make new types of measurements imperative. New
discov~rtes are not of any practical utihty unless they are backed by actual measurements. The
measurements, no doubt, confirm the validity Of·a hypothesis but also add to its understanding. This
results in an unending chain which leads to new discoveries that require more, new ·and sophisticated
measurement techniques. Hence modern Science and Technology are associated with sophisticated
methods of measurement while elementary Scieuce and Technology require only ordinary methods
of measurement.

"
There are two major functions
of all branches of engineering :
vJ Design of equipment and processes,
and (U) Proper operation and maintenance of equipment and· processes.
. . .
Both these functions require measurements. This is because proper and economical design,
operation and maintenance require a feedback .of .information. This information is supplied by
making suitable measurements.
, 1'3. Methods of Measurement
The methods of measurement may be broadly classified into two categories.
1'3'1. Direct Methods. In these methods, the unknown quantity (also called the measurand)
is directly compared against a standard. the result is expressed as a numerical number and a unit.
The standard, in fact, is a physical embodiment of a unit. Direct methods are quite common f?r the
measurement of physical quantities like length, mass and time.
- -~~,,
Suppose we want to measure the length of a bar. The unit of length is metre. A bar is so
many times long because that many units on (}Ur standard have tne same length as. the bar. A humaq
being can make direct length comparisons with a preciseness of,.i!bout 0·25 mm. Therefore, on
account of human factors it is not possible to make very accurate measurements. The direct method
for measurement ·of ·length can be utilized with a good degree of accuracy but when it comes to
measuremenf of mass, the problem becomes much more intricate. It is just not possible for huma?
beings to distinguish between :Wide margins of mass. ·
·

..
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1·3·2~ Imliiled Methods. Measurement by direct methods are not always possible, feasible
and pracdcable. These methods in most of the cases, are inaccurate because they involve human
factors. They are also less sen~itive. Hence direct methods are not preferred and are rarely used.
Jn engineering applications Measurement Systems are used. These measurement systems use
indirect methods for measurement purposes.

A meaemrement system consists . of a transducing element which converts the quantity to be
measured in an analogous form.\ . The analogous signal is then processed by some intermediate means
and is. then fed to the end devices\which present the results of the measurement. ·
1·4. Instromeimt
Measurement generally involves using an in.strume~t as a physical means of determining a
quantity or variable. The. instrument serves as an· ex~ension of human faculties and enables the · man
to determine the value of an unknown quantity which his unaided human faculties cannot measure.·

An instrument may be de.fined as a device for determining the· value or magnitude of a
quantity or variable.
1·s. Mecbanicnl, Electrica' and Electronic Instruments
The first instruments were mechanical in nature and the principles on which these instruments
worked are even in vogue today. The earliest scientific instrumpnts used the same three essential
elements as our modern instruments do. These elem~nt~ are,: .
(i) a detector, (ii) an in.termediate transfer device, and (iii) an indicator, recorder or a storage
device.
in~truments ~ncompasses three phases of instruments,
instrum~nts ~I;ld (i(i) tilCQtronic instruments.

The history of development of

{l) mechanical instrume~ts, (ii) electrical

viz. :

1'5'1. M~niml IMtnmeutl. ·These instruments are very reliable for static and stable
conditions. But they suffer from a very major disadvantage. · They. are unable to respond rapidly to
measurements of dynamic and transient conditions. This.fS-<due to the fact that th~se instruments
have moving parts that are rigid, heavy and bulky and oonseqmmtly have a large mass. Mass presents
inertia pr-0bmll)s aod hence. these instruments cannot faithfuUy foUow the rapid changes which are
involved in dynamio 1measurements. Thus it would be virtually impossible to measure a 50 Hz voltage
by a mechanica] method, but it is r~latively .e~_sy to, meapu~,e a. ~lqwJy v.arying pressure. Anotqer
disadvantage of mechanical insttuments i! ehat 'most of them are ~ potential.sour~e of poise and cause
pollution of silence.
rs~2. Electrleill Instrumetm. B~ctrfoal nttthods. of indicating the output of detectors are
more rapid 'than m(iebanioal methods. It ii'. 1unfortunatt that~- eleetrioal system normally depends
upon a mechanicru meter movement.as indicating. device.· This: mechanical movement has som~ inertia
and therefore these instruments have a limited time (and hence, frequency): response. For.· example,
some electrical recorders can give full scale response in 0·2 s, the majo1'itY of industrial reoorde,rs have
responses of 0·5 to 24 s. Some g~lvan,otn~ters ~aq follow 50 Hz variationst bu.t ~en these are too
slow for present day requirements of fast meastu:~ment.
.

1·5·3. ElectroDic lnstrnmentll.. .These -days m0.$t of tie scientific and ind\lstrial measurements
require very. fast· responses. The ·mechanical and ~l~ctr1:~ i.nstr~ts and systems cannot copo up
with these requirements. The necessity to step UP, response;! · ~p~ ~nd also the detection of dynamic.
changes in certain parameters,. which require ..the . m.onitorin2 tim~ of tbe order of ms and many a
times, i.t8" ha.ve led to the desisn of today's el~~.troniQ in,~ruttl.~ts and their .~ssociated ~ircuitey . These
instrutruints ~equire vacuum tubes or s"mi,cmnducto.r .devices.. R,ecent l>~ctice is to use· se.mi~ondu~tor
devices as they have _many ad'1antages over th~ir vaC\UJm tub~ ,cc;~nterparts.. $in~.in elyctronic
~~vices, the only mov~nt~I)t iQvoJV'ed is that of "f~tion~ -'~h~ ·se~p9n~.~ tjJAe i$ e'tr~e~y small o~
1
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account of very small inertia of electrons. P\>r example, a C.R.O. is capable ·of following dynamic
and transient changes of the order of' a few ns (l0- 9 s).
Electronically controlled power supplies are used to provide stable voltages for studies in the
field of chemical reactions and nuclear instrumentation. Electronic instruments are steadily becoming
more reliable on acco.unt of improvements in design and manufacturing processes of semi-conductor
devfoes. Another a~va'ntage of using electronic devices is that very weak signals can be detected by
using pre-amplifiers and amplifiers. The foremost importance of the electronic instruments is the
power amplification provided by the electronic amplifiers. Additional power may be fed into the system
to provide an increased power output beyond that of the input. This. has been only possible through
the use of electronic amplifiers, which have no important mechanical counterpart This is particularly
important where the data presentation devices use stylus type recorders, galvanometers, cathode ray
oscilloscopes and magnetic tape recorJers.
It is a fact that hydraulic and pneumatic systems may be used for power amplification of
signals. However, their use is limited tJ slow acting control applications like servo-systems, chemical
processes and power systems. Electronic instruments find extensive use in detection of electro.
magnetically produced signals such as radio, video, and microwave. Electrical and electronic
instruments are particularly useful in the intermediate signal modifying stage. Electronic instruments
are light compact and have a high degree of reliability. Their power consumption is very low.
Communications is a field which is entirely dependent upon the electronic instruments and
associated apparatus. Space commuriications, especially, makes use of air borne transmitters and
receivers and job of interpreting the signals is left entirely to the electronic instruments.
.
Electronic instruments make it possible to build analog and digital eomputers without which
the modern developments in science and technology are virtually impossible. Computers require a
very fast time response and it is only possible with use of electronic instruments.
l '6, Classification of Instruments

There are many ways in which instruments can be classified. Broadly, instruments are classified
into two categories :
(1) Absolute Instruments,
and
(2) Secondary Instruments.
1. Absolute Instruments. These instruments give the. magnitude of .the quantity under
measurements in terms of physical constants of the instrument. The examples of this class of
instruments are Tangent Galvanometer and Rayleigh's current balance.
.
2. Secondary Instruments. These instruments are SO' constructed that the quantity being
measured can only be measured by observing the output indicated by the instrument. These instruments
are calibrated by comparison with an absolute instrument or another secondary instrument which has
already been calibrated against an absolute instrument.
Working with absolute instruments for routine work is time consuming since every time a
measurement is made, it takes a lot of time to compute the magnitude of the quantity under measurement. Therefore secondary instruments are most co~monly used. Absolute instruments are seldom
used except in standards institutions while secondary instruments find usage almost in every sphere of
measurement. A voltmeter, a glass thermometer and a pressure gauge are typicalexample.s of secondary
instruments.

1·1. Analog

an~.Digital

Modes of Operation. Secondary instruments work in two modes :

(i) Analog . mode, and (ii) Digital mode.

Signals that vary in a continuous fashion and take on an infinity of values in any given range
are called analog signals ..The devices which produce ihese signals· are called analog. 4~vi~el!I.
In contrast, "the signals which vary in discrete steps and th1i~ 1~ke up ordy ~oite different
vaiues in a given range are called digital signals. The devfoes the.t producQ such ·si$nals are called·
di~ital devices.
·
·

,,
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Let us elabo.rate further on Digital and Analog instruments and systems. In an analogue
system the function varies continuously. A typical exam~le. of
10
I.
variation is shown in Fig .. l' 1. On the other hand the d1g1tal
.
9
values are discrete and vary in equal steps. Each digital
number is a fixed sum of equal steps which is defined by the
8

t.

number.

-- -- -- -- [/"' ~
1 -- ---7 "0.
6

quantity into a digital ~
number, the vertical displacements must be divided into equal CJ
-- >--; ~
parts. For exam pl~ in Fig. 1·1, the vertical quantities are ·~
divided into l 0 equal parts and each part has a length of 1 > S ~.,,
unit. When dealing with digital numbers, a quantity between 'E
o to o·s is O while a quantity between 0·5 to 1'5 is 1 and a ~ 4
quantity between 1·5 to 2'5 is 2. For example a point A on ; 3 the analogue curve is 5·5 from the origin but in digital system
.•
it would be read as 5. From A to B is 6 and from B to C is · 2
7. It apparentl~ seems t~at if we ado~t digit~l ~ystem, the
1
errors involved will be considerable. But tf we d1v1de each of
the 10 steps into 10 equal parts, we get 100 steps instead of 10.
'f 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 10
And if these 100 steps are fUrther divided into 10 parts each,
we will hav~ 1000 steps. This gives much better accuracy in
lnd~penderrt variable _.,...
converting ~~a~ogue quantities ·into digit.al numbe!s· We can
Fig. l '1. Representation of {ln
go on subd1v1ding further and furth~rt1ll ~he destred ~c?uracy
.
analogue quantity. .
is achieved. But it should be kept m mmd that a d1g1tal number 1s still a sum of equal umts.
'

In ord'1. to convert an analog

!'

I

In a digital system, magnitudes lying within one of these steps lose their identity and are all
defined by the same number. For example, if we have ten steps, numbers lying between 2'5 to 3·5 i.e.,
2·6, 2·7t 2·s, 2·9, 3·0, 3·1, 3·2, 3·3, 3'4, would ~Ube read as 3.
·
From the above discussion we conclude that the difference between analog and digital
information is .that the analog output is' a continuous function while the digital output is a discrete
number of units. The last digit of any digital number is rounded to ±0'5 of the last digit. It should
also be marked that the magnitude of the digital quantity is measured only at the instant the reading
is taken. One reading persists till another reading is taken (unlike the analogue quantity which
is a continuo\ls function).
The majority of present day instruments are analogue type. The impNtance of digital instruments is increasing1 mainly because of the increasing use of digital computers in both data
reduction a~d automatic control systems. Since digital computer works only with digital signals, any
information supplied to it must be in digital form. The computer's output is also in digital form.
Thu,s working with a digital computer at either the input or the outp~t, we must use digital.signals.
However, most of our present day· measurement and control apparatus produces signals of
analog · nature, it is thus necessary to have b9th Analog to 'Digital (A/D) Converters at the input to
the computer and Digital to Analog (D//1) Converters at the output of the computer.

1·s. Functiom of IMtnme!lltS ud Measurement Systems
· . There is another way in which instruments or measurement systems may be classified. This
classification is based upon the functions they perform. The three main functions are explained
below:
'
' 1. Indicating Function. Instruments and systems use different kinds of methods for supplying
information con~rning the variable quantity under measurement. M-0st of the time this information
is obtained as a deflection of a pointer of a measuring instrument. In this way the instrument performs a function which is commonly known as indicating function. For example, the deflection of
pointer of a ~pe~dometer indicates the speed of the automobile at that moment. . A pressu~ gauge is
used for md1~t1ng pressure'.
,
·
2. R~ording Function. In many cases the instrument·makes a written record, usually on paper,
of the value ofthe quantity under measurement· against time or ~gainst some other variable. Jhus the
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instrument performs a recording function. F011 example, a potentiometric type of recorder used fo ~
monitoring temperature records the inst~ntaneous temperatures on a strip chart recorder.
3. Controlling Function. This is one of the most important functions especially in the field
of industrial control processes. In 1his case, the information is used by the instrument or the system
to control the original measured quantity.
Thus there are three main groups of instruments. The largest group has the indicating function.
Next in line is the group of instruments which have both indicating and or recording functions. The ·
last group falls into a special category and performs all the three functions, I.e., indicating, recording ·
and controlling.
In this text, main emphasis is laid upon instruments whose functions are mainly indicating
auu recording, especially those instruments which are used for engineering analysis purposes. The
control function will be analyzed in those cases where controlling enters as an integral part of the
indicating and recording functions of instrumentation.·
The examples of controlling instruments are thermostats for temperature control and floats
for liquid level control.
'
1'9. Appli~ations of Me!lsurement Systems
1

In order to build u·p background for our later detailed study of measuring instruments and
systems and their characteristics, it is useful to discuss, in general, the various ways these instruments
are put in use. The way the instruments and measurement systems are used for different applications
are as under :
I. Monitoring of processes and operations.
2. c(~drol of processes and operations.
3. Experimental Engineering analysis.
1. Monitoring of Processes· and Operations. There are certain applications of measuring
instruments that have essentially a monitoring function. They simply indicate the value or condition
of parameter under study and their readings do not serve any control functions. For example, an
ammeter or a voltmeter indicates the value of current or voltage being monitored (measured) at a
particular instant. Similarly, ·water and electric energy meters installed in homes keep· track of
commodity used so that later on its cost may be computed to be realized from the user.
2. Control of Processel] Hd Operations. A very useful application of instruments is in
automatic control systems. There has been a very strong association between measurement and
control.
In order that process variables like temperature, pressure, humidity, etc. may be controlled,
the prerequisite is that they can be measured at the desired location in the individual plants. Same is
true of servo-systems, i.e., systems connected with measurement of position, velocity and acceleration.
A block diagram of a. simple control systept is shown in Fig. 1·2. Let us assume that the
output variable to be controlled is non-electrical a~d the control action is through electrical means,
I
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-
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Fig. 1'2. Block diagram of a simple control system.
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The input is reference which corresponds to the desired value of the output. The input is compared with the 'output with the help of a comparato'r. The output is a non-electrical quantity and
'is converted into a corresponding electrical form by a transducer connected in the feedback
loop. In case the input and output differ, there is a resultant error signal. This error signal is
amplified and then fed to an actutator, which produces power to drive the controlled circuitry.
The corrective action goes on till the outp.ut is at the same level as the input which corresponds
to the desired output. At this stage, there is no error signal and hence there is no input to the
actuator and the contrnl action stops.
Examples of this type of application are numerous .. A common one is the typical refrigera·
tion system which employes a thermostatic control. A temperature measuring device (often a
bimetallic element) senses the room temperature, thus providing the information necessary for proper
functioning of the control system.
3. Expedme1mtal EJl]gioecring Analysis. For solution of engineering problems, tfieoretical
and experimental methods are available. ·Many applications require application of both the methods.
The relative affacability of the method depends upon the nature of the problem. Experimental
engineering analysis has many uses and some are listed below :
1. Testing the validity of theoretical predictions.
2. Formulations of generalized. empirical relationships in cases where no proper theoretical
backing exists.
. ·
, ·
·
3. Determination of system parameters, variables artd performance indices.
4. For development in important spheres of study where there is ample scope of study.
5. Solutions of mathematical relationships with the help of analosies ..
1'10. Ekmemts of a Generalized Measurement System
It is important to have a systematic organization and analysis of measurement systems. An
instrument may be· defined as a device or a system which is designed to maintain a functional
relationship between prescribed properties of physical variables and must include ways and means
of communication to a human observer. The functional relationships remain valid only as long as
the static calibration of sy&tem remains constant. On the other hand, the performance of a
measurement system can be described in terms of static and dynamic characteristics.
It is possible and desirable to describe the operation of a measuring instrument or a system in
a generalized manner without resorting to intricate details of the physical aspects of a specific
instrument or a system. The whole operation can be described in terms of functional elements.
Most of the measurement systems contain three main functional elements. They are :
1. Primary Sensing Element,
2. Variable Conversion Element, and ,
3. . Data Presentation Element.
'
Each functional element is made up of a distinct component or groups of components which
perfo,rm required and definite steps in the measurement. These may be taken as basic elements,
whose scope is determined by their functioning rather than their construction.
t. \Primary Sensing Element. The quantity under measurement makes its first contact with
the pri,mary sensing element of a measurement system. In other words the measurand is first detec·
ted by primary sensor. This act is then immediately followed by the conversion of measurand into
an analogous electrical signal. 1 his is done by a transducer. A transducer in general; is defined
as a device which cotnerts energy from one form to another: But in measurement systems, this
definition is limited in scope. A transducer is defined as a device which converts a physical quantity
into an electrical quantity. The physical quantity to be measured, in the first place is sensed
and dete.cted by an element which gives the output in a different analogous form This output
is then converted into an electrical signal by a transducer. This is true of most ;br the cases but
,is not.true for all. In many .cases the physical quantity is directly con. ver!ed . i9'fo an elect:r!cal·
quant1ty by a transducer. However, tbe first stage of a measurement system is knpwq as a ~~tedpr
transducer stage.
·. .
·
·
/
1

•
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2. Varil!!bJe ·Conversio~ Elemtmt. The output of the primary sensing element may be any
kind of electrical signal. It may be a voltage, a frequency or some other electrical parameter. Some·
times tbiS" output is not suited to the system. For the instrument to perform the desired function,
it may be necessary to convert this output to some other suitable form while preserving the inform~tion content of the original signal. We may cite an example. Suppose output is in analogue
form and the next stage of the system accepts input signal only in digital form. Therefore we will
haye to use an A/D converter.
Many instruments do not need any variable conversion element, while others need more .
than one element.
.
Variable Mmwpulation Element. The . function of this element is to manipulate the signal
presented to it preservinjZ the origiµal nature of the signal. Manipulation here means a change in
numerical value of the signal. For example, an electronic amplifier accepts a small voitage signal

as
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Fig, f 3. Functional elements of an instrumentation system.
input and produces an output signal which is also voltage but of greater magnit~de.

Thus voltage
amplifier acts as a variable ma~ipulation element. H is not necessaJ:y that a variable manipulation
element should follow the variable conversion element as shown in Fig. 1·3, It may precede the
variable conversion element in many cases.
As discussed earlier, the output of tranducers contains information needed for further
processing by the system and the output signal is usually a voltage or some other kind of electrical
signal. The two most important properties of voltage are its magnitude and frequency though
polarity may be a consideration in some cases. Many transd~cers develop low voltages of the order
of mV and some even µV. A fundamental problem is to prevent this signal being contaminated by
unwanted signals like.noise due to an extraneous source which may interfere with the original output
signal. Anot4er problem is that the signal may not be distorted by processing equipment. The
signal after being . sensed cann'>t be directly transmitted to the next stage without removing the
interferring sources, as otherwise we may·get highly distorted results which are.far from true. Many a
times we have to perform certain operations on the signal before it is transmitted further. These processes
may be linear like amplification, attenuation, integration, differentiation, addition and subtraction.
Some non-linear processes like modulation, detection, sampling, filtering, chopping and clipping etc.
are performed on the signal to bring it 'to the desired form. This is called Sigma! Conditioning. Tile
term signal conditioning includes many other functions in addition to variable conversion and variable
manipulation. In fact the element that follows the primary sensing element in anv instrument or
instrumentation system should be called Signal Conditioning Element.
When the elements of an instrument are actually physically separated, it becomes necessary
to transmit data from one to another. The element that performs this function is called a Data
Transmission Element. For example space-crafts are physically separated from the earth where the
control stations guiding their movements are located. Therefore control signals arc sent from these
stations to space-crafts by a complicated telemetry systems using radio signals.
The signal conditioning and transmission stage is commonly known as Intermediate Stage.
3. Data Presentation Element. The information about
the quantity under measurement has to be conveyed to the
personnel handling the instrument or the system for monitol'ing,
control, or analysis purposes. The information conveyed must
Closed end ot
bourdon tubfl
be in a form intelligible to the personnel. This function is done
by data psesentation element. In case data is to be monitored,
Mechanical
Un~oge
visual display devices are needed. These devices may be analogue
or digital indicating instruments like ammeters. voltmeters etc.
ln case the data is to be recorded, recorders like magnetic tapes,
high speed camera and T.V. equipment, storage type C.R.T., .
printers, analogue and digital computers may be used. For control and ar:ialysis purpose computers tnaY -be used.
·
Fi~. T4. ~mdoo tu~ p~essure
puge.
··
·The final. stage. in a .:measurement system is known as
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~nsi~er-the

b~urdon

terminating stage. As an example of a measurement ·system,
simple
.·tube
pressure gauge as shown in Fig. 1·4 .. ·This gauge offers a good example of a measurement system.
ID this case. the bourdon tube acts as the primary sensing element and a variable conversion element.
It senses the input quantity (pressure in this case). On account of the pressure the closed end of
the bourdon tube ~s displaced. Thus the pressure is converted into a small displacement.
The closed end of the bourdon tube is connected through mechanical linkage to a gearing
arrangement. The gearing arrangement amplifies the small displacement and makes the pointer to
rotate through a large angle. The mechanical linkage thus acts as a data transmission element while
the gearing arrangement acts as a data manipulation element.
·.
The final data presentation stage consists of the· pointer and dial arrangement, which when
calibrated with known pressure inputs, gives an indication of the pressure signal applied to the
bourdon tube. The schematic diagram of this measurement system-is given in Fig. 1'5.
Bourdon lubt

Poln!Qr g (IOI

,_

Oat a

___.... prqsentatlon
elvlllflnt

.

Fig. 1'5, Schematic diagram of a bourdon tube pressure gauge.

When a control device is used for the final measurement stage, it is necessary. to apply ·some
feedback to the input signal to accomplish the control objectives. The .control stage compares the
signal representing the measured variable with a reference signal of the same form. This reference
signal has a value the measured signal should have and is presented by a con.troller. If the measured
signal agrees with the reference value, the controller does nothing. However, if there is a difference
between the measured value and the reference vnlue, an error signal is generated. Thus the controller
sends a signal to a device which acts to alter the value of the measured signal. Suppose the measured
variable is flow of a liquid, then the control device is a motorized valve placed in the flow system. In
case the measured flow .rate is too low than the preset flow rate, then the controller would cause the
valve to open, thereby increasing the flow rate. If on the other band, the flc;>w rate were too high, the
valves are closed. The operation of closing or opt..iing of valve will cease when the output flow rate
is equal to preset value of flow rate.

2Characteristics of Instruments and
Measurement Systems
2·1. Measurement System Performance
The treatment of instrument and measurement system characteristics_ can be divided into two
distinct categories viz. :.
(i) Static characteristics, and (ii} Dynamic characteristics.
Some applications involve the measurement of quantities that are either constant or vary
very slowly with time.. Under these Circumstances it is possible to define a set of criteria that gives a
meaningful description of quality of measurement without/interfering with dynamic descriptions that
involve the use of differential equations. These criteria are called Static Characteristics.
Normally static characteristics of a measurement system are, in genera], those that must be
cdhsidered
when the. system or instrument is used to a condition not varying with time.
- 1·
However ro,any measurements are concerned with rapidly varying quantities and, therefore, fo1
such cases we must examine the dynamic relations which exist between the output and the input
This is normally done with the help of differential \equations. Performance criteria baseµ upor
dynamic relations co.nstitute the Dynamic Charactersitics.
2·2. Static Calibration
All\he s~atic performance characteristics are obtained in one form or another by a proc./
I

1

~~~~~~~.

•

,

I
~

The calibration ofaU instruments is,_important since it affords the opportunity to check
instrument against" a known standtird and subsequently to errors in accuracy. Calibration piocedu t
involve a comparison of the particular in~trument with either (1) a primary standard, (l) a seconda1
standard with a higher accuracy tharl·the.!Psfrument to be calibrated, or (3) an instrument of know
accuracy.
:~

Actually all working instruments, t.e., those instruments which are actually m~ed for measu~
ment work m:ust be calibrated against some refereace instruments which have a higher accuracy. Ttli
reference instruments in turn must be calibrated against instrument of still higher grade of accurac
or against primary standard, or against other standards of known accuracy. It is essential that a:
measurement made·must ultimately be traceable to· the relevant primary standards.
2·3, Static Characteristics
, The main static characteristics discussed here are :
(i) Accuracy
(ii) Sensitivity,
(iv) Drift
(v) Static error, and

(iii) Reproducibility

(vi) Dead· Zone

'l

The qualities (i), (ii) and (iii) ai:e desifable; while qualities (/v), ( v) and (vi) are undesiral
· In addition to above characteristics, definitions of many other quantities have been given;
It must be stated; however, that sf.ere are many definitions 'of the above characteristics, anc
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some cases the definitions are unrelated. Care has been taken to .select the most ge11erally accepted
definitions so as to avoid confusion.
2·4, Errnrsin Measurements

Measurements done in a laboratory or at some other place always involve errors. No
measurement is free from errorn. If the precision of the equipment is adequate, no matter what its
accuracy is, a discrepancy will always be observed between two measured results.
·
In ordinary usage, the word err()r may have certain unpleasant connotations. It may imply
a mistake, a moral offence, or possibly a belief in something untrue. In its extreme, it may be a
blunder. But errors are to be there in measurements and therefore there is nothing shameful· about
them as it should be understood that no measurement is free from errors.
Since errors are a must in any measurement, it is imperative to interpret. the results of a
quantitative measurement in an intelligent manner. An understanding and thorough,e'.rvaluation of
the errors is essential.

2·s.

~.·
1
I

\,

True Value

The true value of quantity to be measured may be defined as tb.e average ofan infinite
number of measured values when the average deviation due to the various contributing factors tends
to zero. ·Such an ideal situation is impossible to realise in:practice and hence it is not possible to
determine the ~'True ValueH of a quantity by experimental means. The rea;son for this is that the
positive deviations from the true \'.alue do not equal the negative deviations and hence do not cancel
each other.
·
Thus, r.ormally an experimenter would never know that the value or quJntity being measured
by experimental means is the "True Value" of the quanti~ or not:
·
In fact in practice, tbe term, ''Tr!ro Value", then, refers to a value that would be obtained
if the quantity under consideration were measured by an "E111mpl1r Methed",. that is a method
agreed upon by experts as being sufficiently accurate for the purposes to which the data will ultimately
be put to use.
·
2'6, Static Eno.Ii ·
The most important characteristic of an instrument qr measurement system is its accuracy,
which is the agreement of the instrument reading with the trµe value of quantity being measured.
Tbe accuracy of an instrument is measured in terms of its error.
We have mentioned earlier that it isimp-0ssible to tneasure the true value of a quantity. An
approximation of the "true va~ue" obtained by sufficiently extended series of measurements and also
taking into account parameters and conditions to which corrections may be applied, we obtain, what
is called the best meatmred v~h1e ·of the quantity. WbiJe it is·never possible to measure the true or
exact value of a quantity, it is nearly always possible to give· a best measured value. Static error is
defined as the difference between the measured :value and the· true. value of the 'quantity. Then :
. 8A. =Am~At
...(2• l)
where
8A = error,
Am =measme4 value of quantity,
and
Ai=true value <:>f~quantity.
·
~A is also called the absolute static error of qua~tity A.. ·
... (2•2) .
We have
Eo=8A
vhere Eo=absolute static error of quantity A (under measurement).
The ab~olute ·value of ~A- does not indicate precisely the . accuracy of measurements. As an
:xample, an error of +. 2 A is negligible when the current being·meas~d is of the order of 1000 A
vhile the same error of ±2 A may be regarded as intolerable when the current under measurement
i 10 A or so. Thus the quality of measurement is provided by the relative static error, i.e., the ratio

l
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of absolute static error 8A to the true value At of the quantity under measurement. Therefore, the
relative static error Er is given by :
E =' abs· lute error = SA = _io _
... (2'3)
r
tr e value · At
At
Percentage static error %E-r =Er X 1CO .. (2'4)
(see Eqn. 2'1)
We have
At=Am-SA
(see Eqns. 2·2, 2'3)
=Am-Eo=Am-ErAt
Am
=

l+Er~

... (2'5)

However, when the absolute static error Eo =8A is small, which means that the di1ltrence
between measured and true values is small.
fr~l-

:. Eqn. 2'5 may be written as Ai=Am(l-Er)

2·1. Static Correction
It is the

differ~nce

between the true value and the measured value of the quantity, or
SC= At-Am
... (2'7)
where
5C=static correction= -SA
.. (2'8)
Example 2'1. A meter reads 127'50 V and the true value of the voltage is 127'·13 \:.
Determine :
(a) the static error, and (b) the static correction for this instrument.
Solution. From Eqn. 2· 1, the.error is
8A=Am-At =127'50-127'43= +0·07 V
Static correction
3C = - SA= -o·o 7 V.
Example 2·2. A thermometer reads 95·45•c and the static correction given in the correction
curve is -o·os c. Determine the true value of the temperature.'
Solution. True value of the temperature Ai=Am+SC=95'45-·0'08 =95 37°C.
1

0

.

~··
I

Example 2·3, A voltage has a true value of l '50, V. An analog fodicating in~trument
with a scale range of 07 2·50 V shows a voltage of 1 46 V. What are the values of absolute error
and correction. Express the error as a fraction of tbe true value and the full sGale rleftection \f.s.d.}.
Solution : Absolute error 3A =Am-At=' l 46- 1'50=-0·04 V
Absolute correction
3C=-8A=+o·o4 V
3A _ -0'04
. %'
.
Relative error
€r=At-:x 100=-2 66 o·
1 50
Relative error (expressed as a percentage of f.s~d.)
--0·04
.
2'5 x 100~_-l '60%.

2·s. Scale R1mge and Scale Span
. In an a~alog . indicating instrument the value of measurand is indicated on a scale by a
pointer while in a recording instrument it is indicated on a chart by a pen mechanism. The choice
of proper range instruments is important in instrumentation. The Scale Range of an instrument
is defined as the difference between the largest and the smallest reading of the instrument. Supposing
the highest point of calibration' is Xma:i: units "'hile the lowest is Xmin units and that the calibration
is continuous between the two points. Then ;we /can say that the ..instrument range is between Xm111
and Xmax (or many a times we say that ,the i?St'lu.ment range is Xmax).
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: Span .... Xmaz-Xmtn
.
·
... (2'9\

The instrul1leot sp111 as given by
. For a pyrometer calibrated between 0 to I000°C, the range is lOOO"C and span is lOOO"C.
For a thermometer calibrated between 200°C to 50YC, the range is 200°C to soo·c (or 500°C) but
the span is 500-200=300°C.
.·
.
·
The same is true· of digi~al instruments. ·
The accuracy of an instrument may be expressed in many ways. A common way is to
specify "accurate to within x per cent." This means that the instrument is ''accurate to within +x
percent of instrument span at all points on the scale unless and otherwise specified." However often
accuracy is based upon instrument range and these two specifications, one based on span a~d the
other on range differ greatly.
,
Th.er~ is another factor that ~ust ~e considered while det~rmining th.e range of the instru..
ment. · This ts the Frequency Range, which is defined as frequencies over which measurements can
be pe,rformed with a specified degree of accuracy. For example a moving . iron instrument may have
a 0-250 ~ range a~d 0-135 Hz frequen~y ra~ge .with an 0accuracy pf o· 5 or I% of full scale reading.
Example 2 4. A thermometer is cahbrated 150 C to 200 C. The accuracy is specified within
±0'25 percent What is the maximum static ~rror.
·
Solution : Span of thermometer=200-150=50~c.
..
.
±0·2sxso ±
,
:. Maxu!1um static error =
=
0' 125 0 C.
100
2 9-. Error Calibration Curve
Error calibfation means that an instrument has been cali+2 r---r--r---.-----brated against a suitable standard as discussed in Art. 2·2 and
its static error determined at a number of points on its scale.
These data form an error curve, which can be used for correcting f +1 -r-·-"""l--+--+--+l-1
instrument readings. A typical error curve is shown in Fig. 2· 1.
i·10. Reproducibility and Drift
, · Reproducibility. It is the degree of closeness with which
a given value may be repeatedly measured. It may be specified u
in terms of units for a given period of time. Perfect 1eproduci- B _, r - - - - t - - r - - 1 - - - 1 - - - . 1
bility means that the instrument has no drift. N~;drift means vi
.·that with a giveQ inp11t • the measured values do not vary "1ith
-2 _
0
20
40
101)
timeDrift is an undesirable quality ·in industrial instruments
Measured variable,% span
because it is rarely apparent and cannot be easily compensated
Fig. 2·1 Error calibration curve.
for. • Thus it must be carefully guarded against by continuous prevention, inspection and
· maintenance. For example, stray electrostatic and electromaguetic fields can be prevented from
affecting the measurements by proper shielding. Effect of mechanical vibrations can be minimized
by having proper mountings. Temperature changes during the measurement process should be
preferably avoided or othenyise be properly compensated for.
2·u. Repeatability " .
Reproducibility and Repeatability are a measure of closeness with which a given input may
be measured over aud over again. The two terms cause confus;on.
Therefore, a distinction is made between the two terms. Reprodecitiility
is specified in terms of scale readings over a given period of tinie. On
the other hand, RepeatabllitJ is defined as the variation of scale reading
and is random :n nature. Fig. 2·2 shows th'is rapeatability.
2·12. Noise. Noise may be defined as any signal that does. not
convey any useful information. Extraneous disturbances generated in
the measuring system itself or coming from outside, frequently con..
stitute a background against which a signal may be read.
·
Input_..
There are many sources of .Q~. Noise may originate at the
Pig. 2·2. Input-output relation. pnmary sensing device, in a comurnnication channel or other intersbip with± repeatability.
mediate links. The noise maraiso be prod'(Jced by ir.uJicating elements
of the system.
·

'
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The common sources of noise are given below : ·
(1) Stray electrical and magnetic fields present in the neighbourhood of the instruments
produce extraneous signals which ten<! to distort the original signal. The effects of these stray .fields
can be minimized by adequ*te shielding or relocation of the components of the instruments.
-(ii) Mechanical shbcks and vibrations are another source of trouble. Their effect can be
eliminated by proper mounting 9evices.
._
·
· . · (iii) -Resistors generate thermal agitation noise·· due to thermal ·fotion of the electrons in
their interior. The effect increases with increase4 temperature1of the resistor. Th'is is caJJed Johnson
or Th·ermal noise. The .ma~nitude of this qoise voltage 1is :
V=2VkTR!Sf volt
:
... (2·10)
·where
k=B<;)l~zmann.<:onsta~t=..1·3s x 10.::23 J/K, ·
· 7\=:a~s0lµte tem.peraturp of. reeistor .; K ,
R..:...re$istat1ee~ 'O , · . ·
. ·.· .• .
·
'\"
.
: .:_, . • . . . . .
' .. ·.···:...
.
"''I'·. .
.
and
6/=fr~que11qy, rangec over which m~as\Jrements .are being made ; Hz.
. ,, This noise can assl:1¢e ala.rming proportions explained in Example 2· 5.
(iv) The noise mayi also origina.t.e fr<>;m use of vacuum tubes;
i
It is desfrable to ~e~p the signal to noise ratio (SJN ratio) as high as possible -~o as to
accurately meas\lre the want~d sjgnal. · {It ampUfying system, the-sign~] to noise ratio sets. a.~ upp,-.·
·• limit to aQ1plificf).d6n.. 'I)utthe wanted', si$fittl ¢an~ot:be amplified to. the ~xtent as we_ want it i~:
be on acc0unt of the fact th~i· noise is also atnp)ift~d by the same ra'tio as the original signal., Another ·
handicap is: that t~e signal ~~.$t9·1'.C~4 against' the b~ck~r.ound of amplified noise.
·
. ' .. '·.· E;taQiple. rs..·. J>r~s~qre'ls ri)'a8Qred ·by. strain_·,gauges. One strain gauge is act.ive ·and th!'
ot~r is dummy., ._These· $ttMn ga~ f9hn .the opposite arms of a Wheatstone bridge. The other
two arms a,re formed· by equal resist.anccts "Of l20!l each at 300' K. The frequency bandwidth is
. I00,000 Hz~ The output of; tbe bridge is a votta-ge signa'~ . .
· . (;). Wheg a pre&surc' of70QQ kN/m• is applied· the'· output voltage i,s 0·12 mV; Find the
ratio of the output (signal) voltal• tt'>" t.he noise voltage generated by the resistors.
.
.·
. ..· (ii) Find the ratio 6r putplit'. (signal) voltage to the noise voltage if the applied pressure is
7 kN/m 2• .
: . .
The Boltzm~nn constant is l '38 x 10-23 J/K .
Comment upon the results ..
'
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Solution.: (i) From Eqtt. 2·10,
--·

r --··-.

.

the noise voltage is:
.

.·

V=2V kTIJ.!Jf.,,,.2'11 '$8 x10-2a~ 300)(J20XJOOOOO volt=0'466 ~v.
: -• ·. ·• .. , ». . : '· . . 0'12 x l0-3 · . '. ·
· Sign.at to'noise,($/N) ratio- .446 x rn-u.=269;,
0
.

.

.

i

'

, · in this case tht noi~· VQltage ls negligible ai'. compared with the signal voltage and therefote.
SIN ratio is higb:. Thus the interference due (o noise is ins1gnificant and hence does not distort the
.signal and the result is unaff~cted.
'
(ii) Assume a linear relationship between ~he output voltage of the bridge and the applied
pressure.
..
!
. .
,
. ,'. ·-Output (sjgnaJ)_voJ~~ge, when the ~pplied p~essure is, 7 k N/m 2, is :
.·.,: ~ ·}xlOl 3
10""8volt=0'12x10~11 =0'12 11.V.
: 7000 x
.~'.
r·
1
•
0·12x 10-6 ' . .
,·. Signal to noise (S/N) rat10=· . X .;:;6·=0 27.
0 446 10

ro xOiftt'
.. k.. ·

'

..

.

,,,
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This ind~cates that the noise has a · magnitude 'which is. about 3'75 times that of signal and
hence the signal will be completely lost in the noise.

2'13. Accuracy an,~ Precision
.
In ordinary' usage, the distinction between words ~'Accuracy" 'and ''Precision'' is usually
very vague. In fact even the diction~ties invariably link the definition of one \\ ith the other. But
as far as field of measurements is concerned, there is a. big difference between the two terms as they
have sharp differ,eilces in !meanings. In the fiel~,of measurements, the two terms may be defined as :
~ccuracy. It is the closeness with which· an instrument reading approaches the true value
of th~ quantity b~ing measured: Thus accuracy of a· measurement means confirmity to truth.
·.·
..
i>recjsion:. It is a measure of the reprodl1cibility of the measurements, i.e. given' a fixed
va.lue of a quantity,·precision is. a measure ·of·t~e degree of agreement within. a group of measure~
· merits:. The term 'Precis~': rµe~_ns cleaily or s_harplf defined. .As an example of the difference in
tneani:tig of the two terms, suppose.that we have an amtµefer which possesses high degree of precision
by virtue bf its clearly legible, finely· divide9, ·.distinct scale and a knife edge pointer with mirror
arrangements to remove parallax. Let us say that its, readings can be taken to 1/100 Of an ampere.
At the same time, its zero adjustment is w'rrihg. Noi,y every time we take a reading, the ammeter
i.s as precise as ever, we can take readings down to 1/100 of an: ampere, and the readings are consistent
a1~1.;i."dear.ly defiried'' . . However, the.readings taken with thfa ammeter· are not accurate, since they
<h nofconfirm to turth on accouutof,its faulty- zero ,adjustment.
' .
.
· . ·.Let us .. cite anot her exainpte. . Consider th~ measurement of a known voltage of 100. V
with a.meter. Fivereadingsare·takeji, andthe~indicated values ar~ 104, 103, 105, 103 and lOSV.
From the~e values it is seen·· that the instruhi.ent. cannot pe depended on for · an accuracy better .·
than 5% (5 V in thi~ .case), while a precision of'.± I%, is indicated sine~ the maximum deviation from ·
the ifl.ean reading of 104 V is only .1 ·o. V~ Thus we find that the instrument can be calibrated so
that. it could b.e used to read ± 1 V depen9ably.. This example illustrates that accuracy can, be
improved OP.on ~ut not the precision of the instrument by. calibration. Another point which is evident
from ab,ove is tba~ although th~ readj~g& are ·close. t.ogeWer thfY . have ~, small scatter (or dis~e:sion) ·
and thµs have a h1gh degree of pr~c~ston ,but ~he result~ are ·Jar from accurate. The precmon of
an instrument ~s usually dependentupon man,y factors and' requires many sophisticated techniques of
. 8,,n.alysis.
,
·
Thus we say fhat .a. set of readings sho\vs precision if the results agree among themselves.
Agreement, however, 'is no guarantee, as there may be some systematic disturbing effect that causes
all the values to be in error.
.
''
1

2'14

Indication~

of Precision
· J>recisivnis comp'bsed of two characteristics :
· {i) Conformity and (ii)· N\linher of significant figures.
Precision is used in measurements to d~scribe the consistency1 or the reprodudbility of results.
A quantity catted predsioo ir>dex defined in chapter 3 describes the spread, or dispersion of repeated .
result about some central value. High precision means a tight cluster of repeated results while low:·
precision indicates a broad scattering of r~sults. · But this may not lead us to the misconception
that high preci~ion indicates high degree of accuracy since all the repetitions in result may be biased
in the sarne way by some systematic effect that produces saCPe deviation of results from the true value.
For example, a sp'ring scale used with a spring designed for a different spring scale may repeatedly·
show the same value of weight. Thus the rea·Hngs may display exceptional agreement between themselv~s, but they all would be inaccurat~ ·values of weight since use of a wrong spring introduces a
systematic shift of all readings,
. ·
·
" . .
.'
. 'we ·m~y well cite a~othe,r ¢~llmple to illµstr~t~ another aspect of precision.' ' ...:. "
Consider, for ex~01ple, th~f { re~i~t0r ~hose true resistance i~ 1,185,692 n, L'1:~'ein'g measured.
by an Ohmmeter. The obmmetercon·sistently and repe~t_edly indicates the true value. ·nut the obser"'
~er cannot read this value f~om t~e:~9ale: The observer~s estimates from the scale reading consistently
.

.
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•

.

.

'

.

r
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yield a value of 1·4 megohm (l '4 MO). This is as ·close to the true value as he can read the· scale by
estimation. Although there are no deviations from the observed value, the error creakd by the limitation of the scale reading is a precision error.
The above example illustrates that conformity is necessary, but not sufficient condition for
precision because of lack of significant figures obtained. Similarly, precision is a necessary, but not
sufficient condition for accuracy. ,
·
·
•.
In critical work, good pr~ctice requires an independent set of measurements, using differen~
'instruments or different measurement techniques which are not subject to the same systematic errors.
Where this is not possible, the experimenter must take steps that insure proper functioning of instrn·
ments and to discover and eliminate any systematic disturbing factor. Calibration against a known
standard may be resorted to in order to achieve the above l?urpose.
2'15. Signfficnnt Figures, .

·

· An indicaticm of the precision of the measurement is obtained from the number of significant
figures in which it js·expressed. Significant figures convey actual· information regarding the magni·
tude and the measurement precision Qf a. quantity.· The more the significant figures, the greater the
1
'
precision of measurement.
,
,. ·
,
.
.·

Let us take an example. If a voltage is specified as 256 V its value should be taken as closer to
256 V than to either 257 Wot 255 V. If the value .of voltage is described as 256'0 V it means that the
voltage is closer to 256'0 V than it is to 256' l V or 255'9 V. In 256 there are three significant figures
whHe in 25~'0 there are four. The latter, with more sig~ificant figures, expresses a measurement of
greater precision than the former.
Frequently iarge numbers with zeros before a decimal point are used for approximate popula~
tions or amounts of money. For example the population of a City is reported as 490,000. This
may due to misconception, imply that the true value lies between 489,999 and 490,001, which is six
significant figures. But in fact, what is meant, however, is that the population is closer to 4·,0,000
!ban to 480,000 or 500,000, Since the population can be reported only to two significant figures.
How else large numbers be expressed ? A more technically correct notation uses powers of ten like
49 x 104 or 4·9 x Ios. This indicates that the population figure is only accurate to two significant
figures. Thus. reference to populatiOil of a city as 3,000,COO would be interpreted automatically as
an approximate number while reference to velocity of light as 300,000,000 metre per second creates
·no confusion to a person with a technical background. Uncertainty caused by zeros to the left of
decimal point is therefore usually resolved 'by scientific notation using powers of ten.
Exan,Df)le 2'6. Stat'' the number Of significant figures in each of the followinj! numn?.r.Q ;
(a) 302 A(b) 302'10 V (c) 0'00030 !l (d) 0'0000300 Hl (e) 5·01x10 4 (/) sorno.
Solution : (a}. The number is 302. This means'that it is more close to 302 that to either 30 l or.
303~ Thus this number.has 3 significant figures.
'
.
(b) The number inv9lved h .302' IO, TheFefore it is .more close to 302' 10 than either to 301 ·09
or to l02'I l. Thus it has 5 significant figures. · -. . ,
·
(c) The. number is 0'00030. This means tb~t it is more close to o·ooo 30 than either to
0'00029 or 0'00031. Thus it has 5 sigoificaoe figures.,
(cl) The resistance is 0'00003 MO. . This can be written as 30 !l Thus it is m.ore close to
l{) thu to ~itbor 29 or 31. Therefore it bas 2 significant figures. The zeros to the left of 3 are due
Ci> large size of unit.
(e) The number under consideration is S'OJ x 104. Hence it.is more close to s·o 1 x 104 than to
either s·oo x 10' or 5·02x104. Thus it bas 3 significant figures.
( f) ·1;be number is 50100. This is· a larg: n'uml?er, and a situation may arise that causes uncer·
taint) Strictly ,S0,100 means thafthe.,iun>bet'is more close to 50,100. th!ln either to. 50,099, or .50; 101.
This means ihat the number has 5 $~gnificant figur~s. ij.ow~ver, if this number is po~mlation of a
town it could be written as 501x102• Under.this' situation we ·can say that the population is close to
~01 x J0 2 than to ~ither soox 102 Of $02 IQ'. This·mQ&ns that nu~ber bas 3 significant figures.

x

'
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2'.16. Range of Doubt OJ' Possible Errors and Doubtful Figures .
.
.
It is customary in measurement work to record the result with all the digits of which we . are
sure, and final digit which is believed to be nearest to the true value. This usually implies that the
reported result is good to ±I in the digit in the last place i.e., the digit in doubt. For example, in
rea.ding a. wattmeter the power may be read as 22'6 W. This simply indicates that the power read by
the observer to the best estimation is closer to 22'6 W, than to either 22·5 W or -22'7 W. Another
way of expressing this result indicates the 'range of doubt or possible error'. The way to express doubt
regarding the Jast place, the dig'it in doubt is put in italics form. For example 22'6 W indicates that
we know the power to better than unit and that we are not sure about the ·tenths but au the same
believe the value of digit in the tentlis place is close to 6. A similar but definite method is to express
the above power as 22'6±0'05 W indicating that. the power lies between·22·55 Wand 22'65 W giving
the range of d<?ubt qr possible error as o· 1 W.
. Wheµ 3. 'nq~ber independent measurements are taken in ordel' to obtain the best measured
value~. t.~e result is usuall¥ ex:pressed:·as aritbmetic mean of all readings. The range of doubt or possible
error ts the largest deviation from the mean. ·
.
·.
·
. Examp1e·_2·1. .A set' of independent current measurements were recorded as 10'03, 10· 10~ 10· 11
and 10'08 A. Calculat~·(a) the· average current, and (b) the range of error.
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Solution :
(a).

Avera,i~ cµrrent Ia~ 1i+~2tla+h .=!0'0~+101_0~1Q.1l+to·os =l0.'08 A.
'··:', ,·'

·<

·.. '..>' .
. •(
·:'Ma·?tiri:J~m value

(b)

.

.,

" .

.

of current.Imaai= 10· 11 A

,.... " ,(·.•:· ....
..
.. "·
.
· · ~ang~ ~i~aai;..:.lav=10'11~10'08=0'03'A~
'.

.

:·.'':,1

~ ':• ..,. ·1·.• "'

:i

.

'

•,

'

· · .MiniI.Jlum ·.value bf l~ngth /mt"~ 10·03 A.
. . ·lav.....:lmin~jo~os-10·03 .:::o·os A.
I . ~"
;· ,:
.
.
·0.03+0'05
·
· Therefor~ •v~rage range.of ,error is .
·
=±0'04 A.
2
The ·null)ber of significant figures in a quantity is one measure of precision, though not as
definite as a percentage statement. Suppose the range. of dou~t in a 101 0 resistor (the value has 3
signifioaqtitfigures) is t n. This means that the ·value lies between 100·5 Q and 101'5 n. This range
. of doubt i.n p~rcentage terms is 1 perceJ?.t. The same range of doubt of I n in a 999 0 .resistor (again
the value has·~ ·sigQ.ific1n.t figure's) creates a percentage range of doubt as only o· 1 per cent;
. . Therefore three significant .figure~ may cover a percentage range of doubt of o· 1 to 1 per cent
and hence is indefinite. as ameasure of precision.
~·

'

-

.

-·~upefn:uous fi~ures are so~~~imes allowed ·to accumulate in ordinary arith~etic processes of
addition, subfr~¢tfon~ rhultiplication'and ,division. In these computational· processes, the doubtful
tigu~es are·;wrlt~en in italics; .arid al~o ·figures that ~esult from;t~eir use in 'th~ ptocesses and are there·
by placed tn doubt. There is.anotber thing that 1s obvious 1t 1s useless to give more than one doubt·
fur figure. · To illustrate the point :W.e: should not put the result 11T6 since the figure in the units place
(i.e•i 7) is ht doubt, and th~refot'ei· it is· useless to put a figure in. tenths place. The correct way to exprea the above re.suit is lf1.,:.:..' ·:....

. . TO\fllUs~:·N~~er•..t\V(>'.~~amples are given below

:

. · .•••11.~.·t~t.:. :· Tbtfc r~'Jbrs ha!~ vatu~s of 72·3? ffa

.

,

and 0'6.12 O respectively with. an
of three c·cnnected in ~eries.'.

uncertau,itf•·•Q~t~.i,t'ih,;.jo:~:·fasrig.llr~ ~pe~ch.~se; .. rmd:t~,e suiµ

· Solutto• f
·· · · ' ·.
"
$in.cithe three ~sistanc~s are in series, theirsum is: RcR1+Ra+~3

,.

1
I
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Now

Ri ==72'3 Sl,.
R2= 2·73 0.
Rs= 0'612 Q,

SYST~:~t

.•17

'.

·~ ':,

.

R= 15'64)0.
'

'

The result cannot be expressed as 65'642 .0 as even the figure in'theterith place i.e., 6 is in
doubt. Therefore the resultant resistance is 65'6 n witJ1~6 as first doubtful figure.
Exampl«J 2·9. The ~oltage and current recorded in a d.c. circuit are respectively 12'16 V and
1·34 A. calculate the power;
Solution: Power-12'16Xl'34 W.
Multiply by long hand, we have :
12'16
1'34

4864
3648
1216

...;

16'2944
· The power is expressed as 16'2 Was 2 is the first. doubtful figure. It would obv1ousJy be
absurd to write the answer with the entire product obtained ..
·When two or more measurements with different ·degrees o(, accuracy are added, the result
is only as accurate as the least 'accurate measurement. ·This is illustrated by the following ex'\mple : ·
Example 2·10. Tw() resistors. Ri and R2 are con~ect~d in serie~ Y'ith 'R1=28'7 0 and
R2 = 3'624 n. Calculate the total resistance to the appropriate number 'Of s1gmficant figures.
Solution :
(three significant lfii'es)
Ri=28'7 0
(four significantigures}
R2=3'624 0
Total .resistance R=R1 R2
=132'324 !l
(five significant ftgures) ·
=32'3 0
(three significant figures)

+

"
I

~,,.,I

This is done because one of the. resistances is accurate only to three significant figures (or
tenth of an ohm in this case) and therefore the' result should also be reduced to three significant figures
(or the nearest tenth of an ohm in this case) and hence the value 32'3 (l.
The number of significant figures in IQUltiplication may increase rapidly. but only the appro·
priate figures are retained in the answer as is illustrated by the following example. ·
·
·
'

<

Example 2·11. In calculating voltage drop; a current of 4'37 Ais. recorded in a resistance
of 31 '27 n. Calculate the voltage drop across the resistor to the appropriate number of significant
figures.
·

Solution:

Current /=4'37 A
Resistance R= 31 '27 n .

(three significant figures)

(four significant figures) .
Voltage-drop E=/R •..,4·31x31'27=l36'6499 V
(seven sisnificant fisures)
I

'.\

~,+·
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Since there are three significant figures involved in the multiplication, the answer can te
written orly to a maximum of three significant figures.
:. E~137 V.

t 17. Static Sensitivity
The static sensitivity of an inst! ument or an 'instrumentation system is the . ratio of the
magnitude of the output signal or response to the magnitude of input. signal or the quantity being
measured. Its units are millimetre per micro-ampere, counts per volt etc. depending upon the type
of input and output.
.
Sometimes the static seinsitivity is expressed as the ratio of the magnitude ~f the measured
quantity to the magnitude of the response. Thus the. sensitivi.ty expresse d this way_ has the units of
micro-ampere per millimetre or volt per count etc. as the case may be depending upon nature of input
and output. Thus it is reciprocal of the sensitivity as detined above. This ratio is defined as deflection
· :factor or invrrse sensitivity. Many manufacturus define the sensitivity of /their instruments in terms of
inverse sensitivity and still call it sensitivity.
When a calibration cui:ve is linear as in Fig. 2· 3 (a) the sensitivity. of the instrument can be
defined as in slope of the caHbratiou curve. For this case the sensitivity is constant over the
entire rnnge of ~he instr~me~~t.: However, if the :c.u~ve }s no~ nominall~/ a straight line the sensitivity
varies with tbe mput as m Fig.:2'3 (b). The sens1ttv1tv m this case vart~s
·
1

i

1

1

i.

'

i

i

f

Output

t
Output

I

----A~z··

<to

-·-·

Sensitivity=~

%

lnput,q\-

I ,•
,/
I

.

I

' i :.o.q,o
•.•. J.l
A !
.
Li.ct,
Cl
Sens·1v1ty=

iiIT'

lnput,q.t I

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2'3. Definition of sensitivit,v.

In general, the static sensitivity at the operating point is defined as. :

St tic sensitivit _ ~l}fip.~!~.s~m_al change ~n ~utput..,. 6qo
a
·
Y mfimtes1mal change 1ll mput b. q,

... (2' 11)

Similarly,
Inver£>e sensitivity or deflection factor=- 6.qi
... (2' J2)
b.qo
fbe sensitivity of an instrument should be high and therefore the instrument should not have
a range greatly exceeding the value to be measured. However, some margin should be kept for any
accidental overloads.

' Example 2·12. A-Wl.eatstone bridge requires a change of 7 Q in the unknown arm of the
bridge to produce a ckngc in deflection of 3 mm of the galvanometer. Determine the sensitivity. Also
determine the defle~tion factor
Solution :
Sens.itiv:~y= magnitude. of outp~t response _ 3'000 mm ... 0.429
/1.
magmtude·of mput .
7·000 Q
mm "
1

\.

J·
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;. .
'"} f:
magnitude of input
Inverse
sens1hv1ty or sea e actor=;:
· 't d f · t · t .
., ·
magm u e o ou pu · resp~nse
= 2;33. O/mtl1.
.
-.,,,

19
1·00 .0
3'000 mm

·
Example 2'13. A mercury thennometer has a·capillary\ube of 0·25 mm diameter. If the
bulb is made of a zero expansion matedal what volume must it have if a sensitivity of 2'5 mm/°C is
desired ? Assume that the operating temperature is 20°C and the c<,>-efficient of volumetric expansion
oflmercury is 0'181x10- 3/°C.
Solution : Let :
Lc=length of capillary tube which would be occupied by mercury contained in the bulb
when it is not heated ; mm,
Le+ 6 l.c=length of capillary tube which would be occ~pied by mercury contained in the bulb
when heated; mm,
Ae=area of capillary tube; mm 2,
~v=co-efficient of volumetric expansion ; J11m 3/mm3·°C,
and
6T=change in temperature; QC, ·
.
.
It should be noted that there will be only a change in length of mercury column since it is
given that the bulb has a zero expansion. material and hence there will be no changes in its area and
length. This is true of capillary tube as well.
Sensitivity

S· = ~:: ·=(Le+~)- Le ~f~ =2'5 mmrc.

Now Ac (Le+ l:,Lc)=Ac (Le+ iv Le/::.T) ·
· Length of capillary tub~
- l ·!::.Le _ _l -~ X2'5-13'8X103
-13"8
L c~~
6.T.= 0'181x10-s . . ~
mmm.
TC

,

Hence area of bulb Ah=AcLc=4-(0'25)2 x 13'8X 103=680 mms.
·2' 18,

In~tmment

Efficiency

The efficiency of any instrument is defined as the ratio of the measured quantity at full scale
to the power taken by the instrument at full scale. The introduction of an instrument used for
measurements in a circuit should not affeet the existing conditions in the circuit. The efficiency of an
instrument should be as high as possible, as the higher the efficiency the lesser the effect the
instrument has upon the circuit under measurement.
Let us consider the case o!f voltmeter for which we have :
Rm=resistance of meter,
and·
Eta =full scale vo~tage reading. ,·
~ .
. Current at full scale reading
Eta
lts=... (2'13}

Rm

Power consumed at full scale reading
E,,2
Pts=Ets Its=--~

· Rm

Efficiency of instrument
(2'14

20
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H~nce

the efficiency· of a volt1Ueter is the ratio of resistatice orthe 'meter to its voltage at full
scale and is expressed in ohm per volt.
.·
· . ·. ·
l
·
' .· · · •
From Eqns. 2' 13 and 2·14 it iS clear that in order that a voltmeter has a high eflcien~v and
it draws smaller values of current, the resistance of the voltmeter should' be high. High efficiency
voltmeters are a prerequisite for measurements especially in electronic cir¢uits where the current. and
the power are small.
Example 2'14. A s·o ampere .ammeter bas a resistance of 0'01. 0; Determine the efficiency
of the instrument.·
·
Solution : Full scale reading of ammeter Its= 5 A.
Power consumed at full scale Pts=lts2,Rm=(5) 2 X(0'01)=0'25 W
'·
Its = .5 f= 20 A/.W.
Efiknency
of ammeter= Pis
02
2'19. Index Scale and Index Number
,
.
An analogue instrument may be thought as a meqhanism which ha~ an input. 9f the quantity
being mrnsured and an ·output which is usually displacement of a pointer ~v~r a scale. Divisions are
marked on a si;ale, the set of marks or divisions form an md.~x scale and the divisions moved is the
index reading.

, ·'

!llllf1
I

I

1

As far as digital instruments are concerned same theory may be applied: Jn a spatial encoder
the quantity being measured produces J displacement of the mechanism. This cli~placement is converted into a digital number.
. ·
;
Example 2·1s. An ammeter has 100 divisions on its index scale. Tl~e instrument is provided
with range multiplier switches of 1, 10 and 100. Find the range of the instrument and the scale
range.
Solution : Highest multip~ier switch= 100 times.
:. Range of instrument= 100 x 100mA=10x103 mA=lO A
fodex range =0-100. ·
·
:
2·20. Linearity. One of the best characteristies of an iristrumenti or a measur~,tneni systefu
is considered ~o be li~earity.1. that ~s, the o~tp~t is li~early provor~ional .to; the input. !y!ost _of_ th~·
systems require a hnear behav10ur as 1t · is demable. This 1s · because the conversion from a
scale reading to the corresponding rolasured value of input quantity is mo~t convenient if 110~ merely'
has to multiply by ~fixed constant rather than consult a non-linear calibratfon curve or compute frolli
non-linear caJibration equatio~Also when the instrument is part of a large data
co~1t9t system,
linear behaviour of the part often simplifies the design. and analysis of the whole system. therefore ·
relationships to the qegree of straight line relationship (i.e., linearity) are c6mmon.
If for an instrument calibration curve (relating output to input) is. ~ot a straight line, it should
not be concluded that the instrument is inaccurate. This is a misconceptiOn, a non-linear behaviour
does not essentially lead to inaccuracy. Such an instrument may be highlY: accurate as ever.
However~ most of the time.it is necessary . IOOOr----r--,---+--..-----..-~...,,.....-.---.
Non- lineor
that measurement system components shou Id have
variatioris--t---i.../
linear characteristics. For example, the resistance
eooi--+--'--i-:c--+----'+------f,;L---+-- Line~
used in a potentiometer should very linearly with ·g
\tlrla on
displacement of the sliding contact in order that the !! 600 ......_--i-.
displacement is directly proportional to the sliding ·~
contact voltage. Any departure from linearity would ·:
result in error in the read out system.
~ too r-1-T?l:;;f;;:::z~-:-t--t---r....._,
Fig 2·4 shows the. variation of resistance §
with displacement of sli,ding contact... In case the
resistance to the sliding contact is P!Opo.rtion··~--to
the displacement, all the values of resistance w .4
300 •'
0
1or 100
'200
400
lie on a straight line (firm line as shown in Fig.~ ~4 .
Units bf displacement I-J owevei, in practice it may not always be poss·ible
'
to have linearity, i.e., linear variation. Suppose

or

.

J

2. \ i
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that the resistance varies as shown by a curved dotted. line; in that ·case there is deviHticvo fron}
linearity. This deviation from linearity ·may be expressed by a term ''Percent Linearity".
Percent linearity may be defined as
.
.· .. ·(maximum resistance deviation·) X r.
mear1ty=
---- 10 v
1
Percent
.
·
full scale deviation

•..' (215)

for this particular case. In general percent linearity is :

_:.(maximum displacemen~eviation) x 100
-fuli scale deviation

... (2' 16)

It is desirable to keep the percent linearity as small as possible as it would, in thttt ca1c, rcsuh
in small errors in ·the read out system. For example if a self-balancing potentiometer has a percent
.. linearity i>fO'l per cent, its accuracy would be 1 part in 1000, With a 1000 count digital encoder
connected to the shaft of the potentiometer, it would produce an error of 1 count in 1000 counts

216. A 10,000 .a variable resistance has a linearity of o· 1%and the movement of
contact arm is 320~. (a) Determine the maximum position deviation in degrees !ind the resistance de viation'in ohm. (b) If this instrument is to be used as a pqtentiometer with a linear scale of 0 to l 6 V.
determine the maximum voltage error.

. . ' : . . 'Example
~.

Solution: (a) From Eqn. 2'16,

Maximum displacement deviation

percent linearity x fuH scale
100
=O'I x320. 0.32•
•
100

d~via~!~!l

I

. .

· maximum
..
'.
· d'
resistance
.1spIacemen t· =

Srmtlarl~,

o· 1x 10,000
IO iJ
---w
0-:----· =

'(b) A qisplacement 320° corresf>onds to 1'6 V and therefore 0·32· corresponds to a

voltage of;

.. Q:32 x1·1 = l '6 x 10.:.3 v
'320

:.

'

Maximum voltage·error=1'6X 10"'."3 V=l'6 mV.

2·21 .. Hysteresis. Hysteresis effects show up in any physical, chemical or electric01l phe1rnmeHysteresis is a\phenomenon which depicts different output effects when loading and unl~C1.<iin..,
whether-it is a mechanical system or an electrical system and for that matter any system. Hystere.\i~
is non-incedence o~.'1.oading'·and unloading curves, Hysteresis, in a system, arises due to th~ fact that
all the energy put info the stressed parts when. loading is not I recoverable upon unloadin~. This is
·because the secondlaw of thermodynamics rules out any perfectly reversible process in the world .

non.

. ii·'

.

.

.

'

.

·Hysteresis effects are there in electrical phenomena. Orie of the examples .is the relationship
:Mtwun ou'tpu~ voltage and field current in a d.c; generator. This fa due to magnetic hystw~5'is. This
~, ctirYe is of the shape shown in Fig. 2·5 (a).
·
·
·
In mechanical parts of a system, there may be internal friction, external sliding friction and
··coulomb friction. There may be a (ree PlilY or loDseness in the mechanism. In a giycn instrument a
number of causes, such as listed above, combine to give an overall effect which may result in output~
-'input relationshipsuch as shown in Fig. 2·5 (b).
2·21: T~ahold. His c!e~r from above that if th.e instrument input is incr~~sed very gradually
from zero there wdl be- some m101mum value below which no output c~ange can be detected. This
.
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OUfput

tJutputf

f

'°"

Max.output
Hysteresls

...,
I

I.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2·5, Hysteresis effects.

minimum value defines the threshold of the instrument. In specifying tbres~old, the first deteclible
output change is often described as being any ''noticea~le measurable change ·'
2·23, Dead Time. Dead time is defined as the time required by a measurement. system to ·
begin to respond to a change in the rneasuraod. Fig. 2'6 sho•vs the measured quantity and its value .
as indicated by an instrument. Dead time, in fact,:,is the time before · 100 ..-----,--r-.----r----.
Dynamic
the instrument begins to respond after the measured quantity bas '
error
been changed.
2'24. Dead Zone. It is defined as the largest change of input
quantity for which there i5 no output of the instrument (Fig. 2'6).
For example the input applied to the instrument may not be
sufficient to overcome the friction and will, in that case, not move
at all. It will only move when the input is such that it produces a
driving force which can overcome friction forces. As stated in Art. ·
2·20 other factors which produce dead zone are backlash or bystere·
sis in the instrument.
The term "dead zone" is sometimes used interchangeably
with term hysteresis. Howe\'er, it may be defined as the total range
Time t _
of input values possible for a given output and may thus be num·
ericalJy twice the hysteresis defined in Fig. 2'5 (b).
Fig. 2'6, Dead time and dead zone.
Example 2·17. The dead zone in a certain pyrometer is 0'125 percent of span. The
calibration is 400°C to 1000°C. What temperature change might occur before it is detected.
Solution: Span=l000-400=600°C.
0'125
Dead zone=
x 600=0'75°C.
100
A change of 0 75°C must occur before it is detected.
2·25. Resolution or Discrimination
If the input is slowly increased from. some ar~it:ary (non-.zero) input value, it will again be
found that output does not change at all until a certam mcrement 1s exceeded. This increment is caJJed
re~oJution or discrimi~ation of the instrument.. Thus ~he smalle~t increment in input (the quantity
berng measured) which can be detected with certamty by an instrument is its resolution or discri·
minatkm. So resolution defines the smallest measurable input change while the threshold defines the
smallest measurable input.
Example 2·rn. A moving coil voltmeter bas a uniform scale with JOO divisions He full scale
. reading is 200 V and I/I 0 of a scale division can be estimated with a fair degree of certai~ty. Determine
the resolution of the instrument in volt.
,

..... :

,,.;

1

i
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Solution :

. . . = 200.= ·2 v
1 seaIe div1s10n
100

Resolution=& scale

division=i~

x2=0'2 V.

~--

Example 2)9. A digital· voltmeter bas a read-out rang~ fr?m 0 to 9,999 counts. Determine
the resolution of the instrument in volt when the full scale readmg is 9·999 V.
Solution : The resolution of this instrument is 1 or 1 count in 9,999.
Resohition= ---~---count= -1~. x9'99) volt=l0·- 3 V=l mV.
9999
9999
'

2'26. Loading Effects. The ideal situation in a measurement system is that when an elemen!:
used for any purpose may be for signal sensing, cor~ditioning, transmissioh or d€tection is introduced
into the system, the original signal should remaiµ unmolested. This m~ans that the original signal
should not be distorted in ·any form by introduction of any element 111 the measurement system.
However, under practical conditions it bas been found that introduction of any element in a system
results, invariably, in extraction of energy from the system thereby distorting the original signal. This
distortion may take the form of attenuation (reduction in magnitude), waveform distortion, phase shift
and many a time all these undesirable features put together. This makes ideal measurements
impossible. The incapability of the system to faithfully measure, record, or control the input signal
(measurand) in undistorted form is called the loading effect.
It may be recalled that a measurement system consists of three distinct stages :
(i) Detector-Transducer stage,
(ii) Signal conditioning stage (including signal transmission stage),
and (iii) Signal presentation stage.

The loading effects do not occur only in the first stage but may occur in any of the two
[subsequent stages while the first st~ge detector transducer lolds the input signal, the second stage
!loads the first stage, and finally the third st1ge loads the secon(t stage.· In fact, the loading problem
may be carried right down to the basic elements themselves.
1

i

i

2'27. Loading Effects
due to Shont Connected Instruments
.

In measurement systems, voltage measuring, displaying and recording instruments Jike
:voltmeters, oscilloscopes and strip chart recorders are connected across the circuit in shunt foarallel)
with the circrdt.
Consider a network consisting of linear bilateral impedances and generators with outpuu
terminals. A and Bas shown in Fig. 2·1. This is a blackbox with a Thevenin generator of voltage
Eo and an output impedance Zo iil series. Supposing we are primarily concerned with the
voltage of the output signal. Let Eo be .the ope~ circuit voltage i.e. the voltage that appears
across the teril1inats A and B when the load (or any other measuring or recording. device) which ls a
voltmeter in this case is .not connected to the terminals.
.
'

l

I
~

A

~"'";'
oltoga ~ o
ource I

f Eo
_J

-r
A

IL

EL

9·

Fig. 2·1. Voltage source and shunt connected instrument.

Ideally, when the load is connected across .terminals A and B the output voltage should remain
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the same. However, tJ1e load impedance is 'riot infinite and therefore when a voltmeter' with an input
impedance ZL is connected across A an_d B, a current IL flows. This causes a voltage drop ILZo.
;'. Qutput voltage under- loaded conditfons is :
EL=~-lr.Zo=ILZL
or

Eo=IL(ZL+Zo)

.. .
: . Ratio of actual voltage appearing across the load (when the instrument is connected) to
the voltage under no load conditions (ideal in this case) is :
· Er, · I~Zi .
1
Eo: ~h(Z1+Zof= I +Zo/ZL
... (2'17)

+~~/ZL

},. .Actual voltage measured, EL= 1

4

11

I

... (2'18)

Thus the voltage which is measured is modified both in phase and magnitude. This means
that the original voltage signal is distorted on account of con~.ection of measuring instrument across it.

It is clear from Eqn. 2'18 that in order that the original signal Eo should remain undistorted
the value of input impedance of the instrument, ZL, should be infinite (or the value of output
impedance of the source, Zo should be equal to Iero whichi is not' attained in practice).

In order to obtain as less distortion as possib1e ~he value of Zr., the input impedance of
instrument, should be very high as compared with Zo, the outp..:.t impedance of the source.
· To illustrate the loading effects of shunt devjpes a few examples are given below. First we will
give examples connected with d.c. and then go ovefto a.c. applications.

Example 2·20. A multimeter having a sensitivity of ·2 ,000 O./V is used to measure the voltage
across a circuit having an out~ut resistance of 10 kO.. The open circuit voltage of the circuit is ~ V.
Find the reading of the multimeter when it is set to its 10 V scale. Find the percentage error. //
Solution: Input impedance of,voltnieter ZL=20,000x10 n .... 20 kfi
Output impedance of circuit Zo= 10 k!l
Open circuit voltage of circuit under measurement Eo=6 V.
From Eqn. 6' 18, reading .of voltmeter is
Eo
6
Er.= 14 ~fZL =I+ l0/20
.

-.

=

4V

.\

:. Percentage errol"'in \'.Oltage reading

4 6
x100=-33% .or 33% low.
6

The loadh1g problem given .in Example 2·20 is typical of cases where a common type of
voltmeter such as a multimeter whose input impedance is.comparable with that of the impedance of
the circuit under test is used for measuring voltage. Thus voltmeters having output impedance
comparable to that of circuit under test should not be used as they seriously modify the value of test
. voltages. Such types of voltmeters are unsuitable for communication and electronic circuits where the
impedance levels are high but they can be'used for low impedance circuits giving a good accuracy.
If we wish to achieve 99% accuracy in voltage measurement, th~ input resistance of the
voltmeter should be greater 100 times the output re&istance. _ For an accuracy of 95% . the input
resistance should be atleast 20 times the output resistanc'e.
.
.
:Example 2'2l. Suppose the voltmeter of Example 2·20 is used for measurement of voltage of
circuit having an output impedance of I000 n and an open circuit voltage of 6 V at its 10 V scale.
find the error in measurement.
·
Solution : , Output resistance of circuit Zo = 1000 u = 1 kO.

I

.

........
l
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·

0 -:::-~ ___§__~ =5'97 V
Reading of voltmeter Er,- --~l+Zo/ZL 1-1-1/200
·

Percentage _Error

59

· ~- 6 x 100=-0'5?~ or 0~5% low.

Thus when the output impedance of source is quite low as compared with input impedance of.
voltmeter, the error involved in measurements is quite small.
·.
·
.
Example 2·22. A 50 V range voltmeter is connected across the terminals A and B of the
ookn
·
circuit shown in Fig. 2·s'. Find the reading .of
2
.....J
~
the voltmeter under open circuit and loaded
.+
conditions Find the accuracy !tnd the loading
:+L
~~~~rnr error. The voltmeter has a resistance of 1000 k!l •
200 k!l
• 100V
Solution : Let us reduce the circuit to
'----___,..1'------9
its Thevenin's. equivalent ~ircuit. Tho open
.· Fig. 2'8
circ1,iit voltage, Eo, appearing across terminals A
.. and B;is: ·
.
200
Eo = 100 x = 50 V.
400
The output impedance (resistance in this case) of the sourc~ as looking into terminals
A and Bis:

r

.

200 X200

.Zo= 200+200""' lOO kq.
The Thevenin eauivale1lt circu'it under loaded conditions is shown in Fig. 2'9.
100 k!l.
Voltag~ appearing across terminals A and B under loading
~ · ;.\ ··
conditions is :

J

· io

.
Loadmg

I

,

.

~rror=

45'5-50.=....,.. 9%.o = 9%o 1'ow.

50

Accuracy= 100-% Joading error= 1.00-9 ==91 %.
Operation with A° C. The anaJysis of loading effects with a.c. is

Fig. 2'9

I

50

EL=1+z--;1z~ = i +-ioo11000 = 45 5 v.

not so easy. It should be .borne in mind that both Zo and ZL are
dependent upon frequency. .Therefore .the indicated volt~ge will depend upon . ~he frequency of
operation. On accou~t of the inp?t capacitance effects ~r the 1~struo;ient, the v~Iue of mput impedance
ZL becomes low at .high frequencies with the result the mput signal 1s substantially attenuated at· high
frequencies.
·.
.
..,.
.
It is not only the magriitupe of tlie signal that is effected)ut alsl) its· phase. Worst still; as is
consequence of the shunt capacitance, the.non-sinusoidal signals are distorted in waveform a]so.
·
The rnagnit~de of th.e measured signal becomes-'substantiaJly smaller with increase in freqi1ency
i?<S
in Fig. 2·10.
.)
.

shown

EL

t

_,

_;t

i

""'

..

_."

• ..

1

'. (.

... ,

'-.,

'

-

.

,;

Fig. 2· 10. Effect of frc:qg~nqy on output~ .

-:tnput
(a)

outl>ut .
(b)

Fis. 2·11,' W~veform distortion,

I
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The sharply changing non-sinusoidal waveforms are rounded off because of the finite .time. it ·
takes to charge a capacitor. This is shown in Fig. 2·11.
,'
The effect of frequency on magnitude and phase shift of a signal is shown in the following
example.
.
'
Example 2'23. An oscilloscope having an input resistance of 1 MO shunted by 50 pF capacitance
is connected across a circuit having an effeGtive output resistance of 10 kO. If the open circuit voltage
has 1·o V peak for a 100 kHz sine wave, what will be the voltage indicated on the oscilloscope when
the frequency is (i) 100 kHz and (ii) 1 MHz ?
The equivalent circuit for the measurement system is
shown in Fig. 2· 12.
When frequency= 100 kHz :
The value of capacitivereactance at 100 kHz is
1
1
Xo= 2efC = 27t->aoo-x 1000-x·scfx 10-12 =32000 !~

Oscilloscope
1Qk!l

Volt age ""

source
to

The input impedan.ce of the oscilloscope is :
R(--jXo) _ 106 x(-j32xl03)
·.
·
Zr,= ·R=fx~- - -106 j32x-10~- ~ -]32x10a .a

lMO.

Opf

Fig. 2·12

=32x10 3 L ....;.90°0.

,
·
.
fhe voltage across the Joad is
· .
·
=l'OL0°X'--7
1

Eo
1+Zo/iL

EL=-----:--L·-·--:

10xl~3L0° -1+0·3~3L90° l+j~'313

+Tfx10 3 L-90"
· 0·954 L
4° V (peak) .
.This means that the magnitude of voltage indicated by the ! oscilloscope-is 0·954 of its original
value.
I ·
·
:.' The error is (1-0'954)X 100=-=4'6 per cent. Also
voltage under loaded conditions
lags the voltage under open circuit conditions by an angle of 17'4°. ·
!
Wfm1 frequency= 1 MHz
The value of capacitive reactance of o.scilloscope
. 1
· Xo= 2;x 106x5o-·x 10-12~3 200 n

-17·

the

T.he input·impedance of oscilloscope is :

~ 106(-j 3'2x10a) ~ - . 3200!l=32X10aL ~90" Q
Zr, "'"'_R(-jXo)
R-jXc
106-j3'2X103
J
.
. ·. The voltage across the load is EL

l +~o/ZL

. ·-----I -------··· =l'OLO"X ---·--·- :1 - - =
IOX 1osL~o
1+3'13L90?
l+ 3·2x193L-90°
0

=0·304L-n·3° v (peak).·
In this case the measured value is only 0'304 of its original value and the phase shift 4s 72·3•,
Thus the output is considerably attenuated and is Jess than one third of its original value.
,.

,·

. '

·.~,.. ·
'! '
..

i
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, This indicates. the effect of distortion of signal on account of increased shunting effect due to
increase in frequency.
· ·
2,'28. Loading Effects due to Series Connected Instruments

r

. . . Consider a network represented 'by a voltage source· having a voltage Eo and an output
1rupedance Zo. The output terminals are A and Bas shown in Fig. 2'13(a).
A
A.

lo

B

Ca)

(b)

Fig. 2'13, Loading effect of ammeters.
{

.
The value of current flowing between [terminals A and B under ideal
the current·that flows wben_terminals A and Bare shorted.
·

Io=~

~onditions

is 10• It is

1

or Eo=IoZo.

Zo

However, when we· actually .measure the 'current, a· current measuring device has to be
· introduced between terminals A and ·B. It is ·usually an ammeter. When an ammeter is pJaced
between output terminalls, it adds to the impedance of cir~uit. This added impedance modifies the
value of the current.
·
·
·
.
Suppose ZL . input impedance of ammeter..
From Fig. 2'13 (/;)

. \

... (2'19)
In order that the measured value of .current, be equal to the actual value of the current, lo,

the value of Zo~ZL. This means that the input impedance .of the ammeter should be very small as
compared with the output impedance of the source.
.
·
. We can express the relationships of currents under loaded and unloaded conditions in terms
·
·
From Eqn; 2·19;

of. admittances;

... (2'20)

lo

... (2'20

:::o---"---

I+Yo/YL
·
. . In oth¢r wofd~ tl,ie input admittance of the series elements should be very large as compared
with the o~tptit, admittance 'of the source fa order to reduce ·loading effect.
'

·.

. '

,; '

-

•

.

:·

:, I

•

•

'

i'

;

,.

I

for achieving 99%. accuracy in measur.ements the output ·resista.nce should be at least 100
times the resistance of Che meter. Jn order to. have 95% accuracy the output resistance should be at
.]east 20 times the .resistance of metet

L
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Ex·ampic 2'24. It is desired to measure
the value of current in the 500 n resistor as
shown in Fig. 2·14 by connecting a JOO n
·ammeter. rlnd :
(a) the actual value of curi;e11t,
(b) me<J.sured value of current, and
e
Fig. 2'14
(c) the percentage error in measurement
and the accuracy.
Solution. (a) Let us reduce the actual circuit to an equivalent Thevenin's source.
Open circuit voltage as applying at terminals. A and B is :
.
' 10
.
Eo=IO- ·.
- X 1000=5 V.
2000
Output imp~d ance of source as looking iflto terminals A and B is.:
'
.
1000x1000 .
.

---i
Amnn~rer
. .7

1

1000..

.

~0=1000-+-Tooo-+soo= moo !l

The Thevenin equivale.nt circuit is

as shown in Fig. 2' 15.

Z0 ::'1000fi
~--0A

tl_
..
·TEo'°sv .

.. ·
·----00

fig;.2'15

lo:~

Actual value ofcurrent

.

(b) When the

amm~ter

Eo .:. ._; 5 · · · .

-z; - -;- 1000 A= 5 mA.
.

.

is introduced into the.circuit the

y~Ju.e

li.~ zo!°zr, 1000~ 100
4 -ss·-· 5 1',00.
'9%.
9° 1 1 . ,
Error-~::-- - --- x · = o~ 10 ow.
5

:. Measured value of curre11t:
(c)

of current is. modified.

A=4'55 mA:

Accuracy of measurement=--= 100-9 e:::9I%.
2'29. Impedance Matching aod Maximum Power Transfer
. In many applications it is desirable to match the impedance of the input device to the output
impedance of the signal source·instead of rnakiog the impedance of the input device either too high
or too low.
Typical c~ses of impedance matching are those involving applications of waveform generators
like pulse generators and radio f requettcy {RF) ·generator's, which utilize a transmissio.n line to
transfer energy from the source to the input ·cteviCe. However, many low frequ~ncy cases such a.if.
audio amplifiers feeding loud11peaker·s and other electromechanical transducers require impedance
matching for high power transfer.
In measurement systems, many a times we are concerned with the problem of maximum
power transfer from the source to. the input device. The problem of
1L
nrnximum power transfer1 js analyzed by first considering the source
<:md· also the input devfo,e \(load) to have orily pure resistances. (See
Fig, 2'16}.
.
' · .
.· ' '
..
.
-f

.

'

.

.

I

...• ··

·.

.

..

. :

. ··.·.

•

•

Let E'o =voltage dftne sourc~ under ~&.lo~d condit'ions;. ·.
. EL::=voltage uf the sol.tree t.i11ci~t' kiaded co~ditions,'.
Ro =output resistance of the sti1.irce,
· and Rx.=inpufi'resistance of th~load.

. .

Source·
Fig. 2'16

Loo

I\
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· '
· . ·. > . , " · EL2 · · Eo2RL : ·.
Power transferred to load· ts P= ..,...._..:... = ,---···- · ··· · ·-.. · .
RL .(Ro+ RL)2 · ·

.... (2'22)

-

.

.

,

'.·

I

• .

•

••

•

• •

, .•

•

• \

•

•

'

·'

Maximum power transfer takes place when

dP

-dR~-= 0.

Differentiating Eqn. 2'22, ai;id equating it to zerJ, we get RL=Ro.
Thus in order that maximum power m.ay be drawn from a source (when output impedance
of the source is a resistance and also that of the load' is a pure resistance) is \\hen ,the external load
resistance matches the internal resistance of the source.
Under conditions of maximum power transfer :

·.
.
. .
Eo 2
Power delivered to the load ls Pma:u= 4~.R~-

•.• (2'23)

.
For A.C. Circuits.·· The internal impedance (output impedance) ·of the ~ource and the input
impedance 0.oa'd impe_darice) may not be pure re.shtances. hut are usuall¥ complex impedances.
Let Zo=output (internal) impedance of the soµrce · Ro+jXo,
ZL=output impedance of the device=RL+jXL.
For maximum power transfer the impedance of the load
should
be
made equal to the complex conjugate of the The:venin
100
r\
90
equivalent impedance of the source.
80
... (2'24)
ZL=Rt+jXL=Ro-JXo=Zo
8 t 70
60
"-w so
It is clear from Eqn. 2·22, if the no load voltage Eo, of the
'
I'\
" ~o
source
and
its output resistance Ro are given, the power depends
~E 30
'\
/
~ 20
the magnitude of load resistance RL; The power ~pproaches
10
" .... upon
zero for either very small or very large values of load resistance RL .
0
01
001
10
10
100
We have derived that for maximum power transference RL=Ro. In
~./Rcrother wordt maximum power can be transferred from a source to a
Fig. 2'17. Impedance Matching
load if the internal resistance of the source or the output resisfance
Characteristics.
··
of the preceding stage of an instrumentation system is equal to the
load resistance or the input resistance of the succeeding source.
\

~

-

It is interesting to note that for maximum power transfer, the efficiency fg 50%.

The condition for lmpcdance matching is not critical. Fig. 2· 17 2hows the relative amount
of power transferred from one system to another for different ratios of RL/Ro.
'For a .±10% deviation from the correct value of impedance matching, (RL/Ro=l'l or 0·9), the
power transfer is still practically 100% For a 20% change, the power transfer· reduces to 99%. Even
for a 100% change (ratio .&/Ro=2 or 0'5), the power transferred is 89% of the maximum allowable
power.
It is very often desirable to change or control the amount of power transferred from one '
system to another. T~is can be done by changing the voltage level applied to the load or the c,urrerit

level in the circuit. A variation of. the voltage level is·· difficult with d.c. and generally requites the
use of eJ;ctroni.c ~quip~ent. ~ con~rot (which. is' a red?cti?n) of /c~rrent is relatiy~~¥ ~iniple and !s
accomphshed by msertmg a series resistance R& m · the circmt. A disadvantage of this method 1s
consiqe~able Joss of power and a very low efficiency. With value of Ro=l 0;,R• =98 .0 and RL = 1 .0,
the us~ful power absorbe~ by the load is l W, while the amoun~ of power lost as I 2R loss in both
Ra and Ro put together is 99 W. Thus the total power furnished by the source is 100 W and
that received ~y the load is 1 W giving an efficiency of 1%.
- ..
1
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A very efficient w~y to control power transferred~to one.· Power
system from 1another is by pulse modulat.ion of power. Jn its
simplest form this can be done b.y periodic o.pening and closing . Pmax
of a switch located between both systems.
'
Using the notation given in Hg. 2'18; the average power
transfer is :
·
t>ov

·~ Pav= Pm!!!J.

.

on

uft

.. .<2·25) '

T

where
t=pulse width,
and
.• ,
T= interval between successive pulses...
Fig. 2· 1s. Pulse modulation of Power.
·By variation of~ between 0 and .r, the power can .be controlled between Oand the maximum
value of power. The power efficiency is maximum for· any value oft. However, it may· be noted
that this method /s restricted to loads which are not affected by the periodic interruption- of
current.
Power.efficiency may not be the foremost consideration in Instrumentation systems. Many
other considerations and physical advantages like linearity, efficiency, or avoidance of loading of
previous stage may be more important than the maximum power transfer.
Example 2·2 5. Measurements on a human nerve cell indicate an open circuit voltage of 80
mV, and a current of 5 nA through a 6 MO load .. What is maximum power available from the cell ?
Solution : Let Ro be the internal (output) resistance of the cell, IL the load current and RL
the load resistance.
·
:. Open circuit voltage of the cell Eo=/L(Ro+ RL) · .
or
so x 10-a=s x 10-9(Ro+6x106)
Hence, output resistance of cell Ro= 10x106 0= lO MLl
·
·
Eo2
Maximum power availabJe from the cell Pma:e= Ro
4
3

=

~8~ ~01 ~~ 6:=160 x 1-0-:12 w o· I6 nw.

Example 2'26. A voltage source has an open circuit voltage of 20 V and has an output
impedance of 0·5 +j 1 0. The voltage souree is connected to the load t.hrough a transmission net·
work having an impedance of 1·s+j40. At what load will 11Daximum power transfer be.realized'/
Calculate the maximum power .. Also calculate the losses in the voltage source and the transmission
network. ·What is the efficiency under maximum ,power transfer conditions ?
Solution. The transmission network is connected in series with the voltage source,
.·. Output impedance of source and the transmission network is :
_=(O'Sfj o+o·s+; 4)=2+j s n.
·
For maximum power transfer the load impedance should be complex conjugate of the·above
impedance.
... Impedance of load for maximum power transfer i.-e. ZL = 2-j 5 n
Eo2
(20)2
R
Maximum power Pina:1
X -·50 W.
4 0
4 2
20 '
Load current
IL=(l+)5)f(f-=Js)=5 A ·
Power loss. in source-(5)2 x0'5=12'5 W. ·
Power loss in transmission network=(5)2 x1'5=37'5 W
Total losses=J2'5+37 5=50 .W.
50
output
x 100
Bfficie~cy

output+ losses

'

so+so xrno. so%.

I,

j'

1

'I
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Example 2·21. The output voltage of. an audio amplifier is 10 V and 4 V when delivering
powers, 25 Wand 16 W respectively. Find the open circuit voltage and output resistance of the
amplifier. What is the maximum power that the amplifier can give ? ·
Solution : Let Ro and RL be the output resistaace and load resistance re:spectively.
.

EL1 2

'.

· Lo ad resistance in the first case
1

R_Ll =

(10)2

p;- = 25 =4

0

. d res1s
• t ance m
• the second case RL2= p-;:
EL22
(4)2 1. un
Loa
= 4=

Eo RL
Voltage across load EL= Rof RL
:. In the first case

10= ]Sox 4
Ro-t-4

or

In the second case

4·=Eo~
Ro+l

or

10 Ro+40=4 Eo

4Ro+4=Eo

... (i)
...(ii)

From (t) arid (ii). we have~
Output resistance of amplifier . Ro·_;4 n
Open circuit voltage of amplifier Eo = 20 V.
The m·aximum power that a source can give is when. its output 1·esistance is equal to load
resist&nce .
.·• The maximum power output of the amplifier is 2~.

2·30,,- · Dymunic Response
1
When an input is applied ·to an. instrument or a measurement system, the instrument or the
system cannot take up its final steady stafe position immediately. On the other hand, the system
go~ through a transie~t state before it finally settles to its final 'steady state• position.
Some measurements are made under conditions that sufficient time is. available for the
instrument or the measuremen~ system to settle to its fi;ial · steady state conditions. Under such
conditions the study of behaviour of the system under transient state,. called 'transient re'spoose' is
not of much of importance ; only steady state resp.onse of the system need be considered.
However, in many areas of measurement system . appli<.-ations it becomes necessary to study
the response of the system under both transient as well as steady .state conditions. In many applica~
tions, the tnuisient response of the system i.e., the way system settles down to its final steady state
conditions is more important than the steady state response.
It bas been pointed out earlier that the instruments and measuring systems do not respond
to the input imm~diately~ · '.fbis is on· account of the presence of energy storage elements in the system, These energy storage elements are electrical inductance and capacitance, mass, fluid aml
thermal capacitances etc. The systems exhibit a characteristic sluggishness on account of presence
of these elements. Furthermore pure delay in .time is encountered when a syst~m "waits'' for some
specific changes and reactions. to take place,
.
·
Invariably measurement ~yetemsp 'especially in industrial, aecospace, a~ biological applications
are subjected to inputs which sre not static· but d1namic in nat:ure. i.e. the inputs vary with time
Since the input varies from instant to instant, so does the output. The behaviour of the system
under such conditions is described by the dyumic response of the system.
The dy1flmic chi.tracterhltics of any measurement system are :
(I) Speed of response
(ii) Lag
(iii) Fidelity
(iv) Dynamic error
The qualities Ulto4)m.t the left side are .desirable fo a. dynamic. system while those on the tight.
1

are undesira~le.

1
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· Speed of Response. It is the rapidity with which an instrurnent responds
changes in the ·
measured quantity.
'
. Re~ponsc Time. Jt is defined as the time required by instrument or system to settle to 1ts final
steady position after the application of the input. For a step functi6n, the response timi;- rn ..J be
defined as the time taken by the l.nstrument to settle to a specified percentage of the .quantity being
measured after the application of the input. This percentage may be 90 to 99 percent depending upon
the instrument. For portable instruments it is the time taken by the pointer to come to rest within
±0'3 percent of final scale length while for switch board (panel) type of instruments it is the tjme
taken by the pointer to come to rest within ±1 percent of its final scale length.
l\·Ieasuri~g fag. An .instrument does not immediately react to .a change. Measu'dng lag is
defined as the delay in the response of an instrument to a change in the measured quantity. This
lag is usually quite small but it becomes highly important where high speed measurements are required.
In these systems it becomes essential that the time Jag be reduced to minimum.
·
··
·:Fidelity. Fidelity of a system is defined as the ability of ·the system to reproduce the output
in the same form as the iupnt. Supposing if a linearly varying quantity is applied to a system and if
the output is also a linearly varying quantity the system is said to have 100 percent fidelity. Ideally
a syftem should have 100 percent fidelity and the output appears in the same form as the input and
there is no distortion produced by the system. In the definit~on of fidelity any time lag or phase
difference between output and input is not included.
.
·
·
.
. Dynamic Error. It is the difference between ,the true value of the quantity changing with
time and the value indicated by the instrument if no static error is assumed.
However, the total dynamic error of the instrument is· the combination of its fidelity and the
time lag or phase difference between input and output of the system.
2.31. Measuring Lag. Measuring Lag is of two types :
,·
(i) Retardation Type. ln this case the respoDse of the in- ! .. 1.0 ........~--T-..;.,-..,--r-"'.l
strument begins immediate1y after a change in the mea.surand has ... ·cti
occurred. ·
·
!·-~cc Q.6 1-1-1~-.ld~-+--t--t
(ii) Time Delay Type. In this case the response of the system · ~ !
begins after a 'dead time' after the application of the input. This is· ='Co. 21--f-+-+-+--+-""'i-'-t---t
shown in Fig. 2'19.
~
3·
2
The measurement lags of this type are very small and are of the
order of a fraction of a second and can be ignored. But when these,
lime, 1' -~
systems are subjected to periodically varying inputs~ the perf'orman~ of·
Fig. 2'.19. dead time.in.
the instrument~ with dead time is usually not satisfactory. If the
instruments.
measurand varies at a fast rate. the dead time .has a severe adverse effect on the performance of the

e

instrument.

·

2.32. Stft~da1·d Signals. The measurement systems may be subjected to any type of input.
The type of input signals cannot be known fully ahead of time. In almost [al~ applications the

>.

'O~t----c;
0
c; ;J

:~

'

:>CT

0

0
f~

l

Step

Time __..
I bl

Ramp
Sinusoidal ·
fig, 2·20. Various types of input functions.
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··signals are random in nature. Therefore, it becomes difficult to express the actual input signals
mathematically by simple equations. Dynamic behaviour of measurement systems can be studied
with the help of certain standard signals. These standard signals are :
(i) Step input,
(ii) Ramp input, (iii) Parabolic input, and' (fv) Impulse input.
.

~

r

~

. The above signals are used for studying dynamic behaviour in the time domain. For studies
in frequency domain, steady state response to a_ sinusoidal input signal yields a great deal of informata
ion. This is because all actual inp~ts can be thought of c~nsisting of a band offrequencies ranging
from zero onwards (All types of signals c1n be broken mto sum of a series of sinusoidal signals
according to Fourier series).
·
!1 \

,\

.

··When system stu~ies are carried out in time ,domain, the dynamic behavi~ut of the system
depends upon the system pole~ and not on t~pe · of input. Therefore the system behaviour to any
kind of inputs can .be predicted by studying its
·.
response to one of! the, standard signals. T.he
I
·standard input .·chosen for this _purpose is a step
Final st12ady
input;
'
··
p0s1tion
The step, ramp and sinusoidal signals are J5 ,
shown in Fig. 2·20
2'3 3. Overshoot. Moving parts of instru~
ments have mass and·· thus possess iriertia. When
an input is applied to instruments, the. pointer does
ndt inimediat~ly come to rest at its .steady state
(or final deflected).7positiQn·1>U! goes beyond. i~ or
in other words "overslioots" its steady position.
The overshoot is defined as the maximum amount
by which moving system moves beyond the steady
, state position. (See Fig. 2'2C, · In many instruFig. 2'21. Overshoot.
merits,. especially galvanometers it is desirable to have a little overshoot but an exc.essive overshooO
is undesirable.
·
ExaJDple 2·2s. ·. A step Input of 5 A is applied to an ammeter. The p9inter swings.to a voltage
· of 5• 18 A and finally comes toi re;st at 5.02 A. (a) Determine the overshoot of the reading in ampere
and in percentage of final reading'. (b)'Determine the percentage error in the instrument.
Solution. (a) Overshoot=5'J8-5'02=0'16 A
·

.
.
h..
0'16%
0
Percentage overs oot.- . · x 100=3'2 o
5 02

· . . . s·o2-s·o
5

..

,. o

(b) Percentage error, - ~ x 100~04%.
\

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

An

1.
ammeter reads 6'7 A and the true value of current is 6'54 A. Determine the error an(tbe correction for
this instrument.
·
, ·
_ [Ans. 0·1~ A, -0'16 AJ
2. A voltmeter reads 109.5 V. The error taken from an. error curve is -0'37 V. Determine .the true ¥oltage;
.
,
/ .
[Ans. 109'87 VJ
3, The measured value of a voltage is 11 i V while its true is 110 V. Calculate the relative error. (An~. 0'91%1
4. A 0-100 Vvoltmeter has 200 scale divi:.;i,ms which can be read .to 1/2 divisiOn. Determine tbe resoJution
of the meterin volt.
·
·
.
(A11s; o·~- VJ
· 5. A diaphragm type pressure m·easuring instrument is calibrale~ .for absolute pressures of 6 to 76() mni ~f
mer~ry. ·It has an acc~racy of ± 1%. Calculate the scale range, scale spen 1md maximum S~l}tic error,
.
,
[Ans. 760 mm, 754 mm, t 1·s4 mm]
6. State the number of significant figures 'in each of the.fQllowing :
.

.

~) ~2.A, (b).l~65 V,. <.c.> ~t:is•\\r,;(d~-~QJll.{t) 4~~~.Jlll0.~2.. (,.). 0'34Sk.Q

. ... ,.- .: :. , . ; . ,

, , '-· . ,

.

. . ·.•~ .. <aH.
t1'H. (c:).. 4, (d> Sa .(f}i; t /). J, (l)S]
.
.

-,

·\

~

l ).

..
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7. Four resistors are conneeted in series. The values of resistors are 28'4 .Q; 4.'25 Q, 56'605 Q,_and 0'75 Q
with a~ uncertainty of one unit in the last digit in each. Calculate the total series resistance, giving only significant
figures in the answer.
.
[Ans. 90 Q].
.
S. A curri!!nt of 2'56 A is flowing in a re5istance of 45'73 n. Each quantity has an uncertainty of one unit
m the last digit. Find the value of voltiige drop to the appropriate number of significant figures. . [Ans. 117 V]
9. Determine the lineacity of a potentiometer to obtain an error not to exceed 1 part in 10,000. [Ans. 0'01%1
h 10. A recording instrument requires a current of 0'05 A to overcome initial friction and produce motion of
t e movement. Define this effect and list factors which produce it.
(Ans. Dead zone=O'OS AJ
11. The dead zone of a certain pyraometer is 0'125 per cent of the span. The calibration is 800°C to 1800°C.
What temperflturn change must occur before it is detected? .
.
[Ane. 12'S'C]
12. Wb!lt i,IJ the true value of.voltage ~ross the SOO k{l resistor connected between terminals A and B as
shown in I ig, 1'22 7 What would a voltmeter with a sensitivity of 20 kQ/V read on tte foltowiog ranges : 50, 15, 5
volt ?
~M~O

A

r-~~
..:.. WV

500k0.

-l-.~~

B~

t

I~_J_'o_k_°'_~·,...,1o:_j
fig. 2'23

Fig. 2·22

13. What is the true value of cuaent in the 15 kQ resistor of Fig 2'23. If an ammeter of 2 kQ resistance is
i1iied to measure the current in the 1S k(J resistor, what will it read? If a loading accuracy of 99 percent is desired
in measuring the current, what should the arome1er resistance be ?
[Ans. 100 µ.A, 92'6 µA, 250 O]
14. A volt.Ilg~ source has an open circuit voltage of 100 V and ao output impedance of lO+J 20
It is
connectea Hl n Joad through a transmission network. The impedance of tbe load is 20+J XL Q and that of
transmis~ion r1etworlt Rrr:-J 15
Spe.cify tbe value of Rrr and XL for maximum power transfer to the load. If
the variation in load resistance were permitted, what will t.e its value for maximum power transfer?
. .·
·
. .
(Ans. 10 0., 5 0. capacitive, 10 fl]

n.

o.

15. A step Volta~ of 20 V is applied to a voltmeter and it swings to a maximum value of 28'8
s1&ttJes to 20 V. Find tho percentage overshoot.
.
.
. 16. A self-balancing potentiometer is connected to spatial encoder required to read 2000.
O'OS%, find the accuracy of the read out system.
(Ans.

V and finally
[Ans. 4 0%]
The lin~arity is
1 part 10 2000]

.~J
.

I
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Errors in Measurements and .th.air Statistical Anaf y.si~
3•1 Limiting Errors (Guarantee Errors)
;
I
The accuracy and precision of an instrument depends upon its design, ·the material used
and the workmanship that goes into· making the/ instrument. The.. choice of an instrument for a
particular application depends upon the accuracy desired. If on'ly a fair degree of accuracy is desired,
it is not economical to use expensive materials/and skill into the manufacture of the instrument.
·But an instrument used for an application req,uiring ~ high degree of accuracy has to use expensivt(
material and a highly skill~d workmanship. The· economical production of any instrument requires
the proper choice of material, design and skill. In. order ·to assur.e the purchaser of the quality of
the instrument, the manufacturer guar aQtees a· certain accuracy. In most instruments the accu~
racy is guaranteed to. be within a certain. percentage of full scale reading. Cbmponents are guar~nteed
to be within a certam percentage of the rated value; Thus the manufacturer has to specify the
deviations from the nominal value of a particular quantity. The limits of these deviations. from
the specified value are defined ~s Limiting Errors or Guarantee Errors. ·
. ·
,
We can say that. the manufacturer guarantees or' promises that the error
the· item he is
selling is no greater than the limit set. .
·
·
The magnitude of a quantity having a nomfoal value As and a maximum error or limiting
error of ±6A must have a magnitude Aa between the limits As-8A and As+8A or
· ·
· .
Actual value Aa =Aa±8A
.
...(3;1)
, for example, the nominal magnitude of a resistor is 100 0 with a 'limiting error of ±10 il
The magnitude of the resistor will be between the limits :
.
·
. A=lOO±lO Q
·or
A)90 Q and A<;llO 0
In other words the manufacturer guarantees that the value of resistance of the resistor lies
between 90 n and 110 n.
3·2. Relative (Fractional) Limiting Error

in

. . . The relative (fractional) error is defined . as the.· ratio of ~he error to' the specified (nominal),
magnitude of a quantity .. Therefore.,

·

·

BA.

relative limitillg error Er= A;=

A:E

or
Eo=3A=E1A,
Then from Eqn. 3'1; limiting values are :
Aa~Aa±.Bi Aa±ErAs=Aa (l±Er}
Percentage limiting error %Er=Er X 100 ·
In the example considered in Art 3' l, we have A,= 100 0 and 3A =
. ' . l' . '
. Relative
1m1tmg error .E, . SA
As
Percentage limiting err~r

%€r=O'l

io· .=.±·0·1 •
:=r.± 100

x100=±10%
3S

·.;.(1'2)
••• (3'3)

••. (3'4)

±tOn.

.~.(~

.
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and limiting values)>{ resistance are :
Aa=As(l±Er)=lOO(l±O'l)=lOO±lO !l.
In limiting errors the specified quantity Aa is taken as the true -quantity, and the quantity .
which ~as the maximum deviation from Aa is taken as the erroneous quantity. Thus, we have

.

.

3A·-A~-A.

... (J'6)

'··-:

1

Aa-As
. ..
•
Re]attve 11m1tmg error, E,. = Aa

,.

,·

.~"·

... (3'7)

actual value-nominal value
=--nominal value
,

... (3 '8)
.

I'

Example 3'1. Th~ value· of capacitance of a' capacitor is specified as 1 ~·F:b5% by the
manufacturer.' !find the'fiinits between which the value of the capacitance is guaranteed.
•
.
Solution': <~:T4tjuarariteed·value·of the cap~eit4'11c,e' lio within:;the limits:"
. · · · A·~ Aa(l ±Er)=i= 1x (l ±0·0~)..:..0·9·5 to t,·os µF. ·. · .· " · ; . '
Note; The. same. idea (Jf a guarante~ ·11mlting the worst possible case applies t~ electrical
measurements. The meas.urements may involve several ~omponents, each of which may be delimited by a
guarantee error. Thu8:>,Jhe same treatment is to be followed for quantities under measurement as is
followed for specified quantities.
'.
. · .. : .
: ·
Example 3;2. A 0-150 V voltmeter bas a guaranteed accuracy. of 1 percent c>f full scale
·.reading. The voltage measured by this instrument is 75 V. Calculate the limiting error in percent..
Comment upon .the result.
..
·
·,
·
Solution : The magnitµde of limiting error .6finstrutl\~,t,
. 3A ErAs
·
·. ·
· 8A=O'Ol X150=1'5 V.
Th~ magnitude of the voltage being measured is 75 V.
' error at th'ts vo1tage is. Er=Aa
SA = 7S
l ' 5 - 0'02
The relative
!

The.refore, the voltage being measured is between the limits of
A. 11 =A.(l±Er)
.,:,,75(1±0'02) V=7:~±1'5 V;,,
1

The'.percent~ge limiting error is : %Er"* 1;; ·x 100~ 2 percent.
<

'

Comments. ~tis important to note that this .meter is guaranteed to have an error of less than
1 percent offull scale or t~e l_i.t;niting err?r is I percent at the fall sc~IeAe.flecHori of ~50 V. But w~en
the meter reads 75 V, the hm1tmg error is 2 percent. The percent hm1t10g error wlll be greater 1f a
smaller voltage is measured. If' the meter reads ,37'S V~ the percentage limitieg error is
:::1' 5- x 100 · 4'0 percent.
.
·
. 37' 5 . .
This increase in the percentage limiting error as small voltages. are 'measured occurs ,because
the magnitude of the limiting error 8A is based upon the fuIJ scale reading of the meter and is a fixed
quantity, while the actual voltage readio,gs can be of·any Illagnitude frorir Qto ISO V. We infer from
here that. the percentage
~rror increases as the voltage. b,eiog mea$P,red decreases.
_.
·
.
- .
.
.
·.,···..
r . :. .
.
:..
Thus while sel~cting iristru.~e~ts, pa~tipular c~re sh~uld ~e t~Jcen ·a~-f~gar~s. the range.' The .
values to be meas~re~ shoU;ld n~t lie m the Jo'tV~r third ofrtl1e f:ange., ,Tbts tS, partlcu1artv imnortaot
if the.meter accuracy 1s specified 10 tenns of the full sc11Ie defiecttonf.s.d. (another name for f.s.d. is .
.1

'

)

/

•
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fudicial value) as considerable error, (as a percentage ?factual value), may occur as is·.· Step
Example 3·2. Thus mete~s which read well up their scale ~hould be selected as far as possible·. ·
Another example is given below which is illustrative of the .comments given above::

in.

Example 3·3, A wattmeter having a range 1000 Whas an error of± l %of full scale deflection.
If the true power is 100 Vf, what would be the range of readings ?
· .·
··
.
·
Suppose the err'or is specified as percentage of true value, what would ~ . the range·of the
readings.· ·
·
Solution : When the error is specified as a percentage of full scale deflection, ·the magnitude
of limiting error at full. scale
·

=±1~0 x 1000~±10 w.
. . . . Thus the wattmeter reading when the true ~eading i~ 100 W may be 100±10 vJ, i~e., between
90 to 110
1

·

w.

,. .

.

The relative error

=

.

..

..

.

+10
lOO
x 100- ± 10 %.

-'Now ·suppose the error is specified as percentage of true value;.~
.
1
The magnitude of error=±
X100=±1 W. ·
100
Therefore the meter may read 100± 1 W or between 99 to- 101 W.

.

3'3. Combination of Quantities with Limiting Errors. Wh~~ two or more· quantilfos, each
having a limiting error, are combined, it is advantageous to be able to compute the limiting error of
the combination. The limiting error can be easily found by considering the relative increment of the
function if the final result is in the form of an algebraic equation.
(i) Sum of two Quantities. Let y be the final result which is the sum of measured. quantities
u and v.
·
y=u+v.
The relative increment of the function is given by

.dY
y

=

d(u+v) =du +dv.
y
y y

Expressing the result in terms of relative increment of the component quabtities
'

. dy =.!:!__
y
y

..dv.
.duu +~
·y
v

·,.

If the err9rs i~ t~e co~ponent quantities are represent~d. by ±8u and ·±Bv then co~respondiilg
limiting error 8y m y 1s given by :
.
·
8y =±(_!!.... . _8u +!__ . 8v ) ·
y
y
u y
v
... (3 '9)
The ab.ove equation shows that the resultant relative error is equal to the sum of the products'
fonl;led by' mu!tiplying the individual re~ative errors by the ratio of each term to the function.
(ii) Difference of two Quantities.
Let
y=u-v
dy du dv
.--=---·
y
y
y

·,
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Expressing the result in terms of relative increments of component quantities
dy
y

u
y

du
u

v dv
y v

-=- .----·

If the errors in u, v are ±au and ±av respectively, the signs n:iay be interpreted to give the·
worst possible discrepancy i.e. when the error in u is +~u, the error in v 1s -8v and vice versa, then
the corresponding relative limiting error 8y in y is given by

S'y =
y

±(·!!..y . auu -t!_y . avv )

... (3'10)

Eqn. 3' lO is the same as Eqn. 3·9, It may, however, be mentioned that in this case when
u and u are almost equal ia magnitude i.e. when y= u-v<(u and also v~v then the relative error in y
would be very large.
(iii) Som or Difference of more tlum two Quantities. The sum Of difference of more than
two quantities may be treated in a similar way.
If we have
y= ±u±v±w
Then the limiting error is given. oy :

BJ!=±(Jl-. tiu +.-E-. _av~---'!.~).
y

u

y

y

v

Yw

. .. (3'11)

(fr) Product of two Components.
Let
y=uu
loge y =loge u+ loga v
Differentiating with respec;t to y

_l=l.~+~.~

or~=~+~·

y
u ~ ~ ~
y
u ~
Representing the errors in u and v a'.l ±Su and ±~v respectively, the error Sy in y is given by:

±(?.u!!.. +~-)

8y =
y
.

... (3'12)

0

Thus from above we conr'~u<le that the' relative limiting error of product of terms is equal to
the sum of the relative errors of terms.
u
Let y=--·
(v) Quotient
ll

loge y=loge u-logc v,
Differentiating with respect LO y, we have
1
1 du
l dv
y-=U 'dy- V· dy

dy du.
dv
or ·--=;:::
__ - · _ ,
y u v
Representing the errors in u an~ Pafl -~8u and :1:ov respectively, the relative error in y is
a·y
~~t ~. '8v
~- == ±.---,- '.:f---.
...-(3' 13)
y,

·Jil

v·

Thus maximum possible err.pr occurs whe-n

~'j + ve and avv is. -ve or vice versa.
~

i

•

•

• •

'

•

,", Relative hm1tmg error ltl

0<:-

•

("'\ '
.....

jJ.l

is l'.. =""-J: fhs.4'·-·)
y
\ lt . 'l
.

"

•_j

...

... (3'14)
,

The above result is the sante '•US the ct>nespon-i;kPl bu.It for the 1roduct of two o.ua~tities.

i'
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(vi) Product or Quotient of more than two Quantities.

u
1
v=uvw or y=- or y=-·
'
.
vw
uvw
Considering Eqns. 3 12 and 3'14, we have relative limiting error for y
Let

~y = ±(~~+?~+ Sw)
u v w

... (3'15)

y

(vii) Power of a Factor
Let
y=u·
Differentiating with respect to y,
1
1 du

log~ y..:_11

'

--·-=n.-··y
u dy
. . ..
f .
Hence, the re 1at1ve 11m1tmg error o y is

logs u.

dy du
or -·=n--"
y
u
8y ±. 8u
- =· ny
u

... (3'16)

(viii) Composite F'a.ctors
y=~.~

lcl

or

loga y=n loge u+m loge v
l
n du m dv
--·-=-. -+--y u dy v dy

_dy =-n qu +m dv

or

y

u

v

. hrmtmg
. . . error of y is
. 8y
Relative
- = ±.- ( n Su
-U·
y

+m.-Sv)
V

... (3'17)

Example 3'4. Three resistors have the following ratings :
Ri=37 12±5%,
R2=75 0±5%,
Ra==50±5%.
Determine the magnitude and limiting error in ohm and in percent of the resistance of these
resistances connected in series.
·
Solution : The values of resistances are :

R1=~7± 1 ~ 0 x37=37±1'85\0
Rz=75± 1 ~0 x75=75±3'75 n

Ra=SO:-l:r~0 xso=50:l:2'5 n
The limiting value of resultant resistanc.e.

R=(J1+1s+so)±(l·ss+3·1s+2·S)=t62±s·1 ,l,

: . Magnitude of resistance= 162 0
Error in ohm
=±8'1 0

. Percent limiting error

=:I::~~~ X100=±5%.

· Example 3' 5. The resistance of a circuit is found by measuring current ff owing and the power
fed into the circuit. Find the limiting error in the measurement of resistance wllen the limiting errors '
in the measurement of power aud current are respectively ±1'5% and ±l'Q%.

1

.4o ..

.

. ELECTlUCAl ·MBASURBMENIS
AND
MBASURING IN 1TRUMliNTS
.
.
. .•
. . .
..

'

· ·solution l Resistance.· R . ((poweia= 12
P =Pi-2•
.. ·
.
· . curren ·. ·

'

.

Prom Eqfi; ·3'16, telati.ve limiting error in meaure.ment of resistance is
· . 3R: ±(3P.+ · 81 1
· R"~ · ·p 2. T J

..

=±O-s-t2x 1·0)=±3'5%.
.. ·. .

.

.

·

;

E:umple "3:5 .. The solution for the unknown resistance for a Wheatstone ~ridge is
1
. ·R~=R2Ra ·
.'
..
R,1
.,
.' '
where
..
..
. ·Ri=100±0'5% o,
Ra. 1.000:±:0·5% n, . Ra~842±0'5%
;

'·..

.I

..

•

• :

•

\·''

•

. •

'

.

;

'

'

o·

.

Deternih1e.the rnagnirude of the1 uilkni>wn reSfstance·and the.'Hmiti'ng error in. percent and in
ohm fort.he unknown ·resistilnee R~. . · ·
.- ·.
·
Solution : Unknowi:i
resistance
' .
'
'
Ra1=R2Ra =1Q~0-~42.:__s 420 n
R1
100
..
Relative limitin·g error of unknown resistance is :.
.
8
8
.
..
BR~=± ( ..:& Ra+ 8R1 )=±(o·s+o·s+o:s)==±l.5%..
, R~
R2 .Rs . Ri
.
.
·
.

+

Limiting error in ohm is :
.
1'5 .
.
=±lOO X8420-± 126'3 !1.
Guaranteed· values of resistance are between.
s420-126·3=s293·1 o, ·
s420+i.26:3 · 'ss46'3

n

: Example 3·7. A 4-dial decade. box has
decade a of lOX 10000±0'1%
decade b of 10 X 1000±0'1%
. decade c of 10~ 100±0'5%
decade d of 10 x 1n:r1'0%
· It is set at 4619· 0 .. Find the pe!centage li~iting error an~ the range of resistance

I

..

Sol~tion : D~cade a is s'et at '4000 0
. 0·1' ...
Therefore. err?r . ±4000 x 100 =. ~4 n
Decad~ bis set at 600' n.

Therefore~
Similarly ·
.

error== ±600 x

.

1~~ = ±0'6 Q

'0'5 . .

error in decade c= ±30 x 100 = ±0' 15 0

.

.
.
1 ..
,.
error fa decade d== ~9 X 100 = ±0"09 O .

· Total .error

· ==i ·±'(4+0·6fO'l 5t0'09)=4'84

Q

value . .

.
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-

~

.

-

.

.

.

.

4·s 4 .+o·oo· o.4.
, e1at'ive 1·lQlltmg
· · error
- E
R
.r= +
=.
1·

4639

Percentage Hmfring error %Er= ±co··oot 04XlOO) = ±0' 104% .
Limiting values of resistan~~ A.a.=4639(1±0'00104)
.
=4639±5 0~4634 n 4644 n. ·
·

•

·Thus we conclude from ·th~ above examples that the guarantee vaJues are obtained by taking a
direct sum of the po~sible errors, adopting the algebraic signs that give. the worst possible case. In
fact setting of guarantee limits is necessarily a pessimistiC process. ·This is t~ue from manufacturer's
viewpoint as regards his promise to the buye.r, .and it· is also true of the·. user in setting accuracy
limits ill results of measurement.
·
·

.
3·4 Known Errors. When the error of a quantity or an instrument is knowri\the effect or this
. err~r, .~hen combined with oq1er error~, can ?e computed in a manner si~i!ar -to -th\ combinations
.of hm1tmg errors. But the difference is that m case of koown errors the signs of relative errors are
given and must be preserved in the calculations.
. \
Example 3·s. A resistance is fated at 3200 u and the current flowing thro.ugh thi~;Js 64 mA•.
(q), Compute the power foss in the resistor. (b) It wa:s later found that the resistance· of the resistor
was 0'2 percent greater than the specified resistance.and the ammeter read 0·75 percent more than the
true current. Determine the known error in the computed power in part (a).

Soluti~n : (a} Power consumed P=I 2R=(64x l0_;3) 2 x3200=13'1

w. ·

(b). Relative error in power

. 8R)
,
·
.
r8P . (28/
-1 +-R
=(2 XO 75t0'2)=1'7% more.
Example 3·9, Current was measured during .a test .as 30'4 A, flowing· in a·iesistor of .
0·105 n. It was discovered later that the ammeter reading was low by 1'2 percent and the marked .
·resistance was high by 0'3.percent. Find the true power as a perc~ntage of the power that· was
originally calculated.
·
·
Solution : True value of
/=30'4(1-0'012)=30'035 A
True value of
R=0' 105(1 t0'0003):::;:0'1053 0
True power
==/ 2R-=(30'035)2 X(0'10S3)=95 W
Originally measured power
=(30'4) 2 x 0'105= 97'04 W
·~"

. '1•

True power
_2i_
._ .
..
d
x 100 = 97
~
X 100-97 9 percent
04
Ongma11y measnre powei:
We arrive at the same results by using the following wethod : ·
Power. P= 12R
.
8 2 1 3
Totalrelativeerror= : . ~ + ~=2X(-0'012)+o·oo3=-0'021
•
. . True power -='t-0·021=0'979=97'9'%.
• • Ongmally measured power
.

·.,

Example3'10. - Three 250 0, a 500 Q and a 375 ~resistors are c~nnected ~n parallel, The
250 n resistor has a +0·025 fractional error, the, 500 .a r~s1stor has a -0 0;36 fractional .error, and
the 375 n resistor has a +0·014 fractional error. Determme (a) the total res1&tance neglectmg errors,
(b) total resistance considering the error of each. resistor and (c) the fractional error of the total
resistance based upon rated values.
.
,
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. Soh~tkm :
(a) Total rn:iistance of resistors connected in parallel and neglecting their errors is :
R-· 1/R1+1ka+ 11R2

1

-1;~cf+Tis oo+ I/375-- =t 15·4 0 ·

(b). The fractional error in Ri =250 n is +0·025
8R1=(0 025 ><250)= +6'25 .Q
Hence Ri =25Q,_15·z5 ...,, 256'25 11

Similarly

aR2=(-0'036x500)=-18 n
R:a=S00-18=482 .Q
8Rs=( +0·014 x 375)=5'25 n
Rs=375+s·25=380'25 n.
Therefore the resultant resistance of three resistances in parallel
1
1
R= -·-l/R-1+_1_/R-2+I/R3 -·· l/256'25-t··i/4sfF1/38o'i5 =llG'J

a.

(c) The fractional error of the parallel resistance based on the rated values is ;
~R

·R -

ll6'3--115'4

115. .4

+o·oo776=+o·n6~~

.

'

1

3'5 Types of Ert"iH'S
No measurement can be made with perfect accuracy but it is important to find out what
accuracy actually is and how different errors have .entered into the measurement. A study of errors
is il' first step in finding W'!YS to reduce them. Errors may arise from· different sources· and are usually
classified as under :
·
2. Systematic Errors.
3. Random Errors,
1. Gross Errors.
.3'6 Gross Errors. This class of errors mainly covers human mistakes in reading instruments
and recording and calculating measurement results. The responsibility of the mistake normally lies
with the experimenter. The experimenter, may grosdy misread the scale. For example he. m·ay, due to an
oversight, read the temperature as 31'5°C while the actual reading may be 21 TC. He may transpose
the reading while recording. For example he may read 25'8°C and record 23·5·c. But as long as
human beings are involved, some gross errors will definitely be committed. Although complete dirni~
nation of gross errors is probably impossible, one should try to anticipate and correct them. Some
gross errors arc.easily detected while others may be very difficult to, detect.
Gross errqrs may be of any amount and therefore their mathematical analysis_ is impossible.
However, they can be avoided by adopting two means. They are· :
1. Great care should be taken in reading and recording the data.
2. Two, tln·~i~ or even more readings should be taken for the quantity under measurcimen.~.
These readings should be taken preferably by .different experimenters and the teadings should be
taken at a diffe.ren~ reading point to avoid re-reading with the same error. It should he understood
mhat no re.Hance be placed on a single reading. It is always advisable to take a large number of read·
ings as a close agreement between readings assures that no gross error has been com.mitte d,
3'1

Systieum~k Enm·1~

These types of c1Tors are divided into three categories :
I. Instrumental Errors.
2. Environmental Errors. · 3. Observational Errors.

t
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3'7'1. Instrumental Enors
fhese errors arise due to three main reasons :

b
r

I

(i) Due to inherent shortcomings in the instrument)
(ii) Due to misuse of the instruments,
and (iii) Due to loading effects of instrµments.
1. Inherent Shortcomings of Instruments.

These errors are inherent in instruments because ·
of their mechanical structure. They may be due to construction, calibration or operation of tile
instruments or measuring devices. These errors may cause the instrument to read too low or too high.
For example, if the spring (used for producing controlling torque) of a permanent magnet instrument
has become weak, the instrument will always read high. .
While making precision measurements, we must recognize the possibility of such errors as it
is often possible to eliminate them, or at least reduce them to a great extent ,by using the following
methods:
(i) The procedure of measurement must be carefoJly planned. Substitution methods or calibration against standards may be used for the purpose.
'(ii) Correction factors should be applied after determining the instrumental errors.
(iii) The instrument may be re-calibrated carefully.
2. Misuse of !nshuments. There is an old saying that instruments are better than the peop1e
who use them. Too often, the errors caused in measurements are due to the fault of the operator
than that of the instrument. A good instrument used in an unintelligent way, may give erroneous
results. · Examples which may be cited for this misuse of instrument may be failure to adjust the zero
of instruments, poor initial adjustments, using leads of too high a resistance and so on.

No doubt the above malpractices may not cause a permanent damage to the instrument but
. all the same they cause errors. However, there are certain ill pra~tices, which in addition to producing errors cause permanent damage to the instruments as a result of overloading and overheating
which may ultimately result in failure of the instrument and sometimes the system itself.
3. Loading eft'ects. One of the most common errors cqmmitted by begfoners, is the imp~·o'~
.
per use of an instrument for measurement work. For example, a wen calibrated voltmeter may give
a misleading voltage reading when counected across a high resistance circuit (See Ex.ample 3·11 ). The
. same voltmeter~ when connected in a low resistance circuit, may give a more dependable reading .(See
Example 3'12). These examples illustrate that the voltmeter has a loading effect on the circuit, aHerM
ing the actual circuit conditions by the measurement process.
Example 3'11. A voltmeter having a sensitivity of 1000 D./V reads 100 Von its 150 V scale
when connected across an unknown resistor in' series with a milliammeter.
When the milH-ammeter reads s· mA, calculate
(a) apparent resistance of the unknown resistor,
(b) actua1 resistance of the unknown resistor,
(c) error d·ue to the loading effect of voltmeter.
Solution : Total circuit resistance
Eir
100
RT~= 1T =~~>no==a

.

"'<wx 103 n=20 k!l

Neglecting the resistanc_e of milli-ammeter, the value of unknown resfotm fa :
Rw=20 k!l.
(b) Resistance of voltmeter Rv= 1000 X 150= 150 x 1oa n = 150 kf>..
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_Asthe voltmeter is in parallel with th~ unknown resistance, we have :

.

'

&

&~

.

.

Rv+Roo'

I

· .. ·
R
RTRv
20 X 150
or un known res1stq.nce oo=.Rv-R.-:; = 150 _ p
2

. (c) Percenta$e errol1

'

I

=

.
ki1
23 077 •

I

t!I

erroneous quantity~.tr~e quantity x 100
·
true quantity
.

20~~3·077x100= 13'33%0
. 23 077
.
Example 3'12. Repeat example 3'11 if the milli-amm_eter reads\ 800 mA and the voltmeter
reads 40 V on its 150 V scale.
ET
40
.·.
Solution: (a)
RT="[-; =sooxT0-3 =50 n.
Rv= 1000 x:15o n . 150 ki1.

(b) .

•

1

R~ = RTRv

=

3

5_~~XJ50 ~-10 = 50'017 n

Rv-RT 150 x 103-50

.
50'0-:-60'017
(c) Percentage error .
50 017

'·

x 100=-0 .034,1

01
0•

Errors caused by loading effects of the meters can be avoided by using them intelligently.
For example when measuring a low resistance by ammeter-voltmeter method a high resistance voltmeter should be used.
·
: In planning any measurement, the lo~ding. effect of instruments should be considered and
corrections for these effects should be made, 1f needed, or more suitable instruments should be used.
Preferably tpose methods should be used which result in. negligible or no loading effects.
3·7·2. Environmental Errors

These errors are due. to conditions external to the measuring device including conditions in the
area surrounding the instrument. These may be.effects of temperature pressure, humidity, dust, vibra-.
tfons or of external magnetic or electrostatic fields. The corrective measures employed to eliminate or
to reduce these undesirable effects are : :
1. Arrangements are made to keep the conditions as nearly as constant as possible. Por
example, temperature can be kept constant by keeping the equipment in ·a temperature controlled
enclosure.
·
, ,
2. Using equipment which is immune to these effects. For example, variations in resistance
'with temperature can be minimized by using resistance materials which have a vety low resistance
temperature co-efficieµt.
3. Employing techniques which eliminate the effects of these disturbances. For example, the
effect of humidity dust etc. can be entirely eliminated by hermetically sealing the eq9ipment. ·
4. Applying computed corrections: Efforts are normally made to avoid the use:of'application
of computed corrections, but where these corrections are .needed and are necessary, they are incorpo·.
rated for the computations of the results.
3·7·3, Observational Errors
There are many sources of observational errors. As an example, the pointer of a voltmeter
rests slightly above the surface of the scale. Thus an error on account of PARALLAX will be in~ ·
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curred unless the line of vision of the observer is exactly above the pointer. To minimize parallax
errors, highly accurate meters are provided with mirrored scales, as shown in Fig. 3'1.
2B0

2_~()

>~"J,i.L tJ"-~ I

G- -~"1

J

PointQf

/

Mirror

rafledio~
I

I

I

I

(~

0

£ya too for Left

(i

''!I"~'('
~~,

toned ;;os·1tion
WRONG

f.IO PARALLAX E.RROtk

WRONG

Fig. 3'1. Errors due to Parallax,

When the pointer's image appears hidden by the pointer, observer's eye is directly in line with
the pointer. Although a mirrored scale minimizes parallax error, an error is necessarily present though
it may be very smalL
Since the parallax errors arise on 11ccount of pointer. and che scale not
being in the same plane, we can eliminate this error by having the pointer and ~~
the scale in th~ same plane as shown in Fig. 3·2.
~
I
There are human factors involved in measurement. The sensrng capabilities of individual observers effect the accuracy of measurement
PolnM
No two persons observe the same situation in .exactly the same way
where small details are concerned, For exampfo . there ~re observational enors
in measurements involving timing of an event. One observer may t·end to anti- Fig. 3·2. Arrangementr
cipate the signal and read too soon. Different experimenters ma:y produce showing scale and pointe
different results, especially when sound and light measurements are involved
in the same plane.
since no two observers possess the same capabilities.
Modern electrfoal instruments have digital display of output which completely eliminates
the errors on account of human observational or e.emsing powers as the output _is in the form of
digits.

3'8. R.udom (Renidmd) Errors

It has been consistently found that experimental results show variafo.m from one reading to
another, even after all systematic errors have been accounted for. These error'; are due to a multitude
of small factors which change or fluctuate from otw measurement to anotb:;-~· and are due surely h·
chance. The quantity being measured is affected by many happ1mings tbroug 1:out the uuiverse. W.are aware of and account for some of the factors influencing the measuremen~, bat about the res\ w,
are unaware. The happenings or disturbance;; about which we are unaw~re are lumped \Gi~~1hc• . :
called "Random" or "Residual 0 • Hence the errors caused by thes~ hapn~n:ng::. ·'.:: \.,,'>.~ _: J>:~~.\on.
(or Residual) Errors. Since these eriors remain even after the systematic errors l.:.:<:. l_,;::e~· .
/. 1.'!l~.:
of, we call these errors as Residmd (Random) Fnors.
3·9, Central Value; As stated above, t1-rn random error<; Ge Gaused by :1 :aqi.e ; .1'...1bcr (it
small effects, each one being a variable. These varl.'tbks may be adcl:uive in iiOni,:· .: , )es :i •. J ~t: litral'·
tive in some cases in their effect on the quantity being measured. lri many lliC:i:'.~1·H~:.m:,)1·: rI1r pnq1tive and negative effects are nearly equaJ, so that the resdbx~t ~~rror is sma n :,·we in~ 1· •.: <>. lM~c
number of measurements and the p1us effects are equal to tk m:rrns effects, :· : ·· .' .,:i1!d .:.ttcrl c.1cli
other and we would obfain the scatter round a Central V:::lr,:_ ~::oce this contj:c.. · fh--. ~.1• ', ;~ •..:
in practice, we are justifi"d in usin~ this concept as a basis o~· ~,_., s:udy of errcis Y1 :.\-,.f\ -+"~ ,;;)kOL'W
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to us. Thus mathematical laws or "Probability'' can be applied for the study of randollf errors. There
is no other way as the random errors are unknown and only statistical study c..rn lead· us to the best
approximation of the true value of the quantity under study.
3·10. Statistical Treatment of Data
The experimental data is obtained ic. two forms of tests :
(i) Multisample test) and (ii) Single-sample test.
Multisamp1e Test. In this test, repeated measurement of a given quantity are done using
different test conditions such as employing different instrumentsi different ways of measurement and
by employing different observers. Simply making measurements with the same equipment, procedure
technique and same observer do not provide multisample results.
'
Single Sample Test. A single measurement (or succession of measurements) done under
identical conditions excepting for time is known as single-sample test.
In order to get the exact value of the quantity under measurement, tests should be done using
as many different procedures, techniques and experimenters as practicable. It should be borne in
mind that the statistical means which help us to arrive at correct res11lts are only valid for multi·
sample tests.
3' 10' t. Histogram.
When a number of multisample observations are taken experimentally there is a scatter of the
data about ~ome central value. One method presenting test results in the form of a Histogram. The
technique is ilJustrated in Pig. 3·3 representing th~ data given in Table 3' I. This table shows a set of
fifty re~dings of a length measurement. The most probable or central value of length is 100 cm and
the data are taken and recorded to the nearest o· 1 cm.
Table 3'1

-

I

Length cm.

i

I
I

Number of readings

99'1

1

. 99'8
99·9
100·0
100'1
100·2
100·3

4
12
19
10
3
1

Total number of readings= SO.
This histogram of Fig. 3·3 represents these data where the
ordinate indicate the number of observed readings (frequency of
occurreni.;e) of a particular value. A histogram is also called a
frequency distribution curve. At t be central value of 100 cm is a
large number of readings, J9 in this case, with other values placed
almost symmetrically on either side. If smaller incremental steps,
say 100 readings at o·os cm intervals are taken, the general form
of the histogram will be almost the same but since the steps have
smaller increments and we get a smoother curve.
With more and more data taken at smaller and smaller
increments the histogram would finally change into :a smooth
curve, as indic~ted by the dashed line in Fig. 3'3. ·
The smooth curve is symmetrical with respect tp the
central value. Many physical cases have been found whic4 give
experimental data agreeing fairly well with the smooth symmetriw

cal curve.

·

·

19
:

I

I

•I

I

I

I

1/
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I

.

I

I
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~
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I

t./
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Fig. 3' 3. Histogram.
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3·10·2. Arithmetic MeH
The most probable value of measured variable (variate) is the arithmetic mean of the number
of readings takea. The best appcoximation is made when the number of readings of the same quan~ity are yery Jarge. ~heoretic&lly, an infinite number of readings would give the best result, although
m practice, only a fimte number of measurements can be made.
The arithmetic mean is given by :

.Y x1+x2+xa+·x4+ ...... x11
·

,.. (3'17)

n

X .arithmetic mean,

where
and

n

Zx

x1, x2 ... Xn=readings or variates or samples,
n=number of readings.

3·10·3, Measure of Dispersion from the Me~n
~
I

!

I
I

Dispersion. The property which denotes the extenc to which ~he values are dispersed about the
central value is termed as dispersion. The other names used for dispersion are §l~re~d ll}K'Scatter.

Fig. 3·4 shows two sets uf data. ln one
v
.Curve l-Great~r prnc1s1bn
case (curve 1) the values vary from x1 to x2 and
Curve 2-·low~r prncisfon
in other case (curve 2) the values vary from x3
'n'
for curve 1 Is greater
to x4, though their central value is the same.
r.
thon tor curve 1
,.. vUrve l
Clearly stt of data ,represented by curve l has a
...,,.. '
smaller dispersion than that of the data repre~
sented by curve 2.
It is very important to have a measure
·-~~-~""" ,/Curve 2
,
<if the dispersion from the central value as it is
l
\
~,
an indication of the degree of consi~tency (pre..
/"'
cision) and regularity of the data.
/
;/
A large dispersion indicates that some -~
. . ~ ·+1<1
l<;i
X1,
factors involved in the measurement process are
not under close control and therefore it becomes
...._.,.,.)(
difficult to estimate the measured quanthy with
Fig. 3'4. Curves showing different ranges and
confidence and definiteness. For example, if we
precision indices.
(
compare two sets of data and find that one set has less dispersion than the other set, we can .cer-·
tainly pla~e more reliance on it and can definitely regard it as a superior set as regards random
errors.

t

1

L-~.

There are certain terms which must be defined as they form the basis of defining the measure
of dispersion of data.
3'10'4, Range. The simplest possible measure of dispersion is the riunge which is the
difference between greatest and least values of data. For example in Fig. 3·4 the range of curve 1 is
(x2- x1) and that of curve 2 is (X4 -xaL.

3·1o·s. Deviation. Deviation is departure of the observed reading from the arithmetic mean
of the group of readings. Let the deviation of reading x1 be d1 and that of reading x2 be d2, etc.
Then

ch==x1-X
d2=x2-}(
•I•

IQl,tlflltl•

... (3'18)

dn=Xn-X

ancf ·

:v

'Z(xn- dn)

A= -- - -~--· - - - ---

n

.

... (3'19)
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,,

""~(xd-x2+xa ... ·+-x,}--n,,Y ""'O as x1 +x:r+·xa+ ... +xn=n X.

,.\ !

!:

Therefore the algebraic, sum of deviations is zero.
3·10·6. Average Deviation. The average deviation is an indication of the precision of the
instruments used in making the measurements. Highly precise instruments yield a low average
deviation between readings.
.
Average deviation is defined as the sum of the absolute values of deviations divided by the
number of readings. The absolute value of deviation is the value without respect to its sign. Average
deviation may be expressed as :

D= I di I + I d2 I +1 ds I
n

+... + I dn I = ~_L!l__L_
n

... (3'20)

3·10·1. Standard Deviation (S.D.). Another important term in the analysis of random errors
is the stand~rd deviation or the root mean square deviation. The Standard Deviation of ·an infinite
number of data is defined as the square root of the sum of the individual deviations squared, divided
by the number of readings.
·

Thus standard deviation is :
... (3'21)
In practice, however, the number of observatton' is finite. When the number of observations
is greater than 20, S.D, is denoted by symbol cr while if it is less than 20, the symbol used is s. The
Standard Deviation of a finite number of data is given by ;

s=Jcl12+422~.:~i·-t_:_::"ll_J;1 2 -=~

J:~r-

... (3'22)

3'10'8. Variance. The variance is the mean square deviation, which is the same as S.D.,
except that square root is not extracted.
Variance
V=(Standard Deviation) 2
=(S.D.)2:::a2= d12+d22+da2+ ... +dn2

.I

...

n

'2d2
=--

(3'23)

... (3'24)

n

But wLen the number of observations is Jess than 20
Variance

d2

... (3'25)

V s 2 =~ --n--1

Example 3'13. A set of independent current 1ne:.isurements were taken by six observers and
were recorded as 12 8 A, 12'2 A, 12'5 A, 13 1 A. 12'9 A, and 12·4 A. Calculate (a) the arithmetic
mean, (b) the d_eviations from the me~n, (c) the avcni.ge devi.ation, (d) the· standard deviation, and
(e) variance.
Solution. ·(a) From Eqn. 3·17 the a;:':fhme\ic· mean. is
}l.= }:x =l~J-f:]2'2+12'5-!J}Jf:J.?'9+12'4

n

6

.

_ 12 .65 A.

;

!

,..,:
I(

l!tlROkS IN MEASUREMENIS

(b)

Fro~
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Eqn. 3'18, the.deviations are:
di =x1-X=12·s-12·6s=+o·1s A
d2=x2-X=l2'2-12'65=-0'45 A
da=xa-X=12'5-12'65=-0'15 A
d4=X4-X=lll--12'65 . +0·45 A
d5=x5-X=t2'9·-12'6S=+o·2s A
d6=X6-X=l2'4-·12'65=--0'25 A.

(c) From Eqn. 3'20, average deviation:

D= ~-141 = 0·1s+0'4S+o·1sto·4s+o·2s+o·2s
n

=0.283 A.

.

(Note that for average deviation we have not to consider the signs).
(d) Since we have observations whose number is less than 20 therefor" we use Eqn. 3'25 for
determining the value of standard deviation

..,,,

s=

I

Jn-1
Id =J
2

(0' 15) 2 +:F·~0.4S)2 -H-0'15)2+W·4s) 2 +(0'25)2+(-0'25)2

6-1

=0'399 A.
(e) Variance V=s2=(0'339)2~-0·11s A2.

3'U)'9. Normal or Gaussian Curve of Errors. The Normal or Gaussian law of errors is the
basis for the major part of study of random effects. This type of distribution is most frequently met
in practice.
.
The law of probability states the normal occurrence of deviations from avc(age value of an
infinite number· of measurements or observations can be expressed by : ·
h

Y=~

-h2x2

e

.•• (3'26)

II Note : magnitude
The student here is cautioned. not to confuse x with I
of a quantity. Here x meuns Deviation. {
where

x=magnitude of deviation,
y=number of readings at any deviation x,
(the probability of occurrence of devia·
tion x)t
h=a constant called pl'ecision index.
and
Eqn. 3'28 leads to curve of type ·shown in
Fig. 3'5 and this curve showing y plotted against xis

called "Normal or Gaussian Prob~bility Curve,,,
This curve is symmetrical about the arithmetic
mean value, and area under the curve is unity. Under

the conditions specified bere the total number of
readings taken is represented by L This can be
explained as foll~~s : Suppcise for the time befog Hiat

w __,...

we consider h/\/ ~ to be unknown and reph1;;;f.; ~~: b?
3'5, Normal r'rohat\il!ty {'.urve.
the symbol A. If we have a large number of t~~:;1(~H'fsS;
·
n, the probable number 6.ni with deviation betw.1~-;;n x and x+ {.xis given by :
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A

A

•

·~- t,2x2

1_in=nyc:,.x=nA e '•

.f:.,,x.

If we ioltcg~~t~; the above expression for ~oo to

+~ we shall have all the cases, or

00

·-00

Thus:
00

re

~J;2x2

A!

dx=l

••• (3'27)

"

-oo

Thus the i.u.tegrnJ of y from .-oo to +oo is equal to unity. The fracuon of the total number
of readings oc-Gvin:ing betw~©tn the values .X'l and x2 will be equal to the area under the curve between
these values o.f x.
r~1-3=

x2

r --h'Ax9
vrr. J e dx
h

m(3'28)

Xi

when:

m.-2"'--=munber of readi11gs occurring between the values xi and x2•
If the ueb'. ooiwoon x1 and X?J is o· 5, then 50 per cent of the deviations fall between x1 and x 2•
fo general ·~iw p;mfr.lillbmty for iinding a deviation in an interval between xi and x:a becomes
x2
xs
'
h
y ,-f.,,,""' --;::::::- f ,:P -h?.xJtd'11'
1~{\.A..,1 <.•o'
11 .,~';("/

•'"1

I

M.4 ....,

"'
Xl

'\t

,/~

'6;

i1: '

.:\.1

'
The fraction of the total number
of deviations falling between zero a.nrl x are :
••• (3·Jo)

3'10'10.

Pred:ili~rm

1ltl0J\\,

From Eqn, 3'26 when x=O, we have

h

y=-=v~

••• (3'31)

Thus it fa tkar from above that the maximum value of y depends upon h. The larger the
iiidue of h, the slmfl'.!~;ir the curve. Thus the value or h determines the sharpness of the curve since. the
·t.:iirve drops .sh.arply ow~ng tv ~he term (-h2) being in the exp.one~t.. A sharp curve evidently indicates
~hat the dev1atwllls am mon~ r;fosely grouped together around devutt10n x=O.
Fig. 3·4 shows two cmvcs having difforent vaJw;s of h. Curve I bas a large value of h while
Curve 2 bas a smaUe:r. valu~ of h.
1t is dear that the probability that n variate ues m a tp.ven rang0 becomes less as the deviation
of the range becomesi greater. For a given deviation x, the probabili~y is less greater the h and vice
versa. Thus the name llrecisfon inde!' for h is reason;ibfo. A large. value of h represents high
precisiOJ\. of the data because the probability of occurrence of variates in a given .range falls off rapidly
as the deviation increMes because the variates tend to cluster (bocome closer) into a n,arrow range.
On the other hand, a small value of h represents low precision because t~e · probability of occurrence,s
of variates in a given range falls off gradually as the deviation increases ; this is because the variates
are spread oyer a wide range.
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It is evident therefore that Curve 1 of Fig. 3·4 represents a data of greater precision than that
of Curve 2 since the value of h for Curve 1 is greater than that of Curve 2. we have

h=· 1
y20"

... (3'32).

3·10·u. Probable Error: We .have observed above that the most probable or best value of a
Gaussian distribution is obtained by taking arithmetic mean of the various values of the variate. In
addition iithas been indicated that the confidence in this best value (most probable value) is connected
with the sharpness of the distribution curve.
~Let us consider the two points -rand +r marked in Fig 3'5. These points are so located
that the area bounded by the curve, the x axis 1 and the ordinates erected at x= -rand x ~+ r is
equal to half of the total area under the curve. That is half the deviations lie between x ±r. .
Dll

A convenient measure of precision is the quantity r. It is called Probable Error or simply P.E.
The reason for this name is the fact mentioned above that half the observed values lie between the
limits ±r. If we determine r as the result of n measurements and then make an additional measure~
ment, the chances are 50-50 'percent that .the new value will lie between-rand tr. That is, the
cbances are even that any one reading will have an error no greater than ±r.
The location of point r can be found from Eqn. 3'28, by putting

This gives

0'4764
h

r= ------

... (3'33)

3·10·12. ·Average Deviation for the Normal Curve
The average deviation may be computed when more than one reading is present at a given
deviation by' multiplying the amount of the deviation by the number of points on the deviation. Then
this product is added to other similar products (without regard to sign) until all readings are taken
into account ; then divide by the number of readings.
In the case of normal curve,

tcx:i
Average deviation D =

J

-

I x I y dx

ex:>

+oo

=

From Eqn. 3'33,

-~'l_J
vrc

h= .9.'

0
4764

r

e-h2x2x dx

= ~~j]

... (3 '34)

. Putting this value in Eqn. 3'35, we have, average deviation :

r
D=0-8453

... (3'3S)

3'10'13. Standard Deviation for the Normal Curve

The standard deviation is given by

•)

""'"'d2

CJ"=-

n

(See Eqn. 3'1 l'i

S2
Follo'wing a method

siroil~r

+oo
r
cr= \7 n:-.: j e

-h~~x2

2h

to that foll.owed above1 we have :

.

1

x2d.x .-~ --2 ~

0

or standard deviation for normal curve
1

a=-;---

... (336)

V ~h
r

•.. (3'37)

=0·614s
From Eqns. 3·35 and 3'37, we have P.E.=r:=0'8453 D
. =0'6745

tT

... (3'38)
... (3'39)

3'10'14. ProbaJ,fo Error of~ Finite ~fo:It11bfr of.Reftdmgs

In the analysis of the normal Gaussian error curve we have assumed that an infinite number of
readings were taken. All the formulae derived above are based upon this assumption. With a.
finite number of readings, there is a slight difference between the computed values given above and
the values obtained with a finite set of readings. For example~ substitution of Eqn. 3'.21 into Eqn. 3·39

gives the probable error as
... (3'40)

for an infinite number of deviations forming the normal probability curve, where n is infinite. But
for a finite number of dc:viations, the probable error for one reading is :

.....:~:_+d~2 ·. "=0'6745 /1I I d I a
rl =0'6745 " II di2+a22+{laz+
n--1
N n-1

... (J'41)

Thiis in fact means that, Zor a computed probable error r obtained from n readintR. one
more reading would have an even chance of being above or below r1.

With a finite number of readings, the average reading has a probable error of:
rm=

A

v

I

l_ fl =0'6745

J-d12fd2~:~!2_+ .. :+d11~

1t

'

=0'6745 J~·l: I
,t

nvi-1)

'L! -~

... (3'42)

n(n·-U

The above equation 1neans that for n finite readings, the probable error fa rm.
If we have n>l
then
n~-l~n
... (3'43)
(I

and

... (3'44)

rm=0°6745 -::1=v

fl

3'10' 15. Studard Devimtioe ·~if t\1e:m. When we have a multiple sample data, it is evident
that the mean of various sets of data can be analvzed. by statistical means. This is done by taking
standard deviation of the mean.
(i

The standard deviation of the wean fa gxven by crm =

-~;~-

.,,(3'45)

•
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3'10'16.· Sforadard Deviation of Standard Deviation
Fol' a multiple sample data, the standard deviation of the standard deviation is :
(J

<ra= V2n

... (3'46)

!

... (3'47)

E:iuimple 3'14. The following 10 observations were recorded when measuring a voltage:
41 '7, 42'0, 41'8, 42'0, 42'1, 41 '9 9 42'0, 41'9, 42'5 and 41 '8 volt. Find (I) the mean (ii) the standard
deviation (iii) the probable error of one reading (iv) the probable error of mean and (v) range.
Sobdi®n : For the sake of ease in caJcuJations, the observations are tabulated and manipulated
as under:
a
x
--------- -----41'7

-0·27

0'0729

42'0

+0·03

0'0009

41'8

-0'1'1

0'0289

42'0

+0'03

0·0009

42'1

+0'13

0'0169

41'9

-o 07

0'0049

42'0

+0·03

0'0049

41'9

-0'07

0·0049

42'5

+0·53

0'2809

41'8

-0'17

0'0289

I

I:xc:::419'7

:Ed~=0'44!

I

~--------~~~~~-------·---~-~~

·

u

(i) Mean length X=

'97
.
n-= 411o=4197
volt.
};x

Jd2 y

. value of stan
' dard devtatton
. . 18
. cr=. (ii) The
·

.

A

l'l

=

0'441
--=0'21
volt
10

(See Eqn 3'21)

if the data is considered to be a set of infinite readings. However, the number of observations is
nnRy 1Oand therefore the standm:d deviation is :
~

/(12- . . J 0·441
= 'V (lO-l)

s= 'V n~ 1

.

(See Eqn, 3'25)

=0 22 volt

(iii) Probable error r1=0'6745 s=0'15 volt.
1

(ill) Probable error of mean rm=. 1 r
'vn-1

(v) Range'--=42'5-41 '7 w.0'8 volt,

(See Eqn. l '41)

·=:-?·~=::(/'(15 volt.
v.9
1

(See Eqn. 3'42)
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Ex2mple 3'15. In a test temperature is measured ~00 times with variations in apparatus
and procedures. After applying the corrections, the results are :
----------------~----,-------------

..

402

403

404

405

16

4

2

2

Calculate (a) arithmetic mean, (b) mean deviation, (c) standard deviation, (d) the probable
error of one reading, (e) the standard deviation and the probable error of the mean, (/) the standard
deviation of the standard deviation.

Sohltioun : The computations are done in a tabular form as under :
~-------

--------

Frequency of
occurrence, f

Temperature

r·c

---- -

----·- -----

fxd

I

a2

fxd2

!
'

-----

-

,

__

.

397

-3'78

-3\,'78

14'288

l 4'288

398

3

1194

-2'78

-s·3·4

7'728

23'185

399

12

4788

-1'78

-21'36

3' 168

38'020

400

23

9200

-0"78

+ 17'94

0'608

13'99.~

401

37

14837

+0·22

+8·14

0'048

1'708

402

16

6432

'+ 1'22

+ 19'52

1'488

2~'814

403

4

l () ! 2

+z·22

f8'88

4'928

19 '714

404

2

808

+3'22

+6'44

10'368

20·737

405

2

810

+4'22.

+s·44

17'808

35'618

I

---------·---- --

-------- --

- ---

-------- -

---~--~---

I

Total

100

I

}; I fxd I

40078

------'--

=102'8

I

---- --

-----

•
I

d

397

----

Deviation

TXf

-·----------

··---~·--

·-------------

- -

(a) Mean temperature=

(b) Mean deviation 15=

4

- - - - - - - - - --.·i

Ifd2=
191 '08

_______
I
-

--

-

i6r}~ =400'780°C

1~~'?_= 1·02s·c

1

I

~

. .
.. I 191 ·os :' . -·- -o·c
(c) Standard dev1at10n cr = 'V = 1 38 0.

100

,

(d) Probable error of one reading r1=0'6745 cr=~0'67,15X1'38=0'93°C
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(e) Probable error of the mean

0'93

tm=-.;; £oo ~p·o93Qc

.

\

'•,)

(;:~) \:')\~

.

Standard deviation of the mean

am=.\/ 100~=0'138°~

(f) Standard deviation of the standard deviation
0'111
0'138
ua=vI-=v 2 =0·0196°c.
3'11.

S~ilylng

ODDS

The probability of occurrence can be stated in terms of ODDS. Odds is the .number of
chanees that a particular reading will occur when the error limit is specified. For example~ if the errnr
limits are specified as ±0'6745 rJ• the chances are that 50% of the observations will lie between the
above limits or in other words we can say that odds are 1 to 1.
The odds can be calculated as under
odds =probab'l't
odds+
1 t yoroccurrence
1

... (3'48)

±cr limits are :

The odds that th.e observation lies between
odds

.

----=06828
odds+l

odds are 2'15: 1.

or

Table 3'3 gives the deviationst the probability of occunenc~ and the odds.
TABLE 3·3

-

I'

I
I

i'

Deviation

Probability

±0'6145a

0'5000

i to J

±a

0'6828

2·1s to l

± 2a

0'9546

21 to 1

± 3a

0·~974

256to1

Odds

3·12. Specifying Measuremest Data
',After doing the itatistfcal analysis of the muJtisampie dat:a, we muse specify the results The
resuHs are expressed as deviations about.a mean value. The deviations ru-e expressed as:
•
(i) Standard deviation : The result is expres~ed as Jl ±('.J
The error limit in this case is the standard deviation. This means that 0'6828 (about 68%)
of the readings are within.the limits a=±l and the odds are 2'15 to 1. Thus there is approximately
a 2 to l possibility that a hew observation will 'fall beyond this Jimit..,
(ii) Probable error: The result is CXPJ.'OS~d as J:'±0'6745 a.
This means that SO% ofthe readings lie within this limit and the od4s are 1 to I. This means
that i&ere is ttn even possibility that ll now readins wiU lie within those limi~. ·
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(iii) :i2a limits: In case we went to increase our prnbability range we specify the

results as :

i±~.

of

Thus we assume tha11 0'9546 (or about 95%) readings fall within these limit;. These odds
1n this case are 21 to 1.
(iv) :±3a limits : The results in this case are expressed as :
,Y ±3cr,
The maximum or boundary error limit is ±3cr. The probability in this case is 0·9974,
This means that 99·74 ~,~ of the observations will fall within this limit. In other words we can say
that there is a p.ossibility of only 26 readings out of 1000 to fall beyond these limits. Thus practically
a11 the observations are included in this limit. The odds of any observation falling out of this limit
are 256 to 1.

3'l3. Vmrlr.,itl'lC© l'gl1£iffi

St~rill{ifaud

Deviations of Combination of Components

Suppose Xfa n fuctlon of ~everal component variables, reach of which is subject to random
effects, thus we llave :
X -o.-=f(x1, x2, :~3, ... ,xn).
Now if x1, x2, ... , xn are independent variables, then for. small variations in xi, x2, ... , Xn from
their mean value, denoted by 3x1, 3x2, ... , 3xn, tht resulting variations of X from its mean value for
any one determhrntion is given by :

~)f= ~x · ax1+-~X ___ · Sx2+...
uXl

... (3'49)

uX2·

(Eqn. 3'49, ignores the higher differentials).
Squaring Eqn, 3'49, we obtain

csx)2=(-~~ )2 (ox1)2+

(-E! )2

+... +2 ( ~!

(Sx2)2

)( %! )

(ax1

ax2)+... ...(lso)

Now, if the variatfons of xi, x2 etc., are independent, as assumed 1 positive values of one
increment are equally likely to be associated with positive or negative values of other increments.
Thus the sum of the cross product terms tends to be zero for repeated measurements. By
definition, variance Vis the mean square error. . Thus the mean of (8X) 2 becomes the variance·
of X for repeated measurements. This variarice of Xis denoted by Vil) and hence we can write :
Vx=(8X) 2

... (3'51)
as in repeated meas~rements (8x1) 2 tends to become mean value of variance of xi, i.e.~ Vx1.
:. Eqn. 3'51 may be written as Vx= Vx1 Vx2+ .. , Vxn
... (3'52)
This shows the component variances are addative with weighing factors (8X/8x1) 2• The
weighted v~riance x1 can be written as ·

+

Vx1 ::.c:

(-~!_)
ox1

+

3
V;J1

.

~.

... (3'53)

The standard deviation of X may be found from Eqn. 3'51.
The standard qe.vfation of Xis o-rc and fa equal t:J .
. .. (3'54)

1.

I

,

I

i[

·
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. -J--(-ai-){---:-·-(·
ax--)2·ax )2 .
Jix:i.+ , - Vxz+ ... + -"-- Voo•i

<1x=

.
1

--

ox1

----

(

.ox2

oxn J

... (3 '55)
I

11111

It is clear from Eqn. 3·55 that }both component standard' deviation~; are addative with
weighing factors (

!X )2 ,etc. which express the relative influence of the various components on the
UX1

I

combined function.
Therefore we can write

. .. (3'56)

<>x = \/ a::x:12+cr::x:22+ ... +rJx 0 2

where a:&:1 is the weighted standard deviation of x1.
a:q =

~x

( _o_
ox1

)2

...{3' 57)

0':111

It is important to note that the above expressions ·are valid only if component quantities
x1, x2, ... etc. are independent of each other and also that the increments are small so that the terms of
higher order than the first may be neglected. ActuaHy in engineering applications, the increments
are small as it is generally possible to keep the random effects under control,
3'13'1. Probable Error of Combination of Components
Suppose Xis a function of several component variables x1,

xu, each of which is an inde~

~

pendent variate,

Then we have the sf:andard devirition as
1(' 2 y"
BX
0X = I
CJ:~1 2 +

)2
-i:N \
L'A)

or

.\·2, ...

(-;::.,--- )2 u,ez2+·,,., +( -~~
3 x )2
I

ox2

' oXn

J

~

arm'!'

But from E~n. 3'39, the probable: error r=0'6145 a,
proabable error is .Proportional to standard deviation.
Hence we can write the probable error in X as
... (3'58)

where roo1, roo 2, etc. are the probable errosion x1, x2 etc. The contribution of probable error of x1 to

:x: )

2

the total error in Xis (
~· ~

I
.1

I

~

rx1

2

and this contribution may be written in another form as

+... +rxn2

Therefore Eqn. 3'52 becomes r:v= y'rx12+rx22
where the weighted probable error of Xn becomes as

rxn =

ax
( oxn

)2

2
rx1 .

... (3'59)
rx1

... (3 '60)

Example 3'16. We have a parallel circuit having two branches. The current in one
branch is Ji::.-:::100±2 A an<l in the other is /z='.200:::1:5 A. Determine the value of the total current
l=h+I2,
(a) considering the errors in h and l2 as limiting errors,
and
(b) considetfog the errors as st~vidurd cfoviations.
Comment upon the result.
Solutioo : (a) Now
l = h +h
.
, . ~I
{ 11 E!J
lo o/2 \
.'. fractional error m J:=:.:-..;c-· =::!::! - :: · ---;.-+·~ ~ · )' 1
1 ~s 1
i
, 1
.
11
0
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~!!_- 2-- . 0·02 and· 012
Ii - 100
h

but
Now

- ~-=0'025
- 100

I =200+ 100=300 A.

E_=
± ( 1OO x0·02+ 20Q_ x u·o2s ) = ±0'0233
[
\ 300
300
-

Hence fractional error

~I

Hence I can be written as .
/=300(1~1:0'0233)=300±7 A.
(b) Now the errors are standard deviations.

r

cr1=~(;;[=) ~crn;-;_(--~::
2

Standard deviation of I

= v{2)2~t--(5) 2 = 5'38

r

cr12 2

(See Eqn. 3'55)

A

a1 .... ~£.=1
oft 012
/=300±5'38 A.

Sinc1.-

Standard deviation in I expressed as a fraction is 5'38/300 =0'01~
It is clear from above calculations that limiting .errors of 2 per cent in h and 2'5 per cent
in /2 combine in this case, to give a~ limiting error of 2·3 per cent in their sum r While these very
errors, when they are standard deviations, combine to give an error of only 1·s per cent.
The use of standard deviation rather than limiting errors gives a more optimistic result.
This is reasonable since the probability that both Ii and 12 are [far from their respective means
is small.

·

Example 317. A resistance is determined by voltmeter ammeter method. The voltmeter
reads 100 V with a probable error of ±12 V and ammeter reads 10 A with a probable error of ±2 A.
Determine the probable error in the computed value of resistance. ·
Solution : . We have resistance R =
·

i

=

vr1.

Weighted probable error in the resistance due to voltage is,
2
l'Rv=a ; rv=r1 rv= '; =± ~~~ =±1'2 n
(See Eqn. 3'6P'

Weighted probable error in resistance due to current
-. 0It
V
100 , (±2) ±2 A
rm= -fl rr=-12 rr=-no)2 x
. u

From Eqn. 3' 59, probable error in computed resistance is
rR= y(rRv) 2+rRI)2= v(l '2) 2 t(2) 2 =2'33 Q -

Example 3'18. The law . of deflection of a galvanometer is l= K6/cos 0, where I is the
r.urrcnt; Ka constant and 0 is the deflection. If the angle of deflection 0 is known to be within
±OT (standatd deviation) of 1s·, what is the percent standard deviation of current, l ?
Solution : Now I= KSe =KS (cos
cos

~:

=

K[(cos

er1

or1+e(cqs Bt 2 sin 0]

(_.
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~ K[o.;66+1;0x 15 x (0'916)2x~ss}1'11 K.
Standard deviation of /is 0"1= ~f aO <=> ±(1 'll K) ( o· L< l ~O) rad
Percentage standard deviation of I is
= crf

I

x 100= ± ~--·Li.! l K)(O 1 x rt/180) x I 00= -1:0·71 %
- Kx(n/180)Xl5Xcos 15°

-

o·

3'14. Uncertainty Analysis and Treatment of Single Sample Data

!Ill
I

Many a times the data available is a single sample data and therefore the statistical method.s
discussed earlier cannot be applied directly. On account of the single sample nature of the data, it
is not possible to observe their scatter by plotting a frequency distribution curve. Hence, it becomes
essential to modify our approach.
Kline and McClintock have proposed a method based upon probability and statistics which
analyses the data employing uncertainty disttibution rather than frequency distribution. They have
defined the uncertainty distribution as the error distribution the experimenter believes would exist if
the situation permits multi-sampling.
Kline and McClintock suggest that a single sample result may be expressed in terms of a mean
value and an uncertainty interval based upon stated odd.,.
The result may be written as follows :
X=X±w (b to 1)
... (3'61)
where
X=the value if only one reading is available on the arithmetic mean of several
readings.
w-uncertalnty interval.
b=odds or the chance tba'tl the true value lies within the stated range, based upoa
the opinion of the experimenter.
The concept of uncertainty may be explained by the following example.
The results of a temperature measurement may be expressed as T=l00°C±l°C
.
. T~is me~ns that there is an uncertainty of± l"C in the result. In other words the ~xperime~ter
is statmg m precise terms the accuracy of results with which they have heen made accordmg to_ him.
This bring~ about another dimension in measurements and that is, how far the experimenter ts s~re
that his measurement falls within the specified limits. Therefore the need for a further specificat1~n
arises. As mentioned earlier, Klinf. and McClintock proposed that the experimenter specify certam
odds for the uncertainty. The aforesaid results may be given as
T=1oo·c±1°c
(20 to 1)
Now the results expressed in the above form become more specific in nature. This is because
the experimeter is willing to bet 20 to 1 odds ttat the temperature measurement which he has made
are within ±i·c of l00°C.
'
·
\his approach is of a particular value in setting up an experimen.t, especially when it involves
expensts m terms of man-power, time, and equipment. ·It provides a basis for establishing basis ~01·
predetermined estimates of the reliabilily of results through a study of propagation of uncertainties
(discussed below in Art. 3' 14' l). In this way evaluation of the test results can be made even before the
test is physically done.
3'14'1. Propagation of Uncertainties
The uncertainty analysis in measurements when many variates are involved is done on the
same basis as is done for error analysis when the results are expressed as standard deviations or
probable errors,
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Suppose Xis a .WI1.Gtion of several var1i'tles, X-f(x1, x2, X3, ... , xn)
where xi, x2, xa, ... xn are independent variables with the same degree of odds.
Let w:u be the resultant uncertainty and Will1, Wi1:2, wills, ... W:o11 be the uncertainties in the
independent variables xi, x2, xa, ... Xn respectively. The uncertainty in the result is given by :
... (3'62)

I

j
i

Example 3'19. A certain resistor has a voltage drop of 110'2 V and a current of 5·3 A.
The uncertainties in the measurements are ±0'2 V and ±0'06 A respectively. Calculate the power
dissipated in the resistor and the uncertainty in power.
Solution: Power P=voltage x current= VI= 110·2 x 5'3=584 W
Now
.P= VI

~~=1=5'3 and~;= V=l10'2
±0'2 and WI= ±0'06.
Uncertainty in power
Wv =

·

=

y(~~ r

wv 2t {

8~

r

wr2 =v'(5'3) 2 x (0'2)2+(110'2)2t(0'06):il

7
=±6'7 W=±i
x 100=±1'15%.
584
Example 3·20. Two resistors Ri and Ra are connected in series and then in parallel. The
values of resistances are ;
Ri = 100'0±0' l Q~
.R2=50±0'03 Q
Calculate the uncertainty in the combined resistance for both series and parallel arraqgements.
Soh'Rtion : When the two resistances are connected in series the resultant resistance is :
R=R1-f-R2
:.

o.R

()R

-=1 and·-- ==1

0R1 .
R~
Hence) uncertainty in the total resistance is_
Wa =

oR )
'Vf( 8R1

± ..

2

Wn11

+ (0R1
oR )i WR21

= ±vo>~ x (o·n2+0>2 x (0·03)2= ±o· 1044 n
The totaJ resistance is

R = 1OOt50=150 0

and can be expressed as R-1~J±O'I044 a.
When the two resistances are oonnected in pa1·aJ.lel, the resultant resistance is :
R= R1R2 ..., 100 x 50 ,... 33 .33 .Q
Ri+R2 10o+so
Now
R=(R1R11)(R1tR2)-1

£~ =(R2)(R1 t .R2)-1- R1R~(R1 +R2)-2
_

Rs

· RiRr.

50 lOOX50 .
-R1+R2 (R1+Ji~im 150 -· (150)2 =O Hl
oR
Ri
RiR2 __,100. 1.00X 50 .
0R2 = Ri+Ri (R1+l~2)~-l50- (150):'.·=0 444 ·

il
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Hence uncertainty in totaf resistance is :

V( 8R )2

WR=±·

-

0R1

WR1 2

() R )2 wa2
+(-8R2

=±v (0:111)2 x (0'1)2+(0~444) 2 x (J'03)2=0'01734
The total resistance can be written as R=33'33±0'01734 n.

n.

I

Ex1mple 3'21. A plot of land has measured dimensions of 50 by 150 m. The uncertainty
in the 50 m dimension is ±0'01 m. Calculate the uncertainty with which the 150 m dimension must
be measured to ensure that the total uncertainty in the area is not greater than 150 per cent of that
value it would have if 150 m dimension were exact.
Solution : Let
L=length of the plot= 150 m
B=width of the plot= 50 m
and
A=area of the plot=LXB=l50x50=7500 m2.
Now
A=LB

oA

8A .

--=Band -=L

ai

·. oB ·

Uncertainty in area

WA·=±

(

,J(it y~~~+- ~1 r- w~2 = ±yB2tt'~?+f2~~n-2
·-----

Case I. When there is no uncertainty in measurement of L.
WL=O
Uncertainty in measurement of area
WA==±

VB 2 wr. 2 +L 2 wn~=±\IL 2 wn 2 =±Lwn= 150XO'Ol=1·5 m2.

Case II. When there is uncertainty in measurement of L.
The uncertainty in area is not to exceed l '5 x l '5 = ±2'25

m~.

WA=v iJ2w~2+£2;~2

,,I

or
2'25=y(50)2wx.2 +(150)2(o·o1·)2
Hence uncertainty in measurement .of Lis w1 = :10'0335 m.
Example 3'22. A resistor has a nominal value of 10 .Q ±0' l %. A voltage is applied across
the resistor and the power consumed in the resistor is calculated in two ways :
(i) from P=E~/R,
.and (ii) from P=El.
Calculate the uncertainty in the power determination in each case when the measured values
of E and I are ;
.
·
E=IOO V±1% and 1=10 A±1%

o--L--·0-~
.

Ammeter

l~

Voltmeter

Fig. 3'6

Comment upon the result.
Solution : The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3'6.
(i)

£ 2-

P~o=-

R

. oP _2E

DP

E2

.. -oE-R and 8R =-R2

··61 ·
.

,
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..{

Hence uncertainty in power measurement.
w
v

= JT87;--)z- WE-2.-+-:-(8-P )2-~R~ =~J(?:_l{)2wE2+f\-~=2 )2 w:;8E

>J \ oE

R

R

.

Percentage uncertainty in me~surement of power is calcuJated by putting P=E 2/R.

]i x 1GO= J4 ( ~
(ii)
;

100 , .

=4v' 4(0·01)2 +(0·002 x100,,:;±2·236%.·
P=El

aP
oE=l

....

t+(1 rx

and

o.P
·a1=.E.

Percentage uncertainty in power measurement
2
·~~~
XlOO=r::J(oP..) win2+·(BP)
P
oEJ
f)l

=

2

w12X100= v'I 2wE2 tE2w11-x 100

J(w; r:+(w}J'~ x100=y(0'01)2+(0'0I)f x 100=±1'414%.

Tbe second method of power determination gives a much lower uncertainty than the first one
the basic uncertainties in each quantity are the same. We conclude from here that a
. ·'jndici:Qus selection uf method of measurement is important in order to reduce the uncertainty in the
:fb1ill_-¢.0mputed results.
.
•~n -tp0ugh

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
"::
- :.;:

. " ..' · · 'l~ The value of a resistor is specified as .500 Q ±·10% by a manufB.cfurer Find the limits of resist anee between
is guaranteed.
[Ans, 450 .Q to 550 !lJ
.
I... The limiting errors for a four dial l'e!listance box are :

·~.';:)vti~lt~"value

Units ... ±0'2%
Tens ... ±0'1%

hJmlteds ... 0'05%
thotuJaoos ... ±0'02%

If tbe resistance ~?lne is set. at 3425 Q. calculate the limiting error In the resistance value,

[Ans. ±0'83 OJ
3. A flowm~ter is calibr~t<:d from ,Oto 100 ro /s.. Tbe accuracy is< i;pecified as within ±0'75 per cent abo·ve 20
per cent of scale reading, What is the s!1H1c error if the instrumt·nt indh::'.tes 80 m8/s.
fAuo. ±0'6 m8/s]

II

3

. . .. 4. A 0·10 A ammeter has a guanmteed ac\~1.uacy oft ·5 per ceut of rnh scale reading. The current measured
by this 1nst.nm1rnt is 7'S A, Calculate the limitiJOg values or current and the percentage limiting error.
·
[ADii, 2'S± 0·1sA; ±6%]
5. Aliquid flows through a pi!,Je h1tviog a diameter of 100 mm with a velocity of 1 ill/fl. Calculate the rate flow •
±c,~ iiild the velodty is known to be within ±3% of measured value, find the
··:·~tt·Withm wh1~h rate of.flow can be sl>@Cified.
[Ans. 7'S5x 10-• m•/s ±5%]
,..

. ·. .••.. tr·~ dia~eltr i~ guaranteed within

6. The resistance of an unknown resistor i:J d~termined by Wheatstone ruidge. The solution fo1 tbt un~

,·..· .

· ·k.1mwn ree.istance is stated as

\11/bere·limitin~ vafoes of various resistances are

1<1=50011 ±1%, R:i=61S fl±1% 1
·

Ra=100±~»S%

Calculate (a) the nominal value of the unkn<Jwn resistor, (h) the limiting erro1 of the unknown resnuor in
[Ans. (a) 3075 Q 1 (b) ±76'88 Q and

ohm• and (c) the limiting error in per cent of unknown resistor,
1.

(c)

±2'S°/uJ.

!
I,

~0
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7. Three resistors have the followini

rati~gs1:

Ri=200 fr ±5%1 Rs=iCO !l ±5%, R8 =50 !l ±5%.
Determine the magnitude of resultant resistance and the limiting errors in percentage and in ohm if the above
resistances are connected in (a) series and (b) parallel. [A11s. (a) 3~0 .0 ±5%, 17'5 .O (b) 28'6 Q ±5%1 1.30 Q]
8. The power factor of a circuit is d~termined by :

p
cos ~-VI
.

.

wh~re

Pis the pow~r In. watt, V the voltage in volt and I is the current in ampere. The relative errors in power 1 curr~nt
and voltnse are respectively ±5%, ±1% and ±1%.
·

Calculate t'he relative error ·in power factor. Also calculate the uncertainty in the power factor if the errors

were specified as uncertainties.

± 1'5%)

[Ans. ±2.5%,·

9. A resistor is measured by the voltmeter-ammeter method. The voltmeter reading is ·123·4 Von the 250 V
scale and the ammeter reading is 283'5 mA .on the 500 mA scale. Both 111eters are guaranteed to be accurate within
±1 per cent of full sca!e reading. Calcl.late : (a) the·indicated value of resistance, lb) the limits withtn which the result
can be guaranteed.
[Ans. 436 Q ±16'5 .Qj

10.

T.lle fow lllmal of'a Hay's a.c. bridge are arranged as fullows :

AB is-a coil of unknown impedance.
BC is a non-inductance Ri"""' 1000 with an error of± I part in 10.000.
CD i!! a non-reactive resistor Ra=833±0'25 .Qin series with a no loss capacitor C=l '43 ±0'001 p.F.
DA is a non-reactive resistor Ra=l6800±1 part in 10,000.

n

The supply frequency is 50±0'1 Hz; The bridge is balanced. Determine Land R of the coil and the limits
of error. The balance conditions are :
L=

CR1&_
l+c.>2C1Ra 1

R= R1RiR1C 1Cil 2 _
l+ro,C 2R82

{Ans.. L=21 ±G'l45 H; R=2480 ±29'5

UJ

11. 'Ibe stl'ess in a mild steel flat circular diaphrag·m is given by :

3 D1 p

s=·1&1-N/m1
D=Diameter of the diaphragn; mro,
t=thic~ness of diaphragm walls ; m,
p=pressure applied ; N/m2•

where.

and

3

2

A diaphragm has a diameter of 15 mm, thickness=0'2 men and the pressure applied is 300 x.10 N/m • Cal·
culate the stress. The kn0wn error in diameter is +1% and in thickness is 3%. Calculate6 the error
10 stress.
2
.
(Ans. 316Xl0 N/m2, -4%1 -12'64 N/m ]
12. A set of independent ten measurements were made to determine the weight of a lead shot. The weights

m gramme were :

·

1·s10, 1'597, 1·591, 1'562, 1'577, r5so. t ·564, t ·5s6.

I

1'550~

rs1s.

Determine the (a) arithmetic mean, (b) average deviation (c) standard deviation (d) variance (e) probable error11
of one reading (/)problem error of the mean.
[Ans. (a) 1'5752 g (b) 0'01068 (c) 0·01426 g (d) 2'0335x 10' 8
(e) 0 0024 g ( f) 0'00076 gJ

~

':)

I

I

13. The following values were obtained fro:n 1he m~asurements of! the value of a resistor : 147'2 .0,
1474 n, 147'9 Q, 148 1 Q, 147'1 Q, 147'5 .Q, 147'6 .0, 147'4 Q, 147'6 !land 147'5 0. Calculate (a) arithmetic mean
~b) average deviation 'c; standard deviation, treating the data as finite (d) .standard deviation treating the data as
population.
[Ans. (a) 147'55 .0 (b) 0·22 Q (c) 0'295 Q (d) 0'28 Q]
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14. The table given below Jlgts a Sample of experimental data :
Value

Frequency cf
occurrence

3

4
2

I

.5

3

I

6

7

8

I

6

7

6

I

9

IO

11

4

2

1

~'."",

Calculate (o) arithmetic mean (b) mean deviation (c) standard deviation d) probable error of one reading
(e) the 11tanda~d deviation and the probable error of the mean ( f) standard deviation of standard deviation.
[Ans. (a) 7'062 (b) 1'45 (c; l '~65 (d) 1'258(e) 0'33, 0·226 ( J) 0'203]
15. A ca.pacitor C= 1'0± 0' 1 v.F is charged to a voltage 20J:1 V, where errors are probable errors. · Find
the charge on the capacitor and its probable error.t
[Ans, 20>< 10-e coulomb, ±2'2X 10-e coulomb]

16. The resistance 'R of a copper wire is given by:
R=Roll +o:(t-20)]
where
Ro""'4 0 ±0:2%
is the resistance of the wire at 20°C. Tbe value of resistance temperature co-efficient copper is 0·004 f!/0.-°C ±1%
und temperature t=25 ±1<'C, Find tbe resistance R and its probable error.
[Ans. 4'08 Q ±0'3%]

-~

I

Units/ Systems, Din1ensions and Standards
4'1. Introduction
A considerable number of systems of Units have been used at various times d~ring human
history. Some systems are of historical interest only, some are of theoretical int.cr~st while otl1ers
have been used in actual eJ.perimental work and have been found acceptable in some countd~\s.
However, there are some systems of units which have been accepted throughout the world. It is thus
natural for us to acquaint ourselves with important and freqeendy used systems of units.
4·2. Unit
The result of a measurement of a pli:ysica] quantity must be defined both in kind and
magnitude. The standard measure of each kind of physical qlHmtity is called a Unit Measurement
implies comparison with a standard value. For example, we can measure the numerical ratio (Li/Lo)
of a length L1 to another length Lo. Provided that Lo is well defined, does not change with time and
is readily reproducible to a high degree of accuracy, it can be chosen as a unit of length. In general~
we can write :
(Magnitude of a physical quantity)c:o(Numerical ratio)XlUnit)
... (4'1)
The Numerical Ratio is the number of times the unit occurs in any given amow1t of the same
quantity and, therefore, is called the number of measure. The numerical ratio may be calk · numerical
multiplier also. From Eqn. 4'1 it is clear that the process of measurement entails estimating the
numerical ratio or the number of measure. Thus when we speak of a distance of 10 metre, we know that
the metre is the unit of length and the number of units in the length is ten. The physical quantity, length,
in this case, is defined by the unit, metre. The numerical ratio (or the number of measure) is 10 for
this particufar case. It should be understood that the numerical ratio has no physical meaning without
the Unit. For example, if after measuring a quantity we simply write 10, then it may mean 10 metre,
10 second or 10 kilogramme etc. and hence is meaningless unless a unit is aMached with it.
4·3,
~

Absolute Units

An absolute system of units is defined as a system in which the various units are all expressed·
in terms of a small ·number of fundamental units. Absolute measurements do .not compare the
measured quantity with arbitrary units of the same type but are made in terms of Fundamental Units.
The word . absolute should not be confused. In its long term usage in measurements, it has
been associated with relating units to the units length, mass and time. However, sometimes it is given
the connotation of perfection i.e., no errors, deviations, or residuals exist in the system of measure~
ment units.

4'4. Fundamental and Derived Units
.....
J
~:,-

When we measure a physical quantity, we must express the magnitude of that quantity in
terms of a unit and a numerical multiplier (as explained in Art. 4'2). If we were concerned with
measurement of only one quantity we could, if we wished, select for our unit any magnitude that
seemed convenient to use. However, in measurements, we are concerned with a large number of
quantities which are related to each other, through established physical equations, and, therefore, we
cannot choose size of units of these quantities arbitrarily and independently. This way we can avoid
6$
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the use of awkward numericaJ constants when we express ·a quantity of one kind which we have
derived from measurement of another quantity.
. In any given piece of theoretical work the Units of the various quantities must all belong t0i
a Consistent or coherent system.
In Science and Technology, two kinds of Units are used :
(I) Fundamental Units and (ii) Derived Units.

'ii\)
I

If we have A kinds of quantities to evaluate and B independent physical quantities expressing
relationships between them we can independently choose sizes of units of (A - B) quantities. The sizes
of Units of remaining B quantities can be derived with the help of B physical equations. A system
of Units so constructed is caJJed a Consistent System. (A-B) Units, which are independently chosen
are called Fmndame1tal Units. . The remaining B Units are called Derived -Units.

The .Fundamental Units in mechanics are measures of length. ~ass, and time. The sizes of
fundamental units, whether centimetre or metre or foot, gramme, or kilogramme or pound, ·second or
hour, are quite arbitrary and can be selected to fit a certain set of circumstances. Since length, mass
and time are fundamental to most other physical quantities besides those in mechanics, they are caJJed
the Primary Fundamental Units.
Measures of certain physi~u1 quantities in the thermal, eJectficaJ, 1uumi~ation fi.eJ~s ~re also
!epresented by fundamental units. These units are used only where these particular d1sc1pJmes are
mvolved and therefore they are called Auxiliary Fundamental Units.
. AH other units which can be expressed in terms of fundamental units with ~be help of physi.cal
eq~atl~ns are called Derived Units. Every derived unit originates from some ph) s1cal law or .equation
wht~h defines that unit. For example, the volume, V, of a room is equal to the product of its length
l, width b, and height h. Therefore
V=lbh

then the volume ofa room 6 m X 4 m x 5 mis 120 !11 3•
Note that the number of measures (6X4X5=120) as wen the units (mxmxm=m 3) are m_ul~11,J1ed.
The derived unit for volume is thus ms. Also note that use of an awkard numerical mult1pher has
been avoided.
4·5, Dimensiom
AI

the metre is chosen as the unit of length,

Disregarding the problem of measurement and the concept of magnitude, it ~s evident_ t~t
every quantity has a qoamy which distinguishes it from all other quantities. This umque quality is
called Dimension. The dimension is written in a characteristics notation, as for example [L] for
length, [T] for time and so on.
A derived unit is always recognized by its Dimensions, which can be defined as the complete
algebraic formula for the derived unit. Thus when quantity such as, area A of a rectangle is measured
in terms of other quantities i.e. length, /, and width, b, in this case, the relationship is expressed
mathematically as :
·
Area A=a constant></Xb
... (4'2)

I

·~

Since 1 and b each have the dimensions of a length, written [L], the dimensions of area are :
[A] =[LJ[LJ=[L2]
... (4'3)
.

.since the constant is a pure numerical ratio and is, therefore, dimensionless. As discussed
~arher i~depende?t units for derived quantities like volume, area et(< are unnecessary and even
tnconvement,
for 1f we take, the constant in Eqn. 4'2 as unity, and if metre (m) is unit of length, metre
square (m2) can be used as unit for area.
.
. As stated earlier, in· mechanics the three fundamental units are length, mass and time. Their
dt01ens1onal symbols are :
·

I
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Length - [L]

Time- [T]

Mass - [M]

The square brackets .incticate dimensional notation only. H should be understood that
equality is in terms of dimensions only, and it should not be mixed up with numerical values.
4.6. Dimensions or Mecbamc1d Quantities
All mechanical quantities can be expressed in terms of the three fundamental quantitieslength, mass and time. A few examples are being given below :
.
1. Ve1oc1ty

length
= -..--t.
1me

2. Acceleration= v:~oc~!Y_
i;AffiC

•. /Ill'.

3. Force
4. Work

5. Power

=mass Xacceleration
=force x distance
work
==
time

[v]=

...

.
'.
...

6. Energy -power x time
7. Momentu~ =mass x velocity
8. Torque

=force x distance

9. Stiffness

. torque
=- angle

.
.
force
10. Surface Tens10n= length
11 •

. . .
tbrce , velocicy
- ..- DJvnam1c V1scos1t"=----;-"
area
distance

i~ =[LT-1]
.
1.

rrr

1J [ . , ..
.J
[a =~·['.f]-- ~1 -.,
I

[FJ::~(M][LT-i]=[MLr- 2]

[W] =l!iliLT- 2][L}= [ML21:r-2]

.f,P],~; Vr.!r~r-2J=[ML2r-a1
[ Wj "" [ML2T-3][T]= [ML2f-2]
=[M][LT-1]=[MLT-1]

=[ML12J[L] = [ML2T-2]

[KJ=[ML2T- 2]

[a]=---~ [MLT-21 =[MT-2]
[L]

[MLr- 21 . [LT-1]
[µ]= ---rl2J- -;- [L]

[ML- 11-1}

4·7. Historical Backgronncl of S1stem of Units

,~

~-

For the primitive man, the length of his foot was an adequate standard to serve as the unit of
length. The inch was a standard of length and was taken equal to the width of a man's thumb. But
it was redefined, during the reign of Brits.in,s King Edward I (1272)-1307 A.D.), as equal to three
barley corns, dry and round, laid end to end. A major milestone in the history of units is when Simon
Steven (1548-1620 A.D.) introduced the ·concept of decimal fractions as well as the idea of decimal
system of units.
In 1790 A.D., the French revolutionary. Govemfl?.ent directed the French Academy of Sciences
to submit proposals for a single system of weights and measures that would replace all the existing
svstems operating at that time. The French Scientists decided, as a first principle, that a Universal
System of weights and ·measures should .not de1~nd upon the man made reference standards, but
instead be based upon measurements provided by natore which are permanent. As a result t)f this
judicious decision, the unit ot' length, metre, ~a~ chose~ which is ten m.illionth pa:t of the distance
between north pole an~ sout~ pole along !h~ meridian pass1~g through Paris ; the umt of mass, they
chose the mass of cubic centunetre of dtshlled water at 4 C and normal pressure (760 min Hg) and
called it gramme ; third unit. the unit of time, they retained the tniditional second, definin~ it ~s·
1186,400 part of mean·solar day.
·
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As a second principle, they decided that all other units should be derived from the. aforementioned three fundamental units of length, mass and time. The third principle they proposed was that
all multiples and submultiples of basic units be in the decimal system, and thev devised the svstem of
. prefixes in use ·today.
·

The proposals of the French Academy were approved and introduced as the metric syste1n
of units in France in 179 :· The metric system aroused considerable interest elsewhere and finally,
in 1875~ seventeen countries signed the so-called Mette Convention, making the metric system of units
legal system. Since 1875, the international autori.ty concerning metric units has been the Conference,
Generale des Poids et Mesures (CGPM). The CGPM maintains the Bureau International des Poids
et Mesures (BIPM) at Sevres near Paris. Britain and the United States, although signatories of the
convention, recognized its legality only in international transactions but did not accept the metric
system for their own domestic use.
Britain, in the meantime, had been working on a system of electrical units. The.British
Association for the advancement of Science appointed a Committee on Electrical Standards m 1861
under the Chairmanship of Clerk Maxwell. They decided on the centimetre and the gramme as the
fundamental units of length and. mass. From this developed the centimetre-gram-second or CGS
absolute system of units.

4'8, CGS System or Units
Till now the most commonly used units In electrical work were CGS units. These units
involve the use of unit of a fourth quantity in addition to units of mass, length, and time .. Experirne~Q
ta1Jy observed facts of either electrostatics or electromagnetism are used for defining CGS umts
for electrical work. Therefore, there are two systems of CGS units.
4'8'1. Electromagnetic Units (e.m. units). Units based on electromagnetic effects are known
as electromasnetic units or e.m. units and the system is. known as electromagnetic system of units or
e.m.u. system. This system involves the units of four quantities ; permeahility (µ) of the medium and
the units of length mass and time. The value of permeability of free space (vacuum) is taken as unity
in this system.
4'8'2. Electrostatic Units (e.s. unit:;). Units based on electrostatic effects are known as electro.. static units or e.s. units and the system is known as electrostatic system of units or e.s. u. system. This
system involves the units of four quantities; permittivity (E) of tbe medium and the unit:> of length,
mass and time. The value of permittivity of free space is taken as unity in this system.
The e.m.u. system is more convenient
use from t_he point of view of most electrical
measurements, and is, much frequently used than the electrostatic system. If a quantity is expressed
_in C.6.S. system without any additional designation "electromagnetic" m ''electrostatic'' it may be
taken that the electromagnetic system has been used.
4'9. Practical. Units. Practical units are derived either from the absolutf:' units or by refor·
ence \o arbitrary standards. These units should be e~sy to handle and manage.
In working with either of the absolute systems mentioned above, some most commonly used
units are found to be inconveniently large or small. The practical units employed are decimal illulti~
ptes, or submulHples of the absolute electromagnetic units.
The practical units. based on e.m. units, are made larger or smaller than the corresponding
e.m. units by an appropriate power of 10, to bring those which are mostly used in experimental work to
convenient and manageable magnitudes.
The British Association Committee on electrical units decided that the practical unit of resis~
tance (ohm) should be 109 C.G.S. electromagnetic units of resistance. It was also decided to make
the.practical unit of potential difference (volt) equal to 108 C.G.S. electromagnetic units of poten·
tial difference'. These two magnitudes being fixed, we can fix the practical 'Jnits of other quantities.
For example, the practical unit of current (ampere) would be
_ _-yo!~ - _lOB_e_~Ei~ :_ l -1
.
ampere-:-. ohm - 109 e.m.
- . uni'ts - O e.m. umt.

to
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Thus the practical unit of current is l/10 of a C.G.S; electromagnetic unit. Table 4'1 shows the
symbols and magnitudes of practical units in terms of corresponding C.G.S. electromagnetic units of
different quantities.

TABLE 4.1
iliii

~-------------.-----.------------------·--

Practical
No.

Quantity

unit

Symbol

Number of C.G.S. em.
units in one practical uni!

-----

Defining
eqrntlon

1.

Charge

coulomb

Q

10-1

Q=It

2,

Current

ampere

I

10-1

E=f R

3.

Potential Difference

volt

E

108

4.

Resistance

ohm

R

109

5.

Inductance

henry

L

109

6.

Capacitance

farad

c

io-a

7.

Power

watt

p

8.

Energy

joule

Q=CE

1 watt= 107 erg per second

w

1 joule= 107 erg

----!..----------------------~-~~-----·'-----------~

The sizes of practical units of resistance and potential difference were arbitrarily chosen to be
of convenient magnitude and the other units are then derived from these units.
The practical unit of power is watt or joule per second and is equal to 101 ergs per second.
The practical unit of energy is joule and is equal to 107 ergs, Actually in commercial measure men~
energy is expressed in kilowatt hour and one kilowatt hours is equal to 3'6x101s ergs.
4·10. Dimensional Equations. All mechanical quantities can be represented in terms of the
dimensions of length~ mass and time, but electrical quantities need at least one other fundamental
dimension.
4·11. Dimensions in Electrostatic System. In this system the dimension of permittivity E is
taken as the fundamental dimension. We use Coulomb's law as our starting point.

·-

1. Charge. According to Coulomb's Jaw, the force exerted between two charges Q1 and Q2 is
F=Q1Q2

€d2

where dis the distance between charges Qi and Q2· Putting the dimensions of force and distance.
·
,_
[Q2]
[ML1 21 = [E][L2]

weh~e:

:. Dimensions of charge [Q]=[E1!21 M112 £8121-1]
2. Current. Curren.t is charge per unit time.
Let (/) represent the dimensions of current :
3 2

[I]= [Q] _ [~~ _Nflf _f_ ' T~:_l] -[E112 Ji112Ls12r2]
[T][T] ·
2

3. Potent111l Difference or Emf. Potential difference is work done per unit charge.
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2

2

[E]=[WJ ___ [¥L r- ] __ ::;=1E-112Af1'2L1/2y-1]
[Q] -[El'2M1f2La12r-1]

l

where [E] and [ W] represent the dimensions of emf and work respectively.
4. Capadhmce. Capacitance C is equal

to-~- ·

I

.
,
.
[Q]- [E112 Ml/2 La12r-1]
Therefore, d1mens10ns of capacitance are [C]=rer= [E-112 M 112Lit2r-I]

[fl]

5. Resistance. ResiStance R = pot~ntial di~eren~~- = E' .
1
curren
Therefore, dimensioas of resistanee are :
[E] [E-1f2M112£112r1J
_
[R]=[l] =[E112Af1'2£3'2T-2] ==[E 1L-1T]
6. Im1uctaoce, Inductance

emf
L -r-at-e-of-c-hange of cunent
·

e

=d!/dt

Dimensions of inductance are :
[E]
[E] [T] [E-112M1'2L112r-t]{T)
[L]= [l]/[T] =-(/]- = [El/2Mll2£312T-2)
[E-1L-1T2]

4·120 Dimensions in Electroo.rngnetic Sy~tem. The fourth dimension in this system is the
dimension of permeability µ. The starting point is the law of force between poles.
1. Pole strength. Force

F=

m1m2
µd 2

where dis the distance between poles of strengths m1 acd mii.
[m2]
[MLT-2] = (µ][L2)

Thus, dimensions of pole strength are [m] =[µli2.A.f112£3f2T-1]
2. Magnetizing force. Magnetizing force His merunued by force exerted on a unit pole.
Therefore, dimensions of magnetizing force are :
[F].
. [MLT-2]
[H]=[m] = [pJl2Mi72L3'2T-I] -=[µ-112J1.1It2L-112r-1]
3. Current.· We know that the magoetfaing force at the centre of a loop of radius r is :
I 'fl'is .m e.m. umts.
.
-~-- 1
H = 2n

r

Putting the dimensions of H a.nd r,
Dimen'<ioos of current are

w~ .have

[i.t-11i1Af1121£-lf8r.-l]-

~g

[/] ==(µ-1 '2M112L112r-1]

4. C'luuge. Charge""" current x time

. . The dimensions of charge are
[Q] = [J)[T]=[µ-112Ml 121)12r-1J[T]=fl.c112,M112L1121
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5. Pittic';jjjfod diffol·er.H:e. Potential diffe.renc~ is work dmie per Hnit charge. 'J.'he dimensions
of potential diffonmce .are

Similarly Hie dixrn:nsinm1 of od.H:r qrurn.iitie1:1 cRn h·0 found ·mir.
~·o. Rch~HmllsMp b~;twctm ru:kd:rrisfa~k l-mfl E~~dr~tmiigm:ak Sy11~eins ~r lhaits. We observe
that two dHforent dimensional equatiorw arei obtained for the same quantity. Any one quantity
should have the samt~ dirnensicmfi whah'rvel\ rmiy be the sy~tem. The dimensions of charge in e.m.u
system are

1
"
--o---=~H
\IC Iocity.
y(.l('

Equating the: dirncm;ionai equndons of othef quantities, Wf;, always get ·Hie same result i.e.
some powe.c of 1/ µ.·f is always involved. H sbodd be: understood that H is no~ possible to obtain
separate express\ons fqr IJ. and E,
fo any syskm of units the permeability of free space r.io and oermi111vil.y of free space itn am
related by relation :

ir:

where vis the wlodtv of light in the svstem of units eonsidcn:,d, !~~or ~;xarnple~ CG.S. units the
value of o is nearly ec!ual to3 x mm which ls the ve!odty light and oi elcff.'.trornagneuo:: v;.i3_ves in free
space. (The velocity of light fa 3 x l 010 centimetre per second).
Frmn the above relationship the dimensions of any electrical qm~ittity ca11 be 10onver!ed from
those of electrostatic r;ygtem to those of the dectromagnetic syt:tern, and vice v~r:-m.
~·
• l e11
"ft't::rence m
. e .s. n. system :JJ"i;
(hf pot{mtw.
For exarnp lei t ne 1.iJJuens10u&
1

•

rm

'*[f-1,~iM112vNr-11

and in e.m.u. §ystem are [E]==fr,,11 2.Mlt2.L31?.y-·21

ELECTRICAL MEAt Ull.EMEl'>ltS A.t\l> MFAStJRJNG JNS1RtJMENtS

Tl

_l e.s. ~~i!__9fpot~ntial difference
1 e.m. unit of potential difference

_ [E- 112M 112L111~1'- 1l=[f-1/2µ-1I3£...;1T].
[ttlf~M112£3/2T-2]

Now the units of length, mass and time are the same in both the systems. Therefore,
dimensions L, 111 and T are neglected.
'·

-~·~·!._!l_~i_l~J potenti.al ~~fference =[E-112 -112]=3 x 1010 in C.G.S. s stem
1 e.m. umt of potential difference
µ
y
1 e.s. unit of potential difference=3 x 1010 e.m. 1mits of potential difference

=3x1010x10-s=300 volt
Similarly, 1 e.s. unit of capacitance
""

9

(as 1 volt=J08

e.m. units of e.m.f)

xi 020 e.m. units of capacitance= 9 x iozo x10u=9 x~ 011 farad

1 farad=9X10 11 e.s. units of capacitance.
Since the farad is too large a unit for many practical cases, the microfar.:d (µF) or pico· farad
(pl are used as more convenient units.
Similarly milli-henry or micro-henry are often used as more convenient units of inductance..
Table 4'2 shows the conversion factors for converting different e.m. units.

or

1)

TABLE 4'2
Conversions of e.m u. to e.s.u. and vice versa
---··--..

----'

Quantity

No.

Symbol

I

Dime11sio11s

.--- e.m.:----i----,,-e.s=~-·---1
I

[Et'2M1i•Ls12r-11

Number of e.m .
units in one e.s.
unit

1.

Charge

Q

[µ-112M11211121

2.

Current

I

[µ112M112L 112 r-1 1

[<;112M112Ls12r-2]

3.

Polcnllal Difference

E

[v.--112 M112La12r-2]

[E1f2M112v12r-1]

3X 1010

4.

Resistance

R

[µLT- 1]

[E-1L-1TJ

9x1020

5.

Inductance _

L

[µLJ

[€-11-1r21

9x 1010

6.

Capacitance

c

[µ-1L-1T2]

[€L]

9x 1020

3x1010
3x1010

------- --·------------

4·14; M.K.S. System (Giorgi System). The C.G.S. system sJffers from the following
disadvantages :
(i) There are two systems of units (e.m.u. and e.s.u.) for fundamental'theor~tical work and
a third (practical units) for practical engineering work.
·
.
(ii) There are two sets of dimensional equations for the same quantity.
(iii) If we use C.G.S. system factor 4n occ4rs in formulae where its presence seems unwarranted specially in formulae which are widely med.
.
_
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Owing to the above disadvantages it was thought to make modifications in the system. It was
early recognized that the. SO called practical units themselves formed a coherent system and they CJU!d
become an absoulte system in terms of units of mass, . length and time other than centimetre, gramme
and second.
.
In 1901, Professor Giorgi introduced the M.K.S. system wherein metre, kilogramme and
second were taken as the three fundamental mechanical units. 1n order to connect the electrical and
mechanical quantities, a fourth fundamental quantity has to be used. Tbis fourth quantity is usually
per~eabi1!ty .. The permeability of free ~pace is ta~en as µo= 1?~ 7 • The permeabilityµ of any other
medium is given by µ=µrfAO where µr 1s the relative permeab1hty and has a value numerically equal
to the permeability of medium when C.G.S. units are used. The permeability of free space in C.G.S.
system is unity.
·
7
:. M.K.S. unit of permeability= 10 X C.G.S. unit of permeability.
Now the greatest advantage. of M.K.S. system of units is that if we ·take the three
fundamental units as metre, kilogramme and second and the value of permeability of free space as
1o- 7, then the magnitude of the six electrical units (charge, current, potential difference resistance
inductance and capacitance) would be identical with their values in the pracdcal system of' units. Let
us examine this.
l Charge. The dimensions of charge in e.m.u. system are [ii.-11 2M1f2L1!2],
M.K.S. unit of length, metre= 100ce.ntimetre=100 x C.G.S. unit of length.
M.K.S. unit of mass, kilogramme= 1000 gram= 1000 X C.G.S. unit of mass.
M.K.S. unit of time, second=C.G.S. unit of time, second.

=(

1 2

,M.. K.S. unit ~f charge _ 10~)- ' ( 1000) 112( 100. ) 1 ' 2= 10 __ 1•
c.G.S. e.m. umt of charge
1
l
.1
1
lhus M.K.S. unit of charge= 10- C.G.S. e.m. unit of charge.
But· referring to Table 4' 1, 10-1 C.G.S. e.rn. unit of charge is equal to I practical unit of
charge i.e., one coulomb.
:. M.K.S. unit of charge
=practical unit of charge= I coulomb.
2. Current. The dimensions .of cunent in e.m.u. system are [µ-112M112L1r2r·11.
M.K.S. unit ~f current -( 10
C.G.S. e.m. unit of current
1

7

1 2
)- 1 (

1

1000) 'a(JOO ) 112( _!__ )-1 _-:- _1
10
l
1
1

Thus M.K.S. unit of current=I0-1 x C.G.S. e.m. unit of cuueat
=practical unit of current= 1 ampere.

3, .Potential difi'erenJce (EMF). The dimensions of potential difference are [ 11.112M112L3t~ 1 -2J.
.
··

M.K.S. unit ~f emf
C.G.S. e.m. umt of emf

=(~0 ) 112 (~000
7

I

1

32
2
), 1' (100)
' (1-)- =I0 8
1,
1
2

i.e., M.K.S. unit of emf= 108 x C;G.S. e.m. unit of emf=practical unit of emf= 1 volt.
4.
. ..

Resistan~e.

The dimensions of resistance are [µLr-1]

M.K.S. unit.ofresis~nce =(10

· · C.G.S. e.m. umt of resrntance

)/!QQ). (I.)-1= 109

7

1 \ 1

1

M.K.S. unit of resistance= 109 x C.G.S. e.m. units of resistance
=practical unit of resistance= 1 ohm.
5. Inductance. The dimensions of inductance are [µL)
.
M.K.S. unit of inductance
• · C.G S. e.m. unit of inductance

=(10 (100)=!0
7 1
)

I ,

1

9

·

14
M.KS. system of inductance= lOli >< C.G.S. e.m. unit of inductance
=practical 1init of inductance= l henry
6. Cl!'lp!!~~u~~rn. The dimensions of capacitance are (µ·-1i--1r 2]
7

.1-)

1

. ___ !Vl-_1(_~~-· unit~f_capacH~~~~- =(10 f ('1_~)-l(
=10-i'.
· · C,G.S. «~.m. unit of capacitam;.~; \ l )
1
1
M.K.S. unit or' CBipacitanc~:o=d 0- 9 XC.G.S. e.m, unit.'l ofr,t!,p~itaoc~
"/. l"''1>Yl\;;r,

=1m1ctiooi 1mit of capn.cit~un~= l ·fm·nid,
The dimensions of power are [MJJF3]
3
-··=(
~QOX 100
)!:!('
J_
\= ~o 7
1
umi o power

. . ..,("'/!:!
M.I\.~:-.~.?.Lt of
QOV~er
,,
·~· f

c. .1.~. ~JIL

1
J.

•

·1

l.l

~

,

J• •

.

pow1;.r:..-::: 107>< C.G.3. e.rn. m1its of pov11er
·""" 1Q'? ergs pet' s~cond=practical unit of pow~r"'"'" l wan.
Jfawx·g1, The dimensions of kine.rgy are [A:fLil.1'~·21

M.K.S. imili
~t

2

,;)f

. . --:~US.~:._~nlt__~;t· e~~l:_g_y__ =(-IQ®)( l@)~(_l_ \),·-2""" 107
C.G.S. e.m., 1tm© ot eilergy

. l \ 1
1,
M.K.S. unit of 1:mergy= 107 x C.G.S. e.m. unit of energy
= 10'1 ergs= practical unit of energy= 1 jouk.
Thus we see that the units of all purely electrical quantities in i'ri.K.S. system, w~th units
of power and energy, are identic~l with prac~icai sy,stcm of units comprising, the ampere, .volt~ ohm~
coulomb, farad} henry 9 watt, .1oule etc. fheretore~ we conclude that 1f M.K.S, umta are used
throughout, the fundamental defo1itions of electrical quantities give the practical units directly, without
any necessity of conversion fact.om.

M K.S. ~nit of flux is 1 weber= 1os lines or max we Us.
M.K.S. unit of flux density is 1 weber per square mctre=104 gmJ.ss.
Tb..:. ..:dvau.tages of M.K.S. system of units are :
( i) This system connects the practical units directly with tht': fmufamental faws of electricity
and magnetism..
(ii) This system gives specified formulse for expressions of electromar~netism involving only
prnctkal units.
·
(iii) Tkcre are ccrt,dn forrnu!ac in C.G.S. system wherein p, is freqmmtly omitted owing to the
permeability of air being unity. This 11.bsence of v from the formulae ·wr011g!y i!lldkates that the
permeability of· medium has no effect on the quantity being conskiered, .fo M.KS. sy.st~m the
presence of p. in the expression. emphasises the fract that the dfoct depemfo upon tb.t~ 1nedium. For
1

cxampli;: the force p©r unit length between two strnight
'I'his means that tbe formula makes it chmr

tha~;

cond.1~<,;tors is ·~::.;.

I

~

in the M.K..S. system.

the force is. deptndru.lt upon the

pern1~:ability

of medium .
.f Jt5. R~tfom~Hsi;el M.K.S.A. Sy»te~ll. The M.K.S. ~ystem in its rationalised form, utilizes four
fundamental. units.. fbese are metre, kilogrc;.m~ second and ampere. The use of ampere as a fourth
fundamental unit has been recommended by International Electro-technical Commission in July 1950.
The dimensional equations for various quantities i:o terms of L, M, T and I are in Table '4'3.
There are .many expressions in the M K.S. system which contain the term 4n. This makes the
formulae a little awkward to work with. Eliminatioo. of 41t from all the formulae is impossible but

f!:

':""'~

I
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the aim is to transfer the term 4n to formulae which are not very important or where it may be
reasonably expected to occur as in volume of sphere. Thus rationalization means the elimination of
term 4rc from frequently used expressions by redefinition of certain units. This rationalization is
carried out by assuming the value of permeability of free space as 4rc x 10-7 ia place l 0- 7 as in the
unrationalised system.
The basis of rationalization is the conception that unit flux issues from the surface of a body
containing a unit charge. This flux is 411; in the case of unrationalized system. This fundamental
change redefines all the relationships.

TABLE 4·3
Rationalised M.K.S. A. System

· s1.

I

/.•

No:-i----;::;;;;---r-sym,,,,, ·I

---------------·Physical Equation

l.

Current

I

2.

Charge

Q

3.

Emf

E

E = --·-----,----

4.

Resistance

R

£,,=/R

s.

Flux (magnetic)

6.

Flux Dtnsity

7.

Mmf

8.

Magnetizing f ort'e

JI

SI.

Reluctance

R

10.

Inductance

L

11.

Electri(: flux

12.

El~ctdc

13.

Electric field strength

14.

Capacitance

">imenslons
[I]

Q=lt

[Tl]

wol'k done

charge

E=N d<'P
dt
B

'l=__!lux
area
s=Nl

[/]

H= mmf.
length

1••

---···~·- ..

flux density

~=Q

D

[Tl]

D=~ectric flux

area

E=potential gradient

c

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - ·---···---

----~-

------------ -·

---~--

It should be emphasized again that rationalizati~n does not l}lean elimination of 4rc from all
formulae but only from important formulae which are frequently used. The term 471 disappears in
some re)ationshipc only to appear in another place in others. The advantage of rationalization is to
be judged ~Y its effects on.the relationships which are considered very important.

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS AND MEAStriUNG lNSIRliMENTS
tf 16. SI Units. An international organization of which most of the advanced and .developing·
countries, including India, are members, called the General Conference of Weights and Measures
TABLE 4'4

Base Units

Unit

l

Symbol
!

Length

metre

m

Mass

kilogramme

kg

Time

second

s

Intensity of electric
current

ampere

A

Thermodynamic temM
perature

kelvin

K

Luminous intensity

candela

cd

*Amount of substance

mole

.mol

I
I

*According to British Standards Publication PD 5686 : 1972, the SI system
is based on seven and not six base units. The seventh base unit is mole.

TABLE 4·5
Recommended Prefixes and Symols

Factor by which unit is
multiplied
1024

1012
10 9
106
104

]03
102

101
10-·1
10-2
10-3

10-6
10-9
10-12
io-1s
10-1s
10-24

Prefix

Symbol
"J

Zs
tera
gig a
mega
myria
kilo
hecto
deca
deci
centi
milli
micro

8
9

z

10
11

T

12.

G
M

13.

ma
k

14.
15.
16.

h
da
d
c

-

m
µ

17.
18.
19.

20.

nano

n

21.

pico
fem to

p

22.

atto

f
a

aus
..
The recommended supplementary and derived units are 1ndicated in Table 4'6,

23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
..,.___.,
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(CGPM), has been entrusted with· the task of prescribing definitions for . fundamental units of ·
weights and measures which a~e the very basis of Science and Technology today.
·
These definitions are adopted all over the world for ,purposes of science, technology, industry.
and commerce. The Eleventh General Conference of Weights and Measures which met in October>
1960 recommended a unified systematically constituted, coherent system of fundamental, supple·
mentary and deriyed units for international use. This system, called the International System o(
Units and designated by the abbreviation, SI System internationale d' units is now legally compulsory
in about twenty countries. It consists of sit base units, two supplementary units and 27 dedved
units. Principles for the use of prefixes for forming the multiples and sub-multiples of units were also
laid down .. The sh: ba~e units have already been adopted in the Standards of Weights and Measures·
'Act, 1956. This Act is expocted to be revised shortly to recognise ~ll the SI units.
The subsequent General Co..nferences of Weights and Me1sures added mQre units to this
system of units. Tables 4'4, 4'5 and 4'6, indicate the various units prefixes and their symbols which
form the International Sys1em of Units.
TABLE 4,.6

Supplementary and Derived Units

~

SUPPLEMENTARY UNITS
1. Plane .angle
2. Solid angle

radian
steradian

rad.
~r.

DERIVED UNITS

square metre
cubic
metre
2. Volume
hertz
3. Frequ·ency
kilogramme per cubic metre
Density
(mass
density)
4.
metre per second
s. Velocity
rad per second· .
6. Angular velocity
metre per second squared
7. Acceleration
rad per second squared
8. Angular acceleration
newton
Force
9.
newton per square metre
Pressure
(Mechanical
Tension)
10.
newton-second per square metre
11. Dynamic vis~ositf
·
square
metre per second ·
Kinematic
v1scos1ty
12.
Workp
energy,
quantity
of
heat
joule
.
13.
watt
14. Jlower
coulomb
15. Quantity of electricity
16. Potential, potential difference, volt
electromotive forcc
volt per metre
Electric
field stre'ngth
17.
ohm
18. ResiStince
farad
19. Capacitance
weber
20. Magnetic flux
henry
Inductance
21.
tesla
Magnetic
ftux
density
22.
ampere per metre
23. Magnetic field strength
ampere
24. Magneto motive force
lumen
25. Luminous ftux
candela per square metre
26. Luminance ·
hm
21. Illuminance
1. Area

m2
ms
Hz

l/s

kg/m8
m/s
rad/s
m/s2

.

r;ad/s~

N
N/m2··
m2/s
Ns/m2·
J

w

c
v

. V/m
0
F

Wb
H
T

A/m
A

Im .
Cd/mt
Ix

/

kg m/s1

Nm
1/s
As

W/A

V/A
. As!V
Vs
Vs/A

Wb/m1

cd, sr

lm/m"

-
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,f17. - Base Unaias of SI
Syste~s

The seven ba§e tmit's which form the basis of the now universally accepted International
of Unitsi in t~eir present status are defined below :
_

- - . _· .1. Metre (m). !-t ~s the unit ofl~ngth. The me.t~e is the length equal to 1,650.763'73 wave- ·
lengt.hS m vacuum of radmtwn coyrespondmg to tl;-e tran~1tion b~tween the levels 2vio and 5a 8 (orange
red hne) of the krypton 86 atom \excited at the triple porn t of mtrogen, 63' 15· kelvin).
2. _KifogrmJ'i1me (l~g). It is the unit of mass. A kilogramme is equal to the mass of ·the international prototype of mass This prototype is a cylinder of platinum irridium alloy.
3. Second (s). It is the unit of time. A second is defined as the duration of 9,192,631,770
periods of raJi~tion corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground·
state of the cesium 133 atom.
4. Arn1u~re (A). It is the unit of electric cunent. 1'he ampere is that constant current
which, if maintained in two straight parallel conductors of infinite length, of negligible cross section,
and placed one metre apart in vacuum, wouid produce between them a force equal to 2x10-1 newton
per metre length.
5. Kelvin ( I(). It iS t11e unit of temperature. The *kelvin, unit of thermodynamic
temperature; is the fraction 1/273'16 of the tbermodyniJ.mic temperature of triple point of water.
6. Candclm (Cd). It is the -unit of Im:hinous intensity. It is the luminous intensity, in a
perpendicular direction, of a surface of 1/600,000 square metre of a blackbody at the temperature of
freezing platinum under a pressure of 101,325 newton per square metre.
·
1. Mole (mol). The mole is the amount of substance of a system which contains as many
elernentary entities as there are atoms in O'Ol 2 kg of carbon 12. It should be. noted that whenever ·
-mole is used, the elementary entities must be specifieci, and may be atoms, molecules, ions, electrons,
other particles, or specified groups of such particles.

•i

·\ 1

•

4'18. Supplementary Uoits
Two Supplementauy 1mits have bern added to the basic six SI units. They are (i) radian for
the plane angles; and (iO steradian for the solid angles,
$. Radilrn1 (rad). Plane angle subtended 'by an arc of a circle equal in length to the radius of
the circle.
9. Stcradhm (sr). Solid angle subtended at the centre of a sphere by the surface whosef_area
is equal to the 'square of_ the radius of the sphere.
""·
4'19. Ml1tiplying Prefixes of Units
In the Sl Units, the use of decimals, the use of powers of ten in preference to fraction8 simpJi.
fies any quantity. Presentation is further facilitated by the use of prefixes.
in''a ~ohereut system of units such as SI, the product or quotient of any two unit quantities
becomes the unit of the resultant quantity without the introduction of any numerical factors, which
is less prone to mistakes. In order to maintain coherent nature of the system, only SI units and not
their multiples or ;:.ub-multiples be combined to form derived units. For stating value of a particular
quantity, we may involve the use of factors of the form 10", where n is ·a positive or negative integer.
Thus, to save writing space and to utilize time more effectively, a series of prefixes for Units has
heen evolved. A list of such prefixes is given in Table 4-S.. ,The on.es which in most general use are
printed in bold type. Multiples or submultiples of 10 3 are the preferred prefixes, whereas the other
multipliers tend to be a nuisance in calculations.
The basic unit of mass the gramme will often be used as an elementary unit (to avoid absurdity of using m kg) until such time when a m~·>r:' name is adopted for kilo gramme.
·
The recommended multiple and submu!f pie iw'1·:c for the basic units are given in Table 4'7.
·

__ l!lfhe name kelvin (symbol °K) of the thermodynam:c

;;1'.lrctture was changed from degrees kelvin (symbol
. ..

,:.1i· _1

1t) by the 13th Conference on Wcighls and Measures, Paris, OcL 1967..

•

•
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TABLE 4·7
Recommended Multiples and SubmultipJes of Basic Units

Basic Unit

Recommended Multiple and
Submultiple Units

~II

I

km - mm µm nm

metre (m)
·kilogramme
(kg)

Mg -

Second (s)

-

ampere (A)

g

-

mg [!.g

~

ms µs

kA

mA µA nA pA

ns

is called

tonne

Use of min~
hour and day
is also · allowed

- -

kelv.in: ( K)

µm is also called
"
micron

I Mg

-

ks

-,

Remarks

Multiples
not used ..

are

Nominal uni~ .. 106· 10s 100 10-s 10-6 10-0 10-12
multiplier

. A ~electlon'ofd~rived qits is given in Table 4·s. Some of the units are given special names.
The recommended· multipte-s.and subm:ultiple~ are also given.
TABLE 4'8

Derived Unit

Reeommended Multiples and Submultiples
kN

Force.
Work (and energy) ·01

Power
Pressure

MJ

kJ

mJ

ow MW

kW

mW µW

nW pW

-

GN/m2 MN/m~ kN/m2

km/s

Velocity
Electrical potential

MV

kV

Electrical resistance

MO

kO

100

ms

Nominal unit
Multiplier

mN v.N.

109

mV !AV

10-3

to~a

10-9 10-12
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. - There are many othepinits which are not part of SI but are recognised by International
Committee for Weights and Measures'. They are listed in Table 4'9..
TABLE 4·9
Quantity /Name of uni/
Time

I minute

Symbol

hour

min
h

day

d
0

Plane angle; degree
I

.

j

minute

i
i

. d
secon

I

II

I

Definition
1 min=60 s

1 h=60 min
=3600 s
1 d=24 h
1°=(~/180)

rad

1'=(6J-)°
1I I·(1Y(
1
=
©, = 3600

l

11= lOOO cm 3

tc;>nne

t

1 t= 1000 kg

pascal·
bar

Pa
bar

1 Pa=lN/m2
1 bar=l05 Pa

Volume

litre

Mass·
Pressure

'
'

r

.

I

.
·Example 4·1. If we .adopt new units of voltage and current such that one new unit voltage
100 volt and one·new unft of current= 100 ampere, how would the units of resistance, capacitance,
inductance be affected ?
.
.
Solution : Let the old units of resistance;. inductance, capacitance, voltage and current be
R, L, C, E and I respectively and the new units of resistance, inductance, capacitance, voltage and
current be R', V, C', E', and 1' respectively.
· (i) We have resistance :
. , E' . ·100 E E .
R =-·-= -------- =-=R
·and
· I'
100 I
I
.
=

Thus the unit of resistance is ·equal to the old unit of resistance and, therefore, there is no
change.·
E
.
, ·E'
100 E . E
and
(ii) Inductance~= -dl/dt. L =-dl'/dt
dl/dt -L.
100 d!/dt
Thus the new unit of inductance is equal to the old unit of inductance ·and, therefore, there is
no change.
charge · It ·
and
(iii) Capacitance C
emf· = E .
Thus
.ts· no.· change.
.

the new unit of capacitance. is equal to the old unit of capacitance and, therefore' there
.
·
· . ·.
.
·
Example 4·2. If we adopt new units of length, mass and time such that
One new unit of length. 10 !Petre. One new unit of mass=== l/IO kilogram.
.

.
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One new unit of time= 100 second.
How would the units of force, power, energy, and current be affected 1
The unit of permittivity remains the same.

Solution : (i) The dimensions of force are [MLT-2],
:. _Newunitofforce=(

l/{2-)( 1 ~ )( J~oor~=lOolduni~sofforce=lON.

(ii) The dimensions of power are [ML2r-a].

:. New unit ' of power=' ( -1/101
(Ui}

)f~ --c·
10 )2( -100- )-3
...
.. = 10-5 old units of power=rn-s w
1

'f'.he dimensions of energy are [ML2r-21.
. ,. :N
. .. .f.
( I/to )( 10
.·. eN umt o energy= -·-- - 1
1

.

·)2( -100 )-2 10-a Id . . f.. .
.. a
= o · umts o energy= tor
J.

1
(iii) The dimensions of current are [~-11 2 Ml/ 2 L 1t2 r-11.

:. New unitofcurrent=(+·r

12
' (

l/fD_)1'2( J[-)1 12 ( J~O )-l

· =10-2 old units ofcurrent=10-2 A.
Exa~pte 4·3, D.~rive the dime~sion_a~ equations for pole strength cu:~r.ent,. e.m.f., magnetic
flux, magnetic flux density, m m.f., magnehzmg force, reluctance, permea.nce', m the e.m. syuem of
units.
.

'

.

'

~~

Solution :. (i) The force exerted between two poles is F=. !-'-d 2

: .. Dimensions of pole strength=[m] . [force]1'2 [permeability]li?- [dista~ce]
=[MLT-2]112 [µ]112 [L]=[µl/2Ml/2L312 T:-1]
..
b
.•
. d t . . F µfil2l
(ii) Force etween two current ca_rrymg con uc ors ts = "'d
2

.·. Dimensions of current are :
[/]=[foi'ce]l/2 [permea.bility]-:l/2:._[MLf"'"2]1/2 [µt112 =[µ-112 Afli2 £112 1 -11
(iii) Dimensions of e.m.f. are
2 3
El=
[power]
=
_
[ML
[. _ ~(µ1/2.Afl/2 Ls12 y-2J .
[ [current] [µ 112 M112 7':
£.~!'~ T,
.

' .

n . · ..

'' '

· ·.

·: ', ' ., d<l.>
(iv) Emf=rate of change of flux lin~ages=-:-:-Ndt

.·. Dimensions of magnetic flux· are :
[<b]=[E][T]=[µl/2 Ml12£3/2 r-2](T]--[µl/2 Ml/2 L3/2 r-11
· flux ·
(v) Flux density=-'.
area ·
: . Dimensions bf flux density are : . . .
. .

. [B_ ].=_._[<I>) -~µ11·2· Ml72 •. L~12·.r~1J _ ~-[_µt.12 Ml'~ L-112 T_ -i]
, . . [L~t . . ,... .. (L2], . .. . , .
.
:=;;_.

(vO.•Ml\1.f;~tbiJ#;~ .~:~~~re.:<::_:. · ..... : > ·. .. "., ..

· · .~··~\ ·01••$l<>li.~1ft~1t;/a~
..{a-l=Ul~(µ-.1 '2 M1 '2 L112 ~-1]
.. ." . '....
.

,

.'

~

"· ... ' ; .

.

. ..

.

'

.

I
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(vU) Magnetizing force=m.m.f. per unit length

.. [H]={£- -(µ.-112 Ml/2

L-112

r-11

m.m.f.
(viii.) Rll
c uctance=~.uux
[:t]
[µ-112 Ml-12 £11! r-1) . _ _
1 1
[R]= (q)f = .[µ172 _M112 £3/9 r-1]-[µ L ]
(lx) Perm eanee At:.:2

1
t

re1uc ance

[A]= [RJ-1 =[µL]
Exampfo 41'4. Derive the dimensions or (I) e.m.f., (ii) magnetic flux density. (ill) electric
flux density, (iv) current density~ (v) permeability; (vi) permittivity, (vii) resistivity and (viii) conductivity in L, M~ T, I system of dimensions.
.
(f.) Emf= -work-done-Soluhon:
charge

· 'ty B = ~.
flux·-- = -lb
(u") Mague t'xc fl ux dens1
.
area· A
Emf= rate of change of flux linkages=,_ N ~~

...

[emf] [time]_ __ [r 1ML 2T- 3][TJ -[J-lMT-2]
[area]
[L2]

[B]

.
. .
.
electric flux .charge
(111) Electric flux density=----· = - area · ·ar~

,.

.'
.
current
(iv) Current dens1ty=---

area

(v).

... [~]= lJJr=[IL·-~]

. Flux -ffux density x area .·.

Mmf- turns X current
Reluctance

=

mmf
fiui

We have, Reluctance Thus,
(ii•i)

I

'

Jeng th
bT
permea 11ty x area

(<f)] =[I"'lM r-2][L 2] =[rlML 2r-21
[1]=[1]
[.,] =
II\

[/]
-[J2 M-1 L-2 f2]
[r1Mi2r-21-

length
... permea.b'l'
1 tty==
re1uc tance x area

[µJ=[i2M~-i~2f2f[i)f~TI-2 MLr-2]
Force= ~21 Q2
€d2

F]= _[Ch~rge~ .. - _ Tcurrent2J [time~
[J2T2]
[
[force) [distance2) -[force) ·[dtstaoce2J = [MLT- 2) [Ll!J
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(vii) .

.
emr
Res1stance=-~
current
T-3] . [/""2 ML2 y-3]
[R] =.[l-1 ML2
[/)

Resistance=

resistivity x length

area

[ fl]-Jr

2

.f' ·~

(1·iii)

Conductivity-

M~~J'MI 3 r-3]
[L] lJL J::"'11-·2
i.•
3

2

-1

1
. fv'&,

••

'.

res1s l hY:

,,t

Example 4'5. In deriving expression for ret:Mance in Hay's '. bridge 1 following expression is

obtained
R =· co~ RiR2RaC 2
1+~SCR22

where R, Ri, ~Rs ate ~stances; C~ a ca1llacitam:e and w=2efi where/is frequency.
Find out whether . the expression is dimensionally correct or incorrect. In case there is an
error point out the term wl:dch needs eorrection.
Solution ! The dimensions of various terms in e.m. syst~m are
[Resistance]=[R]=[t-tL1'-1]
[Capacitance]= [C] ~ [1.c1 £-1 T2l
[Angular velocity]=i[wj=[Hz or cycles per second] =(r-1]
The.left hand .term b dimem~ionaUy expre1J11ed PW l1 "'~' f.ttl T"l] 1rnd the dght hand term ·
w2 Ri R2Ra C2 [F1]2{v.L r-1}[11-L r·l]fri.L r-1m"- 1 1--1 T 2]~
[µL r-1]
1+w2 c R2" 1+cr--wr1-~r'.f'1J~~--~=·1-HP:-Lr=-~
~_:.----

•n

This clearly shows that the dimensions of left hand and right hand terms do not balance and,
therefore, the equation is dimensionally incorrect. The dimensions of left hand term are [µ Lr-11. The
dimensions of the numerator Of right hand term aro [µ L I.1] and in the denominator we have two
terms i.e., 1 and w2CR2 2• NQW 1 is a dimensionless quantity and, therefore, in order that the
dimensions of left hand term balance those of the right hand term, the denominator of right hand term
should be dimensionless quantity. The dimension& of second term in the denominator are fµLT2] and
in order that it may be a dimensionless quantity it should be multiplied with a term having dimensions
of [µ-1 L-1 T2] which are the dimensions of capacitance. Therefore~ the second term in the denomiuator
should contain another capacitance term or this term should be (w 2CR22 x C) or w2C2JJ,22, Therefore
the correct equation is
R

= w2RiR2RaC~

1+w2c2R22 •

Example 4'6. In the course of a calculation an expression of the following form was arrived at

•
I

l=E{-1 + j~M
Z1

Z2

(l+.f
)}.
R L

Show that there must be an algebraical error, and point out the term or terms which require
correction.
Solution : The dimensions of various quantitjes in e.m. system are
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[Current] [I]=[µ-112012w12r"."1]
[Emf]=[E]=[µ-l/2£3/2Mlf2r-2] '
[lmpedance]=[Z]=[µL T-1]
[Mutual inductance]=[M]=[µL]
[Capacitance]=[C] = [1A-1L-1r2].
[Resistance] =[R]=[µL r-11
[lnductance]=[L]=µL].

The left band term is dimensionally expressed as·: ln=[rJ.-112£112M1121'-·11.
The right band term E {

i +jw;:· ( 1+ i )}
1

I

h dimensionally expressed as ;
={µl/2£31"Ml/ZT-2] x { ·-·!_+ [T-l](µL]
·
·
.
. · [µLT-1)
[µ£11]
=[µ1/2£3/2Ml12r-2]

(-1
-+ [µ.=_ [µL]
L~_ T!] )}
[µLT-1]
1

1

x {[fL-1r:1r]+([µ~·1r,-1r]t[µ,-2£-2T2])}

={[!1'-112£1/2M1/2T-1]+[µ-l/2£1/2Mll2f-1]t[µ-8/'l.£-1/'AM1/2J'O]}.

In order that the two sides should balance.dime?sionally the dimensfoq.s of right hand side
should be [µ-1121112~112r-1]. We find th~t the d1mens1?ns of all the terms ?n the right band side are
not [µ-11211-2M112r l] and hence there 1s an algebraic error. The error 1s due to last term having
dimensions of_[µ-3/2£-:/2Ml/~ro]. The error ~an be eliminated if it has t~e dim~nsions, [µ-112L-I/2Ml/2
r~11. In order to achieve this we must multiply the last term by a quantity which has the dimensions
[µ-112£112Ml/2T-I]
_
-: {µ-s121-i12.ilfl/.2fo] . =[µLT_ I],

.But [µLT-1) are the dimensions of resistance or i~pedance.

Therefore, the last term of right hand side, C/L. should be multiplied by a term having the
dimensions of either resistance or impedance. ·
Eumple. 4·7, .Tbe e~pression for eddy current produced in a metaUio former moving in the
. tield of apermanent magnet ts found as;
BlbA.
le= K (2b+l)p

where

B=fiux density,
l=length of former,
b= width of former
A =area of former,
p=resistivity of conducting former,
K=a constant.

and
It is suspected that the term angular frequency w is missmg. Use LMTI system for dimensional
· analysis to detect the error.
.
. _
.
Solutloa: . The dimensions of L.H.S. are 'equal to [I]
The dimensiQnS of various quantities on R.}l.S. are:
{BJ=tMr- 2 r~l ·
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[L] .[L]
[b]=[L]
[A]= ]£2]
[p] .-[ML2r-a1-21

and

After substituting the dimensions of vadous quantities we have :
RH
..' .S.

[Mr-·2rl][L][L][V]=[T. -11] .

[L)(MLar-s1-2]

In order that the two sides ire dimension~By correct the L.HS. must be multiplied by a term
having a dimension r-1 .1.e. w.
'
.... ·..
.

• . I BlbAw.
:. The correct expression is • (2b+l)p

··

·

Example 4·s. The expression for mean to.rque of an electrodyriamometer type of wattmeter
may b(written as :
M =mutual inductance between fixed and moving coils,

where

E =.applied voltage,
Z=impedance of load circuit.
De.termine the values of p, q, t from the dimensions of the quantities.
·Solution. We have T rt. MPEQzt.
Therefore, we can write T= KMPE11zt
where
K=a constant (a dimensionless quantity).
Writing the dimensions of various quantities
power
Torque= angular velocity

[Inductance]= [M] = [µL]
[Emf]=--=[E]-(11-1/2Afl/2La12y-2]
·[lmpedance]=[Z]=[µLT- 1).

Substituting the dimensions of various quantities in the expression for torque, we have
fAf£2f-2] = [µL]v[µl/2 Ml/2L3 /2T-2]u[µLT-l]t

[l+ ~ +tMi LP+~ q+t r-2q-1]
In order that the two sides should balance

dimension~lly

q

pt~ +t=O,

•

pt~
From above

q+t=2,

y=l,
-2q~t=-21

and

q:62 .

t=-2

~h~refore, the equation is TIX ME2Z-"' ~~ •
2

rJ.

·'

.:.·

'
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Ex~mple 4·9. , The energy ~toi,ed in, a :pa~ait~i plate ~pacit'or per, 'Unit volume is given by :
W=KeV1>dc ,
,E=permittivity of medium,,
where
d=distance between plates,
v-·voltage between plates,
K=a constant.
and
Find the values of a, b and q.
Solution : Writing the dimensions of various quantities in e.m .. system :

W=-energy_
·

...

volume

.· [W]=

!M~:f21

-'{ML-1r-2J

[E]=f µ-1L-:-2r2J ~s

µ€=1/v2

~

[V]= [µ1/2Ml/2£3/2T-2J,
and
[d]=[L]
we get
[ML-iT-2]=[µ-1L-2f2]a[µl/2Ml/2£3/2f-2Jb[L]o.
or
. [p.o ML -1r-2] =[µta+ bt2[M] bf 2[Lt2a+3 /2b+ o[f]2a-21i
Balancing the dimensions on both sides
1

'

b

-a+-2 b~~o, -r=l
3
-2a+-i"b+c='
·-1

and 2a-2b=-2. -

From above we get a=l, b=2 and c=-2
Hence, energy stored ,per unit volume is :
KEV 2

d2 .

.
Example 4·10. The expression for eddy current loss W per metre length of wire may be
wntlcn as
W a f11Bmbdcpg
, where
f =frequency in Hz,
Bm =maximum flux density,
d =diameter of wire,
p=resistivity of material,
and
a, b, c and g are constants.
Determine the values of a, b, c, g from the dimensions of quantities involved. Length L,
mass M, time T and current I may be taken as fundamental quantities. Derive the dimensions of
each quantity from fundamentals. Do not reproduce the dimensions from memory.

Solution. We can write, the expression as W=KfaBmbd0 p(/
where
K =a constant and a dimensionless quantity.
We. now derive the dimensional expressions for the quantities involved.
W=power loss per unif length .
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...

[WJ= [.y-i2r-s] =[MLT-3]
[L]

f frequency in Hz (cycles per second)

[/]=[T-1),

Charge= current x time
[Q]=[l][T]=[IT].

...

Emf

work done
charge

[E]=JML2~~)_ = [M.f212] [rlM£2r3J
[Q]

[LT]

.

'

Emf~ turns x rate of change of flux

[PJux] = [emf][time)
[<I>] =[rlML2T-3][T] ::=[r1ML212]

fiux
area·

Flux density

[<I>]

[Bm]= [£2]
We have
)

Resistance

...
Resistance

[l-I~~2r21 =(rlMT..;2)

[Diameter] =[length)

[d]=[L]

emf_
current

=--

fRl= [r1r~2r-a1 =rr2M12r-s1
=-

resistivity x Jength
area

or resistivity= resistance x area
Jength

...

i

I

~I

I

I
I

I:

!

I

Substituting the dimensions of quantities involved in the expression for loss per unit length
[MLT-3]=[T-1Ja[r1Mr-·2]1'[L]c[r2MLsr:-3]"=[rb-20.Mb+o.L11+au.T-a-2b-311].
For dimensional balance, we musfequate the corresponding indices. Therefore,·
-b-2g=O
b+g=l
c+3g=l
-a-2b-3g= -3.
.. We have, from above, g=-1, b=2, c=4, and a=2.
f2Bm2d4
Hence the expression is W l'J. f'l.Bm'-d 4p-1 a p
·
4·20. Determffe~ation of Absolute Units. In order to establish a satisfactory system of measurements we must determine the absolute values of electrical quantities.~etermination of absolute
values involves the measurement of a unit in terms of physical quantities which are measured
practically. Thus if we can determine the units of, say, current and emf by pr~ctical measurements,
standards for all other electrical quantities Hke resistance etc. can be set up in terms ~con ent and emt:
'\

.,.,~..

'

The determination of absolute unit of emf .involves the measurement of en.ergy which ia
difficult to measure and, therefore, the determination· of absolute unit of emf is not usually attempted.
~The practice is to determine the absolute units 0t' current and resistance and to express the umts:of-·
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all other quantities in terms of these two quantities. Actually it may be desirable to have, in additi~,
primary standards of inductance and capacitance, as values of these standards involve only physical
,dimensions (It is clear from the fact that the dimensions of inductance are [µL] in e.m. system and
those of capacitance are [EL] in e s system).
·4'21. Absolute Measurement of Currrnt. The di rnensions of current are [µ11 2M1121112r-1] or
1 2
[M 1 L1 12 T~ 1] if we regard permeability as a non-dimensional quantity. The dimensions ·of (current) 2
are [MLr-~] which are the dimerisions of force. Therefore, the absolute measurement of current
involves the measurement of a force. This force may be exerted in two ways :

UrBy the current in a solenoid upon a suspended magnetic needle-as in a

galvanometer.

·

tangent or sine

(ii) By the current in one part of a circuit upon another part of the circuit in series with it,

and carrying the same current.as in a current balance.

Tbe absolute measurement of current
by .Rayleigh's Current Dahmce is described below:
.
~

4'21' 1. Rayleigh's Current Balance. This instru~ent works on the principle that if a current
carrying coil is placed with its plane parallel to that o another current carrying coil with their axes
coincident, there will be a force exerted between the coils. This force is proportional to the product
of currents in the two coils and if the coils carry the same current, the force is proportional to the
square of the current. This force can be measured if one of the coils is movable and is suspended. In
·this case the force can be weighed.
·

· Fig 4· 1 shows the arrangement of coils in a Rayleigh's current bala.nce. There are two fixed
coils and a small moving coil which is suspended from the arm of a sensitive. balance. The three coils
are connected in series; 1f 1 is the value of current through them the force F exerted on the suspende.d
coil is : ·
dM . . .
F=J2 -- newton
dx

\.\here

efi is the rate of change of mutual inductance between the fixed and mov.ing coils.

expressed

This is

in henry /~etre. A value of~¥ can be obtained· from the phvsical dimensions of the coils and

Fis purely a mechanical.quantity which can be accurately measured by the balance. Thus the value
of 1 is dependent upon units of purely physical mechanical quantities and is ·independent of other
electrical units, For measuring the value F, it is usual to counterbalance the suspended coil when the
force on it is upwards. The current thro~h the suspended coil is only reversed thus reversing the
· To· arm of

b<ilanc"

Fixed

coils

Moving
cqil

Fig. 4· 1. Rayleigh's.current balance:

•
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force. The additional counterbalance VvCight gives the value 1F. It should be noted that the t'.Xpression
for the force is in newton and s.ince the weights used in counterba1an9ing the force are in kg, the va:ue
of 'g' acceleration due to gravity must be known. ·The accuracy with which the value of 'g' is known
will determine the accuracy of current measurement. In the above measurement, we must· try to
minimize the errors due to ~
.
. ··
.
· ·
·
.
(i) Inaccuracy in values of physical dimensions of the coils (on which the value ·of mutual
inductance M depends).
(ii) Pull on the moving system due to leads attached to movable coil. The leads nscu should
l)e flexible.
·
(iii) Heating of coils : The fixed c.oils should be cooled by water jackets and the moving coil
by water chamber.
. (iv) Distortion of magnetic field : For this bobbins made of non-magnetic matetials should
be used.
· ·
4'22. Absolute Measurt:mcnt of Resistance. The resistance has the dimensions [µLT-lJ in the
e.m. system of units. Taking the permeability as dimemionless, the dimensions of resistance are
[LT 1] i e;, those of velocity. Thus the absolute measurement of resistance invoIVes the measurement
of either a velocity or the measurement of length
and time. We describe here the Lorenz method of
absolute measurement of resistance.
· 4·2z 1. Lorenz Method. Fig. 4'2 shows the
experimental set up used for this method.
There is a circular metallic disc whicb .is
mounted concentrically inside a solenoid. The disc
is rotated at a uniform speed. A steady current is
G
passed through the solenoid. R is a .low resistance
whose absoulte value is to be determined. The
resistance R is connected across the disc with. the
help of leads and two brushes. One brush presses
the edge of the disc and the other brush makes a
contact with the disc near its centre. A sensitive
1j1!1--'IJiN..r.MN
galvanorJeter G is included in one of the leads. The
magnetising current 1 for the solenoid is supplied
Fig. 4·2. Lorenz Method.
by a battery. This current passes through
resistance R also.

I

~

1.

i.

When we pass current through the solenoid, it produces a magnetic field. As the disc rotates
\ an emf is induced in it. The current·ftowing through R produces a voltage drop across it. . The e:mf
generated in the disc is balanced against the voltage drop in resistance R, the balance being indicated
by the galvanometer G. The speed of th~ disc is adjusted till a balance is obtained.
.
·
· Let M=mutual inductance between disc and solenoid iri henry. Inductance is defined as flux
linkages per unit current and therefore the value of magnetic flux linkages produced by the disc when
a current of I ampere passes through solenoid is MI.
·
..
But flux linkages of disc=number of turns x flux Iinking=fiux linking . ,
(as the number of turns in a disc is one).
Therefcne, we conclude that the value of flux passing perpendicularly through the disc surface
is MI weber if a current /'ampere passes through the solenoid.
.
·
Let n=speed of the disc in r.p.s. when, the deflection of galvanometer is zero.
·. ·. Emf induced in the disc=rate of change of flux linkages
=MlXn=Mln volt.
Voltage drop in resistance =IR volt
where I and R are expressed in ampere and ohm respectively.
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Thus when the deflection of the galvanometer is zero,
Mln=IR
or R=Mn ohm.
The value of mutual inductan~e Mis obtained from the physical dimensions of the solenoid
and the disc. Hence the value of resistance R is determined solely in terms of linear dimensions of
solenoid .and disc, number of turns of solenoid and speed of rotation arid is thus independent of
other electrical units.
·.
·
The apparatus used involves several sophisticated modifications in the construction, but the
· ba&ic principle x:emains the same as described. ·
·
·
· · ·
· We can obtain very accurate results, if
(i) Disc a~d solenoid are carefully constructed and their dimensions are accurately ineasured.
· . · ·. · (ii) The effect of earth's magnetic field upon the emf induced is made small. ThlsJs done by
. arranging tbe plane of the disc to be in the. magnetic meridian and making two measurements one with
current te:versed. • ·
·
· . (iii) Th.e tliermoeiectric emfs are eliminated.
.
·.
. {iv} The speed of rotation is accurately d~termined. The speed be determined by stroboscopic . .
methods or. with the help of directly driven chronograph.
.
·
·•
.
Example 4·11 .. ·in. a simple (orm of Lorenz apparatus for absolute measurement of resistance,
the sofonoid ·is so mm in di~meter and o·s m long. It is uniformly wound .with 8000 turns of wire.
· The rotating copper disc is 40 mm in diameter. and the galvanometer indieates balance condition· when· .
the speed of the disc is 595~'r:p.m. Calculate the V'alue of resistance in ohm and the m.utualinductance ·..
.between the disc and the c01l 1n henry.
.
· .
·
.
. ..,
.· · . . .
1

Solution: Number of turns N=8000.
Length pf solenoid
l=O· 5 m.
Radius of solenoid
r=;= 25 min =0'025 m.
NI
Intensity of field at the centre= H = 2 (l/~)2+ ,2

v

·
µoNI
Flux density at the centre B. µo' H= 2y 012)9+ ;2-·

Let r1 be the ~adius of disc.

: . Flux linked by disc '1>=B x area of disc

2
II>= _µoNI___
2___ nµer1 N/__ .
(l/2)2+ ,2 X1Gf1 - 2 (//2)2+ ,2

. V

or

v

The disc. is treated as a single turn winding.
·

reµor.1 ''NI

Flux linkages of disc ~- 2 .y (l/2)2+r2 ··
Mutual inductance between disc and solenoid
.~
n1Lor1 1N ~ x47t x 10-7 x (0'02)2 x 8000
ltf= T 2\/(l/2)2+,.a ·
,. f(O'S)2
H=0'256 mH.
2

'l'V 2·.

Speed of disc
Resistance

+(0'025)

5952
n=60
r.p.s.

59
R= Mn=0'256X 10- 3 x :;

=0'024~3 0.
I
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4'23. Standards and their Classification

~~·

A sbmdard is a physical representation of a unit of measurement. .The term 'standard' fa
applied to a piece of equipment having a known .mea~ure of .physical quanti!Y· They are .used for ·
the purpose of obtaining the .values of the physical properties of other eqmpment by comparison
methods. In fact, a unit .is realized by reference to a material standarq or to a natural phenom¢,n.Qn
including physical and atomiq constants. For .example, the fundamental unit of mass in the metric
system (SI) is the kilogramme, defined as the n;iass of the cubic decimetre of water at its tempera~
ture of maximum density of 4°C. This unit of mass is represented by a material standard : tti~
mass of the International Prototype· kilogramme consisting of platinum·irridium hollow cylinder~.·.
This unit is preserved at the International Bureau of Weights and Mea.sures at Severes,. near Paris·
and is the material representation of tlie · kilogramme. Similar standards have been developed for·
other unhs of measurement, including fundamental units as well as for some of the derived mechanical ·
and electrical units.
Just as there are fundamental and derived units of measurment we. find different types
of ''Standards of Mtasurement" classified by their Junction and application in the folJowing ·
categories :
. (i) International. standards. ·
(ii) Priinary standards
(iii) Secondary standards.
(iv) Working standards.
4'23'1. International Standards

j

i

·
The international standards are defined on the basis of international agreement. They represent
the units of measurements which are closest to the possible accuracy attainable with present day
technological and scientific methods. International standards are cnecked and evaluated regularly ·
against absolute measurements in ·terms of the fundamental units. The International Standards are
maintained at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures and are not available to the ordinary
user of measuring instruments for the purposes of calibration or comparison.
t International Ohm. It is defined as the resistance offered to the passage of an in varying
current by a column of mercury at the temperature of melting ice, of mass 14'4521 gm of uniform
cross-sectional area and length 106'300 cm.
Jntematio~al Ampere. H is the unvarying current which, when passed. through a solution
of silver nitrate in water (prepared in accordance with stipulated specifications) deposits silver at the
rate of 0'00111800 gm per second.
Improvements in the accuracy of absolute measurements have made the International units
sup.erfiuous and they have been replaced by absolute units. One of the main reasons for 11d0pting
an absolute system of units is that now wire resistance standards can be construi~ted whkh are .
sufficiently permanent and do not vary appreciably with ,time.
Absolute Units. In 1948 the International ampere was superseded by the absolute ampere.
The determination of absolute ampere was again made by means of a current balance, which
weighs the force between two current currying coils. Improvement in the techniques of force
measurement yields a value for ampere Jar superiOr than given by early measurements. The relationship
between the force and the current which produces the force can be calcufated from fundamental electromagnetic theory concepts. It reduces to a simple computation involving. the geometric. dimensions.
of the coils. The absolute ampere is now the fundamental unit of electric current in the SI.
Te magnitudes of the International units differ slightly from those of absolute units although
differences are very small. The accuracy of measurements differs but most accurate observations
made in U.K. lead to the foJlowing values of International units in terms of absolute units.,
1 International ohm= 1'00049 absolute ohm.
1 International ampere=0'99985 absolute ampere.
4·23·2. Primary Standards
Primary standards are absolute standards of such high accuracy that they can be 'Used as the
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ultimate reference standards. These standards are .maintained by national standards laboratories
in different parts of1 the world. · The primary standards, which represent the fundamental units and
some of the dedyed elec~rical and mech~nical_ units, are independently calibrated by absolute measure·
ments at eac~ o~ the.national laboratones.. lhe results of these measurements are compared against
each other, leadmg to a world average figure· for the primary standards. Primary standards are not
available ~·or use ?utsi~e the· nati?nal "laboratories .. On~ of the ..main functions of the. primary
standards is the venficatioµs and. cahbration of secondary st~ndards.
·
·
·
.
The primary sta~d_ards are fe~ in num~~r. ·.!hey. D?USt 4ave the highest possible acc~racy.
Also these st~ndards ~ust have. the h\ghest stab~bty, i.e . , their values should vary as small a.s possible
over long penp.ds of t1~e ~ven 1! thcr~. are env1.ro~m~ntal an4 Qt~er ·c~anges. The following points
· must be taken mto serious cons1derat1on when a primary stan~ard rn bmlt :..
·
(i) The materials should have a long time stability..
.(ii) .T~e temperatme co-efficient of the materials should be as small as possible ..
(iii) The deterioration of the materials. caused by moisture and other environmental con~
ditions should ·be eliminated ~s far as possibl~. ·'
.
· · (iv) The machining of parts should.be accurate.
( v) .The measurement o~ physical dim~n~ions, on wh.ich the a?curacy of the standard depends
predo~inanHy, should be done with mos.t so~h1st1cated techniques avatlable.
. . .
·
(iv) '}:he.rigidity of the consttuciion should be insured.
.

NI

I

.
In the r'ecent pa.st, the techniques of establishing primary standards have been drastic.ally .
refined so that accuracy attainable has become of a very high level.
4'23 3. Secondary.Stamlnrds
The second~ry standards are the basic reference ·standards used in industrial measurement
laboratories. The responsibility of maintenance and calibration of these standards lies with the
particular industry involved. These standards are checked IocaJly against reference standards available
in the area. Secondal'Y standards are normally sent periodically to the national standards laboratories
for callbration and comparisol). against primary standards. · The secondary standards are· sent
back to the ind11stry by the ·national laboratories With a certification as regards their measured values
· in terms of primary standards. ·

4·23·4, Working Standards
The working standards are the major tools of a measurement laboratory. These standards
are used to check and calibrate general laboratory instruments for their accuracy aud performance.
For example, a manufacturer of precision resistances, may use a Standard Resistance (which may be
a working standard) in the quality control department for checking the values of resistors that are
being manufactured. This way, he verifies that his measurement set up performs within the limits
of accuracy that are &pecified.

I

fI

l

4'24. Standards for Mass ud Le1gth
.
Primary Standard of Mass. We have· stated before t~at the material re~resentation of unit
of mass is the Prototype kilogramme preserved at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures

Severes near Paris .. The primary unie of mass is a Prototype kilogramme kept.at National Physical .
Laboratories of every country. This has an accuracy of 1 part in 10~ and is occasionally verified
against the standard kept al the _International Bureau.
'
Secondary ~tandards of Mass. The secondary standards of ma~s are kep~. by industrial
laboratories. The standards have an accuracy of 1 ppm and are checked agamst the primary standard.
at

Working Standards of Mass. The working standards of mass are available i a wide rangen
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of vaI.ues so that they suit any kind of application. The accuracy1 of working standards are of the
:>rder of 5 ppm. The standards are verified against the secondary standard.
International Units of. Length. The international unit of length,· the metre, was originally ,
defined as the ten miJlionth part of the meridinal quadrant through Paris. The unit was materially
represented by the distance between two lines engraved on a pJatinurn·irridium bar preserved ~.t
the International Bureau of Weights and Measures. However, in I 960, the metre was redefined mot~
accurately in terms of an optical standard. This was the orange-red radiation of krf"pton atom:·
The internationally recognised krypton·86 discharge. lamp when excit~d and observed under well
defined conditions, emits orange light whose wavelength constitutes\ the basic unit of lengtb. This
can be measmed to an accuracy of I ppm. The metre is equal to I,650,763'73 W!'lvelenglhs in
vacuum of the orange-red light radiation of tbe krypton-86 atom.
Working Standards of Le11gtb. There is a wide range of wmking standards of length in
industry. These are usuaBy precision Gauge Blocks made up of steel. These blocks have two parallel
surfaces and, the distance between the two surfaces is specified. The accuracy toJeranc~ of this
distance is usually o·s-0·25 micron. It should be noted that I microne c.~ 10-n m high
The most outstanding advantages gained by using of gauge blocks is their precisi.on, low cost and
accuracy. These features of gauge blocks have made it possible to manufacture inte,rchangcable i_ndustrial components in very economical manner.
·
u

4'25. Atomic Frequeuc:y and Time Standards
The recent advancements and refinements of atomic resonators have made control of fre~
quency of an osci11ator to a great extent. Therefore it is now very easy to construct <it'omic clocks or
great precision and accuracy by frequency conversfon (since frequency is inversely proportional to
time). The transmission between two energy levels E1 and E2 of an atom is accompanif'd by the
· emission (or absorption) by radiation given by :
E2-E1 =hv
... (4'4)
where

and

/t=PJanck's constant,
v=a physical constant (which is a frequency) provided that the energy states· are not
_ affected bo external conditions such as magnetic field>. This physfoal constant depends
only on the internal structure of tbe atom.

Since frequency is t~e inverse of time interval, atomic clocks can be constructed on the above
mentioned princirl.e. Investigations were done on atomic transitions of various metals. Tite International Com'.mrree of We1ghts and Measures defines the second in terms of the Cesium transitions
assigning a value of 9,192,631,770 Hz to hype:rfine_transition of cesium atom unpreturbed by externai
fields.
The advantages of atomic standards are :

I

~

(i) The accuracy of atomic standards is much higher than that of standal'ds based upon
astronomical measurements.
(ii) Determination of time intervals can now be made in a very short time (a few minutes at
the most) and with much better accuracy than is possible with astronomical mea!\uremcnts that many
a;t~ times took ~any years io complete.. Some of the atomic clocks are in operation which give a preci.ston of l µs per day. They form the primary frequency standaru.
·
·
(iii) Tbe res11Its with atomic standards are more . uniform. Also thew form a better and
convenient time base.
•

4'26. Temperature Standards
Thermodynamic temperature is one. of the basic ,SI quantities whose unit is kelvi~. The
thermodynamic kelvin scale is recognized as the basic scale to which all temperatures should be
referred. The temperatures on this scale are designated as °K and denoted by the symbol T. The
magnitude of kelvin has been fixed by defining the thermodynamic temperature of the triple
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polnt of water at exactly 273·16° K. The triple point of water is
ween. ice 1 liquid water,,and its vapour.

temperature of equilibrium:, bet..

Since temperature measurements on the thermodynamic scale are inherently . difficult, the
Seventh General Conference of Weights and Measures adopted in 1927, a practical scdle which has
been modified several times and is now called the "International Practical Scale of Temperatures''. The
t;::mperatures on this scale are designated as °C (degree Celcius) and denoted by the synibol t. The
Cekin:s scale has two fundamental points the boiling point of water as lOO"C and the triple point of
water as: 0·01 ·c hoth points are established at atmospheric pressure. A number of prime,,q fixed points
have b~n established ab(ive and below the two fondamenta.l points. These are the boilfog point of
oxygen \··-182'97"C), the boiling point of sulphur (444'6°C), the freezing polrit of silver (960·8°C) and
the freezing point of gold (1063°C).
1

The numerical v~lues of an these points are reproducible quantities at atmosp heric pressure..
The conversion bet\veen kelvin scale and the Celcius seal~ is :
a ,-Fl) '"'1 "'11!· T!" . ) - IT'
t(_t..i
-~V'.lo

To=l73'16 degrees,
The primary 'iStan<lard Thermometer" is the platinum resfota.nce thermometer of special
construcHPn.

lf27. tmnhwns fo1·e:os~~Y Stmrn~l111rds
The primary st1mdard of lnm(nous intensity in a full radiator (bfack hody or Planckian
radiator) at the temperature of solicHficr:ition of platinum (2,042 K approximately). The "candela"
is then defined as one su;:tieth of lumluo11s intensity per square centimetre of one run radiator.
Secondary stanch'!Tds of luminous intensity are s.pecial tungsten lamps calibrated against basic
standnrds. The primary 'and secondary standards of luminous intensity are described in· chapter 19.
,~·2s.

ElccMcnl Stm~~fardt!\!
In order fo airnign v~lues to electrical standards, it i( necssary to determine only two standards
in terms of defining nnits. From electrical measurements. it ii! then possible to assign values to the
remaining standa:fl.k
·

Therefore national laboratories usually

ma\nt~in

standards of emf and resistance and base the

vaiucs of other standards on these two.

All electrical measurements are basi;d upon three fundamental quantities ! current, resistance
and voltflge. A system of measurements depends upon definitions of units of these quantities. These
three electrical units are no~ independent but are related by Ohm's law : E=/R, Thus, the definition
Jf any two units in terms of other related physical quantities is sufficient to determine the definition of
the third. Accordingly, if any two units are available as samples of calibration, the instruments which
measure the third unit JJlBY also be calibrated.
The unit of current can be established in terms of the physical dimensions of a current balance
which measures the force exerted between two current carrying coils.
·

The unit of reRistance cfl.r1 also be established in an absolute manner through the indirect
process of establishing an absolute stancfard for inductance. When an a.c. voltage is applied to the
inductance standard, a reactance is obtained in ohm and thfa can be compared in .i1v~gnitude to a
resistance which will serve as a standard. The ohm can be determined by n. c.apacitf~m;e standard.
Also the ohm can be determined directly by Lorenz method,
·
·
An~ absolute unit of emf could !:ilso be established, but experimental difficulties make it much
Jess accurate than the units for current and resistance and hence there would be disa.grer;;rn.©nt among
the resuHs when corn.pa.red with results obtained by Ohm's law. This is the foremost rn11Ron that the
unit of e,rof is not defined by an independent experiment but is calculated J from the units of current
and resi:r.tance by Ohm's law.
I

'
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In practice, an absolute volt can be obtained by passing an absolute ampere through an
absolute ohm. This is possible because both absolute ampere and an absolute ohm are physkally
realizable.
However, there are some practical difficulties. For example : once standards of current,
resistance and emf are established by definition it is necessary that samples of unit current, resistance
and emf are constantly available for comparison \\ith other samples and other associated instruments.
It is possible, though not easy, to construct a standard ohm which is accurate and permanent. But
it is highly impractical to maintain a standard current fot the routine calibration of ammeters and
voltmeters. This is because each a0solute determination of current takes a long time involving precision work. Working with a current balance is a protracted and time consuming job, which would
make instrument calibration very costly and also inconsistent.
Hence we condude that from the view-point of. practical considerntions, the absolute deter~
mination of emf using a current balance and an absolute ohm, is not feasible. Therefore an altema·
tive becomes imperative. Logically, the alt<'rnative should be an independent source of emf.
Fortunately for the science of measurement, it was discovered that certain types of chemical
batteries developed and maintained emf of great constancy, so that they could serve as practical
reference of emfs. Therefore, the practical stan ~ard of electrical measurement is the ohm, which
is a direct absolute standard, and the volt, which is originally determined from the absolute
measurement of current. No working standards of current are maintained. Only working standards
of resistance and emf are maintained.
I

4·29, Emf'Standards
I

'

The primary, secondary and working standat·ds of emf are described below : .
4'29'1. .J'trtinary Standard of Emf

'1

fhe primary voltage standard is the saturated normal Weston cell which was developed by
EdW~n.1 Neston, in 1892. This is a voltaic cell.
.
Construction and Characteristics. The construction of a saturated normal Weston. cell. is
shown in Fig. 4'3. The positive electrode is
GLASS
mercury and the negative electrode is an
•H 1 VESSEL
amalgam of cadmium which is 1 part of cadrtfium and 7 parts of mercury. The elactro·
~1//
Iyte is a saturated solution of cadmium
sulphate. A paste of mercurous sulphate
11111111
Hg 2S04 is placed on top of mercury. This
acts as the depolarizing agent. An e~cess of
solid cryst& 1 ~ of CdSQ4. 8H20 (cadmium
CADMIUM
.- SULPH/.\TE (
sulphate) in the electrolyte space and the
SOLUTION
depolarizer assures that the solution will be
saturated at all temperatures. A simplified
CADMIUM
representation of the cell reaction is :
~~E~~~~E

""

0/\\\

I

Cd+Hg2S04=::.~CdS04+2Hg.

CRVSTALs-

$\ULPHATE
C1RVSTALS

As long as the amalgam has both a MERCUROUS
solid and liquid ·phase present, the emf of
SULPHATE,,,
the cell remains absolutely constant.
MERCURY
The Westom standard cell is contained in an H·shaped glass vessel. The
limbs of the H vessel are hermetically sealer'
and the connections. to the external circuit
. ,
.
are made througth plain um wires. Sulphuric
- Fig. 4 3. Saturated Weston cell.
add is added to act as electrolyte. Saturated cells are normally allowed to age for a year before they
are considered to be of constant emf. Following this period~ their life span appears indefinite excludin~
.. -the possibility of accidents

The emf of the ceH is 1'01864 volt. The emf of the cell changes with temperature and tbc~
equation relating emf to tempera.turn is :
.E1 "= E20--· 0'000046(1- 20)-·0'00000095(t-20)2+0'00000001 (t-20)3
where Et=emf of ce11 at any·temperatu.re t°C,
and E20 =emf of ceU at 2o·c.

The cell voltage drops by about 40 µVj°C.
per.ai·ure within 0·01 QC.

~
. "i

Tfo~ eel! is kept in an oil bath to control its tem-

The ceH has :!i iong Hfo ~f handled carefully, H has a life span nf about 10 to 20 years, The
1
'f m
. vn..uo
.·
.
•
d. n:t
of vo 1t.... rrfw l~• 11 bou1 1 11, . ~. - per year.
J.

The saturated reJl i~ a st·~mfard for maintenance of the volt and as such it is only used fo
standardi?ing lnberrc.t(1rie11 Saturnted cells are not ui.i~o f·)r ord1nary work because of temve.rntu.re
ll
.......
'
.
..
req1rn\~:ne;~.t·1 ~.nJ rW;(} !l'.~C!J.n';,t~ t;h~Y are not ~.liort:u,e.
~. H.e unsat1mi~eo e;H fo U$ed fr.r ;1rr1~inar1r
•

"

•

;

l

:n1t:Jr.~1_:r;\,rrnt;-<J.~/~~

,.

1. Mercurous sulphate is sensitive to light and therefore it should not be exposed to 1ia11t.
'l'
'
.
'
h]
.
uxpo:v.irl'; '"~o .•1~can de:.:.cer;r. ,.Hg Il t· ih 5mmmry 1.eve.sI of' JJmmmat10n
~s 1nnc. ess senous t:han. direct sun
ligM cw evr:n hght from the u.;:uai lluor?:scent hlrnps.
2 Jt has been rnentioned above that the cell bas a tempetgture co-efficient of about
·-·-40 p.V/°C. In that it rrn.11 an effect -l-3JO µV"j"C at the po!'itive terminal irnd ·--350 p.Vj"C at the neimtivc terminal. Therefore it is in1pnrtant to keep the entfre cell at a uniform temperature to secure"'~s
much caB'~r.nnikm of positive and negative effects. Hence these ce11s ure alwa]1s nsed in dose tcm~
peraiure rt;gulation1 u.s;)fl.1ly an oil bath held constant to .better than O'Ol 0C.
1 Satur&ted cell!{ should be kept in an upright position because if they are tilted there .is
always~·~(' dnuge1: (:f rnh:ing .,:··f efoctrode materials. Therefore these ceHs cannot be shipped and are
u

rnnt

1'

&

t~F'DF8h :·;t1 ('.t:o~ i

l;l

mf·:{sei.igers,

4. Th~~ pdndpa! Hmita.fo:m 0f the use of standard ceJ!s is the current dnnvn from the cell at
•
'"J!"f • ,
, • ,
• . 'be
i· B
ti ,
.:i •
fl
,
cs
t'
any tune.
i ;mi •iNJU!n M neg11g1 iy 8maJ.
.~ven ms smau cur!'eni. .-twu:,, 'te r~. owea w .uow 10.r a
verv &hort period of time. It shou1d be understood th~it standard \~ens ;:.'.t~ p0te11Nal devices and will
be cfomaged if current fa drawn from ti1om.
•1

,

•

,

H fa w\ry difficuJt. to specify the miximum va.iue of current that can be drawn from a standard
since the damage to the celi is a funcdon of both magnitude of the current and the duration of
its fi.ow, The rnakets specify tho maximum value as 100 ~iA but this should be regarded as ·an
extreme flgm-.~. Th~$: n~e.an~ th<it Hic current drawn from the cell should be Jess than 100 p.A and this
t,;urrent should .flow momemfarHy.
c~H

A vuUmetcr slFmld never be used for measuring the voltage of a standard ce11. Firstly .
because of the Clil"f~~~'~ drain, there is a pmrnibiHty of damage to the celJ and secon~ly this measure-.
ment fa meanlugiesB Rim:~ the ccJ!g have a high internal resistance (about 600 to 800 ~A). The voltR.f;i-,
should be measim~d wHh the 11elp Qf a pote:atiometer.
A cell · shonid be handled with bare and never be- short circuited, The e;rnessive current
causes a change in emf which mi1y be permanent because tlrn ce!l may not be abl<e to .recover. A
cell once s.hort circuited, should be regarded with suspicion and hence is of 1Ht.l0 vai\w :'1= r1. (~~.t1wfard.
1

.

!

.

.

When using the ceHin potentiometric work) a resistance of 2t\OOO .0 E:·hon!d bQ inserted. in •
series with the ceH ir; order to avoid excessive drain of current v. hen i here is n;;T ;~11r~t(e,
1
B iS important that leakage resistancebetw~en the termkials of 1:he ceH °bf. vci·:,' high rdherwise ·
it may not give· the standr.trd voltage it is supposed to give, This is inustrnted by hi>! friHov,ifog ·
1

.... ~,,.

·~"amp!"'"
' ~\-It

f,..·i\

·
I

}
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Emuupfo 4'12. · A standard cell has a voltage rating of 1·oI8500 V and an internal resistance
of 5CO n. The insulation resistance between its terminals is 5 1vl!2. Find the cunent drain due tn
insulation resistance. Calculate also the difference between the internal voltage and the termimiJ
voltage.
Solution : Current flowing through the
.
.
.
i ·01 ssoo
..,
_A
msu1ation resistance= soo+ 106= 0 ...04 x 0 6 ·
=0'204 µ.A.
Thus there is a constant drain of a curren~
of 0·204 µA.
Voltage drop =0'204X10- 6 x 500
=0'1.02x10-3 V=0'102 mV
.·. Difference between internal voltage and
terminal voltage=0'102 mV

sx

Terminal voltage= 1·01ssoo-0·000102
=1'018398 v.

4'29'2. Secondary Stand1rd of Emf
The secondary standard of Emf is the un·
saturated Weston cell.

The cells are enclosed in bakelHe case which is lined with 1'5 mm thick copper to help keep
aJJ parts of the cell at a uniform temperature.
Many characteristics of unsaturated cell are different from those of a saturated cell. Not all
unsaturated cells have the same emf. In fact the emf saturated cells differ from one to another.
The emf of new unsaturated cells lies between 1'0190 to l'O l 94 absolute volt. Therefore each cell
must be calibrated against the primary standard in order to knpw its ex!lct emf. The temperature at
which this emf is measured should also be specified.

The unsaturated cell becomes less stable with age ; yet it is remarkably good. The decrease
in emf is about 30 to 50 µV per year. It is recommended that the cells be cbecked by returning them
to a standardizing Jaborato.i·y once a year for certification.
An u.11sa.tu.rnted cell ha~ a shorter life than a saturated type, yet experience ha~ shown that
some cells last evt:n 20 yc~ar::i. In addition to age, the life of a ceH dep1mds on the kind of treatment
the cell has rec\~1.verL
~

I

The te:rnperatm!i'. .:·ri-efhdent of the m:rnaturatect cell !s foy,q than of a saturated cell. It is ·- 10
µV/°C. Thus it can be used for roost purposes without templ~rature correction, if the temperature of
use does not differ by a few degrees from the calibration temperature. This cell, also has a positive
temperature effect at one electrode and negative at the other. Therefore it is important to keep all
parts of the cell at the same temperature.

Precaotfons. Same precautions a'l for use of saturated c~Ils should b~ followed while using
Un3aturated c~lli. Tue 011ly difference is that the unsaturated c~lls ar~ portable and c1u b~ shipped.

ELECTRICAL ME'ASDREMENTS AND MEASURING INST.RUMBNTS
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Besides the precautions given above cells should not be operated at temperatures below 4°C
and above 40"C. Experiments made with cells beyond these Hmits show that the extreme upper limit
of reliability occurs at 50°C. Below 4°C the emf drops rapidly and eventually the electrolyte freezes.
Above 40°C the cell materials start to melt and voltage drops sharply around 55°C. It has been
mentioned earlier that unsaturated cells lose emf, at an average rate of 30-50 µV per year at normal
temperature of use and storage. At higher temperatures the decrease is much more rapid· and is about
240 µV per year at 60°C.
It is recommended that the normal operating temperature be 2s·c for precision . work. The
cells should be mounted so tba~ they are not exposed to extremes of temperature, to drafts, steam
pipes, resistors carrying current and to light.

4'29.3. Labon:atory Standards of Emf
In the past standard cells wete used exclusively as laboratory standards but in recent years,
semi-conductor devices such as Zener controlled reference sources have replaced standard cells in
practically all industrial applicationt1.
. ,
I

Silicon diodes have voltage current characteristics such that an extremely sharp reverse
current occurs at a point on the voltage curve known as "Zener voltage". The point indicates
a breakdown of the diode under reverse voltage application, but the process is reversible if safe current
and heating limits are not exceeded. The Zener voltage may be controlled over a wide range by the
processing techniques used during the manufacture of the Zener diodes.
The circuit of ~ig. 4'5 shows the Zener diode in a typical application as a laboratory standard.
The supply voltage E IS usually much higher than the
~
Zener voltage of diode assuring breakdown of the diode.
Resistor R usually has a high value and is placed in series
with the diode and the battery. It serves to limit the
current through the diode during beakdown to a safe
ZENER
value. In addition when the .supply voltage varies for
REFERENCE
DIODE
VOLTAGE
any reason, most of this variation is taken up in the vol·
.tage drop across R with a very smaJl change in diode
current and as a result the reference voltage (output vo1~·
tage) remains practically the same.
Commercial voltage standards using Zener diodes
Fig, 4·5, Zener diode laboratory standard
essentially consist ?f :
. (I) A l.Cner controlled voltage source placed in a tempera~ure controlled environment to
improve its long term stability,
(ii) A precision output voltage divider. The tempera~ure is controlled to ±0'03"C over an
ambient temperature range of 0°C to 50°C providing an output stability of the order of 10 ppm/month.
The four available outputs are :
(a) a 0-1000 µV source with 1 µV.Precision,
(b) a i ·ooo V reference for potentiometer measurements with ratio box,
(c) a 1'018+(.6.) reference for satiuated Weston cells comparisons,
and (d) a 1'019 ~) reference for unsaturated Weston cell comparison.
4·29·4, Higher VGltase Zener Sources and Temperature Effects

+(

It is many a times convenient from the practical point of view to build higher voltage standard

sources. In the following passages problems associated with higher voltage sources and effect of temperature changes are discussed.
. Zener diodes havi~g reverse voltages in the range 4- 5 V are used because they have neg1igib1e
resistance temperature co-efficient. Jn many applications, stanqard sour~$ .of much higher voltage
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ban 5 V are desired. Under these cirdumstances there.is a distinct advantage of using several low
voltage diodes series, rather than one high voltage diode. This is because iow voltage diodes· of the
order of 5 V give a negligible temperature co~efficient while use of a single high voltage diode may
give rise to a high temperature co-efficient.
·
·
There is another advantage of using low voltage diodes. The resistance in the Zener region
changes on the basis of the yoltage for which they are produced. A 5 V diode has a resistance of
about 5 n while a diode of 40 V range has a resistance of 1000 n. Thus; it is clear that it is prefora~
bJe to use eight 5 V diodes (connected in series) rather than using a single 40 V diode in order to have
a good value of voltage regulation. Thus several low voltage diodes connected in series give much
better results than one high voltage diode.
It bas been experienced that Zener diodes indicate,permanence of value to a satisfa~toty level.
However, it is not expected that they will replace the standard chemical cells in work involving high
precision or in standardizing laboratories. However, they may serve to maintain a calibrated volt~ge
applied to potentiometer circuit for thermocouple work and recording potentiometers.
Their major advantages are :
(i) Commercial voltage-reference using Zener diodes plus additional circuitry to improve
regulation and stability. are available with voltage outputs in the vicinity of I ·o 191 V ±0'0 l percen~
which allow them to be substituted for a standard cell.
(ii) The advantage of these standards over standard cell is that, unlike the standard cell, the
semi-conductor device is immune to the effects of short circuit and overload conditions.
(iii) An attractive proposition is substitution of standard chemical ceHs by Zener sburces in
recording potentiometers which may be subjected to freezing temperatures. This is on account of the
fact that the standard cells cannot work below 4°C while Zener sources give good accuracies at all
temperature if properly compensated.
(iv) Chemical cells can be built to voltage fovel of about 1 volt while Zener sources can be
built to any voltage level. . Thus Zener sources are preferable where higher voltage standard sources
are required.
(v) Spring board or other applications where vibration is constantly present do riot present
ideal conditions for chemical cells. The Zener sources which are rugged · may furnish the accuracy
required under such conditions.
.
·
(vi) The constant voltage drop of a Zener diode may be utilized in voltage regulators, com·
pensators, limiters, clippers or scissors, voltage reference units ai1~ voltage standards.
4'30. Primary Standards of Resistance
The absolute measurement of the ohm is carried out by the International Bureau of Weights
SILVER
and Measures in Severes and also by the .national labora~
SOLDER
todes, which preserve a group of Prfmary Resistance
Standards. Fig. 4'6 shows a primary resistor of 1 n
value. The standard resistor is a coil of wire made up of
manganin. This material is chosen for wires of standard
resistor as it has a high resistivity and has a negligible
~'.,a;n·--- HARO
resistance temperature co-efficient.
RUBBER TOP
The resistance coil is mom;1ted in a double walled
metal container. This is done in 'order tL) prevent any
change in the resistance value due to moisture conditions
of the atmosphere.
The Ri.>sist\l;nce St:!rindnrds are explained in greater
details ·on pages 102~ 109.
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4'6, Primary Resist~nce Standard.

4·3t Cmtrent Stamlards. It is obvious that it is
impossible to build a current standard in the same sense
that a standard of resistance is built up. Current can be
defined either in terms of an electrochemical equivalent
of silver or in terms of force exerted in a current balance
lik,e the Raylei$h's current balance. Such standards are
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rarely used in modern pmctice as we can easily and accurately measure the value of current with the
help of potentiometer. This potentiometer is calibrated against a standard .cell. The value of the
current is known by measuring the voltage drop across a standard primary resistance.
The metric system of units (SI) defines the "ampere'' (the fun~amentaJ units of current) as
the constant current which, if maintained in two straight parallel conductors .of infinite length and
negligible cross-section placed 1 m apart in vacuum, will produce between these conductors · a force
equal to 2 x 10-7 newton per metre length. Earlier measurements were with a current- balance as
explained above. Tbey were rather crude and need was felt to produce a more practical and reproducible sta.ndard for national laboratories.
4·32. Inductance Standards. - Standards of mutual and self=inductanoo are described in
Chapter 5. on page 110· 115.
4·33, Capacitance Standards. Capacitance standards ~re described on pase IIS.122.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
1. (a) State Coulomb's inverse square ltw for electric cbarses an_d magnetic poles
(b) Derive the .dimensional equation for current in the e.m. system.
(c) D~rive dimensional equation for electric potential in both e.s. !and e,m, systems.
(d> Deduce the value of penneabiJity of free space in R.M.~.s. system compared to its value. fo C.O.S.
system.
2. Derive the dimensions of the folJowing q1antities in L, M, Tp 1 ~ystem.
(I) Potential difference
W) inducumce
(Iii) <mpacitance
(Iv) magnetic flux
(v) flux density
{vi) m.ro.f.
(vii) reluctance
f viii) magnetizing force (ix) Resistance
(x) current.
3. Show that tbe product • }- _has the dimensions of velocity.
vµk

4. Use dimensional equations to obtain suitable units for (i) !Lo tiDd (II) €J•
S. Use dimensional equations to find out whether the following ex.pression is dimensionally correct or not.
Raf l +00 2Ra 2Ca 2)
lo 2 R1R~Cs

where R 3, R3, R, are resisiau~es, C3, a capncitarce,
. and
oo=21'f, /befog a trecwency.
2

C3"'>]
[ Ans. lncorrtct, conect equation R 4 Rs(tw2+w'Ra
R1RaCa 9
6, In the course of a calculation, the following expression was obtained,
!=--·- - ~---- ___f~M -"- -[(wM+R,)Ll-t.>2 T~L, R12)1t2
Check whether the equation is dimensionally correct. If not rmggeat any corrections.
·[

.
Vil}M ,

Ans. Incorrect ; I= "'[(w'M2+ R1Ra)@+ro2£;z;-nR1s]1tz

]

7. J he voltage V across the coil of a telephone receiver when a curre,nt l is flowing through it may be

written as

V=l {
· where

z+ A; }

Z=R-HNL

.4=2B0

RN

z=r+J ( t.>mf

~)

R.=the resistance.

.-.:;;;.;
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L=the inductance, and
N=numbcr of turns of the receiver coil ;
Bo-tbo Oux density in air gap ;
R==tbe reluctance of the magnetic circuit ;
&'1d r, m, aod s are· respectively the equivalent mechanical resistance, mass and stiffness of the receiver diaphragm.
Suggest a suitable unit or each of tho quantities involved. Find the dimensions of each quantity, and so make a check
of the equation.
.
.
·
.\
·
8. Prove that the following equation is dimensionally correct :
1=Blt1
where
e=e.m.f,fgenorated in a conductor,
.B==ftux density.
/=length of conductor,
and
11='=perfpberal velocity of conductor.
9, Pro''e that\ tho following equations are dimensionally correct.
&>9M1M1
)
1
.(I) ,,. ... .R!+(l)Z£1
(II C= (l)tM
where

'• R==resistanceS,
Mi M,, M=mutuat inductances,
L=self inductance,

C=capacitance
(l)==angular frequency.
JO. The pull of an electromagnet is given by the expression :
p II lJGAlii.toO
where
B=ftux. density in the atr gap of the magnet
A==area of magnet
1&o=pcrmcabitlty of air gap.
Determine the values of a, band c fr0m the dimensions of the quantities involved, [Ans. a=-29 b= 1, c=·-·l J

5
Circuit Components (Resistors, Inductors and
Capacitors) and their Residues
s·t. Residues. It is almost impossible to manufacture a component so that it bas onJy one
property. For example, a resistor has. an associa!ed inductance and capacitance, a capacitor has
leakage resistance and an inductor has re~t~tance .and mterturn capacitance. The impurities present
in a component produce_unwanted 9uantlt1~s which ar~ call~d Residues., How~ver, a particular quantity
like''resistance in a resistor, capacitance m a capacitor, mductance m an mductor may be made to
do~inate and so that the effect of residues is very small and it is possible to design pure components
for specified limi.ts of accuracy.
5'2. Resistors
Resfotors and resistive networks are extensively used in instrumentation systems and for
measurement work.
The foremost properties of materials used for preparing resistances for precision measurement
work are:
J. Stability or permanence with time. It is required to avoid the change in value of
:resistance with time. ·
2. Robust construction.
3. Small temperature co-efficient. It is required in order that the variation in resistance values
owing to change in temperature is small.
4. Low thermo-electric e.m.f. with copper. The thermo-electric emf with copper is particularly
important in bridge networks and potentiometers, as large measuring errors may occur even if the
thermo~electric emf is a few ~V.
5. High resistivity. It is required in order that the size of the resistors is small.
6. Resistance to oxidation, corrosion and moisture.
7. Ease"Jn manufacture.
8. Cheapnes~.

.,...i

·•

5'3. Resistance Materials. No single material possesses all the above mentioned properties
only that material is selected which is best suited for the particular case.

a~d, ~herefore,

The most widely used materials for precision resistors are :

Mar1gaoio. It is an alloy of copper, manganese and nickel and is universally used as resistance
material for precision resistors-and for resis~ance measuring apparatus. It has a nominal composition
of84 per cent copper, 12 percent manganese and 4 per cent nickel.
This material has a resistivity of 0·45 to o·so x 10-& .Om (nearly 25 times that of copper) and
deveJopes a thermo-electric force against copper of 2 to 3 1J.V/°C. When prop~.dy heat treated, it
gives a suable resistance value with time.
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The foremost property of manganin is that it has almost a zero temp'erature coetlici~ut of
resistance near about room temperatures. A representative value may be taken as 0'004 per cent per
°C at 20°C. Manganin ts used for resistances of very .high accuracy when the temperature rise is not
expected to rise above 15 to 20°C.
Constantan. These are a series of alloys of nickel and copper containing 40 to 60 per cent
nickel, with a small amount of manganese to improye their mechanical properties. AH these alloys
exhibit similar electrical properties. They are sold. as const~ntan, or under various trade names for
use as thermocouple materials. They have thermoelectric powers against copper of about 40 µV per °C.
However, except for their large thermoelectric powers, the electrical properties of these alloy~ are
remarkably similar to those of manganfn.
·
Constantan has a resistivity at ordinary temperatures of about 25 times that of copper (about
the same as. manganin), is corrosion resistant, inexpensive, and easy to work~ This can be easily soft
soldered to copper.
·
It finds extensive use in cases where its high thermoelectric power against copper is not a disQ
advantage. For example it is frequently used in resistors designed for a.c. ·operation'. It also finds
application in resistors of 1000 Q and above as in voltmeter multipliers where the t~erma1 emf
generated at copper constantan junction is negligibly small· as compared to . the emf being
measured.
·
.
Nickel Chromium Alloys. These alloys have a somewhat higher temperature co-efficient of
resistance than that of manganin and constantan. Nichrome is an example of this class of alloys.
These .alloys cannot be used in precision resistances.
·
Nichrome has a very high resistivity (&bout 50 times that of copper) and resists cortO$tt!IP.1 eveu
at very high temperatures. It is often used in rougher class of resistors, where small size is al1 important or where the operating temperatures are high.
However, these alloys are difficult to solder.
Gold Chromium. It is an alloy of recent illtroduction, which appears to be very promising
for some applications. It is made with slightly over 2 percent of chromium. This aUoy has a re£isti~
vity at room temperature of about 20 tiines that of copper. Its temperature co-efficient can be made
extremely small by baking it at fairly low temperatures. It has a thermo-electric power of 7 or 8 11-V
per °C with copper. For many ·applications, the extremely small temperature co=efficient of gold
chromium alloys make their use desirable.- They are used for making heat resistant standard
resistors.
Although its resistance temperature co-efficient is small near room temperature the range over
which the co-efficient Is small is 2o·c to ~0°C.
·
5'4. Spools (Formers) for Coils
. . D.C. Resistors. In early days, wooden spools were u·sed for resistance cQils. However, owing
to demand for increased accuracy and high quality, the use of wooden spools has been abandoaed
and in their place metal spools are. used for d.c. resistors. The change from wooden spools to metal
was made fo1· the following reasons :
(i) Wooden spools absorb moistnro and consequently expand or contract. This results in
varying stresses being applied to the wire with attendant changes in resistance.
(ii) Metal spools readily dissipate heat produced in t!te coil due to pa~sage of current. t a1s
is becaase the coil is intimately in thermal contact with the metal spool and, therefore~ the heat proq
duced in the coil is easily .transferred to the spool. Thus with metal spools both inner and outer
surfaces of the coil are effective in dissipating heat while with wooden formers only the exposed outer
surface of the coil dissipates heat,
Met~l spools are ordinarily of brass, which has a coefficient of thermal exp'i:msion nearly the
same as that of the resistance alloys. This avoids large changes in stress in the coil because of
temperature c~anges. .
.
A.C. Resistors.'~or many a.c. applications the use of metal spools is undesirable even tJ;\tt of
.1/f'J'•1
.
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question. For such applications when wire wound coils are required, ceramic coil formers are used ·
almost universally. The disadvantages of ceramic spools for resistors. of high precision, are their poor
beat conductivity and the fact that their temperature co-efficients of linear expansion are very much
smaller tl.1an for the resistance wire.
·
5·~. Resistiimce Wires. The resistance wire is generally double silk or silk and cotton covered,
and usually the wire is enamelled before these coatings are applied.
High quality resistors are wound with only one layer of wire although this requires use of
smaller wire than the multilayer, coils as they give several advantages :
(i) Heat dissipation is more satisfactory with single layer coils. On the other hand tern
perature rise of central layers is quite high with multilayer eoils.
'
·
(ii) Single layer coils are more stable. Multilayer coils are more subject to chan.ge in resis~
tance because of changes in atmospheric humidity and are less stable in resistance with time.
5'6. Ageing. · After beiog·wound, the coils are artificially aged by baking in air at ~bout
150°C for 48 hours. Some manufa~turers impregnate coils with shellac varnish before baking while
others impregnate them with special waxes after baking. Ageing makes the coil resistance stable with
time.
·
5·7. J.inneaiilllg. Mechanical fatigue during winding, thermal overloading and ageing of the
insulating materials may adversely affect the properties later. The effect of annealing a coil of wire.is
to reduce internal stresses, thus making the resistivity more uniform. Baking at 150°C improves the
stability with time, it would be logical to expect greater stability if the heating were carried on at a
sufficiently high temperature to obtain actual annealing. In the case of m:anganin, annealing takes
place between 500-600°C.
.
·
s·s JR~sistance Stamdtirds. The comparison of resistances is considerably easier than their
absolute measurement and, therefore, it is convenient to have standard resistors.
·
5·9. R~l)istance · Standards for D.C. The construction of this type of standard is shown
in Fig. 5'1. The. resistor consists of a coil of platinum-silver or
~1',
·
manganin wire non-inductively wound on metal former (bobbin). The
EBONITE
'~ "
TOP
wire is shown in Fig. 5'2. The winding is · known as a coil of bifilar
winding. In this method, the wire is doubled on itself. This gives
the effect of two wires, side by side, carrying currents in the
opposite directions. The two wires produce two magnetic fields
which are equal but are in the opposite direction and, therefore,
the fields neutralize each other. Thus we obtain an almost nonw
METAL
inductive resistor.
CYLINDER
The coil is insulated from the metal former with shellaced
.,,,_,,,__ ·
silk. After winding the coil i~ shellaced and. baked at a temperaw
1-ig. 5'1. Resistar.ce standa1ds
ture of about i 50°C. This dries out the coil and anneals the wire, the
for D c.
latter is required to give the property of permanence to the wire.
The coil is fixed in an outer metallic case with an eboni~e
top which carries the terminals. ~be spac~ between coll
and the outer case is filled with paraffb wax. The
terminals consist of long copper rods hard rnldered to
the ends of the coil.
~no. tow Resistance Standards. Low resistance
standards of value less than 1·o n normaUy have to
carry large currents. These resista11ce standards are
frequently used for potentiometer measurements wherein it is convenient to have a one volt drop.
Therefore. the low resistance standards must be
designed to dissip~te considerable quantities of heat.
The heat dissipating surface should be large so that the
. . .
. .
·s
· 8 kept low
Th1·s
i's
done
in
order
Fig.
S
2.
B1filar
Wmdmg.
1
tempera t ur~ n e
. ·
. .
,
1
·
that the ri;sistanc:e value does not vary with different current va ues.
<;-...
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1f the current carried by the rasistar.ce is srnalJ, the standard is air-cooled and the resistance
is in the form of ~hin and wide strips giving a large area for heat dissipation.. When the current
carried by the resistance is large, it is immersed in oil and enclosed in a metal container. The oil
may be stirred by a propeller driven by an external motor, or in the cases of very heavy currents~
the coiJ is ~ooled by circulating cold water. In all cases, provision is made for the measurement of
temperature; .,
All low resistance standards are of four terminal type. They are provided with two current
and two potential terminals. Fig. 5'3 shows a simple form of a four terminal resistance. 1t consists
of a strip> or s~rips ·of manganin hard soldered into
'
copper end pfoces which are soft soldered into massive
copper l?locks. The current connections are made to
these blocks. These current terminals are away from the
resistance strip. Potential terminals are nearer to the
strip. The current density is not uniform in the region
. of point of connection to the ·.external circuit and if
the resistor is to give a :fixed potential difference for a
given current the potential difference must be measured
between points nearer to the resistance strip where the
current density is uniform. Thus in a four terminal
resistor the current terminals am located away from
the resistance strip and the potential terminals are
kept nearer (with such an arrangement the contact
resistance of leads at the current terminals is of no
POTENTIAL
importance as the current is determined by the remaina
TERMINALS
der of the circuit. The contact resistance at potential
Fig· 5.3. Four terminal resistor.
terminals is also immaterial as the voltage measuring
source would not draw any current from this Circuit),
s·u. Standard Resistances for A.C. Circuits. In a.c. measurements it is absolutely necesaary
that the standard resistors should be non·reactive~ i.e., they should not have any inductance and capaQ
citance. In fact, it wou.Id be ideal i~ a res}stor ~ould be co?~tructed that it only behaves as a pure
resistance at all frequencies. AH resistors mcludmg the prec1swn ones have, however, inductive and
capacitive effects.
s· U. l?rcquency Errors of Resistors. A resistor may be repre~
sented to a first approximation by the circuit of Fig. 5·4 (a) which
shows inductance in series with the resistance and this combination
shunted by a capacitance. This representation is valid for Jow and
medium frequencies.
R"'".:. resistance of coil .measured with d.c. ; n,
{a)
L =inductance of coil ; H,
Reff
leff

· c'=capacitance of'col; F,

~'ti'·--.o

w=angular frequency; rad/s.
'Let Z be the equivalent impedance of circuit of Fig. 5'4 (a).
Fig~bJ.4.
Therefore, the equivalent -(or effective) impedance Z=-(lfj!!!9_)'_{ftfj(J)L)__
R+jwL+(l/jwC)

... (s·1)

... (5"2)
·Now for a resistor that has been constructed so that its inductance and capacitance are

smaU, we have :
and the term

2
w 4C L2

w2LC<(t
may be ·neglected because it is the square of a small number.
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R+jw [L(l -w2LC)-CR~]

Eqn. 5'2 may be written as Z

... (5'3)

1+w2C(CR2~2L)

Writing the real and imaginary terms separately,
effective resistarice

and

,.1(5'4)

Re11

effective reactance

.. (5'5)

Now Xe11 wiU be small and hence term w2LC may. be dropped from the numerator of
Eqn. 5'5. giving.
·~(L-CR 2 )
I+w 2C(CR 2-2LT

.•. (5'6)

i:r
,
• d
. L
L-CR2. .
Th ei~uectivern uctancets elf= l+w 2C{CR2 _. L)
2

... (5'7)

Xet/=

The effective inductance is also called Res.idual Inductance.
Angle",

Phase Angle. The effect of inductance in resistors may be expressed by their '';Phase Defect
~' by which the current Jags the voltage.
.

tan~= ~tit =.!!!_(~~CR ) =w(J.i. -CR )
2

R

Re11

R

... (5'8)

·

Time Con:;stalllt. The characteristics of a resistor are sometimes expressed in terms of
time constant.
-r

Time constant

2

effective ind~ctance = !:__-:-_q_~ =!:_ -CR ... (5 9)
effective resistance
R
R
.

.

.
The time collst~~~ of a resistance box may be either positive or negative depending on which
· of the terms, L/ R or ~~ predominates. The low valued resistance (l or 10 n) generally have a
positive time constant, which means they display a net inductive effect. The capacitance usually
predominates for higher valu.is (1000 ·n) giving a negative time constant. A 100 n resistance is likely
to have zero time constant.
·
The time constant of a resistor is a useful guide to its big~ frequency performance and values
normally range· between 0·S µs to 1 ns.
It is apparent from eqn. 5'4 that if

I

We get
· Re11=R
o.r the effective value of resistance, Rei 1, is equal to R the d.c. value of resistance.
Also from Eqn. s·6, it is clear that CR 2-:-L
... (s· 1H
in order that the resistor has zero effective inductance and zero phase angle. The two conditions, i.e.~
CR 2=2L and CR 2 =L cannot be met simultaneously. It is however advisable to have zero effective
indudance for which the condition is CR 2=L. For such a resistor there will be small error in resistance
value. The effective resistance9 for zero inductance is :
/

R

Re11=· _~ 2LC

1

.. J-.·•••''.

""""""'-·'"'

CR 2 =2L

I

I•

i

... (5'12)

(This is found by substituting CR2=!- in Eqn. 5·5)
Not for zero effective inductance and zero phase angle for a wide range o.f frequencies
CR 2=L . or R2=L/C
... (5'13)
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This means t~at for small resistances inductance, L, should be small while capacitance C should
be large. On the other hand large resistances should be Jesigned with a small value of C.
5 '13. Methods of Reducing Residual Inductance
1. Bifilar Windings. The most common form of winding non~inductive resistors is the
bifilar winding which has been described earlier (Fig. 5'2). The bifilar type of construction is
successful in reducing the inductance to a low value. However, it has the undesirable feature of a
large capacitive effect if the loop is long .. Thus this construction cannot be used for high resistances
and is normally used for o· LO and I .Q resistances.
If a simple bifilar winding is used the coil
capacitance may become prohibitively large .in
high resistances. Bifilar windings may be divided
into a number of loops with all the loops connected
in/ series (Pig. 5' 5). If there are n loops, the r<>----..·---.·
.
.. 1v
c~acitance of each loop is J/n ofthe capacitance
o(value of the whole length of wire if woundlfo a
l
single loop. Now the capacitances of these foops
'C
are in series and, therefore, the value of total
capcitance is reduced to 1/n 2 of the value if only
Fig. 5'5, Sectionalizing of Bifilar windings,
one loop were used.

lo-

_--=:]

0m---

,
For low values of resistance, in which the cross-section of the conductors must be farget
bifilar strips are used with the conductors separated by thin sheets of mica. In this way ~he residual
loop formed by the conductor encloses much less area than would be the case if round wire were
used. This results in reduction of inductance.
·
2. Card Wound Resistors. An alternative to bifilar winding for high resistances is a single layer
winding put on a thin card made of mica or other insultating material. Inductance is fairly low due
to presence of currents in the opposite directions separated by the thickness of the card. Capacitive
effects are small ~ince the starting and finishing ends of the winding are at opposite ends of the card.

i

Ji

3. Ayrton Perry Winding. For medium resistances. the most popular method is to use
Ayrton Perry winding as shown in Fig. 5'6. This arrangement em..
ploys two windings connected in parallel and wound in opposite
direction around a card with one winding spaced between turns of
the other. This gives a better cancellation of magnetic :field than
single winding. There is capacitance between adjacent turns, but
if there are several turns in each half of the winding the capacitances
Fi-. s·6. Ayrton Perry Winding. act in series and hence their total is small. This winding is more
expensive to construct, and requires either more wire, or else finer wire, because of the two paths in
parallel.
This form of winding gives extermely low time constant and is very useful for high frequency
work.
Ayrton Perry windings are most popular for medium resistantces. ~uch vyindings-·a.re used
for ohll1S; tens of ohms and hundreds of ohms. They are not adaptable to high resistance umts.
·some other types of construction are :
4 Chaperon Winding. This is a modification of ·bifilar winding. 1In this arrangement a
coil is wo~nd in an even number of layers with ~he. windin& di~ect.ion. reversed at the e~d of each
.layer. Fig. 5·7 shows the Chape~on met~od of wmd!~g. This wm<Img is really an extension <,,f t~e
Bitllar principle the current in adjacent wires neutrahzmg one another as regards resultant magnetic
field. Both inductance and capacitance are small.
5, Curtits and Grover Winding.. It is wound on a ~lotted cerall'.!ic cy~inde! (or a slotted tl~t
card) as shown in Fig · s·s. · Adjacent wtres carry currents in the opposite duect10n hence µiagnetxo

effects are small giving a small inductance. Capacitive effects are also sma11 as the voltage ~tween
adjacent wires is only the JR drop _which is small.
-
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Fig. 5'9. Woven wire resisters.

6. · Woven Wire Resistance. Woven wire resistors have been constructed in which resistance
wire is woven together with silk or cotton to produce a cloth in which the wire zig-zags ns shown
in Fig. 5·9,.
.
Part (i) of this diagram shows ordinary weaving. Part (ii) shows improved form of weaving
where the adjacent pairs of wires lie close together.
·
Part (iii) shows two wires in parallel similar to Ayrton Perry winding. The inductance is
very small with this arrangement.
Time constants of resistors using this construction are as low as 0'4 µs for a 100 0 resistor.
5' 14. Resistance Boxes. An assembly of resistors which can cover a wide range of values is
known as a resistance box. Each resistor ia constructed according to the principles described above.
These resistors are mounted in the box and are so arranged that the values of resistance can be
varied in steps (usually in steps of l 0). The resistance is varied with the help of rotary selector
switches or with the help of key plugs. In general a rotary switch is much more convenient to use.
There may be more than one selector switch in
a box. It is normal to arrange for one switch to
select 1 to 10 Q .in steps of 1 n, a second switch to
'· 5 6
select 1Oto 100 n in steps of 1O0, a third switch to '
3 TENS 7,
select 100 to 1000 n in steps of 100 n, and so . on.
B
Therefore, such resistance boxes are commonly
'9
10
known as decade resistance boxes.
A decade resistance box having two dials is
shown in Fig. 5·10.
5' 15. Thin Film Resistors; These · resistors
are made by depositing thin film of a metal on . Fig. s·10•. Decade resistl.\nce box. (Set at 22 Q)
a cylindrical insulating support. It is possible to produce resistors of higL value on account of thin
film. Wire wound resistors suffer from the disadvantage of having inductance effects which are not ·
present in thin film resistors. Thus thin film resistors can be used for high frequency work.

{1-1/it.

i
\
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·
'Thin film resistors are commonly made. UP. of non metallic materials like carbon. The gnnules
of finely divided carbon are deposited on a non-conductive base.
5'16. Composition Resistors. Carb~n itself has a high resistivity and also its points between
its granules have a high resistance, In factit is possible to achieve a high value of resistance without
having a .carbon film but instead the carbon granules ~re ~ot moulded with a thermosetting plastic
binder. Such resisters are known as composition resistors. The resistance element is a simple rod of
pressed carbon granules.

I

·
Both the fiJtn and comppsition resistors are provided. with
:insulation and wire leads to facilitate their connection· into the
---ii(-----.
circuits.
.
.
..
.
5·17. · ShieJded Resistors: : Although high resistance coil~·
which have very small time constants can be wound; .the. effective
pbasor ~rigles. of such units will depend upon. their .swroutidings .
also. Thfa is because the magnetic field is netitralized. by adopting· ·
the arrangements described earlier but an electric field exists . - · '
between"different parts of the resistor 'when it is carrying current.
' . -- ---: ---o---..__,
Also there is an electric field ·between· the resistor and the earth.
this results in distributed capacitance between one resistor ·and
another in a decade box. Fig. 5·11 shows how resistor. i$ · fig.~,._lL Dis.tributed capacitance.
l'epresented with various associ~ted capacitances;
·
. .
.
These distributed capacitances effect the operation of the resistor.· They cause serious errors
'~specially at high frequencies. This is because these "distributed capacitance will vary the current from
point to point along the resistor, and the potential drop along apartkular section will not necessarily.
be exactly proportional to the resistance of the section. In ordet tb make the effect of these distributed ·
capacitances definite the resEtor (or resistor sections) may be enclpsed within metal shie1ds which are
maintained. at fixed potentials with respect to resistors which they enclose.

f

L

In audio frequency working except for very high. resistances. the .primary need for the shield
is to intercept external fields and it is not necessary to screen individual. resistors .of a decade.
Example s·i. How much series inductance is required to render a ,1000 n resistance coil with
a shunt capacitance of 10 pF practically non-reactive over a reasonable range of frequency ? What is
the vahic of effective resistance under the above conditions ? The frequency is 200 kHz. ·
Solution. In order to make the coil non-reactive,
L=CR2

Inductance

(see Eqn. 5'11)

~ 10x10-1~ x (1000)9=10x10- 6 H=10

µH.

The value of effective resistance when L= CR2 is.

,

R

Re11=

(See Eqn. s·li)

1 ~-;/iic -

.

1000

=i.::_

.

C2~x2oox10 3 ) 2 xfoXJ.o-~sx10-x10-12= 1000 l6

°

Example 5;2. A 2000 n. resistor has a series inductance of 6 µH and a shunt capacitance of

25 pF.
(a) Find the effective resistance a~d reactance at a frequency of 100 kHz.
(b). Find
also·, the
phase langle. and .the time
constant of the resistor.
. •'
.
.
Solution. Now, R = 2000 .0, £''··" 6 x I o-6 H,
.
12
C=25 X fo- F .and w==2rc x 105 rad/~
j
__ j ..

_;:··

-~

•),

~";·
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(a) Using Eqn. 5·4, effective resistance

Re ,1 = .. ·-· .

+

· .1

..JL__ __

c,~ 2 c

ccR 2 -2i)

. .

2000 .
·
.
1+(2,; x J05)2 x 2s x 10-12x25 x 10:.12£20002:....2x6x10-6)

=1998'26
Effective reactance

n

N[L-CR2)
..
Xe11=n~ 2 c-(ciir=u)" (see Eqn. 5'6)

(b) Phase angle

__
. 2~ X 105(6 X w-6.....; 25·X 10-12 X 20002)
'
.
- I+(2nx 1os)2x2sx10-12(25x10.:.1:rx20002=-fx 6x10-s)
=-590.
.
..1.-t -1 Re!!
Xe11 -·
-:-59 ~ - ·1"70·
'I'- an
-tan -1 '1998'26
__ _

Time constant

L
.
.
-r= ·R ·-cR (see Eqn .. 5.'9)

--

6

;0~00-

25 x ~0-12 x2000 =47 x.10-0 s=47 ns.

6

Example 5'3. A llO n resistor has a time constant of +30 ns.
(a) Find the phase angle of the resistor at a frequenty of 1 kHz.·
· (b) Calculate the value of the capacitor to. be connected in parallel with the re~istor to make
its phase angle equal to zero.
.
.
. . ·. . .
·. . ·. .
Solution. Time constant

i- -CR

't' =

tari if>=w (

.

L.R -cR) • w't'=i~·X .1000 x30xI0-9=0'18S
X 10-a
.
.
.

· Phase angle
~=tan-1 (0'188 x io~s) .38'9." ·
.
,
Suppose C1 is the external :capacitance connected in parallel to make the phase angle zero.

L

R-.(C1+C)R=O

or

Hence

L

· ·

or 1i-CR-C1R=O

.

-r-C1R=O
C1 =

~ 30 ; ~o-o 0·3x10-0 F=300 pF

0

INDUCTORS
5'18. Standards of Inductance. We have observed that the dimensions of inductance are
{:1/.] in the e.m. system. Thus the dimensions of inductance are that' of length. only if Ii is· t~ken as ..
~Hmcnsionless. Hence the values of standards of both self and mutual inductanceidepend upon their .
phy:<tical qimensions together with the number of turns in the coil. · -· . ·
·
·
.
· · ~hile designing and constructing Inductance Stindards, · the following considerations should .
bf: taken into account :
·
· ·
·
.
·.
· ·· . · ·
(i) The design and construction should be ·such that a rigidly standard accurate formula
exists relating the value of inductance 'with. the physical dimensiotfs.
· .
·
· · (ii) The design should be such that accurate measurement of physical dimensions is possible. · .
'01c materials used shot:!d be easily workable ·mechanically. . .
.·
. · .. · · · · ·
:
· (iii) The materials used should . be such that the value of ·inductance remains constant ·
lt1cspective of the environmental and circuit conditions. This requires that ; . .
.· .
·. · ·. ·. · .
·
<a) The materials used should be such. that their ·dimensions do not change with time,
temper:J.turc and humidity.
·
·

111
(~) The inductance should be independent of the vah,ie of the current passing. This requires
that no ferromagnetic materials be used. When we use ferromagnetic m·aterials, the value ot
permeability and hence inductance is dependent upon flux density which in .turn depends upon the
current ft.owing in the .coil. Hence the inductance of an inductor constructed· with ferromagnetic. cores
depends upon the value of the current passing. In order that.inductance be independent of the current
passing, air cored coils should be used for standards of inductance.
.
.
(iv) The resistance of the windings should be very low as compared with their inductance or
the inductor should have a high LI R ratio. The ratio of inductive reactance to resistance
a coil
is known as its Storage Factor or Q Factor. The Qfactor is defined as:
Q=wL
... (5'14)
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of

R
(v) The effective inductance and resistance should be affected to a mm1mum by frequency.
This requires that :
.
·
.
(q) There should be minimu1ll losses. -Ferromagnetic materials should never be use<;! ·as eddy
current losses In them are appreciable. The use of i.nductors having ferromagnetic cores is completely
ruled out for high frequency application•. ' .
.
.
.
. (b) The coils should use stranded wires as otherwise the eddy current losses in conductors
become large especially at high frequencies.
·
· (c) . The use of metallic parts should be avoided as the eddy currents induced in them affec~
the value of inductance.
'
(vi) The inductor should be so designed that capacitive effects are negligible. This is particularly important for inductors working at high frequencies where the interturn capacitance may
drastically change the effective value of inductance.
(vii) The inductor should be desirably ·unaffected •by external magnetic fields and should
produce a minimum interfering field of its own.
·
.
· 5'19. Formers for Inductance Coils. Marble is used for making formers or bobbins for the
coils. The reasons for selecting marble are :
·
..
·
.
(i) It does not warp and is unaffected by atmospheric conditions.
·
(ii) It bas ·a high electrical resistance and,. therefore, it acts as a perfect insulator~
(iii) It is a non-magnetic material.
·
· ·
(iv) It has a very .large s~all co-efficic~t of ~hermal expansion.
.
..
. (v) It can be easily machmed.
(vi) It is comparatively cheap and is easy tc work.
5'20.. Coils of Inductance Coils. The shape of the coils should be such that a high value of
inductance to resistance ratio is ·obtained. The
.
L/R .ratio is maximum for a coil of simple
circu1ar shape with a square cross-section, ·with
the mean diameter of coil equal to about 3 times
-r
its depth. High values of L/R ratio can be
·
obtained by. using greater weight of copper or by

lR:HGr

using iron core.

· · standards of Motual Inductance
!; :n.
1. Primary Standards. These standards
are always fixed-. standards I.e., single valued.
The campbell type of primary standard is shown
in Fig. 5'12. It consists of a single Inyer,
primary coil of bare copper wire wound under
tension in grooves machined in a cylinder of
marble. .The primary coil is divided into two
parts. The two parts are connected in series ·
and are separated from each other by a distance
equal to three times the (lxial length of each.
. The secondary coil bas many layers and is placed
in a channel cut . in. the marble cylinder. The
secondary coil his-a diameter.of about one. and
.li~lf times· th~ diameter of the primary coil and
'1
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· is situated midway between the t~o halves ~fprlmary coil; This arrangement fa .~sed in
that the
secondary winding lies in a position of almq:st zero. field .. Thus the value of flux linked by secondary·.'.
winding does not depend upon determinatfon of its diameter to a gr~t accuracy. · This is desirable
as it J~ difticult.to assess the effective diameter: of secondary winding because it has many layers. It is·
e.>s,ent;~r to use a multilayer secondciry winding in place ofa singte Jay~r winding in· order to have a
Jf(4'11fO,.lbly high value of inductance. ·
·· · .
2. Secondary Standards and 'Wotking~standards. .These, start~ards may.be fixed or vari~ble.
The requirements of .~econdary standards are that t.heir inductance· should. nof vary with time and
temperature and should be independe,1t of supply frequepcy. -. Their ditnensions need not be very
accurntciy determined.
·
·
flxed secondary standards usually consist of two coils wound on a marble or bard paraffined
wood former. The coils .are separated by a flange._ · ~he wire is of stranded cop~ri~. order to ~educe
effect of ·eddy· currents m conductors. After wmdmg, .·the cods and fortµ~~ are immersed 10 hot
paraffin wax.
··
·
· · · ·
· · · ···
···
. .
· ··

Variatle ~tandards are· frequ,ently use~ in.Jab~r~tories ~~ ~r~. kfl<>,wn ·as 'Jndu.etoineters' ..
They consist of hvo sets of coils, one fixed and other mov·able.&o:t~at the mutual inductance could be
. varied.
·
·
·
· · · · · "·
··
·
·
·
i

5·22. Standards of Self-Inductance

J. Primary Standards. rµe mutual inductance standard~ are generaJJyregarded ··as priD:lary'
standards of inductance as their valu~ can be known with gre~ter ac.curacy. Also the formula
necessary fo.r the cakulation of the exact vaJue of inductancefor primary standards of self-inductance
is very much complicated as compared ·with correspc>nding formula for mutual inductance. Hence
normally primary standards of self inductance. are. rarely prepared and 'the primary standard for
mutual inductance is taken as the primary.standard of self· inductance. ·
2. Se<!QndaryStax,dar.ds and Working ~tandards. Secondary standards of self~inductance are
construcied to have a nominal· value which is usually a simple fraction of I H. In designing and
constructing these standards all ~he. Pi:ecautions taken for constructing corresponding standards of
mutuaHnductan.ce are followed ..·
·
Coils foruse as secondary sta~dards arc wound with silk covered stranded copper wire. The
·
formers are made of marble. After winding the coils are immersed in melted paraffin wax for some
time.
·
·
s·23. Variable Inductances. Variable inductors are very useful in many circuits. The
priocipk adopted for. most variable self-inductors is the use of two coils, one fixed, and the other
movable in series, mounted so that tbe mut1,1al inductanc.e betyveen· them may be .va~led.; ·If Li and LIJ
are the self~jnd uctahces of two. coils and Mis the mutual iridtietarice between them,' the result~ng self..
inductance L is :
·
· ·
.
.
'

.· L=L1+L2±2M.
.
.
''

.

,Therefore: the inductance can be va.riedfr <?m . . .
..
.
L==L~ti2""""2Mto.L=Li'+14+2M. ·.
If the self-inducW.nces Qf the two coils are ~qu~l and they aie closely coupled,
i.e.
L1=L2=M.
In such a case the inductance can be varied from alinost a small value (nearly ~ero) to a
maximum of nearly 4 times the inductance of one coil. It is dear thaf all the:?· windings are always in
circuit and, therefore, the value of resistance remains the same over the complete range of variation

of L.

.

.

I

. .

l. Ayrton Perry Inductometer; · Fig. 5' 13 shows the constr~~tion of •l Ayrton Perry inducto;meter. The moving coil is mounted inside th~ fixed c~I. The moving coiJ is ®.: ~· sp(ndle . which also .
..

. ,: ;
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carries a pointer and a handle at the top as shown. .The scale can be graduated to read values of
inductan~
· ·
. directly.
.
.
..

This form of indilctometer can be cheaply and easily constr~cted for use as a variable

· inductance in cases where the induc~ance must be variable but not necessarily known.

Ifs disadvantages are that it produces an· external magnetic field which may effeCt 'the. values
of other units (instruments, inductors, resistors etc.) placed near it. Also its scale does not follow a
straight _line Ia~~ However, the shape of the scale can be improv~d ~Y properly shaping the coils.

I .

If-'"
I
I

Sp~rc1.1

Statfonar)'

(a) SECTION

I

Fixed

c.oil .

f b) PLAN VIEW OF
COILS

Fig. 5'13. Ayrton Perry inductom~tcr.

c =0·78r ·
d·; 2·2r
R:2;26r
r!" 0·61 r
f:~'~?:

Fig, s·14. Bwoks <wd Weaver in<luctometer.

2, Btookl'l and Weaver Ioductometer.. A diagram or cornmuction of thii> inductometer is
shown in Fig, 5'14. The middle disc has two link shaped coils set in it, and the top and bottom plates
each have a cdl with half the turns of the moving coil. The two groups of the coils are connected
with opposite polarities, that is when the flux direction.is upNard in the right hand coils, it is downward on the: left One Goil serv~s as the return flux path for the other and, therefr·re, the magnetic
fiehl does not spread out
The dimc::n0forn;l of the coils are specially chosen to gi -,e uniform scale and also to obtain as
n·i"">r
l'".J.11,,.!·i•··'""'
~lkl
UUi;,,4.\...1.-U:.·LiVV

:;,

.~

•,·

..-'

r,·•·,-.,1'b!,.·.
.a.-...·~

,.« 1 \..1.11.1

~JJ..,;<

Thi; Brooks inductometer i!f a great improvement over the Ayrton Perry type because it is
c0u1pact, bas high L/.R ratio and does not produce any exiernai magnetic field. Also the inductance
v,.,1•11·~ 1'·0-,rri.'f;nl' ··:ri"n1:'1('"'·i· ;'''"'n if H1e 1:nl,at>•s
"'arp a little.
'-'
'Ihis i£1duct~;.1nett'.J rnay be used as a variable self-inductorif the tixeci ,lnd moving coils ~re
connected in :1c~rie~s.and r.1 mutual inductor if the coils are in different circuits.
1 V;aiaM~ Viutual foductometers A short range variable mutual inductance can be obtained
by sepatating the :;~onaect1ons 1}f fixed and moving coils of the variable self-inductances described
(i.e.f the Aynon P:tNY v..nd the Brooks inductomet~rs).
,:1.u,,

~.;.A.h~,;o.:1 ••••

-'i."-·~·~.1,_,_"'

1

'.d~lia

J.J

••

Yt.
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Long range variable mutual inductances can be contructed with a movables coil to give values .
npto 1000 µH say. A series or ten secondary coils or 100 µHand a decade switch will extend it to
1·1 mH and a further decade will ~xtend to 11·1. mH. Two methods of doing this are shown in
Fig. 5' 15. In both the cases the position of moving coil c~p. ,9e adjusted to give zero inductance or
given negative value), This later feat.ores beiog very useful in 1drrie1·of the applications. .
OPERATING HANDLE
AND. POINTER

PRIMARY ANO
FIXED SECONDARIES

•

VARIABLE

SECONDARY
Fig. S IS•. Variable mutual inductometers.

1

.·5'24. Inductors for High Frequency Work. High frequency electronic circuits frequently emplo~· ·
inductances of the order of µH. . These. inductors are usually air cored coils consisting of a lar~e .
number of turns. But in case small turns .are to be· used to get large inductance values, high
permeability cores are used. The ferromagnetic cores for these inductors should have a low eddy .
current loss. Ferrite cores, made of high resistivity ferromagnetic materials are used at high
frequencies as their high resistivity makes the eddy cuqent loss smaller.

s·2s. Inductors for Low Frequency Work. Large valued inductors are made by having·a large
numbe.r of tu ms wo.und round a core made up of a ferromagnetic material like iron. · The magnetic
· properties of these materials are such that the magnetic flux density is increased appreciably. \In this ·
way inductances of several hundred henry are produced. The cores of iron-core inductors are
laminated in order ta reduce eddy current io,sses.
'
5'26. Frequency Errors in Inductors. .The induetors used for nieasurement purposes sboultt
possess a constant value, very small losses and small leakage. The equivalent circuit of an inductor
is the same as that of a resistor as shbwn in Fig. 5'4. The pure inductanco Lis in .series with resittance R (an impurity), with shunt capacitance C (also an impurity). The increase of frequency causes.
a more proportionate increase in impedance due to the inevitable interturn capaoitan~. The arrange..
ment becomes a resonating circuit with resonating frequency fo= l /(2"'VLC) ·Hz. · At this frequ~ncy
the inductor behaves as a pure resistor. At still higher frequencies the impedance becomes capacitive.. ·
Inductances for measurement purposes can therefore be used upto a frequency of 0·1 fa. Therefore,
the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 5'4 is valid for low and medium frequencies (wbi~h are far away·
from the resonant frequency). At these frequencies, the expression· for jmpedanre is ·given by
2
2
Z= R+jw[L(1-:w LC)-CR ]
(See Eq~. 5.3).
.

1+w2c2R2-zw2LCtw4V~c2

'•

L
(.

us

CIRCUIT .co:MPONBNTS,_ AND TH:61R ~lDUES

Jn the ,construction .of an indu~tor, the, resistance and capacitance components are kept to a.
minimum. 'fhe~efore, the terms w?. .C2R2. and CR2 which in~olve R and C can be neglected.

z- C-·R+EL(l-w 2LC)_

..

•

172~ 2LCtw~L212
I.

f

= ..

·

R+jwL(I ~w2LC)
(1-w2LC)2

•.. (S'lS)

'.

The e.ffective resistance is

R
R•ll=' (l-w2fC)'r

...(s· 16)

Using the binomial expansion

R•11 . R(l +2w2LC)

... (517)

The effective reactance is

.
wL(l-w2LC)
Xstt= ---(1 ~~ 2LC) 2-

... (5'18)

Using the binomial expansion
x.~1=wL(l +w 2LC)
· The effective induCtance is
Le11=L(l +w2LC)
.Eqns.·' S19 and s·20 show that both the effective· resistance and inductance of an iilJuctor
with frequency. The. annlysiS is a simplification and· can only be applied to low and
frequencies. .
·

··.

... (S'l 9)
... (5'20)
increase
medium

Example 5·4, . A coil has a resistance of 200 !l and an inductance of 1 H when meac;ured at ·
very low frequency.· The distributed capacitance is 200 pF. Find the percentage change in effective
inductance when t~is coil is u.sed at a frequency of 1000 Hz.
Also calculate the effective value of inductance. _
Solution: We have L=l·.H
- and
oo=2rcX 1000=2000rc rad/s.
From Eqn. 5'20 effe~tive. (equivalent) irid~ctance Le11=L(l tw 2LC)
·
.
Le11-L
.
Percentage change . L x lOO=w2LCx ~00
1

· =(2000rc)2x 1x2oox10-isx·10o=0'79%.
Effective value. of inductance Let1=L(I tw2LC) ·1 x 1·0079 = l '0079 H.
Example s·s. A coil has an effective ioductanceo·102 Hat 1000 Hz and 0·110 Hat 3000 Hz.
Find the value of inductance at low frequencies and also the· distributed capacitance. Find also. the
effective indudance at 2000 .Hz.
..

.Solution : FromEqn. 5'.20, effective inductance Le1l°=L(l +w2LC)
Thus we have,
O; 102-:-L[l f(2:c x l000)2LC]
·
. :o·uo =LU +(2:c x 3000)21c1

or

.0'.110.· J+36n2 x: J06£C
·]102-:-~r+4rc2x10Gic

From above we· get
LC=0'25X 10-9
Thus we have,
. 0'102=L[l +4n2 x 10s ¥~'25x IQ:J)
.The value of inductance low frequ~ncies
.0{101 H

at

The distrihµted .capacitance is C

isl;

02

~~1 ~~.

=2'475xlO:J F=2475 pF.

Effective inductance at 2000 Hz is Lst1=0'101[1+(2i;x2000)2xo·2sx 10-91
=0'105 H.
CAPACITORS
5'27. ··toss A.qle· and Power Factor.' A capacitor fails to pre~ent a· perfect a11d constant··
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capacitance at all frequencies due to.several efl:ec~. There are ohmic losses in the plates and connectq
ing wires, interfacial polarization and power loss in dielectric etc.. Therefpre, capacitor can be
represented by an equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. ·5'16 (a). Resistance represents the losses.

a

\

-· I

I
I

-l---~·

IR"'V/R

v

(b'I

(a)

Fig.

¢;

5·~c Caf)acitox:~quivaJent

circuit and phasor diagram. (Parallel representation)

In the case of air and most. other 'cases, the losses in the dielectric are very small and hence
capacito.rs using these dielectrics may be regarded as perfect
Fig. 5'16 (bi shows the phasor diagram of a dielectric when a voltage is impressed across it
V=applied voltage; V,
le =capacitive current ; A~
IR=Jtctive goinponent of current ; A,
e:~'''capacitance (for parallel represe11tation) ; :F,
R =resistance (fo.r paralJel representation) ; !J
r.u=2'it/; rad/s~
.
/=frequency of si1pply ; Hz.
Power factor of a dielectric is the cosine of the a.ogle between plrnsors representing the voltage acrosg
the cVielectric and the totai current through H: when 11. sinusoidal K<;. voitage fa. .applii;id acro::.;s it
Power factor cos ~==cos (90--~~) "'""sin 3.
ois called the loss
angle
of the capacitor. Tt1e value of ~ ii:: very sm.a1L
.
•
I>
..
:.
. sm ll=Urn o=o
.
r
· Ioss:--= VI·. cos (9. () -u1;.) = r;7
• o,.,.,,,
1>
V-·-·1;.
.HJ ·
'
Ii>
Die· Iectnc
r sm
sm
u~ = VJ
r o ~~an o.
00

<;>.

,,

•

0

.

.·. Dielectric loss
=wCV2 tan a

cos Q

... (5:21.).

/R
V/R
Also tan 3=- = -~
. lo
wCV·
.

.

1

c:2-·-----:-

wCR

Ir

,----I
1

.... (5'22)

Eqn. 5'22 is very useful for .
calculating dielectric Joss. It is clear
that the loss is determined by t_an 8
and therefore this item has great
importance.
.
The capacitor may be re· .
presented as shown in Fig. s· J7(a).
Thephasordiagram for this arrange~
ment is shown in Fig. s· J7(b).

I

I
I

I
I

I

I
j

J_ ' - -- --'·'V
we
(a)

(b}

Fig. S'.lt C~paeitor equivalent Circuit and phas<>r diagirnm
(Series repreStlntation).
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Cdequivalent series capacitance; F,
r= equivalent series resist~nce ; a.
I
J2
Power loss= VI cos 4'= VI sin 8= (J)C cos. 3 I sin 8= -C
tan 6
w .
I

.I

... (5'23)

Jr

tan 8= l/wC =wCr

and

... (5·24)

The power factor of· a capacitor is very good test of its quality. .A capacitor with a small
dielectric loss and small leakage will have a very low po.ver factor, i.e., a smali Joss angle. ·It is found
that power factor (or tan 8) is practically constant over a wide range of frequency. ·Tan a is also
known as dissipation f1Ctor of capacitor.
.
~
l ·==wCY
. . ~ 1actor
D.iss1pat10n
.D """ wCR.

5"28. ·Distributed Capacitance. Let us consider two points A
and JJ of a resistor as shown in fjg 5' 18. (a).
When a current flows through the resistor. there is a
difference of potentia? between A and B and therefore a capacitance
·must exist between these two parts as shown in Fig. 5'18 (b).
Also potential of A and B is ditrereilt from that of earth
and, therefore, capacitance must exist between these points and
earth as shown in Fig. 5'18 (c). Thus, a resistor should be
represented as shown in Fig. 5'18 (d).
Hence for any electrial equipment, capacitance must exist
between turns of a layer, between layers and also between turns and
earth.
·
These capacitances are kno\\n as distributed capacitances.
1'he values of these capacitances are quite small. The ~apacitivc
reactance is Xe= 1/2rifC and therefore, at low frequencies the
capacitive reactance is quite high and!, so, capacitive currents
are very small. Hence they do not effect' the current distributi.on.
But at high frequencies, the capacitive reactance becomes smaller
with the result, the capacitive currents become larger and the .
currents distribution is effected. This results in different values of
current flowing in different sections of the resistor and thus errors
are caused in.mea·surements.

... (5'25)

(a)

~

--i~·lc

I bl.

~

A.

B

5'29. Capacitance Standard!il

1. Primary Standards. This dimension of capacitance
in e.s. system. are [fL].' Thm the dimensions of capcitance are'
those of length if the permittivity € is taken as dimensionless. There·
fore, values of primary standards of capacitance· can be known
by measuring lengths. The dimensions of such capacitors should
'I
T
(d) 't
't
·
be very . accurately known in order that a primary standard is
. Fig. 5'18
constructed. Air is u_~ually .used as the dielectric a~ it' is the only ·
dielectric whose permittivity is definitely known and which is free from absorption and dielectric
loss.

II III
'I'

Three types of constructions have been used for primary standards:
(i) ·two concentric spheres .
(ii) two concentric cylinders
(iti) two parallel. plates with guard rings; ·
Parallel plate cQnstruction is normally not use~, T~e copccntric cylinder construction is
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Guar.d
ring

Fig. 5'19. Primary Capa~itance Standard.

shown in Fig 5'19. · The capacitance is calculated by assuming ·no fringing and hence a
guard ring construction is neces.sary. Guard
rings are maintained at the same potential as
the outer cylinder but are· not directly
connected to it. Any fringing takes place
between outer edges of guard rings and there
is no fringing of electrostatic field betweeen
· the outer and the inner cylinders, The "Upports
. are made of .insulating materials like quartz.

Tbe disadvantages of air as a dielectric in such capacitors are as follows : .
.
t. Its dielectric strength is low compared with solid dielectrics. This necessitates a com. paratively long gap between the plates.
·
2. Its dielectric coqstant ·.is small as compa~ed with solid dielectrics. This means that a
capacitor using air as dielectric medium will be larger in size.
3. Dust particles settle .in the gap. between ·plates and cause leakage troubles and, therefore,
precautions· such as .drying of air etc. have to be obse~ved.
4. There is no solid dielectric betw~en the plates to act as a spacer. But the plates must
be rigidly fixed in position by supports of solid _dielectric. Few solid dielectrics have been found
to be ~uitable for the purpose owing to their te~dency to warp and shift in position.
.
Air capacitors have extremely low losses, usually assumed zero, if the dielectric which supports
··the insulated electrodes is good insulating material and is placed in a region of low field strength.
·Therefore, air capacitors seem at first. consideration to be well suited as primary electrical standards.·
It has been found difficult, however, to secure the .extr.emely high stability n~eded for this purpose
Even carefully treated metal parts warp somewhat with time and so permanency is not that much. as
is desired i~ primary standards.
5.'30. Va.cuuru snd gas-filled c~pacitors
Vacuum and gas-filled capacitors are designed.
for lugh voltage and high frequency appJicatfons.
They are notaffccted by,variations in temperature, mositure content and humidity. They are .
rugged and their calibration holds good over Guard
l'*f.'.-,.-..t1-... L.V. terrnina\
a long range of time. They have low power · rings
--H.V. termiria·
dissipation
an·d· ···are not
permanently
---·
I
damaged by over-voltages' i.e., they are slef
'---.11 •--.J
I
healing type. Vacuum capacitors are manufacHigh pressUrQ
I·
tured with capcitance v~Iues ranging. from
I ,
Nitrogen
SO pF to 500 pF. The maximum voltage level
I
I
is IO.kV..
I
I
lnsulatiori
The breakdown strength of gases inI
creases in propo;tion .. to the pressure while
I
' ;"-----..u.i..-----'"-their dielectric' constant remains unaffected. The
~-"--------_-_-_......___
-.1-____
_
· high· voltage caoacitors are _therefore kept in
pressure vessels which are)i!led with nitrogen
Ser en·ed
compressed ~o a pressure of,ab.O}lt· 16_,atrriosphere.
. cable
Thse capacitors are used for voltages upto
1500 kV and have a value ranging from 20 to
Fig s·20. High. voltage capaicutor.
200 pF. ·A diagrammatic section of a high voltage capacitor, fitted with guard rings, and filled
with compressed gas is shown in Fig. 5·20.
.
·
2.. Secoodar~·standards and Working f~r Cap~citaoc~. S~condary standards and working
standards of capacitance . need not be provided with guard rmgs and their dim~nsions may

>
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not:be accurately known as their value is fixed after comparison with primary standards. However,
their capacitance ~hould not change with time and in order fo achieve this we should use materials
whic~. ~o not w~rp and so alt~r in dim_emi~ns. The., 1f.ll\tes shout~. be rigidly fixed in position. a~d ·
should not have any 8pprec1a1*. c.hauJe m length with change m temperature .. In order to gwe
rigid sur~ort to the capacitor plates, sqme solid irciuJating material may have to be used in plate
of air. SlJch capacitors will ooi l;)e free of dielectric loss. But by using mattrials such as fu~
silica, the loss can be decrease~.
A number of plates · may be used in place of two in order to get. large capacitance without
increasing the vol~me of capcitor. Capacitances upto o.·02 1-tF can be obt,ine6.

to

. These capacitors must be adequately screened
prevent the eflic/ of'(!f.tr magnetic fields.
The screen.is.normally connected to one of the main terminals but occasionaJJy · is brought out to a
separate terminal and the capacitor is then known as a "three terminal" capaci.
r. · ·
,. I
. Mica.capacitors tre used wllere large vahies of capacitanc~ are requited and .where dielectric.
loss 1s of QO unportance.
·
·
·
· 5·31, Solid DielC!ctric Cppacitors.. It is clear from Table 5'1 that by using solid dielectric
'materials wh~ch have a Jatge die.lc~rie qms~trt;than., vaeuum, air or. c~mpressed '-~ses tbe capa,cit~nce
.:al~t tin· be mcreased. Iii oth~~ words fot'5fUe . sa!J).~ value of capacitance, thf itze of the capacitors
.
. ·.. · 't~W·S.l.
·
Dielectde Coutu~ of· 'vuiqus Materials /
·
·

•

I

Mate"4i .
Argon (0°C,. l atm)
Hydrogn {0°C 1 atm.) .
Air (19"C, 1 atm.)
Air' (l 9°C, IOP atm)

·Benzene .(2o•c)
Methanol (20•c)
Water (0°C)
Water (100°C)
Paper

Glass
.Mica
·Nylon
Porcelain

Titan.bun, Dioxide

.

•

,

r

j . /Dieletrlc Constqnt
l'OC0545
1'000264
'1 "0006

1."0548
2~284

33'62
88'00
55·33

2·0

4'0-6'0
6"9-9'2

3·5
6'0:-8.'0
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can ·be tedtJQed. Several dielectric m~diums are used· in making cap~citors, the most common
of which are impregnated paper, mica and· polystyrene. Paper is not used for capacitors meant for
measurement work. Mica is used as a dielectric in the best working standards of capacitance. It bas'
a dielectric constant of about 8, its specific volu~e resistivity 10u 0, its breakdown voltage 100 kV/mm
and it~ co•efficient of linear expansion 5 ><10- 6/°~. However the performance of mica capacitors is
effec.:ted by change
in frequency.
.
· . ·
.. .
.Plastic 1film capacitors have \>lastic,, (e.g., polystyre.ne) fi!m 'as the· dfel~ctric med.ium and
electrodes are met41J film plates deposited directly on the d1electr1c. Polystyrene has a dielectric
constant of 2·4 and is not affected by moisture.
.
·
•
Plastic materials have very high resistivity and thus have high d.c. ·resistance. The d:,1ectric
los6es are low even at frequencies aa high u 1. Mffl~; The tetnpemture co-efficient is bet wee~ - t 00 tQ
..-zoo x 10-0 and ~heir m~xi~um operatin$ temperature is~$.·<;.
.
·
· .

rc
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Polystyrene capacitors are particularly suited for integrating and differentiating networks
. because of absence ofdielect~ic after effect. ·
.- ..
Ceramic Capacitors..These capcitors a.re widely used for instrumentat:on work as transducers.
They are manufactured the same way as the polystyrene capacitors. Capacitors with different
eeramfo dielectrics which is usually titanium dioxide are used for a varied type of instrumentation
applications. The type of capacitor to be used for a particular application depends upon the dielectric
.
.
constant of the dielectric material'u~ed and the response at various frequencies.
One type, with a dielectric constant ·between 6 to 16, has low dielectric loss even at fre~
quencies as high as 100 GHz. Another type, with dielectric constant of nearly 90, can be· made with
a wide range of temperature c<refficients which vary from +200 to -800x10- 6/°C.
'

.

I

~·

·
There is another type which has a ·dielectric constant between I000 to .5000. Thus this
.capacitor is tremendously small in size..
. ·
.
..
5·32. Variable Capacitors. Continuously variable capacitors, having air as dielectric medium,
Moving are. mu~ltiple type. · The shape of the plates is. mually semi-circular
plate
(Fig. 5 2l).
..
· There ar~ 'two sets of plates of fixed and the other moving. The
plates are arranged so that the moving plates can be . rotated in the
.air gap between the filed p1~tes. The capaeitance is varied owing to
variation of ·area of moving plate :interleaving with the fix~d plates.
The frame, stator rods, and rotor shafts are made of alloys of
alutninium
which combine the mechanical strength of brass with light
Fixed
weight.of
aluminium.
The plates are also of. aluminium, so that all the
platr
parts have the same tempe~ature co-efficient of' linear expansion. 'Ibe
Fig. s·2t. ·variable capacitor.
capadtor is pro\'ided with a slow motion worm gear device for high
0

accuracy i~ setting and reading.
.
.
,
The capacitor may be provided with a vernier degrer. scale and calibration chart or may be
calibrated to read directly in pico farad.
5·31 i)iecade Cspacihmce BoxetJ. In practice, decade capacitance·box.es are very popular.
Fig. 5·22 (a) shows a decade capacitor.· There are ten fingers in the moving ptate. When each
group of fingers is embraced within the fixed plates there ·is no change in the value of capacitance for
•maH angular movements. the capacitance angular displacement curve is shown in Fig. 5"22 (b).
This diagram clearly shows how well the condition of non-vari.atioµ of capacitance.for small changes
.

·1~1;;~·

l

1

t )

Fixed
plate

'1

i
I.

I

-~4t--t-t-1~-t-c.--f-l~-~--l--Jl..~

!

-

~+2t--t-+-~--t-c.--++-+--+--}L.~~

Movabl.e
plate -.......

•
l:
'

(h)

(a)

Fig. s·22. Decade capacitance bo~.
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In displacement is met. in practice. Speqial compensating techniq ~es are adopted to overcome the
fringing effects. The dotted curve in Fig. s·22 (b) is for an ordinary variable capacitor having the
same capacitance range and. linear capacitance law. It is clear from the curve (with firm lines) that
precise angular positioning of tho plates fa not necessary as the ten positio'ns, each located by a click
mechanism, provide a decade of capacitance.

Air i.s used as a dielectric medium for the capacitor and hence this is a low loss capacitor.
The capacitor has the advantage of being highly stable and the reading errors due to finely graduated
scales (as in the case of con~inuously variable capacitors are
eliminated). Thus a very high degree of precision is achieved
.l
in this capacitance box.
In modern practice decade boxes having three ,or
four decades giving capacitance values upto 1·11 µF and
11' 1 µF respectively in sters of 0·001 µF each are used,·
.
R · .. , ;~
· . 5'34.' Frequency Errors in Capaeitors; A.capacitor
. may be represented as shown in Fig. 5·23 . .rand L' represent
:
the· resistance and inductance Of h ads, C is a pure capaci1 '
tance shunted by a resistance R representing the dieJecttic 0' - - - - - loss. Thus the resistance, R, in the equivalent circuit will
Fig, 5'23, Equivalent circuit
have a value which is a. function of frequency. However, in
of capacitor.
the following analysis it ·Is assumed that the capacitor .
is to be operated at low or medium fr~quencies such thal .,i~·may ,~"considered as having constant
magnitude.
"
The impedance is :
.
· RllwC · · .·
R· . · ·
CR2
..:(5'26)
Z-rtjwL+ R+I/jwC =r+ ,1-J-w2R2c2 ~j~ . l- i+w(R2c2~ .

_JJ ·
1

1

f .

the effective reactance is
. _ 1_ ='cu

. ' fwC,11

or

J

Xe(1

[L·

l

·where 9e11=effective capacitance

jwCeti

CR2
1tw 2R2c2

J

J

.
·
wCR2
-w-C-e11- · -wL+ 1+w 2R 2C2

In acapacitor w2C2R2

is very large as compared toL

...
...

·Of

Ce11=

1-=2ic.

.... (5'27)

For medium frequencies, the value of effective capacitance may be written as :
.

•

C611~ C(I +w2LC)

.

.. . '

... (5'28)

At a frequency /o-.I/2nv LC, a resonant condition is produced. Under this condition the
reactance vaniShes and the capacitor behaves like a· pure resistor. It is therefore important that the
inductance or leads is kept to a minimum so that resonant frequency is high. The capacitor for
measuring purposes can be used only for freqµencies f <0'1. f o if an error of less than 1%is desired.

The effective serles re~istance (mediunl frequency)is:

R~11= r+·- 1+~R 2C~

... (5'29)
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.
·
The loss angle isJan
--.>.

2

I-<. 2£C
-wL-wSR2C2L)
a= (wCR
· r+w
. · ~ ·wr+lfwCR
:u
2R 2rC+R

~ •. (S'3Q)

At l<>w. frequencies, t~~cts of the aeries inductance L, and the series resistance rare negligible..
.-: .. Tb~- effe~~iv~ series resistance (low frequency) is

and the effective capacitance is

C11 =C+

R.11-

R, R...
1+w2c2 ..

002 ~R2

...

(.5'31)

••. (5'32)

The loss angle is also given' by tan 3. wCr+ w~i

.; .. (S'J3)

As the frequency applied 'to a oapaclWr is increased the values of capacitance and ta:n 3 show
. a fall in magnitude until the effects of indrictlnpe become important .when ari increase in loss angle ·
and effective capacitance occurs.
/
· · .
.
· . .··
·
··
Example S-6~ .The leads.
the pf~tes of a I00 pF capacitor have a resistance <>£ 0' S n a~d
an inductance of 0·3 µH. The dielectric.. losses at the operating frequency of- MHz .are equivalent to
a leakage path of Su,000 -0. Find the equivalent ·capacitance and the loss angle of the capacitor
at this frequency.
·
. Solution : Capacitance
C= lOOX 10-12 F.
Shunt resistance .
R-50,000·11
Resistance· of l~ads
r=o·5 Ct
Inductance of leads
L'-0·3x10-~ H. 6>-2n x 10x103 =20><~x10 6 radfs

to

\

'

"

.

From Eqn. 5'27 effective capacftance
Ce11~ l-~LC
(see Eqn. 5'27)
.. i00 x 10-~2 . ..
. . . . . . ' . . . 12
'
..
=__,I-.-=--(2o_x_n_x_10-..,,.6J2 x (0'3x.10-6)(100.x10~12) = 113'4 x_IO- F= 113'4 pF.

. •

.

·
R· . _ .
50,000·
·
Effective resistance Re11= r+ 1+w2 R2C2 -0~5+ 1t(lOi; ·~ J06)2 x (S0,000)2 x (loo x 10-12)2

.

. = 10.
. Loss angle 8~tan~8=wRef/Ce11=~0~X 106 X1X113'4t10-l 2
Loss angle cMiculated from Eqn. 5 33.
B=tan 8 .·

·

.0'0071 rad. =24'4'.

·

20re~ ioG x·100x10-12 x o·s+ 20~ xl06x10~x10-isx
50 ooo
..
'·
.

.

.

.

=0'00632 rad =21 '7'. ·
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
1. A coii has a resistance of 2000 0 8 ~d a sb~nt capacitance .of 30 pF. Calculate the va1ue or series induc•

tance to render the coil non-inductive over a reasonable range of frequency. .
[Ans. 120 µHJ
2. A 1000 0 resistor has a series inductance of S µH and a shunt capacitance of 20 pF. Find the effective
resistance and 1eac1ance at 20,000 Hz. Caltulate the phase angle and time constant of resistor at· this frequwcy.
\
.
.
[Ans. 999'68 o, '.'"""18'8 n. -1° S', l'Sx10-e II]
3. Ao inductive coil has a resistance of .1()() 0 and an inductance of ·3 H when measured at a ·very low
frequency. The distributed capacitance is 100 pf. Find the percentage ahange in effective inductance· when this coil
il·.used at 1000 Hz.
.
{Ans. l '2%]
· 4. A coil bas effective inductance of 2'1 Hand 2·1s H at frequencies of 2 kHz and 4 kHz respectively.
Determine the true value of,inductance. Also _determine the distributed capacitance.
[Ans. 2'08 H, 25'45 pF]
. · S. The resistance and inductance of leads of a 100 pF capacitor are 10 0 and 0'25 µH resp~ctively. · 'rtie
-.Use resistaoce'ili 100 k 0, find tbe value of ~if.Olive capaoitam;e, ~ft'~tive resistance and loss :aoaJe; The frequency
b. lOOK10' rad/a, ·
·
(A\1$!,>~~3_·is pF,1'1 0, o·s 0 1 .

iir.
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Analog Instruments
6'l Analog Instruments. An analog device is one in which the output or display is a
continuous function of time and bears a constant relation to its input.
The analog instruments find extensive use in present day applications although digital instruments are increasing in number and applications. The areas of application which are common to both
analog and digital instruments are fairly limited at present. Hence, it can safely . be predicted that
the analog instmments will remain in extensive use for a number of years and are not likely to be
completely replaced by digital instruments for certain applications.
_
6'2. Classification of Analog Instruments.. Broadly, the analog instruments (and for that
. matter digital instruments) may be classified accordfng to the quantity they measure. For example
an instrument meant for ·measurement of current is classified as an Ammeter while an instrument that
measures voltage is classified as a Voltmeter. Thus we have wattmeters, power factor meters,
frequency meters etc.
.
.
· .
· Electrical instruments may also be classified according .to the kind of current that can be
measured by them. Electrical instruments n1ay be classified as instruments for~
·
. (i) direct current (d c.), (ii) alternating current (a.c.), and (iii) direct and alternating current
(d.c./a c.).
.
. ·
.
Instruments depend for their, operation on one of the many effects produced by current and
voltage and thus can be classified according to which of the effects is· used for their working. The
various effects used are listed in Table 6' l on page 126.
·
··
The analog instruments are also cla . sified as : (a) Indicating, (b) Recording, (c) Integrating.
Indicating· Instruments are those instr!!gients which 'indicate the magnitude of a quantity being
measured. They generally make use of a dial and a pointer for thi's purpose. Ordinary voltmeters,.
· ammeters and wattmeters belong to this category. ·
, The analog indicating instruments may be divided into two groups ;
(i) electromechanical instruments, (ii) electronic instruments.
.
.
.
·Electronic instruments are constructed by addition of electronic circuits to electromagnetic
indicators in order to increase the sensitivity and input impedance.
·
Recording Instruments give a continuous record of the quantity being measured over a speci~. ·
fied period. The variations of the quantity being measured· are recorded by a pen (attached to th~
moving system of the instrument ; the moving system is operated by the quantity being measured) dh
a sheet of paper carried by a rotating drum. For example, we may have a recording ·voltmeter ih
a sub·station which keeps rec~rd of the· variations of supply voltage during. the day. .
·
.Integrating Instrum~nts totalize events over a specified period of tim~. The summation, which
they give is the product of time and an elect.ricat q~antity. Ampere hour ~nd watt. hour .(energy)
ineters are txamples of thts category. The mtegrat1on (summation value) ts generally given by a
register consisting of a set of a pointers and dials.
' ·.
.. ;
. The an~log instruments ~ay also be. classified on the basis of method used _for coi;npal-ing the .
unknown quantity (measurand) with the umt of measu~ement. The two categories of' mstruments
based upon this classification are : ·
.
·
.
1. Dirett Measuring Instruments. These instruments convert the energy of th~ · md~surand
directly into energy that actuates the instrument and the value of the unknown quantity' i!t meas•ired
or displayed or recorded directly.. The examples of this class of instruments are ammete~s, vot:.:wters,
wattmeters and energy metres.
. .
·
··
2. Comparison Instruments. These instruments measure ~he unknown quantity hv ·~omparison
with a standard .. lDirec~ measuring. instruments are the most commonly used in engineering .practice \ · ·
because they are .the. most simple and in~xpensive. Also their u,se makes the measurement possible
• - in the shortest time).. Tfie.examples of comparison type instruments are d.c. and a.c, briJaes.
1

i'!I

.

'

..

.
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Comparison instruments are used in cases· where a higher accuracy of measurell}entis required.
Electrical instruments may also be classified according to their accuracy class. The· limits of
intrinsic error in the measured quantity for instruments for various classes of accuracy* are :
Accuracy class
Limitsofcrror(Percem)

0·2
±0'2

0'5
±O'S

l'O
±1'0

1'5
±1'5

2'5
±2·5

s·
±5

· 6'3. Principles 1rf Operation As mentioned earlier secondary instruments may be classified
according to the principle of operation they utilize. The effects they utilize are :
(i) magnetic effect, (ii) heating effect, (iii) electrostatic effect, ·(iv) electromag aetic effect, and
( v) hall effect.
~. Magnetic Effect. Consider a current carrying conductor of' Fig. 6'1 (a), it produces. a
magnetic field in the anticlockwise direction.
We now have a uniform magnetic field as shown in Fig. 6'1 (b). Let the current carrying
conductor be placed in this magnetic field. The resultant· field· is as shown . in Fig. 6' l (c). This
results .in ·.distortion of magnetic field causing a force to act from left to right .f be ,reversal of
direction of the current will cause force in the opposite direction, i.e., from right to. left. subject to .
t~e condition that the direction of the existing ~eld remains the
'

a

same.

·

i

·

•I

(i
i

I
I

I

.!

i
l·

(a)
.
(b)
. (c)
frg. 6·1 .. Ma.1wetic effect of a current carrying coil.

Pi5. 6'2, l\ fognetic field prodn(!ccl by cnrrcnt
1

crHrylag comL

If we fo1~m the conductor into a coil, the magnetic field prndnced by r..::n(~:h tnnt c;f th,,; coil

add

up and the coiLwill behave as an imaginary magnet as shownin Fig. 6:2.

!Jim

Force ofAttraetion or Repulsion. Consider a current carrying (;Oil as shown in Fig. 6 :t H
produces an imaginary bar magnet. When a piece of sof!l iron whic!1 has not been previously rna,g~ .
uetized is brou~ht near the end of the C?il, it will be .at!:rac!:ed by the coil. Therefor(\ ff w1; pivot thf
soft iron on a ~pindle between two bearmgs and a cmt 1s mou~ted nieiar it, the fror.i piecf: wi.£1 swh11
info th~ C)il when the latter is carrying current. The· 1:1ffect is .utmzed in th~~ attraction type "t1f movin~~
irotl irls ti·arrient. ·
·
If we have ·two piece~ of soft fron placed near the .coihhe two wm be similariy m1:1gnet1zed
and there wit! be force of repulsion b~tw~en th 1~rn. Tb.is effecl: fo utilized in ''r~polsion type· moving
iron instruments."
Force between a Current. Carrying Coil and ~~ Per~ .
manent Magnet. Consider the coil of Fig. 6'3. It pro~ ·
duces an imaginary bar magnet when carrying current.
When a permanent magnet is brought near it, there will be r
y-·~
either a force of attraction or repulsion. If the coil is ~
~
mounted on a spindle between bearings, t.here will be a •
,
movement of the coil This effect is util.ized in permanent
·~·~.
magnet moving coil instruments.' ·.
·
,
· · Force hetween Two Current Carrying . Co.Us.
Consider twoouu¢pt carrying coils shOo/!lin Fig 6 4: Fot Fhi-. 6'3; Force between current carrying coil
the directions .of the cuHents shown~ the two produce unl!k~
and a penpaoeot ma\niet.
·*lS 6?36·191!
1

-r11-,r-.J L

"'

·•

bo

-·

l

...J.

12)
poles near each other and thus there is • force of attraction and if one of the coils is movable and the
other is fixed, there will be a motion ofthe movable coil.
.
This effect is utilised in the dynamometer type of instruments.
2. Thermal Effect. The current to b~
measured is passed through a small element which
heats it. The temperature rise fa converted to an .

aAt~::~~~~::u~1:t:::~~!:::b1::!~~se~~

FORCE
~ 4

-1'-

_:_I
1jN~~·_

two fs
-1_1._·I-.. ·.,·l.
·t[<r··_.1· J._· -1·1·.l.,.4.J
cussimilar electric conductors joined at ends to L. · .
form a close.d loop. If the junctions of the two
dissimilar metals are maintained at different temperatures, a current flows through the closed loop.
This current can be measured and is indicative of' . Fig . 6' 4. Force between .two current carry;ng coils.
the r.ru.s. value of the current flowing through the heater element.

emr by

..

-

-

i Electrostatic Effect. When two plates are charged, there is a force ex~rfod between ·them.
This force is used to move one of the plates. The instruments working on this.principle are called
electrostatic instruments and they are usually voltmeters. · . ·
·
. ..,:. Induction Effect. When a non-magnetic conducting pivoted disc or.a drum is placed In
a magnetic field produced by a system. of electromagnets excited by alternating currents, an emf is
induced in the disc or drum. If a closed path is provided, the emf forces a.current to flow in the
disc or drum. The force produced by the interaction of induced currents and the alternating magnetic
fields makes the disc move. The induction effect is mainly utilized for a.c. energy meters.
5. Hall Effect. If a strip of conducting material carries current in · the .presence of a transa
verse magnetic field as shown in Fig. t>S, an emf is produced between two edges of conductor.
The magnitude of the voltage depends upon the current, flux density and a property of conductor
called "Hall Effect Co~efficient"
Magnetic.
flux.

k

As. 6'S. Hall 4ffoot element.

. .. n~ emf may be measured after amplification.

Hall effect· elements are extensively uasd in

$·agnetjc ·measurements. thev can also be "Qsed for sensing of currentl

.....
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,Arwther instrument that uses Hall effect is Poynting Vector Wattmeter. This wattmetcr is.
used for measuring the power loss density at the surface of a magnetic material.

Table 6' 1 gives effects utilized by various types of instruments.
TABLE 6.1

J
Effect

Instruments

Magnetic effect

Ammeters,· voltmeters, wattmeters, Integrating m~ters.

Heating effect

Ammeters and voltmeters.

Electrostatic effect

Voltmeters.

Induction effect
/

I

A.C. ammeters. voltmeters, wattmeters,
--- --iniegrating meters.

/

Flux meters, ammeters and Poynting
vector wattmeter.

Hall effect

ELECTROMECHANICAL INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
.6'4. Operating Forces. Three types of forces are needeJ for the satisfactory operation of any
indicating instrument. These are :
_ .
·
·
(i) .De~ecting force,

(ii) controlling force,
-

end

(iii)

dam~ing

force .. ·

l. Deflecting Force. The deffecting or operating force is required for moving the pointer.
·from its zero position. Tbe system producing the deflecting force is c:tlled ''DeHectiog System'' or
"Moving System''. The dellecting force can be produced, by utilizing any of the effects mentioned
earlier.. Thus the deflecting system of an instrument c,)nverts the electric current or potential into a
mec~anical force calld deRecting force. The detle~ting system thus acts as the prime mover responsible fo_y deflection of the pointer.

2. Contrnllh1g Force. This fore~ h required in an· indicating· instrument in order that the
current produces deflection of the pointer proportion1l to· its magnitude. The sy:>tem producing a
controlling fore~ i5 called a "Comtr-Dlling System". The functions of the controlling system are :
1

.(i) to produce a force equal and opposite to the deflecting for~~ at the final ste&dy position
of pointer in order to make the deflection of' the pointer definite for a parti'cular magnitude of current.
In the absence of a'controlliag system; t~e pointer wi:tl shoot (swing) beyond the final steady position
fcf any magnitude of'cllrrent and thin the. deff~ction will be indefinite.
·
··
.

. ·.

'I

f

I

· · . (ii} to bring th·e m:wiag syst~m b1ck to zero when the fore~ c1millg the instrument to deffect

·is.removed

In the ah3ence of a controlling system the pJinter will not come b1ck to zero when
Controlling force is usually provided by springs.- ·-

I current is removed.

, 3. Damping Force. .When a de.flec'ting force is applied to the moving system, it deflects and
is should come to rest at a p:Bitiou where.th~ deffecting force is balance~f by the controlling for9e.
/

.

1

/

"
I

. IJ
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The deflecting and controlling forces are produced by systems which have
inertia and, therefore, the moving system cannot immediately settle at its final
position but overshoots or swings ahead of it. Consider Fig. 6'6. Suppose·
0 is the equilibiium or final steady position and because of inertia the moving
system moves to position 'a'. Now for any position 'a' beyond the equilibrium
position the controlling fo:;;e is more than the deflecting force and hence the
moving system swings back. Due to inertia it cannot settle at 'O' but swings
to a position say 'b' behind the equilibrium position. At b, the,defiecting force
is more than the controlling force and hence the_ moving system a.gain swings
ahead. The pointer thus oscillates about its final steady (equilibrium l position
with decreasing amplitude till its kinetic energy (on account of inertia) is dissipat~
Fig. 6'6
ed in friction and therefore, it will settle down at its final· steady position. If ·
extra forces are not provided to "damp" these oscillations, the moving systerr. .
will take a considerable time to settle to the final position and hence time consumed in taking '
readings will be very large. Therefore, damping forces are necessary so that the moving system comes
to its equilibrium position rapidly and smoothly without any oscillations. ·
·6 5. Constructioaal Details
Moving System. The requirements of a moving syste·m are that:
(i) the moving parts should be light
(iii the frictional forces should be minimum.
These requirements shouid be· fulfilled in order that power required by the .instrum~nt for its
operation is small. (The power expenditure is proportional to the weight of the moving parts ·and
the frictional forces opposing the movement). The moving system can be made light by using
aluiminium as far as possible. The frictional forces are reduced by using !!. spindle .mounted between
je~el bearings and by care(ully balancing the system.
.
·
Supporting the Moving Element. The force or torque developed by the moving element of an
el~btrical instrument is necessaril) small in order that the power consumption of the instrument be
kdpt low so that the intl'oduction of the instrument into a circuit may cause the minimum change in the
existing circuit conditions. Because pf low power levels, the consideration of various methods of
supporting the moving element b~comes of vital importance. With the operating forces being small,
the frictional forces :must be kept to a ,. minimum in order that the instrument reads correctly and is
not erratic in .actien and is reliable.
·
6'6 Types of Suppo.rts. Several types of supports are used, depen4ing upon the sensitivity
required and the operating conditions to be met.
Support may be of the foUowing· types :
(i) Suspension
(ii) Taut Suspension
(iii) Pivot and jewel bearings (double)
1. Suspension .. It consists or' a fine, ribbon shaped metal filament for the upper suspension
and coil of fine wire for the lower part (See Fig. 7' 1). The ribbon 1s made of a spring material like
berrylium copper or phosphor bronze. This coiling of lower part of suspension is done ~n order to
give negligible restraint on the moving system. The type of suspension requires careful leve]Jing of
the in£trument, so that the moving system hangs in correct vertical
position. This construction is, therefore, not suited to field use ·and
is employed only in those laboratory applications in whic!i vuy great
sensitivity
is required. In order to prevent shocks to the suspension
Spring
Suspensfon
during
transit
etc. a clamping arrangement is employed for supporting ·
tension
ribbon
the moving system.
Movc.ole
element
Susper.sion
ribbon

Spring
tension

· ,__ fig. .··6·1.
Taut suspension. •
.··

2. Taut Suspension. Suspension type of instruments can only
be used in vertical position. The taut suspension has a flat ribbon
~uspension both above and below the moving element, with suspension
kept under tension by a spring arrangement (Fig. 6'7 \. The advantage
of this suspension is that exact levelling is not required if the mo~ing
element is properly balanced.
Suspensions and taut suspensions are customarily used in. instru~
ments of galvanometer class which require a low friction high sensitivity

mechanism. But actually there is no. stddt 1ine of demarcation between

1
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galvanometers and other indicating instruments. Some sensitive wattmoters, and electrostatic
voltmeters also use fle~ible suspension .
. Ribbon su~pensions, in addition to supporting the rµoving element, exert a controlling torque
when twisted. Thus the use of suspension ~esults in elimination of pivots, jewels and control springs
and, therefore, pivotless instruments are free from many defects.
3. Pivot and Je~cl :Bearings. The moving system is mounted on a spindle made of hardened ·
steel. The two ends of the spindle are made coni~al and then polished to foim pivots. These ends
fit conical holes in jewels located in the fixed parts of instruments
{Fig. 6'8). These jewels, which are preferably made of sapphire
Pivot
form the bearings. Originally natural sapphire was used but ·now
J~wrl
synthetic sapphire is being used. The combination of steel and
sapphire gives lowest: friction. .
It has been found that the frictional torque, for jewel
bearings, is proportional to area of contact between the pivot and
jewel. Thus the contact area between pivot and jewel should be
small. . The pivot is ground to a cone and its tip is rounded to a
hemispherical surface of small area. The jewel is ground to a cone
of somewhat larger angle. The pivot may have a radius at tips
from 0·0125 mm to as high as 0·075 mm depending upon the weight
of the mechanism and the force it will encounter. The radius
Fig. 6'8, Jewel heiring.
of the pit of jewel is somewhat longer so that the contact is in the
form of a circle. The contact area should not be too small otherwise the stress (which is load per
unit area) will exceed .the crushing strength of the material of pivot. The pivots of many modern
instruments are loaded nearly to yield point of steel.
.

We can have a~ idea of the stress produced if we consider a moving element weighing 30Q mg
resting on the area of circle Q005 mm diameter. The Joad produces a stress of about 150 x W6 N/m 2
or I/6 of the crushing limit of the steel. Moreover, if the instruments are subjected to shocks, the
- dynamic effect may cause the stress to be two. or three times or more the static value. It is easy to
visualize that rough handling of the instrument may deform the pivot and crack th~ jewel. JeweJs
are sometimes spring mounted (F_ig. 6'9) to lessen the likelihood of damage
.
because of shocks, and its bottom is also rounded.
1
· ~
Instrument bearings are used dry. Any lubricant, such as oil,
..
\~J~
would be of. questionab.le value in. the first place and would.soon cause
7 /'~ _;~
.
/··
trouble because of gummmg and by collected dust.
~
It is true .to say that ~ood class. io.struments of this ~~struction
are robust and rehabl~ m. ~e~v1ce, but It ts a fact tha~ most rnstrum.ent
~/',
~efects are.'due to excessive friction caus~d by damaged p1~ots and/or dirty
~::.;,)
. Jewel bearmgs, and d.ue to damaged or drntorted control spnngs.
.
'
. 6'7, Balancing. In order that the wear on the bearing becomes
uniform· and . symmetrical the centre of gravity of. weight of moviag parts
. should coincide with axis of the spindle for all . positions of pointer and
there are no out of balance forces, This also ensures that the deflection
is unaffected by the position of the pointei- and there are no reading errors.
. .
The balance can be achieved by using balance weights carried on
Fag. ~ 9. Sprmg. loaded
arms attached to the moving system. The use of balance weights is
Jewel heart g.
'II
d m
. .p·tg. 6·1O. Tbe balance
.
.
. . . is
. a'd.Justa ble
1 us Irate
wight
whose. pos1t10n
compensates for the weight of pointer and any other thing attached to the moving system.

·f

·. ///j)-?3Jk

i

.

1

A cheaper ruethed is to replace balance weights by a wire wound_ roun.d and soldered to the
balance arm~. Once nxec, the degree of balance is not adjustable in this case._
·
When determining the. magnilude of weight~ and the-distances at· which they are placed, we
must consider -their effect on the moviog system. A small weight at a .large oistance increases the

.

~
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moment of inertia and necessitates a large damping torque. A large weight at_ short distance, on the
other hand, increases the weight of moving system. A compromise is usuaUy made.
6'8. Torque/Weight Ratio. The frictional torque in an instrument depends upon the weight
of moving parts. If the weight of moving parts is large, the frictional torque will be large. The
frictional torque exerts a considerable influence on the performance of an indicating instrument.· If
the frictional torque is large and is comparable to a considerable fraction of the deflecting torque the
deflection of the moving system will depend upon the frictional torque to an appreciable extent. Also
the deflection will depend on the direction from which the equilibrium position is approached and
will be uncertain. On the other hand, if the frictional torque is very small compared with the
deflecting to1que, its effect on deflection is negligible. Thus the ratio of deflecting torque to frictional
torque is a measure of reliability of the instrument indications and of the inherent quality of the
design. Hence (deflecting) torque/weight ratio of an instrument is an index of its performance, the
higher the ratio, the· better will be its performance.
'
If the deflecting torque is expressed in terms of a force which, acting at a radius of 1 cm,
produces full scale deflection, the ratio of this torque to the weight of moving parts should not be less
than o· 1 as far as possible.
6'9. Control Systems._ The deflecting system of most of the commercial instruments is
mounted on a pivoted spindle, the quantity being measured producing a deflecting torque proportional
to its magnitude. There are two types of control system.s which are used for such a mounted system ~
(i) Gravity control.
(ii) Spring control.
l. Gravity Control. In this. type of control, a small weight is placed on an arm attached to
the moving system. The position of this weight is adjustable. This weight produces a controlling
torque due to gravity.

l

/).:
.

I

'I
I

'1
I
I
I

,...

~l

~f:j-

w

~

Fig. 6'10. Gravity Control.

WSin 0

™

Fig. 6' lO(a) shows the pointer at zero position. In this case the control troque is zero. Suppose
the system deflects through an angle e as shown in Fig. 6· IO(b). The weight acts at a distance'{ from the
centre, the component of weight trying to restore the pointer back to zero position is W sin 0.
Therefore, controiling torque is:

wbere

Tc= W sin 0x I= WI sin 6
=Ko. sin 6
KP= WI~ a constant..

... (6'0
9 ••

(6'2)
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Thus the controlling torque is proportional to sine of angle of deflection of moving system. The
controlling torque can be varied by simply adjusting the position of control ·weight ·upon the· arm
which carries it.
·
It is obvious that the instruments employing gravity control must be used in vertical position

in order that the control may operate. The instruments must be mounted in level position otherwise
there will be a very serious zero error. For these reasons, gravity control is not suited· for indicating
instruments in general and portable instruments in particular. The system is obsolete now.
2. Spring Control. A hair spring attached to the moving system (Fig. 6' 11) exerts a control·
ling torque. The essential requirements for instrument springs are :
(i) They should be non-magnetic.
(ii) They should be proof from machanical fatigue'.
(iii) Where springs are used to lead current into moving system they should have a small
resistance, their cross-sectional area must be sufficient to carry the current without ·a temperature rise
which effects their constant. . They should also have a low resistance temperature co-efficient.

A number of non-magnetic materials like silicon bronze, hard rolled silver or copper, platinum
silver, platinum-irridium and German silver have been used but have not been found satisfactory owing
to some reason or the other. For most applications phosphor bronze has been the m.ost suitable material ·
·except in instruments of low resistance (like millivoltmeters). In this case some special bronze alloys
having low resistance may be used with some sacrifice in mechanical
quality.
Flat spiral springs are used in almost all indicating instruments
as the space required by these springs is less than for other types.

Fig. 6'11. Spring Control.

One form of control spring mounting is shown in Fig. 6'11.
The inner end of the spring is attached to the spindle and the outer
end carries a spigot which engages in a circular disc surrounding the
jewel screw .. This disc carries an arm which is slotted and splayed
out at the end. The purpose of slotted extension arm is to allow the
spring to. be coiled or uncoiled slightly, so that the pointer may be set
at zero. The slotted arm is actuated by a set screw mounted at the
front of instrument and, therefore, zero s.etting of the instrument can
be done without removing the cover.

By making the number of turns large, the deformation per unit length is. kept s~all on full
scale deflection. The controlling torque is thus made proport10nal to the angle of d.etlect10n of the
moving system.
·
For a flat spiral spring, the controlling ,.;troque developed by deflection is :
, T = E bt3 0 N-m
' ... (6'3)
G
121
E= Young's modulus of spring· material ;
where

"' N/m2,

b =width of spring ; m,
t=thickness of spring ; m,
!=length of spring ; m,
0=angular deflection ; rad.
E, b, t, l are constant for a prticular spring.

Tc=K6
·
E bt3· N/rad

where

K=w

Fig. 6'12. Plat spiral spring.

...(6'4)

... (6'5)
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=a constant called ''spring constant" or control constant or· "torsion constant" or
''restoring constant";
.

.

The Springs snould be stressed well below their elastic limit at maximum deflection of the
instrument in order that there is no permanent set .or that no change in deflection (or zero shift) wiJJ
oc.cur from inelastic. yield.
.f

Maximum fibre stress

Jma:»=
'

Combining Eqns. 6'3 and 6'6, we have

6Tc NIm2
iiii

+ f~w
=

·

.... (6'6)

~.

... (6'7)

For phospbJr bronze, the maximum allowable stress is /ma~= 30 MN/m2, and E =120 GN/m2
109
.From this,
J_ 120 x • !_ = 2000 0
t
30x106
2
·
Therefore, for a foll scale deffectton of

8

==i

T~ ' TI

=3000.

Hence in order that the material is not over-stressed the rati'o of length to thickness of the
spring strip should not be much less than 3000. Some designers use a ratio as low as 2100 (for a
maxhnum defle~tion of90°) for por.table instruments. For switchboard instruments, whose indications
are of lower precision, a ratio as low as 100) is sometimes used. The ratio b/t may be as high as 30/l
but is generally greater than 10/1.
.
·
.
Fatigue in springs may·be avoided to a great extent by proper a~nealing and ageing during
manufacture.
.
.

In order to eliminate the effect of temperature variations upon the length of the spring, two
springs. coiled in opposite directions are used. When the moving system deflects, one spring is
extended while the other is compressed.
.

Comparison between Spring and Gravity Cpntrol. The dis~dvantages of gravity control have
been mentioned earlier. Its advantlges, when compared with spring control,· are ;
(i) It is cheap.
(ii) .The control is independent of temperature variations.
(iii) It does not deteriorate cwith time.
. .

.

.

.t

,

·:/'. ,_,,:;~ .

Let us see the effect of the two types of controls on shape of the scale. Conma~n instru':.
ment in which the deflecting torque is directly proportional to current beins measured/"' Therefore, deflecting torque
Td= Kal
where
/=curr~nt being measured
and Ka=a constan~.
If the instrumentis spring controlled, the controlling torql!e Tc 7'" K8 · .
where
8=angle of deflection
.
and K=spring constant.
At the equilibrium position, the detiecting torque is equal to the controJling torque or"° TIJ =-Ta:
ot

K9=Kal

where

'

·x

8= Kd I-K'l.I

Kd.
K2=a constant=-.
,
K ·

Th,er~fore, the deflection is directly proportional to current (the quantity being measured) .
throughout th~3.vhole range of scale~
·
If th~ i~um~nt is $ravity controlled To= Kp sin 0,
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For equilibrium positiOn

or Ko sin 6= Kai
• 0=·Ko
KrJ I =.n..2
v 'I
sm

or

••

Suppose a current lmarr, produces a deflection of 90° in both the cases, then a current of lmax/2 would
produce a deflection of 45° in the spring controlled instrument If gravity control is employed, we have
1
sin 90°~K2' lmax
or K2 =l/Imci"'
..
when
l=lmax/2,
6=sin-lK2 /=sin-1 [(l//maw)(/maro/2)]
=sin-1 (0'5)=30°.
Thus, while a current lmaro gives a deflection of 90°, a current of lmax/2 gives· a deflection of 30t. This
means that a gravity controlJed instrument does not give a uniform scale.
Hence a gravity control, taken on its merit, gives a cramped (compressed or crowded) scale
at the lower end. This is a disadvantage when the pointer lies at the lowe11 scale values, as these will
not be accurately read. ·
Example 6'1. The control spring of an instrument has the following dimensions ~
Length of strip=370 mm ; thickness of. strip= 0'073 mm, width of strip=o· 5l mm
The Young's modulus is 112'8 GN/m 2• Estimate the torque exerted by spring when it is
turned through 90°.
·
1

Solution. Fr.om Eqn. 6'3, the controlling torque Tc=

~~~

3

6

112'8X109 X(O' 51x10-a)
X(0'073 X 10-3)3 X.!!_
.
2
1'9x10-9 Nm.
= -------··. -12x370x10-3

· Example 6'2. The deflecting torque corresponding to a deflection of 60° is I00 x 10-6 Nm
in an instrument. The ·control is exerted through two phosphorus bronze springs. AJlowing a
maximum stress of 65 MN/m 2 and ~aking the Ya~ue of mod~lus of. el~sticity as 112'8 GN/m 2, calculate
suitable dimensions for control s~rmgs. 'fhe width of s;mng strip ts 1 mm.
·
Solution. There are two springs and, therefqre, each spring exerts a controlling tcrque v,.bich
is half of the deflecting torque.
, ':
. torgue of. each sprmg
. .!,.,,o""-. 1000 x 10-6 .500 x 10-6 Nm.
. . Controlbng
2

=

From Eqn. 6'6, maximum stress
bt2

Tc.
fmaro

Tc
fmaro= 6 bt2

6 x 500 x 10-6 -46'2 x 10-12=0'046
'3
65x10- 6
mm

Width of spring b = 1 mm, so t 2

0'046 -=0'046 mm 2•
1

:. Thickness of spring t=0'214 mm
:Deflection
0= 60° =n/3 radian
·
Ebt3 ·
Ebt 3
From Eqn. 6'3, controlling torque Tc-:-0 or length of spring l-· 12Tc 0
121

_ 12'8x109 x(l x 10-8) x (0'_214x10-~l~ x--~
,....
. 12 x 500 x 10-6 .
. . ~

=O 192
m~=
mm
- . 192
. .

f
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Example 6 '3. The· deflecting torque of an ammeter varies as the square of the current
through it. If a current of 5 A produces a deflection of 90°, what deflection will occur for a
current of 3 A when the instrument is :
(i) Spring controlled (ii) Gravity controlled.
· Comment upon the results.
Solution : The deflecting torque varies as square of current
•••
Ta=Kal 2
(i) Spring control :
fa spring controlled instruments, the controlling torque is proportional to deflection
or
Tc=--~ KO.
For equilibrium position,
Tc=Ta
pa~sing

L

or

•
KO=Ka12 or

Ka ·2
9=x
1•

Let the deflections for currents h and 12 be 01 and 92 respectively.

..

2

01 /1
92=
122

or _02=61 (!2/Ii)

2

. . Deflection produced by a current of 3 A, 02=90" X(3/5) 2 =32'4°.
(ii) Grtnity control

For gravity controlled instruments the controlling torque is proportional to sine of ansle of
deflection.
Ta= Ko sin 8
.
sin 81 --,h2
Proceedmg as above -:-::--- = .,, 2sin 0a · '2
or
sin 82=sin 01x(I22/Ii2)=sin 90 X(3/5)2=0'36 :. 92=sin-1 0'36=21°1°.
9

The scale is non"uniform for both the (llses. This is due. to deflecting torque being proportional to
square of quantity being mr:asured. However, the scale is more cramped at the lower end in the case
of gravity control. ·
Example 6'4. A weight of 5 g is used as the controlling weight in a gravity contmlfod
instrument. Find its distance from spindle if the deflecting torque conesponding to a d~fllection of
60° is 1'13x10-s Nm.
.
.
__
·
Soletion : Deflecting torque ~ue to a weight is Ta =mg sin 0x d
where
d =distance of the weight from spindle.
d
. T~
=
1·13 x rn-s.
.,.
f:
· mg sm 0
5X10-s X9'81 X sm 60° =o·o.,. 66 m = 2u'G mm.

l ..

6'10. Damping Systems. The damping torque should be of such a magnitude that the
pointer quickly comes to its final steady position, without overshooting.
·
·
If the instrument is underdamped, the moving system will oscmate about the final steady
position with a decreasing amplitude and will take some time before it comes to rest
When the moving system moves rapidly bu~ smoothly to its firml steady positfon9 the.
instrument is said to be critically· damped or dead beat.
If the damping torque-is more than what is required for critical d11mpfog, the i~romen~
is said to be overdamped. In an overdamped instrument, the moving systf!m moves slowly to itt11
final steady position in a lethargic fashion. · The readings are very tedious to take,
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Fig. 6' 13 · illustrates the way
an· underdamped, an .overdamped and
a critically damped system moves to its
final steady positi~n.
The damping device should be
such that it produces a damping torque
only_ while the moving ~ystem · is in
Underdamplng
motion. To be effective ·the damping5
_
Critical, damping
'torque should be proportional to the ~
Velocity of the moving system but in= ~
Overdampil'lg
dependent of the operating current. ii!
It must not effect the controlling torque ~
or increase the static ·friction.
.
. The· methods for producing
damping torque ate: ·
(i)"air friction ··damping,
TIME
l!l'D>
(ii) fluid friction damping,
fig. 6'13. Damping.
(iii) eddy current damping and
(iv) electromagnetic damping.
1,. Air.Friction Damping. Two types of air friction damping devices are shown in Fig. 6' 14.
The arrang·ement of Fig. 6' 14 (a), consists of a light aluminium pi~ton which is attached
to the moving system. This pis.ton moves in a. fixed air ch&.mber which is closed at one end. ·
The clearan.ce between piston and .chamber walls is uniform throughout and is very small. When ·
there are oscillations the piston moves into and out of an air chamber. When the piston moves into
the chamber, the air· inside is compressed and the pressure of air, thus built up, opposes the motion
of piston and hence of whole of the moving system. When tbe piston moves ·out of air chamber,
pressure in the closed space falls, and the pressure on the _open side of piston is greater than on the
other side. Thus there is again an opposition to motion. . .

t

. , Spindle
\\;,

(a)

arrangeme~t

-

Fig. 6'14. Air friction dampiog,

(~),

1.

~~~\'.:\~
\ !1\

i'.\,

\1~~~ 1 whic~·~<.w~s

quad~

The
of Fig. 6'14
c?nsists of an. aluminium
in a·
rant (sector) shaped air chamber. This air chamber is a recess cast m a bakelite ·moulding o.diecasting. · The chamber is completed by providing a eover plate at the top. The alumini~m
piston should be carefully fitted so that it does not touch the wall otherwise a serious error will' be
caused in readings.
·
,
. .2. Fluid Fr.iction Dampio~. T~is for~ ?f damping is sim!Iar to air .friction damping. Oil
.
t§ used m place of air and as the v1scos1ty of. oil ts greater, the dampmg force 1s also correspondingly
· greater.

us
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A disc is attached to the moving system [Fig. 6~1s (a)],· this disc dips into an .oil pot and ·~
completely submerged in oil. When the moving system moves, the disc moves in oil and a frictio~
drag is produced.. This frictional drag always
·
opposes the motion.
·
lnstrumenf
In the arrangement shown in Fig. 6'15(b),
spindle
a number of vanes ·are attached to the· spindle ..
These vanes are submerged in oil and move in a
vertical plane. This arrangement gives ·a greater
damping torque.
3. Eddy Current Damping. · This is also
known as electromagnetic damping. When a con,
ductor moves in a magnetic field an emf is induced
in it and if a closed path is provided, a current
Disc
(known as eddy current) flows. This current
interacts with the magnetic field to produce an
Damping oil
electromagnetic torque which opposes the
Vanes
motion. This torque is proportional to the
strength of the magnetic field and the current pro·
(a)
(b)
duced. The current is proportional to emtwhich .
. Fig. 6'15. Fluid Friction Damping.
.
in tum is. proportional to velocity of the conductor. Thus if the strength of the magnetic field is,
constant (if it is produced by a permanent magnet), the torque is proportional to velocity of· the
conductor.
4. Electromagnetic Damping. The movement of a coil in a magnetic field produces a current
in the coil. which interacts with the magnetic field to produce a torque. This torque opposes the
movement of the coil and slows the response. The magnitude of the current and hence the damp·
ing torque is dependent upon the resistance of the circuit to which the instrument is connected. Tbe
electromagnetic damping is used in galvanometers.
,/
Comparison of Methods of Damping. Air friction damping pr.ovides a· very simple and cheap
'method of damping. But care must be takeri. to see that the piston,·~s not bent or twisted otherwise
it will totlchthe walls of the afr chamber thereby causing serious ..~rtors due to solid friction which is
thus introduced. This method is used in hot wire and ffioving i~n instruments.
Fluid friction damping has the advantage that the oil w1iich is required for damping, can be
used for insulation purposes in some forms of instruments which are submerged in oil. A vane
moving in oil instead of air does not require the same small clearances to give effective damping and
therefore this method is suitable for instruments such as electrostatic type where the movement is sus..
pended rather than pivoted. Another advantage of fluid friction damping is that due to the upthru~
of oil, the load on bearings or suspension is reduced thus reducing frictional errors.
The disadvantages of fluid friction damping are that it can be used only for instmments which
are in vertical position. Also because. of creeping. of oil, the instruments cannot be kept clean.
Hence this ,type of damping can be used for laboratory type electrostatic instruments and there
are obvious difficulties in the way of its application to portable instruments.
.
Eddy current damping is the most efficient form of damping. It is very convenient to use in
instrum,ents where a metallic disc or a former and a permanent magnet already form parl of the
operating system. For these reasons this method •s used in hot wire, moving coil and induction·type
in$truments. This method cannot be used in instruments where introduction of a permanent magnet
required for producing eddy currents will distort the existing magnetic field.
·
·There are two common forms of damping devices :
(i) A meta) former which carries the working coil of the instrument.
(ii) A thin aluminium disc attached to the moving system of the instrument~ This disc moves
in the field of a permanent magnet.
6'11. Eddy Current Damping Torque of Metal Former. Fig. 6' 16 shows a metallic former
moving in the field·of a pe1manent magnet.
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Let_

B=strength of magnetic-field; Wb/m 2,
(I)= angular speed· of former ; r~d/s,
l =length of former ; m,
:
t =thickness of former ;· m,
b=width of former ; m,
d= breadth of former ; m,
p=resistivity of meterial of former, Q m.

Linear velocity of ;ormer v =

~

(t},

FORMER

N

---

d

Emf generated in the former
.

w

=2 X Bld - =Bldw

2

.

Resistance of path of eddy currents
Re= resist~i!y~ength = p X 2(ftd) .2p(l+d)
·
area
b >< t
bt
Eddy current
fig, 6' lP ~ddy current damping by
·
Ee
Bl dw
Bl bt dw
metal former.
le= Re =1Pf!+d)/bt = 2p(l+d)
Bl ht d·»
B2/2 ht dcu
... (6'8)
Damping~force Fn=Bll=B X 2,p(itd)- X l=-'2p(l+d)- newton
B2l2 ht dw
B2J2 d2 bt<u
... (6'9)
Damping torque Tn=Fu xd=Tp(l+d)- x d= - p(!+d) newton metre
2
.
Tn B2/ 2d2 htw B2/2 d2 bt
_
·Dampmg C·)nstant Kn=-;;; = 2p(l+d);;; = 2p(l-hl) Nm/rad s 1
... (6' JO)
It is dear from above that the damping torque can be varied by changing t, the thickness of
metal former.
(}'12. Damping Torque of a Metal Disc. Let.
B=flux density of magnetic: field; Wb/m2, ·
t=thickness of metallic disc; m,
b =width of permanent magnet.; m,
d=depth of permanent magnet ; m, .
p=resistivity of material of disc ;· Dm,
w=angular speed of disc.; rad/s.
It is not possible :to attempt an :exact solution
of the problem a~d hence only an approximate
..
solution i$ given.
'I
Considering the _emf induced in the portion
-- - I
I
under the pole face . .Let
,I
...
R=radius measured from centre of pole to
centre of disc; m.
: . Emf induced in the portion below the
magnet Ee =Blv=BdRw
Resistance of eddy current path under the
r-~

.

pd

pole =bi

Fig. 6' 17, Eddy current damping by metallic disc.
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Actual path of eddy current is not limited to the -portion of the -disc under the -magnet but i~
greater than this.
Therefore to take this factor into account the actual resi~tance is taken as K times pd/bt.
Resistance of eddy current path Rs= IS.:/ t4
where

K=a constant which depends upon radial position of poles.

le= Ee - _B d R 00-=B Rb t
R(J - K p d/ ht
Kp

Eddy-c_urrent

Damping force

.
Fn = B

Damping torque Tn=

Rbt w
xB---------Xd
Kp

Ct>

B2 R d b t w
·
newton
Kp

.. (6'11)

B2 R2 db t w
K
newton metre
p

... (6'12)

-

Tn B2 R2 db t
Damping constant Kn= -w Kp
Nm/rad s-1

- ~

I

... (6'13)

From Eqn. 6'12, it is clear that the damping torque can be changed by changing R, i.e., the
radial position of poles with respect to the centre of the disc,\
6'13. Peli'manent Magnets. Permanent magnets are made of hard materials, i.e., materials
which have a broad hysteresis loop (large co-ercive force) so that they are not subject tQ self·
demagnetization.
\

In order that the voJume of the permanent m,agnet is small, the prrduct (BH)ma-x of the mateQ
rial used should be ]arge.
Two general groups of the permanent magnet materials are the "old type'' such as carbon
steel, and other steel alloys that contain chromium, tungsten and cobalt ; and the "new type" such as
aluminium nickel .cobalt alloys like Alnico, Alini, Alcomax etc. which are extremely hard and must be
produced by sintering and ceramic magnets of which barium ferrite is the chief constituent. Table 6'2
gives the data for magnetic materials used for permanent magnets. ·
·
TABLE 6'2.
Permanent Magnet Materials
Value of iJ for

----------------Value of H for

Wb/m~.

Co-ercive force
A/m

10% Carbon steel

0'9

4,000

0'6

2,600

l,560

6% Tungsten steel

1'05

5,200

.0·1

3,150

2,625

35% Cobalt steel

09

20,000

0'6

13.000

7,800

Alnico

o·s

40~000

0'56

24,000

B,500

Alini

0·55

46,000

0'36

28,000

Alcomaxm

1·2s -

54,000

095

40,000

Afoomax IV

1·1

60,000

Material·
I

Remenance

(BH>mo't

(BH)maro

~-J

l

o·s

j
--

43,000

I

34,400

---·-------- - - -... ·------

One of the major requirements of a permanet magnet are that.its strength should not change
with time, i.e., there should be no ageins effects.

,,
.f
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. 6'14. Pointers and Scales. Instrument scales and pointers may be considered together in two
classes :
(i) those intended for reading quickly (in the case of switchboard .ins ruments at a distance),
1

and
(ii) those intended· for close accurate reading.
However, in all cases, the weight and inertia of pointer must be reduced so.as to reduce. the
·load on the bearing and to avoid necessity of excessive damping torque.
The point~r motion is limited by buffers or stops to a tittle more than the scale. These stops
are constructed as very light springs so that the pointer is not bent when it strikes them sharply on a
sudden overload or reversal of the operating current

Switchboard and Panel Instruments. Measuring instruments- for switchboards have a square
The pointers and s~ales for these instruments should be so that the position
of the pointer is conspicuous, the scale markings are legible and there is contrast with the background.
Poitit¢rs are usually broad or carry broad targets as their ends. · Aluminium strip or tube is used for
. making pointe~s and 'A' type of construction is used to give rigidity.
The scale is generally printed on the enamelled surface of a metal plate or on paper or card
board pasted to a metal plate. Scale markings are usually broad.

or a rectangular front.

Portable Instruments. · Portable instruments usually have knife edge pointer moving over

scale marked with fine lines, usually not wider than knife edg'e· may be formed by flattening the end or
a light aluminium tube or it may be· a thin flat strip carried at the end of the pointer. If the ·pointer
and scale are in different planes, observational errors may result on account of parallax. The errors
due to parallax arise-due to the line of sight being in an oblique plane direction. The parallax errors
r.an be avoided by-usrrlg knife edge pointers and scales mounted in the same plane as the tip of
pointer.

6'15.

Recording Instruments

Recording instruments are used at places where a continuous record of circuit conditions is
required. This record may be used for future reference.or co~putation work.
The indicating instraments described earlier give a continuous indication of the measurand>
but they require ·the presence of an operator to observe ·variations· in magnitude of readings. With
the ever-increasing emphasis on automation, continuously recording instruments, in particular those
designed to record permanently the variations in the quantity, are finding many applications.
To cite an· example a particular type of recording ·instrument is obtained by modifying. the
construction of an indicating instruments. This is done by repJacing the poin~er and scale of the
·normal indicating instrument by a light arm carrying an ink pen. The ink pen deflects to give an ink
record ori a paper chart which is wound at a constant speed by a clockwork mechanism from one
roller or drum to another, or by a small synchronous motor run from the mains. The path traced
out by the pen gives a continuous record of the variations of deflection of the instrument.
The different types of recording insfruments are described in a subsequent chapter.
6'16. Integrating Instromentr
These instruments are used to measure and register total energy being supplied to a circtait
in a given interval Of time. This is done irrespective of the rate at which eg,ergy is consumed.
A watt~hour meter is an example of Integrating type instruments.
.Watt hour meters. Watt hour meters measure the- e~~rgy supplie(t:fP<a circuit directly in watt
hour. These meters .are provided with a circuit which is:excitGd b;1 theNoltage and, therefore, the
operating torque is in part, due to a current proportional to the supply valtage.
.
·
Integrating meters ~~n be classified as : .
(i) Clock type
(ii) Motor typ,e. • . .
. ....
. (ii) Clock
·l\'.ieters.-.
They_·._consist of a cl~ck• mechani·sm having two pendulums. Ther~ are• two
'-c;·. ••
•
".·· •

.
I

--
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sets of coils, one energised by the current tarried by the load and the other by the voltage across the
load. The correct coils are fixed but the voltage coils are carried by the pendulums. The pendulums
·are subjected to magnetic pull when swinging past the ·fixed· coils; This interaction causes one
pendulum to accelerate and the other to retard. The resu)ting difference in time period of the two
pendulums is made to give an indication proportional to the energy;
Clock meters are very costly and are seldom used.
(ii) Motor Meters. These meters are universally used for nieasuremen.tMenergy. The motor
meters consist of three main parts which differ in detail according to· the und~ng principle of the
motoring action utilized, which may be similar to that of a si'mple a.c. or d.c. 'tifotor.
·

These patts are : ,
(i) Operating System. This produces a torque proportional to .the current or power and
makes the moving system rotate.
.
.
(ii) Braking system-This produces a braking torque proportional to the speed.of the rotation
and thµs causes the meter to tun at a steady speed The speed is ~uch that the braking torque is
equal to the opet'ating torque. The braking torque is generally provided by eddy currents induced in
a metallic di.~c moving in the field of a: permanent magnet.
(i!i) Registering system-The moving .system is carried on a spiQdle. The spindle has a worm
cut out on it and this worm engages a train of wheels with the help of a pinion. These wheels are
caused to rotate when the spindle rotates. The spindles of the wheels in the train carry hands which
move over the dials which register units, tens, hundreds and so on.
·
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
1, An ins!rument spring made of phosphor bronze strip bas a length of 400 mm, a Vlidth of

o·s

mm and a

thickness of 0'08 111m. · If the modulu~ cf elasticity of phosphor brorze is taken as 120 GN/m 2, estimate the torque
exe1ted b~ the spring for a aefiection of (a) 60° (b) 90°.
[Ans 67x10.- 6 N-m, IOX io- 0 N·m]
2. 'ibe control torq~e cf an indicating instrumeq is exe1 ted by two flat spri• gs. The'full scale torque is
40X 1c-6 Nm for a deflection of 90°. The modulus of elasticity and the maximum stress for the spring material
are 100 GN/m 1 and 20 M N/m 9 respectively. Calculate the number of turog required, and the thickness of one
spring if its width is 7·5x10-s mm and its mean diameter is 110 mm,,
· [Ans,'10.lil'. ; 0'18941 mm]
3. A permanent magnet moving coil instrument bas a f ult scale ·deflec.tion of 90° for acurrent of 2 A. find
the cunent required for a defl·ction of 30• if the instrument is (I) spring controlled, (ii) gravity controlled.
[Ans. i) 0'67 A (II) I Al

I

., .. •••• \<...... ••

.;:"

7
Galvanometers.
7· i. IGtroductfoim. A galvanometer is an instrument used, for detecting presenoo of small
currents or voltages in . a closed circuit ·or for measuring their magnitudes. Galvanometers find·
their principal application in bridge and potentiometer
measurements where their function is to indicate zero current.·
Therefore, a galvanometer in addition to being sensitive,
UPP~R
should have a stable zero, a short periodic time and nearly
SOSPINGION
critical damping.
7"1.. D'ArsonvaB Galvanometer. This instrument is
· very commonly used in various methods of resistance measure·
COIL
ment aud also in d.c. potentiometer work.
7·3, Comistrnctioo of d' Arsomriill GalvaDometer
The construction of a d' Arsouval .Galvanometer is
shown in Fig. 7'1.
·
·
FORMIR ·
!
N
1. Movilflg Coit It is the cnrftmt carrying element.
t
It is either rectangular or circular in shape and consists of a
number of turns of fine wire. This coil is suspended so that - - - . . C:::;~:;;;JI
it is free to tum about its vertical axis of symmetry. It is
~OWER
. arranged in a m.11iform, radial,· horizontal magnetic field in
SUSPt!!NS«iC>N
the air gap between pole pieces and armature (iron core) of
a permanent magnet. The armature (iron core) is spherical
d ----11!'1
in shape if the coil is circular but is cylindrical if the coil iS
rectangular. The length of air gap is about 1·5 mm. In
some galvanometers the iron core is omitted and the coil is
m~de narrow to decrease the air gap. Such a galvanometer
is less sensitive, but its moment of inertia is smaller and the
periodic time shorter.
·
N
2. Dmm1~hug. There is a damping torque present
owing to production. of eddy currents in the metal former on
which the coil is mounted. Damping fo also obtained by
connecting a low resistance across the galvanometer terminals.
Fig. 1·1. d'Arsonval Galvanometer,
Damping torque depends upon the resis~nce and we can. obtain critical damping by adjuating the
value·of resistance as explained later in t~is chapter.

L

s
-=::=::..l

s

3. Sm1l11P~imsfon. The coil is supported by a fiat ribbon suspension whic;h also carries current
to the coil. The other curmmt connection in a sensitive galvanometer is a ooHed wire. This fa
called the lower suspension and .has a negligible torque effect. This type of galvanometer must bt
levelled carefully so that the coil hangs strai_sht and centrally without rubbing the poles or the soft
iron cyffnder. Some portable ga1vanometers which do not require exact levelling have "taut
suspensions~' consisting of straight flat strips kept under tension for both top and bottom .
•I

The upper susp©nsion consists of gold or copper wire of nearly o·o 125 or 0'025 mm diameter
rolled into the form of a ribbon. This is not very strong mecbanicaUy, so that the galvanometers
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. must be han,dled carefully without jerks. Sensitive galvanometers are provided with ccil damps to
take the strain from suspension while the galvanometer is being moved.
_
.
4. Indication. The suspension carries a small mirror upon which a beam of light is cast.
The beam of light is reffected on to a scale upon which the deflection is measured. This scale is
usually about 1 metre away from the instrument, although 1/2 metre may be used for greater
compactness.
5. Zero Setting. A torsion head is provided for adju~ting the position of· the coil and also
for zero setting.
.
·
7'4. Toi·que Equation. Fig. 7' 1 shows the dimensions that enter the torque equation ofa
galvanometer;
I= length of vertical side of coil ; m,
1 et 'd=dength of horizontal side (width) of coil ; m, _
N--= riumber of turns in: the coil,
·
B =flux density in the air gap at the coil position ; Wb/m2,
· i=current; A,
.
·
K =spring* constant of suspension ; Nm/rad, .
0F= final steady deflection ; rad.
Force on each side of coil=NBil sin Ci.
rx=angle between ·direction of magnetic field and the conductrr.
where
The field is radial and, threfore, rx=90°
Hence! force on each side
=NBil
... (7'1)'
Deflecting torque
Ta=force x distance=NBild
. =NBAi newton metre
... (7'2)
A=ld~area of coil ; m2.
where
N, B, A are constants for a galvanometer.
...(7'3)
.·. Deflecting torque
Td = Gf newton metre ·
where
G=NBA=NBld
... (7'4)
G is called the displacement constant of the galvanometer.
. Controlling torque exerted by the suspension at deflection 6r, is Tc= K0F
For final steady deflection,
Tc=Ta
or K0F=-"'Gi
- Gi ra d'.
0F.=K
...(7-'5)
Hence
tan.
If the deflection is measured on a

mm scale kept 1 metre a way and if eF is
smaU, the deflection d (see Fig. 7'2.) is

given by: ·
·
d= Od=radius x angle turned by the
reflected beam

· =100<)X20F"'"2000y
Gi

e

... (7'6)

This is. because if the deflection
is el!', the mirror turns through an angle
6:ir while the reflected beam turns through
an angle 20F.
For a large angle (20F above 5° to
10°), Eqn. 7'6 is not accurate, and we
si:10uld write
... (7'7)
d=IOOO tan 201!' mm.
"I'S. Dynamic Behaviour
of
Galvanometers. We nave considered so
far the steady state ,relationship of deflec·
tion, current, number of turns and so on.

tOOOmm

LIGHT

SOURCE
ni;: 7·2. Measurement of deflection with

-

lamp and scale auangement,

*/(.is ~nowq by various !lames li~e control conatant, restorin( cons1~nt an<! stiffness.

-~--~-~

·";.
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When we pass curre!lt through a galvanometer it does not reach its steady state deflection immeqiately
but there is a time interval or period of transition during which the moving system of the

galvano~

meter llcllects from its initial position to the final steady state position. The dynamic behaviour of
the galvanometer during this period is examined by the equation of motion. It shouJd be emphasized
here that this equation of .motion with suitable modifications of constants, is applicable to most
. clectricul indicat-ing and recording instruments, electromechanical oscillographs · and to many instru~
·. ments of strictly ni'echanical ·actuation. In fact it is .the most important equation in engineering
mathematics This equation helps us to study. the problems relating to speed of response, overshoot
ard damping.
Let . us first consider the constants of a galvanometer. These constants are known as
"Intrinsic Constnnts 1'. .
..
.
.
.
.. ·.
·
(i) Displij.cementConstant. The deflecting. torque is given .bY Ta~Gl (S:ee Eqn. f3)
wbere G is th~ di.splacem.eilt constant of the galvanometer and i~ equal to NB/d; · . . . ·. ·
.
The units of Gare.Nm/A. .
·
· · ·. .
· ·
' .. .
·
· .·
(ii) Inertia Constant.· A retarding torque is. produced owing to inerti~ of.moving system. . ·
This torque is dependent upnn the 01oment of inertia of moving s~stem and the a·ngu.lar acceleration. ·.
u
·.,· . ·:
d2
Inertia torque
· T;=J 2
... (7'8)
'

'

'

where .

~

.

'

'

a·

t

J moment of inertia of moving system about the axis of rotation; kg-m2,
0~deflection at any time t; rad.
J is als.o called the ''inertia conda nt".
(ii/iJ Damping'Constant. · b~m.ping is pro~ided ·by th~ fr~ct~on du~· to motion. of the c~il

.
in the air and also. by induced electrical effects tf a closed ClfCUlt IS provided.' Damping torque JS
assumed to be proportion~} to ve!~mitr. of the. movin~ syste~. .This.is. true for electro-magnetic
damping and _is at least a fair a~prox1~atio~ for air dampt~g (which ts .usually· a. small part of. t~e ·
total). We. shall stUdy damp1hg .actton" 1n, greater detad rn Art. 7 15, but for the present we will
lump the two effects together. .
· ·· '\
'
d9
Damping torque,
TD=D dt.
...(7'9)

D=damping constant; Nm/rad s- 1 •
. (iv) Control Co~stant. . A cootrolli~g tor.q?e is pr,~~uced due to elasticity of the system which
tries to restore the moving system back to its or1gmal position.
:.
.
Controlling torque · Tc. KB, ·
where. ~;:=~ontrol constant, N-m/rad.
where ·.

·
7'6. Equation ·of Motion. ·There ~re_fou~j,torque~ :,acting on. the moving syst~m. Deflecting
torque Tt1 tries t9 acce~erate the system w.h1le ~nett!~. torque Ti, d~mpmg .torque Tv and tlie control
torque Tc. try to reta.rd: th~ system (See Fig. 7 3). .· .
·
·
· Therefore, for any deflection Oat any instant t,
,

1

·'

.

·

.

. Tt+Tn+To:==Ta

ol

J

a2e . ·

da : .

.

dt2 .+ D df+;KO~Gi .·

... (7'10)

We have now a linear, second degree differential equation whose, solution is the ·sum of a
· "complementary function" representing a transient condition and a ''particula,r ,integral" representing
the steady state condition.
·. ·
. "·
·
2
Complementary Function. The auxiliary equa~ion is Jm +.Dm+ K-~o.;· .:
The roots of this equatio11 are : .
.
. · -D+v jj2=4)(j -..... D,+ Dt.-4 K._'J
mi------ and m2=
. 'IJ
..

v

21
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Thus
where A and B are constants.
\
Particnllilr Integral. We pass a steady current· i through the galvanometer ..

Under steady state conditions ;;: =0,

' ·~·(7'.11)

;: =0, and 0,=Bll' .

'"

Puttingthe above conditions. in Eqn. 7' 10, the final' steady state deflection ~s :
Gi
8F = -

... (7' 12)
K
'",
1'hus, the complete solution1of differential equation is 0=A em 11+,µ em 2t_+eF
\... (7'13)
· Now OF is the final steady deflection and the term (Aem 1t+ Bemit) represents a motion
, which may or may not be oscillatory; We can teJI the type of behaviour from the ·form .of the 'I> roots
' m1 and m2. There are three possible cases.
·

Ca~I

D2<4KJ

, . · For this case, the two roots m1 and m2 are imaginary. Thus under these conditions the
_ motfon is oscillatory. The galvanometer oscillates about its final steady position with decreasing
amplitude before fina1ly settling at its final steady positfon. The galvanometer is underdamped in this
ca~L.

D2=4KJ
1n this case both the roots are real and equal. The galvanometer under these , conditions is
called critically damped. The motion in this case is non-oscillatory and the final steady deflectiOn
is reached in shortest time without any ovetshoot.
Case III
D2>4KJ
In this case both ~he roots are real. The _galvanometer is called overdamped under these
conditions. The motion is non·oscillatory but the galvanometer reaches its final steady posjtion in a
sluggish manner.
·
Case ll

Galvo.nometer
,..,. Coil

Inertia_ ct 20
Torque. - 1dt2

j

Damping

de

Torque =- 0 rt

1

Controlling .

· · Torqu_e

K8

Fig, 7'3. Torques acting on galv.ariorneter, moving system.

7"1. Underdamped Motion of a .Galvanometer. The motion of a galvanometer is unJer:damped when.

_,,'''
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Under these conditions both the roots rn1 and

m2

are imaginary and may be written as :

' - -D+v D2 -4KJ = -D+v (-1) 2-x4KJ-D2
--21 '
21

m1 - ----

V
4Kl~D 2
=-2J ]
2J
D +.

=-

ix+J·

w

and m

2=-

D . V4KJ-jj2
.
21-J -2J~-=:-cx.-1w.

Putting the above values in Eqn. -7'13, we get :
6=A e<-cx.+jw)t +B e<_;_a.-jw)t

+aF=e .:__ti.I

[A ejwt +B

e-~jwt] +eF.

Since e±fwtis complex and ais real as it represents a physical quantity, it automatically follows that
A and B must be complex..
Let
A =a+jb
and B=c+jd
6=e-ott [ (a+jb) ejcut +(c+jd) e-jwt ]+eF.
=e-rt.t [(a+jb) (cos wt+j sin wt)+(c+jd) (cos cut-j sin wt)J+OF

+aF

=e-cx.t [(a+c) cos wt-(b+d) sin wt+j(b+d) cos wt+j(a-c) sin wt]
'
.
. .. (7;14)
Since eis real and therefore the imaginary term of Eqn. 7'14 must be equal to zero for all valut:s of t.
Hence, for .all values oft ~
(btd) cos wt+(a-c) sin wt=O
L\t
wt=O,
b+d=.0 or
b=~d.
At
wt=re/2,
a-c=O or
a=c.
..
A-a+jb
and
B=a-jb.
Thus we conclude that A and B are complex ~mnjugate pair.

We can therefore, write Eqn. 7'14 as
and

Let

. .,,.I.
a=- F sm

...

F=2,Y (a2tdi)

2

a.... 2 e-(1.t

[a cos wt+d sin wt 1+011'

F
·.1..
· d- -= 2cos_
.,,.

a.

and

Hence we can write 0=F e-«t [sin ,P cos oot+oos

7

~sin wt ]+oJ!'

G· =F e-«t sin (oot+~)+e]j'

-D,
CJ =F

e 2J

... (7'U)

[sin {wat+~)]+8F

wa=angular frequency of damped oscillations

where

... (7'15)

... (7'17)

v .4KJ-D2 - rad/s
21

... (7' 18)

Let us evaluate 011' and~.
At
t=O,
0,,.;o,
Putting this condition in Eqn. 7'17, we have O=Fsin ~+eF
or

have:,

- -6F

sin ~=---r

... {i)

Since 0F and ~ are positive quantities, Fis a ne~ative quantity. Differenting Eqn. 7' 17, we

1:

-
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-D

-·I!_
Vt [[sin
lit- '1J F e

dB

At

-D

(wdt+~ ]+Fe 21 ·t [COS

((1)11t+t/i)

J

Wd

d0

dt=O.

t=O,

-D

Substituting this in the above relationship 0= y F sin P+ F wa cos ~

..

tan t/>=wa.

V4KJ-D 2

-

•

2J

Substituting the value of sin

2J
D

... (7'19)
V4KJ-D2
=--jj-

2J
D

if>

f- F ) x ( ...... ~ )+F wa cos~
2

Now

--a}J'[- 4j2wd2+
D2
4J2 wa2

,/4:Kr-=152

W<1=-··----·-_-2l-···-

or cos if>=-

~~) +( . . . 2-!wu.- · ~ff

From (i) and (iii), we get ( F=

... (7'20)

in (ii), we have

0=( 2

or

... (ii)

]!

r

6

2J!va · _} ...(iii)

=1

... (iv)

.

.'

Substituting the above values of F and~ in Eqn. 7'17,

... ('7'22)
-- D

=OF[ l ·--

.

.· ( .v--;ff<J=f,2- .. ·. ~ . "/ 4F,:;::..,1:ir)J
2v -kJ 2T t sm
---------c· t+tan 1
---·---.. / ------ .. .. e

V 4KJ-D2

2J

·

D

... (7'23)
When a current is suddenly passed thro~gh the coil of an underdamped ga.lvanometer, the
moving system will start from its zero current position and then oscillate about its final steady state
position O]l'. This oscillation would be an attenuated sinusoidal motion. The angular frequency of the
sinusoidal component of this motion is w.d. The frequency of this sinusoidal component (called
frequenoy of damped oscillations) is

.J''°d= ~
2n = _!_.
2rc vW:-152
. 2J

_L= 2rc -=2~\I 4KJ-D'
u

and the time period is: Td- fa

wd

... (7'24)
... (7'25)

7'8. Undamped Motion of a Gilvanometer. . The undamped motion of a galvanometer k
·obtained when there are no damping ~orces i.e. when'/> =O'. Such a case is.not possible under practical.
working conditions, but the·properties of the undamped galvanometer are used in expressing its motion
under actual. operating conditions.
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- __ From Eqns. 7'18and1·21 for D=C we.get: angular frequency

and·

wn=·'\/-j--

' .. (1~21)

F=-6F
The frequency of undamped (called natural or free) oscillation is :

- fn=

1
~=-J _Jf.

2ii

... (7'28)

2TI: A/ J

and the free period of osciJiations is

••• (7'26)

To=), =2rc J-f

..

(7'29)

-~0 -tan-1 oo=90" (See Eqn. 7'20)
Substituting these values in Eqn. 7'17, we have :
... (7 30)
0=-6F[sin (wntt90°)]t01i'=01r(t-cos wnt)
Thus the motion of the undamped galvan<;>meter is an oscillation around 0F with a constant
amplitude 0F and a frequency fn.
·
.·
and

7·9. Critically Damped M~tio11 of a Galvanometer. The critical damped motion of a galvaao·

meter is obtained when
Under this condition the roots m1 and

m2

of the auxiliary equation are equal.

mi =mz=-D/2J
D

.

----- t

The solution in this case is - 0=0F+e

21

; ... (7'31)

[At Bt]

-. where A and B are ~constants. The values of A and B can be found as under :
Differentiating Eqn. 7'31, we have, .

-~:

.

-

D

=f- ~ ·e. -2I

1

·

D

1

.

D

[A+Btl+Be -ii } =e -y

1
[-

f,

J

(A+Btl+B

... (7'32)

At
t=O, we have 0==0 and d0/dJ ==0
Putting these conditions in Eqns. 7'31 and 7'32

. --D
,
A+B :. A=-61r .and
21
' - .
~_)) - t
. H.~~c~ the solution is ff= eJI'[ l -e
2J ( 1+ ~ t ) J
0=0FtA, 0=-

,;,(7'33)

... (7'34)

Now for critical damping D=Dc=2v' KJ
- where. Do=damping constant for critical damping.
Under critical damping conditions

]!_ = 2y'fi
2J

2J

IK 'V J -Wn

...{7'35)

A

· ·For a critically damped galvanometer: 6=0F(t-e -wnt (ltiJJnt)

J

-... (7'36)

· For critical damping the pointer quickly moves to its final steady position without any oscillations.
The curve for critical damping is shown- i_n Fi~. 6'13~ _It is clear fr.om Fig. 6' l3 tha.t the time taken
1
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by the· coil to reath its 'final steady position is smaller in the case of critical damping than that for
over-damping.
Response. If.we examine Fig: 6' 13, we find that an underdamped galvanometer causes
a great waste of time .as the coil settles to its final steady position after oscillating about it. .An overdamped galvanometer represents a very_ sluggish behaviour and loss of time. A critically damped
galvanometer. represents an. arrangement that takes the coil to its final- steady position in the
minimum time ·that is. possible without overshooting. the best operating conditions are attained
with a galvanometer that is either critically damped, or slightly under-damped which Jiia,y even give
a faster response. · .
.
.
..
· .If the damping is slightly less· than the critical value the galvanometer swings a little beyond
· final position on the first swing, but comes to rest soon.
·
·
.
.

· 7;10. Operational Constants. We have derived the galvanometer equations in terms of the
intrinsic constants. J, I) and K. These are basic physical constants and are important for a designer.
But'unfortu~ately, to a user, the.se are not known and also their evaluation is difficult. The user
is interested in the.so called "operational _constants,,. These are the· sensitivity, the critical ·damping
resistance, and the time period.
.
.
.
·. 7·11. Relative Damping. The. damping of a galvanometer is expressed most conveniently
with critical damping case.
.
· :
.
.
·· The damping ratio is defined as .the ratio of the actual damping constant to the damping
constant re·quired for critical damping.
... (7'37)
:. Damping ratio ~=D/Do
... (7'38)
But . Dc=2v KJ
~=D/2.y' KJ
. D ·D . I K .
... (7'39) .
Now . 2J
KJ. 'V 7=~6>11 .
•

I

=zv

A

... (7'40)
... (7'41)
... (7'42)

We have : -:;.

2

v'K.J

=

..

. y4KJ-D2

Now

2'\/J{J
. ;;;- v4KJ-JJ2

~ I. KJ· ~

'V

21
Wn
-.
2 =<Oci
1
v'4K -D

1

<On

Wn

·

v' I D2/4KJ

1

But

.... (7'43)

Dc=2v KJ

1

;;--Vl-D2/Dc2 ---v-1---~~2

... (7'44)

F.rom Eqni· 7'44, we get wc1=<»11v'1-~2
... (7'45)
Substituti~g the valves of different quantities listed abt>ve, we can write Eqn. 7'23 as :
. 6i;::6ir[ l- ::
I

••

-e. [

e -~wnt

1-vb;.

. sin

(<i>t1t+p)J

.
. -V'i=Rf
1
t. -~"J sin{~·i+mn- · i" )]

.

. .,.(7'46)
... (7'47)
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... (7'48)
To fa Wei
·Now--=-=Ta fn
Wn
27t~

Wd
But -Wn

~wn=--

Also,

-·-

=~ 11 _Y2
V . ~

... (7'49)

.

To
Substituting the above values in Eqn. T 47, we get :
-2:t~t

0 0[ I
=

Jr

' -

1

vl-~2·

-i--· Sln'
. r( r-:v
2r;
--·
l-~2ttsin-lyl-~2

e '

II

-2n~t

= 0F[ l -

T1 e -;_t;;. sin
. ( -2nt.
To
. Td

--~

+sm. _1 -.T.- )]

)J'

... (7'50) '

... (7'51)

Ta

It may be noted h~re that t~is equation.describes the. ~a!vanometer m~tion in terms of opera·
tional constants, i.e., relative da~pmg, free penod, and sens1t1v1ty (the last bemg implied in BF).

-~

.
7·12. Logarithmic Decrement. The time·· required for the deflection to reach a maximum
value may be obtained by putting dA/dt=O. Differentiating Eqn. 7·47, we get

d6
~Wn
~~wnt • ( ...L -1 V 1--~2-)
.dt=
VJ-e
.
e
SID (l.)dt,-·tan -~~--2
-'W<1

·
-1 v' 1- ~2 )
e ~(J}nt cos ( rodt+tan
- - - =0

~

tan (wat+tan""1 yl--~

or

~

.

2

-)= wd
.

~Wn

'

=

V_!_ ~ 2
~

The above can be true only if wat =Nre where N is an integer..

...(7'52)

If N is an even integer, we get a minimum value of deflection since the initial value t=O
represents a minimum. When is an odd integer t corresponds to a maximum value.
The first maximum value of deflection occurs at ti for N= 1.
'It
n
or ti=-=--==-·
Wd
WnV 1~~2

,...,,

SubstitutinB this value in Eqn. 7· 48, the first maximum deflection is :

61=6{ 1. Vl~~2 .e-~~lv' l-~ sin( re+sin-l\f 1-~2)]
2

= BF[I+e....;. re~/ v1- ~2
or

•.. (7'53)

... (7'54)

Eqn. 7'5 f gives the first over shoot.
Now, the first minimum deflection occurs at t=ta · wh~re t2=2n/«M.
Substitt~ting this val-ue oft fo Eqn. 7'48, we get, .
1
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••. (7'55)
____......

.

-~w~~

The first undershoot is given by: 6F-e2,,,,.e
•
... (7'56)
Taking the ratio of successive extreme deviations from the final steady detlect1on we have ;

~-02

e -2n~/vl-~2

-R~/yl-t2

01-0; =--=_-;~Ji-~2- =e
e

.

.

. we get -loge (·aF·-02
n~
- 0- ) = -.:;·----:-:
From which
.
' 01- llF
v I - ~2
logarithmic Decrement is defined as the Naperian logarithm of the ratio of successive swinp.
' . . decrement ?\=loge (01-0F
... (7'57)
Logarithmic
e ) =-logo (0F-e2
- -- ) = . 1 ft~
-··-~
0F - 2
01 - 0F
.
y 1- ~2 .

But

.

~; = v' 1- ~2

(See Eqn. 7'49)
••• (7'58)
... (7'59)

=6F[ 1-; ;

e-wc1"Am sin ( c.>dt+sin-1

~~)

J

...

(7'60)

7'13. Overshoot.. Fig. 7' 4 shows an expanded scale. the upper portions of curves computed
from Eqn 7'51 for ~=0'6 and 0'8. In order to have comparison the critical curve ~=1 is also
drawn. The curve. with t=0'8 has a
·
very small overshoot but the curve
with ~=0'6 has an overshoot of about
10 per cent. ActuaUy we are interested in the time taken by the galvano·
meter to settle to its final position
but this ''time of deflection" is used
in a l~ose way as in fact the deflection
only approaches the final value asymptotically and never reaches it. If
we assume that we are interested in
.reading the galvanometer to a precision 6, we require only that the deflection arrives at and remains within
a band 0F±~0~ ·A band of ±1 per
centis sometimes indicated. However,
±2 per cent is used in Fig. 7'4 in
order to get a clear idea. The o·s
curve enters the band at t = 0'6 To
and stays ·within it while the critical
Fig. ·7'4
curve enters the band at t=o·94 To.,, The ~=0'6 curve cuts across both limits quite early but
finally enters the band at t =0'94 To. If t l per cent band had been used, the three curves
would have nearly the same entry points. Thus it is clear that the time for deflection is small
for any value of damping with ~ =0'6 to 1·o, and~ therefore, any damping arrangement (between
~=0'6 to i ·o) could be selected by the operator. Some underdamping, with ~ from 0'6 to o·s, tactually
has advantage over the critical condition as a small overshoot indicates to the operator that the ooil
is moving freely . without torichhig the poles .. Underdamping _is done for all indicati.ng instruments

/
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and the small overshoot is considered to be an advantage as it is an assurance of free movement of
the metering element and good conditions of the pivots and jewels. ·
7" 14. Overdamped Motion of Galvanometer. The overdamped motion of a galvanom~t~_ds
non-oscillatory and is obtained when
D2>4KJ
Under these conditions both the roots m1 and m2 are real.
The solution under this case is: 0=A em1t+B em2t+eF
The complete solution is :

0=6;·[.1+ t+,rt2-J
2y~2- l

e-"'n

(~-'\/~2-i)t -~-\/~2 I e-w,,(~-f\/~2-J) ']
2y~2- l
.

( 6
... 7" 0

The abo.ve equation represents a decay'0\
ing motion without oscillations or overshoot
(\
. but this motion is usually slow and is not desirable in indicating instruments.
Vo'.i\
7· 1s. Non-dimensional Curves of a
. Ga!vuaometer Motion. It is often advantagJous
to pl_ot curves in terms of . non-diro~o~1on,.al
-·--. ··- functions, as these curves do not represent.- a
y-...
particular data but are general and represent a
\
o·S.
function in which the constants may be inser/ C·~
:::-ted to obtain a particular solution.
/".
Fig. 7'5 shows the galvanometer
//) .... 1--""·
motion "plotted against time for various values
0·8
v
of relative damping. Tifl!e t is stated i11 terms
ofthe free period To of the galvanometer, and
0·6
the deflection 0in terms Of the final deflection eF.
\ ./
An inspection of these curves shows
that :
0·2
(i) The actual time period, (i.e., period
of damped oscillations) increases slowly for
damped vibrations and then more rapidly as
0
•) C·2 0·' 0·6 0·8 1·0 H 1-4 1·6 · 1·1
critical damping is approached.
(ii) The oscillations persist for a consi•
t /T,
dcrable time for small values of damping but
Pig. 7'5, ~·on·dimcnsional curves of a galvanometer.
this time quickly becomes negligible as damping approaches critical value ; and
· .
.
(iii) For damping greater thap..critical, the motion becomes sluggish. Thus it is clear that
for overdamping (~>I) the time taken' to reach the final steady deflection· is unnecessarily long. .
7'16. Damping. Damping means dissipation of energy of rotation. This dissipation of
energy is due partly to mechanical effects, and usully to a greater extent, due to electromagnetic
effects from the coil circuit.
·
·
(a) Mechanical Damping. Mechanical damping is mostly due to friction produced O?'ing to
motion of coil in the air surrounding it. A small dissipation of energy is associated with ffeliog of
suspension (elastic hysteresis).
~

.

I

~)~

fl/

.

rJ1

--

\

I

;

I

\J

0

Damping torque due ro mechanical effects is Tm=Dm.

~:

where Dm=damping constant due to mechanical damping.
(b) Electroniagnetic Damping. Electromagnetic damping is produced by the induced effects

t

I

~
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when the coil moves in the magnetic field and a closed path is provided for the currents to flow. The
electromagnetic damping is because of:
·.
(i) eddy currents produced in the metal former ;
(ii) current circulated in the coil circuit by emf generated in the coil when it rotates.
The damping may be classified as :
.
Open Ci;c11it Damping: The damping effects produced by friction, elastic hysteresis, and
eddy. currents in metal former are always present whether the galvanometer circuit is closed or not
and, therefore, the damping produced by these effects is called open circuit damping. .
.
Damping due to Coil Circuit Resistance. The damping effect produced by current flowing in
the coil is only present when circuit of the coil is closed.
.
_
·
Expressions
Let

•

R=resistance of galvanometer circuit when closed= R,+ R,
Ru= resistance. of galvanometer coil,
and..
R, ·~external resistance required for damping.
The voltage induced in the coil by its motion
d

I

e=2NxBlu=2NxB/.-f

.

~l=NB/d

d6

·di'

· mt
· he. c1rcu1t
· · d
. . e NB/d d&
T.h e current fl owmg
ue to em f e 1s:
1=R =-R ·di'
. . Torque produced owing to current flowing in the coil,
Tron =conductors X force on each conductor X distance
. =NXBilXd=NBldxi-'-NBldxNBld · ~=(NB/d)
R
dt
R

2

(

dB)

dt

( dO)
. . G2
R~· F

... (7'62)

as
G=NB/d
. . Damping constant due to resistance of circuit · Dc1rouu=G2/R

...(7'63)

· dB

Hence. Teo11 = Dc1rcuH • {JT

... (7'64)

.Let us consider the damping effect of former. Let Rt be the resistance of the former.
Proceeding as earlier, the damping torque produced by the former is:
· (Bld) 2 ( d6 )
Tt
dt- (As N = t for the former)

=r, ·

or

G2(d6)
dt ""Dtormer

Tt= N2 Rt

d8
dt

... (7'6S)

· constant due to· resistance
·
· Dampmg
or~1ormer -l>to""" NZ~
Rt ·
2

· troque ~,,,•"" ( R+N
G
G2Rt ) · dt
d0
.·. T
. ota\ eIectromagnet'1c. dampmg
2

where

. G2

...(7'66)

dO
=D•aT

...(7'67)

+ G2

...(1~8)

De= damping constant due to electromagnetic effects= Jf N2 Rt
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Total Damping. Total damping effect is made up of two components i.e., damping due to
mechanical effects and damping due to electromagnetic effects.
.
.
, · ·
d0
dO
d9
Total dampmg torque Tn=Tm+T.=Dma/+D• dt~(Dm+D•) dt
... (7'69)

dd

=D• . dt.

. .. (7'70)

where

D=damping constant due to combined effects of mechanical and electromagnetic
damping=Dm+D,
Critical Resistance. The mechanical damping effects are very small 11s compared with electromagnetic effects, and therefore, Dm=O
G2

G2

So that we have, D=D,=]f +J,r2 Rt ·
The damping due to metal former is usually· small and hence we can put Nf Ri =0

..

G2
D=-

... (7'71)

R

For critical damping D""Dc=

2v KJ

G2

(Sec Eqn. 7'34) .

--

... (7'72)

:. For critical dampingy=Zv' KJ

He.nee for critical damping the total resistance of the galvanometer circuit should be
... (7'73)
Thus for a particular galvanometer for which G, J and K are constant, critical damping conditions
can be obtained by properly adjusting the value of the external resistance connected in the galvano·
meter circuit.
G2

.

External series resistance required for cirtical damping R·-R-:·Rp=iv KJ -Ra

... (7'7 4)

This external resistance requirecl for critical damping is called CDRX or BCDR, cirtical
damping resistance exrcrnal.
7'17. Sensitivity. The sc~~it!~ity.of a galvanometer may be defined in several ways i.e.,
current, voltage and Meghom sens1t1v1ties.
·
1. CurrentSensitivity. The current sensitivity of a galvanometer is defined as the deflection ·
produced by unit current.
: . Current sensitivity S1 =

·; ;

Gi I
G
S1=-- ·~=--rad/A
... (7'75)
K
i. K
In practice the currents involved arc small and the deflection is measured in terms of divisions
or distance moved by spot on a scale. Thus the definition of sensitivity as. given ·by Eqn. 7.75 is not
relevant to practical measurement work. So while doing practical work, the sensitivity is expressed ·
in terms of scale divisions per microampere or mm/µA.
••

Current sensitivity

S1= ix ~

06

scale divisions/tAA

,.. (7'76)

1.
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where

i=current in ampere,
and d=defiection in scale divisions.
· The scale bas usually 1 milt divisions and is placed 1 m away from the galvanometer. The
current sensitivity for such a galvanometer is

s, = ix d106
d

... (7'77)

K

i

But

mm/f.IA
(see Eqn. 7'6)

2000 G

2000 G
G
Si= Kx 106 ~ 500 K mm/ftA

••

... (7'78)

2. Voltage Sensitivity. The voltage sensitivitY is 'the deflection in scale divisions per unit
voltage impressed on the galvanometer.
Voltage sensitivity . S.=scale divisions per unit voltage

•

1x

R:

X 106 scale division/flV

...(7'79)

For a galvanometer with scale 1 m away and one scale division= 1 mm,
2000 G

G

So==K.R,x1or= soo K_R, mm/flV

... (7'80)

In America it is a practice to include CDRXin the galvanometer circuit for the purpose of
defining voltage sensitivity. Accordingly the definition of voltage sensitivity is :
Sv-scale divisions per unit voltage with galvanometer and CDRX in series,
For a galvanometer with scale 1 m away and I scale division= I mm,
6

So"" 500 K(R,!CDRX) mm/1J.V

... (7'81)

3. Megohm Sensitivity. The meghom sensitivity_ is the resistance of the circuit (in M!l)
so that the. deflection will be 1 scale. division with I volt impressed to the circuit. As the coil
resistance is negligible in comparison. the megohm sensitivity represents thil resistance that must be
put in series with the galvanometer so that 1 volt gives a deflection of I scale division. In fact megohm
sensitivity is the current sensitivity (expressed in microampere per scale division).
Megohm sensitivity
·
s0.:.resistance in megohm to give a deflection of one scale division with I volt

=-1x ~06

MO/scale division

... (7'82)

For a galvanometer with scale 1 m away and 1 scale division=l mm,

G

.

So=soo K MO/mm

1

... (7'83)

Comments. A sensitive galvanometer is one which produces a large deflection for a small
current. We have currenfsensitivity,
dx 106
G
S;= - J = 500 K mm/flA.
Thus the value of S; should be large in order that a galvanometer be sensitive. Hence for a
sensitive galvanometer the displacement constant G should be large and control constant S should be
small.
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Now, displacement constant G=NBA. Therefore, the sensitivity can be increased by increasing.
the number of turns, using a high flux density and by increasing the dimensions of· the coiL For a
given coil area A( =I1) and a constant vallle or flux density B, displace1nent c.instant G.can be
. increased by increasing the number of turns. If the winding area is fixed, a large nu nbi<r of turns
can only be wound if we use thin wire. Thus we. can increase the sensitivity of a galvanometer by
winding its coil with large number of turns of thin fine wire. Hence for a.sensitive galvanometer the
value of resistance of coil Ru is large.
We can increase the sensitivity by making the control constant K small. . Thus a suspension
of small stiffness leads to increased sensitivity.
7"18. ·Galvanometer Types. D.C. galvanometers are made in three gene_ral lypes : _
(i) Portable Point Type. They are small instruments, similar in construction to otlier_types
of portable instruments. They may be pivoted or may have taut suspension.
(ii) Laborator)' Reflecting Type. They. are highly sensitive instruments.
(iii) Box Type. They have taut suspensions and do not require exact levelling. The box
includes the complcte.Q_ptical system and, therefore, it is not necessaryJ()__make separate mounting for
galvanometer, lamp_~dycale etc. .
.
1
.
'
The characteristies of different types of galvanometers are lisfed in Table 7· 1.
TABLE 7'1

. Typical Characteristics ofMovin& Coil Galvanometers·

I

Type of Galvanometer

~----t-

~
Period
second

. Se1isltMty
mm/µA

I

.u

I

2'5

· l'O

3

4"0

3

Coll

r

-

0·5

-·-

Reslstaiice

CDRX
Pointer

.

20

•

12

110

25

1,800

250 .

<

.
~-

Light spot and pointer

s, 0·4

2

100

25, 2'0

2

3,500

'
Box type self contained

1,000

-

~

Reflecting lnmp ood scale

10

-

250

s

900

80

200~

6

10,000

650

10,000

14

22,000

500

100,000-

40

100,000

800
.

200

2,000

I

I

2·5
3

400

25

25,000

550

7·19, Galvanometer Shunts. In the case of preliminary balancing work in bridge !!Il<Y
poteniometer measurements, the. potential across the galvanometer circuit may be high owing tcf
. unbalance. If we are using galvanometer which has sufficient sensitivity for fina1 stages of balancing
tho lllflle unbalance that probably eJ1ists at the start is likely to damage the coil or the suspension.,·

'
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·This is because the potential across the galvanometer circuit (due to unbalance) circulates a large
current through the coil which results in large deflection with consequent twisting of suspension.
Large current also produces undesirable heating effects. Sometimes even if the above effects are not
there, excessive currents send the light apot so far off the scale that the deflection is not readable and
the operator does not know what to do to improve the conditions. Thus it is very necessary to use
protective d.evice of some sort to protect the sensitive galvanometers from the above damaging effects.
The simplest procedure is to use :
(i) A high resistance in series with the galvanometer to limit the current produced by the
available emf. The series resistance underdamps the galvanometer circuit.
..
(ii) A low resistance is connected across the terminals of the gal :anometer thus by-passing
most of the current.. This reduces the sensitiviy of the galvanometer circuit so that the response· of
the instrument to ii· ·given current is reduced. A low resistance shunt will heavily overdamp the
instrument so that its motion wiU be sluggish.
·
.
.
·
For both series and shu~· resistances the. time required to attain the final deflection is
excessive. As a general rule a combination of a series and a shunt resistance is preferable which will
give the desired reduction in sensitivity and at the same time the proper damping characteristics. ·
7·20. Ayrton UniYersal Shont. Fig. 7'6 shows an arrangement which incorporates combina·
tion of series and parallel resistances. It is clear. from the diagram that the lower part of the
resistance (i.e., be below the sliding contact) is in parallel while the upper part of the resistance (I.e.,
. ab above the sliding contact) is in series with the galvanometer. Wben the sliding contact is near the
lower end, a small part of resistance is in parallel with tbe galvanometer and the major part is in
series with the galvanometer. The current divides itself in·two parts, the major going through the shunt
and only a small part through the galvanometer, thus protecting it and giving a small sensitivity. As
the sliding contact is moved up, the shunt reiistance increases and the series resistance decreases.
This increases the currr.nt through the galvanometer and thus the sensitivity is increased. However,
there is a loss of sensitivity (as compared with galvanometer alone) with the sliding contact even at
the top point. However, this is not a serious limitation if the resistance Rsn is very large as compared
with galvanometer resistance R,.
KEY

lgb

a---r--...

.1·0

a
b

TO BRIDGES

G

Rg

•

O·

i;

0-01

0-001

·--~t

R!h

t°j -, R1
~

R

2

G

Rg

~
c
Fig. 7'6. Galvanometer Shunt.

Fig. 7'7. Ayrton universal shunt •

. .With .key K open.as i~ Fi~. 7'6, .there is closed circuit through the galvanometer coil and R,~
a~d this prov.ides ~damping c1rcmt. Th~refore, tbe value of R•n should be equal .to CDRX (a little
higher value 1s satisfactory), As CDRX 1s usually several time R. the loss of sensitivity due to using
a shunt of this value is not serious.
'
· . . Ayrton u·niversal shunt construction is shown in Fig. 7·7. This .. arrangement uses a dial type
sw1~ch. The. number~ on t~e contlct~ . represent the relative values of galvanometer current. The
resistance of each sechon to give the desired current can be calculated as under : . .
Current through the galvanometer at contact 'a' or 'I'
.

Roh

1 R +·R·
'"""
.
lh
g

J,

·'
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·. When the contact is at h, the resistance Ra is in parallel with resistances (Roh -R3) and R.
in aeries.
·
Current through the galvanometer at contact 'fl' or 'o· 1•
Ra
... -I
Rs
Ra+(R,h-Ra+R.)
R•h+R.
The current through the galvanometer at contact 'b' should be O' l of current at contact 'a'.
Ra
lub
I
R•h+
Ru
Ra
lub =. 0·1
-=
We have
.·• -Ra
R = O'I .m order that -/,-=Roh
UG
laa . I
R1h
Roh+ Ru
Similarly,
Rz/R•h=O'OI and R1/R1h~o·oo1
It should be noted that the relative values of current (through the galvanometer and through
the shunt) do not depend upon the value ofgalvanometer resistance. The shunt thus gives the same
relative current values for the various steps for all galvanometers although not the same fraction of
the total current. Therefore, it is called a Universal Shunt.
·
Initially we should keep the sliding contacts at the lower end. This divert• most of the c~nt
·through the shunt and hence decreases the sensitivi~y of the galvanometer. The sliding contacts ciin be
moved up and sensitivity increased as we approach the balance conditions.
..
· .· .
Esample 7'1. The scale of a galvanometer is placed at a distance of 0·4 m from the mirror.
A deflection of 44 mm is observed. What is the angle through which the coil has turned.
Solution : Suppose dis the de~ection, r. is ehe distance between scale and mirror, and 8:r is ·the
angle tllrned through by the mirror. :.
d=2r6F
or angle turned through by mirror
8
4
=
i~~?~ =55X10- 3 rad=3'15'=3•9'.
lub=l

eli

f,-

Es:ample 7·2. A wire used as a torsion member in a small
galvanometer is 0' 1 mm in diameter, arranged as shown in Fig: 7'8.
It is made of phosphor bronze for which the modulus of rigidity is
40 GN/m2 .. Calculate the angular torque and maximum allowable
torque if the stress is limited to 100 MN/m 2.
A collimated ray of tight is reflected by the .galvanometer
mirror shown. The radius from the mirror to the circular scale
is 200 mm. Calculate the sensitivity of the instrument in m/Nm and
.the maximum possible scale deflection.
Solution : For a round wire
T fo G6
1,=
R .,.-1
p
.

3

/,=polar moment of inertia= ~ d4
d=diameter of wire ; m,
/,=shear stress; N/m2,
R=radius; m,
G=modulus of rigidity; N/m 2,
I= length of wire ; m,
B=deflcction ; rad.

fl.E.CTR!JMA6NU'(,
TOfWUE

1

fHlllfl

Fig. 7·8. A galvanometer moving
system.
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r=

. ·
.
. 6
Hence, the dell.ectton per, unit torque IS : -

I

~G/p

.

Since there are two wires, one at the top and the other at the bottom, the dell.ection Is half
of that for single wire.
0
I
I
16/
16X(ISX !0-3)
··
T 2G/p ""2Gx(fiif2)d'=11Gd' =11x(40x100Jx(0·1x10 a)' 19Xl03 rad/Nm.
T II Gd'
Torsional constant K= T = W

1

19

X 103 · =

'

52'6 x 10-3 Nm/rad.

The maximum stress occurs at the outermost surface :
,.

T f, [p f• X ( 11/32)d4 nf,d3
.
t
Maxunum orque · = -y =
d/ 2
=-

16

Since there are two wires, the maximum allowable torque is :
T=

2

x~ d3 ,.. ; f, ds= ;

x(tOOx I06)x(O'l x 10-s)B=39'3x10-u Nn<.

The scale is kept at a radius of 200 mm, and therefore the s~nsitivity of the scale is :
S=(l9xtoa)x200=3800xl0s mm/Nm=3800 m/Nm.
The deflection for maximum' torque=3800 x 103 x39·3 X 10-0
=149'3 mm.
Example 7·3, The coil of a moving coil galvanometer is wou.nd on a non-magnetic former
whose height and width are both 2 cm. It moves in a constant field of 0' 12 Wb/m2. The moment
of Inertia of its moving parts 0'25 X10-u kg-m 2, and the control spring constant is 30X10-0 Nm/rad.
Calculate :
,
(al the number of turns that must be wound on the coil to produce a deflection of 150° with
a current of IO mA,
(b) the resistance of the coil to produce critical damping, all damping being assumed as
electromagnetic.
Solution: Final steady deflection 6r=l50*=
Current

I= 10 mA = 10 x 10-s A.

(a) final steady deflection 6F =

~ 11 rad.

~:.

Control spring comtaot K= 30 X 10-0 Nm/rad.

-~

' KBF 30 x 10-0 x (S/ 6)11
:. Displacement constant G=-T-=- lOxto-s
=2'SicX 10-3 Nm/A

But displacement constant G=NB Id
:. Number ofturns

G
2·s11x10-s
N= BID - 0·12xo·o2xo·o2· 164

. Resistance of galvanometer circuit for critical damping (See Bqn. 7'73)
G2
(2S11 x 10-3)2
R~2.v' KJ= 2...; 30x 10-exo·2sx10=o "" 11 '25 o.
E:umple 7·4, The coil of a moving ~ii galvanometer has 330 turns and is suspended In a
uniform ma!'.netic field of o· 1 Wb/m2. The control constant is 0'2 x 10-8 N-m/rad. The coil is 20 mm
\\i<!e and 25 n.m high, with a moment of inertia of 0·15 x 10-e kg·m2.
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If the galvanometer resistance is 200 n, calculate the value of the resistance which, when
connected in the galvanometer terminals, will give critical damping. Assume the damping to be
entirely electromagnetic.
Solution : Displacement constant,1'.G=NB /d=300Xo·1 x 0'025X0'02=15 x 10-3 N-m/A

For critical damping D=2yKJ=2v'0·2x10-oxo·1sx IO 6=0'346 Nm/rad s-1
. G2
If 1he damping is wholly electromagnetic D=R (See Eqn. 7'71)
.'. Resistance of galvanometer circuit

G2

R= -D

=

(15 x 10-3) 2
0'346x10 6 · = 650 n,

:. External resistance for critical damping CDRX=R-R,=650-200=450 n.
Example 7·5, A galvanometer gives a deflection of 150 mm on a linear scale distant 2·5 m
for a steady current of I [LA. The period. of oscillations is 4 sand the moment of inertia of.moving
system is I x 10-6 kg m2 • Calculate the coil circuit resistance necessary to obtain critical damping,
assuming air damping to be negligible.
Solution : Suppose the final steady deflection is 0.v radian. Let r be the distance of scale from
the galvanometer and d be the deflection on the linear scale.
·
·
d=rPF

or steady deflection 911=

~ =:z~~

=0'06 rad.

But steady deflection
,,
Displacement constant
.From Eqn. 7'29,

4='.JnJ 1x ~- •
6

Period of free oscillations T;=21C1/J/K or

:. Control constant K=2'47x 10~0 N-m/rad. Hence G=60x·2·47x10-6 x 103= 148'2X 10-a
For critical damping resistance of galv~nometer circuit
. . G2
(148'2x10-s)2 .
R=2v' K1=2v2·41x10-ax1x10-0 = 6990 n. ·
Example 7' 6. A moving coil galvanometer has former of a non-conducting material. The
sensitivity of the instrument is 0·001 µA/mm at one metre. The period of undamped oscillations 1s 6 second. If the displacement constant of the instrument is S:X 10-3 N-m/A, calculate :
~rre~t

(I) control constant, (ii) inertia constant, (iii) total cir~uit resistance for instrument to be
dead beat.
·
·
·
.
. . . Solution : Suppose that the instrument is reflecting type. Therefore; if the final stead·y detlect1on 1s &F, the spot moves. -through
an angle 26F,
.- .
"
'
'
'

The spof moves a distance of l mm at 1 metre with a current of 0·001 µA or in other words
a current of 0·001 µA deftects the instrument through . .
I
l
1
a. l r-~2
x 10x100 o·sx io~a

B=·r
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__ G1 o·os x 0·001 x 10-6 _
-"
K- 8,. -o·s-xl0 3
-IOOX!O"Nm/rad.

orcontrolconstant

Undamped period To=2K\f J{K
I

J- KT, 2

or inertia constant

-

4n2

1oox10-sx'6)2 -91·2 10-ok 2
4112
x
gm.

Total circuit resistance for critical damping or dead beat
2

(O'OS)
- - - - = 13100 0.
-21./ iI 2·v100x10- 9 x 9!'2x-10-s
Example 7·7, A d' Arsonval galvaaometer has a rectangular coil - wound on an aluminium
former of resistivity 27 x !0-9 Om. The sices of the former, each of effective length 30 mm, move in a
radial field of uniform flux density 0 15 Wbfm 2 against a control torque of 18 x 10-n Nmfrad. The
width of the former is 20 mm, the ends peing effectively outside the magnet field, and the moment of
inertia of the moving system is 80x10-0 kg·m 2.
.
Detenpine the cross-sectional area of the aluminium former if it is to provide critical damping,
other sour~s of damping being neg'lected.
Solution: Total damping factor in the absence of all other d,1mping except the damping
produced by former is :
G2
N2B2/2d2
fl2/2d2
D= N 2R1 =---N2R1- =RfFor critical damping
D=D,=21./K[
B2/2d2
_
Rt =2\IKJ
B2/2d2
(0' 15)2 x {30 x 10-3)2 x (20 x 10-3)2
Hence resistance of former Rt ... 2.; KJ =
2 v 18 x 10 6 x 80 x fO"il
- =3375 x 10-0 n.
Length of eddy current paths L""2(1+d) =2 X(30+20)= 100 mm=O· I m.
Let a be the area of cross-section of the aluminium form et.
Rt= pL
21x10-9xo·1 = 3.375 x 10- 6

R---2!_""

a

or

!

'1-

a

27x10-0 x 0·1
area of cross-section of aluminium former a
3'375 >( To=-li- =0'8 x 10-6 m2=o·s mm2.
Example 7·s. The card attached to a galvanometer gives the following data :
Sensitivity=0'004 p.Afmm, Coil resistance~ 50 0, CDRX =300 n.
It is being used in bridge measurements with an Ayrton shunt of 500 n resistance.
(a) Is the galvanometer overdamped or underdamped under this condition of use 7 Explain

briefly.
(b) What is the sensitivity of galvanometer with shunt at maximum setting.

(c) Where should the shunt be tapped to give a sensitivity 0'01 as great as in (b) 7
Solution: (a) With key K open (Fig. 7'9),
the galvanometer has a closed circuit for damping eo-t--~
through its own resistance and total resistance of
shunt in series.
soon
. '. Total resistance in circuit
b
G Rg-!iO R
=R•h+R,=500+50=550 0.
External resistance for critical damping
J.
c
CDRX=300 0,
••• Resistance of circuit for critical damping
=GDRX R1=300+so ... 350_0.
Fig, 1'9

+
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The damping effect is large if the resistance of the galvanometer circuit is small.' As the
resistance of the galvanometer circuit(= 550 0) is larger tban the resistance (=350 0.) required for
critical damping, the galvanometer damping is smaller than critical. Hence the galvanometer is under·
damped.
·
(b) Shunt at maximum setting means that whole of the resistance of the shunt is in parallel
with the galvariometer. Therefore, the sliding contact is at 'a' for maximum setting.
Suppose I 11A is the total circuit current and laa µA is the current through the galvanometer
with sliding contact at 'a'. ·
R1h
500
laa=l.-R,i:-tRa =I. soo+so 0'909 Ip.A.
Now a current of 0'004 11A deflects the galvanometer through 1 mm and, therefore, deflec!lon
of galvanometer with a current o· 909 I micro ampere is :

~~~4 1 =227'25 I mm

/
=0'0044 ftA/mm.
22 25 1
(Ia the problem the sensitivity is ifXpressed in µA/mm unlike our practice where sensitivity expressed
in mm/fl.A.
(c) The new value of sensitivity is 0·01 times as great as in (b).
d,.,,

..

New value of sensitivity =0'0044 X

Sensitivity"'

0.~ 1 -0·44. µA/mm.

Suppose the slider contact is at 'c' when this sensitivity iii obtained. The resistance being

Ri as indicated.
R2
R2
Current through the galvanometer luo=l.-R2+(Rih_:R2+Ra} =I Rih+Ra
=1'82Xl0- 3 JR211A.

Deflection d=l'82XI0- 3 /R2 x

0 .0~4 =0'455 JR2mm.

.. Itya t ' c' =a=
!
I
Sens1ttv
0.455 IR 2
This should be to equal 0·44 11A/mm

2·2

.

.

~

2'2 fl. A/mm.
R2
I'

2'2

=0 44 . . Rz= 0.44 =5 n.
2
. Example 7'9. The deflection of a galvanometer is zero ·with no current and 75 mm ~•ith
a steady state cutrent of 5'6 11A. . Its fir~t ~aximum deflection, aft?r a step fu~cti~n of voltage whic?
produces a steady state current 1s app hed ls 112 mm. The maximum deflect10n m the next cycle ts
g4 mm. Determine (a) Current sensitivity, (b) the logarithmic decrement, aad (c) relative damping.
or

R

.
OF
75
Solution: (a) Current sensitivity S1= -1 =5~ = 13'4 mm/11A.
(b) and (c)

+

First maximum deflection "'1 = 0F[ 1 e -11~/·'1-~2
v
Similarly second maximum dellection Oa=OB[ 1 + e
Hence from (f) and (ti),
01--0F · e

-ll~/v'l- ~

2

ea-OF-

-311~v1-~z

- - - - -------==. i =

e

e

1

-31!~/v' l-~2-]

2i>~/v' L-~2

, .()
I
...(Ii)

(See Eqn. 7'53) ,

~'

I

~I
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(See Eqn. 7'57)

But logarithmic decrement

··
)

or

fi-OF

e3 -e; =e

if.

fl2-75
2?\
=e
84-75

or

Logarithmic decrement t.=0'707

lit:

(c) Logarithmic decrement A"" . / ' •
.
vl-~
or

r.2(1-~2)= 11 ~2, ~2(n2+r.2)=?\2, ~2(9'87t0'5)=0'5

or relative damping

~=0'22.

Example 7· 10. Tue current sensitivity of a galvanometer is 100 mm/µA with the scale 1 m
away. The resistance of coil Is 200 0.
(a) Calculate the voltage sensitivity and the megohm sensitivity.
(b) What is the deflection produced by a current of o· 5 µA with the scale 0·75 m away froni
galvanometer ?
(c) A reiistance of 50 il is placed in parallel with the evil. The scale is I m away from tho
galvanometer. Calculate the current sensitivity, voltage sensitivity, and the megohm sensitivity for
the shunted galvanometer.
(d) The coilof the galvanometer is rewound. The area of the coil is non changed. The
wire on the new coil has a diameter of one· half that of the original coil, bu! the total weight of the
coil is the.same. Calculate the current sensitivity, voltage sensitivity and megohm sensitivity.
Solution : (a) The current sensitivity with scale 1 m away is 100 mnif!LA.
Voltage sensitivity

d
s, = i xR;-xlo"I\
mm/µV

(See Eq11. 7'79)

0

= Tx-10-!~ 200 x-10s= 0' 5 mm/µV.
Current required for a deflection of 1 mm is,0'01 µA.
:. Megohm sensitivity So=·

0~ 1

= 100 MO/mm.

(b) The deflection produced at a distance of 0'75 m is 3/4 of the deflection produced at a

distance 1 m.
:. Deflection due to a current of0'5 µA on a scale 0'75 m away=o·75xo·sx100=37'5 mm.
(c) The galvanometer re>istance is 200 il and that of shunt resistance is 50 il. When a cnrrenb
of l J.IA is measured, 0·2 l"A passes through the galvaaometer and the rest through the shunt.
:. Current sensitivity S; "~0·2 x 100-20 mm/µA. The voltoge sensitivity remains the same.
Now a current of 1/20 ttA=0'05 1-1A is required for a deflection of 1 mm.
:. Megohm sensitivity=

o~os=20 MO/mm.

(d) Since the diameter of wire of th!! new coil is one half or the original, the volume of each
turn of the new coil i of lbat of original turn. Since the weight of the new coil is the same as that of
original coil, the number of turns are 4 times that in the original coil.

Now the uew coil -has number of turns 4 times that of the or1gma1 wu aud area of each
turn of new coil is t of the orjginal coil, the resistance of the new coil is 16 limes that of the original
coil.
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Resistance of new coil-:- 16 x 200=3200 f.l.
Displacement constant of new coil is 4 times that of the original coil.
Current sensitivity is directly proportional to the displacement constant.
: . Current sensitivity of new coil=4 x 1,00=400 mm/µA.
Voltage sensitivity is inversely proportional to resistance.
:. Voltage sensitivity of new coil=

~:

=0'03125 mm/p.V

Megohm 6ensitivity of the new coil=400 Mf.l/D)m.
Example 7 11. The following data refers to 11 moving coil galvanometer whose resistance is
.460 n and a resistance of 1970 !J is connected in series with it.
Number of turns
=250
=0'1 Wb/m2
Flui density
Control constant
=O'ISX 10-s Nm/rad
Dimensions of coil
= 30 x 30 mm
=0:2x10-n kg m2
Moment of inertia of coil
Calculate :
(a) the resistance to be connected to. galvanometer for critical damping (b) relative
damping, (c) logarithmic decrement,(d) frequency of free dampedoscillations, (e\ period of undamped
and damped oscillations, (.f) first maximum deflection.
Solution: (a) Displacement constant G=NBld=250.XO'I X0'03X0'03=22'5x10- 3 N-m/A.
Let R be the total resistance of the circuit for critical damping.
G2 -qr R=-a2== c22·sx10-a)2
=1460 n
R - 2'1! Kl
2y Kl 2..,;o· 15 x 10-a x 0'2 x lo-o
. External resistance required for critical damping CDRX .. 1460-460=1000 n.
lb) Relative damping ~= D/ Do

o:=-a=

G2/resistance of circuit
of circuit for critical damping

2/o-res_,i-st-ance

(c) Logant· hm1c
· decrement 'h =

. n x 0'
)
v' 1~_~2 = v'l-(0'
62

frequency of free oscillations/.=

11

6

2~ y K/J

Frequency ofdampedoscillationsfd

--

i'

G2/1970t460 .
G2/lOOOt460= 0 6·

2'36 •

=in y ~:i~~~o;

6

=0'138 Hz

f• v' 1-~•""0'l38Xv'i-(0'6)1 ""0'11 Hz.

!

(d) Period of undamped oscillations To=}.·= 0. 38 =7'24 s.
1
1
Pe1iod of damped oscillations Td=-- = --=9'1 s
fd
0·11

lt) First maximum deflection 01=0,, ( lte -

j

.Ji \:i )-0,{l+e~'h)
(See Eqns. 7'53 and 7'57)

"~
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Thus even with relative damping ~=0'6 the first maximum deflection is 9"44% (about 10%)
more than the find-! steady deflection.
Example 7· U. A current galvanometer has the following parameters :
B=tox 10-3 Wb/m 2, N=200 turns, ·f_:t6 mm, d=:16 mm, K=l2XI0-9 ·Nm/rad,
J=50XJ0-9 kg·m2, D=SX !Oc9 Nm/rad s-1. The resistance of the coil is 120 n.
Calculate (a) the detlection of the galvanometer in radian and in mm when a current of
I µA flows through it, the scale being 1 m away, (b) the current sensitivity, (c) the voltage sensitivity,
(d) the megohm sensitivity, (e) the frequency of damped oscillations, (/) the period of free
oscillations, (g) relative damping, (h) the first maximum deflection (i) the Jogari.thmic decrement.
Solution: (a) Displacement constant G=:NB ld=200x 10 x I0- 3 x IOx 10-sx 16X 10-a
=0'512X 10-a Nm/A.
0'512x10- 3 x1x10~ 6 _ .
d
Deflection of galvanometer 9., = ~ ·
0
0427
12X 10-0
ra '
Deflection (in mm)=2000 9.. =2000X0'0427=85'4 mm.
(b) A current of 1 µA causes a deflection of 85'4 mm.
:. Current sensitivity Si=85'4 mm/µA;
(c) Voltage across the galvanometer for current of 1 µA= Ix 10-6x120=120x10-6 v.
The deflection corresponding to this voltage is 85'4 mm.

10-

l~~:io- 6 =0'714X mm/V =0'712 mm/iiV.
·
d
ss·4. .
Megohm sensitivity So= ix !06
x
_ X a =85'4 M!l/mm.
1 10 6 10

. . Voltage sensitivity Sv=
(d)

'

6

(e) Frequency of damped oscillations

Wd= v' 4KJ-D2

2J

or

v' 4x 12x 10~9x50x10-0 -(5x 1iro)2 = 0.487 radl
,2 XSOX J0-9 .

.

4s7 -0·0775 Hz.
l'.d=~-=
o·2Xtt
2tt

J'

(/) Frequency of natural oscillations]

I•=

JK
1 J12x10-o
7= 211 soxio-o=0'078 Hz

I
2tt.

Period of natural oscillation To=

! =0.~78 =12'82 s ·

1

/

.

(g) Damping constant required for criticaf;d,~ping
Do=2VKJ =2Vl2Xl0 9 xSOXI0-9=49xl0- 9 Nm/rad

Relative damping

~= %, .,;, 4~~ 11~~

s-1

=0'102

(h) First maximum dellection

01=0F(l +e-n~/v'l-~ )=BF [I+e-ttXO'll'2/yl-(0'102)Z l
=1'726F"'1'72X 85'4=147'2 mm

,s.

.I
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(i) Logarithmic decrement

;\=-1'.L__
11xo·102
V l-~ . - Vl--iU'I0 )
2

22

0'322.

r-

Example 7'13. Fig. 7' JO shows the circuit for te,ting of a galvanometer. The various values are: E= l '5 V,
R1 =1 0. and Ra=7500 0. when Ra=350 0., the galvanometer deflection is 140 mm and when Ra= 1080 0., the
deflection is 50 mm.
Calculate, (a) the resistance of galvanometer,
(b) the sensitivity of galvanometer, and (c) the value
of resistance Ra when the deflection is 70 mm.
Solution : Since the variable resistor Ra is in a
circuit which is in parallel with R1 and also R1 is very
small as compared' with R2, the variations of Ra have
no effect on the total carrent ft. However, variation
of Ra changes the galvanometer current.
R1
(a) Galvanometer current lu=b. Ri+Ra+R,

lt

R3

R,

E

R2
Fig. 7'10

'

1
When Ra=350 0., the galvanometer current is: I.1=/1 l+Jso+R,

When Ra= 1080 0., the galvanometer current is 102....:.11.

1
1+10so+R.

The deflection of galvanometer with Id is 140 mm and that lu2 is 50 n1m.
lu1
140
lu2

=50

1'1 _ 1+1oso+R.
From (i), (Ii) and (iii), we have : .
- lu2 - 1+350+R.

'\
. ' .. ( 1,

...Ui)

... (iii)

14
5

or Galvanometer resistance Ru"" 54 .Q,
(b) The total resistance of the circuit

+

R1=R2 R1 (Ra+Rai
Ri+Rz+Ru
For Ra=350 n,

=7500 .Q

I =__!1_ =0'2 x 10-a A
I

7500

galvanometer current 1.1=0'2x10-3 x

1 + 3 ~0 + 54

=0'494x 10-o A=0'494 µA.
Deflection= 140 mm.

. :. Current sensitivity S1 =

~·!~4

=283'4 mm/µA .

.'

.
(c) When Ra=350 0., the deflection is 140 mm. Therefore the galvanometer current at this
setting is twice that gives a deflection 70 mm.
l+Ra+54
:. We have : T-+3so+s4 =2
or Ra=755 n.

Example 1' 14. The following measurements· were made on a panel type PM MC instrument
which '1as a full scale deUcclion 90'=• 103 scale divisions, with a current or I mA. The period of free
oscillations is o· 55 s. In order to measure the spring constant, a small weight having a gravitational
force of 98' l x 10-G N is placed at a distance or IOO mm Jrom the horizontal axis of rotation with lhe
h<>rizontal pointer ac:ing as lever arm: the resulting' deflection being 35 divisions. The first maximum ·

•
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deflection is 106 divisions when a current of I mA is suddenly passed through the meter. The value
of flux density in the air gap measured with a Hall probe is 0·24 Wb/m 2. The length of coil is 15 mm
and the average diameter of coil is 14 mm. From the above data calculate : (a) spring constant, (b)
moment of inertia, (c) number of turns, (d) damping ratio, (e) damping constant (f) equivalent
resistance of the short circuited winding represented by the damping action of the former of the coil.
Solution : Full scale deflection ==90°=100 scale divisions
l scale division=0'9'=0'0157 rad.
(a) Restoring torque T,=98'1X10-6x IOOx 10-a_9·s1x10-G Nm.
Deflection
0=35 div.=35X0'0157 rad=0'5495 rad.
·
·
T, 9·g1 x 10- 6
. . Spring constant K= = ..-Q'..
=17'85 x 10-6 Nm/rad.
0
5495

(b) Period of free osciliations To=2'lt,Y

J

. .
KTo 2 17'85x10-6xo·552
.
_
Moment ofmert1a J= 4112 --=·----~-2---=0 137Xl0 6 k&·m2.
(c) Control torque for a deflection of 35 scale divisions is 9·g1x10- 6 Nm.
Control torque for full scale deflection (100 div.)
100
T,=9'81X10- 6x 35=28x10- 6 Nm.

Deflecting torque at full scale
T,,-_NB/d l=NX 0'24X15X10-3 x14X10- 3 X1x10-3=50'4 Nx 10-9 Nm.
At equilibrium Td=T,
or
50'4 Nx!0-9=28Xl0-6
28 x10- 6
·
. . Number of turns N=S0"4x _9-=556.
10
(d) First maximum deflection 61=106 divisions=1~6 eF
But

01=61.[l

!-e- 71 ~/v'l-t J
2

l'06=l+e- 71 ~/yl-~

or

(See Eqn. 7'53)

2

'..CBI or damping ratio

~=0'667.

,D=~ x 2'\/KT =-~0'667x2xv17'85 x Io-s x 0' 137x10-6
=2'09 x I o-6 Nm/rad s-1.
Considering the former to be a single turn coil, the damping constant is :

(e) Damping constant

(f)

D!ormer=

Resistance· of former

....

(Bfd) 2

Rt.

JU=. (Bld)2
Dtorm8T

(0'24x15 x 10-3x_14x10-3)2 = .
1 22 x 10
2'09 ')( 10- 6

3

0.

7·21. Ballistic Galvanometer. A ballistic galvanometer is used for measurement of quantity
of electricity (charge) passed through it. In magnetic measurements, this quantity of electricity is due
to an ii\staataneous emf induced in a search coil connected across the ballistic galvanometer. The·.
instantaneous emf is induced in the search coil when the flux linking with the search coil is changed.
Tbe quantity of electricity passing through the galvanometer is proportional to the emf induced and
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1ence to the change in flu~ linking with the search coil. The-galvanometer can therefore be calibrated
to read the charge directly.
·
·
. Cm1structio11. The ballistic galvanometer is of d' Arsouval type. However, it does not show
a steady delkction (as is the case in a current galvanometer), owing to the k'ansitory nature of the
current passing through, but it oscillates with decreasing amplitude, the amplitude of the first deflection or swing or throw being proportional to the charge passing.
The proportionality between the throw of the glavanometer and the charge passing bolds
good only if the whole charge passes through the galvanometer coil before any appreciable deflection
of the coil takes place. This · condition can be satisfied if the time taken by the charge to pass is
small .and the time period of the undamped oscillations of the galvanometer is large.
The time period for undamped oscillations of a galvanometer is

l
I

- -

T.=2~vi/K
where
J=inertia constant and K=control constant.
Thus to have a long time period, (it is usually 10 to 15 second) the moment of inertia 01 the
moving system should be large and the control constant of the suspension should be small.
The above conditions can be satisfied by attaching small weights to the moving system in
order to increase its moment of inertia and by using suspensions of smaller stiffness so as to decrease
the control constant K.
The damping of the galvanometer should be small in order that the amplitude of the first
swing is large. ~.fter the first s":'ing has becu obser~ed, electromagnetic damping may be used to
bring the coil rapidly to rest. Tins can be done by bavmg a key connected across the galvanometer
terminals ; this key short circuits the galvanometer coil· when closed.
Except for the above special features, the construction of a ballistic galvanometer is similar
to a d' Arsonval type galvanometer.
·
· 'fhcory. Jt bas been mentioned above that as long as· charge passes through the meter there
is ·no significant deflection of the moving system. The moving system deflects only after the charge
has completely passed through the meter. The moving system has to defl~ct iu order that the energy
imparted to it by the charge is dissipated gradually in friction and electromagnetic damping. But
during ~he actual motion, there is no deflecting torque as there is no current 'through the coil.
Supposing Q is the charge to be measured.
:.

Q=

Ji dt

or

t=4i!·

Let the instant of time during which the charge Q passes be defined as the time between
t=to=O and t=li· Between time interval to to ti, there is no motion of the coil of the galvano-

meter and the cquatio~ of motion is

Cor

.

Jd20 +Dd8 +K6=Gi
dt 2
dt
d20 D d6 K
G dQ
dt2 =y dr+7 = -r7,-

or

°

Integrating above gives
t1

d0
D 11,.
K ~ 6d1- Q_Q
- /'' +-0
dt 10 =0 J t0 =0 J.
· J

+-

... (7'84)

0

But the deflection, 0, remains zero during the time interval to to ti. Then Eqo. 7'84 becomes

G

~

dt

=

T Q.

.. .(7 85)

I,
I

I
i

i
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After passage of charge, I.e., after the expiry of interval t1, no current passes through the
coil of the galvanometer and hence the deflecting torque is zero. Thus the equation of motion after
time 11 is :
a20
aa
1 d12 tDdt t_K0=0
The solution of this equation is taken from Eqn. 7'17.
D

--1

O=Fe

[sin (wdlf~)J+or

21

But in. this case, the galvanometer does not show any steady state deflection and therefore

D

,

--· t

Thus we have: B=Fe

21

[ sio

(watt~)

J

... (7.86)

D
1
2
Hence 6=Fe- 1 [sin

Also since damping is small WdZw..

(wnt+~)

J

... u 87)

Differentiating Eqn. 7'87 we have :

l -- ' v [

D

aadt =FIJln e - -21

D

1[ cos (61.ttp) -Fe

The initial conditions at t=O are 0=0 and
From Eqn. 7'87 we get, F sin ef>=O
and from Eqn. 7'88

~~

'-:..

· sin (wnt+p)

J

... (7'88)

- ; Q.

F=_Q Q

... (7'89)

lt»n

G

D

-T

Qe
Hence Eqn. 7·g7 can be written as : 0=16ln

where

21

or '1=0

.

,

1.J

t

sin wt
n

D
G
~
1
1
~
- - .
- - Qe 21 sin
- Kt
- J
K
1
D
--1
2
=A Q e 21 sin ~ t
Ta

... (7'90)

... (7'91)

... (7'92)
... (7'93)

It is evident from Eqn. 7'92, that the charge, Q, is proportional to the deflection, 0, at any
instant. Also the motion of the galvanometer is oscillatory with a decreasing amplitude. The dellection time curve for the ballistic galvanometer is shown in Fig. 7' 11.
The amplitude of the oscillations decreases with time. The maxima of successive oscillations
occurs at
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DTo
DTo
- --· -4
2 T
- - . e 2J
sin~· -2..=KQe 2!. 4
To 4
·

... (7'94)

Putting the value of To-·2i;VJ/K in the abov; equation,
D

81=AQe-2J

'

/T
·4·y K =AQ
211 •

1;D
e-4yJK

... (7'9.S)

'

''

'

f

(I)

--

r;"

--..
,g
y

0"

-

-

·--

--

,._

------·--

--

lfmr - -

f..t-<--To - - - - - 1
/

L-------?..h·---...i

'

Fig. 7'11. Variatibn of deflection with lime for a ballis1ic gall'anorneter.

Let us examine Eqil, 7'58 for logarithmic decrement.
Logarithmic decrement, 11=11 ~

~:

For cases where damping is rmall, Td=To
D

and

..

11,,,,11~

'llD

=11-D, -2yKJ

... (7'96)

Hence Eqn. 7'95 can be written as 91 = AQ e-A/2
62=AQ e-3"f./2;

Similarly we can write

... (7'97)

6n=AQ-(2n-I)71/2

... (7'98)
Let us examine ·the case when the galvanometer is free from damping i.e., D =0. The
equation of motion of an undamped galvanometer as derived from Eqn. 7'92 is :
211
0=AQ sin
t
To
... (7'99)
Amplitude of swings of undamped oscillations is, therefore,
80=.AQ sin 211 · T. =AQ

·

T• 4

-

... (7'100)

.

'
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...

. The CTP,fiection-time curve for an undamped galvanometer is shown in Fig. 7'1 ?.

t
·-..
II>

-

c
0

u

~

Tims

';
0

w-----\!9--__,_J
loo------·
i......--~~-~7f1~~---eol
To

tiT

_.,

Fig. 7'12; Undamped oscillations.

Hence, we can write

... (7'101)

81 = Oo e- 7l/2
. 02 =00 e-371/2
t O I I ti

I IO I t • • I • I I 11 I

... (7'102)

0n=9o-(2n-1)71/2

Logarithmic decrement is logarithm of ratio of successive swmgs.
: . Logarithmic decrement 71 =log. (

:~ )

... (7'103)

.
-11n 71
. f
.
. 61
e
Now ratio o succesS1ve sw1ngs 1s: ·0; = • _ 371 /2 =e

...(7'104)

v

02
71
-=e
0a

Similarly,

t i I l t l Io I t i t 01 I

-611..1
- - e71

...{7'105)

o.

From above we get

~ x .!!_ x .!!_
02

03

. Hence logarithmic decrement is : • 71 =
·-~

ii

. _e.~,, = (n...:.1)11
61
(11- Oh
e
or 90 =e
,,,

9' X......... :.< On

n~ 1

log. (

~)

11 2
From Eqn. 7'101, we bavo, 81 ;.,,Oo e-71!2 and therefore 90=61 e 1
=01(1 +1112) 11pproximately
But
6o=A(t
Hence 11Q~010+71/2)

;, Charge

~= ~

(lth/2)

... (7'106)
...(7'107)
... (7'108)
... (7'109)

,.. (7'110)
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J~

Substituting the value A= ;

i:Jthe above expression we get :

Charge

... (7"111)

I

Now

1 ·

:. Charge

... (7'112).

I

Let us eliminate quantities Kand G from above expression.
Suppose a steady current lo passing through the galvanometer produces a steady deflection 0,
Glo=KO or

Hence

K lo
0 =0

lo
To ·
u
Q=·
-(l+?l/2)v1
8
2n

.

... (7'll3)
... (7'114).

where

1
Ka= ;

rSolenoid -

\ (N 1 turns l

;~

(1 +11/2)

r~~--=-=--=-~--~-=-=--~--~~

... (7'1l 5) r1
=constant of galvanometer,

1.

~oil

(N2 tur~-;·)

__

!

L

Units of K. are coulomb per radian.
7·22. Calibmtion of

11

=======:l='-_J

S,econdary

Ballistic Galvano-

. meter. Calibration of a galvanometer means the
experimental determination of its constant. r The
various methods for determining the
. constant are .:
I. Using a Mutual Inductance. The method
is most commonly used for the calibration
purposes. The mutual inductance is usually in the
form of standard solenoid ·with a secondary coil.
A standard solenoid consists of a long coil wound
on a · cylinder (Fig. T 13). The length of the
cylinder is very large as compared with its diameter.
Al the centre of the solenoid a secondary coil
is placed. The axial length of the secondary coil is
small.

J

-

_ _. \ ,'
,<

Reversing
S\vitch

I\
'o

rf
A

Fig. 7'13. Calibration or ballistic galvanometer
with mutual inductance.

The secondary coil is connected to the ballistic galvanometer.
through the solenoid, the field strength at the centre i$ ; .

When a current is passed
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·•

H= N;£ cos

9=

~ii . Vl//2~{~r/·-= vfJ/2fi#+.(ri)~

Ni= nurn ber of turns of the solenoid,
I =current through the soleuoid,
/=length of solenoid and
r1 =rne2n radius .of solenoid.
Flux density at the centre of solenoid B = p.0H.
Flux linking with the secondary coil <1>= Bx area of secondary coil~= Bx 'ltr22= iiBr22=1tµ0Hr2'
where r2=mean radius of secondary coil.
Let Nz be the number of turns in the secondary coil.
:. Flux linkages of secondary coil o/z= N2<1>=iwoN2Hr 22.
where·

Let the current through the solenoid be reversed. This will change the value of flux linkinl
with secondary coil from +<I> to-ct>.
Change in flux= tD-(--<1>)=2<1>.
Change in flux linkages of secondary coil= 2N2<1> = 211µ0N2Hr2 2. ,
Suppose 01 is the throw of the galvanometer
. . Constant of galvanometer in terms of flux linkages
21CµoN2Hr2 2
•
K¢.=---u;:-- weber turn per radian

•

... (7'116)

6~ weber turn per radian
We have
The equivalent circuit with mutual inductance is shown in
Fig. 7'14.

...

K¢.=

~1

2

weber turn per radian

... (7'117)

Suppose the change in flux linkages takes place in time t.
. . Emf induced in the secondary coil
=rate of change in flux·

R

211µ0 Nzl/r2 2
'

This emf sends a current i through the galvanometet

'

. 2rwoN2Hr22
1=----Rt

where R=galvanometer circuit resistance. Charge passing in time t
.
Q=it= 211µ0N2Hr2 2
R
But
Q=K,01
where K,=constant of galvanometer in coulomb per radian.
Constant of galvano!lleter
\

&l--J
-~·;~"'
L
.

~-

linkages~ - ~;

=-----

t

/.

A

z_ ___
.
"
!'

'' '

.

<;

-----/ii- --1Jt---f
Fig. V14. Calibration of B.G.
with mutual inductnnce.
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TW0N1N2r2 I _ 2MJ
-I = - - ----------

01

RJrir-1~r1)2

.

.

...(7'118)

R01 •

Thus the galvanometer constant can be obtained in terms of coulomb. per radian.

K+

R-

From the above analysis . K,=

... (7'1 E>)

Sometimes terms "Ballislic Sensitivity" end "Flux linkage sensitivity" are used in place
constants of galvanometers. These terms arc defined as :
,
Ballistic sensitivity

01
s.=Q
rad/C

and flux linkage sensitivity S+ =
'

... (7'120)

61
ijl rad/Wb turn
6

Naturally

1
.s.=T

and

S+= K.p

.... (7'121)
... (7' 122)

1

... (7·123)

Also
S,=R S.p
... (7'ti4)
2. Using a Capacitor. A capacitor is charged to a known emf E and is then disch~rged
thiough the ballistic galvanometer. The throw of the galvanometer is observed. Let this throw be 01 .
.'. Constant of galvanometer

Ko=~ ~ ~:

coulomb/radian

The circuit is shown in Fig, 7· 1S..
When the switch S is put at position 1, the capacitor C is charged to potential E. The
switch is then put at position 2. At this position the capacitor is discharged through a resistance.

Brass
tub•
Capacitor

c

.-----;Ji----

r1
.v---l-@-L-

R

----- - -- --Magn<t

pol•s

2

s

A
B

E

Fig. 7'15. Calibration of Ballistic galvanometer with ca11acitor.

Fig. 7'16. Hibbert magnetic standard.

3. Using Hibbert Magnetic Standard. A Hibbert magnetic standard (Fig. 7'16) consists of
a circular bar magnet and at iron yoke which have a u11rrow annular gap between them. A brass

·~
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tube carrying a coil can slide through the gap. The brass tube is takctl to its fop position and is
then released with the help of a trigger. It falls under gravity and as it slides through the gap, its
coil .cuts through the magnetic field of the permanent magnet and therefore an emf is produced in
the coil. The coil is connected. across.the terminals of the ballistic galvanometer. The throw of
the B.G. (Ballistic Galvanometer) can be observed. The rate at which coil cuts through the field
is constaat for a particular apparatus. Thus ernf per turn is constant. By the use of the sta:ndiqd the
flux linkages which produce an observed throw of the galvanometer can be known by knowing: the
air gap flux and the number of turns in the coil. Hence the galvanometer constant can be evaluated.

7'23. Flm Meter
·
. The flux meter is a speciaf type of ballistic galvanometer in which the controlling torque is
very small and the electromagnetic damping is heavy.
.
.
. .,
Cm1structlon. .The construction of a flux meter is shown in Fig. T 11. In general the
construction is. similar to that of a moving coil milli-ammeter. ·A coil of small cross-section is ··
suspeJJded from a spring support by means of a single silk thread. The coil i' oves in the· ria.rrow
gap of a permanent magnet. There are no control springs.
.
._
.
Tiie current is led into the coil with the help of a very loose helices
very thin, annealed
/
silver strips. The controlling torque is thus reduced to minimum.
· The coil is'formerless and the air friction damping is negligible.

dr

Spring
ro-----·-:t.~-·-Silk thread
. I
susper'r.;ion

Operation. The terminals of the flux meter are ·connected
to a search coil as shown in Fig. T 18. Thi\ flux linking with the
search coil is changed either by removing the coil from the magnetic
field or by reversing the field. Due to the change in the value of
flux linking with the search coil an emf is induced in it. This emf
sends a current through the flux meter which deflects through an

·.

s~arch

./toll

5

N

.,,
Fig. 7't 8. Flux weter with search coil.

Pig. T 17. Flux meter.

angle ~epending upon the change in the value of flux linkages. The instrument coil deflects dilring
the period the.flux Jin~ag~s cha11_ge, b~tas.•soon ~s t~e change ceases .the coi.J s~ops, ~wing to h!gh
electromagnetic dampm~ 1n ~he cot! ~1~0Ut•. This high electromagnetic da!ll~mg 1s obta111ed by h&Vlll8
a low resistance of the ctrcutt compnsmg the flux meter and the search cpd.\
.
. ''
The11ry. Let
N=numbcr of turns in the search coil,
Ro, Lo=resistance aud inductance of the search coil,
Rt; L1=1'esistance and inductance of flux meter,
cl> =flux linking with the search coil, ·
i=current in the circuit at anyinstant,
and 6=de6ection of the instrument at any instant.
\

The
. !

eq~ation ofmotion is T1+Tn+\o-:Td

or.

J~;: +D ;: +KB..;Gi;

It is as~uni~ tha_t\tho control t~rque I~ ne~ligibly small and also the air friotiort . da~piog
small. . Therefore,
reduces
to
:
. .
. ' ·the equiltlon. of mot19n
'
.
.
'

,•

1'

'

'

.

~ .•

-

•.

,.
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d26
J-2 -~Gi
di

... (7' 125)

as D and Kare both zero. (The effect of electromagnetic damping is considered later in the expression
for current i). The emf d.ue to any change of flux linked with search coil :
\
, d<Ji
ec=N dt
At the same time,. owing to the movement of the fluxmeter coil in the field of the magnet,
a rotational emf is induced in the coil.' Let this emf be et.
· ·
. . .

dO

e,=G di .

Also there are voltage drops in the resistance and inductance of the circuit.
Therefore we can write e.==ett(Lt+L,)

~; t(Rrl-R,)i

or
.
. .
d20
G [ d<Ji
dB
·
di
. Therefore, equat10n of motion 1s : J (ii2- = Rt+ R; N lit - G di -(Lt+L,) di
Or

N_t!<D
dt

J

J(Rt+R,) _d__ 0 tG ~t(L1+L) !fi_
. ' di'
G
d12
dt
2

_ J(RtfRr) dw tG~t(L tL)!!l_
G
di
di
t ' di
where w=angular velocity of moving coil at any instant I.
Now if the time 'taken by change in flux is T, we have :
T
T
T
T
N d<Ji dt= J_.!(Rd-RcL dw. d1+ JG.!!!!. dt+ (Lt+L) di dt
dt
G
dt
dt '
' dt '

J

J
Q

or

..

Q

Q

~

~

~

<ll1 .

w1

81

Q

r

&

J Nd<Ji= JJ(~g_B_c) dw+ J GdB+ J(Lt+ Lc)dl
.

11·

. ·

l'/(<ll2-<ll1)= !(Ri: Re)_ {w2-w1)fG(02-B1)t(L1- £,)(12-ii)

... (I)

where <1>1 and <1>2 are the interlinking fluxes w1 and w2 are ·,the angular velocities, 81 and 62 are the
deflections and ii and 12 are the currents ; suffixes 1 and 2 indicate respectively values at the beginning
and' at the end of the change.
But angular velocities and currents are zero at both the beginning and the end of the change
i.e.,
w1=~2=0
and i1=i2=0
Putting these values in (I), N(<ll2-<I>1)=G(02-81)
... (7'.126)
or if <!> is the change in theflux and 8 the change in flux meter deflecliQn

.

G

<I>"' N 8

...(7'127)
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If the flux meter permanent magnet neld is uniform for all positions of the moving co'l, G is a
constant. Thus the change in the value of flux is directly proportional to the change in the deflection
and hence the instrument will have a uniform scale.
7·74, Use of Shont with Fluxmeter. If a very large value of flux is to be measured, tho
deflection of the flux meter may exceed the scale length even when a single turn search coil is used.
For such measurements, the range of the flux meter may ·be extended by using a shunt.
The circuit using a shunt with a ffuxmeter is
shown in Fig. 7'19.
B
C
O
Let
'c
i1
i,

Re, R1, Rs= resistance of search coil, fluxmeter and shunt respectively,
Lo, L1 = inductance of search coil and fluxmeter respectively,
Search
ic, it, ia=current through search coil, flux- coll
IA
meter and shunt respectively,
.'
e,=emf induced in the search coil
because of change in flux linkages
.

=

+
~hun1

t=luxmetcr
f

Fig. 1'19. fluxmeter with shunt.

N dL.
di

e1=emf generated in the fluxmeter coil because of rotation =G ~~ ·

Applying Kirchhoff's law for the mesh ABCF, ec=icR,+L,

~' +i1Rrf-L1 ~:+et

dtf.J
die
dit
dB .
·
N di -L,dt-L1-a£-G dt =icR,+i1R1.

or

Integrating as before, we have :
Nt !1>2 -<l>1).-Lc(lo2-lc1)'--L1(i12-l11)-'G(02-:--01)
T
T

=RoJic dt+Rt

Jit di.

0
0
Now currents are zero at .both the beginnbg and end of the flux change
L2=~=~~-~~~

m

'

I
j

~;

I
1

'j

T

T

J1.

J

Therefore, we can write N(tf.l2-<I>1)-G(62-81),;.R,
dt+R1 it dt ..
.
0
0
, J d20
J dw
. of motion
. 1s
. J d20
Th e equation
dl 2 - G'11
or 11=-- ·--1=2
G dt
G dt
where w is the angular velocity at any instant.

T

Hence

w2

r it dt= ~ I~~ .dt= ~ I dw
0

)Jut

T

0
,wa=w1=0.

w1

...vo.

T

or

•I it dt• ~

(w2--w1)

0

""fr':~#!~!.'
.

.......

)"

:'
,i
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1·1

Therefore

Jit dt ~ O.
0

T

Henr,e (ii) reduces to N(.P2-·<l>1)-:-G(82-91)=R,

Ji, di

... (iii)

0
Let us aprily Kirchhoff's Jaw to mesh CDEF, we have :
.
e1T·'-L !' dit
dt _1,-11• Rt=z,R,

or
or

G ~:

+L1~f =-itRt-l-isRs=-i1R1+(i,-i1)R,

dV ...1,- L1dit
. t f,R,
- = -- (R1+ R, )11
G·---,,
dr
di
.

Integra,ting as before G(02--61)+ Lt(i12-i11)= -(R1+ R,)

T

r

T

f1 dt+ R.1 f, dt

0

0

T

But i12=i11=0 and

Jitdt=O
0

T

Hence G(D2- 01)=Ro

1icdt
0

T

Substituting this value of

J'1, di in (iii), we get :
0

N(<I>2-W.1)-G(02-01)='!:

G(0~-·01)

If (<1>2-©1)='1> and (02-01)=8,

R,+R, e
... (7' 129)
N. R,
Comparison of Eqn. T 129 with corresponding Eqn. 7127 of unshunted fiuxmeter shows that
the multiplying factor for the shunted flux meter is :
we have

""= G
""

&+&
m=-R,

... (7'130)

Note. The thcuty of the unshunted fiuxmeter shows (see Eqn. 7'127) that the value of
resistance of either the fiuxmcter or the search coil does. not affect the meter sensitivity. However,
the value of total circuit resistance should not exceed about 20 ohm otherwise the damping will not be
adequate. The theory of a shunted fiuxmeter shows that the resistance Ro of the search coil is ·
important when the meter is shunti;d. The resistance R1 of the meter is unimportant.
The theory also shows the inductarce of search coil and the fluxmeter are immaterial and
that the time for flux change has no Cltfect on the indication of the fiuxmeter. This time may be as
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inuch as 2 minutes jn some cases, however, in practice, if the time exceeds. about 30 seconds, serious
errors are introduced because of friction, little control torque exerted by the current leads and the
effect of improper levelling etc. Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages. (I) The industrial form of fluxmeter is portable,
(ii) Its scale is directly calibrated in weber turns,
(iii) The indication of the meter is independent of the time taken by, the flux change. This is
of great importance in measurement of flux linking with highJy inductive circuits where the flux
changes may be relatively slow rendering the use of ballistic galvanometers impra.ctioal.
Disadvantages. (i) The fluxmeter is Jess sensitive and accurate than the ballistic galvanometer.

f

I
I

.

....I

Example 7·1s. The coil of a ballistic galvanometer has 115 turns of mean area 25x 40 mm 2•
The flux density in the air gap is 0' 12 Wb/m2 and the moment of inertia is o· 5x 10-6 'kg-m2. The .
stiffness is 45X 10-6 Nm/rad. What current must be passed to give a deflection of 100' and what
resistance must be added in series with the movement to give critical damping 1
Solution. Displacement constant G=NBA = 115x 0'12X25X40X10- 6 =138x10-s N·m/A.
Deffection 0=100·= l '475 rad

But

KG 4·5X10-6
.·
i-G=
X _3x 1'475=4'8x10-3 A=4'8
138 10

mA.

For critical damping, damping constant, D=2y' K1-:2v'45 x 10 Gxo·5 x JO a
=9'48:x 10- 0 iNm/rad·s-1..
Neglecting the resistance of the galvanometer coil, external resistance required for critical
damping is:
~ G2
CDRX- /)

~(138

x ro-s)2
·
. X _6 =21000 !l.
9 48 10

Example 't 16. A solenoid I m long and wound with 800 turns has a search coil of 50 turns
and cross-sectional area 300 mm2 at its centre. Reversing a current of 4 A in the solenoid causes ll
deflection of 5 divisions in · a ballistic galvanometer connected to the search coil. Calculate tho
galvanometer constant in flux linkages per division. Calculate also the flux linkage sensitivity.
Solution :
Flux density at the cenere of solenoid B=µo N:~

·

Flux linking with search coil ¢i=BA= µo~i/A ·
· of seare h co1.1 ·''I'·. __ ,.,
.,2BA-- P.0N1 N2IA.
. kages
FJux IJD
1

. kages
Ch auge offf ux Im

A ·'·--2·'·=2µoN1N2lA,
w
r 't'

Galvanometer constant

2lA
K.ii-01
- 2~ 2µoNiN
/61
•

1

2x4i;xJ0-7 X800><50X4X300x
10-e = 24 . xio-o weber tum per d'1v1s1on.
..
X
1
1 5

= ·

Flux linkage sensitivity S; =

i;= 24.1 ~ 10_
6

41'5X10 8 divisions. per weber tum.

Example 7'17. The mutual inductance betwei;n magnetizin3 winding and n search coil wound ·

•r
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on a specimen is 9 mH. The search coil has 20 turns and the specimen has a cross-sectiqnal area of
500 tnm2. Reversal of a current of 3 A in magnetising winding produces a galvanometer throw. of
60 divisions. Calculate the value of the flux density in a specimen 'if the roversal of current in the
magnetizing winding produces a galvanometer deflection of 36 divisions.

'

.

Solution : Flux linkages of search coil o/= Ml.
Change in flux linkages 6o/=2o/=2Ml.
.
3
2'f·'· = 2Ml
..
GaIvanometer constant K~ =Bi
- -_;- = 2 x 9 x 10- x 3= 0.9 x io-•" weber turn per d'1v1s1on.
0
60

With a galvanometer throw of 36 divisions, .
Change in flux linkages 6o/=2if=36x0'9x10-s=324x 10-3 weber turn.
Original flux linkages
o/=162X 10-s weber tum.
Flux in speci_men

<I>=±
N2

=

162 xJo-s =0'81x10-a Wb.
· 20
.

Flux density
Example 7'18. A ballistic galvanometer has a resistance of 150 .Q and an undamped period
of 7·5 s. A steady emf of 3·5 mV produces a deflection of 210 mm. Determine the quantity of
electricity discharged from a capacitor if the deflection produced is 750 mm. 1 he relative
damping is 0'8,
·
3·sx10-3
·
Solution: Steady state current/,= -- =23'3X10- 6 A.
150
Under steacjy state condit.ions :
KO=G J,
••
K lu 2 3'~ ~ 10- 6 0' 11 x 10 6 A/mm.
--=-

1

G· 0

II~

.

Logarithmic decrement .\ = v' 1 . ~ 2

(See Eqn. 7'57)

11xo·3
yl-(0'8)2

4'19.

0

From Eqn.
7' 112, quantity of electricity
,

Q=

+

GK ,. ToII (1 }./2)01
2

4'19) x 750=304'8x10-6 C=304'8 µC.
" 1+2
=0'11x10- 6x 27'5(
Example 7' 19. · The discharge of. a ca~acitor through a ballistic galvanometer produces a
damped frequency ~f 0'125 Hz a_nd s~ccess1ve swmgs of l~O, 96 and 76'8 mm; calculate the damping
ratio. Also determme the loganthm1c decrement and period of undamped and damped oscillations.
Solution. From Eqn, 7·106, logarithmic decrement

l

.\

I I
01
1 I
120
= n-1 og, 6~ = (3-1) og. 76'8 = 0'223

Period of damped oscillations Td= fd

= 0 . 1~ 5 =8 s.

....
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From Eqn. 7'57,

Jog~rithm:ic d~crement i\ =, 1 11~=
.

. .

v

1-~ 2

223

2

.yr~
_. / -«F223)2 -+i\ -·y +(o. )

Dam,Pmg ratio ~.

2

112

112

.
O070&

25
.
t.
fd_r • ; o·t
0 1256 H1
. 'II atlons
F rcquency of un dampe d. osc1
J'•=,
(
- ~~ ·
2
11
2
v
.., v 1- 0'0708)
Period of undamped oscillations To=

f'

0. 256 =7'96 s.

Example 7'20 A moving coil ballistic galvanometer. of 150 fl resistance· gives a thr.ow of
75 divisions when the flux through a search coil to which it is connected is reversed. Find the flux
density in which the reversal of the coil takes place, given that the galvanometer constant= I IO µC/div.
and the search coil has 1400 turns, a mean area of 5000 mm 2 and a resistance of20 fl.
'
Calculate also the ballistic and flux linkage sensitivities of the galvanometer.
Solution. Resistance of galvanometer circuit=20t 150='=170 IJ.
Galvanometer constant K.= 110 µC/div.
Q iI eI
Now
K,= Ol =~= RRl.
But change in flux linkages L'i o/=2o/

e=~~ =2rJJN=2BAN ·
' '

t

Flllx densl.ly

t.

RB 1

t

RQi

6

B- K,RR 1 = I IO x 10:- X 170 x 75 =O' I Wb/m 2
- 2AN 2xsooox10 6 xl400
·

Ballistic sensitivity

.

s,, ~ k~ = i ~O ~g· 1x10-3 div.fµC=9100

. . . s~=R=lscr
s, 9100 =' 60'

Flux lmkage sens1t1v.1ty

fl

Hence K,=2BAN. __
t ~,2BAN

t

1

"

div/C.

we ber turn ,·d.1v.

Exampl~ 7·21. A ball.istic galvan?~eter ~ives a first_ maximum deflection .of 60' for ll discharge
of 1000 µC. Fmd t!1e quantity. o_f .electnc1ty w.h~ch whe~ discharged through this galvanometer gives
rise to a spot deflcct10n of lO d1V1s1011s on a m1lhmeter circular scale 1 mdre away. ·
Solution Let us assume that angular deflection of 60' is the deflection of the reflected ray
from the mirror attached to the moving coil.
·
Charge Q=K.01
Now 01 =60'=it/3 rad.
1000 3000
X =---=---- µC/rad.
q

11/3

II

·

Angle turned through by reflected ray for a swing of I 0 mm is : 0~ I
r
3000
.'. Charge for a swing of 0·01 radian is : Q=
x 0·01 =9'56 LJ.C.
7t

=

10 =0'01
---~

1000

rad

•

.

Exumple 7'22. A galvanometer with. an undamped period of 9 second and a current
sensitivity of I microumpere per scale division is connected to a search coil in a circuit of 4000 Q
resistance. Determine the flux linkage change in the search coil to produce a first swing of , oo
~ivisions if the lo~arithmic decrement is o·,.
.
.

, .
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SoJutjon:
Charge Q=To

9
..&o +'11/2)01 =-x1x10-6
211

211 8

( I +0'2) x 100=158x10-a
.
C.
2

i

t

· Let 6 o/ be the change In {lux linkages In time t
:.

e~fe=~o/

Charge

1.

Q=it=;.t=~o/.

: . Change in flux linkage t.o/=RQ=4000X158X10-e =632X 10-3 weber turn.
Example. 7'23. A certain flux meter has the following constants : ·
~ Air gap flux density=0'05 Wb/m 2, Turns on moving coil-40, Area of moving coil=750 mm 2.
if a J-0 turn search coil of 200 mm 2 area connected to the ftuxmeter is reversed in uniform
. field of o·s Wb/m2, calculate the deflection of tho fluxmeter ...
· Solution. Constant of flux meter G=40XO'O!lX750XI0-6 =1500x 10-a.
: Flux linking with search coi1=0'5x200x10~ 6 -100x10-0 Wb.
Change in flux linking the coil=-2X100XI0-6 =200x 10-0 Wb.
..
From Eqn. 7'127, change in~ux~=
N~

~. 0

10x2oox10-a
.,
ooxro-a
rad.=765.
15
Example. 7·24, A fluxmeter Is connected to a search coil having 500 turns and a mean area
..
~f 500 mmi. The sear~h coil is placed a~ the centr~ of a. solenoid I !D~~re long, wound with 800 turns.
When 8 current of S A ts r~~e~sed, there 1s a deflection of 25 scale d1v1s1ons. Calculate the calibration
in flux linkages per scale d1vmon.
.
. d
Nil 800X5
Solution. Field strength of solenol H=1 ""-r- =4000 A/m.
Flux density B=µoH=411X 10-7 x4000-16nX 10-s Wb/m2,
· Flux linkages of fluxmeter search coll=N~BA = 500 x 1611 x 10-3 x 500 x 10-a
-0·411 >< rn-a weber turn.
3
Change in flux: linkages=2X(0'411x 10- )=0'811X io- 3 weber turn.
10
· kagi:s per sea Ie di··
··
Flux Im
VISIOn = o·snx25 - -a =· o•100·.J• x io-3 we ber. tum per· seaIe·d.1v1s1on.
..
Exnmplc 7'25. A fluxineter when u~ed with a single turn search coil gives full scale deflection
A when a given uniform field linking with the search coil is reveresed. It is proposed to e:ttend the range
of fluxmi:ter to. measure flux densities five times tlie above valuo using the samo search coll and method
of revernals. If the resistance of search coil is l n, find the resistance, of the shunt to be connected
in parnllel with the fluxmeter.
·
·
'
&i!11tloo. From Eqn. 7'130, the range of instrument is extended(R,+R.)/R1 times by use ofa
shunt.
.Rc=rcsistance of search coil and R1=resistance of shunt
where
Rc+R•
l+R•
Now, WG have }{, ~s or &=5
:. Deflection 0= 0

-

Resistance of shunt Rs=0'25 n.
'
·. . Example 7'26. The relucta'1ce of a magnetic circuit excited by an rumf of 8000 A is 120,000
A/Wb. A fiuxmeter is used to measure the flux. If the fluxmeter ·scale has 120 divisions and the flux
linkases required for a deflection of I division hl\s o· 1~ 10-3 weber turn,. calcqlate the r<:sist11oco

)I

1
''
1

!
jl

f

x

.

~-

I

I
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of the shunt required for ·use with the search coil. Number of turns of search coil is I and its resis·
lance is 0:025 n. · The measurement is made by switching off the excitation.
·
Fl· . b.
d · mmf
SOOO. 66'7 10-3 Wb
SoIohon.
ux to e measure =reluctance= 120,000
x .
.
Value of flux when the fluxmeter shows full scale deHection
O'ISX 10-3 x 120=-ISX 10- 3 Wb.
.
1
.
.

Ratio

flux to be measured . = 66'7 x 10-a =J .7
flux for full scale deflection 180 X 10-a

Ro+R, 0'025+Rs
Thus we bave"" _ R,
3'7
R,
_J_

t

or resistance of shunt R,=0'00926.U.

7'25. Vibration Galvanometers
Introduction. These galvnometers are ot d'Arsonval type having a moving coil suspended
between the pieces of a permanent magnet. When an alternating current is passed through the
moving coil, an alternating deflection torque Is produced which makes the coil vibrate with a frequency equal to the frequency of the current passing. On account of inertia of the moving parts the
amplitude of vibrations is small. l Iowever, _if the natural frequency of the moving system is diade
equal to the frequency of the current, mecbamcal resonance is obtained and the moving system vib·
rates with a large amplitude.
The dampi,ng is very small in these galvanometers. This is required in order to obtain a
sharp resonance curve so that the galvanometer is-selective i.e., it gives a very small deflection for
alternating currents of frequencies oth~r than the resonant freq11ency.
.
· Vibration galvanometers are suitable for use at power and low audio frequencies, but they are
· mainly used at power frequencies. They can be manufactured
.
for fixed frequencies, or they can b~ provided with · tuning
devices to cover a range of frequencies.
·
.
Spring
Construction. Fig. 7'20 shoNs the construction of a
Duddell's moving coil vibration galvanometer. The moving
coil consists of a fine bronze or platinum silver wire. This
wire passes over a small pulley at top the and ls pulled tl?bt
by a spring attached to tbe pulley, the tonslon of the sprll!g
can be adjusted by turning a milled bead attached to the
Vlbtalor toop
spring. The loop of wire Is stretched over two ivory bridge
pieces, the distance between these pieces Is adjustable. When
the moving coil vibrates due to passage of a.c., the reflected
beam from the mirror throws a band of light upon a scale
S
provided for the purpose.
Tuning. Tuning means adjustment of the natural
frequency of the moving system so that It is equal to tbe freMirror
quency of the eurrent passing through the ooil.
In the case of Duddell's galvanometer coarse tuning
is done by varying the distance between the bridge pieces.
This .varies the length of the loop whfoh is free to vibrate
and thus varies the natural frequency of the moving system.
Fine adjustment of tuning is done by varying the tension of
the spring.
Fig. 1'20. Vibration galvanometer.
When the galvanometer is tuned (i.e .. when it is under mechanical resonance conditions), tb .
. amplitude· of vibrations is very large and consequently a very wide band of light is observed on th1
scale.
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Theory. Let the value of current passing through the movicg eoil at an instant t be :
i=lm sin wt
, . Deflecting torque Td=Gi=Glm sin wt.
'1.

Equation'ofmotion is T1+Tn+Tc=Td

d8

d20

or

.

J dt 2+D dt +K6=Glm.sm wt ..

Complementary Function. The ¥alvanometer is underdamped and therefore tb.e complemen1
tary function is given
D

O=e...,.. 21 F [ sin (wdt+~) ]
Particular Integral

1

(See Eqn. T J7)

,,

I'

.. tie
I equat10n
. 1or
~ wvt10n
..:a.. we 'h ave : ,a2o+DdO
Writmg
. dt 2
iii K8= GIm sm. 6l/.
The particular integral is of the forni

.

I

\~I.

8=A sin (wt-oc).

where A and « are constants.

We have,

~

~8

~

~

----=Aw (cos 001-oc) and -

. .

""-Aw2 sm (wl' ..·oc)
.

Substituting the above values in equation for motion, we have
-AJ w2 sin (wt-·oc)+AD w cos (oo/-«)+AKsin (c~t-«)=Glm sin
The above relation must hold good
all values oft . .
·When·
wt=«,
ADCil=Glm sin oc
2
When
(wl .. -oc)=R/2
-AJw -tAK=Glm cos«
Squaring (i) and (ii) and adding we get : A2D2Cil2+ A2(K-Jw2)2=G2/m2

wt

for

...(i)
... (ii)

Glm
A- V(Dw)2+(K-J.;2)Z-

or

Also from (i) and (ii) tau «= · f-!cw-2 or
. .
K-Jw

oc =tan-I

_Dj__.

K-Jw2_

. l ar mtegra
.
I IS,
. av= --T-="·-=o==--=-·-Glm
. (
)
. Part1cu
~-= Slll wt-«.
·
\ (Dw)2+(K-Jw2)2

Hence the complete solution is

I '

:

I

;..i

'I
II

.~)

i.

... (1'131)
~---

The first term on the right hand side of Eqn. 7'131 is affanSient·term and effect• only the
deflection for a first few vib1ations ~fter switching on and therefore it is of little importance.
Hence deflection,

0= -='=(}}"1_

c=~~== sin (wt-oc)

· \. (Dw)?+(K-Jw2,2

,

... (7'132)

G!m
A=-,---------=
... (7'133)
v (D<·J}l+(K--Jw2)2
Now we should make the amplitude as large as possible. For a particular vafoe of curr'.'nt
1111 the amplitude can be·made large by increasing Gorby decreasing <Dw)2+(K-Jw2)2,

The amplitude of vibrations is

'

\
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1. ·Increasing G, Since G=NBA, it may be made large. by using a coil of large area A and
having large numb~ of turns N. But increasing the area and tbc number of turns, the inertia con- ·
slant J is increased and therefore the term(Dw)Lt-(K-w2iJ)2 also increases. Hence the purpose is not
served. G can be made large by using a high vame otllux density 'B. Therefore, powerful magnets
are used in vibration galvanometers ~ give large amplitude· of vibrations, i.e., to increase their
sensitivity.
·
·
2. Decreasing (Dw)4(K-Jw2) 2. There are three constants involved J, D and K. If we
consider an existing galvanometer, J and· D are fixed and only control constant K can be changed.
The control constant K can be varied by adjusting the length and tcnsiOn of the sµspension of the
moving system.
·
In order that the amplitude be maximum, the term (Dw)2+(K-Jw 2)2 should be minimum.
This requires that ·
·
·.
. K-Jw2=0
w =.Y K/J . or supply frequency

. or

f

../

.B6~ 2~ J~

2:

='i; J~ . .

is the natural undamped -frequency ,/n of the moving system.

:. For maximum amplitude/c-/n .
.Thus the vibration galvanometer is tuned .by chang~~g the length _and tension of the moving
system m order that the natural.frequency of moving system 1s equal .200
to the supply frequency.
The deflections at various frequencies can be calculated
15 0
from Eqn. 7·133, and the results plotted as shown in Fig. 1·21. It
is found that for a galvanometer having a sharply peaked reso· E
nance curve a slight deyiation from the resonant frequency results E
in a large reduction in deftection. Therefore, the galvanometer -c0 100
responds to only f11ndamental frequency (frequency for which it .;;
is turned) and the harmonics have no appreciable 11fect upon the "
I
- 50
-deflection.
\
_/
Cl
L----'
Vibration galvanometers can be used for frequencies bet0
ween 100 to 1800,Hz. The current sensitivity is about 50 mm/[J.A ·
· - -102
98
100
iOl
with a scale l metre away. The sensitivity is almost inversely proportional \o. the frequency.
Frequency, H,
Example. 7'27. Calculate the ratio of sensitivity for Fig. 7'21. Deflections of a vibration
fundamental to that for third harmonic for a vibration .galvano·
. galvanometer at different
· frequencies,
meter tuned to a frequency of 50 Hz. The data of the galvano·
meter is :
Inertia constant = 10X10-s kg-mB ; damping consbint=25x10-a N-m/rad·s-1•

-

.

Solution : From Eqn. 7'133 the amplitude of vibration of a frequency w is :
A=

GI..
y(Dw)2+(K-Jw2)2

Therefore the ratio of amplitudes of fundamental and third harmonic is :
Ai = V(3Dw1)B+(K-9Jco12)2,
Aa V(Dco1)2+(K-Jco12)2

For a tuned galvanometer

co1=

J-§.

or K=Jw 12,

\·
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At

Thus we have

V(3Dw1)2-(Jw12-9Jw12)2 V(3Dw1) 2+(8!w12>3

.Aa = -

7iw1 ___ ""----i>w1 --:--- ·
y(3x25x 10 ax:211x50) 2+(s.x 10x10'"3 ~2 x502)2c:!JOOO
25 x I 0

3

x 211 X 50

·

From above it is clear that for a tuned galvan~met~r the deflection caused by the harmonics
will be insignificant as cori)pared to (bat for the fundamental.
.,.
.
7'26. Duddell's Osclllograpb . · ·
.
Construction. It consists of a single loop of thin phosphor-bronze strip which forms tl1e
moving system. It is called a vibrator loop. The vibrator loop is situated in the field of a permanent
magne~ but when high sensitivities are requirt d, highly saturated electromagnets are used.
The vibrator loop (Fig. 1·22) is formed by passing the strip oyer an ivory pulley, A spring
tension adjusting device is attached to the ivory pulley; A small mirror for reflecting light is cemented
to the loop midway between the bridge pieces.
A Duddell element is essentially a vibration galvanometer having a. low period of vibrations.
The natural freq11e9cy is about 10 kHz. The loop is immersed in oil to get a high degree of damping.

JI

Sificon

Bridge

contalner--rt'w

pi1c1

\_'I

Retaining
sprl~g

Gold alloy
strip ·___.~;v.u

s

Terminal
~I_...

Fig; 7'22. Duddetl'o Oscillograpb clement.

-

Fig. 7'23, Recorder Pencil Oalvanoy::1c1.
'
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The galvanometer units can be constructed with diameters 3 mm to 6 mm and aboqt 75 mm
length. A typic!)l unit is .shown in Fig. 7 23. These galvanometer units are often called pencil
galvanometers. They comprise the moving element of the galvanometer and are set in a fixed frame
of the permanent magnets. Two or more units per cm can be constructed and 50 or more galvanometers are included in a single oscillograph in order to record many waveforms simultaneously.
Operation. When an alternating current is passed through the loop, an alternating torque
acts upon the loop and it vibrates. When a beam of light is cast upon the mirror, it is reflected. As
the loop is vibrating, tbe reflected beam will move backwards and forwards. If a wave shape is to be
recorded, a photographic film is passed at a constant speed in a direction perpendicular to that
of the movement of the reflected beam of light. The actual speed of film depands upon the frequency
of the wave being recorded.
·
The wave shape is recorded on the film as a result of the two perpendicul.i1.r motions, i.e., of
the film and the reflected light. The oscillograph is calibrated by passing a known value of direct
current in the loop and recording the deflection produced by the current.
··
If the waveform iS not to be recorded but i&
Screen
.c::=;::::::,
only to be observed, the arrangement as shown in
Fig 7'24 is used. The reflected beam of light, from . OsciUograph
I
the vibrator mirror falls on a plane mirror 11nd
•
is further reflected on to a screen. The plane mirror
t
0
•, ,,. __ .,...- ~·-is rocked by a cam driven by a synchronous motor.
fl.
The synchronous motor is supplied from the source
I
:: - _. whose waveform is to be observed. The plane
mirror driven by the cam, gives forward mptioli of
Plane
the reflected beam on the screen. The forward
riurror
motion is carried out for l ! cycles of the wave, and
the plane mirror is returned to its original ,position
Cam
during the next half cycle. During this cycle the
light is cut off by a rotating shutter. The process
is repeated continuously and the wave shape appears
stationary on the screen on account of persistence . Fig. 7'24. Observation of waveform with Duddelt's
· of vision.
oscilloscope.
Uses. (I) These oscillographs are ·particularly suited at low voltages and low frequencies.
(ii) These oscillographs may be. provided with a larger number of elements and therefore
a number of qu~nlities may be observed or recorded simultaneously.
,
,
(iii) They afford convenient facllities for photographic purposes.
Disadvantages. (i) The use of these ~scillographs is limited to freqµencies upto 500 Hz if
an accurate record of the waveform is required .. A9ove this fr~quency the response to higher order
harmonics is verv small and therefore the harmonics are no.t recorded.
(ii) The use of these instruments is more complicated.
These oscillographs are not commonly used these days and for many purposes they have been .
replaced b~ the cathode ray oscillograpbs.
,
· T~eory. Duddell's oscillograph is essentially· a vibration galvanometer, and therefore its
equation of motion is :
·
I

•

I
~

·----lt

2

I

..i

I

Jd a +D -1!+K8=Gi
dt2
dt .
·
Wheffconsidering a vibratic:m galvanometer the current i was assumed to be purely sinusoidal,
its eqi/ation bejngfc:-Jm_sin wt.
· · ·.
. ,. · . .
. · .
.
! · However; in the case of an oscillograph, thi~ ass~mption c~nnot be made since oscillf),$.raph
is used for determination or. wave forms of nort·smuso1dal quantities. Therefore, current i ID the
case of an oscillograph contains harmonics and it may be ~rilten as ;
·
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ll = 00

i=

2:

lmn sin

(11w1t~11)

... (T 134)

n=I
according to Fourier's theorem where n is the order of the harmonic;

J
I

When dealing with the vibration galvanometer, the equation for deflection a was found to
contain a transient term and a term corresponding to steady vibration motion (See Eqn. 7'131). In
a Duddell's oscillograph critical or nearly critical damping is provided ·and therefore the transient
term decays after a very small interval of time and can thus be neglected.
The expression for deflection in a vibration galvanometer is
0= --· .. Glm_ . ~ .. ·(sin wt-ex)
V(Dw)2f(K-Jw2)2
. .

·.

..

·

.

...· . ·...··

n-,oo

'
.
•.. 8
Therefore for a Duddell s osc1llograph: =G
'

.

.

(See Eqn. 7'132) ·
.
. 0. .

2V(.

)'~-7··

. · ···

lm11 sin (nwt±~;;-cxn)
Dnw

)Z

.

+ K- fII 2w2)2·
(

.

:
•

...(7'135)

n=I

where

Dnw
«n=tan·1 - - - - -

.

------------·····

K-J112w2
The amplitude of deflection corresponding to nth harmonic
--

•·

... (7' 136)

···-----

-

On=

-· _(}_fmn __ -·
'\/ (D11w)2+(K- Jn2w2)~
Glm11/K
'~ V(D11w/K)2t(l-Jn2w2i K)z

".(7' 137)

... (7'138)

J. 7· =--2(
D ... v d ~}-l
d /K. '/ 2
as 2, 1 =~.-~ an
-·· -'- - an J =, "'"
2· KJ
K
Wn
V KJ
K
Wn
Substituting the above values in Eqn. T 138, we ha.ve :
GI.no/ K
_
011 =
... (7' 139)
V I -112w2/w112)2t(2~nw/wn)2

. But

]}_ ==. - -v'·°'=
2D
K

.

1

. -

.

R.u ! t he defl ect1on
· , un der 1'd ea J.(d .c. ) con d'1t10ns
· 1s
· 8n1 = --yG[mn

e.

e,,'

,

''
V(l-n 2w2/wn2)2t(2(nw/w.,) 2.
Hence, ratio of actual amplit11de to i.deal amplitude
~I
. .
6n' =

V(l -n2w2/w112)2t(2~11w/w.)2
l

=-V (I-u2)2+(2~u)2
where

u=frequency ratio=nw/wn.

... (7'140)
... (7'141)
\

... (7'142)
... (7'143)
".(7' 144)

It is clear ·from. Eqn. T 143 that the amount of damping used is of vital importance.
If the galonometer is overdamped, the amplitude will de~rease as the frequency· is increased while
an underdamped galvanometer will produce excessive deflections for. frequencies near the natural or
resonant frequency. Hence a compromise must be made. The .curves for defleption amplitude
ratio (0,/0.') against frequency ratio '(nw/wn). are shown in Fig. 7'25 for vario\JS value1 of daqipiog
ratio, ~ . It shows that if damping ratio ~=0.64 is used, th~ deflection amplitude is within
±5 per cent of ideal amplitude for frequencies upto 60 per cent of galvaaomet~r reso11ant frequency.

...
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Frequency ratio ( nw/wnl Fig. 7'25. Amplitude Vfs frequency ratio cnuracteristics.

In addition to amplitude characteristics described above some phase shift, equivalent to
a time delay, must inevitably occur between the input and the output_ on account of inertia and
damping.
Let us examine the expression for phase shift
a11=tan_L___Q~-. =tan-1 nwD/K -=tan-1 2~nw/wn
... (7' 145)
K-Jn2w~
l-n2w2J/K
l-n2w~/wn2
It is clear from Eqn. 7'145 that the harmonies
in the output waveshape do not have the same
relative phases as those in the input current waveshape
as the value of rt11 will be different for different harmonics. Hence the oscillograph does not give a true reproduction of current wave. However, it can be made
to give ·a reproduction which is. sufficiently accurate
for practical purposes.
c. GO
. Equ. 7'145 gives the phase displacement 'll_
of· the output frequency with respect to its true .'f
position, measured on its own time scale of angular {; 4rf ,
frequency. In order to estimate the distortion ., .
produced in the output wave, it is necessary to ~
calculate the phase displacement of fundamental & 8
2 ·
and each harmonic and to allow for the different
angular · frequency scales of the various harmonics.
For example, . a 35° phase shift for 7th harmonic on
its own lime scale represents 35/7=5° displacement
1·0
0
0·2
0·4
0·6
0·8
on the angular frequency scale of the funda1nental.
Frequency ratio ( nl;l/r,:,nl
Thus it is clear from above that the phase
shift can be made to ·have' negligible importance
Fig. 7'26. Phase shift V/s frequency ratio
providtd that it can be made direc;tly proportional
characteristic.
to frequency that is all frequencies df input waveform are d~layed by the same lime interval.

1
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Fig. 7'26 shows the curves of phase shift a5ainst frequency ;ratio for different values of
damping constant~. It is clear that the relationship is linear for ~=0"64.
Portnnately the optimum·aniplitudeperformance is also obtained with ~=0"64.
Ciiticaliy Damped Oscillograph. When the galvanometer is critically damped ~= !. The
ratio of' actual amplitude to ide,al amplitude is given by substituting ~=I in Eqn. 7' 143

~
{Jn'

... (7'146)

l

=-1V(J -u2)2+(2 x l X u)2 I +u2

1
= 1+112002/00.2--

... (7'147)

Suppose T• is· the period of natural oscillations and Tis the period of fundamental.
O•
1
·" From Eqn. 1·147 we get R =-- = - " Un'
I +n2T.2fT 2

I
1+112(To/T)2

...

(7"148)

2~u

Phase angle

1-112

For cntma
" IJ y·damped osc11logrnph
.
cin=lan-1 - 2u 2· =tan- 1·--2nwf
2 "'•--2
2
•
I -fl
-11
(I) Wn
1
1
-•

-can

_1 _

2n

... (7'150)

(T/To)-(n2T.JT)

For ideal oscillograph J · Oand D=O

... (Tl49)

:. o:n=O

Example 7'28. The relative damp,ng io a Duddell's oscillograph is 0'6. The natural ·

frequ~ncy i~ 2400 Hz, calculate the range of frequencies over which. the oscillograph will have au

amphtude distortion of less than ±2%.

·

Solution. The ratio of ac.1u~l amplitude to ideal amplitude is :
'~ee

In cird.er that amplitude disto
between 0'98 and 1·02.
·

..

0'98

Eqn. 7" 143)

on be less than ±2 per cent, the value of 6n/0.' should be

1
y(l-u2)2+(2 x O611)2

or u:..:0'79

Hence·upper frequency.=0'79X2400=1826 Hz
For amplitude be upto

+2%.

ro2 .
·

. } .

-

or u=0'29

y{l-u2)2+(2X0'6u)2

Lower frequency =0'29 x 2400=696 Hz.
Hence the· range of frequencies between which ·the amplitude distortion . is within ±2% is
696 H1to 1896 Hz.
Ex11mple 7'29. An oscillograph has a natural frequency of 500 Hz and a damping ratio of
0'64, The fundamental frequency .applied to it is 50 Hz.· Calculate the base 4ispla1;ement for
the ~ondamental. and 5th harmonic. Calculate the error in recording time o the 5th harmonic witb
,r~gnrds to f~ndamental. Sui:iposing the speed· of the photographic paper is 2'5 m/s, calcµJate the
d1splaccment m mm.
·
f·

.

'
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Solution. The phase displacement i:~ given by :
acn=tan-1 ~~
1~ua· .
For fundamental

(Eqn. 7' 145)

u=50/500=0'1

0 64
1 2X
1-(0'1)2
~·
' X 0-1_=7'366° ==''7' 22'

: . Phase displacement of funda.n:.1ental

·•Cl

oc1 •=tan-

so
leS

For fifth harmonic

u= 5 x 50/500~0'5

Phase displacement forfifth harmonic «5 =tan-1 -

2

\l]

~~~ci·~)~·s =40'47'==40' .28'

y

Phase displacement of 5th harmonic on fundamental sei..'le
~6 40'}8' s• s·6'
Time lag for fundamental=

3
:6
3 :~0

. 0'409x10-s s.

The time for a complete cycle is 1/SO s=409 µs.
40'47
.
-B
.
Time lag for 5th harmortic 360 X5X50 =0 45 x 10 . s=450 ,us.
Error in recording time =450-409=41 µs.
Error in mm=speed Xtime=2'5X41X10-6 =0·1x10-s m.-0·1 mm.
Example 7'30 .. A Ouddell's
has a moving system .,.vhose
period of
oscillation is 1/2000 second. The oscillograph is critically damped. The wa\•e·form of a complex
wave, the frequency or whose fundamental is 50 Hz is to b,e determined. W'.hat are tho
errors in the production of 3rd, 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics 1 Afs<i' determine the
displacement of 13th harmonic.
·
Solution. We have·:
To= 1/2000 s, and T= 1/50 s
.

oscillogr~ph

natti1~'\l

per~<:entase

i.~hase

'

'

1

R. = 1+n2(7'o/T)2

We have

+l02 l~O/l000) 2 ==0'99911 ·
1

· Therefore R1

'
R5

1
.·
98
1+(5)2(50/2000)2 =0' 44

.Rn= 1+o n2~

50/lOOO)' -0'9244

' 1

Rs= 1+(3)2(50/2000)2 ·=O

.9944
'

1
' '
R1 = 1+(7)2(50/2000)1 =0'9694
'
1
Ria .· 1+03)1(50/2000)2. ==0'9044

Thus· the percentage errors in reproduction are :
-1'56 percent .
In 5th harmonic
In 3rd harmonic
-0'56 percent
In 11th harmonic - 7'56 percertt
In 7th harmonic
-3'06 percent
In 13th harmonic · -9'56 percent.
(See Eqn. 7' 156)
1
Disphicement of nth harmonic
«=tan- ,(1f'/To)'f_::n2(To/T) ·
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Ph;se displacement of 13th harmonic

2x13
35• O'
et1a=tan-:-1 (200-0/-50-)--(13)%(50/2000)=

,S,
.
2X I
2 2
(2000/50)-(1)2(50/2000) -

Phase displacement of fundamental

rv

On 13th harmonic scale 2° 52' is equivalent to 13 x 2? 52' = 31 16'.
13th harmonic is shown 37' ·16' -36' (\' =l' 16' ahead of its 1rue position.

UNSOLvio PROBLEIWS \
I. Find

th~

steady stale deflection. of a movi·~g coil galvanometer in degrees and in mm on a scale placed J m

1ay when a current of l mA is passed through it'; coil. Also calculale the resistance required for critical damping

the galvanometer has a relative damping of (\,'J on open circuit. 'fhc data cf the galvanome1er is :
· · Dimensions of coi1=2S x20 mm, nurr.IY.er or turn.1=100, flux den~ity=O'I Wb/m', inertia constant =0'1 x io-•
kg·m' an<l control constant= lS x 10-• N m/r t.d.
. .

G'

Hiilt : . Resistance
r~quired for (.ri •i•al damping= 2
·-v'KJ(l--0'1)
-====
· .
·
[Ans. 11'45', 400 mm, 6'2 .Q]
2: A moving coil .galvaur.met a ~ivo.1 a detlrc!ion of 100 mm on a scale 2 m away from its mirror with a
currrut .of I µA. When swingin;; fru.:ly on open circuit, the time nr one complete osciJMioa is 3 second.GTbe gaivano·
meter ts c!ead beat when lhe to'.al rcr,j;tance of the circuit is 2800 Q. Find the moment of inertia of the moving system.
[Ans. 0'972x w-•.kg·m']
\

i,·;.
. 3.. T~e coastan:s ,,fa gal;1anometer are :
Damping constant =SX 10-• N·m/rad-s- 1,
- Control cor,stant .=fJ'23 x io-• N·mlrad;
.- · Mom~:it of inerfia,.0'18x 10-• kg·m'.
h is proposed to 'mcreasc thr periodic time 10 15 second by atlacbiag small weights on light arms fixed to the coil
soin.dJe. D·;it'. .;1ine by hov· much tl1ese weights must increase the moment of ineriia of the coil.
·
·
[Ans. 1'13 x 10-• kg·m'J

4 Jn a movin.~ r;oil instrument, critical damping is to be provided· only by eddy currents in the aluminium
fornw, carryiug the moving coil. The moment of inertia of moving system is 3x10-• kg·m'. The torsional constant
oft~.~ c.ontrol spring js ;ix rn-• Nm/rad and the loop resistance of alulilioi11m former 0'006 ohm. Calculate the
rt· ~uired coil flux iukeges per rndian deflection,
[Ans. 30'3 x io- 0 Wb/rad]
5. A moving coil galvanometer bas a coil wound upon a former of non-conducting material. The current
seosi1ivily of the instrur.1ent Is 0'001 µ-\/mm at Im and the undamped periodic time is 5 s. If the torque is 0'0632
N·m/A, 'calculate.the control !btque of the suspension, the moment of inertia of moving system and the total circuit
resistance which critically damps the instrumept. The effect of air damping may be neglected.
··
·
[Ans. O•J264x 10-• N·m/rad, Z5'2X 10-• kg-m', 1125 Q]

• : .A d'Arsonval galvanometer has the following data:·
Flux dimsily~ Bx io-• Wb/m', number of turns=300, length of coil=15 mm, width or coi1=30 mm, spring
.con!taor72'5x 10-• Nm/rad, moment of fnertia=IOX 10-1 kg·m', damping constant=2xto-• · Nm/rad·s-•, resistance
of co11;"so· Q. ·Calculate (a) the deflection or galvanometer for a current of I µA, (b) current sensiliviry in mm/µA
if the scale
is ..kept I m away
from the mirror.
:
.
· ·PNve· that the galvanometer is underdamped. Find (c) the natural frequency of .oscillations (d) relative
damping (effrequency of damped oscillations (/), 6rst maximum deflection (g) external resistance required for
critical dmnplng.
[Ans. (a) 0'437. rad (b) 864 mm/µA M o·s rad/s ldJ 0'2 (e) 0'49 rad/s (f) 0'66 rad (g) 36'7 QJ
7. The torsional constant of a galvanometer is Sx 10-• Nm/rad. Calculate the energy stored iu the suspension
wbeu it has been twisted through 0·4 rad.

The moment of inertia of the coil Is 0·2x io-• kg·m'. Calculate the an~ular velocily which the coil will have
when it passes throuih its equilibrium position if damping is neglected.
(Hint: Kicelic energy=! Jw2m••=f K 62m ..1
[Ans. 2 rnd/s]
8, Fig, 7· to shows a circuit for test in$ of a salvanometer where E= I' 5 V, R, = J'O 0, R,= 2500 0, R, is
variable.

·!

'

.' \

'I
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When R,=450 D. the galvanometer deflec.1ion is 1500 mm and/With R,=950 D., the deflection is reduced to
75 mm. Calculate (aj the re1istance of galvanome!er, (bl current scnsiiivity of galvnnometcr.
[Ans. (a) 49 Q, (b) 125 mm/tLA}
9 A ballistic galvano.meler gives a first swing of 60" for a (\i~char:'e oi 1000 t<C. nr.d lb, quantity of
electricity' to produce (a) a swing of 90' in the iasuument (b) a spot deflection of 20 mtil on a scale 1 m away.
[Ans. 1500 µC ; 19'1 µC]

.
10. When a current of 0·001 A is passed throu~h a ballistic g~lvanometer, it gives ~ steady deflection of 50
scate ~ivisions. When a capacit~r .c~irged to a po\ent.ial ,of :00 V ?c. _is discb~reect t~rnugh tbe galv,womet_er, it gives
a maximum throw of 220 scale d1v1s1ons. The per1od1c U111c of swmg is 4 second, t·1nd tl!e value o(',~~{·c.raace.

·

· . . ,:n""os.

2s ~Fl

11. Io an u~dnmped galvanometer \Vi th a periodic time of 10 s~~ond, a c'u11ent of O' I mA produces a steady
defteclion of 150 divisions. Hnd the i· stantaneous quantity of tlectr1c.11y to produce a ftm swing_ of 100 divisions.
(a) when the instrument is undamped (b) when the instrument is dumped SQ !hat its logarithmic decrement is rt;
·
··
[Ans, ta)
106 ~C
(b) 11 lµC]
. .
.,

,

12. The periodic time of an undamped ballisllc galvanometer is JO·s ~nd a current of 0·15 mA gives a,fteady
deflection of200 scale divisio:.\S:. find the quantity of e.lcct~icit9 yihich ~nn produce or swing of 120 s'ale diV.isions_.,·
What.is 1he quantity of clectr1c11y correspondmg to tb1s swing 1f the mstrumeot has a decrement of 1 '03 1
· ·
· [Ans. 239 µC (undamped), 362 µC (damped)]

..

·.. 13. A ballistic galvanometer of resistance 1500 n gives a throw Of 75 divisions when the flux through the search
c.oil to· which it is conaccte~, is r~versed, If t~e flux densilyis 0'1Wb/n.', lh~ search coil has 1400 turns, a mean
area of 5500 mu' and a remtance of 200 n, calculate the galvat•Cmeter constant in terms of coulomb p!r scale
divis'on..
[Ans; ll µC/div.J
14. A ballistic galv.inometer has an undamped. free periOd· of 8 7 s and a relative. damping of o·s. Determine
the ·time required fJr the galvanometer to pass through zero .afler the application of charge, '
[Aus. 7'3. s]
-~

·
15. A Duddoll's oscillograph has a rno1·ing. system whose natural period of oscillation is O'I ms. The wave"·) . form of a complex wav¢, the frequeacY of who~e fundamental is 50 Hz, is to be determined what are the percentage ·
errors in reproduction of 3rd, 5th, 7th anj I l\h hErmonics 1
.. [Ans. 0'0225, l\'6024, 0'1224, 0 315]

(J

16. · A crilically damped Duddell's osci!lograph is required
with a relativJ amplitude correct to within 2 percent.
.
(

reproduce the 13tll harmoo'c of a 50 Hz wave
..
,
.

What should be the natural frequency cifthe movement 1 What will be the relative phase angle departure of]
the !3th harmonic 1
.
[Aas, 4590 Hz; 16·7'

.-------

,!
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Analog
Ammeters, Voltmeters and Ohmmeters
8'1. Int.roduction. Analog ammeters and voltmeters are classed together as there are no fundamental difference.~ in their operating principles. The action of all ammeters and voltmeters, with the
exception of electrostatic. type of instruments, depends upon a deflecting rorquc produced by an
electric current.. In an ammeter this torque is produc.ed hy current to be mt)asured or by a definite
fraction of it. Iu :.i voltmeter this torque is produced by a current which is proportional to the
voltage to be mcaoured. Thus all voltmeters and ammet<Jr> are essentially current mea:;uring devices.
The essential requirnmc:1ts of a measuring instrument are (I) that its introduction iuto the
circuit, where measurements are to be made, does not alter the circuit conditions ; (ii) the power
consumed by them for their operation is small.
·
.
Ammeters arc connected in S<'ries iu the circuit whose current is to be measured. Therefore,
they should have a low electrical resistance. This is essential in order that they cause a small voltage
drop and consequently absorb small power.
Voltmeters are connected in parallel with the circQit whose voltage is to be measured.
They should have a high electrical resistance, This is essential in order that the current drawn by
them is small and consequently the power absorbed is small.
"Ohmmeters" are used for measurement of resistance. They incorporate a source of emf and
a current measuring device.
11·2. Power Loss. Let R. be the resistance of the ammeter and I be the current being
measured.
...cs·!)
. Power loss in ammeter P, = 12Ra watt
If Rv be the resistance of the voltmeter and V be the voltage being measured,

.

. v2

Power loss in voltmeter= R; watt.

... (8'2)

Thus in order that the power loss in instruments is small, resistance of ammeters should be
small and that of voltmeters should be large.
8'3. · Ty~~s of instruments. The main types of instruments used as ammeters and voltmeters
ate:
(I) Permanent magnet moving coil (PMMCJ
(ii) Moving iron
(iii) Eleclro·dynamometer
(iv) Hot wire
(v) Thermocouple
(vi) Jnduction
(vii) Electrostatic
(viii) Rectifier.
Of these the pcrmanent•magnet moving-coil type can be used for direct·c:urreat measurements
only, and the induction type for alternating-current measurement only. The other types can be used
with either direct or alternating current.
The moving· iron and mqving·coil types both depend for their action npo~ th<,> m~gaetic effect
of current. The former is the most generally used form of indicating ir<stromr:n!, as well as the
cheapest. It ca~ be used for either direct odllternating-current .measurements and, ff properly designed
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is very accurate. The permanent-magnet moving-coil instrument is the _most accurate type for direct:
current measurements, and instruments of this type: are frequently constructed to have substandard
accuracy.
Electrodynamometer type of instruments are used both on a.c. as well as 011 d.c. Their
calibration for both d.c. and a.c. is the same and hence they are very useful as "transfer instruments".
Thermal instruments have the advantage that their calibration is the same for both d.o. and
a.c. They are particularly suited for alteraating:current measurements since their detlection depends
directly upon the heating effect of the alternating current, i.e. upon the rms value of the currcut.
Their readings are thus independent of the frequency or wave-form of the current, and of any stray
magnetic fields which may exist in their vicinity.
As voltmeters, electrostatic instruments have the advantage that their power consumption is
exceedingly small. They can bo made to cover a large rango of voltage, and can be ·constructed to
have substandard accuracy. Their main disadvantage is that the electrostatic principle is only directly
applicable to voltage measurements.
The induction principle. is more generally used for watt-hour meters than for ammeters and
voltmeters owing to the comparatively high cost, and inaccuracy. of induction instruments of tha
latter types.
·
8'4. Errors iu Ammeters and Voltmeters. There are certain errors which occur in most types.
of instruments, while other errors occur only in those of particular type. These latter errors will bo
dealt with later, together with the instruments in _which they occur.

Of the errors common to most types of instruments, . friction and temperature errors are. ·
perhaps· the most important. To reJuce the effect of friction torque, and consequently the erro•
produced by it the weight of the. moving system must be made as small as possible compared with
the operating force, i.e. the ratio of torque to Weight must be large (about l/ IO for full deffection).
A vertical spindle is generally preferred to a horizontal one from the point of view of a amail
· friction torque.
. The most serious error is produced by the heat generated in the instrument, or by changes
in ambient (room) temperature, is that due to a change in the resistance of the working coil. Such ri.
change ·or resistance is of little importance .in ammeters, but in voltmeters, in which the working
current should be directly proportional to the applied voltage, it is essential that the resistance of the
instrument remains as nearly constant as possible.
Thus, the power los;i in the instrument should be small, and resistance coils which are likely
to produce appreciable heae1ng should be mounted, if possible, in such a position that they are well
ventilated. In order to eliminate temperature enors, the working coil is wonnd with copper wire and i•
of compara.tivel¥ low res!stance. A high ''swamping" resistance of material whoselresistance temperature coefficient 1s small, ts connected in series with the coil, so that, although the resistance of the coil
may change considerably, the change in total resistance is small.
Other errors resulting from heating may be caused by expansion of the C-Ontrol spring, OP of
other parts of the m~trument, although such error~ are usually small. Lack of ha lance in the ·moving
system and changes 10 the strength of permanent magnets (if used) are other possible sources of error
which are common .to several types ofinstruments.
"

S'S. Permanent Magnet Movi.111 Coil Imtraments (PMMC)
The permanent maenet movinB coil instrgment is th~ most acc11rate type for d e.
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mcasuremrn1$. Tilt wprking principle
of the>c fostrnments is tl;e same as that
the tj' Arsonval type nf aalvanometer the
difference br.ing that ; diri'ct reading
. Instrument is provided wi1h a pointer and a
scale.
. !!'5. Construction
The general
constructional features of this instrumen~
v.re shown in fiig. s· 1.
J\1oving Coil. The moving coil · is
wound wi1h many turns of enamelled or
silk col'cred copp::r wire. TJ1e coil is
mounted on a rectangular aluminium
former which is pivoted on jewelled bearings.
The coils moves freelv in the field of a
permanent magnet. Most voltmeter coils
are wound on metal frames to provide the
required electro-magnetic damping. Most
ammeter coils, however, are wound on nonmagnetic formers, b'ecause coil turns are
effectively shorled by the ammeter
~bunt. .The coil itself, therefore, provides
electro· mignetic damping.
Magnet System~~. There has been
considerable developm<:;ht in materials for
Fig. s·1. Permanent magnet moving coil inslrumeor.
pern~aneuts magnets and, therefore, maunet
,
assem~Ji~s have undergone ~ iot or change in the r~cent pas~. Old sty I~ n;iag11et s):stems consisted of
a relatively lo:1g U shaped p'ermane11t magnetl bavmg soft iron pole pieces. Owrng to development
of material; like Alcomax a:1d Aluieo, which have a high co·ercive force, it is possible to use smaller
magnet lcngth3 and high field intensities.
Thus in small instruments it is possible to ·
Upper ~ontrol
use a small coil having .small number of turns and
sprrng ·
hence a reduction In volume is achieved. Alter·
natively In instruments having a large· scale length
it
is possible to increase the air gap length to
Pointer
accommodate large number of turns.
The movement of the coil is restricted in
Moving
the above design. This is because no aclual part
coil --of the coil b allowed to reach the extreme positions
near the pole tips where, there Is fringing field.
(Owing to fringing the 11.ux density near the pole
tips Is smaller than that at the centre and also the
field is not radial). Thus. the angular span of
scale is re~trictcd to 90'.. In order to obtain longer
movement of the pointer and a longer angular
~wing 0f the coil a concentric magnet construction.
en<e1ll!it lype main~ assembly,
as sbo1-;J in Fig. 8'2 is used. Since the· magnet is
concent1ic. type it produt~$ a radial flux pattern which extends over 250° or more. This type of
fonstruclion if used for many panel type instruments and some portable instruments.

or

.

i

· An <iir cored coil offset from the axis of rotation 'is used as shown ·;n Fig. 8'3, the scale
kngth l!T 1.ht instrument car. be increased .from 120' to 240' or even 300' thereby giving better
rtsol~,liqAt cf reading for the ~ame scale ratige.
In recent years, 11 it h th~ development of improved magnetic materials like Alnico, it has

l
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~nter
Coil and
Coil1---.11

suspension

Ribbon suspension

~~cale
Pointe
Pole shoe

Magnet
or rangement.

Yoke

'-Magnet coil

Fig, 8'3. Long scale mo~ing coil instrument.

. _.

_J.

Fig. 8'4, Core magnet construction.

become feasible to design a magnetic system in which the magnet itself serves as the core as Hhown
in Fig. g·4, The moving coil moves over the magnet. The active sides of the moving coil are located
in the uniform radial field between pole pieces and the steel yoke. This arrangements has the obvious
advantage of being relatively unaffected by the external magnetic fields; It also eliminates the
magnetic shunting effec~s in steel panel ~onstructi?n, ":'he~e se~eral meters ope.rating side .by side may
affect each others' readmgs. The need for magnetic sh1eldmg m the form of iron cases, is also elimin·
ated by core magnet construction.
·
Control. When the coil is supported between two jewel bearings the·control tor-1ue is provided
by two phosphor bronze hair springs. These springs also serve to lead current in and out of the coil.
The control torque is provided by the ribbon suspension as shown in Fig. 8'3. This method is
comparatively new and is claimed to be advantageous as it eliminates bearing friction.
Damping. Damping torque is produced by movement of the aluminium former moving in
the magnetic field of the pennanent magnet.
Pointer and Scale. The pointer is carried by the spindle and moves over a graduated scale.
The pointer is of light-weight· construction and, apart from those used in some inexpensive
instru•:nents, bas the section over the scale twisted to form a fine blade. This helps to reduce
parallax errors in the reading of the scale. Ia many instruments such errors may be reduced further
by careful alignment of the pointer blade and its reflection in the mirror adjacent to scale. The weight

1
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of the Instrument is normally counter balanced by weights situated diametrici.11Jy O•pposite and rigidly·
connected to it.
··
·
.
8'7. Torque Eqnation. The torque for a moving coil Instrument Is der.ivecl in Art. 7'4.
Deflection torque is Ta=NB I dl=GI
... (8'3)
where
G~a constant=-NB Id
... (8"4)
The spring control provides a restoring (controlling) torque To=KO
... (8"5)
where
K=spring constant.
For final steady deflection T.=Ta
or G!=KIJ ·
:. Final steady deflection 0= ~I

... (8'6)

or

... (8'7)

current l=K1 8
K

where

K1 -G-a.constant·

-1

... (8'8)

Shape of Scale. As the deuection is directly proportional to the current passing through the
meter,
we
get a uniiorm (linear) scale for the Instrument. ·
.
'
Non-linear Scaies. ·The conven tlonal permanent magnet movln.8 coil mechanism uses a core
and polo pieces having concentric faces. This means that the field Is uniform and radial throughot1t
the air gap. When the current being measured is directly passed througu the meter, the instrument
shows a uniform scale as shown In 'C' [See Fig. 8'5(a)].
·

Suppose now the current being measured ls passed through a heater. The heat produced is
.proportional to 12. Let this heat actuate the meter somehow and, therefore, for such a mechanism
deflection fl a. J2. Thus the scale will show a square law distribution resulting from the use of a heating
element with a 1tandard moving coil mechanism. This distribution is shown in scale B.
The top scale A shows logarithmic distdbutlon resulting when this moving coil mechanism is.
used for db measurements .

•
B

I

I

I

_i

(a\ Scales With Uniform Bir gap,

Ffg, 6'5

(/J), Scales. With DOD·Uaiform air gops,

· . Scales A and Bare non~uniform and are cramped at tho lower end. .Because of crampiu,g at
fhe left, the upper two scales are difficult to read at. She lower values.
Perm; neat magnet moving coil mechanisms ma~ be supplied with specially shapea, or eccentiic

\'
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pole pieces as show.11 in Fig. S'S (b). This results in an uneven flux distribution in the air gap and a
non-linear relation between current in the moving coil and the d~ftection of the instrument
This makes the scale non-uniform for conventional current measurements as shown in scale C,
Fig. 8 "5 (b). But it has the advantage that by properly shaping the pole faces, we can make the scale
more linear for square law heating as shown in scale B.
· In light and sound measurements, it ls desirable to use a log~rithmic scale. By proper!:•
shaping the pole faces, we can Increase the scale range and make It more linear for such· measurement".
This is shown in scale A. It is evident, or course, that a logarithmic scale muat start at some readint;
below zero.
The top db scale (scale A) Is not only more uniform but also readable over a longer portion of
arc. Such special poles and cores, though expensive to pro()uce, are useful for making the permanene
magnet moving coil mechanism adaptable to special applications.
It should be understood that we make tho pole faces eccentric with core for only special
applications. For conventional applications or current and voltage measurements the pole faces are
concentric with the core. . .
s·s. Range.·
D.C. Ammeter
.
(l) Instrument alone, 0-5 µA to 0-20 mA. (2) With internal shunts, upto 0-200 A.
(3) With external ehunta, upto 0-5000 A.
D.C. Voltmeter
(I) Instrument alone, o-,o or 0-100 mV. (2) With series resistance upto 20,000 to 30,000 v.
.
In micro-ammeters and bw rr J,e milli-ammeters upto about 20 mA, the entire current to be
measured is sent through the movinr .;oll. This is because instrument springs serve as current leads to
tbe moving coil. Their current carry1qg capacity limits the current which can be safely carried to about
20 mA. For higher currents (usually above 20 mA) the moving coil is shunted to bypass current
around the coil and the spring.
.

It may be mentiOned here that ammeters or range lower. than 2~ µA are not likely to be
robust on account of extremely delicate construction required for proper sensitivity. Thus Instruments
of range lower than 25 µA'are normally not manufactured. Voltmeters or all ranges use· a moving
coil together· with sufficient series resistance (known as multiplier) to limit the instrument currene to
the desired value.

O.C. ammeten are normally de&lgned to have a voltage drop of nearly 50 mV to 100 mV fov
full scale deftectlon.
·
.•
·
Most d.c. voltmeters are designed to produce full scale deflection with a current of .'10, 10, 5
or 1 mA. Normally a value of 1 mA is used.
Thus, excluding low range current measuring instruments, most d.c. ammeters are actually
50 mV (or 100 mV) milliyoltlllet~rs ope~ted ~th a suitable shunt, while voltmeters are low range
milli-ammeters operated with a suitable series resistance.
·
Example 8'1. A permanent magnet moving coil instrument has a coil of dimensions

15 mm X12 mm. The flux density In the air gap Is I '8x10-a Wb/m2 and the spring constant is

l.

0'14x10-a Nm/rad. · Determino the number of turns required to produce an angular deflection of
90 degrees when a current of 5 mA is flowing through the coil.
.
Solullon : Deflection 9=90· =11/2 rad.
At equilibrium · T•=To,
NB/ di-KB

..

Number of turns N= ~ =
0'14x10"11x 11/2
.
= 136
BldI rsx10-ax1sx10-ax12x10-sxsx10-s
•
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Example s·2. A moving,~oil,,voltmeter with a resistance of 20 0 ~ives a full scale defleclion
of 120' when a potential differcu'ce of"IOO mV is applied across it. The rr .mg coil has dimensions
of 30 mm x 2S mm and is wound with 100 turns. The control spring con\ ,nt is 0·375 .x 10-6 Nm/deg.
Find the flux density in the air gap. Find also the diameter of copper wire of coil winding if 30 percent
of ihstrument reshtance is due to coil winding.
Specific resistance for copp_er•= 1·7x10-s Om.
Solution. Voltage across instrument for full scale deflcction=lOO mV.
'

Curr.en I

· mstrnment
.
. 1or
r
m

3

-w-

f uII ~ca Ie defl cct1on
' l= R
V ~~ IOO x IO- = 5 X I0--3 A.

Deflection torque Td=NB/dl= 100 xBx 30x 10-3 x25x10-3 x5_x10-3 -375 x 10-0 B N-m.
:. Controlling torque for ·a deflection 8=120', .
To=K0=·tJ"375X 10-0x120=44x10-0 N-m.
At final steady position, Td,~·Tc ·
or 375 X 10-o B=44x10-o
. . h : ... ". . B 44 x Io-a o· 12 "'b/
2
Flux density mt e air gap =3-7sxfci=f =
n
m·

r

Resistance of winding R,=0'3 X20=6 0.
Length ofmeari turnLm1=2 (l+d)=2(30+25)=110 mm.
Let a be the area of cross· section of wire and p be the resistivity.
.
NpLmt
Resistance of coil Re= - -

i

a

·
10ox1·1x10-sx110x10-a
.
Areaofcross·sectionofwire a=.
=31'17X!v-9 m2 ..
6
•\
=Jl'l7x 10-3 mm 2.
1 2
Diameter of wire d=( -~ x 3!'17x10-3 _) ' =0·2 mm. ,
Example 8'3. The coil of a moving coil voltmeter i>l 40 mm long and 30 mm wide and has
lCO turns on it. The control spring exerts a torque of 240 x 10- 6 N-m when the deflection is
100 divisions on full scale. If the flux density of the magnetic field iu the air gap is 1'0 Wb/m 2,
estimate the resiSlance that must be put in series with the coil to give one volt per division. The
resistance of the.voltmeter coil may be qeglected.
Solution: Controlling torque :it full scale dellccti.Ju Tc=240 x 10-6 N-m.
Deflecting torque at full scale deflection
T.=NBI di*' 100 x I X40 x IO-~ x 30 x 10-a /= 120 x !0- 3 I N·m.
At final steady position, T•=T,
or 12ox10-·a /-240x 10-a.
: . Current at full scale deflection I= 2 x 10-a A= 2 mi\
Let the resistance of th~ voltmeter circuit be R. .". Voltage Mum the ins~-tLttnrot=2 x iO-;i R.
This produces a deflection of 100 divisions.

Vul1s per

di•isi~ 2 1. ;g0

3

R.

This value should be equal lo I in order 10 gel I vol I per division.
2Xi!J:i

--100-

R= I

or R =51J,UOO 1l==50 k1l

8 9. Amm~t..r Shunts. ·The basic movement of a d.c. ammeter is a PMMC d'Arsonva
galvanometer. The coil winding of a basic movement is small and ligb_t and can carry very smalll

,
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tL

currents since the constructlon of an accurate Instrument with a
moving coil to carry currents greater than 100 mA is impractic. able owing to the bulk anq weight of the coil that would be
required.
Whrn heavy currents are to be measured, the major part
of the current is bypassed through a low resistance called a
"shunt". Fig. 8 6 shows the basic movement (meter) and !ts shunt
to producr an ammeter.
_ The resistance of the shunt can be calculated using conFig. 8'6. Basic nmmeter circuit.
ventional circuit analysis. See Fil!. 8'6,
where Rm= internal resistance of movement (i.e. the coll),
R,h=resistauce of the shunt,
/,. .. /,,~run scale deflection current of movement,
/1h=shunt current,
/=current to be measured.
Since the shunt resistance is in parallel with the meter movement, the voltage drops across
shunt and movement must be the same.
or

'1-- .

I

/,h Rsh =Im Rm

• R

• •

11&=

ImRm
[,

•h

•
,·
Im Rm
But l.h = 1-/,,,, thereiore we can wnte Rsh"" i=- lm
I
Rm
Im - l = Roh .

shunt.

or

-J--=1+
~"'
1m
Roh

... (8'9)
... (8'10)

... (8'11)

This ratio of total current to the current in the movement is called Multiplying Power of
: . Multiplying power

... (8'12)

... (8' 13)
.. ·
R,. ·.
: . Resistance of shunt Roh""-..m-1

... (8'14)

· The shunt resistance used with a d'Arsonval movement may consist of a coil of resistance wire
within the case of the Instrument, or .it may be external· shunt having a very low resistance.

I

l

l

Construction of Shunts. · The general requirements for shunts are :
(i) the temperature co-efficient of shunt and instrument should' be low and should be as
nearly as i;ossible the .same ;
(ii) the resistance of shunts should not vary with time;
(iii) they should carry the current without excessive temperature rise ;
(iv) they should have a low thermal electromotive force.

'Manganin' is usually used for shurits of d.c. instruments as it gives low value of thermal emf
with copper although it is liable to corrosion and is difficult to solder. 'Constantan' is a useful
material for a c. circuits since its comparatively high thermal emf, being unidirectional, is ineffective
on these circuits.
The co-nstruction of shunts is the same as that ol' low resistance standards explained in
Art. ~·9. Shunts for low currents are enclosed in the meter casing but for currents above 200 A they.
are mounted separately.
·
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Shunts for heavy currents are mounted externally. .Fig. 8'7 shows · an external shunt. It
consists of evenly spaced sheets of resistive material welded into large blocks of heavy copper on each
end.of sheets. The resistance material has a very low tempetature co-efficient and a low thermal
electric effect between the resistance material and the copper. The heavy lugs (current terminals) on
each end of the shunt carry the load current while the binding postS (potential terminals) on each
end of the shunt are used to connec~ the ammeter to the. shunt and carry on!v the current which
passe8 through the meter (movement).
·

0

0

50mV

100 A

Fig. 8'7. Sliuo1 for heavy currents. ·

Meters u~ing exlernal shunts are usually designed to operate at a full scale voltage rating.
These ratings are usually 50, 75 or 100 mV. This is the voltage across the potential terminals of the
··shunt when full scale current flows through the load. Inasmuch as the current producing the meter
deflection is a function of the voltage drop across the potential terminals of the shunt and the
resistance of the jnstr11ment including the leads, the meler used with external shunts must have leads
with a specified resistance to accompany the meter. Leads supplied with the instrument should never
be changed and also 110 portion of the leads should be cut 'off otherwise it will lead to serious
calibration errors.

.
Example 8'4. A 1-mA rnete'r movemen! with an internal resistance of I00 n is to be convert·
ed into a 0-100 rnA ammeter, calculate the shunt resistance requir_!!d. What particulars should be
specified on the shunt ?
•
•
lmRm
I X 100
Solution. Shunt res1slance R1h= !-/,. = -foo-T= 1·01 n
Voltage drop across the shunt=(l 'O)(IOO)=IOO mV.
-3

Equivalent resistance of shunt in parallei'with meter=

'

:~~~:~-a =1.'0 n

Ther.efore the indications on the shunt should be 100 mA, 100 mV
or
l'O D, 100 mA or t ·o !l, 100 mV.
·Example s·s. Find the m11ltiplying power of a shunt of 200 n resistance used with a galva_nometer of I 000 n res.istance. Determine the value. of shunt, resistance to give a multiplying power
of 50.
•
MuI!Ip
. Iymg
. power m= l t -R
Rm = I+ 1000
SoIuhon.
- = 6.
•h
200

·

: . Shunt

Rm

mo•!+---:

We have

R.~

resi~tance

R1h=
•

Rm

--=

m-1

1000 .
ri
--=20'4 ...
50-1
·

Example 8'6. A moving coil ammeter has a fixed shunt of 0·02

.n,.

With a coil resistance
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of R= lCOO S4 and a potential difference of 500 mV across it, full scale deflection is obtained : (ii) To
what shunted current does this correspond ? (b) Calculate the value of R to give full scale deflection
when shunted current I is (I) JO A, (ii) 75 A and (c) With what value of R is 40% deflection obtained
with /=JOO A?
.
Solution. (a) Current through shunt

lsh

500

0~0io-a

=25 A.

Current through the meter to give full scale deflection=

SO~~~o-a

=O'S x 10-s A.

(b) (I) Voltage across shunt for a current of JO A=0'02x 10=0'2 V.

Resistance of meter for a current of 10 A to give full scale deflection;,,,

0 . 5 ~·~0

3

=4000.

(ii) Voltage across shunt for a current of 75 A=0'02 X 75 = l '5 V.

....
(,,...
l

Resistance of meter for a current of 75 A to give full scale deflection=

0 . 5rio~ ,~3000 n.

(c) Now 40 percent dcHection is obtained with 100 A

Current to give full scale deflection=

~?~ =250 A.

Voltage across shunt for a current of 250 A =0'02 X 250=5'0 V
Resistance of meter for a current of I00 A to give 40 percent of full scale deflection

vs xs·o10_3 =1 o,ooo n.
Example 8'7. A simple shunted ammeter using a basic meter movement with an internal
resistance of 1800 0 and a full scale deflection current of I00 µA is connected in a circuit and gives a
reading of 3·5 mA on its 5 mA scale. This reading is checked with a recently calibrated d.c. ammeter
which gives a reading of 4' l mA. The implication is that the first ammeter has a faulty shunt on its
5 mA range. •';;alculate (a) the actual value of faulty shunt; (b) the correct shunt for the 5 mA range.
•.

sx10-a

I

Solution: Correct multiplying pClwer of shunt m . Im = ioo x·10 - 6=50.
Multiplying power of faulty shunt

4'1
=50 x 3·5=58'6,

Resistance value of faulty shunt

=58'6-l
tsoo =31 '3 n.

.., ~~ 1=36'8 n.
8'10. Arran~ement for Temperature Ell'ect Correction. The temperature error can be eliminated
when the shunt and the moving-coil are made of the same material and kept at the same temperature.
This method, however, is not satisfactory in practice as the
temperature of the two parts are not likely to change at
the same rate. An additional disadvantage of using copper
shunts is that they arc likely to be bulky as the resistivity
Rm /I
Meter
of copper is small. Copper shunts are only occasionally
moveme:nt
used in instruments With built-in shunts.
·
Shun\ ,.t'
The arrangell'ent normally used is shown in
Swamping Rsw
Fig. 8'8. ·In this case ·~wall'ping' resistance of manganin
resistance
(which has a neglig.: . :mperature c'o·efficient) having a <;---_ _ _ _ _ __,
resistance 20 to 30 times the coil resistance is connected in Fig. s·s. Meter shunt and swa!Dping resistance.
· series with the coil and a shunt o( manganin is connected
.Correct value of shunt resistance

00
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~cross

.ti;is combination. Since copper forms a small fraction of the series combination, the proportion
m wl11cn the currents would d1V1de between the meter and the shunt would not change appreciably
wi1h: the change in temperature. This fact is illustrated with the following e~ample ..
Example l:! 8. A moving coil instrument whose resistance is 25 ohm gives a full-scale deflection
with a ,·urrent of 1 mA. This instrument is to be used with a rnanganin shunt to extend its range to
100 mA. Calculate the error caused by a IO'C rise in temperature when:
(a) copper-moving coil is connected directly across the magnanin shunt,
(b) a 75-ohm manganin resistance is used in series with the instrument moving-coil.
The temperature co· efficient of copper is 0'004 'C
and that of manganin 0'00015 'C.
Solution :
Case (a). Refer to Fig. 8'6,
. ly111g-1actor
. ,
I
100
SIrnnt mu Iilp
m= -= - =JOO
·
/,. 1
• . Resistance of shunt R1h= ::. l =~~ =0'2525

I ..

I: .
.

J

n.

Instrument resistance
for l0°C rise in temperature)R .. 1=25 (1t10 x 0'004)= 26 n.
Shunt resistance
for 10°C rise in temperature ,RsM=0'2525( I+ 10 x 0'00015) =0•2529 n.
Current [.,., through the meter for 100 mA in the main circuit for 10°C rise in temperature
0'2529
.
.
lm1=lOOx 26 t0· 2529 =0 963 mA.
Normal meter current= l mA .
. Error due to rise in temperature=(0'963-l)Xl00=.,-J7% .
.Case (b) Refer to Fig. 8'8, Total resistance in the meter circuit RmtR=25+15 .. 100 n.

-:--- 1 ~=1'01 Q
Resistance of the instrument circuit for io·c rise in temperature

Shunt resistance Rsh= :ml

Rm1=25(1+ 10x0'004)+75(1+10XO'OOOl5)=10l'll Q,
..
Shunt resistance for 'lO'C rise in temperature,RsM=l '01(1 +IOX0'0001S)=l'Ol15 Q.
Instrument current for 100 rnA in the main circuit for lO'C rise in temperature
1'0115
.
'lOOX IOI' ll + l'Ol15=0 9903 mA.
Error
· · (0'9903-1) x 100=-0'97%.
The improvement in the error from 37% to about)!% has been obtained by the use~f the additional serie~ swamping resistance of 3 times as compared to the meter resistance. We could obtain
better correction by 'increasing the. ratio of the swamping resistance as compared to the meter resistance. But by increasing this ratio, the p,d. across the meter circuit would also be increased. Thus the
disadvantage of using swamping resistors is a reduction in the full scale sensitivity as a higher vol·
tage across the instrument is necessary to sustain the full scale current.
·
s· 11. Multi-range Ammeters. The current range of a d.c. ammeter may be f\)rlher extended
a by a number of shunts, selected by a range switch. Such
meter is called a multirange ammeter. Fig. 8'9. shows a
l
schematic diagram of multirange ammeter. The circuit has
four shunts Rshi. R•h2, Roh3 and Rsh4, which can· be put in
Rm
parallel with the meter movement to give four dilferen t
.I
current ranges /i, h. la, and [4,
Meler

i;

c

movement

Switch
Low range ammeters use a multiposition make before ,
s ,/
break switch (See in Fig. 8'8) provided on thL case of the
instrument. ·.This type of switch is essential in order that the o----~t-----·--·-·--...J
meter movement is not damaged when changing from the
Fig. 8'9. Multi-range ammeter.

5
of

'

'
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current range to another. If we provide an ordinary switch, the meter ramains without a shunt and·
as such is unprotected when the range is changed.
"
When larger currents are used the connections are broughi out to binding posts and tbe loads
are connected directly to the binding post which is identified with the described current range.
Multi-range ammeters are used for ranges from 1 to 50 A. When using a multi-range
ammeter, first use the highest current range, then
decrease the current range until good upscale reading
Im
1,
is obtained.
,Universal
The universal shunt or Ayrton shunt shown
Shunt
in Fig. 8' IO is also used for multi-range ammeters.
2
The advantage of an Ayrton €hurit is that it eliminates
~t'
. ''R,
Rm /
the possibility of the meter being in the circuit withMeter
Rz
out a shunt. But this advantage is gained at the cost·
3
of a higher meter resistance.
R1
11 -lm
Universal Shunt. The universal shunt if
presented here in a different form.
Fig. &·10. Mulli·raage ammeter usiag
Consider that the meter ranges have to be ex· _universal shunt.
tended to /i, hand Ia. For the arrangement shown in Fig. 8"JO, we have, for switch at position 1,

•

...

J.,Rm=(Ji-f,.)Rt
·

Rm

or R1=-- ·
m1-l

For switch at position 2, lm(R1·-R2+ Rm)=(I2-Im)R2
For switch at position 3, lm(R1-R3+ Rm)=(/3-lm)Ra

R,+Rm
or R2="--··- ·
1112

or /i.3=R1f Rm
1113

Thus the values of different selections of resistances ,·.e. (R1- R2), (R1- Ra), and Ra may
be found.
·
Example 8"9. Design a multi-range d.c. milli-ammeter using. a basic movement with an
internal resistance Rm=50 0 and a full scale deflection current Im= I mA. The ranges required are
0-10 mA ; 0'--50 mA ; 0-100 mA, and 0-500 mA.
'
Solution. 0-10 mA range :
'\

°~·

1
1•• 1

Multiplying power m=l__ =

10

From Eqn. s·t4, resistance of shunt R•hl ":" mRm

1 = ~ =5"55 n.

5

5

(i!) 0-50 mA ranj!e m= 1° :,50
1

'

(Iii) Ot-100 mA range

m= ~

(iv) 0-500 mA range

500
m=-y
.,--500

=100

Thus the shunt resistance required :are 5·55 0, l '03 0, 0"506 0 and O'.I 0.
Example 8'10. Design an Ayrton shunt to provide an ammeter with current ranges of I A
5 A and 10 A. A basic meter with an internal resistance of 50 0 and .a full scale deflection curren ·

of 1 mA is to be used.

. ;·.:···

\
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Solution. Referring to Pig. 8'10, we have.-lni=l 'mA, Rm=50 n
and Ji=I A, h=5 A, Ia=lO A.
Thus
Thus

m1=1X 110~3 =1000,

m2=ixio::a==sooo, ma

.

1x~~.:;a=l0,000

R1=Rm =--~c:o·os n, R2=Ri+Rm =o·os+ 50 ~0·01 n
m1-I 1000-1 ·
m2 · 5000·-1
.
R3

=Ri+R.,. o·os+so
ma .. 10,000-1

=

0.0050
·
·

Therefore the resistances of the various sections of the universal shunt are :.
Ri- R2=o·os-0·01 =0·040 n, Jt.2~ Ra =o·c1 -o·oos o 005 n, and Ra=o·oos n.
8'12. Voltmeter Multipliers. A d'Arsonval basic ,,,_.;._,.-----...-~'---'------<>
meter movement is converted into a voltmeter by connect•
ing a series resistance with it. This series resistance is
known as a multiplier. The combination of the meter ,.,
movement and the multiplier is put across the circuit
whose voltage is to be measured. (See Fig. 8'11). ·
•·
·Series nsistanco
Rs
(multiplier)
The multiplier· limits the current through· the
meter so that it does not exceed the value for full scale
dellection and thus prevents the movement from being
damaged.
Fig, s·u. Meter wilh a multiplier.

-i l·--~----4--·~~~~--c~

The value of a multiplier, required to extend the voltage range, is calculated as under :
Let
lm=lts=full scale deflection current of meter,
Rm=internalresistance of meter movement,
R; =multiplier resistance,
u~voltage across the meter movement for current Im,
· V=fuJI range voltt1ge of instrument.
For the circuit of Fig. 8' 10, o=lm Rm
.. ;(8'15)
V=lm(Rm+ R1)
...(8'16)
·v-lmRm· V ·.
..
R1=-i;_-= I.. -R..
·... (8'17)
We can also express the result in term( of multiplying factor of muliiplier.
. I . · ,..
I. .
V Im(Rm+ R,) .
R,
= /,·m R m . - == 1 Rm
... (8'18)
MuIhp.- ymg. 1actor or mu tip11er · m.=U
.'. Resistance of multiplier . R,=(m- I) Rm .·
. .
.
. .. (8' 19)
Hence for the meas11remeilt of voltage m times the volltage range of the instrument the series
multiplying resistance should be (m-1) times the meter resistance. Thus to extend the voitage range ·
to 10 times the instrument range, R, =9 Rm.
·
,.
Construction of Multipliers. The essential requiremerilts of multipliers are :
(i) their resistance should not change with time ;
(f;) the change in their resistancii with temperature should be small ;
(ill) they should be non~iilductively wound for a.c. Dieters.
The resistance materials used for multipliers arr. mang;anin and constantan:
. .
The genera! co~structional details of multipliers ,ar>e the same as that for medium and high
.
resistances as explamed m chapter 4.
·
·
r·

+·
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Mullipliers are momited inside the instrument case for voltages up to 500 V. For higher
voltages, the multipliers may be mounted separately outside the case on a pair of binding posts to
avoid excessive heating inside the case.
. Example s· 11. A moving coil instrument gives a full s·cale deflection of I0 mA when the
potential difference across its terminals is JOO mV. Calculate (a) the shunt resistance for a full scale
deflectirn corresponding to JOO A, (b) the series resistance for full scale reading with iOOO V. Calculate
the power dissipation in each case.
Solution. Meter current
Meter resistance

mA.
100 mV
R,,.=·-~- ==10 0.
. 10 mA

J,.,,~10

(a) Shunt multiplying factor m = :..

Shunt resistance
Power dissipation

Rm
Rih= m-I

=

10
10,000-,- i ::=0·001 0.

=(JOO x 10-3) x 100= IO W.

(b) Voltage multiplying factor m=

.·. Multiplier resistance
Power dissipation

~ rnd~0_3 =10,000.

~- = 10 ~~~ 0_3 = 10,000 .

R,=(m-1) Rm=(I0,000-·l)x 10=100,000 0.
= V f,,.=(1000) (JO X 10-3)= 10 W.

s· 13. Effect of Temperature Changes. The multiplier resistance used in series with the mov·
ing-coil i~ usually made of l?a~ga_nin having a negligible resistance !emp~rature coe~cie~t. Since the
series resistance of the multlpher 1s very much greater than the coil resistance (which 1s of copper),
the variations of resistance of Rm due to temperature changes are 'swamped' by the resistance R, of .
multiplier .
. 1 This is umstrated py the following example.
••'I

/V '. Example s· 12. A moving-coil instrument whose resistance is 25 £l gives a full-scale deflection

with a voltage of 25 mV. This instrument is to be used with a selies multiplier to extend its range to
10 V. Calculate the error caused by l0°C rise in temperature.
·
The temperature coefficient of copper is 0'004 O/D.·'C and that of manganin 0'00015 0/0-'C.
Solution. Meter current for full scale deflection
v 2sx10-3
Im=--= - - =10-3 A=l mA.
Rm
25
Voltage multiplying factor
Multiplier resistance
Rs =(m- I) Rm=(400-1) 25=9975 0.
Total resistance of voltmeter circuit R,=25+9975 =l0,000 fl.
Resistance of meter with !O'C rise in temperature
Rm1=Rm(I +cct)=25(l +o·oo4x 10)=26 fl.
Resistance of multiplier with IO'C rise in temperature
.'?si= Ra(! +cct)- 9975(1+o·ooOI5x10).,-9976'5 0
Total resistance of voltmeter circuit with IO'C rise in temperature
Ro1=26+9976:5-cl0,002·s 0
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Reading of voltmeter at 10°C rise in

temperature= 1 ~~~~?5

x 10=9'9975 V

Percentage error
Thus it is clear from above that the temperature changes have no appreciable effect on the
readings of voltmeters if the multipliers are made of low temperature coefficient materials, i e., the
temperature changes are swamped out by the multipliers.
8'14. Multirange d.c. Voltmeters. In a multirange voltmeter, different full scale voltage ranges
may be obtained by the use of individual multiplier resistors or by a potential divider arrangement.
1. llldividual Multipliers. We can obtain <>.----~-----+---+---o
different voltage ranges by connecting different values -.
of multiplier resistors in series with the meter. The
number of these resistors is equal to the number of
..,
r:mges required. Fig. 8' 12 shows multiplier resistors :a.
0
"
Roi. R12, Rsa and Rs4 which can be connected in series '3'
..J
V,
V4
Range _.--.__.,,.
with the meter by a range selector switch. Consider "'
ylector
· Rm )I') I
that the ranges desired are Vi, V2, Va aud V4, then
~ switch
·
uthe corresponding multiplier resistances can be obtain"
·
Meter Im
ed by Eqn. 8'19. We have
·

--r

Rs1=(m1-1) Rm, R12-(m2-0 Rm l ... (8'20)
Fig. 8'12. Multirange voltmeter.
R1a=(ma-l)Rm, R.4=(m4-l) Rm)
Vi
V2
Va
V4
m1=- • m2=-· ma=- and m4=,-·
where
V

V '

D

V

2.. Potential Divider Arrangemenl. Another multi-range voltmeter is shown in Fig. 8·13 in
which the connections are made at the junctions of resistances Ri. Rz, R3 and R4 in series to obtain
the voltage ranges V1, V2, V3 and V4. These connections are brought out to binding posts on the
instrument, and the instrument is connected to the proper binding post for thr. desired voltage range.
The series resistances for the voltage ranges V1, V2, V3 and V4 can be computed as follows :
V1

Ri= --Rm
1J7I

Vi

= /R-~-Rm=m1Rm-Rm~(m1-1)Rm

v

t1J

V2
V2
(m1-l ) Rm
R2=--Rm-R1=---RmIm
v/Rm
=m2Rm-Rm-(m1-0 Rm=(m2-m1)Rm

... (8'21)

... (8'22)

Ra= Va -Rm-R1-R2=(ma-m2)Rm
".(8 '23)
Im
.
Ro= V4 -Rm-R1-R2-Ra=(m4-ma)Rm
... (8"24)
and
Im·.
This system has the advantage that all
multipliers excepnhe first have standard resistance values and can be obtained commercially in
+
R4
precision tolerances. The range multiplier, Ri,
V3 °'---~-~-__;:;: ___::~
Potential
is the only special resistor which must be manudevider
factured to meet specific circuit requirements.
..,
Multi-range voltmeters are very effective ,., +
R2
"0
..;,
for moderate range voltages. · For higher-range ·"',
l';: V1 o----~---~~-....:.Rt
voltages it is often desirable to use external ·~
resistors in connection with a given voltmeter.
Rm
In using a multi-range voltmeter it is
usual procedure first to connect the voltmeter to
the highest voltage range terminal or set the
switch to the highest voltage which the instru- Fig. 8'13. Multi·range voltmeter using potential ,11·: :er.
Similarly
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ment will read. Then connect the instrument to the circuit and measur-e tllG voltage. Then decrease the
ranges of the instrument until a good upscale reading is obtained on the voltmeter.
Example 8'13. A basic d'Arsonval meter movement with an internal resistance Rm=IOO 0, and
a full scale current of lm=l mA, is to be converled imo a multi-range d.c. voltmeter with ranges of
0-!0V, 0-50 V; 0-250 Vand 0-500 V. Find the values of various, resistances using the potential
divider arrangement.
;
Solution. Voltage across the meter mhvement 11=/mRm=I x 100=100 mV.
The voltage multiplying factors are :
IO

50

100--x·-r::=a-- = 500;

m1 = !OOxto..:a - = I 00 ;

m2 =

250
.
m3=106-x 10-3 =2500•

m4=1oo

500

x10_ =5000.
3

Referring to fig. 8'13, and using Eqns. s·21-s·24 the valnes of various resistances are:
R1=(m1-l)Rm~(IOO-I) x 100=9900

'

R2=(m2-m1)R,,.=(500-IOO)X l00=40x 10-3 D. =40 kO,
Ra=(m3-m2)R,,,-'-(2500-500) X JOO 0=200 kO,
R4=(m4-ma)Rm=(5000-2500)X100 12=250 k12.

and

!'

n,

s·1s. Sensitivity. The current sensitivity is defined as the deflection per unit current and this
is equal to the ratio of constant G of the electrical system divided by the control-spring constant K.
Hence ·for sensitivity to be large G should be large and K should be small. For a given coil area
A( =Id) and a constant flux density, G can be increased when the coil is wound with many turns of
thin wire while K can be made small by using a light fiat spring and the coil assembly lightly pivoted.
On the contrary a less sensitive instrument is wound with few turns of thick wire and has a
stiffer spring. Thus as a general rule it may be stated that a semitive instrument will have a large
resistance because it is wound with many turns of fine wire. As a ba~is of comparison between
instruments of different sensitivities, the sensitivity (of the instrument may be defined as the current
necessary to give full scale deflection. Modern moving coil instruments has sensitivity in the range
from 25 µA to 10 mA.
8'16. Voltmeter Seositivity and Loading Effects. As stated above, the resistance of a meter
is an indication of its sensitivity, it is usual practice to specify the sensitivity of a voltmeter in terms of
12/V. The sensitivity of a voltmeter is defined as
1
1
Sv=- = -- O./V
11•
/,.
where
ft,=current required for full scale deflection.
The sensitivity S, of the voltmeter may be used to advantage in the sensitivity method of
calculating the multiplier in a d.c. voltmeter. Consider the circuit of fig. 8'q.
..
Ri =S,, V1 -Rm
... (8'25)
R2=S,·V2-(R,n+R1)
... (8'26)
R3=S,V3-(Rm+R1-!-R2)
... (8'27)
R,=S,V4-(R1n+ R1 R2-f- Rs)
... (8'28)
Example 8'14. Solve example 8'13 by voltage sensitivity method.

+

I

I

Solution. Sensitivity

S,=1,;;-=!Xjo-s

'.

R1=S,Vi--Rm=l000Xl0-l00=9900

=!UUU 12/V.

n,
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and

R2=SvV2-(Rm+R1)= 1000 x 50-(!00+9900) n=40 kn,
Ra=SvV3-(Rm+R1+R2)=lOOO x.250-(I00+9900t40,000) n=200 k!l,
R4=S, V4-(R ..+R1+R2+Rs).

= 1000 x soo-ooo+9900+40,000+200,ooo) n=2so kn.
The sensitivity of a d.c. voltmeter is an important factor when selecting a meter for a certain
voltage measurement. A low resistivity voltmeter may give correct readings when measuring voltages
in low resistance circuits but is certain to produce very unreliable readings in high resistance circuits.
A voltmeter, when connected across two points in a highly resistive circuit, acts as a shunt for that
portion of the circuit. The meter will then give a lower voltage drop than actually existed before
the meter was connected. This effect is called loading effect of an instrument and is caused principally
by low sensitivity instruments.
This is illustrated by the following example :
Example 8'15. It Is desired to measure the voltage
100 kll
across a 50 kn resistor in the circuit shown In Fig. 8'14.
Two voltmeters are available for this purpose :
+,----~'W'N·>Jo--~1-----.
Voltmeter A with a sensitivity of lOCO n[V and
1SOV
SO kl\
V)
Voltmeter B with a sensitivity of 20,000 0/V.
I
Both meters have 0-50 V range. Calculate:
(a) the reading of each voltmeter ;
Fig. 8'14
(b) the error in each reading expressed as a percentage of true value.
.
so
Solution. True value of voltage across the 50 kn resistor = (I00+ o) X 150=50V
5
(a) Voltmeter A. Resistance of voltmeter Rv=SvV= !COO X 50 n= 50 kn.
Now this voltmeter is connected across the 50 kn resistor and therefore the resistance of
parallel combination of voltmeter and relistor
_ (SO) x (SO)
50 kO.
(50+50)

J~

Voltage across the combination of voltmeter and resistor=

10~! 25

x 150=30 V.

Hence voltmeter A indicates a voltage of 30 V.
Voltmeter B. Resistance of voltmeter Rv=S• V=20,000 X50 fl =100 kO.
Resistance of combination of voltmeter in parallel with 50 kn resistor
= (1000) x (50) = 47'6 kO
(IOOO)X(50)
. '
Voltage across the combination of voltmeter and resistor

47'6
.
100+47'6 x 150=48 36

v.

Hence voltmeter B indicates a voltage of 4!1'36 V.
(b) Voltmeter A. Per e t

c n age

err

or=
=

Voltmeter B. Percentage error=

indicated voltage-true voltage X 100
true voltage
30

50~ x 100=-40%

43'36-50
SO · x 100=-3'28%

-_;;..,'
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The above results indicate that the meter with higher sensitivity or ohm per volt rating gives
more reliable results. This is particularly true in the cases wher.-: voltage measurements are made in
high resistance circuits.
Voltage measurements in electronic· circuits (where high resistances are invariably involved)
. are generally made with multirange voltmeters or multimeters, with sensitivities in range of 20 kO./V
to 50 kO./V. In measurements of power circuits where the current is usually large voltmeters may
have sensitivities as tow as 100 O./V. The sensibivitie; of commercial instruments are given in
Table 8'1.
TABLE 8'I
Sensitivities of Commercial Moving Coil Instruments
Current for full scale def/eel/on

1•

~

Meter reJ/sta11ce•

Okmper volt

100 mY

4,000 ohm

40,000

so·o µA

100 mV

2,000 chm·

20,000

100·0 µA

100 mV

1,000 ohm

10,000

200'0 µA

100 mV

500 ohm

S,000

1'0 mA

100 mV

JOO ohm

1,000

5·omA

50 mV

10 ohm

200

10'0 mA

50 mV

5 ohm

100

20'0mA

50 mV

2·s ohm

50

25'0 µA

"

Voltate across meter

8'17. Errors. The· main sources of errors in moving coil instruments are due to:
(i) Weakening of permanent magnets due to ageing at temperature effects.
(ii) Weakening of springs due to ageing and temperature effects.
(iii) Change of resistance. of the moving coil with temperature.
Magnets. In order to have permanence in magnetism, magnets are aged by heat and vibration
treatment. This process results in the loss of initial magnetism but that remains is strongly held.
Springs. The weakening of springs with time can be reduoed by careful use of material and
pre-ageing during manufacture. However, the effect of weakening of springs on the performance of the
instrument is opposite to that of ageing of magnets. The weakening of magnets tends to decrease
the deflection for a particular value of current, while the weakening of springs tends to increase the
deflection.
Jn permanent magnet moving coil instruments, a l'C increase of temperature reduces tht
strength of springs by about 0'04 percent and reduces flux density in the air gap of the magnet by
about 0·012 percent. ,Thus the net effect, on the average, is to increase the deflection by about 0·02
percent per °C.
·
Moving Coil The moving coil of a measuring instrument is usually wound with copper
wire having a temperature co·efficient of 0'004 °C. ·
When the instrument is used as almictoammeter or a milli· ammeter and the moving· coil is directly connected to the output tetininals _
of the instrument, the indication of the instrument for a constant current would decrea~e bf ()<04
percent per 'C rise in t~mperature.
,
·
·
·
fn case the moving coil instrument is used as a voltmeter a large series resistance of negligi·
ble temperature co·eflicient (made of material like manganin) is used. This eliminates the err~r due to
temperature. This is because the copper coil forms a very small fraction of the t6tal resistam;e of
*lbe resjst~nce vaJueS ~iveo in the above table are in~lusive of tne swampio~ r~iala~,
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,)

the instrument circuit rmd thus any change in its resistance has a negligible effect on the total resistance.
The position when the instrument current range is extended by using a shunt is; however,
different. The main source of error in this case is due to relatively larger change in the resistance
of the copper moving coil as compared to that of the manganin shunt. This happens because copper
has a much higher rcsiatance temperature co-efficient as compared to manganin. To reduce the
error in this account, it is usual to include in series with the moving-coil a 'swamping resistance' of
manganin so that the copper coil forms only a small fraction of the total resistance comprising the
coil and the additional swamping resistance. This swamping resistance is also used as an adjustment
for the final calibration of the ammeter.
9'18. Advailt11gu and Disadrantages. The main advantages of PMMC instruments are :
1. The scale is uniformly divided.
2. The power consumption is very low as low as 25µW to 200 µW.
3. The torque-weight ratio is high which gives a high accuracy. The accuracy is of the
order of generally 2 percent of full scale deflection.
4. A single instrument may be used for many different current and voltage ranges by using
different values for shunts and multipliers.
5. Sinco tho operating forces are large on account of large flux densities which may be as
high as o·s Wb/mB the errors due to stray magnetic fields are small.
6. Self-ihielding magnets make the core magnet mechanism particularly useful in
aircraft and aerospace applications, where a multiplicity of instruments must be mounted in
close proximity to each other. An example of this type of mounting may be in the cross pointer
indicator, where as many as five mechanisms are mounted in one case to form a unified display
This, obviously, results in elimination of iron cases and the corresponding weig:1t reduction are of
great advantage in aircraft and aerospace instruments.
The chief disadvantages are :
I. These instruments are useful only for d.c. The rnrque reverses if the current rever.,·cs.
If the instrument ls connected to a.c, the po.iner cannot follow the rapid reversals and the deflect n
corresponds to mean torque, which is zero. Hence these instruments cannot be used for a.c.
2. The cost of these insh um en ts is higher than that of moving iron instruments.
·
OHMMETERS

8'19. Introduction. The ohmmeter is a convenient direct reading device for measurement
of resistance. These Instruments have a low degree of accuracy. The statement regarding accuracy
is not intended in an unfavourable seme there ls a wide field of applicatio11 for this instrument in
determining the approximate value of resisrnnce. An ohmmeter is u&eful for getting the approxiruate
resistance of drcuit components such as heater elements or machine field coils, measuring and
sorting resistors used in electronic circuits and for checking continuity of circuits. It is also. useful in
laboratories as an aid to a precision bridge, for it can help to know the approximate value of resistance which can save time in balancing the bridge.
8'20. Series-typQ Ohmmeter. A circuit
1,
Im
of a series-type ohmmeter i~ shown in Fig. 8'13.
It consists of basic d'Arsonval movement connecA
ted in parallel with a sh•.'llting resistor R2• This
parallel circuit is in series with resistance R1 and
Unknown
a battery of emf E. The series circuit is connected
resistor R,
to the terminals A and B of the unknown resistance R•.
Basic
meter
Battery
For Fig. 8'1!!:
Ri =current limiting resistor,
E
R2 =zero adjusting resistor,
Fig. 8'15. Series-type ohmmeter,
E=emf of internal battery,

'------il1!1!1f---0o>B---'

-'

\
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and Rm=internal resistance of d' Arson vii m ovement,

;

It is observed that when the unknown resistance R.=O (terminals A and B shorted)
maximum current .flows through the meter. Under this condition resistor R2 is adjusted until the
basic movement (meter) indicates full scale current Its. The full-scale current position of the pointer
is marked "Of.!" on the scale. Similarly when R. is removed from circuit, R·= ::o (that is when
terminals A and Bare open), the current in the meter drops to zero and the movement indicates zero
current which is then marked "oo''. Thus the meter will read infinite resistance atthe zero current .
position and zero resistance at full scale current position; Since zero resistance is indicated when the
current in the meter is maximum and hence the pointer goes to tho top mark. When the unknown
resistance is inserted.at terminals A, B the .current thrdugh the meter is reduced and hence pointer
drops lower on the scale. Therefore the meter has "o"· at extreme right and "oo" 11t the extreme left.
Intermediate scale markings may be placed on the scale by different known values of resistance R.
to the instrument. The accuracy of these scale mar~ings depends on the repeating accuracy of the
movement and the tolerances of the calibrating resistors. Fig. 8'17 (a) shows the shape of scale of
series type ohmmeter.

A convenient quantity to use in the design of a series ohmmeter is the value of R. which
causes the half scale deflection of the meter. At this position, the resistance across terminals A and
Bis defined as the half scale position resistance R1•. The design can be approached by recognizing the
fact that when Rn is connected across terminals A and B the meter current reduces to ! of its full scale
1aluc.
-i

where /m=current through the meter, ft, "'current through the meter for full scale deflection. This
clearly means that Rt. is equal to the internal resistance of the ohmmeter looking into terminals
A and B.
...(8'29)
The battery current at half scale deflection

...(8'30)

In order to produce full scale deflection the battery current .mus·t be doubled

E
Rn

h=2fn=-

.... (8'31)

Current through the shunt h =Ii- fr,
The 1·oltage drop across R2 i.s equal to voltage drop across meter

-(8'32)

1,,

lzR2 -" J,, Rm or R2=---· R,,.
h

... (8 33)

Substituting Eqn. 8'32 in Eqn_ 8'33 we get

R2=-

Its
Rm lt.RmRn
·--·--=--- -·····-Ii -/1, E- /1,Rn

... (8'34)

Solving Eqn. 8'29

... (8'35g

Substituting Eqn. 8'34 into Eqn. 8'35 and solving for Ri, we get

Rt= Rn - .!J.•RmRh

... (8'36}

E

,.. (3'371

/
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we observe from Eqn. 8'34, as ltsRh approaches E, the value of R2 approaches infinity. If Rz is
to have some finite limit say 0·5 MD, then from· Eqn. 8'37,
500000 E
Rh l1s (500000.fRlll)Jf R 2 is to compensate for a

10% drop in

battery .voltage, then the maximum value of & is :

r

' I

Rh=(500000)(0'9 E) ...,0'9E
1,, (500000+ Rm) J,,

... (8'38)

Tf the ;esistance Rh is to be increased beyond this value, a battery with a higher emf must
be used.

Hence, in terms of full scale meter current, the resistance of meter, the battery voltage, and
the measured resistance at half scale, the resistances R1 and· R2 can be determined and the maximum
value of Rh for a given battery e.m.f. ca11 be computeq.
·
The meter current for' any resistRnce Rx is :
E
E
lm=h ·-·R2···But h 1-.-n-te-rn-·a-l-r-es~is-ta_n_ce_+·R· = R~+Rx
R2+Rm
or

.. ,(8'39)

When R.=O, J,,,=fts.

... (8'40)

Dividing Eqn. 8'39 by Eqn. 8'40 gives:

s=~;, = R·~·

.. .!8'41)

where s is the fraction of full scale rending when measuring an unknown resistance R,. Thus the
given ohmmeter for a given R1< can be calibrated either by direct calibration, using known
values of R, 01· it can be calculated in terms of the fraction of the full scale readings, whic~ can be
computed from the resistance to be measured R, and the half scale resistance Rh.
,
Although the series type ohmmeter is a popular design and is used extensively in porlable
instruments for general service w•::rk, ils u~,~ certain difficulties. Tmportant among these is the inlernal
battery whose voltage decreases gradually .vith time and age, so th~t the full scale current droµs down
and 1he meter does not read 'O' when terminals A and B are shorted. The variable resistor R,
pr(i·,ick' an adjustment to counterar,t the elfrct of !:;attery voltage clrnnge. Without R2, it would be
pDs,iblc t<J bring the pointer back to ful! scale by adjusting re,istance R1, but this woiJIJ ch1ngc tne
calibr.t!i(1n all along the scale, and therefnre change in resislance R2. i1 a stiperior solution, sinre the
par:,,Hd re>i>lance Ri and coil resistance R;,, are always low as compared to R1, and thu~ the change
in {l.;i n~cdcd for adjustment does not change calibration very much. The circuit of Fig. 8 I5 does not
cornp'cte!y compensate for ageing of the battery, but it does a reasonably good job wi1hin the expected
lu11ts ot' nccuracy of the instrument. Some ohmmeters are constructed with a soft iron shunt across
the role pieces of the meter (permanent magnet moving coil iustrument). The magnetic shunt serves
to mollify the air gap flux density of the magnet, and hence controls the sensitivity of the meter
mo1cment. The pointer can thus be set on the full scale mark f11r compensation cf changes in battery
voltage withot1t changing the electrical circuit. This is a great ad1 ant age as it does nc>t alter the
electrical circuit at all.
Some ohmmeters tHe rectified alternating current as the p-ower source In this case the voltage
may be regulated to give a constant voltage supply.

seal~ of~.

Th~

ra11ge of the instrument can be extended by providing proper shunts and thus the
wlunmctei' may be dehi.~ned to read resistance values over a wide range.
Exam:ife,8 16. Design a series type ohmmeter. The movement to be used requires 0·5 mA

'r
!

I
'
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for full scale deflection and has an internal resistance of 50 fl, The internal battery has a voltage ~r
3 V. The desired value of half scale resistance is 3000 !i. Calculate (a) the values of series and parallel
resistances R1 and Rz; (Ii) the range of values of R:1, if the battery voltage may vary from 2·7 V to
3'1 V. Use the value of R1 calculated in (a).
Solution : The value of 'parallel resistance

Rz= If_!_RmRh
E-fr,Rh
0·5 x 10-a x 50 x 3000
=3-0'SxIO 3 x3000 =SOO.

(See Eqn. 8'34)

The internal resistance of ohmmeter is equal to the half scale resistance

so x 50
Rit so+:o=3ooo

or

Series resistance R1 =2975 fl.
The value of resi>tance R2 when the battery voltage is 2·7 V ;

,J

0·5x10-3 x5o x 3000
2=2;1=0·-sx!o" 3 x3000= 62 ·5 n.

XOI0; ~ G3x~3Q_OO

3 5
Whelihe batteyy voltage is3'1 V,R2;__ o·sl
=46'88 fl
'
.
3. - . x o- x 000
. . 8"21. Shunt. type Ohrumetcra .. The. circu~t diagra!n of a sh~nt type ohmmet~r is ,,hnwn in
Fig 8 16. It consists of a battery m senes with an adjustable resistor R1 and a basic J'Arson"al
movement (meter). The unknown resistance is connected across terminals A and B, parallel with the
R, /
t,
'x f,
meter. In this circuit it is necessary to bave an "off-on"
~,,___.
switch to disconnect the battery from the circuit when
Im
the instrument is not in use. When the unknown
...·;[
resistor R.=Ofl (A and B are shorted), the meter
Basic
Rx.;;:
current is zero. If the unknown resistance R,= ro - E
(A and B arc open), tbe curren; finds patb only through
the meter and selecting a proper value for resistance
Rrn-R 1 , the pointer may b0 made to read full scale. Thh
ohmmeter therefore has "zero" mark on the left hand
I Make-break
side of the scale (no currcr1t 1 and infinite mark on the
sw1\ch.J
right hand side ;.ft he ~cak (ful! Frnle deflection current),
Hg. 8'16. Shunt type ohmrnckl•
The an::h'i' <'r' !he <;fnmt tvpe ohmmeter is
similar to that of a series-type ohmmeter. In Fig. 8'16,
when R.~ co, the full scale meter current i.,:

------:. . .-1
I
L-<~m-o-ter__, -"' _,J;~ J
___

,.

Tl

... (8'41)

It•=-''---

R1+Rm

or

E

.. (8'42)

Ri=--Rm
1,,
With any resistance R. to be measured, the meter current /,,, is :

[m "'(~~+§]i,;;R:)(R~~·RJ RiRm+ ;~~1 +Rm)
Rm+R.

At half scale reading of the meter, lm=0'5 ft, and

R.=Rh.

... (8'43)
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,)

... (8'44)

Dividing Eqn. 3·43 by Eqn. 8'41 gives s= ],,,
-·-Its

R.(R1+R, .. ) .
R1R111 R.(R1 +Rm)

~=--

+

•.. (8'45)

Usually R1 is very large as compared with Rm and tuerefore s= J,_1n_=R~:B."-.
,, m+ R.

1

.. ,(8'46)

,1

Tlrns the meter can be calibrated by computing the fraction of full scale's' for a given
resistance R· in terms of Rx and the meter resistance Rm.
In oder to do;termine the relative scale values for a given value of Ri, the half scale reading may
by found by dividing Eqn. 8'41 by Eqn. g-44, and solving for Rh:
·
Rn

R1Rm
Ri +Rm

... (8'47)

It is clear fro.:n the above analysis that,
(i) the battery emf E, the meter full scale current Ir,, and meter resistance Rm determine the
resistance Ri.
(ii) the resistance Ri and the meter resistance Rm determine the half scale resistance R•.

Thus the meter-resistance scale depends only on the meter and the voltage of the battery. The.
batlcry emf is 1'5·- 15 V, while the full scale currrnt
of the mc!er may vary from O' l5 mA to 1·o A or
even more. Then R1 will vary from 5 to 12000 Q,
Usually R1 is considerably larger than Rm Then
Ri +R,,.~Ri
... (8'48)
Substituting this in Eqn. g·47 gives
R~=Rm ..
... (8'4\)
The shunt-lype of ohmmeter is particularly
(a)
suited for the measurement of low value resistors. It
'
is not a commonly used instrument, but it is found in
"'<;0
· laboratories or for low resistance applications.
The shape of scales of series and shunt type
of ohmmeters are given in Fig. 8 17.
M·d-scale
To illustrate that the shunt· type ol1mmeler is
particularly suited to the measurement of k'W resistances, an example is being given below.
Examples· 11. A shunt type ohmmeter uses
a JO mA basic d'i\rsonvat movement with an
(b)
/
)
internal resistance of 5 fl. The battery emt is 3 V.
'v ,
It is desired to modify the circuit by adding
appropriate shunt resistances across the movement so
Fig. s· 11. Shape cf scale of ohmmeters.
that its instrument indicates 0·5 f.! at the mid-point
(") Series type ohmmeter with a half scale
on its scale. Calculate (a) Ihe value of shunt resistance
resist11nce value of I kf.!.
(b) Value of current limiting resistor Ri.
(bi Shunt type ohmmeter with a half scale
Solution. For half scale defleclion
resistunce value' of 1 n.
1m=0'5 ft, =0·5 x !0=5 mA.
The voltage across the movement~ (5 x 10-3) x 5 = 25 x 10-a = 25 111 V.
(a) Referring to Fig. 8' 16.
/

Voltage across unknown resistor=voltage across movement.

I
I:
i:
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: . Current through unknown resistance 1.

I

25 x 10-3
= 50 mA.
.
05

!

Current through shunt I..=lz-lm=50-'5 ==45 mA.

.
25 mV S
. . The value of shunt resistance R,h ~ mA = 9 fl.
45
(b) The total battery current Ii=J.+Im+!.h=50+5+45=100 mA.
Voltage drop across limiting

resistor-3-2~>< ro-3=2'975 V

:. Ri.

10~·~i~-ii=29'75 a.

Thus by using proper meter and shunts, low values of resistances can be measured.
8'22. Multimeter or VolH)hm·'Milli·ammeter (V.O.M.) Tbe ammeter, the voltmeter and the
ohmmeter all use a basic d'Arsonval movement. The difference between these instruments is the
circuit in which the basic movement is used. It is therefore obvious that an instruinent can b~ designed
to perform these three measurement functions. This instrument which contains a function switch to
connect the appropriate circuits to the 'd'Arsonval movement, is called a "Multimeter" or "Volt-ohrnmilli-arnrneter" (V.O.M ).
A representative example of a commercial multimeter is the Simpson model 260 who e
complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 8'18. The meter is a combination of a d.c. rnilli-ammeter,
a d.c. voltmeter, an a c. voltmeter, a multirange ohmmeter and an 6utput meter.
SO/'A,2000 I\, lOOmV

+·

'

6

J

R;

17

I

.I
2

a.c.
Output switch
d.c.-

I

'

I
4

i

I

1'.

s

•

dt.

sooov
L~

IOA

&

•

Sw'1tches shown ln SQV d'
posltion
Stltctor switch posrtlon
lOOOV. ?
IOOmA
250 v 8
\OmA
sov g tOO<LA
IOV 10
Rx t
2SV 11
R x\00
SOOmA ll
R< tOOO
d.c.~ a.c.
~d.c.,

output swilth

2-a.c., l•output

Fig, 8'18. Circuit diagram of Simpson model 260 Mullimeler.

This multimeter uses a d' Arson val movement that has a resistance of 2000 n and a full scale
current or 50 µA.
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GOOko

H1Ji

15 Mfl

150kO

50~A

48k0

.--~~~~-1@Jr~~~----.
SOµA
2000 J1.

3000 .

22 5

2

O-G75

0·025

sov

~--

·2sov
1000 v
. SOMO

10 mA

100mA

SOOmA

2·5 v

+

J
+JO A

-·

-1QA

<>-·--,~~-~~~------.....-J

+

5000V DC

fig, 8'19, D.C. vollmeler section of Simpson
Model 260 Mullimeter.

·Fig; 8'20, Ammeler seclion of Simpson
Model 260 Multimeter.

.The instrument is provided with a selector switch which can be sot ·for different modes of
operation like measurement of voltage, current, resistance etc., and also for various ranges of these
quantities.
The circuit for d.c. voltmeter section is shown in Vig. 8' 19 when common input terminals are
used for voltage ranges of 0-' I '5 V to 0-1000 V. The range can bo set with !be help of a selector
switch. An external voltage jack marked "DC 5030 V" is used for d.c. voltage measurements upto
5000 V. The values of multiplier resistances are given in'Fig. 819. For use on 5000 V range, the selec·
tor switch should be set to !COO V positbn but the test lead should be connected to the external jack
·marked "5000 V". The instrument has a sensitivity of 20 kfJ./V which is fairly high and therefore
the instrument is well suited to general service work in electronic measurements.
The circuit for measuring d.c milliampere anJ ampere is shown in Fig. 8'20. The common
...-~----'-~Mr+------~

ll·Sn.

1138.n
22988.n

-------< M !-------....,

r - - - - - - - ' - 1 M r"+-----~

11·511

11·511

11380.

21850!1.

.. ,....

llSV

1149·5 n ·

non

l13B!l

22)l99·Sfr

-=- 6V
I+

•,

'

w

(tj

\ . . Fis. 8'21. Ohmmeter ~lion of Simpson Model 260.Mullimeter ta) Rx I range (b) RXIOO tango (c)_Rx I0,000 range
ii
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(+) terminal and negative (-) terminals are used for current n1easnreQ1ents upto 500 mA. The jacks /
.
marked+ JO A and -10 A are used for 0-10 A range.
· The details of the ohmmeter sectilm of the VOM meter are shown in Fig. 8'21. The circuit of
Fig. 8'21 (a) shows the ohmmeter circuit for a scale multiplication of I i.e. x 1 scale. The instrument is a variation of shunt type ohmmeter. The instrument is short circuited and the zero.adjustment
Control is varied until the meter reads zero resistance. The circuit a for scale multiplfoaftbns of 100
and 10,000 are shown in Fig. 8'21 (b) a1•d 8'21 (c). A.C. voltmeter-readings are obtained by setting
the "a.c.-d c." switch to the a.c. position. When put on a.c. position, the input is rectified with the
help of diodes and then fed. to the meter..
8'23. Ratiomefor, A permanent magnet ratiometer consists. of two moving coils rigi lly.
fixed together and mounted on the same spindle. They move in ·
the magnetic field of a permanent magnet (Fig. 8'22). Current
Co111.
is led to the moving coils with the help of fine ligaments. · There
!
are no controlling forces. Let us consider a sim pie case of two
coils mounted 90' apart moving in a parallel field. Let h and 12
be the currents carried by coil I and 2 respectively.
Deflecting torque acting on coil 1 : Td1=N1B/idili cos 6*
This torque acts in the clockwise direction
Deflecting torque acting on coil 2, Td2 = N2Bl2d2 sin 6*. ·
Coil 2
This torque acts in the anti-clockwise direction. At the
F2
equilibrium position, Td1 = Td2.
.
Fig. 8'22, Irntiometcr.
or
NiB/idili cos 6=N2Bl2d2l2 sin 6
or
tanO= NiB/idi . h =k[!_
... (8"50)
N2Bl2d2
/2
h
Thus the deflection depends upon the ratio of two currents Ii and h and hence the name
ratiometcr.
The shape of the pole faces can be modified and the angle between the two coils can be
adjusted which enables the ratio li/12 to be proportional to the deflection e instead ·of ta·n O, For
such a meter

N

s

O=k]J
... (8'51)
h
and hence the meter has a. linear scale for the ratio ft/h
8'24. , Ratiometer Oh~1mete.rs. Ratio~eter ohmmeters have two forms of costruction.
!. Fixed magnet movmg coil type. This form of construction co mists of a fixed perm a t
magnet as in most d'Arsonval meters except for the shape of the
nen
pole pieces (Fig. 8'23). The moving system consists of two
coils mounted on the opposite sides of a common axis. Spirals
carry current to and f1 om these coils and spirals must be very
flexible in order that they produce a negligible restraining torque on the movement and the deflection of the system is determined by the magnetic forces acting on the two coils. The
central iron core is shaped as shown in Fig. 8 23 and mounted
Moving
..__coil
off centre so that a tapering non-uniform air gap is produced.
Currents are passed through the coils to produce torques
in the opposite directions. If from initial equilibrium, the
current in one coil increases relatively to the other, that coil
- Non-uniform gap
moves to a position having a longer air gap and hence comes
under the influence of a lower flux density while the other coil
.
moves to a position of higher flux density. Equilibrium
is ~I•.....a'"""l'fN._._......J'--.....,VMil'--- IR
reached when the two torques are equal. In Fig. 8'23 two
s
R _
resi5tances Rand S connected in the circuit of the two coils
are supplied ?Y the same battery. S is a standard and R is the
Hg. 8'23. Fixed magoei moving
unknown resistance.
.
.
.
coil ohmmcler.
. •This is_ because ihe field is nol radial bu11s parallel and lherefore we lnlloduce cos 6 and sio 6 in' ah~
expression.

l

j
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tWO.COi.1~-:rhe deflection of the moving system is a function of the relative· magnitude of currents in the
Deflection

0=/ (

~;)

f

(ff/:)=! (:)

Thus the scale can be calibrated to read directly the value of unknown resistance R.
·
.An advantage of this circuit is that a. change 1Jf battery voltage affects both coils in the same
Pfoporllon and h~nce does not ~!feet the cahbratlon.. It is thus unnecessary to use a regulated power
supply or to provide compensation for voltage changes.
.
2 Crossed Coil Construction. Fig. 8'24 sho~s a crossed coil ohmmeter. Coil I is connected
m series with the fixeJ resistor to the power
Is
supply, and hence current ls is proportional to
voltage E. Coil 2 carries a· current In flowing
Standard
resistance
in the unknown resistance R and this current is
+
also proportional to voltage E.
E
If the pole faces are shaped properly
Coil 2

\.

s

Coil 1

R

(Unknown

resistance)

Fig. 8'24. Crossed coil ohmmeter.

Deflection

~= 19 - E/S .:>!i.

E/R
S .
Since S is fixed the scale of the instm·
ment cai; . be calibrated to read directly the
value of unknown resistance R.
In

8'25. Megger. Ratiometer ohmmeters, described earlier, may be designed to cover a w!de
range·of resistances, The principle of ratiometer ohmmeters is particularly adapted. to applicat!on
in portable instruments measuring insulation resistance. This principle forms the basis of msulat10n
testing instrument known as Meggcr. The essential parts of a Megger are shown in Fig. 8'25. The
current coil is similar to that of the permanent magnet moving coil instrument. There are two vo!·
tage (potential) coils V1 and V2. The voltage coil V1 embraces (threads over) the annular magnetic
core. 1t is clear from Fig. 8'25 that voltage coil V1 is in a weak magnetic field when the pointer is
at ' 00 ' position and hence this coil can exert very little torque.
fl<ilt p1cct

Annular

Magnet

Hand

R

~'

0

driven
gen~rator

Magnet
Ligaments

•100

Fig. 8'25. Megger.
Th~ torque exerted by the voltage coil increases as -it moves into a stronger field and this

torque is maximum when it is under the pole face and under this condition the pointer is at its zero
end of the resistance scale. l.1 order to modify fur!Ler the torque in the voltage circuit, another vol·

1

j

,...· .
1
\

~..
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tage coil V2 is used. Th is coil is also rn located that it moves into stronger field as the pointer moves
from the 'co' rosition towards the zero position of the resistance scale; The coil finally embraces
(threads around) the extension Hof the pole piece.
The combined action of the two voltage coils V1 and V2 may be considered as though the coils
i:onstituted a spring of variable stiffness, being very stiff near the zero end of the scale where the
,~urrent in the current coil is very large (on account of unknown resistance R. being small), and very
weak near the oc end of the scale where the.current in the current coil is very small (on acc'ount of
unknown resistance R• being very large).
Thus this effect compresses the low resistance portion of the scale and opens up the high
resistance portion of the scale This is a great advantage since this instrument is meant to be used as
"insulation tester" and the insulation resistances are quite high.
. The voltage range of the instrument can be controlled by voltage selector switch. This can
be done by varying resistance 'R' connected in series with the current coil. The test voltages, usually
500, 1000 or 2500 V are generated by a hard cranked generator G. A centrifugal clutch is incorporated in the generator drive mechanism which slips at a predetermined speed so that a consta;it
voltage is applied to the insulation under test. This voltage provides a test on strength of low voltage
insulation as well as a measure of its insulation resistance, since it is sufficient to cause breakdown at
faults. Suoh breakdowns are indicated by sudden motion of the pointer off scale at. zero end. As
the same magnet system supplies magnetic fields for both instrument and generator, and as current
and voltage coils move in a common magnetic field. the instrument indications are indeoeuderit of the
strength of the magnet.
8'26. Ducter Ohmmeter. The principle of Ohmmeter can be applied to the mea:mrement of
low resistances. The instrument is known as a Ducter and its connections are shown in Fig. 8'26.

a

!.

Shunt

c

Current
Contact
Pote11!ial
Contact

p

Resistance,
R
(under tesll

':

· • Ligaments

Voltage

~Coll

p

C~t-out

c

Fig. s·20. Duct~r low resistance ohmmeter.
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As in a crossed coil ohmmeter, the lwo moving coils which are at ,right angles to each other are free
to move in the field of a permanent magnet. Current from a low-Voltage supply of about 1·5 Vis
passed through the four-terminal low resistance under test at the current terminals CC. The potential
coll is tapped across the potential terminals PP of the unknown resistance.
· ..
Therrfore the current flowing through the voltage coil is proportional to drop between terminals PP. This drop is proportional to TR where I is the current flowing and R is the value of unknown resistance. Therefore, torque T1 acting on voltage coil is proportional to IR. The current
_coil is connected across a shunt in the main circuit. Therefore, this coil carries a current proportional
to the current through resistor R so that the torque T2 produced by it is proportional to the current
I. It is arranged that these torques are in opposition. The moving system, therefore, turns till these
two torques are equal.
_
Thus the position taken 'up by the moving system is dependent on the ratio of the potential
drop and the current through the resistor, i.e., on the value of.the resistance under test.
'
Duelers are made with various Juli scales ranges from 100 µO to 5 n. Different ranges can be
obtai_ned by using suitable multipliers.
8'27. Moving Iron Instruments
The most .common ammeters and voltmeters for laboratory ot switch-board use at power
frequencies are the moving iron instruments. These -instruments can be constructed to measure
current and voltage to the accuracy needed in most engineering works and still be cheap as compared
with any other type of a.c .. iastrument of same accuracy and ruggedness.
.A plate or vane of soft iron or of high permeability steel forms ·the moving element of the
system. This iron vane is so situated that it can move in a magnetic field produced by a stationary coil.
The coil is excited by the current or voltage under measurement. When the coil is excited, it becomes
an electromagnet and the iron vane moves in such a way so a> to' increase the flux of the electromagnet. This is because the vane tries to occupy a position of minimum reluctance. Thus the force
(or torque)· produced is always in such a direction as to increase the inductance of the coil (As inductance increases as reluctance decreases).
8'28. General Torque Equation
An expression for the torque of a m,oving iron instrument may be derived by considering the
energy relations when there is a small increment in current supplied to the instrument. When this
happens there will be a small deflection dO and some mechanical work will be done.
Let
Ta==dellecting torque
:. Mechanical work done= Ta. d0
Alongside there will be a change in the energy stored owing to iuductance.
Suppose the initial current is /, the instrument inductance L and the deflection 6, lf the
current increases by di then the deflection changes by d~ and the inductance by dL. In order to effect
an increment dl in the current there must be an increase in the applied voltage given by
d
dL
di
e= dt (Ll)=ldt +L dt.
The electrical energy supplied eldt=J2dL+ILdl
The stored energy changes from =!f 2L to HI+dl)2 (L+dL).
Hence the change in stored energy HI 2+2Idl+dJ2) (L+dL)-!J2L.
Neglecting second and higher order terms in small quantities this' becomes ILdl+!/ 2dL
'
From the principle of the conservation of energy,
Electrical energy supplied =increase in stored energy+ mechanical work done
I2dL+ILdl=ILdl=iJ2dL+Tad0
Thus
Ta d0=!f2d!.,

b

l.l '
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AHD Om.tMfrlnS
or Deflecting torque
Ta=l/2dBdL
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.. ;(8'52)

Tis in newton-metre, I in ampere, L in henry, and 8 in radian.
The moving system is provided with control springs and it turns the deflecting torque Td is
balanced by the controll!ag torque T•.

Controlling torquer.= K8.
.
where
K=control spring constant ; Nm/rad,
0=del!ectlon ; rad.
At equilibrium (or finai steady) position,
T,=Td
12
1
or
K0.;..or. deflection
9=-21- K ddL
.
.
.
e
... (8'53)
2 J2 'Ld~o
Hence the deflection is proportional t1> square of the rms value of the operating current.
8~29. Cl1ssl6catlon of;Mo'¥l~g_Jrou Instruments. · Moving iron instruments are of two types :
(I) Attraction type. (JI) J{ep'Ulsfbil type; ·
.·
·
. ,

~·30.

Attraction TY~.·. Jlig. ;8,'27 shows the construc~lonal de~~ils of an attraction. type mov- ·:

1~g iron instrument. ~he c01l 1s flat and has a narrow . slot like openmg. The moving iron is a ~at .
disc or a sector eccenl~1cal!Y mounted. \Vb,en the current flow~ through the coil, a magnetic field is.

produced and the movmg iron moves from the weaker _field outside the coil to the stronger field inside

\,.--;....Pointer
__.. . ., I

Pointer
IR"~~

.

· Air ~amping
chamber

I

Ceil
Winding

Bolanct
weigh!

. .,,

Moving
Iron
Control .
weiglll .

(a)

(b) .

fllg. 8 27. Attr.action type movln$ iron insltument.
Fig. 8'28. Thomp.1on Inclined QOll insln!~!lt 1 ·,
...
, it or the moving iron is attrac~cd in.·· The oonttolling torque is proyided springs bllt gtavliy ®otrol.

by

can be used for panel type of mstruments which are vert1oally mounted. .·
. ·· . ·
Damping is provided by air friction usually by a vane inbving in a sector shaped chamber.

j •

11
ff

Another type of instrument which can b~ classed with attraction type is the T~omjls~n
inclined coil instrument. The inclined coil instrument (Fig. 8'28) utilizes the tendency of a metal s!np
to align itself parallel. to a ·magnetic field. In this instrument, the vane is a thin circular lrol) disc
attached at an angle to the spindle of the moving element. ·The coil surrounds the disc, and. its axis is
'also inclined at an angle to t~e shaft.
.
.
. .. . .
If the coll and the vane were set at an angl~ of 45\ to the axis of the moving 8YSt!llll1 a tota'
abgular displacement of 180' would be necessary 'to move thO,,vane from positJon (a) perpetidil~µ)l!rto"
the lines of force, to position (b), parallel to the lines of force.
" ··
~·31.. Repulsion Type. In the repulsion type, there 11re twQ varies in~ide the coil one fixed and

...

..: ·
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.

other movable. These are similarly magnetised when the current flows through the coil and'.there is a
force of repulsion between the two vanes resulting in the movement of the moving vane.
·
Movable
van~

J

Coil

Movable
vane

Fixed vane

, Fixed vane

'

Movoble
~ne

r
Spring

Coit

(a) Radial vane type,
(bl Co·axialvane typo.
Fig. 8'29. Replusion type moving Iron instruments,

'

0

:

,·

.Two diJerent designs are in common use :
.(i\ Radial Vane Type. · In this type, the vanes are radial strip3 of iron. The strips are placel •·
within th'e coil as shown in Fig. 8'29 (a). The fixed· vane is attached to the coil and the movable one· ~
to the spindle of the instrument.
.
, . _.
. ·.'
(Ii) Co-axial Vane Type. In 'this type ol instrument, the fixed and moving vanes are sections\'
''of co-axial cylinders [See Fig. 8'29 (b)]. The fixed -and moving vanes
.·
~ \
.
.:
have shapes, similar to those shown in Fig 8'30 1when developed. .
MOVING VANE S~AJIONARrA:
.
8'32. Reason for, Use on both ~.C. and D.C. · It is clear that
VANI! \' ,
whatever may be the direction of the current in the coil of the instru·
· ·
ment, the irori vanes are so magnetiSed that there is' always a force of
··
at.traction in the attraction type and repulsion in the repulsion type of
' instruments. Thus moving iron instruments are unpola:tised instruments .·
_- - · ,
I.e., they are independent of the direction in which the current p<1sses.
Fig, 8'30. Stationary and . '~
Tberefote, these instruments ~an be used on both a.c. and d.c.
moving vanes.
·•
8'33. Shape of Scale. _·The deflection in a moving irori instruq1ent is given by
D=l_ /2 dL.
2Kd9
.
,,
Thus the angular deflection is proportl!>~al to !he_ square of the operating ~urrent, and tho '~iistru~e~f ·
has a ~quar.e law resp?nse, _The .deflection ls m te~~s of.rms value ·off'current or vol~~~} . ,As ~lj.~
deflection 1s proportional to square of current, 1t 1s evident that the scale of such an mstrument is
non·uniform.
. - ··
,
;· · -, . '.c'
'. . If there is no saturation,. the change of inductance wit~ a~~!e of deflection is linifor~ l,.:~,1
dL/dB=.a constant. For. such an mstru!Dent, the scale can be easlly laid as the measured quanh!YJ~
proportional to the square root of deflection.
· "'
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In actual instruments dL/d0 is not constant and is usually a function of angular position of the
m_oving iron and thus the scale is distorted from the square law in a manner dependent upon the way
in which inductance. varies with angle, This variation can be controlled by suitable design_/},, by ·
choosing proper dimensions, shape and position of iron vanes. Thus it is possible to design and
construct an instrument. with a scale. which is very nearly uniform ov~r a considerable part of its
length. The necessary condition relating to dLfd0 against e for linearization may be obtained from
Eqn. &'SJ which gives :
dL · 2K0
'
-=d6
]2
For a linear scale I= CB where C is a constant.
. dL.2K ... dL.
d8 ""c20 ' or --8 . d8 =constant.
.

.

. ·-

.

.f

\

.

Thus for ii Jfo~nrsti&te'prdduct 9, _· ~ sh~uld be (a. constant.

,

·, !hi_s lso, np~_·'_J'~~i§.~1~11.~.iJ r~q-11ri~sdL/d8 to be infinite at 9=Q. In rnct_ice the scal~Js'made ·
linear from the l!!Jli}l)ll)O,l, '~eff~_~t19n. down to about l /I Oth _ - · .. _· ·
, . . _: ' ·" • .·
of the maximum defiectfon~:-',Tije -plot of dL/d0 against 0 .
·
· . ·. >< . : -.
· ·. ·
over the range is a ielifangular hyperbol;i as shown in
·
· ·
Fig. 8'31.
.
dl
·· · ..
It iR also possible to design and · construct · an
di
instrument in which a small portion of the range, which is
of particular interest . or importance, is expanded over a
large·part while .the remainder of the sea.le is compressei!
into a relatively small !pace. It is clear from the torque
i
equation (Eqn. 8'53) that the pQrtion of scale near zero can
9 ..
O·t 0
n'ever bo expanded ·or made .uniform since this would
J
. require that tHe foitialV'aJue;of'clL/d6 be infinite. . ·
Fig. 8'31. Variation of dL/dO v/i.6. ·
I
The deflecting torq~e Is proportional tq the square of current multiplied by the rate ?f change
of inductance with angle. The scale is compressed at its lower end because J2 is small relative to full
. scale value and somewhat compressed at its higher end.- because in this range the rate of change of·
inductance wi~h angle (i.e., dL/d0) decreases rapidly (See Fig. 8-JI). The scale is usable over about--80~
of its length.
·
i
The scale distribution in the case of radial vane repulsion type iastrnments can be .expl&ined
.I
in the following way. .
'
As the incluced pole strengths of the magnetised . vanes ts ptoportion·aJ 'to the ·current
in the coil, the force between them (proportional to product of pole strengths) should vary
• as the square of the coil current. However, as the distance between tbell! the ·vanes increases,.
·the force decreases as it (force) is inversely proportional to the square of this distanee. Thes~ e(fects - . i
tend to neutralize/ each other and, as result, the instrument scale is' very ilear!Y unifotm ov~ wost - · I
ofits length.
'
Jn the case of coaxialcylinder type 'repulsion instruments, the sc!ile distrib,ution ean._--be Dia~e
similar
to
that radial vane - type
by tapering the fixed vane.
. p.
.
8'34. Long Scale Instruments. The attraction and repulsion type -moving iron instrllb)onts
.J1reJimited in practical·des.igns to deflections of approximately 90°, However, by combining the two
· .types ?f ,;?~,e~aFo~,,it:°' is possible to design an i~s~rumen~ which has good torque l)haracteristics 11nd
· (scale d1str1button,.9~er an ,angle of 240' or more g1vmg a circular seal~.
.
_
.
1
' ·. ·
:rh~"cons"1fii~t6n;pfttiiSl9~frument. whfoh employs a combinatipn·or~ttractipn and~p1dsi11~.: ·-.
forces, 1s·showrt in Fig. 8'32. It 1s cleat that over the first pa~t of the scale the yane 1s repoll~d ~y.t~e
s~ationary middle vane, which is wide-in this region. As t~e deflection incre!lses, the outer stationary, ·
vanes exert attractive force on the moving vane and add to the torque. ,By, suitably. shapjng .the .vanes
the scale dist~f ution may be ooqtrolle<l so that it .is useful over about 240', .
·
.
I
P_

,r ,·;
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Fig. 8·32, Long range lostru1nent,

. Rsh
Shunt
i

Fig. 8'33. Shunt for moving Iron instrument,

;1·

8'35. Shunt fur Moving Iron Instruments. Moving iron instruments can be built for a range
upto 50 A since in these instruments moving patls do not carry any current. Hence shun!$ are not
· necessary, except for very large currents. However, if a shunt is required to be used with an ammeter
to extend its range, the inductances of both the meter coil and the-shunt must_be considered along
with their resistances.
·
.
·
·

',i. j

l

H

; Fig. 8·33 shows a shunt placed in parallel witp a moving iron instrument.
The currents" in meter and shunt are in inverse ratio of their impedances.
or

I1A _ ~ / (R)2+(wL)2
Im - 'V (R1A) 2 +(~iL1A) 2

R1AV l+(wL/R)2
RV I +(wL1A/R•h)2

... (8'54)

· It is clear from above that the ratio of two cuhents depends upon frequency;

In order that ·the division of current through two parallel branches ~meter and the shuntshall remain the same for all frequencies; the ratio ofimpedances of two branches must remain
·constant. It is clear from Eqn. 8'54 that in order to fulHI this condition L1A/ R1h must be equal to L/R.
or in other words the time c<>nstants·ofmeter and !hunt should be the same. If L1A/R1~=.l/R.
'

'

fo

R,r.:

-=Im. R1A.

•

•

-

I,1

.

'I

.•• (8'.55)

We have seen that in order to make readings independent of the frequency th~ time constants
of meter and shunt should be equal. But it is difficult to design a shunt with appropriate
inductance, and shunts are rarely incorporated in moving iron ammeters. It has already been ·
mentioned that the coils ilan be wound to carry the whole current for ranges up to about 50 A, so
that, in fact, shunts are normally not required. · Current transformers may be used for ranges above
50-A. Multi-range moving iron instruments may be ..lesigned by. winding the instrument coil sections
and various r~J1ges may be obtained by connecting thQ different sections in series, parallel .or series . ·
parallel c;ombin~tions,
,.
·
..,.
Incidentally the multiplying power of a shunt with L1A/ R1,;= LI R is :
'
... (8'56)
·m=ltR/R1h
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8'36. UultipJleB Jor: Movilll Jr11n Instruments. As in d.c. permanent magnet moving-coil
mstruments, the voltag~ 1.ll!IJOoof·moving.iron instruments may be
extended by the UliC .9f;a· serie~ resistance (multiplier) with the
working-coil as shown in Fig. 8·34, . For operation on a.c.
~here frequency is likely ~o c~ange, it is necessary that the total
impedance of the · voltihetet circuit (se1ies resistance plus
Rs
impedance of the working -coil) 11hould remain substantially
MullipliJt
constant over a large frequency_ range.. Since the serie·s resistance
forms a major portion of the' total impedance of the voltmeter V
circuit, it is desirable that this resistor should be either of nonMeter
inductive type or have as &mall' an~ inductance as possible. For
\)
this reason, the .resistance i;oils for use with voltmeter circuits are
usually wound on flat mica, strips. This reduces the area enclosed
by the turns of wire, .and hence the flux for a given current. For
.---._,'---'-----q
• •
this purpose. s~~etiines ·. n<;i,il:iri~.ilctlvely \voyen gauze resisto~s
_ . 1
are used. In this way the total mductance m the voltmeter 1s
Fig. 8 3~., Volta~e mulup!les
practically oonfined to the ·working coil itself and because the
for moving iron mstrumeols.
series resistance of thc.cjrcuiHslllllC, this is likely to swamp the variations of inductive re'actance of
the workiog coil .with lhe.cbange iJi fr~q1,1ency.
.

!

.Let

. Ji;.;, resiiita:nee of meter I

L =inductance of meter.

1

lm=meter:ciurrenf for full scale deflection w=angular frequen.:y.
Voltage drop across-the meter for full scale deflection D=lmV R2+w2L2
·
Let V be the voltage' be measured and Rs be the resistance of the non·inductive multiplier
(series resistance).
·
·
· ·
·
_

to

Then total resistance ofcircuit=R+R. and Total inductance ot'circuit-L
: . Tot11l impeda11CQ.o.f circuit= y (R+ R,)2+w2L2

v

and the current in the meter.. ki=.\f{R+·Ji,)2+w2L2
'

. .

.,

l-lence, voltage multi~lymg power

'

.

·• V y(R+R,)2+t.12L2
m=
= v' RZ+w 2L2

v

... (8'57)

It is evident from Eqn. 8'57 that the mulliP.lying powe~ will change with change in frequency.
The multiplier may be shunted by a capacitor, in order to compensate for frequency errors in the
0
voltmeter.. This aspect hil& been ,exp)ained later in Art. 8'38.
8'37. Comparison between Attraction and Repulsion Types of Instruments. In general it may
·be said that attraction:type instruments possess the same advantages,•)and are subject to the limitations,
described for the repulsion type. An attraction instrument will usually have a lower inductance than
the corresponding repulsion ins\fument,and voltmeters will therefore be accurate over a wider range .
of frequency and there is a greater possibility of using shunts with ammeters. On the other hand,
repulsion instruments are more imitable· for economical production in manufacture, and a nearly
unifoqn scale is more easily obtained ; they. are, ther~ore, much more common ·than the attraction
type.
8'38. .Errors.. There are tw() types of errors which occur in moving iron instruments-errors
which occur with both
and d.c; arid the other which occur only with a.c. only.
·

a.o.
Errors with both n:c. and .A.~.

..
. (I) Hysteresis Error._, This·err9r occurs as the value Qf flux density is different for the sam~
·current · when_.- a~cendfog ·and de~<;~nding. ·The value of fl11it density is higher for descendii!t -

~

I

.
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. value8.of current. and, therefore, the instrument tends to. read higher for descending valnes
of cutrent (and voltage) than for ascending values .. This error can be minimized by making the '•on

parts sniall so that they demagnetize themselves quickly. Another method is to work the iron pa1 ;~ at
· low values of flux density so that the hysteresis effects are small.
Hystoresis may produce a 2 to 3 percent error. With the use of nickel iron alloys with narrow
hysteresis loops, the error may be brought down to less than-0'05 per cent.
•
(ii) Temperature Error. The effect of temperature changes on moving iron instruments arises
chiefly from the temperature coefficient o[ spring.. The err?r m~y be 0'02 percent per •c. lo voltmeters, errors are caused .due to self-heating of coil and sertes resistance. The temperature of the coil·
· may increase by 10 to 20 'C for a power consumption of I W. Therefore, the resistance increases (by
·· about 4 to 8%), causing a decrease in current for a given voltage. This produces a decreased deflection.
· Therefore, the series resistance should be made of a material like Manganin which has a small
temperature co-efficient. The value of series resistance should be very large as compared with the coil
resistance in order to minimize errors due to self-heating. Ill the case of switch board instruments,
the series resistance is about IO times the coil resistance,
(Iii) Stray Magnetic Fields. 'The errors due to stray magnetic fields (fields other than the

operating magnetic field) may be appreciable as the operating magnetic field is weak (about 0·006 to
0·0075 Wb/m2 at full scale deflec~ion) and h~nce can be easily dist?rted. Such errors depend upon
the direction or the stray magact1c field relattve to the field of the mstrument. These errors can be
minimized by using an iron case or a thin iron shield over the working parts.
since some types of iQstruments are not shielded, we should be careful in selecting instruments
for places where stray magnetic fielqs are en~ountered, If we use an unshielded instrument over a table
having metal top or mount such instruments on steel panel, the accuracy may be drastically impaired.
Errors with ~.C. only
· · . (i) Frequency Errors. Changes in frequency may cause errors due to changes of reactance
of the working coil and also due to changes of magnitude of eddy currents set up in the metal parts
of instrument.

Reactance of Instrument Coil. The change of reactance of the instrument coil is imi:ortant in
case of voltmeters where an additional resistance R. is used in series with the instrument co J. Let the
resistance and inductance of the instrument coil be R and L. Then the current I in the instrument
. coil for a given applied voltage V is given by :

.

·'

.

v

I- "1':'~~7=;;=.;.
- ylR+ Rs)2+w2£2

The deflection of the moving-iron voltmeter depends upon the cilrrent through the coil.
Therefore, the deflection for a given volfage
will be less at high frequencies than at
low· frequencies; To some ext~nt, c?mpensation to this type ?f error 1s pos.s1 bte
l
by cqnnecting a capacitor c. acr.oss .the
R
Rs
series resistance R, as shown m Fig. 8 35.
The idea of shunting the series
CoH _·_.~.....1....,___ 5.,i1s
I
Rnislance·---1
resistor is to make .tbe circuit behave like
a pure resistance so that the fre~uency•
V
changes have no effect on the readmgs of .
Fig, 8'35. Prcqu~ compco1ation ror M.I. voltmeters
the instrument. Thus the compensated
·
instruiijent will have a power .factor n.ea~ly equ~I to unity•• As the resistance of the meter, R, is considerably smaller than t~e sertes mult1pl!er resistance Ro, 1t can, be assumed that it is sufficient to
ensure that the ma201t~?e Z of the impedance of the circuit formed by L, R., and i;; has 11
value R1 under 11.c, cond1trons.
·

I

I-=-

I
i

I
j
'

''

i

. i.?
"\");

I.

.

. l:
~

l
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l'

.
Rs
.
R~ -jooCR,2
Z=JooL+c+Jw-CR, =1wL+ 1+w2c2i,2-

'Now

Since wCR,.,j:I, we can wr,ite .Z~jwLt(R,-jwCR,2)(1-oo2C2R~2)
JooL+ R, -jooCR,2-w2c2R;a+ jwiC'JR,4:oR;-oo2C2R,a+j[ooL-wCR.2(1-oo2C2R, 2)]
'e!R,-w~c~:R,3tj[ooLtooCR;2]= R,(l .:...oo2C2R,2)t j[ooL-wCR,2],
Magnitude o(z2, z2=R,2(1+w2c2R,2)2+w2(L-CR, 2)2, ·
This must equal R,2 in order that the ~ c. calibration at all frequencies and d. c. calibrati9n is
the same .
.', Ra2=Rs 2(1 ..;.w2C2R;2)2too2(£- CR,2)2= Rs'l.l I+oo2C4R,4-2w 2C2R, 2)tw2(L-CRs 2)2
=R,2(1-2w2C2R,2+w4C4R,4)+w2(L- CR,2)2=R,2(1-2w2c2R,2)tw2(£-CR,2)2 as w4C4R,2<(t
=R,L-2w2C2R,4tw2£2too2C2R,L-2w2£CR,2. Thus 0=w2£2-w2C2R,L-2oo 2LCRs 2•

$

... (8'58)

=2'41 CRs 2

tit1.

In practice it is usual to consider the variation of Z within certain limits for the d.c. value
R+R.. Fig. 8'36 shows the frequency error with and 'without compensation.
.,,
..
It may be obs.irved that for an uncompensated instrument the error goes beyond perm1ss1ble .
limits for frequencies above 001 • With compensation the frequency range is extended from 001 to 002
and in fact the instrument current at a frequency wa is the same as with d.c.

-·

I

+I- --------

!"l - - - - - - - - ,

- - -

"" - - Ul1- -

- - - -

I

-Wz -

-!"

I

'dk-,
fig. 8'36. Variation of error with frequency,

Fig. 8'37, EO'ect of eddy currents,

.
Eddy Currents : These errors are caused by eddy currents induced in the iron parts of the
!nstruments. Let the. mutual inductance between th~ instr11~ent coil and the iron parts be M. The
mduced voltage £,( =wMl) due to current I m the rnstrument coil lags the current by 90',
(see Fig. 8'37). As a result of this induced voltage an eddy current/, flows and its magnitude is'
l

ooMJ

•= y'R,2+w2£,2

where R. and £, al'C respectively the l'Csistance and inductance of this eddy current path .. /, la~s E,

.bv an angle 8,:atan-1 wL, ·•

,
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.

.
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.

.

-

.

.

.

' .A C<linponent of this current 1/-J, cos (90-0.)=/,. sin 9, opposes the instrument ;:'.rrent
I and sets up an opposing field thus reducing the torque on the moving system. From tho ?hasor
diagram sketched in Fig. 8'37, it is seen
·
. ., , •
wMI
wL,
. 11 =:l•.SIO 61 = . I
I •
·
y R• +w•L
, . w'ML.1

~·-'

.
\"" R,a+(l)zL.2

:. • [i'.f!J.
.

·

w'~rl ;~ht~R,).wL,, t.e., when wIs smaJ.I ..
\

.

1.~ ~I whe~ <iiL,>R• i.e., "hen oo is large.

· . Thus at low frequencies the eddy dqrrent error increases wit.b,:,',squ~re of the frequency while
at. hi,hfrequencies the error is practically eons~ant. For these reasol)s moving iron instruments are
11D8111table for freg11en.cies above.100 Hz. . . . ·
. ..
·
.
. I~ order
extend the frequency tllllge of the lnstruotent, another c0il, coupled with tbe
®ii of. the iostnnnent ~nd loaded by an a. c. netwo.r)j:, is used. The frequency error due to eddy :y
.currents can b¢ k~pt less than O'l% upto a freqtiency ran&e ofl 000 Hz.
.
8"39. · Advantaaes and Disadvantages
(l) Universal u;e. TJiese iiistrume!lts can be used for bQth ·a.c. and d.c..
(2) Less Friction Errors., ·Errors due to frie;lion are. quite sm.all as torque-weight ratio is
quite high in these instruments..
.·
,
·
.. · ·
· ·
·
(3) Cheapness : Depoj:iding upon the mogntuide of the c11rre11fto b~ measured, the coil may
have a few turns of very heavy section ·ciinductor or fnany: turns of fine wire so tha~ the total mmf
.·required is the same for ll giveµ displa,9C~~ll~; .of. t~,e .m<iying system irrespective. of the'instrument

to

·,::::~~::~t~~f~!:?~!JV{:3~~t~~~t,~'~1!i~1~:~~~~j~~!ht:t!;ril~JF~~~,~

using one turn while voltmeter& of the sedes co11ld i:equire 50. mA wit,)l 4000 turns for full scale ·
deflection. Thcfact that a single type of movlns lllemerit could cover the entire range is one reason
that moving Iron Instruments can be built et !eh coat than some other typei.
(4) .Robustness: The Instruments are robmt. owing to simple construction and also that there
are no current carrying moving parts. .
(5) Accuracy. These in'struments are capable .of giving an accuracy within .the limits of both
precision and Industrial grades. Modern well deslgried portable moving iron instruments are expected
to have a d.c. error.of2 percen. ~or less. The. lniti·a·l aCQuracy o. f high grade instruments is stated 1
to."«: 0'75 percent for frequen~1es between 2~ to 135 Hz and they may be expected to be accurate .,;.,~.
~1thm 0'2% to 0'3% at 50 l{z 1f 11arefully de~1gned.
. . < '7' · : ..
' .
· ·
(6).· Scafe. Moving lruii bisti!W~9t.)l!'e .~9W av~ih\~1e• iflth ,240~ circular scale$. The · .
greatly .increased scale length beln,s a ~rt{lili -~~!l,l!t4&9i ,,. '(.~~ •.~~ o~~'ljn'g i(o,n insfruments is not
uniform Bild Is crll!Dped at the lower. en~ ~IJ!J;\\~.~~(Clt~ ~~11&1i~e.t~$!~$, ~e,11ot,po~si~le at t11is end,
.
(7) Errors. thes~ instruments are ·'~ubJ~ed' ~rl61iJ'~'6ffyfS due?fo hysteresis, frequency
changes 11nd stray magnetic fields.
··
·
·. (8) Waveform errors. The non·llnllllrlty ··oCJJ-H curvb/it.·irotl means that the deflecting
torque i& not exaotly proportio1ml to the sq~re or the Clll.J'imt. ·Thus, while the theory already given
sijow.s that t~e lri~trument, onl)tl calibrated in. rrof.Vlll~~ii~h:Olild i~~lcate rms. values whatever the ...
w11vefoun will no~, In. fact, be reallzed In, practl~. /,' · .,... · · · ·
~. , Hciwev~r the precision gtade instrull!epts'ar~ s:o designed that the maximum flux density reach-.
ed m the vanes 1s about 30 to 40% of the sattirat1on value. ijence even alternating currents having
hi~hly distort~ w11v,efor1Qs. Cl!.~. l}o tQeasqr~ s11tisf11ctorU¥· . This is not tru~ of switch-board
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. insfruments where maximum flux density reaches the saturation value. This is done in order to get a
large deflecting torque..
(9) Differen~e between d c. and a.c. Calibrations. There is a difference between. d.c. and
· a.c calibrations on .'lccount of effect of inductance of the meter and the eddy currents when the meter
is used on a.c. However, there is another aspect which needs consideration.

•

When these instruments operate at the lower end of the magnetization curve, the permeability
of the iron increases with . an increase .of current. Therefore peaks of alternating currents
produce greater displacep:u;nfper µnit current than the average value. As a result, the meter reading
is higher than ljl,e d~O:~ teliding at the lower end of the acale, For the· larger, reading~. the
iron approaches the knee· portion of the lJ·H curve, the permeability decreasClJ with increase
in current, the peaks of a.c. prodh,ce less d,eflection per unit current, and the alternating current
reads lower than the equivalent value of d.c:
Thus, although- these instruments read direct current, )hey cannot be calibrated with d.c.
and used on a c. They roust be calibrated for frequencies at which they are used. ·
.

::.~.

.

'

.

..

.

·.
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'

.

'

:

'

'
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:l!:xample 1!'18. 'i,:~ttindiicq\il~
pf' ii moving Iron instrument i~;... given
by- f
. ,., '};
.,, '
-.
L=(lo+so-aa) µH
'

.

.

~-

--

'

.

1

.

. where 0 is the deflection in radian from zero position. The sprl11g constant is 12x10-6 Nm/rad.
Estimate the deflection for a current of SA..
Solution : . Rate of change of Inductance with deflection

'

dL

dO

d

.·

..

' '

=Ta (lo+s0-02)=5-20 µH/rad

From Eqn. 8'53, the deflection is:
or

. 1

(5)1

&=_!_ /2 dL
2 K dO

.

8=2x 12 x1Q-tl x(S-20)xto-G

From above, we get 0=1 '69 rad=96'8'.
,
Example 8'19. The inductance of a moving iron ammeter .With a full scale deHectlon of ·
90' at 1·5 A, is giyeo by the expression L=(200+400-40 2-0 3) µH, where 0 is the deflection in radian
from the zero position. Estimate the angular deflection of the pointer for a current of 1·o A.
I
Solution Inductance L=200+400-40 2-0S µH.
:. Rate of change of inductance, with deflection

~~

for0=n/2is:

Deflection

':fa

40-8·x; ;-3(;)'=20µH/rad.

a,..l.!..
i K

dL
dO

With I"' 1·s A, we have 8=11/2

andf-=20x10-t1 H/rad.

·Substituting these values in expression for .0 we get : ;
:. Spring constant x.;.14·3X10-11 Nm/rad.

~------·-·

---- - -.- --

~--,=~--=~--=--.,_~-

=40-80:....302 (LH/rad.

~··

--------

1 (1 '5)2

2

K

20x10-11
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For J=l A .
·..' .'~ .

.

·DellectiOn

1 ..

8=T x
'-~,

From above,·we get,

(1)2

-

. x _ (40-80-302)x JO
14 3 10 6
302+36'60-40=0,

6

"
.,'·

,. ~

\_

.-

.-·

· or 0.=l'Ol rad.=57'8°.:·

E~ampl~ 8'20.. The law of deflection of a moving fron ammeter is given by 1=40 11 ampere
where 0 is the deflection in radian and n is a comtant.. The _self-inductance when the meter current
is zero is 10 rn:H. The spring constant is 0'16 N-m/rad.
·. ·
.,
.- '
.
.
-.
'\-:__
. .
-

'

-

_,

-: .'_

(i) Determ\ne an expression for self-inductance of the 01.e~~f as aJ1m,ction of 6 .and 11.
,
(ii) With n~o·75 calculate the meter· current and the· ,d~ltcctiq1{thaf corresponds to a selfinductance of lO mH.
·
·
·
Solutio~.

·..

From Eqn. 8'53, deflection in radian

;
.·
. dL 2K6 ·
Rate of.change of self in4uctance @=·1 2 --

Substituting the value 1=40• in the above expression, we have ·
dL= 2K 0 d0=_!_ KOI-211 dO.
•.
(40")2
8
Integrating the above expression, we have :
·

.

.

x0~-2·

. '

-,~:

K

2
L= 8(2-2n) +A .16(1-n) 62- "+A

where

A=constant of integration.

We have /=40•. Thus O=O -when l=O. It is given that when 1=0 the .value of
ind uctance L<= JO x 10- 3 H~
Putting this in· expression for L, 10 x Iu"3=O+ A
or
A=IOxl0-3.
. Hence the expression for self-inductance as a function of 0 and n is :
L=-_K__92-2 11 +10x10-3
.. ·
16(1 ·- n)
.. · ·

_-''.."

: -

I
f

1

1
02-2"+1ox10'-3 H.
100(1-n)
.

= - · -- -

-

as

~elf

l
l

r.

K.;;,O'J6

(ii) With n=0'75, the expression for se!fiindut:tance is :

1 · 02-2xo- 7s+10x10-3=0'04 0o·s+10x10-3 H
L 100(1-0'75)
.
.
.
.
.
Putttillg , L=60x10-3, we have 60 x 10-3=0'0 I 00· 5+ io x 10-a
:". Deflection 6= 1'56 rad.=89'5'.
Current·
1=46•=4x1'56°' 75 =5'51 A.
Example 8'21. The following figures give the relation between deflection ·and inductance of
a moving iron instrument.

· ·

20

Deflectfo11,
·detree ·

30

40

50 .

60

70

~fl

'
',

,,

I

335

345

355'5

. 366'5

'\ J~t'5· .

3R5

391'2

-~--·

396

\

--·

•.

'"'!.
•

90

---

--·-·

lllduct a11ce,

80

J.

"
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Find the current and the torque to give adeflection of (a) 30', (b) 80°. Given that control
spring constant is 0'4 x 10-0 Nm/deg.
Solution. The graph between deflection and inductance is plotted as-shown in Fig. 8'38.
The expression for defleciion is

GOO

1
dL
e--12-.
- 2K
dB

3$0

Thus in order to find out current I for a parti•
cular deflection, we must evaluate dd~• at the deflec- '

t
_,

~.

c:..

I/
h

380

/
/
.

v

OJ:

·ti .:i.
"
35'0
'O

ti on concerned.

dL )

( -JO

80

340

I

/

/

c

6=30°,
' The curve is ·linear in this region
(ti)

!?"'

/

/

:\?a
360

?

)

/

'

.13.0

.· 10 20 10 40 .50 60 70 E0 90 100

355·5....:.335 . · · ··· .
..
1 025 µH/degree ..
40 _ 20
=58'6 µH/rad.

.

Deflection 0 degrooi
Fig, 8'38

' h1svauemt
' l ' heexpress1on
. for 6 30=-x1
..l --- x12x58'6xlo-o
Puttmgt
'
2 0'4 x ,o- 6 . .
.
or
1~0'65 A.
(We should express 6jn degrees as the· value of K is expre>sed N-m/degree).
Deflecting torque Td-T,=K8=0'4x10-0x30=12 x 10-6 N-m.
(b)
8=80'
A tangent is drawn to the curve at 80° and slope is found

. dL ) _ 396'5-375
90-Sl
( · d8 80 ,

.

1

'.

0'55 µH/degree=31'5 µH/rad ..

.
1
1
80=yx 4 x 10- 6 xJllx31'5xl0-6

or /=1'425

A

Deflecting torque Td=0'4 x 10- 6 X80=32X10~6 N-m .

.:J:..

J:

a

Example 8'22. The relationship between inductance of moving iron ammeter, the current

aKd' the position of tte pointer is as ro11ows :
Reading (A)
Deflection (degree)
Inductance (µH)

I

.. 1'2
36'5 ·. ··
.. : S75'2

1'4 .
49'5•
576'5

1'6
61'5
57t8

Calculate the deflecting torque and the spring constant when the current is l '5

'

1.
1
I'

•

'

-~'
I

I

i

l'

I
t. .
i

~--·

1'8.
74'5
578'8

A. ·

Solution : The relationship betw(len deflection and current and between_ dellection and
inductance are plotted as shown in Fig. 8' 39.
·
Corresponding to a cur~nt. of 1'SA, the deflection is 55'5 degrees. Aflliis deflection, the
rate of change of inductance with deflection is almost linear.
. ',,
. ductance v1· s .defl ect1on
. dL
0·1 µH/d eg."" 5·73 µ.H/rad..•'.
From the graph of m
dB 577'65-576'5
60 _ 49 .5 =
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578

'

...c:
...

u

. 577-J:

-

~

':"""----.---- - --- -

~

::i

t

',

-:: 1· 61----+---~+---+---+-r-"'-'-'-t---T+- _,.,...___

<II

u

•i

i

c

576

1•,4 t-----11- ----+----+i

E
u

::i
"tJ

I
l

c

,I

575

I ·.

- l

I
I

0

.10 .

20.

40

30
Deflection
(degrees)

-

Fig. 8'39

50'

60

70

80

•

2
6
Deflecting torqu.e Td=_!_la
2 dL
d8 =_!_(1'5)
2 ' X5'73X/, 10. =6'44X 10-u Nm.
Deflection 8=55'5 degrees=0'968 rad.
.
Td 6'44 x 10-a
.
.
:, Sprmg constant /(. = ""
=6
65X10-0
Nm/rad.
.
8
0 968
Example 8'23. Calculate the constants of a shunt to extend the range of 0-5 A moving iron
ammeter to 0·-50 A. The instrument constants are R=0'09. 0 and L =90 ~H. ·
. · ·. If the shunt is made non·inductive and the combination is correct on d.c., find the full scale
. error at 50 Hz.
·
· · ·
· .
' Iymg
. power
. o shunt .m=ImI = 5SO ... 10·..
Solution. Mu Itip
f.

Jn order that the meter may ·1read .correc~Ir at all f~eq~encies the time constants of meter and shunt . . " i
circuits should be equal. Under this condition mult1ply1og power m is : . .
R
.
m=l+-

lJ•h

· ·
R
0·09 ·
·
r; L
:. Resistance of shunt R•h""m-l ""IO-~!
...
0·010,
Also,
--~
, .
.
R-R,h.
L ·
90
. ··:
." Inductance of shunt Lsh= R R1h= 0.09 xo·o1 :-·IP µH.
.
With d.c., the current. through the meter for a total current· of SQ A is : .
·,
. R1h x I .
o·o I
. •m= R+R1h .. 0'09+0'01 XSO=S'OA.

'

·. ANAtoo

'
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·. · · With 50 Hz, the current through the ineter for a total current of 50 A is
Im .

J(R+~:h)2+w2L2.
·

'

xI

. O'Ol

'

·

.

'\I (0'09XO'Ol)2+(2rcx50X90XI0~6)2

X50=4'81 A.

·

Since the metre reading is proportional to the current,
4 81 5 100
Error ·
~ ' .,....
·o or th·e me· ter rea·d s··3 ·8%.0· 1.ow.
· · x "' - 3'8%
5
Example 8'24. · The coil of a 300 -I( moving iron voltmeter has a re~istance of 500 Cl and an
inductance oro·s H. The instrument reads.correctly at50 Hz a.e. supply and takes 100 mA at full
scale defteciion. What is the percentage error in the· instrument reading when it is connected to 200 V
d.c. supply.
·
·
·
·
Solution : Resistance of eoil at, 50 Hz, .. ,, X 211 X50 x O' 8= 251'2 0, .
Current taken by meter at 50 Hz and 300 V,Jm..:..100 mA,,;0·1 A.
J.;
300
'
Impedance of ~eter at so.. nz;
Z= (ff=3000 0,

'

!·

i

''

z.2:....;x=-v (3000)~--:-(251'2)2-2989 n,

:.

Resistance of meter circuit
=V'
'
' ''' ' ' ' . 200
Current taken by meter at 200 V, 50 Hz supply - 3000 A.

J

,. . . . ·
·- .
200
· 2CO
Current taken by mstrument with 200 volt <!.o.""----g-= 2989 -A.

:1

The deflection is proportional to the operating current. Also the instrumeril reads correctly
with 50 Hz a.o.
Hence reading o_f instrument with 200 V d.c.

=

'

current with 200 volt d.c. Xreading with 200 volt 50 Hz a.c. ~ 200/2989
.
current with 200 volt 50 Hz a.c; ·
·
·"" 200/3000 x 200=200 1 V·

.
Example 8'25.. A 0-10 A moving iron anulleter 1s convened to a 0 -500 V, 50 Hz voltmeter
by adding a series resistance.' with the. coil. The ~oil has negligibltl resistance and an inductance
L=(O'OI +0·26)/411 henry1 "".here 9 is the deflection in radian. .The .tot~ angular spa~ of the meter is
100°.. Compute (a) the aprmg constant ofthe .meter and (b) the series resistance required.
.
. · . . . 0'01 +0·20 .
· . . /Ji' . O'l . .· .·
.
.
Solution : Now, L- . 411 ... henry • ' dB = 211 . H/rad .
. .· ·
. _l
dL
. l X(lO)ll . 0·1 , ·
...
(a) Sprmg constant K=20I 11 · dO = 2 XIOOXll/l 80 x 211 =0456 N-m/rad.
(b) Impedance required io convon the meter
. . to 500 V voltmeter

'

,' Z= SOQ

'

=so o.

'

;>

10
' ·.. · ' ' ' ' ' ' '
IDductance of meter coil full ~~le deflection L..; O'OI +o·29.;. o·oi +o·i x lop i 11 /ISO
411

211

~o·0278

H.

)
!

I

I

·I

I"
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Reactance of meter coil at 50 Hz=2~ x 50 X0'0278 ,,:,g·73 n.
· :. Series resistance required Rs=\1(50)2-(8'73)2=49'2 n.

·Example 8'26. The operating coil of a 250 V moving:iron voltmeter has a resistance of 500 n
and an foductance of 1·o H. The series resistance is 2000 n. The instrument reads correctly
when a direct voltage of 250 Vis applied. What will it read when 250 V at 50 Hz is applied? With
~·bat value of capacitance must the series resistance .be shunted to make the meter read correctly at
50 Hz 1
·
Solution : The impedance of the voltmeter Circuit at 50 Hz, Z=v (R+ R,)2+w2£2
=

v (2,000 x soo)2+c211xsox1)2

-2520 n.

·. With d.c. z.;;R+R.=2500 n;
Th~ error is due to change of purrent on account of increase in impedance on a.c.
' ,·,.
'
'
2500
· ,'. Reading ,at 250 V and SQ Hz=
x 250 . 248 V..
2520
From Eqn.
' -~

:

s·ss value of capacitance

c

( 20 ~0) 2 =0·1 11-F.

-0·41ff,2 =0·41x

Example s·27, The ~oil of a 150 V moving iron voltmeter· has a resistance of 400 n and a11
. inductance of 0·75 H. The coil is made of copper which has a resistance temperature co-efficient of
0·004 •c. . ·The current consumed by· the instrument when placed on a 150 V d c. supply is 0·05 A.
the series· resistance of the voltmeter is of Manganin with a resistance temperature co-efficient .
o·ooOJ5 ''C;
Estimate
·
· - ·(a)·. the temperature co-efficient of the instrument,
(b) the alteration oft he reading between direct current and allernating currenl at 100 Hz,
(c) the capacitance of the capacitor necessary to eliminate this frequency error.
Solution:. Total resistance of instrument cirouit=~~g

5 =300Q n

Resistance of coil R ~400 Q - - :. Series resistance Re=30C0-400..,2600
(a) Change in resistance pf coil/°C=0'004X400XI=1 '60 n
Change in ewamping rcsistance/°C=:0'00015X2600X1 =0'39 0
Total change in resistance of Instrument circuit/°C= l '60+0·39"' 1·99 n

n.
. ' i

\.

.
·
.
. · .
. · · change in resistancef C
temperature co-efficient
of msmunent- ·. ; o aI,tes"t
· ·
:'. Resistance
·. ·
:
1s ance
1
1'99 '
'
'
=JUOO =0'00066.0/il.°C.
(b) Reactance of coil at 100 Hz
'

'

=2nX 100 x 0'75=472 il.
Impedance of instrument at JOO.Hz =V0000) 2+(412)i'
3037.n. -'
..
-.
-:

·- -•. ··Current drawn by instrumenta~':!OO

'

'

-

-

.az=~~~ A. -~·.

70

~

'

'

'

-~-

'\

. . Reading of instrument at

150','
.
· I
100 Hz 3031 xo·osx150"" 148'17 V
'
· · 14s·17~iso:'
-·
·
Error=
IS(> X 10~~ 1'2% low'. .

. ~' · .

i

'

- I,

(

'.

'

'.; i

' !'
·:I

'

.

'

.-

f

).

~

'

'
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:.~;~·.r;

. .

.

-

..

';

(c) Ip order that there is no frequency .error (Eqn. 8'58)
· C=0'41 R:2 0'41 x

(~~6~)2 F=0'04:i5 µF.

·Example 8'28. A moving iron instrument has a full 11cale current of fOO mA. It is converted int9 a 250 V voltmeter by using a series resistance ma<le of a material having negligible resistance
teniperafote co-efficient. The meter has a resistance of 320 n at 20 'C. After carrying a steady
current of 100 mA for a long time, the resistance of the eoil increases t(l 369 n due to self,heating.
Calculaie the error due·-io self-heating when a voltage of (a) 250 V, (b) 125. V'is applied coptjnuously .
.l:lolution : Total resistance of the circuit when the meter is converted to a 250 V voltmeter
• · 250
R= ·1oox10-a =1500 n
R.esista!lce of the series resistor Rs=2500-320=1180

.Q,
.

-

.

..

({ '

. . . . . {q) When a v~ltage of 250 V is applied continuously the total circuit r~sisfattce becQ$es
. ·. 21so+ 3~9.=2549 n
t:,
'

(

\

: . Voltmeter reading ... ;;~~ l< 250 = 245 ·2 V.
Hence error due tci. self-heating

"'

245'2-250
x IOU=~-1·92 %.
250

(b) When a voltage of 125 Vis applied continuously the inc.rease in temperature and consequently the chap:ge in resistance is 1/4 of the va.lue with 250 V appilcd continuously,

:; C~a~~ in resistance
......_ ofcoil
.·

369

~ 320

'f··

· 12'25 n

.......~

.

Hellce the resistance of voltmeter circuit=25~0t 12'25=2512'25 n
:. Voltmeter reading

.:_ 2;~~?25 x125=124;4 V.'

124'4-125 x 100- -0'48 %
125
°'
s·40, ~le~trodynalllometer (Electrodynamic) 1ype Instruments ·
.. . . 'fiiKnecessity ror t~c
calibration of moving iron instruments as well as other 'type·s 01
iiistt\tmeiits which cannot be correctly calibrated' requires the use of a transfer type of lnstruinent
which is eqpal\y accurate on both a.c. and d.c. .'fhis is necessary since all measurements, ·a11d herico
the calibration of all indicating instruments, mefst eventu111ly be .referred to standards of voltage and
resistance. These stan'dards are precision resistors and the Weston standard cell (which is a d.c.
cell)..· lt is obvious, therefore, that it would be impossible to calibrate an a.c. instrument direetly
against the fundamental standards .
.'·The calibrati~n of an •A~c. b1strument may be performed as follows : The transfer instrument
is first ealjbrat~d; rl.c. ,Thi~ CJ1Hbrati0n is then transferred • to the a.c. instrument on alternating
curreni, llsin~,j:l~etating ¢l>n4ifions\J,1Ptler. wlHch thll lllt~~r1;operates properly. . .
. .. .
Hence, error

a.c.

9*

usf~~6t~~lfc~iiJS~!11te!t~~~gr:(~6~fi~<>i ·t~~ta;~::!~:r ~~~r:~0?J:·:th!n~;:!;t~~~&~::

.cipai
tion of working instruments.
·
Electrodynamometer type of instrumems are used as · a.c. voltmeters and ammeters both in
the range of power frequencies and lower part of tbe audio frequency range. They are used as watt·
meters, varmeters and with some modification as'power factor meters and frequency meters,
·

1!

f.

~1
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8'41. Operating Principle. We can have an idea of the. working principle of this imtrument
by taking up a permanent magnet moving coil instrument iind considering how it would behave
on, a.~.. I.t wo.uld ~ave a ~orque in one direction. during one half of the cycle and an equal effect in
thoopposl,le duecl10n durmg the other lialf of th.e cycle. If the frequency were very low, the pointer
WO'!'ld swing back and forth. around the zero pomt. However, for an ordina,ry meter, the inertia is
so ~eat t.hlit on power frequencies the pointer does not go very far in either direction but merely stays
(vibrates slightly) around zero. If, however, we were to reverse the direction of the field flux each
time the current through the movable cojl reverses, .the torque would be produced in the same
direction for both halves oHhe. cycle. 1The field · can be made to reverse simultaneously with the
· current .in the movable coil if the field
coil is connected in series with the movable coil.
•,

: I

/

8'42. Construction. Fixed Coils : The field is produced by a fixed coil. This coil is divided
into two sections to give a more uniform field. near the ·
centre and to allow passage of the instrument shafl. The ·
SCALE~
instrument as shown In Fig. s·40 m;iy be1a'milliamoieter,
or may become a voltmeter by the addition ·of a ·series
M0~~1
BLE """
COIL,
,
resistance. The fixed coils are wound with fine- wire for
such applications.
Field (fixed) coils are usually wo.1md with h~avy
wire carrying the main current in ammeters and watt·
meters. The wire is stranded where ncofssary to reduce
eddy . current losses in conductors. The eoils are usually
varnished and baked to form a solid assembly. These
are then clamped in place against the coil suppb~ts. This
makes the construction rigid so that there is no shifting
or cbango in dimensions which might effect the calibra~ ---;,,,,._-~-J
tion. · .
·
·
Tho mounting supports are preferably made .out
li'40, DynbmOmeter lype lnsuument,
01: cer11mic, as metal parts would weaken the field· of the
' fixed coil on account of eddy currents.
Moving Coil. A single element instrument has one moving coil. The moving coil is wound
either as a self·sustaining coil or else on a non-metallic former. A metallic former cannot be used
as eddy currents would be induced in it by the alternating field .. Light. but ri~id construction is used
for the moving coil. lt should be noted that both fixed and movmg coils are au cored.
·

0

'

.~
-·;

Control. The controlling torque is provided by two control springs. These spriags act as
· leads to the moving coil.
·
Moving System. The moving coil is mounted on an aluminium spindle. The moving system
also carries the counter weights and truss type pointer. ·Sometimes a suspension may be used in case
..high sensitivity is desired.
·
·
: Damping. Air friction damping is employed for these instruments 11na is provided. by a pair
of aluminium vanes, ·auached to. the spindle at· the bottom. These vanes move in sector shaped
chambers.
'
.
Shielding : The field produced by the fixed coils is somewbat weaker than in other types of
instruments. It is nearly o·oos to 0'006 Wb/m2• In d.c. measurements even the earth's magnetic
field may affect the readings. Thus it is necessary· to shield· an ele.ctrodynamometer type instrument
from the effect of stray .magnetic fields.· Air cored electrodynamometer type instruments ·are protected
against eJ1ternal magnetic fields by enclosing them in a casing of high permeability alloy. This shunts
. external magnetfo fields around the instrument mecbattism and. minimize their effects on the indica·
' ·tlon. 'Double casing is highly effective in the case of precision instruments. The outer casing is made
· :up ~f a material of high saturation density and _low coercive force, w~ile the inner casing is made :up ·. of a material having high initial permeabjlity.
·
·

'

--' \

- Case~ ilnd Scales. Laboratory standard instruments are usually"contained in highly polished
.

-,

.

\

(
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wooden cases. These cases are si(coiistructed as to remain dimensionally stable over long periods of
time. The glass is coated with s0me, conducting mat~rial to completely remove · the electrostatic
effects. _The. case is supported by aw_J9 s(able levelling screws. Aspirit level is also provided to ensure
proper levelhng.
, ·. 7
·
· ·
· .·
. the scales are hand drawn, using machine ~uh-dividing equipment. Diagonal lines for fine i
sub-division are usually .drawn for main markings :in the scale. Most of the high-precision instruments
have a 300 mm scale
with .100,
120 or 150
divisiohs.
·
·
. .
..
l

s_y;to~que Equatl~JL~ .

· '.:

. . . . .· . . . : . ' . '
...
Let . fr=•msflintan~ous valu11.of current m the fixed coils; A,
ia=instantaaeous value of current...in the moving coil ; A,
Li =self-inductance of fixed eoils ;~H,
Lz=s~lf·inductance

of moving coils; H,

M=mutual inductance between fixed and moving coils ; H.
Referring to Fig.8'41.
Flux linkages of coil I, ~1 ""Ltlt + Mi2 ·
Flux linkages of coil 2, Aa=L2'2t Mii
Electrical input energy

l,

=e1iidt+e2i2dt. 1tdA1ti2d~2
as ei=

d~i and e2= . ~dt 2

!

dt

~iid(l-il1+M'2)+i2d(L2i2+M~)

=iiL1dii +J

Fig. 8'11
2
2
·1 dL1 +tii2dM+itMdi2+i2L2di2+i2 dL2f hi2dM+i2Mdii

-

... (I)

Energy stored inthe magnelic J;i,eld=tl1 2L1+lt22L2+11i2M
· Cha~ge in energy stored=d(H12L1+U22La+i1f2M)

· =liL1dii+(ii2/2)dL1+i2lndl~+(l9N2)dL2tiiMdi2+l2Mdh+i1i2dM
· From principle of conservation. of energy,

...(ii)

Total electrical input energy=cbange in energy·stored+mechanical energy.
The
mechanical energy
can be . obtained
by subtracting (ii) from(/)
.
.
.
r

energy=li12dL~+li22dLatit12dM.

· :. Mechanical
Now tlie self-inductances L1 and La are constant and therefore dL1 and dL2 are both equal
to zero.
Hence, mechanical energy
-=iii2dM.
Suppose Tl is the iostanta11eoue deflecting torque and d6 is the change in deflection, then
work done=f( aa .
Thus we have :
·
.
dM
.•. (8'59)
.Ttd8. fii2dM or T1='112 7
.

Ope~tiOIJ wUb l).~. Let

I
I
I
'

i
I
I

J

I

h=current in fixed eoils; A, /a=clirrent in moving coil; A.
I

l •

~J
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From Eqn. 8'59 deflecting torque Td= hfz ~~

... (8'60)

<
Eqn. 8'60 shows tbat tbe deflecting torque depends ill general on the product of currents h .
and ! 2 and tbe rate of change of mutual inductance.
. ·· - ·

j

This deflecting torque deflects the moving coil to. such a position where the controlliqg torque
of the spring ls equal. to the deflecting
torque. Suppose
9=final steady deflection'
.
.
.
: . Controlling torque T,= KB.
At final steady position _r, = T,

1
hh :0-=K0 or deflection. 9=

!~2

:

~~

... (8'61).

Operation with A.C. Let ii a~d i2 be the instanianeous values ()f currents carried by the coils:
Th.erefore, the instantaneous deflecting torque is :
·
Ti= iii2

~:- (~ee Eqn. 8·59)
J\ ,

The.average deflection torque ove.r

a~completc

l

lJ

cycle_ ·

\

j

T

J·. ·

. =dM
I
· - - Jtf~t
. d6 T
.
. 0

I·

... (8'62)
.

'

where T=time period for one cqmple!e cycle..
angle

Sinusoidal Currents. If currents i1 and /2 are sinusoida! and are displaced by a phase

~.

i.e.,

,j

ii =!mi sin wt arid /2. /ma sin (wt-~)
.'. The average d~flecting torque
T

,,,

f I112. dt·=

dM 1

J

,d=JO T

0

T

dM 1 f I . ·
dB T J ml Sill wt.
0
.
211

dM
='(j0

. .

lm1 lm2.
.

I

JSill. wt sin_. (wt-'I'
. J.)d_ (wt ) . /mf
dM
2 Im2 COS~. (if

211 (l

.

dM
hfz COS~ (JO.
.

.... (8'63)
I

'

where hand lz are rms values of current flowing in the coils,
At equiilbrium Ta=T, ·

,

>:
. ,
,,:,.
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or
,,

dM

Iih cos t/>.----;f0 =KO.
.

l1h
t'dM
Dcfleclton 0= K. cos t/>.{Jf

.. (8'64)

I
II
'

It follows from the above that for sinusoidal alternating currents the deflecting torque and
the deflection are determined by !he product of the .rms val\les of the coil currrnts and cosine of tbc
phase angle between them.

8'44. Electrodynamometer Ammeters. Fi2. 8'43 shows that the arrangement of coils of an
electrodynamometer ammeter.
In this case the fixed and moving coils are connected in series nnd, therefore, carry the same
current i.e. h =h~I and t/>=0.
.

d::

, , Deflecting torque Td=JS

"

and deflection

(See Eqn. 8'63)

9_£ .dM
~

... (8'65)
... (8'66)

x aa

Due to some considerations explained later, the current through the moving coil should not
exceed 200 mA and, therefore, the arrangement of Fig. 8'40 is suitable for ammeters having a. range
upto 200 mA.
For ammeters of higher capacity, the arrangement shown in Fig. 8'42 is used. Jn this case
the moving coil is connected in series with its swamping resistance across a shunt together with fixed
·coils. Thus there are two separate parallel branches for fixed and moving coils. In order that the
ammeter may indicate correctly at all frequencies, the currents in the fixed and moving coils mu'st be
in phase. This requires the time constant L/R of two branches to be equal as otherwise the currents
· in the two branches will not be independent. of frtl<)uency. Using. this arrangement we can easily
make LI R ratio equal for both branches.
·
Swamping

resistance .

I,
I

5hunt

i

I

Fig. 8'42, Blcctrodyoamometcr Ammercr.
(Above 200 mA)
·

Fi~.

8'43. Eiectrodyoamometcr Voltmeter,

8'45. Electrodynamometer Voltmeten. The electrodynamometer movement is used as a
voltmeter by connecting the fixed and moving coils in series with a high non-inductive resistance. The
arrangement is shown in Fig. 8' 43. ·
.

·

Deflecting torque Td=/il2 cos {i

Jo this case Ii =la=.! and t/>=0

.

z

.

Y2

dM

=- --

. zll d6

dM

T

V dM

z d6
... (8'67)

~:

--'J
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V=voltag~

across the instrument, Z=impedance of the instrument circuit.

v2

0= KZ 2 •

Deflection

dM

de

... (8'68)

Electrodynamometer type voltmeter is the most accurate type of a c. voltmeter. But the
sensitivities are low in comparison with the. d c.. instruments, and range from 10 to.30 D./V.
8'46. Errors. The main sources of error in a dynamo meter type of instruments are due. to
(i) low torque/weight ratio, (Ii) frequency, (iii) eddy currents, (iv) external magnetic fields, (v) tem-

perature change:

·

(i) Torque/Weight ratio. The magnetic field produced by air cored. coils· is essentiaily small

and, therefore, flux linkages per ainpere in the moving coil are few (perhaps 3 to 4 percent of flux
linkages per ampere in the permanent magnet moving co!I instruments). Therefore, the deflecting·
torque is low. Thus to produce a reasonable deflectmg torque, the mmf of the moving coil .
must be increased. The mmf of the moving coil can be increased by increasing the currel)t through the
coil or by increasing the number of turns. The current through the moving coil cannot be increased
beyond 200 mA as otherwise the springs would be heated too much. On the other hand an increase
, the number of turns of the moving coil, will give rise to increased weight of moving parts resulting
in
low torque/weight ratio. A low torque/weight ratio indicates a heavy moving system and,
therefore, the friction losses in electrodynamometer type of instrument are larger than in other types.
Frictional errors tend to be high.

a

(ii) Frequency, The frequency error of dynamometer type instrument is due largely as a result ·
of variation of to self·reacl3nce of coils; with frequency, In case of voltmeters,
.J12
dMN
z =vR2+(2rif£)2
Deflection
0= RZ 2 elf·
ow
'
.
and therefore, the value of impedance Z increases with frequency and hence the voltmeters tend to read
low'as the frequency is'increased. Therefore; in order to reduce frequency errors in voltmeters the
coil winding is made a very small part of the circuit. This .makes· the inductive reactance, a small
-- fraction or toial impedaJ]ce and, therefore,
Z =y R2+(2ef£)2!::!R .

This means that the frequency does not effect the calibration of the instrum:en~. · In fac~. electrody·
namometer voltmeters may be used, in general, within their guaranteed accuracy from d.c. to
about 125 Hz.
.
.
.
.
In order to reduce frequency error in.dynamometer ammeters (Fig, 8'42) tbe ratio ofcurrents
in fixed and moving coils I.e., Iilh should be independe,nt of frequency. This requires the time con••··.
slants of two circuits should be the same.
·
·
Let
Ri, Li. Z1=resistance, inductance and imped_ance of fixed coil circuit
R2,L2, Za=rcsistance,_ h1ducta nee and impedance of moving coil circuit.
We have h =Z1 _'\IR~2 +(2ef£1)2 Ri Vl+(2ef)2(L1/.R1)2 .
.
Ii Z2 . v R32+(211/L2)~ R2 yl +(2ef)2{f1/Ra)2 ·
'f L1 L?. . . f
. t .. h
. la Ri ..
Now 1 R =R , ratio o curren s wit a.c. 1s --:-=R1
.
1
2
',1
2
. f
. h d . /2 Ri
..
Rat10
o currants wit .c. 1s - =R- .
11
'
2 '
Thus the ratio of currents With a.c. is the same as with d.c. if the time constants (ratio L/R)
of fixed and moving coil cireuits are the same. Therefore, thti frequency error in shunted ammeters
can be ~liminated .~Y having equal time constants for both fixed and Jlloving coil circuits. · ·
Also the phase
between the two currents
is zefo. . .
·.
. difference
.
.
-

''
[. . .
~~:

~

')
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(Iii) Eddy Currents. The effect of eddy currents is to pro·
duce a torque as a resul't of.coupling b~tween moviog coil and the
adjacent metal parts. Hence, metal in the coil supports and structural
part is kept to the minimum possible. Any metal that is used is kept
away and is selected to have high. resistivity so as to reduce eddy
currents induced in it. The metal present in Cf)il supports, in the
I
shfold etc., produces a frequency error in the instrument as
already seen in the case of moving iron instruments.
(iv) External Magnetic· Fields. Sfoce the operating field
in electroJynamometer instruments is weak, therefore, these must be
protected from the external magnetic fields. Portable Instruments
use metal shields which serve to isolate the coils from external
influences.
Precision type of instruments are unshielded as eddy currents
are induced in the metal shields which introduce errors. In percision
instruments the influence of exlernai magnetic fields can be mlnimiz..ed.by usiug:"Astatic System". Asta tic electrodynamometer instruments are · CO!;structed with two similar sets of fixed and moving
coils mounted on 1;1e same shaft lFig. 8'44). The two pairs of fixed
coils ~re so connected that their magaetic fields are in opposition.
The currents in the moving coils are also opposed and, in consequl
I
ence, the deflecting torques applied to the moving coils act in the
same direction. Since the two fields are in opposition and. therefore,
~
any uoiform external field reduces the field of one coil and increases
by an equal amount, tbe field of the otbei coil. Therefore the deflecting torque produced by one coil is increased while that produced by
\
the other coil is reduced by an equal amount and, thus, the net tor·
que ou account of of the external magnetic field is zero.
Fig s·44. A~tatic System.
( v) Temperature Changes. High currents are carried by coil> which produce heat. Selfbeating .of coils produces errors.
.
High accuracy instruments contain temperature compensating resistors w!1ich tend to neutralize
. the effects of temperature changes.
8'47. Use on D.C. aild A.C. The electrodynamometer type of instrument can be used on both
d.c. and a.c. When being used on a.c the instantaneous torque is proportional to i2 (for an ammeter).
As the current varies the torque also varies but always remains in the same direction. The pointer ls
not able to follow the individual torque pulsations but takes up a position where the average torque is
equal to the controlling torque. Thus the instrument can be us'd on both a.c. and d.c. The
instrument if initially calibrated on d.c., the calibration bolds true for a c. as well in which case
the instrument reads the rms value of the current.
. 8'48. Shape of Scale. We have deffection 6 u. 12 dM/d6Jor ao ammeter and ert v2 (dM/d8) for
a voltmeter.
Thus it is clear fron above that the scale of a dynamometer type of ammeter or a voltmeter. ·
is not uniform. The instruments have a "square
law" response.
We have assumtd the ''alue of (dM/d0,) to
be constant but it is not true. The value of
(dM /d8) is constant for a radial field but for a
parallel field, which is obtained in a dynamameter
Moving'
type instrnment, it is not constant.
Coit
Fig. 8'45 shows a dynamometer type of
instrument in which a parallel field is produced by
the fixed coils. The mutual iuduclance, M,
-·r---- --between fixed coils and moving coil depends upon
L'"··"
1,
Fixed Coil
the position of the moving coil. The maximum
value of the mutual inductance M,.,. occurs when
Fig. 8'45. Varlalion of mutual inductance
11-180', as this position give~ the maximum flux
.
with evil posi1iJo,
.

t

t

·1

I
I

i

I

I

.
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linkages., Wh~n 0=0, M= -~'""" If the flux density of the magnetic field, in which the moving coil
moves, 1s umform the 3ux linkages and hence the· mutual inductance is proportional to the
projected area of the coil on a plane perpendicular to the axis of the fixed coils.
Hence the mutual inductauce Mat auy angle 0is : M - - Mm••. x cos 0
... (8'69)
or

d!vf
. ·e
dO = Mm,.x Sill

... (8'70)

Thus the deflecting torque of a dynamometer type of instrument is given bv
T•=hh Mm•• cos~ sin 0

...(8'71)

and

... (8'72)

His clear from Eqn. 8'72 the instrument does not have a pure "square law" response.
In electrodynamometer instruments, as usually constructed, 0 varies from about 45° to 135°, i.e.
from -45' to 45' from the position of zero mutual inductance and as changes in value of 0 over thi,
range are not large i.e. (dM/d0) is practically constant over this range, the instrument shows almost a
square law response.
. Also in practice, the field due to fixed coil! is not uniform, and by careful design of the coil,
(dM/d0) may be made constant over the range 45 to 135' and hence the instrument may show a true
square law response.
8'49. Advuntnges and Disadvantages
Advantages. (i) As the coils are air cored, !hes~ instruments are free from hysteresis and
eddy current errors..
·
(Ii) They have a precision grade accuracy for frequencies upto 40 to 500 Hz, the lower range
being dccidetl by the oscillations ·of the pointer. Lower grade instruments can be used for a frequency
runge of I i to 1000 Hz. Unshielded instruments using astatic movement can .be used for frequencies
upto 10 kHz.
(iii) These instruments can be used on both a.c. and d.c. and since they.have a precision grade
accuracy, they are very useful as transfer instruments.
(Iv) Electrodynamometer ·voltmeters are\ very useful where accurate rms values of voltage,
irrdpective of waveforms, are required. This is shown below.
Let the voltage applied to the voltmeter be represented as :
e=Em1 sin (wtt1X1)+Em2 sin (2w1tix2)t ... +£,.. sin (nwttixr1)+ ...
The instantaneous torque in an electrodynamometer instrument is proportional to square of
voltage. Therefore, we can write :
T1 ~ [Em1 sin (wttix1)tEm2 sin (2wttc.tz)+ ... +.&.. sin (nwtt"'1)t ... ]2
T

Tho av~ de_flccting torque Td IX

I

~ n dt
0

IX

~I

l '

,i:1 sin (wt+x1)+ Ema sin (2wttr.12)+·... +E... sin (nwtt«to)t ...]ldt

0

211

7.i~ J ~E,,,1 sin (o;to;1)+E..2(2o:+c.:?.)t ... +Em~(nc.:tix.)t ...}1<h
(\

....

·~

_.......

.

·t
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21e

Now, we have

2~ J0 EmP2 sinl! (pet+~P) dx . E7~
21e

and

f; I

[Emp sin (px+ixp) XE,.. sin (qet-tix.)]det=O

u
The average deflecting torque
Td et i [Em1 2+E .. 22+Ema2... +E..112+ ...J et [£12 +£22+ ... tE.2

+... J

where

~
!

£1.;,~~· E2=~m~- ... ,

E

=imf

But [E1 2+E22+ ... +E.2+ ... ]=E2

where Eis the r.m s. valu:e of voltoge. :. Td et E2
· Hence the deflecting torque in an electrodynamometer type of voltmeter is proportional to
square of therms value of applied voltage.
.
.
Thi~ is also tn,1e of an ammeter where the two circuits have the same time constant.
Disadvantages. \i) It has a low torque/weighftatio and l!ence has a low sensitivity.
(ii) Low torque/weight ratio gives increased frictional losses. These errors must be niinimized
if high accuracy is desired. This is attained by a ieasonable reduction in weight of moving element,
proper selection of materials for spindle and .bearings and adequately polishing these patts. These
measures make the instrument more costly and are not, therefo~e, .useful for general industrial use .
. (iii) It is more expensive than either the PMMC or the moving iron type instrument.
·
(iv) These instruments are sensitive to overloads and mechanical impacts. There,fore, they
must be handled with great care.
.
,
·
·
. ·
(v) The operating current of these instruments is large owing· to the fact that,they have weak .
magnetic field. The power consumption of meters is high as compared with PMM ·_; type instruments.
(vi) They have a non-Uniform scale.
.
(vii) Their general frequency range is ·from · 0 onwards but moving system tends to follow
the pulsations in torque at low frequencies. Thus measurements at frequencies as low as 5 Hz to 15 Hz
become impractic:il. Measurements at these low frequencies require special structures with abnormal
damping. ·
·
·
·
·
.

8'50. Ranges

Ammeters. (i) Fixed and moving coils in series-upto 200 mA.
,ii) Moving coil shunted
Voltmeters. Upto 750 V.

· -:-upto 30

A.

8'51. Use of Electro4ynamometer Type Instruments at High Frequencies. The normal designs
of electrod)namometer instruments can be used for frequencies upto 125 Hz. Thus certain modifica-.
tions are necessary to extend the frequency range of these instruments. The modifications vary with
the use of the instrument i.e., whether the instrument is to be used as voltmeter ot ammeter and thus
these modifications ate considered under separate headings.
Ammeters. At the tower audio freque,ncies, eddy currents in metal parts reduce the oper_ating
flux and thus reduce the: torque for a given current. · Athigher audio frequencies, self-capacitance of
the coils and capacitance between the coils become io;iportant. Thes~· capacitance.s may. be considered
as a shunt across the coil system, and the stray capacitance current will be nearly m antl'pbase to. the
coil current.· Thus,. for a given total current, the coil current l"ill be increa5ed and the instrument

llLllCTRii;:At
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,

-t~rque will also be increased. Such
f~qu_encies and a posi~ive error at hi.gh

an instrument will tend to have a negative error at low audio
audio frequ.encies. Compensation for this is difficult, but an.
ac(furate electrodynamic ammeter smtable for the range 0-10 kHz may be mad(i by ensuring that the
e~'
dy-current error is 'made small (e g, by the use of the stranded conductors and laminated metal
s pports) and compensating for the capacitance. error by· an additional circuit consisting of resistance
!Ill. capacitance hi series, connected across the instrument terminals. ·

•
Voltm~ters . . Up to about I kHz the'.frequency error of an eJectrodyllamic voltmeter is ~mall,
b\l.t at higher ~udio freque~cies the increase in effe~tive tesis!ance 9f the coil an~ increase in i.ts
rcMfance result m a decrease m the current taken for a given apphed voltage,. anj the instrument will
l\~~~larg~_ne¥ati~e error. Th.e range fo~ usef~l accuracy may Jic .exte~ded .to the ~egi?n ~f 5 k?z by·
_ u~i~g a capacitor m parallel with _the senes resistor .. The thC?ry of this cJmpensat1on 1s g1~en m the
cb~pter.
•
.
.
·
.
Example 8'29. The inductance of a :ZS A electrodyoarrilc ammeter changes uniformly at th.e r11te
ol·o·oo35 µHf degree The spring constant is 10-o N-m/degreo; Determine the angular deflection at full
ic~le.
·
· · ·. · ··· 12 dM
(See Eq~. 8'66)
Solution ; Final steady dcllection 0= K :. dB .

. .' . Spring constant K i.s expressed in N-m/degree and therefore, we mus. t ex pre s's (dM/d6) in H/rad
;r! deflecti6n,is' to be found m pegreO§· , .·
. .
..
·
.
.
,.
dM 0'0035 ·
"
· ·.
.
· ·
· ·
(25)2
..
, d0 n/ JSO x 10-o -:-o· 2 x 10-o Nm/rad
.". Deflection 0= i 0~ 6 x 0' 1. x 10-~.= 12~0 •
f

.

. .
Example 8'30 .. A JO A electrodynamic ani)lleter is controlled by a spring having a constant of
. 10· 1x10-G N-m/degree. The full scale deflection .is,110'. Determine the inductance of the instrument
.1 when measuring a current of IO A. Initial inductance is 2 µHand the change is linear.
·.
: The rate of change of. inductance is ·
· Solution
•
I
dM KO 0·1x10-0 x110 .
_
.. ; ·
df= 2 ~"-~(I0)2-.~· =O 11 x !0 B/rad=O 00192 µH/degree.

°

1

Final influctance=initial inductance+cbange in iriductan~e=2'0 +'o (10192 x 110 =2'21 µH.
,,
Example 8'31. In a particular.. instrument the total' resistance of the voltage coil circuit is
s2oo n and the~mutuaLjnductance changes uniformly frolll ~ 173 iiH at zero deflection to +175 f.'H
a'ii.full scale, the: angle of full scale b.eing 95'. ·Jfa potential difference of 100 V is applied: across the
vol.tage circuit, and a current of 3 A at a power fa~tor of 0:75 is passed tbrntigh the current coil, what
will be the deflection, if the spring control constant ls 4'63 x 10-6 N-m/rad 1
Solution : Changftn.mutu~I inductance~+ 175-(-173)=,348 µIf,
Deflection
0=95°=1'66
·
·
·
,-1.•H
. rad:
t "t'
·
.
dM 348
Rate of, change of mum al inductance dB = . = 210 µH/rad,
1 66
This problem relates to a dynamometet _type instrument where the two coils carry different
_valt.r.s of curre_nt and also there is a· phase differ_ence between them." · ·
· ·
Curren! !hrough fixed coil h ,,,;3 A .
.
~

Current through moving coil
Spring constant
From
Eq11.
8·94
deflection
. ,'
. '
- ·) .,
<

la~ 8~~~ == 12'2 x io-a A .and

K=4:63 x Io-o N~m/rad=0'08x10-a N-m/degree.
0~°Jil2 .1. dM. 3 xtf 2 10-a ·075x210· 10-6==11··5··
K _cos ~,d0 : . 0'08 >00. 6 · x ·
x
.
•

x

~-:--/'

. ,"

cos ~==0'75.

~/,_ __ ,;··~-

-

.--_. ·, ... -

-·

-

.

.

. ·, :,· .

i
J

:·
'

I
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Example 8'32. For a certain dynamometer ammeter the mutual inductance M varies with
deflection 0 (expressed in degrees) as M= - 6 cos f0t30') mH.
.
.·
Find the deflecting torque produced by a direct' current of 50 mA corresponding to a deflection
of 60'.
Solution : Rate of change of mutual con.duptar;~e with deflection

. -dM
a
. (e t30 o) mH.
····-= ---(-6
cos l 0t30'). 1.==6' sin
d0
d0
. .

~~

at a defirction of60' is:( ~~)

6 = 600 =6' sin (60'f30') mH=6 x 10-3 H.
'

.

.

Deflecting torque Td=l 2 ~~·=(~Ox 10-3)2l$6Xl0-3=15XI0- 6 Nm~15 µNm.
Example 8'33. A dynamometer ammeter is fitted with two fixed coils having a total resistan~
of 3 ·o n and .a total inductance of O 12 H, and a moving coil of resistance 30 n and an inductance of
0'003 H. Calculate the error in reading when the instrument is calibrated with d.c. and used on
a.c. 50 Hz with inoving coil shunted directly acrms the field coils.
Solution: Resistance of fixed (field) coils Ri =3'0 !l. ·
Resistance of fixed coils at 50 Hz
X1-:-2n X50 x 0:12=37'7 !l.
Resistance of moving coil
· R2=}o·n.
Reai:tance of moving coil at 50 Hz
X2=211x50X0'001=0'9425 O.
•
Let the current being measured be J.
. .
R1
· 30
10
With D.C. Current through fixed coils · Ji =Ri+R - 1 = ~l-'
l=-- f.
30
11
2
I

R1

Current through moving coils

h~" R1tR2 l=-TC 1
..
10 .. 1 .
0 cc liJ2~' Kihl2=K1 x - Ix-· /=0'0827 K11 2

Deflection

.

With A.C. Impedance of fixed coils ··

Z1 =

y

II .
11
.
(3)2+ (37·7)2=37'8 0.

Phase angle ~1 ~tan- 1

)JJ_
=R5°
3 .

30'

Impedance of moving 'coil Z2= y (30J2t(0"942)? =30 !l,
Ph ase &ng Ie .•2=tan-1. o''9425
--:fa -- = l 0 48 ' .
Current through fixed coil 11 -~I
·

=I

Z2 /r1.1
Z1/ ~1 t Z2 /a._2
30 Ll 0 48'

-~--- ------~--.--,--~7-:7-+0:94-

'\/ (3+30J 2 t(37·7t0·94J 2 /tan
=

30
103 -ll
I su·s /49° 30'

Current throusb movin~ coil

h=I

1

·

Jt30

5~8 l /-47' 42'
.

37 8 /85° 30'
. { <Jo , =0'7~3 l /36'
50 8 4 30

'

~/

1I
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Phase difference between hand h .~=-47' 42'-36°=83' 42', :. ,cos ~=0'1097
Deflection with a.c. 0= Ki Ii 12 cos ~ = Ki x o· 588 x Ix o· 743 x Ix o· i 09 7=0'048 Ki 12
reading on a.c.-readiog on d.c. x 100
Percentage error
· reading on d.c.
· ·
2
2
_ 0'048Ki1 -0'0827Ki1 xl00=- 41' 9%
0
2
•
• 0'0827 Kl 1
Example 8'34, A 50 volt range spring controlled electrodynamic voltn.eter having a square
law scale takes 0·05 A on d.c for full scale deflection of 90', ·The control constant is O'S·X w- 6 N·m/degree and the initial inductance of the instrument is 0·25 H. Find the true potential difference across
the instrument when itreads 50 V at 50 Hz.
Solution : The expression for deflection for a square law response voltmeter is :
V2 dM
.
0':"' KZ~ de(See Eqn. 8 68)
2 dM
.
For d.c., impedance Z=resistance Rand, therefore, 0= K~2- d&

v

'

But-R-=0'05 A,

K=0'5XI0- 6

and

dM 90X0'5X 10-o
(0'05)2 dA'
-18 x 10-a H/rad.
Thus we have,
90= 0.5 x l(r'-s' d9
or d0 =
(0'05; 2
Angle of deflection
= 90'.= i</2 'rad.
Total change in mutual inductance= 18X10- 3 x11/~=28'3X10-3 H.
:. Inductance at
0=90' is
=iiiitial inductance+change in inductance=0'25t28'3 x lu-3 =0'2783 H.
Reactance of instrument at 50 Hz=2~X 50 x 0'2783=88'3 0,
Resistance of instrument=

g.~5= JOCO 0.

Impedance of instrument at :SO Hz~ y (I000)2+(88'3J2= 1000'5 U.
Current through the instrument wheri reading 50 V is 0·05 A.
"" Actual voltage a~ross the insirumeat=0'05x 1000 5=50'025 V.
dM
.
hh
·dM
Td=h 12 cos ; dB
rnd the ddlectwn 0=-y cos ~de

Jrthrough Example
8 35 A dynamo meter ammeter is arranged so that I' percent of total cum;nt passes
the moving coil and rest through the fixed coil. The mutual inductance between two coils
varies with the angle of displacement of the moving coil from its zero position as follows.

Angle (degrees)
Mutual Inductance
µH

I

I

0

-336'

15

30

~

60

·'

105

120

----'----·--

-192

-275

'

0

I

192

275

\' 336

I

If a torque of 10·5x10-6 Nm is required to give a full scale deflection of 120°. Calculate the
current at half and full scale deffection.
Solution: The mutual inductance Mis plotted against deflection 0 as shown in Fig. 8'46.
Half full scale deflection= 120/2=-60'.
.
It is clear fro111 the data give11 tbat tli~,,,M v11ries Uuearly with e· abouG 60'.
~I

1·

-..

it .

!'.

l
I

'·
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400
v

300

l!:,l

VI

200

•

t

J

100

::E

I

QI

u

c

....u0

:::J:r

0

"/"'

20

'g .:1.

·-

-

'

c

~ -10 0

v

'

80
I

100

/

120

14 0

Deflecf1on (degrees) -

I
I

/

/
~300

I

I

::E

~

/

.,

-

. ~400
Fig. 8'46

.. (~~ t

192-(-192)
90 _ 30 =6'4 µH/degree=366'7 µH/rad.

Torque at half full scale Ta -l x 10· 5 x 10-6 = S'25 x 10-s Nm
Suppose I= total current
: , Current through fixed coil Ii =0'99 I, Current through moving coil h=O'O I I

Now
ii

dM
Ta=h 12 (JO'

:.
s·2sx 10-6 =0'99 /X0'01 /x366'7XI0-8
or'
/=\'2 A.
At full scale deflection of 120°, the rate of change of mutual inductance is determined by
finding the slope of the curve
316-200
136 .
.
dM)
( . d& 120 120 _ 77= 4T=316 i.iH/degree=18l 2 µHfrad. .
Torque.at full scale Ta= 10'5 X10°11 Nm. :. 10'5x10- 6 =0'99/XO'OlJX181'2x10-0 ·

·/
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or

..

Current /=2'42 A
Full scale deflction=l20'=2'09 rad.
- .
I 0' 5 X J0-6 . .
_
§pring constant K = -··- . -- =5 02 x IC. 6 Nm/rad .
2 09

8'S2. Ferrodynamic Instruments ·.
W'th \1,the development in ~be low !oss magnetic mat~rials it is pos~iblti t? use iron co.res
in electrod~na.:iic instruments w. it.h'httle !~ss m accuracy but w1tb. a rnbst~nllal gam in o peratmg
, .
torques du~.!\o use of increased. Hux dens111es.
3
·
s·s3,' Construction/ ·The cons!ruction of tliis in.strumciit is basically similm- to electrocyna.mo~et~r type but differs
·from the latter in. having a magnetic .c1rcu1t of soft ma?n~t
steel. Refer to Fig. 8'47 for construcllon. The fixed .coil 1.s
Fiud
· niade up of two halves fitte? on a,,n ir~n core. The movmg coil
coil
is .mounted on a pivoted spmdle and 1s free to rotate a~out. a
cyliadrical core placed in the air gap of the. magne1•c c1·.cm.t
The· movi~g coil is not mounted on a met~l11c former. I J~1s 1s
done to amid eddy currer.ts The core IS shaped. 10 g1re a
radial field.
Magnrt
slrel · ·
s S4. Operation. A _radial ~niform field prop?rtional ·
tramr
to the current carried by the fixed cod is set up in the air gap.
Moving
The current flowing through the moving coil interacts 11ilh
toll
the field to produce a torque. TJ,c average value of.de(]ecling
torque is (See Eqn. 8 \-3).
'
E:g. 8'47. Ferrodynawic instrument,'
8'SS. All vantages and Disadvantages. J.
.
Advantages. (i) ·The use of !Jon (a low reluctance material) allows the establishment of a
·higher flux-density in the air gap and, conseq~enll~, a torque much greater than that in air cored
·. elcctrodynamometer instruments, is <level oped. (In fact under incentical conditions. the t.orque developed
by a ferrodynamic instrument may be as large as t weniy times the torque of an air cored instrument)
lhis increase makes it pos;ible to incr'ease the weight of moving clement without any increase in the
frictional \)rror and hence a more robust constr11c1ion ci1n be employed. It is apparent that this
instrument ;is smaller in size and che,;per th au the cle~trodynamometer type. Also because of robust
construction' it can withstand greater overloads and. mechanical ~hocks
. -!n '.fact ferrodynamic type voltmeters with. nickel-iron cires are superior to electrodynamic
type instruments with iro11"cores beca111c of their greate; inductanc~ and that their effective frequency
range may be extended by connecthg a capacitor in parallel with a seriei resistor.
'
(ii) Due to presenQe of iron, the effe~t of external magnetic fields is reduced.
Disadvantages. Tll.e employment of s'teel increases the hysteresis and eddy current ·losses.
Therefore, these instruments haw lower accuracy apd a lower frequency range than electrodynamometer type instruments with. air cores
·
·
8'56. Electrotbermic Instruments
Electrothermic instruments de pend for their indication on some prnperty of a circuit eleme.nt
which is heated by flow of current. These instruments are used for measurement of current 'at high
frequencies without ;my significant crrLirs. Tu fa'cr their chief field of application is in the measurement
of current of frequencies above the runge of mo1 ing iron and electrodynamometer type instruments:
At moderate frequencies they can be used for precision QJeasurement of voltage.

.

8'S7. Classification.
There are three electro-thermi~ effects which a be •1tilise;I for measurement of current· and
accordingly there are three types of Eiectrothcrmic in~·. ·•meot~:
.,
.
. (i) Hot Wire Instruments. Thes~ instruments u: . 'i1~ ·tl1e expansion of wire ~eated by current
bemt1 measured,
·
· ·

';

,\

;

.t

i ..
·l

:L.
t
!

!..
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'

These inslruments depend for their action on the enif
develop.ed at the junction heated by an a~,~~~"1f'Cll'rrying current being measured
..
(ii) Thermocol1ple Imtrwnents.

(ifi) Bolometers. The change

measure~

1

ill resistance of a Circuit element heated by current'being
1

is used Jcir operation of these instrumeuts.

·

8'58. Hot Wire.Instruments
The constructional features of a hot wire type imlrument are shown in Fig. 8'48. The current
to be measured is passed through a fine platinum
' ·
irridium wire. The wire is stretched between l\\ o
I
·'' /
terminals. A second · wire is attached to the fiae
Hot wirr
wire at one end and tb a" terminal at the other end.
A thr~ad is attached fo the second wire. This
thread passes over a pulley and is fixed to a
spring.
'
i.-----1---.PhosphOr.
When the current is: passed through the
~ronu wilt
fine wire it gets heated up and_expands. .Th¢
sag of the wire is magnified and tl1e expansion
is taken up by the spriug. This cause~ the
pplley to rotate and the pointer to deflect, indi·
Damping
eating the value of the current. The expansion
mOQ111I
is proportional to the beating effect of the current
and hence to the square of the rm~ value of
Fig. 8'48. Hot wire instrument. ·
the current. Therefore, the meter may be calibrated to read the rms value of the cinrent.

df

The instrument has many disadvantages like instability due to stretching of wire, lack
ambient temperature compensation sluggish, response, high power consumption and inability to with·
stand overloads and mechanical shocks. fbese disadvantages ba~e maue this iastfument commercially.
unsatisfactory. Hot wire instruments are now obsolete and ·_have been· replaced by· thermo-electriC'
instruments.
s·59, Thermoelectric Instruments
·
When two metals havin11 different work functions are placed t0gether. a volt1ge is generated
at the junction which is nearly proportional to the temperature. This junction is called a Tb.ermoco1ple. This· principle is used to convert .heat energy to electrical energy at the junction of two
conductors as shown in Fig 8·49.
I

i'

E

I

I

YHf:R/10COUPU:

!

/

PMMC
INSTRUMfNT

'

I

Fig, 8'49. Circuit of a thermo·coupt.c_.

The heat at the junction is prod-ucedby the electricar'current flowing hi the he~ter element
while the the!'l°ocouple produces an emf a_t it~ output t;rminals which can be measured with the help.
of a PMMC instrument The emf produced 1s proporttonal to the temperature and hence t<i .the rmil
vaJ1,1e of the current. \ Therefore the scale of PMMC instrument can be calibrated to.rt.ad.. the current
through the heater. \"
· ·

•--------·
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8'60,. Thermal Emf

.The thermal emf developed in'a circuit composed of two dissimilar metals with junctions kept
at absolute temperatures T1 and Ta (with Ta> Ti) may be approximately writtea):as :
E=a(T1-T2)+b(T1-T2)2

... (8'73)

where a and bare corutants whose values depend upon the metals used.
Let
6i=difference of temperatures ofhol and cold junctions =Ti-Ta
E=a(6t)+b(t>l)2
... (8'74)
Thus ~tllf of a thermocouple is. approximately a parabolic function of the temperature
difference betWeen the junctions. The-approximate values of constants aand b are :
a=40 to 50 µV or more per ·c difference of temperature,
b=few tenths or hundredths of a microvolt
If a temperature difference of IOO'C exists between the junctions, an emf of approximately
5 mV will be available. In some instruments, the hot }mction has a very higll temperature and an
emf as high as.15 mV is produced.
8'61. Principle of Operation.

1
!

The current flowing through the heater element produces heat which is proportional to J2R,
where J is the rms value of the heater current and R is 'the resistance of the heater element. ·
Heat produced a/2 R
The temperature rise over the ambient (room temperature) of the hot junction is proportional
to the bedt produced. .
·
2
: . Rise in temperature of hot junction a/ R.

1

I
I

,I

·
If the cold junction is maintained.at .ambient (room) temperature the iise in temperature of
hot junction is equal to difference in temperature between\ hot and cold junctions.
Hence difference. in temperature 6 t= rise in temp~\ature

; .

!

'

i.!

or
6t«/ 2R
:. 6t=K11 2.R
This difference in temperature between hot and cold junction.S·produces an emf (Eqn. 8:74)
E=a(L\t)+b(.61)2'
This value of b is very small as compared with that of a and therefore
E=a(6t)
This emf is fed to a permanent magnet moving coil millivoltmeter which gives a
tional to emf E.
. '·
·
,
·
:. Dellection of moving coil instrument 0=K2E=K2[a6t I b(!',t)
8=K2a(6t)=K1K2al 2R=Kal 2
where

I
\

)

1 2]

Ka =aK1K2R=a constant
Hence the instrument shows a square law response. ·
Actually we do not get an exact square law response as :
(I) "the resistance R of· the heater element does not remain constant but varies with tern·

pcrature rise as the element may have a positive or a negative temperature coefficient of resistance,
·
(II) the emf is not proportional to first power of temperature difference but is a parabolic '
runction of temperature rise as is clear from· Eqn. 8'74. .
.
. ·.

.

,

\l'
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These effects are usually quite small so that, if the air gap field of permanent magnet moving
coil instrument is uniform, the scale of the instrument may be laid off approximately with the square
of the heater current.
8' 62. Heater Elelllcnt ·
The most important application of thermo-electric fostruments is for the measurement of
current and voltages at high frequrncies, and therefore, the heater elen:ents of rncb instruments
should be free from skin effects. In orc!er to minimize the ~kin effects \le must use 1e1y fine wire of
non-magnetic material having a high resistivity .. for example for a 0'025 mm diameter copper wire
the increase in resistance is I percent at 20 MHz, whereas fer conslanr,an \lire of the same size the
increase in resistance is on Ty 0'0015 per cent at 20 MHz and only at 500 MHz does its resistance
increase by 1 per cent Thus a fine wire is very suitable as a beater tlement for measurement of
small currents at high frequencies. For measurement of higher values of current .(above 3A) a short ·
length of thin. walled tubing is used.

l:,i
~\

I

8'63. Thermo-element
The action of the thermo-electric instrument is as follows :

i

~

i
l·
I

(I) Electrical energy is converted to the thermal energy in the heater element. Most of the
heat energy is dissipated away and a portion or it is transferred to the hot junctioq.
(ii) The heat energy transferre4 to the hot ju_nction is converted back to electrical energy by
Seebeck effect.
(iii) The output of the thermocouple is connected to a permanent magnet moving coil
instrument. A portion of the electrical energy in the thermocouple circuit is converted to mechanical ·
energy in deflecting the pointer and is stored as potential energy in the springs of the instrument.
The overall efficiency of the system is very low, of the order of a few hundredths of a percent
under most favourable circumstances. This means that
(a) the power consumption of the instrument is relatively high
(b) a sensitive d.c. instrument has to be used as an indicating element.

Th~ combination of heater element and thermocouple acting ~s an energy converter is known
as a tfermo·element. A thermo'eleme~t'. together with a perma.nent magnet moving coil instrument
constitutes a thermocouple ammeter; milhammeter, or a voltmeter.
The thermo-elements may be of many types :
· (i) Contact Type. The contact has a separate heater and the thermocouple has one junction ·
kept in contact with the heater wire as shown in Fig. 8'50. Th~ arrangement is shown for an
ammeter. Fig. 8'51 show~ :he arrangement for a voltmeter.
'Thermocouple
1>~--1

heater

Thermocouple

I

•. j,.,,.,

~----'-!

I

ATC 1---..._,

PMMC

Voltage

ATC ,___ __

j'

s·so.1 Contact type tbermo·element.
(Ammeter)

8'51 .!. Contact'type~ thermo-element.
(Voltmeter)

·

!

i·

i

"
'

1h
.• ··t
!.

,.
'

-
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· . ··.
. (ii) Sepuratc t:vpe. In the separate heater type there is no electric contact between
the heali11g element anq the thermo-couple, the two being separated by electrical insulation: The heat .
is condurted from heater to junction across the insulation. This ·makes the instrument sluggish and
less sensitive than the contact type, However, tlie separation between the heater and the thermocouple becomes essential for measurement oF currents in circuits operated at potentials considerably
above the ground potential.
'
'
'
'

.
(Iii) Vacuum Thermoelements. For very low-range thermo-couple instruments, the power·
· absorption is very low. hi some cases a power as. little as 2 mW is used in the heater element. In
order to attain a temp.erature rise (80' to JOO'C) needed to develop the required outputin tbe thermocouple instrument (about 5 mV on open circuit), we must increase the efficiency and sensitivity of .
._the thermo element. This is done by enclosing both the heater and thermd;couple assembly in a glaSs
· tube which is then evacuated (See' Fig 8'5?). The efficiency is increased because .there is no cooling .
of beater-due of convection air currents.
· · ··
·
•
. ·

Fig. 8'52 shows an arrangement of separate type where the heater element and the thermocouple junction are ekctrically isolated from each ·oth~r by a head of insulating material. This·
is done to minimize the effects of capacitance between the
Hea10
thermo-couple and the rest of tlie circuit at high frequencies: The insulation creates a very small capacitance
·between the· isolated circuit~ and is in series witli the ca pa- citance from the instrnment to ground or to other parts of
the circuit. This reduces the cMpacitive ·currents which
· might otherwise be diverted, through. part of. the heater
.Evacuated
. element
and produce errors
in indication ...
. .
.
. glass bulb
. The· capacitive currents may be considerable part
rf the total current being measured If the instrument is used ·
for mea5iirement of very small currents. With the advent of·
new materials, it is now possible to use materials for bead
whieh have very high thermal conducthities. These instru~
·. meats are very sensitive and have the same re;ponse as the
con tac! types for currents upto I00 mA. Another advantr
age cit vacuum type is that the heater element can be
operah:d at much higher temperature§. Vacuum type
· thermo-couples may oe med in the range 2 mA to
Fig. a·si. Vacuum thermo couple.
500 mA.
· . Vacuum thermo· couples ate suitable for current measurements at frequencies upto .100 MHz
or ·more depending on size and resistivity of wire. ·
·
··
·
'
For voliage measurements, very great.difficulties are encountered in constructing suitable series
re1istors for high frequency range. Voltmeters with resistors. of usual type are used upto 10 kHz.
Special multipliers for low voltages per~it measurements at frequencies upto ·IOO MHz.
·, . .
(iv) Bridge Type. The thermo-couples connected to form a bridge circuia as shown in
!•Fig._ 8'53. No heater element is used ; instead the current to be measured passes directly through the
thamocouples and raises their' temperature proportional to /2R.

The cold junctions are at the pins that are ec{,bedded in the bakelite base plate and bot junc·
tions are midway between the pins. The thermo· couples are oriented as shown in Fig. 8' 53, so that
the resultant thermal emfs give rise to a d.c. difference of potential between A and B. No a.c. current
can flow through the instrument as the bridge is balanced by keeping equal resistance for four arms.
·This construction gives a greater output than is given by a single thermo-couple used in vacuum and
is much more robust in withstanding mechanical shocks and overloads. Bridge type elements
are made w,ith a.c. ratings from 100 mA to. 1 A. The voltage available may be as· muqh as ..

25,mV. ,

.·,

'i

!

,I .
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a.c.

Fig. 8'5l llridge type tbermo·coupk instr.ument.

8'63

Shape or Scale.

We have seen tnat · tile instrument has a nearly "square law

response" i e.,
ij= Kal 2

Thus if we use an ordinary permanent magnet moving i:oil instrument having a uniform air
gap, the scale wiil not be uniform. The scale shape may be mo.lifted. by suitably shaping the pole faces
of the permanent magnet. To obtain a nearly uniform scale, the atr gap is. made non· uniform in
such a way that flux density diminishf's as tl.e coil moves up scale. This has been described
on page 196
8"64. Connedions For measurement of current, the circuit of Fig. 8 50 is used. The current
flowing through the circuit is indicated 'by a millivoltmeter. Calibration is adjusted with the help of
resistance R1 • In some instruments an automatic temperature compensation circuit (ATC, is used to
correct for changes io ambiert temperature. The insirument. can· be conyerted into. a voltmeter by
connecting a resistance R in the heater circuit, as shown in Fig. 8'51; .Both contact type and separate
type of thermo·electric elements may be. used for either ammeters or
v0ltmeters.
l

I
I

'

8"65. Advantages and Disadvantages
'
Advantages. (i) '!"be thermo·couple
instruments correctly indicate the rms value o£voltage.
O! currentirrespective of the waveform.
(i') These instruments are not effected by stray magnetic fields.
(iii) These instruments are free f~omfrequency errors and hence they can be used over a very

wide frequency range.

.,

In fact they are prir.iarijy designed for current 'measurements at high· frequencies. ·In this
application . they are supeiior to any other type of instrument both in accuracy and freauency
range.
Their a~curacy can be as high as .J %for frequenciea upto 50 MHz and can be classified as
RF fost(uments.
(iv) 1hese instruments have a high sensitivitv. ·

(v) They are very useful when· used as transfer instruments to calibrate d.c. instruments by

potentiometer and standard cell.
,Disadvantages. At normal r~ted·curreni, the· heater attains a temperature of 300'C. If we
pass twice the rated current the h~ater·would give a· temperature of nearly 4 times the normal temperature, i.e., l ~CQ .c. It is ob\ious that square law rate will bring the beater to nearly its burn oul
0

.J
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·temperature. Thus it is imperative that the heater be protected against damaging overloads. The
· - ·fuses do not provide any protection as due to overload the heater wire may burn out before fuse
bows out.
Thus the overload capacity of thermo-couple instruments is small as compared with other
instruments and is about 150 per cent of the full scale current. -

• i

l

8'66. Ranges. Vacuum type thermo-couples are made in heater ratings between 1·25 mA to
I A, the current range being doubled at each step. Above I A the thermo-clements are no longer
in vacuum and are made for currents upto 50 A and .the heating element is external to the
indicator. ihermo-elements used for current ranges above 50 A are usually provided with air
cooling fins.
·
Multi-range instruments for use in the audio-frequency range can have a single thermo-junction
in vacuum, and the current and voltage ranges are changed in a similar manner to that used for d.c.
instruments The rnsistance of heater element changes slightly for zero to full scale current and
some swamping resistanc_e b seriei with the heater element is necessary when shunts are used for
extension of range.
'

The range. of these instruments can'also be extended by use of instrument transformers.
Example 8'36. A thermo-ele~tric ammeter is assumed to have a perf~ct square la\1/ respnie.
It gives· a full scale deHection for a current of!O A. Calcula•e the c~rrent which causes half s~al~
dcHection.
·
9=KJ2
Solution.
The deHectioo of. a thermo-electric
.
..
.ammeter is :
0 0y=KX(I0) 2
Suppose OF is the full scale deHection.
or ; =(!0)2 =100
The <leHection at half scale is

OF
2

_o, :__ K/2

or current required to give half scale deflection

2

-

/~ ( 2~ )l =( 1 ~0 )•.

7'07 A.

8'67. E!fclrostatlc instruments
In electrostatic instruments, the deflecting torque is produced by action of electric field on ·
charged conductors.. Such instruments are essentially voltmeters, but they may be. used with the help
of external components, to measure current and power. Their greatest. use in the laboratory is for
measurement of high voltages.

There are two ways in which the force acts :
(i) One type involves two oppositely charged electrodes. One of them fixed and the other
is movable, Due to force of attraction, the movable electrode is drawn towards the fixed.

(Ii) In the other type, t~ere are forces of attraction O"r repulsion or both between the eleclrodes
_which casue rotary motion of the moving electrode.
·
In both the cases the. mechanism resembles a variable capacitor and the force or torque is
due to the fact that mechanism _tends to move the moving electrode to such ·a position - where 1he
energy stored is maximum.
-

i

I

·(
'1

If
'

I

8'68. Force and Torqne Eq1111ioas. The stored energy is used as a basis for derivation of
force and torque equations.
·
Linea~

Motion. Referring to Fig. 8'51, plate A is fixed and plate Bis movable. Tho plates
are oppositely t'harged and are re1trained bv a spring connected to the 6xed point. Let a potential
difference of V volt be applied to the plates ; 1hen a force of attraction F newton exists between them.

-

-~

,1
I

I
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Plate B moves towards A until this force is balanced by thao of t_he spring. The capacitance between
the plates is then c farad and the stored energy is ! CV 2 joule.' ' Now let there be a small increment dV in the a'ppliedvoltage ; .ttien the plate B will- move a
small distance dx towards A. When the voltage is being increased a capacitive current flows,
This current is given by :
· ·
·=_dq= _d_ (CV)=CdV +vdC
- I

dt

dt

.

dt

dt

The input energy is Vidr= v 2ac+ CVdV
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Fig 8'54.
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Fig. 8'55.
lllus1radng theory of eleclrostalic inslrumenls.

Change in stored energy=!CC+dC)(V+d, )2-!CV2

-t(c+acJ(V2+l vav+av 2)-!CV 2 =~ v2ac+ cvav
neglecting the higher order terms in small· quantities.
From the principle of the conservation of eriergy, .
Input electrical energy=iricrease in stored energytmechanical work done
or
,.,
I

·.,

1

dC+CVdV=!V 2dCtCVdVtFdx

· ·dC
F=tV 2 - dx

... (876)

Rotational Motion. The foregoing treatment can be applied to the rotalional' motion by
writing an angular displacement 9 in place of linear displacementx and deflecting torqu., Td in.
place of force F (See Fig 8'55).
·
.
·
Deflecting torque

T~ = ~

V2

~;

newton-metre

1
l
\i
J:

... (8'77)

If the instrument is spring controlled or bas a suspension,

1'
I

Controlling torque T, = K8,

\:.

~

V

2

Hence deflection
-1

I

where K=spiing constant and 9=deftection._
2

D=.!_ V

dC

K

d8

2

i

... (8'78)

8'69: Quadr1nt Electrometer. This instrument is used for measurement of voltages ranging
from about 100 V to 20 kV.
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·. Consiruction. There are tour fi1ted metal quadrants arranged so as to form ~ shallow circuiar
box with short air gaps between the quadrants (Fig. 8'56):
MOVING
A thin metal vane or .needle is susptodcd in this partially
· VANE
cl~sed box .. fhc needle is of a doubk sectpr shape and may
~R NfEOll"·
',' · be ·suspended by means of a thread of phosphor bronze or
',.
1 &ilvcr quartz: The needle is equidistant from top and bottom
' \
quadrants. Tbe needle carries a mirror and the deflection
\
is tead off by meuns of a lamp and ~cale arrangement.
',
An alrernate arrangement may be mounting 1he.
needle ou a spindle and the control t0rquc is provided by a
spring attached to the spindle. The defleciing torque moves
a pointer and the deflection is read on a calibrated scale.
Eddy current dampingis used.
The principle ofvacuum ea\:losure has also been
applied to deflecting eleetrost.1tic instruments. This makes it
possible to mam1fuclur.e extremely ~ensitive and accurate
reflecting.type suspended:vane instrninent~.
It is usuafto co.i;rnect a-high;r~sistance in series with
an electrostatic voltmetef, particul,arly if the instrument is of
t~p suspended•vaneJype. This resis'tance is used for limiting
the current which 'can flow if there is accidental connection
between a vane and a quadrant (e g. due ·to a bent vane).
Without this precaution the faulty in5trument would be a i-----·-·---------'
dead short on the supply. rhe voltage drop across such a
_Fig, 8'56. Quadrant Elcc1rome1er.
resistance is normally negligible, owing to the very small current take.ri='by)h~ instrument. However,
it may introduce errors at high frequencies. lo order to avoid error, these resistances are short circui~
ted when. making high frequ.ency measurements.
·

"

.
.~

i"

'

Principle of Operation. Tbe fixed quadrants are connected together and the· voJtag~.,w. be
measured is applied between the fixed quidrants and the moving needle (Fig. 8'59). Due to'charge
accumulated, an electrostatic force is set up. With· polarities sbowo in Fig. 8'59, A. end of.the needle
is repelled by the fixed quadrant while oid Bis attracted by its adjacent fixe<J quadrant and hence
the needle rotates. :The 'sil~pension exerts a cc>Utrolling torque and the needle· .fakes op a position
is ,'equal.to
the control.Jing .torque.
·
. where the deflecting torque
.
.
.
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. ·The deflecting torque is proportional to the square of the applied voltage and, therefore, the·
instrument can be used for both a.c. and d.c.'
Types of Connection&. Th_e quadrant electrometer may be used in two ways,
. 1. · Heterostatic Connection. This connection is. shown in Figs. 8'57 and 8'58. A high
tension battery is used for charging the needle to a potential considerably above that of the quadrants·
to which the negative of the voltage to be measured is connected.
2. ldiostatic Connection. This connection is shown in Figs. 8'59 an:l 8'60. The needle
is directly connected to one pair of quadrants.

Ij;'I
,.

Mirror
.

Quadrants

, ' ' ..

,
<
04 ,_
,f

~ ~

v
'
>

i'

Q3

·Nee di~

Voltage to be measured

Fig. 8'59

0

- +. .

Oo.- v--<>v

IdloMatic Connection.

Fig, 8'60

Theory. In order to develop torque equation for an e!ectrometer it is advisable t6 consider
only one half of the needle moving in lwo quadrants, as
~hown in Fig. 8'61. The firm line9 silow the needle at
zero position while the dolled lines show Jt deflected
through an angle a.
·
The needle is · considtired to be a sector of a circle
having a radius rand spanning an· angle 2'!. Now we have
an arrangement .wherein the needle ,and quadrants form two
capacit9rs C1 and Ca lying side by side. .
·
0
A! zero· position ,these. .caP,~citors C1 and Ca have
equal capacitances as the needle is symmetrically· placed
with respect to the two quadrants. But when the needle
deflects it is no longir symmetrical with the two quadrants ·
and hence capacitance C1 a11d C2 change, one becoming · .._c;.:.c:;-:;'...
.greater than the other. ·
·
v
0
· Le! us consider. that the instrument is heterostatically
Fll. 8'61 .
connected. We have :
V1=potential of needle,
V=;pot·enlial of quadrant Q1,
v-voltage being measured,
O=p0teLtial of quadrant Q2.
Let the needle deflect through an angle 0 i11 the anti-clockwise direction. In this position,
C1=capacitance of left band eapacitor, C2=capacitance of right hand capacitor.
Now dis the distance of needle from either the top orthe bottom plates of the quadrants,

r

~.,._·v~-·1~--0._,,_,,,,,_
$r·_-~_,:::*v.--=i:$~~f lj:

'i
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1,:

f

For a parallel plate capacitor
. , EA
•Capacitance · C1 = d

where E=permittivity of medium.

~.

. E [ («+0)r2] E[(«+0)r2]
C1' = - - : - - { j - =
2d
This is because the needle spans an angle (oc+O) under quadrant Q1.
Capacitance C1 =2C1'= ~ (oc+O)r2
Similarly, Capacitance C2=2C2'= ~ («-9)r 2

No. w dC1 _.£_
d9 - d

,2

and

From Eqn. 8'77, deflecting torque
.l
dC
I
dC1 .· I
dC2 <1 Er 2 .
=.-2 V'--d-9 =2(Vi-V)2 (l0+-2 V12 _d_t =-2 d [(Vi- V)2-V12].

We have considered only.two quadrants and hair needle. Considering all the four quadrants and
the Whole of the needle, the deflecting torque will be doubled. Hence total deflecting torque: .

r

. .J

I fr2 [ . .
]
Er2
Td=2X 2a
(V1-V)2-Vi 2 =7~ V(2V1--V)

... (~'.79)

The negative sign has been dropped since. it only indicates that the direction of rotation
is opposite to that ,which has been assumed.
- · ··
When potential of needle Vi is very large as compared to voltage being measured, the above
equation may be written as
.
· .
·
.
2Er 2

Deflection

Td=d YiV
2
Er [ ·

9.. Kd . V(2Vi-V)
.

'

J 2Er
11!1

.

... (8'80)
2

. ·

Kd 2V1V.
-

.

-

~

...(8'81)

Thus heterostatic connection givesa linear scale response when'the potential of needle is
very high as compared to that of voltage being measured.
·
· · ·
ldiostatic connection. Figs. 8'59 and 8'60 show an idiostatic corulecti<in. For idiostatic
connection V1=0.
Hence from Eqn. 8'79, dcfiecting torque for this instrument is ·
.
. , Er 2 ·
.·
Td=7V2
....(8'82)
and deflection

9= Erl -Jill · .· ·

... (8'83)

•Kd ..

=Ki.Jill

-· I:

Hence with idiostatic connection, the instrument gives a squarelal\'.l'CSJllJD~ •.
.
.
. . . . . ··~-For air as dielectric E=Eo=8'8SxlQ~1 2 F/m and theref~rc 8~8'8SXl(l.._11 Kd Jill.
.,·'

.•

... (8'84)

....; .,

"'• I'"
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8'70. Kel!i~ Multicellul.ar Volt~eter.. The driving torque in a quadrant electrometer is small
and, the.refore, this mstrument 1s not smtable as such for measurement of low voltages (the force being
proporttonal to .square of voltage). In order to make the operating forces sufficienlly large, we
mcrease the number of cells and connect the fixed quadrants in parallel. · A cell is quadrant
electrometer ccmsisting of four quadrnnts and one moving needle. As there are a number of cells In
the instrument and, therefore, it is known 118 a multicellular voltmeter: We have to increase the number
of cells, as the voltage to be measured decreases ; for example, for a 150 V maximum reading volt·
meter 13 cells are used, the number decreasing to one for a 3000 V instrument.
Deflecting torque for an cell instrument Td=n x torque of one cell =11 x -~

,2v2

... (8

SS)

Coach spring
-Phosphor bronz1
·suspension

Po1nttr-..t-' =-..:-- "";,_,......-v--

'

f_:~~

-·-

-

(d., ,;•1ise
HOii

~~t~~I
Fixed
L
vanes

Pig 8'62 Kelvin multiceilular voltmeter.

Fig. 8'63. Attraction type pouable electrostatic instnimout.

Fig. 8'62 shows a 10 cell Kelvin multicellular instrument. There are. ma~y constructional
features which' distinguish it from ordinary quadrant electrometer. A coach spring ts used to protect
. the suspensiop against vibrations. .A torsion head actuated by worm-whee' arrangement, is provided
for zero adjustment. The pointer and scale arc of edgewise type.
· Damping is done by oil dashpot.
8'71. Attraction Type Portable Iostn11ne11ts. Tho portable electrostatic instruments arc
·generally of the attraction type. The system consists of two sets of plates inter~eshed, one se~ is fixed
and other set is free to move as shown in Fig. 8'63. The two fixed and movmg plates are msulated
from each other and, thereforo, the voltage to be measured can be applied across them. This sets
up an electrostatic field resulting in a force of attraction which mo.ves the movable plate.
The control is exerted by a· spring. . Air friction or electromagnetic damping may be
provided.
For these instruments :
· 1 . dC
Deftecting torque Td o= 2. V2 dB
1 y2

!)cf\ection

dC

8=2 K · d6

_-: - ~- ---=--:---- ·-~~- - - - -

- - - - - - ·-----·------
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8'62.

.

Attracte~
.

Disc Type-Kelvin-A 1bsolote Electrometer

.

'

·.
Coustroction. It consists of two discs one moving and other fixed. The moving disc is carried
by 11 spring and is suspended from a micrometer head as shown in Fig. 8'64. The moving disc is
provide~ with a guard ring to reduce the friQging· effects.
The zero setting of the instrument is done with the help of an optical si_ghting system.
Oprration .. The voltage to be measured iS appliea oetweon the two discs. The moving disc
is attracted downwards and is brought back to .zero position by turning the micrometer head.
The displacement is measured by the micrometer which is calibrated in terms of force. The v.oltage
. is lh•n ·determined in terms of the force and the dimensions of the instrument as is clear from
E.qui 3"87.
Theory. Let
Micrometer
hcod
d= distance between plates ; m,
A=area of plates; m2,
=area of moving plate +l area
Co~ 1prln[
of air gap b¢tween moving
plate and.guard ring,
~
Linr of
E,;. permittivity of dielectric ; F/m,
c::::=::::::!::=::::::::::~
sight
V voltage being measured ; V, · Guar~
Moving dist
F=force between discs ; N.
· 'fin~ C::t:;::
I
dC · B
)
'"Fixed dis'
force F=T V2 dx (See . qn. 8'76
lJ

llU 0.. - -

==·===::;::;====ir=:J'
R

· But for a capacitor with closely
spaced· plates

Pig, 8'64. Kelvin ·absolute electrometer.

C
EA .
1
V2
- x == d. and C=-d .. F=- EA d2 newton
2
d

... (8'86)

V= ~ /ZFd '.volt
"/ EA

... (8'87)

dC

Hence voltage

2

This theory shows that such an instrument will give an absolute determination .of potential
cwfeience, as the p.d. is given in terms of force and linear dimensions.
The deflecting force is ohly adequate ii the voltage is high. Special construction may be·
necessary fo ensure good insulation,. screening, and freedom from ·corona effects. Instruments of
lower accuracy, but working on the same prip.ciple, may be arranged to read the voltage, directly on a
scale being calibrated by comparison with a standard instrument.
·

The disadvantage of this instrument is that when the voltage being measured is small (a few
hundred volt), the two discs should be very near together in order to get an appreciable force. In such
·cases the measurement of distance between the plates is difficult to oarry out. The solution lies· in
increasing the voltage ,between fixed and moving plates by using heterostatic connections.

.

8'63. Everett Edgecumbe Voltmeter. This in-strument is a variation of ~ttracted disc type
of instrument. It is conitructed ill differMt sizes for measurement of voltages of 15 kV tn
600 kV.
Construction and Oparation. Tho voltage to be measured is app,liC!f be~ween two dome shaped

IJ
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electrodes, each mounted on an insulated padestal.
The moving element is an attracted disc set into the
face of one electrode (Fig. 8 65). The field between
the electrodes causes the disc to move outwards. and
its motion is transmitted to a pointer through mechanical linkages.
Damping is done with the help of a piston
moving-in air cylinder.
:One of the electrodes is placed on an adjus·
table mounting which makes it possible to vary the
distance between the two electrodes. This variation
, is done by a rack and pinion· arrang~ment. Th~s
·this design accommodates the construction of multt·
range voltmeters by altering the spacing between the
two electrodes. This is because a change in spacing
alters the capacitance and its rate of change with ·
distance (ddC ) . The sensitivity is increased by de·

·

x

.

Fig, 8'65. BveretL Bdgecumbe voltmc er.

creasing the distance. A separate scale must be drawn for each voltage range.
8'64. Use on both A.C. and D.C. We hav~ seen above that. the defleclmg force or torque
of electrostatic instruments is proportional to square of voltage and ·hence these instruments can be
used for measurement of both a.c. and d.c. voltage~. ·They read the rms value of the a.c. voltage
irrespective of tbe frequency and the wave form.

8'65 Shape of Scale. The deflection is given by 8""

t i ~;
2

Thus the instrument has a "square law" response and the scale is non-uniform.

In attracted disc type instruments, the change m capacitance with angle (dC/dO) may be utiliz.. .
:d to have a proper shape for the scale. For example we can make the shl!pe of the discs in such a
.way that the rate of change of capacitance is inversely proportional to voltage.
dC
1
--ex-·
i.e.,
dO
V
.
1
,'. For such a case, deflection 0" V2 X V ex V.

i

a:

Hence we can havr.. a linear scale if - ~; ex

~.

In practice, however, this cannot be done

at the lower end of the scale where Vis small, so. that the scale is always compressed near zero.
But in some instruments the scale is made nearly uniforip from abo-ut I0 or 20 percent of full scale to
full scale by suitable design of electrodes.
.·
8'66. General Considerations
1. lnstrotnent Current. The electrostatic instruments arc strictly voltage operated devices, in
some cases they draw current. This is incidental and. not a cause of deflection of these Instruments.
·Their deflection is proportional to the square of thl'l rms value of voltage appearing across their
.terminals.
_
·
.
When the instrument is first connected to a source of d.c., it draws a momentary charging
current which dies away rapidly, the current thereafter being determined by the insulatio'l resistance.
The insulation resistance, under sood conditions, s~ould be of the order of l 012 Q and even with

I

J
·1

l
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considerable humidity it should be of the order of 109 n, so that the electrostatic voltmeter on d.c.
can be considered as a zero current device for all practical purposes.
.
The.new nuclear powered batteries, which use a radioactive source in place of chemical action
can be checked by these instruments. Olher instruments will give erroneous reading as they dra~
current from the battery which will result in lowering of their voltage.
One alternating voltage the current is determined by the capacitance of · the instrument and
the frequency. The ?Per~ting curre~t increases with frequency as the capacitive reactance (Xe=
1/211/C) decreases with mcreases m frequency. A 15 kV voltmeter having a capacitance of 20 pF
requires JOO µA for full scale deflection at a frequency of 50 Hz. It is fairly simple to extend the
range of instruments beyond ~00 kV wilh negligibly small current and power requirements.

'!.\·"

2. Operating Forces. The operating forces in electrostatic instruments are very small as
w!th electromagnetic and other current operated instruments. This is clear from the energy
stored m umt volumo of field.

compa~ed

t :

2

Energy density in a magnetic field=; BH=

joule per m3.

Considering a magnetic field in air with B=0'2 Wb/m2•

•·..

~-

2

.. Energy density

=TI x 411(O'i)
x _7 :=15x 103 J/m3
10

Energy density in an electrostatic field=fEe 2 joule per ms
Considering an ek~trostatic field in air with E=I MY /m (i of breakdown stress of air)
. . Energy density=

i

X8'85x10-12(1x106)3=4'4 J/m3,

Thus it is evident that ene~gy density in an electromagnetic field is considerably 1arge as compared with that in an electrostatic field. Hence in order to produce appreciable operating forces the
size of electrostatic instruments bas to be large.
·
3. Increasing Operating Forces. The operating forces can be increased by increasing the
capacitance. This increase in capacitance can be broui:ht about in three ways :
.

(i) .Using medium of high permiitivily. The capacitance is . increased by immersing the
mechanism in a liquid of high permittivity, But this will cause surface .tension effects, reduce the
resistance and make the instrument non-portable. Some high voltage electrostatic instruments use
transformer nil as dielectric medium in order to have a compact desigg.
·
(ii) Using plates of large area. If we increase the area of plates the capacitance is increased.
But this increases the weight of moving parts which will lead to frictional errors. Also the. instruments
will tend to be sluggish.

. (liil Using small clearance between plates. The distance between the plates must be kept small
as mechanically and electrically practicable in order to produce a large electrostatic force. But if the
· distance between the plates is too small, breakdown of the air in the gap will occur which cau&esJoss
'of power. Also there is possibility .of a Uash over occurring between charged electrodes which may
damage tbe instrument.
·· 4. Overvoltages. Any individual voltmeter should not be subjected to an overvoltagc that is
above its maximum calibrated value as there may be a possibility of flash over. Several forms of
safety devices are used, the commonest of these being a spark gap fitted in parallel with the charged
electrodes and having a spark over-voltage lowerthan·that of the electrodes.
Some. instruments use a high value carbon resistance connected in series. ·This limits the
current in case there is a flash over.
~-··

J~
''

I

l
'

I
f

I

""
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5. Robustness and Sensitivity. The operating forces are small and hence the pivoting arrange·
men ts are often delicate. Therefore, laboratory, instruments employ strip suspension instead·
of bearings and spring control. · This improves the sensitivity but the instrument becomes less
robust.
.
.
6. Corona. Corona shouict be avoided for proper operation of electrostatic instru!flents. This
can be done by rounding off the edges, keeping the voltage gradients below the coro~a p01ilt. . Therefore, sometimes we use compressed gas or msulating oil, to keep down voltage gradients and mcrease
operating forces.
·
7. Frequency Range. Theoretically, the frequency range of the electrostatic voltmeter is
almost unlimited. There.are two phenomena which determine upper limit of frequency :
1. The first is the effect of loading the circuit whose voltage is being measured. The electrostatic voltmeter is small low loss capacitor. Sensitive research voltmeters have a capacitance of 225
pF for 120 V insttumeiit and about 10 pF for .100 kV instrument. As t~e frequency increases, the
reactance of capacitor decreases, and the current drawn by the instrument mcreases.
2. The second limitation is that the instrument and its leads (because· of their inductance)
behave like a resonant or partially resonant transmission line at very high frequencies. The network
thus formed has standing waves of voltage resulting in non-uniform voltage distributions.
.
Thus, because of the above two effects, the instrument may not indicate the true value of
voltage being measured. ·' ·
·
The use of these instruments is limited to ·frequencies below 100 Hz. However, they may be
used at radio frequencies where they are employed for aerial tuning.
8'65. Extension of Range of Electrostatic Voltmeters. The voltage range of Electrostatic Volt·
meters may be extended by using :
(I) resistanc~ potential dividers, (ii) capacitance poteritial dividers.
1. Resistance Potential Divider. The arrangement of a resistance· potential divider for use
with an electrostatic voltmeter is shown in Fig. 8'66. The voltage V to be
measured is connected across the total resistance R while the electrostatic
voltmeter of capacitance c is connected across a portion of the potential divi•
D-r
der h1wing a resistance r. For operation on d.c. assuming that the electroatatic
~
voltmeter capacitance C has an infinite leakage resistance, the voltaj!c multi· v R

,'
'
'

I

I,

li

·,I

r.

plying factor m. of the potential divider is

1,

~

l Lr

·

· For operation on a.c. there is shunting effect across the resistance by
the capaciti'{e reactance of the voltmeter. The impedance of the parallel combination Qf1voltmeter capacitive reactance and resistance r is :

c

J

1 _ _ __,_
~-~~~-

Fi&. 8'66, Resist'ance
potenlial divider.

\
J

I

I

z

r jCJJC
1

·r+~c

r
l+j(J)Cr

1.
I

The total impedance Z1 connected across the voltage Vis thus :

R+JCJJCr(R-r)
Zi=R-r+-1+-1-'·.,-c-r = l+j(J)Cr
r

Magnitude of

1,1
I

jCJJ

Thus we have,

1

I

11 •

~ ... R+j<..Cr(R-r) ~+i[CJJC(R-r)J
Z

~

r

-y(~ r

r ·

+co•ct(R-r}'

11

'
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· · . The voltage multiplying factor m is given by the magoitude of ratio Z1/Z.

mc_~=~l~)2tw2C2(R-r)2

:.·

R

~

... (8'88)

/ · w2C2r2

=7"/ lt R2

... (8'89)

·(R-r)2

!II .

As electrostatic voltmeter. is normally connected across a small portion of the potential divider
and, therefore,
·
R-re!l
.R

.

R

We have: m=.-

... (8'90).

r

. . The condition r<,(1/wC) implies that the electrostatic voltmeter. will not offer appreciable
loading to the portion of potential divider across which it is connected. When r is low, it also follows
that the .total resistance R of the potential divider will be low for. a given value of m. Hence for a
given applied voltage V, the power dissipated (V 2/R) 11ould be high. This condition is, therefore, difficult to satisfy in practice especially at high voltages. For this reason the voltage range of resistance
potential divider is limited to a few kV only. Resistances used arc often oil-immersed.
It should be noted that since resistance potential dividers are to be used on a.c., they should
be non.inductively wound.
· '.
2. Capacitor Mullipliers. The extension of voltage. range of an electrostatic voltmeter by
the use of a suitable series capacitor is shown in Fig. 8'67(a). ·
·
·
/
Let c, be the capacitance of the voltmeter and c, that of the ~apacitor in series with it. The
impedance Z of the voltmc,ter is
Z=-1_,
jwC,

.
.

The total capacitance. c, due to series combination of C1 and C, is
C1= :;-,c,

c.+c.

·

Total impedance of the combination is Z1
Henec the multiplying factor m is given by

c.+c._ 1+c•

m=_I=Z1

c.+c.
jwC1Cu

. z, _ c.+c!_/_1__ ~
Z - jwC,G~ /jwc,
c,

n n 'nI .'
=
·ill. .002
i
TI m·
.
l

... (8'91)
C1
C1.
The voltmeter capacitance c. varies with
deflection (I.e., varies with position of the moving
.
·res
. ;Cn
Cs
' vane) of th'e voltmeter. Hence an clect,rostatic volt- '
mctey s~ould be. calibrated together with its series . v
v
;·
v
multiplier capacitor.
.·
.
.
Iii practic;, the capaCitor ~ultiplier consists
11
.
Cy . .
1r
c,+Cy
1
of a set of capacitors connected m senes across the
· . ..
.
Cy
•
voltage to be measured and the electrostatic volt·
·
meter is connected across one of them as shown in
la)
!bl·
le)
Fig. 8'67(b).
(
The resultant parallel capacitance due to Fis. 8'67. &tension of ranao by capacitor .fllultiplicrs.
·ai and is C1
And the equivalent capacitance in series with this parallel combination is
.

D ·

Z

i
\

'c

c.

+c..

c,

'

'

\
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c;-= Cat Ci+ ... + c.
Using Eqn. 8'91, the muftiplying factor ni is obtained by replacing
[See Fig. 8'67 (c)].
Hence

c.

by C1+C,

=r·+ C1tC.

c,

m.

Again, as c. varies with deflection, the voltmeter should be calibrated with its multipli~r.
However, if the capacitance C1 across which c. is connected is large compared to the maximum
capacitance of the voltmeter, the multiplying ratio may be taken as approximately constant.
·
I

8'68. · Errors. Electrostatic Instruments are free from errors. Effects due to temperature and
frequency arc absent. These instruments are not affected by stray magnetic fields . but screening has
to be provided for stray electrostatic fields.
·
8'69. Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages. (i) These instruments draw neeligible power from the mains.
(II) They may be used on both a.c. and d.c.
(iii) They have no frequency and wave-form errors.
(iv) There are no errors caused by stray. magnetic fields.
(v) They are particularly suited for high voltages.

. :1.

.
DiS11dvantages. (i) These instruments are' expensive, iargc in sfae and are not robust in
construction.
(ii) Their scale is not uniform.
(iii) The operating forces arc small.
Example 8'37. An elecrostatic voltmeter reading ·upto 2000 V is controlled by a spring with
a torsion constant of 5X10-0 Nm/rad has a .full scale deflection of 90°. The capacitance at zero
voltage is 15 pF. What is .the capacitance when the pointer indicates 20on V ?
Solution. Deflection 0=90° .. i;/2 rad.
·
From Eqn. 8'77, final steady defleeti<in ·. 6=
.
or rat e ofh
c ange of capact1ance

~ · ~ · ~f

dC=26K=2X(i;/2)x'sx10-6= 3.92 x 1o-12F/ d
dB
V2
(2000)~ .
. ra

_:. 3'92 pF/rad.
Change in capacitance when reading from 0 to 2000 .v
dC
R
..
= dB x 6=3'92X 2 =6'16 pF

•'

:I'

Capacitance when reading 2000 V, c:...15+6'61=21'61 pF.
(.. E~ample 8'38 .. An electrostatic voltmeter is construct~d with six parallel, semi-circuiar fixed
plates equi,spaced at 4 mm intervals and five interleaved semi-circular mov;ible plates that move in
planes midway ~etweenth fixed plates in .air. .The ins~rument is spring controlled. If the radiu~ of
movable plates 1s 40 mm calculate the spnng constant 1f 10 kV corresponds to full scale deflcctton
of 100°. Neglect fringin , edge effects
and plate thickness. The pcrtriittivity of air is 8'85X 10-12 F/m.
.
Solution. Suppose the deflection is 6 rad. The fixed ·and movable plates overlap each other
over \ln angle 6 and form a capacitor (Seo Fig, 8'68).
·
.

.

.

,

~

~

:. ~ea of plates forming the capacitor ; A;= T

'i
I

;I

Ii
u

2fi6
. where
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r=radius of movable plate.
Capacitance between fixec1 and moving plates
\

C=2X

EA
€0r2
4=2x-2-

1

€0r2

X {[ =-d- ·.
\l

j

'

-

Fixed plait

+

-

~8~8(This is because there are two capacitors, each having a capacitance of EA/1 between fixed
and movable plates. The _gapacitors are in parallel as showp in Fig: 8'69).
dC Er 2
= dd0
There are 6 fixed plates and 5 movable plates and hence there are 5 units exerting torque.

Torque exerted by each unit:....

~ V2 ~;
.

(See Eqn. 8'77)

'·
'

Torque exerted by n units Td=n x

-1

.'

~ · J12 ~~ ·. ~ \~

-

2

.

Ji'2=

~ ~ 2 V2.

Let the final steady deflection be 9,
. . Cont rolling torque

Tc=K9

·
n Er 2
Spring constant K- 2B d V2

... (I)

It is given that :

number of units n=S; deflection 0=100°, permittivieJ E=8'8Sx 10-u (for air)
Separation between fixed plates 2d=4 mm:. d~2mm.;,2x10-a m.
F.adius ofnwvablc plates~40mm=40X10-3 m,
Voltage V=lO kV~iox 103 V
Substituting these values in (I), we have
·
ta 1 K
5 x (8'85x10-H)x(40x10-a)2x(toxl03)2
Sprmgcons
n
.. 2x100
.. 2x10-a
.
.

CG

.

.

·
""'17'7 x 10-e N-m/dcgree. ·
Example 8'39. In an electrostatic voltmeter the full scale deflection is obtained when the.
moving ph1te turns through 90°. The torsional constant is 10 x o- 6 N-m/rad. The relation between
lhe angle of dcftection and capacitance. between the fixed and moving plates is given by

jl ·

•
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I

Deflect Ion degree

I

0

Capacitance pF

I · 20

10

.1

_121

156

\·

. 30

I

189'2

I

I 220 I

246

60

70

272

294

80-,

316 ·

90

I 334

Find the voltage applied to the instrument when the dctlection is 90'.
Solution. The graph between capacitance and deflection is drawn as shown in Fig. 8'70.
The rate of change of c~pacitaace at 6=90° is found by drawing a tangent to the curve at
that point
.·
·. · .
·
dC be ' 370-250
.
.
af= Qb= l00- 44=1'81 pF[deg=l035 pF/rad.
Spring constant K=IQx 10-e N-m/rad=O'J745x10-e N·m/deg.
I -·V-2 ·--·
dC
6-2 K dB

Now

I 2K,! .. =. /2x_O'l745x 10-1 x90 = 552 v.
'V dC/d6 "/ 103'5XJ0-13

V=.

or applied voltage

400
c

>

~·

350

I
u

/

/

300
250

~-

<»'

A

c 200

,f
··---

y

b

I

I

u

,

'

.....
0

u

'

g_ 150
0

u

100

/

I
I

l

.

so

!

j'

'

j

,I

0

20

40

.

60

I

"

80
.

Deflection

100

120

150

•I

11

,,.ii!

,e .· ..,.
0

Fie. 8'70

\.

I

!

!1
ij

I,I
)t
i

r·· fJiJ'

. ',

..

( '' ·.' 768

i· ·
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~Example 8'40.

The movable '{ane of a quadrant electrometer turnea through 25 scale
divisions when idiostatica'lly connected .to a potential difference of60 V. When used heterostatically
·.with the' quadrants connected to a ,small voltage Vand the needle connected to'900 V supply, the
. deflection wi:s 10 scale divisions. Determine V.
Solution: From Eqn. 8'82, deflection for idiostatic conneclion
0= ~2 V2

... (I)

.
. €r2
and from Eqn. 8'81 deflection for heterostatic connection 0=2 d V1V

• j

11

.. (ii)

where V=voltage being measured, and V1=v0Jtage ofneedle;
25 - <60>2
. t'mg th e dat a given,
..
. . Voltal!e V=0'8 volt.
Substitu
we have :
- x
xv
10 2 900
Example 8'41. An absolute electrometer has a movable circular plate 80 mm in diameter. If
the distance between the plates during a measurement is 4 mm, find th~potential difference When the
force of attraction is 2 gm. The dielectric is air,' having a permittivity of 8'85 x 10-12 F/m.
Solution: Force of attraction F=0'2gm=0'2X10-ax9·s1N=1'962x10-a N.
Distance between plates d=4mm=4X10-a m.
Area of plates A=

~ (i~~O

r

5'03x10-a ma.

From Eqn. 8'87,
• f2Fd2
~ /2Xl'962XIO 3x(4X J0-3)2
Voltage V=-yETvolt=·\( 8.85 xIOtaxs·oJxlOa =1187V.
:-"JExample s· 42. An electrostatic voltmeter consists of two attracted pl~tes, one movable, and
· the other fixed. Both 'the plates are provided with guard rings so as to make edge effects negligible.
It is observed that the application of 10 kV between the plates results in a pull of 5 x 10-3 N on the
movable plate. Find the change in capacitance nsulting from change in position of the movable plate
by l mm. Diameter of movable plate is I 00 mm.

Solution:~ Area of movable plate A= ~ x (100x10-3)2 =7'85x10~ 3 m2
Voltage V=IOkV=!OxlOaV. Force F=5XI0-3 N.
Distance between plates (See Eqn. 8'87),
- ~ I EA •.: • /8-.8~S-x~10-=12-x-1s~·4_x_10 ax IO x 1· oa =26'4
d 'V 2F' ' 'V .
2X5X10 3
.
m
mm.

:Spacitance of a parallel plate capacitor C= ~Now d changes ftom d1 =26'4 mm to d2=(26'4- 0=is·4 mm.
:. Change in capacita~ce=EA

(J2 -·di )

-:-s·~~ x10-12 x78'4 x 10-s ( 25 . 4 ~ 10_3

!

.
)F=O · 103 pF..
26 4 10 3

.'
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The change in capacitance may he found as under :
· Rate of change of capacitance With distance (See Eqn. 8'78) ' .
dC 2F 2·xsx10-s ..· .
=v2 =(lox1oa)2 F/m""'lOO pF/m.

·ax

Ch~nge

of capacitance=

~; x distance

k

moved JOO xio-ax 10 0=0' l t>F.

This result does not talJy with the earlier one. the reason is t~at the rate ()fcha11ge. Qf
capacitance is not upiform oyer the small dist11nce (I mm) moved by the movableplate.
·
··
· l\IExample 8'41. An el~ctrnsta!ic voitnieter is composed or three square plates of 250 mm .sjde.
Two are fixed 100 mm apart in air and are •
·
·· 1
·
electrically connected. Between this pair
\"
250
•
and the third which can· move into the space
' 'ov'abll
between them, a potential difference is
/)
' ~Ptci\i ·
applied. With I 2 kV, the' mov_able plate js
· ' · · ·· ,,,.
one quar_ter way in and with 32 kV, it is
· . ·. · ' ·
. .
2so . ,...- ____ _(_ __ ~
·· .
half wayTll. What potential difference is
!equired to pull ~he. plate th. _r.ee.. quarte.r. w. ay
m ? Neglect frmgmg and assume that the
·
/
,
·/
· · -~,O ·
displacement of the plate produces a· pro·. · . ,'
. . . ··'
· · · . / · ·. ·ti'·.···. ···
portional control force. T~e permittivity of
... 50
/
' ·.
air is 8'85 x 10-12 F/m.
·
f-...J:....;._.t-'.._............,. ,· . .
.
. Solution. The arrang~mcn.t of plates 1oo
·i-----+-250
... I
Is shown in Fig. 8'71. when' the movable
-....,
plate has moved in a distance x mm,
· '-_ _._...__...........,
-Fixed plates
Area of plates :

_I / ,' --7
1

A=250 xx ll)m~
=250xx10-6 m2

. Fig. 811

Distance betweeO: plates d,...50,min~SOX 10-a m .·
The capacitance of tbe arrangement is

..

."::.·

-

.

. ··, ,
__

C= 2;A (Since there are two capacitors.in parallel) ·

2x3·ssx·10-12x2_soxx 10-s o·osssxio-rn F .·
sox10-.a
·
· x ·
. .
dC
. · ..·.. . . . .c ·, . , .· • .•.
Rate of change of capacitance dx ·=0'0885.X 10~12 F/mtn=88;S x 1()-li F/rii.. ·
-

Let xo be the initial di~plaeement in mm .. :. · Net displaceineht

·. x-xo- ..
..

-~

.. .
· ·. . , . I .V2 dC
Hence, x-xoi=-·-· -·
.
2 K dx

For V=l2 kV=l2000

v: x= 2~0 .;.62'5 m1?.

1 x(12000l 2 xo'osss"'x'10"12 ,,; 6' 37 xio--a
·•• ·62'5~xo=2
K·· ·'·· · ·.
K· ·.··. ·
·
. ·
.
2ID ·
·
For V-3.ikV..a32000V; x=2=12Sn11n.

. ,'i.• · -:

.· . · , ~fi~P
'

..

.. '·-.'
·-,
-~

'

,.•..-,

210 ·
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32000 2
125-xo=l._ x <
) x o·osssx 10-n= 45 ·3 x io-6
.. . 2
K ··
·
· K
.
From (IJ and (ii), xo,,,,52'3 mm

•.. ~II)

and K=0'623 x 10-0 N/m.

Suppose the voltage
x= .!.
' . applied for a displacement
.
4 X250=1S7'5 inm is V.
.. · ;'."

187'5""'::~2'3= ; x0 . 62 j'~ 10~6 x0'0885X10-1 2

or Y=43700 V.. 43·7 kV .

.· ~Example 8'44; .. The capacitance Qf a 0-::-::2,000 V electrostatic voltmeter increases unif'ormly
from 42 to 54 pF from ~ro to full scale deflection. It ·is required to increase the range of the
instrument to 20,000 V by means of an external capacitor. Calculate' the value of capacitance required.
Also c_alc11late the area ofa pair of plates of an air capacitor suitable for the purpose, assuming
distance between the. plates =25 mm. If !he capacitor is adjusted to make the full-scale reading correct,
what~wilJ be per cent error al half-scale reading ?.
·Solution : Multlpl;yfog factor in==

~~gg

2

·.

10.

Ca~acitance of.voltmeter at foll scale C~=S4 pF.

.
The inµItiplying factor with ap ~11tern!ll capacitance C1 at the full-scale valu_e
c.
. . . . . 54
m=l+
(See Eqn. 8'91) or 10".'1+ c,·

c;

c.

54

:. Capacitance of series capacitor C1=: m 1- to-1""6 pF.
•
· €A
' ; · ·. -n 8'85x10-12..4
Capacitance C=d and .. 6X IO - - X - 3
25 10
1
:. Area of plates ..4'=0'01694 m -16940 mm9•
The value of the capacitance of voltmeter at half-scale

reading• 54 ~ 42 =48 pf,

.
.
~
:. Multiplying factor at half sca_le m )+6 =9.
.

Reading indicated by voltmeter at half-scale""

20 00

·~ ·=10.()00 V.

Actual reading of voltmeter 9X 1000=9000 V.
' ...·. ·. fo 000.:...9000 . ' . ·•·. . .
Percentage error= '
. x 100=11 'I% high.
9000
8'70. Induction Type Instruments .· . ·
·
·
·· .
.· .
·
.
Ammeters and voltmeters whieh depend UPQn magnetic induction for the operation arc suitable .
for a.c. measurements only. · In fact they have very serious disadvantages
which overweigh their advantages and hence induction instruments are not
t
used as ammeters or voltmeters. The induction principlo finds its widest .
application in energy meters as discussed in Chapter 1L
•· ti;> 8'69. Principle of Operation .. Let us first consider. the torque
produced by interaction of a flux and a current. Let their instantane~us
values be :
~=Wm sin wt, I=/,. sin (wt~«) (Seo Fig. 8'72).
Fla. 8'72
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The· instantaneous· torque is proportional to the product of the instantaneous current and the
instantaneous flux.
:. Instantaneous torque ct.¢1,o.«1>mlm sin wt sin (wt-ct.),
The mean torque over a cycle having a time period T,
T
2R
Td ct.
cJ>m Tm sin wt sin (wt-ix) dt, ct.«1>m Im
sin 9 sin (0-ix) d9, ct. cJ>;lm cos IX
I
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2~ I0

~I

0

.... (8'93)

acJ> I cos ix

Tm

«1>m
«1>=\12 =rms value of flux,

where

I= v'f =rms value of current.

In all induction instruments we have two fluxes produced by currents flowing in the windings
of the instrument. These fluxes are alternating in nature and so they produce emfs Jn· a : metallic
disc or a drum provided for the purpose. These emfs in turn circulate eddy currents in· the metallic
disc or the drum.
··
·
·
Fig. 8'73 shows a thin circular aluminium disc free to rotate about an axis through its centre.
There are two poles P1 and P2 producing alternating fluxes "1' and ¢2 which cut the disc. Any annular
portion of the disc with centre on the axis P1 will be linked by alternating flux ¢Jo hence it will' hllve
an induced emf and this induced emf will produce an ·eddy current ii·. Similarly flux will produce
an eddy current fa ..
Thus we have two fluxes and two eddy currents, and therefore, two foyques are produced . by :
(i) ·first ll.ux interacting with eddy current produced by the sec-Ond flux, ·

' i'

'2

"'

'1>2

l p~~e

~&· ~1

I

.I
I

~

~r

I

.

I!
I

~·

. .--~ -~ . . . ,,. --1- ~ ''
I,/i2 \,I

I

I
I
I

P1

/

" '

'

.

\

I

I
I

P1

I

\

/

_..... -- - .... ..... ---

i
i

',,

/

i:

: I'

,,.... ,/

•I

•/•
I

Fig. 8 73. Principle or working of an induction type instrument.
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· Pig. 8'74. · Phasor diagram of 1111 llllfllcti.tt
type instrument.
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~rid

.·. (it) seeond flux' interacting with eddy current produced by the first flux;
Total torque is the sum of these two torques. We n\lw develop an expression for tor'1uC :
Let ~1 and ~2 be the instantaneous values of two fluxes having ·a phase.· difference or a and,
therefore, we can write :
·
·
·
~I= lf>m1

··
Their rms values are

~2=lf>m2

sin wt,
lf>m1

sin

I

:;

(wt-~)

·
lf>1 = -·. ·· and 11>2.,,, lf>m2 .
v'2
\12

Flux lf>1 prod.uces an emf in the disc by transform.er action.
lhe instantaneous value of this emf is
. el«
· '

1

·

[-d(~:)

J d; (lf>m1 sin wt)]. «[~w lf>,,,1 cos c.itJ,
« [-

~t is cjeai' from above that

Let

el

a[-/ lf>m1 COS wtJ.

lags the flux by 90'.
lf>m1
'
.. Ei«f V «f<1>1

E1=rmsvalueofemfe1,

2

...(8'94).

. 1'his ernf~lrculates an.eddy current having an rlils value fi. If the impedance or eddy
current path isZ;
.
.·
.. .
.. , . .
I E1 ' I,;.·. ..

1=-.z (/. -i "'1· .

I1 lags the voltage E1 by an angle «,

The angle between ii>2a.iid /1 is (90°....:.~+«). Refer to phasor u1agram shown in Fig. 8'74.
Average torque produced by interaction of 11>2 and.his (Use .Eqn 8'93).
Ta1 « cil2i1 cos '(90°-~t«),

.

~ lf>2lf>1

'

f

z

.

~s (90'-~+tt).

...(8'95)

'

and proceed jn a similar manner. ·It produces an eddy emf of rms value
E2 «fr'J)2.
E2 Jags the flux 11> 2 by 90', £ 2 circulates eddy currents in the same disc. The rms value of
eddy current produced by emf E2 is :
·
.·
Now take flux

11> 2

/2 (/.

~ lf>2.

This current lags the emf E2 by an angle « and, therefore, the angle between flux If>1 and
current /2 is (90° +~+«). lRefer to Fig. 8'74). .
. .
·
·
Average torque produced by interaction of flux, cI>2 and current /a is
· · Td2«

lf>1hcos (90°f«t~),

a lf>1rp2

·~cos (90°+«+~)

•

..,.(8'96)

!,et the posiiive dfrections of flux be as ~howo. and assume that, at the instant under consi- ·
deration, uqth fluxes are_increasing. Application of Lenz's law shows that the directions of currents
it and fa will be those as inmcated in Fi~. 8'71.
. · • Appl}ing the left hand rule, we 'find that the flux r'/)2 interacting with current Ii produces a
force F1 acting from right to left. ·
·
· · .
· · Similarly flux 11>1 interacting '"ith current £2 produces a force F2 acting from left to right and
slnco tbetwo forces are ill opposite direction, they produce two torques Tdl and Tdi acting in different directions.
·
. ,,:;.·~, :•Tliufth~Jota1·1orque is the. difference of the two torques or
Total dellectiitg iorque Ta=Td1-Ta2
·
·

.;';

/'
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<1>2<1>1 ~· cos (90°-ftt1X}- ~2<1>1

ex <I>2<I>1 ~[sin

(~-o:)+~in (~+IX)],

~

cos (90° +~+o:)

ct rli1<I>2

·','.

£

.sin ~'cos IX

,.. (8'97)

It is clear from Eqn. 8'97 that :
··
. (i) The torq11e is directly proportional to cos IX. · Therefore, oi'derthatthe torque may . be
large angle ex should be as near zero irs possible. Hence, the path of eddy currents should be· 'highly
resistive in order that the torqu~ be large. .
.
.·
(ii) The torque is. directly.proportional to sin ~. Ther~fore, angle~ should be as near 90' as
possible in 'order t~~t the torque b.e Iar.g~. An. gle, ~ is the .a.ngle betw~entwo fluxes ~nd hepce the two
fluxes should be d1s~Iaced by.an angle as near 90 ·as possible. Maximum torque 1s achieved when
~=90' i.~ .. when th~ two fluxes are displaced by 90'.
..
.
.· ...

I!

in

.

8'72. Types of Instruments. As discussed above, the two fluxes must be displaced fro,Jll .e1tcb
other as near to 90' as possible. There are two ways in which we can achieve this displacement lihli t.he
type of instruments based upon that are :
·
··
·
(i) Ferraris type, ·
(Ii} ~haded pole type.
8'73. Ferraris Type
Construction end Working. The instrument consists of a station·ary laminated magnet system
coo~isting of two pairs of coils as showil in Fig. 8'75. A choke coil is connected in series wit.h one
pair of coils and a very high resistance is connected in series·with the other pair of coils. Thus cir·
cuit of one of the pairs of coils is highly inductive while that of the other is highly resistive, '!'be two
pairs of coils are supplied from the same source and hence the currents, through them are di~placlld
by nearly 90' in time. These currents produce two fluxes, whi~h are in phase with the cur~t$
producing them (this is strictly true only if we neglect the iron lo~s) and henee are nearly 90•- 011t. ot ·
phase. Thus a rotating field is produced and the instrument operates on the princi'yile !if a1i. ·
induction motor.
.,
•
.
. ,
· ,, ·
· i. · • .· ··
The rotor consists of a huninated iron core on which an ilhJminium drum is mounted. Tlie
revolving field produced by the stator coils induces eddy currents in the aluminium drum and thus a
Pointer

Laminotld
mogl!fl.
ayslrm

f.R

·,:.

·' '.

Aluminium Clt'um

Non !nduc live
· Rni$tanc1

o.--v--a
Fij. 8 75. Ferraiis type instrumont,
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.

torque is produced; Therefore the drum tries to follow .the rotation of the revolving field. If the
drum were free to rotate, it will revolve in the direction of tbe revolving field at a speed a little lower
than the speed of the revolving field .. (The speed of the revolving field is the synchronous speed).
But a control spring is provided to exert confrol and check the ro,tation so that the deflection is
some angle less than 360°, the angle of deflection beicg determined the deflecting torque and the
restoring torque produced by the spring.
The aluminium drum and the laminated iron core are moui:ited on a spindle which moves in
jewelled bearings. · A pointer is used for the indication of deflection.
Damping is provided by · movement of an aluminium ·disc in the field of a permanent
magnet.
·
Let ln=current through tile resistive coils, <lla=fiux produced by resistive coils,
Ir.: current through the inductive coils, <llL=fiux prodQccd by. inductive coils.
Now Illa « Ia and <llL ct /L,
From Eqn. 8'97, torque produced is : ;
rd« '1l1 <Ii2

~ sin~ cos«,

«<Ila <l>L ~.sin~ cos,«, «Is h

·~ sin~ cos.«,

· ... (8'98)

We have

J=c4rrcnt being measured for an ammeter,
'V""voltage being measured for a voltmeter,. · ·
En= emf induced bf <llB,
l,n=Eddy current produced by En,
EL=emf induced by cI>L,· .
· /,L-= eddy current produced by EL.
The phasor diagram is shown in Fig. 8'76.

Both In and IL aro proportional to I, the current being measured for an ammeter. For a
voltmeter In and IL arc proportional to V, the voltage being measured.

·rd tt 12 ~.sin~ ~os ~for an ammeter

... (899 1

vz f sin~ cos 01 for a voltmeter

.. (8' 100)

r1.

It is clear from above that the torque is proportional to square of the 'rms 'Value, current (or
voltage) being measured.
··
·
·.

· Deflecting torque Td=K1 / 2

~ sin~ c-Os «

.

...(8'101)

where K1 ls a constant.
If 0 is the final steady deflection, controlling torque To=KO
where K is the spring constant.-.
Hence

a.., 11• {~in~ .cos«.
=K21
.· 2 J_
z sin

~cos cic

K,2=. Ki
=a constant '
f{

I. ·,

... (8'102)
... (8'103)

I '
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. 8'74. Shaded Pole Type. The instrument has a laminated electromagnet. The poles of the
electromagnet are split into two parts. This js done by having a narrow .slot which.is, about I /3 the
distance from one edge as shown in Fig. 8'77.· A heavy section short·circµited c9pper strip is placed
around the smaller of the two 11reas formed by the slot. This is c.alled a copper shading band and is
usually made from an extruded tµbe of rectangular copper.· The portion of pole around v,hich shad· ·
ing band is put is designated as 'the shaded part of the pole while the free portion is called unshaded
part. The electromagnet is provided, with an exciting coil which SUJfOUnds the 1'1hole pole .
ANAtoO AMMBTfiRS, VOLTMilTERS AND OHMMBTERS

;·

'

Construction. The exciting coil is placc<J on the po1~s and a current proportional to current
or voltage being measured is passed through it.·.
..
··

Pia. 5·77, Shaded pole.

Fig. 8'78. !ibaped pole instrument.

The moving system consists of a copper or an a.uminium disc which m'6\ies in the air gap of
the electromagnet. The disc is mounted on a spindl~ which is pivoted (Fig. 8'78). The control is
exerted with the help of a spring. A dan_iping l)lagnet is pla.ced at the opposite side of the electro mag·
· net, so that the disc is used for productton of both defl~ctmg and dampmg torques.

! I

Production of Shifting Field. When th~ electr?magn~t exciting coJI. i$ , ~upplied ·~with current,
it ·roduces a flux. The magnetic ~xis of flux shifts from t~e unsba~ed.· par~ fQ spaded part,\l~.tb~ pole. ·
T~s shift in axis i$, in effect, equivalent to an actual physical mo!toti ofthe pole and, therefore results .
in production of a torque.
.
. .. . . .. . . . . .·. .
. ...
.· The production of a shi,fti11~ field is ~ue. to. di~etence in flu~ dis.t~ibutions i~ shaded and
·
haded portions of poles. This difference m d1stnbullons may, for s1mphc1ty, be attributed to phase
. ~:ift between the ll?xes in the shaded and. unshaded portions. of the pole .. Jt. may be remembered
that this difference 1s due to field produced by eddy currentsm the 'bading.baod.,Jf tbl,l ~ha!IFd band
were open-circuit, tlr~re would be no eddy currents in it ·and hence the flilles in 't~~- two 'portions
would be in phase with each other.
.
.
.
.. . .
•· . · . ·
·
The pbase difference between the two flu~es fa ~bout 40° to 5Cl' a~d c1m)e, va:tied by varying· .
the size Of the Shading band.. . ·.
.
·. . I . . . . .•. . .··. ·.·.. •. ' ..... ,· ·, .. ' .
.
.
·. . '
Operation. The shifting field produces ~n emf In ~be aluminium disc which pto~ides paths
for eddy currents to flow. These e.ddy currents mterdct. with. the field. to pr. o~uce. a de.ftect111g':torque..
:/
The disc tries to rotate at a speed htt le less. than the sy~chro~ous speed but H~ W9lj~n Is checked l>Y
•
the controlling to~que produced by the sprmgs .. T~~A1sc ~1U fi~,p~ d~~ep! !~,~\~o.ml~~ .• ~h~r~, 1~~
[\I
ijcf!ecting torque 1, balanced by the controlli~g torque: · · · · · · \ .
.. .· >} : , ·
~·
1

J

----~--·

1
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Tb~ phasor diagram of. the instrument is shown in Fig. 8'79.
<!>.:__ tot11l

flux, <I>. flux in the unshaded portion
<1>9.: fiux in the shaded portion, Eu=e!Df induced by <i>u ·
Ea =emf induced by <i>s, J.u=eddy i;urrents. prod11cell by Eu .
. J,s ... eddy cu~rents. produced by Es.
From Jlqn~ 8'97, deflecting torque
. . . .

7'4~:<i>i ~:I~ sin~ cos«
... (8'104)

and ~s llteJ?~oport1onal toJ, the current
v, the voltage being
~ured for a voltm~ter.
,

. ·.

Bot~'%

~lp,[,ipias\t~~ . for,~'! amfoetef' or

.· r,

0:

.

0:

]2

"i sif~,cos o:Jor an ammet.er

v·~

Ii\

ltJ

... (8' 105)
Es

sin ~ cos'o: fQr a voltmeter

... (8' 106)

Fig. 8'79. Phasor diagram of a shaded pole
· ins1rument.

· . · It is cj~ir fro~iabove

that the torque is proportional to square of rms value of.current or
voltag~: being m.elisut&J. · · ·. .. . ·. . ..· .· .

Ta== Ki 1 2~ fin.~ cos o:

..

wher.c: K1 is a constant.

... (8'107)

... ··

L .

. Ki .
Final steady deflection 9= K 12 Z sin~ cos o:
.. K2 / 2

... (8'!08)

.~·sin Pcos«

... (8'109)

. . ..·. B.'75;' ~I"', of $~!e•' From ,.Eqns; 8' l 03 and· 8·109, for b9t~ P,~rr~s and shaded pole types
ofinatrunieilU;
fotany frequency, we have: 9 ix/2
·.
· · · · . ·. .
·. ·
. . ' '•. '. . , , . ·. ·. ' .
.
,
·

W~:-rt%~~4iri~~~AWJ~~~~gn~tn~~I~'. .~:£.~.0~fn~~e~!:~~.J~1~~r.:n~~~1ns~~8;;~ri~~~::: ~r1:• ·

..,clri;u ar, one. . .
.
8'76;
·. A1lYalit1ge11
aad·l)fsadv11ntigea
·.. _,. .;·:
.: :.-· - :_ .: .-·.. - •.: , >-l.

Adv.Otages

< •" N

.

.,,
·<.!.; '

of

·._.. :_. :· . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

I .

over 300' ca~ be obtained givins a long open scale.
(!1);p·amping is good.' . · · (\ "
··· · ·
· - · ·.· · .
, (Ill) j~~ eff~pt of stray ma&netic · fields on the readings is small as the opel'!ltins fol'ces are

'.~.'.-~--t~~ . ·

·'

.. (I) ).Juli scale de~~ctlo11

·' . . .

l

'

..

:

· · ~4V~bt~ges
.
. .
·· · ·· '(if Po~t c(,~sumPtfon is fairly high in these instruments, ·
(11)
cost of instruments is high. · ·

fbe

•

'

.

.

.

.1
.,
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•

(iii) The large deflection produces large stresses in· the springs.

frequ~ncy aQd temperatuto · U!!kss proper
compensated. Therefore, these instruments are useful only for switch-boards where ·there is not mud
(Iv). Serious errors are cause4

pue .to changesJn

. variation in frequency.
·, •
(v) These instfoments ar.e oply suitable for a.c:.
(vi) The scale i~ nbn·uniforln. ·. . ·
Example 8'45. · An uncompensated shaded . pole type. of induction instrument.is calibrate
• fo_t 50 Hz. Its deflection is 150' with·a curren.t of lOA. The ratip of resistance to inductance of tht
· aluminium disc eddy current paths is 1500;
.
· . . . ·....
·
·.
Find the deflection of the· instrwirent when measuring 10 A at a frcquen~y.of100-Hz.
Comment upon the result.
.·
·
' · · .· ·· . .
··
Solution : The Ratio .

f -= 1500. :. R 1500 L.,.

i~n henty.

Suppose

:. Reactance of~ddy current ~aths at 50.Hz, · . · X~=21i {50 Xn=314 nO.
Resistance of eddy durrentpaths Rl= 1500 nil.
Impedance of eddy current paths atSO. Hz, Z1 =:= y (l 500 11)2+(314 i1)2-1532·4 n'1. ·
:
;..:. RL 1'500 n . O
.. ' ·· ..
.
9
7
8
cos .« 1- Z1 . 1532'4 II = . . .
Reactance at 100 Hz;• X2~211X 100 n ;628 nil.
Resiatance at 100 Hz, R2=l5QO nil.
.
Impedance at ioo Hz, Z2=y(lSO() ~)~+(628 11)2"" l626'1n n..
R2 1500 n
. ·
cos «a= Z2 "." 1626'1 n O922. '
..
Now

Deflection . 0= K9 Jil

~ sin ~cos «{See Eqn. 8·169)

Deflection with 50 Hz, 01 = K2 fi zfi1 .sin ~ cos

.

Deflection with 100 llz, 82= K2 Jll
same).

«1

Q2 sin ~cos «2

(Current I is the . same in both cases and ~ remains the same as long (la the she.din& is th1

..

/2 .

(J.

82 . K2 J2 z2 Sill I' cos «2

-81

.

K2 fi 11 sin ~ cos ~1

z1~cos«2
!:
·
Z2 fl cos «1 •

.
.
Z1f2 cos «2
15J2'4X 100 X0'9'2
.·. :. Deflection with 100 Hz and 10 A, 82=81 x ·zsfl cos «1 ·=150x 1626.1xsoxo·g7 -230°

g

..

. 230-150 .. ,•' . ' ..·.
Error,.. 150 .• ?< l,(l.l)!!"S3'3 ~r ~nt.;.

,

..

...

· Thus jt is ·~Jear'~hat ;he errnr~ cii~s~ ~y . freqilc~.cy fo art indtictfon ·type ·~~ote; will be ve~ . .
large unless properly compensated 'th.conn~i[\8 ·a ~h\JQt ~c~oss it '!here .is·ari inhorcll* partial com·
pt;Qsation in tpe instrument jtself ~cau~ ~f mcrease in the. ~alue of 1mpedap.cc of eddy cw.rent, paths
·with frequency. In the absence of such an increase the read mg should be two tlmea11,,,300 at 100 Hz
If it isl50' at 50 Hz. It is actually 230' due to compensation dono by IAcraaeo la. lm,..Suoo with

I

,I
i·:

1

'
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incre;iic in frequency •. However, this compensation is ·not sufficient as even with this the error is over
50/tj.and
heqce it is very serious and has to be compensated for otherwise.
.,
'

.. · ll'77. Rectlfter Instruments. Rectifier instruments are used for a c. measurements 'by using

adtttifier to convert a.c. into a unidirectional d.c. and then to use a d.c. meter to indicate the value of
rectified a.c. Th_is method is very attractive, because a PMMCinstrument has a· higher sensitivity·
than either the electrodynamometer type or the moving iron instruments..
Rectifier instruments are particularly suited to measurements on communication circuits and
for other light current work where the voltages are low and resistances .high. It is essential that for
these applications that the current taken by the voltmeters should not exceed say 1 mA in order that
·there ar.e no loading effects and rectifier instruments satisfy these requirements as they arc available
Jn the sensitivity range of I000 O/V to 2000 O/V.
.
.
·•
.

8'78. Rectifier Elements. A rectifier element is used to convert the alternating curreno to direct
current ot unidirectional current before it flows through the meter. Rectifier type instruments use
copper oxide, selenium, doped germanium and silicon crystal diode rectifiers. The copper oxide elements
have a peak inverse· voltage (PIV) of the order of 2 V.and selenium elements bave a PIV of about
10.V add also they can handle only limited amounts of current and for these reasons tbey are becoming obsolete. · 9ermaaium .~iodes have a peak inverse voltage of the order of 300 V and a current
rating 9f approximately 100 mA. Low current silicon diode rectifiers have a PIV of up to 1000 V
arid a current rating of 500 mA (High-current silicon diodes are seldom used in indicating instruments,
· but find extensive use in power applications requiring curr,ents as high as 85 A per rectifying element) ..
For thes~ reasons germanium and silicon diodes are being extensively used ·in modern rectifier
instruments. ·
When low voltage· drops in the conducting ·direction. are necessary, germanium diodes are
preferred', while silicon dio~es are employed when their higher PIV, smaller leakage and lolV temperature co-efficient are of 1mpor1ance.
·
8'79. Rectifier Characteristics. An ideal reclirying element would have a current voltage

,,

·'

..., j

. '!
'

~

I
·' .J·

relationship such as shown in Fig. 8'80 i.e., the relationship is linear in the forward direction while

It

°"t !!ii

u

Ill

·~

1--------

0::

Forwara
............
-1; Vollaga

•Voliage

(a)

.

lcl
"\'. '

i«J;'-

-

Forward

Reverse
_,..__

. Fis. 8·80. Characteristics or an ideal recliOer.element.

(b)

.· , ) i: i
·-..''\di.
!~

1.:i,

;•

H·~M: j: ·

i\o current flows in the backward direction. This means that the rectifier resistance is constantiii. "j~1 '
tff~1 forward direction but is infinite in the reverse direction [Fig. 8'81 (b)]. ·This ideal is not realized,:)\!•1 ~
in-.practice, In prdctice, the rectifier is a noQ·l!near device i~dicated by character.i.stics .of Fig. 8."81. (a)~~•.'/'.i~ 1j
·At low values of forward current the rectifier operates tn an extremely flow ltnear part_ of 1.ts clia~::.<:;&i l•·
racteristic curve, and thee resistance is same as compared to resistance at high currents (the resistanCl);•i~ • l
. decreases with: focrease in forward current) l,rid also the reverse cu~rent is not zero. For a given volt~g~(:;;:" · ;
· the forward current may be as much as 25umes the backward current or even more.
· ,: · :, :ht~: . ;
·Thus we· conclude from .above that the resistance of a rcr.tifying clement is not constant b~ffr} . ··
IS a runctioli of the current.
. .
.
,, . '' :·r~l\ /

.•, ),;;g:,il
~\it1f

,,

··'"lh'"'

<i

) . .-;-:\·~~~i~~1a
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Forwciril
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+Voltage

w

a

~

Fig. 8'81. Cbaracterisli.:3 of an actual rect16cr element.

8'80. RectiDer Voltmeters.
. 8'81. Full Wave Rectifier Circuit. · Rectifiers for instrument work sometimes co11sist of four
rectifying elements connected in a bridge configuration, providing full scale rectifloationcFig. 8'82
shows an a.c. voltmeter consisting of a multiplier, a bridge rectifier and a PMMC '!lovemont.
. ·
8'82. Factors Inftueociog the Performance
The bridge circuit is full wave rectifier producing a pulsating unidirectional output voltage
over ~he .complete cycle of the input voltage., Because of the inertia of the ~oving coil the m~tre
will md1cate a steady deflect1on proporttonal to the average ~·lli!l of-.currenf, For practical
purposes since the currenls .and . voltages ~re expressed in rm• val11Ja; .the meter· S<'.j\le is calibrated
in. rms value of an alternatmg sme wave mput A non·slnuaoldaf ~1Q1. baa. a~ .• a¥erage value
that may differ considerably from the average value of a pure sine wave· (fti'.. WbiOh" tlu' meter is
calibrated) and the indicated reading may be quite erroneotl8. The form factor re~tes the. averago
value and the rms value of time varying voltages and curnjm :
· ·
.,.

·Rs Multtpllu
.Voltage to be

measured
• lnplll

I

vottaga

I

"'"

, Bridge
Rectifier

Output
vo_lta~..

Fig. 8'82, Rectifier voltmeter using brldgo rcell6~.

=

Form factor

•

. ,

nns value of a.o. wave '"•' .•.
average valu_e of a.c. wave ·. .

t-

,

.

y,,,., Vm/y
2 . 1'11
V../rc ""'

For a sinusoidal waveform: form1actor =· y...
Efl'e~t

~

2

of Wave Form
On the assumption that the current waveforms are sln~fdal ·the scalo Qf the instrument
must be marked. in terms of 1·11 times the current actually measured, to give rms values. . It is clear

.. \I'
I
I

:

ir
;

. I

I

rt,

r- rlJ

1
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a.t lhe putseL

i~~t ·' hese

instrul)lents

mil#~

subject to considerable waveform errors. · i\ ·..

Ollll1~er of~llrt~n~ i\'a\'~forms h4lio8 the sairte"'i't!eiage value may have rms values which may vary

cons1derably, but,1n alt, easer.the rectifier iostrumei)t5 \viii indicate 1· ll times the average value. · ·
Effect of Rectifier Resistance
. The effect of non•liilear c.urrtnt voltage;i"e1ationships of rectifier elements (as explaiiied earlier)
is to distort the. waveforll} of t4P curr~nt flowing through it. Thus, if a sinusoidal voltage is applied
the current fiowlng will be peBJ<;cd, its foim factor becoming greater than 1·11. This means tbt1t
the actual rli)s valor pf.currcl!t lloy,>ing Will be greater than that indicated by the instrument i.e; the ·
instrument reads low, The elf~ of, series resistance is to "swamp" the· variable resistance of the
. rectifyin~len1eni; Thus gr(ater tht series resistance the leiser the error on this account. Since the
series resistance bas a·~U val,iio'in low range voltmeters and also the rectifier resistance change•
considerably over low Volf!ge·1lmits (See Fig. 8'81J, the error on this account is appreciable in low
range voltmeters.· .
.,
.
..
__ Jn practice,. the Tileparture from uniformiiy is inappreciable for instrument .ranges exceeding
·. 50 V, when the series resistan~.has a high value, as !be ~h~ngt:l in r~ctifier resistance is o.oly a ~m~ll
percentage of change In totalresistau~e; The change JD rect1fia res1stanc~ .may lead to d1fficult1es m
designing multi·range rectifierirlstruments ·incorporating low voltage ranges say 5 V, and therefore•.·.
some manufacturers supply a separate low voltage scale.
.

.

Effect of Temperature Changes
One of the major drawbacks of rectifier instruments is the errors caust:ld by variation of the
resistance of rectifying element with temperature. The conipensation for tllis is carried out by
making a part of the series resistor of copper, which has a po~i11ve resistance co-efficient and since the
rectifier .element' has a negative resistance temperature co-efficient, t&e two effects can be lhade to
neutralize each other... Jn case large temperature variations ate expe-Ot~ the meter may be enclosed
in a temperature controlled box.
·
·
Effect of Rectifier Capacitance
Rectifiers have the property of an imperfect capacitor, which bypasses high frequency currents.
Thus the meters show a decreased reading wh_ich may be as large as 0'5 per cent pet kHz rise in
frequency. By decreasing the size of discs and other refinements this error may be decreased to less
than 1 per cent per 100 kHz.
Decrease in Sensitivity.. The sensitivity of meters decreases by using rectifier elements. This
.is best explained by the following example :
·
. .
Example 8'46. An experimental voltmeter uses the bridge rectifier circuit where the PMMC
movement has an internal resistance of 250 0 and requires a il:c. current of I mA for full scale
deflection. The diodes each have a forward resistance of 50 0 and infinite resistance in the reverse
direction.. Ca)cuh1te (a) !he value of the series resistance R. required for meter deflection· when
25 Vrms (sinusoidal) is applied to the meter terminal, (b) the sensitivity of the d.c. voltmeter (with~
. out rectifying clement} and of a c. v_oltmeter.' .
.
·
A resistance of250 n is placed in parallel with the meter movement, (c) calculate the new
· value of Ro to give full scale deflection for an input voltage of 25 V rms, (d) calculate the sensitivity
of the instrumeQt. .
·
2
2 2
Solutlou: (a) For fuil-sc11le rectification v.,- 2V' Vrm•= '1 ><2S=22'SV..

I

II

I

i
\

\

.

I
\

'

.

.

.

·ir

R

ileifsti~~~%t tet~l. ~<>ltm~tet, circuit. R~ - f;~ 5~3 ... 22soo O.
But,

.
".

'

R•=..R•"'2R·+Rm .

w~ere

Re ~forward resistance of each recti6er. ,

Ro=d~u-2R·'--Rm ... 22500-2X 50-250 ~22150

n.

~-

'.
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(b) Current for full scale deflection ·. ..:...1 inA;

Sensitivity of the voltmeter ond c.

S;-1 ~ 110_ 3 ;,. 16000/V.

. .
·. 22500 .
-·
Sensitivity of the voltmeter on a.c. S-= ~=900 O./V.

. . . (c) When a resistance of2SO .n is placed Wi!h t~e meter lltoVell)Cil! 'it sh~nts the curre,nt
Since the, resistance of the movement is also 250 0., a c1rcmt ~µr~nt ot 2 mA 1s requir.ed for production of full scale deflection.
·
·
·

.. -

22·s

··

Ro= x •3 --1 HSO 0.
2 10

-R +2R + R... xR1h f 112'" R:+2><'so+· 250x250
R•'
' Rm+Rsh .e., .· ·JV""' '
. · 25if+250

But

·. .

.;

(d) Sensitivity of a.c;

votf~eter S

9

ii~.o

.900 O./V.

·

. · ·.. 112 ~o
1

.

: . Series. resistance reqµired Rs= II 025 0., Sensitivity of metetS=o ~-:-.zs

_.

•

:.~SO O./V:

.

.

. . .Tb.us with a. full wav.e rectifier, the sensitlvi!Y 0£.a rectifierrvoltmete. r. ·with a.c: is 90.%of its
sens1t1V1ty as a pure d.c. voltmeter.
.
.
.·.. • .
..
. ·. . : . . .
8'83. HalC Wave Rectifier Circuits.· ·.The rectifier may, have a: half ~ave circµit as shown in
Fig. 8'81 where the current flows through the iileterevety othet half cyele.
··
~ ·
Multiplier

v,
Voltage .to
be measured .

·Rectifier

l:i"'"::"b.
_.

-i~:--

..

-~PUt YbllbgJ

Fig. 8 83. · Rectifier volt111eh:f wllh bill•~vo'l'Cctlficatron.

-v2 · . y,,.,
· ·. ·

··
1
Average vollage . · Vav=.- Vm-.--.. - V,,.,=0'4S
'II

,;

-1- -2·22.
· .
. ·. ..v,v..••, '... -·0:45
....... ·• ,

Form factor

.·,. ........· .... • . .
.
this case: the sensitivity of the instrument is reduced t~ l ofjts value for full wa*e'
rectification i.e. 45%.
. .
·. .
.'
. . . ·.· .
. , ., .

to

.

- .

'

'

·:.

.

.

'.

'

.

. ;·

'

·,_ .. -.·

.

-·_ .---

y·

Example 8' 47. A· rectifier type instrument uses a bridge rectifier. and bas its .scale calibrated
in terms of rms value of a sine wave. Jt indicates a current of 2·:z2 A wbeil measu,riog a Yoltago
having triangular waveshilpe, Estimate the peak and rms values of current: Als61 calCulate the.
error, .
... ·
Solution : The instrument is connected to a full · wave recti6er. ·_Thus it' is calibtatecl by
. multiplying its markings by 1·11. Thus the met'cr indicates I' 11 times the average value of t~e
rectified wave.
.
2·22 .
Average v11lue of current 1., "'"t"ll =2 A.
. '

.

'

;t

. "I
I
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For a triangular wa~eshape, the peak value of current is :

lm_;2f,. =

'

- 7

2 x 2=4 A.

[,
4
2'22-2'31 .
· R.ril,s. value of the current /= V~ = V :._ . 2'31 A. . . Error=-y.31X100
3
=3•9% low.· ·
.
. 8'84. Mulllmeten. This arrangemerit is sho'wn in Fig. 8'84 T~ diodes (Rectifier elements) ·
are used in this circuit, forming a full wave rectifier-with the meter so connected that it receives only
· halfofthe r~cti.fied current. Rectifier D1 conducts during the positive half cycle of the input waveform and causes the meter to deflect according to the average value of this half cycle. The meter move·
Rectifier 01

·'o-.~
·. lnpUt

---

0

vollagt

Rect. 02

Meter
''

Fig. 8'84, Multivoltmeler.
I

•

,

.

.

· ment .is shunted by a resistance Roh, in·order to draw more c\)rrent through rectifiu Di and move its
operating point into the linear portion· of current-voltage charncteristiCs. 'In the absence of rectifier
.. D2, the negative half.cycle of the input voltage would apply a reverse voltage across reclifier D1,
. causing a small leakage current in the reverse direction. The average value of the complete cycle
. ··would therefore be lower than it should be for half wave rectification. Rectifier D2 deals with this
·: problem. On the negative half C}cle, D2, cond.ucts heavily and current through the measuring circuit
· whii:h now is in the opposite direction, bypasses the meter.
·

I
a

a
[,

The commercial multimeter often uses the same scale markings for both its d.c. arid a.c.
voltage ranges. Since the d c. component
· Rectifier 01
of a sine wave for hfllf wave rectification
· equals 0·45 times the rms value, a
problem arises ilJlmediately. In order to
fsh
Im
obtain the same deflection· on corresponding d.c. and a.c.. ·voltage ranges, the · a.c.
Reel.Oz
Rsh
· multiplier for the· a.c. range must be Vollmitar
Shunt
lowered proportionately. The circuit shown
in Fig. 8'85 solves this problem and is

,,,

.illust~~i~: f;~~87i.n!~x~~~~o.
0

biu an

·.. . .

Fig,· 8'85. Singlo range rectifier

voltmet~r.

inkir11al resistance of 100 0 arid requires 1 mA for full scale deflection. It is to be converted to a
l_OJ a.c. voltmeter usin~ circuit. of Fig. ,8'85. The shunt resistor, placed across the meter has a
·value pf 100 0. Rectifiers D1 and D2 each have a forward resistance of 400 n and is assumed
to have infinite r~istance in. the reverse direction. Calculate (a) value of the multiplier Ra ancl
~b) voltmeter sensitivity on the a.c. range;
·
·
Solution. In order that the meter draws ils fu11 scale current of I mA, the source must h)~o .
deliver current through the shunt resistor. Since the meter resistance Rm and the shunt resistande'
R111 a~ equal, the totaicurrent I supplied by the source must be I= 2 .mA.
·'

'

·. Since it is a half wave rectifier, average value of d.c. emf is :
Va•= Vm. = . v' 2Vrmo =0'45Vrm1=0'45X10..,4·5 V.
II

'II

a
is
Cl

o;

t<

p1
re
Cl

sv
VI

Tl

..,.
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Total resistance of the circuit

. 2x10-a
4·5
R.... [v..=

But

· · +R
R,=R1 11

'J

•.I

=

22 50 I'\
... ·

+ Rm+R1h
R111R1h

where· R,=resistance of multiplier and R11=forward resistance of rectifi~r Di
Since we are interested only in the resistance of the circuit during the half cycle that' the meter .
receiYes current, und during this perio(l rectifier D2 presents: infinite resistance a,nd hence resistance of
rectifier Dz does not come into pict11re at all. Thus :
·
· -·

,
1

Ro=R1f 400t

:1
I

IO~~OlOO

R,+450

Therefore the resistance of multiplier R, R.-450=2250-450"" 1800 n.
(b) The sensitivity of the voltmeter on 10 V a.c. range f(:

•

S

Ro

. Vrm1

= 221050 . 225

oJv.

The same meter when used on d.c. has a sensitivity of HiOO il/V.
8 85. - Simpson's Multimeter. We have. dealt with d.c. circuitry of Simpson's multimeter in
Art. 8'22. The circuit for measuring a.c. voltage is reproduced in Fig. 8'86. Resistances R9: R1a, R7
and Ra form a chain of multipliers for voltage· ranges· of IOOOV, 250 V, 50 V and ·10 V res~tively
and.their values have been indicated. On 2·5 V range resistor R2a has a resistance of R.. Resistor
R24 shunts the qieter and 'therefore acts to improve the rectifier operation .
.3-Ttrminal rectifier
Ok.Cl.

200 kil. ·

40kD.

R,,

R,

·r--·----,

7500il

I

·I

Ip

I

Rz,

I

·I
I

current to
be measur«d

I
I

l.

----1

R14

250V

ShtJntJf"

1000V

a.c.
Input
.

'"

Bridge
rectifier

Clwnnt

1

Fig. 8'86. Simpson's mullimete} circuit for 11.1eai;url11g a.c. voltagC4.- ·.

tr~cr

Pig

8·s1.

Rectifier amnioter. ..

. . 8'86. Rectifier . Ammeters. . A rectifier ammeter consist1 of i brldge-connected rectifier arid
a moving-coil instrument connected across the secondary of a current transformer (See Fig. 8'87). It
is not possible to use a shunt (as in d.c. mqving'coil instruments), as. the proportion of the total
. current passing through the movement would vary widely with the total current; owing to.· the change
of rectifier resistance with current. The resulting scale shape would depart so far from uniformity as
to be practically useless. When a current transformer is .used the secondary tinstrumeot) current is
proportional to the primary current (the ~urrent to bemeasuredl whatever the value of)nstrument
resislance, provided this resistance is not too high. The· current transformer will differ in some parti·
ctilars from those described in ·Chapter 9 e.g.,.· its secondary will· have a very large I) umber of turns
suitable for currents of the order of I mA. As the burden is so small, the transformer can be made.
very small In size and will be quite cheap; its frequency characteristics may· also be made very good.
The current range is 0-15 mA.
·

d
'I

I

.~

',"•

'; ' _\\2~~,ti!£-

ELECTRICAL MBASlJRFMENTS ANi> MEASURING INSfRlJMBNTS .

/%'.>?;'.'} •. ·. ·: fhe effects of temperatutc! coefficient, .capacitauce, and form factor m,ay be considered
··. Jlle.lincsi'Yl~lic11ted for the case of voltmeters.
tr87~~~ntages

. .

· ,,u'inn'lll~ ;at'\,

·

·

·

along
·

of Rectifier Illstr_uments. 1 he chief advantages of rectifier instruments may' be

·

·

.

'<1) The frequency range-extends from about.20 Hz to high audio frequencies;

. 'Witli the infrbduction of germaniuni'and silicon rectifiers, rectifier.instruments may be bµilt in
half wave· c<inllgtil'atlon With a sens.itive PMMC instrument at frequencies in th~ region of 3000 MHz.
'
(ii) These instrument.shave a much lower operating current for. voltmeters (or higher value·
of ohm per volt) than other a.c. Instruments, with the exception of electros!atic and valve voltmeters ;
(ill) They have a practically uniform scafe for most ranges. . ·
The chief errors and limitations have been dealt with ht the general , descriptio11 of rectifier
instruments given earlier in Art. 8'79 .
.· ··
E;xample s·49, A sinusoidal alternating voltage of amplitude. IOO-V is applied across a ·circuit
·containing a rectifying device which entirely prevents current from lkwing in one direction and oJfe1'8
a noninductive resistance of 10 0 to the flow of current in the other direction. Find the reading on
· (a) a hot wire, (b) a moving coil ammeier in the circuit.
S11lutlo1. Maximum valu~ of voltage applied JI..= JOO V
· Instantaneous value of voltage u= Vm sin o,,,,; 100 sh1 0. · ..
Instantaneous value of current in the forward directi.on (for a period 0-11)
· .· · . u · ·. ·
·
100 sin 0
10 sin 9·
ft= resistanc~ in the forward direction =
JO
Instantaneous value of current in the reverse direction (for a period ii to 211)
.

.

.·

.·..

Ir=·· .··

.

. .

-

1

.

v · · ·· . ·

·

.

·

resistance
in backward direction.
.
,.
'

.

I

. JI

.

I

I

0

.

~

II

;,.!
II

.,

-· ·.
II

I

AveraRe value of current i•• ~ l1d6+
0

211

.

0

.

.--

II

J 1,d0=_2! J IO sin 0d0-:3' 185 A.
II

.

.

0 .

.

hot wire ammetefteads tnl8 ~lllu~ of curre.nt.~hile a moving~ ~il ammeter' reads averag& ..

· · · ' "'·

',. i

: . Reading of hot wire ammeterm5 A.
Reading of ~oving coil ~mmctoi•fJ85 A. .
;: ..
. . . .Exampie s·so. · A resis_tanee Of'·!O Q i~ .~n?ected in series with a rectifyi1,1g ?evice, a movi~g
,011 ammeter and a hot. wire ammeter. The c1rcu1t 1s then connected across a smuso1dal a.c, supply,.
oqoo.v. The resistance of rectifying device is ·sQ n in one. direction, and 250 n in the.oppo~\!~,: .
.
.
. . : ,. ,•\
· d1re~tion. Calcu)~te : .
(a) the readings on two ammeters, .
(b} power supplied from mains,
ti"; •
(c) power di88ipated in tho rectifying, device;
·
··,
· ·: 1

\

:;·i

~

:,./:\ . .'

oo

211

~-

A

-..!..=o

J 2~ [J f1 8dO+ J ir9d0 ]=. / 2~ J(10)2 sin2 8d8=5 A

.. R.M.S, value ~f current= •. ·
· .
.
.~

vlll\le;

•
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Solution. R.M.S. value of voltage supplied Vrm1=100 V.
Maximum value of voltage Vm =v'2 x 100 V.
Instantaneous value of voltage D= v2 x 100 sin a.
Resistance in the forward direction R1=50t50= 100 n.
Resistance in the reverse direction R1=250+50=300 n.
Instantaneous value of current in the forward direction
.
·i =~~ y2X 100
1 . Ri
sin 9=v2 sin 0.
100
Instantaneous value of current in the revers11 direction
v_v'2xl00.
v'2.
·
lr=R, - 300
sm 0=T sm 9

·.

·

R.M.S. value of current Irmo=

'

I

n ·

· . .

· 2n . . · ·

-

·

,.J2~II (\/2 sin 0)2 d9t-f { ~ 2 sin 0 rdeJ.,,0·745. A .·

Average value of current J•• =

2n

n

2~[J

v'2 sin 9 dB,+

J ~2 sine d& ]=0·3 i\

0
n
:. Reading of hot wire ammeter==0'745 A. Reading of moving coil ammeter=0'3 A.
Power taken from the mains
=power supplied in the forward half cycle+power supplied in the backward half cycle
=_!._(V2 +V2 )=.!..[(100)2+(~00)2]=66'7 W.··
.
'-"'-·"-2 Rt Rr
2 100
300
·
Power consumed in 50 ohm resistor~/ 2R"' (0'745)2x 50=27'7 W.
Power 1li~~ipated irl rectifier= total power supplied-powet consumed in resistor
=66'7-27'7=39 w.
EXBmple 8'51. A current of o·s+o·3 sin cot-'-0'2 sin 2cot is passed through the circuit shown
. in Fig. 8'88. Delerme the reading of each
·
instrumentifw~l06rad/s...
lmH
1ooon ·~
. Solution : The moving·coil reads average .
·
value of current while ·hot wire reads rms value
M~~1r9 Hot wlr• ·
of current. The electrostatic voltmeters do not
take any current for thefr operation and they read.
the rms value ofvoltage.
Electrostatic
Let I be the instantaneous vame or current
Fig. 8'88
i=lo+hm sin cot+Ja,. siu 2col=0'5+0'3 sin wl-0'2 sin 2cot.
Average value of a sinusoidal quantity over a full ~umber of cycles or over a time very much
greater than the lime per.iod of a cycle is equ11l to zero.
·
.:. la•=i . 0·5 A.
.
Hence reading of movliig·coil instrument=O'S A. ·
.
1
/rm1= • J/02+( /im ) +(/~m )'.,; • / (O'S)I+ o·o 9+o·()4 -0'561 A
'V
v'2 '
v'2 .'V'
'2 2
.
· Hllnce reading of llot·wire instrumeQt=0'561 A,,

1'

i
:1
'

'

i.

···.\.ii·.··
·~t -
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Reading ofElectroslatic voltmeter across 1000 Q tesistance Vii,,,,0'561><1000=561 V.
Insta~'taneons value ofvoltage across 1 mH Inductor .
\.
>

Vtc-L~:' =1x10-, ;

(o·s+o·Jsin wt-0'2 sin 2wt)

fL
•! '·

. •.

j~

.
·
. . ,.¥I
..

='l X 10-3 w (0'3 cos wt_.:0'4 cos 2tot)=300 COS wt-400 cos 2wt (',' w,,,,106)
. Hen~e rtl)ding of electrostatic voltmeter 11cross 1 mH inductor
. .

.vlco\f (~~ )2 +( ~~)2--354 v.

!, !

iJf
.i:
·

(I

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
J. A moving coil instrumeol bas !be following data : number or tums=<IOO, width of coi1=20 mm, depth of
CQil 3 30 mm, flux density in the gap=O' I Wb/mi. Calculate the deftectiog torque when car1yiog a current or JO mA. ·
A~o cal.culare rhe deflection if the control spriag con!taot is 2X10-< Nm/d~frce. .
'
.[Ans. 60x 10-• Nm, 30']
i
2. ·1 he following data refers to a moving coil voltmeter.
.
.
Resistance·. 10,000 ohm ; dimeli1ions of coil 30. mm x ~O Jllil1'; .o. umber or. turns on coil, 100; Ou• density In gapj
o·os Wblm'; spring constant, 3 x 10-• N·m per degree. Pind the deflection produc~d by a voltage of 200 V. [Ans 48' . ·I' lf·l I.3. A moving coil milli·vcllmeter has a resistance of 200 .n and the full seal~ deflection is reached when a ·
potential difference of JOO mV is applied across lhe terminals. The mo,ing coil hll.~effectjve dimensions of 30 mmX
·:
2S mm and is wound .ivi1h ICO (urns. ·;Tbe flux density in rhe ~ap Is o·t Wb/mt. Determine the contrcl constant of the
'·
spring if rhe (inal deflection is !Ou' ana a suitable diamcler of copper wire for the coil winding if 20 percent or rhe total ·
Instrument resistance iS due to 1he coil windim. Resistivity or copper is l'7 x 10-• n iD.
·
· •
.
. (Ans. 1·sx 10-• N·m/degree; 0'077 mmJ
4. The coil or a measuring Instrument bas a resistance of J .n, and the instrumeni h·as a run scale deflection of
250 V when a·reslstQnce of 4999 .n is connecled in series with it, Find (a) the curreai tange. of tbe iustrumeot when
used as a(\ ammeter with the coil connected across a shunt of 1/499 .n, and (b) the value of the shunt reslslance · rqr the
instrument t1> give a full-scale deHection·or SO A.
· . ·
. · .·
.·•
. [Ans. 2S A i O'OOJO•JJ il
5 A moving-coil inslrum~pl has at normal temperatu.re a teslatance of IO ,n and a cunentor 4s milliampere
gives rull scale d~fl~c11on. If ils nsinance rises 10 10.2 .n due to iemp~ralure change, calculate the reading ythen a
current of 2000. A rs measured· by means t>f a 2000 A shunt of constant res1a1ance. What 1s the percentage error 1 ·
;\
·
·
·
[Ans.
44'12
mA,
-1'95%)
'~
,.
6, ':The coil of a moving-coil voltmeter is 40 mm x 30 mm wi1e and has 100 turns wound on it. The control
'!
. spring e~ei'(i p torque of 0'25 x JO-• N·m when the deflectiob fl ~o· divisions on the sCJile. H thil flu~ density of the .
·magnetic field in 1hp air·sap is I Wb/m2, estimate 1he resl.!taoce that must be put In series with tho coil to give J volt
per divisioo. 11,esistance o( vollmeter is 10,000 .n.
·
· .·
.
[Ans. 14,000 il]
· ,
.
7. A.~irect voltage of 240 Vis applied to a uni rorm 200;.n resistor abc. A 40 .n resistor is tapped across ab.
. J,
Find the rcsisttin~ of ab in order that I A flows in the 40 n rulstor;
.. ·
[~os. 71'65 OJ
'j
8, A ri):oir(ng coil lns1rument has a resistance of S '1 between .terminals and rull scalc deDe~tlon is 9btaioed . ·. f'•.,··
with a cm rent of'.l~lllA~ This inilrumeot is to be used. with a manganln shimt to measure 100 A at full scale. Calculate
the error caused bf~ 1(\'C rise in temperature :
· ·
·
·
.· .
(a) when tbe l~tornal resistance of
is due to copper only,
1
. (b~ when 4 il ~.aog&nin swamping resistlince ls U!ed in series With a.copper coil or! ',Q resistance.
;·
The resistance tempe{ature co-efficients or copper and manganin arc 0'4%f C and 0'01S%!°C rise respectively. ·
.
·
·
.. .
[Ans. 3'7% low; 1% low)
9. Deslen,11 mu,iil·range ammeter with ranges or 1 A, S A, 25 A and .125 A employing individual shunt~ In
each case. A d'Ara1>nviiJ · move~eili with an Internal resis1acce or 730 0 and' a full scale current or S mA Is· availabhi.
· •
·.
.
' ··
·
.
[Ans. 3'67 .n, 0'73 '1, o· 146 '1, 0·0292 '1]
10. A bade-' d'Arsonval mavement with a run scale reading of SO 11A and an internal resistance of 1800 .n Is
11vail&bie. It is to be converted .into a 0-1V,0-5 V, 0-2S V and 0-125 V mulli·range voltmeter using individual
multipliers ror each ra~ge, Calculate the value or the individual multipliera.
.k
•
,
,,,
.
.
[Ans. 18 l kO, 97 S kil, 497 k.G, 2490 k.GJ ,
11. 'lbe $hµllSO.n ~ultimeter model Z60 uses a basio d'Arsonval movement of 50 11A with an Internal
.. resistance of 2oQ!!.QJ Tl!e .(llillti·vpltmeter ranse!I of this Instrument are .0,-2'5 V, 0.-10 V, 0-50 V, 0-250 V, .
0-.1000. Vind. ~ ®D
. • ~L. ,·,'.~1'
. ;J».~§Jf.!lm~11.t1 u··.1.jl)~.' .'~~r
.. r. . l)Q!~Q.. Jla.1·d·. '.'.i.4. .e. r. ·l\!'·J·nl·.· nae'l1ent. shown In Fig. 8' 15. c.alcul.ate.. the.· · ·
rcalljlO~ '~NH .or~h'r~~t~f,il~f. p1:~M P.,:
.,! [~ii!J. ·.· ~.8 '~~· ... kO, 800 kil, ~ M'1, Is M.G, 80 ¥ill
.. i
l.l. Design ~ ~eltCIJ ~plf t;>lilnmeter (ls BhlJWIHn Fjg; .8'.111.' <1:¥ b,.;iic mpveQJont requires a current of O'S inf:.
.l ,
for f\111 ~(o
doOechOI!
Q,n h\leraQl remtqnce of $Q ':l• T~~- ln\~rnal b~Uery
bas a.voltage
.
. 1114 .h$!·
.
.
. o~ 3'0 V. ' Tft9 -

I

\

Sn

a

9. · .

'f;'.

'.

':

so

'

I

\

.. /

..

'.

-

..
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.n.

desired value of half scale re•islance ls 3000 Calc.ulate (a) the vaiues resistances R1 and R1, (b) the range of values of
.R,, if the batlery vollage may vary from 2) V to 3'1 V. Use value of R, as calculated in (a).
.
·
[Ans. (a) R1 =2975
50 (b) 62'5-46'8 .OJ
.13. A shunt type ohmmeter, with circuit as shown in Fig, 3·13 uses a basic meter with a full scale cnrren(of
2 mA and an internal resistance of 25 !l. The baltery has an emf of l '5 V. l'ind (a) the value of resistance Ri. (b) Atl
what point (in percentage of fuli scale) will 100 il be marked on the scale?
[Ans. (a) 725 (b) 80'5%]
1
.
14. The inductan~e of a certain movjog iron ammeter is <8t46 · j0 ) µH, where 6 is the deflection in radian
ftom t~e zero oosition. The control spring torque is 12x 10-• N·m/rad. Calculate the scale positions .in radian for
currents I, 2, 3, 4 and SA and discuss the scale shape obtained.
·[Ans. 0'16, o·s11, 1·l91, l'6, 204 rad J
15. The inductance cif a movi.ng iron a.mmeter is given hf 1
L=(O'OltK0) 1 mH
where 6 is the deflection from zero position. The angular deflections of the ins1rument corresponding to 1;S and'2A are
respectively 90° and 120°. Find the value of K.
.
[Ans. 0'0464'x 10-•1
16. The rclalionship between inductar1ce of a moving iron ammeter, the current and the position of the
pointer is as follows :
Reading (A)
0'8
1'0
1'2
1'4
1'6
1'8
2·0
Deflection (degree)
16'5
2_6
36
46'5
57
70
86
Inductance (µH}
527'8
573'9
515
576'2
577·3
578'35
579'4~

.n, .n,

.n,

i.
'

·.~'
'.!\

i::m,

.

Cali:ulate the deflecting torque.when the _current is 1'5 A and 2'I A.
[Ans. 6'45X 10-•
5·73x10·•-Nml
17. The conlrol spring of moving irnn ammeter exerts a torque of o·s x JO~' N-m/degree when 1he deflection

is 52•. The inductance of the coil varies wilh pointer deflection according lo:
.
Deflection (degree)
20
40
60
80
Induclance (µH)
659
702
752
792
• Determine the current passing through the me1er.
[Ans. 0'63 Al
tB. The copper coil of a BOV mc.ving iron voltmeter bas a resistance of 400 ohm at JS'C and an induclance
of o75 H. The curreotfor full scale defl~ction is. o·os A.
The temperature coefficients of resistance for copper and eureka at 11°C are 0'004 and 0·00001 il/fl.•c
respectively. Calculate :
· ·
(a} the percentage increase of resistance of this instrument per degree rise in temperature, (b) the indication
when JSO Vat 100 lii is applied, the Instrument having been previously calibrated on direct current.
.
I
[Ana. 0'0542%, 14817 VJ
·
19. A soft·iron voltmetu for a maximum readi~g of 120 V bas an inductance of.O 6 Hand a total .resl1t1nco
of 2 400 !l, It is calibrated to read c meetly on a 60 Hz circuit. What series resistance wJuld be necessary to
incr~ase .its range to 600 V? D1pw up suilitble workshop instructions for making up the resistance.
[Ans. · 9,660 .OJ
20. An alternating current volrmeter, with a maximum scale reading of 50 V, has an Inductance of 0 09. H
and a total reiistance of 500 .n. The coil Is wound wilh copper wire having a re8istance of 50 .n and the remainder of .
tho voltmeter circuit consists of a nnn·induclive reslsia~ce in series with rhe cpil. Find the capacitance that should
be placed across the oon·inductlve resistor to make the instrument read correct() both on d.c, as well as a.c.
.
[Ans. 0'182 µF]
.
:u. Tho following measurements were made on a voltmeter of the dynamometer 'type. having a ranse of 60 Y
anil a resistance of 780 il.
·
..
Applied voltage (VJ
30
40
SO
60
Deflection (degree)
14
24
37
54
:~"' ·
.74'8
82'8
Inductance (mH)
78'5
88'6
· [Ans. 64'6x10-0 N·m)
Calculate the deflecting torque when the applied voltage is 45 V.
22. The following measurements were made on· a 50 V dyoamometer type vollmeter having a reti.llM•
of 750 n.
Deff.ectlon (degrees)

10

I

20

' 30

I

so

70

Mgtua/ Inductance (µHJ

67'2

I

72

77

I

86

94·4

...

_,

I
I

80

90

93

100

.' ~ torque of O'S x !O-' Jllm II re~~ired '"JiYe firll scale deflection of 90°. Caloulatc the voltage at ~(fu)I
scale readmg.
..
· <
.
.
.
..[Au. ,.. S\ l
21. A thermocouple lnstru1I1ent reads 10 ampere at•full scale, !Determine the current when Jl!O meter (~ds \ '
ODCI third of full scale.
' tl\DS. 5'18 Al

i.
~

'

~.:

,.

\

};

-~)

'
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. %4. The spring ~onstant ofa 3000 vo)I electrostatic vol!metar is 7'06x 10-• Nm/rad. The full scale deOeclioo
or the ln!lrument is 80°. Assuming the rate of chanRe of capacitance ·with angu1er deflection to' be constant over the
operatln!.ngc 1 calculate tbe total change ofcapacitence from zero lo full scale.
.
[Ans. 3'06 pF]
'. A deflecting ekclrostatic vollnibter gives full scale deHectlon of 40' wi1h 9 V applied to. its terminals. Its
~apacltan 11 JO pF a1 zero deflection and 30 pF af30°, and varies uniformly with deHection: Ihe moment.of inertia
·of moving vanes is 0·02 x 10-• kg·m2. Calculate the undamped period of Instrument.
[Ans; 18!·9 second]
Z6. There are 7 cells in a kelvin' mullicellular vol(meter. The needle i~ in thdorm of two sectors of a circle
o'r radius 50 mm. The distance betw~en the fi~ed quadrants is 4 mm . and the needle is bung midway between them.
App!iClltlon of a. volrage of !000 V giv'es a deOection of % 0 • Calculate the spring conslant. [Ans. 49'3x1.0-• Nm/rad)
'1.7. The plates of an absolute electrometer, which are :.sn mm in diameter aad 20 mm aparl are charged lo a
potential difference of 10 kV, calculate the force of auraction between the plates and the charge on each.
, .
[Ans. 0 064 N, 0'22 µCJ
18. Tl e movable vant of a quadrant elecfrometer. turns through 40 scale divisions when it is idioslalically
connected to a potential of 100 v: When it is used beterostalicalJy 11 ith the quardraots connected to a small voltage e
and the needle to a~OO V supply, the defieclion is IS scale div'sion·s. De,lermine the voltage e,
[Ans. 3·7 VJ
19. The capacity or an elecrroslatic voltmeter reading from Oto 2000 V increases from 80 to 90 pF as the
pointer moves from zero to full scale deflcclion. ·Calculate the value of external capacitor used to in.crease its range to
20 kV. If the capacitor is.adjusted to make the full scale reading cor:rccl, what will be 1he error at bait-scale reading 1
. .
· ·
·
·fAns. 10 pF, s·21% hishr
i
10. A single element rectifying device Is coimeclcd "in series with a moving coil ammeter and a 1hermal
ammeter and 11 is found that the circuit bas a resistance or JOO .n in one direction and infinity in the .olhe!" direction.
Jr sinusoidal emf of JO V rms is· applied lo this circuit what will be the reading of each instrument and what will be
thf. power taken from the supply 1 ·
. [Ans. PMCC 0'045 A, Thermal 0'070"/ A, O'S W.]
· \ 3i. Io a bridge connected rectifier vollmeter each rectifier bas a resisrance or 20 .n in ibe forward direction
and'Jnfinlty in the reverse direclion. Th.e moving coil indlcaror has resistance of JO .n and gives full scale deflection for
10 nlA. Determine the series resistance necessary if the instrument is l.o read 1he correct rn s value at i full scale when
con~ted to a source of voltage :
·'·
•1=100y2 sin oil.
If lhb instrument, atd ao accurate electrodynamic voltmeter are connected across a voilage
• 1 =100112 sin oi1+10y2 sin :i..1, deterinin.o reading of each instrument,
[Ans.· 17970 .n ; Reclifier 103'2 V, El~trodynamfo 10o·s VJ ·
._
32. A rectifier voltmeter uses a full wave rectifier. The moler has an inlernal resistance of 50 n and requires
1 current or I mA for full scale deHectlon, The reclifiers each have zero forward resistance. and infinite reverse
reillstance.
Culculatc, (al tho mulliplierresislance required for full scale motor de6ection with 10 V a.c.: (b) sensitivity· of
d.c. voltmeter, (c) the sensitivity in .ntv with a.c.
·
[Ans. (a) 89~0'1, (b) 1000 n/V, (c) 900 fi/VJ ·
33•. A commercial m~ter of Fig. 8'83 uses a I mA basic meter wilh an Internal resistance of 100 .n. the·
shunting resistance across the meter is 200 .n. · Oiodes D1 and D, each have ·a forward reaistance of 200 n and fnfinJl.e
revel'IO resislance. Calcualc tho value of 8eries multlpller so that the meter is converled to a 10 V a;r.. voltmeter.
Determine the sensitivity as an a:c. voltmeter, · ·
.
[~ns. 2733'3 n ; 300 fi/V)
·
34. A direct current of about 2 A Is to be measured accuratoly. 1r tho ·ronowins 3 ammeters are. available,
: v.hich would you ·prefer to use tor this purpose ? Olvc.clear reaaons for your choice:
· · ··
· ·
(/) Permanent magnet moving coil type with 0...:.5 A rango and 0'5 per cent accuracy al full scale.
(II 1 Permanent magnet moving coil with 0-3 A range aud 1 per ~nl accuracy ai full scale,
(Ill) Moving Iron type with 0-2'5 A range per cent at full scaio.
.
.
35, What wUI he 1ho reading when a voltage ·
· .
·
1=200 sin oilt40 sin r3 ..1+300)t30 cos (5<01f21"5°) volt
. 11 lpplled to an clectrodynamomelcr voltmeter.
·
. [Ans. 14S'8 VJ
.
36. Ao. eJectrodynamomeler ammeter a.nd 'a permanent ma~net moving coil ammeter arc connected in series
wu~ a 100 il resistor and a rectifier havini a forward rcsiJltance SO n. and backward resistance of SOO .n. A voltage
bavma triangular.· waveform and a frequency of SO Hz and rms value of 100 V is· applied to tho circuit. Calculate
(al Ibo reading ofcacb ammeter, and (b) Ibo effective power.fac!or of the circuit.
.
· ·
. [Au1. (al dynamomeler, 0'486 A ; PMCC, 0'361 A (b) 0'856]
. 37. A millivoll~eter has two scales readins Q--;20 mV and 0.-100 mV, Ibo ·rcaillaoce of two ~anges being
~ il and 2000 n respecllvely. When used.lo conjunction wuh a thermopile, a certain reading changed from 19·5 to·
23 4. mV when the range wa1 ahered from the lower lo Ibo blgbor 1c1le. Calculato '"'tho reslstam:e. of the thermopile,
(b) 118 emf, and (c) the correction mulripler,
[Ana. (a) 105'4 n; (b) 24'6 mV; (c} 1'26 1 1'05]
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Instrument Transformers
.)1

9' l. Introduclion. Transformers are used in a c. systems for the measurement of'current,
voltage, power and energy. They are also used in connection with measur~})lent of power factor, .
frequency and for indication of synchronism, ,
·.
.
'
·

Transformers find awide applicaiion in protection circuits of power systems for the .operation.
·of over current, under voltage and various other types of relays.
·

.
In all the above applications, the transformer is put for measurement .puriioses, the actu11l
measurements being done by measuring instruments. Transformers used in conjunction with measur•
ing instruments for nieasurement purposes ate called "Instrument Transformers". The transformer
used for measurement of current is called a ''Current Traosftlrmer" or simply "C.T." Transformers
for voltage measurement are called "Volfage Transformers" or "Potential Transformers" or simply
"P.T."for short.,
·
9'2. Use or Instrument Transformers.. The extension of instrument range, so that current,
voltage, power and energy can be measured· with instruments or meters . of moderate ~ize is of vory .
great importance in commercial metering. Here currents and voltages handled are very large and,
therefore, direct measurements are not possible as these cu.rrents a11d voltages are far too .large for any,
meter of reas.onable size and cost. The sol11tion lies in stepping down these currents and·
voltages with instrument transformers so that they c~uld be metered with instruments of moderate

I' I
'

)

·~-

'

'

Fig. 9' l shows current being measured by a C.T. · The primacy winding is so connected
that the current being measured passes through it and the secondary is connected to an amm~ter. Tho
"C.T." Steps down the. current to the level. of ammeter. ,
Secondary

Primary

o~p

\.OJ

0
'

\Ip

Secondary·

i

I

1

...

~

d.

~

it

I,

rn

'•

t:i r

'
Fl11. 9'J, Current tr&11sformor.
{

ll

.t'~f
''
'

'

0

fig: 9.2. Potential transformer,

, . Fig. 9'2 show~ voltage measurement with P.T. The 'primary is conn~cted to the voltage
bemg measured and the secondary, to voltmeter. The 'P.T.' steps down the voltage to tho level of
voltmeter.
··
It might appear that extension of range could be' conve~iently done by the use of shunts for
currents, and multipliers for voltage measuremenls, af·ia done in d.c·, measurements. But this method
. is suitable only foi' small values of current and voltage. There are certain disadvantages wfth the ulo
of shunts and multipliers.
. .. ·. . · · · .• ·. . ..·
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Disadvantages of Shunts. .(i) It is difficult to achieve accuracy . with a· shun~ on a.c., since
division· of current between a meter and shunt depends upon· the reactance and resistance of two
jlatbs. For proper measurements, time constants of meter and shunt should be the same. Therefore, a
separ,atc sbunt would be needed for each instrument.
Also since measurements are made over a wide frequency range it becomes difficult to obtaia
. good accuracy with shunts.
.
Ui) The shunt 'method is limited to capacities of a few hundr.ed ampere at most, since the
power comumed by shunts at large c.urrents would be considerabl.e large.
(iii) The problem of insulation of instrument and shunt Is quite difficult to solve if measure1·, l1 '1i
ments are done at high voltages of several hundred or thousand volt above ground,
'
·
(iv) The measuring circuit
is not isolated electrically .from the power circuit.

\

Disadvantages of Multipliers. Multipliers for voltage measurements do not present any seri~us
difficulties below 1000 V. But their use above this limit becomes impractical owing to the followmg
. ·reasons :
(i) Th~ power consumed by multipliers becomes large as the voltage increases. A power
: , llissipation of about 7'5 W is the upper limit for a self·.contained. instrument. · •
.·
·.
(ii) Ca~ hali to be exercised to ke'ep leakage currents In· high voltage multipliers dowri to
, negligible values.,. However, insulation of multipliers required to prevent leakage currents and the
reduction of distributed capacitance to avoid shunt capacitance currents becomes very difficult above
a few thousand volt. Special types of construction are needed to prevent !he above effects. Hence
the construction of multipliers for use at high voltages is very costly and complicated.
,.1

'

'·

(Iii) The measuring circuit Is not electrically isolated from the power circuit.

Adva1ta11es of loslrument Transformers. The iUrrent and voltage transformers are extensively
used for very precise r. easurements as weJI .as for routine measurements as they have many
advantages :
(i) When instruments are used In donjunction with lmtrument transformers, their readings
do not depend upon their constants (R, L C) as is the case with 11hunts and multipliers. The
instrument traneformen produce practii:ally .the same instrument reading regardless of the constants
of the instrument or, In fact, the number of Instruments connected In the circuit.
(II) Current transformers bavo boea standardized at 5 A· secondary current and the voltage
transformers at from 100 to 120 V 11ecoodary voltage. These are very moderate ratings and the
instruments for measurements are. rated near these.· Thus a 5 A ammeter may be used to measure
1000 A with the help of a 1000/3 A ratio current transformer or a 110 V voltmeter may be used to
measure a voltage· of 66 kV with the help of a 66,000/110 V potential tran11former. Therefore, very
cheap moderate r~ting instruments lj'tay be used to measure large currents and high voltages.
(iii) With the standardization of C.T. and P.T. secondary ratings, it is possible to standardize
instrument& around these ratiop and, therefore, there is great reduction in the costs of transformers
and instruments. Replat~cnt Is' also very easy.
(Iv) The measuring olrcuit ts ltolated from the power circuit. The fact that the meters in the
secondary circuit of an instrtl$1t\t transformer are isolated electrically from the primary side is of
very great importan~ 111 hlgli:~ltage systems. Large alternators usually operate at voltages between
11 kV to 20 kV whit~ transmllilon voltase11 as high as 750 kV are being used. Therefore, in all electrical systems It Is necesaar.t to h~ve 1 measure of currents and voltages, both for metering
purposes nod for tbe operatic~ of proteafve relays and other equipment. It is Impossible to bring lhe
high voltage lines directly,to t~ switchbuard to be connected to instruments as even for voltages upto
. a fewJbousand volt it IV~ &D ~if\lcult to insulate the equipment to provide safety for the operating
persont, ~l
.
·.
. ·
·
from th

'~e,~Jtu~tioo is completelp chaliged with the. use of instrument transformers, as only the leads
"«lndaries of the tnstruments transformers are brou~ht to the switchboard for copnection to
1

··I ' :'
"

.·.

I

} 1
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the metering equipment. The voltages, between these leads and between leads and ground a~· very
·low and hence the operators can. work"safely. ·
. . ' In fact instrumenttransformers .are so important for Insulating and range extension purpo_ses
that it is difficult to imagine the operation on an a.c. system without them. ·
·· · · ·
. . ., Summarizing the above, we can say that the .use or insiruniMt transformers for range ex ten· .
sioh has the following advantages :
.·
.
.
(I) Moderate si~ instruments are used for metering I.e., 5 A for current and 100 to 120 V for
voltage measurements. " . .
.
·
, . . (2) Jnstruments 11nd Dl.etera ..~. be standardized so that there is a saving in overall costs. ·
Replacement of damaged instruments is ea$y. . ·· · · ·..
.
· . .. .
·
(3) Single range instruments can be used to ~ver a large current or voltage ranges, ~hen
used with suitablo multi·range instrument tr~nsformers or with several single range inslrunirnt
transformers.
·
·· · ·. · . '
·.
.·
·
...· ....· . (4) The metering circuitis isolate<! from the high voltage poYi~f cir~1Jils. Hence fosulation is
µo problem and th~ silfety ia 11uur¥ f~r the operators. .·· .... •. ·....·. .
.
· •.· •. · ( ~) There ls low pQ.fe.r ~c)~~u~p.tion m~teilog cireu,it. .
.· (6) Severn! instrumenkean be operated from a single instnimont transformer.
9 3. ·Ratios. There 11re ~nie dcfi~itions which must be given here.
.
Tr1n:.iror01atlon Ratio. It Is the ratio of the magnitude of the primary pbnsor to the second·
.
'
ary. phasor~
•
Transformation ratio R- J_.primary phasor 1
... (9'1).
. I secondary phasor I
·· · primarv current ~·· C T
· d ·
... (9'.2) .
·"' secon
ary current 1or a . .

.i

I
I

.

lo

'
..

pril11ary
v()\tage. 1or
~ a p •.
T
. .d . .
SCC()D ary voltage .
··

''
I

... (9'3~

Nominal Ratio, If Is. the ratio of rated 11rima~ current (or voltage) ··to the rated seconda1y
current for voltage).
..An'"
., · ra·t.ed
pr.imar')i cril'icnt
, .. CT ·
·
. ---,---· ' · 10f 8 • ,
Nominal ratio
.. (~'4)
·.. · rated secon411rY current
.
.
·.

rated primary voltage .~· p T
"' rate
. d seC{Jo dary. vo 1·tago ,or 8 .. ,

... \9'5)

of •~rn.!-~t~!~~l}' w!nd!ng for a CT
Turns Rt!tlo. Turns Ratio. · il=n~mber
· . number of turns of primary wmdmg · ..
· '

.

.

__ . 11umber.of turns of primary ~i~ding_. for aft· .
number of turns of secondary wmding · · · ·

-·

...(9'6)
.~.(9'71

>C·

-

'

-

'

~:

.

.

I

I lI
'

I

'

\

Tri1nsformatioi:) rati() ... ratio correi;tion factor x.no11:1b1al ratio ·. or R.,. RCF xK~
,1(9'0
1
The ratio marked on'tbc tf.i~sforiners.is,the.ir.11o~i~al,r11ti~: .··.· •. ·i, .
:c;: ·.' ..... .
.
9'4. Borden. It is (l(Jnyepi.ent to e~press·lo~~ .aoross. t~¢ ~1.1411:tf .t;rjl.\1'!1~•··~·· ~ho ~ht11~·
10 volt-~mper~ at the rated seCl)o~ary volt~~·- 1Jil")e4.~~rd~I\ l~ J~;.:v!'}~:#PJ~~!Qt,~llit wbi~fi: L; ·
permissible without errors e11ccedmg. the llmit~·tot
lbti partlolllllr t111ss Qf ace11r~y.:' ,·: '•' ·< , .. ··.
.
.. ' : ·: ..:,;'.
.
-

I

iI

Ratio Correct!Qo Factor (RCF). The ratio correction factor of a transfornicr is the transformll: ..
tion ratio divided by nominal ratio:
·
·
·
·
·
II

I
I

I

I
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Total ~ndary burden
(secondary induced voltage) 2
,. (""im-ped--,c-a-nce-o~fc-s-eco-n~darycii:cuit ineluding imped·a~n~ce_o_f-se_c_o_nd_a_r_y_w_incling)
=(secondary current) 2 x (impedance of secondary circuit including secondary winding)
.
.. (9 9)
S
d b d d t
·d .
(secondary terminal voltage)2
econ ary ur en. ue 0 1oa
(impedanee of load on secondary winding)
·
=(secondary current)2X(impedance of load on secondary winding)
... (9'10)
9·s. CURRENT TRANSFORMERS. The current transformer is used with its primary
winding connectep in series with line carrying the current to be meas~red and,. therefore, the primary
current is not determined by thi: load cin the current transformer secondary. The primary consists
of very few turns and, therefore, there is no appreciable voltage acrpss it. The secondary of the
current transformer has larger·. number of turns, the exact number being determined by the turns
ratio. The ammeter, or wattmeter current coil, is connected directly acro&s the secondary terminals.
Thus a current transformer operates its secondary nearly .under short circuit conditions. One. of the
-terminals of the secondary winding is earthed so as to protect equiqment and personneHn .the vicinity
in the event of an insulation breakdown in the current transformer. Fig. 9' 3 shows a circuit for
measurement of current and power with a current transformer.
·
9'6. Theory. Fig. 9'4 represents· the equivalent circuit and Fig.· 9·5 the phasor diagram
of a current transformer.
The diagrams are same as for any other
transformer.
.
'
_ number of secondary winding turns
·
1on=turns
rat
.
. d'mg turns '·
.
num ber ·of primary
wm

• Supply

Load

'f
Pr·essurr colt

_ fP. C.)

To pohAliQI
ci"uit

''=resistance of the secondary winding,
x.~reactance of the secondary winding,
r,=resistance of external burden i.e.,
resistance of meters currentcoils etc.
including leads,
·
X•-:-reactance of external burden i.e.,
reactance of meters, current ·coils,
etc. including leads,
·
Ev=primary induced voltage, ·
Ea=secondary induced voltage,

Wallmeler

....
~-

Fig, 9·3, Use of C.T. for current end power measurement ..

. Nv=number of primary winding turns, N1=number of secondary winding turns,
V.=voltagc at the s.econdary winding terminals, !.-secondary winding current,
Iv=primary winding current,
&=phase angle of transformer,
ll>=working flux of the transformer,
.
S=angle between secondary induced voltage and secondary current,
. phase angle of total burden inclu?ing impedance of secondary winding=tan-i (~:t:.·)
/::; ... phase angle of secondary load ~ircuit I.e., of external burden.,. tan-1 :: ,
/o=exciting current,

·

. .

·

·

·Im a. ma$Iletisting component of excititig·current, /, . loss component of exciting current,

f~~
. ~.-~·.·..
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Ip

I
0t=angle between exciting current lo and working.flux fl>.

i

i'-'

'

Ip

rp .

ltp
.

:.~

v.

'· '•

)t~

r. '·
Es

ER

x.

J

t
Fig, 9~5. Pbasor diagram of a C.T.

Fig. 9'4, Equivalent circuit of a C.T.

Transformation Ratio. Consider a small section of the phaser diagram as shown in Fig.· 9'6,
We have Lbac=90°-6-0t, ac=lo, oa=nl. and oc /,. ·
bc=lo sin (90°-ll-0t)=lo eos (B+0t), ab=Io eos.(90'-3-0t)=/o sin (B+0t),
Now (Oc)2=(oa+ab)2+(bc)2 or J,1 =[nlo+Io sin (ll+0t))2+[Io cos (3+0t)]2
. =n21,2+102 sin 2 (8+0t)+2nl1lo sin ca+o)+Jo2 cosl (t+0t)
=n2I,2+2nlolo sin (ll+«)+Io2
.
2
2
2
· 1,=[n 1. +2n1,1o sin (3+0t)+Io Jl/2
...(9'11)
.Transformation ratfo
.
1)
2
8
,. ' "
R=.!!..
[n I. +2nlolo sin (3+0t)+IolJlJI
(
I
. [,
1.
... 9'12)
I
't,,
I

90·~·1i,'

Now in a well designed current transformer Io<nl••
Usually .lo is less than 1 per cent of I, and I, is, therefore, very.
nearly eqµal to n lo.
. · ·· .·
:. Eqn. 9'12 can~ written as
R,....,[n2J, 2+2nl•lo sin (ll+«)+Io1 sin2 (8+oc)]1/2
-

.

.L

[,

[,

,-"

(\
1

1

'

I

I
I

I
I:

i

I.

l
Ii

i~ i

'

I
I

...(9'13)

.

, ' Ip

I .. . , '

a ,,
nl '5

.

e:1.nl1+lo sin (ll+0t)c:!n+ lo sin (llf0t)

...

I

1.

.

' 1.

'

i
'I

·
Although only approximate, Eqn. 9'13 is sufficiently
. accurate for practically all purposes. The above theory is applicable··
· to case when the secondary burden has a lagging power factor i.e.,
when the burden is inductive Which is normally the case,

0

I.,

Fig, 9'6, A section of phuor
diagram ofa C.T.
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I
l

Eqn. 9 13 can be further expanded as:
. o• cos a. t cos o• sm
. a.)=11+ Im··--.
sin a+/,
cos 8
----R. =n +-lo (slD
. 1

1

f

I

... (9' 14)

I

lm=lo cos a. and /,=/o sin a.

as
·

Phase Angle. The angle by which the secondary current phasor, when reversed, differs in
from the primary current, is know:i as the phase angle of the transformer.
·
.· This angle is taken to be tve if the secondary current reversed leads the primary current. The
angfo is taken as -ve if becondary current reversed lags behind the primary current.
·
·The angle between /, reversed and/, is 0, Therefore, the phase angle is· 0.

. )11
'-·

~hase

·
.
. .
be_ be
Io cos (St(.()
From the phasor diagram (Fig.
9
6)
tan
0=-b
·
b
· (o+ a)
·
•
o oa a n,
1 +Io SID.

+

.. \ .
.
·
•
lo cos (8tcx)
As 0·1s very small, we can wnte. 0= II l •+IO SID
·. (ll+ (.( ) mu.
.

.

-

...(9'15) .

-

_ Now lo is very small as compared to nf, and iherefore, we can neglect the term Io sin (8tll) ·
..

0= lo cos ~IH-a) rad. ·

... (9'l()).

'::!.lo cos 8 cos «-lo sin 8 sin(.(':::!.!'" cos IJ-/, sin 8 d
·
nl.
- nf,
ra ·

... (9' 17)

n•

.., 180(
II

Im cos 8-/, sin 8)· degree

... (9'18)

nf.-

_ 9·7, Errors. It is clear from Eqn. 9'14 that the value of transformation ratio (actual ratio)
is not equal to the turns ratio .. Also the value is not constant, but depeJJds upon the magnetizing and
toss components of the exciting current, the secondary load current and its power factor. This means
that the secondary current is not a.constant fraction of the primary cur~ent but depends upon the
faqtors listed above. This introduces considerable errors into current measurements.
-

.
Jn power measurements, it is necessary that the phase of secondary current shall be displaced
by exactly '1 SO' from that of the primary current. It is seen · that the phase difference is dilfcrene from
J Bu' by ail analo 6. Thus in power measurements, owing to use of C.T. two types of errors are
introduced ; one due to actual transformation ratio being different from the turns ratio, and the other
due to secondary current not being 180' out of phase with the primary current.
Ratio error; Ratio Error is defined as :
Percentage ratio .error=
.

,

nominal

ratio-a~tual

actual ratio

ratio x
, 100
.

"Kn-R

... (9'19)

=-R-xJOO
Phase ani:le error. Ph ase ang Ie 0=

J

180[ /,. cos 8-- J, sin 8 d .
egree
II
n11

-

, Approximate formulfte for errors. The u~ual instrument burden is largely resistive with some
inductance and therefore, 6 is positive and is generally small.
·
Hence sin a,:..,o and cos 8':::!.l. Therefore, we cao write Eqns. 9'14·and 9·1s as
·

R':::!.n+

~:

.

•.. (9 20)

I

t

1 I
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9=

and

~O [~~J degree

1

.... (9'21)

But /,=nf, and therefore, Eqns. 9'ZO and 9'21 can be rewritten as :
1
R=n+" ' -n (
.J.

1+1!..)·
/p

,;,(9'22)

and

..(9'23)

\
9'8. Characteristics of Conent Transformers
·1. Effect or P.F. or SeconGary Burden OD Errors
• Ratio Error. It Is observed thlit for all inductive burdens the ~ndary current, /,, lags.
behind the secondary induced voltago, Eo so that ais positive. Under these conditions the actual
transformation ratio is always greater than the turns ratio (See Eqn. 9'13). For burdens which are
sufficiently capacitive /, leads E, and so ais negative. Under these conditions, tho actual tranformation ratio decrea.ses becoming less than the turns ratio for values of 3 approaching ..,.90•, . .
Phase Angle. Examining Bqn. 9·i 6, we find that for inductive burdens. phase angle 9 is
positive for small values or 3 (high secondary p.f.) but becomes negative as the secondary burden
becomes· more inductive and 8·approaches 90°. For negative values of 3 (sufficiently capacitive.
burdens) 9 is always positive.
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The variation of transformation ratio R and phase angle 0 with II is shown in Fig. 9'7. These
. conclusions are based 11pon the assumption that the magnitude of secondary impedance remains ·
constant. ·
2. Ettect or Change of Primary Current. If the primary current changes the secondary
. current changes proportionately. A.t low values of current fp (or/,) exciting current Tm and Joss
compotient [, are a greater propo{tion of Iv and, therefore, the errors are greater. ·As the current
Iv increases, there is ari increase in /, and there is a decrease in ratio error and phase angle. It is
clear from Eqns; 9'22 and 9'23. The variation of ratio error and phase angle with secondary
· current is shown in Figs. 9'8 and 9·9,
.
·
·
· ·
3, Effect of Change. in Secondary Burden. An increase in secondary burden impedance
·means an increase in vol! ampere rating. This necessitates an increase in the secondary induced
voltage which can be generated by an increased flux and flux density.. Therefore both magnetizing
romponentlm and [, are 'increased. · Thus it is expected that errors will increase with increase in
secondary burden. ·In general, .a greater burden impedance .not nnly increases. the transformation
ratio, but also shifts the phase angle between pri!lJary and secondary to moro positive value as shown
in Figs. 9~8 and 9·9,
· ·
•i. Ell'ect or Change of Frequency, The effect of increase in frequency will result in propor·
tionate decrease in flilit density. Thus, in general, the effect of increase. in frequency is similar to
·. that produced t y decrease in impedance of secondary burden.
.
A current transformer is seldom med at a frequency which is very different from the one ·
· or which it is designed and, t~.erefore, consideration of this effect is not very important.
.
9·9. Cause~ or Errors. ~In an ideal transformer, the actual transformation ratio would be
.equal to the tum~ ratio and the. pb~se ~ngle would be zero. However, as a result of physicat. li!llitations
inherent in electric and magneuc cucmts of the transformer, there are departures from this ideal and
consequently there are errors ciuised. The reasons are :
·
(I) There is some exciting mmf required by the .primary winding to produce flux and,
therefore, the transformer draws a magnetizing current Im.
·
·
(ii) 1he transformer input must have a component which supplies the core losses (eddy
current and hysteresis losses) and 12R losses of transformer windings.
.
.
Therefore, loss component/. is required to feed the losses associated with the flux and also
the associated copper loss in winding due to flow of[,,
·
·
(ill) The fluit density in the core is not a linear function of the magnetizing force, I.e., the
transformer core· becomes saturated.
.
.
. ·
.
:
.
(Iv) There ia always a magnetic leakage and consequt:ntly the primary flux linkages are not
tqual to the secondary flux linkages.
. ·
.
.
9· 10. · Reduction of Errors. It is clear from Eqn. 9'22 and 9'23 that for usual types of
burdens 'the difference between actual transformation ratio and the turns ratio depends largely on
the loss 'component [, and the transformer phase angle depends largely on magnetizing current Im.
It is obvious that if the ratio has to· be close to the tµrns ratio and the phase angle is to be small,
· J, and /,. must be small as compared to /., .
. '
·.
·
.
. . . . there are· some design features which help us to minimize the errors aitd they are discussed
below : .
· ·Dealan Featurrs

l. Core. In order to minimize the errors the magnetizing, current Im and loss component
10 must be kept to a low value.· This means that the core must have a low reluctance and a low

. core loss. The reduction of reluc~ance of flux path can be. brought about by. using ·materials of. ·
high permeability, short magnetic paths, large cross-sec\ion of core and a low value of.flux density.
~The current transformers are, in fact, designed for much lower. flux densities than that for power
·transformers. This is especially important for current transformers used for. poi tective relays which
are frequently repul.red to. have a fair accuracy at currents many· times the rated current (20Jo 30

n
·.11I

'

I
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times the rated value), in order that the relay operation may ibe. correct in the event or a short
circuit on the system, particularly when differential relaying ·schemes.arc used.
The number of joints in buiUing up cores should be minimum is far as possible because
joints produce air gaps which offer path of high reluctance. The mmf consumed by joints can be
reduced by properly lapping the joilits and tightly binding the core.. The core loss is reduced by
choosing materials having low hystersis and low eddy current losses, and by working the core at low
flux densities,
Present;day magneuc materials used in current transformer are divided into three categories : .
(i) hot rolled silicon steel ; (ii) cold rolled grain oriented silicon steel ; and (ill) nickel iron
alloys. ·
·
·
.
'
In current transformer practice hot rolled silicon steels (4% silicon) are used in a variety of
forms. For ring type current transformers "ring" stampings are commonly used .. For wound type,
T· U, L or E · and I stampings are used. In the highest grades of transformersL the core is buih
of ring shaped stamping stacked in cylindrical form as shown .in Fig. 9' 10. An alternative method
employs cores that are made of strip wound in sprial form like a clock spring (Fig 9' 11). These aro
called toroidal cores. The latter method.is much to be preferred when grain oriented magnetic materials
are being as it ensures that the flux path is along the grains and hence there is, minimum reluctance.
Another advantage of spiral type of cores Is that the joints are entirely eliminated.

I l
<

r

r:

•

f'ig. 9'10. Ring type core.

1·' !I
'

I

:1

11111111111.

I

Fig; 9·11. Spiral type core.

High permeability nickel .iron cores ai'e used fof high' precision current transformers. Mumetal
(76%. Ni) cores are very common as it has the property of high permeability, low loss and small
retentivity-all of which are advantageous in current tranform,er work. But _its maximum relative
permeability (90,9~0) :occ~rs Vi'.itba flux· density '?f only 0·3~ Wb/m1 as C9mparod wit.h maximum
. relative permeab1hty of s1.hcon ~tee! (4500) occumng at a Hux density of about O'S Wb/m•. Thus
Mumetal saturates at low flux density-and is, therefore, not useful for protective currenttrand'ormen
· ·nice t'bosc·used for overload ;relays etc; Also Mumetal ~·also other nickel ir()n alloys) are coatller;
..
Permender {49%C) hits the a(lvantage of a very high satili'atlon dorisity of 2 to '4 Wb/ml
as compared with 0'7 to. 0'8 Wb/m 2 of other high permeability alloys. ·
·
•.
·
· · ·. Hiperni~ (50% Fe and 50% Ni) has high permeability at low fiux· densities and reasonable
·high saturation
density. and thertrore it is ~requently used .for current transformers.
,
·.·
.
.
-

. 2. Primary,· Current Ratings.· Whatever eq1,1ipme~t II: ~.T.' Is feeding, it is ·desirable that
the ratio of exciting current· to priinary current ·should be small. Thi~ means. that the ratio
. excitation mmf. to primary
mmf should be low.. It .is dlfficillt ·to achieve this condition if tho latter
.

or

l
l

I

..
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quaniity (primdry current mmf) is small and ~n improvement in performance is always obtained
·by increasing the primary mmf.. Satisfactory resulls can usually be achieved if the total primary ..
mmf at reated current is 500 A. Thus transformers· with a rated current" of 500 A or more are provided
. with a.single turns primary. Transf~rmers for ratings below 500 A are where possible, provided
·with multiturn. windings, if th_is ena~le the core size to be reduced.
.
·
With the advent of improved magnetic materials and the development of methods for biasing
. the core to improve permeability single turn primary winding can be used for even 100 A primary
current.
3. Leakage Reactance. Leakage reactance tends to increase ratio error. Therefore, the two
windings, primary and secondary should be close together to reduce the secondary leakage reactance.
Use of ilng ~haped cores around which toroidal windings are uniformly distributed also leads to low
leakage reactance.

4. Turns Compeosatlou. We have, actual transformation ratio

/,

R=n. +-/,

(Eqn. 9·20) -.

Thus if we make the "nominal ratio'~ equal to the· turns ratio the actual transformation ratio
becomes more than !lie nominal ratio.
. Now if we reduce the turns ratio and keep the nominal ratio equal to the earlier value, t)le
actual transformation ratio will be reduced. This would make actual transformation ratio nearly
equal to the nom_inal ratio .. Let us make it clear with the help of an example.
·
We consider a 1000/5 A current transformer witli loss component equal to 0'6 percent of
primary current.
•
0'6
,
Its nominal ratio Kn,. l~OO · =200.
Loss component I.'=
. xl000=6 A.
100
Let the number of prim~ry turns N.=1.
If the turns ratio is equal to the nominal ratio, we have n=200.
;, Secoq,~ary turns N1=1J N,=200 X l =200.
Actual ratio

R=n+f,- =200f' ~ =201 '2,

Now suppose we do not use 200 turns for the secondary winding an~ instead use 199 turns,.
Actual transformation ratio with turn compensation R=n+
.

~

=199+

~

=200'2,
.

.

· Tl\ us we find that by reducing slightly the secondary turns the actual transformation ratio is
- IJl'ade nearly eqµal io 'the nominal ratio.
·
· '"',' Usually the' best number of secondary turns is one or two less than the number which would
· make actual transformation ratio equal to nominal ratio of the transformer. The .phase angle error
ls't'ery little effected by, a chllnge of one or two turns in the secondary.
- . The correction by reduction in secondary winding turns, is e~act only· for a particular value
of current and burden impedance. The C.T. 'ln ,this case may be called "compensated"The errors can also be reduced by :
·
S. .Use of Sh~nts. If the secondary curr~nt · is too large, it may be redu~d by a shunt
placed across the primary 9r ·secondary. This method· makes an exact ·correction only for a particul!)r
vah1e_ and type of, burden: 1 It also reduceF phase angle error.
·
. ·.· . 6. Wil~on Compeosaiion, Method. Reduction of one or two turns of the .secondary winding,
no dQ11bt, reduces the ratio error, bul'it hao no effect on the phase angle error. - Also this mt>.thnd

•

.'

'

'

f_·-··

'
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is too coarse a method for ratio adjustment and theret'ore we roust use a method which exercises a
finer control, say, which is equivalent to reduction to a fraction of a turn.
A compensated type of design was given by S. Wilson of the General Electric Company
(Fig. 9' 12). This method gives finer adjustments. ·
It employs a few turns of wire called auxiliary secondary turns passed through a hole in the
core and connected in series with the secondary winding. · A short circuited turn is. placed around one
position of core to improve the phase relationships.
The auxiliary turns are connected to magnetize in the same direction around the core as the
main secondary winding and thus their effect opposes the Hux set up by the primary. The auxiliary
turns tend to set up a circulating flux around the hole as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 9' 12 (b).
The two fluxes are addative in the section A of the core and subtractive in section B. At low flux
densities tlie addition in flux is equal to the subtraction in flux. However, as the flux densities increase
twith larger currents/, and J,) section A tends to saturate, so that the flux ir. section A is' no longer
linearly proportional to the current and the increase in 0.ux in this portion is less than linear propor·
. tional to the current. The action is equivalent to transforming some of the core flux. to section B of
the core, where it links with the auxiliary turns and gives the effect of increased secondary turns. An
increase of secondary turns means a reduction of J, as compared with an uncompensated transformer
causing an increase in ratio R. This action is needed to flatten the curves relating the ratio and
p1l3se angle with secondary current (Fig. 9'8 and 9'9) are flattened out so that the errors are
·practically constant (and of course known over a wide range of secondary current), This is the
greatest advantage of this method. The curves can be lowered or raised by adjusting the number of
auxiliary turns.
The shorted turns around part of the core makes the flux in that part lag in phase behind the
main flux. The action of this turn is 'like that of a shading iband. The small lag effect produced
on'secondary current J, btings it closer to primary current J, and thus the phase angle errors are
reduced.
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Fig. 9"12, Wilson compensalioo method,
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7, Two Stage Design. This design utilizes a second current transformer to correct the error
in secondary current of first transformer. This method in general is applicable to an energy meter
because a second coil is needed in the meter fo carry the error-correcting current, unless an auxiliary
transformer is usi:d.
.
9·11. Construction of Current Traµsformers; The current transformers may be classified as :
(I) Wound type. A current transformer having a prim~ry winding of more than one full
turn wound on core.
·
,

.'·,·.: ...

~------------ -·- - · - - -

..,

, i
I

I
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(ii) Bar type. A current transformer

in which the primary winding consists of a bar of
suitable size and material forming an integral part of transforme1.
·
.
·

'

Figs. 9' 13 and .9 14 shows wouod fype and bar type transformers respectively.
.
The simplest form any current transformer can take is the ring type or window type, examples
of which are given in Fig. 2· 1s which shows three commonly used shapes i.e., stadium, circular and
rectangular orifices. The core, if of a nickel-iron alloy or an oriented electric11i steel is almost certainly
of the continuously wound type. ·But current transformer using hot rolled steel will consist of stack
of ring stampings. Defore pulling secondary windi~g on the core; the latter is insulated by 11.'eans
of end collars and circumferential wraps of elephantrde or presspahn. These pressboards, in addition
to acting as insulating medium, must also protect the secondary winding conductor from mechanical
damage due to sharp corners. The secondary winding conductor is put on the core by a toroidal
winding machine although hand winding ls still frequentJy·adopted if the number of secondary turns
is small.
·
·
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Fig, 9'13. Wound type C.T.

\"

Fig. 914. Bar typo C.T. ·

After the secondary. winding has been placed on the core, the ring type transformer is
completed by exterior taping with or without first applying exterior and rings and circumferential
insulating wraps.
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A near relative of the ring type cur.rent transformer is the so called- "bushing type" transformer.
·This is, in fact, indistinguishalile from the o~dinary ring type but the term. is u~ when the cur~ent
transfo1mer fitll over a' folly inslllait<:il pr1m111y ~onductor such as over th_e or! en~ of a termmal
buabing of a power transformer or oil circuit breaker..
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At very high voltages, the insulation of the current carryin~' .conduct9r from, .the measuring
circuit becomes an expensive· problem. At 750 kV, cascaded' current ·fraiisto·rmers are used or
alternatively a coaxial shunt is used tO' modulate a radio frequency signal 'that iS'tran~mitted from
the ~hunt placed in the high voltage line to receiving equipment on the ground, thereby overcoming
the 10sulation problem. However, this type of system has severe limitation in its power output·whicb
has to be amplified in order to operate relays etc.
. In a split core current transformer (Fig. 9' 16), the core is split, each half. having two finely·
ground or lapped gap faces. These current transformers are assembled ori to the primary conductor
''on site'' for either permanent or temporary duty.
,'
.,
~n a bar type current transformer, the core and secondary windings are the same as in a ring
type transformer but the fully insulated bar conductor constituting the single· tlirn .primary is now an
integral part·of the current transformer. The insulation on the primary conductor may be bakelized
paper tube or a resin directly moulded on the bar.
.

In a low voltage wound type current transformers the seco11dary winding is wound on a
bakelite former or bobbin and the heavy primary conductor is either wound directly on top of
secondary, suitable ins11lation being first applied over the secondary windmg or the primary is wound ·
entirely separately, taped with suitable insulating material and then -assembled with
the secondary
1
winding on the core.
In the manufacture or current transformers the assembly of lamination stacks demands ·
somewhat greater care lhan ordinary 'transformers in order to keep down \he relucta11ce of the ·
interleaved corners as low as p'ossible so as to minimize · the magnetizing curreat . So'11rnti11l.es,put
cores are used.· .
.
·
·
· ·
Whenever possible secondary windings should utilize the whole available winding lengt~ ,.ori
the core, the secondary turns being suitably spaced to accomplish this and the insuJ11tion, ~elw~eii
secondary winding and core and earth must be capable of withstanding the hig~ peak Voltages cil,il~ed '.'if
the secondary winding is open 'circuited when primary current is flowing. In the'case of a farge
number of secondary turns, requiring more than one winding layer, tne frequently adopted technique
is to sectionalize the secondary winding so as to considerably reduce the peak voltage between. layers.
,
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With wound primary current transformers this particular p_roblem is rarely' niet bµt ffis of
importance to try to obtain good relative positioning of primary and secondary coils, th~s lllinimizin~
the axial forces ol:Lboth coil~ caused by primary short circuit currents. ·
· · ·- ··.
;·
I

_

·:·:: ':-'.

·

;

:

i' '-.

Windings. The windings should be close together to reduce the ~econdary )eakage. .reactance
as the leakage reactance increases. the ratio error. Round copper, wire of aboii(3 mm2 1Jrea is
frequently used for secondary windings rated at 5 A. Copper strip is used for prim~rY winding,:, the
dimensions of which depend upon the primary current. .
. · · .. , " . · ; ·- .
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. When using bar primary, the external diameter of the tube must be large enough to' keep the
voltage gr4dien!,1in the dielectric at its surface, to an acceptable value in order to. ayoid, corona effect.
The windings must be designed to withstand, withou~ damage, the large short circuit forces
that are caused when a short circuit takes place on the system in which the current trarisfornier .Is
connected.
' · ·• · ·· ., • '
The' windings are separately wound, and are insulated by tape arid varnish' for sfuaU 'ilrie ·
voltages. For voliages above 7 kV the transformers arc oil immersed or compound filled; ··
· 9·12. ·Clamp on Ammeters. A current transformer with a single coii.d.~ct~r.-is. ~s~d; iil' combination with a bridge rectifier and a d.c. milli·ammeter to produce a very JJseful service meter.\ .The
core of the transformer can be split with the help of a. trigger switch (Fig, 9~16), and .. therefore, ;~he
core can be clamped around a live conductor to measure the current. ThUt thls,,arrangement avoids
the necessity of breaking the circuit in order that a current measuring device be h:iserted in ,s~nes with
it to measure the value of current flowing. By changing the shunt resistance of the milli·ammeter
~uit ran$es from 0-;:- 5 A. to Q-600 A can be obtained.
'
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Br'1dge
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Universal shunt

Binding posts for
voltage rqnges

v
lrigger switch for

'.',-

splitting of core
Fig. 9'16. Combined voltmeter andclamp on ammeter circuit,
Range selector switch for curreat rangei. Position Vused for measuring voltage,
•'.
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·The same milli-ammeter and rectifier are used with two external binding posts and a range
selecting switch for a multi·range a.c. voltmeter..
. This type of. clam p·on transformer (or split core transformer) is used with r~cording
ammeters. These transformers are designed for a voltage of5 kV between the primary and the secondary
windings. There are several variations of this cl~mp on transformer which are used for measuring
maximum current in a line, real and reactive powers, and the power factor.

./
· ti
·0,;

9'13, Effect of Secondary Open Circuit. Current transformers are always used with the

·.:._':.)

-.:~

o:

. ~f'
..Jf

secondary circuit closed through ammeters, wattmeter current coils, or relay coils. A precaution ·
which should always be observed in using current transformers is the following :
·
.\i
Never open the secondary circuit of a curre11t transformer while its prjmary Is energised.. 11
failure to observe this precaution may lead to serious ,consequences both to be operating personnel' . :~
and to the transformer. This is clear from the followiag : .
:'.Ii
Thedifference between a powe~ transformer and a current transformer is that in a power 'r
. transformer the current flowing in the primary winding is largely the reflection of that flowing in the
Ji
sccondury circuit, whereas In the current transformer, t_hc primary winding is connected in series with . ,'.'f.
1he line whose current is being measured or indicated ail~ this cilrtcnt is no way controlled or deter.i . )!•.
111i11cd by the COnditfons Of (he SCCOOdary Circuit Of the Current transiqi'mer,
.
. ' . .. : :° ,
Under norm.al operating conditions both primary ~nd seeonda; windings produce mmfs which .
act against each other. The secondary mmf is slightly less t_han the primary mmf and Consequently '
!he resultant mmf is small .. This resultant mmf is r~sponsible for production of flux in the core and as
this rnmf is small, the flux· density is quite low under normal operating conditions and. hence a small
secondary voltage is induc;ed.
·
'
If winding is open circulated when the primary is carrying current, the primary mmf . •,i .
remains the ~a111e while the opposing secondary mmf reduces to zero. Therefore the resultant
lilf!Jf is equal to the primary mmf /,N, which is very large. Thi's large mmf pro~uces"a large fluit in fbll .. i .
coi'c till it satu,rotes. ,This large flux Jin~ing t~e turns of the secondary. winding, would induce a hig~. 1,;;
~ec~nd:try v,ol.tage wbrch. could .b~ dangcr'ou~ to .~heMansfwmer iosula!ion (11lth~iug~. modern; CTs ar~_':>n;
designed to withstand thrs voltage) ar;td to tlic person who bas opened the c1rcu1t.. · Al&o the e4dy :- i ;l ·
current and hysteresis losses would bp very hi~b uqder th\lSe · conditions 1111d due_fo this the tra_~f ·. ~

r
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former may be 6verhcated and completely damaged. Even if it does not happen, the core may
become permanently magnetized, and this gives appreciable ratio and phase angle errors·.
Many current transfo~mers are provided with a short circuiting link or a switch at the secondary terminals. If such a link is provided, it should always be closed before any change is made in
the secondary circuit with primary excited. The secondary winding can safely be short-circuited since
when used for measurement it is practically short-circuited as the impedance of the burden i.e. an
ammeter or a current coil of a wattmeter is very small.

I
I

I
I

8'14. Permanent Magnetization and its Demagnetization. The permanent magnetization ·or .
core may result from any of the following effects :

I

(i) W~en the secondary is open-circuited with primary energiZed. This causes a iarge mag-

n.etizalion force which produces a high value of fiux density in the core. Now when this force is taken
off, it leaves a large residual magnetism.
(ii) A switching transient may leave behind a: residual magnetism.
· (iii) Permanent magnetization may also result froin d.c. eurte.nt in either winding. · This may
be due to .passage of d.c. current through ·the windings ·for· finding resistance or t<> check the
polarity. Permanent magnelization may also be due to transient short circuit currents contained in
the line in which it,is connected. These currenls contain·d.c. current components in addition to a.c.
currents.
The presence of permanent magnetization in the core of a C.T. may reduce its permeability at
the fiux densities at which it is n01mally operated and, therefore, results in increase of both its ratio
. and phase angle errors. Thus, for. proper current transformer operation, this permanent magnetization
should be removed and the transformer restored to its normal conditiol)s.
Demagnetization of Core. There are several methods of demagnetization of core ano the
following two methods are usually adopted :
.·
I. 'The first method is to pass a current through the primary winding equal to that which
was passing when C.T. secondary open circuit took place. The secondary circuit is left open. The
primary current is drawn from a motor alternator set The motor is shut down with alternator field
still excited. As the speed of the set falls the alternator voltage gradually falls to zero, and the core of
the C.T. is passed through a large number of cycles of mJgnetization of gradually decreasing amplitude, finishing at zero magnetization.
·
},, In the second method, the primary winding is excited with full current and a very high
variable resistance of several hundred ohm is connected across the secondary. This amounts to practically open circuiting the transformer. This secondary resistance is then gradu~lly reduced to zero as
uniformally as r.ossible. By this means the magnetizati.on of the transformer core is redu~ed from a
very high value its nornial
value .graduatly
..
.
.
.

I
·'

\

I .

'

I.

' ' 9'15. Current Transformers for. High FreqdeDcies. ' There are certain applications for which
., current tran'sformers are u_sed to extend th'e current range_ of insiruinenis workrug at high frequencies:
'one bf lhese applications is e:xten~ion of current range of thermocouple lns_trull)ents whioh are .mainly
. 'used atbigh frequencies. Ordinary" silicon steel cores are not used for these current ·transformers as
they would result in considerable core loss (and 'also non-uniform. distribution of Hux. in the crosssection of the core) resulting hi latge eHors. The current transformers used at high frequencies are
either air cored or use dust cores.
·
·
·
The theory of these current transformers is developed from a different concept siiice the
leakage reactance of windings in air cored coils is considerably large as compared to the one in iron
cored coils.
L,=self-inductance of primary wind,ing ;. H,
Let
Li:-self-ln<l4ctance _ofseccindaty w,inding; H,
·_ M9 mutual fodubtanc~ 'betwee~ prj 0111iy and sec<lndary whidings ; ij,
. .R• resistance ,or ~ndary winal!is' 9irQµlt ;
-

'l

.

'

;:

.'

u,
'

'·

. ..

.

'
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/,=primary winding current ; A,
/,=secondary wi~ding curre~t ; A,
K=co·efficient of coupling
f =frequency ; Hz,
Cti=211f=angular frequency, rad/s.
Emf induced in the secondary winding, "E, = -jwMlP
Current through the secondary winding circuit, 11 = -JwMIP

Rs+jwL,

. . . Transformation
ratio, R = 11.•
.

Q• =storage .factor of secondary winding= ~~·

where
\,

.

The magnitude ratio.is R= -!"--=M~-

.

.

-

1•

·I r+___!_2
'V
Q•

r
... (9'24)

At high frequencies storage factor Q, is very high and even if Q•> 5 the term 1/Q,2 becomes
very small as compared to unity.
Hence, we can write Eqn, 9'24 as: R=
But

...

M=Kyr.L.
. R=-..
L•
L.
Ratio
M K\fLPL•

fp

/,

e.L'

M

lv•·

=-

K

'""

L,

... (9'25)

... (9'26)

It is clear from above relationships (Eqns. 9'25 and 9'26) that the current ratio is independent
of the frequency in case storage factor is secondary winding Q• is greater than 5.
.·

-

'·

Example 9' l. A current transformer has a single turn primary and a 200 turns secondary
· winding. The secondary supplies a current of 5A to a non· inductive burden of 1n resistance. The
requisite tlux is set up in the core by an mmf. of 80 A. The frequency is 50 Hz a11d the net cross sec·
-tion of the core is 1000 mm2, . '
\
.
..
.-

Calculate the ratio and phase angle of the transformer. Also find the flux ~ensity in the core.
Neglect the effects of magnetic lea~e, iron losses and copper losses.
•
·
. Solution. If we neglect the magnetic leakage, the secondary lea~age reactance becomes zero.
Therefore, the secondary burden is purely resistive and the impedance of burden .is equal to the resistlllee of the secondary winding.
·
: • Impedance of secondary circuii= 1 n.
Voltage induced in the secondary winding
E1=current In the secondary Ximpedance of secondary winding= SX'l=5 V.

As the secondary burden is purely resistive, the secondary current is i'n phase with secondary
induced· voltage and the secondary power factor is unity or·3=0.

l ·

i'

l

I
I

. l

'.l

.' '. ·-··:.,

.

i :) : .- ' -

,!
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' ' ..,

The loss component of no load current is to be Je~\~c_t~<k;~:D,'\T~~ ,: .
and, therefore,
,

j..

• 1 _'.:

,_

;

•. r

f!f\f •. ;, ,

l•=O

r

Exciting current lo:: Vfm2-j-[,2
••. :

.~ i

""Im·= magnetizing c·omporient :·

o:=O.

and

I

Magne\izing component of no load current
Im= -~agneti~iil~_ll1111f _ = 80 = 80 A.,,;
primary wmdmg turns 1 ·
,_-

Secondary current [, , 5· A.
-'· ...... r "
Reflected secondary current=n ls =200X5=1000 A

. .f

i~

/;'

The phasor diagram is shown in Fig. 9' 17.
Primary current /p~ y(,J1;)2+(1.;;}2
= y (I000)2-t-(8p)i-~)~?t2'1· ,,
Actual transformation ratio R= 1.."..= l_OOJ1_ =200 64.
.. , ·'..;:1·;~,~-", _;

. Phase tngle

·· ·- 1

,.'Pig, 9.17

. ~'

~

[,

;'_- ,·

t. ! , ' ; "

::-~!_!'_, \/; :·· ,/, ~-·~

0~-tq'r/ll Jm_ ;,;,tan.~t 8Q,,, ! ~i> ':isl . ,;,
:i:1i '-- :·:·' .... ~. _l_-n:/1· .. ' ···r.,:1000·;_,-,,< 1:-.·i!:~.,,;.

·we know

Es=4'45 f (fJmNs

:. Maximum flux
Area of c~~e

.,,_ 1

.

;:;

Maximum flux densiif:B.,

. ,. '; :- ... ·' .

.LLl~-\

,1/ :·

*Hf'a Wb'

,'.>';,_"''-~;.':\

"·-:·'.{Jf-:·. i

,·.'

,_.,,_ :r,,l ·ti\ ::\1ilH; . "· :
i!1J·l-!1, 'it)1·1") <:J\L"•. ;-, ;1

i ; ';

__§~--- . 5 ' , . - ,:;;, o· i'I 25
4'44fN,-4'44x50X200
\060 ~~~ = 1606'x'fo-'e' Jri2','°" ',"""'' i'

(fl =
m

! ,.

'. ·:-'. _:. · ." \

;{;·h,-

rH!i

'

<du>·

ii;! . ,,, Ut , : \
'.>.=:L·i ~-:1.'.H!f'
,.

i ,,

·:·11

,o·u2sx 10~: (;,;0·112S'Wb'lrrl2.:"t ,,,, i-.-i' ·.

., . . J09~/X l9 ~::

·J!qH1t:•<·f

.{-~?-

!\ .\

(~'J')Ufi;~L;:

,.j "'

·

'"'i!t(1 f(f'J')/

Exa~ple 9·2. T~e magnetizin~ curre~~- of a ring core current. tran$~orm~r! ,~f r~t.i\l \~l5 /\,
when operatmg at full pnmary current and 'with a scco11dary burd~n of qon-mduclt\'e resistan~' otl 'n
is I A at a power factor of O' 4.
.
..

Calculate: (i) the phase displacemeni'between piimifr il~d set6nc1iNY 1 ¢iir~brii~1 '( 1
(ii) the ratio error at full load, assu111in~ thanhere has been nQ compensation._
-

.

.

,.._

__ I·;·.·_,,

·

!~··;'_·

-·· ··

_'c

,,

, f'•,n:,•\

~!··.t~!ufJ,'Or;•~_.;.··-:·,_1--

·-"'t',

SOJUliOn, The sec~~~ary b~f(J~1 is, pur,e.ly re'sistive a_n~~ 'theref~~e'. s,~condary P.,f: !s unlt1,
or
'.'····a····o:. . ·• Reterfing to Fig'.'9'18 ·.· ''" '"·· 1•1·" 11 "''·' .:;;,. .. ,. "' '""'·,;•·I
, I; ''. .:.\

T~c p. f. of exciting ~u_rrent. is P;~.

Exciting current lo= I A..

.

..

:,,,,.c~s.f~0;-;-.«);:0'4: ot~~,2~;.}Y,~t '·' ,

Nominal ratio

Kn- IOO_Q =200..
5

11 .,,.

.' •. ·

Since there is no turn compen,~ati6ri/the tµms ratio fa~qu'aHoinoµiin,~I ratio

1:•if:

,, ,
"j.

.

n1.!, ....,I

"!ii;;

11 ,1,.,,\

or
n=Kn=200.
·
, . , .· '.
·: _ .
~ .
When the. primary winding carries rated curiel)tof IOOO A'se~_6hdary winding , earrtos • ·
current of 5 A.
''
· ·
'-._C
.'-...
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Rated secondary current r,~·c5 A
11 I, =200 x 5= 1000 A.
from Eqn. 9· I3,
actual transformation ratio .

R=n+-}~

sin (8+a)=200+

[p -

,

IP

~_sin (0+23° 36')

'
=200'08
Ratio error
"-~ D()_!l_linal ratio-~ctual ratio x JOO

actual ratio
=Kn-RX IOO = 200-200'08 lOO = _ 0.04 %.
0
R .
. 200'08 . x

From Eqn 9'16,

ls
_;J_·.

Phase angle
0= 1!0[/o cos (8j-a)

n /,

11

J 180 [cos1000
23' 36']

lJ

Es

=

Fig. 9'18

ir

=0'0525'= 3' 9'.
Example 9·3, A 1000/5 A, 50 Hz current transformer has 11 secondary burden comprising a
non-inductive burden of I '6 n. The primary winding has one tum. Calculate the ff~x i!1 the core
and ratio error at full load. -Neglect leakage reactancc and assume the iron loss in the core to be
I '5 Wat full load.
·
•

. I

Solution : Nominal ratio Kn= l~OO =200.
The turns ratio ls assumed equal to the nominal ratic in thi absence of any other data,
Turns ratio
n= Kn =200
Primary winding turns Nr~ I
:. Secondary winding turns N1=n N,=200
Secondary impedance= I '6 fl
:. Secon9ary induced voltage E1=5X 1'6=8 V We have
Es=4'44/<JJ,. Ns.
· or Maximum

fiu~

<llm=

4 . 44 J~. ·- 4 . 44 X~O-X 200 =180XIO-iiWb.
·

E,

Primary induced voltage Ev=;-=
.
t
Loss componen

or

8
.
V.
200

Iron loss= I'S W.

1• =ironE,loss =. __!1_ ="?'•
" ~ A. .

81200
The 'magnetizing component Im is assumed to be zero as there is no data given,
lm;,,,O,
As the burden is purely resistive' and, therefore, the secondary load angle is assumed zero
8=0.
From Eqn.9'14,·
Actual rat1o
Ratio error

,'\
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,
Example 9'4. A current t;~hsfonper· with a bar primary has 300 turns ln its secondary win<l·
ing. The resistance and reaciance of the secondaty \:lrciiit are 1'5 f.I 1·o n respectively including the
transformer windiug. With 5 A flowing in the secondary winding, the magnetizing mmf is 100 A and
the iron loss is l '2 W; Determine the 'ratio and phase angle errors.
·

r

Solution: Primary turns
:. Turns ratio n=

NN.·'

N,=l,,

(.

Secondary turns Ns=300.

=300.

p

'

Secondary burden impedance= V(l•5)2+0 ·0)2= l 'S n.
Secondary circuit power factor :
resistance
l '5
. 8 rreactance 1·o
cos 8
0'833
and Sill =.impedance 1'8=0'SSS.
impedance - 1'8
Secondary induced

volta~e E.=5 x 1'8=9'0 V.. Primary induced voltage E,= ~· =

Loss component of current referred to prima·ry.

1' 2
l - iron loss
•E, = 9/300

{o0 V.

40 A

'

·
..
magnetizing mmf
100
Magnet!Zlng current Im= . .
. d. . t
=-- = 100 A.
prtmary Will 1ng urns . 1
.
. R +I.cos a+Jm sin 3 , 00+ 40X0'833+100X0'555
At
3
317 6·
,
c uaI rat10 =n
=
5
-:--=
1
In the absence of any iafo~mation to ·the contrary we can take nominal ratio to be equal to
the turns ratio,
or
K.. =n=300.

·
. ·
Kn-R
Precentage rat10 error= R x 100 =

~00-31T6

.
317 6

·

•.
. %
5 54
,,

From Eqn. 9'18, we have

180(/mcos8-J,sin3) 180( 100 X0'833-40 ><.!)'5J1__)= . •
I 8=-Pase
· l
=-2 34 '
h ange
300XS
11

.

n1

11.

Exampfo 9·5, A current transformer has a bar primary .and 200 secondary turns. The
secondary burden is an ammeter of resistance I'2 n and reactanee o·s U, the secondary winding
bas a resistance of 0'2 n and reactance 0·3 n. The core requires the equivalent of an mmf of 100 A,:Tfor magnetization and 50 A for core losses.
(I) Find the primary current and ratio error when tile secondary ammeter indicates 5 A.
(Ii) By how many turns could the .secondary winding be reduced in order that the ratio
· error be zero for this condition.
.
.
Solution. Total secondary circuit resista11ce....:.1 ·2+0·2= I '4 n.
Total secondary circuit reactance=o·s+o·3 =0'8 n.

l,

Sec9ndary circuit phase angle 6=tan-1
Primary winding turns
: . Turris ratio

~::

=29' 42'

or cos

3.,,0'868~ and sin 11""0'495\

N,= I· Secondary winding turns N, =200.

n=200

'•,

·

Magnetizing current

1'

'

j

\

-------~~~~~~---'---------------------=

I,
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Primary currentrn!P, '"'a9,tu~h ~HJ.V!l?.mi~tipn ratio xsec9ndaff curre11_h=2 I8!6 x5= 1093 ·A:
·i
(ii) In order to eliminate t~e ratio error, we must reduce the .secondary turns or in other
words we must reduce the turns ratio.
.'J:ic ., ·.
.
.
... · · ··· · ·•'.,· :: ' '
, h Id bThe nomtinathl ratio i~ 20 Oat~d theref9~r· 1 f~~iliVi)~; r,~tip1 \yrrp[,t,~~''·''~R~µ\l1Jr.ap~foriµation·ratio.
s ou e equa1 o e nomma1ra 10,
·
·
· · · · .· • · · ·
· ,
1
Nominal ratio . Kn=2oo.
: ~t~t:· '{·~ ';)-:-·n-·_. .;.,,._)':_ 1 ~: .• -~ .• ,_~·, ··_r,:·,
·
.,
O'i
':f-111_~_-_r:·)"'•'ti""
1:,
!''.-~-·
8
1
Actuad~{iri i1~-ll-t J;'.~~::~~fnroSin ' i> u; For i~r~ur~tic\' ~;(~r?K~;..i ·
n
\{C

'

'drr

;,'
,_- •• l

--

n

'""o' )'!ililci50'>00'1~61l69£lOOX0'4955'!. ·. l ,, ·> .·\

2u =llf

·

·

~

5

=n+ 18'6

;·•,,,,JC

•'

·

' .:,: ',',' ',!'J::•

I·4 '-'Ol "'"'
'
"
n= 1··8
){'(/rio
·cH-;i;:;1:-{ -:_.:'ti·~~'".'.',.-,~.---!:~~;~
;;r / .s· .1:·"::. ·Hence secondary\V'ib.diog turns N, o=nNP" 181'4X1=181 '4
Reduction in secondary }'(i~e\ng til/ris 2J)Q'"".'f81:'4e:!'LW' m . , , , ,
1

. . Turns.tl.l-~0
t.

1

·_"Or;

·-

. ; ... __

I ·~ ( _'

•• -.,·..

··'f\d ·, ,_ 1~;;['·"lr1:

i

'-'.".~::q·;·nt1

,

•

, •. , •

-

.
Example 9 6. The J>rima~y mag~etizi~~ curreht ci~ a ciir~ent 'transformer with a bar primary,
nominal rati? IOp/1 1 ,o~~rat!n@pn ah·~xterlia\ 'bur~~q,pf) 'lii!l non-Inductive,, the ~eFw1dary ~inding
resistance bemg · ti-2·~, 1s 19 A,. lag.gmg -0 6~ to tHe seconda.ry\ voltage reversed there bemg !CO
seyoQc\~r~.~umsii' WM(~ )1,,~,~~Y!W~)n t~~ ~f~poo,9,~~hX·,~~~~p_l~t~1 ~i)J4~ .. ~l),tual, ,r~ti9 of prima~. y c,iirre. nt
to secondary curre1H; II tne puase ang e oe ween _t em rn mmutes.
. ... ., ,, .,,; i!i
Solution. Primary #nding turns Np=!. Second~f~:ll'ifl<H~g,turns N1=100.
· ·

1

n=

:. Turns ratio

rP' ,. 11 l

z:P JOO.

•) ·, •f_ ;

.

1

\', : "'

\. \ ' '

, ,,

t•.

",, 1 ·'

".!"·!

.

Total s~condary circuit resi~tance= 1'6+o·~= l '8 n. Secondary circuit,reactanee 7 o.
.·:. T~e secqnd~f~.P. 1 (.. isi'~~iY. a,p~ it~ P:?,as~ ang!e.~,~.?· . ,j ~.x~ifi11g, '.~Rrrent lo= l '9 A:
(TH ls bur}ent is exciti_n.fh9,i,l.fteht and 9ot .mag~.etlzing c.11rrent accordi~g to te~l:ilhlOiogf used
in

th,i~;~;%~~~\r;;~~'.~~¥9:;r{~8d i~r ?-~6~:s.\'Xf~gi~,;~.e~o~6·111r~¥~ :~'..'f~~ris~11t:.-.99.'-;:~Q·t =49~4·. '.
I •:,;'f,'1'"''1:u1 !13 !(;

A1;t~l\LrJ!~lllni
1:!11',·1

~11 1,t

'11~dil·q9~!'f;R1 ·);iµ~,sm,,Io

·;'.>J:,;.;ff!i;

Jrd.1 .,.-__ bi(~·

tli

olj :'

--

,,

~-··::.:•'':'''.'

;_, ' •• : :·.·,'

'

',

, .,,;
:

': ' ' : :

'····---··''-'
)/·- .... •.. -.. ·-:··-·-_-,.,,r_IJ1;~\
·~,[i'Jni!i·1,:o'~in,;(B,fi:c).J,,,, ,,;i,n L1•>.: , • , . 1,,;,,;,. (SeeE,qn: ?''13) ...

b·.·:r:_iL1/J ~i} i\f1~i.f. __.,:- -c;i~.L;·:~,.:.,:·,;·. ~:d.i b-~if;__,:·, ,.,_-. ::; .. 1··

::~ 0 ~ rs}~n,(O'+,~~;~·~. :~;~, ,·-~~· ",..,,:, ,:, .'

.-;:_:···

\·.i:

1

i

,; ''

cos (8+,q:); lie·g·r"e.e": ,..1~0 ..,., 1-; 9,R9S 49:4'." ·. 0·•70.8• •-·H'"' "
nl.
u
= II A . ~iQI) x I~= .
--=- ~ ..
·: EJiB111Pl!li.!)17iu; ,l\:,J,QQ'fS /1,,,. 1~9 J:I,~ ?uqe(lt Jprns~d~merJ1,as il b,~r prill1~It, ,a11g a ~ated secq.Q~ary
burden of 12· 5 VA. The secondary v1mdmg has 196. •turns and a leakage mduclance of 0'96 mH.
With a purely. resistive '1111~de,J\\ ~~ 1 ;,Q,t,:ihfµH !C!ll~r.Jh!}· magne,t,iz~tion m.Jl1f)s J6,A., a11~,t~p1loss
excitation requues 12 A. Fmd the ratto and phase angle ~r,5~r~...
··...._
,. · <' "r .
Solution. Secondary burden~ 12·5 VA.: .. Seco,ndary ~1,nding current b=S_A, ·,
Ph asc ans Ic

•

180.

•=-11- •

lo

~

.i\UJ1.-.7:·

1!>! t

- :-~,-

~.:1).1_1,.1 ~!/'.l3'~Y:'H~). •?.f•-

.r:.t:i.'.i.t

'~ri~~-n-·;i;!

-

.:i~.~

.

_·-;,:.~r_\1;1.>~i,·'-~:·~-~·~l

'1

' ·~ ·' r ·, "i . 1

• . -. ·-,

'

;

: .

•

I· - ~ '_\

. '\ ·: L

_I

_- -

.

• ' I. ; .

• '

-~, - ;

- • '.-, _: ~

. ' '
•

,

'

' ,.

•

-

~ ' ' ; '-

-

',' '

.. "

'

i·

<

.

.· ''Magtietizlng·¢.urretit'i.;:' '.111ag~~ti~n~ moor,·.· .. ~6.._',C,iii'/L''' ·" ' · ,,,;· 1··'
·. ·"<·.·
· ''· .,",: · ' " . .-.:'·.•;, •. 1·: •.,prunary. wmdmg turns·'.·, .. J.> '''"' ·· .,, .!"' ,.,., .•::': "·" .<\ :•t ''"'·'·'"-'· ··
. \; j '( ': ·"':' if: .. ::._;

Loss component/,- e/(citation_~or loss __ .)2,,;__'.,i'fN' '·''''; "l' '''" ''"' ·,.;; :,d;:'•"•;i ,
.
primary winding turns - 1 ·
·.
· ·
"'''".\!:
Actual ratio• ;,R=n+. /, cos •j;I·~ sin)) '196+ .12):(_()'8~ 16x0'6 ,, '19'9'-~'4'." :;

n: "', '

·, ; .. ; ..cz; , ....

·''

Ratio error
= nominalratio-ac~ual ~atio x
= 2J0- ! 99'84 x
'"" +o·.os% ..
· ,.. ,_,.,,,., "" :·: ... _.,,,·:·actual·rat10 .,,,., .,, ...100
, · '· ··199'84" · "' 100
..,, "''"" < 0 •
Phase angle

0= 180 [Im CQs18-:J. sj.'1J J····r8o'[) 6.?< 0'8-112 x O:&c] ..::.:o·327" , i9·6' .
. Tl
nls
. . . . . , . J 96 X 5
.

_.;_.

··.·

-·

-__ :

;~_-;·

·;,·.'·'

.. !1':·1i.'

·-

'-,

:r;·,;;i.:." ~)~il''.('·... r.__':._·.;·.·

Example 9'8, A current transformer ofturlis·iatkd ! 19'~-18 rated as 1000/5 A, 25 VA.
The core loss and magnetizing component of .the primary current, are 4 and 7 A under rated condi·
tions. Determine the phase angle aad;.n1tio errors for the rlited'burden and rated seco11dary,.. :1;urrent
at o·s p.f. lagging and 0'8 p.f. leading. Neglect the'resislance and 'leakage resistance of secondary
winding.
;~i ·1·.'l "''·>'t~r:'
.: t:1'.f·:·.:·,•'·
Solution :
Priiilary winding tµrns N,= I. nSecond,atx wiridlng tuhns,Ns'. 1·99;n;(r;,,;Turns ratio' n'\"199.
"! '.',,

!

.

'

., i l !

Normal ratio
Kn= !OOO =200 ..
_!;",-~-1~rL·i::·:·:i ~?.."··:··--.~ 1·, · Magnetizing current lm=1 A. 1.:o~~· 6bmp'oilent 1;,,;4!J\'.'! ' : · "·' :"..,. I'' '·

'

O'S. P.F. Lagging
,, i.,r, '.;; ,J..

For lagging p.f. the secondary phase angle 8 is positive,
cos 8=secondary p.f. =0'8, sin 3= (1)2-(ff si=o·~.

v

,·

.

.'•

-

'

·: '·' .•·. ·; ; •·· .• 1•. · '[,

I

J

FromEQn.9'14,J(ctua]rat10, ·· R=n+
:. Ratio error

=

.

,-. '.; ;_' (• ': \

4

8

\

~_(;·_ ~-

.: \)'

}
'..

cos.,ll+Jm 1sin.ll · . ' ·.,. 4'X 0'8+,7 )(.0:6 ,
,
· .· /,
.. 199+ ··. 5. ~,++""'20048.
._. -.. -,-

~

ri;·l

K.~·R~x100= 20~~~ °t ~100~--:0·24% "'

and .Phase angle· ''(P- 1 f0·[rm·~~~. ·~fl.sin

''

.. , ···

4

J

"' , •..•

J,,}l~Q [ 7x ~~~~~x0' 6 '''+ii'! 85'

1

,,:i .. ·,

·+1J••:Jiq

•

i \

(
\

I.
'
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o·s.

P.F. Leading
For leading p.f. 3 is negative. cos 3=0'8 and sin
Actual ratio R=n

.

f

~= 7 0'6.

/,cos S+Im sin 3. "' 199 + 4XO'S-7X0'6
. h
5

198'8.

. ,.. Rallo
. error_K.-R
R x 100 200-198'8
.
x 100 =.+0'60.. 3%o ,
198 8
and · Phase angle

O= 180 Im cos 3,-~, sin~
II

.

nf,

=

180 [?X0'8+4X0'6J~o· 46 o= 2 7' 6 ',
II.
199X5

\:

.'

Example 9·9, A current transformer having a I turn primary is rated at 500/5A, 50 Hz with
an output of 15 VA. At rated load with non-inductive burden, the inphase and quadrature components (referred to the flux) of the exciting mmf are 8 and IO A respectively. The number of turns in
the secondary is 98, and the resistance and leakage reactance pf the secondary winding are 0'35 n and
0'3 n respectively.
.
'
Calculate the current and phase angle error.
. 1
Solution.
Primary winding turns N."= I. Secondary winding turns Ns=98. :. Turns ratio n=98.
. 500
Kn•= - -=JOO.
Nominal ratio
5

.
loss. m?1f.
~ !Q_ =10 A.
primary wmdmg t11rn~
1
Output volt-ampere VA=IS.

Loss current

I•=

VA_l5
, ,
Impedance of secondary load burden= ,2 - ( )2 =O 6 n.
5
1
It is given that the external burden is purely resistive.
:. Resistance of external burden=0'6 n, Reactance of external burden=O.
Resistance of to.ta.I secondary burden=0'6+0'35=0'95 n.
Reactance of total secondary burden =Of 0'3 =0'3 n.
Secondary phase angle li=tan-1 .

~:~ 5

cos a... 0·95 and sin 8=0·3,
. R +/,cos3+/,,.sin3
f,
.
ActuaI ra t10 =n

=17° 30'.
......

So,.

Ratio (current). error,= I00~~?~~
Phase angle

98

tlOX0'95+8x0'3
. .
100 38
5

38

- x 100= -0'38%.

.

./:

I

:I

O= 180 [/;.,cos 3-/, sin 3]=1-'!.Q._[8 x 0'95-1. 0 x0'3 ·J=o·s37°.
fr
nJ, .. · . . II .
· 98 X 5
·
.
.
-

..i'
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Examule 910. At its rated load of 25 VA, a 100/$ A current transformer has an iron loss of
0 2 Wand a 1c:ignetizing current cif 1·5 A. Calculate its ratio ertor and phase angle when supplying
rated output IC· a meter 'having a ratio of resistapce to reactance. of S. .
·
.
100
Solution .. Normal ratio K.=5=20.
In the absence of any other data,,the turns ratio is taken equal to the nominal ratio
or
n= K.=20.
·
Neglecting the burden of the secondary winding, the total burden of the secondarY circuit is
equal to the burden of the meter.
.
:. Burden of secondary clrcuit=25 VA.
25 0'25 V
VA = 100
.
'
' d'mg ·Er = --y;Vo1!age
across pnmary
wm
=
·
·
iron loss 02
·
Loss component of current l•= --g;- . 0.25 =0'8 A.
Magnetising current Im= 1·5 A.
Secondary circuit phase angle,

8=tan-1

; tan-1

+

= 11' 18'

cos 8=0'98 and sin 8=0'196. ·
= 2o+0'8X0'98+1'5XO'J96= 20 . •
Actual ratio R = n+ J.cos8+I,.sin6
2[).
. /,
.
.
5
. .
Ratio error
Phase angle

=lf~=B x100= 20 - 20 '215 x100--1·075°101
R ·

20'215

.

'

0=~[·fmCOS 8--'-/e sin 8]=rn0[1:5 X 0'98-0'8X0'196]= . ,
n/1

II

.

20 X5

II

O?S'

Example 9·11. The resistance and leakage reactance of the secondary winding of a 500/5 A
current transformer are 0·02 and 0 ·03 n respectively. The magnetization characteristics of the
transformer are as follows :

Secondary emf

vi

0'25

Al

0'9

0'5

1·0

1'5

2'5

I

Primary magnetizing comp onent

I

I
II

Ar .

1·5

2· 5

3'2

4' 0

--

1'3
Primary c(Jre loss compon ent
2'7
3'9
0'5
I 4'6
-------------c-----'--------------------·--An ammeter and a wattmeter current coil are connected in •Series with the secondary winding.
Their respective resistances are 0·04 and 0'06 n and reactances 0'06 and o·o) n. Calculate the ratio
and phase angle errors of the C.T. when a current of 5 A passes through the instruments, if there is
no turns compensation. What should be the.turns ratio to minimize the ratio error for this burden ?
Solution. Normal ratio K. =

.

5 0

~

=JOO.

I

,

i
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With
rib . t.um
conipe'nsation,
:1he turns
rarlo ' -is equai
tq th~
no~malra(io.
.
.
' ·- .,
,. . .t. ; : · 1 .
- . ' . ' ' ·, .
.
·- .·' • '
-:. . " .
,', · Turns ratio
n=Kn=•IO.O.
Total resistance of secondary ci1cuit= 0·02+0·04+0·06=0'12. n.
Total reactance of secondary circuit=O'OJ+o·o6+0·03=0'12 'It '·'
·
.

'~

''' ·'

·-.·: '·

.-.. ·
cos 8s0.'707;c'anilsin· 8='<0"707' · ·1;i"""·;_;;_ ·:ic. '' "·:. •
Total secondary impedance=ylo·122+(0·12)2=0'17 n.
Secondary induced voltage Es=5X0'17=0'85 Y. -'
· ·· "
9·1ihe characteristics of the current_transfO,r~er 'are plotted)µ .. ' so•· . -.. '
, , ,_ ' '

Fig.

"'·

~ 1 •• - • ; ' •

.,

r-' ..

Corresponding to J,, o·ss, we have from fig,, 9'I9,,, .. ,.:
J,= 2·4 A and J,~.c.2·26 A..
Actual ratio

R~,n+ le cos a+Jm sin 3

.

.:·•-.

__

,_,

],

. 100 __. 2·4~9._10'7t2·26 ~0·1~7,,
1

J

=100+0'66=100'66.

' , •. _,,,.,, ..,,
. 66

0.

..;.~K'J; R x !OD= l~~oo~~i:-,,' X-1~0 . ~

· Ratio error

=-0'656%.
= _J~O
cos

[!"'

Phase angle

~~le

,·Tb~ ~~tlo, e.rrnr can

2·01---/Ll---+---l

'•· .. \:
sit;l}<

180 ~_ 2:26_· X0'707-1_ 2'4 xo_·7G't ]" _· ·.· ·'
. =~-L ,-~-· sxfo 0-~. - --- d,egrec

'"· .i o

. l·O
2-0
Secondi:;iry czmf __.,.

'l·O

1

b~·~j~i~~i~ed b~,,~~ki~g;~·rns'r:tio' ~~I99/'';:J,'

Actual ratio with n=99 is, R=99+0'66=99'6r.
. /-

-~

1,·; ;

'

.

Error·\,; ,.

' ::';,

F,i~:· 9'19 '

' ·r. : , ,;:,rnn

100~~%~66 x·;~o" ·~.;6~~'.
.' -. 't)

-

·;;1
\

;

.1:·~,=~~
.,~~r,;_{},
- )

'-

l·

Il

Example 9·12. Therani:c of a thermocouple inMrumcnt is extended by an iron cored currenJ______ '
. transformer. Calculate the ~alue of sccond~ry winding ct11rent if the ·primary winding current -is
· ·.
500 µA, the primary,. secondary an~. m.utual. inductanc,es are.SO, 500 and· JOO yHrcspecti1'eiy,_.'Fhe1\"h'1
frequency is I MHz and secqndary circuit resistance is 50 11 ohm.
·
·
,
.. - .. ··- .- .
wl,
211 X()<!QG X500 X10-G
Sol,ullon : Storage factor qf~.econd~ry c1rcu1t Q..= -R-:" 'J · --~;- - Slfff<"· .. ,, --,c 'F 2,0, 1 \>l»mh'\

..
.
;,
Secondary winding current 1.. -~ R

500 .
.
·
·
=
;09,~A. ' 1
"; ... ' ·.' , ./
rnfo}1
5
(
1
9' 16. Potcn1ial Transformers.. Potential transformers are used to operate voltmeters, the
potential coils of watt meters and relays from high voltage lines. 1 he. primary ~inding of the trans:
=

,

:-
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former is connected across the lines carrying the voltage to be measured and the voltage circuit is
co,nn~cted across the secondary winding.
The design of a potential transformer is quite 8imilar to that of a power transformer but th~
loading of a potential transformer is always small, sometimes only a few volt-ampere. The secondary
winding is designed so that aj voltage of 100 to 120 V is delivered to the instrument load. The normal
secondary voltage rating: is ll 0 V.
I•
9' 17. Difference between C.T. and P.T. There are a few differences in the operation of a
current transformer and a potential transformer.
(i) The potential transformer may be considered as a 'parallel' transformer with its secondary
nearly under open circuit conditions whereas the current transformer may be thought as a 'series'
transformer under virtual short circuit conditions. Thus the secondary of a P. T. can be open-circuited
without any damage being caused either to the operator or to the transformer.
(ii) The primary current in a C.T. is independent of the secondary circuit conditions while
the primary current in a P.T. certainly depends upon the seconda,ry burden.
(iii) In a potential transformer, full line voltage is impressed upon its terminals whereas
a C.T. is connected in series with one line and a small voltage exists across its terminals. However,
the C.T. carries the full line current.
(iv) Under normal operation the line voltage is nearly constant and, therefore, the flux density
and hence the exciting current of a potential transformer varies only over a restricted range whereas
the primary current and excitation of a C.T. vary over wide limits in normal operation.
·
9·'1s. Theory. The theory of a potential , transformer is essentially the same as that of a
power transformer. The main point of dilTerence is that the power loading of a P.T. is very small
and consequrntly the exciting currentis of the same order as the secondary current while in a power
transformer the exciting cnrrenl is a very small fraction of secondary load current.
Figs. 9'20 and 9'21 show the equivalent circuit and phasor diagram respectively of a potential
· transformer.
Vp
-j.Q
\Q

<!>=working flux,
Im =magnetizing component of no load (exciting)
·· current,
,
·
/,=iron loss component of no load (exciting)
current,
lo=no load (exciting) current,
<;Es =Segondafy )\;inding induced voltage,
·~~.;;secondary.winding terminal voltage,
1 Np::-primary ~indlng turns

'··
E,

YI-:;. .

Pig.

/
I

f
I

- -:-i;''{ Io
/

I

I
~--.,.._

___._ _ r{>

' Im

x,

v.

t,

v.

x,
I

-~

:;;-.

Eo

r,

!,

.·L,·.·. ·

r,

<9
\Q

<nd ..

......

-~__,

Equiva\enl circuit of a poteniial transformer.

Fig, 9'21. Phasor diagram of a potential
transformer.

J

:r
'

'
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N,=secondary winding turns,
r.=resistance of secondary winding,
·,,=resistance of secondary load circuit,

!.=secondary winding current,
x•. =reactance·of secondary winding,
xe=reactance secondary load circuit

6 ~-phase angle of secondary load circuit=tan-I
E, =primary winding induced voltage,

/p=primary winding current,
Xp=reactance of primary winding.

r,=resistailce of primary winding,
.

,,

X• •

Np

E.

Turns ratio
n= N,
.
£, =n .
.Secondary voltages when referred to .primary side
_,
are to be multiplied by n. When secondary currents are VP •
referred to primary side, -they must be divided by n.
Actual Transformation ratio. ·An enlarged concise
phasor diagram is shown in Fig. 9·22.
e=phase angle of the transformer
· = an·gle between Vv and v, reversed
V5 n & ls
6 =phase angle of secondary load circuit
(reversed I (
B=phase angle between l, and Vs reversed.
Now oa =VP co~ 0.
From the phasor diagram
oa=n Vi+nlsrs cos 6 +nlsxs sin 6 + !,r, cos ~
+!, Xp sin p
6=nV.+11Tsrs cos 6 +nlsxs sin 6 +1,r, cos P
or v. cos
+1,x, sin P
=nV.+nTs (rs cos 6+xs sin 6)+T,r, cos~
J,x, sin P.
...(I)
Phase angle 6 is very small and, the~efore, both v, Pig, 9'22. Enlarged and concise phasor diagram
of a potential transformer.
and v. reversed can be taken perpendicular to.<I> and,
hence.
"
and Leed= 6 (approximately).
Locd=P (approximately)

+

Thus

.,,,,·1,·,\

1.
.
r. cos. P= 1.+-cos
6
ll

· an dl, sm r=im= -· sm. D•
.·

ll

Now e is very small usually less than l' and, therefore, cos 9"'. l and hence we can write
cos6=V.
Substituting the above values in (i), we have :

v,

v.=nV.+111.(r, cos 6+x• sin 6)+(1.+
=nVs+ Is cos 6
=nV.+
=nV.

!s..n

'[,

~cos 6

(n r.+- ~-)+!,sin 6

Im+~· cos 6

)r•+(

( nx,+

)xv

x~ )+1. r.+Tmx•

... (9'27)

cos 6(n2rs+r.)+ !!... sin 6(n 2xs+x.)fl,rP+lmx•.

+ -n cos 6

11

.

[,

.

.

,

..

R,+n Sill
· 6 x.+Itr.+lmXp

'i

q

I
.I

j

\

-.-:nv. + !!_(R,,
cos 6.+X.
n
. sin 6)+!,r,+J..x,.

. .. (9'28)

{

here
and

R,=equivalent resistance of the trausformer referred to the primary side,
Xi>= equivalent reactance of the transformer referred to the primary side.

''I•

-· Actual

~'!';

':-;

~!S
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tra~sformation
(voltage) ratio
.

'

R= _y,,

v.

~[R.cos 6+X,sin 6]+1.r,+Imx,

'·

·..

=n+

... (9'29)

Vs

Eqn. 9'27 may be written as :
·

,

I

)

.. Vl'.;,n Vstn /,cos 6( r.+ :: )+n J, sin 6(x.+-:;)+1,r,+Im xj,
.

-

,

-

=n v.+n Is cos 6 Rs+n ], sin 6.X,+J, r,+Im x, ,
=n v.+n /,(Rs cos 6+X, sin 6)tl• r,+Tm x,

:x: I
where

... (9'30)

Rs=equivalent resistance of transformer referred to secondary side
Xs-:equivalent reactance of transformer referred to secondary side.
:. Actual transformation (voltage) ratio
R= V, =n+n/,(R,cos 6+X.sin 6)+/,r,+J,.~,

' v.

'

-

... (9'31)

v

Using Eqns. 9'28 and 9' 30, the differenpe between actual transformation ratio and turns ·
ratio is

' n], [R.cos6+%·sln6 J+1.r.+lmX•

R-n

··
Va.

'
... (9'32)

.~---

·. nJ,[R; cos 6+X• sin 6]+J, r,+Jm, x,

v.

=

Phase Angle. tan

, ..

.- ,

·.

-----

... (9'33)

J, X.• cos ~-;-I• r, sin ~+n .1. X• cos f).-n .1. ,, &in 6:
oa nV.+n [,''cos b. +nla x, sm 6+J, r, cos ~+J, x, sm ~

e= ab_
.I

·-~

-

.

.

.

· ·
· The Jermil hi the ~enominator involying I, and /, are small and, therefore, they can be negleO.
led as comlll!red ~t!Oi v,.
,
, .
· ,
·,
.· , .
'

tan

-... ·.

''i''

.

- .

. 8= ]p X1 COS ~- /p r, sin ~t Ii/a X1 COS 6 -n/1 ra sin /::,.

.

.

nV.

,

. .

:__ x.( J,+~ cos 6 )-r.(lm+-[f- sin 6 }t-n/, X• co.s A-nls rs sin 6
-.. -

"·

nV.
.

'

\ \' -

,.. · ~/~Cot4\(~tn~1
. (;

, I

.-.)

-,

.

--:"/,sin A(~

\

+nr•

)+i. x.-:~m r.

11V.\

..

'

·-------~-

,,

,,

.,.
' j ... -

I

·'~_.,:.'

I

-.

.

',.

,· ·..•. ,316

'

I

/

1, cos 6 (

n

"- 2r
x, +. n 2xs ) - 1, sin_6 ( r,Tn

-n /

)+le

,,o

XP-11!1 rp

;,

·,

n y,
ls cos 6

n

x, - Is sinR
- p +1,

'

;.-

bi

i

'' !

1 .
Xp-1m
fp

n ----n V,

Is
A - Rp Slllu
. A)t/eXp- /'m r,
- (X p COS u

n
-------------nV,

1
' (X, cos 6-R, sin 6)+1•

Since 0 is small, 0=ta'n 0. ,'. /0

IN

'

'}

·n.

.

nV.

. } J,x,-lm r,
=-v],s, (Xs cos 6-R,
sm
6 +
V
,
n s .

d
ra .

r:

!

·'"

A
i

'.~·

Xp-/mrp.

rad.

th
wl
be

I

I

i1

·

lei
sh

·i

... (9'34)
... (9'35)

.J';!

tu1

'1
''
'

co

9'19. Errors. It is clear from above that like current transformers, the potential transformers
also introduce errors into measurements.

'i'

(I,

\

Ratio (Voltage) Error.
\
·
The actual ratio of transformation varies with operating conditions and the error in secondary
voltage may be 'defined as :
·
· .
·
Kn-R
Percentage ratio error=~ x JOO
... (9'36)

i

be
eq

.•j

.1

eit
it

.:l·!

j

Vii

'

Phase Angle Error
In an ideal voltage transformer there should not be any phase· difference between primary
voltage and the secondary voltage .reversed. However, in an actual transformer there exists a phase
difference between v, and Vs rev~l'sed.
!

~ (.X/~os
Phase angle 0

.7,

'

"

:.l,

ls (X
A . R . A) +]' Xp-/m r,
=·-v
. V
a s COS u - s SID Ll
n s,

I'

Tb
... (9'37).
... (~'38)

It should be clear that while measuring voltage, ratio error is only important while for
power measurements both ratio and phase angle errors are involved.
·

9'21. Reduction ii! Errors. There has been improved accuracy of potential transformers
· with the advent of new materials .. There are some modifications in design which lead to smaller
total errors.
·
.
· ··

for
po
an1

,.
\\' '•'
i

!
··;

I

-~

,; '

,1,
,;•

\

'

I

i

~:
'\'
.-r

From Eqn. 9'33 it is clear that the'
difference between actual ratio ·and the turns ratio is made up of two parts. One is dependent upon
the secondary current •and the other upon the two components of no load current. It should be
understood that unlike in the case of current transformers and power transformers, the values of the
two components of no load current are. quite comparable with that of the load current. Hence a
considerable improvement in the performance can be made by reducing the values of /.n and I.. Such
a reduction requires short magnetic paths, good quality core material, low flux density and suitable
precautions in the assembly and interleaving of core.

.

for
in·
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'
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-,,_l

(ii) Reduction of Magnetising and Loss Components.

CCI

'

"(i.:-

The phase angle is taken as + ve when secondary voltage reversed leads the primary voltage.
The angle fa - ve when secondary voltage rtversed lags the primary voltage.

.

tra
of

:)· i
·'·

6-R, sin 6}+1• xv-Im r,
rad.
nV'
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(ii) Reduction of Resistance and Leakage Reactance Winding resistance con be minimized
by using thick conductors ,and by"' ~dopting the.- smallest length of mean turn. ·
. The leakage reactance of' windings depends upon the magnitudes' of primary and secondary
leakage fluxes a~d, · th~re~ore, :N,e shout.cl keep the two windings as close. as possible. The spacing
should be compa!tble with !nsula!lon reqmrements. ·
·
.
Act~ally We should keep th.e flux density in the cor~ as high a.s feasible withou.t approaching
the saturation too closely. A high value ·of flux denslly results 1.n lower cross-sectwn of the core
which means that the length of mean turn. would be small and tlrns the, .resistance of. ihe winding
becomes smaller.
·
.
·
.
,
·
A high fiUJI. density means a high flux in the core and so the windings have lesser number of
turns. A small number of turns naturally results in smaller leakage rcactance of the windings ..
·
It is generally agreed that the new grain oriented steels allow a flux density of l '5 Wb/m2 as
compared wilh the older materials which allow about l' 2 Wb/m2.
·.
·
(Ill) Turns. Compensation. At no load the actual ratio exceeds the turns ratio by an amount
(f,r,+ lmx,)/V. (See Eqn. 9'29). With an inductive or resistive foad there is a further increase of ratio
because of voltage drops i11 resistance and leakage .reactance of the windings.· If tbe turns ratio is
equal to the nominal ratio, the actual ratio differs from the nominal ratio and thus tbere are errors.
· ·. ·The solution lies in making the; turns ratio less than the nominal ratio. This· can he done by
either reducing the numb.er of.primary turns or in~reasing the number of secondary turns. This makes
it possible to make the actual ratio <if transformation equal to the nominal ratio for ·one particular
value and. type Of burden. At the same time there is a general reduction in 'tb'e ratio error over
the entire W,Orking range ofburden. The phase angle e is practically unafected by' a small. chan.se
in the .turns ratio.
··
.
-

.
. 9·22; Constrnctlon of Potential Transformers. The design and construction of potential
transformers are. basically the same a:s those of power transformer> but there are fe~1 major points
of dilfer~nce :
•
·
·
·
·
(i) Power transformers are designed keeping in view the efficiency, regulation and cost.
The cost being reduced by. usicg small core and conductor sizes. In designing a potential transformer,
economy in material is not a big consideration .and the transformers are designed to give desired, performance /.e, constancy of ratio. and. smallness of phase angle. · Compared to a power transformer, a
potential transformer has.Jarger core.and c~nductor sizes. Economic designs may lead to large ratio
and phase angle error which are .very undestrable 'features.
· .
. ·
· · (II) The output of a voltage transformer is' always small and the size is quite large. Therefore, the temperature ·rise is small and hence there are no thermal problems caused by overloads as
in power transformers.. In fact, the loading on a po~ential transformer is limited by accuracy consi·
derations while i11 a pqwer transformer the load limitation is 6n heating basis. Actually, t~e potential
transformers,)lre;-!!ble to 9arry loads on ~ thermal basis many times their rated loads. These loads
range from. 2 fo 1·~:'times for loiv. voltage potential transformers and upto 30 or more times for some
high vqltlige transforll)ers;: · ·
··
C.or~. Th~
nlb ~e· of shell or core type of construction. Shell type construction is
normally 'only use!I for' low voltage frarisformers; Special precautions should be taken. to assemble
and interJeave so that the effect of air gaps at the .ioints may be minimized.
·
.. \\4n.dipg~, The pri?Jar~ and se~onda~y windings are coaxial to red~~ t~e leakage reac.tance
to mm1mum. 'In order to stmphfy the msulat1on problems, the low voltage wmdmg (seconc;lary) 1s put
nexno the core. The primary winding may be a single coil in low voltage transformers ~ut must be
subdivided into a number of short coils in high voltage transformers in order to reduce the insulation
needed between ·coil layers.
·
·
·
·
·
,
Insulation. Cotton tape and varnished cambric are used as jnsulation for coil construction.
'Hard fibre separators are used between coils. At low (voltages, the trarisformets are usually filled
without compound but potential transformers for use at voltages above :7000 .volt are oil· immersed,
Dry type, r,orcelain insulated transformers hav~ been developed in the continent fof use upto 45 kV.
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.' . . Busl1iug~. Oil. filled bushings are usually u1ed for .. oil tilled potential transformer~ as r ;,
mmunizes the overall size of the transformer.
··
·
...

,,
Twb bushings are used. when neither side of the line is at ground· potentlali Some potenti<il
transformers, connected from lme to neutral of gro111deJ neutral systems hlYe. only one hi'gh _,,rt•· e
~shing.
'
·
~~It is pertinent to point out here that a current
transformer needs only one bushing as leads from t~e
two ends of the primary winding are brought through
the same insulator since there is only a small voltage
between _them, thus saving the expense of another· higl
voltage
msulator. .
·
· ..
.
A 2-winding single phase potential trHnsformer .
'
is shown in Fig. 9'23.
·
· \
· '
9'23. High· Voltage Potential Transformers.·
' '. Core
Con~entional type potential transforQJers iJse.d for high H.V.'
J~~~
voltages of 100 kV and above, are very large in ~iie and ·winding·
costly to build because of_insulation requirements. For · LY.·
HlllJ~o~JJJg;~ex~mple, a 110 kV potential transformer has an over,all Windlrig
:!! · ~
>-lnsu\atltln
height of about 7'5 metre and weighs nearly 5 tonnes. · · ·
'r.his is a. very unwieldy size and also the materials
utilized in tbe transformer construction are very un·
Pig. 9'23. Slagle phase potealial transformer.
economically utilized.
·
·.. ..
'

'
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Recent!y there has been a development in the design and construction of P. T,1> which ha.s
resulted in ~onslderable reduction in size and cost of transformers< Two.designs have been developed
which eliminate the high voltage lead in bushings. The eliminati~n .of b~ng8 reduc~s the size,
and 9ost of transformers. These designs are intended to pleasure hne to ground voltages in a threr.
phase_system. "The designs employ :
· ·
·

i

1
'
·,.{'

(I) lnsul11ted Casing. The transformer is built eniirely in an;oii filled high voltage insulator.
· ·.
This results economy in space and material.
·
· · -· ·· . ·
.
. .
. .
· ·
(II) Moulded Rubber Potential Transformer. Recent developments in. the synthetic rii6~er
Industry have introduced the moulded rubber potential transformer, replacing the insulating oil and
porcelain bushings (or some applications. This unit is less expensive than tbe conventional oil fille.d
P.T., and since the bushings are made of moulded rubber, the difficulties caused due to porcelain
breakage are eliminated.
·
·
.
.
_(Iii) Cascaded Transformers. . In a cascaded arrangement, the .. V(lltage ·i's divided among a .
number of transformers.
·
.
. ··
' . · ,.
· -· ' '
-·
.
Suppose the voltage is divided among N transformers and, t~eref0 re!,~achtrnnsfornler Ml!
take 1/N of total voltage. In this way each requires insulation corresponding to t~e. l_ow.e.r. vol\age,
:-Vith a consequent saving in space and material. The chief application of cascade arrangement is'''to
mcrease voltage rating of dry type units. This arrangement is ,.expl~ine~ in details.in' ch~pter, Higli
Voltage Measurements.
,
'·" ,.-(.,,.,

0?

1

voltage.

Protection. Potential transformers can be continuously opern:ed
·
"c'

•

~t·

· '..

I ·2

time~:' tii~' ~ated

··::·ii'"'"''

'

: -. . .

! '

~
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l ' . I j

f ' _•

i

I

'·

,A short circuit on the secondary side of a potential ~ransfor~er can lea~ to . co!11plet,e ,;:iam~ge
of the transformer. In order to p_rotect t~e power syst~m agamst short cm(u.1!s 1n th~.pot.e.Mi,al
transformers, fuses are used on the pnmary (high voltage) side. Fuses are -used 10 the .secoqdary
_side to protect the P.T. against faulty switching and defective earthing. _.
,_.. , ·. · · " ·

'

·

.9'24. · Capacitive Potential Transformers. At voltages above about JOO kV 'phase).Jhe
conventwnal electro.magnetic type of potential transformer becomes expensive owing to insulation
requirements. A less expensive alternative is capacitive voltage transformer.. ' . . ·

'
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This consists of a ca11acitance potential divider ustd in conjunction with a conventional
auxiliary transformer (Eif· 9·24); · The · ·
· · ·· ' ·
capacitance·. po. tent. ia. I divid.er ste.ps down the
,. ,·
4 ·
voltage to be measured (say to about
··
..1,..
10 kV) ... Jhe cap;i~it~nce divider ,output
. .
voltage is further stepped . down by the .
·
auxiliary transformer to the desired sccon· ' 4o\lage to
· c,
dary voltage (say 110 V). The auxiliary be. meas~re~ . . :-[
.·
Au~it~ory
i
::0 ,(;
.. 1·· ... ·' ,p .. .·.·
,'

I·
·I

~~l:~or::: ~~~:~~:s

~~u~~ar~~ ~f

leakage inductance of the windings of
auxiliary transformer. ··The value of this
inductance L may be adjusted to equal
1
w2(Ci +C ) 10 that the voltage drop, due
2

c

I

. t·;··!·
-

· ·' "

.•.··,

~~transformer
·· ·· Cz ·
J.
··. T "
· ~-___:_)-' ·

·110

Fig. 9'24. ' Capacitive potential transformer,

. fr.·:·

!o the ~ur~en~ drained froni the divider is largely comp~n~ated;, Thus the overall voltage transformat·
ion ratio 1s independent of burden. The overall ratio 1s the product of the divider and transformer
ratios. This has been explained in the chapter on High Voltage Measurements.
In practice, however, the compensation is not complete because of the losses i~ the inductance
and also due to small changes .in frequency which might occur. Nevertheless, the performance of
capacitor voltage tran~formers is not mu~h inferi?r to'that of the .e!ectro-magnetic type of potential
transformers and, provided the current m the primary of the aux1hary tran~former does not exceed ·
about 10% of that in the divider.
· ·
·
I

9'25. Characteristics of Potential Trnnsformers
.I.. Effect of Secondary Correiit or X~ 1 .. If we incr~ase the secondary ~urden, the secondary
current is mcreased, and; therefore, the primary cmrent mcreases. .Both· primary and secondary
voltage drops increase and thus for a given value of V,, the value of'V, decreases and hence the actual
ratio increases as the burden increases. The ratio err9r, increases becoming more negative with
increase in burden. This variation of ratio error Is almost linear with change in burden. ·
With regard to phase aagle, the voltage v, Is more advanced in phase because of increased
voltage drops.with increase in secondary burden.. The phasor v. reversed is retarded in phase owing
to increase in secondary voltage drops. Thus with increase in burden, the phase angle between v, and
v, reversed increases, becoming more negative. ·
2. Effect ~Power Fac'tor or Secollda~y B~rden: · Ir the power factor ot:. secondary burden is
reduced, angle!:,. is increased. This makes current /,.to shift towards current Jo (See Fig 9'21). The
voltage V, and V1 come more nearly into phase with E9and £,' respectively since the voltage drops
~re 11lmost cons\~nt, , Jh~~resl!Jt is an increase, i!l J;', r~l.ativc to Ev ....· But Yv is constimt and,.!herefor~,
£,.reduces r!llllftye !Qi y,, , T~e .voltage I?'• reduces Jeh,\ttyQ to<.E•,.,Therefore 1 the traosformat,1on ratio
increases as tqe i,POW,~f..fl\cto.r.io(s~9opdary 1burden re,e!u~esf '· :l':lpw WiJh dec;rease in. p()Wer factor Vs.·• is
ad}'anced iQ ph,a~ghqrid/VvJ~tarded in phase, the,phase angle (-ve) -r~~llccs with decr~ase in secondarv
power factor (lagging). ·
.
.
_

I .

3. Ejf~fJl(Frequeqpy,, F9,r 3.constant voltage, the .flux is inversely proportional to frequency.
Increase in. frequency .,f~tll!F~S th,t f19x _and, therefore,, !·~,and. lo.are deq,r~ased ancl, therefore, the
voltage ratio "decreas~s:" The decrease· 1s rtot So much,. as .v1th·mcrease m frequency the leaka~c
reactance · increase's iarid, "therefore, leakage ·reilctanc~ drops a.re increased giving an increase in ratio.
Thus changes in voltage ratio because of change ih frequency ·are·dependent upon· relative values of Jo
and leakage reactances since; the effects produced'.by tliem oppose each other.·
' As regards phase angfo error; both effects"due to iilclease,in frequency advance Vv and the.
increase in secondary reactance retards V, and, therefore, the pha'sdingle is increased as the frequency
increases,
! ,-,
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·. · · . .· 4. Effect of Primary Voltage. There is no wide vatiati~n of su~ply. voltage to whi~h the
. primary winding of the P.T. is connected. Therefore the study of-variation of ratio and phase angle
errors with supply voltage are of no importance. ·
· · .·
"
(

Example 9·13, A potential transformer, ratio 1000/100 voJt, has tlie following constants:
Primary resistance=94'5 !l,
Secondary resistance ... =0.86 !l,
.
..
Primary reactance=66'2 n,
Total equivalentreactance"=l 10 il,
Magneiising current=0'02 A at 0·4 power factor.
Calculate : (i) phase angle error at no load
.
(ii) .load in VA at unity power factor at which the phase angle will be zero.
Solution :

tr

No load power factor cos «=0'4
sin«= v (1)2-(0'4)2 · 0'917 .
le=ln cos «=0'02x 0'4=0'008 A.
lm=lo sin c<=0'02 x 0'917==0'01834 A."
1000
· TtJros ratio
11=
= 10.
/
100
i

•

•

•

(i) From Eqn. ·9·34, phase angle

At no load

/, =0
O=J.x,-lmr~ =o·oosx66'2-0'0l834x94'5

;

.

...

nVs

· IOXIOOO ·

fa

d=- '1' ·

.4 '

."

(iii) At unity power factor cos 6=1 and sin 6 =0.
[,

.

.

It x.f1.x.-lmrp
__
..._.

9

nf,,

'

·

I

.

!!....
n X,+J,x,-J,.r,=0.
. .
..

For B=o.

n
JO
. .
.
ls= X, (lmr1-J.x,) {i<J (0'01834 X94'5-.0'008 X.66 2)=0'109 A.

or
Load

=loV.=0'.I09x 100=10'9 VA.

..

.
Example 914. A. potential transformer rated .6900/115 V, has 22,500 turns in the primary
winding and 375 · turns in the secondary windiftg. With. 6900 V applied to the primary; and the
s¢condary circuit open circuited, the primary current is o·oos A lagging 'the ~oltage. by 73'7'. With a
particular burden connected to the secondaf}', the·primary current i~ 0'0125 ·A, 111gging the voltage
by 53'1'.
. .
'
.
Primary w.indi~g resistance= 1200 il, . Prrmliry winding reactallce 2000 n,
Secondary winijing resistance:= 0'4. !l, . Sccori\fbry winding reacta~5~• 0·1 Cl, ·
.
(I) Find the 'se~ond~ry current and terminal voltage, using Jhe"lpplicd prirnary voltage
Vp=6900+ jO as reference. Fmd the load burden also.
.· .
..
·
(ii) Find the actual transformation ratio and also the phll'S~llt)glt. .
.·
(iii) If the actual ~a0o is equal to the nominal ratilf under ~bove "onditions, what change
·should.he made in· the primary turns ?
·.
' ·
·
· ·..
.
. ·
.··

'

-!

,.

Solution : Nominal ratio

'

6900
K·=w
=60.

.

.

.

.~

·.

, I.

If~
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Primary turns

'22500 60,

·Turns ratio
~··

Sec0ndary turns N.=375

Nv 22500 ..
n= 375 =

·

No load current Io=0'005

A.

No load p.f. -cos·73;7, =0'28 and sin '73·7° =0'96.
Prima'ry current . /,=0'0125 A, :Primary power factor=cos 53'\ 0 =0 6 and sill 53;1° o·s.
Now primary voltage V. is taken as reference and, ther~fore, we can write :
·
v, ;=6900+/ o, r. =0·012s(0'6-j o 8) .:.0·001s.,...j 0·01.
· · Io,;.o·co5(0·23--j 0'96)=0·0014-.i 0·0048.
[

Pha~or

.·. :. !'

'!' js the ph~sor difference of I, and Io] ·.

(0'.0075,/o:o·n~co·oo14.,...J0;0048) 0·0061..:_J 0·0052.

.

.
11 · (rcversed)=n X

.

.

'

.
.
rfI =60(0'0061:.;.j 0'0025)=
0'366-! 0'312.

' or lo=:-(0'366.:...}_0'312)=:-0'366+./ 0'312 :. Secondary current/,=0'48 A.
i>rimary)nduced voltage E,= v,-1, z,
·
·
. -69oQ...:.J 0-(0'0075-j ffOJ)(\200tj 2000)=69GO-J 0-(9+ j 3)=689 i:--j 3 V.
·.
., · .· ·. ~
.
• E 6891-J 3
. ·.
,
. . ·.
.
Secondary ind_uce(i voltage E~J~ersed)= : 1,,,,_.
- = \ 14'85-:)0'05 V.
60
Eo= -(114:ss....:~ 0'05)=-H4,:SS-j 0'05 V.
Secondary terminal voltage V1=E.-1,z: ·
, =-I 14'8St j o·o5-( ...,.0'366fj 0'312)(0'4tj 0'7)=-l 14'49tj 0·18 or v,=1114·49 V.
Secondary burden=Vif,"':'Il4'49X0'48=55 VA.
(II) Actual ratio=Y· = ~6 ~?0'=60'27.

·

,y,

H448

v, (reversed)= -(-114'49+} 0'18)=114'49:-J 0'18 V.
I b Ji· h (.
).·
... 0'18 ...., 0'18 d --°.:.!!...x~
A.nge
y ~ 1c v. rcyersed lags V,=tan 1 114.49 -rr4.4 ra .-, 14·49
9
.
TC

'

'
''
'
=0'90°=0'54'.
. (Ill} The solution to the problem lies in reducing the turns ratio (decreasing numblr:-uf
1 pdmary turns) so 'bat the actual ratio equals the nominal ratio.
'
'
' ·. ' '
60
.
.
New turns ratio= . x 60
60 27

'

:. New value of primary turns=

w '

w '

'

. x60.xN.= 60 . x60x375=22399.
60 27
27

.
.
:. Reduction in primary turns=22500-22399= IOI.
Here we are neglecting the change in voltage drops .caus~d by change in t~rns ratio and hence
. the solution is only approxipiate.
.
·
. ' ' . . ·. ·
"
9·2~. Testing of Instrument Transformers
Methods for experimentally testing instrument transformers i e., finding. their ratio and . p~a~e .
''img~~ b~ broadly classified into two sroups : .

r
·:.I

3U
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(i) Absolute Methods. In these methods the transformer errors are determined in terms of
(OllStanlS-re~ist~nce, inductanve add C~pacitaoce the testing circuit.
.....
(ii) Comparison Method. Jn these, methods, the errors of the transformer under test are
cO!llPitrcci, with those of a stan.dard current transformer whose ·errors are'known. i. • •. ··
.
Each or' tbes.e two test.\n~thods. can 'be classified, according tO ·measurement technique
employed as :
·" · · .·
. · . ·
. .. . .· ,. .
(I) Deftection Methods, .. These' 'metho~s use the dcjlections of suitab]e.instruments like
c\tctrodynamometer wattmeters for measuring· quantities related t.o t})e;Phl\sors under consideration· or
lo their deflection. ' The required ratio and phase angles are then found Out from the magnitudes of
dellcctiop. These me,thods may be made direct reading in some cases.. .. •
(ill Null Methods. Tbese'metbods make use or a network in which the appropriate pbasor
quantitief arc balanced againstoqe anoth~r. The ratio and pha,se a~gl~ erro.rs are then found out
from the impedance elements of the network. The method may be l11ade dirett reading in terms of
calibrated scales on the adjustable elements in tbe network.

of

\

9 27. Current Transformer Testing

l

l. Munrnl ·Imluctence .Method. This is an 'absolute n;ietbod using null technique'. The
con1n anons are showq in Fig. 9'25. ·
·' ·
·iv. ·· · · · ·
. Rv and Rs ar~ low resistau9e, qoq-inductive shunts. JI, is variable while JI,, isrfixed. R, has
a slide wire for fine adjustment 'of resistance. ·The •voltage drop' across· resistance R. is matched
against voltage dmp across Rs. A vibration galvanometer is put in the circuit to indicate the balance
couc1i1ions. Assuming, for the mom.ent that there is no 'phase difference pet\veen,/p and /, the
vibrat.on galvanometer will indicate zero deflection if
"

or '

'<'·
'

.

.-

R·

J,

"' __,;__ c=.:..._._

f• . Rj,

. ~.

. ,·,.
o

; ;

< •• :

I>

.
Therefore, R, and Ro should be so ch.osen tbat the rati'6 Ri{R •. is 1pearjy, equal to;tbe nominal
ratio of the current transformer.
·
.
·
Operation. Resistance Rs is adjusted to render the two v,oltage drops.equal. Jn order to
, , obtttin zero deflection the magnitude and also the ph~c-llrthe voltage d.rops sbould. be same. Thus
. a mutual inductance M is put to compe 1sate .fili'pltaff difference bet '.l'een /p and Is as without any
pha$e compensating device it will be imposSfble to obtain balance with resistance alone.
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Pi~. 9'25. Mutu&I iqd4ct&oce method.

fig, 9'26. Phasor dia:!ram for mutual mduclaace method.
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Theory. Fig, 9'2€ represents the phasor diagram under balance conditions
tan 0

and
'

!

wM ·
From these relatioµs we ha.ve, Phase angle 0.:: R. rad,
Rs
"' ~. as 0 1s
. very sma II .
R =[,/p- = -~-----Rp cos 0 RP
It should be noted that the secondary load circuit includes the .resistance Jl1, impedance of
. primary winding of mutual inductance and also the impeda11ce marked burden. This must be taken
into account while stating the bur.den at which th\) errprs hav7 ~een measur<d.
2. Sllsbee's Method. S1lsbee's method is.a . comparison: metho4. There are two iypes of
Silsbee's methods ; deffectional and null. Only the de.6ectional meth9d fa described hero.'
The arrangement for this method is· sho\V.n sche'lllatic11lly in Fig. 9'27. Here the ratio and
phase angle of the test' transformer X are determined, iri terms ,of that of a standard transformer S
having the same nominal ratio.
·
The two transformers are c9nnected with their· primaries ·n series. An adjustable burden i~
put in the secondary circuit of the transformer under test,
--- ---.
An ammeter is included .in the secondary circuit of the standard transformer. s~ ti1at the
current may be set to the desired v~lue. W1 is a wattmetcr whose current coil is connected to carry lhc
secondary current of the standard transformer. The current coil of wattmeter W2 carries a current
f:ll which is the difference between the secondary currents oftbe standard and test transformers The
voltage circuils of the watt'meters (i.e:; their pressure coils) are supplied in parallel from ta phase .1hift. ing transformer at a coristan~ voltage V..
,
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Fig. 9·28. Phasoi diagram f9r Silslno's JDeihod, · •
"
Operation and Theory. Tb~ pbasor diagr~m 1.·s shdwn. iq Fig.· 9'28.
. · :
·- ' -- ·
b
·
W
d
ero
't:Judottheae
·
·
1. · The phase of the voltage is so adjpsted t at wa~tmeter . 1 IC!\ s z · , .. . . . . iI

fig. 9·21.
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ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS
A'D
. '
'

MEASU~ING IN~TRUMBl\TS.
-

T' is in quadrature with current/,;, Tpe p·ositio~ of voltage'phasor for this case is
as V,,.
.
.
· i
·
·
·
Reading of wat!meter W1, Wi. = V.f,, cos 90'=0. .
Reading of wattmeter W2. W2.= v.xcomponent of curren(6/ in phase with
V,,f,= V,J,. sin (0.~0,)
.
.
. ,' . '
.
.
where
0.t= phase angle of C. T. under test, 0,= phase angle of standard C. T.
2. The phas~ •lf vollage Vis shifted through 90':so that it occupies a position Vv and is in
phase with /."
, · .·
.
~' ·
.
. .
· Reading of.wattmeter W1, W11•= V,/,. cos 0=::! Vvlu, ,. .
Readii1g of wattu.eter W2, W21•= V, x component of cu1'r,ent 6f in phase with Vv
=·v,.xJ,, .~v,. [f,.-·f,.._cos (6.-6,)] . : · · . ·,·~ · . . .·
It' the' voltage is kept same for both sets"of readings,~ ;then v_,,, V. 7 V,.
,.
We have, Jf:,, -. VJ'" sfo (0.-0,), W1v= VJ.. •:
••
,
.· ·, ·
w~,, = Jl[/,,-1, ms (0,- a,)]= V/s.-'-'Vf,. ~OS (0. - 0s)= W1.-''VJ,. cos (0 - O,)"'-WlPa~ (P,-· P.) is ;cry snrnll a1ld, t~eref0;1e, cos (0,-'·ij,) = 1:
'·
. ·· .
r,
. For a rove,
VJ,,= WJP- Wi!v.
'

~ho11n

v,,=

n.•.

.,

. 111

\

Actual ratio of transformer under test R.=-· · · .,
·"v'.;-,

Ac: uul ratio of st;ndard ttausformer
'

··.

•'

~.,,,

-

·'

. R.'=..:.___.__.'
Iv ' ,.
/,.

.

.

: .:

(."\

.

., ' . '

.:

'

, 15!.-_f.'_~_-..!'.f".~~-.-~~::-LL-~'-L,·~)+W2P

''

J!, ~- Lx :-. VI,o -- W1j,..,. W2v

,,

, I ;--(W2v/W1v) ... ff'.'iv ....

. . .( . , W2i• ) . ,,, (O ' o) Wv.P ·( · ·. o · · .) ·. Vf;, - W2v '-- WJv - Wz,
R., •. Jc. t f·--- . , sm .- , = ··~1-, co.s . •:- 0·' =. ·v..1·--· . - - - - 1¥11·
·
• ·'• ·
,. .
.,.
VJ,.
.
I

' ..

·(o . ol

w2, _,,

, , -~tan ·,,.. - ·' = WJ.p- W2J' -

.

or

(0

•-

or phase an.g_ lc of test transformer e.~-.·W1f-W21•
_w~. ·

W2.

0) , .
d
i = W
,,,
ra
.
. ·
lv...,... rr2p

+e,

rad.
·,

,,~----

·.::....,.._

1.,

__ - ----.

. Ip
od---- .

as, W2,, is very small.
~l.J . .
···Thus if the ratio and phase· angle errors
··s~~lM'L·· ..• ;
of standard transformer are known, y,e can. com•
~-----.---.....
''· l!i.5'
I,.
pule the errors of the test transforir.er.
I,,
· W2 must be a sensitive instrument. Its
current roil may be designed. for small values. It
is normally designed to ·carry about 0)5 A for
:>
t,, .
testing Cl's having a secondary current of 5~.
1
ill
3. Arnold's Method. This is a comparison )
method involving r.ull techniques.
·This method is used for ,Jgetting very
accurate results, The errors oft ransformer under
teit 'X (Fig · 9·29) are compared' with those of a
standard transformer S. -Jn ord~r'to isolate th~
mtasuring circuit from the ~econdari~s of crs,
a S/5 cµrrent transrorn\er T' is"used, This traql•
·". ~'
: .
'
former bas negligible errors,
fif. ?·i9: Arnold's MeU1od.

~t

:1>T'A·

1.~--L'~l~urdenr.J
·
...

1.\

'•'

·'
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We u'Se the same notations as.We did in case of Silsbee's method. Balance is obtained wh~n
- 61><Rtl'ss r-1',;JwM=O
· ... (i)
. : Ll.<.
Now 61=J,,~I,.
But, Iss=- ;, (c_os 0,+jsin 0,)
t,18s .tP... 1.-o\9~ -;I IJ~'·
=-

Thiis

~. O+j0•)

=--~;(1-fjO.}"'

as P, _is_:-ery small

;,/./

,,

'·

1:1

·i

i'

~,;,,fJ///

and. 11•.

1.,~.-'~~ [1+j(0,:_o,111,,. . . ·. ti1=1.. [ 1~ :,· {u~;'(e.·-~ }] '

1',.=1,,·as transformer Tis I : I C.T.
Subslitu1ing these values ofL'.I, and 1,, in (I)
1,, ( _1..__ ;:
Equating real

.

· .

rI+jl~0.-0oJ J] R~!i·~(JwM -;r).;.O.

quantiti~s:

R (-1-

~;)""'':

·.

:.

·, ·

.. R,
1--·· R,

Equa,iing iinag.inary quantlties: .· R. R(0.:__0,)=wM.
R• . .
·. .
·
'wM
But R«"' Rs and, ther,fore, O. - ~. = - R

'

. ·. Phase angle of transfor~er under test 0,-'- wM +e •. •
.

·,-.

:·;

.

R

'

:·

=

100,

·

r .
=-·
R ·.

,··

. . . ::
'

,.

...

-· ·'·

..

-

·(_

.

\

Eaxample 9· 15 Two cur rent transform.ers of ~be same l)O!Qin,al ratio 500/S A, 11re · tested
by Silsbee's ·method. With the current in the secondary of the standard transfotlller adjtJs'ted at
its rated value, the current in the middle conductor 6 1=0'05e-H26 ·0• A
' ·· '
· expressed \vith respect to current in the secondary ·of stand11rd tfunsformer ·
1,.,
as the reference. It is known 'that the standard transformer has• a' ratio
correction factor (RCF) of 1·0015 ao~ phase error +8'. Find RCF. and
phase angle error of transfo1 mer under test.

~~O

Solution :. Nominal ratio=
since /,.
I

-·~

Is reference.

/u=S A;

J.,=5+jO
61 =0 05 e-J126·9•
=0'05 [cos 126'9' -j sin1126'9')
·= -0·03 -j 0'04.
I ,
Now, current in the secondary of test transformer'
.
J.,=I .. ~ L.1-.St j0-(0'03-j0'04)
= +s·o3tj o·q4 "
or
J..,,,,,5·03 A.
1 d 21 ·3'
· · ··
I betweeo· 1••an d 1."= · o·o
1 --- ra . =
·.
Ang_e
y

50

betw~m rey~se~'11l.'."'

·+

'

.

'·

,.

'

~.

35"31•

Phase
angle
J.,
+27'3'+&·:, ii
I
.
.
..
.
Ratio correction factor RCF of standatd transformer"' l '0015
. • Actual r~11r ~f standar4 tt~nsfonn~r .
.· ...
1
Ro=RGf><nominal ratio=l'OOIS_x i00=100'15
Primary current fp=Ro x/.,;..,I00'1SXS=So0'75 A.
.!

'

- .

"°"' . •t.1

I... '.

i

I'

Fla. 9'30,

)
/,'.

.

-

.

--

.

--- ---·

·. -~- -.- ~----.-·' -•= ---....:,.

t.:'

=--~ j-c::--~--~--- . ·--·---,~·c..-c:_•~s.:,::..-"'":;o;.;_ ~,~-;_c-,v;.:;;c;(i)~

~,"---~~~-----------!

-

.. ,__...._

--------·--·--- -----·-

---------------- -------
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. ' 1·-·· I
·.• '500'75
Actual ratio of transformer under test R.= : =. .03
5
1

Ratio correction factor of\ t~st
'

.

f".

.

•

,,

.

·~

tra:usf~rnler

•

,RCF_:_ n~:~:!(~~ido

, ; t•.':

'

.

.. ,,

99'55.
.

9

~~i5 . ~0'9955.

....

9'28. Potential Transformer Testing
1. Absolute null niet~od: Fig. 9·3 !,show~ the connections fpr testing a po~ential transformer
usiiig a resi~tance. potentiaJ ·'divider~.
·
voita~e'trnnsformei
· ·
- The burden with which .tlie transformer
. _ sec w u.d,1,nQ. VGI-'-.---..,
-is to be tested js connected across the vo1thqe: : ; •;.
H.V R•sislor
secondary. winding, and the normal pri; transl.
Vs
mary voltage, at normal frequency is· · bur de~-.
s
,applied to the primary wi~.ding. One
·end of the secondary is connect~d to one·
end of the primary Winding. A nohinductive polentialdi,vider is connected o.c
across'the pr,imary winding. ·ff he lower Supply
· Vottag• \ranslor mer .
part of the divider consi~ts of a fixed
prim winding
resistor in series with a side-wire S, and
the upper part consists of a shielded, high
voltage resistor in series with the primary
~lwM
of a variable mutual inductor M, i\
capacitor"C shunts a small part r of the
· " •· · ·
Vs
·. 1,1ppe{, par~ : of, the .· div\der;_ , V,G is. a,· . Pi~ 9' ll Absolute method of testing potential transformers •
. vib(~tiori ga!vaµqweter .• Jhe,r~sjs.tapces ilre chos~~ stHhat the nominal ratio of the test transformer
is eq1ialto µ/R1. ,,: /,,:: '-:, . ·' ,,, .. ' .. · · - .. .
· · ·. ·-.. - I;!~ the primarY.iefd.uqtancy)>f \~e i,ifut~~L\~dJc.tdr. ~ud w,ill cause ~phase error in the divider,,
: The cap[\b1tor C compe.nsatesJgr this erro~ 111, the following manner. .The impedance. of the whole ·
·
·
·
·
. div!~er is·

By

m11~ing1 +::2.,2 =L, the ~i~i4e~ i~ qpn-reactive ap~~ o~er~'ing frequency, which

a~
and. . the t(italimpedance
is then.:
' .
.
.
-

'

'

-

. ..

·z

is usually 50

·.

r

R-r+ 1+w2c2r2

.

'

The term iii 2C2r:i is normally small compared with ~nity and may be neglected, so -th~t the impedance
of the divider is equal to R. If thisterm is not negligible, the resistance of the upper '"part of the
· di_vider, can:\be increased by a small amount to correct for Hat the operating frequeney.
. · 1n c'arrying out the test, the contact on the slide-wWe: and the mutual inductgr are adjusted
.,until the vilirntion galvanometer gives no deflection. . . . · .· ,
, . ·

·'
l
I

·.·.
'

.

:fhe;,phasor di,~gram' cb.trciponillfig'fcHbe'·balaticed ·c0ndition is shown in Fig. 9'31, ii). whlcli

· I• ·.1i".:"1suie

ctitr~W_!!,tbediviaer. ,Th~ Phasi·~~gl~'e ~f ,~he tes~ transfo.rineds small .so ~hat ·.

).·.

/
.•.,

',I

-.

/

i

·.
.-. - ;. . ~,··...:. . ..,,~-·Pp-.!:·,· . ~. -/:~. -- ·.
· V.=l(R1fdR)o:;R(RitdR), .

1

,-,
.

.' '

\

'

-·

.

.

.

!

,_

!

,-,

: ... ·

·-.'•

. •.

'1.

·:-,·· .

The ratio error
·-'

. .· _ noml~al r.atio-:-actunl ratio
- .·'·!· · actual
ratio · '. . ,
._ ... ,-,
R

_,,.,.

.- 'R:.

. '.

. LB~\J~1~+ Rd'- - R1 +·aR. -.> 1 ~· 4~ ·,

~

'

'

'

~. - '

, ·. i. . ; . ". R, ~.

_ . ·. R::- · ,, . -, " Ri

Ri+dR
The slide,wire can therefore be calibratrd directly in v,alues. ofratio error. -

· ·..

"·

. : ..-.;::

·-

.:

·

... : '-·'· : • wM-

-.· '•)M

~b1tse A11gle. ·.Fi.om tb,e phasor diagram, t,aQ 0... 0= Ri+-dR ...... R;-

\

and _the mutual ind!!pJpr can be caH.bratec! cjirectly in terms o_f phase angle. ._ ·
· Special sliietcii~-g '-ar-range~eQt~ hav~ to \ie adopl~4 fQr t,he'higb-_yoltage resistor. If it is surrounded by a simple earthed shield; the capacitance currents flowing between' the resistor and shield
can causc _serious errors. ·Such errors can tie reduced by keeping the resistance of' the . divider as low
'as· possible/ 'arid a• Val_ue: of 20 O./V is conil)lonly adoph:d,' Tbe method of shielding is shown in
chapter on high. voltage-testing (Chapier 17). - The divideris.broken iritQ a nuniber of sections, each
· · enclosed ill its own screen, and each screen is held at the midpotenti11I. of the, section it._ encloses· . by :
means· of an auxiliary diy)der. Ther~is therefJre· a considerable reduction·in tli~:capacltance-curhni _:/'
from the divider. to the shield.
.
·
.
· '' ".· · · <· ,, • . ..,, · ·
.. >: , · .. _,qs qot P~ll~liP~l.to cqn~tructtJl.sis\a~c~ diyi~e~~;s.11i~?:~l~,f~r,,vol~agQ, ~rn11sfQ~IJlQt testing at
, _. volt11g~s w~cb 11bo.Y.\: 4p,~v ;_ tbe us,e, of. a ~an~c1tanc(: d1~\~~r, ts .PfeJ~r11bl~ at h1gMr y9lt~ges, .· . .
_.
;,.
. Method~ '.employing ·Capacitance OMder~- . A Y(ide \v11iiet~ of methods_. of testing voltage I
transformers with the aid of capacitance dividers have been used. Fig. 9'32 gives the connections of i!
11
~ me~ho~ ?\testi~&PT, ~~j~g~ap~cit~~q~ ~o\\ag~ dlvid~~·._ , .
_.·.·. .
1

,i

,,_,

"

..---q·~-· :,•, .

-,~

:

·'··

,

3· lermina\
HVCapacitor

.

-·.-

,_

N.
.; .

.-·. ,\:-:!'! ~

--<,·l:;_---

-.-,

'

'

'i -

IJ.
-

''
'

1

~o~~~~~!fi~=D~}~~;,~r~elhcd of1es1iag__ .,
> ·. , ;]· •. ·. }i~· 9'3? _
c~ is a. high VOl!age, CO!Dpre~sed-gas, three·ter~iiial eapaclto( of value 10 J>F.·· ~nd Ca is a

Fig, 9'32.

..

I

h!g~·qua!ttY m1c~ capacitor ha vrng a. very small po1ferJaci9r, (l,1,1e of)he difficulties. V!ith capacitan~
d1v1d~rs 1s t~e existence o~ the oapac1tanc~ c::'a. of the \ow-vol.t:i~~ el~cr,rqde a.nd gua~ nng of C1 .. This/
capac1ta~ce 1s_ oft~n ~ssoyi_a~ed_ W\. tb ~ loss r_es1sta11ce,_Ra; and· it 1s .tberefo_ r~J!DP_ o. rta t . that t.he _value

of the m1c" capJ1.c1tor Ca should be large so rthat C2 +Ca and' Rs have 11 neghgtble p wer factor._ The:1
. .

~

. .

. ' '1

''JI,
·i
'-1·1
~.
,'

\

.,
'•.
;·

BLB9'f,'AiCAL MBlllillRBMBNTS ANj? ,MPAS,OR~G l"ISTRm.(Cf<itS
.
.
_· \
'
.
...
. capacitance between the h.v. and 1v. electrodes of C1 is loss'.fi'ee; hence the phase error of the divider,
· whic'1 shpuld .6~ negligible, is determined by•C2.s~uated. b~ Ca and Ra ... There: is .ther~fore' a restriction on the m1li1mufl) value of C2 and on the mmunum ratio of the dJVIder. ·This difficulty can be
overcome by the '1tlodilication shown in· Fig. 9 ~3, in which the guard ring is connected to earth
. through a: capJ,citor ¢4 which is adjusted so that. C1/C2 . C1-"/C4. T,be guard ring is then at the same
. potential as the low-voltage electrod_e,
,
· · ·· ·
·

i,;.:328 .
·'

I

'

,..-

. ·i

, A r~sistance divid"er having'~ ratio of!O/fis''connecred across the ~eco11dary wiQding of the
potential . transfJrmer under test. This· divid~r ·incorporates a variable potential slide-wire Sand
·mutual inducror M for ratio an'd phase-angle adjustm.~nt. It is similar to the arrangement _used in
the resistance divider cquipm~nt prcvio.'!sly discuss~ .. C and rare used to compensate for the pri~ary inductance . of t~c mut~t.1 il!dU~!Jir ,M; iio t~at the ~ivid~r ;is non-rc~tive at the test
frequency. The shde-w1re S, ano the'mjJtual mdui.:tor, can be .cahbrated ti read ratio error and phase
angl~ directly.
l
·.
.
' ' . :
..
.·
. ·.
. . .
.
, '• .
.· · The adopti~ihofa \O/l·'rati~ i~ the 'tireasuriog resistance' <\ivlder permit~ ratid.errors of either ·
sig11,fo b,e rneas~red. · It b~s the a<\dcd. ~dy,ant~~ that the ..:atio -0fth'e _cai>a.citaiice divider is. I~ t!°:JCS,,
the noln 1Lal rat1q of. the te~Ur._al!sfo,rmer flerm1tt1ng.tbe use of a large v11lue of C2 and thus m1mm1z1~g
the effect· of Ca ani.L,Ra in 1the simple arrangement; . ·
·
.· ·
.The compensatio~ Bf the n\easud~g r~istance divide?; ·~nd ud
setti11g, can be very ~asily
resistance divider,
.
1,.·-·1:· . ,., . - . ··''
\ •' -·-checked
·:' ' by: con'ij:iari(lg
.._ .
·-, ·. it with'
_,,. a' slinplo
,_.. tb(i
_·· - ··._ratiO
., .

·zeto

-i:·~·.

,,~

:,, . ' • Cl~thier· and M~4ii!• Methotl.(:T~i~ method bas been/'dev~ioped quite recently 'and ;Uses a
,, variablt·l~p,piog .tron~former fo'f the! fueasu(i,,g, devke. Fig. 9·34 is a .simplili~d circuitdiagram.
• ,C1 and Ca arc thtee:terll)h1al cap~citoff.whoseratio' is equaL!O the. nomirial..r(ltio of the test tians•. former J. T~~ wi11dfiJgs of• trlmsformer<l are in seti~s aiding. The i:rrors.io transfor~er 1 are balanced
by means Qf, transformer ·2 'Whose ratio carrbc adjusted a littl.e above or below unity by . using .decade
· switches to select the primary turns. · · · · . '
.
. ·. · . . , · ' . · ·

I

0

Phase.'angle errors 11re b~la1,()(ld by sUpplyiiJg a current IP. throµgh a high resjstanqe R to the
junction ofC1 arid .C2: la is In 'phasewiah the sec·;ndary voltage and thetefore in quadrature with
the current in C2• The. value· of /ii is adjusted by a switch. on· tr~nstormer 2 .using a tuned electronic
detector.
·
.

r

'

. ," .'

'~:,

.

.

.

.

.

,·..

.

. :·

.., T~eory. Since the 4etector voltage is'zero at bal~nce, t~e current in R is aV/R, where aV Is
the voltage across R with respect to earth aod,V is the. voltage across. C2 . aV can have either sign.
•-''
At balance l1-:-l2fla.
.
. Ii=:=JwC1VD, I2=JrilC2V, and IR~aV/R. ;,/wC1V1 JwCaV[lfa/JwCzR]
-

(

' , or

.Vj,~C2
v. C1 Y[·1~LJ'
v... ,w:CaR .
liu~liary tr~n~ormer. is. negligible,

If the pliase afigle of the
and its voltage is very nearly
equal to its turns ratio, then, If T1 and T2 are primary and seeondary1 turns on Transformer 2, and
if T=Tr"T1.
.
.
.

,.

I,,
11

h

·, 1i_

,'

' '
:-t:'! : ~·

i::·

·;
. ,-..

'

:

-,

I.

-

.

~

. '

~

·.

/

,
•..
.
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If the ratio of the capacitance divider .is .adjust~d so t.hai.: C2/C1 is equal' to ·the ;nominal ratio
K. of the transformer; their , · ./
: .,

INSTRUMBNT TR4.NSPO!IMBRS

·-.

, -..

I

.

.

.

.,

. , . "

---~. =i-vV 1+e2 i::!l:+-D+v2+1e2

.

I

In general,

·,_·

''
-

.

~. ~I-!- Dgives sufficie,nt acclit~_cy. ·
. '.·

\

' '

.

I,,

The accuracy of the method d~pends upon the auxiliary tra'nsformer 2. · 11s, ratio is nearly
.
'
.
'
.
.
.
.
unity, how~ver, and in these conditions it is not:djfficuU to Construct ·a trailsfo.rmer haying very small
.
.
.
·
._
.
. .
· .• _ ·
.
.
· i·
L
ratio error and phase angle
·
·
· ·
·
-·-

'

The guard rings \vhich constit~te the third
i11 Fig. 9·34 ; both are connec_t~cHo eartli, . .
.·,,

f_

·.-r--. ·.
I
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I
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I
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Phase
. shilling
.transformtr

Trans 2
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l lg, 9'34, Clothier and Medina absolute method or.
testing po1en1ial
transformer;·"
.

i ;

I

Fig. 9'35. Coioparjson Jl!clhod using 'fattmefm.
.
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.

'·
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'
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Comparison Metbods
,·~
~
J. IV.tetboii Using Wat_tmeters. This ll"ethod is analogous to Silsbee's deOectioaal comparison
method' for current Jransfoririers. The auangement is shown· in Fig. '3 5. The ratio and phase ·
aogie errors of a fe~t transf~rnier are detern;ined in te,rms oftho:?e of a standard 'tr1il~forilier shaving
the same nominal ratio
·· ·
The two transformers are cohnecte(with thei; prima~les 'in ~arallel. A burden is pui fn t'he
secpndary circuit of· test ,transformer. · W,1. is a w11ttmeter who.se'. pot~nHal coil. is cqnnect~d. across
the secondary of standard transformer .. Th~ pressure coil of wattmeter W2·;.i~. so conhected that a
vo'itage 6. v. which is the 41fferen~e ~t\\'~ensecondary volt11ges ·of ~ta11d,ard and t~.~prarisformers; i'~
impressed across
it. The
cui:r~iit
c9il~.:of '''·
th.e twd
w11t't,meters'
conneeted
in series
·ilnd ar~:supplied
.
.
_,.,
'.,·
'
. . . -.
.are
'
.
'
.
from a phase shifting traasform~r. T~ey'.carry11 . <,:ons't~nt,cufr~ht
/.
·
:
.
'
.
·
·
.
·
·
-.
·.
.. ·· ·
.
'.
.
.

'

'

I I'

C2:

l

.,

.

11 ,-

I
f

...... ,. ..i'

_L 12

I

'
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-
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'1·

/

fi..V

~

Trans.I

D

I
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'

.•

~ ·' -'..• ,
~
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.·

and C2 are. not shown
·

~1·

C1:

Vp

r~fmin~ls_of cap~citors C1
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.. I. The phas~ of. the cuurent /is s,o,adjustef! t,h~t the wattmeter Wfreads ze.ro. Under these.
current I 1s m · quadrat.ure ,w1t_h· yqllage,Y••, · The
V.
p9s1t1oa of current phasor for tbw case is sb()wil iti Fig. 9 36
P
as J,,
·· · ·

.. ,

con~d~t1ons

Reading of wattmeter W1, fV10 = f'•.i. /o cos 90'=0.
Reading of wattmeter W2 ·
. . .. ., : ·,. ' 1) .
11

'
=

Wzq ··.component of.~~\t.ag( 4Ki~ phase whh J, xJ,
0

v, I..= v,,~in (0• ..:.e~ ~li~K~~tq $Jll'.(0.:::.e,). ·•. · ·
it occ~rt~s aT!~sfi~~~e 1~~: 11;~~%~C\~~~W~a··~hro11gh 9o' so that
;,,,1, .·.

6

R~ading of wattm eftit'WI1~w1~,;;ox·~.ff ~9S.0= y,, h·
Reading of wattmeter Wi . · .· . ·
·
W2,=component 0f voltage 6 Vin phase with /, x /,
<=.t::, v.xr,;....rv,, "'V.. cos (&.-e.n 1•. ·
If the cutrent ·is kept same for both the readings

,;.:

·

V5x

l=/p = 1•.

Wzo= .v•• I sin (~.-0,). · W1•= y,. 1
W2,, ·. tv.. -v
.. cos (0.--0,)J 1 · ···
'
, 1 .'!·i'
=V.. 1- v.. 1 cos (0"~0.) ':" wlP-v•• 1
as (0~-0,) is very small.
;·. v:;·]=Wi~ -W2p .
.....

c

l

\

;·

.

'

Fig; 9'36 Phasor dlagtJrn for l'ig; 9"35.
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Actual ratio of test transformer R1 ~ ~-..!.

.
'
•
VP
Actual ratio of ~tandard tratlsformer R. = V
-·

or ratio of

1·

..· '

.
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tra~~former ~·nd'er test ..&... R.r 1+~J

h
We~.

sin(e•. -0..•)=
.

'· ...

1

y~,.2•

., . ,:· ·:, , · · ·

a.nd. · cos(9,-9,)~·'V,./-W2~'~ Wu""'WaPc
. .
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' . .w~titneter W2 shouid have a'very .IQW 'v61tage range since only a small; voltage t;:V is .. impre~
i;ed·u'pon its pressure coil. · .
·
1 :· ·
. . '.,,, . · .;,,, i ,
. ,, ..;;, ,,.
1
~I • i. Clothier' and Medina' Comparison Method. A1siinplifi~d ;;diagram of the test circ~it
'devised by:Clothier and Med!~.a. is sh\)wn i~ ,J1ig. ~'37.,,. T~e prim.aries gf,the. tw~ tra.nsfo~~r,fs';~·.a:·~e
connected in parallel and fac1ht1es are provided for fine adjustments of magnitude and pllasc · of'lthe
secondary voltage.of standard transtofrner uritil'it equals that bf the test ti'Allsformet; .'. · ' ,: .·:,,,,ff·.
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lNSTRUMENl' TRANSFORMERS

'
Ratio balance is effected by adJl)stment Of 'primary turns T1 of an autotransformer connected
to the secondary of the current trarlsforrner.... , -~ . .
· ''' · - '"--'--'- --~'-4
The phase balance is done by .adjustment of ~
"'I
·- - . - ··· ..;;
1
\at resistance r throug' h which a current flows, '"~- '
~\aodard
'
'
-1rQi,sfc1r·mcr · · . . , .. ,catt,.,..r,
.. .~ ',__
0
his curr~nt being in quadrature with, tpe g, rv
".. s
mer x
6econdary voltage. The sign of the secondary ~ · · · "' '•
vo)tage is selected by a reversing ,switqh. -~ .
-----JM>.•. •-'f-j
Adjustments of resistance r can be made in
steps of I in 10,0lO in ratio and O"I' in phase.
At balance :
R.
..
-- = Ti
- and e•= e.±rCw
.R, T2
·
'
The circuit uses a tapped ind~ctance L
..
,·.,·
in parallel with resistance r, which ensures that
the ratio and phase (elations are comple'tely
.' .· V2 ..•.·· · ·. ·_ ~C
11
independent. This· can be achieved by making·
.,, ·. .. ,
.t ·
L equal to 2/(co2C) for negative and to 2/(Jw2C)
'Fig. 9'37. Clothier a·nd Medina cdmparison Meillod
for positive phase angles.
,. ,.,
· , . .,, for testing. p~tentia)yaQsformers. ,
.
· This equipment rs portable and uses an ·
· • .·
··
.· :. ·
iron cored dyrlainometer insturinent as a detector.'
. - •.-..
.
"' '
•:,.
CT
. . . ·.

... I

lli

J .

" . :,. ,

·Example 9 16. , An instrq111~nt potential iran~former. of nom\nal ratjo24,QOO/J70 Vis ie~ted ·
by_ comparison with a calibrated. tran~former of tbe sami;: nomi@I Jat.io .. , .T,be', ,s\an'c)ard_ trans.fqrmer
is known· to have an RCF of 0'9985 and a phase·angle·.error:,of ~,12' ..•·, The &e<;~.md11ries)re coirnec!e~
in opposition and the resultant voltage 'f',V (fetiniual voltage of test transformer~ terminal voUage of
standard tlansformer) is O5 L. 216'9" volt with respect to secondiirf· voltage of standard ·transformer'
\Vhen 'the· transformers arc fed from rated 'voltage supplyi .. Compute the RCF an,d ll~ase angle of
test transformer.
· '· ' · ·
• ' · ' .· . ·
Solution :

Vs,~ secondary

voltage of test transform.er,

Vss =secondary voltage of standard· transformer,

a.= pilase 'angle or test transform~r.

.
and Bs=phase angle of standard ·transformer,
. 1 ratio=
. 24000 = 20 0.
Nom1na.
120
Actual ratio of standard transform~r=RCFXncimiiuil ratio
R. ;0·99ss x 200 199:1.., ..· .:;,''. ' .·, ... "· :.
.;; , .

Al/
•, y,j• .''
.

f-

:!', • • ~.)

.

'i- '.,.;

,f '. -.

,·';(j . ; ,;

,._ h.' '•.
-

k
11
'

RCF of test transformer= act~al rati~ · = ~oo· 3~ = 1·0018.
nommal ratto 7.QO

.. , ..
~:

·.~1

.216·9°

..

...,

/J,V

Fig.

9'~8
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BLBCTR(CAL MBASURBMBNTS AND MBASURING JNSTRJJ~lBNts
.: ,'i

. .~ '

0·3
180 .· . . .
:;Angle between ·v,,aud Vu=-:-1 19 .78X 71 x_60'."'-8'6' .
. ,', Phase aogle of test transformer Op= -(Ii' +s·6') . .,..20·_6'. (See Fig. 9' 38) .

. UNSOLVED J.>ROBLEMS
'

. ' . J. A crlng~j>re cu.rrent transformer . with B nomiQal ratio of 50Q/5 .and a bar primary has a seeondary
resistan_ce of0'5 Q. 'and negligiJJe secondary re1ctaiice. ,The resultant of n\agoetizlog and iron Joss components of.the
primary curr~nt asso,i~d with a full load secondary current of 5 A in a burden of 1·o Q. · (non-inductive) is 3 A at a
power fJctor of Q'4' _C.trculale t~~ true ratio and the pha!e a11 Jle error 11f traosfJr1ner on full load. Calculate also the
total nux •n the core assumln! a fr~q1iency .of 50 Hz
{Ans. 100·24 ; 0'314° ; JJ 7x10-• Wbl
.,
2.. Ao 8/t cur[Cnt transformer' has an ,a,ccurate. c,urreat ratio when the secoodJry is short circuited. T~e
inductance of secondary 1s 60 mII and its resistaac~s 0·5 Q., and the frequency is 50 Hz. Estimate the current rauo
and phl1c angle error whe11 !he i!J!trumc.nt load resistance is 0·4 Q. and inductance ts 0·7 mH. Assume no iron loss
and- magnetizing current equal
to I percent
of primary current, The permeability remaina..constant,
[Aas.
8'001 ; O' 2'J
.
.
.
.

-

"

··
3, A current transformer with S primary tu.ra1 has a secondary burd~n consisting of a resistance of 0'16 il
arid _an Inductive resis1ance,of Q' 12 Q. Wb'en the prim 1ry· curreat Is 200 A, the magnetizi11g current IS l '5. A and .the
iriin loss· current is 0·4 A. Determine anv expression~ used, the number Of secondary turns needed to make the current
ratio )00'1 and also the pha e angle u ._der .these conditions.
[Aas 497; 0'275']
.,

.·
4, A current transformer -or nominal ratio JO:J0/5 A, is operating with total secondary imp.:daocc
0'4t/0'3 Q., At rated current the components of the primary curteot associated with toe core-magnetizing and cure loss
effects arc re~pec1i_veiy 6 A and .I'S A 'the primary bas 4 turns. Calculate the ratio error and. phase angle at rated
primary
~uneut if the secondary has :a) 800 turns (b) 795 turns: '
[Ans. (a, -0 48% ; 13', (bJ • t0' 14% ; 13']
,:
•
,
' L
•
•

'· 5. 'A bar' type cur~nt transform :r of toroidal construction requires 400 A to maanetize ii, and 300 A to
sup.ply the iron f iss for each volt per 'turn induced in the se~ondary wmding and rated freQU!ocy. Across the secondary
terminal is connected an mpcdance or 2 il with a phase angle~. aiil the resi>1ance of se :0:1dary winding is 0'5 il,
The nominal .ratio is JOJ0.15 A, and ·it is required to minimize both ra •io and phase errors. Determine th~ necessary
values of secondary· turns and phase angle'(>.
· ·
[Ans. 194 ; 64' 40']

'

.

· 6 tlic resistance and rcactance of the sr~a~dary or a 500/5 A current transformer are 0·02 Q. and 0 OJ il

respectively an 1 the :ransformers characterhtlcs
. are

g v~n

by. :

.

..

·-····-~-------~-~-------·----------------

v \ o·.5

Emf,

~~-

-~-~-

_u_q_•1_t1_1z_'1n_g_c_u'_'_en_'·_ _ _ _ _ _Ac_1_·

Core /011 corriponent,

A

I

0'5

I

o·s

\ . 1'5

I

j

I

-1'3_ _,I

--'---~---'--

ro

\

r5

j

2•0

2'5

I

3'2

I

40

2'7

--i--3--;-1--4'6--

-·--·---·

An ammeter, a wattmeter current· coil ~~d an induction relay a.re conaecied in se.ries to the se,ondary
winding. Their.resistances are 0'8 !!, 0' 10 il, 0 t4 il and their reactances O09,il, 0'07 il and .IJ'OB il respectiv,fy. If
· the current in ·1t,e instruments is.4 A, cal~ulate the ratio and phase angle error (a) when ail the instruments are in
c·rcuit, (b) when 110fy the waltmeter is In circuit. Calculate the load VA ia each case.
· .. ·
[Ans (a)1'4% 1'25',64VA;(b)-0'601%,2'5',1'96VA]
. · ,,..1.- A single phase potential transformer has a turn! ratio of 3810/63. The nominal secondary voltage is 63 V
. and thii'total cquivalen. reshtance and leakage rcactance reforred to the secondary side are 2 il and I Q. respectively,·
Calculate the ratio and phase angle errois when .tbO transformer is supplying a burde_n of lOOt/ 200 .Q. State
the a&!IUmptions made. ·
•
·
[Ans . ..:..o·so3; -0'338°]

.

8.

A 500/100 V potential transformer- bu the following co~staots:

l'~fmary rcslstancc~47'2S .n, Secondary resistaace=o·.j3 n, Primary rcactrnce=33'/,

~~onda1y reactancc is negligible l no lo~d Primary cumnt•=o·1Aat0'6 p.f. C1lcul 1te (a) the no fo1d angle
between prunuy and revmed se:ondary voltage!, (b) the value of secondary current al unity p.f. wb~n the pha'e angle
Is zero. ', ) ·
··
· ·
·
[Ans. (al 12 20", (b) 0'0271 Al
,i

'•

.,

I'

{.

t
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Measurement of Power and Wattmeters
I

to·i. Power io D.C. Circuits. The power taken by a load from a d.c. supply is given by the ·

product of readings of an ammeter and a voltmeter when· connected' in the circuit as shown in
Fig. 10'1.
Power P=VXlwatt.
It should be remembered that the ammeter and voltmeter require power for their operation
and allowance must be made for this. Either of the two connections shown in Figs. JO'! (a) and (b)
may be used.
In Fig. JO' 1 (a), the ammeter is connected between load and voltmeter. Th.erefore, the volt·
meter not only indicates the voltage VL across the load, but in addition voltage drop Vs across the

r®----

~r4--0
\ ), \--va

Ll

v

l

Loo<

'

·1rv rl"'"
v

(a)

'"'

(b)

fig. 10' I. Power meaiuremenr in D.C. circuiti.

ammeter. If Ra is the resistance of the ammeter, voltage drop ·
V.=I Ra
Power consumed by load= VL I-(V- Va) l= Vl-V.l= VI-1 2R•
. =powr.r indic~ted by instruments-power Joss in ammeter.
In Fig. 10· l (hl, voltmeter is connected between load and ammeter. Therefore, ammeter not
only indicates the current through the load but in addition. current in the vo)tme!er 11lso. ·
·

.

v

.

·.

Current through the v91~meter Iv= Rv where Rv =resi$1!1nce of voltmeter.

:
' ( 1-:.,Rvv )~VI~R;
v2
Power consumed by load=Yh=V(l-lv)~Y;'

.;,'·.

.

,,

-, .. :.:

·''

.;..~- -

' .1

"
=power indicated by instruments-;-powei'l()SS in Voltmeter,
Thus in both the cases, the power indicated by the instruments is equal to Jhe power consum·
ed by the load plus the power consumed by the ,instrument nearest to the lo!l<l terminalsi
r

.

•

-

• .:

.

l

I
I
'

In order to obtain ·the true powFr, corrections must be applied . for power 10sfJn insttu-

rnents. Under normal conditions the value of power loss in ipstrurnentsis quite smaHjas ~mpar~
, with the load power and, therefore, the error introduced on this· account. is ~µi~lJ,, •. J:Iow~~e'r;.Wbcil •
the.output of the source.to be measured is limited, the ammeter and Voltm¢ter may·lJtildt!i~;~i~uit
too heavily, causing a serious errors:
· ··
· · · · ' '· ·
.. ,,,; ' ·
'

l

I

i

.
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.ELECTRICAL MEASURBMBNTS AND ME\SURiNG INSTRUMENTS

For a permanently wired installation, when power measurements are required, it i~ a distinct
advantage to instal aiyattmeter io place of voltmeter and ammeter. W.attmeter gives ·direct indica·
tion cf po" er and there is no need of mulliplying two rradings as is the case when voltmeter and
amme.ter a1e used. The labour involved is reduced and the accuracy is also increased.
_ . 10·2. Power in A.C. dr,cu\ts. In the case of alternating currents, the instantaneous power
va1irs continuously as the current and voltage go through a cycle. However, we are not interested in
the instantaneous power (except where transient conditions are being studied) but in its average value
over a cycle. · T.his is because the average power muliiplied by time measures the transfer of energy
over a time interval, if steady state conditions exist.
·
The instantaneous power is given by p=ui
;.. (IO 1)
where p, v, i are the instantaneous values of power, voltage and current respectively •
. Thus, if both current and voltage waves are sinusoidal, the current lagging in phase by an
~angle;, then :
' - .· .
· u= Vm sin wt
l=l•n sin (wt-$).
Therefore, the instantaneous power is given by
p=vl-:-Vmlm sin wt sin (wt-;)
or writing 0=wl we have ·
1
p= v;,,fm sin 0 sin {0-\b)=Vm ; [cos f~· cos (20-;)]

211
.

. ···

·,

.-.

.. :(10'2)

e Vmlm
d ... Tcos ~

Vmf,. J[cos ,l-cos(29-;)J

Average power over a cycle 1s P=:: ~

2

..

0

P-Vlcos;
~ere

... (10'3)

V and I are rms values of voltage and current. Cos ; is the power factor of the load•.

· The fa_ct the power factor (cos \6) is involved in the expression for power means that a wntt·
meter must be used for measure~eot of power in a.c. circuits instead of merely an ammeter and a
yvoltmetcr, since the' later method takes no account of the power factor.
· l0'3. Eltctri>dJnamometer Wattmeters

These instruments a.re similar in design and construction to electrodynamometer type
. am111eters and voltmeters described in Chapter 8. The two coils are connected in different circuits .
for measuremer.t of power. The fixed coils or ''field cQils" are connected in series with the load and
· so carry the current in the circuit. The fixed coils, therefore, form the "current coil" of-the watt·
meter. The moving.coil is connected across the voltage and therefore, carries a current proportional
to the vdltage. .A high non•inductive resistance is connected in series with the moving coil to limrt
lbo cuuent te> a small. value. Sin co the moving coil carries a current ·proportional to the· voltage, It
_is called the "pressure coil'' or "voltage coil" of the wattmeter.
·
lO'<t, Construclion
.
I. Fixed Coils. The fixed coils carry the current of the circuit. They are divided inti> two
·halves. The reason for using fixed eoils as current coils is t~at they can be made more massive and
can be easily constructed to carry considerable current since they present no problem of getting the
current in ot out. The fixed coils are wound with heavy wire. This wire is stranded or laminated
especially when carrying heavy. currenti. in order to avoid eddy current losses in conductors. . They
11re first '\'ilrllished and baked to cx~lude moisture and clamped into place, thus forming a rigid solid.
t58'l1lbly. Iri fa,rl)' wattmetera, the current coils wc:ro aolllctim~s built to carry IOad currents of
oftl)Ote.' But in such con,tructions, it.I• very difficult to avoid eddy currents. Also tile use.QC
beflvy current leads introdu~.
kid ,rrOJI, BecaUIO 'Of these and Other errors modem p~ctfce ',

too A

tn!

r· ,; \.

1
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'

usually limits the maximum current ranges of wattmeters to about 20 A.. For power mtasuremenls
involving large lond currents, it is usually-better to use a 5 A wattmeter in conjunction.with a ciJrr~nt·,
transformer of suitable range.
.
. ·.
· .·
.
·
·" · · .,
In the case of precision watt meters,' the two halves ·of the fixed coil; which are connected in <
series for a basic measuring range, can be connected in parallel to increase the wattmeter current
range to twice its ori~inal value. Shunts are not used for extension of current range since they. are
subject to temperature errnrs.
·
2. Moving Coil. The moving coil is mounted on a pivoted spindle .and is entirely embraced
by the fixed current coils. Spring control is .used for the
·· ·
.·. · · ·
·.
movement. Fig. 10'2 · shows an electrodynamometer type
wattmeter. The use of moving coil· as pressure coil is a
:... · ...
natural consequence of design· requirements. Since ~h() curre1,t
of the moving coil is carried by the instrument springs it is
limited to values \ ·hich can be carried by springs without ·~ · ·
•.--:
appreciable heating. A series resistor is used in the volta-ge
circuit, nod the current limited to a small value, .usually between 10 to 50 mA.
· ·
'

Both fixed and moving coils are air cored. '.fhe
voltage rating of the wattmeter is limited to about 600. V by
the power requirements of the voltage circuit. since most of
the power is absorbed by the tesistanre in series with the
Pig. 10·2. Dyna~orfic1er .wattmeter:' ·.
moving coil and considerable heat is generated. For higher
.voltages~ the pressure coil circuit is designed for 110 V, and a ~otentialtransf~me(i~used. ~~step
down the voltage.
.
3. Control. Spring control is used for the instrument.
. 4. Damping. Air friction damping is .used. The moving system carries a light aluminium
vane which moves in a sector shaped box.
.
.
5. Sea.res ao1d Polotns. They are equipped with mirror type scales and knife edge pointers ·.
to .remove read mg e~rors due to iiar~llax.
.
.
. .
.
. - . :: .. · · ·.•.. ·.

1=11 12

T

Cur11~1 Coll tc

where it and i2 are instantaneous values of currents . in two.
coils. Let V and J be the r. m.s. values of voltage and
current being mea~ured.
: . Instantaneous value of voltage across the
pressure coil circuit
v=vTVsin wt.
If the pressure coil. circuit has a very high resistance,
it can be treated as purely resistive. Therefore, current
i;, in the pressure coil is in phase with the vo\tage and its
instantaneous value is :
•

V

•I -

r,=-R·p . =v 2

RVp

.1-·

.

sin <Dl"'-v 2 J, sin

!

I
,I

.,

J
I
I

.. .--.
I

and

<-.',

~

wt

:; :·

~~~~~~~c..;;;;~~~~~~~~~~==~=~;.:;.;=~=··---

-c.c·.:...·

... - \

.

---

- ,. , . '.·

-·~-\

' ..

Plg;-:!0'3.-Clrcuit or elec1rcdynilnlo->I · ·
·-- w~.tlmeler.
.

),I

1:·:

'

~-'

,

fl

R11 =-resistance ofpres't,1~e O?il circuit.
·.~,.:'.,-':•/-.-·;·

~ •I

:.., •. 1.

I

. ·..

...~------.L..:.--.:.......;;J·. }.:.••· .-..!.:.• ..:-:··_':,'

/

"'·1

,,\

Loii4:

- Vi
.
..·•
here I, -;~- = rms va)ue of current in pressure ·coil circuit; , .

~

••

I

]

j

I

'. :<'

10;5. Theory. The instantaaeou~ torque of an electrodyaamom~ter instmmenis is·given by ..
,... . . dM
.
.
. ,.
1

~

--

.

.
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. . .· If the current in the current coil lags the voltage in phase by an angle ~. instantaneous value
· . ofcurrnnt through current coH is :
ie=y' 2 I sin (wt-{>)
..

Instant~ueous'torque
. =2 /p I sin

wt

T1

-vT J, sin ~tXv'T /sin (wt-~)~~

sin (wt-~)

~~ -/p

I [ cos ~-cos

(2wt~{>) }~~

... (10'4)

is clear from ·above that there is a component of power which varies as twice the
freq~ncy of current and voltage (mark the term containing 2wt).
Average deflecting torque
_,

·.

lt

{:

I

•

.

T

T ·

0,.

0

. .~kf
. . . dM
. • .rr-y _rial~~ J.IP I[cos-~-coa l~-~)l(Je . d (wt)
· ·

·.

I

.... ··.

r··

I

. =IM I cOS .I. _<!.11 .

•.. (10'5)

dM

.. .,(10'6)

~·

't'

VI

=RP cos~

d6.

dB

(

Controlling torque exerted by springs T, =KO
where
K=spring constant and 8=final steady deflection.
i
Since tbe moving system of the instrument cannot follow the rapid variations in torque (the · i
·torque has a double frequency, component), it will take up·a position at which the average defl.cctic" l
. torque is equal to·the'restoring torque of the spring~.

:. i\t balance position KO=/,
or deflection

J,

..1.

rcos .,,,

.

=

VI cos~

... (10'7)

dM
dO

... (10'8)

.. ·.·

dM·
+•(iO

... (10'9)._ -

RP K.

-( .K1

dM
ao
'

-·-

=K1 Vlcos

whe~e

l

Icos~. d::

.0=K

•

I

~~)p

...(10'10} .

P=power being measured= VI cos

~

JK1 .. Rp K

and

10•61~bape Seal~.

... (10'11)

fro~ ~~.

d~Oectioo

' · •
of
It is clear
10'10, the
is directly proportional to ·
,tho power be g .measured. and the sc11le is.· essentially uniform over the rang~ in w~ich (dM/d6) is
OQD,~nt. By wtab!Q des1ens, the nutur~l 111ductance between fixed and , movmg coil qan be made
'

·.

·-

. '/

/

.

'

/,

'i
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to vary linearly with angle ove~ a range of 40'. .to so·
on either sid~ of zero mutual mductance pos1t1on as
shown in Pig. 10 4.. If the•position of. zero m,utual
inductance is at the midscale, the scale Will be·umform
over 80' to 100' which covers
almost 'the' entire scale
.
range.
JO 7. Waftmeter Errors
l. Pressure Coil Inductance
We have, r.=resist9nce of pressure coil,
'Lc_,;inductance of pressure· coil,
R =resistance in series with pn;ssure coil,
R, =total re~istance of pressure coil circuit· ·,
'

=r,+R,

.

0

0

. ~o. to 50

0

0

............

~o to s~--1 Otllrcli()I! I
,..__.,..--+ 80 to 100 :_.j

.

V ~voltage applied to pressure coil circuit,
!=current in the ·current coil circuit, .·
r,-:-current in the pressure· coil circuit,
Z,=impedance of pressure coil circuit
- .;J (R+ r,) 2+( wL)2.

.

.

'

Pig. 10'4. Variation ofmillual indu.ctance ·
·
With.deftt,"Ctlon.

.

.

I

.

h was implied in;the discussions of the idealized wattmeter that the current· in the pressure
coil is in phase with the applied voltage. If the pressure coils of the wattmeter has_ an inductance
·the current in it will lag the voltage by an angle ~ where :
. wL
~=tan-1·. ...._.,,..,,.tan-1

wL
R. ,, . .. . r,+ R
. It will be seen from Fig. 10'.$, th11t for lagging power factor,
the angle between current in the clirretit. CQj! circuit and the current
. in the pressure coil circuit is less than<,&, by wbich the loa'd current
lags lbe applied voltage; Tbe angle between the pressure ~Qi! current
and the current in the current eoll'is ·
·
'·
·
.

-

. ·--"'" =,i'_:a'
!·

."\

.,..

I

. . .

rp... .., .

)., The actual wattmeter ttading is :
l,T

=7

.1.i

COSY'

V
z.K

1

dM· ·

"df"

~See

aM
··
. · · d6

.
.Now..

=-!cos(~-~)

Actual waftmeter reading

Eqn. 10·7\

Fig. )O'S, Wattmetcr pba.sbr
diagram ror Jagging pJ, ..

z.-----

VJ cos(~-~)
K (Rv/cos ~)

R,

cos~

dM
0
· af
=-KR;° cos~ cos(~~~)

dM

de .

:.. (10'12)
. In the absence of inductance· z.= R. and ~ -0 and therefore the watt meter will read trues
power under these conditions.
- ·
.

~

:. True power

~ J,l
y cos 'I'.1. 7dM

=

Vlcos ~
KR,

dM
d0

,.. (10'13)
\,

It is clear from the above e~pressi6n that ·in.the absence of i'nductance, the wattmcter read .
correctly at all power factors and frequencies.

(,.

"
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VI cos~
dM ·
true ·power
KRP
· d0.
cos ~
Ratio -a-ct-ti-al_w_a_ttmeter reading_ =y I cos(;-~) . A dM = cos~ cos(~.
·
. :
K Rp
cos r d0- .
.

..

.
.
cos ~
. t I
t
. d'
True power=
- 11t' cos. (.1.-.
ff) x ac ua wat meter rea . mg .
.
cos
'f'- t'

.

... (10'14)

'I

··power.

Correction· Factor ·
It is .defined. as a factor by which the actual wattmeter reading is multiplied to get the true

...

Correctio~'''factor.
.'
.·.

·.· . ~cos~~
.cos cos -

~)_:__·for Jagging loads.

... (10'15)

. . · It is cJe~ from the. phas.or diagram ( Fig. 10· 5) that on lagging
'10.ds tbe wattrneter will read high, as the effect vf. the inductance of the
·. ··pressure coil circuit is to bring .the pressure Cl i1 current more nearly into
phase with the load current than would be the case if this inductance
were zero. ·Very serious errors may be introduced by· pressure coil
indli.ct&nee at low power facton unless special precautions are taken .
.·
The wattmeter wilJ read low when the load power ·factor is
·reading as in that case the effect of pressure coil inductance is to increase
the phase angle between load · current an~ pressure coil current (See
F.ig. 10'6). . . .
.
.· . '
. .
·correc:tion factor for leading

p·.f.= cos~ ;~ss (~+~)-

... (10'16)

.J;

I-:::..,

Fig. 10'6, Wattmeter pbasor
dia1.,ram for leadiog p;f,

· Jrror ·

We will discuss ·only the. lagging pJ loads. The error in terms of instrurnent deGection is ~
•. Actual

~atimeter reading-true

po1> er-~[ I -Co, p ~~·(::_ ~) ] x actu .al wattmeter reading

I
I

.·.. ~[ 1...... .co:~;~ e)

I

Jx actual wattmeter r.eading
'·

11

l
11·I

'!..
I'

~ ~}s very sm~ll~ 't _m~st a few minutes and,. ther~fore, cos ~ is nearly equ ,a) to unity.
•:

.

: • .· ,

.

Error-[1- cos +cos

'·'

=[

p<'~~n +sin ~ JX actualI wattmeternading

J

sin; sin~
cos ~+sin "'......,si::--n_,...~- · Xactual w~f ctmeter l'Cading

=[ cot ;i~~n ~ ]x actual wattmetf :r reading.
.:{We Cati wtjtei Eqn. lo~u as : . ~u&t::tlfuft:r~rrea-d-ing- =. cos ~C:/'c;- ~)
I

,1,f

.'I.
Jl
'·

... (10'17)

I+tan• ~

~i,+tan ~tan ~·

••• (10'18)
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Now~ is very small~nd,.the·refore, ta:n 2 ~<L

..

True power
. 1
Actual wattmeter reading c::: -1-+~ta-n-~-ta-n-~-

or actual wattmeter readin5=true power (1 +tan ~ tan M
.'. Error=actual wattmeter readin_g-true power~tan ~tan ~xtrue power

:.. (10'19)
... (10'20) .

wattmeter reading-true power X 100 t .1. t ~ x 100
t
= an .,, an I'
Percentage error = - rue power
.· ·

... 00·20.

We have, true power= J'/ cos r/> : .'. Error= tan~ tan ~x VI cos~= VI sin~ tan~. ...(10"22) ·
It is clear from Eqn. 10·22 that the error is serious at low power factors.
.
r
Compensation for Inductance of Pressure Coil
\
Many 'Wattmeters are compensated for
errors caused by inductance of pressure coil by
means of a capacitor connected in parallel with a
portion of multiplier (series· resistance) as shown
in Fig. 10·1.
The total impedance of the circuit may be
written as :
·

l

.
Fig. 10·7. Compensation for inductance of pressuie coJI'
.
circuit.
''

If the value of drcuit constants are so chosen that for power frequencies
w2C:!r2<.( l.
_

We have approximately, Zp-:!!.Rv-r+ jwL+ r -jwCr2c:R11+ jw(L- Cr2).
If we make, L=Cr2,

Thus the error caused

then Z 11 el!RP

and ~·=0.

by ptessure coil inductance is almost completely. eliminated.

This type of compensation is· very slightly effected by .change in frequency' and can be used
for frequencies at which (t) 2C2r2<{ t.
The frequency range over which.the above compenmtion

r

hol~s

good is 10 kHz.

2. Pressure Coil Capacitance. The .Press~re coil circ1'it may pos5ess capacitance in addition:.
to inductance. This capacitance is mainly ~foe to interturn.. capacitance of.the series resistance.
The effect capacitance is opposite to that produced by inductance, therefore, the wattmeter reads high
on lagging power factor oftheJoad. .
.
The phase angle between pressure coiJ current and :the applied voltage depend$ upon the
reactance of the prcsrnre coil circuit. . The inductive reactance is, normally greater than the capacitive
reactance and, therefore, the phase angle varies with frequency. increasing with increase in frequency.

l

3. Error due to Mutual Inductance Effects,. Errdrs are cauiied due to 'mutual .inductance
between current and pressure coils:of the wattmeter. These errors are quite low· at power fre_quency
but tbty increase and become more important as the frequency i increased. ' .
. '

The effect of mutual inductance is to 'inciease the phase angle for the connection in which
·• the pressure coil is connected ·on tbe load side and to decrease the phase angle w·hen the current coil
is connected on the

lo~d side.

This change in phase angle is

tan-~ ( ;~

):

c

· .

'

---

-

___ ,,
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If the self-capacitances are neglected, following expression may be used for computing
power:
L+M ] .

Pw=P+1 2Rc+ ( R,
._where Pw is the wattmeter indication and
·_the current coil is on the load. side. ·

~

(l)V/ sin q,

is the power in the load. This expression is used when

The problem of effects of mutual inductance is further complicate<l by the fact that it is not
-·constant. We have seen in Art. 8'4 that the mutual inductance between the two coils varies as the
moving coil (pressure coil) deflects. ·Thus the error caused by mutual inductance varies with r~lative
positions of the two coils.
Instruments have-been developed whose coil systems are so arranged that they are
~lways in a zero position of mutual inductance and thus are free from errors caused by · mutual
inductance effects. These .instruments also develop a maximum torque for every value of current
(since Mis always zero and thus dM/d0 is always maximum). The Drysdale Torsion-head wattmet~r
· -is an example of such an instrument.
4. Enors caused_ because of Connections. There are two alternate methods of connecting
a wattameter in a circuit. These are shown in Figs. 10'8 (al and (b). Errors are introduced in
the measurement owing to -power loss in the current and the pressure coils.

J

1-,',,

ln the connection of Fig. 10'8 (a), the pressure coil is c0nnected on the supply side and, there.fore, the voltage applied to the pre)sure coil is the voltage across the load plus the voltage drop across
the current coil. fhus the wattmeter measures the power loss in its current coil in addition to the
power consumed by load.
Power indicated by wattmeter=power consumed by load+power loss in current coil
=power consumed by load+I 2 Re
where
Re= resistance of current coil.
l•lp . c.c.

c.c.

Load

$upply,V

f

'"

~I,~
_P.C. L

rl._y._v__

f

1

·
Loao

_.a.._ ____.

I

(b)

(a)

I~--·_.·

Fig, 10'8, Wattmeter Conaections.

In connection of Fig. 10'8 (b), the current coil is on supply side and therefore it carries the
pressure coil current plus the load current. Hence the wattmeter reads the p~wer consumed i~ the
'ioad plus the power loss in the pressure coil.
· Power indicated by wattmeter=power consumed by load+ power loss in pressure coil
y2
•_;
=power c_onsumed by load+ Rf!
._ lfthe load current is· small, the voltage drop in the current .coil is sma 11, so tha.t connection . ·
of'Fig; fo·s (a) i_ntroduces a very small error. On the ot~er han1, 1f the load current ts large, the ·
-'llue of pr~ssure coil current is very sreall as compared with the ~oad current and hence power loss
'

~;,,

r•\

•t

•'

,\
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in pressure- coil will be small as compared with the load power and, therefore, connection of
Fig. 10'8 (b) is preferable.

It should be noted that in an uncompensated wattmeter, tbe reading of the wattmeter includes
the power loss in the coil connected on the load side. The use of above connections for different
applications [connection (a) for small current and (b) for large current] holds good only if the power
loss in the instruments is to te. neglected. Howe\ er, if accuracy requires that the power Joss in
the instruments be taken into account, connection (b) is preferable. This 1s because for a constant
voltage, the.power Joss V2/ Rii in the pressure coil circuit is constant and, therefore, the true power
consuuied by the load can be obtained by subtracting V2/R11 from the wattmeter reading. The value
of V2/Rv can be calculated or observed directly by simply reading the wattmeter with load disconnected.
1

,!

1
I'

Compensation. The· power taken by the pressure coil circuit is constant if the voltage is
constant and becomes a smaller percentage of total as a larger amount of power is measured. How·
ever, in cases, where the load current is large and the power factor is small, connection (b) may
result in large error since the total power measured is small. Hence in wattmeters which are designed
for low power factor measurements, a compensating coil may be used in the instrument to compen~
sate for the error caused by power loss in the pressure coil circuit.. The arrangement using a
compensating coil is sho\Vn in Fig. 10'9.
.
In connection 10 8 (b) th~ current coil carries a current of 1+ip and produces /a field corres·
ponding to this current. T1e 'compensating coil is connected in series with the pressure coil c;ir~uit
(Fig. I 0·9) and is made as nearly as possible identical and coincident with the current coil. It is so
connected that it opposes the field of tbe current coil. The compensating coil carries a current /-p
and produces a field corresponding to this current. This field acts in, opposition to the current .coil
field. Thus the resultant field is due to current I only. Hence the error caused by the pressure coil·
· current flowing in the current coil is neutralized.
'

!'
I,'

I' '
)\

!

!~

.. -<...

C.c.
l+lp

Ip

Compe.nsatin9
COii

P.C.

Supply,V

l_ _I_

Fig, 10'9. Compensation for power loss in
prc:ssure coil circuit.

Lead

Pig. 10'10. Phasor diagram for illustrating the
effect cf eddy currents. ·

5. Eddy Current Errors. Eddy currents are induced in the solid metal parts and within the
thickness of the conductors by alternating magnetic field of the current coil. These currents produce
a field of their own and alter the magnitude and phase of the current coil field and thus cause errors.
Refer to the phasor diagram shown in Fig. 10· 10.
The phase of eddy emf£, is 90° behind the current coil flux ~c. The eddy current /, lags
eddy emf Ee by a small angle. /, produces a flmi:-~o and therefore the resu.ltant finx is <!>n •• ,It is
clear from Fig. 1o·10, that the resultant flux 1s less than the current cod flux $c and Jags 1t by a
small angle.
" __
Since the resultant flux lags -the currept coil flux, the phase. angle between the fluxes ~, ~d

,',

~·---------~_;::,.,,

... ,

.
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<Pn,· whieh produce the torque~ is increased... As the magnitude of the field is decreased and the angl.e
- between-fluxes is increased, the torque produced is decreased for lagging power factors ..
This error fa similar in principle to the error caused by the. \nduclance of pressure coil except
-that the sign of error is opposite .. From. Fig. 10' 10, it is cle.ar that the wattmeter will read low for
Jagging power factors and high for leading power factors.
.·
. .
The error caused by eddy currents is no,t easily calculable and may be serious if the metal
. parts are not well removed from 1he current coil. In fad solid metal parts should be avoided as far
as possible. Stranded c~rnductors should be used for the current coil if the current carried is
large. This reduces the eddy currents induced within the thickness of the coil.
· 6. Stray Magnetic Field Errors. The electrodyt;Iamometer wattmeter has a relatively weak
field and, therefore, it is particularly effected by stray magnetic.fields resulting in the serious
errors. Henc0 these instruments. shpuld be shielded. against effects of stray magnetic fields.
Laminated iron shields are used in portable laboratory instruments while steel cases are
sometimes provided to shield the switch-board instruments. Precision type of wattmeters are not
_,_provided with shields in order to keep down errors caused by eddy currents and to avcid the small
,.----d.c. errors Vtbich may be caused by permanent magntdam of the shield. Such wattmeters use an
a~tatic system as shown in Fig. 8'43.
7. Errors Caused by Vibration of Moving S)stem. This error is found occasiona!Jy on
alternating currents. The torque on the moving system varies cyclically with a frequency which is
twice that of the voltage (See Eqn. 10'4). If the pointer, spring or some other part of the moving
·· system has a natural frequency which is in approximate resonance with the frequency of torque
·pulsation, the moving system would vibrate with a considerable amplitude. These vibrations not
only make the position of th& pointer difficult to read but also the me.an position of the pointer may
be displaced from that corresponding to the average value, of power. These vibrations are avoided
by designing the instruments in such a way that the natural frequency of the moving system is very
much away from twice the frequency of the system on which_ the wattmeter is intended to be used.
8. Temperature Errors. The indication of a wattmeter is effected by changes in room
temperature. This is because any 'change in room temperature changes the resistance of the Nessure
coil and the stiffness of the springs. These effects are opposite in nature and would nearly neutralize each other, if the pressure coil circuit were composed of copper and of a resistance alloy having
a negligible temperature co-efficient, in the ratio of l : 10 .
. Example 10'1. In a dynamometer wattrneter the moving coil bas 500 turns of mean diameter
30 mm. Estimate the torque if the axes of the field and rr:oving coils are at (a) 60° (b) 90· when the
density in the field coils is 15 x 10-3 Wb/m2, the curr~nt_in.-moving coil is 0'05 A and the power factor
is 0'866.
Solution. · Let us take the position of. moving coil when its axis is coincident with that of
fixed coil as reference. Let 0 be the deflection from the reference position, i.e., 6 be the angle
between axes of two coils
..
.
Flux linking with moving coil=area ><component of flux density perpendicular to area
oper~ting

~

'

TC

'\

J

,

'

=4 D2 XBX cos 6,
1

\ '('here

D =mean diameter of pressure <:oil.
' ·~ ,

Flux linkages of moving coil= N x -~f

'\

!

D2

'
I

.

n

x B cos 0= - ND2 B CO$ &,

4

·.
flux linkages of moving coil
n '
· · ·
Mutual mductance· M~
t
f
nd
.
-·-N
D2
B
cos
D=Mma141
cos 0
curreo . o xe cot1
41
I'

wh~.
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Rate of change of flux linkages

4Ji . ;1 ND
,,,

. From Eqn. 10'6, torque exerted

.l d=

,..
2

V .I
R11 cos

B sit\ 0=Mm1111i sin 0,
.1.
'#'

dM ( VI cos ; ) . M · · .· 6
d0 =.
R11
. • m®' Sill '

~ (111 I cos~) Mma~ sin 0= [p 1x·'-~ ND2 B sin 0 vOS ~= ~ ND2 B/p C?S ~sine.
We have B= 15X 10-3 Wb/m 2 ; ]p=0'05 A; N=500; D=30><10-s m; cos ~=0'866.
(a) For · 0=60°, sin 0=0'866., .

.·. Deflecti;ng torque Td = ~ x
=

199x10-8 Nm

,,

0.... 90•, sin 0=1

(b) when

.•.

500 X(30x10-3)2·x15x10-ax·o 05 x 0'866 x 0'866

rd=

~ x 500 x (3 x 10-2)2 x 15 x 10-a xo·os x o· 866 x,1=230 >< to-e Nm .

Example 10'2. An uncompensated spring controlled dynamometer wattmeter reads 250· W
with d.c. currents of l A and 0·05 A in its current and potential coils respectively Calculate what·: .
this wattmeter will read when the current coil current is 10 sin (377t+15°)+ 5 sin (1131 t) ampere and ·
the potential .coil ~olt~ge !s 500 c~s (3/7 t-30')+800 si,n p54 t+45') volt. Calculate also the resistance
of the potential cotl circutt assumtng 1t to be purely resistive. ·
, .
Solution : With d.c. Power P=250 W. Current coil current I= 1 A..
Voltage across pressure coil circuit V= ~O == 250 V.
Pressure coil curre.nt 111=0'05 A: :. Pressure coil c1rcuit resistance R, =

0~~~= 5000 0,

With a.c. Instantaneous current i= 10 sin (377t+15°)+5 sin (1131 t)
Putting 317 t=0, we have i=lO sin (0+15°)+5 sin (30).
Instantaneous volta~ v=500 cos (377 t-30°)+800 sin (754 t+4s•)
=500 cos (0-3o•)+soo sin (20+4s•)
Instantaneous power p=vi
..
=500x 10 sin (0+15°) cos (0-30°)+s0Cfxs sin (30) cos (0-30°)
+soox 10 sin (0+15•) sin (20+4s·)+sooxs sin (30•) sin (~8+45°).
2~

Average power over a cycle P =;

2~ ,oIvi d0.

We have the foil owing identities :

2R

'i.

J
'

'i

(I)

! f A sin (0+C(), B sin (0+~) d8 ... ~

2

AB cos(«-~).

0

'\
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.
.
.
. ,
.
..
'

'

2R
I

(ii) 2i

f
J

1 A sin (0+(X). B cost~ t-~) d0= T AB sin (x- ~).
0
.

2R

(iii)

d0, O ~
2~ J.0 1- sin (m0+'1), B sin (n0+~)
.
2rc

and

(iv)

2~'oJA sin (me+ix). B cos (n0t~) d8=0.
2rc

The(efoie,

A

2~ J 500 x 10 sin (0+15°) cos (8- 30°) d6= Tx 500 x 10 sin 45°=1760
0

Now

2rc

2~

0
2rc

0

2~ I 500 x5 sin (36) cOs (6-30") df=O ; 2~ J 800 x 10 sin (6+ 15') sin (29+45')=0 ;

2~ I0 800 X 5 sin (3Q) &in (26+45°)=0.

and

Henc~

average power P-1760 W.

Example 10'3. A wattmeter has a current coil of O'l Q resistance and a pressure coil of .
6500 n resistanc~. Calc~jate the. percentage errors, due to resistance only with each of the methods
of connection, when read~g the input to an apparatus which takes :
·
(a) 12 A at 250 V With unity power factor, and (b) 12 A at 250 V and 0'4 power fa(itor.
Soluti()o: (a) Power= VI cos ,P=250x12 x I =3003 W. ·
·The two possible ways in which the pressure coil can be connected are shown in Pigs.' 10'8 (a)
and 10'8 (b). ·
·
·
For connection of Fig. 10'8 (&?), the error is caused by power lost in the current coil.
Power loss in current coil=/2Rc=(l2)2X0'1..., l4'4 W. ·
:.

~rror= 3~~ci

x .1°0=0'48%.

For co.nnection of Fig. 10'8 (b), error is caused by power Jost in pressure ~oil.
Power loss in pressure coil=
(b)

f, = ~~~~

2

=

9'6 W. : • Error

Q

3 ~~~ x 100-Q'32/,'.

Powcr=250xt2'xo·4=1200 W; For.(onnection of Fig. 10'8 (a)

14
Error= ·4 X 100 = 1'2%
. .o·
1200
9'6

~for 90nnection of Fi~. 10·~ (b) ~rrot=-rioo-

x 100=0'8%.'
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,../' Example 10'4. A -wattmeter has a current coil of 0·03 n resistance and a pressure coil of
6000 n resistance. Calculate the percentage error if the wattmeter is so connected that :
(i) the current coi~ is on the load side, (ii) the pressure coil is on the load side
(a) if the load takes 20 A at a voltage of 220 V and 0'6 power factor in each case. (b) What
Joad current would give equal t.rrors with the two connections ?
Solution: (a) ·Power consumed by Ioad==:22ox2oxo·6=2640 W.
(i) The wattmeter measures tpe loss in the current coil for this connection.
..
Loss in current coil=J 2Rc=(20)2x0·03=12 W. :.

Error= 2~~0 x 100=0'45 %.

(ii) The wattmeter measures the loss in the pressure coil circuit f Jr this connection.

. . R:P
v2
Loss ·.m pressure co1·1 circuit=
(b)

(220)2
s·o6. x w
ino o·31%
:= 6000
- = 8'06 w. Error=' 2640
=
o•

Fo~

equal error for the two connections ·
2 - v2 . 2_.x.:_
(220)2
J Ro- R'.P or I - RoRsi 0·03 x 6000 .:. l=l 6' 5 A..

/ Example 10·5, A wattmeter is rated at.10 t\ and:2? ,V> The current coil has a res'.stance or'
0·06 n and a reactance of 0·02 n The potential coil cir6u1t may be assumed to be purely resistive
having a resistance of 6250 0. Find the err.;>r due t~ the :two dHt~~~ilt connections shown in Fig. 10'8.
The load is 10 A at a p-O\Ver factor of o· 174 Jagging. Tb~. voltage across the load is 25 V.
Solution: Power= VI cos ~=25X l0XO'l74=43'5 W. , '\Xhen the current coil is on the,"load
side the voltage drops in. its iesistance and
reactance. of current coil are : '
·
.
IRo=l0X0'06==0'6 V, and /Xo=l0><0'02=0'2 V.
cos ~=0·174 or ~=80The voltage across pressure coil '
~Vii=25+o·s .cos 80°+0·2 sin 80"-j(0'6 sin so·+o·2 cos 80)=25'3 /-,t~: V.
:. Power indicated by wattmeter=25'3x lOXcos (so·-1'4°)=50 W.
. .
50-43'5
.
Error= 43'
X100=14·94% ..
5
·When pressure coil is used on the load side as shown in Fig. 10'8 (b),
.
Power lost in pressure coil ckcuit= ~;~; =0'1 W. Error= ~~~

1:

5 x100=-0'23%.

The error in the case of connection [Fig .. 10'8 (b)] is n~gligible and this connection should be
preferred.
.
.
,·
,,.,r-,· Example 10'6. A dynamometer wattmeter ts used to measure the power factor of a 20 l&F
capacitor. The pressure coil of the wattmeter having a resistance t 000 n and an indu¢tive reactance
of 15 n is connected across a 50 Hz supply. The current coil of the . wattmeter, a varlable resistor R
and the capacitor are connected in series across the same supply. The wattmeter defl,'ectiop is made
zero by adjusting the valQe of R ~o l '65 n. If the current coil resistance is o· 1 0 arid its' indubtance
negligible ; d,etermine tbe power factor of the capacitor. .
- .·\
Solution: Phase angle of pressure coil circuit ~=tan1

1 6~0 =0'015 rad.e!5l'6'

Capacitive reactanc¢' t •.:... l• x ~~~/lO' = 159·2 !l.

I

L

"•

-

'

..

\

..

-
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j

~

Let r be the series resistance of the capacitor.
Total resis~aoce _of the load circuit including resistance of current coil.
::;:Q'l+l'65+r=1'75tr ohm .
.I.
hase ang1e of ]oa d c1rcmt=tan. . . . 1 .159'2
:. .,.=p
+r ·
1 75
'·

The load circuit has a leading p.f. as the reactance is capacitive.
for leading p.f.
Reading of waftmeter ~ cos ~ cos(~+~).
For a wattmeter read ins to be zero, cos ~ cos (~t~) =0
or
cos (;+~)=O
or
. i?+~=90° ·
or
~=90'-51'6' ..:..g9• 8'4'
and
tan ~=66'.6

~i;;r

Hence,

1

=

66'6 or resistance

I
!:

~f capadtor r=0'64 Q

Impedance of capacitor= v (l59'2) 2t(0.'64)2 =I 59'2 Q"

I

"

0'64 0. '0,04
~
f ' .
'
· . Power. 1actor. o capacitor::: 159. =.
. ·.
·1;

2

,..

·._ .·anY.inductive
F.1'ample 10'7, Tbe current cbil of a wattmeter is ~onnected in series with an ammeter and
load. A voltmeter and the voltage ·coi1 are connected across a 100 Hz supply. The
amnieter reading is 4 5 A and the voltmeter and wattmeter readings, are respectively, 240 V and
23 W. The-inductance of voltage circuit is 10 mH and its resistance 2000 0. If the voltage drops
across the ammeter and the curtent coil are neglig~ble, what is the percentage error in the wattrneter
rearing.
Solution : Inductive reactance of pressure coil .::2~ x 100x10~10- 3 =6'28 0.
Resistance of pressure coil circuit =2000 0.
.
Phase angle of pressure coil circuit

~=tan ~=~ =0'00314 rad. =:0".18°=10"8~
<

For an inductive load : Readin$ of wattmeter iX cos ~cos
True power «.cos ~ where cos ~=load power factor.
. !

.

••• True power=

COS

f';t

t'

(~-~)

·

cos ~(.L .4 ) x read'-mg of wattmeter
COS _, 't' - t' .

...(I)

·

But true powel'-1 2R=(4'S)2 R-(~'S)2 Z cos~' where R-resista11ce of load.

.

.

~o

.

. tmped_ance of load Z= 4~ .... 53~3 0 :. True power=(4'5)2 XS3'3 cos if,.
Reading of wattmeter=23 W.
(4'S)lx 53'3

Substituting these values in (i), we have :

or

~s ~-cos': t~-ijX2l cos~ cos (ii-~) ""(4'S)'~S3 .3

or cos 0'18° cos (if,~o·.18°)=0'0213

or

=0'0213

;=88'96•

Percentage error, =itan; tan ~x 100::mSS'06x.0'00314x100 ~17'3%.
··
Example 10 8~ A dynamo91eter type or wattgieter is rated at 10 A and 100 V with ; full.
so.le readios .of 1009 W. Thei iodbotanQe ·or the voltap circuit is S mH arid its resistance is 3000 Cl
1
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If the voltage drop across the current coil of the wattmeter is negligible, what is the error in the watt·
meter at the rated VA rating with,zero power factor. Frequency is 50 Hz.

Solution : Reactance of pressure coil wL= 21; x 50x5xlP-3 =1 :57 Q.

~=tan ~=~~~70 =0'000523 rad.

Pressure coil phase angle

Power factor of load, cos ~=0 or sin~= L
From Eqn. 10·22, error with zero p.f.= VJ sin·~ tan ~= 100x10 xi X0'000523=0'523 W.
Example 10·9, ,An electrodynamometer wattmeter is ·used ·for measurement of power in a.
single phase circuit. The. load vo!tag~ is 100 V lin.d the load current is 9 A at.a lagging power factors
of o· 1. The wattmeter voltage cucmt bas a resistance of 30( 0 n and an · mductance of 30 mH
Estimate the percentage error in the wat1meter 1eadiiig \\hn tbe. prc~sme coil is connected
'
(i) on the supply side, and (ii) on the load side.
'
The current coil has a resistance· of 0' 1 n and negligible inductance. The frequency. is 50 t lz. ·
Comment upon the result.

Solution : Load power= 100X9XO'1 =90 W.
Load power factor cos ~::::O'J, .'. ~=84'26~ and sin i/i=o·99; and t'an rJ=9·95,
Resistance of pressure coil circuit Rv=3000 0
'
Reactance of pressure coil ~ircuit ==2rr x 50 x·30 x l(l··3=?'dl 0.
As the phase angle of pre~sure coil'cireuit.is smaU,

~c=tan ~:;~~~ ,~0·00:14 rad.

(i} When the pressure coil is connected on the ·load side, the watt~eter measures power las
in pressure coil circuit in addition to load power.
True power
= Vl cos~= 100 x 9 XO'l :=90 W.

Let us consider only the effect of inductance.
From Eqn. 10·19 reading of wattmeter
. .
.
· .
:-true power (l +tan~ tan ~)=90 (1 t9'95 X0'00314) =92'8(W.
. 1 .
··1 . . v2· (J00)2
Power. oss m pressure cot c1rcmt=R; = ~OOO =3'33 W.
'

.

••• · Reading of wattmeter considering the power· loss in pressure coil circuit
=92'81 +3·33==96'14
. 96 '~~ - 9o)( 100==6'82%.
Ptrcentage error

w. '

;

(ii) When the current coil is on the load· side, the watt'lteter mea~ures the power
plus the power loss in the current coil. In fact, the~urrent coil acts as a load ..
.·• Total power =power consumed in 10\drf-J~Rc=90+(9)2x0.'1=98'1 W.
'I
1
Impedance of load = OO = 11' 1 0.
'
9

in

the load

I

Resistance of load= 11 'l x O'l = 1·11 0.
Reactance of load= 11' 1x 0'99S= 11 ·os O.
. R~sistance of load plus resistance Qf current coil =.l' 11+o·1 = l'lJ 0. ·
lleactance _
g: 11 '05 0 .. ·
.
.
,.,.

·_

.

-

.,

lnlpedan~ of lo!W ·includins com,iat :eoil '

'_,'

__

'= v(111)8+(n °0$)1~ n·1 Q.
.

,

.

.I
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Power factor of load 111cluding current

coil-:-:!~~~ e::.'0'109

~=83'74°

and tan ~=9'12.
Reading of wattmeter=98'J (1+9·2 X0'00314)=100'9 W.

rercentage error=

100·9 -90
.
90
x.100= 12'1%.

. It is clear from above that in low power factor circuits we should not use a connection wher~in the\\current coil is on the load 5ide as it results in greater errors.
·
·
I

' Example 10·10. The current coil of a dynamometer wattmeter is connected to a 24 V d.c.
in ser\es with a 6 n resistor. The potential circuit is connected through au ideal rectifier in
series with a 50 Hz source of I00 V. The inductance of pressure circuit and current coil resistance are
negligible. Compute the reading of the wattmeter.
2
Solution : Current through the current coil= : ;::: 4 A.
sq,~ice

I

·
The pressure coil is energised by an ideal rectifier. Therefore, the pressure coil carries current
during.one half cycle and in the other half cycle there is no current in it. This means that there is a
deflecting torque on the meter' during one half cy~le.
: . Readin.g of wattmeter=average power over a cycle
-2~

TC

= 2~[Jvid0]= 2 ~[Jv2xioosin0x4 a0]=181 w.
0

0

.

10'.8. Torsion bead Electrodynamometer Wattmeters
These instruments are used for precision laboratory measurements. The moving or pressure
coil is suspended from a torsion head with the help of a metallic suspension. This suspension serves
as a lead to the coil. The moving coil is situated entirely, inside the fixed current coil. The system
is made 'astatic' to eliminate the error~ caused by stray magnetic fields.
The torsion head is provided with a scale. When the wattmeter is connected in a circuit to
measure power, there is a deflection of the moving system from its zero positi,on. The reading is
taken.in terms of ~cale divisions through which the torsion head is turned back to bring the moving
system from its deflected position to zero position. The number of division-s turned through when
multiplied by the constant of the instrument gives the value of power.
,1
For these wattmeters, a deflection of a few degrees is allowed on either side of zero.
Eddy current errors are minimized by winding the fixed coil with stranded conductors and by
. the use. wherever possible, of non-conducting materials for frames and supports.

I

In the Drysdale single phase astatic wattmeter, the moving coil is stitched to a fiat strip of
m\ca. The moving coil is divided into two parts wound so that current circulates in clockwise direction in one part and anticlockwise in the other part thus providing an astatic movement.. The ,
moving system is· suspended b} a silk fibre together with a spiral spring which gives the required '
torsion. The cu1rent is led into the moving coil by two fine phosphor bronze_ wires. The fixed coil'
is also divided inoo two halves, which are wound so as to have opposite directions of current: The ./)l
conductor used for current coil has 10 strands insulated from each other. Thus in fact there arel
10 current 'coils which may be connected in different ·combinations to give different current ranges.}
Damping is. provided by mica strip which carries the moving (pressure) coil. The error due to pre'ssur.·1·,t
coil inductance can be made negligible if the resistance of pressure coil circuit is at least 3000 O./mf

or lnductaoco.
.
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10'9. Ferrodynamic Wattmeters. The operating torque can be considerably increased by
using iron cores for the coils. Ferrodynamic wattmeters employ cores of low Joss iron so that there
is a Jarge increase in the flux density and consequently an increase in operating torque with little Joss
in. accuracy.
Fig. lo· 11 shows a ferrodynamic -wattmeter. The fixed coil is wound on a laminated core
having pole pieces designed to give a uniform radial field throu~hout the air gap. The moving coil is
asymmetrically pivoted and is placed over a hook shaped pole piece.
. This type of construction permits the use of a long scale u11to about 270° and gives a deflecting torque which is ·almost proportional to the average power.
With this construction there is a tendency on the part of the pressure coil to creep (move
further on the hook) when only the pressure coil is energised. This is due to the fact that coil tries
to take up a position where it links with maximum flux. Tbe creep causes errors and a compensating
coil is put to compensate for this voltage creep.

1Cunant Co I & :

lcom~nsating Coll J

Fig,

to·u.

Fmodyoamic wattmeter.

Fig. 10·12. Pbasor diagram of Ferrodyoa111ic wattmetcr. .

. The use of ferroma~netic core . makes it . ~ossible to employ a robust constru-.;tion for the
m~vmg eleme~t. ~lS"o the instrument is less sens1t1ve to external magnetic fields. On the other band,
this construction introduces complementary errors due to non-linearity of magnetization curve and
introduction of large eddy current and hysteresis losses in the core.
T~e ir?n lo~ses cause the phase a~gle of flux <l>o (produced by the current coil) to lag behind
current Im this coil by an angle oc (See Fig. 10· 12). Therefore the deflection is : ,

.

dM

.

dM

0=/fl/ (i0 cos (~+~-~)=K1 (l0. VI cos («,&+oc-~)

FulfiJling the condition

«=~,

0= Ki

I

we have
dM

d0

Vf cos ~= K2 P.

Thus the phase angle error of the wattmeter will be zero.
.
In. order t? fulfil the condition oc=~. at .comparatively high values of ex, angle ~ is increased.
T~1s. reqmres the t~ducta~ce o.f pressure coil. circuit. to _be increa.sed which is done by using unifilar
~mdmg for the se~1es r~sts~or mstead of a b1filar wmdmg. bwmg to ·1arge iron fosses and R large
mductance the cal1brat10n ts useful over l very narrow iange of frequr.ncy.
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..
A capacitance may be used to shunt the moving coil and a part of its series resistance so as to
compensate for the effects of inductance of coil and the iron losses.
.
10'10. Cambridge Reflecting Wattmeter. It is a precision type dynamometer wattmeter which
employs nickel iron cores. The moving coil assembly is entirely surrounded by the nickel-iron core
(Fig. 10' 13) and .therefore it provides good screening. Since the reluctance of iron parts is negligible
the reluctance of the magnetic circuit is entirely provided by iron and therefore hysteresis effects are

I.

1
f

Sfnt ccrrying
c:~rrent winding

Moving coH

~-..

C¢ntral core of

murn12tol

laminatio~

Stack of laminations

providing n"ttJro HtJx path
/

Fig. 10'!3. Cambridge reflecting wattmeler.

negligible. The eddy current losses are reduced by laminating the cores. The eddy current losses ca11
be compensated over a wide rang.e of frequencies by connecting a capacitor across a part of pressure
coil circuit resistor.
10·11. Low Power Factor Wattmeters (Electrodynamometer ty1pe)
Measurement of power in circuits having low power factor by ordinary electrodynamometer
wattmeters is difficult and inaccurate because :
(i) the deflecting torque on the moving system is small (owing to low power factor) even
when the current and pressure coils are folly excited ;
(ii) errors introduced because of inductance of pressure coil tend to oe iarge at low power
factors.
Special features are incorporated in an electrodynamometer wattmeter to make it a Jow power
factor type of w1ttmeter. These features are discussed in details below :
t. . Pressure Coil Current

·
The pressure coil circuit is designed to have a low value of resistance, so that the current,
11owing through it, is increased to give atl incri;a~ed op~rating torque. the P\_Cssurt: coil ct1rrent in a
:i '. Jo~' power factor wattQJ~t·e,r may be ~s much as IO times the ratue emploved:for hJgh power factor
\· · ·wattrneters',
·· •'·.
>'
'
'
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2. · Compensation for Pressure coil Current
The power being measured in a low power fa~tor circuit is small and current is high on
account of low power factor, connection of Fig. io·s (a) cannot be ·used because owing to large load ·
current there would be a large power loss in the current coil and, therefore, the wattmeter will,give
a large error.
.
If we use connection of Fig. IO 8 (b ), the power loss in .the pressur,e coil circuit is included
in the reading given by the wattmeter. Thus with this connection also the wattmeter will give a
serious error as the power loss in the. pressure coil may be a large percentage of the power being
measured.
·
Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to compensate for the pressure coil current in a low power _
factor wattmeter. This compensation is the same as is shown in Fig. 10'9.
3. Compensation for Inductance of Pressure coil
The error caused by pressure coil inductance is : VI sin ~ tan p. (Fqn. 10'22)
Now, with low power factor, the value of~ is large and, therefore, the error is correspondingly .
)arge. Hence in a low power factor wattmeter we must compensate for the error caused by inductance
of the pressure coil. This is done .bY connecting a capacitor across a part of series resistance in the
pressure coil circuit as shown in Fig. 10·1.
- If we incorporate the features discussed above, the low factor wattmeter can be represented
as shown in Fig. 10' 14.

Load

5upp1y
Supply

Lood
~
t +t 2

Series
Resistance
i+~+l 2

R2

Fig. 10' 15. Tuermoc0uple wattmeter
(thermal wait-converter).

Fig. 10' 14. Low power factor wattmeter.

·
4. Small Control Torque. Low power factor wattmeters are designed with to have a small
control torque so that they give full scale deflection for power ~actors as low as o· 1.
10'12. Thermocouple Wattmeter (Thermal Watt Converter). The arrangement for measuring
-power with thermocouples is shown in Fig. 10' 15. This method uses two similar thermocouples
whose olltputs are connected in opposition with a galvanometer in between'.
-Rn. is. the resistance of each therriloco.uple heating element
Emf-of tbermocouple l - . · e1 o: heat produced by heating element oc ii 2Ra.
·Emf:of th~rmocouple2e2 o: iz.2.Q.II · ··
Emfacross the galvanometer=e1~e2
_
_,
..
:: ··Instantaneous
deflecting
forque~cifgalvanomete.r Tr_:_ K1(e1-e2) = K2(i1 ~i2 2 )
- - .
where Ki and J<2-a,re coustants. .
. . . · Leto be-thri inst~ntane~us voltage at -t~e lo~d, _ and i the instaritaneo~s load current.
Ther~fote,:we c~~ write' ii(Ru+R1)=(iiti2}R2+i2Ru
and i2Ru+U1+i2}R=u. 1

~

.

•;,..
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From these two equations we get :
v(Ru+R2)+iR2(Ru+R)
11, = ··--·· .. -- ····-·
-.
·. (Ra+R)(Ru+R1)+R(RR+R2)'
~--·-

Instantaneous deflecting torque of galvanometer Tt= K2 (i12-fa2)
Substituting the values of ii and i2 in· the above expression and assuming R1 =R2 for
· simplicity, we have :
f
?viR1(Ru+2R)
i~R1 2 [(Rwt-R)2 -R21· }
.
.2
.
Ti rx ~(R1r+R1)[(RH+R1) 2 +R2f+(RHtR 1 )2[(RH-t-Ri)2+R2] :==K(Avi+Bt ) ... (lO 23)
where A and B arc constants involving the resistances. If Rrr+ R is not· very different from R, then
Bis almost equal to zero and Bi 2 may be neglected as compared to A.vi
:. fnstantaneous tMque Ti=K'vi=instaneous power,
... (10'24)
. wheie I( is a camtant
· Tbus th0. galvanometer may be calibrat.ed to read the power.
_
The above analysis a~rmmes that the two thermocouples are identical and also that they have
a square law response,
.
The commercial tbermo~couple wattmeters use a number of thermocouples connected in the
form of a chain so ,~s to in~rease the output. Tb~y also use current and potential transformers.
A thermal watt converter used for a.c. circuits is described below.
·
The power in an a.c circuit is given by P= VJ cos~. Fig. 10' 16 shows a phasor diagram
where current / lags behind voltage V by an angle ~.
·
The sum S of the two phasors can be found by relationship
... (i)
s2=v2+12+2v1cos ~
,Wliere S represents the sum of phasors V and I.
Similarly t:he difference D, between the two phasors is found from
D2= v2+ ! 2-2 VI cos ~
... (ii)
Subtracting (ii) from (i) we obtain
S2--D 2 =4V! cos~
or Power P= VI cos ~=l(S 2 -D 2 )
... (10 25)
2
2
, Thus a circuit arrangement capable of measuring quantity S - D can measure a quantity
proportional to VI cos ~ representing power. A. thermal watt converter using instrument transformers
can be used for the purpose.
Fig. 10' 17 shows the schematic diagram of the elementary circuit of the thermal watt~
converter The plain arrows show the direction of the current from the current transformer, and
flagged arrows show the direction of the current in potential circuit at a given instant of time.
1he beating element of thermocoupUe A receives the sum of the currents produced by the
current transformer and the potential circuit. The heating element of thermocouple B, however,
. receives the difference of these currents. Through proper design, the heat generated in the thermorouples and hence the developed emf, is proportional to the square of the r,urrent in the heater"
,Therefore, thermocouple A develops an emf proportional to S2 and thermocouple B develops an emf
proportional to ])2. The outputs of these thermocouples are 80 connected that the two emfs oppose
each other. Thea _the emf measured by the millivoltmeter is :
E=K(S'l..-D 2) =K1P

... (10.26)

w)lere Kand Ki are constants.
Therefore, the defiection of the millivoltmeter is proportional to pnwer,
In practice, chains of thermocouples are used instead of singk thermocouples in order to
obtain greater emf and hence greater sensitivity. The th~rmocouples are self heating and are similar
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Current

Sl'.lurce

transto rm er
•:s•. ,....

Pot'lntial
transtorrrn?
-Vcos cp'
I+ Vcoscp

-v

-V sin )6

Fig. 1.016.

1t

t!

Load

sO\lrce

--o-- Cold }undion
thermally

connected to base

fhermocouples
----!~---'

Millivoltmeter
Fig. 10'17. Elementary circuit of a thermal watt
converter.

-... Current in
current circuit

__...._ Hot junction

temperutun
rn1sed ·abovt

·that of btlte
~Current in

potential
circuit

Fig. 10'18. Circuit diagram of thermal
watt converter.

to those of the bridge type element discussed on page 252. . The practical circuit is shown in
Fig. 10'18.
Thermal wattconverters are widely used for measurement of power in different circuits, and
the sum of their outputs can be applied to a recordihg potentiometer for graphic record of total
power consumed. They are also used for calibration of both d.c. as well as a.c. instruments and for
instrumentation process rnon itorlng.
Thermocouple watt meters can be used far measurements of power in several circuits and the
sum of their outputs can be applied to a recordiug potentiometer which records the total power.

10'13. ElectrostaHc WaUrnet£'rs. The eleotrostatic wattmeter is a precision ot· laboratory
type instrument and has no commercial applications. It finds its greatest sphere of application in
the measurement of power ·of small magnitudt! and low power factor and also when the voltage
of the system is high as for example, in cable dielectric loss measurements.
Although for dielectric loss measurements, it has been superseded by more sophistioated
bridge m~thods, but it requires less expensive apparatus, is easy to handle and is capable of very

1:t"

&~. .==-
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accurate_ results. A conventional type of quadraQt electrometer ma;{ bee used to measm:e po we( when
·connected as shown in Fig.-~Io-'19 ... - ·

e =instantaneous value of voltage across load,
i=instantaneous value of load current,
v, v1 and v2=instantaneous values of potential of needle and two pairs of quadrants
respectively.
The instantaneous torque Ti a.(v-v1) 2-(v-v2) 2
... (i)
Now v-v 2=voltage across load =e
and v-v1 =(v-v2)+(v2-v1' ~e+iR.
Substituting these values in (i)

Let

e1.

instantaneous power in load plus. half the power loss in the non-inductive resistance .

. The simple connections given in Fig. 1o·19 have the disadvantage that the power measured
si different from the actual - (true) power by an amount equal to half the power loss in the
resistance R.

Load

Load

Fig, 10'l9, Electrostatic wattmeter.

Fig. 10·20. Electrostatic wattmeter
(Due to Prof. Miles Walker). ·

This disadvantage may be overcome by many methods. One of the methods is given below.
The connections of this method which is due to Prof. Miles Walker, are shown in Fig. 10'20.
There is a n.on·inductive resistor r connected in series with the load, and the needle of the
electrometer is connected to a suitable point on the potential divider. This potential divider may be
the high voltage winding of the supply transformer from which tappings are brought out.
voltage between a and c
voltage between b and c

Let

n.

Voltage between a and c=ir+e+iR=e+ir+iR
Voltage between band c=v-v1

'R . e+ir+iR . .R·
. =(V-V1 ) -1 = - -n- - · -1. .

V-V2= (v-v1-:) (V2-V1 )

and

.

e+ir+iR
) 2 -· (-e--'+_i_r+-'--iR_
-•R
The instantaneous- torq. ue 1s Ti rJ.(v-v1 · - v-v2 , oc ---.
• )
·

•

.

)2

.·

(

.

)2

(

n

2

n

2 2

2 2

2iRe
2i rR - 2i R -ni R
(J.--+.
+ n.
n ,
n

2
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R
.
Now if we make . r=--f {n-'2),
. t hus Ti rt -.2iRe+·
212 R2
t he .mstantaneous torque is
·

n

2n

II
1

(n-2)+ 2i2R2-ni2R2 ,
n

2iRe

(l.·--

IZ

'

el
a true instantaneous power in load.
Therefore, the instrument can be calibrated to read the true power directly.
Electrostatic wattmeters do not sulfer from the errors at low power factor which are inherent
in the electrodynamometer type. They are free from waveform, frequency and eddy current errors.
However, they have the disadvanta.ge of having a very small defte<.:ting torque.
<t..

10'14. Induction Type Wattmeters The induction type wattmeters work on the same principle
as that of induction ammeters and voltmeters (see page 270) .. These wattmeters can only be used for
a.c. power measurements ..
Construction The instrument consists of two laminated electromagnets. One is called a
"shunt" magnet and its coil is excited by voltage of the circuit and hence this coil carries a current
proportional to the voltage. The second magnet is called a ''.series" magnet and its coil is excited by
the load cL1rrent (or a definite fraction of it). The eJil which carries a ~urrent proportional to the
voltage is known as "pressul\'e coil'' while the coil carrying the load current is known as
"current coil".
A thin aluminium disc mounted on a sp: 11dle is so placed that it c~ts the flux of both the
·magnets (Fig. 10'21).
1

'
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10'21. Induction type wattrneh:r.

· For the arrangement shown in Pig. 10·21, the pressure coils are so connected that they force
the flux through the central limb. The series magnet carries two current coils in series. These coils
.aPe. so wound that th~y magnetize the core in the same direction .

.,c

.· The central limb is provided with copper shading bands. The position of these shading bands
·is adjustable in otder to make the shunt magnet flux lag exactly 90° behind the applied voltage.
.
The instrument is \)rovided with springs for exerting the controJling torque.
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Unlike the dynamometer type of instrument, the pressure coil of an induction wattmeter is
made as ~nd uctive as possible in order that the shunt magnet flux lags the applied voltage by
nearly 90°.
Eddy current danwing is used for the instrument.
Principle of Operation. The sbunt and series magnets produce alternating fluxes. These fluxes
produce eddy emfs in the disc and in turn cause eddy currents to flow. These eddy currents interact
with the :fluxes to produce a deflecting. torque.

q¥

Theory. The th~ory and operati0n of induction type wattmeter is similar to that of an
induction typewatthour rnetcr. The only difference is that in an induction watt meter, a control spring
restricts the motion of the disc by exerting a controlling torque while in an induction watthour energy
meter, the disc is allowed to rotate continuously. Therefore, for theory of this instrument, refer to
Chapter 11 on induction type watthour meters.
Deflecting torque Ta =K1 VJ cos
where

~=K1P

p... VI cos~ =power in the circuit,

Controlling torque Tc= KB
: . Deflection

~= ~

P=K' VI cos

~.

where K1 and K' 'are constants.
Shape of Scale. The deflection is directly proportional to the power being measured and
therefore, the instrument has a uni(orm scale.
Errors (i) Temperature changes cause variation in the resistance of .the moving element, and,
therefore, the m:ogaitude of eddy currents changes. This causes changes in the deflecting torque. The
error on this acc~unr is partly neutralized by a balancing effect due to change in temperature of the
windings.
(ii) Vnriation of frequency effect the reactanc~s of windings and, therefore, cause errors.
But these instruments are very useful as panel instrutn()nts where the variatio 1s in frequency are
not much.

Advantages and Disadvantages
Advanta.ngcs. (i) These instruments have a large deflecting torque and," therefore. are unaffected ·by stray magnetic field"·
(ii) Tbey are robust in construction and have a very long scale extend~ng upto 300°.

Disadvantages. (i) They have a heavy mQving system and are less accurate.
(ii) Their power consumption is high. ·
Uii) They can be used only on a.c.
10·1s. Lipm~n Type Induction Wattmetcr. A Lipman type induction wattmeter is shown in
Fig. 1o·22 The watt meter cons~sts of two parts-a fixed and a moving system. The tixed system con·
sits of a U shaped dectron agud er1ergized by the potential coil. Another coil is· also wound around
the core of thb rkctromagnet. This coil is used for power factor compensation through an adj us·
table
resistance.
·
'
.

The magnetic circuit is completed through an internal tixed cruciform core. The current coil
is wound around 0ne of the limbs of \lie cruciform c:Hc. The rn0ving system consists of a thin alu- ·
. minium cylinder which is free to rotate in the air gap between the poles of the external and the internal electromagneo. The spinJJe to which the moving cylinder is attached . revolves between two

Jl
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~

I

JJ I

jew"tled bearings. The pointer is attached to this spindle. The damping is· due to eddy currentll
produced by a permanent magnet. Controlling torque is produced by ~prings.
The flux <!>p is produced by the potential coil while flux <I>c is produced by the current coil. It
is clear that flux <I>Jl (due to potential coil) passes horizontally through the rotor (aluminii1m cylinder)
while flux <I>c (due to current coil) pa~ses horizontally through the rotor.
The two fluxes are 90· apart in space and are aliernating in nature with a phase displacement
in time and, therefore, they produce a torque (as is produced in a Ferrar~s type of instrument). The
two fluxes <!>p and <I>c are brought in quadrature with each other in time with lhe hlp of ihe adjustable
resistance R. The advantage of this instrument is that its power consumption is small.
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Fig. 10'22. Lipman type induction wattmeter.

Hg. 10· 23. Hall effect multiplier.

10'16. Hall Effect Multiplier. In applications where the power is to be controlled or processed
further, Hall Effect Multiplier1i are used. A Hall effect multiplier is shown in Fig. 10·2 '. 1 he Hall
effect multipler uses a Hall effect element as explained in Art 6'3 page 125.
The current is pa~sed through the currem coil which produces a· roagcetic ficlJ proportional
to the current i. This field is perpendicular to the Hall effect element A current ip, proportional to
the voltage is passed through the Hall element in a direction perpendicular to tield as shown. The
current is limited by the multiplier r~sista1\ce Rs. The output voltage of the Hall effect multiplier is :

Vn=RH -

ii·B
t

Rn=Hall co-efficient; V-m/A-Wb m- 2,
B=flu~ density ; Wb/m 2,

where

Hence vn

ex

... (10'27)

t=thickness of Hall element ; m.

vi

·. ·. The output voltage of the Hall effed multiplier is proportional to instantaneous power.
I

Hence the voltmeter connected at the output terminals can be calibrated in te-rms of power.
The Hall effect voltage which is representative of the power, can be processed further fOi control and other purposes. This is the major advantage of Hall effect multiplier over electrodynarno·
meter wattmete.rs the output of the later being the deflection of a pointer which cannot be

processed further.
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-10.°)7. Measurement of Power using Instrument Transformers. Power measurements are made
in high voltage circuits connecting
the wattmeter to the circuir through
current and potential transformers
as shown in Fig. 10'24.
Load
Supply
The primary winding of the
C.T. is connected in series with the
load and the secondary winding is
==--~ C.T..
connected in series with an ammeter
'Ulij'f\
and the current coil of a wattmeter.
· The primary winding of the
potential transformer is connected
across the supply lines and a voltmeter and the potential coil circuit
P.C.
of the wattmeter are connected in
parallel to the secondary winding of
the transformer. One secondary terWcittmctcr
minal of each transformer and the
casings are earthed.
Voltmeter
. We have seen that both
Fig. io·24, Power measurement using instrument transformers.
current and potential transformers
are\. subject to ratio and phase angle errors. The errors in good modern instrument transformers are
small and may be ignored for many purposes. However, they must be considered in precision work.
Also in some power measurements these errors, if not taken into account, may lead to very
inaccurate results.
·
·

.J ·w·
-l,_P.1_.~ --=--g:}Amm•ld

Voltmeters and ammeters are effected by only ratio errors while wattmeters. are influenced
in additivn by phase angle errors. Corrections can be made for these errors if test information is
available .about the instrument transformers and their burdens.
Fig. 10·25 gives the phasor diagrams for the current and voltages of load, and in the
wattmeter coils. Fig. 10'25 (a) refers to a load having lagging power factor while Fig. 10'25 (b) to a
load with leading po\\ er factor.
.
I

(a)

(b)

Fig, 10·2s. Phasor diagrams for arrangement for power measurement with instrument tramcormers.
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V=voltage a9r~ss the load~
l=lo~d current, .
~=phase angle between current and voltag~*
_
«=phase angle between currents fo. the·c~rr~~(and .pressure coils' of wattmeter,
V. =voltage across se9ondary of the potential transformer,
=voltage across the pressure coil circuit of wattmeter,
la=secondary current of current transformer=current in wattmefer current coil,
Jj)=cutrent in the wattmeter pres~ure coil,
~=angle by which Is lags Vs on account of inductance of pressure coil,
8-phase angle ·of potential transformer,
0=phase angle of current transformer.
The phasors shown dotted are V and I reversed.

· Lei

and

For - laaging power factor. Consider Fig. 10· 24 (a). The phase angle of C.T. is +ve
(Is reversed leads I) and h.: phase of P.T. is -ve (Vs reversed lags V). For such a case, phase angle
of load is :
... (10'28)
In general the phase angle· of P.T. may be negative or· positive.
For positive phase angle of P.T., phase angle of load
i,' =-(.(+ 0-8+~
... (10'29)
Leading power factor. Fig. 10'24 (b) shows the case when the phase angle of P.T. is negative.
For such a case,
Phase angle of load ~ =fX.-0-8-~
... (10'30)
If the phase angle of P.T. is +ve, ~=C1:-8+B-~
·... (10'31)'
Corr~.ction factors. The correction factors-neglecting for the. present, the ratio of transformer is:

K-~~·

... (IO'Jl)

cos~ cos·~

where (X can be calculated from Eqns. 10'27 to 10'31 depending upon the conditions of the circuit.
:. Power=KX acutal ratio of P.T. x actual ratio of C.T. x wattmeter reading:

... (10'33)

=KXRCF of P.T. XRCF of CT. Xnominal ratio of P.T. x nominal ratio of C.T.
X wattmeter reading.
... (10'34)
)

{~I n
I

I.

Example 10·11. The indication oq, a 110 V, 5 A wattmeter us·ed in conjunction with potential
and current transformers of nominal ratios of 100/1 and 20/1, is 350 W. 1f the resistance and induc..
tance of the wattroeter pressure coil circuit. are 362 n and 100 mH respectively and the ratio errors
and phase angles of potential and current transformers at particular w<;Jrking conditions are +o·g %
. -45' and -0 2%, +90', what is the true value.of the power being measured? The load phase angJ~
is son lagging'. Fr~quency is 50 H~. ·
. Solution. Reactance of pressure coil circuit=2"' x 50x10x10-s=3·14 .a.
Resistance of pressure coil circuit=362 0,
Phase angle of pressure coil circuit

~= tan-1 ~~iet30.'

Phase angle of current transformer 6=+90'.
Phase angle of potential transformer a.:..._:.45'·1 Phase:anste ofload=SO\

360
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Phase angle between pressure coil . current /p and current ls of wattmeter current coil
(See Fig. 10'26).
ex =~-6-~-8- 50°-90' -30' -45'=4~r

15'

Correction factor K = --co~
cos~ cos rJ.
cos so·
. 0 947
.
=cos 30' x cos 47°)5'= ' ·
·x.. -R
. Percentage ratio error= -R- x 100
:. Actual ratio R=

K,, x JOO

I oO+percentage ratio error

. . ,
20X 100 _ .
,1\ctual ratio ot c.T ..... foo-0-2-20 04.
.
100 x 100
Actual ratio of P.T.=

Too+o•s ... 99·2~

From Eqn. 10'32.
=0'947X 20'04X99'2X350X10~3 kW.
Power of load

Fig. 10'26

=658'9 kW.
Example 10'12. The power'in a single phase high voltage circuit is measured by using
instrument transformers with voltmeter, ammeter and wattmeter. Observed readings of the instru·
ments (assuming no errors) are 115 V, 4·5 A and 200 w~tt. Characteristic, of t4e transformers are

P.T.: nominal ratio: 11500/115 V; ratio correction factor 0·995; phase angle, -25'.
C. T. : nominal rati,o. 25/ 5 A ; ratio correction factor 0·997, phase angle ;

+15'.

Neglecting the voltagennase angle in the voltmeter calculate the true power.
Solution. The phasv1 diagram is drawn in Fig. 10'27.
Phase angle be!•_..... ~"? "~condary current and voltage=«
reading - 200 __ .
. _ wa!!me.ter
COS IX. ·-0 3865'
fl-T. ·
l.15X 4'5
(X-.- 67" 16'
..
From the phasor diagram 10'27, phase angle of load
~=ix+e+8=67" 16'+1s'+2s'=67° 56'.
cos ~=0'3757.
.
cos~
Correction factor K =
~
, COS

1, rt\ttrsed
I

I

I
I
I

I

COS IX

~=0

as induct~nce of pressure coil circuit is
negligible.
·
0·3757
K = 1x0'3865 =.O 972
From Eqn. 10'33, actual power
-0·912xo·995xo·997x

1

::~x.~5 x2~e=.9643Q w,

v,

'

.

\
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10'18. Power in Poly-Phase Systems
Blondel's Theorem. If a.network is supplied through n conductori;, the total ro .ver is measured
by summing 1he reading' of n wat1meters so arranged
.
that a current elemen.t of a v,attmeter is !n each line '.,-~®
,~~··_..
i1
.
and the corresponding v01tage element 1s connected
./Ji~.
-~ ..
between tb~t l!ne and a common point. 1f the ·
i O·~> .
f Load
common pomt 1s Jccated fin one of the lines, then
· '-';j
~"'
the power may be measured ~y n-1 wattmeters.
"'"'--...
1
A
fP\ ~J
tc ~
~ ~~
Consider the· simple case of a 3 phase, 3 wire ~~~··:...
___/'' ------v ~,~ O u-2
system and' load as shown in Fig. 10'28.
.:N" ~
---·--· . < . . . ~3
The potential coils of the wattmeters are ti,_ ....
.
t3
\" Y
connected to a common point C. The potential of _ ~ 3) P.c. ·-point C is different from that of the neutral point O
of the load. Let this difference be v.
·
The instantaneous power in the load
Fig. 10'28. Power measurement
p=v1 ii+v2 i2+va is
Reading of'wattmeter P1, Pl =v1' ii
Reading of wattmeter P2, p2 v{i2 _
Reading of wattmeter Pa, pa .,,.,.Da' is
Now
v1 =tJ+v1', v2=v+v2', and v3= v+v 3',
: . .v1=(v1-v) ;i, p2=(v2-l!) i2 and pa=(va-v) fa.
Sum: of the wattmeter teadings=p1 +p2+p3
·
·

._____

---[1
l'

I.

-.'7.

=(v1-v) i1+(i·2-v) i2+(va-v) ia=v1i1 +v2i2+vai3-v U1-H2+ia)

Applying Kirchhoff's current law hti2 tia=O
: . Sum of the watt meter readings= v1i1 +v2i2+vaia = p.

...(10'35)

Eqn. 10·35 ~epre~ents the total instantaneous power measured by the three wattmeters. Hence
the sum of the readings ts equal to the total power in the load.
·
10'19. Measurement of Power in Three Pliase Circuits
1. Three Wattmcter M'ethod. The con. system ' ,, ~P.
i·
nections as employed for a 3 phase 4 wire
tr-~-~~-.,··~··1
are shown in Fig. 10'29.
·
~Olrft
In this case, the common point C of rres.....- I
;;: ... 1
sure coils and the neutral 0 of the load coincide
·
.
' ..,,
and therefore, v=O
Co
. -·--~ ...
o _
and

I

I

I

V1 =V1 , Z12=V2 , V3=V3 •

3

p,

L. _. _____7
II ...,.,__,,,_~~,
~ ·
~\·-'
~ \]) "2 .

J
l3
Sum of the instantaneous readings of the
wattmeters p=p1 tp2tpa =viii +v2i2+vaia
\
Instantaneous power of load
lz
- viii+ v2i2+ vaia
Pz
Hence these three wattmeters measure the
power of the load.
·
.. ~ .
. Fig. 10·2.9. Three wattmeter method.
2. Two Wattineter Method. Ia three phase three wire system we require 3 elements. But
if we make the common points of the pressure coils coincide with one of the lines, then we will require
only n-1 =2 elements.
·
Instantaneous power consumed by load=v1ii +r2i2+vaia
Let us consider two wattmeters connected to meamre power in three phase. circuits as shown
in F~~, 10'30 (Star co11;ioctio1) aud Fig. 10·31 (D~lta connection).

a

. f.

<
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Star (Wye) connection. Instantaneous readi(lg of P1 wattmeter p1 = ii(v1-va).
;.astantaneou·s reading of P2 wattmeter p2=i2 (v2-v3)
·.
· ..
Sum of instantaneous readings of two wattmeters=p1 +p2 .
=ii (vi-va)+i2 (112-vs)=111fi +v2i2-va ('1 +i2)

Fig. 10'30. Two wattmeter method (Star connection).

Fig. 10'31. Two wattmeter method (Delta connection).

From Kirchhoff's Jaw (Fig. l 0'29)
ii +i2tis=O ·
or
ia=-(i1fi2)
· Sum of instantaneous readings of two wattmeters-v1i1 +v2i2tvaia
Therefore, 'the sum of the two wattmeter reading is equal to the power consumed by the load.·
This is irrespective of whether the load is balanced or unbalanced.
Delta Connection
Instantaneous reading of P1 wattmeter Pl= -~va(lt-ls)
Instantaneous reading of P2 ~attmeter JJ2=V2(i2ti1)
; . Sum of instantaneous· readings of wattmeters P1 and Ps
pi +pr• -va('1-fa)tv2(ir..:ii) =112fatuaia.;....'1CZ12fvs)
From Kirchhoff's voltage law, VJ. t112fva-O
.'. VJ. =.-:-(02f ua)
Hence sum of instantaneoua readings of wattmeter
,
=v2i2+11sis-i1(-VJ)=o1'1 ft'2i2tvaia.
· ~~ Yherefore, the sum of the two wattmeter
· readmgs is equal to the power consumed by the
Joad. This is irrespective of wlt~ther the foad is
balanced or unbalanced.
Fig. 10'32 shows the phasor diagram for a
balanced star connected load· of Fig. 10'30.
. Lee V1, V2, Vs be the rms values of phase
voltage and Ji, /2, Is be the rms values of phase
currents.
The load. is balanced, therefore, . .., _
Phase ~ltages Vi ca Vii= Va_-: V (say)
Line.voltages V1a=Vn . ri2=y3V Phase currents_ h - Is= Is.,.. I(say) ,;
Line currents· 11 =I2=ls'!=I
Power factor . =cos.~;·
·T~e-phase ~tments lag· the co;~espotidirt& fig. 10'32. Pliilsofdia8f8n1 for bala.QqedMar .
>-·

phasor v9ltages ~y an ~~~le ~..

.

_

·

_ · connected lOld. ·

......

I

)

'
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The current through wattmeter P1 is h and voltage across its pressure coil is Via. h leads
Via by an angle_ (30° - ~ ). · .
:. Reading of Pi wattmeter, P1=V13Ii cos (30'-~)=v3 VI cos (30'-~)
... (10.36)
The current through wattmeter P2 is 12 and voltage across its nressure coil is V2a. !2 lags V2a
by an angle (30'+~)
: . Reading of P2 wattmeter, P2= Visl2 cos (30'+</>)= v'3 VI cos (30°+~)
... (10'37)
Sum of reading of two wattmeters
...(10'38)
P1+'P2=v 3 Vl[cos (30'-1>)+cos (30°+~)]=3 V/cos <fo.
This is the total power consumed by load.
...(10'39)
: . Total power consumed by load P=P1 +P2
Difference of readings of two wattmeters
.
... (10'40)
. ~-----P1=-1'2~vlVJ[~os.(3n~~~t.coa (30't</>)]= v 1 VI sin 1>
P1-P2_ v3 VIsm ~~_tan!f .· or rfo=tan-1 v3 P1-P2
.. (10'41)
P1+P2- 3 VJ cos~ - y3
P1+P2
\

I

Power

.

r~S(tao-1\TJR~~:)

Effect of power factor on the readings or wattmeters:
(1) With unity p.f. cos ~=1 and ~=0
The readings of the two wattmeters are :
'
3
P1=v'3 YI cos (30"-~)=v'3 VI cos 30'==2 VI

. P2= v3 VI cos

and

(30°-~)=y3 VI cos 30·= ~

VI

Total power
P=3 VI cos ~=3 VI.
·
Thus at unity power factor, the readings of the two wattmeters are equal, each wattmeter
reads half of total power.
(2) When
p f.=o·s, we have ~=(0°.

l

P1 =v3 VI cos (30•-;)-y'3 VI cos (30,0 -60°)= ; VI

Therefore,

P2 y3 VI cos (~0°+~)=v3 VI cos (30°+60°)=0

and

\\If

P=3VI cos f.= ~ VI.
Therefore, when the power factor is 0·5, one·of the wattmeters reads zero and the other reads
Total power

!)

i'..M,

total power.
(l) When

i

.Therefore,

'~.l\1:!.

1~1
~h!

and

r

'p.f. =0, we hav~ ~-90•

.

P2= v 3 VI cos (30°+cp)= v'3 VI cos (30°+90°)=-

r
3

v1

Total power
P=3 VI cos ~_:_Q
. Therefore, with zero power factor, the readings· of the two 'Wattmeters are equal but of
opposite sign.
It should be noted that when the power factor is below o·s; one of the wattmeters will give
negative indication. Under these conditions in order to read the watttneter, we must either reverse
·*he .current coil or the pressure coil connections. The wattmeter will then give a positive reading but.
this must be taken as negative.for calculating the total power.
..
.
·
.
·
3. One Wattmeter Method. The method can
used only when the load is balanced. The.
connections are shown in ·Fig. to· 33. The current ,toil is connected in: one of the lines and one end·

be

I

\/3

P1 = v'3 VI cos (3o·-~)=y3 VI cos (30•-90°)==-2 VI

!

!....----

i'
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of the pressure coil to the same line, othet end being connected alternately to the other two lines.
The pbasor diagram is shown in Fig. I0'33.
We have,
Vi=V2=Va=V, h=l2=h=l
and Via=V12 =\1'3V.

v,3
1'
'
I
,.._

1
I

,,, ,,,

',

'

V

1..-"

,,,"' I

,;

I

I
I

t,

I
I

•

,,,"

Fig. 10'33. One wattmeter method.

,(_V3

Fig. 10'34. Phasor diagram of one wattmeter
·

method,

Reading of wattmeter when the switch.is at 3
Pl= v;a Ii cos (30°-</>)=:= v3VI cos (30°-</>)
Reading of wattmeter when the switch is at 2
P2 = Vi2 f:t cos (30° +ti>)= \1'3 V.I cos (30° +</>)
Sum of the two wattmeter readings
P1 +P2=v'3 V/[cos (30'-~)+cos (30+~)]=3 VI cos</>.
Thus the sum of the two readings is the power consumed by .the toad, or P=P1+P2.

.

.

Proceedir~g

.

~-h

a-.. :u the two wattmeter method, tan </>=y3 p +P

and powe{ factor cos

~~-=cos [tan-1 v'3 ~:+~

]

.1

2

... (10'41)

10'20. Three Phase Wattmeters. A dynamometer type three phase wattmeter1consists of two
separate wattmeter movements mounted together in one case with the two moving coils mounted on
the same spindle. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 10'35.
There are two current coils and two pressure coils.
A current coil together with its pressure coil is known as an element. Therefore, a threephase wattmeter has 2 elements.
·
. The connections .of 2 elements of a 3 phase wattmeter are the same as that for two wattmeter
method using two single phase wattmeters.
The torque on each element is proportional to the power being measured by it. The total
torque deflecting the .moving system is the sum of the deflecting torque of the two elements.
Deflecting torque of element 1 a P1
Deflecting torque of eleibent 2 a P2 .
.·. Total deflecting torque
a (Pi+ P2) .a P
Hence the total deflecting torque on the moving system is proportional to the total power.
In order that a 3 phase wattmeter read correctly, there should not be any mutual interference
between the two elem~nts.. A lamiQ~ted iron shield may be placed between the two elements to
eliminate the mutual effects.
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Fig. 10'35. Three phase two elemen1
w~ttmeter.
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,
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· Ftg, 10'36. Comp •nsatidn for mutual effects between
two eleinents of a 3 phase wattmetcr._

· Compensatiop for mutual effects can be ·doµe by-using Weston"s method. Th~ arrangement
· is shown in Fig; 10~3 :6 Resistance It may .be adjusted-to co1npensate for errors caused by mutual .
interference.
. . ..
.
·
10-H. Measurement of Reactive Power. The reactive p,ower iµ'1~ circuitis Q~ VI sin~•
. . .. · It is often convenient and even essential ton.the reactive power. b,~ ~e1sured. For example,
in load monitoring, such a measurement gives.the.operator or Joad cfespatcher itiform~tion concerning
the nature of t~e load. Also the reactive power serve$ as a Gheck,9ri 1power factor meamrements,
since ratio of reactive and active power is tan ~ = Q/P.
.
, -, ·
.
· .
Also the apparep.t ·power VI, which determines· 'the line a~d generator ~pacity, may be
d~tetmined from measurements of,actiye and reactive power.
''
v(· VP~+Q<a

I

I;
!/

.•. ·Loa,.

''
'•.'

~

. (a)

Fig. 10'37. 'Single Phase varmeter. ·
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t. Single Phase Varmeters. In a single phase circuit reactive p()w.er ~a~

be measu11ed by a

v~rm~ter (volt·a~pere ~eactive meter).. This i.s an electrodynami.c·w~ttmet~(~n w~o,~e,· presi:~re coil

circuit ~ !arge mducttve. reactance ts substituted for the sen~s resistatj¢¢ •so 'that: t.he· .pressure coil
current 1s m quadrature with the voltage. Under these conditions th"e wattmeter·rea'ds : · -_
VI cos (90° - ~)=:=YI ~in ~=reactive po~~r .. ': ·. ·" ..·i;·; ··· ·
The circuit of a varmeter is .showrrin·Fig.
10·37 (b).
..
..
:.
It should.,. be no,ted ..that~ varmeters do not read correctly it narcriomcs are present or· if the
frequency is different from that used when calib'rating the instrument ~ - - ' ; ' ; .
2. _- Polyphase Varmete~. In 'tpree· phase ·Circuits pha·s·e '.s,bifting':/nec~ss'a:ry _for the
measurement of reactive powe·r i_s usually obtained from phase s4ifting:1Jran.sfotµlers. :" Thi.s phase
shifting may be done with two auto-transformers connected in .a,n '~OR:n Delta'' ton~gutation as
shown 'in Fig. ,10'38. The current coiJ~ ..of the wattmeters are cqi;inected,in 1 s~ries with the lines as
usual. The potential coils are' connecte4 · as shown. Phase-line·' 2 · is conriectoo to the common
terminals of the two auto-t~ansfoi:mers, and phase 1 and 3 lines are C)nnected to 100% taps on th~
'··
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Fig. 10'38. Reactive power measurement with two
auto-transformers.

'· · Fig. 10'39. Phasor diagram (or connecti~n
of Fig. 10'38.

transformers, .. Both transformers will produce 115'4 percent of line voltage across the total winding.
The pressure coil of wattmeter f is connected from 57'7 percent tap on transformer 1 to the 115·4
percent tap ion transformer 2, which produces a voltage equal to line voltage but shifted by 90".
This is shown in phasor diagrapi of Fig. 10·39, The pressure coil of wattmeter 2 is connected in a
similar way. ; Since both the coils ,receive' a voltage equal to the line voltage but displaced by 90", the
wattmeters read the reactive power consumed by the load. The arithmetic sum of the two watt·
meters gives :the total t,eactive power supplied to the load.
-3. -Reactive power measurefuent in three phase. circuits. In the case of balanced three · phase
circuits, it is simple'. to use a single wattmeter to read the reactive power. ·..The current coU of the
wattmeter i~ connected;· in one line aqd the pressure coil is connected across the other two lines as
shown in Fig. 10·40 (a).i ·,.
·
Referring to Fig; 10' 40 (b),.
Curi,ent through the current coil== I2.
Voltage acrosS the ~re~s~re coif= Via.
.
. :. Reading ~f wattmeter
- · :_ V1al2 cos (90+~) =v3 VI cos (90t~)=-V'3 VI sin~
Total reactive volt amperes-of the circuit Q=3 VI sin ~=(-:-v3)Xreading ofwattmeter t

Phase angle

,,

·~'<==tan:Y~ · ~··

· . ,., . ,
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of Pig, 10·40 (a).

Fig. 10.40. (a) Reactive power measurement with
.
. one \~attrneteri..
.

10 22 .. Summation Metering. It is. so'metimes necessarv and convenient to measurn the: ·
total power in a. number of three phase branch circuits and t~ indicate the summation 'on ·a single:
instrument. This su.mmation is done witll a polyphase wattmeter together with cu~rent transformers.
The function of current transformers is to add the currents from various brartches as shown in
Fig. 10'41. This diagram shows two circlli~s whose power is to b~ summed up.·
.
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ELECIRtCAL MBASUREMENTs' AND MEASURIK.G INSTRUMENTS

a

4. If the reactance of the pressure coil circUkof wa:tt~eter is 1 per cent ofits resis'ta11ce,· caki!Iate· the percentage er.ror due to thi~ cause at power-factors of o·s, 0'5 f_\nd u·1 respectively. 1 .
[Ans. 0·7 5 ~·~, t ·7%, 9'95%J
·
' .• 5. Jf tt.e current in the pres~ure cojl orawattrnetetiags 2° b~hind the voltage, ind ~the\nstrument is accurate
when cos <P= I, hnd the percentage error when cos ~=0'8, 0'6 and 0·4 respectively.
[Ans. 2'56%, 4'59'./~, 7'94%]
.
6•. ·T,be' voltage circuit of an electrodyn'amic wattmeter has ati'inductance of 8 ml:l and a resistance of 2000 .0..
'What ls the percentage error of the· instrument when m'easuring an in·Juctive load having ~· phase angle of 89° at
$0 Hz. Neglect the impedance of the current coil and assume the potential circuit current is negligible as compared
with the load current.
..
.
·. [Ans. 7'2%)
7. A certain circuit takes 10 A at 200 V ana the power ·absorbed is 1000
If the -w~itmeter's current coil
has a resistancu of 0' 15 .0. and' its pressure coil a resistance of 5'coo .Q- and an inductance of 0'3 H, .find· a} the error due
to resistance for each of the two possible methods of connection ; (b) th() error d.~e to inductance if the frequency is
SO Hz; (c) the total error in each case.
·· · · [Ans:"(l'.l)'_l:> W, 8 W ~b)3:3 W (c' 48 W, 41 WJ
. . 8. A dynamorneter wattqieter measu,re~ power in a 5,0 H~. single phase circuit wi,thou~ errqr, iat all power
factors. The re.~istancr; of tho voltage coil and 'Its series resistance are 400 Q and 10,000 .Q. respectively. The series
resistance has a distributed self-capacitance equivalent to a shunt capacity of 20 pF. What is the ~elf-cap;citance of
the pressure coil ?
. . ,·
·.·
. . . .
" . ·. . . .
[Ans. 2mHJ
9. A voltage : 100 sin (\)t +40 cos {3 C:Jt-30°)+50 sin (5 wtf45°) Vis applied to the pwisure citcuit of a watt~
meter and th rem h the current coil is pa'ssed a currei1t of 8 sin wt+ 6 cos (5 wt -120°) A. What will be the reading on
the wattmet<:r? What 1x,rcentage of this power is due io fundamcn1al? .. ,
· . . [l\ns. 439 Vv ; 91'2%]
JO. Tiv: in•j\K'.ive rnactani,:;c of the prcssme coil circuit of ~l dynarnometet wattmeter is 0·4 per cent of its
rcsjst11nce ,at ,noi m~il ftt:.quer:cy and the capac1~aac~ is negligible. Calculate. the percentage ~l'.ro.r _and qorr~ction 1a for
· due to reactl\tlce f,ir loads at (i) 0'707 p.f. lagging {ii J O5 p.f; lagging.· · ' [Ans. (a) 0'996, 0'.4% ·; ·(111 -0 993, O/~~]
·: :. · -'li; The total resistance of the pressure Circuit'. of a \V1lttmeter is 4000 Q. ·an'd tj e''indu'c'tance of the: pressure
·coil circuit is 6'5 mH. Give the theory of tbe shunted capacitor method of compensating the inductance ·~ttcr an'd<lelermlnc across what portion of the series resistance a 1 µF capacitor should be shunted. to effect compensation!; ·: • ·
. ·
··• ---; _ .
.
· .·. ' · . ·.· ,
.. · . 1 ·. .. [An,s. ,iss .0.]
12. The resistance of the pressure circuit of a wattmeter is 200 times its rcactance, the phase error of the
:: ., potentiaf transformer js 0·25° aud·the phase error of the current transfort'ner:ro·3!? at fulHtbad, ·double this
at 1/S th 1 ad non·inductive, and 50 per cent more on loads of power-factor o· 5.. Find the percentage eqws . of· the
wattmeter <1t foll and at I/5th load of power· factor O'S inductive,
.,
[Ans., 1'69/~, 2'44%]
13. A 111 l V, 5 A 1ange 'vattmeter is used in conjunction with insfrifment transformers tb; m~asure power
c,onsume<I hy :1 !ond at 6 kV takin:;-100,A at 0'5 lagging power factor. Tbe;jnstruments transformers have the following
data:
·
· .P.T .. nommal ratio=60: 1; ratio erwr=+1%; phase angle=:-1°. ·
C.T. Mrninal mtio=20: 1; ratio error~-0'5%; phase ang1!!=+2°.
As~urnin~ the wattmeter reads correctly, find the error in the··indicated p.owet due tJ transformer errors.
.
< , '·
"
· .
. ·· • · 1 , , ' • [Ansj 9'.5%) high]
14. fo a particular measurement,· the wattm~ter rnadings _were 5000,;ind 1000 W. Calculate the power and
power factor if (t1) both meters read direct and (b) one of the meters has to be reversed.
. .
.
.. · .. . .
'
·
. ' TAn~>(a) {;000 W; 0'656 (0)'4000 W : 0'359]

vi...

r

o·

1

-

'

.

'

15. Two wattmclers connected to measure the power in a 440 V, 3 df1ase< balanded· system'gave :r·eadings of
5000 W.and 1000 W, th~ latter reading being obtained !After reversing the c,uq~nt.. coil c9nne~li<m1 _of wattmeter.
'Determine what v~lue of capacitance will cause the whole power to be. read by the firs~ v.:attmder. Assume <lelta
connection. 'I hr. flequency is 50 Hz.
'·; ··I':-, · · "1· ·. '·
· • · [Ans. 497 µPJ
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. Measurem~ntdo{:Energy and lndustr al Metering
.<

111. General. Energy is the total power

d~livered

or consumed over a time interval, that is
energy.. power X time.
· · · ·" · ·
· ·
Electrical energy developed as work or di&sipated as heat may b~. expr~~seq \as~. : .. ·
•

,

I;,

.

,

~.~·· ·r":,

1,.1:

1;·.,.~.

~,i .~,'..

' - , ' I ,... ,.;

•":"•

•'r·

'

:

t

w=J Vi dt

... q l' 1)

,0

t

..,

If v, is expressedjn;Y, i,in A and·,t iµ .s,.the unit of energy is joule or watt second which is
,.·' l .watt over a11 . interval 9{ one secqnq ' If J!Je urjit9f time is 'taken a's hour, energy !is then expressed in

watt ho.urs. In many in~tances~ 'this un\t 1 i~ of hiconyen'i~nt size atig a ·targer .unit· is used-the
kilpwatt hour, i e.• ep~rgy, consuineo ;.Wl:i,en P9.wer is delivered afan:· average rate of 1000 watt for
one hpur~
. .
.
.
,
·
11'2. Motor Meters. Motor met~r~. a~e .ris~d.for ni~a.sure~ent of energy qn both o.'c; and a.c.
circuits; For d.c:circuits, the· meter may be an .ampere. Jio-q~:meter,o'i a ~att qour.meter~ '..
In motor meters'' the moving system revolves continuously ~nlik~1i~ !li~ ~~dic~tfog'instr~uments
.wher~:it deflects thr" ugb aJnwtionp(a revolution. rhe speed of rotation is iiroportional ;to power
in:th~ case of w~tt hpµr mete(fanp anipe~eJ~ours i'~ t};ie dase. of ampere hol)r meten. ·:·Thus the total
. number. Of revolu,tion,s ·,made,'py .'a watthtj9r'mcte'r fo a· given'interva1' ot tin'le;\S pro'portio~al tQ the
. energ.Y :supp lie~ (~i)d iJi;thf'ca'~e~ o'~1 aD?iiere ;hour .m~~.ers, fo :tne}9hi\ ·:qua'rit!ty of:; 'electricity .supplied).
Jn.. th,s ;con nee.ti <':1'. a: term );~l1~1d1 .m~~er C,op~tan.t ~s ·~sed.. ··. Mc~e~: Cons~ant '1s defin~d· as the,. nmpber of
revolutions, macle. per k1Iow~tt-.ho.u~ (kWp).,' .The val~e ·of. m.ete~ rcon~tant 1s1 usually.,:r,narked on
1
the'meter.
,
' : " - · i
•·
·"" -~·'
•
"·, "
, . . . . . '·
,
. , _. 11 ·3. Brak~n,g. I~ a motor meter the. speed of the moving system is control1ed: 'by' ·a braking
· system: The braking systerii consists ·or a perm·anent magnet (braking:.magn¢t) ~o placed.tqat it induces
'· eddy currents in some part·of the moving system, . These, ·eddy curregts produce a braking (retarding)
. ,t()rqu'e .:whi~h is pr.op9itional ··~~ t~e spe~d ·Of the ,~ovj.ng · system.\ :1 The..Pa.rt .,lp,w}lich. eqdx. ci1.f'r.ent~ are
·produced rn usu~lly an alumtnmm d1sc .. The dtsc is mounted on, the ipo.ymg ~ystem~ ~nd,,tperefore,
when the moving system revolves this disc cuts through the· field· Qfi th~.perman~nt magµet. "· ' ·
Emf generated iW~th~' di~c e.::.. Ki;~n
' ' ""'.t:; ,. . i·'i <\ . ' ':' • • ' •...~·. ';'
. wber~
'q, = flu,x 'Of the'-pern1a~ent1magnet,
'" n =speed :·of. rotation, i ,p.pd I' K1=:;:~ constant,
1
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· Let r be the res·istance''of the. eddy current paths . . th.erefpre3.• ~<Jdy d1(fent
~
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·. ,,,, .. ·,w~ere1<.~ and Ka are constants; ,
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If ·the radius R of tbe disp is constant Tn-Kl', ...:!!. ·

... (11 '3)
. ·,, r
,, The moving system. attains a steady speed when the 4riving torque is equal to the deflecting
torque.
,. ,
. . . , .
.
, ..
,· C'P2NJi
. ' .. : ,
Braking torque at steady speed N is : Tn=- Ka
=Ks N
...(11'4)
-r-

.
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Let Td be the driving torque• at the stea4y speed N.
,,

.

' '.

'

·At,stead~ spee_<l, Ti\:....· Ta·,

l

·
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,.n.3
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I
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... (ll'5)
I

-

'-l,K,,r;..
, ',. ..•,, " '"· ·',
ii. d •

'

C'P2NR

Ka:-..
.,.... ~ =Td

,\

N='V~2R:. Td

'

' .

.. :.i .

~

or steady speed
~ .
' .
• ,
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. , _ (11'6)
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·•.,-· . ,'., ,\i~n~e !h~ ~te~dy, 's~p~~~("~tf~ir1~d 1by:,~ ),P,let~~. fb:r'~~·· co~··s~a:~< value:'. dfdr.ivingtorq·u~ ·TJ is· · · ·
-- directly propo_rt1onal to the,res1st3;nce, r,, of .tµ~ eddy,curtent_paths, 1qyersely,proportional to square of
, . flux <I> of perm~nent.magrtet.~~~ i~yer~1~l~. ptqpOttJonal Jo radi~s R.' ·:J,n.o~~er. t~at'the c~libr~tion ~f

the meter remam the same, 1t IS essential that the value. of'<l> abd r should·remiu~ const~µt. ·. Thus 1t
is . very.i~portant that the strength ofbraking magnet shall remain constant throughout the life of the
m'et~r. This constandy is' .assuref:by car¢ful 'design and prop'er treatment of.the magnet during
manufacture. Tetnperature changes·affect the value:ofresistance. r and·thus cause errors. An.increase
iri 1temperatureJ.rtcreases the 'resistance r and. th1us ·!he ~ra~ing t?rque. is r~duced.
·
·
··,.:~,.It·,· is, necess~ty ,·,~h~~,-tbe ste~dy.speed orthe;ni~ter'.shoutd·_ b¢Jbw,anq·i.n O.rder.to achie~e this
' the disc 'resistance. be' \qw, an~thatflux of Jh~ magnet ab.cl' the ~fftjc~ive\r~dius' of the disc be· large ..
. An aluminium 'disc is g~p~rapy ,p~ef.erred t?; .a copp~r:d~sc,~ince~th~ re~istance per unit weight of .
aluminium is smaJler. Fr~ct19n.al forRes.ar~Jinptmg f.ac~or wqh.e w~1ght11,nd, the size of the disc and .
· thus the·radiu's oft~e di~c ·c~qnot be i.ncreas e.d ·un~tlly. ~he,r·e~o:e ,in},tder Jo -obta~n low s:eady sp~eds,, .
strong magnets, having latge· pole areas are used. The a,1.r gap 1s kept as small as mechamcal consider·
ationsperm~t.~· ·.
..:- .' . . ··· · .. , · . ,, .... : , , , :
, ','
·
' 'The 'braking .torque call be adjusted by ,using a1 magQetic· shunfwhose distance froni the ,
magnet,_' can' be ·changed~ •· If the magnetic shunt,' is brought near the poles, it will bypass a larger
amou;ne o( flux and· so the disc will cut through a ~maller flux resulting in reduced .braking :torque.
, On, the', othef band :if 'it. :is· moved away from ·the m_agl!_et, ·it. will bypass les~er flux glving·-a l~rger
braking fotque. ·TheJitaking torque can also be ;varied oy"varying. the radius R (See page l36kJf the
, magnet is ,placed ara·Jarget radi~~d.he~akitig:torque ~~u'~ also ,pe,larger. ,
... · . <.
. ,. 11'4. Frfoti~n.' . Errors:. c~bsed ,~by . ftic,ti~~. ~ar~·cbJ;iside~~b&·mpre" irii~o~t~~ti,n ~6tor, .iite~ers:: t1
than ' the.,, c9rre;sp9~ding,, ~.rror~ .it1 .th~ "in~i~ting in~tr~etits. .·Thi$ is -~ecause the ftiction fotces· ar~
·11
~~w;~~?:.esent:1~.amot?r meter' an~. tberef<?re. affee!·· the sp.ee~ ·of ther0.tor,.for any ~alQe,of current .. ,·,~1 .·.
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, · · · , Static :F~iction; Fribtio~ forc~h ~xist. when the. 'rotor i~ jus:t about. to sfart revolving. may. i :
pr~v~nt Jt.'fr~m ~t'ar~infat 111~·if:~he'J~~d·~ small;·· This frictioq .(or~e w~llal~o ca~se·sefious errors at . , .
'low loads· as the fnction force IS c&~able to ' lo.ad rat low ··loads;: .Thts. w1U :make .tbe ·meter
registration lower thin ,the actual~nsuriipUon. '-Static,.fficticmmay be taken.as constlin.t when the
I
meter is'. rµnning, c'and may be compt.n~ted, for by, proviping ,a small constant dri'ving torque .. · This . J
, constanM<>rque is' ap~licd. to t~e ro~fW-~p~nden~r tµe t?ad. ¥\C .. :. ' _·. : ·., · ,· · . •.· . ,. , . . . . ·•. ··. .:· , itt
.·
Runoin& ~ri~tion. ,· ~~~n ;th~· ~eter ·is ~u~nin~, normally, a_ friction torq'1e }s app!ie,cHo:the ·\ ,
rotor a~~: the .magmtu~e. of th1~ tQr~ '~l?~opor!lon,al ~o tb~ spee~ ,of the rptbr. , · This. f~ctlpn)p~que-- ·
, is.. of no 1mpQttance a~ 1_t ·Iflcrely adds. OO'::tbe br~kmg-:act1on; ·, ' . .··
• ·
. · ., : <, ,, -,·
. ,·,; .
.~owev~r~ in soµte m~ters,~sµc~~~s mer~ry niotot tylf~ ~ frictiQ~iri· torque i$ J>rodu~ed w~i~h: · ;'
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37J
· iS ·proportional to' the squ~re of the speed:'.· This .rl1nni1:1g fricbiol'! .ca~s.es seriou$ err.ors a'11d. has to be
compensatec! for.
. · : ·. · · ,... ·
·. · . '· '
. ·· .
'
· The friction forces iri a meter, are' unavoidable; Howeve~, they:ffiust be reduc~d .to ·a minimum
and must remain practically constailt over long peiioas df time> Therefore·fhe moving parts.shotidd be·
· made light.· The :jewels and.pivots sJiould b~. :kept in.· go9d .9rder.,. .· SprJng )o~ged bearings should be
·.used as their use result& in lower.st!ltic friction and higher lifefor, tbejew~l. .· ·· ,. ' ·· ··
·· .
The countjng mechanism ishould ·have the. minimum possible, friciti~n:.' ~·~d th~ ~Qrm'·a~d worm.
. wheel connection fo t.he spindle shoµld 'be properly .adjusted. The driying,tQtque of th.e roeter should
. ·be high so thatthe irregularities,in friction may n,ot cause errors. ·
·
-~ ·.· · ·
·
·· ·
1
'us. Energy Meters.for . A.C ,Circuits . , . ·.: .. - _.,:, ._,_ 1 ': • . ·'i.'
·: -,·,
'

'

: Induction type of .energy m~ters ~re uniV,ers~lly used for measurement of en~rgy fo doll]estic.
· . · and industrial .a.c. circuits,'. Jnduct10n; typ~,qf.meters possessJower friction and higher. torque/weight
.. ratio. Also induction type~'meters ar.e.mexp~ns1v.e and ~.ccur~te and retain their accuracy ·overa wid~
: range of lo!ds and t~mperature cond1t10ns.... .· ' ; . . . :- ., . . .
"' •. ..
. .: ·
·· -1r6.. :si~gtePhase·fod~cii~nl';~ew~·tt~tic>url\feter~.·, ..... · , · ·..... ·
·«····., -·'.
·,
· 1 l'7. Consfr~ction ... The con~truc~ion y~ries in. detai_ls ·fro~ orie manufacture·r~s product t~ the
·n·ext. However, the differences are very mmor
tµ.nature.
. ., -., . .. ·
·
·
.
.,
'
;
.

I
I

''

;·.

'.

There a.re four main parts of the operatipg·mechanisrii :
. · (i) driving syste~ .
(ii) _n;lo~ing syst~m, .
· (iiO brakin1:; ystem, ·
~nd (iv) regi~teriug system~ · .
Fig. u ·1 s·ho\Vs the constructi9n of a s~ngl~. phase irtduction .type ~nergy,roete~..
0

. . , . · · . I>dvi~g

SJs~~m .. ·.·th~ ·~riyjng s¥s,'t~m of the ~~ter:. c?foiis"ts of._t~o· ~lectro~magnet,s; ..· The .core
/rhe coil o! one of the electi:ornagnets

6f-t.bese--e:Iec~rom_agnet~ is ~ade UP. ~f $~h~?n. ste~l lammat1q~s; :

ifexcited by the load curre1:1t. Thrs coll is called the curr.ent co1l. · The c.01lof second:~etcctromagnet
.. ·is· connected. across .·t~·e -supply. anq,_t_h~~efpr~, ~arrJ~s a. curr~~tprop.<>rtional to tqe supply·volfage•..
· This.coil is call~d the pressure· c9d~. CRn.i · · · · · · · ··· · · · ,. · _., .' .,. " . ·
sequently the tWC? electromagn~ts_ . are ·
·" · '1 ,:-, )i. · ,, •· '··
known as series and shunt magnet~ respec- .
· tively.
Pressure
Copper shading bands ace prov!!led·
coil
on ·the central limb. The position of these
bands is adjustable. The function· o,f these
bands is to ·bring tbe flux' prodti~d by the
shunt magnet exactly ,in' qU:adrat1ue :with•'''
~~=-:'.:':':::=w-J-Sha4ing bond-S
the applied voltage. ·: .
, . . ., . , ·
c:::::=:::i::::::=::::::z::i!
.A Iufhii1 ium. .
. Moving System. '.l'hi,s· cori~tst~ ·.Of .
.--.i~1.--.i
di
l ·~ .
'' • ' '
'' 1·
, an . aluminium disc µiounte~. on ·a bght
alloy shaft. Thi~ d_ise is ·pasitioped i~. the .

'c . · . .

. air gap between series an:d . shunt"n:tagn~ts· ·
The upper bearing .·of the·. ro.tor (mov1~g .
. .~ .
system) is a steel pin 1o9ated,m_ a hole m
Ffg. 11:1, .Singte pbas~energy meter.
the bearing cap fixed to the top df the
. ,
..
..
,shaft. The rotor runs on a hl!!4eP.~d ~teel
. .
. ,
.
.
..
pivot, scr~wed to· the foot. of.the sli.aft. · .· .. , . , · ·..· , · · · · ·. ~ . . . ·. '.
·
. . ·
The pi'vot is ~upporteq ·b~ a 1ew~l bearmg. · A pinion ~en,ga_~~~ ;the -shaft ~it~ the co11ntmg or regi$termg
mecbanism'.
, . : '.. :. ~' ''. ' <·' ' .· '·.. ' ' .; ,..:r' ': ' ; ._. ' ' '
.. ' ' ' ' .
' .
. · ·:_:: .· 'A un'ique design: fdr t~,~;·~q~pd~~°ftm'_ci.t~e·'ijisc.ls;~~d,bi th~ ~()atitig·shaft en~tgymot~r.. ·iI~·:·
., . the .'rotating: ,:~liaf~ •h~: a s~J.~ag_net.1 ~t. .~9ll en~f w9ere ~h~ ,\lp~r pll$11e& of th~ ·sh.rt, is .lat~
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··:·to a· magnet in the upper bearing andithe lgwer magnet of;the shaft js attracted .to a magnet in. the
lower bearing. 'Ihe moving system thus floats without touching either bearing surface," and the
. only. cont~c~ ·With ·the. mp~e~ept :is,t.b~t·of t.~~ .gear c..,innectin~ the s~aftwith the gear of the· train,
thus the fnct10n<is1drashcal)y.repm:es~ .. ;.:
1,r , .. · • ·
· . . ·.
· ''
·
.

~

'

'

·,

'

I'

.

· ·.Braking Sy~tem.,, A pep.~ane'.nt 'mignet'positio'ned.near the edge of tl1e aluminium disc for~s
. the praking system. The alrlinJnium 'disc mbves 'in the ffold ot' this magnet and ·thus provides a braking
·'. tbrque .. · th'e, pbsitfon bf. the :}>e·rm.anent: magnet i's adjustable, and therefore, braking torque can be
adjusted Hy ·shifting the·perinall:entmagnet:to: differen,t.radial positions as explained e~r.lier.
Registuii1g (counting) Mecb~~i~~. Th~ fii~~ti'on ofa registedng 'or cfru~ting ~ecbanis~ is to
record continuously a number which is proportional to the revolutions 11,l~de by the moying system.
.• l,00 . ,; ._ ; '.

.. 1000 .

~

. IO, .

·· · · · · · r r
. r1x·. ..

111

h. i

j

.

.
I ,.~

',

1.r.

'

,

kWh

1

kWh

Coo

Fig 11'2, 'i'oltitet type of register •.·

1·

:;:

".: •

'

100 .

fig. 11 '3.. Cyclometer register.

a

':'By a suitable". system;·" a train of reduction gears the. pini~n pn the ~otpr s\1,aft, d~iyes series of five
· or six poillters;'The~e rotate:on tound;,dials whichare mark~d w\~h ten equal 'divisions. The pointer
type ofregiste{is show~dn p,jg~ 1r2. Cyclo·meter.'.Tegister as shown in Fig; 11·~3 fan als) be used.
~J, ' •' "''
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· 11'8. Theo~y and Operation. The mode ·of acti~m. of this type: Of meter is similar to .the
Ferraris type of instrument as explained on page 2,70. · A '~imple · functional diagram of the
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'~I is:: '11'i4." Workin gof!~ singfe:·phase·i,itluctibn typfenergy meter.
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driving system of the rrieter is given in Fi it. 11'4.. The corresponding 'phasotdiagiani is given in
"'" .. ';
.', . \,,, ...''.,.'"(} ' c:
i ..•.},>j!· .' .. '. . . ·.:
.
Fl'g. 11'5.
..
The supply voltage is~·.appfied across.: the p't¢s~ufe "~oit the pr~sfore coii witlcfhig is highly
" inductive as it has very large number of tu'rns and the . ·rehfctance lof ifs magnetic1 cii'cuit is very small
. owing to presence of air gaps of very sma,ll·htogtb; Thus.t~e,9,\lrre4t IP.,t,hrqµgb .the press9re coil is
proportional to the supply voltage and lags it by a few ·degrees. ~e~~ ,than 90°. This is because
the winding has a small resistance and there are iron losses in the magnetic" circuit.
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· Current fp produce~ a.. ~ux ,<l>P,J• T\li$:~µ~ divJ~e~ ::its~lf j,~w·.~wQ, p~rts. Wu,i ~nd '<)p • .. The ~cuor
portion <l>o flows across the side gaps as reluctance of this path is
.. s111all. The reluctance to the p,ath of ·flux <l>P: i.s larg~ and he11c~. .
its' ·magnitude is small. This' flux '<l>~ goes' across alrim\niurn.···' •:; .. · "1
disc and hence is responsible for production of driving torque.
· : ·Flux <l>p is in phase with curr~.nt'/p ap(:l,is pr9portiQnaUo it; . ~·. l Ji,,.. ,,
Therefore flux <l>p is proportional to voltage V and lags it by . ari .
angle a few degrees le:;s than 90°. Since flux <l>p is alternating in
nature, it induces an eddy emf in the disow4iqh\in tum produces
eddy current} /ep.
·
The load current I flcnvs thtdugh·.'the·current coil and .. ; ·: " .. ·li"" :.. ...:_0 - .... - ·-· - ..~
· produces a flux <l>s. · This flux is proportional to t)le loadicurrent.'·,- : : ·
·. ,·;
arrd is in phase with it , This "flux produces eddy currenf !ta in. · .; ..
~~.. :
the Oise. Now the eddy :current· Jes· interacts withJlux.<l>v··fo·'
produce a torque and eddy current. 'fep interacts with' <I>, tor.:
·~f),
........
produce another torque. These two torques are in the opposite
~
"i direction· (as shown ..in .Fig.~. J.1'4) .·a.nd .the: net, torque ..
t\le.,:.. 1
. •\ EGS
. : 'difference .of these .. Th~,tpeqry of:ind.u.ctiqn.ty~ inatrum~qts,.
.has been dealt within details on page 270•
/·/
. :·u., . , ;, •.:. 1 ,; · .\ in
. Let V=applied v~ltage; ·
·
. \ ' ; ;1 e,~ ; .
\"

1•

l,

is

I

''1"

J=load current,
Fhl•. Jl'S, Phasor diagram of single
f==phase angle of load,
,.. ,_. ·. · ··phase i~dtiction type energy meter.
J1i=pressur~ coil ,current, .;
.
6 =phase angle between supply voltage and pressure coil flux. . ·· /-frequency,
Z=impedance of e-ddy clirr~nt paths,
: ~;;:phase angle of eddy c~rrent paths,
EeP =eddy emf'induced by flu~ '1>v,
fep=eddY,. 9riri~rit 4ue_ to flux f!>p,
~,\
E~s =eddy emf induced by flux ~<l>s,
lae =eddy curr~tit'. due to Jlux '1>a.
From Eqn. 8'97, net driving torqrle·;\ .,
. .
!' ..:.
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where
Now

K1=a constant.
~=phase angle between fluxes cJ>1:and 4>2... :
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In our case;the two fluxes are1~., and~,,· · , ·
! -·· ?
; ,j11•· .
~ =phase angle ;t;e·tweeil fluxe~·!<l>ii: and <i>1 J: (ls/-~): (See Fig. ll ~sJ; ~, ·.' .. ·
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... (11'7)
. lf /, Z a~4. ix ~re constant,. 7~ r= Xa sin, (6 ~·~)-- ·
if N is th~ ~!eadf~p~~d,:hikingto}'.que TB~~K4N.
,At s.teady sp~e~. t~e dtjying ~rq~c· mu~t equal. the,.~raking 1.torq\J~·,. · .,
.... (11 8)
: .. . ·K.iN:.._KaVlsln(t:.;.;__;),N.-:-KVlsiq(&-:--:-~). '
.
...'.(11'9)
: If· i
t~>=-909, Nr= KV/.'sin.(90-,P)=KVJcos "1"
.
!.,·.,/••"' ·-' .... ;. ',.,
: .
•.
.
~.Kx{power). ·: . ·
, · ·· .
· . Thus)n order ~hat the ~p.eed o(rotation is· proportiou.d to·'power, angle !::, should be equal to
'90°. Ile.nee the fltJX <I>.;, must oe made to lag tije supply voltage by ex~ctJy 90°. . ·
.
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· l 1'6.. 'Lag·Adj11stmeut De'Yit... Jt i.s ,-clear from Eqn. I (IO that the meter will regi$ter tru~, ·. ·
enersy only if tb·e tingle 6 is· made cquaLt() ;90°6'! Th~s 1be ~ngle ·.between:. the shunt .ma~ne;t flux · cl>,
and. the supply vpltage V should be .eqµal to. 90 . Th1.s requires ~that the, pressure coil wmdJng s~.oul.d
be so designed th.atJUs highly inductive .and has.< ~Jow resistanc_e and the iron losses in the cor~ are
small. But ;ven with: thjs the phase of flux <l>p is not 90' wit.h respect, to voltage V but a few degrees
less than 90 •
,
.
. .
.
·
· . :'' However,, by intt«:>ducing a','rtlagnetic shunt circuit. which ~llo~s the ~ain portion of the .shunt .
• magnet flux to bypass 'the gap in which. the disc· is located; it is .· possible·to introdt1.ce an mmf m tqe
.proper- phase r~lation:ito bring .the shunt magnet flux· in the 'disc· air. gap in exact quadrature ~ith the
voltage'. 1h,i,s is illust.rated ill Fig. 1: t ~6..
. · .
,,
.
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fig. 11 '6,' - Adjustciienf of lag angle wHb ''lag coils'\

. , The: requir~d mmf is. obtaiae·d fr~m a 'fag coil',~h:ch is I~catcd on the central lim~ of the
.~hunt magnet close ;to ~he 4isc. gap and links, with the. fl9,x Jhat.cu~s ,th~ .disc.
·
·
·
The pressure coil is exCited by voltage V and carries a current 111 which produces an mmf
~T11t ~hich in tum pro4~ces a fiux <l>i>dagging the ~oltag'e by an .angl,e ?O~ ~ti,. .The ~ux ~111 divid~s ·
,lls~lf .mto :twq. part;s '1>11 .an.d cit•· . Flux cl>P cuts th~ disc and a1.so. ll~ks with the. ''lag co1l" .. ~ vol,tage.
eL is tn~uced 10 this cotl h1gg,ng cl>,; by :90·. 'fhts- voH~~ ClfC\llates. ·a cµrr~nt· iL througlt.th.e J~g :'· ·
coil. iL lags behind .·~r.· by an . angle y ~hich" de,pen~ · upo~. tbe. rea~tance a~d .t~sistance · of · ·
.· , the l~g..coil ... The lag coiLcurren:t""pfoduces an m111f Afr;; The :,fiox er>,,. in· th~ disc air gap- will pe ·. · ·
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created.by the combinftd action of the main:mmf ATit in phas~ with /p and the l~g "coil· mmf A'Tt
in ·phase with iL. Thus the flux Cl>p will be "in phase wi~h· the resultant mmf AlP· Hence it· is
c1ear tb~t the phase of flux <l>p cane b~ adjusted b.Y. ,varying the mmf
the sha~ing coil ejther in
magni.tude or in phase or both.
·
.
.
·
· ··
\

ff

. The arrangements for adjusting the mmf of the lag coil are,:
.
1. Adjustable resistance. A few tcirn s of. faiily :, ·. ·
thick wire are.placed around the central limb of the shunt
·~Central nmb ot
magnet and the circuit is closed throt;lgh alo:w aqjustabl~
·shunt magnet '. · 'AdJ~sto~
resistance (Fig. '7), The re~istance .of this. circuit ·is, .
(Shadin.g to1I .
r·esi.stanct ·
.alte1ed to adjust the lag angles of flux~ ~. •.A~ increase '
.
.
~
in· resistance decreases the current and mmf iii the lag coil
•
-. ®.· .:' .: . ·. . ·.·.
and therefore the value of.lag angle.~ is ,decretlsed .. The
_ _
value of lag angle 0 is increased by ·.decreasing th~ res is,,.,.,.
. .
tance of the Jag coil circuit.. The re~isfahce of'the."lag
Adjustable bridge·
coil.is. so adjusted that 6 'beco1!1e.sequid tq.9p·.,. . . ,. , , ,
. . tor mistanu vdnotiofl
·... ~. Shading bands.- In t4is 'arr~ngeme1~t- :copper ·
; Fig~ 11'7.: Lag adjus~-~en_t with_~~jqs_t~bte ,,
shading bands L1 are placed ·around the: central. liinb of '" · . . .
·
·. • resistance•.
shunt magnet · instead of a lag .coil . with adjustable reshtanc~ (Fig. u-s). The. adjus'tmen.t can
be done· by.moving the shading bands along th~. axis of.the.limb, As the shading. bands 'are movc;d
. up the limb, they embrace more flux~ This results i.n gf~ate~ values for indu~eQ emf, cutrent and
the mmf ~TL produced by the shading ba~ds and. therefore the value of t~g angle 0 increa.~es, When
the shadmg bands are moved down lu~b~. m.mf ATL decreases and· ·the lag angle , is redu~d •
. The adJusJment is so done that '0' is such that it makes .6_=90". . .: · .
'
.
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3. Lag plate. In so.me meters a ~ingle·~~m Jag coil consi$th1g. of pu~c'hcd "lag plate" .is·
·used. (See Fig 11 '9). 'fhe ·material .'1.nd cross· sec~ion oft.he. la~j)late ar~ su;t:~· 'that- appropriate val bes
of iJnp~~ance. ~ ~nd of 'm~f are obtained. .· The· lag . plat~ .ifsi~uatC4. in. the. aif g~p directly fbe~eath ,the .
. cen.tral, l1tnb of th~ shUll.t tp.a~n~t, a,nd the: lag .angl~JS ~djust.e.d, ·~Y. m~Ylll.$J]1e ,Plate ·ett~~r radiaUy with' ·
·respect to; the axis o.t the disc <>r p~yaJ~el to. the ,axis .~r the ~1sc, so:th~~ 1t ltDks wit_h ·n10re or Jess of
active shunt magnet·~~x {cf.>21). Thus 1ts-1~duc(ed voltage ~n~ co~~equ~r-~y ~urrent- and mtt,lf.~re alterecL
. . Hence by proy~dmg a.n~ oft~e a~ove ~rran~emep,t~ th,e sb~n,t}Jia~net flux cf.>, c~ri be brough~ in
exact quadrature_ with applied voltage V... Thts adjustment ts kn,own: as ''Jag adjuatment";' Sometimes it, is refer,red to as ''power factor", ''quadrature" or ''inductive load adjustment";
•.
· · . · 11'7. Li&ht Load or Friction Compensation. Despite e~~ry care taken in the ~~~ign of both the
jewelled-pivpt bearing, which forms th~ lower,.b~aring for the ~pindJe,- and·. of the ..simple sleeve or
pin-type bearing at the top.oft~ sp~ndle,, fflct1on errors ar~ l?ablc ~~be s~rio,us, particularly at light ·
load~~-. In or4er to ensure accurate re.g1stratlon at low loads•. 1q.s therefore necessaey to arrange fnr a
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small..to.rn,L~~, ·pr,~tti~all y,, ,i~cie.P~~tj~n~. of))l~ ~.o.~d 9n thy I?~~ffr .which,flct.s in) .dir.cctiol) .of ~otation
and ~1 .h1c4 l~'near!yas p()~!t~D~e. ~q~~l ~n. 1 ~.ag~1t,ude l.O tpe, tf1Gt1cm torque., • This· 1s usually_ o.bt~rne(~Y ..
rncan_s .•
~ 1~m~ll: .~.hading. ·l9op,C9i v~p~) si,iuafoq~,.betwe~n".t~es~_n~5~1 pqle of the .s~unt. ma~ne.ti apd'~ ·,
the disc and slightly to one side of the c~ntre-l111e of the pole. This IS shown as L2 m Fig l1 8., 'lJ'ie.·

;&t,

interaction between the portions of the flux which are shaded and unshaded by this loop and''the'
currents they induce in the disc results' in a. small driving torque:whose value c~11.be adjusted by
lateral movement of the loop. The tests for cqrrept adjustm~nt :are freedom, froll), seriqus errors at
light loads and the v'-'lue of tl1~ loel;d necessary to, start" 'th~ meter. Othef' arrangem~nts of no1.,1-.
symmctrkal shading loop~ are also. used. ·
·

~1eters

,~·ith,Jag

the.~9dirio~al

,~an·

.' In
provided
plates,
torque ,to' c:om.pensaJe for the frictiorli
be produced byJ~isplacing the·plate !~_a directi6n: p~rallel ~o the ~Hre<;:tio~ o~~~tioniof the dis·c. · .···
\:'

_,

... 11'8. ·' <Tr~ep.
In-§ome meters a·slow'l}ut co·ntintious rotat'ion is obtained even whe·n··.there
is no curr~nt. :flowing th(ough the. cu~rent C()if aqd only· pt~s~ure ~oil 'iS'en~rgized.· This is balled ..
creeping ... The ,major cause. for creeping is over-compensatfon fo:tfricti_6n. If the friction eompensa'"' '
ting aevice is adjusted to give a driving torque to coinpeiisa'.t'e for sfarting friction which is bigger .
tha'n ·the rurining frictidn,;there 'is a tendency for·the disc to run.even when there is no current through
the current coils frecause th friction compensating;torque is :independent of.the load current a.~- the. ·
co1npehsating device is voltage actuated,, The other. causes of creeping are excessive voltage across the·
potential c0il (which is responsible for production of excessive torque by: the friction compensating-.
device}; vibrations, and stray1 magnetic fields.
· "
1

1
::

»',.

·.',;

)

·. In order to preventthis creeping two diametrkally oppo~
site holes are drilltd in the disc; the di)c will come to rest \vith one
of the holes under the edge of a pole of the shunt magnet, the
rotation being thus limited to a maximum of half a revolution.
The action may be und~ntood by reference to Fig. t 1·10. If a
hole is under the edge Qf a p9le~ the circular eddy-current paths
in the disc will'be distorted :as shown;;, The effective <.:entre of
the eddy· current paths, is then at . A~ and this point. is the central.
point of the ,equivalent magnetic pole produced by the currents:
fxamination"of polarities .shows that there is a resulting force·· orl ·
the disc, 'lending to move A' away from the pole axis A. Thus ·
'
the disc m,ay creep until th-e hole reaches a position near the edge ·.
Edd)
of a pole, put further movement is opposed py the torque produced
current$
in the man1ler just described". The magnitude of this torque is
not su:fficicnflo.:~~e~t the action ~ftb~ meter on !£'~d.
. . . Fig_ 11'10. Prevention of creep by
In some cases' a·small pfoce of iron is attacheti to the edge
drll n, holes in disc
of the disc. The force of atttaction exerted by the brake magnet· on· th,e iron piece is sufficient to
prevent creeping of disc.
.
.
.
·~· ·" • · < · ,. ,. · ,
.
.
1

1

1

j1:9,;~· ,·9.v~r-L,~~,d~,CC)mp~~s~tJ,~µ:., 1· ,11~p 4~:sc ~f'.~~!vt€f.con.t~9uou·~iy jn. ·:~he ~el:d_ of'.. th~· se11~~7,,
magnet .under,, load cond~tions, ilnd, tJi~r~fo.re, t4~re,.~s, a. ,9Ynattii.t::ally_;inquce,d .emfm ·the disc bec:ause ' .
of:Jbfa !'otatipn. :,·,·4.~is, ~m£.c~~~es~ddy,8~it#9t~:~hj~~:'i#.\tr)fct .~frh'.t~e·,,~~l~ ;.of .t~~:< s~r,ies, riiag[~fJC?.~:~;
· ,L
5

>'

produ,ce ,a b~ak1pg torq~e:<, I~~s s.~.!f-~!a~~n~,.torgµe I~ ..obv~o~slY;,,PrRpP~t~o~aI to th~ .square ,?f,the,1~~·9'1:,
current and 1t as~ume.s mcr_eas;1ng importance ~s tbe loA,p pse&. _·Tliu_s at high, va.lues. of load . c:urre)lf ·
~··' >~l
the'iegistraiion tends to''be fo'wer thaii 'lhe actual.•' ,.,\ •r
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possible'. This speed is nearly-40 rpm, The. qirrent ~oil ;flµ4 ~s.; .i~ m~de
small as compared pres~ure wirh coil tlux ll>p. Thus the dynamically ~n- Mogottlc.
duccd emf(which causes the braking tpr.q~e).is. ve~y sr:n~ll ~s co.mpared ..w~th .. shunt
_
statically induced ~mr whicl~ is P!oduced' b~ 'fi_1(;{ a:lte~<1:tions . ·at~ the"' r~~~ b~ '.. ' : .- ~.
50 Hz and which IS responsible tor production of dnvrng to:que.
/' '• "

r·ic··',_ -1

It is customary· to add an overload compensaling device: ,This1_Js·
,
ually takes the form of a magnetic shuntJorr~tl~ ~~rie~ magnet cor~ .~sishown
°"
,
1
in Fig, 11 '1 l.. The magnetic sh,unt approacht:;s sat~ration and so it~ perme~
L
a~ility decreases .at?verloads. Thu.s ~t:·J.~rge,.<;:urrent;~ the -magn,ette'. ~hun~:::
" ·. ser,i_is rtiagnets
diverts less of seneJ magnet flux, so that a larger portion of tJ:ie ttux appears,, .
. ;.·1'- ,
in the disc air gap and contribtil'csto driving: torque. ,_ ,, , . , . ,_.
. f%)1},,1L~?vedrlo~dcom1 •
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·. • . p1ensati9n ev1ce.
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t f 10. Voltage Compensation. A certain' amount of variation is permitted: in; the rdeclared
voltage of suppl}. Therefore, energy metet s QlUst ;be comp1~m~~~ed f~r, this .~ari~t~q,µ ... ,·¥oltag_~ variations cause errors owing tO two reasons : , " .-;
!, ,
· , , ,,, • ,_
,, , • .
., :
.
.
1
· '(i) The relationship bet\veen shunt· magnet ·flux a~d the suppl}'J·voltage cis not.'Jinear-;owi~g;,, to
satm:1tion in iron parts; ·1
.
·, .. : • ; , ,
· .. '' :
. . (ii) The shunt magnet fh1~.(Dv produ~es a dynamically induced 'emf in the .d,isc which ia turn
results in a self· braking torque which b prop'0rtiorial tO'sq1mre of the supply 'voltage; '' '. '', ;
-,, Compensation for voltage variation~- i~'pr~vided oY using a saturabfo inagne'tic shunt' which
diverts a greater proportion of the flux inter th~ active .rath when 'the vo·ltage"rises. · The; compensation
can.be conveniently provided by increasing.the relucfa11C'e of'tlie side'limbs of the shuut:magneL·ffhis
is done by providing holes in the ~ide limbs shown in Fig...lrLr'
·
'n"
. .
· :i , ;. 'i
it '11. - ~~mpera.tµre ~on~pensa~ipn'.. An focrtilse ,in::temperatul'e is' accompanied by. a rise in
resi~tance of all copper-and aluminium l?~rts and res'l1ltsui: · · · · · '- ,
.·
· >.:"
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(i) a small decr~ase in the potential coil flux and a. n~duction in angle of:t,' lag' betweri' V and
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(ii) a decrease in torques produced by ~!(shading, ban.ds~· : · ''·' '"' .
(iii) an increase in the resist~nce of the eddy curre~f'paths, · · • > . -,.,
(iv) a decrease in the angle of Jag'~' _of the ~ddy cur.rents .. ,..;:_· . '··. , . , .... , . , . : ,
.
If we examine the above effects \\e find tbat the. _errors iptrqd,uc~d by·. variations 6f ·tempe~

and

rature of an induction meter are usually s~all since the vari011s effects produced tend fo neutralize
each other. An increase ·iil temperature increases ~he resistance iof the ·piessure coitsb that· it takes
Jess current resulting in reduced'flux 'of the sbunt magnet.. ·Th'is•reduces the driving torque.: But, the
flux of the braking. magnet 'is also decreased owing to increase in remperature· thereby reducing the
braking torque. Again an increas0 ih temp'eratlire·increases the·re·sistance of the eddy current,.paths
·in the ~isc·and this reduce9 both the driving and the b:aking to,rques.'·· :Hence':·!hese·~ffects.tend to
·neutra:hze eacn other .. THe tt(mperature ,errors are cert.a,m)y . neghg1pl~ with :J10Q·mduct1ve loads but
these errors are quite .serious at low powerJa:ctodoads. ·· · :·»\·'-}; . ::_ , ': u 1.",,1, ·: · _··· , , " . .
The ·effect of •increase of temperaiure,. in,: gen~ral, .is-t.o cause the meter. to run.fast and fo
r~gister high. Therefore, the temperature effec~s can be ?ompens.ated for -,~y . siowly, ~.usina:
perature shunt on '.the . pr~~e.. magnet.,, ~pec1a,l }Ila~net1c ma,tepals, ,s,µ9h as 'M utemp' are available
which show a considerable decre~se in permeability: wiJh' incr~ase '~n temperiHure.:. '·. " · -, ..

i.'tem-

'. '

.,
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,•.. ) .... '_>

,'.

,.,,.;_:·,'.,;·,··.1 ·'·11.'~-

1112. Errors. The errors caused by the.driving·system.ar,e:

·~·":.

, ,.

··,.~1·

. , . ,1

~·

to ~bnoonal values' of current" or
voltage. The shunt magnetflux may be in 'error_ due' to; ch~ng~s in· ·re-sistalfoe 6fc()ii of due tO abnormal
0 :..
frequencies.
· , '··· ·
,_: ,:·: ... ·'"'
" .
. r ·,', , · ,
,

'

-

L

(i)Incorrec~ magnitud,e 'of tlu~es:. ·1,Th.is_<_may he< au·e

'

. (ii)_ Incorrect phase· angles. 'There may not :be propeir'retationship between~the various phasors,
'
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This may be du~_ tc impr9p~t'fag ad~s~ntSi ~bnormal'fr.equen?ies, change in. resishmce ·with:-teIµ ... ··
perature, etc.. ,... _ · .
./r •.
.
·.·
· : .· .
· . ·.
,
(iii) tack of syinµielry ·injilagnetic cir.cuff... In· cas·~ the magnetic circuit is not symmetrical, ·
'a <lr~ving!torqueis produced whic_h. m'akcs, t~e rriefor creep.' . . . . .· .·
..
.
· The ~rrors. caused by the_
braking system. are : ..
.
( i) changes in. stf.ength of brake _magnet,.. ·
. (ii) changes in disc re~istance, .. (iii) ~eif~b!aking ~ffe.cfdf ~eriesmagriet flux; and (iv) abnormal f~ictio~ of moving parts ..
. .. .: . 11 '.13•...Adjustments.:... S~m~ adjustment~.are carded. out in energy meters so that they read
correctly aµd tJieir errors are within _allowable limits. 'fhe sequence .oft~ese_ adjustmeµts is :
·· .
· _ .·L · Preiiitlipaty 'Light Load· Adjustment. · The disc is &o. positioned ·~hat the holes are not
·underne-ath tbe electromagnets. Rated voltage is ·applied to the potential coil with no current through
·.,, tne current :coil. . The lightload device is adjusted until the disc just fails to start. ·
.2.. Fun Loi· Unity Factor Adjustment. The pressure . coil .is connected across the rate.d
supply _v.o!tag~ • an rated · full, 19~d cuf re~ f at unity po we~_ f a?t or· is. passed· t~r.ough, the curr~n t coils .. _
• The· pos1t1on e>f th .· brake ntagnet 1~, adjusted .to vary· the; · brakmg torqu<f so that the me~er revoJves at ·
the corre.ct speed within required limits or error. ·•
·
·
., ·
3. ·Lag Adjustment ·(Low Pot~er. J.facfor Adjµstment). The pressure coil is connected across
rated supply :voltage and rated full load ·clirrent is passed through the current coil at o· 5 p.f. Jagging.
The.lag devic.e is adjust~d,.till the meter rum at correct-speed.' · - ·. _ _ _ .
. .
. 4~ With :rated"~.upply. v~ltage, rated full load current and unity power factor, the speed of
the meter is checked f!Dd full load unity ,p.f. and low p.f.. adjustments arc repeated untU the desired
accuracy ·limits are reached for both the conditions.
·
.
· _ -,
5. . Light Load Aujusb11el1t, ·. R,ated sllpply voltage is applied across the. pressure coil and a
very low ·curren~ (~bout. 5 per cent of fulf lpad) is p~ssed through the meter at unity power factor. 1 he Jight load adjustment 1s done &otbat the meter runs at correct.speed.· . , .
· ·
'6. . Full load. unity 'pow~(· f~ctor and light load adjustments are again done until speed is
correct for ·both loads i. e.; full load as well as light load.
.
7. The performan~e is rechecked ·at 0;5'p ..f.' lagging..
8. I Creep _Adj119tment As a'final check on lighrload 'adjustment; the pressure coil is excitei
by 110 per cent of rated voltage with zero load -current. If the light load: adjustment is corect, the
¢etet should not creep under these conditions.
·
..l
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·. ·_ · · H.'l4. Polyph.ase Energy -Meters.. Energy in polyphise ~irc~its. can be measure.d by a group ~)£'
·single. phase ,energy inete1i'connected as required· by Blonde1's: Theoreiµ. ·The tot~l energy is the sum
"of tb,e ·readjpgs of all energy .meters (a. negative sigt1. is .~sed for. the rei!ding,of any meter which runs
·backwards).. H.bwever, i~ commercial . measurem~µts; .the ?hove· arrangement is .not .used but instead
polyphase.energy,meters !ire used. ,
..
_·
.
.
·
.
. . . ··Similar t6 the case of wattmeters for me~surement of power in pdlyphase. cjrcuits, the electri~!ll
-: .~nergy in~a 'n' conductor systei;n !equires,(n"""." I). measuring elem'ents for measurement. of total ~ne~gy. ,
· ··Thus a"3: phase, 3 wire syste·m re.quires a 2 eleme'nt energy 'meter and a 3 phase 4 wire system reqmres
a3 el'emen:tenergy meter.
·
·
·
·
,·
In 'polyph~se. wattm,eters the elements' a.re inom;tt~d" on the same spindle which drives, the
registering mechanism.' ·Thtls the registering m~chanism registers the net effect of all the elem~nt~_ · ·
Polyphase .wattmeters may be 'ni.utti~disc type' · or single dfo_c_fypc---Jn-:-tllemuTtifdfsc. type;
:,.eac~·ele~ent .drives~ separ,ate disc. In the.single disc typ~he 'elements drive the same .disc. · ·
: This. ,qisc.is slotted or J~mfoatep in sectQrs .to prevent inte~actiori between ed.dy currents produced .by
.one el~ntenfwith the flux p'ro'duced. by another element ... . ' .
. .' .
. . -"...
i •.
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•

•

•

•
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1• • • ••
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.. · , . ;,, ·11 '15: ·Two Element ·Energy -Me~er. - Fig~ It· ~ shows a 2 .~Jement energy meter. which i,s
...us'ed for 3 phase 3 wire systems. The. meter. shown· ·~nGthe diagram is provideq with 2 discs, one
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Supply

Fig. H'l2, . Two element energy meter ..

'
.
. for each element. It is essential ti:iat the driving torque of the two elements be exactly equaifor equal
amounts of power passing through each. Tilus in addition to normal compens·ating de~ices afrach~d
to each element, an adjustable magnetic shunt is provided on one or both the eJelllents to balance the
torques of the two. · The necessary adjus!ment is made with·the coils energize~ from a single phase·
supply. The pressure coils are connected m par~llel and-th~ qurrent coils in seti~s in 'such[:!. manne:r _
that the torques produced by the two elemen.t~ oppose. each other. .T-.he magnetic: shunU'S adjusted
fo a position where the two torques are e.xactly equal an~ opP,osit~ and· thetefQritbere if no rotation
of disc. .This way the two elemertts are-rendered ex_actly :s111}1tar. .
· · ··· ·
.

.

.

.

,·.

. The usual fag, light load and unity power facto:r adjustments are made fosiepehderltly for each
as explained earlier in Art- ll
'13.
·. ·
·
. .. . · ·~·· . · . ·
· .. ·.
.
.

eleru~nt

.

.11' 16. ludustri~l Metering and !~riifs.:. The rati9g .of: a power generating plant must be'
equal to the simultaneo'us i,naximuni demand it has to meet. This .Olea,ns thafa 11xed sum proportional
to the maximum demand to be met has to be__spent for the plant required. This type of expenses
which include the cost of-- plant,, buildings, transmis.sion arid distribution :equipment, part of staff
salaries are called ''Fixed Charges" .____In ~tlition to ahoy~~:.:eiperises have tO be focurred·for ·fuel and
also for maintaining the plant. These expensesitre·propo~tional to ·the numberofu,nitsgenerated and·.
are called· "Running Charges"
· ·
· ·
· · .- ·
.: ·

. .· Thus if the tqtal costof electric: sup~Jy is to:;,be "'shared equitably.·.·_by~:yarioµ~(consumefl!~·
every consumer should pay a fixed sum_ _propor~fonal ·to his. maximum dem,.~ndfoidditip:rr to CJ sum
proportional to the energv concmnied·bv~bim. .
; ".
.
<~ ,i;;

In a.c. systems the ·siZe of the plant is determined n,ot only by tlrelW:·~pacfrf:required.
but also by 'the power factor at which tbtrylant is required to work. COJ:lSJnneii shquld },e eo'coura'ged ·
to draw power at high power fa,ctors becanse:a--s§stem working at low powe·rjf~ctcirAias thefollowint
disadvantages :
·
·
· · '
- ··
·
. (i) Cost
+

of powei\~tat1.on .and .distribption~equipM~rl,t)s mo~-!~r,to}f:J'~*Cr fa~mrJp~ds,
•
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.. · (ii) Low power factor makes the regulation poor so that. it becomes increasingly difficult to

-maintain the supply voltage within specified limits. .' . .
.
(iii) The current, drawn from the 'supply by low power factor loads is high. Therefore the
-'loss in the cables, lines and other equipment will be higher at low power factors. Or if the losses are
to be kept the same, tbe sizes of conductors and other equipment wiIJ r'.lVe to. be increased.
- Tariffs for industrial users should take-th~ above factors into account. There are various types
of tariffs which try to balance the costs incurred with the nature of the consumer's load. Some
- of the industrial·tariffs are :
· ..
L Kilo watt-hour Tariff. The most s'raight-forward but not the most usual form, is a
. charge per kilowatt· hour consumed·. Thus the consumer's bill is directly proportional to the energy
used.· J.tis also known as "Flat Rate'' charge .
.: · 2. Maximum Demand Tariff· It is a two part tariff. The total charges are divided into two
pa,i:ts/one being simple. charge pe·r kilowatt-hour of energy consumed with another fix~d charge
.which is- based '.upon the maximum demand. This maximum demand is actually the average over. a.
._·predetermined period of time: Tb is period is usually 15 to 30 minutes.
3. Power factor. Tariffs. Power factor tariffs are devised. to make a distinction between
' ov~rall charge per kilowa tt·hour to be recovered from two types of consumer~ : (i) those having good
.. ,ower factors {\vho should be chargeJ less) and (ii) those having poor power factors (who should be
1
''/cha~ged ·more). Power factor .Tariffs are two part type. There are three different types of power factor
· tariffs :.
·
·
·
· /
(i) kVA Maximum Demand Tariffs. The maximum demand is_ measureq in kVA and a
/ d.etl1and charg¢' per kVA may be recovered in addition to the charges levelled for the energy
. eonsumption;
·
(ii) A l!ernge Power Fact11r Tariffs. In this case an average power factor say 0 8 Jagging
' may be ass.umeq ~~\reference and a. sutchar.ge fo~ ~ach 0·01 by which. the average. p.f. falls below this
· figure (0'8 Jti otlb:ase) ma.y be made. Also, if the average p.f. is above this reference figure, a
discount way be allowed in a similar manner.
'
, /(iii) kWh and kVArh Tariffs~ In this type of tariff both kilowatt·hour (kWh) and
reactive kilovolt•anipere-:hour (kVArh)are separately charged.
.
·
·
·,
The above, brief consider~tion of tariffs is suffiCient to show that special meters -like maximum
demand indicators; ;reactive kilovblt·ampere hour meters and· kilovolt· ampere hour meters have to
be installed at inddstrial establishments in order to have baiattce between costs of power production
with the money recovered Jrom different types of consumers. 1 ,
·
11:..11. Maximum Demand Indicators. The chief requirement of these in9icators is that they sbaH
record the maximum power taken by a consumer during a particular period. The maximum demand
indicators shall be so . designed that JOY sudden · moinen,tary . increase in loads such as due
, .to short circuits ~n the system orJu~ t<yliigh-starting cur~ents of motors are not taken into account.
Therefore a max1mum demand. mdt,eator must ,be cles1gned. t-0 record the average power over
successive predetermined periods. Thes~ petiQd& may. be. of 1:5 to 30 minutes duration.
.
Maximum demand indic~tbrs ate, -0f f0ur fyp~s:; ;:, . -·
li) ~ecording}ell1an4./illdieators .. (~~ .cAve~a,ge,dem~nd. indicators (Merz Price maximum
demand .m~1cator). (m) 1 T~rmaf}Y~ maxililtJnl demand md1cators; (iv). :Digital _ maximum,
demand md1cators.
· . / · · .·. _· ·
. \ .. .
.
t. Recording D~niand Jndiet*tors. Th}~ .meter is:'.recordjng type watt-meter which records ·
the power drawn ·at ~ny · instant op a chart ·. Th~ c~art can be ·.examined. to know the maximum
'demand of the cons9met. This seeiµs~ilµple b11t tb~,]abour required in examination of the chart
and the calcuJa:tion 6f energy cpnsum~d',; <Jiufog sp~qWed~_ -d;einan~.JntervalS: is costly and therefore: · · i
this is normally _not"i1se
•< : < '
·
· ·. ·' , ·
·
.-. . .. ._.· '.
, d
.
~- .!--ve91~e. ·Demand _IDdi~ator _(Merz. FrJ~e · Ma~imultt'Jl~~and _Jndi~ator); , This>~~~e of.:
. demand mdtca~or 1s not a s~~arate mstrunt.ent but is ~ ijtt!ng. \yh;tch · can be: at!~c~e~ ..~l a u~~t w~~h .
.. any type of ~? r~y meter. Tbqs the m~ximu.m demand 1nd,1Qator fo~etb~ IV'lh t~ en,etyY ~ei;r,ij"r ;;

·
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registers the total energy consumption a·nd the maximum value of the average power over equal.
intervals of time which may be of 15 or 30 minute duration.
.
-Constructhn and Operation.. It consists of a special dial mecbanis.m with a pointer driven~·
forward by a gear train which is normally coupled to the energy· meter spindle: This diaJ systeni ·is··
engaged to the meter spindle for a predetermined time interval -say half an hour,. After the exp{ry
of this time interval, a reset device comes into operation which brings the mechanism ba~k to:zero
position. The pointer, however, does not return to zero ~ut is lightly held by a special frictior

f>foio~

Belf Cr~nk
· Mtchanism

-~·.···. ·.

.

r ig, 11' 13, Merz Price Maximum Demand Jndicato1·; .

.

... ·:. . . . . . . · . . • . .·......

continues indicating the energy consumed during. the ·ptevious, . half :boii:r~··, _,1,rhe•.phint¢r
will riot move forward l,mless the energy consumed in some · subsequent thne il.ltety~feX.~~qs)tM:,. one . .
recorded by the poi~ter~ I~ this · way .the. maxi~um dema1Jd . exvre~sed .J~' e~erjt jio1,1s*tried';1 ;,p~r •
b~lf ho~r~ for an~ ~1ven period of the t1m.e is ob tamed,
.·' . · 1 ~~:/> ·· ·: ::1<<? o· , · · •>>~ . < ··.·: :·' <
devi~ and
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The reset device for returning ,tbe qriving mechanism of the demand indicator to zero at the
',c.~)J:ci.of every half hour, is .operated by a switch actuated by either a small synchronous motor of the
.ele:tric clock-type or by an ordiri~ry spring driven cJock·mechanism. In some cases the sprin_g
j>f the clock is wound electrically. Duration of the time intervals depends upon the setting of1he
.s_witch which may be altered as desired.
·
·
·
Fig. 11 '13. shows a Merz-Price maximum demand indicator. A pin drives the pointer forward
for a period say half hour. The energy consunH:d during this period is indicated on the dial. At the
end of tllis period a cam controlled by a timing gear momentarily disengages the pinion (as indicated)
·by ;r:cans of a bell crank. This allows the driving mechanism and the pin to returr;. to zero position
· under the action of a spring. The pointer, however, remains at its position and continues recording
the mergy ·.consumed during the previous half hour period. Ouring the next h~if houTjrer10-atlu;;
pin is again driven forward, but the pointer is only moved forward if the energy! consumed during
\ct rnbsequent period exceeds that consumed during all previous periods.
.
There are a number of Yariations in details of construction. For instance, the cam may be re.Placed by an electromagnetic relay and a clutch may be substituted for the bell crank releasing device.
The average maximum .d'emand can be calculated by the following simple formula :
Average maximum demand in kW
maximum energy ,recorded over a time in interval in kWh
... ~I 1'12)
= - - - - - - - - + ti0.1e interval ip hours
·
Maximum demand myfors of this type can also be used to measure the maximum demand
terms of kV Ab or kV Ath by attaching to a suitable meter element which will measure such
quantities.
Advantages. The instrument is more accurate than the thermal type.' Its scale is also uniform.•
Disadvantages. (i'J · This meter is costly since it involves mechanisms of great complexity.
. __ (ii) The meter suffers from a serious· disadvantage. If the_ maximum 'demand occurs
sometime after the start of one time interval and continues over only a part of the next interval, the
real maximum is not indicated since it is split up into two different time intervals. The thermal
lagged meters whose indication· does 'not depend upon preselected times but whose integration is
continuous, do not suffer from this disadV~ntage as they have a very long response time.
3. ThermaIJagged Maximum Demand Indicator
Construction. This consists of two similar flat coils of bimetal strips as shown in Fig. 11'14.
One is called the acrnating coil and the other compensating coil. The actuating coil is surrounded
by a heater element whieb carries .the load current or
a current proportional to the load current. The two
Scale
coils are coupled together at their outer ends. The inner end of
~
the actuating coil is fixed and the inner end of the com/ />,.-~ ~-""
""pensating coil carries a needle. . This needle moves the
Mc.,•mun"
maximum demand point!'r.
-

in

-

demor'>ri po•n1er

Operation. A bimetal strip is ~ade by welding together, strips of two metals on their flat surface. These metals
have different co-efficients of thermal expansion. Thus
Comprnsating
when a bimetal strip is heated, it will curl up. · The
coil
direction of curling is t9wards the metal of lower. coefficient
oLexpansion when the temperature iii raised, and· towards
that naving the higher co-efficient when the temperature h
Actuating
loweted. Thus· .curling up with heat is! responsible for
coil
the operation of a thermal type of maximum demand
· indicator~
·
. When current pa~ses through the heater element,
it heats< uJt_~~tb~ actua~ing\ coil . causing it to curl. This
inoveme11t is >'fran&fei'r~d t~ the·. compensating coil (sin~e
\.
the two"a.· re.•. ;·c.oup..I.e.·d·t···ogeth. ·.er·i·\~caus. in.·g the ·.n.· ~edle. to move.
The -~~ent of.the needle au,ses:the. maximum d~mand . Fig. U 14. Thermal type ma.ximum De!lland :
(Cur_rent or VA) Jndicatot.
Qointer to.move fonvl!ra· with i .·Wh¢b' the current decreases
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in the heater · elem~n_t,· the actuating- :coil straighte~s and brings th€ ·needle· back t-0wards a lpwer ·
reading but the piaximum demand pointer. is fixed at its ori6i,oal:-PPSition by a special friction arrange~ ·
ment The 1Daximum deJljand pointer wm remain: at Jt$ ··position -until a larger curr~pt than the
eatiier ones causes it to advance further .. ) . . .
.
.
.
/' : :·
For a given current, the fin~l-steady temperature rise of the bimetal strip wiH fi,9t d~cu:r ..
instantaneously. The temperature rises slowly in an exponential form to its final steady value,, The
deflection is proportional to temperature rise which fa turn is proportional fo the square ofcurrent.- ·
and, therefore, deflection at any instantis :
-.. . . · · _
·
·
· ·
D-K1

(1-e~ K2t)x1 2

... (iri~f-

K.2 is a function of heat storage capacity of the system.
Hence.~he mete,r approaches its final deflection asym~totically nud the meter can be so d.esig_ned
that the .practical attamment of final steady temperature corresponds reasonably well wHn the
demand interval. Truly speaking the bimetal strip will attain its final steady temperature only a~
time t ~ oc but meters can be-designed which attain a temperature which is. 99 percent of final steady
temperature after an interval of 30 minutes.
· ·
•
The comp~nsating coil is included to prevent changes in air .temp¢rature from affecting the·
demand indicated. An i·ncrease in the air temperature will cause bot4 the coils tci curl by the same
amount and, therefore, if the compemating coil is designed -to deflect the needle backwards this
will compensate for the forward deflection caused ·by the actuating coil owing to increase in air "
temperature. This is known as a differential action.
.
Advantages. (i) The indicator is suitable for both a.c. and d.c. supplies.
_ii) ]tis robust, cht'ap and can withstand momentary heavy overloads.~
Disadvantages. (i) When the meter
is calibrated in kVA or VA instead of in
A, its reading . is only correct if the
· supply voltage remains constant.
(ii) As the deflection is ,prop:>rtiond1
to square of curreut, the scale is l}Ot µniform ·
and is cramped at its lower end~ }Jy &l!itabl~. .
·
design, scale can · be made ·fairly· uniform• . ·
tirotcr \ ~
_;.,Heater-£
down to about one fourth of -its full load

value .
. The meter can be made to read the
·.'maximum demand in kW if h'o bimetallic
. ,·coils ,which are heated By currents in tWo
. :'-resisfors (R, R),of a circuit a(e used as shown_
I -2 -~~-__. 1
Jri.' Fjg/ 11·1s. A small transformer is
J_J°°°~L_ lrarislorrner
connected across the line ·and its secondary
l
.. supplies to eac)l of the heaters a current Ke o...
where K is a constant and e is the instan·
~·.-·
taneous line voltage. The instantaneous load . ~
.
Load
current i is taken from the •. junction, point" !fl
~ ' __..;.,__._;.:___~--"...,,,.< .. · between the beaters so that each heater carries ·<>-·
a current i/2
Fig. 11'15. Thermal type niaxi1r um demand
Current in heater 1, l1=Ke+i/2 ·
power indicator.
Current in heater 2, fa=Ke-i/2.
Heats produced by The heaters are

_5 _

1

)I.

I

l

:I

II

~}ii ~ (Ke+if2!'~ .~ _·
I

'•_

.

(-K2e24K:i+ ~· )R
'c'

·.

3·:· ·
-
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. ·. · Th?Wats prodliced by heaters cause the bimetallic coils to curl up and cause deflections.
The c<>ils. are so connectea that they cause deflections in the opposite direction. .
· Net deflection of the pointer oc fl1:::: H2 ~ 2K Rei r1. mstantaneous power.
·
Ther~fore . the .meter reads the ·~lll_ demand directly in W or kW. The rise in
·temperature ts exponential and hence the-deflection ·may be expressed as
"

·.

•·,....

· I

.· .

·• .. "

.

,

". ·,

I

•
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D=K1 (1-e-K2t)xpower.
. 4. ,Digital · Maximum Demand Indicator. It has been mentioned earlier that the maximum
.
· demao4 ·.tariff has been used for decades by industrial and other large power consu,cers. ~he ·
~.'_-·_rs_f.em_has proved it.self very u~eful....It averages the .powe···r .consumption ova speci.fied in.te!_vals of
.t1.Qle.called as Demand Integratmn Periods. The maxt~um value of all these measurements is de er~
·~mined and transferred into a cumulative register at tlie ~nd ofa demand integration period whi. is
, :usually a month.. Conventional. tariff rate .chargirig'llcvices are rather complicated. . They/ are .·
· ·jlqnnally driven by the roUJr of an induction type energy111eter las is the case in Merz Price Maximum
· ~-~:Deman<l Indicator) or by a continuously running motO,r through a servo-mechanism. This bah the
~iSadVantag~ th~t .frequent matntenaDCC 'is required and its Operation is Jess reliable than that df the
1
fileter to which it 1s attached.
·~·- · ··
Control Unit with Storl:!s. The block diagram of a digital: maximum demand ind1ca~or is
· shown in Fig. 11 16. A substandard meter is used. It incorporates solid state pulse tran~'1litter
· which scans the di$c and sends a pulse frequency proportional to the measured power lo maX;imum
demand mechanism. In between, the pulses pass through a pulse shaper (IF) and an electronic
. pulse scaler \EG) adapting to the pulse weight to the substandard meter.
·
The ckcJronic sealar can be used for reducing the pulse ratio down to I : 127 or increasing
it up to 127 ~ 1. This allows adaptatio!!.-to all ordinary meter ,~onstants.
.
The pulses are quantized by"h;~«solid state..~s~lar (EGJ an~ flow to central processing unit
_,(CPU) of the maximum demand ·mechani8m, ,,Wh¢re they':·~fe' summated in a store {SP1t They

· represent, ·at any time. the instantaneous aveta)~,. power: ,"'fbe prriod of time during which this
summation takes place (15 or 30 minute)) is gover~ed'oy the~mand integration period timer (MPZ).
After the <lemand integration period bas elapsed, t~ulse conditioner (MP) and a comparator V
in the CPU draw a comparison between t'1e four digit' average power just determined and the
lpur digit value in a store (SP2) which contains the maximum demand value of previous demand
'jn~egration periods. If the average stored in SP1 of the demand period just completed exceeds
that of SP2, the contents of SP1 are transferred to SP"' as the ne·N maximum demand. The
contents of store SP1 are then erased and SP2 is employed for determining the next power
. average. If SP1 is smal:er than SP2, the preceding demand integration period does not contain a
new maximum demand. The contents of SP2 remain unchanaed while the contents of SP1 are
erased. Tbe procedures are carried through on completion of each demand integration period. The
: store contents of SP1 and/SP2 can also be 'read 9ut on a Light Emitting Diode (LED) array
through switch S1•
· .

At the end of one month,_ the value recognized to be the maximum .demand is transferred
f~o~ store SP2 and added to a five digit cyclometer register (K) and the count of the secona-three
d1g1t eyclometer register (R) is increased by the value I. This.second cyclomefer"'register (R) counts
!h~ ~umber of cumulations. As at the end ofa demand inteeration period is not tbe end of a month,
it ts .important that before the maximum demand is transferred to 5 digit cumulative register (K) the
!11ax1m~m dem~nd .ascretained by that time should be again compared with power average of demand
lntegratton period m pro1ress. This ensures that the final thouah not entirely completed power range
·;ts included in the maximum demand computation. At t~e end of the cumulation procedure, the two
<store coQten~ ~P.1.a~d. SP2 are cancell~d .. Therf;l are two w~ys of resetting the maximum demand
>mont~I~, that is 101natmg the cumulatio,o by :.
·
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. (l2 Hand resetting by chan~ing.over switch S2.

·.··

.

..

.

.

. .·

·.

..

. .·. .

(ii) EriergizatiO~ through.,a rippie controlre~eiv¢r or a solid state monthly resetting timer.
~

· Substol'ldord

{~
~·

--..-j'

\,

·~

~et~,.
!
I

lF

SlrU1..

· ,Jlfl EG

LED ..

re.ad out
~
I

SP 1

·.·.SP 2·

MP

,.. --- "I

l.r"
I

I

:MPZ i---···-

\~
f

I

I
i

I

I
:I

l

Demand
integrator
. period

Bypass
maximum
demand

........ --- ...

Hand

resetl

----- .; Mf<Z :

~-,r·'

Ripple input
control

Monthly
resetting

IF Pulse shaper
MPZ Demand integration period 'timer
EG Solid state descaj~t-MR Monthly resetting pulse conditioner
SP1 Store for power· av.erag-e
MRZ Monthly resetting timer
SPs Store for maximunr-clemand
IW Pulse gate
. JI Comparator
K
Commutative register
MP Conditioner for demand integration period pulse R
Register for indicator of number of commutations .
.
Fig. 11'16... -Digital maximum dei:iand in,~icator.
.
.
.·
. •

The control rnput for the maximum demand bypass 1s so wued and equipped that the m~x1.,;:.
mum demand mechanism measures the maximum demand at definite times only. Thes(' tilnd .cali%.
be set by an external -,~ime switch.
·
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_. Tillicrs. MPZ andl\1RZ. '
" Dematrd integration period timer (MPZ). .The demarid integration period timer is designed
for' 15 or 30 minutes. ;A 50 Hz timing pulse derived from the mains frequency drives a solid- state
meter which emits pulses at 1 s intervals. The scaled down pulses operate a second.· staler which in_
turn fixes a 15 or 30 minut~
gemand. integration period .
. ·.c·,
'

~·

-

.

I

· Monthly re~etlin&-:timer MRZ'. The timer is driven, by 1 s pulses fr~m the demand integration
period timer, scaling tbe}ncoming pulses do\vn in such manner that ·a pulse is sent out every
730'5 hours.
'
Power supply. The power supply is through mains via transtormer and rectifier. In case of
supply failure a Ni Cd battery is used.
·
Advantages. The advantages of :1 .digital maximum _demand indicator are :
'-- (i) ~eaction free scanning cf rotor disc.
.
(ii) No c.ertification of m1:tcr when maximum demand mechanism fails. _
(iii} Measurement thrr:ughout the full demand integration petiod (resetting inte1 val less than
· OOQOS s).
.
, . - (iv) Four digit readout for instantaneous average power and maximum de.l!Jand.
Jv) Easy to adjust meter constants.
(vi) Long service life and high reliability by maintenance free~~tatiC-tomponents.
(Vii) Low power consumption (about 3'5'W).
,
. . U'18. Measoreµient of VAb and VArb. ·For a circuit with a supply- voltage V, toa:d current
qJarid power factor cps ~.· ~ve can write : · .
· . ,
, ·
.
(V/)2 =(V/ cos ;)21+(V/ sin ~)2 . ,
, Now if both sides of the above eciuatfon ar~ multiplied by th~ quantity h~, whe_re his the time·
in hours, we have :
··- (Vlh)2=--·(,VJh cos ~) 2 f(Vlh sin ~)2 ... (11'14)
2
2
·or:.
(VAh) ~{Wh) 2 +lVArh)
· -.o 1·1s)
.
.
where ·
YAh=volt-ampere bours,.Wh=watt~nours, and VArh=voic-ampere hours reactive ..

a

( 0

•a

••

•

.

.c

~
I

. IC(

>

0

---/

...

rp,

Wh-

(b)

Fig, 11'17.
.

-------~

li\pliessing\the! above equation in the units encounterc~i
in big systems
.
.
.

'

(kV Ah)2=(kWh)2+(kVA1_h)2

.

,,.(11'.16}

~·~"
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a.

· bq~ations 11'14, 11'15 arid 11;16 hold good only for the collditfon that cos 4> is mai~tained
constant throughout the !ime period of h-hours. In practice this condition is usua!'.y not met. Let us
consider a circuit where the power factOr cos ~ varies irregularly from time to time;· If a graph is
plotted with watt-hour readings horizontally and reactive volt ·ampere vertically, the readings being .
taken at hourly intervals-, then at the end of several hours the graph obtained would be somewhat as
shown iri Fig. ll '17 (b).
·
At tht;tend of first hour the eriergy in Wh is OE and VArh is equal to AE and, therefore, the ·
VAh, provided that p f.:cos ~1 has remained constant during first hour, is given by OA as:
OA=Y(OE2)+(AE2)
At tbe end of 2nd hour the total Wh recorded is OF and the total VArh is BF. But the ·
total VAh is. not represented by line OB, since the p.f. during second hour is cos ~'h which differs
from cos ~1·. The true VAh is given by (0 A+ AB) which is of course, greatet than OB. Thus over
a period offour hours [as represented io Fig. 11'17 (b)], the total Wh recorded is OH and the total
VArh is DH. If we apply Eqn. 11 ·rs.-- the total VAh is OD. But the true VAh is not OD but
(OA+ABtBC+CD) .which is larger than OD.
, It is clear that wLatever be the shape of lines, between 0 and D its length can never be less
than the straight line OD'. Thus if the power factor varies from one instant to the next, even by a
small amount the true total VAh is always greater than the value given by expression
VAh= V(Wh) 2 +(VArh)~

There will be a further complication -in polyphase circuits having ~nbalanced loads-as in
these circuits the active and reactive powers would be different for different phases.
·
·
Thus in view of the above considerations, we conclude that the measurement of VAh or kV Ah
is not a simple matter. Meters required for these measµrements are a combiaation of watt-hour·
meters and reactive volt-ampere hour meters. Energy (watt-hour) meters have been described earlier
and, therefore, we must consider the reactive volt-ampere meters before we go to describe the complicated volt-ampere hour meters.
··
·
11'19. · VArh Metering. There are three distinct reasons for measuring tl e reactive kilovolt
ampere hours, viz.
·
·

I

rj

" to maintain a
(i) Measurement of VArb is a means of changing ·bulk consumers for tailing
high power factor.
·
(ii) VArb measurement Is required for the measun;;ment of VAli.
(iii) VArh mea~urement is used as a record of operating conditions when there is an exchange
of energy between two or more interconnected power stations.
Integrating met~rs for registering VArb are usually based upon induction type energy meter
element.
Consider Eqn. 11'.10 of a single phase energy meter.
The total numbt!r of revolutions made 'in a specified time.
=

•

K

I

VI sin (6-:~) di

In case of energy meters angle !::. is made nearly 90° the meter registers the energy
_consumed. However if, we make !::,. =0 or 180° (by giving_ an additional quadrature shift) the total ,
number of revolutions in a_ specified time
=

K f VI sin (O-~)dt= K J VI sin~ dt= KI

(VArh) dt .

Thus an induction type energy meter can be converted into a react.ive volt-ampere hour metet'
.lf th~ pressure coil fluii: is brought into phue with the voltage. Hence we conclude that a VArP'
.,
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meter is an ordinary induction type energy meter with an addition1l quadrature_sbift.-Several methods

are available to achieve the required additional 9J 0

pb.~se

shift. The methods employed are :

·

(i) Special devices are used so as to achieve the .requisite phase shifts in the current and
.voltage circuits. ·

(ii) Normai energy meters are used but voltages appJi~Ct'have an effective displacement of
90° from those normally applied for energy measurements. This arrangetttent is particularly suited to
polyphase systems.

Normal induction type of energy meters can be used to register VArh with the help of
following schemes. These schemes apply to 3-phase 3 wire systems.
(i) .Single Element System. A normaLsingle' phase induction type energy meter is used. T-he
current coil is connected in series with one ofthe phases while the pressure coil is connected across
the other two phases [Flg/ 11' l 8 (a)]. This connection is the same as used for measurement of reactive
power.
Total number of revolutions

1Visl2

·=K
=

cos

(9~+;) dt=-V3K JVI sin~ dt

v3 xK,x (VArh of each phase).

Thus if the system is balanced the meter registers the total VArh. The system suffers from the
disadvantage
that it can only be used for balanced loads.
··,
. ;°"
.

. )'

v, ,."

;

I

v.,,

1

-

I

( 1
!
'"

~

Supply

-----

1

cp
Load

v~¥----·~1
i~

12

\

~? ..

';:· ~-l, __
"'.;,

(a)

'·

..

· (b)

Fig. I l '18. Single element system for measuring VArli in e 3 phase 3 wire system.

(ii) Crossed Phase Method. This me.thQd can be used for unbalanced currents in a 3 phase
3 wire system. In this case a 2 element polyphase energy meter is used. A. neutral point is obtained
by means of a choke as shown in Fig. 11' 19 (a). -Each current is associated with a voltage differing
in phase from the voltage normally used for power or energy measurements [Fig. 11·19 (bl]. In this
method we must assure that torques acting 01 the two el¢ments are opposite'in direction. EvLently
the registration requires a multiplier of value \13, since the voltage across the pressure coif is l/ \/3 of
that used for power or energy measurements. This is clear ffom the following : .

=RJ[Vah cos {120·+~)- V1/3 cos (120°-~)] dt

Total number of revolutions
Taking a ca~e of balanced currents
Total numller of revolutions

. ·. = KfVI[cos (t20·+~)-cos (120·-:~)] dt
1

KI( v'3 VJ sin~) dt

r•
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l

v,

'v, Load

Svpp\y ·

l3

I3

12

"V2

V3

. (a)

(o)

Fig. 11'19. Crossed phase method of metering VAl'b in a 3 phase 3 wire system.
'

'

(iii) Autotransforme~ Method. This method uses a two element watt hour meter \vith a pl.l ... ~e
sh1fung arrangement employmg tw? open delta connected auto-transformers _as shown in Fig. 10'38
page 366. . The meter will thus register VArb.

· .. .

'l

---------v

-._lo

v~;h,

re~istering

mechanism

....

Wh miter
0

0
(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 ·20. Methods of VAli metering,

Fig. U'21. VAb metering with ball and_dfsc friction gearing,

11'20. Measurement of VAb. ·volt-ampere hours are sometimes measured where the added
expense for such measuremftnt is justified. - Fig. I l '20 illustrates the two alte. native methods of
metering volt·ampere .hours. 01 represents the active power W and OV represents the. apparent
power VA. In Fig. 11 ·20 (a) meter A is the watt hour meter while D;leter B registers the. volt-ampere
hours. This meter B may be maximum demand indicator which gives VA demand.
VAh =reading of meter B
In Fig. 11·20 (b ), AJs a meter which records watt hours· and. C is a reactive vo1t-.ampere hour
meter. The volt-ampere hours may be calcuJated from these two readings,
VA!1= V(Wh)2+(VArh)2
=V(reading of.meter A) 2+(rea,ding of meter C)2

r·

1 •

This principle of vector addition is utilised for the construction of a meter. which measures
VAh directly. The action of this meter is based upon an ingenious form of ball and disc frictio~ gearing·
used to couple three shafts together as shown in Fig. l l '21. Two-of these shafts are driven, one by a
watt hour meter and the other by a reactive volt-ampere hour meter. Due to the peculiar action of
the fricti©n gearing unit, the third shaft takes up a speed p.roportional to the square root of the sun1
of the 'squares qf the speeds. cf the two shafts. · Hence the friction gearing sums up the two speeds
vectorially in accordance with the following expression :
· ··"

--

-~-===--=--------~~~=~-~~ ~~~=-·/
'c
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VA=

v(W) +(VAr)2
2

Therefore, the -Speed of this third shaft is proportional to the VA in the circuit. This shaft is
- connected to VAh~registering mechanism which records the VAh.
· Actually it is not very necessary to meter volt ampere hours since the information req·uired
is merely for the establishment of an acceptable power factor index for estimating the cost of energy
supplied. The po~er factor does. not normally remain constant and~ therefore, the average power
. factor is. taken as a power factor index.
-

I!'.
.1.
Wh .
. Wh
Average power 1 actor cos .,,a .-V Ah - V (Wh)2+(VArh) 2

.
.
)..
reading of meter A
Thus for the arrangement
of
F1g.
11
20
(a
cos
~a=
. d'
·
· ··
rea
mg of me ter B.
For the arrangement of Pig; 11 ·20 (b)
·cos ~a~

·• -'-- __"-~l_ng of ll!~te: A .·
.
V(read1ng of meter A) 2+(readmg of meter C)2

Average power factor is also known as "average energy factor".
-. ·.

I

-

-2. Trivector Meter This meter measures kV Ah and also kVA of maximum demand. The
meter consists of a kWh meter and a reactive kVAh meter in the case with a special summator
mounted between them. Both the meters drive the summator through a.· complicated gearing which
arranges for the summator to register kV Ah correctly at all power factors.
· Actually five different gear systems are used: ..
(!) Watt-hour meter driving alone at normal speed .. This corresponds to unity power factor.
(2) Watt-hour speed slightly reduced. Reactive meter speed' considerably reduced. Corres-

. ..
ponding }o phase angle 22t 0 and power factor 0 925.
(3) Both speeds reduced by the same factor. Phase angle 45°, power factor 0,'707.
(4) Watt-hqur speed considerably reduced, reactive meter speed slightly reduced. Phase-angle
· 67!°, power-factor 0'38.
·
(5) Reactive meter driving alone at normal ~peed. Power-factor z~ro.

The final drive from each gear system is taken to a ratchet·coupling linked to a common
register shaft. By this means the shaft is always driven by the planet wheel (or direct drive) which
has the maximum speed, while all four of the slower shafts merely idle on the ratchets. If the powerfactor changes by an appreciable amount then the drive shifts to a different ratchet as a new shaft
takes up the fastest running speed. This is shown by the speed/power-factor curves for the two
component meters. For a given VI product the speed of the watt-hour meter varies as cos ,P;
consequently the curve of 'speed/phase-angle' over a tange_ of 0-90° lagging takes the form
(l) of Fig. 11 ·22 while the speedyariations of the reactive meter follow curve (5). Thus, if only the
two ungeared drives were available, then th:e speed of the final spindle would follow ,curve ( J) for· a
range of phase angle variations 0-45°, but /ould~move to curve (5) for angles 45.:...90°. Now taking
conditions at the first differential gear the for..<lamdl'tal speeds,are reduced by means of suitable gears
to give the curves (2') and (2') for the <:lrive speeds fNm .the twRcompouent meters. The pJaot wheel
speed is the sum of these two speed-curve (2)'.' Sim~lar.ly curve {3) applies. to the second differential
. gear where the speed reduction ratios are equal," aJI<l curve· (4) to t4e third differential where the speed
ratios are the same as for curve (2) but in the re·verse. or.d~r. Continuing the resultant speed curves,
and bearing in mind. the fact that the ·registef drive takes up the f~stes~ ratchet speed, the overaIJ
curve (6) is obtained. .ff the gearing is mod}fi~d :t Httie to gl ve slightly fast running at the peaks of
the curve then the maximum effective error 1'i not more than one or two per ~nt{c,urve (7)J.
'

··~

.

.

~~··'

f '
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Fig. 11'22

, _ 3. -YA.ii meter usiQg Bridge Connected Rectifiers. This meter utilizes a 3 phase bridge
connected rectiiierfor surnming up the 3 line currents. This meter, therefore, operate'' satisfactorily
on unbafanced loads The. circuit is shown in Fig. ll '23. The three current tr:rnsr(_mners supply
_the bridge connecte~ _rectifier with curren_ ts proportional to the line currents. The· components of
. the direct_ current/4___d\le to each of the currents Ji', N, and /a' are each independ~nt. of the phase of -
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.

'·

.

the corresponding current, so that the total current lb is a measure of .the, arit~etic sum of the line
currents of the system. This current is passed through the control wmdmg of a transductor, and the
. alternating current le in the output
c1
'Circuit of the transductor (fed from the
auxiliary transformer) is proporc1
tional to fb.ic is passed through the ----~-1--1,__~_0 ~-~--~~~--+-~-..-i---2
current coil of a conventional induction
·+-1'--~·S!£_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3
meter·; the voltage circuit is fed from
\
Aux '--L
I
, ;·the lines, as shown. The phase aqgle
\
Transf. ~
between .pressure coil current 111 and
current coil le will be constant, so. that
1'J
l~
.. ·the meter· speed will be proporHonal to
lp
the prodµct of line voltage and le, and
·hence ·t§kthe product of line voltage
and· Iirie:::'.ctirrent as summed by the
,.................-- fff.es.swt
rectifier. ·· · ·
·~
I

I

L

~

EN£1lGY Ml:TE..R TESTJNG

¢~1\

Bridge
Connected
Re,tifier

11'.21. Types of Tests. The term
't~sting' i~clud.es the checking of the
Fig. 11 '23. Bridge connected rectifier VAb meter.
actual registration of the meter as well
. .
.
. .
as the adjustments done to bring the errors of the meter w1thm the prescnbed hm1ts.
A.C. Meters. A.C. meters should be tested for the following conditions :
I. At Sper cent of marked current with unity power factor.
2 At 100· or 125 per cent of marked current with unity power factor ..
3. At one intermediate load with unity power factor.
4. · ·At marked. current and o·s tagging power factor.
In addition meters should be subjected to the following tests :
1. · Creep Test . With an applie.dvoltage o! 110 percent of its marked v~lue :md .with the
. current circuit open, the meter should not revolve tllrough more than one revolution, 1.e., it should
not. creep.
2.. Starting Test. At 0·5 per cent of marked value of current and with 1,tormal voltage the
meter.should start and run~ Accuracy is not cliecked at this current. ·
·
11'22. Phantom Loading. When the current rating of a meter under test is high a test with
actual loading arrangements would involve a considerable waste of power. In order to avoid this
"Phantom" or ''Fictitious" loading is done.
,·
Phantom loading consists of supplying the pressure circuit from a circuit of required normal
voltage, and the current circuit from a separate low voltage supply.· It is possible to circulate the
rated current through the current circuit with a low voltage supply as the impedance of
this circuitis very low. With this arrangement the total power supplied for the test is that due to
the small pressure coil current afnormal voltage, plus that due to the current circuit current supplied
at low voltage. The total power~ therefore, 'required for testing the meter with Phantom loading is
comparatively very small. This point is illustrated by the. following example. ·
: . Exampie ll'l. A 220 V, 5 Ad.c. energy meter is tested at its marked ratings. The reslstance .
of the pressure circuit is 2800 n and that of current coil· is 0·1 !l. /Calculate the power, e<>nsuined .·
when testing the~.Cter with
·
···
~···
(i) Direct loading arrangements.

(ii) Phantom loading with current circuit excited by a 6 V battery •. · ·\.
.

.

I

.

.

'"

',
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Solution. The fwo testing arrangements are show.1 in Fig. l l :24.
SA

r

cc.
P.C.

220V

PC
-0
0
0

-·

220V

(b)

Fig. 11'24

(i) Direct loading :

.

2
· 't = C220)- = 5·s·w .
Power consumed ·m pressure c1rcm
8800
Power consumed in current circuit =220 x 5==1100 W.
·Total power consumed
. =5'5+ 1100= 1105'5 W.
(ii) Phantom loading : .
.
. . (220)2 5 5
Power consumed m pressure c1rcutt=3 800 = · w.
Power consumed in current circuit= 6 x 5= 30 W.
Total power 1consuri1ed
-=5'5+30=35'5 W.
This power ronsumption is considerably smaller than the one with direct loading..
11'23. Testing Methods. Three main methods of testing motor meters are given below.
. Method A. This method involves a long period Dial test.
Lo1g Period Dial Test. A rot~ting substandard meter is used to measure the. amount of
energy passing through the meter being tested in a given time. The current circuits ofthe two meters
are connected in series and thus carry' the same current while the voltage circuits are connected in
parallel across the same supply. The meters are started and stopped simultaneously. The registra·
tions of two meters are compared at the e1,1d of the test period (which i's an hour or even more) and
the error is calculated as below. Let
·
D1t=registration of meter undertest in kWh,Ds =registration of sub-standard meter in k Wh.

·

Percentage error

.... D~~Ds x

ioo. ·

This test is. call~d. the. ''lo~g. ~riod dial' ~~f,.~n~ is perform'ed· to check the gearing and ro
ensure that the readmgs given by ~gistratfon meenams~s~e correct.
.
.
These tests (as they extenci oved(')ng perf~d~~ gWe 3J(~pportunity of discovering errors due
to self~heating. After the end Qfa long period: di~~t;. ~·$~ru tiine" test at· full load is done to/
/
detect the errors caused by heating.
. . . ·-. :~· · . . . . ..
·. .
Method B. A rotatfog substanchrd. :n1ete1; il.'\is~tl: : Tiie, 'torrent coils of the substandard--meter and the meter .under . test are . connect~d ·••in_ sed~t:aqd Jbe-frpr.essure eoifs are connec~ed in:·
parallel. Arrangements are proyidecl ·.to· starf: and': .~tel1 fb.e two·jneters ·siumltaneously. This J~f
extends over a short period: a11d therefore it is krio\Vn. as: ~:Shertpeiiod test.
·
For short periods.test··
.
·
.
,. ·
-c,

of

· ·

(a) either the revolutions the test meter disc are compared with those .made by the disb
of substandard meter during the same time,
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(b) or t11e speeds of the discs of test and substandard meters are directly compared.
Let
K.,,,,number of revolutions per kWh for the meter under test,
Ks=number of revolutions per kWh for the substandard meter.
Rx~•number of revolutions made by the meter under test,
p,,=number of revolutions made by the substandaru meter during the test interval,
N.= speed of disc o~meter under test,
N,=speed of disc of substandard meter,
t =time interval in hours.
(a) When revolutions are compared.

R.

Energy recorded by meter under test during test interval = -·
K.
Energy recorded by substandard meter during test

(R./R.-R,/Ks)
Percentage error= Rs/K, .. -

interval~" ~; ·
(

X

t

ion

I

v

(b) When speeds are compared :

t
s

Energy recorded by meter under test
N,r
Energy recorded by substandard meter under test= Ks .
= (

: . Percentage error

}lxj_(s - I ) X 100,
KsNx

An additional requirement of method B is one "Jong period dial test", extending over an
hour at full load. This is done in order to check the registeiing mechanism and also the P,ffect ol
time. The meter is then again subjected to a short time test at full load to check for any effect due
to heating.
Method C. ln this method precision grade indicating instruments are used as reference
standard. Thefe indicatin_g instr~ments are connected iu the circuit of. meters under test. The current
and voltage are held constant dunng the test. The number of revoluhons made by the meter disc
during the test arc recorded. The time taken is also measured.
Energy recorded by meter under

test=-~:

kWh.

Energy computed from the readings of the indicatmg instrument=kWX t
where

Rn =number of revolutions made by disc of meter under test.
K. =number of revolutions per kWh per meter under test,

kW= power in kilowatt as computed from readings of indicating instruments, aJ.ld

t =time in second.
• , Perccntsge error=

(R,/K,-kWXt)
kW x 1 .

l n addition{() thinest, a 'long period dial test' is required to check the registration mechnnisl1l' .
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Before conducting ally of these tests on a watt hour meter its potential circuit inust be
connected to the supply for one hour in order to enable the self-heating of the potential coil to
stabilise.
11 ·24. Meter Testing Circuits. These circuits incorporate Phantom loading arrangements.
Therefore separate power supplies are used for potential and current circuits. In addition provision
must be made for varying the phase of either current or voltage so that the meter can be tested at
the desired power factor. A simple circuit for testing single phase induction type meters is shown .in
Fig. 11'25.
Pressure Circuit Supply. The poten·
Vouobtr r111uo1
tial circu.it is supplied with the help of an
'-----{.AJ----input transformer
having an output
voltage of 250 V. The primary side this
transformer· is connected to an auto·
transformer which provides fine control of
, output voltage from 0 to 250 V.
Current Circuit Supply. The current
circuit is supplie~ separately through a
transformer.. The primary of this transformer is connected to the same supply to
'which the pressure circuit is connected. The
transformer has a tapped secondary and a
switch is used to select the tapping which
~ives the required current. Fine adjust·
. meats of current can be done by a vafiqlJle
' resistor included in the current circuit.

i

\
Eqvnrztng lead

tnpul
1,an!totmt1

Phase Shifting Arrangement. Two
, types of ph~se shifting arrangements are
:employed: ·.
" potential circuit is supplied
1,,,.d "''"""''
(i) The
from the secondary of a phase shifting
transformer. The 'primary of this phase
shifting tr.ansformer is connected to the
same supply which feeds the current circuit, .
The phase of the potential circuit can be
· varied by rotating the rotor of the phase
shifting transformer, through an appropriate
angle. Arrangement of Fig. 11 '25 uses a s""'' --->;,;:1-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.__ _
phase shifting transformer.
·
.
(II) Two similar alternators are Pig. 11 '25 •. Testing of a.c. meters by Phantom loading (Phase
shifting device in 1bc pressure circuit).
· coupled together and driven by a motor.
One of the alternators supplies the potential
· circuit and the other supplies the current circuit. One of the alternators is mounted on a cradle so
. that its stator can be rocked around. Therefore, the position of the stator of ibis alternator can be
1
changed with reference to the stator of the other alternator. Fig. 11 '26 shbws an arrangement for
lphase shifting of alternator supplying the current, tne phase of current in the current circuit can be
~altered, with respect to phase of voltage across the pressure coil circuit. 1he angle through which
thc:i alternator stator is moved gives a measure of the phase angle between current and voltage. The
frequency of the two currents is the same as the two alternators are identical and are mounted on the '
same shaft.
When Phantom loading is used an equalizing lead is necessary (Fig. 11 '26) ill order to ensure
that the potent'.al dilf~rcnce between the current and the preseure coils of th:e meters .is zero, 11~~t is
when they are m serv1~. .
· . .

I

l

~

I
llLEC':rlUCAL

Tut metu
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Robting

'

L. sub;tr-an-da_r_d___P_. _rn_•'•_i--J
_F.

Rrsistancr
Fig, 11 '26; Testing· of a.c. meters:by;Phantom Loading
(Phase shifting device in the current circuit).

Example 11 '2. The meter constant of a 230 V, 10 A watthour meter is 1800 revolutions per
kWh. The meter is tested at half load and rated voltage and unity power factor, The meter is
found to make 80 revolutions in 138 s. Determine the meter error at half load.
Solution. Actual energy consumed at half load during 69 s
=VI cos~ x IX w-,3=230xsx1 x 3~~ x io-3=44'0& x 10-3 kWh
Erergy recorded = number of revobltions m11_~e_ -~ =44.4 x 10_3 kWh
revolutions/kWh
- 1800
44'44-44'08
' 0
=·------ --XlOO=O 817% fast
:. Error
44'08
° '
Example 11'3. An energy meter is designed to make ioo revolutions of disc for one unit of
•:nergy. Calculate the number of revolutions made by it when connected to load carrying 40 A at
230 V and 0·4 power factor for an hour. If it actually makes 360 revolutions, find the percentage
error.
Solution: Energy actually consumed= VJ cos ~X t x 10-3 =230X40X0'4X1X10-3=3'68 kWh.
The meter makes 100 revolutions for one unit i.e. one kWh of energy consumed.
:. Number of revolutions made=3'68x100=368 ..

.

In case the meter makes 360 revolutions, error-

~-3~

l'

.
x 100=2'17% low.

368
·Example 11'4. The constant for a three phase, 3 element integrating wattmeter is 0'12 revo·
lut\ou of disc per kWh. If the meter is normally used with a potential transformer of ratio 22,000/
'. ''J Vant\ a current transformer of ratio 500/5 A ; find the error expressed as a percentage of the
"~ect readh~. from t~c following test figures for the instrument only:
r_:._,~ y,,l1agc~ 100 V; current=5'25 A; power factor=!
, . ::· c:"·w:ctc ~\' rc1olutions=6l s.

r,'
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Solution : Actual energy consumed during the test period
=v'J Xratio of P.T. x ratio of C.T. X V. [, cos ~ x t
h
22000 soo 1
61
.
0- 3 ==3 39 kw.
=v• 13 xllO
x-rx IOX525XIX3600XI
Energy recorded by meter during the test period
__ 11um~~r_of revolutions ma~~. __ _it'._ ___ 333' kWh
- number of revolutions per kWh -- o· 12 - · 3
·

,t.;;J

I
Percentage error- 333'3-.139 x !QI'v= 1'68%0 sow.
339
Example 1I'S. A 230 V, single phase, watt hour meter has a constant lead of 4 A passing
through it for 6 hours at unity power factor. If the meter di;;c makes 2?08 revolutions during this
period, what is the meter constant in revolutions per kWh. Calculate the power factor of the load if
the number ofrtvolutions made by the meter are 1472 when operati1rg at 230 V and 5 A for 4 hours
Solution : Energy supr lied= VI cos ~ x t x I u-·:L_ 231J x 4 X I >< 6 x I0- 3~' s· 52 kWh.

Meter constant
Energy

revolutions 2208
___ = 5.52 c-,,400 rev/kWh

""~--kWh

consume~

.
1472
.
when the meter makes 1472 revolut10ns=
=168 kWh.
400

Now energy consumed=V/cos
: . Power factor cos r/>=0'8,

~XtXl(l-3

or 230X5Xcos fx4x 10-3=3'68.

Example 11 6. A correctly adjusted, single phase, 240 V induction watthour meter has a
meter constant of 600 revolutions per kWh. Determine tbe speed of the disc, fot· a cunent of 10 A at
a power factor of 0 8 Jagging.
If the Jag adjustment is altered so tha~ the phase angle between voltage flux and applied
voltage fs 86°. Calculate the error introduced at (a) unity p.f. (b) 0'5 p.f. lagging.

Solution : Energy consumed in one 1;1inute with rated ctirrent and 0'8 p.f. Jagging
=240x 10 x o·s x ~T x 10- 3 ~0·032 kWh.
:. Revolutions made in one minute=0'032X600= 19'2. ,·.Speed of di>c= 19'2 rpm.
When Jag adjustment is altered : Steady speed N =KV! sin (!:, --4,l
If the lag adjustment is correctly done 6 == 90'
Under this condition, steady speed N = KVJ sin (90' -~) = K VI co; .P
: • Error introduced because of incorrect lag adjustment

=~DJ~n_(Ll~fJ:::~os_~l x IOO=si_~14-</>).=_cos.t x 100 percent.
KV! cos .P

We have,
!J. =86°
(a} At unity p.f. ?-=O
Error= sin (86'-o•) ··I x J00=-V24%o·
1
(h) At

..

o·s p.f. lagging, r/>=60'
sin (86'-·60)·-·sin GO'
_ .J. ]?. "/
. x 100 - ,· - 3to·

Error--- .. sin 60'

cos~
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Thus it is c'li<lcnt that at low power factors the error due to voltage flux not being in quadra·
ture with applied voltage is very serious even though the phase displacement differs from 90' by a
small value of 4',
Example 11 ·7, A single phase induction type energy meter is aajusted to read correctly at
unify power factor. It is obsernd that at 1/4 full load current of 0 5 lagging power factor the
effective vol age magnet flux lags behind 'be current magnet flux by 27°. Will it introduce any error
in the measurement ? If so, calculute the percentagi; error introduced.

Solution : Power factor=cos r/,=o·s lagging. Phase angle ri= 60°.
· Thu_s the phase angle between applied voltage and load current is 60°. Under ideal conditions,
the voltage magnet flux qi, should lag behind the applied voltage V by 90' and the current magnet
flux <I>, should be in phase with load current/. This is sho.vn in Fig 11 ·27 (a).
Energy 1egistered = KJ VJ sin (6-</>) dt.

C(

sin(!>.-¢).

Now under ideal conditions 6 =9J 0
•-'
:. Energy registered under ideal conditions « sin {90°-¢) «cos¢ rx cos 60·.
\
.
Ti·.e phasor diagram for actual working conditions is shown in Fig. 11'27 (b).

(h)

Fig.11'27

Now
6=~7°.
: . Energy registered under actual working conditions
rt sin (6-¢) u. si!1 (87'-60') u. sin 27'.
It is clear from the above that the energy registered under actual working conditions (existing
in the mete1) is not the same as under,ideal conditions. Therefore, the meter· does not read correctly.
2'i'-cos 60'] x 100 _~_-o·s x !00=- 9 2%
Erroi·=[sin
· · cos 60°
o· 5
•·
Example H ·s. On investigation a power company found that the polyphase meter through
which an industrial plant was being served was incorrectly connected The error resulted from· in. correct polarity markings of one of the potential transformers. During two months the indicated
demand had been 400 and 600 kW and the watt hour meter had registered 17000 and 25000 kWh. A
.:areful test showed that power factor was 72 percent most of the time. ·
·
(a) By what factor should the demand meter and watthour meter readings be multiplied ? 1 ·
(b) The demand char¥e was Rs. 7'5 per kW per month and 1the ~~l\rgy charees 5 paise /per
kWh. Calculate the lqs suftered by the company because of t~~\err~r\ ' ·
,

1
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· Solution : If the meters are correctly connected :
"
Torque on element l=KVI cos (30°+"') and torque on element 2=y3 J( cos (30°-ql).
, The resultant torque is thus Td-KV! [cos (30'+vl)+cos (30° -,P)] = v3KV! cos qi
where
K=a constant.
_
.In~case one of the P.Ts. is wrongly connected (i.e., with its polarity reserved) the torque ·on:
that element is reserved. Let us consider that the connections on P.T. feeding element I is reversed;.
Therefore,,'deflecting torques are :
Element 1=K[-Vl cos (30'+,P)].
Element 2= KV! cos (30'-,P).
Therefore, the resultant torque on the meter
Td=KVI [-cos (30°+v\)+cos (30'-ql)]=KVJsin ~.
From above it is clear that if one of the P.Ts. is connected with reserved polarity, the meter
reads corresponding to a power VI sin qi instead of v'3 VI cos qi.
~

....

True reading=

v3 Sill
c~s f x indicated reading=y3 cot ~ xindicated reading .
'I'

Hence in order to get true readings, the readings of the meter must be multiplied by a factor
y3 cot ,P.
, Now
cos ifo=0'72 or ql=44' and cot ,P=l'035.
Thus the meter readi~gs must be multiplied by a factor y3 x l '035= l '8 in order to get true
readings.
Bill of the consumer for two months

=7'5[400+600J+l~O[l7000+26000]=Rs. 9650.
=1'8X9650=Rs. 17370.
True bill
Loss suffered by company= 17370-9650= Rs. 7720.
Example 11 ·9. A large consumer has a kVA demand ·and a kV Ah tariff measured by 'sine'
The tariff is
Rs. to per month per kVA of demand plus 4 paise per kV Ah. Determine the monthly bill for 30 ·
days based upon the following readings :
'sine' meter advances by 90,000, reactive kVAh demand indicator 150 kVAr, 'cosine'
meter advances by 120,000 kWh, and demand indicator 200 kW. What is the average monthly power
factor fuid the total cost per unit ?
and 'cosine' watthour type me•ers each equipped with a Merz Price demand indicator.

Solution : In a month, kVArh=90,000 and kWh= 120,000.
:. Total kV Ah in~ month= v'(~Wh) 2 +(kVArh)~=v020,000)2 +(90,000) 2 ,=--l5o,OOO.
Average p.f.

. kWh 120,000
.
cos ,Pa=kVAh= 150,000-==0 8.

Now, maximum kVAr demand=l50, and Maximum ~W demand=200.
Maximum demand in kVA
= v'(kW)2 +(kVAr) 2 =y(200)2f.(I50J2~250.
··...
,· 4
=IOX2SO+ lOO x!SO,OOO=Rs.8500.
Monthly bill
: • Cost per unit

=

8500
.
x 100111!!7 pa1se.
1201000
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l'ilt: following reading~ arc obtc1incd for one month of 30 days :

kV Ahr metcr=83,8'.l\l, kWh meter~~291,940, Demand indicator= 1400 kW.
Find out the average mcntbly load factor and power factor.
Solution : Average load over a month
units consumed in a month
29
12.~0 ;,,405·5 kW
=number of h0-urs in- a month 30X24

Average monthly load factor

average load
_ ·~ .
---.. -;---·--·-- = 405'5
- ---0
~~9
maximum demand 1400
' ·

Total kVAh in a month

=

v<kwh) ·+-<~vt\iii)2=v(291,9 1 0> +1s3s30)2 = 303,600.

kWh
cos ~·-kv Ah

Average p.f.

2

2

291,940

.

=3oJ,6lio =O 96 3.

Ex9mple 11.11. A 240 V~ 5 A, single phase energy meter has a registration constant of 1200
revolutions per kWh. 1t is tc,ted by means of a 240 V, 5 A wat:mcter having 500 s~ale divisions
which can be read to O' l division and a stop watch which can be read to 0·01 second and wl.ich bas
negligible error. When tested at full load, the meter makes 40 revolutions in '!9 8 s If the human
error in timing be taken as ± 0'05 s, estimate the limits within which the error of the meter may lie.
The wattmeter is accurate to within 0'05 percent of its full scale reading.
Solution : Energy registered by the energy meter in 40 revolutio""
40
40
= l200 kWh=
x 1000x3600=120 x 10s Ws
1200
Power registered by wattmeter at 240 V and SA= 240 x 5 = 1200 W.
Range ofwattmeter= 1200 W. Scale divisions=500.

. . . = -1200-. = 2'4 w.
l seale <l 1v1s1on

500

Observational error of wattmeter = :J:O' I X 2'4= ±0'24 W.

.
o·os ,x 1201) ) =J:0'6 W.
Constructional
error ofw3.ttmeter'~ ± ( -T\ioTotal error of wa:imetcr
±0'24±0'6 = ±0'84 W.
:. Wattmeter reading
= 1200±0'84 W.
Observational error of stop w:itch = ±0'05 s.
Constructional errcir of stop watch= ±O'Ol s.
Total error of slop watch
= ±0'05±0'01 =±0'06 s.
:. !leading of stop watch
=99'8±0·06 s.
Energy obtained from readings of stop watch and wattmeter=(l200±0'84)(99'8±0'06) W-s.
·"''"•· ..,.;... Lt'ini't•·.. o",.,,c.,,,.,

3

t _ ..120X
!0 -{(1200±0'84)(99'8±0'06)}
'"·' meer-12ox10a

C!J"t'"'J

Using the posith'c :.ign :
Percentage error= 1 -2 ~~>'._!fl~_:J( 12~0.=Q~S~l(9 ~'.S-::Q·q,6lL x !00=+0'33%
O•
i20X IO·l
Using the negative sign :
12 103
Percentage error= Q'?.<
-l{ll~6:~l()~4)( 99~~±0'0~)} x IOO =t0'07%.

x JOO.

~
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UNSOLVED PROBLEl\'IS

r

1. The declared constant of a S A, 220 V d.c. wJtthour meter is 3275 revolutions per kWh. Calculate the
speed of the disc at full load.
In a test run at half load, the meter takes 59'5 s to compiete 30 revolutions. Calculate the error or the
meter.
[Ans. I r.p.s., 0'84% fast!
2. A 50 A, 230 V meter on full load test makes 61 revolutions in 37 s. If the normal disc speed is 32!1
revolutions per k Wb, find the percentage error.
[Ans. 0 75% low)
3. A watt hour meter is calibrated to measure energy on a 250 V supply, On test a steady current of IS A
is passed through it 5 hours al unity power factor. If the meter readings before and af1er the test are 82)4'21 kWb
and 8253'13 kWh respectively, calculate the percentage error.
.
If the spindle turns through 290 revolutions during 5 minutes when a current of 20 A is passing through the
meter at 250 V and 0'87 power factor, calculate the meter constant.
[Ans. 0'9% high; 800 revolutions/kWbJ
4. The current and flux produced by series magnet of an induction watthour meter are in phase but there Is aQ
angular departure of 3° from quadrature between voltage and the shunt magnet flux. The specd of disc at full load
and unity power factor is 40 rpm. Assuming the meter to register correctly under this condition, calculate its speed
at 1/4 full load and o·s power factor lagging, Also find the percentage error.
[Ans. 4'51 rpm, 9'2~~1
5. Two single phase watthour meters are r,onnected throu~h current and po!enti ii transformers, to n three
phase system. The ratios of !he transformers may he considered to be correct, but the pbas~ angle of potential transformers is IS' (leading) and that of current transformers 3' (leading), The power factor of the system is 0·75 hgging
Determine the relative speeos of the disc.
,
[Ans. J2 : ij
6. A single phase induction watthour meter, tested at its full load rating of 240 V, JOA, is 1% slow at uiiity
power factor and correct at a power factor of 0·5 lagging. Assuming that the friction error is comp!osated at all
power factors, es1imate the error at rated VA when the power fact·Jr is (i) 0'8 lagging and (ii) O'd leading.
[Ans. 0'57% slow ; (Ii) I '43% slowJ
7. Calculate the monthly bill in the case of a consumer whose maximum demand is t 20 kW, average monrhJy
load factor is 30 percent, and where tariff in use is Rs. 12 per kW of maximum demand and 3 paise per kWb
consumed.
rAns. Rs. 3513'6]
8. A balanced, three-phase della·conne.cted load on a 400·V, 50-Hzsupply has an impedan'e of S+j'J f: phase
The current coil of a watthour meter W1 is connected in the line R and thar of a wattbour merer w, la line y_ The
volt coils of the two instruments have a common connection on hoe B, but have their other terminals cross connected
i.e., the volt coil of W1 is connected ro line Y and that of W, <o line R. Show that li1e reactive kV Ah of the toad
may be determined from the reading of either watrhour meter, and calculate the watthour meter reading and the
total re11ctive kVAh if the time interval is 1 hour. Would the method described apply to an unbalanced load ?
[Ans. 26'22 kWh; 45'4 kVAbl
9. A rotating substandar.d energy meter is tested by a wattmeter of the same VA rating having a SOO oiYislon
scale which can he read to O'I division, and a stop watch having a negligible error with a scale which can be read to
0·01 s. The wattmeter is accurate to within o·os percent uf its full scale reading at all par1s of rhe S$8lc, and rhe total
error in starling and stoppiag the slop watch does nut exceed 0·1 s. Determine the duration nermaty for a test of the
energy meter at 100 percent load lo enable the measured accuracy of the meter to be guaranteed 10 within O'I percent.
For a test of the same duration at 10 percent load, calculate limits of accuracy of the determination.
[Aus. 370 s ; 0'73%1
10. A large consumer has a kVA demand and a kV Ab tariff measured by 'sine' and 'cosine' watthour type meters,
each equipped with a Meiz Price Demand Indicator. The tariff is Rs. 15 per kV A +Re o· 1 per kV Ah. Uetermine
the consumer's monthly bill for 30 days based on the following readings: sine me1er registers 100 MVArh, demand
indicator 125 kV Ar and cosine meter registers 125 MWh and demand indicator 180 kW. w~at are the monthly
power factor, load factor and average cost per unit 1
[Ans Rs. 19280, 0'781, 0'964, Re. 0'154J
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Measurement of Phase and Frequency
(Including Synchroscopes and Phase Sequence Indicators)
POWER FACTOR METERS
,
12·1. Introduction. On measuring the current, voltage and power in an a.c. circuit, its power
(aj:tor can be calculated from the relationship cos ¢=P/Vl.
·
.
.
This method of determining the power factor of an electric circuit islhowever, of low
accuracy, has a number of disadvantages and is rarely used in practice. It is obviously desirable to
·have an instantaneous indication of the power factor of an a.c. circuit, especially where this is varying
continuously, without having recourse to mathematical calculations of readings of several instruments.
Power factor meters indicate directly, by a single reading, the power factor of the circuit to which
they are connected. The accuracy obtained with the use of power factor meters is sufficient for most
purposes other than high precision testing.
.
Power factor meters-like, wattmeters-have a current circuit and a pressure Circuit.
The current circuit carries the curtent in the circuit whose power factor is to be measured,
or a definite .fraction• of this current. The pressure circuit is connected across the circuit whose
power factor is to be.measured and is usually split up into two parallel paths-one inductive and the
other non·inductive. :lfhe deflection of the instrument depends upon the phase difference between the
main current and currents in the two paths of the preisure circuit, i.e. upon the power factor of the
circuit. The deflection ,will be indicated by a pointer.
The moving system of power factor meters is perfectly balancea and there are no comrolling
forces. Hence when a power factor meter is disconnected from a circuit the pointer remains at the
position which it occupied at the instant of disconnection.

~:i

There are two types of power factor meters :
(i) Electrodynamometer type, and (ii) Moving Iron type.
These instruments are described in details below :
12'2. Single Phase Electredynamometer Power Factor Meter
Construction. The construction of a single phase electrodynamometer type power factor t!i
meter is shown in Fig. 12'1. It consists of a fixed coil which acts as the current coil. This coil is '(
split up into-two parts and carries the current of the circuit under test. Therefore, the magnetic field ·
produced by this coil is proportional to the main current. Two identical pressure coils A and B
pivoted on a spindle constitute the moving system. · Pressure coil A has a noo-itlductive resistance R
connected in series with it, and coil B has a highly ind 1ctive cho\e c.:Jil L connected in series with it. '
The two coils are connected across the voltage of the circuit The values of R and Lare so adjusted
that the two coils carry the same value of current at normal frequency, i.e. R=wL. The current
through coil A is in phase with the circuit voltag' while that through coil B lags the voltage by an
angle /':, which is nearly equal to 90'. The angle between the planes of coils is also made equal to
~· There is. no controlling devic7. ·. Connectio~s to ~~ving coils are made by thin s!lver or gold ~
hgaroents which are extremely flex1bl~ and thus give a mtn1mum control effect on the moving system.

I

Theory. In order to simplify the problem, we assume that the current throug4 coil B lags
the volta~e by exactly 90\, Also that tfie angle between planes of coils is Cllactly 90', (i.e., /':, =90°).
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Now, .there will be two deflecting torques, one acting on coll A and the other on coil B.. The
coil windings are so arranged that the torques due to the two coils are opposite in direction. Therefore
the pointer will take up a position where these two torques are equal.
Let us consider the case of a lagging power factor of cos ¢.
Deflecting torque acting on coil A
TA= KVJ Mm•• cos ¢i sin If
(see Eqn. 8 7l page 242)
where
O=angular deflection from the plane of refrence
M'"""=maximum value of mutual inductance betwcer\ the two coils.
This torque say acts in the clockwise direction.
Deflecting torque acting on coil B h :
Tn= KVI Mma• cos (90°-~) sin (90°+0)=KVI Mma• sin~ cos 8,
This torque acts in the anticlockwise direction. The value of Mm,; is the same in the two
expressions, owing to simliar constructions of the coils.
The coils will take up such a.position that the two torques are equal.
Hence at equilibrium TA=Ts
or
KV! Mm•• cos ¢i sin 6= KV! Mma• sin cos a or 6=,P

+

Fixed coil
.1

>,..

Plane of
referenc·-··-

2:
"

Ill

Fig. 12·1. Single phase dynamoroeter type pC>Wer factor meter.

!

J

Fig. 12'2, Phasor diagram for Fig, 12·1.

Therefore the deflection of the instrument is a measure of phase angle of the circuit. The sea.le
of the instrument can be calibrated in directly in terms of power factor.
The instrument must be desisned for, and calibrated at, the frequency of the supply on which
it is to be used. In case the meter is used for any other frequency or if the supply rontains harmonics
it will give rise to serious errors in the indication on account change in the value of reactance of
choke coil.
12'3. ·Three Phase Electrody1111mo111eter Power Factor Meter-Co11Struction. Fig. 12·3 shows the
construction and connectic>ns of a 3 phase power factor meter. This meter is only useful for
balanced loads.
The two moving coils are so placed that the angle b"iween their planes is 120'. They ari
connected across two different phases of the supply circuit. Each coil has a series resistance. There
is no necessity for '.phase splitting by artificial means, since the required phase displacement betweer
currents 7, and ln in the two moving coils can be obtained from the supply itself as shown.
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Theory. Voltage applied across coil A is V1:i and as its circuit is resistive, current iA is in phase
with V12. Voltage applied across coil Bis VJ3 and current bi is in phase with V13 as the circuit of
!,.._ ~
f.x;J coil
~ C(Jil si resistive.

.

______L ____ 1

~1S=
'V

--~---------- •

C)

---~

\-1 60° /

<))

""'

1

.

J

... />__ ,---

Plone of

ef> reference

,

i{ " \

'A

Moving
coils·

0

-+---------.

~~--- ·-~=........-~ ..... ~-0

Fig. 12'3, Three phase dyllarr.omcler type factor meter.

.

Fi<'. 12·4, Pbasor diagram for Fig, 12'3,

¢=phase angle of circuit
e=angular deflection from the ~lane of reference
Now
V1=V2=V3=V.
Torque acting on coil A is :
TA=KV1<l Mw"" cos (30'+¢) sin (60°+0)=\!3/(Vf f11.,,,,,. cos (3W+f) sin (60°+0),
Torque acting on coil B is :
Tn=KV13/ M'""" cos {10° - ¢) sin (I ID' +e)~' y3KVl Mm ox cos (30' -f) sin (120' +0).
Torques TA and Tn act in the opposite directions and the moving system takes up a position
where TA= Tn.
:. cos (3'..'+q;) sin (60°+0)=cos (30°-<P) sin (120°+0)
Solvmg the above expression, we have : 0=q;,
Thus the angular deflection of the pointer from the plane of reference is equal to the phase
angle of the circuit to which the meter is connected.
,
.
The three phase power factor meter gives indications which are independent of waveform and
frequenc) of supply, since the currents in the two moving coils are equally affected by any change of
frequency.
For measurement of power factor in 3 phase unbalanced systems a two element power factor
m~ter (where 2 sets of fixed coils and 2 set8 of moving coils mounted on the spindle) has to be used.
12'4. Moving Iron Power Factor Meters These instruments may be divided into two
'· ategories, according to. whether the operation of the instrument depends upon a rotating magnetic
field or a number of alternating fields.
·
u·s. Rotating Field Power F~ •. lor Meier. The essential features of a rotating field type of
instrument are shown in Fig. 12·5.
. ·
A1> Az, A3 are three fixed coils, with their axes displaced 120° from each other and intersecting
on the centre line of the instrument. These three coils are connected respectively in lines J, 2 and 3
of a three phase supply. Usually current transformers are med for the purpose. P is a fixed coil
connected in series with a high resistance across one pair of lili~S say 2 and 1. There is an iron
cylinder C inside coil P. Two sector shaped iron vanes V and Vare fixed to th;.1 cylinder. The two
vanes .are 180' apart. The spindle also carries damping vanes r.nd a pointer. There are no control
iprings.
Let

and

I

l
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Theory. Coil p and the iron system produce an. alternating fiux, which interacts witl~ ~he
fluxes produced by coils A1, A2 and A3. This causes the movmg system to take up an angular position
determined by the phase angle of the current.
. Supp
1 2

J

c.T.

------------1---+-J

·-----+--+-,'

Pointer

.e~=~

~--Domp1n9
u-~

'-----«•= .1

vanes

-Vane. V

N''-'''1----Cail, P
Iron

cy1ind r, C
0

Va~e V

2

3

Load

Fig, i2·5,

Rotalin~

field moving iron p.f. meter.

The theory of the moving iron ins.trument m~y be develop.cd in a similar manner to that of
the electroclynamometer ~ype instruments if we consider the cylinder C and the vanes V, V to be
magnetized by current Iv in coil P which is in phase with and proportional to the ltne voltage of the
system. (This is ver~ near!y tru~ as _coil P has a. large
1/12 _
resistance connected m senes with it). Then 1f the
' ' ',
effects of hysteresis and eddy current 0 are ignored,
·-, v,
the iron cylinder, the vanes and the coil P are
equivalent electromagnetically to a rpctangular mov·
I
iug coil· pivoted within cuih A1. A2 and A3, the
'
-v"'. 2 ......
centre. line o~ the moving coil being coincident with
the axis of the iron vanes.
Fig. 12'6 shows the pb.asor diagram of the
instrument. Now by arguments similar to tbO~ll use<l
for the electrodynamometer type of instrument, WP.
can write the (:xpression for total torque acting on
the moving system due to currents in coils Ai. Az
and A3.
The total def.ecting torque
T,1 tJ. Ii!r cos (90'-r,6) .sin (90'+0)
+121. cos (330'--,P) sin (210°+0)
Fig. 12'6, Phasor diagram for Fig, 12·~.
hfp cos (210° -·+) sin (330° +0).
For a steady deflection, the total torque must be, zero. Also considering the system to be
balanced i.e, Ii =h=f3, 11e have
cos(~0°-r,6)sin{90°+0)+lcos 330'-,P\ sin (210'f0)-i·cos (210°-r,6) sin (330't8)=0
Solving the abo1e expression, we have: tt=.P.
Therefore the deflection of iron vane from the reference axis is a direct measm·e of the phase
ang1e between each line current and the corresoon<jing phase voltage.
It may be noted that the three fixed cous Ai, A2, A:i produce a rotating magnetic field and
merefore owing t'l this there will be an induction motor action tending to drag the moving system
continuously in the direction or tue rotating magnetic field. Thi< effect can he made negligibly small
by using high resistivity metal for the moving irons so as to reduce the value of induced curreuts.

+
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··
A single phase power factor meter, based upon the principle outl•.ied above is possible if we
provide 3 !bed coils displaced by 120° in space. These coils are connected through impedances to the
su!J!>IY lines as shown ·in Fig. l l '7. The values of R, L and C are
chosen so that current in coil Ai is in ph!!se with the line
voltage, current in coil A2 Jags by 60", and current in coil Aa
leads by 60°. The· connections of coil Ai are reversed with
respect to the connections of other coils so that the currents
in the three coils are 120' 0•1t of phase with each other. Coil
Pis excited by.the line current. The rest of the arrangem~nt
is similar to that described· for the three phase watlmetcr.
The fixed coil assembly consisting of coils Ai. A2 and A3 has
equal currents fo, each phase displaced 120' in time am!
since the coil axes are displaced I 20'in space a revolving

LI

A1

j

•..

Lood

1,

(I) Before reversal of
(Ii) After reversal of conconr ections 01 coil A1
nccticns of coil A1
Fig. 12·7, Single phase .m~viog iron power factor meter,
·field is produced which makes the system behave s1mllarly to that for a balanc~d 3 phase supply.
12'6, Alternating Field Power Factor Meter (Nalder Lipman Type). This instrum~nt is due to

Lipman and is manufactured by M/s Nalder Brothers.
Construction. Fig. 12 8 shows
the constructioa of a Nalder Lipman
type instrument used for balanced
currents. The moving system comprises of three pairs of iron vanes and
cylinders which are fixed to a common
spindle. This spindle is pivoted in
jewel bearings and carries damping
vanos aud a pJinter. The iron vanes
arc sector shaped, the arc subtending
an angle of I 20°. The vanes forming
each pair (which am magnetically
connected to the same iron cylinder)
are fixed 180' apart as in the rotating
field instrument. The cylinders are
separated on the spindle by distance
pieces S. · These ·distance pieces are
made of a non-magnetic material. The
axis of symmetry of the three pairs of Cf.ir~
vanes are displaced by 120' from each 'QI
other. The iron cylinders and the
vanes are magnetized by three fixed
co-axial pressure coils Pi, P2. Pa. These
pressure coils are mounted co-axially
wieh the spindle and are excited by
currents proportional to the phase voltages of the three phase system .
. The current coil A, is wound
rig·
in two equal parts which are mounted

A

u·s,

N!ldler LipmGD power fagtor meter,
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parallel to each other on opposite.sides of the spindle. Coil A is supplied with current proportional
to the current in one of the lines of the three phase system. There are no control forces.

f

l

Theory. Tbe angular position of the moving system is determined by the phase angle of the
line current with respect to the phase voltage. The operation of this instrument can be analyzed in a
similar manner as used for rotating fielJ type instrument. The rotating field type instrument has
three current coils and one pressure coil while the alternating field type has three pressure coils and
.one current coil. In one case there are three fluxes due to 'three line currents, displaced from each
01ber by 120' in space as well as in time; together with a flux due to lrne 1oltage. In the second case
, there are three fluxes due to three phase voltages, displaced by 120° in space as well as in time together
~ith a flux due to a line current. Thus the relationship between angular deflection of the moving
element and phase angle of the system is the same in both the cases.
'\

\. The moving system deflects into such a position that the mean torque on ene pair of vanes
is neutralized by the other two torques, so that the resultant torque is zero. In this steady position,
the defl'ection of the iron vane which is magnetized by the same phase as the current coil, is equal to
the phase angle of the circuit. (Provided eft'ect of iron losses and the pressure coil inductance is
neglected). The instrument as shown is used for balanced currents, but it can be modified for use
on an unbalanced three phase circuit and fqr two phase and single phase circuits.
It may be noted here that the three coi:s together with their vanes aud cylinders lie in three
different planes and therefore no rotating magnetic field is produced, Hence in this in~trument there
is no tendency for the moving system to r.:itate continuously as is the case in rotating field type
instrument
·.

12'7. Advantages and Dlsadvmnt11ges of Movl11g Iron P.F. Meters
type.

Advantages. (I) The working forces are very large as compared ?JHh those in dynamometer

(2) All the coils in a moving iron instrument are fixed and the refore the use of ligaments is
eliminated.
(3) The scale extends over 360'.
l4) These instruments are simple and robust in construction. They are comparatively
cheap also.

Disadvantages. (l) Errors are introduced in these meters owing to losses in iron pa.rt&.
These losses are dependent upon the load and the frequency. They are le\s accurate than the dynamometer type.

(2) The calibration of these instruments is appreciably affected by variations in supply
frequency, voltage and waveform.
Ye·
I . (,
I

FREQUENCY METERS

12'8. Types of Frequency Meters
The different types of frequency meters &re : '{ E°) -~-·~ 1. Mechanical resonance type ;
2. Blectricaiaesonance lr.YPil,,; .
,.~·,~3. Electrodynamometer type ;
4. Weston type ;
'·
.-,,--·5. Ratiometer type ;
6. Saturable core type.
The frequency~~n also be mea.sured and compared by othe~ arrangements
counters, frequency bridges, strohoscop1c methods and cathode ray osc11losoope.
12'9. Mechanical Resonance Type Frequency Meter {Vibratillg Reed Type)

.·
Construction. This meter con~ists of a numiler of thin steel strips caUed reeds.. These reeds
are placed in a ron, alo11gside a1dclo 11~ to an electromagnet as shown in Fig: 12'9, Tb.e electro~t.

1

//
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has a Jaminat~d iron cnrc and its coil is connected in series with a resistance, across the supply whose
1requency is to be measured.
The reeds are approximately about 4 mm wide and J/2 mm thick. All the reeds are not
exactly similar to each other. They have either slightly different dimensions or carry different weights
or llags at their tops.
The natural frequency of vibration of the reeds depends upon their weights and dimensions.
Since the reeds ha\'e different 1Ycights and sizes, their natural frequencies of vibration are different.
The reeds are arr"nged in ascending order of ratural frequency, the difference in frequency is usually
1/2 Hz. Thus tl1e natural frequency of first recd may be 47 Hz, of the second 47'5 Hz, of the next 48
Hz and so on.
Lamlnafld

magnet cort

Wind~

fig, 12'9. Vibrating 1eed type frequency

meter.

Fig. !2'IO. Reed of mechanical resonance
'
frequency merer.

The reeds are fixed at the bottom end and are free at the tcp end. Since the reeds on a
frequency neter are arranged to be viewed end on, they have a portion bent over at the free end to
serve as a flag as shown in Fig. 12· 1O. The flags are painted white to afford maximum contrast against
their black background.
Operation. When the frequcney meter is connected across the supply whose frequency is to
be measured, the coil of electromagnet carries a current i which alternates at the supply frequency.
The force of attraction between the reeds and the electromagnet is proportional to ;2 and therefore
this force varies at twice the supply frequency.
·
Thus the force is exerted on the reeds every half. cycle. All the reeds will tend to vibrate, but
1i1e reed whose natural frequency is equal to twice the frequency of supply will be in resonance and will
vibrate n101t Normally the vibration of other reeds is 80 slight as to be unobservable. The tuning
ir these meters is so sharp that as the excitation frequency departs from the resonant frequency th1;
amplitude of vibration decreases rapidly htcomiog negligible for a frequency perhaps l to 2 percent
away from resonance. This is clear from Fig. 12'11.
When tbe 50 Hz reed is vibrating with its maximum amplitude (when it is in resonance) some
vibrations of 49·5 Hz and 50·5 Hz reeds may be observed as shown in Fig. 12'12 tb) but very little
vibrations will be observed on 49 Hr. an<l 51 Hz reeds. For a frequency exactly midway between that
of the reeds, both will vibrate with amplitudes which are equal in magoitud~, but considerably less
than th~ amplitude whi.ch is 8.t resonanc~. Fig. 12·12 (c) shows the condition of vibrating reeds whe11

·~--- .-
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Fig, 12·11. Veriation of am;ilitudc of vibra:ions with frequency.

I

l" )

(C)

Fig. 12' 12. Indications from vibrating reeds.

the frequency is exactly midway between 49'5 Hz and 50 Hz. Fig. l2' J2 (a) shows the condition of
the reeds when the frequency meter is unexcited i.e. is not connected to the supply.
Frequency Range. The usual frequency span of these meters is six Hz say 7 Hz' to 53 Hz.
The frequency range of a set of 1eed1, may be doubled in a simple manner. In the.presence of an
alternating flux alone, the reeds are attracted two times in a cycle and the reed· whose frequency is
twice the frequency of supply responJs. If, however, the electromagnet is polarized by a direct flux
superposed on the alternating flux and is equal in magnitude, the fields (d.c and a.c.) will cancel· each
oth~r in one half cycle and reinforce dming tbe otter h2.if cycle and so the reeds will be attracted
only once in a cycle. Thus a reed whose natur:!.l frequency is 100 Hz will respond to 50 Hz when tl1e
electromagnet is unpolarized and to IOU Hz ,\l,cn the -'.· 1•cctrornJgnet is polarized. It is clear from
above that the range of the frequency meter wili be .:;,..,1bled with polarization.
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The polarization may be .l!ccomplished by using a d.c. winding in addition to the a.c. winding
or by using a permanent magnet.
,
Adl'antages and Disadvantages. Ao advantage of the reed type of fre<J.ne~cy . mi:te.r is that the
indication is virtually independent of the waveform of the supply voltage. The md1cat1on 1s mdepeodent
·of magnitude of applied voltage also provided the voltage is not too low, as at low voltages the
amplitude of vibrations will not be
sufficient and· thus the readings will not
'l'formal frequency
· be reliable.
The dis3dvantage is that such
~·
inHruments cannot be read m'uch closer
t.llWlf
Higher
than half the frequency difference between
adjacent reeds. Thus they cannot be
-used for precision mea,urements. fhe
reliability of readings also depends upon
the accuracy with which the meter reeds
SupP!)
have been tuned.
clrcvil:
12'10 Electrical Resonance Type
Frequency Meters. Two types of electrical resonance frequency meters being
described here.
J
1. Ferrodynamic Type Frequency
i
Meter·Con~tructiou. Fig. 12 13 shows the
construction of an electrical resonance
. Laminated
• 1iron core
frequency meter. It consists of a fixed
coil which is connected across the supply
whose frequency is fo be measured. This
coil is called magnetizing coil: fhe
fiig. 12·13, Electrical resonance frequency meter (rerro·dyaamic).
magnetizing coil is mounted on ·a laminated iron core. The iron core has a cross-section which varies
gradually over the lengtb, being maximum near the end where the magnetizing coil is mounted and
minimum at the other end. A moving coil is pivoted ov~r this iron core. A pointer is attached to the
moving _coil. The terminals of the moviol\5oil are connected to a suitable capacitor C. There is no
er ntrolhng force.
.. --.~
Theory and Operation. The operation of the-#nstrument · can be understouu trom the three
pbasor diagrams shown in Figs. 12· 14 (a), (b), and(c)." The magnetizing coil carries a current J and
'P

90°

.... 1

F_,
¢

j

(a)

cf>
9

90

.t

c

•

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12'14. Pbasor diagram, for electrical rnsonance (feriodyoamic type) frequency meter.

· this current produces a Hux <I>. If we neglect the resistance of the coil and the iron losses in the
core, flux <I> is in phase with current I Flux Ill, being' alternating in nature, induces an emf e in the
IY\oving coil. This emf laes behind the flux by 90°. The emf inducec! circulates a current i in the
moving coil, The phase of this current I depends upon the inductance L of the moving coil and the
oapacitance c:·
.
'
r •

\

·.·

1:-

. ·.

'

.-

'
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In Fig'. 12'14 (al, the circuito(the moving coil is assumed to be inductive and therefore
~rrent J lags behind the emf e by an angle 11., The torque acting on the moving coil is thus : .
. Td u. Ji cos (90° +«)
.
.
.

In Pig. l l '14 (b), the moving coil Circuit is assumed to be largely capacitive and therefore
current i leads the emf e by an angle ~ and therefore the deflecting torque is :

Ta « Ii cos (90° - ~)
.This torque is obviously opposite to what was in the case represented in Fig. 12·14 (a).
'

In Fig. 12' 14 '(c) the . inductive reactance is supposed to be equal to the capacitive
reactance and, therefore, the circuit is. under resonance conditions. 1 hus tbe moving coil circuit
is purely resistive• and .so current I is in pllase with emf e: This is because inductive reactance
fr,/ 2.rc/L equals the capacitive reactance x.-= l/2rcfC, and, therefor~. the net reactance of the circuit
is ,fero. The deflecting torque is, th;refore,)· . ·
.
· .·· · ·.·
•.
1'd ~Ii cos
9ff..,O.
.
.
.
Hence the deflecting torque on the moving coil is zero when the ind~ctive reactance equals
the capacitive· reactance. ·
. .·
·
· Coming to actual operation of the instrument, for a fiKed frequency,the capacitive reactance
. is constant but the inductive reactance of moving coil is not constant. This is because th<: inductanqe
· of moving coil is.dependent upon the position 'which the mo~ing coil. occupies on the iron corf.'
J The inductance and hence inductive reactance is maximum when the moving coil occupies a p0sitioil
close to the magnetizing coil and minimum when it is at the other end.
·
The value of cap!!;oitance ·C is so chosen that the moving coil occupies a convenient mean
position on the iron core when the frequency is at its normal valu~. Fig. 12· 13 shows the position
of the moving coil for oormal frequency. This means that at this position, the value of inductanct
is such that for normal frequency the inductive reactance is equal to capacitive reactancc. Now
suppose that the frequency increases above ·the normal value. Under these conditions the indut.1ive
reactance becomes larger than the capacitive reactance. This is bec,iuse inductive.. reactance
XL u. f and capacitive reactance Xe 11. 1/f Thus the circuit becomes' largely induCtivc
fas Xr. >Xe) and, therefore, there is a torque produced [See Fig. l 2' l 4 (a)J. This torque tries to
pull the moving coil to an equilibrit\m position, j ~.' position where the inductive reactance should
equal the ~pacitive reactance. Since. fodnctive reactance is larger than the capacitive f~actanc ~.
this torque must move the coil to a position where its inductive reactance must come down to a value
a!Mlb that it equals the capacti".b rerctance. A decreased inductive reactance is obtliin~d ilth·
moving coil moves away from the mangetizlng coil. The coil will come to rest when XL= Xo or
when f l /2rcyfC, i.e., under conditions of electrical resonance.
If the frequency decreases below the normal, value of capacitive react anee becomes more tha ·
the inductive reactance and hence there is a torque produced [See Fig. 12' 14. (b)J. This torque mov~
the coil to a posjtion where its inductive reactance tends to become larger and thus equal capamtiv~
reactance. Therefore, the moving coil dcftects towards the magnetizing coil.
'
.
. .·
. An. ~dv,~fafe of this instrument is that great sensitivity is achieved with its use as t.licl
inductance of moving coil changes gradually with variation of its po~ition 0n the iron ®Ill. ·
···~

a
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Electrody1mmometer type Frequency Meter-Co11slr11ction. The schematic diagram of this
shown io Fig .. 1215. The fixed coil is divided into
·
two parts I and 2. The·· two parts of the fixed coil form
Input
t1yo sepa··· r.a. te. resonant circuit>. Fixed coil J is in series
"'
with an 1nductan~e. Lt> and a capacitance, C1 forming
<l. resonant c1rcu1t of frequency, / 1 slightly below the
Li
lower end of the instrument scale. Fixed coil 2 is in
c1
:;cries· v.ith inductance L2 and capacitance C2 forming a
resonant circuit of frequency fz slightly higher than the
ii
upper end of the instrument scale. In tt e case of instrl'·
meats for power frequency measurements, the circuits ma~
fixtd
Fixed
he tuned to frequencies of 40 Hz and 60 Hz respectively.
coill
coil 2
with 50 Hz in the middle of the scale. Moving
Operation. The two parts of fixed coil a1 c
coil
arranged as shown in the diagram, their return circuits
Fig. 12.'15. EleGUOdyoamometer type
being thr0ugh tbe mo\·able coil. The torque on the
freQUency anter.
movable element is proportional to the current through the moving coil. This current is the sum of
the currents in the two parts of the fixed coil. For applied frequency, within the limits of the
frequency range of the instrument, the circuit of fixed coil I operates above resonant. frequency
(a~ XL1> Xo1) with current ii through it, lagging the applied voltage. The circuit of fixed coil
2 operates below the resonant fre..iuency <as Xo 2> XL 2) with current i2 leading the applied vol~ge.
Gui3 ftnoo coil circuit is inductive and the .other is capaciti1te and therefore the torques produced
by the two cunents 11 and la act in oppositi<)n on the moving coil. The resultant torque is a function
of frequency of the applied voltage and 'therefore the meter scale can be calibrated in terms of
frequency. The insturment scale spreads over an angle of about 90".
The controlling torque is provided by a small iron vane mounted on the moving system.
. !his meter is used only for power fl'Cll"•tency . measurements and is used in power systems for
rnomtormg the frequency.
·
rn~ter JS

1:2'11. We~ton Frequency Meter

i

· Construction. This frequency meter consists ·of two coils mounted perpen'dtcular to each·
other. Each coil is divided into two secti9ns. The connections are as shown ilL Fig; Ir 16.. The
branch circuit of coil 'A has a resistor RA connected in series with it while coil B has a reactance
coii LB in series. Circuit of coil A is in parallel with a reactance coil LA while H1at of coil Bis in
i1arallel with resista11ce Rn. The moving element- is a soft iron needle. This needle is pivoted o 11
a spindle which also carries a pointer and damping vanes. T~ere is no controlling force. The series
rnacyi~ce coil L acts to suppress higher harmonics in the current of instrument and therefore tends
to mi,iiiinize the waveform errors in its indication ..
I

,

.

,

.

. · ·. ' Opermtlo11. The meter· is connected across the supply and the two coils carry · currents .

.These currents set.up two magnetic fields which are at right. angles to each other. The magnitude
of the field depends upon the value of current flowing in the coil. · Both these fields act upon the
soft iron needle and the needle takes up a position which dep'ends upon the relative magnitudes of
the ,two fields and hence of the currents»
·
The meter is so designed that the values of various resistances and inductances 'are such that
for normal frequency of supply the value of voltage drops across ,reactance LA and resistance RB send ·
equal cu1rents through coils A and B. . Therefore, the needle takes up a position which is at 45° to
both the coils and the pointer is at the centre of the scale as shown in Fig. 12' 16.
Now if the frequency incre~ses above its normal value, reactanees of LA and Ln increase while
resistiinoos RA and Ru remain the same. This means that with an increase in frequency, the voltage .
impressed upon eoil A incr~ases as compared with tb(l.t across coil. B. Hence the current in coil A,
illcrnas~ while it decrea8es in coil 11 (owing fo incmuo in reactance ofLB), Thus the field ofcoil
A iiecoooeil stronger than that of c<>il B. · The tendency of the. needle is to defl~et 11.r~vaids.th~
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Fig. 12'16. Weston frequency meter,

It·

· stronger field and therefore, it tends to set itself in line with,· ax.is of coil A. Tims the pointer dellects
to the left.
When the frequency decreases an opposite ac~ion takes place and the pointer dellects to the
right.

1

·

·.

.

·.

· 02·12. Ratlom~ter Type Frequeucy Meter
· Construction. A ratiometer type frequency meter consiits of a ratiometer which gives a
linear relationship between the current ratio and the deflection. The two coils of this ratiometer
are fed with rectified output currents of two sepa~ate bridge rectifiers as show11 in Fig 12·11. The
input sides of the two bridge rectifiers are connected to alternating current supply whose frequency
is to be measured. Input .side of one bridge rectifier bas a series capacitance C and the other has
series resistance R.
Theory and Operation. Let Vbe the supply voltage and /be its frequency. Output current
of bridg1Hectifier I is :
'11 f/. lo ct 2'1l fVC.
Output current of bridge rectifier 2

.

v

/211.fRll. If'

{The above
relationships
hold. good only if the waveform is. sinusoidal) .
.
I
.
.. Dcllection

&=K

~

(see Eqn:s·s1, page 217)

I
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=K1

2itfVC

-VfR =21tK1CRf

Now Ki. C and Rare comtants.
:. B=Kef.
Thus the instrument has a linear scale of frequency in case the ratiometer is so designed that
the deflection is direcdy proportional to the ratio of two currents.
It is clear from above that the supply voltage V does not appear in the expression for
deflection. 1hus the instrument may be used for a fairly wide r~ge.of V?ltage bel~.w the maxim~m
specified. However, the voltage should not be tco low otherwise d1stort1ons are mtroduced which
make the meter, read wrongly.
This meter may be used upto a frequency of 5000 Hz.

c

ReslslaftW
. II

J,
A.C,
Supply

It .

v
+

Bridge mhfler I

Fig, 12 17. Rariometer type 'f·cquency meter.

12·13. Ssturable Core Frequency. Meter. A saturable core frequency meter is shown iW
Fig. 12 18. This meter-'~l!s asaturable core transformer as its prlmary detector.. The core assembly .
. consists of three parts vit; (i) an outer core which is made of magnetic material and has a sufficiently
. large cross·section so that it does Lot saturate ! (ii) a leg A -made of non-magnetic material ; (iii) a
leg B which is made of magnetic material, the, cross-section of leg A being the same as that of B. ·
The leg B saturate; at Iow values of mmfs.
,

The primary (input) winding is wound around both legs A and B. The secondary winding
consists of two coils, one around leg A and the other around 8. The two coils are connected in series.
The emfs induced in these two coi..i oppose each other. When there is saturation, the rate of
increase of induced voltage in the secondary coil over leg A will equal the rate of increase of induced
voltage in secondary coil wound over magnetic leg B. Thus the rate of increase in these two coils
will cancel, and the secondary output voltage will not be a function of the pi:jmary voltage but will be
a function of frequency only.

Let Ill be the difference between the flux of leg A and leg B. Then the induced emf in the
secondary'winding is :

e=N~

.
dt
and the average secondary voltage per half cycic is :
~>-

Sao=!!_

"

ln/w edt=·~ NJ+lllm
0

'°'

. -~m

dlll=4N flllm

or frequency

E
f ... 4N'P,.

=KE

~
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where K is a constant after the magnetic leg B becomes saturated. The output of-ibis circuit is rectified
and the current in the d.c. meter is :
Euv
.· lav=Ji

where R includes the resistance of the bridge rectifier, the meter and the resistance R1. Therefore

f

KR lav.

The dellection &is directly proportional to current.I•• as current is detected by a PMMC meter or
defiection 6 11:. la,_ oc f.
Thus the deflection of ~eter, is directly proportional to the frequency.
This type of frequency meter has the advantage that it can measure frequencies over a wide
range and is especially well suited for use in tachometer systems.
Magnetic
\eg B

'-r
\
I

r-::i-....1--1_Secondary
winding

1-1""--'---J..-.L:J-'

Saturable
~ore

transformer'----~--+-'""

fig: 12'18. Saturable core frequency meter.
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SYNCHROSCOPES
1214. Synt.ftronizing, A synchroscope is used to determine the correct instant for closing the
switch which connects an alternator to the power station busbars. This process of connecting· at the ·
correctinstant or syncbroqi~ng is necessary when an unloaded "incoming" machine is to be conqected
to the busbllfS)n order to Sbil:te the load.
,The eorrect instant of synchronizing is when the busbar and the incoming machine voltages ' .
(i) are equal in magnitude,
(ii) are in phase,
and (iii) have the same frequency.
.... For a 3 phase machine the phase sequence of the two should be the same. This condition is '
verified by a phase sequence indicator.
·
The voltages can be checked with the help of a voltmeter. The function of the synchro~cope
is to indicate the difi'erence in phase and frequency of voltage of the busbar and the incoming macliine.
Synchroscopes may either he of the electro·dynamometer type or the moving iron type. Both
types are special forms of respective power factor meters.
12'15. Electro-dyoamometer {Weston) type Synchroscope
.
Construction. Fig. 12'19 shows a simple circuit of a. W~ton type synchroscope. It consists-ofa
·· tb~ lhnbed transformer., The windin~ on one of the outer lintl>il i~ e:11ci~d fr~~.~usb~rs a11d th~,

i'

,J
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'

on the. other outer limb . by the incoming
machine. The winding on the central limb is
R V B
connected to a lamp.
Lamp~
The windings on the outer limbs produce ·
Transformer
two fluxes which are forced through the central
,/
.
limb. The resultant flux through the central
limb is equal to the phasor sum of these flllltes.
This resultant flux induces an emf in the
,__
c.,.._
winding
of the '"ntral limb. The two outer
'-.....
limb
windings
are so arranged that when the
....
""""
busbar and the incoming machine voltages are
in phase, the two fluxes through the central
·- .
limb are addative and thus emf induced in the
.
central limb winding is maximum. Hence under
these conditions the lamp glows with maximum
brightness. When the two voltages are 108°
...... "-$--.-_... _ _
R out of phase with each other the resultant flux
'
,,__
is zero and hence no emf is induced in 'the ~
v
central
limb winding, with the result the lamp I
\
.
1'--o"'
e
does
not
glow at all and is dark. If the
"
\
. Synthromi1ng
From in(j)m1~ frequency of the incoming machine is different
switch
'
mochill(
from that of the busbars, the lamp will be· !
Fig. 12'19. WflSto11 type syodlroscope.
alternately bright and dark or in other words ·
the lamp flickers. The frequency. of flickering is
- ,
equal.Jo the ditrerenec in ~uencies of the busbar and the incoming machine.
, . . ' The Comet imtant of synchronizing is when .the lamp is flickering at a very slow rate and
is at its maximum brightness.
··
·
One of the defects of this simple circuit is that it does not indicate whether the incoming
·lll2ehine is too fast or too slow. This defect can. be corrected by intfoducing an electrodynamometer
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·This. instrument i~'con~e~t~d as show11,i11 ·
type instrument inio
Fig. 12'2@;,
'
r6b dectrodynaJometer in~trumcnt consists of a fixed coil divided into two parts. The fbml.
coil is designed to carry a small currpnt and is connected in series 'with a resfatimce across the b>h"n
The moving coil is connected in series with a capacitor across the terminals of the incoming.machi;w.
The instrument is provided with control springs which act as current leads for the moving coil. The·
s~adow of the pointer is thrown on an opal glass.
When the two voltages are in phase with each other, currents 11 and h in fixed and
moving coils respectively will be in quadrature with each other [Fig. 12'21 (a)] and, therefore, there
will be no forque on ii t 1"~ll un.cnt. The control springs are so arranged that the pointer is in vertica.!
position under this condition. Also the lamp is at its maximum briQbtness and the pointer is silhouei..
ted against the opal glass.
.
\
lf. the incoming machine voltage V2 is leading on the busbar vol!age V1 and the incoming
machine slightly too slow, the conditions of the cir¢uit will slowly change from those shown in
'

-(

V1

I
0

T

'

II,

v,

v,

11

li

I
~(al

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12'21. PhPSor diagrams for different conditior.s.

"''

'

Fig. 12'21 (b) to those shown in Fig. 12'21 (c). · Then the torque will change from Khh cos (90+0)
to Kith cos (90-0) i.e., from a negative value through zero to a positive value. And· during this
· period lamp wili be bright and the pointer will be seen to move from left hand side of dial through
the vertical position to the right hand side of dial. The· dial can thus be marked with directions f:rnf
and Slow as shown in Fig. I2·22.
·
Puring this period when the voltages Vt and V2 are 180° out of phase the pointer will move
back. But it will not be visible as under these conditions as the lamp is dark;
· The visible movement of the pointer is therefore a . series of traverses on the dial in one
direction. If the incoming machine is too fast the visible traverses will be in the other direction. The
. correct instant ,of synchronizing is when the pointer is visible at its central position and is mqving ·
very slowly.
·
. It may be observed that in order to have an exac_t quadrature relmtiomhip between curn111lt8
Ji and h when voltages Vi and V2 are in phase, is obtained only ifa small in!Yuctance L is introduced
in the fixed coil circuit.
12'16.' Moving Iron Synchroscopes
Construction. Fig. 12·23 shows the construction of a moving iron synchroscope which is due
It has a fixed coil divided into .two· parts. This fixed coil A is designvd fQr a small valt;e
' . df current and is connected in series with a resistance across two phases of the busbar. There arc two
iroil cylinders C1 a~d C2 ~ounted on the spindl~. Eac~ iron cylinde~ is provided with two iron \'anr:>
whose axes are 180 out with each other.. The 1roncyhnders are excited by two pressurepot\sP1 and
'*which ore co~e? ~o two vhases of the iseomin.$ machiqe. One of the wils has a seri~s resistaw:c
to

~iprqan.

-J_._,

-
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Lamp
R
I

I

/i

Pointer

B1

\

Fig, 12·i2. Dial of" -Peston synchroscopc.

Bus bar

M1

Mactiln1

Fig, 12'23. Nalder Lipman type svnchroscope.

;md the other has a series inductance. This is done in order to create an artificial phase difference of
;o· between the currents of two pressure coils. There are no .control springs. TheJnstrument is
provided with ·a pointer which moves over a dial marked Fast and Slow.
--· . ~
Theory llnd Operation, When the frequency of incoming machine is the same as that of the
· busbars, the instru.mcnt behaves exactly like the corresponding form of the power factor· meter. The
,.Jeflection of the pointer from the pla11e of reference is equal to phase difference between the two
;oltages.
,
~However if the frequencies ·or the two voltages are different, the pointer rotates continuously
at a speed corresponding to difference in frequency of the two voltages. The direction of rotation
depends whether.iti.tc incoming machine is too fast or too slow. ·
Let V1 e and• V2 be ~h~ ··voltages. of busbar and incoming machine respectively. - Let the
freq~cies of the two voltages be, ~qQ,al.
i _
.
. ·
Torques produced by coils f1 and Pu .. T1=KV1V2/sin 0 cos (±oc)
1
T2-:KV1?• s.in (90-0) c9s.(90±oc) .K1ViV2 cos 9 sin(±«)
wl ?l'tl
0_:deftectio1J of the po11,l,ter from plane o( reference. This plane of reference.is the vertical
position of the poll!~· .
.
«-phase angle betwee1.1 the two voltages.. /
The two torques are iri oppos#e dire<;li<?n, tbe{efore, under equilibrium T1 =T2 ·
KV1;V2 sin 0 .cos (±oc)£,,KV1V2
cos 0 sin (±oc). · or
0=±«.
'

... ... _ . ,Thus the lt>inter is stationary and its. deflection frpm, plane of reference equ~lsthe phase
~Ul'eret1<;e between •· , two voltag~s,
'
'
' .
.
..
-

.,

'
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If the frequency of the incoming machine differs from that of the busbars, the torques are
T1=K1ViV2 sin 9 cos (±2rc/'t±rx)
,
. .
,
·
and
T2=K1V1V2 sin (90'-0) cos [90'-(±2it/ t±rx)]=K1V1V2 cos 9 sm (±2it/ t±«)
where
f' =!2-fi =difference in two frequencies.
Hence at equilibrium
.
·
sin 0 cos (±2itf' ±rx) =cos 0 sin (+21tf'l±a)
or 6= ±2nf't±a.
Thus the moving system rotates with a frequency corresponding to difference i1r the two
frequencies.· - The direction of rotation depends upon whether the frequency of incoming machine is
higher (f' positive) or lower ·(j' negative) than the frequency at the busbars.
.
The instant of synchronizing is when the pointer is stationary (f' =0) and when it is at its
vertical position.
·
Moving iron synchroscopes are more common in use. They are cheap and their operation is .
simple and also they have a 360' scale.
.
R
12·11. Phase Sequence· Indicators. These instruments are
v
B
used. to determine the phase sequence of three phase supplies. There
0
0
0
are two types of phase sequence indicators.
(i) Rotating type. (ii) Static type.
(I) Rotating Type. The principle of working of these meters
. is similar to that of 3 phase induction motors.

.~

:...,..;

'I

DISC

They consist of three coils mounted ho· apart in space. The
tb!ee ends of the coils are brought out and ·connected to three ter·
nunals marked R YB as shown in Fig. 12'24. The coils are star
connected and are excited by the supply whose phase sequence is to
be dete~mined. An aluminium disc is mounted on the top of the coils.
T~e cotls produce a rotating field and eddy emfs are induced in the
disc. Them emfs cause eddy currents to flow. A torque is produced
with the interaction of the current with the field. The disc revolves Fig. 12'24. Phase sequence indicator.
because of the torqu~ and the direction of rotation depends upon the phase sequence of the supply.
· . ·.... An arrow indicates the direction· of the rotation of the disc. Jf the direction of the rotation
is the same as that indicated by the. arrow head, the phase sequence of the supply is the same as
~arked on the terminals of the instrument: However, if the disc revolves opposite to the direction
mdicated by the arrowhead, the sequence of the supply is opposite to that marked on the terminals.
.
(ii) Static Type. One arrangement consists of two lamps and ari inductor as shown in
Ftg. 12'25 (a). When the phase sequence is R YB, lamp 1 will be dim and lamp 2 will glow brightly.
If the phase sequence is RB Y, lamp 1 will glow brightly and lamp 2 will be dim.
R
Lamp 1
Lamp 2

B
I'
'

'

la I

(bl

(cl

Fig. 12'25. Circuit of a static'pbase sequence indicator.

· <>,'

The principle of operation may be understood from the following analysis. Assume tpat
the phase sequence is RYB and. that pbasor relations of voltages VnJC, Vvn and Van are as shown in ·
Fig. t2·2s (c). . . . .
' .. :
, .
. . . .. .
.. ·. ... . .
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Vny= V(I +jo),

VYs= V( -o·s-j0"8"6),

V»n= V(-o·s+j0"866).

·Assume the currents to be as shown in Fig. 12 25 (b), that is: fo-l-h f·In=O.
· From Figs. 12·25 (b) and (c). VnY+Vyr-lnf=O,
VYn+InjXL-hr~~o.
Solving for In and h, we have:
( VYn-· y,.y¥_~)

Vny
In=--+IY

h= ----·-----(R+2jXL)

and

r

VYn
-v
= - o· s-j0'866.
RY

then

. If the inductor is dc!!igned so that XL'=R at the line frequency,
h ""-·0'134tjO 232
j[y

•

or

//ny=O 27.
\

Thus thre voltage dr_gpricross lamp I (In rJ is only 27% of that across lamp 2 (i.e., In r~~o·27
/yr). Thus if the phase sequence is RYB lamp 1 glow> dimly while lamp 2 glows brightly.
It can be shown that, if the inductor is replaced by a capacitor of such value that Xo= XL,
·the ~Iii/FY is.3'7, which means in this case lamp I glows brightly and lamp 2 glows di111Iy if the
phase s~quencc is RYB.
·
·. I.
. ": Another, similar phase sequence indicator consists of two neon lamps and a ~apacitor
basically
as shown in Fig. 12'26 (a). Actually a resist~r must be used in series with each neon lamo
1
R

y

•..

Resistanct

Resistance

',"111.~

•

Nco11

Neon
lompl

Neon

lamp t

I orn.D ;

T

Cap,acit91 .

JCapicitOI

sJ
I bl

V.l
lig. 12'26.

Pha~:

sequence indicators using neon lamp ~nd capacitor.

to limit the current as shown in Fig. 12'26 (b). When the phase sequence is RYB, lamp 'I will glow
and lamp B. will be dark. This s because when neon lamps are used as indicators, the lamp which
has the lower voltage will not glow at all, as the ,voltage across it is lower than the breakdown
voltage of the lamp.
- ExampleJJl--1. In a deflectional frequency meter working on the principle of electrical
resonance, tber<rare two parallel circuits .each consisting of an inductance and a capacitance in series.
One circuithasC-idJ µF and is tuned to a frequcncy,/1=60 Hz. The other has C2=l'S (tFand
Is tuned to a freiju.ency /2, below 50 Hz. The resistance of each circuit is Ri=R2 =100 .Q. What
must be the \nu11Cfance of the second circuit, and to what frequency must it be tuned, in order
_that the current ia both the circuits shall be same at a frequency \>f,60 Hz ?

l

~- .For monant circuit frequency, /1= 2"Y 1c1·

Cf
I
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:.

lndu~tance of circuit

I Li=

) C
4112 12 1

Z1 =R-1 +j ( wL1-:-

Impedance of circuit l at SO Hz, ·
-·

=

--

~OO+J ( ;x~OX7'0S- 2itX50;;~x IO 6

wbi )

)=to0tj97l

n..

1
Impedance of circuit 2 at 50 Hz, Z2=ell2+J ( wL2- · wC )
2

=IOO+J( 211xsoxL2

2nxsox~·sxrn-o

)-:_t~o+J(314 Ea-2120).
.

.

I

For equal currents in two circuits, Z1 =Z2, or 314La-2JZ0-971 ·
%or inductance of circuit2,
4=9'82 H.
1
Resonant fr-Beiley of circuit 2, 1r2=•• ,
'
211

I

J

1
==41'15 Hz.
9'82 x l'S x 10-6

.

13
-Measurement of Resistance
'

-

13'.I.. Cl'allSification of Resistances. The classification of resistances, from the point of view
01 measurement,:is as follows :
(1) Low Resistance. All resistances of the order of 1 ohm and under may be classified as
low resistances.
(ii) Medium Resistances. This class includes resistances from l ohm upwards to about
100,000 ohm. ·
(iii) High Resistances. Resistances of the order of 100,000 ohm and upwards are classified
as high resistances.
The classification outlined above is not rigid, but forms a basis for techniques, followed
for measurement, which may be diffe1.enl for different classes.
MEASUREMENT OF .\\1EDIUM RESISTANCES
l3 ·.l. Methods of Measurement of Medium
measure.neut of medium. resistances are :
(i) Ammeter· Voltmeter method.
(iii) Wheatstone bridge method.

Resi~tances.

The different methods used for ·

Substitution method.
(iv) Ohmmeter method.

(ii

133. Ammeter Voltmeter Method. This method is very popular sin:e the instruments ·
rcq·.1ircd for this test are usually available in the laboratory. The two types of connections employed
for ammcti:r·Vl•ltmeter method are shown in Figs. 13'1 (a) arid (b). In both the cases, if reading~ of
ammeter and voltmeter are taken, then the measured value of resistance is given by
voltmeter reading V
Rm=---------------.-=... (13'1)
ammeter readmg I
I

I

f.

A

YR

Iv

v v

R

Fig. 13'1. Me3suremenl of resis:ance by a,omcter·vo!lmeter mdhod.

The measured value of resistance Rm, would be equal to the true value, R, if the ammeter
resistance is zero and the voltmeter resistance is infinite, su that the conditions in the circuit are not
disturbed. However, in practice this is not possible and hence both the methods give inaccurate
results.
Circuit of Fig. 13'1 (a). Jn this circuit the ammeter measures the true value of. the current
through the resistance but the voltmete1 does not measure the true voltage across the resistance. ·
The voltmeter indicates the sum of the voltages across the ammeter and the resistance.
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:. Voltage 11cross the ammeter, Va= IR,.

Let Ra be the resistance of the ammeter. ·
Now, measured value of resistance

Rmi=l'_- VR+Va .. lR+lRa_ =R+Ra
I I
I
: . True vahie of resistance, R= Rmi. - Ru

= R,.. 1 ( l -

... (13'2)
... (13'3)

R!: )

... (13'4)

Thus the measured value of resistance is higher than the true value. It is also clear from ·
above that the true value is equal to the measured only if the ammeter resistance, Ra, is zero.
.
Rm1-R Ra
Relative error, Er=·-~= R
... (13'5)
It is cleai:from Eqn. 13·5 that the error in mea~urements would be small if the value of
resistance uncler measurement is large as compared to the internal resistance of the ammeter. There"
fore Jhe circuit of Fig. 13·1 (a) should be used when measuring high resistance values.
·.
Circuit of Fig. 13'1 lb). In this circuit the voltrreter measures the true value of voltage but the
ammeter measures the sum of currents through the resistance and the voltmeter.
Let Rv be the resistance of the voltmeter

-

.. .

v

:. Cur(ent through the voltmeter, Iv= Rv
Measured value of resistance,

v

v

Rmz~'T= )n+I;

v

= V/R....,.+-Vcc-/R-v.

R

= I+R/&

.
. R= --Rm2Rv
1
)
- -· ···- = Rm2 ( ------... (13'6)
True va Iue of resistance
./ · '
Rv -Rm2
1- Rm2/ Rv
·
From F,qn. 13'6 it is clear that the true value of resistance is equal to the measured value
only if the resistance of voltmeter, Rv, is infinite. However, if the resistance of voltmeter is very large
as compared to the resistance under measurement :
or
.
Rv> Rm2,
so that Rm2/Rv is very small,

. Thus we have:

R~Rm2 (

I+

~;:~

... (13'7)

)

'thus the measured value of resistance is smaller than the true value.
.
. Rm2- R
Rm2 2
ReIatlve error' "r=---""
----·
"
R
- . RvR
The value of Rm2 is approximately equal to R.

..' Er=-_!_
Rv

... (13'8)
...(13'9)

·
It is clear from Eqn. 13'8 that the error in measurement would be small if the value of
resistance under measurement is very small as compard to the resistance of the voltmeter. Hence
the circuit of Fig. 13·1 (b) should be used when measuring low resistance values.

.
The Ammeter-Voltmeter method, in the two forms explained above, is a simple method but
is, essentially a comparatively rough method, the accuracy being limited by those of ammeters and
voltmeters used, even if corrections are made for the voltage drop across the ammete~ for connections
of Fig. 13'1 (a) and for the shunting effect for connections of Fig. 13'1 tb). Ifth~ two instrument$
are of 0'5% accuracy and are read near full scale, the instru,neutal. error in the result may be any
thing from 0 to 1%. · If re·ad near half scale, the percentage error may Ile twice as great and for lower
readings may mount considerably higher. With Jess accurate instruments the possible error, of course,

·.:1
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is increased. It is difficult to secure much better than 1% accuracy in a resistance value under
umal conditions, and the error sometimes may be considerably higher. However, the method iS
useful in ·some laboratory work in which high accuracy is not required.
. The suitability of a particular method for resistance measurement depends upon the relative
values of resistance UJJder measurement and the resistance of the meters.
-- -The division point between the two methods is at the resistance for which the relative errors
given by the/twomethods are equal.
The relative errors for the two cases are equal when
Ra - R-(See eqns. 13'5 and 13'9)
R ~ Rv
or when true. value of resistance R= •/ RaRv
... (13'10)
For resistances greater than the value given by Eqn. 13' 10 the method of Fig. }3'1 (a) is used
while for lower resistances method of 13' l (b) is used.
Example 13' 1. In the measurement of a resistance, R, by the Noltmeter-ammeter method,
connections as in Fig. 13' f (a) and 13'1 (b) are used. The tesistance of ammeter is 0·01 n and that
of voltmeter, 2000 !1 Jn case of (b) the current measured is 2 A and the voltage 180 V. Find the
percentage error in calc'ulating resistance R as a quotient or di() readings and the true value of R.
Also lfod the reading of the voltmeter in case of ra) if the current indicated by the ammeter is 2 A.
· Solution: Case (b) See Fig. 13' I (b)

.

v -2
180
= 90 n.

Measured value of resistance Rm= l =

v . 180 .
Current through the voltmeter Iv= R~- = .
=0'09 A.
2000
Cucrent through the resistance la=/-lv-(2'0-0'09) A.
v
180
True value of resistance
R= la = ( 2.0 _ 0.09) =94'3 0,
Percentage error

Rm2-R
R

X

90-94'3
. %
100 = -94.3---- = -4 56 o·

Case (a) See Fig. 13'1 (a)
Reading of voltmeter
V= v.+ Va=l(R.+R).,.2(0'01 +94'3)=188'62 V.
Example 13·2. A resistance of approximate value of 80 n is to be measured by voltmeter~
ammeter method using a l A ammeter having a resistance of 2. n an.d a 50 V voltmeter having a
resistance of 5000 n.
(a) Suggest which one of the two methods should be used ?
(b) Supposing in the suggested method the following measurements are made :
l=0'42 A
and V=3S'5 V.
What is the resulting error if the accuracy of the instruments is ±0'5% at full scale and the
errors are standard deviations .
. Solution. (a) Value of resistance for whjch the errors are equal for the two type*. of
connections
RARv=VZX5000=100!l.
Since the resistance to be measured has a .value lessthan 100 n, the method of Fig. 13"1 (b) .
should be used as it results in smaller error.·

R=V

\

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
v
.
35·5
.a
· Measured value. of resistance Rl1la . 7 =o: =84'5 . ~
.
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True value of resistance R=oRm2 ( l-R: /Rv )=84'5 ( 1_
2
(b) Error in ammeter reading=

x

1~o

84~515000 ) =86 n

I =0'005 A.

.

o~

"· Percentage error at 0'42 A reading= . Xl00=1'19%
0 42
Error in voltmeter reading =0'5 x .- ~~ =0'25 V.

1

~~2 ;

:. Percentage error at 35·5 V reading=

x 100=0'71%.

Since the errors correspond to standard deviations, error due to ammeter and voltmeter
=

v(fC9)2-t (0T1)2

=

± l '38%.

I'38
Absolute error due to ammeter and :v.oltmeter=. ± iu -: X86= ± 1·2

n.

: . The resistance is specified as 86± 1·2 n.
Example 13'3. A resistance R is measured using the connections of Fig. 13'1 (a). The
current me1sured is 10 A on ra!!ge IO A and the voltage measured is.125 Von 150 V range. The.
scales of the ammeter and voltmeter arc uniform, the total scale divisions of ammeter are 100 and
that of voltmeter are 150. The scales of these instruments are such that 1/10 of a scale division can.
be distinguished. The constructional error of the ammeter is ±0'3 % and that of voltmeter ±0'4%.
The resistance of the ammeteris 0·25 n. Calculate the value of R and the limits of possible error
in the results.

Solution :

± -10~ 100- x 100= ±0'1%.

Reading error of ammeter

=

Reading error of voltmeter

=±

;
XlOO. ±0'08%.
10 125

Total error of ammeter

8J=±0'3±0'J =±0'4%.

Total error of voltmeter

3V=±0'4±0'08=±0'4ll%.

Now, resistance R= V/I and therefore total systematic error in measuremem:·
=±6V±3A=±0'48±0'4=±0'88%.
Measured value of resistance Rm2=
True value of resistance

tg

1

=

12'5 0..

R=Rmi ( l -Ra
-) ,
Rm1

(See'Eqn. 13'5)

=12·s( 1-~;~~)=12·2sn.
Therefore the value of R is specified as: 12'25 !1±0'88%=12'25±0'12 n.

.
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13·4, Substitution method. The connection diagram for this method is shown in 'Fig. 13'2,
R is the unknown resistance while S is a stan~~rd
variable resistance. 'A' is an ammeter and 'r' is a
regulating resistance. There is a switch fqr putting R
r l .,
and s into the circuit alternately.
r~ '-'-W-The switch is put at position '1' and resistance
·
switch t-~
R is connected in the circuit. The regulating resistance
r is adjusted till the ammeter pointer is at a chosen scale
mark. Now, the switch is thrown to µositfon '2' putting --"'--llll1!1li----~.....:1
the standard variable resistance S in the circuit. The
value of S is varied till the same . detlection -as was
Fig, 13'2, Substittuioo method,
obtained \\ith R in the circuit-is obtained. The
settings of the dials of S are read. Since the substitution of one resistance for another has left the
current unaltered, and provided that the emf of battery and the position of r are unaltered, the two .
resistances must be equal. Thus the value of ur.known resistance R is equal to the dial settings of
resistance S.
This is a more accurate method than the ammeter-voltmeter method, as it is not subject to
the errors encountered in the latter method. However, the accuracy of this method is destroyed if.
there. is any change in the battery emf during the time the readings on the two settings are taken.
Thus in order to avoid errors on this account, a battery of ample capacity should be used so that its .
emf remains constant.
·
The accuracy of the measurement naturally depends upon the constancy of the battery emf
and of the resistance of the circuit excluding R and S, upon· the sensitivity of the instrument, and upon·
the accuracy with which standard resistance Sis known.
This method is not widely used for· simple resistance measurements and is used in a modified
form for the mearnrement of high resistances. The substitution principle, however, is very important
- and finds many applications in bridge methods and in high frequency a.c. measurements.
Example 13'4. In a measurement of resistance by substitution method a standard 0'5 MO
resistor was used. The galvanometer has a resistance of'l 0 kO and gives deflections as follows :
(i) With standard resistor, 41 divisions.
(ii) With unknown resistance, 51 divisions.
Find the unknown resistance.
Solution. The deflection of the galvanometer is directly proport:onal to the current passing
through the circuit and hence is inversely proportional to the total resistance of the circuit. Let S,
R and G be respectively the resistances of standard resistor, unknown resistor and the galvanometer.
Also let 01 be the deflection with standard resistor in circuit and 02 with unknown resistor in circuit.
91 --..R+G
· ..
o;= S+G
-~

J

Hence unknown resistance R<=(S+G) ~-G=(O'SX 106 !OX 10a)x

+

=0'4X 106 Q,~0·4 M!l.

d

13'5. Wheatstone Bridge. A very important .device used in
the measurement of medium_ resiistam:es is the Wheatstone bridge.
Fig. 13'3 shows the basic circuit of a Wheatstone bridge. It has four
resistive arms, together wi~h a· source of emf (a battery) and a null
detector usually a galvanometer G or other sensitive current meter.
The cur;ent through the galvanometer depends on the potential differ- a
ence between points c and d. The bridge is said to be balanced when
··there is no current through the galvanometer or when the potential
difference across the galvanometer is zero. This o.c:curs when the
voltage from point 'c' to point 'a' equals the voltage ifron;i;~)loint 'd' to
point 'a'; or, by refernng to the other ·battery 'termmal, when the
voltage from point 'c' to point 'b' equals the voltage from point 'd' to
point 'b'. .
··
For bridge balance_, we can write :
1J.P... J2R

~: -lox 103
' -

\.

b

G

~

-·- "· ··~---

E
'----it---'--

...(13'11)

Fig.13'3, Wheatstone bridao. '

. \
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For the galvanometer current to be zero, the following conditions also exist :

h=h=_!!_

... (13'12)

P+Q
E

and
where'

... (13'13)

h=h=R+S
E=emf of the battery.
Combining Eqns. 13'11, 13'12and13'13 and simplifying, we obtain:
p
R
.
.,

...(13' 14)

P+Q=R+S
QR=PS

from which
... (13'15)
Eqn. 13'15 is. the well known express:on for the balance of wheatstone bridge. If three of
the resistances are known, the fourth may be dekr:nined from Eqn. 13' IS and we obtain:

RzS ~

... (13'16)

where. S is called the 'standard arm' of the bridge and P and Q are callee\ the 'ratio arms'.
In the industrial and laborato1y form of the bridge, the re&istors which make up P, Q and S
are mounted together in a box, the appropriate values being selected by dial switches. Battery
and galvanometer switches are also included together with a galvanometer and a dry battery in the
portable sets. P and Q normally consist of four resistors each, the values being 10, 100, 1000 and
10,000 n respectively S consists of a 4 dial or 5 dial dtcade arrangement of resistors. fig. 13 ·4
shows the commercial form of Wheatstone bridge.
GALVAN~M~ff1i·~

TERMINALS

HATTER~ ®o

@ G@}

TERMINALS@

lermmols @Xi
tor connecting
unt(fl0Wh'
'.O)x
resistance \£ 2

x100

'1000

L~ck for ()

botte:ry

0

I

x 10

l01:k fof
9·1!Yanumeter
c:-im

at 20°

c

Fig, 13'4. Commercial form of Wheatstone brid_ie.

13'6. Sensitivity of Wheatstone Bridge. It is frequently desirable to know the galvan~meter
response to be expected in 'l bridge .which is slightly unbalanced, so that ?. current flows m the
galvanometer branch of the bridge network. This may be used for.:
(i) selecting a galvanometer with which a given unbalance may be observed in a specified
brid~e arrangement,
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(ii) determining the minimum unbalance which can be observed with a given galvanometer
in the specified bridge arrangement,

and

(iii) determining the deflection to be expected for a given unbalance.
The sensitivity to unbalance can be c:nuputed by solving tre. bridge circuit for a small
unbalance. The solurion is app1oached by cnnverting the Wheatstone bridge of Fig. 13'3 to its

"Thevenin Equivalr.rf' circuit. Assume that the bridge is balanced when the branch resistances are
P, Q. R, S so that P/Q=R/S. Suppo~e the resistance R is changed to R+!':!.R creating an unbalance.'
This will to cause an emf e to appear across the galvanometer branch. With galvanometer branch
open, the voltage drop between points a and dis :
EP
.
E.,,1=/iP= Pf Q
Similarly

E(R+ !'!.R)

Eac=h(R+.6R)=Rt!i,R+~S

Therefore voltage difference between points c and d is:

e=Eac-Eaa=E[R~1~+s-- P~Q J
.
an d smce

p

P+Q

... (13' 17)

R
=

R+s

R+!'!.R
e=E [ R+.6R+S

R
R+s

J=ifFs

ER [

l+!'!.R/R
-I+t.R/(R+S)-I

J

=-f+s[( 1+ .6~/R )( 1- ji~.~-)-1 J

as !'!.R is very small compared with R+S
. the terms con tammg
.• .
Neglectmg

AR2

u.

,

ES.6R
we get e= (R+S)
2

Let Sv be the voltage sensitivity of galvanometer.
•
•
S
S ES!'!.R ·
0
Therefore, deflection of galvanometer 1s : o= v e= v (R+S) 2

••

(13 • 18)

... (13"19)

The bridge sensitivity Sn is defined as the deflection of the galvanometer per unit fractional
change in unknown resistancl'.
0
Bridge sensitivity
Sn= !:,R/R
... (13"20)
... (13"21)

'

From Eqn~ 13"21 it is clear that the sensitivity of the bridge is dependent upon bridge voltage,
bridge parameters and the. voltage sensitivity of the galvanometer.
Rearranging the terms in. the expressioa fgr' sensitivity
\ SvE
SvE
... (13'22)
Sn= (R+S)2/SR R
§

.

-+2+s
R

· From Eqn. 13·22, it is apparent that.maximum sensitivity occurs where R/S=I. As the ratio
becomes either larger or smaller. the sensitivity d ecrease5'. -Since the accuracy of measurement is
dependent upon sensitivity a limit can be seen to the usefulness for a given bridge, battery and
galvanometer combination.

11

)';
Bf·
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is explained above the sensitivity is maximum when the ratio is nnity. The sensitivity wiih
ratio P/Q=R/S=IOOO 1\iould be about I/WOO of that for unity ratio. The sensitivity with f/Q,~R/S
=I /1000 would similarly be about I/ 1000 of that for unity ratio.
Thus the sensitivity decreases considerably if the ratio P/Q,cR/S is greater or smaller than
unity. This reduction in sensitivity is accompanied by a reduction in accuracy with which a bridge
can be balanced
13 ·7, Galvanometer Current. The current through the galvanometer can be· found out by
finding the Thevenin equivalent circuit. The Thevenin or open circuit voltage appearing bet ween
terminals d and c with galvanometer circuit open circuited is
ER
EP =E
Eo=Eac-Ead=hR-ItP=· R+SP+Q·

lR+s :Pf.Q J
R

P

.... (13'23)

The resistance of the Thevenin Equivalent circuit is found by looking back into ·t~rmi~ c
and d (Fig. 13'3) and replacing the battery by its internal resistance. In most cases, however, {!J!e
extremely low resistance of the battery can be neglected :rnd this si11plifies the solution as we~
assume that terminals a and bare shorted. The Thevenin equivalent resistance can be calculated by
referrh1g to Fig. 13·5,
Ro

fN

.,
--N#f>.-·

a

+
d

But
.'

9

d

Q

Sv = Ro+G

where S; =current sensitivity of the galvanometer.

S1ES6R

e

6R/R

=

'
... (13'26)

= (Ro+GJ(R+SJ2

Also bridge sens1'tivity, Sn=

G

Ea

--c
b

lgl

p

(

s

c

S;ESR

.

(Ro-tG)(R+s)2

. .. (13'27)

13'8. Precision Measurement of Medium Resistances with Wheatstone Bridge. It is sometimes
necessary to measure resistances to a precision of l part in I0,000 or even greater by comparing them
with standard resistances. In such cases more than bri;linary precautions are necessary in order to
secure the required accuracy. The following factors should be taken into consideration.
(i) Resistance of con meeting leads. A lead of 22 SWG wire having a length of 25 cm has a

.,
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resistance of about 0'012 0 and this represents more than I parl in I( 00 for a 10 n resistance or
more than one part in 10,000 for a 100 n resistance.
2. Thermo-electric Efl'eclll. Thermoelectric emfs are often present in the measuring circuit
and they must be taken into account since they affect the galvanometer deflection in the same way as
an emf occurring because of unbalance. The effect of thermoelectric emfs and other parasite emfs
on the measurement may be eliminated by rever;i ~g the battery connections to the bridge through a
· quirk acting switch and adjusting the balance until no change in galvanometer deflection can be
observed on reversal. The results are obtained by averaging the two readings. 1his way the effect of
thermo-electric emfs is eliminated with the added advantage of doubling the sensitivity of the
bridge.
3. Temperature Effects. The errors caused by change of resistance due to change of temperature produces serious errors in measurements especially in the case of resistances made up of
materials having a large value of resistance temperature coefficient. For example in the case of
copper, which has a resistance temperature co·efficient of 0'004 ll/0·°C, a change in ·temperature of
l°C will cause an error of0'4% or 1 part in 250.
4. Contact Resistance. Serions errors may be caused by co&tact resistances of switches and
binding posts. A dial may have a contact resistance of about 0·003 n and thus a 4 dial resistance
box has a contact resistance of about O'Ol n. This value is quite high especially when low resistance
measurements are being done. Another aspect of the contact resistance is that error caused by it are
difficult to aCl',ount for since its magnitude is uncertain.
In precision resistance measurements, the most accurate comparisons are made on an equal
ratio bridge with a fixed standard resistan1;e nominally equal to resistance under test. Then with equal
leads, equal curren~s and equal heating of the ratio arm~. the possible errors arc minimized. The
problem is then reduced to that of determining the exact ratio of the unknown resistance, R, to the
standard resistance Sor the difference between them. The different methods used for this purpose

are :
(i) O!ange iii Rati@ Am111. Small known changes are made in the ratio arms and the exact

balance is obtained.

·

(Ii) Ushig m High Resista11ce Shunt. In this case the bridge is balanced . by means of an
adjustable high resistance put in parallel with one of the bridge arms. A decade resistance box is
used for this purpose. Suppose the test resistance, R, is slightly lower in value than the standard
resistance, S and let the balance be obtained with a resistance xS put in parallel with S. The
resistance of this arm is then xS2/(S+xS), i.e. S/(l +l/x) .

•". Value of i1nlmown ;esistanoo R=

~ . l:l/x

Since x is very large and therefore l / x is very small and hence we can write,

R-~.s(1-!)
For an equal arm bridge, P=Q and therefore, R=-S ( 1- ~ )

... (13"28)
... (13'29)

The fractional difference, I/x between S and R can be known. Since this method determines
the fractional difference and x has a large value, the high resistance put in parallel with S need
not be particularly accurate.
·
·
(iii) Carey Foster Slide Wire Bridge. A slide wire bridge is used for the purpose of deter·

mining the difference between the standard and the unknown resistl)nces. The details are explained
below,
I
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13'9. Carey-Foster Slide-wire Bridge. The connec·

tions of this bridge are shown in Fig. 13'7, a slide-wire of
length L being included between R and S as shown. This
bridge i~ .specialiy suited for the comparison of two nearly
equal resistances.
Resistances P and Q are first adjusted so that the
ratio P/Q is approximately equal to the ratio R/S. Exa-:.
balance is obtained by adjustment of the slidiDg contact ou
the slide-wire. Let Ii be the distance of the sliding contact
form the left-hand' end of the slide wire~ The resistances R
and Sare then interchanged and balance again obtained. Let
the distanc.e now be 12.

Slide
wire
I

Then, for the first balance,
where r is the resistance per unit length of the slide-wire.
p

For the second balance,

Fig. 13'7. Carey-Foster Slide·wire bridge. ·

s+l2r

-Q= ·R+(L-l2)r

Now,

1.+r= ~+F1r+S+(L-/i)r _=

also

.i..+t= S+T2r+R+(L-Mr

Q

Q

s+(L-l1)r
R+(L-l2)r

S+(L-li)r=R+(L-l2)r,

R+S+Lr
s+(L-/i)r

=_.s'±R±Lr
R+(L-l2)r

Hence S-R=(li-l2)r

... (13'30)

Thus the difference between Sand R is obtained from the resistance per unit length of the ·
slide-wire together with the difference (/1-/2) between the two slide-wire lengths at balance.
·
The slide-wire is calibrated-i.e. r is obtained b; shunting either So~· R by a known resistance
and again determining the difference in length (/1'-/2').
Suppose that Sis known and that s~ is its value when shunted by a known r-esistance ; then
S-R=(li--l2)r

...

and S'-R=(l1'-l2')r

S-R
S'-R
.
i - 1 , i , , from which R
11- 2 1 - 2

S(!1'-l2')-S'(li-l2)
(/i'-/2'-h+l2)

... (13'31)

Eqn. 13'31 shows that this method gives a direct comparison between Sand R in terms of
lengths only, the re1istances of P and Q, contact resistances, and the resistances of connecting leads
being eliminated.
As it is important that the two resistors R and S shall not be handled or disturbed during
the measurement, a special switch is used to effect the interchanging of these two resistors during
the test
13'!0. Kelvin Varley §liile. A Kelvin·Varley slide is used for voltage division. This
method is very precise and finds extensive applications. A Kelvin Varley slide is shown in Fig. 13'8.
U consists of several decades of resistors which are interconnected. The voltage division is carried out
successively. Each voltage division decade is made up of eleven equal resistors with successive
division decades having a total resistance equal to twice the value of a unit resistor in the previous
decade. For example, in the Kelvin Varley Slide shown in Fig. 13'8, there are four decade dividers
This deCjlde i~ con~tru9ted µsin~ 11 resistip~ce coils having a resistance of 10 kQ each. The s~nd

·'
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decade divider has 11 resistors of 2 k!l each*. Similarly the 3rd decade has 11 resistors of 400 !leach
and the fourth and final decade has lO resistors of 80 n ·each.

t

decade 1

decade 2

decade 3

decade 4

V;ry,

Vi/10

V2/10

VJ/10

v.

V1110

V21io

v1,,o

vin110

V1fio

v2/]o

v.

v,,10

l

•

-0

10

'Yio

1

mlJo

VL

v,/lo

v.00/10

V1/'C

f

----0

inho. ,

Viti

~

VJ
7

r;j

6

5
v,/10

l
'I

3

v,hoQ__

tr l:v

j V,"/IOO
i

v,'1'°--~~L

3

---03

2

Vi

/_

I

T

4

I

2

2

o1

01

i---·-00

Vout

v~~o

v,ho
0

-oO

I

Fig. 13'8. Kelvin·Varley divider set to 0·4274,

The use of II resistors to obtain a decade voltage division enables the Kelvin Varley Slide
to have a constant input resistance irrespective of which switch positions are connected on the various
decades. (l-iowever this is strictly ture if output terminals are open circuited). For example decade
3 bas a constant input resistance of:
9 x 400+ 2 x 4oo x lOXSO

4000 0=4 kO
.
800t800
°Decade 2 has an input resistance of
2X2000X4000 _
_ 1
9 X2000+ 4000+ 4000 -20,000 f.!-20 KO
The input terminal impedance is 100 kO irrespective of the switch position if it is assumed
that the output current is negligible.
The advantage of using th~ Kelvin-Varley Slide is the reduction of errors which arise on
acco\Jnt of switch cont~ct resistance due to current shariag within the device. The disadvantages
•Resistance of each unit in first decade ·is 10 k.\l. The Second do:x:ade bas a total resis1ance of
2x 10=20 kU. :hererore each unit in th.e second decade has a resistance jf 20/!0=2 kil. In other words we
can say that if the· fipt de~adc cor.si1ts of 11 coils of resislance r ohm each, the DQXI decade has II coils of r/5 ohm
each and the third.uecade haj !l coils of2r/5:ohm eac~.

'

I

l
.!
I

I'
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of the Kelvin Varley Slid:~ are its calibration and the errors on account of temperature. The errors on
account of temperature are due to the fact that the resistors carry different accounts and the changes in
the value of resistance is different on
·
account of different self-heating conditions.
r-------~.---@----.
The temperature effects can be reduced to
-i
negligible proportions by using resistors
100 °'I } 80 70 6V 50 4l' 3,1' J
?iJ ll' i' "{'"'' •tc
made of materials having a low resistance
fi1.'S1Std1J(:
temperature co-efficient. The error may
r---~1· ohrn
be reduced to as low· a value as
llT09876w4
3210
±0' l ppm. The principle of Kelvin Varley
\JJi.,,J."J..~~~
.A..J.,,,
Slides is used with advantage in potentio·
/!Coils each /?es1Stancf:: r;, ohm
~;
meters and universal shunts.
7 6 543210
Fjg" !3'9 shows the use of Ke!vin
l
Varley shde ma Wheatstone bridge. fhe
device is used to replace the simple slide
wire with the advantage that it gives greater
accuracy.
For the case shown in Fig. 13 9
R
7554
7y= 5346 .
13'11. Limitations of Wheatstone
Bridge. The use of Wheatstone bridge is
- --limited to the measurement of resislances - - - - - - ·
ranging from a few ohm to several megohm.
E
The upper limit is s:t by the reduction' in
Fig, 13'9. Kelvin-Varley slide.
sensitivity to uubalaace caused by high.
resistance values. The upper limit can be extended to a certain extent by increasing the emf applied
to the bridge but in this case care has to be taken to avoid overheating of any arm of the bridge.
Inaccuracy may also be introduced on account of leakage over insulation of the bridge arms when
measuring very high rcsista11ces. For measurement of very high resistances, a megohm bridge (des·
cribed in Art 13 '25 page 448) is preferable.
The lower limit for measurement is set by the resistance of the connecting leads and by
contact resistance at the binding posts. The error caused by leads may be corrected fairly well, but
contact resistance presents a source of uncertainty that i~ difficult to overcome. The lower limit for
accurate measurement is in the neighbourhood of 1 to 5 ohm. For low resistance measurements,
therefore, a Kelvin bridge (dscribed in Art. 13'16 page 440) is generally preferred.
.'Example 13'5. A resistance of approximately 3000 n is needed to balance a bridge. It is
obtained oa a 5 dial resistance box having steps of 1000, JOO, 10, l and O' I n. The measurement is
to be guaranteed to' 0·1 percent. For this accuracy, how many of these dials would it be worth1
adjusting.
Solution. Limiting value of 3000 n resi~tor

']"""'W,
0

r

I

~!-

;

1

=3000±3ooox

?~~

-~-J

=3Q00±3 il=2997 to 3003 n.

'Ihus it would be worth adjusting ihe 1000, !Ou, 10 and 1 n dials.
Example 13'6. Each of the ratio aril's of a laboratory type Wheatstone bridge has guaranteed
accuracy of ±0'05%, while the standard arm has a guaranteed accuracy of ±0'1 %. The ratio anrn:
are both set at 1000 n and the bridge is balanced with standard arm adjusted to 3, 154 0. Determirn~
the upper and the lower limits of the unknown resistance, based upon the guaranteed accuracies of
the known bridge arms.
P
IO()J
SoJutiop. Valueofunknown resistance R=-g- S=-j ~ X3154=3154il

1.

I

00 0

"':---- ..

---·----.

;_.e:i~~-~-~,;;-:~,

.. ,.

·~· .....___....__...:.,
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. . Percentage error in determination of R
llR

llQ

lip

1f =± ·p· ± Q

'6S

s

±

=±0·05±0·05±0·1 =±0·2%.

:. •Limiting values of R=3154±0'2~~ =3091 to 3217 Q,
Example 13'7. In the Wheatstone bridge of Fig. 13·3, the values of resistances of various arms
are P= 1000 n, Q= 100 n, R= 2,005 n and S= 200 n. The battery bas an emf of 5 V and negligible
internal resistance. The galvanometer bas a current sensitivity of I0 mm/µA and an internal resistance
of 100 n. Calculate the deflection of galvanometer and the sensitivity of the bridge in terms of
deflection per unit change in resistance.
Solution. Reoistance of unknown resistor required for balance
p

R=Q. S=

1000

100 x200=2000 n.

In the actual bridge the unknown resistor bas a value of 2,005 nor the deviation from the balance
conditions is
.6R=2,005-2000=5 n.

Thevenin source generator emf Eo = E[ R~ S ·

=s[-JO_Qi__ - -- woo
20os+200

1000+ 100

p~ Q.

J

·]=1·03os x 10-3

v

·

Internal resistance of bridge looking into terminals c and d
Ro

Hence the current through the galvanometer

Eo

!,= Ro+G

1'0308 x 10-a

272'4+10o·· A=2'77 µA.

Deflection of the galvanometer 0=S; I.=lOX2'77:=27'7 mm.
Sensitivity of bridge S»=-lR- .

2 7

~

=5'54 mm/n.

Example 13'8. A Wheatstone bridge has ratio arms of 1000 n and I00 0 and is being used
to measure an unknown resistance of 25 n. Two galvanometers are available. Galvanometer 'A'
has a resistance of 50 n and a sensitivity of 200 mmfµA and galvanometer 'B' has values of 600 0
and 500 mm/~.A. Which of tJ;e two galvanometers is more sensitive to a small unbalance on the
above bridge, and what is the ratio of sensitivities ? The galvanometer is connected from the junction
of the ratio arms to the opposite corners. Comment upon the results.
·
Solution. The arrangement of this bridge is shown in Fig 13 '3. Value of standard
resistance under balance conditions.

Q
1000
S=R. y=25x =250 0.
100

Internal resistance of bridge looking into terminals c and d

RS '

Ro'"'

PQ

.R+s
+P+Q
.
-

25X250
IOOx 1000.
= 25+250 + 100+1000
.

·'..

.,~1:

- ·- .;

~i 3 ' 6 fl;\.·,' .....,,.
i-:
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From Eqn. 13 '26 the deflection for a small chan~e in resistance
S1 ES6R
O (Ro+ G)(R+ S)2

. . Ratio of deflections for two galvanometers
eA

(St)A ES 6R

J

a;-= (Ro+G;)(R+s)2200

(113 '6+600)

(S1)A
Ro+Gn
(S1\B ES t,,R
(Ro+Gn)(R+Sl2 (S1)n • . Ro+G..:

.

= soo x ·ol3·6+sof= 1 75•
Thus galvanometer A has a sensitivity of 1'75 times that of/ galvanometer Bas far as this
bridge is concerned, even though on its own galvanometer A is less sensitive than galvanometer B.
Example 13'9. A highly sensitive galvanometer can detect a current as low as o· 1 nA..
This galvanometer is used in a Wheatstone bridge as a detector. Each arm of the bridge bas a
resbtance of l kO. The input voltage applied to the bridge is 20 V. Calculate the smallest change
in resistance which can be detected. The resistance of the galvanometer can be neglected as compared
with the internal resistance of bridge.
'
SolutJon. Now P=Q~R,=S=l k0=1000 n.
. . The internal resistance of bridge
RS
PQ
1000
Ro= R+s +P+Q = IGOO+IOOO

1000

+ 1000+1000

=lOOO

n.

Let the change in resistance be 6 R.
Output voltage of bridge due to unbalance

E E S 6R
IOOOx 6R
3
o= (R+si2 - 20 x(looo+J000) 2 Sx 10- 8,R
Eo
SxI0-3t;,.R
...:urrent through the galvanometer"'-.Ro= --~
-- =0'1x10- 9

1000

:. The s.mallest change in resistance which can be detected 6R=20 x 10-G n =20 µ0.
Example 13' 10, · A regular Wheatstone bridge is used to measure high resistances (in the
megohm ~ange). The bridge has ratio arms of 10,000 n and 10 n.
The adjustable arm has a maximum value of 10,000 n. A battery of 10 V emf and
negligibl~ resistance is connected from the junction of ratio arms to the opposite corner ?
(a) What is the maximum resistance that can be measured by this arrangement?
(b) If the galvanometer bas a sensitivity of 200 mm/µA and a resistance of 50 n how
much unbalance is needed to give a galvanometer deflection of 1 mm for the maximum resista~ce of
part (o) ?
(c) If tbi: galvanometer of part (b) is replaced by a galvanometer of sensitivity of
1000 mm/µA and a resistance of 1000 n, calculate the change in resistance to cause a deflection
ofl mm.
Solution. The arrangement of the bridge is shown in Fig. 13'3.
Now we have, unknown resistance R=P/QXS
The maximum value of R is
R=(maximum value of P/Q)X(maximum value of S)

= lOi~oo x 10,000=100 MO.
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lb) Internal resistance of bridge
RS

Ro=

.ii+s+

!OXI06 xJOxI03 10XJ03x IO
f+Q= fox 106 x 10 x 10a ~ ro-x-10ax-ro= 10•010 o.
PQ

From Equ. 13 '26, change in resistance needed for 1 mm deflection.

L;R=Q(Ro+ Gl_{R+S)~= 1x(IO,O!O+so,(IOX10 6 + IQ_XJ()3J2 <::!0'5 MO
S;E s
2oox106 x iox 10a
·
(c) The change in resistance to cause I mm deflection wiih galvanometer having a resistance,
G = 1000 !l and currr.nt sensitivity of S; = 1000 mm/µA is

L; R = 1_><_(10,010+ l_OQOj(lQ_>s_l0 6_+ JO x 10 3) 2 il<::!O.' I MO
.
1ooox10 6 x1ox10a
·
Example 13'11. A Wheatstone bridge is used for measuring the value of change of resistance
of a ;train gauge which forms one of the arms of the bridge. All \be arms of the bridge including
the strain gauge have a resistance of 100 0 each. The maximum allowable power dissipation from
the strain gauge is 250 mW. Determine the value of maximun permissible current throu&b the strain
gauge and maximum allowable value of bridge supply voltage. Suppose a source of 20 V is available,
lind the value of series resistance to be connected bet11een the source and the bridge to limit the
input voltage of the bridge to permissible level.
Solution. The resistance of strain gauge R ·cc l 00 i~. Suppose I is the current through each
arm under balanced conditions.
J2R=P, where P=power dissipation.

I knee, maximum permissible

-

CUll'Cnt=Vl'/1~-:- .• n~~~-fo-- 3

V

JOO

=0'05 A=50 mA

fhe maximum allowable voltage which can be applied to the bridge
=2x50 x HF3xJOO=10 V
:. Voltage across the series resistor=20-l0=10 V.
Cuncnt through Nie series resistor =·2X50X 10-3x JOOX 10-a A

. res 1st
. or R, =
... Res1stance
of scnes

10. (j" '-" l00 u.
n
3
100
Exam11lc 13'12. In a Carey-Foster's bridge a resistance of 1 0125 U is compared with a ~taildard
resi~l.iuce ul !'0000 0, the slide wire bas a resistance of 0'0250 n in 100 divisions. The ratio arms
nominally each IV 0, are actually 10'05 and 9·95 n respectiveiy.
How far (in scale divisions) are the balance positions from those which would obtain of ratio
arms were true to their nominal value ? The slide wire is I CO cm long.
Solution.
llalance with ratio arms equal to nomimll \'alues. Let Ii be the distance of balance point on
;tide wire from the unknown resistance end in cm of slide wire. Let r be the resistance per cm
length of slide wire.

xi

r,= o;~s_o =0'00025 12/cm as length of wire is 100 cm.
111 this case

P=Q~

10 il, S= 1'000 0 anu

R~l'Ol25

0.

Under balance conditions,
P
R+l1 r
10
1·0125+000025 Ii
Q 's+(IOO-/i)r 'r -fo~ !OOOO+o·o25-000025 Ii
0

or '1=25 cm.
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Thus the balance is obtained at 25 and 75 scale divisions.
Balance arms eqllai to true values :
Now in this caseP=9'05 n and Q=l0'05 n.
Under balance conditions
9·95

10'05

1·012s+o·ooo2s Ii
1·0000+0·02s-0·0002s

Ii

or

1-u·oos i·o12s+o·ooo2s Ii
1+o-oos ro250-0·0002s1i -

or fie!.5 cm.

Thus the balance is obtained at 5 and 95 cm.
MEASUREMENT OF LOVK RESISTANCE

13'12. lotroduction. The methods used for measurement of medium resistances are unsuitable
for measuremcni of low resistances i.e. resistances having a valne under 1 n.. The reason is that the
resistance of leads and contacts, though small, are appreciable in comparison in the case of low
resistances. For e>.ample a contact resistance of 0·002 n causes a negligible error when a resistance
of JOO n is being measured but the same contact resistance would cause an error of 10% if a low
resistance of the value of 0·02 n is measured. Hence special type of construction and techniques have
to be used for the measurement of low resistances in order to avoid serious errors occurring on
account of the factors mentioned above.

I

Iii

13· 13. Constmctim1 of Low Resistances. Low resistances are constructed with four terminals
as shown in Fig 13 10. One pair ef terminals CC' (called the current terminals) is used to lead
current to and from the resistor. The voltage
Volt.meter
drop is measured between the other two
terminals PP', called the potential terminals.
v --"4
The voltage V, indicated in Fig. 13 ·9, is
thus In times the resistance R between terminals
pp' and does not include any contact resistance:
p
•
p'
drop that may be present at the current terminals
lo-~--lf--0--'-0..h...AJ..t·H,v:,,'-4"-{C)-'
CC'.

t-----1

Resistors of low values are thus measured
in terms of resistance, between potential ._..__ _ _ _ _ _ _
terminals, which becomes perfectly and precisely
definite in value and is independent of the
Fig. 13'10, Ammeter ~oltmet~r method for measuring
contact resistance drop at the current terminals.
4 terminal resistances.
Contact resistance drop at the potential terminals need not be a source of error, as current crossing at
these terminals is usually extremely smal) or even zero for null methods. Also this contact resistance
now becomes a part of the potential circuit and is, therefore, a negligible part of the total resistance
of the potential circuit since potential circuits have a high value of resistance.

-lf-=--·-~·-...-.J

l
J
i

13'14. Methods for Measurement of Low Resistance. The methods for measurement oflow
resistance are :
1. Ammeter voltmeter method.
2. Kelvin's double bridge method.
3. Potentiometer method (This is explained in chapter ·14).
4. Ducter (This has been explained in Art. 8'26 Page 219).
13'15. Ammeter Voltmeter Method. The ammeter voltmeter method explained in Art. 12'3
is used. For low resistances circuit of Fig. 13'1(b) and re-illustrated in Fig. 13'9 is employed.
True value of resistance

R=Rm(i _;m/R.)

where R'" =measured value of resistance= Vil

and Ro= resistance of voltmeter,

•
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13'16. Kelvin :Oonble Bridge
Prindplc of Keh'iu Bridge. The Kelvin bridge is a modification of the Wheatstone bridge and
provides greately increased accuracy in measurement of low value resistances. An understanding of
the Kelvin bridge arrangement may be obtained by a study of the difficulties that arise in a Wheat·
stone bridge on account of the resistance of the leads and the contact resistances while measuring low
valued resistors.
Consider the bridge circuit shown in Fig. 13'11 where r
d
represents the resistance of the lead that connecis the unknown
resistance R to standard resistance S. Two galvanometer connections
indicated by dotted lines, are possible. The connection may be
either to point 'm' ·or to point 'n'. When the galvanometer is
connected to point m, the resistance, r, of the connecting leads is
added. to the standard resistance, S, resulting in too low an indica· Ill
tion for unknown resistance R. When the connection is made to
\
point 11, the resistance, r, is added to the unknown resistance resulting
·
in too high a value for R.
·
R
Suppose that instead of using point 111, which gives a low
m.
n
result, or 11, which makes the result high, we make the galvanometer
connection to any intermediate point 'c' as shown by full line in
Fig. 13· 11. If at point 'c' the resistance r is divided into two parts,
ri and r2, such that
r1 P
... (13'33)

~

-,;={r

Then the presence of ri the resistance of connecting leads,
causes no error in the result. We have,
p
but

R+r1=Q-. (Str2)
1
' = !._ (See Eqn.
Q
p

r2

ri

or ,., +r

=

i-RJ

Fig. 13'1 J. lllustratiag priaciple
of Kelvin bridge.

... (13.34)

13'33)

p
or r1 = P+Q. r

.Q

as ri-i-r2= r

and ra= i+Q. r,

r

r)

2
:. We can write Eqn. 13'34 as ( R+P~Q J== ~ ( s+ P~Q
or R= ~.S. ... (13'35)
Therefore we conclude that making the galvanometer connection as at c, the resistance of
leads does not affect the result. .
The process described above i~ obviously not a practical way of achieving the desired result,
as there would certainly be a trouble in determing the correct point for galvanometer connections. It
does ho,1 ever,. suggest the simple modification,
d
that two actual resistance units of correct ratio ·be
connected between points m and n, the galv~no
meter be connected to the junction of ihe resistors.
This is the actual KelYin bridge arrangement, which
is shown in Fig. 13'12. ·
·
The Kelvin double bridge inC\'rporates the
p
idea of a second set of ratio arms-hence the name
double bridge- and the use of four terminal
resistors for the low resistance arms. Fig. 13·12
shows the schematic diagram of the Kelvin bridge.
s b
n
a R m
r
The first of ratio arms is P and Q. The second set
of ratio arms, p and q is used to connect the
1rgalvanometer to a ~oint c at the ~pl?ropriate
potential bctwe~n pomts m a~1d n to el1mmate th.e
--··-·--~t-----~ 1-'E~----'
effect of connectmg lead <'f resistance r between the
fig. 13'12. Kelvin double bridge,
known resistance, R, and the standard resistance, S.
\

'
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The ratio p/q is made equal to P /Q. Under balance conditions there is no current through the
galvanometer, which means that the voltage drop between a and d, Eaa is equal to the voltage drop
Eamc between a and c.
Now,

... (!3'36)

... (!3'37)

and
For zero galvanometer deflection, Eaa=E"""

j

or

I

or

1

_P__
P+Q

1[ R+S+

(p+q)

r

p-rq+r

R=~· S+p+~+r[~-~]
Now, if P/Q=p/q, Equ. 13'38 becomes, R=

.. (13'38)

~. S

... (lJ39)

Eqn. 13·39 is the usual working equation for the Kelvin bridge. It indicates that the
resistance of connecting lead, r, has no effect on the measurement, provided that the two sets of
ratio arms have equal ratios. Eqn. I J 38 is useful, however, as it shows the error tha~ is introduced
in case the ratios are not exactly equal. lt indicates that it is desirnble to keep r as small as possible
in order to minimize the errors in case there is a difference bet.1een ratiosP/Q andp/q.
The effect of thermo-electric emfs can be eliminated by making another measuremen~ with the
battery connections reversed. The true value of R being the mean of the two readings.
In a typical Kelvin bridge, the range of resistance covered is ·o· 1 ftn to 1·o
are as under :
From 1000 fin to t·o n...... o·os%.
From 100 µQ to 1000 110,.,. .. 0'2% to 0'05%.
From 10 µ0. to 100 µ0 ...... 0'5% to 0'2%, limited by thermoelectric emfs.

n.

The accuracies

In this bridge there are four internal resistance standards of l IJ., 0·1 IJ., 0·01 n and 0·001 n
respectively.
13'17. Kelvin Bridge Ohmmeter. This is a modified form of the Kelvin bridge and is intended
for the rapid measurement of the winding resistances of machines and transformers, and for the
measurement of. co~tact and. earth conductor. resistan~es. The accuracy !s of the order of ±0'2%.
This instrument is direct readmg and the balance is obtamed by rotatmg a smgle dial.
Fig. 13'13 gives the circuit diagram of a typical Kelvin bridge ohmmeter. The ratio arms

P/Q and p/q of Fig. 13' 12 are replaced by a combination of fixed resistors P and p anti a double
slide wire enabling the bridge ratio to he varied continuously between values IO/ l to 200/ l.
Six standard resistors are used and these range from 0·01 n to 1000 0. The ratio dial fa
calibrated from.o·s n to.10·5 .l.l on thexl range using 100 n standard resistor. The overall range of
the instrument 18 from 0 oooos n to 105 n.

13' 18. Unbalanced Kelvin B~idge. The galvanornete~ current of unbalanced Kelvin bridge
can be found by the same Thevenm method as was used lor Wheatstone bridge. The Ttieveniu
source generator v~ltage, referring to Fig. 13·12 is :

Eo=Ead-E•""•

where Eaa

P

-~Q-.

Eab

... (13'40)
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'p
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;
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Bolt~rr

Pig. 13'13. Kelvin bridge ohmmeler•.

R+

pr
Eamo=
p-J-q-1-r
... (13'41)
R-1-S+ (p-t-q1 r
p-!-q-1-r
The circuit for the Thevenin equivalent resistance as seen from galvanomelel' terminals c and
dis shown in Fig. 13' l 4 (a) where Ro is the resistance in the battery circuit.

,n,
Rg

I.

a

I>

R

s

m

r

n

p

~

r;

~

w

·i:
w

Pig. 13'14, Equivalent circuit for calculation of resistance of Kelvin bridge.

However, R, S, r and Ro are usually wry small and may be neglected with no appreciableloss in accurac..0y. The equivalent circuit then reduces to the one as shown in Fig. 13'14 (b). There
fore, Thevenin equivalent resistance
PQ
pq
Ro= P=t-Q + p-1-q
...(13'42)
.
Eo
....(13'43)
The galvanometer currrent Io= .R.tG
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Example 13'14. A 4 terminal resistor of approxim1tely 50 µCl resistance was measured by
means of a Kelvin bridge having the following component resistances :
.
·
Standard resistor=l0003 µCl; Inner ratio arms=I00'31 hand 200 O; outer ratio
arms= JOO 24 0 and 200 0 ; resistance of link connecting the standard and the unknown resistance
=700 µ0. Calculate the unknown resistance to the nearest 0·01 µO.
Solution. From Eqn. 13 ·3g the unknown resistance

R=

I
I
I

-

X

lOQ0 3 JO-G+ ___ _1,.0~lX_ZQ0x~_:'._ __ [ 100'~4- IU_0'3_l__J
x
10u31+290+1ouxw-6 200
200

=49'97X 10-6 0 =49'97 µO,

Example 1315. A Kelvin· double bridge (shown in fig. 13' 12) each of the ratio arms
P=Q==p=q=lOOO 0. The emf of the battery is 100 V and a resistance of 5 0 is included in the
battery circuit. The galvanometer has a resistance of 5LO 0 and the resistance of the link connecting
the unknown resistance to the standard resistance may be neglected. The bridge is balanced 11hen the
standard resistance S=O·oot 0.
(a) Determine the value of unknown resistance.
(b) Determine the current(approximate value) through the uuknown resistance Rat balance.
(e) Determine the deflection of the galvanometer when the unknown resistance, R, is changed·
by O l percent from its value at balance. The galvanometer has a sensitivity ol 200 mm/µA.

l

Solution. (a) At balance, the value of unknown resistance

Il
l

100'24
200

~ · s+p-~i+rl ~ - ~-]

p
1000
R=Q. S= 1000

xo·ool=O'OOI n.

(b) If we examine the Kelvin bridge circuit, we !ind that resistors P, Q and p, q are in parallel
with the resistance of link, r. Since r is negligible and P, Q; p and q have large values, the effect ·
of ratios arms can be neglected for the purpose of calculation of current.
Current under balance conditions

E

I=

where

100

Ra+R+s - s+o·ou1+0·00("' 20 A

Rn= resistance in the battery circuit.
(c) The value R is changed by 0'1 per cent
:. New value of R=l '001 XO'OOl =0'001001 0,
Voltage between points a and b (Fig. 13·12)

R+s+r

Eoo= Rn+R+S+r . E=

R+S

RnfR+S E as r=O

·" R+S _ 0·001 +o·oolOOI X lOO= 40 x 10_~
---~-

5

From Eqns. 13'40 and 13'41 Eo=Eaa-Eamc
P
R )
(
1000
0'00100!
)
3
= ( P+Q Ea•= . 1006+1000 - 0·001+o;-ou1uo1 x 4ox 10=0'01x10-s V=O'Ol mV.

R+s·
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Since R, S, rand Rn are quite small as compare:r to P, Q, p and q, we can use circuit of
Fig. 13 ·14 (b) for the calculation of internal resistance, R. as viewed from terminals c and d.
_ PQ
pq
lOOOxlOOO
Rv- Pf Q + Ji+(j = lOOOt 1000

+ IOOOXlOOO

. !
.1

IOOOfIOOO · IOOO n.

bi

!

81

Galvanometer current
Jg .

Ev

.1

0·01 x

10-3

.

Ra+G= -!Ooof soo- =010061x 10-0 A=O 0067 µA.

tt'
cil
·U

• . Deflection of galvanometer 0=Stlu=200 x 0'0067= l '34 mm.

·re;

MEASUREMENT OF HIGH RESISTANCE
13' 19. Introduction. High. resistances of the order of hundreds or tbo~sands of megohm
are often encountered in electrical equipment, and frequently must be measured. Common examples
are:

OJ'

i
'

.

'
(i) insulation resistance of components and built up electrical equipment like machmes and

cables ;
(ii) resistance of high resistance circuit.elements like in vacuum tube circuits ;
(iii) leakage resistance of capadlors ;

(iv) volume resistivity of a material, i.e , the resistance between two faces of unit area_ scpa·
iated by unit di>1ance with. all conduction from face to face being through th~ body of the matenal;

(v) Surface 1esisti~i1y, i.e, the resistance between two lines of unit length and unib distance
apart, the lines being on the surface of the material and all conduction being on the surface.
13·20. Difficulties in Measurement of High Resistances. High accuracy is rarely required ir.
such measurements, hence 'simple circuits are used. Since tlle resistances under measurement have
high values, very small currents are encountered in the measurement circuits. This aspect leads I<'
several d1fficul tics :
(i) The insulation resistance of the resistor may be comparable with the actual value of the
resiswr. Th.us leakage currents are produced. These leakage currents are of comparable magnitude to
the current being measured and must be eliminated from the measurement. Leakage currents no doubt . ·
introduce errors, but they generally vary from day to day, depending upon the humidity conditions.
and therefore. cause additional unpredictable complications.

.h
te
ti
Vi

tl
f(

ti

(iil Due to electrostatic effect, stray changes can appear in the measuring circuit causing
errors. Alternating fields can also effect the measurements considerably. Therefore, critical points
of the measuring circuit must be carefully screened.
(iii) In order to obtaiu definite ratios in the potential distribution with respect to surround-·
ings, one point of. the circuit may be connected to earth for accuracy in measurements.

(iv) In measurement of insulation resistance the specimen often has considerable capacitance.
On application of a direct voltage a large charging current flows initially which graduallydecays
down after a short interval. Further, insulating mJterials possess the property of diel~ctric absorp·
tion, i.e. after the main charging current has decayed down, further charge is slowly absorbed over a
considerable period of time, perhaps for minutes or even hours. Thus measurement of true conduction
current. should be delayed until after the cessation of the charging and absorbing currents. But ~ince
the absorbing currents take a considcrnbly long time to decay, it is usually inevitable that the ·
conduction current measured includes some absorpti .n current. The testi~g conditioi1s, including the .
time between the application of voltage and observation of the curr~nt, must be specified.

(v) Fairly high voltages are used ia tests in order to raise the currents to reasonable values

·F
d
is
C'

11

c
a:
II
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in o;der to.be measured. So normally. a sens1twe galvanometer or micro-ammeter i8 required and
adequate steps have to be taken t~ p_revent dainage to. these .delicate instruments.
A voltage supply o( 100 V upto a few kV is often· used depending upon the nature and
. breakdown voltage of the test object. The power supply unit is d.c. transistorized source. Proper
smoothing and stabilization circuits are used .to ensure _constancy of voltage with time.
1

. 13'21.
Use of Guard Circuit. Some form ·of guard circuits are generally used to eliminate
Ithe· errors
caused by leakage
over itisula. tion Fig.. 13'15
the oper.ati?n of a guard
I .

.

~urrents

I

.

il_lustrat~s

cir.cuit. In Fig 13'15 (a), a high resistance mounted on a piece of msulatmg mate11al is measured by
l the ammeter-voltmeter metb.od. Tb.e micro-ammeter measures the sum of the current ihroµgh the
i resistor (fo) and the current tb.rough the leakage path around the resistor (h). The measured value
j of resistance c?mputed from tb.e readings i.ndicated on tb.e voltmeter and the micro·ammeter, will not

'
l

·

I

. tSl»Ql'ltt

l!l"lt'

termmat

1L

·

-

I
I

.R ...

µAIR
:

iR.

-~~-

R

µA .

-=-;

v

I

-

-=,E

t;unrd

1

,r

.. tmninn

~
·r,-_11~

tl.

v

I

I .

·1

I

.

-

l

l

J"
.;,.fl

y

T

.

. (a) ·

(b)

·

fig. 13'15. Applicafon .of guard circuit for measurement of high res stance.

· 1 be.true value but will be in error.· In Fig. 13·15 · (b) a ·guan.I terminal has been added to resistance
terminal block. The guard terminal surrounds the .resistance terminal entirely and is connected .to
tb.e battery side of the micro-ammeter. The ·leakage currrent IL, now bypasses the micro-ammeter
1 . which then indicates the current In through the resistor and thus allows the correct determination of
tb.e resistance va!Ue from the readings of voltmeter and microamrneter. The guard terminal and
resistance terminal are almost at the .same potential and thus there will be no flow of curren~ between
them.
.
·

I
j

I

.

13'22. Methods for Measurement of Higb Resistance: The different .methods employed are :
1. . Direct deflection method.

·2. . Loss of charge method.
3. Megohm bridge.

I
4. Meggar (This is. explained in Art. 8'25 on page 218}.
. , ...·
l . · 13'23. Dir~!!t Deflection Metbod. The direct deflection met4od is basically that
l .fig. 13'15 (b ). For· high resistances, such as insulation resistance of cables, a sensitive galvanometer
I

of
of
d' Arsonval type (usually having a current sensitivity of at 1000 mru/µA at a scale di<' ta nee of l metre)
•! is used in place ?fthe microammeter. I~ fact ?1any sensitive type of ¥.al'l'auo11i~t~r.", cau dc~ect
·. currents from 0 1-1 nA. Therefore, with an apphed v9ltage of. lk V, resistances as U>..~it as tu1 ~ to
10 x 1012 Q can be measured.
·. ·.•
An illustration of the direct. d.etlect.ion method used for measuriug i.'1SHfatico .rv.i:<t1i!Cc' of a
cable is shown in Fig. 13' I6. The galvanometer G, measures the current Ir. betwc:en the wndt1t:tor
·' and the metal sheath. The leakage current h, over the insulating material is •::u>),,d.by tli~ guard
wire wound on the insulation and therefore does not flow through the galvanometer.

.l
·1·

J

Cables withoµt ll)etal sheatb.s can

be t11st\ld in a similar way if the caofo, except the mid or.

_,

"
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ends on which connection& are· made, is immersed in water in a tank. The water and the tank then
form the ·return path for the curre.nt. .The cable is immersed in slightly saline water for about 24
hours and the temperature is kept constant (at about 20'C) and then the measurement is taken as in
Fig. 13'17.
. ..
The insulation resistance of the cable R ~ : ·

+

Gual'6

{v-~

wire

...

Cab!t

\

Metallic
sheath

v

~·

-- - - - - ---

- - ---

-

~-·-..-------

..
Conductor
/

....-.-----,,---

--- ----- ----·

----------

Insulating
material

Fig. 13 '16 •.. l\'easurement of insulat:on
resislanoo of cable having sheath.

---·---Fig. 13· 17· Measurement of insulaiion resistance
of cable having r.o conducting sheath.

·
In )'.>me cases, the deflection of the galvanometer is observed and its scale is afterwards
calibrated by replacing the insulation by a standard high resistance (usually 1 MO), the galvanometer
s1mnt being varied, as required to give a deflection of the same order as before.
.
.
' In tests on cables the galvanometer should be short-circuited before applying the voltage.
The short circuitin~ connection is removed. only after sufficient time has elapsed so that charging
and absorption currents cease to flow. The galvanometer should be well shunted during the early
stages of measurement, and it is normally desirable to include a protective series resistance (of several
megohm) in the galvanometer circuit. 1he value of this resistance should be subtracted from the
observed resistance value in order to determine the true resistance. A high voltage battery of.500 V
emf is required and its emf should remain constant throughout the test.
. .
·'
Measurement of Volume and Surface Resistivity. The direct deflection method is Often: used
for measurement of insulation resistance of insulating material samples avr.i1able 'iii-· sheet for1n. In
such cases we are int !rested in the measurement of
volume resistivity and the surface resistivity of the
material.
Upper
elect:-:-·_·.
Fig. 13'18 shows the schematic diagram for
v
measurement of volume and surface resistivities of a sp1:9imen of insulating material. The specimen is
provided with tin foil or colloidal graphite electro·
des ; the upper electrode having a guard ring. For
measurement of volume resistivity (which in fact is
L
.
/
the specific resistanee) readings of voltage applied .
ower •tectrodP,
and the current through the galvanometer are taken.
Fig: ins. M~asurei~ent of' v~lumt a~d surface
Leakage currents over the edge .of the specimen will
resistmlies of msuhtmg matenal srec1me~
flow between the guard ring and the lower· electrode and hence will not introduce error intQ the
me&suremeqt. Th~ vol11mll resistivity, P, CllQ be c<1lc11lated as follow$ ;
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Let
and

d1 =diameter of the upper electrode disc,
t=thickness of the sp:cimen sheet, V1 =reading of voltmeter
h =current through galvanometer G1.

:. Resistance of specimen

But

R= Vi ·

Ii

:. Volume resistivity of specimen,

!1d12R

p

t

~

nd12V1

... (13'44)

th

If we want to measure surface resistivity, the galvanometer is placed in position G2. In this
position the galvanometer measures the leakage current and current flowing between upper and lower
electrodes will be eliminated from measurement. Let
d2=diameter of.lower electrode disc,
V2=reading of voltmeter
and
h =current through galvanometer G2.
R•=y·
V2
.
:. Sur face resistance
.

2

·Tbe leakage current flows along a path of length
resistivity,

t

and width 'ICdz and therefore, surface
... (13'45)

l"

Other forms of specimen and electrodes are also used. For example, the electrodes and guard
ring may be mercury, either placed in specialiy machined recesses, in moulded insulating.materials, or
-retained by metal rings on the surface of sheet materials. ·
13'24. Loss of Charge Method. In this method, (Fig. 13' l 9)
the insulation resistance R, to be measured is connected in parallel
c
with a capacitor C and a electrostatic voltmeter. The capacitor is .=... v
·V R
charged to some suitable voltage, by means of a battery having vol·
tage V and is then allowed to discharge through the resistance The
terminal voltage is observed over a considerable period of time during discharge.
'
fig. 13'19. Loss of charge method.
The voltage across the capacitor at any instant t after the application .of voltage is
\
.
., -t/CR
V t/CR
v=re
or -"'le
v
or Insulation resistance R= C t
"' o· 4343 t
· 1og. Viv . ·C logio Viv
The variation of voltage u with time shown in Fig. 13 ·20.

... (13'46)

-'-+~~~----7~-

o

--1

..j

i_
Pig. 13'20

Fig.13'21

FNm Bqn. U'46 it follows that if V, v, C aQd t arc kQQWQ the value of Ji. can be comp11teil. ·

.

.

,•
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If the.resistance R is very large the time for an appreciable fall in voltage is very large and
thus this proce>s may beconie tiine c0nsum.ing. · Al.so the voltage-time curve will thus be very ffat and
unless great .care is taken ih in~arnring vol!ages at the beginnin!! and.end of the time t, a serious error
may be made in the ratio J!fu cansi1rg a·crir1<i<lerable corresponding.error in the measured value of J~
More accurate resulis may be chiainecl·by change in the voltage V--11 directly ar.d calling this change
as e, the expression for R hecomes :
·
/(' . 0'43''3 tv
... (13'47)
log10 v~·e

.c

This change in voltage

~ay

be. measured by a galvanometer.

However, from the experimental point of view, it may be advisable to determine the time t
from the discharge curve of lhe capacitor .by plotting curve of Jog, v again>t time t. This curve is
lineal' as shown in Fig. 1.3'21 and thus determination of time t from this curve for the voltage to fall.
from V to v yields more accurate results.
·
·
This method is applicable to some h,igh resistances, but it requires a capacitor of a very
high leakage resistance as high as the re>istance being measured. The method is very attractive ifthe
re>istance being measured is the leakage resistance of acapacitor as in this case ·auxiliary ·Rand C
ul).its are not required.
Actually in this method \ve do not me~ sure the true value of resistance since we assume here
that the value of resistance of electrostalic voltmeter 1
./'..--·
. and the leakage resistance of the capacitor· have in- b
finite value. :\lut in ·practice corrections must be ~
applied to take into consideration the above two resis- ·~
( ..
.R1
tances. Fig. 13'22 shows,tlie actual circuit of the test t.!
· ·
·
R
where Rt represents the leakage resistance of capaci- ~-----·
_____ ...J.... ___ _
tor. Then if R' is the resistanc;e of
·
· effects
. Ri and· R in Fi~. I3·22, L~ss ot• Charge method considering
parallel the discharge equation for capacitance gives
of Jeakr.ge r.e.sistance of capacitor.

f

..----r---...,...---,

r

.

· ·,

o~~t

. . R C log1Q V/v

·

,.,,(13'48)

The test is then repeated with the unknown resistace R, disconnected and the capacitor
discharging through R1. The value of R1 obtained from this second· test. anJ substiiuted into the
expression ·
R'·=··R Rl
... (13'49)
R+R1
in order to get value of R..
.
·
The leak11ge resistance of the voltmeter, unless very high sh9\Jld also be ta~en into
consideration.
13'25. Megohm Bri~ge Method. •g: 13'23 (a) shows a very high resistance R 'with. its two
·main terminals .A and B, and a· gu;ud terminal, which iS put on the.insuiation. This high resistance
may be dia_grammatically represented a.s in Fig, l 1'23 (b). The resistance R. is between main terminals
A and B and the leak?.ge resistance RAG and Rno between the main terminals A and f3 of from a ·
"Thre·e terminal resistance".
·
·
'
·Let us consider take the hypothetical. case .of a 100 MQ resistance. We assume that each of the · · '
leakage resistances is JOO M n i.e: RAo'f= RBa= JOO MO. ·Let this resistance ~e measuted by an ordi·
nary Wheatstone,bridge as shown in Fig. 13'24 (a). It is clear that the Wheatstone will bridge measure
a resist~nce ?f

{~~+;~~

=67 MQ instead of JOO MQ thus· giving an error of 33 percent.

·
However if the .same resistance is measured by a modified Wheatstone b~idge 'as sh,own in Fig. ' ·!
13:24 (b) with the guard connection C connected as indicated the er.ror in measurement is considerably ,',
reduced. For the arrangement shown in Fig. 11 ·24 (b) resistance RBo is put in parallel with the ·
galvanometer and thus.it.has. no e~Tect on the. balance and only effects the sensitivity of - the galvano·
.

.

'
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A

-.G

. ·;;

, o-·-

In su.loling

._p~i·. ,"'.
..

~

materiel

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13'23: .Three Terminal Resistance's.

b

l

c

l.

·. L-'--- -·! ,·l 1X: .
.

(a)

I
. _

_J

(b)

E'ig, 13'24. Use. of'guard
circuit for measurm;ient of high
resistance.
.
.

.
meter slightly..Tl)e resistance RAG='IOO .Mn is put in· parallel with a resistance P=WO k!l and
therefore f~r the arr~~gement shown the measure.d v~Jue· has an error of only o·o I percent and this
error is entirely neghg1ble for measurements of this kmd.
· The arrangement of Fig. 13'24 (b) illustrates the operation of Megohm bridge.
Fig. 13'25 · shows the circuit of a
~---------·---~
completely self-contained ~ego~m bridge · · , "'y'
9
which includes power suppltes, bndge mem- .· . <::>"'
•
bers, amplifiers, and ind.icatiug i~strument. . 7·~
'Zi . ..fq
· It has a range from 0 1 MO to 106 MO. .
.
, ,uar<l
.
'¥,
The accuracy is within 3 for t~e lower
. . ) .
b
A~1ii1er
part of the range to possibly 10% above
G _, '-"' ~~,
10,000 MO.
.
.
.· 1 . ·
~/
Sensitivity for balancing against A · :! . <f /
high resistance is obtained. by use of adJ.·us- · H .
)
/
.~~
table high voltage supphes. ?f 500 '.' · ~r
& .
'-"'<::> • ·
1000 V and the use of a sensitive null 1.nd1· . s.
dating . arrangement such .as .a high ~ain . .
· c
amplifier with a vacuum.tube or a tran. s1stor
voltmeter or a cathode ray oscilloscope.
·
·
The dial on Q is calibrated I -.I 0-100.,-t: , 500 v
1000 M'1, with 1Dain decade 1-10 OCCU· .
.
pying greater part of 1he dial space. Sin~e
·
. .
unknown resistance R=PS/Q, the arm Q is
Fig. 13 25; Meg~\rn, br',b·
'

·.T', .

..

\I',. \. X''{>

0

f\.. .

"° .

xn ·) /t

L·. --- -

·-1l1r---_;______,

i-·~~ ... \~

·1i . ~;~~~~~!{:~,:~.sC::'.·.
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made, tapered, so that the dhl calibration is approximately logarithmic in the main decade, 1-10.
Arm S gives five multipliers, 0·1, 1, 10, 100 and lOCO.
The junction of ratio arms P and Q is brought on the main panel and is designated as 'guard'
terminal,
!
13'26. Measurement of Insulation Resistance with Powtr On. In certain ca ~es, it is necessary ~
to measure the imulation resistance of the distribution system when the circuit is live. Fig. ! 3.'26 I
shows the necessary arrangemet of the two wire d .c. distribution system. Two voltage measurements 1

I

Earth

I a)

!bl

Fig. u•i5.

Measurement of insulation resis/ence when power is on.

are done first with voltmeter connected between positive main and the ground [Fig. 13 '26 !a)] and
the second with voltmeter connected between negative main and ground [Fig. 13'26 (b)]. Let
Ri =insulation resistance between positive main and earth,
R2=insulation resistance between negative main and earth,
Rn=resistance of the voltmeter,
Vi= measured voltage between positive main and earth,
V2=measured voltage between negative main and earth,
and
E=measured voltage between positive main and negative main .
.Jf his the current flowing from positive main to negative main in Fig. 13'26 (a),
We have

E --(-Ri.R_•_+R
2
R1+R.

.

..

)i =(R1R•+R1R2+R2R•
)i
Ri+R•
1

1

d V1=(
\

RiR•
Ri+R•

)Ji.

Vi=

RiR•+ RiR2+ RaRo
R1R•

... (i)

E

RiRu+ RiR2+ RiRv

... (ii)

E

-=

Similarly

an

V2

Therefore from (i) and (ii) we have:

~~ = ;:

or R2=Ri

~~ ·
I
I

Substituting this value of R2 in (I),

E
-=

Vi

Y.
R1-vi(R1+R•)+RiRv
RiR•

l

V2
V2
RiVl+R• Vi_+R•
-

... (13'50)

or
Similarly,

,.. (13'51)

sl
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These measurements must be made with a high resistance voltmeter whose resistance, R,
should .be comparable with the insulation resistances being measured.
This method cannot be used if one of the mains is earthed, and is generally applicable if the
insulation resistances to be measured are more than 1 or 2 MO.
Example 13'16. Drive an expression for insulation re:;istance of single core cable. The .
conductor of a cable has a diameter of 5 mm and the overall diameter of the cable is 25 mm. Jf
the insulation resistance of the C? ble is 16,000 O/km, calculate the specific resistance of insulating
material.
Solution. Let d=diameter of conductor,
D=diameter of insulated cabler
L= length of cable,
and
P=resistivity of insulating material.
Let us consider an annular ring of width dx at a
radius x from the centre as shown in Fig. 13'27. InsuJa..
tion resistance of this annular ring is :

Conductor
Insulation

-IRz= p dx

2nxL
: . Total insulation resistance of cable
D/2

R=f
d/2.

=

P dx

- ---

2nx~

P .1
D
2nL
oge d
,.

0

Fig. 13'27. Iosulated cable.

2'303 p
D
2rcL Jogio d

0 '~ 67

L

p

log10

D

d·

Now ~n this example we have ·
D=25xlG-3 m ;d=Sx10-3 m; L=I km = 1000mandR=16,000

n.

'fi
.
.RL
_ _ 1~000x1000 _ .
_ n
Spec1 c resistance P= 0'367 log10 D/d-0'367 (log10 2'5/0'5)- 62 5 x I0 6 ~,-m,

Example 13'17. A test voltage is applied for several minutes between the conductor of a
400 metre length of cable and earfh. The galvanometer connected in series reads ~SO divisions, th'e
value of universal shunt being 2·5 with a standard resistance of l MQ in c!rcuit, the scale readfng is
350, the value of shunt being 1000. Calculate the insulation resistance of the cable. What would be
the insulation resis~ance of the same cable of length 100 metre ?
· Solution. Since we have a universal shunt with the galvanometer and therefore the current
through the circuit is proportional to the deflection of the galvanometer times universal shun~ multi·
plier. Deflection of galvanometer with unknown resistance 'R' is circuit 250 divisions and the shunt
multiplier is 2·s.
.·. Current through the circuit with unknown resistance connected is :
lnKX 250 X 2'5 =625 K where K is constant.
Deflection of galvanometer with standard resistance 'S' in cir~uit is 350 divisions and the
shunt multiplier-is 1000.
·
:.-Currenfthrougli"the circuit with standard resistance connecte_d is ; ·
· la= Kx 350X1000=350,000' K
N9w I~ ~~!a s_.::: E. · where E --:vol ta~e· of the sour~e,

a

•'

,•
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: . Insulation resistance of 400 metre long cable
,:

350,000 K

I

.

·
R= I&. S= -6i5K-x 1=560 MO,
· Is

The insulation resistance is inversely proportional to length of cable and therefore insulation
resistance of !000 mrJtre long cable

= 560. x - 400
100 =224 Mr.
Example 13·rn. A length. of cable is iested for insul~tion resistance by the loss of charge
method. An electrostatic voltmeter of infinite resistance is connected between the cable 'conductor ·
and earth, forming therewith a joint capacitance of 600 pF. It is observed that after charging the
voltage falls from 250 V to 92 V in l minute. Calculate the il)sulation resistance 9f the cable.
.
Solution. From Eqn. 13'46 insulation resistance of cable ;
___ :_0'4343 t .
0'4343X60 ·
=
_
•
9
R- C (log10 V/v)
600x10-12 (log10 250/92) . 100 x 10 0-100,000 MO.
Exalliplo 1Jf~9.

A cable is tested by loss of charge method using a ballistic galvano·

meter with following resul.ts : Discharged immediately after electrification, deflection 200

divisi~ns. · Discharged after 30 s and after electrification: (i) deflection 126 diyisions, (ii) when in ·
parallel with .a resistance of IO MO, deflection 100 divisions: Calculate the insulation.resistance ·
of the Ciible.
·
Solution. Suppose R is the insulation resistan.ce of the cable and let R' be the resultant
·
resistance of parallel combination of insulation resistance, R. and the 10 MO rasistance.

0·4343x30
= 0'4343X30
and R'= o·4343x30
_ 0'4343x3o.
C log10 200/126.
0·201 C
.
Clog 10 200/IOO - 0'30:1 C
.
R' 0'201
Thus we have : R = O'JOC =0'667. . or R' =0"667 R.
R

Rx lO . 0'667 R R x IO ' R 5 M"
Now R' = R+lO
or
.
R+to . . =-.· . .. .

Example 13·20. The following. voltage readings were taken with a 250 V, iOOO
voltmeter.
Between mains, 218 V ; positive main to earth 1 188 V ; negative main to earth, 10 V.
Calculate the insulation resistance of each main •
. '
Soluiiou. Resistance of voltmeter, .Rv = 250 x IOOO ~ 250,000 0,
From Eqn. 13'50, insulation resistance positive main ·

fl/V·

of

Ri=R.,E-(Vv:V2) =250Xl03 x 21

s-v;s+to)

500xtciB0=0'5 MO.

From Eqn. 13'51, insulation resistance of negative inain,

Tl~=Rv E·...:(v~~Vi)

=250x1()3 x 218

-?s:+l0)
8

=26"6X10 3 n...:o.266 MU.

UNSOLVEUPROBL~MS

n

.
1. 1\ v0ttn,,~to'.· ')(resistance 500 il RDd a ll)j!liammeter Of 1'0 resistance ar~ used io measure a resistance j'~
by arn::ir.<ec vo\l.mc10· methoq. If the voltmeter read~ .20 V.an~ the 111illianimeter 100· mA. e11lcti!ate tit e value of,\'.
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m~asured resistance Ii) if !he voltmeter is out across the res!staµce a!ld the milliarrimetet connected series iu Ui) if
the voltmeter is put across the resistance only,
[Ans. 199 !! ; 333 !!)
2. In a labcratoty a vol:meter of2oo Q resistance ·and an a~meter of0'02 Q resistance are availabk.
Calcula•e the value of resistance that can te measured by the ammeter voltmeter method for which the two·difforent
circuit measurements give equal rrrors.
· ·
[Aas. 2 .(i l
3. In a measurement ofres.istance by the substitution method, a standard resistance of lCO Ul is used ..The
galvanometer bas a resistance of 2000 il, and gives the following deflections : · · ·
.
'(I) With unknown resistance-46 divisions, .
(ii) With standard resistance-40 divisions.
Find the,value of unknown resistance.
[Ans. S6'7 kill
4. The four.arms of a Wheatstone biidge are as follows:·
AB7IOO !! i BC=IO Qi CD=4 Q and DA=50 Q.
The talvanorneter bas a resistance of 20, !:l. and.is connected across BD. A source of lO V d.c. is connected across AC.
Find the current through the galvanometer. What should t e the resistance in the arm DA for 1 o current through the
galvanometer ?
[Ans. 5' 15 mA; 40 UJ
5. The four arms of a Wheatstone bridge are as follows :
AB;,100 il; BC=IOOO .U; CD=~OOO Q and DA=400 Q,
.The galvanometer nas a resistance of 100 il, a sensitivity of iOO mm/µA and is connected across AC. A source of
4 V d.c.· is connected across BD. Calculate the current through the galvanometer and its deflection if the resistance of
arm DA is changed from 400 U to 401 il,
[Ans. l '63 µA ; 16'3 mm]
6. In a Wliea1stone bridge, the ratio arms AB=IO il and HC=IOO !! ; slaodard·resistance across CD=lO Q,
The shunt acrnss ·10 Q ratio arm has to be changed from 22310 to 27670 !!, when the resistor R, wa3 changed fol' R1
in the arm n·A Calculate in magnitude the dilfereace betw<en ttie tesistances of R1 and R,. The bridge is balanced
in both the cases.
[Aus. 86'8 µ.Q]
I

1~

A modifie_d Wheatstone bridge network is constituted as follows :
AB is a resistance Pin parallei witfl resistance p; BC is a resistance Q in parallel with a resistance q; CD
and ,DA are resistances Rand S respectively. Th' nominal values of P, Q ano·S are each 10 Q, With resistance R in
circuit, balance is obtained with p=30,000 Q and q=25,000. With R replaced by a standard resistance of 10 Q,
balanc~ is obtained when p= 15,000 Q a~d q=40,000 (!. Calculate the value of R.
·
[Ans. 9·99952 .QJ

a

1

·8. A Whea•stone bridge is used to measure the 1esistance of resistor. The bridge was balanced with the
values shown in Pig. 13'28. It is . found that, due to presence of chemical impurities emts are set up at points x1 ·
and
values 12 mV and 22 mV with polarities being shol'in in the diagrani .. Calculate·,
. x, of respective
.
'

A

"•

~~
J

B

G

./:

r·

·\"'

·:s:'101, n

1on

c
_zv~Fig. 13'28

(I) the apparent value of X,
(II) _the true of X,
(ill) the % error in 'the apparent value of X.
[Ans. 103 Q ; 115'7 il ; -12'3%)
9. A Kelvin bridge is balanced witb the . following constants: Outer ratio arm 100 Q and 1000 n; Inner
arms, ratio 99'92 ~ and 1000'6 Q ; Resistance of link, O'l 0.; Standard resistance, 0'00377 IJ.
Calculate the value. of unknow resistance.
[Ans. 0'000467 .ll]

"
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10. The ratio arms of a Kelvin bridge are 100 Q each. The galvanometer bas an internal resistance of 500 n
and a current sensitivity of 200 mm/µA. The unknown resistaoce is 0' 1002 and the standard resistance is set at
0'1000 n. A d.c. current of JO A is passed through the standard and the unknown resistance from a 2·2 y battery
in series with a rheostat.
Calculate the detlection of the galvanometer. Neglect the resistance of the link. Find also the resistance
unbalance to produce a deflection of 1 mm.
[Ans. 3320 min ; 0'6 µnJ
11. Calculate insulation resistance of a cable in which the voltage falls from 100 to 80 Vin 20 s. The
capacitance is 300 pF.
(Ans. 298000 Mn)
17. A cable immersed in a testing tank is charged to a voltage of 200 V, an electrostatic voltmeter being
connected between core and tank. After one minute's electrification, the cable and voltmeter are isolated and is found
tbat in 20 s the voltage falls to 150 V. The test is repeated with a resistance of 20 Mn between core and tunk and the
voltage is found to fall to 100 V in the sam: time. Calculate the insulation resistance of the cable, that of the toltmeter
being given as 50 Mil.
(Ans. 64 M!l]
13. The following observations were made f•or a loss of charge method for the determination of a high
resistance R. The charged capacitor of capacitance 12 5 µF was. connected across an electrostatic voltmeter and
R in parallel, and the voltage measured after intervals of time.

time, s

I

0

100

200

_/_

300

40

'.00

600

\

83

65

57

340

-~~~~~~--~~,-~-----,-----~-

vo1tare, V

I

150

121

97

A further set of readings was taken with resistor R removed from circuit, as follows :
time, s
o
r----.-voltage, V

150

I

200

400

r

143

113

I
I

600

I

121

The readings of voltmeter were subject to large random errors. Calculate an accurate Value of resistalice R.
[Ans. 52'5 M!l]
14. A high resistance of 200 M!l bas a leakage resistance of 400 Mn between each of its main terminals
and ilie ~uard ter~inal. Find the percentage error in measurement if the above resistance is measured by an ordinary
WhcaUone bridge without providing guard circuit.
[Ans. 20% low]
15. Two mains are working at potential difference of 220 V. A 250 V voltmeter having 10,000 !l/V when
connected between positive main and earth r" Js 149 V and the reading is 42 V when connected between negative
main and earth. Calculate the insulation resistance of each main viitb respect to earth.
[Ans. 1·73 and 0 486 Mll]

14
Potentiometers
D.C. POTENTIOMETERS

l

1

ll
l

14'1. Introduction. A potentiometer is an instrument designed to measure an unknown
voltage by comparing it with a known voltage. The known voltage may be supplied by a standard
cell or any other known voltage-reference source (See Art. 4'29 page 95). Measurements using
Cjmparison methods are capable of a high degree of accuracy because the result obtained does not
depend upon on the actual deflection of a pointer, as is the case in de!Iectional methods, but only
upon the accuracy with which the voltage of the reference source is known.
Another advantage of the potentiometers is that since a potentiometer makes use of a balance
or null condition, no· current flows and hence no power is consumed in the circuit containing
the unknown emf when the instrument is balanced. Thus the determination of voltage by a
potentiometer is quite independent of the source resistance.
Since in potentiometer measures voltage, it can also be used to determine current simply
by measuring the voltage drop produced by the unknown curr~nt passing through a known standard
resistance.
The potentiometer is extensively used for a calibration of voltmeters and ammeters and has
in fact become the standard for the calibration of these instruments. For the above mentioned
advantages the potentiometer has become very important in the field of electrical measurements and
calibration.
14'2. Basic Potentiometer Circuit.
The principle of operation of all potentiometers is based on the circuit of Fig. 14' J,
which shows the schematic diagram of
the basic slide wire potentiometer.

With switch 'S' in the "operate"
position and the galvanometer key K open,
the battery supplies the "working current"
through the rheostat Rand the slide wire.
The working current through the slide wire
may be varied by changing the rheostat
setting. The method of measuring the
unknown voltage, E, depends upon finding
a position for the sliding contact such the
galvanometer shows zero deflection, i.e.,
indicates null condition, when the galvanometer key, K, is closed. Zero galvanometer
deflection or a null means that the
unknown voltage, E, is equal to the voltage
drop Ei across portion ac of the slide wire.
Thus determination of the value of un. known voltage now becomes a matter of
evaluating the voltage drop E1 along the
portion ac of the slide wire.

0
Q.

i----E
9-----i

Unknown
EMF
5

Calibrate
Standard

cell

Fig. 14'1. CiKuit diagram of a basic
slide wire poientiometer,

4SS

.

-
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The slide wire has a uniform cross-section and hence uniform resistance along its entire
length. A calibrated scale in cm and fractions of cm, is placed along the slide wire so that the sliding
contact can be placed accurately a~ any desired position along the slide wire. Since the resistance
of slide wire is known accurately, the voltage drop along the slide wire can be controlled by adjusting
the value of working curn:nt. The process of adjus.ting ·the working current so· as to match the·
voltage drop acrnss a portion of sliding wire against a standard reference source is known as

"St@dardisa t ion".

.

·

·

.

Stmiil>m1isiliimi. The procedure for standardisation of the .potentiometer is illustrated by
thr; following example :
·
The slide wire of Fig. 14 I has a total length of 200 cm· and a - resistance of 200 n. The
emf of the iitandard cell is 10186 V. Switch 'S' is thrown to "calibrate" position and tbe s)iding
contact is placed at 101 '86 cm mark on the slide wire scale. The rheostat R is now adjusted so
as to vary the working current. · This adjustment is carried on till the galvanometer shows no
deflection when kr.y 'K' is pressed. Under these conditipns, the voltage drop along ·the 101 '86 cm
portion· of slide \'ire is ~qua! to standard
·
cell voltage of 101'86 V. Smee the 101'86 cm
Working
battery
pm lion of the slide v:irc has a r~sistance of
!01'86 fl, the workmg curr~nt Jn fact has
~1IL±_------1~~
Rh
•
been adjusted to a value :
1'0186
. x 1000=10 mA.
O;ol switc.h
.
101 86
· 'lOmA
15 Step~ of 10 ll
. .
Working
The voltage at any point along the slide wire
,-- - '.,Total resistan.ce 150 n
current
is proportional to the length of slide wire. This
''
'\o~ange Vi V
voltage is obtained by converting the calibrated length into the corr~sponding voltage,
1·3
10·2
simply by placing the decimal point in the
l'
proper position e.g. 153 '6 cm. = 1·536 V.
0·1
1f the ·potentiometer has been calibrated
once, its working current is never changed.
Clrcul.ar 5ude Wiie
14'3. tabomtory ty1ie (Crompton's)
R• s'1stanco -10£1
Range-O·t V
Potcnliometer. The slide-wire type of potentiometer described in Art. l 4'2 is not a
pracikal form of construction. The long
Protective
slide wire is awkward, and even for the
resistance
Standard cd
length shown i:annot be read .to a very great
.Calibrate 1---<'-p----Hf-l---.
degree of precision. Modern laborat.ory
,
type potentiometers ~se calib~ated dia.l
Operate
~resistors and a small ctrcnlar ·w1re of one
s :A---'l---'
or more turns,· thereby redudng the size of
'
the instrument. The circuit of a simple
I
laboratory type· potentiometel" is shown in
.
Fig. 14"2. There is one dial switch with
Onkno I<'"
fifteen steps, ea.ch· h;ivlug a precision resistor.
eJn
There is also a single t9rn circular slide wire.
,,
.
For the case shown, the resistance of slide .
Fig. -14·2. Laboratory type porentlmeter.
wire is 10 !:>. and the dial resistors have a value of IO O each. '.fhµs the dial has a total resistancu
of 150 !l rmd in addition the slide wire has a resistance of .I 0 IJ. The \Vorking current of the
poterit{omet~r is iq mA and the~e[o.re each st:p of dial switc~ correspond~ to ~-1 V. J;'he sliae
wire is provtdcd with 200 scale d1v1S1ons and srnce the total resistance of shde wire corresponds to
a voltage drop of 0 J V, each division of slide wire corresponds to O'l/200=0'0005 V. It !s quite
comfortablo to interpolate readings upto I /5 of a scale division and therdore with this potentiometer
it i~ posaibk to r.silirmte the readings npto 0·0001 V.
·

,

__

!_

This potcntiomc!cr is provided with a double throw switch which allows the

c.on~ection
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of either the standard cell or the unknown emf to be applied ·to tne ~or king circuit. ·A key ;md a
protective resistance (usually about 10 kfl) is used in the galvanomettr circuit.· In order to opernte
the galvanometer at.its maximum sensitivity provision is made to short the protective resistance when
near the balance conditions.
The following steps are used when making measurements with the above potentiometer :
1. The combination of dial resistors and the slide wire is set to the standard cell voltage.
Supposing the value of emf of standard cell is l '0186 V, the dial resistor is put at 1'0 Y and the
slide wire is put at 0'0186 setting.
·

.

.

l

I
.l

I

l

2. The switch Sis thrown to the calibrate position and the galvanometer key is tapped
\Vhile the rheostat is adjusted for zero deflection on the galvanometer. The protective resistance is
kept in the circuit in the initial stages so as protect the galvanometer from being gettio g damaged. ·
3. As the balance or nn!l point is (tpproached, the protecdve resistance is shorted so as
to increase the sensitivity of the g~lvanometer. Final adjustments are made for zero deflection with
the help of the rheostat.
This completes the standardisation process for m~ poiennometer.
4. After completion of standardisation, the switch 'S' is thrown to operate position thereby
connecting the unknown emf into the potentiometer circt1it. With the protective resistance in the
circuit, the potentiometer is balanced by means of the main dial and the slide wire.
5. As the balance is approached, the protectivo resistance is shorted, and final adjustments
· are made to ·obtain true balance.
6. The value of unknown emf is read off directly from the settings the of dial and the slide
wire.
7.. The standardisation of the potentiometer is checked again by returning the switch S
to the calibrate position. The dial settings are kept exactly the same as in the original standardisation
process. If the new reading does not agree with the old one, a second measurement of unknown
emf must be made. The standardisation should be agaia checked after the completion of
measurement. This potentiometer is a form of Crompton's Potentiometer.
14'4. Multiple-Range Potentiometer. The single-range potentiometer shown in Fig. 14'2
is frequently constructed to cover a range of l '6 V-though, of course, it can be designed for any ·
desired voltage within reasonable and practical limits: For example a Crompton's potentiometcl'
is designed. to measure voltages upto l '9 V by simply adding ,three more resistance steps to the
maill dial.
·
.

The circuit of a single potentiometer may be modified in a simple way to add a second
range, which is usually by a second factor, such as O' l or 0·01, in order that the direct reading
features of the original circuit may still be utilized.
Fig. 14'3 shows the. schematic diagtam of a duo-range (two range) potentiometer. The
two ranges are obtained by using two resistors 'R1 and R2 and a range selecting switch S. The
operation of duo-range potentiometer of Fig. 14·3 ·may be more easily understood and ana!ay1.ed ~y
redrawing in its simplified form by omitting the galvanometer and calibration (standardizing) circmt.
The simplified diagram is shown in Fig. 14'4,
In Fig. 14'4 the tot~! resistance of measuring of circuit, Rm, consists of resistance of main dial
in seiies with that of slide wire. The main dial has. fifteen steps of IO 0 each and therefore it has a ·
iota! resistance of 150 !2. The resistance of slide wire is 10 n. The measuring circnit current/,,,
must be equal to 10 mA in orde.r to produce a voltage drop of 1'6 V .across the measuring circuit
resistance Rm i.e. resistance of the main dial and the slide'lvire-in series. The diagrams 14'3 and 14'4,
with the range switch S in x I position, represent an identical arrangement as shown in Fig. 14'2.
When the range sJ..itch S is thrown to position x o· 1, the measuring current J,,, must be reduced to
1/10 of its originalfvalue i.e. I mA in order to produce a voltage drop ofO'l6 Vacross thv measuring
circuit resistance

4m.

·

·

·'
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Fig. 14'3, Duo-range l)pe potentiomeler.

.

range potentiometer.

The design of circuit of a duo-range potentiometer should be such that it is possible to change
the measuring ranges without re-adjusting the rheostat or changing the value of working voltage of
the battery. This is essential so that once the instrument has been calibrated on X 1 range, calibration
of the XO'! range iS not necessary. The above requirement means that the voltage Eac in Fig. 14·4
remains the same for both positions of range switch S. This condition is satisfied only when the
total battery current has the same value for each measuring range.
In order to analyse the operation of duo-range potentiometer of Fig. 14·4, we draw simple
circuit diagrams for the two ranges. Fig. 14·5 shows the circuit.for x I range while Fig. 14'6 shows
the circuit for XO'l range.
On range x 1 (Fig. 14'5J, the range resistors Ri and R2 are in parallel with total measuring
resistance Rm. On the XO' l range (Fig. I4'6), the range resistor R1 is in parallel with the series
combination of R2 and Rm.
..·

r·

'1

It
11
R1

:

;- Eac

I12

Irr.
•
: Rm

R ••

2~:

Fig. 14'5, Circuit for x1 range.
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Fig.14'6. Circuit for xO'l range.
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Jn order that the total current It drawn from the battery is the same, we must have
Rm(R1 +R2) Ri(Rm+ R2)
Ri. R2+ Rm Ri + R2t Rm
or
R2Rm=R1R2 ·or Ri=Rm.

I

e

+

t1

..

j
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This means that range resistance R1 must equal the resistance of the measuring circuit in
order that the total current drawn from the battery is the same for both the ranges.
Now current through the measuring circuit on X0·1 range should be I /JO of the current in
the measuring circuit on x 1 range.
This means that Im' =O'l Im.
Now
and

Eac
Im=Rm
1
Eac
/rn ==---

Rm+R2

... (i)
Bae
or O'l Im=--Rm+R2

... (ii)

From (i) and (ii), we have: O'l(Rm+ R2)= Rm
R2=9 Rm=9 Ri.
For the circuit of Fig. 14'4, where measuring circuit resistance Rm=l60 n, we have:
R1=Rm=l60 n,
and R2=9 Rm=l440 n.
With this arrangement the total current drawn from the battery is l 1 mA for each of the two
ranges.
·

lj

lI.
l
,

The above mentioned potentiometer measures voltages upto 1'6 V on x 1 range and upto
0' 16 V on the x 0·1 range. On the lower range the dial readings are simply multiplied by the range
factor- of O'l to get the ¥Oltage being measured. If the slide wire has 100 scale divisions and each
division can be interpolated to one fifth of a division, the resolution of the potentiomete~ is :

~ x 1 ~ 0 x 0'01 V=20 µV, on the

x 0' 1 range.

The duo-range potentiometer has two distinct advantages in having the low range for small
voltages :
(i) precision of reading is increased by one decimal place,
and (ii) a greater part of reading is made on the dial resistors which have inherently a greater
accuracy than the slide wire.
The duo·range potentiometer' given in Fig. 14'3 is constructed for a voltage ratio of IO: l.
A similar arrangement may be used for any other ratio by proper selection of range resistors Ri and
R2. Precision laboratory type of potentiometers often have three voltage ranges usually of 1'0, 0'1
and 0'01.

14·5, Constructional Details of i>oteotiometers. All the resistors in a potentiometer, with the
exception of slide wires are made of manganin. This is because manganin has a high stability, a low
temperature co-efficient and has freedom from thermo-electric effects against copper.
The slide wire is usually made of platinum·silver alloy and the sliding contacts are of a
copper-gold-silver alloy. This combination of materials for slide wire and sliding contacts results in
a good contact, freedom from thermo-electric emfs and minimum wear of slide wire.
The current controlling rheostat is usually a combination of a stud dial and a multiturn slide
wire.
It is very important that mternal thermo-electric emfs in a potentiometer are minimum. The
use of manganin resistors helps in this direction. It is desirable that all the parts work at the same
temperature. Therefore, all the parts are covered in a single case. This has the added advantage of
protecting the contacts from fumes and dust which may cause corrosion and appearance of volatic
emf's at the joints. Potentiometers designed specially for thermocouple measurements have copper
terminals.
·· · ··

"
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· ·In order to i:>.revene1eakage, all the ·parts must be enclosed, so as · to protect them· from ·
·
· moisture . Th~ working · pa~s are normally mounted on ebonite or keramot panels.
.
.
1,f 6: Precision· type Potentiometers.· The . potentiometers described so far are sitp.ple instruft
rnents capable of a precisiori of 100 µV for readings upto l '6 V. Tbs difficulties to get accurate result.s
mainly arise because .of lack of uniformity of slide wire and the difficulties i.a maintaining the c·outacts
in good shape. .I~owever, for soµie applications higher precision and accuracy are ~eeded, requiring
cba uge~ iu design features. Some of the features are explained below.: .
·
.

I

.

1'3'7. Vernier Potentiometer, The limitations imposed, on performance of ordinary potentio- .
meters by slide wire are eliminated in.a vernier potentiometer. This instrument has two ranges : the
normal range of l '6 V down to 10 µVanda lower range of 0'16 V down .to l µV.
·This potentiomecer··uses the Kelvin Varley arrangement shown i(1 ·Fig. 14 '7. Howeyer, in
tbery are three measuring dials.. J'he first dial measures .upto 1·5 V (on the .
XI range) in steps o· 1 V ; the middle dial ha.s 102 1tuds and \reads upto o· 1 Vin step~ of 0·001 V; the
third dial also has 102 studs and reads from -O'OOLll V to 0'001 Vin steps.of 0 '00001V(i.e.,1(} µV) . .
There is no slide wire. The resistances of the middle dial shunt tw-0 of the coils ·of first dial. The
moving arm of middle dial ca1·ries two arms spac.ed two studs apart. In actual practice the resistance·
of second dial is greater .than that between two studs in·th~ main (first) dial, so that the voltage drop
·across the second dial is greater than o·1 Y. If this is not · co~e the voltage dr~p !n.· switch contact
·resistances and leads would render the converge of middle dial to less than 0\1 V. The third ·deal is
obtained from a shunt circuit which permits· a true zero and a small negative ~setti.ng to be obtain~d.
thispot~mtiometer

.

.

~

The vernier potentiometer reads to increment of 0"'00001 V (10. ·1;.V) ·.on range XI and has
readability of I µVon · xo·1 range. If a third range of xo·o1 is prGvidcd, the readability. becomes.
o·1 1.tV. This does not .mean, unfortunately, that small voltages can be read with assurance to 0·1 p,V..
Measurements are subject to· stray thermal and .cont~ct emfs in the potenfiometer, galvanometer and
the measuring circuits. These emfs. may be of the brder of one to several microvolt and are diffic,ult
to locate and control. These emfs can be minimized only by special' construction i.e., ·proper selec-:
tion of metals for resistors, terminals and connecting leads and also by the use of thermal shields. ·

·
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14'8. Standard Cell Dial. All modern potentiometers incorporate a separate standard cell
di'al circuit (cali~rating circuit).
This provide$ a ~eans of standard cell balance resistance to suit the. emf value of the parfr~
cular standard cell used. Also a separate standard cell dial permits the operator to check fhe
standard cell balance at any time during the course of measurement without disturbing the·
potentiometer setting. Fig. 14'8 . shows a separate standard cell dial incorporated in a single range
potentiometer.
- ·
.This potentiometer is provided with an independent standardizing circuit AD which can be set
on any range of standard cell emf from 1'016 V to 1'020 V. A drop of 1'016 Vis provided by
resistance Rs and the remaining drop of 0'004 Vis provided by the sJide wire AC. Thus a consider~
a~le change in ,:·standard cell emf owing to temperature changes can be a!Jowed for the operation of
. circuit, Fig. 14'8. The ·slide wire of calibrating circuit is set to read the emf of the standard cell
which is ~onnected -to the· potentiometer. The selector swit<~h S is put at the calibrate position aitd
the r~eostatis adjusted, so that there is no current flowing through the galvanometer. This fixes the
working 'cu~1rent to its '.proper value. The switch S is ·then thrown t~ · the operate position and
unknown-emf i& read· by adjusting the measuring circuit dial and slide wire.
I

.

.

.

\ · Thd ~tapdardizing :~ircuit may· he checked for constancy of working current, any time during .
the measurements by simply throwing the ~witch S back to calibrate position. This process does not
disturb the measuring circuit while convenience and speed Qf measurements is increased.
14·9, Troe Zero. In the student type -potentiometers described in Art. 14'2 it is impossible
to obtain true zero because the two contacts cannot coincide absolutely._ This drawback is eliminated
in the ·simplified circuit of Fig. 14'9. The slide wire BC is provided with a $hunt resistor which is
tapped at. D. This tapping is made O on the main dial. When . the contact is in a position such

that ~ = :! there is no potential difference between zero stud and 0 hence the slide wire has a true -

rs

r4

zero. The slider can travel a little lower than zero position giving a small negative reading. The
movement of slider above zero gives positive reading. The range of slide wire is usually from
- o·oos v to +0·105 v.

14'10. Brooks Deflectional Potentiometer. This potentiometer is used for applications where
the voltage to be measured is continuously changing. With conventional type of potentiometers it
becomes impossible to obtain exact balance even when the changes are slow since it is difficult to
follow the changes by manipulation of the dials.
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Fig. 14' IO shows a deffectional potentiometer. ·1n this potentiometer only one or two main
dials, consisting of decade resistance boxes, are used. A ceu tre zero type galvanometer is included in
the circuit to indicate deflection. The galvanometer circuit includes a set of compensating resistors
R1, Rz. .fhe values of the compensa~ing resistors is such that tbe resistance of the potentiometer ·
circuit, as .v!ewed ~rom ~e~·minals where t~.e_unknown .emf is applied, remains constant irrespective
of the position of rhe ,shdmg contacts. 1 ms means that current through the galvanometer will always
be proportional to the out of balance current whatever may be the setting of' the main dials. Thus
the galvanometer scale can be calibrated to read the out of balance emf directly. The value of the ·
unknown emf is obtained by adding the galvanometer .reading to the main dial setting. . The main I
. dial setting is kept 1warly equal to the emf being measured.
·
·

The potentiometer is used to mqnitor the value of temperature where a thermocouple· is em·
ployed. The outpu~ of the them10couple is fed to the unknown emf terminals..
..
.
Reasonably rapid changes in galvanometer indication can be folio wed with ease which are
impossible to take wM1 conventional potentiometers.
Eirnmpfo 14'Jl. A simple slide ·.1ire is used for measurement of current in a circuit. The
voltage drop acros3 a standard resistor ofO'l n is balanced at 75 cm. Find the magnitude of the
. current if th1~ standard cell emf of 1'45 V is balanced at 50 cm.

§olldiol!l : Voltage drop per unit length=
Voltag•~

.

=0'029 X75=2'175 V.

drop across 75 cm length

Current through resistor I=

;~~=0'029 V/cm.

1

2'175
. =21'75 A.
01

Eimrople .~4'2. A basic slide '?ire l'otenti~mete~ h~s a working

~attery vo!tage

of 3·o V with

i

negligible internal. resistance. . The !esrntance of shd~ wire 1s 400 n and 1~s .l~ngth 1s 2~~ · cm. .A 200 ~··
cm scale is placed· al.o?~ the shde ~me. The ~hde wire ~as l n:m s~ale d1v1s1ons and tt 1s ~osstb!e. to .•
read upto 1/5 of a dtvrnton. The instrument is standardized with 1 018 V standard cell with sltdmg
.coutact at the 101'8 cm mark on scale. Calculate (a) working current, (b) the resistance of series rheo· .
state, (c) the measurement range and (d) the resolution of instrument.
.·
Sol11tim1: .(a) Since the instrument is standardized with an emf of 1'018 V with sliding contact ·
at 101'8 criii it is o.~vfous that a length 101'8 cm represents a voltage of 1'018 V. .
·

I

Resistance bf 101'8 cm length of
• • Wotkhig bnrrent

Im=

wire= 1 ~~~
1'018

.

X400=203'6 n
.

. =O 005 A=5 ~A.
203 6

(b} Total resistance of the battery circuit= resistance of rheostat+resistance of slide wire

.· .. Resistance of rheostat RA=t-0tal resistance-resistance of slide wire.
400=600-400...:.200

n.

(c) The measurement range is the total voltage across the slide wire.
Range of voltage
=(5x10-s)x400=2'0 V
(d) A length of 200 cm represents 2'0 volt and therefore 1 mm represents a voltage of

:2'Q__ >< _!_ V= l'O mV
200 10
' .
Sioce it is pos~ible to read 1/S of l mil). Reoolqtion of instrument is l/5x1 =0'2 mV.
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Example 14'3. A single range student type potentiometer has a 18 step dial switch where
each step represents O'l V. The d~al resistors are 10 n ea~h. 1:'he slide wire. ~f. the pot~ntiometer is
circular and has 11 turns and a resistance of 11 n. The shde wtre has 100 d1v1swns and mterpolation
can be done to one fourth of a division. The working battery has a voltage of 6 0 V and negligible
internal resistance. Calculate (a) the measuring range of potentiometer, (b) the resolution, (c) working
current, and (d) setting of rheostat.
. Solution : (a) Total resistance of measuring circuit
.
· Rm=resistarice of dial+ resistance ofslide wire=18xto+11 =191 Q
Since each step of 10 n represents a voltage drop of 0·1 V, range of instrument
0·1 ..
=191Xl0=19l V.
(b) The slide wire has a resistance of 11 0 and therefore voltage drop

j

across slide wire

I

l

·=llXQ'.!_=0'11
10 . . V.

J

The slide wire has 11 turns .and therefore voltage drop across each turn

=

o·ot
100 =0'0001

i

j

I
j

// =0'01 V.

Each turn is divided into 100 divisions and therefore ea~h division represents a voltage_ drop of

I
I
i

0

is 191

v.

.

Since each turn can be interpolated to ! of a division,
. . Resolution of instrument=! x 0'0001 V=0'000025 V=25 µV.
(c) The. voltage drop across working circuit uf potentiometer is l '91 V and the resistance

n.

.

1'91

.

Working current lm=w =0'001 A=lO mA.
(d) Total resistance across battery circuit=

6'0
x _3
10 10

.

600 n.

The resistance of potentiometer working circuit· is 191 .Q.
:. · Resistance of series rheostat Rh=600-19l ;,409 n.
·
Example 14'4. A duo-range potentiometer is designed for two ranges : X 1 and X o· 1. The
circuit of Fig. 14 ·3 is used. The main dial consists of 15 steps of 20 n each, and the slide wire has a
rQsistance of 30 n. The standard cell voltage is l '019 V. The potentiometer is designed to have a
measuring range of 1"65 V d.c. on the X 1 range. Calculate (a) the value of measuring current on
each range, (b) the resistance of range resistors Ri and R2, (c) the current supplied by battery for each
range, and (d) the resistance of rheostat if the battery has a voltage of 6'0 V.
Solution : (a) An examination of the data shows that if we assume each step of dial resistor
to represent 0·1 V, the voltage drop across the main dial is 0·1x15=1'5 V. Now each step has a
resistance of 20 n and therefore voltage drop across .the 30 n slide wire=

i~ x 0·1-0·15 V..

· Thefefore total voltage drop across the measuring circuit= 1·s+o·1s=1 "65 V.
, Th11s eo desi~n 11- l '65 V pJtentiometer, each step of main dial should represent O'l;'Y.•
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Total resistance of measuring circuit Rm=ISX20+30=330 0.
. . Measuring circuit current on X 1 rang~, Im=

~~8-=o·oos A:;_S_mA.

(b) Tlw simplified circuits of XI and X O'I range potentiometers are given in Figs. 14'5 and

14'6.

Th~:

analysis is also given along side which can be referred to. .
·.
R1 =R,.=330 !l
and R2=9R1\ ll X330"."2970 !l.
Range : Xl
Referring to Fig. 14·5,
[, R
(5 x 10-3) x 330
Current
h= m m
=O'S x 10-a A-:-0'5 ll)A.
Ri+R2
330+2970
Total battery current lt=J,.+J1=S+o·5.,,5·5 mA..
Range : XO'!
Referring to Fig. 14'6, working current Im' =0'1 lm=O'lX 5=0'5 mA.
urrent
= lm'(Rm+ R2) o·s x 10-3(330+2970) =
_~~A.. · . A
12 · R
C
5x
330
=5m • ·
1
.
.
Total battery current
lt=lm'+I2=0'S+S=S'S mA.
(d) Voltage drop across working circuit"' l '65 V
Voltage of battery
=6'00 V
Voltage drop across rheostat ~ 6'00·-1 '65=4'35 V ·
Battery current
= 5·5 x 10-a A
.
.
4·35
.
Resistance of rheostat Rh= S'S xTif'a- =791 0,

'l

10

14·11. Volt-Ratio Box. General purpose potentiometers cover a maximum voltage range of
a.pproximately 0-1'6 Vin case of American Instruments and 0-1'8 Vin cas(l of British Instruments.
Xf higlter voltage ranges have to be measured a precision potential divider, called a volt-ratio box, is
used. The volt-ratio box provides multiple ranges as shown in Fig. 14' l 1.
The voltage to be measured is connected to
the v.ppropriate binding post. Sometimes the volt· ~ioo
ratio box is provided with selector switch for voltage '°ov~---.t~--------
nmges. Supposing the voltage to be measured is ·
c,ounected between common terminal and 300 V
switch. If the tending of the potentiometer is 0'826.
30000 n

.

.

300

.tlien the value of unknown voltage is 0'826 x .
15

. ·:~·i65'2 v.

It was stated earlier that the potentiometer
consumes 110 power from the source under balance
.. co11l:litions. However, when a volt·ratio box is used,
·'tbis statement is ~9 longer true. An examination of
.~ig. 14·11 indicate~ that a current must flow through
·~esistance R, in order to produce a voltage drop so
that a voltage measurement be made by the potentio-.
mr.ter in order that the unknown voltage be determin. ~d. Therefore, the resistance of the volt-ratio box
rl'lprn~cnts a load on the unknown voltage sourcie and
tbl!.s c_()nsumes power. The value of volt·mtio bol

~100
150V~-~-.----~..-.c:·

.

•50

15 vo---'-.l---1--~----<::
I

i
(

••

8

'

Fl3, 14'U•. Voll-Ratio box, ·

"

c
(1
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in

resistance should be as high as possible order that the power consumption is low. However, low
values of resistance are preferred since they have a greater degree of stability. Als,o low values of resis' tance give greater galvanometer sensitivity and also mjnimize the effects of high resistance leakage
paths around the terminals.··
··

,
f
J

o3(lO

150
075

I
I

>f
1.

j

is

.

•15
\

Fig. 14'12, Calibration of voltmeter wirh)otentiometer.

with a major division of the .voltmeter. The voltage across t be voltmeter is stepped down to a value
suitable for application to a potentiometer wjth the help of a volt-ratio box. For accuracy of measure ..
· ments,.it is necessary to measure voltages near the maximum range of the potentiometer, as far as
possibl~.
· · · .·
·
·
I . · .· · · Tb11s if a potentiometer has a maximum range of J'6 V, to aphieve high accuracy we wm have
to use to low voltage ranges for voltages less than l '6 V and use appropriate tappings ou volt"rnfio
box for Voltages higher than I '6 V.
·
-. ~ .
• The p0tentiometer measures the true value of voltage. .If the potentiometer reading does not
agree with the voltmeter reading, a negative
Coors<'
· or positive error is indicated. A calibration
adi~c1~1cnt
curye may be·drawn with the help of the
r-'VNv'Nv"
(A'\
:..~·
readingsiof voltinetcr 11nd potentiometer.
Stobliz~d
~
2. . Calilntlo• or A111111eter.
d:c.
" '
I
E
Fig. 14'13 shows the circuit for calibrating sourc_e
--w.,l---- '·!NNv·i\
''
.~
an .ammeter. A standard· rcsist!UICC of
iiivi
:(.._,.,. c
.
adjustrnrint :~
1.<£.?.
8-Uitablc value and sufficient current carrying
,,,~ o
1
'
·capacity is placed in series with . the
--- ____ ,!'.'.J
·ammeter under °'libration. The voltage
Stan~orrJ
r~~5t:,'lnnro: ~S
acrosa the standard resistor is measured
f'lg. 14'!3, CalibratioQ of au amme(¢f with potemiomvtcr.
with the ~elp of potentiometer and the
current thro11gb the standard resistance
'\ (and h~n~ th!I apl.lllc~r) can be ~pute9.

I

l.

•

Tilus the choice of volt-ratio box resistance involves a compromise between low and high •
values .. Volt~rafio boxes are usually constructed with resistai1ces of 100 fl/V or 200 D./V or the noml~ ·
nal voltage range, allowing a maximum current of 10 mA or S mA respectively from the mrnsm~
source. Fig. \4'11 shows a volt-ratio box with a resistance of 100 fl/V and a maximum current of
10 mA. ·
. ..
. ..
·. 14'1'2. Application of D.C. Potentiometers. In addition to measurell)ent of voltage, the potentio"
meter is the usual basis for calibration of all voltmeters, ammeters and wattmeters. The potentiometer '
may also be used for measurement of current, power and resistance. Since the potentiometer is a d.c.
device, the instruments to be calibrated must be d.c. or electrodynamometer types.
1. Calibration of Voltmeter, Fig. 14'12 shows the circuit for calibration of it voltrncicr. 'flle
foremost r~quirement in this. calibration process i~ that a suitable sta~le d c. vo~tage ~npply is
available .smce any changes m the supply voltage will cause a correspond111g change m the voltmeter
calibration.
·
·
· Fig. 14'12 shows a potential divider network, comisting of two rheostats; one for rnarse and
the other for fine control of calibrating voltage. These controls are connected to the supply source and
with the help of these controls it is possible to adjust the voltage so that the pointer coincides exactly
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Vs
Current I= Swhere v. =voltage across the standard resistor as indicated by the potentiometer,
and
S= resistance of standard. resistor.
·
Since the resistance of the standard resistor is accurately known and the voltage across the
standard resistor is measured by a potentiometer, this method of calibrating an ammeter is very
accurate. A calibration curve indicating the errors at various scale readings of the ammeter may be
plotted._
· .
.
3. Me11soremeet of Resistance. The circuit pf measurement of resistance with a potentiometer
is shown in Fig. 14"14. The unknown resistance, R, is connected in series with a standard resistor S.

~heoslat, ~~
Stabllzed

de

.¥

_![, ___} ~
~-,

"?

supply

16J;
?

I

... l'-c

rJ.---11- 0 .___~.,

s

__r'' .

.__ 2

0Q

Fig. 14.14, Measurement of resislance with potenliometer.

Thc'current '.!;rough the circuit is controlled with the help of a rheostat. A two pole double throw
switch is used. This switch, when put in po1ition I, 1' connects the unknown resistance to the potentiometer. Suppose the reading of the potentiometer is Va.
·
:.

Va=IR

... (i)

Now me switch is thrown fto p:.sition 2, 2', this connects the standard resistor to the
potentiometer. Suppose the reading of potentiometer is Vs . ·
'
Vs=IS
...(ii)
From (i) and (ii)
R= Vn . S
·

Vs

Since the value of standard resistance S is accuratelv known value of R can also be
accurately known.
·
The accuracy of this method depends upon the assumption that there. is no change in the value.
of current when the two different measurements are taken. Therefore a stable d .c. supply is absolutely
necessary. The difficulty of ensuring this condition is the chief disadvantage of this method.·
The resistance of the standard resistor, S, which must be accurately known, should be of the
same order as the resistance, R, 11nder measurement. The ammeter inserted in the circuit is merely
for indicating whether the current flowing through thll circuit is within the capacity of the resistors or
not otherwise the exact value of current flowing need not be known. It is desirable that the current
flowing through the circuit be so adjusted
that the value of voltage drop across each
resistor is Of the order of l volt.
Volt-ratio bo~
The· potentiometer method of
measurement of resistance is suitable for
moasurement of low resistances.
SDe* ·
"00
4. Measurement of Power. The
circuit for measurement of power with a
potentiometer is shown in Fig. 14'15. Two
measurements are made, one across the
Fig. H'J5. Measurement of power with poeeremtnrto,
standard resistance, s, connected in series
with the load and t4~ otlier a~roi1 the outpqt terminals of the volt-ratio b9~.
.,J

f

,,
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The current in the circuit can be coinpute4 from the voltage drop across the standard resistance
and ,the vclt;ige a.c~oss the load can. be computed from the potentiometel' reading across the output '
termmals of volt-ratio box,
.
.
.
·
·
Let
· v., · ·reading of potentiometer whea connected across s,.
V1t=reading of potentiometer when connected acros~·volt ratio box.
. .

!=-§ · ·

Voltage acfoss the load

V=KV&, where K muitiplying factor of volt·rati~ box.

Power consumed

\

!
;1 ·

\

I
!

Vi

. . Current through the load

=Yl=KV" f's·

.

s

5. Calihratio11 of Wattm~ter. For th
"
e caJ'b
1 ration of a. wattmeter, a circuit similar to
Fig. 14'15 may be used. Such an arrangement, however, results in a considerable
consumption of power especially when
. the ·wattmeter has a large rating. In order
to save expenditure of power, the arrangement of Fig. 14' 16 is used, The current
coil of wattmeter is supplied from a low ·
voltage supply and a series rheostat is inserted to adjust the value of current.
The potential circuit is supplied
. from the .supply: A volt-ratio box is used
to step down tht: voliage for the potentiometer to read. As explained earlie1• on page
394, this type ·or arrangement is known as
"Phantom Loading". The voltage, V, 'and
the current, I, are measured in turn with
the potentiometer . employing a double Fig. 14' 16. · Calibration of wattmeter with a d.c. potentiometer.
pole double throw (D.P.D.T.) switch. The
.. .
true power is then VJ and the wattmeter reading may be compared wmi, tllls value.
·Example 14·s. During the measurement of. a low. resistance using a potentiometer the
following readings were obt11ined :
voltage drop across the low resistance under test70'422l V,
voltage dr~p ~cross a 0·1 n standard resistance=1'0235 V.
Calculate the value of uµknown resistance, current and the power lost in it.
·

S~lotion.

4221
. Resistance
. · of unknown resistor
. ·
R =Vs
f'i, · S= 0'
l '0235 XO'! = 0'041~18
· , . f! ·

. ,·
.
Vi. 1'0235 .
Current thrnugh the resistor= ; .., OT= 10'235 A•
. Power loss in unknown resistance=J2R=(l0'235)2 X0'04121ll:-4'I3 W.

,;
/

I

I

Example 14'6, In the measurement .of low resistance by means of a potentiometer, the
·following readings were obtained :
·
voltage drop across low resistance under test =0'83942 V,
· voltage drop across a 0' I 0. standard resistance copnej:ted in serit;s witli tbe unknown
resistance=l'01575 V,
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. The resis.tarc~ of standard resisto~ at the temperature .of test fat 'qOOl4 n. Upon setting the • ·
potentiometer dials to zero and breakmg the current passmg th~ollgh the unknown resistance, the
thermal emf of latter .produced a galv(!nometer deflection equi~alent to 23 µV, the direction of the
deflection being the same as that P'.oduced'by an increase of the Potentiometer reading during the·
voltage measurement. Calculate the resistance of the unknown.
· ·
Solution. Indicated voltage drop across the unknown resistance=0'83942 V.
Thermal emf with unknown resistance=23 µ. V=0'000023 V.
Actual voltage drop across unknown resistance Vn"=0'839420-0 '000023 =0'839397 y,
'
.
V11
0'839397
Unknown resistance R"'' F x S= 1.01575

7

xo .10014=0.08273 n.

Example 14'7, A potentiometer th'at is accurate to ±0'0001 V (Standard Deviation) is used
to measure current ·through a standard resistance of O'J ±0' I 0% {Standard Deviation). The voltage
across the resistance is measured to be 0'25 [.>! V. What is the current and to what accuracy it has .
been determined ?
·
·

v =~10'2514 .
=2 514

Solution. Current/= §

A.

Since

v(

the fractional standard d~viation' of current is
81 =
--I

8V
---

)2+ (8S)-2
v(u·ooo1)2
. -0·00112
.
.....
S
1l'2SJ 4 +<0·000
·
=

. .V ·

-.-

2

Percentage accuracy of measurement of current.,. ±O'OO!l2X100=±0'112%.
14· 13, Protection of Standard Cell anJ-Galvanometer, When the potentiometer is not b1!anced,
the galvanometer circuit carries. ~urrent This curr~nt may be excessiyely high if ~he working po.int is
far away from balance cond1t1ons. Another dehcate component Ill the potentiometer set up 1s the
standard cell in· which. the current must be limited to 0·1 mA otherwise it will be damaged. The
usual practi7~ t? protect a .galvanome~er again~! oyercurrents is ~o shunt it with a low resistance, But
if this practice 1s followed m a potentiometer, 1t will not only fad to protect the standard cell but on,
the other band increase the current in the standard cell during the standardizing process .. This is
because the resistance of the circuit decreases considerably on account of a low resistance put in
parallel with the galvanometer.
\·
I

Therefore a series resistance is used to limit the current in both the standard cell and the
galvanometer. T4is resistance should be sufficiently large to protect the circuit if the polarity of
standard cell should accidentally be reversed. The, current in the galv~nO!llcter circuit is to be limited
to o· 1 mA and assuming a voltage of 1'02 V (or the standard cell,-the total series resistance of the
circuit should be
·

Thus a series nisistance of al least 20,000 n be inserted in the standard cell circuit ii:i order to
protect it against overcurrents.
: J4'14. Se:U·Balllldng Potentiometers, The self·balanciog potebti(lmeter is widely used in
industry because its action is automatic and thus eliminates the constant attention of an operator. In
addition to its automatic self'. balancing features, it also draws a curve of the quantity being measured ..
with the h,elp of recording tnechanism. Besides it can be mounted on a switchboard .or panel and thus
acts as .a' monitoring device for the quantity under measurements, }Jenee a self-balancing potentio-.
meter is very us~ful for instrnmeqtation pufposes:
'
i

•et
'

,l
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Operation and Co!JJponents. The emf being measured is balanced against a known. eµif.· Ju
a normal potentiometer any unbalance emf would produce a deflection through the galvanometer.
But in a sdf balancing potentiometer, this unbalance emf is applied to the input of an amplifier which
amplifies the signaJ, This amplified output emf is made to drive a motor that moves a sliding contact
which balances the potentiometer.
However, there are some inherent disadvantages in the above set-up. · The unbalance emf
is d.c. and fhis is fed to a d.c. amplifier. Now d.c. amplifiers are not stable and therefore their
output is subject to a drift, and hence working of the system with a d.c. amplifier is not satisfactory.
·
To overcome the above difficulty, a convertor is placed between the potentiometer and the
·~amplifier. The convertor consists of a vibrating reed which is excited with alternating current. The
reed operates a double throw switch reverses the flow of current through the primary winding of a
transformer for each vibration cycle of the· reed. Since the current through the primary winding
·reverses, an alternating voltage is induced in the secondary winding of the transformer. l'be
•· ·. secondary· winding of tqe transformer is connected to an a.c. amplifier. Thus the unbalance d.c.
·.·,emf from potentiomete~ is converted to a c. and is.amplified ... This amplified a.c. output is propor·
.. tional to· the unbalaQce tl.c. emf input to the convertor.
.·. . . The amplifier output is impressed on the control windiug '" a two phase induction motor.
The second winding of the motor is supplied by the line voltage (a.c.). The a.c. line voltage is
· ·. Shifted 90° in phase with respect to the voltage supplied by the converter. This phase shift is
achieved by having a capacitor in the converter driving i;ircuit. The output of amplifier on one phase
(i.e. the control winding) of the two phase motor will either lead or lag, by 90', the a.c. line volt~ge
··applied to the other phase of tbe motor. The direction of rotation of the motor depends upon the
phase of the amplifier output voltage which, in turn depends upon the polarity of the unbalance d.c.
emf.fed lo the converter. Thus if tbe emf being measured is greater than the balancing voltage of
the potentiometer the motor will rotate in one direction. If the emf being measured is smaller
than the balancing voltage, the polarity of unbalance voltage is reversed and thus the output voltage
of the amplifier is.shifted by 180° and the motor revolves in the opposite direction.
·.The ~haft of the 'motQr is connected m~chanically to the slide wire in such a way, that the
rotation.· of·.the motor decreases the unbalance in the potentiometer circuit. When the emf being
rr;easured in equal to the potentiometer voltage, the amplifier output voltage is zero and the motor
thus sfops rotating. Therefore under any condition of unbalance, the amplifier output voltage will
cause th~ motor to move and cause the sliding contact to come to balance conditions.
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Fig. 14'17. Self-balancing potentiometer.
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.ne circuit diagram of a Leeds Nort.hrup spcad 0-Max self-balancing potentiometer is shown
in Fig. 14'17. This circuit is used to record the temperature of thermocouriles The emf produced
by .a thermocouple is a function of the temperature difference between its hot and cold junctions. The
variation iu temperature <>f the reference junction is compensated by an electrical compensating
circuit. The drop across resistor D, . which is made of nickel copper alloy, compensates for the
change in temperature of reference junction. Resistor G balances the voltage drop across D at the
desired base tell\perature. Zero suppression may also be included in resistor G. Resistance K ancl
slide wire S form the actual measuring circuit and resistor B produces correct voltage drop for the
calibration of the circuit with the reference voltage. The reference voltage is provided by a Zener
· source. The working current can be adjusted by a rheostat S1.
The . signal supplied to the potentiometer is filtered with a low pass filter. The filte1
capacitors across the input circuit have no effect upon the d.c. emf supplied to the potentiometer. but
variations in the input signal and any· stray a.c. signals that may be impressed upon the inpu~ signal
are smoothened out by the filter.
·
·
The motor, which moves the slide wire contact to maintain potentiometer balance, is .
mechanically coupled to a pen mechanism. The pen, adua1e.d by the mechanism, moves .oYer a chart
)Vhich is driven by a separate clock motor. Thus the temperature is recorded on the strip chart.
We have already mcn'tioned· some of the applications of self· balancing potentiometers. There
are many more applications. They are even used in multiplying and dividing networks in analogue
·computers and in special function generators.
·
·
A.C. POTENTIOMETERS

14'15. foiroduction. The d.c. potentiometer is an accurate and versatile ins rument and
ihus it is obvious that the potentiometer principle be applied to measurement of alternating currents
and voltages. The principle of alternating currept potentiometer is the same as that of the direct
current potentiometer. The most important difference between a d.c. and an a.c. potentiometer is that,
whereas in a d.c. potentiometer only the magnitudes of.the unhown emf and potentiometer voltage
drop have to be made equal to obtain balance, in the a.c. instrument both magnitudes and phases
of !he two have to be same to · obtain balance. Thus an ordinary d.c. p9(entiometer cannot
be used for a.c. measurements and certain modifications have to be made and additional featu~es
incorporated in it so that it may be used for a.c. work ..
Tbe a.c; potentiometer is a complicated instrument and there are certain important factors
which must be considered for its operation. They are :
1. A neci:ssary requirement for balance in an a.c potentiometer is the eq\rnlity of voltages
being compared at all instants. This requires equal phase and magnitude at all instants. Thus in
other words i~ means that the frequency and waveform of the current in the potentiometer circuit
must exactly be the·same as that of the voltage being measured. Thus in all a.c. potentiometers the
potentiometer circuit must be supplied from the same source as the voltage or current being measured.

2. A vib1·ation ga1vanometer, which is a tuned device, is usually' used as a· detector in a.c;
potentiom~ters. The presence of .harmonics in one or bo~h of the voltages being com pa.red, thll
balance point may not be the same 1f a tuned detector (respondmg to only one frequency) is U$ed: ·
As an alternative arrangement, if an average indicating detector is used, it may not show the same
balance point as an rms indicating device. In the presence of harmonics, it . may be possible that
a balance can never be .achieved, the detector showing only a minimum balance. In such a situation,
the accuracy of measurements is se1:iously affected. Therefore, the source of a.c. supply is made as
sinusoidal as possible.
·
·
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3. lu<! ratio of two l'oitages (i.e., the unknown voltage and the voltage across the p;:itentiometer) may be determined with a high degree of precision. the accuracy with which fhe value in
volt can be stated is determined by the accuracy with which the refoi·ence voltage (i.e. voltage across
the potentiometer) is known or tlie accuracy with which a .reference (1':orkiug) cutrent can be known.
There being no a c. reference source (the reference source in d.c. being a standard cell or a Zener ·
source), the absolute accuracy with which an a.c. voltage can be measured in an a.c. potentiometer
cannot be comparable with corresponding type of d.c. re~asurement.
·
4. bxtraneous or st.ray emfs picked up from stray fields or couplings between portions of the .
potentiometer circuit seriously effect the result. · These emfs must be eliminated,' compensated for or
measured since they may add vectorially to the emf being measured.

1
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14' 16. Standardiziug of A.C. Potentiometers and use of Transfer Instruments. The a.c.
pohntiometers are made direct reading type, i.e., the readings are read. off directly from the dial
settings. In order to do that the a.c. ootentiometer must be standardized as is. don:e in the. case of
d.c. instruments. The standardizatio1i is done with tbe help of a. standard d.c. source,' i.e., a. standard
cell or a Zener source and a transfer instrument. This transfer instrument is usually an electrodynamometer milli-ammeter, so coustrncted that its response to alternating currents is the s·ame as its .d c.
response. Such an ins.trnment can be calibrated on d.c. and then brought to the same setting on a.r.
Alternatively a thermocouple type of instrument may be used as a transfer instrument.
14'17. Types of A.C. Potentiometers.. A.C. potentfometers may be classified accordfog to
the manner in which the value of unknown voltage may be measured by the instrument dials and
scales. The a.c. potentiometers may be broadly classified as :
1. Polar Type. In these instruments, the magnitude of
the unknown voltage is read from one· scale and its phase angle,
with respect to some reference phasor, is read directly from a
second scale. Provision is made to read phase angles up to 360°.
The voltage is read in the form Vl 0 (See Fig. 14' 18).
2. Co-ordinate Type. These instruments are provided
with two scales to read respectively the inpllase component 'V1 '
. and the quadrature component 'V2' .of the unknown voltage V.
These components are 9v' out of phase with each other.

,
lie

• -· • ,• •- I

90°
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Then voltage V=yV1 2t 2 and its phase angle with res·
pect to current in the 'inphase' portion of the potentiometer is
Fig, 14'18
V=tan-1 (Vi/V1). Provision is made in these potentiometers to read
both positive and negative values of V1 aud Vt so that all angles up to 360° are covered.

14'18 Drysdale Polar Potentiometer. This instrument consists of a potentiometer of ordinary
d.c. type, except that the resistance coils are non-inductively wound and the following auxiliary
appa!atus is used :
1. Drys«ale Phase Shifting Transform~r. The phase shifting transformer consists of a
laminated silicon steel stator which houses a two or a three phase winding. The rotor is also ·a
· laminated structure having slots in which a winding is provided. There is a small air gap between
the rotor and the stator. When current flows in the stator winding, a rotating field is produced,
thereby inducing an emf in the rotor winding. The rotor can be·adjusted atwill through any required
angle, the phase displacement of rotor emf being equal to the angle through which therotor has
been moved from its zero position. A scale and pointer arc provided on top of the instrument to
indicate the angle through which rotor has been moved from its zero position, The scale is graduated,
both in degrees and cosines of the angles.
'
.
.
A phase shifter operated from a single phase supply may also be used by means of a phase
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splitting device. This device is shown
in Fig. l 4" 19. In tl1is phase shifter it is
·only neceBl!ary to have ~wo separate
windings displaced by 90° in spac<0
on the stator. One winding is fed
directly from the supply while the other
winding is connected in series with a
resistance R and a variable capacitor ·C.
The values resistance of R and capacitance C arc adjusted until the currents
through the two windings are equal and
are 90" displaced from each creating a
uniform revolvh1g field. The quadrature
adjustment is explained in Art. 14"18.

To potent1omeltll
slide 'l1ire

Single

For a particular position of the
phase supp y.
rotor the induced. emf due to each of ----'4-----,-c~-'----4-the stator winding is proportional to the
. .
..
· f the angular displacement from
Fig. 1419. Drysdale phase shifting transformer.
COSl11C 0
.
. d'mg due to stator wm
. d"mg I ,
position of maximum·. emf
The em f.mduced in rotor wm

sin 6l/ cos 0
and that due to stator winding 2 is
e2= KI sin (cvt+90°) cos (8+90°) = -Kl c.Js wt sin 8
.::, 1he resultant emf in the rotor e= KI [sin wt cos 6-cos 6lf sin O] =KI sin (wt-6).
ei. = J(J

The above

rel~.tionsbip

shows that the rotor emf has a constant amplitude but the phase
.
When a three phase supply,is available, it is usual to employ a three phase shifting transformer
as it is Jess sen>itive to small changes in frequency than tile phase splitti!lg circuit using single phase
supply.
.
.
2. Transfer Instrument. A precision type ckctro·dynamomekr ammeter is required for stand·
ardization purposes In ornder to standardize the a·.c potentiometer the slide wire circuit'is switched on
to a direct-current supply, and the standard current is obtained in the ordinary way, using a standard
cell. This standard currcr}t, ~e~uired to. make the potentio~eter. direct reading,. is ineasured by
a precision ammete~ wluch 1s included m the. bat.terr supply ?rrcmt of th~ p~tentlometer. Di;cing
oiieration on alternatmg c~rren!, th.e ammeter 1s st!ll mcluded m the supply c1rcui~, ~nd the rms value
of the slide-wire current rs mamtamed at the same value as was requued on direct current. Since
the coils of the potentiometer are non-iuductively wound, the potentiometer remains direct
reading when used with an a!ternati~g current SUPP!Y· A chang~ over .switch, .to enable the
potentiometer to be used on either direct or .alternatmg current, 1s also mcluded m the auxiliary.
apparatus.
·
.
. .
.
.
.
Opernmm wi.th Altematm.g c.urre~t. ./\ s1~phfied diagram. of connect!ens o[ t~e p~tent10meter
for use \vith alter~atl~g currents rs g1ven.m Fig: J4 ~O. The Kelvm·Varley slide principle 1s employed
in the slide-wire crrcuu as shown. V.G. ts a v1bq1uon galvanometer-used as a detector for measurements nt co!flmercial freque~cies. Th!s must. be carefully tune~ to give resonance at the fr.equency
of the circmt under test. r 1s a shuntmg resistor for the reduct10n of the range of the potentiometer.
When this shunt is put in circuit by the switch Si, the resistor R is simultaneously connected
in series with the slid~ wi'.e circuit in order ~h~t the resistance of t~e working portio~ of .the poten•
tiometer may be roamtamed constant. R 1s a rheostat for adjustment of the shde-w1re current.
A is the precision ammeter a~ mentioned above. The phase-shifting transformer whose co.nn«ctions are
given in Fig J4' 19 is omitted for the sake of clearness;
·
The potentiometer is first standardized by adjusting rheostat R', and the standard current is

~~~~n~~P~~a.

··-....:::/
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To rolor' tYI

phase shifting

Voltage to be mea&ured

Trni>sformer

V.G.
Kelvin Vofiey
slide wir.i

fig. 14'20·

Drysdale (Polar type) A.C. Potentiometer.

noted, the switch S being thrown over to the ·battery side for this standardization, the vibration
galvanometer being replaced by ad' Arson val galvanometer.
__ The switch S is then thrown over to the alternating suppiy side, the standard cell and
d Arsonval galvanometer being previously replaced by the alternating voltage to be measured and the vibration galvanometer, respectively. The_ stator windings of the phase-shifter are then adjusted to
exact quadrature by means of. the variable .resistor and capacitor, tllese being adjusted until the
alternating current in the slide-wire is constant for all positions of the rotor.
Balance of the potentiometer is obtained by successive adjustment of the sliding contacts of the
slide-wire circuit and of the rotor of the phase-shifter. The readings of potentiometer dials and
· the slide-wire, at balance, give the magnitude of the voltage being measured, as in the, case of.direc&
current measurements, while the rel\ding on tJie scale of the phase-shifter gives the ·phase of the
voltage being measured rclat:ve to tbe supply voltage. If tbe voltage measured is tbat across a
standard resistan1,e through which the current in the circuit under test is flowing, the magnitude of
this current is obtained by dividing the measured v:ilµe of the voltage by the value of the standard
resistance, while its phase relative to the voltage of the circuit is read off from the scale of the phase
shifting transformer; For accurate results it -is necessary that the voltage and frequency of the
supply are steady and that the \\'.aveform of the voltage are reasonably sinusoioal.
· · 14'18.. Gall-Tiusley (co-ordinate type) .A.C. Potentiometer. This potentiometer consists of
. two separate potentiometer.circuits enclosed in a common case. One is called the "in-phase" potentiometer and the other the ."quadratnre" potentiomete;. The slide-wire circuits are supplied with
currents which have a phase difference of 90°. On the first of these potentiometers, that component
.of the "unknown" voltage which is-in phase With the current in the sHde-wire circuit of the potentiometer is measured. Ori the other potentiometer~he component of the ''unknown" voltage in phase qua·
drature with the current in its slide-wire circuit is measured. Si:lce the two slide-wire currents are in qua·
drature, the two measarcd values are the quadrature components of the unknown voltege. If these
measured values are V1 and V2 respectively, then the unknown voltage is given by V = ;,/ Vi2+ V22
and its phase difference from the current in the "in-phase'' potentiometer slide·wire circuit is given by
Ile angle 6 where tan 6= V2/V1 .
. Fig. 14'21 shows the connections of the potentiometer, simplified somewhat
the purppse
of clearness. The in-phase and q11adrature potentiometer circuit are shown, With their sliding contacts .
bb' and i:c' a~d rheostats R and R' for current adjustment. The supplies to the potentiometer are
obtained from a single·phase_supply by means of the arrangement shown in Fig. 14'22.
. · ·. ·

for

.

"
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· T1 and T2 are two step·dowµ transformers which supply about 6 V to the potentiometer
circuits.. They also serve to isolate the potentiometer from the line and are usually provided with
earthed screens between the windings. The supply to T2 is obtained through a variable resistor R and
, variable r:apacitor C for th.c purpose of phase splitting. Quadrature phase displacement is obtained
Jzy adjusting C and R,
. ·
.
·
.
·
Refening again to Fig. 14'1 I, V.G. is a vibration galvanometer (tuned to. the supply
frequency). and K is its key. A is a reliccting dynamometer instrument for maintaining the current in
the two slide· wires at tbe standard value (50 mA). S1 and S2 are two "sign-changing" switches which may
be necessai·y to reverse the direction of !he unknown emf applied to the slide·wires. The necessity of
theoo switches depends on the ·relative phases of the unknown and slide wire-voltages. Sa is a selector
switch by which the unknown voltages to be measured ·are placed in the circuit. There are four
pairn of ·terminals for the application of such voltages, the connections to only· one pair-to
.which an unknown voltage Vis applied- being shown in the figure. The selector switch, when in the· ·
position"shown in the figure-called the "test position" --allows the current in the quadrature potentiometer slide-wire to be compared with that in the in-phase potentiometer wire, utilizinR the mutual
indu~taace M fo(tbe purpose.
·
·

Fig, 14'22. Phase·sp!itting circuit.

Operalfon. The current in the in-phase potentiometer wire is first adjusted to its standard·
value by me~ns of a direct current supply and a standard cell, the vibration. galvanometer being
repl11ced by a galvanometer of the d' Arson val type for this purpose. The dynamometer ammeter .
is of the torsion hea4 type, and the torsion head is turned to give zero deflectioll. on direct current.
This setting is· left untouched during the calibration with alternating current, the s.lide-wire current
being adjusted to give zero deflection again. The vibration galvanometer is then placed in circuit
and t4e direct current supply is replaced by the alternating supplies..
·
.
Now, the magnitude of the current in the quadrature potentiometer wire must be the same
as thatln the iucinphase potentiometer-namely, the standard value of 50 ruA. These two currents
must al~o be exactly in.quadrature. Rheostat R is adjusted until the current hi the in-phase potentio· ·
meter Vtlire is the standard value (as indicated ond). The selector switch Sa is then switched on to
th~ test ~lrion (shown in· Fig. 14'21). The emf induced in the secondary winding of the
iliµtual inductor M-assumiilg M to be free from eddy current effects-will lag 90° in phase behind
tb~current in' !he primary winding, i.e., in the quadrature potentiometer slide-wire. Also, if i is
th~ primaty l)llrrent, then the emt' induced in the secondary is 2i> x frequency x M xi, where Mis
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the value of the mutual inductance. Therefore, for given vaiues of frequency and mutual inductance, .
the indnced emf when i has the standard value .5\J mA, can easily be. calculated. Now, if
f 50 Hz and ·M -~'0'0636 H, the secondary induce emf""2n x 50 x 0'0636 XV050= J'O V, when
i has the standard value.
The slide· wire of the in-phase poten!iometer is thus set to this calculateel value of induced
emf in the secondary of M (the slide-wire current being maintaiQed at its standard value), and
rheostat Rand capacitor C (See fig: 14'22) are adjusted until exact balance is obtained. For balance
the current in the quadrature potentiometer slire-wire must be both equal to the standard value and
also must be exactly 90' out of phase wi1h the current in the in-phase slide· wire. This latter condition
follows from the fact that the emf in the secondary of M lags 90° in·phase behind the primary
current, and, therefore, for this emf to be in-phase with the voltage drop across a portion of the inphase slide·wire, the current in the primary of M must be in exact quadrature with the current in this
in-phase slide·wire Any difference in polarity between the two circuits is corrected for by the signchanging switches S1 and S2.
These adjustments having been made, the unknown voltage is switched in circuit by means of
the selector switch S3. In this position of S3, the two slide·wire circuits are in series with one another
and with the vibration galvanometer. Balance is obtained by
+S
adjusting botu pairs of sliding
contacts
(bb'
and
cc')
together
2
.
b
i!luadrot11. :.
· with the reversal of switches S1 and S2, if necessary. At alauce,
poientiometer
the reading of the slide-wire of the in-phase potentiometer,_ IE MF' Values
together wiih the position of.Si, gives the magnitude and sign of
1-V=-2-,-,,.11·
the in-phase component of the unknown voltage, while the read·
ing of the quadrature potentiometer, with the position of S2 1
gives the magnitude and sign of the quadrature component.
. .
v,
St
For example, if both S1 and S2 are in the positive
Umhos• Pote tiomcter E.M.f, +.
position and V1 and V2 are the in-phase and quadrature comVnlua.
ponents respectively of the unknown voltage V, then the phase
of V is as shown in Fig. l 4'23, while its magnitude is

V V1 2+v; 2.-

Errors. The errors which may occur in using tllis
·~
potentiometer may be due to :
hg. 14'23
(a) Slight differences in the reading of the reflecting dynamometer instrnment on a.c. as
compared with the reading on d.c. Such errors may cause the standard current value on a c. to be
slightly incorrect.
·
(b) Mutual inductance between the various parts of the circmt. An error in the nominal
value of the mutual inductance M would cause the current in the quadrature slide-wire circuit to be
somewhat different from the.standard value. .
·
·
.
·
(c) Inaccuracy of the method of measuring the frequency, which again would cause an error·
in the quadrature slide-wire standard current· value.·
·
.
·
· (d) The fact that inter·capacitance, earth capacitance and mutual inductance effects are present
in the sHde· wire coils and affect the potential gradient.
.
.
·
(e) The existaace of harmonics in the.supply waveform. Standardization 'of the potentiometer
is based upon an rms value of current, while the potential balances on the slide~wires are dependent
upon the flindamental.ouly.
·
'
· ·
14'19. Quadrature Adjustmellts of Currents. The action of the phase-splitting circuit may be
. understood by referring to Fig. 14'24, which gives an equivalent circuit for the two potentiometers.
Ri and L1 are. the equivalent resistance and inductance of the in-phase potentiometer circuit, and
·R2 and L2 those of the quadrature potentiometer. When the potentiometer .currents are equal and
in quadrature,. Is= jh
or

v

.

.v

·R+Ra+J(wLa-l/wC) j R1+J(!)L1
C:

... (14'1)
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Therefore,
R1 +jwL1 ~~ j(R+ R2)-(wL2- I/<»C)
BY separating real and imagina 1y parts, we obtain the conditions for phase splitting as :
R1+wL2=l/wC
wL1-R2=R
and

.. (14'2) .
... (14"3)

The phase splitting is adjusted by means of Rand C.
This phase·splitting circuit has been used in later forms of the a.c. potentiometer in. place of
the original quadrature device described by D.C. Gall, which used a transformer and variable
resistor.
14·20. Campbell-Larsen Potentiometer. In this instrument the two rectangular components
of the voltage under test are measured in terms of the voltage drops across a slide-wire resistor
(for the in-phase component) and the voltage induced in the secondary of a mutual inductor (for the
quadratue component). In the original Larsen potentiometer the slide-wire and primary circuit of
the mutual inductor were in series and carried the sanre current, but difficulties in construction of the
latter and in the operation of the potentiometer at different frequencies led to Campbell's modification
of the instrument.
·
!,
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. Fig. 14'24. Phase-splitting circuit.

Fig, 14'25. Campbell Larsen potentiompter•

A simpilfied circuit, as modified, is shown in Fig. 14'25. D is an a".c. detector-either ;i vibration
or telephones, depending upon. the frequ;ncy. While current I passes through the
pnmary of the mutual 1Dductor ,W, only a port10n of this current, namely Ir, passes through the
sli'tle-wire circuit. If the resistance between the movable contacts ab is S and round the path adb is
R, fl,ten lr=/.S/(R+S). The setting of S, by means of a dial resistance, is arranged.to be proportional
to t~e frequency at which the test is being carried out, the dial being calibrated directly in terms of
frequency. Since R+S is constant in magnitude, Ir o: Soc frequency, so that both the ·voltage
drop in the slide-wire Irr and the voltage in the secondary of the mutual inductor are proportional
to frequency. Sand Mare chosen so that the settings of r and M give tile two components of the
voltage being measured directly in volt.
·
~a!vanometer

A special thermal device is used for the a.c. standardization. The preliminary d.c.
standardization utilizes a standard cell, and th!} reference current. indicated on A, is thus Qbtained
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The a.c. supply to the plllcntiomeier and the' voltage und0r lest mu>t IP
source, but the instrument is isolated through a tran>l'ormer.
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14'21. ApQlications of A.C. Potcntiom~ters. Such ap:>licat:ons are nurn~rou~. as ih·~ a.l'.
potentiometer and only a limited number of applications can be given in the space a vailahlc her'"
Voltmeter Calibration. Low voltages -up to 1·5 V ·or thereabouts··· can be ·measured.
directly. Higher voltages can be measured by using a volt. box (for medium voltages) or two
capacitors in series (for high voltages) in conjunction with the potentiometers.
1.

2. Ammeter Calibration. The measurement of various. aliernating currents required for
such calibration may be made by the use of non-inductive standard resi>tor;; with the pnientiomeler,
the method being similar to that adopted when th~ calibration is to be carried out v.i1h direct current.
3. Wattmeter and Energy-meter.
Testing. The testing circuit for
wattmeters and energy meters is tht;
same as that used in the case of d.c.
measurements (See Fig. 14' l 6). A
phase shifting transformer is included
in the potential circuit to vary the
phase of voltage with respect to
current so that the energy meter is
tested at various power factors.

'I

I
I

Fig. ;4'26. Measuremeat of stlf reactancc of a mil.

4. Measurement of Self Reactancc of a (!)ii. A standard resistance S is connected in series
with the coil whose reactance is to be measured (Fig. 14'26).

I

I

Two voltage measurements are done, on.e across the standard resistance and the other across
the c,1il. Supposing we are using a polar type of potentiometer llnd the readings are :
voltage across standard resistor 'S'= Vs L9,
voltage across the coil
= Ve L 1(

l

. : . Current through .coil I= ;· L Bi.

I

I

Impedance of coil

Reactance of coil

l
I

l
\

Example 1ia·s
'tiotentiometer.

l

~

l

1

1

v.Le.

V;

/f,-fl,

- --

X=Z sin

(8,-·8~)=

S :.· sin (8,-fl;),

5. Other Applications. The practical field of usefulness of a;e. potentiometers is in engineering measurements in which an accuracy of o·s to I %is adequate, and in ~ses whi:re the potentiometer method may be more convenient and simpler than other types of voltage determination. The
potentiometer method is ·indispensible ~ ·. one is concerned with accurate meesurements of
ratio of two voltages but when one does not need to know accurately the precis.e magnitude of either
of them. · Another type of measurement in which a.c. potentioml!teril. are used is that in which
a voltage must be resolved into its two components. The a.c. potentiometer gives excellent results in
magnetic testing (See chapter 18),aod ,precise, testing of instrument transformers.

J

l1

v,,= S Ve L.Bo =·§Ve

:. Resist11nce of coil R=Z cos (Oe·-9,)= S:.·cos (9e-9,).

1

l

Z=

1

'\I

I\\

Calculate the inductance of a coil from the following

Voltage drop across a 0'1 .Q stintd4NI resistor '1o~ecle4

measuremen~s

on an a.c.

Ui '8rleJ with the coiJ,..0"613[}1°f y ·
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Vollapt :1cross the test coil through a 100/1 volHatio box=0'78l/50° 48'
Frequency is 50 Hz.
613 ft 2• 6' 6'13/l 0 '
- hth e cm'I ISo..1.t'
u ion. Curren t'th roug
-- ..0'--·--~="==·-·""
2 6 A.
'.
. 0·1
--

v.

Voltage drop across the coil V=lOO x 0'781/50° 48' =78' 1/50° 48' V.
:. Impedance of coil Z=

v 78'1/50' 48'
y= 6.13/t2i6i" 12'74/38' 42' n.

Resistance of coil
Reactance of coil

R_.:.12·74. cos 38° 42'=9'94 n.
X= 12'74 sin 38' 42' = 7'95 n.

Inductance of coil

L=-_'Jf.

.

2nf

7 95 H=25'3 mH.
2nX50

= - ·

Example 14'9. A co-ordinate type potentiometer is used for determination of impedance of
a coil and the results obtained are :
Voltage across a l'O n resistor in series with the coil : +0·238 V on in·phase dial and
-0'-085 Von quadrature dial.
·
·
Voltage across a 10 : l potential divider used with the coil : +0·3375 V 011 inphase dial and
+0·232 V on quadrj\ture dial.
Calculate the resistance and reactance of the coil.

.

Solution. Current through the cod I=Voltage across the coil
:. Impedance of coil
: . Resistance of coil
Reactance of coil

(+0'238/0'(:)85)
.
. ro · -,-=0'238-JO 085 A.,

V= 10(0'3375+jO':i32)= 3'375+.i2'32 V.

v 3'375+}2'32 . •' ' . '
Z=I- -0'238-j0'085"" 9 62 +}!3 3 n.
R=9'62!l.
X=l3'3 !l.

Example 14'10. In the measurement of pQwer by a polar potentiometer, the following
readings were obtained : .
Voltage across a 0·2 ~standard resistance in series with the load= l '46/32° V.
. Voltage across a 200 :. I potential divider across the line =1'37/56° V.
Estimate the current, voltage, power and power facto!' of the load.
.
'
1'46/32°.
Solution. Current through the load I- . - =7'3/32° A.
02
Magliitude ofcurrent
1=7'3 A;
. ·· yoitag~ a.cross the load
. V-:-200{1 '37/56')""214/56° V.
Magnitude of voltage ·
V-274 V. ·
Pha8e angle of the load ..
.. ~6°--32' 24.0 •
Power factor of load
·"'.'008 24° =0'9135 (lagging).
-. Power consumed by load
..~VI cos~- 274X 7'3X0'9135=1820 W.

-

-

·-· H ,. EX11'11P1e,14'11., ,A c;uqent of IQ~ at frequency of 50 Hz was passed through the primary of
a mutual inducior having a negligible phase d"r~. The voltage .of primary and secondary terminals
wero measured on a co·ordinate potentiome'"' l.llld are &ivon below ;
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With secondary open c1rcrti1ed :
l'ri11\arv. voilagec"
--fl'21 I ·1 . illJ:;~ \'.
Secondary voltagc~~-2·72-1-jl'S7 V.
'
Prinrnry voltage~ -()'{)SI !·j<•· t~" \'.
With secondary short circuited :
The phase of primary current re!:itiw to the potrntiomctcr "'inw11 1va·; ":;,:;,• ;11 hoth
the tests.

Determine the resistances _and self-inductances of the two .. indingr-. Find rdso tit<:: mutual
inductance.
Solution. The voltage equations in tl1e phasor form can be written as
Ei =Ii(R1 +jX1)-t h(jXm),
E2 =IzCR£+jX2)+ h(_i,'{;,,).
where E1 =voltage of primary winding,
Ea=voltage of secondary winding,
Ti ""current of primary winding,
fa-current of secondary winding,
Ri =resistance of primary winding,
R2=iesistance of secondary winding.
X1 = self-reactance of primary winding,
X2 =self-reactanc! of secondary winding,
and Xm=mutual reactance.
Under open circuit conditions'.
h,~o
:. E2=h( jX;r;j.
Let
11=1,+jT.. where /p and J~ are the phase and quadrature components of fi.
Therefore, we can write: E2=(!,,+jT,)(jXm)=(-I.+jlv)Xm.
From the data given, we have : -2·12+_;1 ·57~~ -/q'Ji:m+jl1Xm.
or IvXm'"'l'57V.
and /qXm=272V.
2
2
or 'KmVlr +I. =3'14 V.
'

.

3'14

:. !_:n = 10-=0·314 n.

but
Henceinutual inductance

M=!·~~.:. Q}_H_ H=l'O mH
2rif 211 x 50
.

From (i) and (ii) :

2'72 8 6
I'S? ~·o A d l
I •=0114=·
an •=o·f14= '6 A.

E1 =h(R1f.iX1) =(Iv+jI.)(R1 +P'1)
=UvR1 -:- I.Xi)+ j(IvX1 +I.R1).
Putting the numerical values. we get : - 0'2 ll +j0'352 ""(5R1-8'66X; H-J15¥1+8'66R1i.

At open circuit

we have: SR1-3'66X, -~, -- 0'2i l
. ano SX1+8'66R1·=0'J52.
Solving (iii) and (fr), y,i; get R.t ""0'02 0. '

Equating real and ihe

irnag:n~ry term~,

.'. Self.inductance of primary winoiog :
At short circuit of secondary winding :
j,'(m

or

l·' ~" --- -------- ---- I1
R2+fX2 .

Thus

E1 = !i(R1 j,\'1)-l·T2( ;x;,.)='11(Jld- jX1 )+Ii
.

+
.

+

.

~.!.'(,,~~-~~~

Now at short circuit :
E1 =0'051 j0'329
Also
I1(Ri+JX1)~ -0'211 +.i0'352. ·

,·

-0'05l+j0'329=-0'2li+j0'352+ (_S__t/8 ' 6 ~)~(o· 3 t~)

2

Jl~+.1X2

...I.di;
...(Iv)
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Resistance of secondary winding

UNSOLVED Pt!OBLEMS
1 Tho emf of a stanJard cell iq measured with a notentiom:ter whi::h give.1 a 1eading of !'01892 V. Wheo
a I M Q resistor is connected across the 1taodard ce'I termin:1ls, the pctentiomcter reacting drops to 1'01874 V. CalcU·
!Jte the intero1I resistance of the cell.
[Ans. 176"6 Q]
2 A standard di of I 0185 V uscJ with a simple petentiometer b.1lances •JI 50 cm. Calculate \a) the emf
of th~ cell that balances at 7 2 cm ; ib the per.:entage err:ir in voltmeter which bala,1ccs at 61"5 cm \\hen reading
t ·n V ; (c) the percentage error in an ammeter that reads 0·43 A when balanced al 43"!. cm with voltage drop across a
(Ans. (n) 1"467 V; (b) I "2% high; (c) 2"3% low].
2 Q resistor in the ammeter circuit.
3. A slide wire potentioructer is used In measure the voitage between two points of a certaiu d.c. circuit.
The potentiom~ter reading is !"Ii volt· Across the same two points when a 10,001 UfV voHmete~Jis connected, the iw'i·
catcd reading on !he voltmeter is O'S Von jg 5 V ran~c.
Calculate the input res:stancc between 1w.o pJir,ts.
[Ans. 50,GOO Q]
4. A slide wire potentiometer has a battery of 4 V uud negligible internal r<sistance. The resis1anc•' of slide
wire is lOO Q and its len:;th 200 cm. A strndarJ cell of !'018 Vis used for standardizing the p~tentiometer and the
rhe0stat is adjusted so that balance is obt,ined when the sliding contact is at 101·3 cm.
·
(a) Piod the working current of the slide wire and tho rheostat sellill''.·
(b) If the slide wire has divisions marked in mm and each division can b; inte;polated to one fifth, calculate
the resolution of the instn:ment.
[Ans. 20 rnA ; JOO .Q ; 0'2 mVJ
s. In the circuit of Fig. 14'8, the working voltage nf battery is lOJ V. The current in the working circuit
is 2 mA. Determine (a) the resistance Df ma'n di:,] in 1he measuring Circuit, ( bJ the resistance of the slide wire in th~
measuring circuit, (c) the resistance R, and (d) the resistance of slide wire in the calibrating circuit.
[Ans. 750 .Q ; ~o .Q ; 508 Q; 2 .Q]
6. D sign a volt-ratio box with a resistance of 20 U/V and ranges 3 V, 10 V, 30 V, JOO V. The volt ratio box
is to be used with a potentiometer having a measuring range of J "6 V.
Hint : The output of the volt ratio box should be designed for a volt~ge of !'5 V.
[Ans. Resistance at output terminals=30 .Q ; The total resi~tances at input terminals are : 60 Q, 200 Q
600 U, and 2000 .Q]
7. Measurements for the determination of the impedance of a c)il are r»ade on a coordinate type of petentio·
·meter. The remits .ate: Vo Ila !e across 1 .Q standard resistance In series with the coil .+o 952 V on inpbase dial and
-0·340 Von quadrature dial ; Voltage across 10 : I poter.tial divider connected to the terminals of the coil :
+I ·35 V on inphuse dial and +I '28 Von quadrature dial. Calculale the resistance and reactance of the coil.
[Ans. R=8'82 Q and X= 15·5 .Q]
8. Power is measured with an a.c. potentiometer. The voltage across a 0 l .Q standard resistance connected
in series with !11' toad is 0'35-j O'IO V. The voltage across JO: I potential divider connected to the supply is O'S
+10·15 V. Determine the power consumed by the load and the power factor.
[Ans. 795 W; 0·395]
9. The current taken by a small iron core choke coil is measured by a co-ordinate type a.c. potentiometer.
A 1·0 .Q resistance is connecteq in series with the choke coil. The voltage measurements across the resistance and the
choke coil are made., The data obtained :
Voltage across ro .Q resistance
=+o·s-10·75 V.
Voltage across coil
=+ 1·2+JO 3 V.
Assuming sinusoidal voltage and current, determine the core loss and the magnetizing current of the coil.
·
[Ans. 0·735 W ; 0 951 Al
10. A resistor of l :;o Q is connected in series with a !000 turn iron cored coil across a 50 Hz supply, The
voltages across the resistor and across the coil measured by an a.c. potentiometer are 0'0587-j0'05l0 V am' 0'8593+
j0'50JO V respectively. The voltage measured· across a 500 turn seartb coil wound ov~r th\J core is -0·4175 --JO 2565 v.
1-ind the iron loss in the core, the coper Joss in the coil and the leakage flux considering the ci1cuit as a transfor·
mer.
[Ans. 0·155 mW; 0 024 mW; 0'07 µWb]
11. A noc·reactive resistor of 1000 .n is correcJed in series with a coil and a capacitor lo a 50 Hz supply, If
ihc vol1ages across Clch, measured by an a.c. potentiometer are +o·6-j0'24 V, +o 6+j0'4 V and -0·1-j0'4 y
respectively, find tne power dissipated and tbe mean stored energy in each component.
.
.
[Ans. 0'418, 0'264, 0'()36 mW ond 0·061, 0'421 J"1 J

~

15
Power System Measurements
MEASUREMENT OF EARTH RESISTANCE
15'1. Necfssity of Earth Electrode. The provision of an earth electrode for an ckctrical
system is necessitated by the following reasons :
1. All the parts of electrical equipment, like casings of machines, switches and circuit
breakers, lead sheathing and armouring of cables, tanks of transformers, etc. which have to be at
earth potential, must be connected to an earth electrode. The purpose of this is to protect the various
parts of the installation, as wdl the persons working, against damage in case the insulation of
a system · fails at any point. Uy connecting these parts to an earthed electrode, a continuous low
resistance path is available for leakage currents to fiow to earth. This current operates· the protective
devices and thus the faulty circuit is isolated in case a fault occur.
.?. Tbe earth electrode ensures tbat in the event of overvoltage on the system due to lightning
discharges or other system faults, those parts of equipment which are normally' dead' as far as
voltages are concerned, do not attain dangerously high potentials.
.
3. In a three phase circuit the neutral of the system is earthed in order to stabilize the
potential of.the circuit with respect to earth.
15·2. Necessity of Measurement of Resistance of Earth Electrode. An earth electrode will
only be effective so long it has a low resistance to the earth and can carry large currents without
deteriorating. Since the amount of current which an earth electrode will carry ic. difficult to measure,
the resistance value of the earth electrode is taken as sufficiently reliable indication of its effectiveness.
Thus the resistance ·of earth electrode should be low to give good protection and it must be measured.
15'3. Factors affecting Earth Resistance. The main factors on ·which the resistance of any
earthing system depends are :
1. Shape and material of earth electrode or electrodes used.
2. Depth in the soil at which the electrodes are buried.
3. Specific resistance· of soil surrounding and in the neighbourhood of electrodes. The
specific resistance of the soil is not conotant but ·varies from one type of soil to another. The amount
of moisture present in the: soil effects i!s specific resistance and hence the resistance of earth electrode
is not a constant factor but suffers seasonal variations. This calls for periodic testing to ensor.e that
the earth system remains reasonably effective.
·.
.·
· , ·.
The specific resistance of soils varies between wide limits and· is very much dependent upon its
moisture content. Approximate figures.for specific resistance of soil are 80 x Hi 3 Om for moist clay to
80 x !06 Om for sand of normal moisture content. A decrease of.moisture content of 30% is capable
of producing an increase of 300 to 400% in' specific resistance. Thus itis,necessary to make regular
checks for earth resistance during the year round.
15'4. Methods of Measuring Earth Resistance·.
1. Fall of Potential Method. Fig. 15' l shows the circuit for .measurement of earth resistance
with fall of potential method. A current is passed .through earth electrode E to an auxiliary electrode
B (which is usually an 'iron spike) inserted in earth at a distance away ·from the earth electrode. A
second· auxiliary electrode A is inserted in earth between E and B. The potential difference V
be.tween E and A is measured for a given current I. 'the flow of ground currents is shown in
Fig. 15'2 (c). The lines of the first electrode. current divl)rge and those of the second electrode
current converge. As a result the current density is much greater in the vicinity of the electrodes than
at a distance from them. The potential distribution between the electrodes is shown in Fig. 15'2 (b). ·
It is 'apparent from this curve that the potentiahises in the proximity of electrodes E and Band is
constant along the middle section. The resistance of earth, therefore, is RE= Vil or VEA/I. The position
of electrodes E and B is fixed and the position of electrode A is changed and resistance measurements
are done for various positions of electrode A.
'
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fall of potential method.
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1s·2. Distribution of potentials between

two earthing electrodes.

A graph is plotted beiween earth resistance
agains! 1he distance between electrode E and A.
This graph is shown in Fig. 15'3.
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From Fig. l 5'3, it is clear that tlie rnea~ •
suted value of earth resistance depends upon the ·
position of the auxiliary electrode A. The el!rth·
te1i~tance rises rapidly initially. When the distance·
between earth electrode E and auxiliary electrode A
Is increased, it then becomes constant, and when
the au:dtiary"electrode A approaches the auxiliary
electrode B,{tbe rcsi8tance ri~es again. The placing
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of electrodes is thus very important and serious error nrny be caused by incorrect placing of the
elcctro(fos. The correct value of resistance of cari h, R1·:; is whc11 :the auxiliary eleclrode A is at such
a distance tLat the resistance lies on the flat part of curve of' Fig. I 5'3.
The spacing between the eartl1 electrode E and the auxiliary electrodes A, Ji ·~hould be large
so .as to get proper results. The distance may be a few hundred metres in case the earth resistance
is low.
·
.·
2. Earth Tester. The resistance of earth can be measured by an' eartl1 tester sh~wnin .
Fig. 15'4. The "Earth Tester" is a special type of Megger (See Art. 8'25 page 218) and it. has. some
additional constructional features and .they are :
.
.. ·..
(i) a rotating current re\erser, . and (ii) a rectifier.
: ·· ' ·
1
Both these additional features consist of simple comID:\ltators made up of L' shaped s.egmeots ..
They are mounted on the shaft of the hand driven generator. E~ch commutator has four fixed ·
brushes. One pair of each set of brushes is so positioned t.hat they. make contaqt,<llternf!tely , with one
segment and then \vith the other as the commutator rotates. The secolld pair of each of set of
brushes is positioned on the commutator so that continuous contact is made with one segment
whatever the position· of the commutator:· ·
The earth tester has four terminals P1, J'g ·and C1, C~. Two terminals P1 and C1 are shorted
to form a common point to be connected to the earth electrock The other two terminals 1'2 ·and ·
C2 are connected to auxiliary electrodes P and C respectively.
·
The indication of the earth tester depends upon the ratio or the :voltage. ~~r'oss · tl1e ·pressure ·
coil and the current through the coil. The defiectiop of its pointer ii1dicates the rcsiStance of 'earth
directly. Although the "Earth Tester", which .is a permanent magnet moving coil. instrument and ·
can operate on d.c. only, yet by including the revers~r and the rectifying d1·vice it is poss\tllc to . make
measurements with a.c. flqwiog in the soil.
··
·
·
·
The sending of a.c. current through the soil has many advaotagcs-anu therefore this system is used. The use of a.c. passing through the soil eliminates unwanted elTects .due to production of
a back emf in the soil on account of electrolytic action. Also the instrument is free from effects of
alternating or direct currents presents in the soil.
. Example 1S'l. On a 250 V supply a fault having a resistance of 20 0 dcvcl9ps between the
unearthed end of the winding of an electric heater and the frame. If the resistance of the subst\ltion
earth electrode is 4 n that of human body 2000 n, and the safe maximum current through the body
is 25 mA, what is the safe maximum resistance of consumer's earth electrode ?
i
Solution. Fig. 15·5 shows the diagrammatic representation of the problem.
Let R be the resistance of earth e lectrocle at
the consumer end.
Voltage drop across the hµman body
=2Sx 10-3 x2000=SO v.
:. Voltage between points a and b
•

•

'

I

•

. =250-50=200 v.
200
200
Current \!=
=24'A.

+

20 4
Current through human body · ·

I
~·

~·

I

Fig. 15~~ .,,.,

R
=I R+2000
=25x 10-3 A
200

R

-25 1 -a

or 24 'R+2POO- ·

xO

.

J

.
'.'t,.

or .200 R=0'6

er Resistaqce ofeartb l)lectrode on consum~r end Rr:!.6 0,

.R4''12o(I
..........

.~ ·~;.•"'

.
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LOCALIZATION OF CABLE.FAULTS
15'6. Types of Faults. fn this seclion, faults occurring in cables which are in use on lower
distribution voltages will he consirlereJ. T!ie common faults which are likely to occur in such
cables are :
·
·
·
t. Ground fault. The insulation of the cable may breakdown causin:: a flow of current from
the core of the cable to the lead sheath or to the earth. ·This is called "Ground Fault''.
2. Short circuit fault. .Jfthe insulation between two conductors is faulty, a current flows
between them. This is called a "Short Circuit Fault".
J. Opell circuit fault. An op.en circuit fault occurs when a conductor gets broken or when
a joint pulls out.
·'
1~·6. Method!! Used for localizing Faults. The methods used localizing ground· and short
circuit faults differ from those used for localizing open circuit faults.

15'7. 1\ldLods Used for localiziuf' Ground and Short Circuit Faults. In the case of multi·
core cat1les it is a.Jvisahle, first nf all, t·) measure insulation.resistance of each core to earth and
also between core::, This enables us· to sort out the core that is earlhed in case of ground fault ;
and to sort ou: the cores that are shorted in case of a short circuit fault. Loop tests are.used
for location of ground and short circuit faults. These tests can only be used if a sound cable ·runs
along~ith th~ faulty cable or ca hies. The loop tests work on the principle of a Wheatstone bridge.
The advantage of these tests is that their set up ls ~uch that the resistance of fault is connected in the
battery circuit and therefore does not ~!feet. the result. . However, if th~ fault resistance is high, the
seMitivitv is adversely alfected. In tins sr.ct10n only two types of tests viz., Murray, and Varley loop
test~ arc ·being described.
·
t5'll. Murray Loop Test. T~.e connection for this test are shown in Fig. 15'1>. · Fig. 15'6 (a)
relate~ t0 lhe ground fault and Fig. 15'6 (11) relates to the short circuit fault.

Sound

cobl•

f'

G

\.. Sound coble

R

\..QW rts'1stonce
C.Cii ne ti 1r~;1 •

I

.\ ··Julty tot•I:·

~

connection

, .

~ "'t~-~:x-~~;~=ty=_c=a=bl=e====::::t.l

t' \

,,___ _l __ .____________ ---

.

Q

;::::::-x
....:·~·-·::_·:.-.-- ~· --s_::ortft

--~

-..--

i...

L

taut• ·

·:;;.·

~Short c1rcu1t

--r-_-·::.-~:. fou'::lt=======::::i

(a)

(b)

Fig. l 5'6, Murray J~op rest.

In both cases·, the loop circuit formed· by the cable conductors.is essentially a Wheatstone
· bridge consisting of re;istances P, Q, R and X. G is a galvanometer for indication of balance,
The resistors P, Qforming the ratio

arm~

..
.X Q
Undrr I1a Iance con d1t1ons: R= -p·

...

may be decade resistance boxes or slide wires.
or

X

Q

R+x=.P+Q

X=-Q-(R+X)

... (15' I)
. P+Q
1ere {R+ X) is total loop resistance formed by the sound cable and the faulty cable. When the.
lductMs hovl' the same cross-section:1l area and. the same resistivity, the resistances are proportional

····:'·'

·,

~·.

t•
0

!

r
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•
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to length>. If h represents the length of the fault from !he test end and l the length of each
cable. T:1cn

Q

l1~P+Q. 2!

... (15'2)

The above relation shows that the position of the fault may be located when the length of the
cabk is known. Also, the fault resistance do~s not alt;r the balance condition because it (resistance)
enters the battery circuit. However, if the magnitude of the fault resistance is higb, difficulty may be
experienced in obtaining the balance condition on account of decrease in sensitivity and hrnce accurat~
determination of the position of toe fault may liOt be possible. In such a case, the resistance of the
fault may be reduced by applying a high direct or alternating voltagc--in consistence with the insulation
rating of th~ cable-on the line so as to carbonize the insulation at the point of the fault.
15'9. Varley Loop Test. In this test we can determine experimentally the total loop rcsi~l~ncc
instead of calculating it from the known 'lengths of the cable and its resistance per unit length. The
necessary connections for the ground fault are shown in Fig. 15'7 (a) and for the short circuit fault in
Fig. 15·7 (b). The treatment of the problem, in both cases, is identical.
·
A single pole double throw switch K is used in this circuit. Switch K is first thrown to position
'1' and the resistance S is varied and balance obtained.
.
Let the value of S for balance be S1. Tile four arms of the Wheatstone bridge arc P, Q,,.
R+ X, S1 At balance:

R+X P

--=-

S1
Q
This determines R+ X i.e., the total loop resistance as P, Q and S1 are known.

The switch K is then thrown to position '2' and the bridge is reb;danced.
of S for balance be S2. The four arms of the bridge now are P, Q, R, X S2.

+

R

Let the new vaiue

p

At balance, X+S =Q
2

R+x+s2 _P+Q

01'

... (15)

x+s2~-~

!-'--

1l

14-----R--~-

R---

/·r--~- S~u~/ ~

@)

Sound coble

coblr

·
F"autty

(

I OV..'

.:esl~tance

;~onriection

·

Faulty cabl•

cab I•

Q

'--'~4:---c:============f1
I
--X
-------

.
1•

1

Ground

.

:::J

. T

-X---+~------

".' 1jr K

fault

•I

fault

•--..-..-c:::::---===========

2' ..

(b)

(a)

Fig. 15'7, Varley loop test.

Hence X is known from 't!ie known values of P, Q, 82 from this equation and R+ X (the
total resistance of 2 cables) as determined from Eqn. 15'.3. Knowing the value of X, the position
of the fault is determined. Now :
,.
·

X

Ii

R+x= 2i or

I1

X 21

= R+i

-

Short circuit

,,.(15'5)
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where /1 =length of fault from the test end and /=total length of conductor.
Eqns. 1s·2 (for Murray loop te>t) and 15'4 (for Varley loop test) are valid only when the cable
scctio11s arc uniform throughout the loop. Corrections must be applied in case the cross-sections of
faulty and sound cables are different or when the cross-section of the faulty cable is not uniform over
its entire length. Sine~ temperature affects the value of resistance, corrections must be applied on this
acco4nt if the temperatures of the two cables are different. Co~Tections may also have to be applied
in case tht cables have a large number of joints.
Example 15·2. In a test for a fault to earth by Murray loop test, the faulty cable has a length
of 5·1 km The faulty cable is looped with a sound cable of the same lengtli and cross-section. The
resistances of ratio arms are 100 U and 41'2 n at balance. Calculate the distance of the fault from
t lic test cml.
If the tkcade resistance boxes forming the ratio arms have limits of ~rror of ±0'5% (standard
deviation) of the dial reading, what is the limit of error in the above calculated result ?

Solution. Let X be the resistance of cable from the test end to place of fault and R+ X be the
total rcti>tancc of loop. P and Q are the ratio arms.

x_ =-Q'
R

x~ P~Q (XlR)=i:\.~cr+R)=o·2n

\) j'

· Let
uni( kngth.

I'

Ii be the dista,;c~ of fault from

(X+R).

test end I be the length of each cable and r resistance per

.Y·~rlt

and X+R=2rl.
li·-'0·292x2xs·2=3'03 km.
:. Distance of fault from test'cnd:
Limiting fractional error of unknown resistance

f =·v(jy~r.(~IbQY ~,~/(~~;i~y +(1,f~~y. 0 · 101 ~:.

3

Therefore limiting error of dis:ancc =3 ·o~ x ~~ J x I000 = 21 '4 m.
0

Example 15'3. In a test by Murray loop method for a fault to earth on a 520 metre length of

cable having a resistance of 1· l n per !000 metre, the faulty cable is looped with a sound cable of the
same length but having a resistance 2·29 n per 1000 metre. The resistances of the other two arms of
the testing network, at balance, are in the ratio of 2·7 : I. Cakulate the distance of fault from the
testing end of the cable.

Solution. Suppose ri and rz arc the resistances per unit length of faulty ~nd sound cable
respectively. Let l be the length of each cable and Ii be the distance of fault from the test end.
Referring to fig. 15'6 (u).

-i =-;-

Now

or

X=P~Q (X-1-R)

1·1
X=rih=1000 I,

1·1

2'92)

X-i--Rc~r1l-l--r2l= ( looo+rnoo- X520=1'76!1.

and

Substituting these values in (i), 1ve have :

:. /p=432 m.

1· 1
I
fooo
'1=; 2.7+1x l '76

... \i)

'
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Example 15·4, A short circuit fauit is located by V~tJey foop test. the circuit of.Fig. 15'? (b)
is used for the purpose. The ratio arms are set at P= 5 n and Q= 10 n and the values of vanable
resistance Sare 16 n for position 1 of switch K and .7 n for position 2. The sound and faulty cables
are identical and have a resistance of 0·4 0/km. Determine the length of each cable and the distance
of fault from the test end.
.
.

I

Solution. Let S1 be the value of resistance S1 for position 1 and S2 for position 2.
•••

R+X=_f·
S1
Q

p

.

Hen~ resistance of loop Rt X=Q ~1=

5

10

8

RcsisLmce of rach cable

·. 2 . .4 n.

.·. Length of each cable

~ 0~4 =10 k~.

At position 2 we have :

x 16 =8 n.

__ll_ = !_

x+s2 Q
R+x+s2_P+Q s+1
X+S~

or

--Q

:. Distance of fault from testing

s1 -10

or ·x+1= -·10-

or X=3'0

n.

eod=~:~=7'5 km!

1s·10. Location of Open·Circuit Faults in Cables

. · The location of an open circuit in.a cable can be ·done by a capacitance test. The p1incipJe
of this method is based upon the fact that t.he capacitance of a cable length is proportional to its length.

Fig. 15'8 shows a cable which .is open circuited at a distance Ii from end 1. Capacitaace
measurements are done at .end 1 of the
conductor Open circuit
cable. Suppose the capac,tance value
t' no ·
1
1
is c1. The capacitance measurements '
are done at end 2 and suppose the
P.,,./ ·.-..~
{c~·· ~."1 c=====:;====~Ei•
·
2
measured capacitance. is C2.
~·~
_c.;.- - 1
. '. Total capacitance of cable
· ~ ~
~-.
~
~
.
C=C1+C2.
~_:. ~-----i.-.i
Since capacitance is propo.r·
Cs
tional ~o the length of the cable, we . i.r:;:·
~
can write.
l..
Standard
C=KI and C1 =Kli
v
cQPacitor
'
where K is a constant.
Fig. 15'8, Location of open ·~ircuit faults !11. ~ables .

E /r-·_-···+-__.....

-f

.·. Distance of open circuit fault from end 1 ~s : Ii..,,;

~1

1

I= Ci~ C l.
2

••. (15'6)

In case the total capacitance of the cable is known, only one capacitance measi;rement (i.e.
from end I of cable) is necessary. The capacitance measurements may be done by any of the known
methods like using a De S'auty's bridge or using a ballisti~ galvanometer.
.
1

Fig. 15'8 _shows ·tbe.measuremeilt of capacitance, C1, Of cable .Jength on end I,. with the help·
of a capacitance bridge. A frequency .ge~erator is ..uscd. as a s.ource of s~pply. · The cabie capacita~ce
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is measured in terms of the standard capacitance, C,, and the non-inductive resistors P and Q. The
resistors are adjusted to get balance.
·
p l~~
.
Q
At balance Q =I/we, or capacitance C1 =Cs. ·p, .. (15'7)
The location of an open circuit fault by capacitance method using a ballistic galvanometer is
illustrated by the following example.
Example 1s·s. A cable is 3500 km Jong and has a capacitance of 700 1iF. An open circuit
fault occ(trs on this cable and the fault is located by perforining capacitance measurements using a ba·
llistic-galvanomcter. The oable is charged to a voltage of 500 V d.c. aud then discharged through the
ballistic galvanometer which ·give~ an i.nitial deflection of 80° with an Ayrton Shunt setting of 100.
The galvanometer when calibrated without shunt gives an initial deflection of 50' for a charge
1000 µC. Calculate the distance of open circuit fault on the cable from the test end.
•
1000
Solution. Constant of galvanometer= SO =20 1iC/degree.
Charge of the cable length on the test end side n 100 x 20 x 80=160,000 µC.
c~
charge
160000
Capacitance of the cable length on the test end side C1 "-=voltage = 5oo - -320 µF.
'

•

•

Capacitance per unic length

3~~~

=0'2 µF/km.

. . Distance of open circuit from test end=

t2~

= 16!10,km.

SYMMETRICAL COMPONENTS AND THEIR MEASUREMENT
1511. Introduction to Symmetrical Components. ·. An unbalanced system consisting of three
phasors can be resolved into three systems of phasors which are ea~h balanced but have different
phase sequences. These are refer red to as positive scquen,ce, negative sequence and zero sequence
systems. They constitute the symmetrical components of the three unbalanced phasors. · Thus a

;
I

€st
1)'

Ev1

Posrtive sequent•
compontnls
ER1"Ee1= Ev1

(a)

Ey2
~ '11' Negof1\'!! cecquence

components

ER2=Ev2=Es2

c) Zero ·s•quenct
components ·

Ek0 ='-"Yo= E11o

(b)
(c)
(dJ Unbalanced system En#EY#EI!
Fis. 15 9. Unbalanced system with its symmetrical components.
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system of three unbalanced phasors is split into three components, each of which forms part of a
balanced system.
Fig. 15'9 shows the positive, negative and zero sequence systems of phasors in diagrams
(a), (b) and (c). The phase sequence for positive sequence phasors is RY.B while in the negative
sequence it is RBY. The zero sequence pbasor components are co·phasal. The three component
systems are balanced in themselves, i.e. the positive sequence components ERt. Ev1 and En 1 are equal
in magnitude and so are negative sequence conpoaMts E 2, EJ1 1 and Ev2 and zero sequence com. ponents Eno, Evo and Eao.
In Fig, 15'9 (d) the three component phasors Eni. Eu2 and Eao and Ev1, Ev2 and EYo,
and Eni. En2 and Eno are added to giv~ phasors En, E" and En respectively.
It is noticed the result is an unbalanced system of p~asors EB, Ev and
I
EB. Conversely, the unbalanced system of three phasors En, Ev and EB lU I
I
can be split up into three balanced systems, i.e. positive, negative and :8
"' I
c,,
zero sequence systems as shown in diagrams 15·9 (a), (b) and (c).

;1

For the mathematical treatment of symmetrical components an __ 1I ·.0~SJ: . _ ...
operation 'a' is introduced. Thi: multiplication of a phasor by operator
I •20• 0 o E
'a' rotates the phasor by 120'.
.
.
~I
120
IO .
2
aE
Let us consider Fig. 15·10 in which OA represents a ohasor E
"'e.,1
l I
where
E=EO+jO).
I
I A,
OA1 represents a phasor aE and OA2 represents the phasor a2E.
Obviously, OA-~E=E(H--JO)=E
Fig. IS'IO
. OA1 =aE=-0'5 E+jo 866 E=(-·0'5-f-j0'866) E
and
OA2=a2E= -0·5 E-j0'366 E=(- 0'5-j0866) E:
:.
a=0'5+jO'j.6C,
... (15'8)
2
and
a =0'5-j0'866
... (15'9)
Now if we multiply phasor OA2 ( =a 2E) by a, we rotate it a further 120' to OA, so that
:. a3 =1
... (15'10) .
a3E=E
Thus summarizing the, above results
a=-o·s+j0'866, a2 ,=-0'5-j0'866, a3 =1
a4=a1.a3=-0'5-)0'866, a5=a2 • a3"' -0'5-j0'866, and so on.
... (15'11)
From above, we have: ata2+ I =(-o·s+j0'866)t(-·0'5-j0'866)+ 1=0
Since the magnitudes of 3 phasors forming each set of symmetrical components are equal,
we have the following results :
Positive Sequence System
Ea1, EY1 =a2En1, and Eu1 =aEu1, with Ea1 = Ev1 = En1
Negative Sequence System
En2, Ev2=aE1t2, and En2=a 2En~, with En2=Ev2=En2.
Zero Sequence Components
Eno=Evo=Eno.
15'12. Calculation of Symmetrical Components. The three phasors forming an unbalanced
system may be expreRsed as :

ii
il

il'I
11

1·

I

and

&=~+En~~-~+~+En.
Ev=EvotEYI+Ev2=~+a2En1faEn2,
En=Euo+Eu1+En2=EnotaEn1+a2En2.

II ,
\ !

I:
i
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The three symmetrical components may be derived in terms of En, E" and En as follows :
L=~+~+L2

.

aEY=aEno+a3Eu1 +a2Ena=aEHo+ En1 +a2Err2

a2EY=a 2Eno+a 4Eu1 + a3En2=a2E1to+aEn1 +En2
aEn=aEno+a 2En1 +aEn2=aEno+a2En1 + ER2
a2Eu "'a2ERo+a3En1 + a4ER2 = a2Eno+ En1 +aEn2.
·Now E1t+aE,,+a2En =(Euo+E1t1 En2)+(aEuo+ER1 +a 2En2)+(a2Eno+En1 +aEu2)
=Eno(ltata 2)+3Eu1+E"2(l+a2+a)=3Eni as t+a+a2=0
. ..
EataEYta2En
Positive sequence component En1
... (1512)
3
We can write : ERta2EY+aEa=(Eno+ En1 ·t En2)t(a2Eno+aEu1 + En2)t(aEuo4-a2En1 + En2)
=Eno(! +a2+a)+ En1(1 +a+a2)+3En2=3En2
.
En+a2EY+aEa
.. (15'13)
Negative sequence component En2=
3

+

For calculation of zero sequence components

En+ E,,+ En ""(Eno+En1 +En2J+lEno+a2EB1 +aEn2)+(Eno-l- aEn1 +a2En2)
=3Euo t Ei:1U ta 2 taJ+En2\I tata 2)-3Eno
LtEY+Ea
,
... (15'14)
. . Zero sequence component Euo=
3
The above equations have been derived for a system consisting of three unbalanced voltage
phasors, but they apply in exactly the same way to current phasors and impedances.
15' 13. Measurement of Symmetrical Components. The measurement of symmetrical components of the. currents and. voltag~s in an unbalanced .three phase system is ba~ed upon rel~ti?n
ships derived m the preceding sectton~. These relatioships suggest that appropriate phase shifting
circuits be introduced to measure the components. These phase shifting circuits include resistors,
inductois and capacito1s of witable values so that appropriate phase shift& may be carried out
It is evident that the measuring circuits be isolated from the main system. Thi> is done by
using instrument transformers.
15"14. Measurement of Positive Sequence Component of Current. From Eqn. 15' 12 ; the
positive sequence component of current of phase R is

In-t=J~:±tih_:l·112In.
.

3

The above relation implies that the pbase of h be advanced by 120° and that of In by 240°.
To advance the phase of h by 120', its phase is reversed, (i.e. advanced by 180°) and then causing to
lag by 60'. Similarly to advance the phase of In by 240°, this phase is reversed and then caused to
advance by 60°. A current transformer is inserted in all the threr phases as shown in Fig. 15' l l. In
order to add the three currents, the secondaries of three current transformers feed three primary
windings of a summation transformer.
The C.T. in line R has resistance inserted in its circuit and this fixes the phase of its current.
The C.T. in line Y has both resistance and inductance inserted in its circuit, the values of these being
such that they lag the current 60' behind the current in the first C. T. if both were supplied from
the same line. The connections of this C.T. are also reversed to give a displacement of 180'.
The C.T. in line B is provided with a resistance and capacitance where values are such that
they cause the phase displacement of 60°. The connections of this C. T. are also ·reversed.
·
Since the C.Ts. feed three windings mounted on the same limb of the summation transformer,
the output of this summation transf!>rmer is proportional (In+aIY+a2Ja) .and hence to the positive
sequence component of current.· This output is read by an ammeter.

l·
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15'.15. Measurement of Negative Sequence Component of Current. The negative sequence
component of current of line R is :
Iii+a2h+aln
II •,·.-~
·•
3
(See Eqn. 15' 13)
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Thus to read negative sequence c0a1ponenl of current of line R, the current of line }' must
be advanced by 240° and that of line B by 121f. The arrangement of Fig. 15'1 I is \!$ed. All that
is necessary is to connect the capacitance iu drcuit of C.T. in line Y and inducta'.lce in the circnit
of C. f. in line B. This causes the required phase displacements. The output of summation trans·
former in this case is proportional to negative sequence component of current. The connections are
~hown in Fig. l 5' 12.
·
15'16. Measurement of Zero Set1tiencc Compon~nt of Cnrrent. Zero sequonce componen~
of current
.
(See Eqn. 15'14)
ho=
-h+IY'tin
- j---Thus to measure zero sequence component of current, we must have the phasor additio~~of
the three currents. This is done as shown in Fig. 15'13. The
Cl
secondaries of three C. Ts. are connected in parallel with H •,..,;.....
K
an ammeter. The positive and negative phase sequence
•.s!_.
Iv
currents among the secondary windings of the three trans- Y
lJU
C.1 In
· formers without affecting the ammeter. But the three zero 8
·~
,.,,.,
sequence currents being all in phase, send current through·
the ammeter, which therefore int:icates three times· the
zero sequence current component in each winding. The
reading of the ammeter when multiplied by ratio of C.T.
gives three times the zero sequence component of the
--unbalanced system.
·
15' 17. Measurement of Posifoc-Sequence Component of Voltage When a sy>tem contains zero
Ammeter
sequence components of voltage, these can be eliminated
I
by using a delta-star connected potential transformer for
the measuring circuit. The three windings of the delta · Fig, 15'13. Measuremenl of :zero sequence
..connected pr~mary form- a closed circuit, so that the
compqnen\ of current •
.phasor sum·of three voltages must add to zero. A closed
~,.,
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15·20. Vector Meter. One of the most important meter in a power station is the Vector
Meter. IHs an induction type indicating meter which in corporates arrangements for simultaneous
indications of kW, kV Ar, power factor and current which are shown on a dial. It consists of an
arrangement which uses a combination of a wattmeter element with a pointer ·which can be moved in
a straight line and a varmeter element also with a pointer which can move in a straight line at right
angles to and over the same area transversed by the pointer of the wattmeter.
This instrnmer:t enables the engineers in the power sta!ions to ensure that the generators are
operating within their Stability Limits. The safe working load of a generator is partly dependent
upon the field current which in turn determines the range of leading and lagging power factors over
which the machine may safely be operated without falling out of synchronism and partly on
heating considerations. The maximum field current (hence maximum lagging power factor) is determined by the heating considerations and the minimum field current (hence maximum leading power
factor) is determined by the steady state stability limit. Stator curr.ent also has to be kept within safe
limits. If, therefore, a curve (called Operating Chart) associating output load with the above limits
of operation is superimposed upon the scale, the point of intersection of kW and kV Ar pointers, if
kept within the boundary enclosed by the operating charts, wiii ensu.re that the machine is working
within safe design limits. An operating chart is shown in Fig. 15' 17.

I
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1..---------------___J Sw!
L.-·-~ _ ~~gova.r_ - · - · - - · "j
Fig. 15'1'1. Operatiog chart (Vector meter scale
with stability limits).

Fig. 15'18. Principle ofBtraight·
line movement.

The vector meter uses a wattmeter element. This wattmeter element is an Induction type watt·
meter as explained in Art. 10·15 pag~ 356. The principle of straight line movement is shown in
Fig. 15'1 P,. A portion of the pointer arm at right angles to the dial is pivoted on a light cradle which
is, in turn, mounted on the movement. The movement while rotating in ~he direction shown, moves
the pointer across the dial with the other end of the pointer sliding down in its guides.
For three phase balanced loads, single element instruments are used. The measuring ' ·
elements are usually centre zero type for interconnected systems. These instruments are used
because indication of export und import power and reactive power is required .. For generator
circuits, offset zero movements are prnuided so that approximateiy one quadrant (representing
forward generated power) is extended over the full dial.
·
A series of circles are drawn to· represent a ·scale of current which is evaiuated in
relation to th0 normal voltage of the system. The length of the line drawn from the cr.ntre of' the

,
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circles to the point of intersection of the kW and kVAr pointers, indicates the value of the stator
current .. The angle between this line and the vertical represents the power factor of the system, which
may be read off from the indications on the edge of the dial.
A shaft position indicator (i.e., power angle indicator) is also used in modern electric plants.
This instrument indicates the position of the rotor with respect to the stator voltage at the generator
terminals. The power angle is indicative of the stability which can be controlled according to design
limits of the machine.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
1. A feeder cable 250 metre long bas. a fault to ~rth. The fault is loc•lized by the following resistance
measurements between earth and one end of cable (a) distant end insulated, 6'95 .Q (b) distant end eanhed, 1'71 .Q
The cable bas a total resistance of I '80 Q, Find the resistance of fault and its distance from test end.
2. In a Murray loop test for eround fault on a 500 metre long cable having a res'stance of 1"6 !l/km, the
faulty cable is looped with a sound cable of same Jen th and cross-section. If resistances of ratio nrms are 3 : J,
calculate tbe distance of the fault from the test end.
[Ans. 250 ml

3. A telephone line, 5 km long, bas an earth fault 2'3 km from test end. lf lhe resistance of the lines per km
is 4 0 .Q, what value of variable res'stance will give balance in a Varley loop test. The ratio arms are equal ..
[Ans. 21'6.Q]
4. A telephone wire having a resistance of 14"6 Q km, develops a fault to e0rrh. When looped with a sound
wire of the same length, the total resistance is found to be 56 .Q, If the value ofyariable resistance is J6'3 at balance
in a Varley loop test \\ith ratio arms equal, calculate the distance of fault.
[Ans. J'36 km]
5. A single core cable 10 km Ion! has a capacitance 0'2 µF/km. It develops an open circuit fault. This fallft
is located by a cap1citance bridge as shown in • ig .. 15 7 At balance the ratio of P: Q is I : 2 aud the value of standard
variable capacitor 0 41 µP. Calculate the distance of fault from test end.
[Ans, 4'1 km]
6. The zero sequence currents in a 3 phase unbalanced system are found by connecting the secondaries of
three crs in parallel with an ammeter. If ralio of crs is SCO and the reading of the ammeter is 2'76 A, find the
value of zero sequence current in each phase of the system.
[Ans 460 Al

\
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16
A.C. Bridges
Hi"X. :fotrnduction. Alternating current bridge methods are of outstanding importance for
measurement of electric~J quantities Measurements of inductance, capacitance, storage factor, Joss
factor etc. may be made conveniently and accurately by employing a.c. bridge networks.
Tlie a.c. bridge is a natural outgrowth of the Wheatstone bridge. An a.c. bridge; in its basic
form, consists of four arms, a source of excitation, and a balance detector. Io an a.c. oridge each of
foe four arms is an impedance, and the battery and the galvanometer of the Wheatstone bridge are
replaced respectively by an a c. source and a detector sensitive to small a_lternating potential
differences.
16'2. Sources and Detectors. For measurements at low frequencies, the power line may act
a:; tbc source of supply to the bridge circuits. For . higher frequencies electronic oscillators arc
universally used ns bndge source supplies. These oscillators have the advantage that the frequency is
constant, easily adjusta 1>le, and determinable with accuracy. The waveform is very close to a sine
wave, and their power output is sufficient for most bridge measurements. A typical osc!llator has a
frequency range of 40 Hz to 125 kHz with a power output of 7 W.
The detectors commonly used for a.c. bridges are (i) Head phones, (U) Vibration galvanometers,
and (iii) Tuneable amplifier detectors. Head phones are "".idely used as detectors at frequencies of
250 Hz and Ol'er upto 3 or 4 kHz. They are most sensitive de1ectors for this frequency range.
When workilig at a single frequency a tuned>t!etector normally gives the greatest sensitivitt
and discrimination against harmonics in the supply. Vibration galvanometers are extremely useful ay
power and low audio frequency ranges. Vibration galvanometers are 1minufactured to work at various
fr<qtwncies ranging from 5 Hz to !000 Hz but are most commonly used helow 200 Hz as below this
frequency they are more sensitive than the head pliones.
Tnneable amplifier detectors are'the most ':!!)rsatile of the .detectors. The transistor ampuner
can be tuned electrically and thus can be ma'!!e to respond to a narrow bandwidth at the bridge
frequency. The output of Jhe amplifier is, fed to a pointer_type ct instrument. This detector can be
med, over a frequency range of JO Hz tcy 100 kHz~'·
For ordinary a.c. -bridge measurements of inductance and
oscillator of 1000 Hz and output of about l W is adequate. For more
sp1;cialised work continuously variable oscillators are preferable with
ontphts upto 5 W. The high power may be necessary on some
occasions, but in practice it is better to limit the power supplied to
the bridge. Another practice which is usually followed is to use an
untmwd amplifier detector. The balance detection is sensed both orally
.oy h~ad phone;;, and visually by a pointer galvanometer having a
ltJfjarithniic deflection (to avoid damage to the galvanometer which
0 Detec•or
ml\)! be caused by unbalance).
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. . The conditions for balance of bridge require that there
sl:iould be no current through the detector. This requires that the
potential difference between points b and d should be zero. This will
lie tho caee when the voltage drop from a to b equals to voltage drop
from a to d, both in magnitude and phase. In complex notation wr;

'

/

Fig. 16'1 shows
..a:;k: a.c. bridge. The four arms of the bridge are impedances Zt,
Ul'3. G@ltleral Eqm1tkm for Bridge Bahmce.
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Fi$. 16"1. Basic a.c, bridge network •
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.. (t6'1)
... (!6'2)

Ei=E2
I1Z1=I2Z2

or

E

Also at balance, I1 =I3 Zi+Z

•

•

•2= A4 =

and

".(16'3)

2

K ,,

... (16'4)'

------>--

~+Z4

Substitution of Eqns. 16'3 and 16'4 into Eqn. 16'2 gives ;
Z1Z4=Z2Za
or when using admittances instead of impedanct:'s
Y1Y4=Y2Ya

...(l<f5)
... (16'6}

Eqns. 16'5 and 16'6 represent the basic equatio~s for balance of an a.c. bridge. ·nqit. 16'_~ is
convenient to use when dealing with series elements of a bridge while Eqn. 16'6 is useful when dt!almg
with parallel elements.
.
Equ. 16'5 states that the product of impedances of one pair 01 opposite arms must e~ual the
product of impedances of the other pair of opposite arms expressed in complex notation. Thrn ,means
that both magnitudes and the phase angles of the impedances must be taken into account.
Considering the polar form, the impedance cai(be \vritieu as Z=Z/0, where Z represents the
m1'.griitu.de and 0 represents the phase angle of the complex impedance. Now Eqn. 16'5 can be rewritten Ill the form
(Z1/01)!Z4/84) =(Z2/02)(Zs/6s)
•
.(16'7)
Thus for balance, we must have :
Z1Z4/01 +61=Z2Z3/02+0a

--

-

,(16'8)
i

Eqn. 16'8 shows that two conditions must be satisfied simultaneously whei:i balan~lng an a.c.
bridge. The first condition is that the magnitude of impedances satisfy the rek 'miship :
Z1Z1=Z2Zs
... (16'9)
The scc<md condition is that the phase angles of impedauces mttisfy the rdationshi)) :
L01+L01=L02+L03
... (!fl' 0)
The. phase angles are positive for an inductive impedance and negative for cap&v. we ·

impedance.

.

·

lf we work in terms of rectangular co-ordinates, we have
Z1=R1+jX1;
Z2=R2+jX2;
Zs=Ra+jXa and Z4=Rd·jX1.
Thus from Eq. 16'5, for balance
Z1Z4=Z2Zs
or
(R1 jX1)(R4+jX4) =(R2+ jX2)(Rs+JXs)
... (16"1 l)
or
RiR4-X1X4+/X1R4+X1R1)-R2Ra-X2Xa+j(XsRs+X:i..1!1\t)
Eqn. 16'11 is a complex equation and a complex equation i»s.3~ed,ocly ifre11l arnlimaginary
Parts of each side of the ~nation are separately equal. Thus, for ~~cc; :
RiR~-X1X4=Rs.Ra-XtXa
...(16'!29
and
X1R4+X,R1 =X2R3+XaR2
... (JG'!J)
Thus th~ are two ind~dent ~fliotls for balam;e aud hf;>tb of thpm must be satisfied.

.· .
I

+
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Example 16'1. The four impedances of an a.c. bridge sh.own in Fig. 16'1 are:
Z1 =400 n /50'; Z2=200 n /40'; Za= 800

1-so·; Z 4 =400n120~

Find out whether the bridge is balanceed under these conditionsor not.
Sol!Jihm. Applying the first condition of balance for magnitudes :

Z1Z4=Z2Za
Z1Z4 =400 X400=160,000
and Z2Za=200 x 800=!60,000.
Z1Ze Z2Z3. Thus the first condition is satisfied,
Applying the second condition for balance required for phase: /61+/64 =/02 t/0 3
Now /61 t/04=50°t20'=70' ·and
/tt2t/0a=40°-50'=~-10°:- -

Now

This indlCates-that the condition for phase relationship is not· satisfied and thereforn the
bridge is unbalanced even though the condition for equality of magnitudes is satisfied.
Example 16'2. An a.c. bridge circuit working at 1000 Hz is sbown in Fig. 16'1. Arm ab
is a 0·2 µF pure capacitance ; arm be is a 500 n pure resistance ; arm cd contains .an unknown
impedance and arm da has a 300 n reoistance in parallel with a 0·1 µF capacitor. Find the Rand c
or L constants of arm cd considering it as a series circuit.
Solution. Impedance of arm ab is :
l
•
Zi= 2nfC - 211x1ono;o:--2-x·1-0;6- = 800 0
1

and
Z1=800/-90' Q,sin.e it is a pure capacitance.
Impedance of arm be is,Z2=500 n
or
Z3 = 500/0' sinclt it is a pure resistance.
/\rm da containi'a 300 0 resistance in parallel with a o· 1 µF capacitance.
2
Z2 = -1 +1~ C2Ri~ I +j(211 x IO(;Q ~~~l x io-6x300) = 294 ' 8-j5S' 4 "" 3co/- I0'6°'
for balance Z1Z4~Z2Z3
.-. [mpedance of cd required for balance
z 4 =_'/,i'/,&_ = 360x SOO /-I0'6't0'+90'=187'5/18'4'
·

800

Zt

--

The positive angle for impedance indicates that the branch consists of a series

Resistance
R4= 187'5 cos 78'4'=37'7 n
Inductive reactm1ce X4= 187 5 sin 78"4' = 83'6 n.
I X3'6

R· L circuit.

.

Inductance
L4= -2;, x 1 00 H=29 2 mH.
15.4. General form of an A.C. Bridge. As an example let us ·
consder the bridge circuit of Fig. 16 2. Ra and R4 are non-inductive
resistances L1 and L2 arc inductances of the negligible resistance and Rt
and R2 are non-inductive resistors.
· Therefore at balance,
Z1Z4 =Z 2Z3 or (R4+}fllL11R4 - (Ra+jwL2)R3.
Equating the real and imaginary.' parts separately, we have :
Ra ·
... (16'14)
or Rt= R • Rz

0
lz

4

.r

. L2Ra
"m :\ }'""' ,.J. R<1 = }"'

or

Li-- R
Rs L2

... (16'15)

4

T1rno if L1 and Rt are unknown, the above bridge may be used
,, mc;isuc these quanti''"~ in terms of R2, R~, R, and L2. We may
de •Jucc se'·:;rai importa:1t conclusions from the above simple example.
i·

l

11cv Dl\':

~

....•···~

-

1. Tvrn balanc-0 eq\lations are always obtained for an a.c.
age cirq1L This follows fro111 the fact that for balance in an

Fig. l6'2. Inductance
~omparison

llriilge.
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a.c. bridge, both magnitude and phase relationships must be satisfied. This requires that real and
inaginary terms must be separated, which gives two equations to be satisfied for balance.
2. The two balance equations enable us to know two unknown quantities. The two
quantities are usually a resistance and an inductance or a capacitance.

I

3. In order to satisfy both conditions for balance and for convenience of manipulation,
the bridge must contain two variable elements in its configuration. For greatest convenience, each
of the balance equations mast contain one variable element, and one only. The equations are then
said to be independent. In the bridge of Fig. 16'2, R2 and L2 are obvious choice as variable
elements since L2 does not appear in the expression for R1 and R2 does not figure in the expression
for L1 and hence the !wo balance equations are independent. The technique of balancing is
to adjust L2 till a minimum indication is obtained on the detector, then to adjust R2 until a new
smaller minimum indication is obtained. Then L2 and R2 are alternately adjusted until the
detctor shows no indication.
·
The process of alternate manipulation of two variable elements is rather typical
of the general balancing procedures adopted in most a c. bridges. When two variables are
chosen such that the two balance equations are no longei· independent, the bridge has a
very poor convergence of balance and /,\ives the effect of sliding balance. The term Sliding
Balance describes a condition of interaction betwtcon the two controls. Thus when we balance with
R2, then go to Ra and back to R2 for adjustment, we find a new apparent balance point. Thus the
balance point appears to move, or, ~Ihle and settles only gradually to its final point after many
adjustments. It may be emphasised here that in case the two balance conditions are independent,
not more then two or three adjustments of the variable elcmenh: would be necessary to obtain balance.
In case we choose the two variable components such that the two equations are not indepenC:ent the balance procedure becomes laborious and tim(·. consuming. For example, if we choose R2
and Ra as variable elements, the two equations are no longer independent since Ra appears in both the
equations. Thus Ra is adjusted to satisfy Eqn. 16' 15, its valuJ may be becoming farther removed from
that which satisfies Eqn 16.14. There are two adjustments, one resistive and the other reactive that
must be made to secure balance. For the usual magnitude responsive detector, these adjustments
must be made alternately until they converge on the balance point. The convei ]ence to balauce point
is best when both the variable elements are in the same arm.
·
·
4. In this bridge circuit balance equations are independent of frequency. This is often
a considerable advantage in an a.c. bridge, for the exact value of the source frequency need not then
be known. Also, if a bridge is balanced for a fundamental freqorncy it should also be balanced for
any harmonic and the wave· form of the source need not be perfectly sinusoidal. On the other hand,
it must be realized tl:at the effective inductance and resistance for example, of a coil, vary with frequ·
ency (see pages 105, 106, 114 & 115), so that a bridge balanced at a fund3mental frequency is never,
in practice, truly balanc•d for the harmonics. To minimize difficulties due to till~ the source wave·form
should be good, and it is vften an advantage to use a detector tuned to the fundamental frequency.
Further while the disappearance of the frequency factor is of advantage in many bridges, some bridges
derive their usefulness from the presence of a frequency factor·;such bridges must then be supplied
from a source with very good wave-form and high frequency stability. Altemative1y, they may be
used to determine frequency.

i

MEASUREMENT OF SELF INDUCTANCE

r'

16'5. Maxwell's J111luctimce BridJLe. This bridge circuit measures an inductance by comparison
with a variable standard self-inductance. The connections and the phasor diagrams for balanr-e
conditions are shown in Fig. 16.'3.
Le~
Li =unknown inductance·ctf resistance Ri,
L2=variable inductanee of fixell resistance r 2,
Ra=variable resistance connected·in series with ;rd1wtor L 2,
and
Ra, R~=kttown uon-iuductive resistances.

-,

...
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Fig. 16'3, Maxweli's inductance Bridge,

The theory of this bridge has been dealt with in Art. 16 ·4, At balance,

Li=-;: ~L2
Ri =

nild

:nRa4

(R2+ r2

... (16'16)

)

... (16'17)

Resistors Ra and R4 normally a selection of values from 10, 100, !000 and 10,000 Q, r2 is a decade
resistance box. In some cases, an additional known resistance may have to be inserted in series with
unknown coil in order to obtain batance. · ·

't

16'6. Maxwell's Inductance- Ca11sciiance Bridge. In this bridge, an inductance is measured . l
by comparison with a standrard variable capacitance. The connections and the phasor diagram at
the balance conditions are given in Fig. 16'4.

;I
l

~I

~·

E,,.-

--~~@E---·j

R1 =effr,ctive resistauce of inductor Lh
f1 =unknown inductan~r,
R~, Ra, R4'=known non-inductive resistances, and C~ = vari<1bfo standard capacitor.

L~t

f
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Writing the equation for balance
(R1+jwL1)(

i+fw~4 R 4 )=R2Ra or R1R4+jwL1R4c~R2Ra+fwR2RsC4R4.

5eparating the real and imaginary terms, we have : R1 = JizR 3

... (16' !Jl)

R4

and

... ( 16' 19)

Thus we have two variables R1 and
hence the two equations are independent.
The expression for Q factor

1

C4

which appe:ir in one of the tw 0 balance equations and

Q=w~~- =wC4R4

.. .(16'20)

Advantages. The advantages of this bridge are :

l. The two balance equations are independent.if we choose R4 and C4 as variable clements.
2. The frequency does not appear in any of the two equations.
3. This bridge yields simple expression for i1uknowns L1 aud Ri in terms of known bridge
elements. Physically R2 and Ra are each, say, 10, 100; 1000 or l'0,000 ~!and their value is selected to
give suitable value of product Ril~a which appears in both the balance equatious ; C4 is decade
capacitor and R4 a decade resistor.
The simplicity of the bridge cyif ~e appreciated by tL rolJowing example. Suppose the
productR2 Ra is !06. The inductance "
(See Eqn.16'19)
L1=C4XI06
Thus when balance is achieved the value of C4 in IJ.F directly gives the value of inductance
in H.
4. The Maxwell's inductance-capacitance bridg<; is very useful for measurement of a wide
range of inductance at power and audio frequencies.
Disadvanteges. The main disadvantages of this bridge are :
I. This bridge rcqliires a variable standard capacitor which may be very. e.~pensive if calibrated to a high degr.ee of accuracy ,'.fherefore sometimes a fixed standard capacitor is used, either
because a variable .;apacitor is not available .or because fixed capacitors have a· higher degree of
accuracy and are less expensive than the variable ones. The balance adjustments are then done by :
•
(a) either varying R2 and R4 and since R2 appears ii! both the balance equations, the balam:e
adjustments become difficult ; or
(b) putting an additional resistance in serfos with the inductance under measurement and then
varying this resistance and ({4.
2. The bridge is limited to measurement of low Q coils, (1 < Q <HO)i It is clear from
Eqn. 16'20 that the measurement of high Q coils demands a large value for resistance R4, perhaps 105
or 10s Q. The resistance boxes of such high values are very expensive. Thus for values of Q> 10, the
Maxwell's bridge is unsuitable.
·

!

'/
I

~

'

The Maxwell's bridge is also unsuited for coils with a very low value of Q. (i.e. Q<il). Q values
of this magniiude occur in inductive resistors, or in an R.F. coil if measured at low frequencies. The
<liiliculty in measurement occurs on account of labour involved in --obtaining balance since normaliy a
fixed capacitor is used and balance is obtained by manipulating resistances ·R2 and R1 alternately. This
difficulty is explained as below :
From Eqns. 16'18 and 16'19, it is ckar that Rz enters into both the expressions. A preliminary inductive balance is made with R2, and then R4 is varied to give a resistive balanei which is
dependent on the R2 setting. Accordingly when R2 is changed for a second inductive balance, the resistive
balance is disturbed, and moves to·· a new value giving slow "coovergo!t~" to, 00\lau<». · This is
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particularly true of a low Q coil, for which resistance is prominent (as Q=oiL/R). Thus a sliding
balance condition prevails and it hikes many manipulations to achieve balance for low Q coils with a
Maxwell's bridge.
From the above discussions we conclude that a Maxwell's bridge is suited fer measurements of
only medium Q coils.
•
16'7 Hay's Bridge. The Hay's bridge is a modification of Maxwell's bridge. The conneclion diagram and the phasor diagram for this bridge are shown in Fig 16'5. 1 his bridge uses a resistallce in series with the statclard capacitor (unlike the Maxwell's bridge which uses a resistance in
parallel with the capacitor).

a

I

d:4
(b)

(a}

fig, 16'5, Hay's Bridge.

Let
L1 =unknown inductance liaving a resistance Ri,
R2 , Ra.R4=known non-inductive resistances,
and C4=standard capacitor.
At .balance,

(R1+jwL1)(R4-j/wC4)=R2Ra or R1R.1+Lc1 +j6>L1R4- JRCi =R2Rs.
4

w 4

Separating @he real and imaginary terms, we obtain :
L1

4

RiR~+c =R2Ra

Rt
and Li=w2R4c 4
... (16'21)

Solving the above two equations, we have :

... (16'22)
I

... (16'23),

The i;ixpressious for the unknown inductance 2,ad resistance contain the frequency term. There
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fore it appears that the frequency of the source of supply to the bridge must be accurately known.
This is not true for tbe'inductance when a high Q coil is being measured, as is explained below :
R2R3C4

Now

Li= I+w2c42R42

R2R3C4
and therefore Li,,;,
•.. (16'24)
I +(I/ QJ2
wC4R4 '
For a value of Q greater than IO, the.term (l/Q) 2 will be smaller than 1/ 100 and can be
neglected.
Therefore Eqn. 16 25 reduces to
L1=R2RsC4
... (16'25)
which is the same as for a Maxwell's bridge.
Advantages :
l. This bridge gives very simple expression for unknown inductance for high Q coils and is
suitable for coils having Q> 10.
.
2. This bridge also gives a simple expres·iion for Q factor.

Q= ~1-·-

but

3. If we examine the expression for Q factor : Q=- Cl R ,
w 4 4

,

we find that the resistance R4 appears in the denominator and hence for high Q coils, its value should
be small. Thus this bridge requires only a low value resistor for R4, whereas the Maxwell's bridge
requires a parallel resistor, R4, of a very high value.
Disadvantages :
.
l. The Hay's bridge is suited for the measurement of high Q inductors, especially those
inductors having a Q greater than 10. Por inductors having Q Vdlu~s smaller than 10, the term (l/QJ2
in the expression for inductance Li (Eqn. 16' 24) b~comes rather important and thus cannot be
neglected. Hence this bridge is not suited for measurement of coils having Q less than 10 and for
these applications a Maxwell's bridge is more suited,
16'8. Anderson's Bridge. This bridge, in fact, is a modification of the Maxwell's inductance·
capacitance bridge. In this method, the self inductapce is measured in terms of a standard capacitor.
This method is applicable for precise measurement of self-inductance over a very wide range of values.
Fig. 16'6 shows the connections. and the phasor diagram of the bridge for balanced conditions.

i

~

le
~

E:4
rv

lcr

E
·'

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16'6, Anderson's Bridge.
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Rl =resistance of self-inductor,

Let L1 =sclf·ind1;ctim~ to be measured,

r1 ,=resistance co.llllected in series with self-inductor,
r, R2, R3, R1 =known non-inductive resist~nces,
and C=fixed standard capacitor.
At ballluoo,

Now

ll1 =Ia and I2 -H.+ l4.
1
ll1:1la "'I, x -:--C
JW

Ic=hjroCR3.

Wdting I.he other balance equations

Substituting the value of I, in the above equations, we have :
h(n+Crrjo>L-1)=hR2+ ll.iwC R<ir or I1(r1+ Ri + jwL1-jwCR2r) -=I2R2

... (i)

I

4

From Eqns. (i) and (ii), we obtain
'(
1.n , • • C" ) w (R2Ra
-•l
r1-,n_n-;wL1·-;w
l\3r =•1

jwCR2Rsr+.
-&+--_R
-- -- JW C'»
"3 R)
2 •
4
R2Rs

Equating the real m1d the imaginary parts : Rt= ---r1

R4

... 16'26)

Ii

... \16'27)
An examination of balance equations reveals that to obtain easy convergence of balance,
adjustments of r1 aud r should be done as they appear ·iu only one of the two balance
cquntious.

ai~enm!c

Advmimges
l. fo ClSC adjustments are carried out by manipulating> control over r1 and r, they beco~e
independent of each other. This is a marked superiority over ~liding balance conditions met with
low Q coils when measuring with Maxwell's bridge. A study of convergence conditions would reveal
that it is much easier to obtain balance in the case of Anderson 1s btcidge thau in Maxwell's bridge
for low Q-coils.
.
2. A fixed capacitor can be used instead of a variable citpitcitdr:as in the case of Maxwell's
bridge.
3. This bridge may be used for a'.ccurate determination ~t capacitance in terms of inductance.
Disadvimtaa~s

l. The Anderson's bridge is more complex than its proto~ype Maxwell's bridge. The
Anderson's bridge has mow parts and.is more complicated to set up an'(! manipulate. The balance
equations are not simple and in fact are much tedions.
2. An additional junction point increases the difficulty '0f snicldiag the bridge.

Considering the above complications of the Arderwrr's b1idg'ej in all the cliSes where a
variable capacitor is permissible the more simpfo Maxwell's bridge is used iostead of Anderson's
.bridge.

!6'9, Oweo's Bridge: This bridge may be used for measuremen~ c;f au ind~ctanoo in terms of

'
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carmcitance. F,ig. 16'7 shows the connections and phasor diagrams, for, this bridge, under balance
conditions :

Iz

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16'7. Owen's Bridge.

Let L1 =unknown self-inductance oi: rdistance Ri,
R2 =variable non-inductive reoistance,
R3 =fixed non-inductive resistance,
. C2 =variable standard capacitor,
and C4 =fixed standard capacitor.

4 )=( R2+ ]~c2 ) Ra.

At balance, (R1 +jwL1)Cw~

Separating the real and imaginary terms, we obtain: L1 =R2RaC4.
C4
and R1=Ra c ·•
2

... (16'28)
• •• (lfi'29)

Advantages
1. Examining the equations for balance, we find that we obtain two independent equations
in case C2 and R2 are made variable. Since Rz and C2, the variable elements, are in the same arm,
convergence to balance conditions is much easier.
2. The balance equations are quite simple and do nvt contain any frequency component.
3. Ibe'brii:lge can be used over a wide range of mea~urement of iuductances.
Disadvantages
1. This bridge requires a variable capacitor which is an ex~nsive item and also its accuracy
is about I percent.
2. The value of capacitance C2 tends to become rather large when measuring high Q coils.
16'10; Measurements ofJ!lcremental Inductance. The magnetic f!ux linking au iron-cored·
coil is not in direc~ proportion to the cJrrent flowing in t.he coil, hut varies in a manner usually in·
dicated by a magnetization curve. The flux usually increases fairly rapidly when the current buildup· process first begins. However, the flux increment corresponding to a particular size of carreut
increment becomes smaller with contineal increase of current as the core approaches the condition of
magnetic "saturation". An induced voltage in a coil depends on a change of Hux and hence hecorues
smaller for a given current change at higher value of current.
,
The basic expression for induced voltage in terms of a changing fiux is usually replaood, for
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purposes of circuit study, by the "coefficient of self-inductance," multiplied by the rate of change of
current. The new concept must be examined with care when applied to the case of an iron-cored
coil. In terms of flux a change, the induced voltage is e= -

N;:

In terms of inductance, e= -L d.P where L=·COefficient of self-inductance.
dt '
Comparison of the two expressions gives L=N ;;
which helps to explain the nature of thi; quantity. Inductance may be represented by the slope of the
<f>-i curve, or magnetiz.ation curve, of a reactor. For an air-cored coil there is a linear rclatiJnship
between flux and current and, accordingly, L is a constant. An ircn-cored coil does not have a linear
flux-current relationship, and L bas different values, depending on the portion of the magnetization
curve being used and on tbe manner of defining L. ·1 bat is, for some purpose we may be
interested in tbc average inductance, represented by the slope oi a line from the origin to a particular
point on the .P·i curve. For other purpJses we are concerned with small variations in the neighbourhood of a point on the curve (for very small variations, L equals N times the slope of the curve at
the point in questiou). It is thus evident that the coefficient of self-inductance is ambiguous for ironcored c.oils .unless the conditions are carefully defined.
Many iron-cored coils are used as filter reactors in rectifier circuits and in other applications
in which a combination of a d.c .. component and a superposed a.c. are encountered. The inductance
of the reactor to the a c. in such a case may vary over a wide range, depending on the magnitude
of the d c. term. An air gap in the magnetic core trnds to straighten the <f>-i curve, and make L more
neariy constant. An iron-cored coil without an air gap gives an extreme varia•ion of L if the d.c.
component becomes high enough to produce a considerable degree of saturation.
The d.c. component of the current fixes the operating point around which changes occur on
account of the alternating current. The incremental inductance at this pomt may be defined as turns
time the slope of .P·i cmve,
..
d</>
6.<fi
Incremental mductan~r L== Ndi '"N L.i ·
Similarly incremental permeability may be defhed as the slope of the B-H curve at the
operating point.
dB
/.':,B
..
1 11.= dH = t:,li ·
I ncrementaI permea b11ty
The magnitude of the a.c. component also has an effect on the apparent inductance of th1
reactor, though usually not to so great au extent as the d.c. component in the common type of
reactor application. To make inductance measurements on an iron-cored coil definite, the dnta
should include the _amount of d.c. present, and the frequency and magnitude of the a.c.
The nonlinear character of the ·flux-current curve enters in the measurement problem in
another way, by producing distortion of the current and voltage waveforms. That is, a sinusoidal
voltage docs not produce a sinusoidal current, or vice-versa, in an iron-cored coil. Even though the
applied bridge voltage is sinusoidal, the detector vvltage is distorted and hence may be analyzed by
Fourier method into the fundamental frequency component plus harmonics. The harmonics cause
difficulties in the balancing process if the detector consists of an amplifie1, a tuned circuit can be
incorporated in it to pass the fundamental frequency and suppress the harmonics. The situation is
a little more difficult when a telephone head set is used, but a person can train himself to listen for
the null point of the fundamental frequency and disregard the harmonics. Due to the difficulties of
defining inductance in the first place, and of determining balance in the second place, we cannot
expect to measnre parameters an iron-cored coil with the same precision as those of an air-cored
coil. Fortunately, in most uses of the iron-cored coils, as in filter chokes, a low degree of accuracy
is sufficient.
·
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Many bridge circuits can be modified to permit the simultaneous application of d.c. and a.c.
to the re&ctor. One .thing that must be kept in mind in arranging the circuit is the fact that the
amount of d.c. specified for the test reactor must also pass through one of the bridge arms, and care
must be taken not to overheat the precision resistor.
.
The incremental inductance can be measured with an
vwen's bridge. The original circuit, however, has to be modi·
fied in order that the coil under measurement is fed from both
d.c. and a.c. This circuit is shown in Fig. 16'8.
The coil is fed from a.c. and d.c. sources in parallel.
A blocking capacitor C, is used to block direct current from
entering the a.c. source. A high inductance L, is used to block
D
alternating current to enter d.c. source. Any direct current a
must not affect the balance and this condition is automatically
satisfied in Owen's bridge because capacitors C2 and C4 block
any d.c. current flowing through the detector.
· R1
C2
il-s has been mentioned e<Jrlier, it is necessary to know
the magnetization conditions under wllich the coil is being
~~
worked. The d.c. component of current is measured by a
moving coil ammeter A cormected in the d.c. supply circuit. _r_--©-~~11
C
l
D.C ..
The a.c. component of current may be easily obtained from the
L
Sourcej
reading of a valve voltmeter (not sensitive to d.c.) connected
across the known resistance Ra. The value of current calculated
from this reading is a.c. current through Rs, but this is also, at Fig. 16'8, Owen's bridge for measure·
ment of incremental inductance.
balance, the a.c. curr~nt through the coil.
At balance, incremental inductance L1 = R2RaC4
... (16'30)
N2
Now, inductance
Li=!Jii ·
..
Lil
1 µ= N2A
Increment al pcrmeab11ty
... (16'31)

I

.

8

where

N=number of turns,
/=length of flux path,

A=area of Hux path,
L1 =incremental inductance.
MEASUREMENT OF CAPAClfANCE .
16"11. De Saoty's Bridge, The bridge is the simplest of comparing two capacitances. The
·connections and the phasor diagram of this bridge are shown in Fig. 16'9.
and

Ei~-E3-

c,

E3"' E4" !11'1.J= 1 2 R~

.,,. 11 ,12

(a)

Fig, 16'9, »e Sauty's Bridge.

(b)

I

I
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Let

and

C1 =c11pacitor whose capacitance is to be measured,
C2=a standard capacitor,
Ra, R.1 =non-inductive resistors.

At balance,

(-Jc-) R•=( -~C )Ra
, }W l

.

/W 2

,.., R4
Cx=1,,2 'Rs

Oi'

... (16'32)

The balauce can be obtained by varying either R~ or R4. The advantage of this bridge is
its simplicity. Bt1t this advantage is nullified by the fact that it is impossible to obtain balance if
botb the capacitors arc not free from dielectric loss. Thus with this method only air capacitors can
be compared.
In order to make measurements on imperfect capacitors (i.e., capacitors having · dielectric
loss), the bridge is modified as shown in Fig. I6' l 0. This modification is due to Grover.
· E, --"'j"'- E3

!'"" 11
<v<.'
'(
R1

le,

--'1

I>

r1

a/

c

D

\i

'

R/1~0;

<

\

("

<;. \,,y "'12

.

d

·:_~ ,, I

---

Ee,

I

' ',\
''

_________"

'

.

---- ---·----------~

E1 • Ei

Ec 2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16'!0. Modified De Sauty's Bridge.

Resistors Ri and R2 are connected in series with C1 and C2 respectively. n and r2 are small
resistances rcpreseating the loss component of the two capacitors.

At~alance(u~+r1+~c1 ) R4=(R2+r2+~c
) Ra.
jW
,l6l

2

r
· have:-=----=Cf R2+ra
R4
a•rom
wh'1ch we
(16'33)
C~
Ri+r1
Rs
...
The balance may be obtained by variation of resistanel:s R1, R1, Ra, R4.
Fig. 16'.IO (b) shows the phasor diagram of the bridge 1mder balance conditioas; The angles
a1 and S2 are the phase angles of capacitors Ci and C2 respectively.
Dissipation factor for the capacitors are :
Di =tan 81 =wC1r1
and
D3=tan 82=wC2r:a
..,
.
C1 R9+r~
i-rom F.qn. 16 33, we have -C3 -- . R1+,,

or •

C2r2-C1r1=C1Rr""'6~R~

or wCzra-wC1n=w(C1R1-C2R2)
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D2 ··-D1 =w(C1R1-C2·R2)
C1

Rnt

R4 .

c~ = }?3

Hence· ·

.. .(16'3 4)

Therefore, if the dissipation factor of one of the capacitors is known, the dissipation factor
for the other can be determined.
·
.

.

This method does not give accurate results for dissipation factor since its value depeuds
of quantities RiR4/R3 and R2. These quantities are . moderately large and their
difference is very small and since this difference cannot be known with a high degree accuracy the
dissipation factor cannot be determined accurately.
diff~ren~e

16· 12. Schering Bridge. The connectioni: and phasor diagram of the bridge under balance
c9nditions are shown in Pig. 16' l 1.
~Et

E1- .

I.

I
I

Ct

a

c

'------'---N ~E'--_ __

E1::;t2=.!1.
(.i)C1
. (a)

E

(b)

Fig. 16'11. Low voltage Schering Br·i.dge.

Let. C1 =capa~itor whose .ca~citance is to be deterinine.d,
·,1 =a series resistance representing the loss in· the capacitor C1,
.
C2 =a standard . capacitor. This capacitor is either an air or a gas capacitor and he.nee
·is loss free. However, if' necessary, a.corre9tion may be made for the Joss !Higle of
this capacitor.
R3=a non·inductive .resistance,

and

C4= a variable capacitor,
R4=a variable non-inductive resistance in parallel with variable capacitor C4.

. . . .(
At balance,.

ri

. . 1

+fwC1
1

or

)(

R4

.1+fwC4R4

. .

·..( ·.r1·.·+· i~CJ ). R4=

N

:~

TW ~

)

I

. ]wC~- -. Ra

·(1+1'c»<J4R-.c)
"

sro
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rrR 4--· j_R4_ ~ _ j · R3

or

wC~

wC1

+ fi3R4C4

C2 ·

Equating the real and imaginary terms, we obtain r1
R~

and

C1=··· ·

·

Ra

~. R~
-

.~

c,·

... (16'35)
... (16'36)

Two independent balance equations are obtained if C4 and .84-ate-cnosen as the :variable
ekmi:nts. ·
..•. (16'37)
Therefore values of capacitance Cr, and its dissipation Tact or are obtained frofu. the values of
· ·
_
Permanently- set up S~hering bridges are s.o~etimes arr~nged so t11at b~1ar,icmg is don~ by
adi\isrment of R~ and C4 with C2 and R4 remammg fixed. Smee Ra;appears m both the balance
equiltiqris•and therl(fore there is some difficulty in obtaining balance hut-ii has ~ertain' tdvafitages as
explaincil below :
·
ori~ge clements at balance.

·The equation 'fl)r capacitance is ._C1"" ~: ·C2 an<l since R4 ind C2 are fixed, the d1a1 of
tesistor R3 may be calibrated to read the capacitance directly.
·
Dissipation ractoi'D1 ~wC4R4 and in case the. frequency is fixed the dial of capacitor C& can
be cahbrated to read the dissipation factor directl_x.
.
Let us say:that the working frequency is 56 Hzand the value of .ikis:-Keptfixed at 3,180 n.
:. Dissipation factor D1=2ITx50 x 3180 x 4 =C4 x10 6•
·Since C4 is a variable decade capacitance box, its setting in µF directly giv.es the value of the
dissipation factor.
·
·

c

It should, however, be understood that the calibration for
dissipation factor holds good for one particular frequency, but may
be used at another frequenci• if -correctiOnis.-llla~ll--by multiplying bi
the ratio of frequencies:
Hi'B. High Volt~ge Scbering Bridge. Schering bridge is widely
used for capacitance and dissipation ·factor measurements;:-· In fact·
·scbering bridge is one of\lic mQst i!llpoftant of the a c. biidges. It is a
extensively , used_ in the meirnurement of capacitance. in general, and in
'.particular in the measut~it of the properties of ins11l!ltor8,,.c6ildenser
:hllshings. insulating oil and o1lier ~ulatilfg nfater1ars. -Tlils bridge .
is particularly suitable (01 small" capacitanees, and is !hell. usually
supplied from a -lrigli frequency or ~ high l'()ltage source. The
measurenit1•1s done on small capacitances sulfer· from- many
disadvaurnges ifCarried out at low voltages. High voltage.schering bridge
is' certainlv. preferable for such measurements.
.
.,
. . _ Tiie . speciat features of a high voltage ~chering bridge shown
in~fig. J6~t2• are exp1amed below :
. ·. .
·

. .. · ·1.1 The high V:91ta~e sup~ly !8 9otain~d fr_om .a transformer
;~~ll~lly at/ r? Hz, . T~.~.detector,. m this case, in vibration ga!va~<r:
··meter,·
, .
-

-

Pig, 16'1i: High voltege
S~beriJig l11id11e.

.\

•·

,

__
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"

.
2. Ai'msab and ad each contain only a cap~citor an~th~se .capacitors. are· ?es,igned for
high voltage work.··· The impe?a~ce o~ these two a~m~ are -v~ry h1g~ m compansou wit~ the oth~!
arms, be and de. Thus th!: !llaJor portion of potential arop will ~em.the arms ah and ~.d an~ very
little voltage drop is there.c_ac.ross .·the arms be and de. The pomt c 1s .earthed. Suph ts th(( large
magnitude of impedances in arms.db and ad(t,~at even if a voltage as high as I00 kV is llpplied to
'the .bridge,_ the voltage across I arms be and de is a few volt above earth. This is certainly a great
advantage as the controls are >located in arms be and de and for tile safety of the operator, these .
c'Ontrols shollld-lJc'"l!ndare at low potential with respect to earth. For the same·-reasonthe detector is
a!S,() at a low potential:
.

J.>-itis_~ecessaty to .:Prevent dangerous high voltages appearing across arrns be and ae m
tbe cas(of~breakdown of either of the high Noltage. cap~citors. This is done by connecting a spark gap,
(set to breakdown at abo11t· J00 V) aor_oss each of the arms be and de.
. 4.\ The impedances of arms.ob and~~ large and therefore the current dfftWn from the
source is 'small and hence the power loss 1s qJ.!ite small. But this small value of current also
necessitates 'the iilfe ·of a sensitive detector. ·
·
. ·
i.

. 5. 1'he-·fixed standard capacitor,. C2, has either air or compressed gas as-dielectri 0( The
dissipation factor of a drf and clean gas is sensibly zero, loss in the insulating supports c;lnnot be
~voided. .This loss, however, can· be prevented from influencing the mea;urements by the use'ofa
guard ring from which both electrodes of the capacitor are· supported. With tnis arraogemeut the
current through the high voltage supports pass.es ~i,tect to earth, ·an? as t~e potential difi;erence
between low voltag~. electrode and the guard nng JS. ve,ry smal!, the ms~lation of the l\)w voltage
electrode,has a neghg1ble effect. For some general apphcat10ns, mica capacitors are used and ih such
cases; the dissipation. factor of the capacitor must be accurately known.
·

.
6. Earthed s9reens are provided in order to avoid errors caused dtie to inter·capaciiance
between high and low arms of the bridge. Jnstead of earthing one point on the circuit as shown in
· Fig. 16']2, the earth capacitance effect on'.the galvanometer and leads is eliminated by means of a ·
."Wagner earth device'':Jdescribed later in this.chapter). .
·
.

.

.

16}4. · l\feasuremenCofRelatiye Permit!iv.itr with. Sche~ing Brid~e. Schering bridge is very
useful for the measurement of relative permlltlv1ty\ of d1electr1c .matenals. The/ determination .of
relative permittivjty..fnvolves the measurement of capacitance of a small capacitor with .the sp.ecin1el1
as dielectric, The capa.citor with·specimen (\S dielectric is forfi!i:d .by usin~ either a parallel plare or
_a concentric cylindercoilfiguration for the electrodes. Guard circmts arc .used in order to 1nake the
· plate area defillite.
.

Many~diffe~ techniques are use'c!; both in the- type of specime~ ,!iapaCitov&;ed and 'in the
measuring cireuit
e normal arra~gemen\fl)r soli<l,,materials is to use a~i~specimeu :with mei'al
el,ectrodes. The electrodes may consist of thm'.metal fo1,I attached to the sp_scunen by petrojeum jelly .
_or thin .lilm~ of silve: or alu.min}um applied by evap_oration (both,/hCse arra_ngements normally
have sol!d metal b~cklllg ele.ctrooes), or mercury. Mercury elect131des are ob!!lme~ · ~y lltjating (or
'S1lppor.ting) tlte'specnnen on the surface of a mercury pool, the upper electrodes cons1st10g of asmal·
lennerctirJ:.PQ.ol held in place- by a metal containing ring, .Liquid specimens fil!the space between
the concentric cYJllrdrical electrodes of a test cell. ·
. ·
·
The relativ& permittivity is calculated from)lre measured value of capacitance and the dimen·
s1ons of.t}le electi:.odes.- For a parallei p!aW'arrangem~n.r, relative per.m.itnv1ty Er= ~; ~-

Ci 1meiS'llred. valu~;ofeapacit@pe with specime~.as dielectric,

where

d=soacin~efwC'en-t;lcctrodes,

,

dl)d

1

~ective-.arca

of eleetrO:des,.

~pepn~tiv~t~ of free

space..

... (16• 38)
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·A method which ayoids the nece~sity for close contact between
e!ectrodes and specimen uses a pa.ir of solid electrodes (one with a guard
/Electrode
.
nag) b~tween w.hich the specimen (thinner than the space between elect__
~Cx
.J_
rode~) is sl!pped. The capacitance of the arrange.men! is measured, the i - - ·
_____ · 1
~pecu_nen 1s then removed, and the spacing between . the electrodes
·
JS adjusted, by means of micrometer adjustment>, until the capacitance d ~ f
IS the same as before. The relative permittivity of the specimen can be r~
cajyulated from the thickness of the specimen and the alteration 111
·.
Specimen·
·
electrode spacing. ·
Let C=capacitance with specimen between electrodes,
Pig. 16' 13. Measurement of
relative permittivity.
A= area of electrodes,

.

d =thickness of specimen,

l=gap between specimen and electrode,
and

x=reduction in separation between the two measurements.
These dimensions are shown in Fig. 16'13.
Let
C, =capacitance of specimen,

and

C0-:--capacitance due to space between specimen and electrode,
C=effective capacitance of c, and Co in series.

c.c, (ErEoA/d).(EoA/t) ErEoA
C=c.+c. =~-;E.A/d)1({;A/t) = "fr1-FJ
. When the specimen is removed and the spacing readjusted to give the same capacitance, the
expression for capacitance is
€,A

C t+d-x

. EoA

Hence

ErEoA

t+d-x=Ert+~d

Er"" - d

d-x

, .. (16'39)

MEASUREMENT OF MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
16'15. Uses of Mutual Inductance iu Bridge Circuits. Mutual inductance has been used in a
g.reat. number of bridges for a variety of purposes. Known mutual inductances are n~ed in some
Cll'cu1ts for the measurement of unknown mutual inductance. Variable standard mutual mductances
11
.ave been used as components in bridges for the measurement of self-indctances, capacitance, and
1 req~ency.
Many .such bridges are found in literature, but some of the circuits represent. minor
modifications of other bridges ; that is. changes to achieve greater accuracy or convenience for a parti·
cular type of measurement, or a special .range of unknown quantities.
.
We shall study only a small number of these circnits. Applications to capacitance and self-_
mductance determinations are of secondary interest because methods using a capacitance standard
are generally more convenient and accurate for these measurements than a mutual inductor and they
Icapacitors) are also cheaper, compact, and more generally available. The mutual inductance circuits
may have particular merit in some cases, but this enters the field of special-research rather than of
general measmements, so we shall not attempt to go into much detail. Much reference material is
available on the subject.
The derivation cif the balance equations requires a different method when we have· mutual
coupling between the arms. It is necessary to .write equations for the voltages around the loops and
·,~n to make solution for the unkn.Jwa quantities. .

.J '

j

a
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16'16. Mutual Inductance Measured as Self-Iodactance. If the terminals of the two coils
whose mutual inductance is to be measured ar~ available for series connection, measurement may be
made by one of the self inductance bridges considered earlier. If the connections are made so that
the magnetic fields of the two coils are addative [Fig. 16'14 (a)]. The effective inductance of the two
coils in series is
·
Le1=L1+L2+2M
...(16'40)
If the connections nf one coil are reversed [Fig. 16'14 (b)].
• Le2=L1+L2-2M

... (16'41)

Thus from Eqns. 16'40and16'41, we.get
Mutual inductance M = i(Le1-L•2)
... (16'42)
Hennce mutual inductance is obtained as one-fourth of dilfe•ence of self ioductance measured
with series addative and series subtractive connections. This method is of advantage only when fairly
high coupling between the two coils is obtained otherwise it results in poor accuracy due to nearly .
equal terms of Eqn. 16'42.
·
·
·
16'17. Heaviside Mutual Inductance Bridge. This Bridge (shown'in Fig. 16'15) measures mutual·
inductance in terms of a known self-inductance. The same bridge, slightly modified was used by
Campbell to measure a self.inductance. in terms of a known mutual inductance.
'
II

c
12

l1WL1

I

~-<'~~~·~~,.,_~_..,~'--'~~~
l1R1

. "l2R2
(a)

11R3
:: lzR4

(b)

Fig. 16'15. f[eaviside mutual inductance Bridge.

Pig. 16'14. Positive and negative
couplnigs for mutual inductors.

M=unknown mutual inductance,
Li =self-inductance of secondary of mutual inductance,
L2"c-known self inductance,
and R1, R2,, Ra, R4 =non-inductive resistors.

Let

At balance voltage drop between b and c must equal the voltage drop between d and c.
.Also the voltage drop across a-h-c must equal the voltage drop acros a·d·c Thus we have the following equations at balance.
I1Ra=l2R4
11t t '2)(iwM)+I1(R1 + Ra+jwL1)=h(R2+ R4+jwL2).
and
12(

~:+!

)jwM+l2

~;

(R1+Ra+jwL1) lz(R2+.R,+JwL2)

11

I

.

-

.

.
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jwM(J?R 4 +1 ·)+J?R4
a
a

or
Thus
ano

4
R1fR4+)~Lt
~
'""R2fR4'+jwL2.
.
a

·-

...(16'43).

RiR4"-' R~ '?a
~!Vt= Li-L1R4/Ra,

·r·(I6'44)

R4/Ra+l
It is clear from Eqn. 16'44, that L1, \heseltcino.uctance of the secondaryofJhe mu~na1. inouc(or must be known in order thatM be me!\sured'QY tbts me~hod.
n•e get , .M.=--'.!-.-·
L2-Li
...(16'45) .
In caSe. ,Ra= R4, ..
· d
R1= R2
!..(16'46j
an
'
. This method can be used fo~ measurement,. of self·inducf~nce. · Supposing LZ., 18\he self·
inctuctance to be determined.
b

From Eqns. 16'43 and 16'44, we get
- M(R~-J:.R4)+R4L1
L2-.
Ra

.

(
= M\

.. R4 )· -R4-:y_
I+
Rs 1

Ra +

D

,R4 =Ra,

we navi;

L2~2M+L1

and

c

\

... (16'48)

and
. In case

... (16'47)

.c

!lahin~rng~

R2= Rt.

coil

16'18. Campbell's Modification of Heaviside lirldge.
Fig. 16)6 shows a modified Heaviside bridge. This modi-

.

...,,,,_ rv
.
,._,.,
Fig. 16' Id~ Ca.milbell's modification of

fication is due to Campbell .. This is used .to m¢ure a self·
ind·!~tance in ter1?s of~ mutu~l1_inductanpe.. Ill' th.is ca~e a~ _.. ,.
I r:I~s1de bridge;
•.
ad~ltlonal bal.ancmg. cot! L, R. ts mclu.ded .m. arm. fldJn series.w1tli 1nouctor 'iJnder te~~· ~~ add~tton~t ·
resistance r 1s put 1.n arm ab: . Balanc~_IJ obtamed_by varymg M_a~d r. P,.. short c11:e_u1tin~ sw1tc~ ts.
placed across the coil R2, L2 under measµrement · 'fwo sets. of readmgs ar~ _taken one with switch
being open aad the other with switch beiag closed. Let values of M arid .f, ~e Mt and r~lth switch ·
open, amt Ma, and r2 with switch closed.
.·
..
.
· ·
• . From Eqn. 16'47, we have:
·and .

L.i+L=··Mi(Ra+;:)~R4L1

L~ M2(Rs+;4)+R4L1
a

:.· t;;,i~ !Mi-M2)R8f.R 4
·
-.Ra . ·

"' ){ I, .1 +~{
RI.')
= (·M_. 1-m2

... (16'49)

From Eqn. 16'48, we .can write: R2+ R. (Ri+ril-t
-..

R2 =(r1 .;.,.12) .

R

R:

...~16'50)

This method isa good example oftbll met.hods adopted to eliminate 'the effects.ofleads etc.

-
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_ . When ~e have-eqtiarfatl~ arms Ra=R4
.·_
· _·
and therefore from Bqns. 16.49 ancl.16. 50, we get : L2= 2(M1 -M2)
::(T6'51)
and
R2=;r1-r2
... (16.52)
·
16.19. :Heaviside Campbell Equal Ratio Brid~'l'~. balancing coil in t~e a~ove
met11od reducedhe sensitivity of the bri ~Fig.lb 17 shows Heav1s1de CampbeUequal rat10 bnd.ge.
This.is a !Jetter.arrangement ·c ·uqproves sensitivity and also dispenses with the use of a balancing
ooil.
·
·
·
In this method the sec9hdary of-the' J)llitual inductor is
made up of two equal coils' L, L and the primary of mutual
inductance reacts with botH of~th~m. Lj-;:cR2 is the coil whose.
self-inductance and resistance is to be determined. The resistances·
R3 and R4' are made equal. Balance is obtained by varying the
____and resistance r.
mutual inductance
·
At balance, I1JS=IZ~4 ·
but
Ra-R4
and therefore _
h 12' I/2asJ.C::Ji +h.
Writing the oth~~tionfor balance :• ·
11 (R1+ r)+ hjwL+ ljwM•= I2R2+ hfw(L2+ L)\ ljwMv
,

D

I

+·. (

. ·Mv.
·or R1+r
. )--jW
2 +}W (~+"')
lYJ> .~ R2
jW _ L2+L
2
2
2
'-'---~,rv>--~----"
Equating th_e real and imaginary terms
R2=R1+r
... (16'53) Fig. 16·11. 11eaviside Campbell equal-·
·
ratio. brid~eL2=2(M.+ Mv) =.iM
and
.... (16'54)
'
.
Tqus the magnitude 0C:nduct11~c which can be measured with this method is twice the range
, of the rriutuaLiliductor. The· values alculated above ihclude the effects of leads etc. In order to
· elimina,e-t~~se)elfects, we_ .·ta~e two read~n,gs_s" with ~w'it~h o_ pen· circuit~d arid'ano.the_ i: w_ith switch
closed. \ let z.11, riMe the i:.eacl1ngs of 'M, r With open c1rcu1t apd M2, r2 with short c1rcu1t
_
.
. .
/Rr~f'-r2
.
.
- ' ..
...(16'SS)
and ,
_
L1 ... 2(Mlf- M2)
.
_
•.. (l6·S6)
116'20. Carey Foster Bt;i6ge ; Heydw,eiller Bridge.. This bridge was used basically by Carey
Foste~ ~ut was ~ubsequently iµ6difieq by HeydweiUer for use on a.c. _Both names are- associated with
the bndge and 1s used for t IJ.6 opposite purposes : '
.
·
·
I, {i) It is used for.rileasuJ:Wient of capacitan~e in terms of a standard mutual inductance.
The
bridge fo this case is kno,\v11 as Carey Foster's bridge.
i (ii) It can also be used for measuremetWohnutuaJ--inductance m terms of a standard capa•
· citance and is then known/as Heydweiller 'bridge. - ·- ·
· -,
·

I

1

•

1

.

Fig. 16' 18 shows the connectiOn diagram for the bridge under balance conditions.
This .bridge h~s an unusual feature, Oi1el>f its arms, ad, is short circuited and therefore tile.
poteatial drop across this arm is zero. _In order to achieve ha.lance, the,potentiaLdrof}·across_a,rm ab
should also be equal
to zero - and for this reason negative coupling is neededfpr the. mutual inductance._.
I
·-.

I

Kt balance, I1(R1+jwL1)-(I1f-l2ljwM=O
and

-11(- Ra+~c.)-_=Ii.R.i··
._]IJJ '3

The somtion .of the
above equafiifri
gives: M=R1R4Cs
.
.
·-~

.;((16'57}
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~·~'--·___,

'
'

.

"~I.\
~

lz -.~--------- -----'

(a)

(b)
Fig. 16'18. Carey Foster (Heydweiller) Bridge,

Li=M(Ra+R4) =RiCa(Ra+R4)
...(1.6'58)
R4
.
.
If. the bridge is used for measurement of capacitance Eqns. 16'57 and 16' 58 may be
written as :

and

M

~ •. (16'.)~)

Ca=·RiR4
Ra= R4(Lk M) .

. .. (16'60)

In the measurement of mutual inductance with this bridge, Ra is a separate resistance while in
the measurement of capacitance Ra is not a separate unit but represents the equivalent series resistance
of the capacitor and thus can ,be determined in terms of the elements of the ·bridge.
15'21. Campbell's Bridge. This bridge measures an unknown mutual inductance in terms
of a slanqard mutual inducta~ce. Fig. 16'19 shows the circuit diagram for the bridge. . · ·

fei
~:

-

'

·Mi =unknown mutual inductance, .
Li =self-inductance \of secondary of mutual induc·
tance Mi. · \ · ·
.·
·
M2=variable standard mutual inductance, .
L2=self-ioduotance of secondary of mutual Inductance Mz; ·
·
·
and .Rt. R2, Ra, R4=non·inductive resistances.
There are two steps required in the balancing process.

•.· ~,./r,
,,11:
./ ·... ·.
. . .

·,'>~

. . b. . 0
·..d

.

'-~

.

I. Detector is connected . between b and d. The circuit
now becomes a simple self-inductance comparison 'bridge. The ·
requirement for balance is : .
Li
Ri Ra
-.---=-=....(16'61)
L2
R2 R4
· The bridge may be balanced by adiu~trnent ufRa. (or ](4)
and R1 (or R2).
· Fig, 16'19. Campbell's Bridg~.

,<

e

I.
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2.

Detector is connected between b' and d'. · Keeping adjustruel1ts HS'
.
M1 = R3
variable mutual inductance M2 is varied to get balance. Then, -M . R
2
4
Fa
or
. M1=M2R

sleP I above, the

in

... (t6·6?)

4

MEASUREMENT OF FREQUENCY
Some bridges have balance equations which involve frequency directly even if the pe_rformancc. of individual bridge e.lements is independent of frequency. These bmlges may be u>ed for
determination of frequency in terms of values of various bridge elements. We shall descnbe here the
Wien's bridge, which is the most important one.
16'22, Wfon's Bridge. :fhe Wien's bridge is primarily known as a freq"uency determi111n,,
bridge and is described here not only for its use as an a.c. bridge to measure frequency but also for
its application in various other useful circuits. - A Wien's bridge, for .
.
0 Me..nanico•
example, may be employed in a harmoni~ distortion analyzer, wh7re
c, /
couplrng
it is used as notch filter, discriminating against one specific
frequency. The Wien's bridge also finds applications in audio and
\
R~_.,I" . ' tr, R3
HF oscillators as the frequency determining device.
1.\f>'\ ·
Fig. 16'20 shows a Wien's bridge under balance conditions. ,,~1,
.
11

(:t\.
.»
/
(:/(t'

Atb~lance

(

l+j:~iRi) R4=( R2- w~2

= Ra
Ra Rt

or

-

R4

C1 . (
+-+;
wC1R2-

C2
. .
Equating the real and imaginary parts

~=&+.~·
Ra Ri C2

I

)

Ra

.

I
)
·
wC2R1

12

.·

I

{))

:

r

R2 t·

\;,-

c':''\{. '

0'~ R,,

0

.... (l 6' 63

)

,

-·

.,E

------.::;r-·~- -~.--'

Fig. 16'20. \Vien's Ilrid[;C.

and 1:-equency
·'I

... (16'64)

most Wien bridges, the components are so chosen that
~d

&=&=R
.

R4

ThelEqn. 16'63 reduces to: -

·

•
aud Eqn. 16 64.educes to f

-

1

2~Rc

Ra

~=~=C

=2
.... (16'65)

3witches ": resistors R1 and R2 are mechanically linked so as to fulfil the condition k1 = R2
As long.as., aiid C2 are fixed capacitors equal in value and RJ=2R3, the Wien's bridge mdy
be ~ed as~ frequen, determining device, balanced by a single control. Tnis control may be directly
cahbrated Ill terms °''equency as is evident from Eqn. 16'65. ·
,
This bridge is &~able for measurement offrequeni::ies from JOO Hz to 100 kHz ft is possible
to obtain an acc~racy. 0 ~· 1 to o· 5 per cent.
.
.
. Because of 1!s '~uency sensitivity, the Wien's bridge may be difficult to balance unless the
~aveform of.the apphed ~ge is sinusoidal. The bridge is not balanced for any harmonics present
in the applied voltage, th~t these harmonics will sometimes produce an omput voltage masking
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the true balance p,oint. . This. difficulty can be overcome by connect!µ,~ a' filter \in series with the null
·detector.
A Wien's bridge may be·useo tor measure.meat of capacitance afaq.
16'23. Universal Impedance Bridge. One of the most useful and versatile laboratory bridges
is the Universal Impedance, Bridge, The~ set up of this bridge C.Qmbines several of the bridge
. configurations described so far into a sirigle portable. instrument, This instrument is capable of
.measuri1rg both d.c. and a.c. resistance, inductance and storage fll1;tor Q factor of an inductor,
capacifan~ and dissipation factor D ofa capa_£itor.
The universal bridge consists of four·. basic ·bridge circuits. It 1has suitable a c. and d.c,
sources, a.c. and d.c. null detei;.t2rs, and' impedance standards. The .Wheatstone bridge is used for
both d,.c'. · and a.c. resistance, measurementL('ru:lacitance and dissipation factor are determined by
moilitied De Sauty's bridge. The Ma~well's bridge is used for medium Q inductors while Hay's
bridge co11,figuration is used for inductors having Q more than I0.
· .
·
For d.c. resistance measurements a suspension type galvanometer' having a sensitivity O'S µA
per scale division_ is used .. The null indicator for iCc. measurements is usually a11 electron fay t11be.
Terminals ate provided for cpnnection of any external,null detectors. High.'impedancc head '.phones
may also be used as,~.c. detectors.
·
I

·
· The a.c. sourc4 of the bridge consists of an oscillator having .10 kHz as the standard
·frequency ..
· 16'24.. Sources of Errors in Bri,dgc Circnits. We have assumed in ,~ur derivation of basic
circuit relationships that a bridge conshts of lum;:ied impedance .units conneGted only by the wires
. that are placed}n the circuit f()r m~kiil~_corynections. This idealt~ed conditi?n exi~ts in bridge ~ircuits
· ~o a lesser or gr.eater extent:· The 1dca!1zed arra.118,ement work~ fa1~ly well. tf' the ' fr~quency. ts/ low,
tf component impedances are not high and 1faccuracy demed 1s not high? B~~ m practtce 'there
are certain factors which/we have not considered yet and tbese complicate the )ieh~Fiour or the bridge
circuits .consider.ed so far.
· Some of these factors are stray couplings between one bridge arm and anoth,~r and from elements
to ground. These stray couplings modify the bala~ce condi~ions making a deprijfobalance impossibl1
or may lead to false balance. Thus these effects will cause mcorrect values.of ~nknown componeits
. to be attained.
·
· ·
· · · • Factors causing ~rroril. The various factors causitiferrors in a.c. bridge circuits are isted
below:
·
· · ·
· ,
/

._

.

'

--(!)_stray-conductance effects, due to imperfect insulation ;
,(ii) mutual-inductance effects, due to magnetic couplinglbetween various compone•s · of 1tbe
bridge;
·
(iii) stray-capacitance effects, due to electrostatic . fields between condµctor'
at different
/
potentials.
.
, · .
·
.
(iv) 'residuals' components-e.g., the existence of small amount of serierin.ductance or
shunt capacitance in nominally non-reactive resistors. .
' .
.
16'25. Precautions and Techniques used for Reducing Errors. Errors ' 1troauced by the
. above~lfects- become greater in high· frequency and bigh~voltage bridges, buP.recautions should
· always be taken to reduce them to a minimum. Even so,.in high-accuracy wor~' ~s often necessary
t0; determine the magnitude of some of the effects and. allow for them in t~ bn9ge calculations..
The
more important methods of reducing bridge
errors are now described.
.
- -

in

of

'

/

..
. 1, Use High-quality Components. Good-quali(y bridge comports; Wjll normally have
. the advantliges of.high-accuracy calibration, freedom from 1stray conductar·.e!fo;;ts, and.a nifoimum
of residual~. WherQ residuals e~i~t manufactu1er sup~lies inforw;1tio·gtvmi th~ Villues of the
,~siduals,
. ·
··
·
·
·

~
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·. .
2. · Bridg'c Lay-out. The conventional bridg·e,clrcuit diagrams ·in. the present chapter a(e
· drawn to; represent' t~e potent~al distribution-ifl-tbe circuit; they do not indicate the b.est ph}sicaL.
lay-out. 'In general,· 1t \ 1s desirable that the four
-· ·
.'corners' of /he . bridge a, b, c, and d <Fig. 11.·21)
should. be closed. together. Each component is then
connected to the 'appropriate corners by its own.le.ads;
. The physic!,\! lay-out df the bridge will then be as
· s.hown in Fig, 16'21. All the leads to a single ~mer
should be brought as nearly as possible to the. same
point. A pair of leads to a component should no~
b
. form a large oop ; if pos§ible the leads ~l}Quld be· ,o__.··._··-....;.,,_,,1 d.
co-axial. If here is mo. re'-t~an ore induc. tor in-tt;e. Detector
,,.-;---~----S_.ourc~
bridge, leads ay have. to be )1uite long._ In .this~.
•.
manner stray utual inductance coupling and. lead
.
self.inductance . are reduced to minimum and-the...
stray capacitan~es are definitely located across individual arms of\ bridge ; they c~n then. be measured
·and allowed for relatively easily. . · ·
·
· 3. Senslfivily. To obtain a. high d.e~of
· f' 16.2 1 )3-0 1 .
. ·
accuracy-e.g., l p~rt in 104 or better, it is necess~iY
ig,
·' ,n ge ay-oul.
·
.
that the bridge llll\st be oper~ted at sufficient sensitivity which implies that tfie,,change in voltage
at the detector terrl:Jinals from the balance condlti¢ri shoJ.lld be large when the. detector is Considered .
open. The trea~m~nt'is similar as ~ith the W)leat'stone briOge ~xcepi that with the ~.c. bridg~/ ci!cuit
we have to cons1de~ both the magmtude and ~base angle of the impedance of the bridge arms.
.
. . · 4. Stray C(iuductancc Effects. If the insulation between various· components (elements) of
a bridge circuit is npt good, trouble may arise-because of)eakage currents from one a~o another,
.This is specially true 1~ the case of bigh · impedance bridges-:-.. .To avoid this various bridge com•
ponents and other pie~es of apparatus may be1mqunted on insulating stands.
·. 5. Eddy C~rre~ Errors. Errors may result due to variation in the values of thhtandatds;
which may occur becau e of induced eddy c1lfreilts)in. the standard resistors-.and inquctors. In ord. er
to avoid such errors the resence of large conducting masses near the bridge network is avoided. . I

6. Residual Errors. Though the res~t~rs used are taken a~ .non-inductive and nOJ)'·capacjtive
but t~eir inductance a~d capacitance ~re never ~ero. · Residues m~an small inherent in~uctance or
capacitance of the resistors. In precise work it~becomes neces~ary to evaluate them m· ordet, to
eliminate them or compe~sate errors due to these. , be self-induCtahce-is importa1,1t only when tbe
~pils used are multi-turn coils and supply used is of b. '1 frequency.
.
.
.
·

7.. Frequency and Wave Form Errors. In case o ·. ridges whose results are .lpdepencient of.
frequency, the supply frequency is important only from tb.e oint of view 1pf its effects on resis\ance,
inductance and capacitance of the appar11tus under test. The p . sence of' harmonics ·in . ~he, supply
wavefrom is also important from the same point cif view. ·
.

· lf t~~ case of bridge network wb.ose balance conditiol). invo.Jv~~ ffr1. equency the variation in
supply frequency is very important both from the point of vipw of b3Jan.C.land evaluation. The waveform Of· t~e, supply. is also. imporl~nt JlS the bridge cannot be balanced b~th ~Or fundame~hl ~nd
harmontcs tn the waveform (tf any) simultaneously .. If telephones are used, It will not-. be possible
to obtain complete silence at all, but only a point of minimum sound can be achieved.; ..·
This difficulty is overcome either by employing wave filters which. eliminate the un\vant~o
harmonics from the source or by employing tun~ deteetors i!l place of tclepbones su~h 11s vi~ratio.
galyanometers which/do.not respond to. barmoni9s and:, resp~1;1d readily..fonlyto · the .fµndamental ti .r
. which they are tuned.
.
. · .·
·
·

.l<i'.26. Stray. Eleetromagnetic. and. ~lectrostatlc .· eou:p1io1:s .. We. speaJs,of"'eJe~tric 1; fiel~:1~n~
· magnettc field c<1uphnss~ ~-s :separate·{:~ttt1esf al,hough they cannot stnctly te co11s1de~e,d llS eiushnl!
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independently of each other. However, at low and moderate frequencies the two effects are
sufficiently independent that we may consider each type separately. Accordingly, we refer to electro•
magnetic shielding and electrostatic shie!cjing.
·
A magnetic field is produced by a current flowing in a wire,- and more strongly by a coil of
wire. For the small currents encountered in most of the bridge circuits the magnetic effect of a single
turn is negligible, but the field due to a coil may be quite· important. Par_ticularly when there are
two coils in the circuit, it is important to control the magnetic coupling between them. This can be
. done by large spacing, by the orientation of the coils (axes at 90'), by the shape of the coils, and by
shielding. A particularly good shape for this purpose is the toroidal coil, for it bas practically zero
external field. Coils with closed cores of magnetic material usually have small external fields and are
easily shielded. Among the variable inductors, the Brooks inductometer has a rather limited external
field, due to two neighbouring sets of coils connected for opposite directions of the magnetic field.
Magnetic shielding may be accomplished by one or nlore shells of high permeability magnetic
material surrounding the part to be shielded. Multiple shells can be made.to give very complete
shielding. Alternating magnetic fields may also be ~creened by interposing highly conducting met~!
sheets such as copper or aluminium in the path oft he mga1,etic flux. The eddy currents induced m
the sheet give a counter mmf that tends to cancel the magnetic field beyond the ~beet. 'This for.m
of shielding becomes increasingly effective at higher frequencies. The shield cans used around coils
in radio sets are examples of this type of shielding. .
The major problem in most bridges is control of electric fields, that is, of capacitance effects
between bridge component.~, and from components to ground. These effects can be minimized by wide
separation of the parts, but while it is desirable to keep parts with large voltage difference w.ell separated, it is not practicable to depend on this method entirely because it makes the bridge too bulky and
also gives long leads (with inductance ana capacitance) to join the parts. The effective way to
control capacitances is to enclose bridge components in conducting shields connected to place the
capacitance where it does not harm.
16'27. Shielding of Bridge Elements. Capacitances between the bridge elements and between the elements and ground affect the accuracy of a-c bridge measurements. An effective way
of controlling theie capacitances consists of enclosing the element in a shield, thereby placing the
capacitance at a position in the circuit where it can do no harm. Fig .. 16'22 shows control of stray ·
capacitance in resistors is accomplished .by shielding. The stray capacitance across tile resistor and
from each end of the resistor to ground is shown by the dashed portions of Fig. 16'22 (a). A
grounded shield, which surrounds the resistor and is connected to one terminal only_;[see Fig. 16'22 (h))
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effectively places the stray capacitance between that terniioal uud ground. There is still capadtan~e
between resistor and sb1eh.I, but this capacitance is of definite value and does not change.. The
equivalent circuit of the resistor with its surrounding shield is shown in Fig. 16'22 (c) and show~
CAD between the redstor te1minals and Cna from terminals B to ground.
Two resistors in series are often found in a bridge configuration. In this case, each resistor
is shielded and the shields. are connected. to the common point between the resistors, as indicated
in Fig. 16'22 (d). This point is then grounded and results in the equivalent circuit ofFig. 16'22 (f)
CAD and CDo represent the capacitances .within ·the shield, which are fixed in value, and. there is
the capacitance from the junction of the two resistors to ground. Notice that the stray capacitances.
are now concentrated at the terminals of the resistors. This mcans . that for a rcsisti\'e bridge circuit, the ·four corners of the bridge exhibit stra.v capacitance to ground; but there is no longer any
stray capacitance between the bridge elements themselves, Of course,. the resistors are no longer
purely resistive, having the shunting capacitance within the shield across them, but ·th.ese capacitances
are fixed in valu ~ and the bridge can therefore be balanced without any problem.
If both termin:lls of a capacitor are insulated from ground, we :1.ive the condition shown in
Fig. I 6'23 (a), where (\a and Cna represent the stray capacitances to ground. The equivalent circuit
is shown in Fig. 1Y23 (b), and we see that we Lave a delta connection of three capacitors, son1etimes
called a three-termi11al capacitor. When the capacitance is surrounded by a shield, whicli is conrnected
· to ground, we have the situation as shown in Fig. 16'23 (d. T.be equivalent circuit of this ar angement is ~hown in Fig. 16'23 (d) and we have again a delta connection of three capacitors.:· In this .
case, however, CAs and· CDs are definite in amount and do not change owing to external effects.
When the shield is connected to terminal B of the capacitor, the capacitance· from B to shield is
short-circuited and the capacitance from A to shield is added to the main capacitance ·CAD, as shown
in Fig. 16 23 (c). If point B ~ay be grounded, the capacitance from shield to ground is short-circui~
ted ~11d "'e have a two· terminal capacitor, a.s shown in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 16'23 (f).
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Fig. 16·23, Stray capacitances to capacitors, illusrraciag the etfact of shielding and the
resultam equivalent circuits.

Fig. 16";1.4(a) shows an interesting application of shielding and is used in the testing of samples
of insulating rraterials in sheet form. A metal foil (A) is connected to one side of the sample of
insulating mete1 ial. The opposite side of the sample has a circular piece of metal foil (B) attached to it, ·
which is surrounded by a guard-ring electrode, also <:onsisting of metal foil. The guarding insures
uniform capacitance between it and the centre foil. The equivalent Circuit of this arrangement is a
three-termi11a/ capucitance, shown in Fig. 16'24 (b). It is de>ired to. eliminate the effects of the
~ guard-ring capacitances in the bridge circuit and to measure only the capacitance CAn of the ins\llating
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mateiial; The bridge should\ therefore be so arranged that the guard·ring, bas the same poienual
as the upper foir(B.),

lltfo1 c (jiscusslilg rneas\irement of a three'terminaf ,capacitance, consider the e11ects Ot
stray capacitances .of a bridge _circ11it in general., -Fig7 1_6'25 shows. stray - capacitances existing
jn a bridge circuit. Capacitance 61 is con'1ected from point a to ground through the primary win<liiig
0fthe 'output transformer of the oscillator. Capacitor C2 represents the capacitance from the top
corner of the bridge t<> ground. These two capacitors shun,! the bridge input but have no effect on
the balaoce of the bridge. C'apacitot Ca shouts t,h,e ~ridge capacitance, C,a; and stray capacitance C4_
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Fig. 16'24. Us~ of a guard circu,it for. mea~udng 1 samples of
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~ircuit showing tli! fixed capacitances between the cJhta~t foil ,and
the guard ring_ (c)lQ aDd cAo),
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Fig 16 25

shunts the bridge arm, n,. These. ~pac~ani:es <1?\ affect 'the bri~ge -b~lance, because they.are l),ot
definite in value and change acc-0rd1 0g to ellterµal ctrc~mstauces. Fig. 16 26 (a) shows capacttor c,a

l

d

/a)· Shielding of- the capacitors io'a
capacitan<» Bridge.

I

· (b) - Equival~nt circuit of th~i.l!idge.

'

1

I
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shielded., with the shield collnected to groutl.d. If the caplicitor Cod ls· now calibrated within its chleld
this ca\ibrat~'on will give t)le total caP,acitance between Zpoiuts c and d. The unknown·capacitahce:
<::be, 1.'.s ~nclo . ed.· within a shield .whic~11s5on.nected to .point e ofa. squ.titing cir.cuit Rs and c~. ~his
c1rcutt ts the same as the shuntmg c1rcu1t of the wagner gr9und connection of Fig. 16'27 except 'that
point e is n'o connected to ground. The bridge is balanced by alternate adjustments of arms ad a' d
cd, Ced, beii1, 1a-v~ri~ble.capacito~-.ancl the shunting. circuit, until there. is no. deflection of the detect'r
when the switch 1s m either pos11ton 1 or 2. This means that pomt .Q, ts at the same potential a~
.Poi~t e. If the circuit is redrawn. into its equivalent circ~it, fepla'c!ng the shi~lded capacitors-asshow1\
m Fig. 16'26 (b), we find that pomt f of the three-termmal capacitance Cbc ts at the same potential
as point b. This nit;ans that capacitor Cbrhasno effect on the circuit Capacitor c,, shunts capacitor
· C~, and again, has no effect on bridge l>alan~;:_ -Therefore, the uakn<iwli capacitance, C"'• can be
.measured without the effects of stray capacitance:
.

.

.

Shielding is· effectivejn preserving luc true magnitude of the components of a bridge. rt is
also important in keeoing 11oise out of the .measuringoystell!: Both magnetic and electrostatic;_ shieldiag
are necessary to keep Jtray electro-magnettc and electrostatic fields from generating unwanted emf's
in the bridge circuits. Be careful to shield the leads from an oscillator to a bridge and from the
·. )ridge to th.e detect9r· Be careful to. provid~ O?IY one--groun'd conn.ection to an a·c bri~ge ; otherwise
:roundloop currents may produce serious noise m the system, resultmg m measurement maccurac;y. .
·.

·:6'29. Wagner Eartbh1g Device. If each component in a bridge· has a defining . screen.
conneqted to om: enu, :ll verr ~igh accuracy ii1 measurement is made possible by the addition of\a
Wagner earthing atm. This uevjoe removes all the earth capacitances. from the bridge network.
Fig. 16'27 shows the connections of the device for use in conjunction with the general form of ·
bridge network, in which Z1, Z2, Za and Z4 are the impedances of the bridge arms. Z5 and Z6 ate'the
two varfahle impedances of the Wagner earth branch, the centre point of which is earthed as 'slfown. ·
These impedances may consist of variable resistances and capacitances similar to those used in the
arms. of the bridge proper, but not necessarily of known-value. · The two impedances Z5 and Z6• mus't
be capable of forming a balanced bridge with· Z1 and Za or Z2 and Z4 and can be a duplicate of ¢it her
o( the~e pairs ~farms. Ci,:C2, Ca and C4 are the stray earth capacitances appearing at the apexes of
the bndge. D 1s the detector.
·
If tile switch Sis on contact d, balance of th-e bridge may be 'obtained by adjustment of the
impedances Zir and Z4. The pfesence of th·e ·earth capacitances will prevent a true balance being
obtained, hut i; point. of minimum sound can be obtained.
·

·After adjusting the bridge to give minimum sound, the switch Sis tllrnwn to contact e so that
the tekpbones are then .connected between b and earth; Zs and Zs are;next adjusted until minimum
sound is obtained. Tlie teleph0nes are next rec()~nected to b, d ~nd Z2 and Z4 adjusted to 'give
mfuimum sound- again. 'I'he process is repeated untilsilence is obtained with the switch on_ d, and
- silence or the minimum attainable sound, with the switch on e. Then al! three points b, d and .e
are. at earth potential. .Under these conditions no current flows jn ~he earth C?.Pa7itances C2 .and
C4, and since Ci and-Ca shunt the Wagner arms z, and Zs.-these capacitances are eliminated from the
bridge netwo~k Z1, Z2, ta lnd Z4.
·

. . . fhi cap1,1citan~:; Ct and Ca, shunting Z5 and Zi; compl_icate th.ese1arms, and b'ecause of this
the .i;i,oillbination m~ not give a tru~. balance against Zz ~nd z4, only' a minimum b~ing ~,ttainable
durrng the Wagne1, l:lalance. The ex1.sten.. ce o~ these0capac1tanpes sh9uld be. borne m .m1p,d.. when
qeciding the form of the Wagner arm, which should ;'ll_referably 1be composed of res1~tances and
)Capacitances. Much.of Ct a~d Ca3i~~be due to the earth capacitan~e ofth~.~ource transfor~er and
a po,mmon cause of .difficulty 1\l'31t:liley1Qg a ~o~ ?'ag!'er baljlilce 1s duq.t9 the ~se of traµ,s~ormers
with l11rge and lossy e.artn e11pac.1tan~e. Poor 111$u{\lt1on _111,,tbe SQUrce transfOrmer w1U caus~ 1rps1stanc~
to appear shlinting·c::i' and ..Ca.
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.fig .. 6)7. Wagner earth device.·

Hg. 16 28:. Screened·and-balanced transformer .

16'30. Screened-and,balanccd Transformers.· Coupling between detector and source can
be red uced ?Y ~lec.1rostaftic scredening bh~tween bpri~ar yda_nd secondaryb ofhthe soufrc~ transfodrmedr.
Comp 1ete· e11m1nal!on o errors ue to t ts can ~ euec e ta some cases y t e use o a screene -an •
balanced' transformer. Thi5 is illustrated in Fig. 16'28, where the secondary of the source transformer T is connected directly across a pair of equal ratio arms Z2 and Z.1, the junction of which is
earthed. The primary and secondary windings of the· transformer have screens S1 and & respectively,
the whole being contaiaeJ wit~in ·an earthed metal case. If S1 is connected to the case, all earth
capacitance effects a:ssocia'ed with the primary winding are eliminated. The most important remaining
stray capacitances are- thC>_se shown in the diagram. .The effective capacitance between P and earth
is Ca-l-HC1+C2); thatbetween Q and earth is C4+!(C1+C2). If the transformer is so constructed·
. that Ca= C4 the capacitances from Pand Q to earth are equal. These capacitances shunt the arms
Z2 and Z4. Equal shuntin~ effects on equal a1·ms still give a unity ratio between the arms, so that ·
earth-capacitance effects from the source do not affect the bridge balance condition of Z1 =Za.

1

··I

16'31. · Difference and Substitution Methods. Improved accuracy of measurement may be
obtained by using a 'difference' or 'double-reading' method. For example, a bridge for the measure·
ment of capacitance may be set up and balanced with some auxiliary capacitor in the position of the
unknown. Let the value of this capacitor, as determined by the bridge;. be· C1 1; this value will, in·
general, be inaccurate due to· stray effects and residuals in the bridge circuit. The capacitor under
test, of capacitance C, is then connected in parallel with the auxiliary capacitor, and the bridge is re·.
balanced. Let the .new value given be C2. Then, if it can be assumed that stray a:.nd residual effects
have not altered, the difference between C1 and C2 is entirelv due to the presence of the additional
capacitor, so that C=C2-C1.
·
An auxiliary component is not always necessary ; the value of a capacitor may be obtained
as the difference between the readings. when it is connected to the bridge· and when one lead to it is ·
01ren-circuited at its terminal. Similarly, and inductance·may be measured asthe difference between·
t\VO bridge readings, the first with the inductor iil circuit and fhe secoqd with the leads to the ind11ctor
short-circuited at its terminals,

)
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Another method by which inac~uracies due to leads, residuals, and strax couplings may be
considerably reduced is the method or substitution. In the simplest form of this method a· bridge is.
balanced with the component under t~st in circuit. This component is then replaced by a variable.
standard component of a simi!ar type-e g., a capacitor is replaced by a standard capacitor.. Balance
is restored by adjustment of the substituted standard, the other bridge components left unaltered.
Then the reading the standard must equal the component under test.
·
·
·
SOLVED EXAMPLES
.
.
Note. The students must attempl these problems from fundamentals although here direct
formulae have been used since analysis has been done earlier.
·
Problem 16'3.. ..\Maxwell's inductance comparison bridge is shown in Fig. 16'29. Arm ab
consists of a coil with inductance Lt and resistance r1 in series with
b
a non-inductive resistance R. . Arm be and ad are each a
non-inductive resistance of 100 n. Arm ad consists of standard
variable inductor L of resistance 32'7 n. Balance is obtained when
Coil
L=47'8 mH and R = 1'36 n. · Find the resistance and inductance
of coil in arm ab.
Solution.
D
At Balance [(Rt+r1ltjwL1)X lOO=(r2+jwLz)x 100
Equating the real and imaginary terms
R1+ri=r2 and L2=L1
: . Resistance of coil :
ri =r2-R1 =32'7-1'36=31 '34 n.
d
foductance of coil L2=L1 =47'8 mH.
'i'}ttrJple 16'4. A Maxwell's capacitance bridge shown in.
Fig. 16'4 if! used to measure an unknown inductance in comparison " - - - - - l r v t - - - - . . . J
with capaei.tance. The various values at balance :
Fig.16'29
R2=400 fl; R3=600 n; R4=1000 n; C4=o·s !!F.
Calculate t~ values of Ri and L1. Calculate also thf .value of storage ( Q) factor of coil if
frequency is 1000 flz.
·
1

R4 R ) =R2Ra.
Solution. At balance ( Rd-jwL1 )(. l+jwC
4 4

Separating the real and imaginary terms, we have
RzRa = 400X600 = 240 O
Ri
1000

and
.

!

Storage factor

'

i

L1=R2RaC4=400X600X0'5X 10-a .. 0·12 H.

Q=~~1 =211x1~~xo·12

3.14.

Examp!e 16'5. An inductance of 0'22 H .and 20 ff resistance is measured by comparison with a
tixed standard 1~ductance ~f 9· I H and 40 fl resistance. They are connected as shown in Fig. 16 30 (a).
The unknown tnductance 1s 1n arm ab and the standard inductance is arm bi: a resistance of 750 0
is connected in arm cd and a resistance whose amount is not known is in arm da.
·
• .

. Find the.r~sistance. of ar~ da and show any necessary and practical additiomnequircd to
achieve both resistive and mducllve balance. .
,
_-. ..;,
.
Solution. Now

Ri=20 !l; Li=0'22 H; R4"'.'150 n: Ra=40 0; La -'(t.l~H

. -- .
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b

c

c

'----i.rvi-----J

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16'30
At balai1cc, (R1-t}wL1)R4" R2(R:, 1-jwLa)
0

Thus the two baiance equations are R1 =-l!_~;a
From above we have:

R2La ·
and L1=R4

Li
R2 - Rt
La= R4 =Ra-

:., Value of R2 required for balance: R2=R4 ~; =750 x
and

1'.!__

O~~~ =1650 Q

Rz =2'2.

La - R4

.

Now examine the value of ratio -~!- for the existing circuit we have : _.
Ri _.±Q.=0'5
Ra - 40
'
The value of this ratio should be 2·2 for both resistive and inductive balance and therfore
we must add a series resistance to arm ab. ·Let this series resistance be r1. Therefore

Ri+ri_ =2'2
or r1=2'2X40-20=68 n.
Rs
The modified circmt is sllown in Fig. 16'30 (b).
Eirnmplc 16'6 A bridge consists of the following :
Arm ab-a choke coil having a r~sistance R1 and inductance Lt.
Arm be-a non-inductive resistance Ra.
Arm cd-a mica condenser C4 in series with a non-inductive resistance R4.
liJ"m
R2.
. , . da-a non-inductive resistance
.
. w111m this .bridge is fed from a source of 500 Hz, balance is obtained under following
conditions : · ·
&==2410~l: Ra=750 n; C4=0'35 fLF; R4=64'5 f.I •
. fhc s11ruMresistance of capacitor is=0'4 n. Calculate the resistance and inductance of the
cholte coil.
Thc's"upply is connected b~tw~en. a and c and th~ detector is between band d.
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Solution. · When we draw the sketch of this bridge, we find that it is Hay's bridge shown
in Fig. 16' 5. The analysis of Hay.'s bridge is done in Art. 16'7.
Now from Eqns. 16'21 and 16'22, inductance and resistance of the coil are:
L = _ R2RJ9-4_ _ __ 2410 X750x0'35x10-0
O'fiJ H
1 1+w2C4 2R42 - 1+(2icxsooxo·3sx10 6x64'9)i
and
R = w2R2RaR4C4 2 _ (2itXS00)2 x2410X750x64'5X(0'35XI0". 6) 2 ___ . O
140 5
1
. I+w 2C42R42 1+(2itX500X0'3Sx 10 8 X64'9)2
.
(Note that the resistance or arm cd is the sum of resistance of the series re~istor and the series
resistance of capacitor
i.e.
R4=64'5+0·4~64'!;1 0)
Example 16'7. The arms of a five node bridge are as follows :
arm ab : an unknown impedance (R1, L 1) in series with a non-variable inductive resistor r1.
arm be: a non-inductive. resistor Ra= 100 n, arm cd: a non-inductive resistor R1 ~. J.00 Li,
arm da : a non-inductive resistor R2 = 250 n, arm de : a variable non-inductive resistor r,
arm ec : a loss less capacitor C= I µF, an_d arm be : a detector.
An a.c. supply is connected between a and c.
Calculate the resistance and inductance Ri. Li when under balance conditions l'J. =43'1 n
and r=229'7 n..
Solution. After drawing the network we find that it is the Anderson's bridge shown in
Fig. 16'6 and dealt with in Art. 16'8
From Eqns. 16'26 an·d 16'27,
Resistance R1-

R~~ 3 -rF0 ~2_5~~!Q9-c-43'1 =81'9

!l.

c::

J

Inductance L1 =
[r(R4+R2)-t-R2R4 ]=1x10-0 x ~~~ [ 229'7(200+2so)+2sox200
=0'0766 H.
Example i6'8. The four arms of a bridge are ;
arm ab : au imperfect capacitor C1 with an equivalent series resistance of ri,
arm be : a non-inductive resistance Rs. arm cd: a non-inductive resistance R4,
arm da : an imperfect capacitor C2 with an equivalent resistance of r2 in series with a resistance Rs.
A supply of 450 Hz is given between terminal a and c and
the detector is connected between band d. At balance:
R2=4'8 0, Ra=2000 0, R4=2850 0 and C2=0'5 µF and ry,=0'4 n.
Calculate the value of C1 and r1 and also of the dissipating
factor for this capacitor.
Solution. The bridge is shown in Fig. 16'31.
0

y
c,>I

At balance ( r1+ j,!C1

)R4"'(r2+R+ 1c!c2 ) Ra

· · Separating the real and imaginary terms

r1=(r2+R2)~:- ={0 4+4'8) x
and

; : =3'65 n.

850 F=0'712 µf ..
C1=C2 R4 =(0'5X l0" 6)x 2
Ra
2000
Dissipating factor
'
D1=tan o1=<>lC1r1=211x450x0'712x 10-6x3'65,,,,0'00/J.;,

--
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Example 16'9. An Owen's bridge is- used to measure the properties or a sample or sheet
steel at 2-kHz\ At balance, arm ab is test specimen ; arm be is R3 •100 0 ; arm cd is
C4=0'I µF and arm·da is R2==834 Qin series with C2~0·124 µ.F. Derive balance_ conditions and
calculate the effective impedance of the specimen under test conditions.
Solution. Let R1 and L1 be the effective resistance and
inductance of the specimen repectively.

l
'

"

At balance : (R1+jwL1).-;--l____c
=R3 ( Re+-=1----c.)
)W 4
-·
- jW 2

:. L1=RaRaC4-834x1ooxo·1x10-a H=8'34 mH
C4 _.

and

o·t

a

Ri=R3-C =IOOX -0.

·
124 80'7 fl.
2
Reactance of specimen at 2 kHz
Xi =211x2X1000X8'34 x_J0-3=104'5 fl.
_
Impedance of specimen Z1 = (80'7)2+(104'5)~ '132 ·0. _
Example 16' lO. A sheet of bakelite 4· 5 mm thick is tes_ted at
so Hz between electrodes o· 12 m.in diameter. The Schering bridge
rvi--.--..
employs a ~tandard air capacitor .~2 of_ I06 ~F, capa~itance, a n_on·
_ _ _
reactive resistance ~·1· of 1qoo/11 fl 11! parallel with a van~ble ca~ac1tor . _ _- _• -_ l'ig.16'32.
c4 and a non-reactive vanable 'resistance Rs. Balance ts obtamcd with .C4=051£F and Rs'-"260 0. ·
ca'tculate the capacitance1 power factor and'relative permittivity of~heet..
_ . __ · __

v

Solution. The Scbering bridge is shown in Fig. 16'11 _wli~ Ci and t1~1ht·· · tance and series resistance of the capacitor.
·
· · · - · -- ·
'·

From Eqns. 16'35 and 16'36,
C4
o· 5 x 10-5
-· •
_
r1=c;·.R3= 106 xl0-12 .260 .. 123Xl06 0
C = !OOO _ Xl06xl0-12p~130pF.
C1 = R4
Ra 2 icx260 - -·

and

.

.

'.

\

·:.

'

-

: .-

-,

.

Power factor ofsheet""wC1r1 =211x Sox 130x10-12x 1'23X'to•~o·O's.
Now capacitance cC1 =Er E.

·•
where

.

~
Cd

Relative permittivity : Er',. E.~ -

130XI0.,.1BX4'SXfo-a ---_- ---_ - ,
. ·__--·-_
-• ·- _.5·9
8'854XliflllxJ1
-- - 4 (0'12)~
._, :'. -_ - i -

E•==permittivity of free space=8'84 xIQ.:.1• F/m,

:

_ _

_

_

_

. _Example l6·U. 11! a low-voltage Schering bri!l~ des1gned to:r th~ -iiiement ofpermit!ivity, the branc~. ab consists .of tw~ electro~es between !hich the specimen ~nd~r t~st.ipiay be
msePted; arm be. ts a non-reactive resistor ,Rs 1n•parallel with a standard capactto~ ~~arm cd is a
non· reactive resistor R4 in parallel 1>/ith a standard capacitor C4 ; arm dais a stand_ard ~]t' capacitor
of c1tpacitance C2• Wi_thout the specimen between the electrod~. balance is.obtai~ed wi•ll ~b~. folloWing _
valu•i·Ca ....c,~ 120 .p.E, .C2= 150 pF, Ra=~4=5000 0. With the specimen mse~ted these values
become Cs=200 pP, C4= 1000 pF, C2-·900 pF, and Ra•~4= 5000 O. In each:.test w:=S,000 rad/s.
Find the relatiVll permittivity of the specimen.
· ·· <!
· ·
Solotkm. The bridae circuit is abown in Fig. 16'33.
For balance
Y1Y4=-Y1Ya

'
i
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i

I

I
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-b

or
or

... (t)

...(ti)

and

..

C1 = -_- 1+(112c 2.R

From (t) and ,(11) we have :
Now

~

C2R4

R;j+(J)2c:;'2CaCsR4

.

e--- -

Flg.16'33

4 4

a2C2CsC4R42< CRs2!?4

and w2C42R42:<(i. -

R4
Hence we can write C1 == C2 -R- -- ·s
When the capacitor C1 is without specimen dielectric, let its capacitance be Co
R4 .
5000 •.
Co-Cs Rs =150x SOOO ::;{50 pF

.

When the specimen is inserted as dielectric, I_et the capacitance be Cs.

...

· R4

5000

\..

c. C2 Rs =900 x 5000 = 900 vF
.
'
Co=EoA/d

and Cs=E,EsA/d
.. r··.
c,·900
Hence relative permittivity o .specimen Er=-c-;=
=6.
150

Now

Example 16'12, The arms of a four arm bridge abed, supplied with sinusoidal voltage, have
the following values :
,
Arm ab : A resistance of-200 n in parallel with a capacitance I µF.
Arm be : 400 n resistance. Arm cd: 1000 n resistance.
Arm da : A resistance Ra in series with a 2 µF capacitance.
Determine the value of R2 and the frequency at which the bridge will balance.
Solution. If we draw the sketch of this bridge, we find that it is Wien's bridge shown in
Fig. t 6'22. The analysis of this bridge is given in Art. 16'20.
(1000 1x10-0)
FromEqn.1663, R2= Rs-C2 Ri= 400 - 2 x1Q::S:- X200·4000.
From Eqn. 16'64, the frequency at which the .bridge bidances ·

(R4 Ci)

.

.

1

.

.

1

f 2t1v'R1RaC1C2 = 2rc,Yi00~4oo xV< 10-ox2x10-0 =

.

39

~: ::

&Hz.

Example 16'B. · Fig. 16'17 shows a Heaviside CampbeU bridge for measurement of a ~If
·inductance Li with the equal ratios f.e. ~-:Rf dlt f()llowins result~ were ot>tain~ ;
_
·
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W!!h switch open-M=l5'8 mH a.id r=25i7.f.l.
~ith switch closed- M=0'2 mH and r=, 1'20.
Find the resistance and self inductance of coil.
Solution. The theory of this bridge is dealt in Art. 16'18.
From Eqns. 16'.51 and 16'5) for equal ratios
Self-inductance L2=2(M 1 -M2)=2(15'8-0'2)=31 '2 mH
Resistance R2=ri - r2= 25'7·- l l '2= 14'5 f.l.
•/ Example 16'14. .A modified Carey Foster's bridge shown in Fig. 16'18 is used for m~asure·
ment of capacitance. Arm ab contains a mutual inductance of 18'35 mH and a total non-reactive
resistance of 200 !l. The inductance of secondary of mutual inductor in arm ab is 40'6 mH. Arm
ad i~ short circuited. Arm he contains the unknown capacitor in series with a resistance of 119'5 n.
Arm cd comprises of a resistor of JOO n resistance. · The detector is across bd Determine the capacitance and its eGuivalent series resistance.
Solution. From the analysis carried in Art. l 6' 19, we have:
M
I R'36 x 10-3
Capacitance Ca= RiR .., 2
F=0'9l8 µF
4

~-

ooX!oo-

Ra-~4(l-1_-rv!_)_ 10~(40'6-t8'36) =

M

L

-

18'36

.

121 .2 0·.

:. Seiies resistance of capacitor= 121'2-·119'5= 1'7 n.
Example 16'15. Jn a modified Carey-foster bridge shown in Fig. 16'18. At balance R4-' 10 0,
R3=2~'1 l:ll t fl, R1=IOO 0, L1=22'82 mH and M=4920±!0 µH. Find the unknown .capacitance
Ca and the limits of accuracy determined by the limits of balance measurements indicate<
S11111tio11. From Eqn. 16'59, we get

M ""4920±10 =4'92'±o·oi F.
C3 . RiR~
lOOX 10
'µ
1
. X too = 0·2%o·
= o·o
4 92
.
/En1nple 16'Ifi. Suppose ia the above example the value of R3 does not include the series
11,ss re,Jlst~ntt of capacitor, find the loss resistance and limits of its ar,curacy.
Solution From Egn. 16'60,
. R4(L1-Af)
· 228200
46'5
T..,~1-- -- ----~-~---- -- - ----~---- ----· - -- --.. --,-----·
M
- 4920(1±10/4920) - 1±10/4920
. •
Accuracy 11m1t

'~46'5 (

l =f ·4}~0 )-'-46'5(1 ±0'00204)•46'ff0'095 Cl.

This res1st11h'ce includ1ls the stries resistance of capacitor·
. Seri~ r~sista~ce of capacitot~(46'5=f0'.095)-(2S'l ±0'1)=21 '4±0'195 !!.
.
•195 ;:; 1·~00-- ..0. '9.15%.
• •. f >
L1m1gs o accuracy =' 0 1'4" - _._ . o·
2'
.
. .
.
-

· 16'32. ·Transformer Ratio ~ridges; The Tr~ns~onner Ra~io Bridges are becoming increasingly
popular and are being used for a wide ral)ge of apphcahons. This is on account of versatility and
accuracy of Ratio Tfansformers, which are used in the transformer ratio bridges. In fact. transt'ormer
ratio bridges are replacing the conventional . a.c. bridges at a rapid r-ate.
·
- .- A tran$for.mer ra,tio bridge co~_sists of voltage 1ransformer- whose pertormance approaches
that o( an ideal trai:isformer. An ideal transformer is one that has no resistance, no core Joss 1111d 110
letlkage flux (l.e.'there is perfect coupling between the windings).

!
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The ratio transformer is provided with a number of tappings in order to obtain voltage
division.
Voltage appearing across the windings of a transformer is :
E=4 K1Nlfimf volt
... (16'66)
where N=number of turns,
<I>m-maximum value of flux; Wb
/=frequency; Hz,

and Kt=form sactor (Its value is I'll for sinusoidal flux).

For a given value of K1, flux <I>m, and frequency f,

E° K1N.

... (16'67)

Fig. 16 34 shows an autotransformer provided with tappings. Suppose an alternating vol!age

Eis applied across the winding. Assuming thal the autotransformer is ideal type, the division of
applied voltage E'into output voltages E1 and E2 is :
·
N2
and E2=E. Ji'
Different values of Et and E2 may be had by changing the position of" wiper on the tappipr,i&.
E1=E

I

Ni

N

~

'

Topp'ings

r-I

N

E

(Total

f~{

·-i

N, :""''

i

.. ..,,.,,._...,...,___._ _ _ _ _

· ---··o

C

turns) ;; ·-{)
·
_,, N turns

z

.
.51 td 1ng

cootoc
(wiper l

t

Et

Fig. 16'34. Tapped autotransformer.

{

However, in practice it is impossible to c6nstruct an ideal transformer. BuQ the ideals of zeto
winding resistance, zero core loss and perfect coupling can be closely achieved if the design features
similar to those for instrument transformers are used.
Multi conductor
The material used for construction of core should be ·
ropq ·
such that it" gives the smallest' core losses at the desired
operating frequency. The magoetizing,current is reduced
by using a Toroidal Core. The adde~ advantage of
toroidal core is that .winding put ·on it has minimum
leakage reactance giving an almost perfect coupling. The
leakage reactance can be .reduced further by using a
.special type of ~onst~uc!ion for the windings as s.hown in
Fig. 16'35. This wmdmg takes the form of a Multi· o 1 2 l s s ,
conductor Rope. In order to obtain a decade of: voltage start
finlah
division, the multiconductor rope has ten wires with
successive sets of turns connected in series and a tapping .
is taken from each joint.
The resistacce of the windings can be. reduced by Fig. 16'3S. Tapped mtfo tral!Jformer WJ!ng tr,,,,.;
using copper wire of ~eavy cross-section.
' · dal core and multicoriductor rope type wL .,: '

A 4;decade rAtio transformer is shown in F_~
· ••. 116~36._·_. The successive decades are obt11!1Au
using an arrangement aimila,- to that in a Kelvin VWf!f •lido. This transformer arran~ement giv0 s11

ratio error of tM t!aaa I part in 104. _.

·

·,I
.. ·---..__..-···
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. Fig. 16'36. Four decade ratio tralll!former.
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16'33. Applications and Featur_es of Ratio Transformers. Applications. The ratio transformers
can be used for :
(I) Measurement of resistance capacitance and inductance in comparison with standard
resistance, standard capacitance and standard inductance respectively,
(ii) Measurement of amplifier gain and phase shift, and
(iii) Measurement of transformer ratios.
Features. The ratio transformers have the following features :
(i) They can be used on a.c. only.
(ii) They have very small ratio errors.
(iii) They have a wide frequency range extending from 50 Hz to SO kHz.
(iv) They have high input impedance and low input impedance. Thus the loading effects in
them are small.
16'34. Measurement of Resistance. The circuit used for measurement of an unknown resistance, R, in comparison with a stlind11rd, resistance, Rs is shown in Fig. 16"37. The position of the
wiper is adjusted till the detector D shows null. (The detectors used are the same as for conventional
a.c. bridges).
·
=Et _ KiN1
Current through the unknown resistance ll R - R

. .

id .
, E2 KiN2
Current through the stan dar resistance 12=R-=-R·
'

Und~r

balance.conditions, tlie current through the detector is zero I.e. Ii= h

• ' K1N1 I K1N2
•.,:.-.....
,_~·.· -R
=-R
.
I

Ni
• Rs
ar R= JT:
M
2

•.. (16'68)

A ,circuit used for measurement of low resistance is shown in Fig. ' · < This circuit is
aimjlar to ~t of Kelvin's double bridge.
If· the i!Ilpedances of leads i.e. Zi. Z2, Zs, Z4 and Z5 are small a1, ,lie resistances R and R.
are of the same order, the unknown resistance is given by :
R N1. &·
••. (16"6~ l

.

..,_..._

L

Jfi '

· 1 I ,

'

I.

7

,\.C. lilllDOl!S

1

'

N1

·'Y

,, Unlrnown
R.; resistonce

E,
0

f.
Na

R,

R

Detector

Rs Stondord
resistance

~

l__-------itvl----

12

Fig, 16' 3i!. Measuremen.t of low resistance.

Fig. 16 37. Measurement of resistance using ratio transforrner.

16'35. Measurement of Capa~itaoce. A circuit for measurement of capacitance is given in
Fig. 16'19. An unknown capacitance C is measured in comparison with a standatd capacitance c,
which is assumed to be perfect. Resistance R represents the loss of the capacitor. .· Since for balance,
the magnitude and phase of the currents passing through ·the detector should be the slime, a variable
standard resistance is connected in parallel with the standard capacitor.
( Uni,nown

copacitor)

Detector

c

R( Re sis tonce

representing
loss)

E
(Standord)Cs .
(copacilor l

I

Rs (Standard

resistance)

·

Fig. 16'39. Measurement of capacitance using ratio ll'llnsformer.

At balance, C= ~ . c,
and

Ni
R-N2. R.

Dissipation factor D=tan 6= w~R = IJl~iR,
.. ··

... (16'70)
...(16'71)

... (16'72)

16'36. Measurement of Pbase At1gle. A circuit for measurement of imall phase anglra with
the help of ratio transformers is shown in'Fig. 16'40. An RC circuit is Used where the capacitance~

$34
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· variable in order to get phase shift. The value of resistance should be large in order that there are
no loading effects on the ratio transformer. The qapacitance is changed till the detector indicates null.

.~J
N

''

Oelector

~I

Pig. 16'40, Measurement of phase angle using ratio transformer.

Phase angle \b=tan-i (-wRC)
The magnitude of in-phase component is :

... (16'73)

~1 =Ni~N2 . cos2 ef,.

...(16'74)

16'37. Transformer Double Ratio Bridges. The transformer bridges described till now in this
chapter are similar to the conventional a.c. bridges in the sense that the balance conditions are indicated when the voltage across the detector is zero and therefore, the currei1t through the oetector is
zero.
·
An alternate way of indication of balance is that the curren.t flowing through the unknown
iQlpedance is equat.~nd opposite.to that through the standard or known impedance. The detector
indi~tes this cond1tton of equahty.
The atrangement of Transformer Double Ratio Bridges is shown in Fig. 16'41. It consists of
an ideal voltage transformer having a ~econdary wioding of Nr turns. The secondary winding is
tapped at N2 tur~s. The resulting vol~ges Ei and Ei are appli;d across the unknown impedance,
z, and standard impedance, Z,, respecllvely.
·
.,

..--~-'o_oo<>"°'.N~,--.-~·~~
100

'•

10

9

Unknown
impedance

. . IJ

.____,. lo'---'~~-'·1··ty~!2c...--+-'"2
I
~
'

N2

Current

E2

Standard
impedence

.

Comporator

0

Fig; 16'41. Basic circuit for a double ratio transformer bridge.

The:.two voltages E1 and E2 produce currents It and 12 respectively. These currents flow in
the windings n1 and n2 of a current comparator. The two mmfs ni!i and n2l2 produce fluxes in the
core of the comparator. The two fluxes oppose eailh other and when there is no flux in the core, no
emf is ind~ced · in the secondary winding of
~mparator and the detector D indicates ~
conditiol'

we

...(l6'7"
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and

Now
.

N111t

or Unknown 1mpedauce Z=Z1 -N .

)

...(16'76)

2112

The balance is obtained by changing the setting of N2.
"
If the unknown impedance is a pure resistance R, a standard resistance .R, is required for
. obtaining balance.
...(16'77)
If the unknown imped,ance is a pure capacitance C, a standard capacitor

balance.

c, is reqilired for
•

~

N2n2

t,..::;::;:: - - - -

c···.

..(16'78)

8

N1111

Eqn. 16 T7 can also be converted to a form similar to that of Eqn. 16'78. This is done by
using conductance in place of resistance.
., 1 N2n2 ,
.
d
Unknown con uctance U = -R- = ·-N Gs
... (16'79)
~·

1111

where G, is the standard conductance.
In practice, the capacitors are not perfect, the losses being represented by a conductance in
parallel with the capacitance. Therefore, balance has to be obtained both fo'r resistance as well as
for capacitance. In other words, mmf equality for both magnitude ils well as for phase has to be
obtained in order to get balance.
A circuit used for measurement of an imperfect capacitor in tel'llU of standard capacitor 1and
standard conductance is shown in Fig. 16'42.
·

1

~N-- - -

,----'-°'a..o
'

100

.

r

C (Uroknown

'

.

~ capoc1tonce)

~~
G

·~

N' 2

current
comporotor

Gs 2

Standard
c.onductonce
·····------------~--

.

Fig. 16'42. . Measurement of imperfect capacitor.

Undef baianoe : C~ -N (C.1Nn+C,2Afn)
' 1111
..
112

...(16'20)
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G= Nn

and

.

2

1

1n1

(Gs1N21'+G,2N22 )

...

·

(16'81)

I

It is clear from Eqns. 16'80 and 16'81, that the double ratio bridge allows the reactive and ·
resistive components of an unknown to be adjusted independentlycoLeach other (capacitive balance
can be had by changing N21 and N?.2 while resistive balance can be obtained by changing N21' . and
Nz2'). This property of independent balance facilitates the use of this bridge in a very wide range
of applications.
16'38. Measurement of Induct~nce. The circuit for measurement of inductance is . the same
as that for measurement of capacitance (Fig. 16'43) except that the unknown capacitance
is replaced .
1
by the unknown inductance.
.
·

,,J

In order that independent balance of the resistive and reactive mmfs can be obtained. Any
inductive circuit must be considered as a two terminal network, the components of which are io
parallel. The mmf due to the resistive component of the unknown may then be opposed by that
through the conductance standard. On the other hand, the mmf due to inductive component of the
unknown must be balanced due to capacitance standard. In order to obtain mmf balance due to
unknown inductance arid the standard capacitance, it is necessary to reverse the comparator winding
connected to the standard capacitor. This condition of bridge operation is normally indicated by
addition of a negative sign to the display of capacitance Cm.
Suppose an ind11ctauce LP in parallel with a resistance RP represents the actual inductor
having an inductance L in·series with a resistance R.

At balance: Rlp
where

+'~L
~"Gm-jCm.
.}tiJ ,,
.

Gm =indicateq conductance,

and

Cm=indicated capacitance.

.
•
R
Gm
• . Senes resistance ,,. Gtli2-+~
~Cw 2 m2

and

Series i11ductance

...(16 82)

Cm
L= ci;,; 2 +;;,2c;~ 2 ,

... (16'83)

· 16'39. Measurements of Components in 'SlIU,'. One of the greatest advantages of double
ratio transformer bridges is their capability to measure the values of the components while they
remain connected in the ciri;uit. Fig. 16' 43 shows a circuit for measurement of an unknown
f-----+---i

z

I

'

I

~
I

Current

comporotor

.

\

'

.

.

.

Fig. 16'43. Measurement of compoPODla 'JN SIIU' using a double rado Crtllllformer bridge•..
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J

z
c

I

impedance ~~~~he ratio transformers are. considered ideal th~ values of impedances. z, and Z1 can
· be assumed ~8 1be zero and the voltage apphed to the unknown impedance Z 1~ not all~~t~~ by current
fiowi11g in impedance Z1• Also all the current flowing through Z would floy; mto n1 w1udtng as :

I
)
.

1

I

Z1I
-z1+Z2

I2-----

The value of
. unknown impedance is approximately given .by :

z=[-a:.+]~c;,;][ 1-( i~+ ~~ )]

....(i6·s4)

In practice impedances z, and Z1 have small finite values and corrections must be, applied for:·
this in order that corrections be applied z. and Z; must be determined.
- ·-··-· - · ·
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
Note. Students must attempt

thes~

problems from fundamentals.

1. A four arm a.c. bridge ab c d bas the following impedances :
Arm ab : Zi =200 L60° Q (inductive i1:ipedance) .
. Arm ad: Z,=400.L-60° .0. (purely capacitive impedance).
Arm b c : Zi"'-JOO L0° .0. (purely resistive).
Arm c d: Z 1=600 L30" .Q. (inductive impedancJ),. ·
Determine whether it is possible to balan:e the biidge under above condition~.
'
[Ans. No as /_O, t· LO, ft LU,+LO,]
·
2. A 1000 Hz bridge has the following constants: arm ab, Ri=IOOO .Q. in parallel with C1=0'5 µfl: a·m
be, R1 =JOOO .Q. in series with C8 =0'5 l'F; arm cd l,=30 mH in series with R,=200 .0.. Find the constants of arm
da to balance the bridre. Express the result as a pure resistance R in series with a pure inductance l or capacitance
C.
[Ans. 79'4 L-11'\ il, Rand Cin series]
3. An a c. bridge has in arm ab, a pure capacitance of O' l µF; in arm b c, a pure resistance of 500 .Q. ; lo
arm c d, a sories combination of a 50 .n resistance aad of 0·1 H in1u;lance. Arm d a consists of a capacitor of 0·4 ~F
in series with a resistance R,. <•=5000 rad/s. (a) flind the vtiue of R, to give bridge balance. (b) Can complete
balance be obtained by adjustment of R, 1 If not, specify the position and the value of an adjdustable resistance to
complete the balance.
[Ans. 1000 .0., complete bal1nce cannot be obtained by adjusiment tJf R, only as
reactive conditions are not satisfied. If an adjustable resistance of 200 .Q. is connected in series in branch c d capacitor
reactive balance can be bad]
·
,

,

4. The four arms of a Maxwell's capacitance [·.ridge at balance are : arm a b, an unknown inductance l"
having an inherent resistance R" ; arm b c, a noo·induclive tesistance of 1000 Q ; arm c d, a capacitor of O'S l'F in
parallel with a resistance of 1000 .Q. ; arm d a, a resistance of 100,1 .Q.,
·
Derive the equations of balance for the bridge and determine the value of R, and L1.. Draw the phasor
diagram of the bridge.
·
[Ans. R, = 1000 .Q. ; L, =0'5 HJ
5. In an Anderson Bridge for the measurement of inductance tbc a'f'm AB consists of an unknown impedance
with inductance Land R, a known variable resistance in arm BC, fixed resist;pcc of 600 .Q each in arms CD and DA,
a known variable resistanee in1 arm DE, and a condenser with fixed ca(iacitaace of I microfarad in the. arm CE.
The a.c. suppl)( of JOO Hz is con~ected across A and C, and the detector l~ connected between Band E. If the
balance is obtained with a resi~taAce of 400 ll in the arm DE and a resistan,ce of 800 .Q in the arm BC, calculate
the value of unknown Rand L. '
[ADS. R=800 L=t ',J2 AJ

n.

6. Tbe four arms of a Hay's alternating current bridge are arranged as f61l!Jws ~.AB Is a coil 01 unknown
impedance ; BC is a non-reactive resisto~ of 100.0 n ; CD is a non·r~tive· r~sistor of ~ ll i.n series with a standard
capacitor of 0'38 f'F; DA 1s non-reacttve resistor of. J~800 n. If the supply frequency 1s SO Hz-determine the
inductance and the resistance at the balanced condition. ·
,.:
[Air R1=210 .n, L1=6'38 HI
7. The a.c. bridge shown in Pig. 16'44 is used to measure an unknown inductance Lo, ihat ha~ inherent
resistance R0 , The bridge parameters are Ri=20,00012, R,=S0,000 .n, c,=0'003 µF, 0>=10' rad/s. c, is adjustable·
from JO pF to lSO pi', and R, is adjustable from 0 to 10,000 .0.. la) Show t~at the. equations for resistive and
reactive balance arc independent of each other. Derive expressions for R. a.nd L, in terms of"'• R,, R,, R4 , C1 and
c,. (b) Determine
the largest values of R• .and L,, tbat are 111casurable with lhe_.given parameters.
1
[Aas. (a) Ro=R1 RJR1+C1 RJCa; Lt.=R, R1 C1-;R1/"'' R1 C1, (b) 2·ssx 10' .!l i, 58'3n,iffl'
1

t1
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1
Fig. 16'44
8, The four arms of a bridge network are made up as follows : ab. a resistor of 50 .0. in parallel with an
inductor .of O'I H; b c, a resistor of !GO ,Q. • c d, an unknown resistor R in parallel wilh an unknown capacitor 'C; d 11,
a resistor of 1000 .Q., A 50 Hl voltage s~~ply is applied acwss a c. find Rand C when a vibration galvanometer
connected across b dis undefiecttd..
[Aus. R~0 7060 ,Q.; C=O 7211F]

I'4

9. A f0ur branch bridge network ABC D balanced at 1000 Hz bas branches AB and BC Of pure resistance of
1000 .Q and 1250
respectively. An unknown impedance forms the arm CD and the branch DA consists of a
standard capacitor ofO'l µF capacity and negligible resistance, connected in series with a non-reactive resistance of
10 fi to give balance.'. The supply vollage is 15 V and the supply is given at tbe poii;ts B and D. Find t11e components of unknown impedance and draw the nece~tary phasor diagram.
.
!Aus. 12'5 Q, ; o·cs µF]

.n

18. The circuit for m·:asu:eoient of effective resistance and self-inductance of an iron cored coil is us
follows :
arm ab, tbe unknown impedance; arm be, a pure resistance R,; arm cd, a lossless caracitor c,; arm da, a
capacitor c, in 11erios with a resistance; Under balance conditions
·Ra= IO ll, Ri=842 ll, C1 =0'135 µF and C,=1 f<F.
Calculate the value of effective resistance and self-inductance at a supply frequency 0f 100 Hz.
[Ans. 74 .0., 8'42 mH]
11 •. A condenser bushing forms arm ao of a Schering b·ic'ge a·nd a standard opacitor d 500 pF capacitance
and neg1Jg1ble loss, forms arm ad. Arm be consists of a non-inductive r~sistance of 300 .Q. When the bridre is
balanced arm cd bas a resistance of72'6 !l in par11Jlel w'th a caNCitance of 0'148 µF. The supply frequcnsy is '.10 Hz.
Calculate the capacitance and dielectric MS angle of c1pacitor.
[Ans. 119 pl' ; 0'00338 rad.I

12. An a.c. bridge was made up as follows : arms AB and BC equal ratio arms ; CD a variable capacitor
C in series with a variable resistor R; DA a standard air capacitor of 0·001 µFin series with a fixed.standard resistance
of 500 .Q. The ~upply at /96 Hz was connected across AC and the detector across BD. Balance of the above bridge
was obtained with ,C'.=0'001 µ1;'±10 pP and R=500±5
When an unknown capacitor was connected across CD,

n.

the balance condthons changed to C=360± 10 pF and R=O. Calculate the capacitance and power factor of the
unknown capacitor and the limits of accuracy.
.
[Ans. 650 pF±3'2%; 0'0039±0'002%)
13. A Schering bridge is used for measuring the power loss in dielectrics. The specimens are in the form· of
discs 0'3 cm thick and have a diel~tric constant of i·3. The area of eooh ekctrodc in 314 cm 2 and· the loss angle is
known to be 9 for a frequency of 50 Hz: The fixed resistor of the network has r. valuo of 1,000 .ll. and tbc fixed capa·
citance is 50 pl', Determine the values of the variable resistor and capacitor required.
[Ans. 4,200 !!, 0'00196 !!Fl

14. In a balanced bridge nelwork, AB is a resilltance of 500 '1 in series witb an inductance of 0'18 H ; BC and
DA. are non·inductive resistanc~s of 1,000 .Q ; and CD consists of a resistance R in series with a capadtaoce c. A
potential difference of 5 volt at a frequency of 5,000/2" Hz is established between the points A and C.
Draw to scale a phasor diagram showing the currents and potential differences in the bridge and from it
detmnl.ne the values of R and C.
Check the result algebraically.
[Ans. 472 .Q ; 0·235 µFJ
15. A 41um unbalanced a.c. bridge is supplied from a source haviug negligible impedarce. The bridgo bas
non-reactive.resistors.of equal resislan.ce in adjacent arms. The third arm bas a11 indui:tor of resistance R Ullo reactsnce
X, where Xis numerically equal to ·R. 'The fourth arm has a variable non-inductive resistor. Tb" detector is connected

I

J
·

11

A.C.

BRIO.GE~

between ihe junction of first and second arms and the junction oi third and fourth arms and bas a resistance R and
negligible reactance. Determine the magnitud¢ of the variable resistor where the detector current is m quadral111e
with the supply current.
[Ans. l '37 R]
16. An a.c. bridge consists of the following constants : arm ab, a resistance of 800 .Q. in parallel with a capa•
citance 0·4 µ F ; be, an unknown resistance ; cd, a kn own resistance of t 200 n and da, a resistance of 500 .Q in series
with a capacitance of 1 µF; Find the resistance required in arm be to give balance and also the frequency for which
the bridge is balanced.
· [AM. 384 .Q. ; 890 Hz]
17. A 4·arm bridge network, adjusted to balance conditions consists of:
Arm AB astandard resistor known lo be within 0'1% of 100 Q,
Arm BC a variable capacitor adjusted to o· 362 µF in parallel with a variable resistor adjusted to 2380 .ll.
Arm CD a standard resistor known to be within 0·1~~ of lOOO p..
Arm DA acoil of inductance Land series loss resistance R•.
Evaluate L and R deriving the equations used.
Determine the maximum percentage error 1hat can be tolerated in each of tbe variable components if L is to
be determined to within 0'5% and R to w.tnin I% of the correct value. If the variable components are known to be
accurate within the limits so determined bow accurately is the ratio L/ R known 7
·
[Ans. 0'0362 H ; 47 n ; 0'3% for capacitor ; 0'·8% for reSlstor ; 1'1 %1
l8. A low-resistance coil AB .or 500 turns is wound on a ring of high permeahility magnetic alloy, and a
tapping is made at a point C such AC=lOO turns A secondar.v widing on the sa,ne ring is connrcted to an amplilier
and beadpbonos, and a supply at 796 Hz is Clnaected between C aad a point D, so that ACBD form~ a bridge ci1cuit
in which tbe two parts AC and BC or the winding are th: r~t o arms. D •.'an:e is ochievcd when a m AD CJmpnse' a
cap1citance of0'16 µfl in series with a resistaoce of o'4 n, and ar.n.BD is the capacitor under test.
'
Evaluate the capacitance and the equivalent shunt loss resistance of the capacitor at supply frequency.
Mention the special advantages of this form of bridge circuit over the mo e conventional rc/rms.
·

[Ans. 0·04 µf'; 976 kU I

19. A balanced Hay's bridge shown in Fig, 16'S bas·
R,=Ra=lOOO n, R,=8120 n, c,=980 pF
and the frequency=4000 Hz. Calculate L, and R,.
If each of the resistor is accurate within ±0'5%, the capacitor within ±1 pF, and the frequency within
S Hz, determine the limits of accuracy of determination of L..
·
· [£=!142'3)\lO-• (1+0'00181) H; accuracy limit ±0'18%1
10. A resonance bridge' is shown in Fig. 16'45. l'cove that

C= )L'

L'=

)c .

and

Jie-

/= 2..

D

Fia. 16'45. Resonance bridge.

17
High Voltage Measurements and Testing
.
1'1:t.. .1)pes of Tests. The growing extension, interconnections and use of· higher voltages
in electric power"svstems has been only possible due to extensive researcb. work ca1!'ieJ in the sphere
of high voltage li,le"surements and testing. Due to this research work in the high voltage field, it has
been possible to rMUCe the size or the equipment to economic and manageable proportions. Thus it
is logical that the high voltage testing of electric equipment has come into prominence and sometimes it
is the sole design criteri,on for the determination sizes of electrical app~ratus.
·High voltage testing· includes a large number of methods. Due to limitations of space, we.,
will be considering a few important methods orly. The high voltage tests are classified as :
'
I.· Sustained low frequency test~.
2. Constant direct current tests.
3. High frequ~ncy tests.
4. Surge or Impulse tests.
1. Sustained Low Frequency Tests. These t;1ts are most commonly used. The frequency
employed is 50 Hz in India. These tests are carried out on :
(i) Motors, switchgears and other electrical apparatus for routiqe voltage testing after
manufacture or in some cases after installation. The voltage normallr used is,2 to 3 kV.
Ui) Specimens of insulation for the determination of dielectric constant and dielectric loss.
(iii) Supply main~ for routine testing.
.
(iv) High v~ltage transformers, porcelain insulators and high voltage cables, etc. for w6rks
testing. The test voltage in sµch cases may be as high as 2000 ~V.
·
2. Constant Direct Current Tests. Modern trend in electric power transmission is to use as
high voltages as possible. This is because increase in transmission voltage re.suits in an increase in
efficiency of transmission. Overhead lines are in actual operation. which ·employ a voltage as high as
750 kV.
. ·.·
'

Before high voltage lines are energised, the insulation of· every ·part connected with the lines ·
must withstand contiauou~ly for half an hour, a voltage as specified below :
----------------------------. - --···-·--··--- -·--Normal system v>I toge
Eelow 10 kV
Above 10 kV

Test voltoge

!
I

Twice the normal voltage

I

Normal voltage+ JO kV

. i

i

- ----From above it is clear~ha~;he transmission lines and high voltage cables wriuldlbe subjected
to very high voltages for a considerably long interval of time, (i.e., 30 minutes). If such voltage tests
are carried out with an a.c: voltage supply, the high voltage ,transformer required for the-purpose
would have to be of a very large capacity owing to the heavy charging (capacitive) currents drawn by
the lines or the cables. This means that a large expenditure has 10 be incurred, for procuring the
high voltage testing transformer. Also there would be great difficulties involved in transporting the
testing transformer to tb~site of testing owing to its large size.
Thus in order)t+ overcome the difficulties encountered above, high voltage d.c. testing is
done in place of a,~ · 1estmg.
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3. High Frequency Tests. The break-down and flashover of porcelain insulators use(}.:on
power transmission lines is often due to high frequency disturbances in the transmission lines. · These
high frequency disturbances are either due to switching operations or due to some external causes
and are usually damped high frequency oscillations.
It has been found tbat even though the porcelain insulator has satisfactorily withstood the
sustained low frequency high voltage tests, it breaks down at a much lower voltage at high frequencies
owing to increased dielectric loss and heating. Thus to insure reliable operation of insulators under
disturbances caused by switching and arcing earths, they must be s.ubjected to high frequency tests.
High frequeney tests are also carried out for insulators used for communication purposes.
Frequencies raaging from several kHz to a MHz or more are used for such purposes.
4, Surge or Impulse Tests. These .tests are recommended with the object of determining the
effect of voltage surges due to atmospheric disturbances of very short duration on electrical installations and their individual parts. The dangerous over voltages to which power systems are exposed
to are caused by lightning. Lightning may produce an
. .~
·
overvoltage on an overhead line either by a d. irect stroke
Vm - - - -........_
to the line or by an indirect stroke. · An indirect stroke
1
-........_
Wave loll
occurs when a charged cloud above and near tci the line,
j
I
'""-- . /
electrostatically induces charges of opposite sign to ·
I
'<...
that of its own charge, in line. These. chaq!0; are
-wcve front
~
1
bound as long as the cloud remains near without dis- ~
~
'-....
charging its eleddcity 9y a lightning stroke. But if the ~ rVm - -:'- '· - - - - - - · - - -~
cloud is suddenly .discharged, the induced charges in the ~
1
line are no lQnger bound, but travel with' the velocity of
·
light along the line to equalize the potential everywhere.
1.
The result innat a voltage wave travels along the line.
The nature of the wave i& shown in Fig. 17'1. The
wave is characterised by a steep--rise of voltage up to its
peak value followed by a slower drop to zero voltage.
TimeFig,
17'1.
Surge
wave.
The probable maximum voltage appearing on a line
due to direct stroke is 10-15 MV and that by an indirect strok6 is 500 kV. Fortunately direct
· strokes are rare.
The danger to the electric installations comes fron:. the fact that this overvoltage acts across
the insulation and that the time taken by the voltage to rise to its peak value is very small, i.e., of the
order of one millionth of a second. This· imposes very severe voltage stresses on the insulators,
transformer windings, circuit breaker bushings and other equipment. If the voltage stress exceeds
the strength of the insulation, a ftashover · or 4 puncture results causing a shJrt circuit and power
outage. If a power arc follows, there may be disastrous results in damage to equipment whose repair
may cost considerable amount of money ar.d time.

1

Since pow~r systems are frequently exposed to lightning strokes and consequent voltage
surges, impulse testing is necessary. for coordination of insulation of the system in ord~r •hat these
surges are not allowed 'to damage the insu!ation of the important associated equipment.
.
17'2. Testing Apparatus. The following testing apparatus is used for sustained low frequency
tests. This apparatus ·.J usually common for ·an types of high voltage tests.
(i) High voltage
testing transformer.
(ii) Equipment for voltage regulation.
'
I. .
.
(Ii) Control ge(lr and protective devices.
(iv) Equipment for voltage measurement.
In addition to above, high voltage d.c. tests, high frequency tests and impulse (surg~)'tests
require some other appa'.ra1us also which will be described along with these tests.
··
· 17 3. High Voltage Transformers. llighvoltage transformers are usually single phase .c?re.

type, oil immersed self cooled· type, The .desigl). o~ these. trans(ormersis in many. respects similar
to that of~or!llal ~ow~r tni.nsformers, lfowever, the 111sql11-t1on of th1:se transformers 1s very carefully
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designed not only because the secondary voltage is high bur because of the fact that they are subjeeted to transient voltages and surges which are sedm when tl)e insulation under test br~aks down.
The transformers used for insulation testing need not. b'e of a high kVA rating .because the
£iltre_n~k~h by the transformer is limited bf1.'nserting exterJ\~ f1 re. SiStl\~C.CS when the. specimen -under
~e~t b~j(s.tlown. However, transformers used for,_ cable testifl.·g are des1g. oed to dehver large currents
o~ing to capacitive (charging) currents drawn by the cables.~- Attention must be paid to regulation
a~d cooling methods employed for such transformeis.
·
.
Special constructional features are incorporated in · hi,gh voltage trans}ormers to eliminate
corona effects as far as possible. The high voltage termin(ll (Jf the secondary winding and all other
metal parts. which have a high potential with respect to earth, must be constnicted in such a manner
that sharp corners are avoided. /This is done to avoid exce~sive voltage grad,ients which cause corona.
If this arrangement is not possible, corona shields (which are usually alumfoiufu spinnings) should be
·provided.
. . . For voltages upto ~bout ~500 kV; a single transforpier js used., For voltages aboye 500 kV;
the connection of two or mor~ transformers in. cascade is i lllc\re ecoiio~ical ,than the use' o_f a- sing~e
transformer because at very high voltages --a .srngle-transformer tends to be of very large size and 1s
thus costly.
·
A gener11l arrangement of two transformers connectetl in cascade is shown in Fig. 17'2.
A low voltage supply is given to the pomary winding ,of transformer L The tank of this
transformer is earthed. One 1end of ,the . &econdary wind(ng of this transformer is alsd earthed. A
lead is taken from the other end of t~e secondary windi11g .. \Thi~ lead is taken out of the transformer
._.. through a high voltage bushing whic~.ro~id~ insulation ,for f~ll secon_ dary, voltage ~etween this lead
. J!Dd the tank (earth). The scc~ndary mdmg 1s tapped at a bomt and anot?i;r lead 1s taken out of
the tank through the h.v. bushmg. Tl ese two leads are condected to the pnmarY of transformer 2.
1

1

~h~ltogs
Te~minal

OutptJ\

Voltagt

I
I

_lnP!JI
Cl.\1-~-+.;;;..Aio.;_

.,.

\
J
/nsuloto. 1~

I

l
"""~""-'"'°'~:<:":~<:.'i::.°'~:"':"<~~\.""~~~E~rth
.

Fig. 17'2, Cascadp connection of transfo~mers.

O~~ end of the secondary wi.nding of transfo_ rm'er 2 .is 'p>mwcted tO the tarik w_.hi.ch is i11. sulated from
eanh for a voltage equal to the secondary voltalle l)f trans(()rmyr L The other end of the secondary .
wi~ding of transformer 2 is taken out wjth the help o~\l.! le~~ passing through a high voltage bushing.
; ?'his lead forms the high vol ta~ terminal of th~. lf!lD~~rme~The output , v9l~pge for test purp,ose,
1s taken between the h.v. term_. ma! an~ earth. I~ \IS the . um o •t~e secondary v,qll~ges of. th~ tw9 transform~rs; The output voltage can be increased further lj, add1 on of more- transformers connecteil in
cascade, ,
;17·:·· ,Voltage Control. lt_is~e~y imt~<mant in1~fgh volt~e measurement~ that tue output
vo1tage1wh1ch 1s fed to the test specimen is vaned $mootlily.. Any abrupt or crude cha~fl' ~n .vo11ag1i
''Wi)tim~!ess voltage surges on,!ht~peci~~ and YiiU 1!1sot11ff61lt\t~e a~urncy of 1fu~as - .mehts., It is
t<f~ly 1mpoJ'.tllnt that thev0fta~rr~g11lwn2 dev1~1 shoJ.114oot distort the waveform of outpm~p1tttt\1:.

>r

;

!

. ,,..
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The method of voltage regulation depends upon whether a separate alternator is being used
to supply the testing transformer or an available supply is being fed to the testing transformer. , A
separate alternator is norinlllY used except in the case of small testing establishments which carr}
out roµting testing work.
When a separate alternator is used, the voltage regulation is done by variation of the
alternator field current.
·
In cas~_separate alternator is not used, the vollag~ regulation is doiie:-(1) by insertion of resistance in the supply circuit,
(ii) by insertion of inductance in the supply circuit,
(iii) by means of a tapped transformer,
(iv) by means of.a variac,
and
(v) by means of an induction regulator.
17·5, Voltage Control by Variation of Alter~ator Field Current. This method is applicable
when a separate alternator is used to supply the testrng t.;ans[orme.r. · When the field current of an
alternator is varied its output voltage changes as shown m Fig. 17 3.
The alternator used should give a sinusoidal output \fOltage at no load and the distortion
caused under load conditions should b! small.\ 1:his .re~ui~es1the length of aiy gap-otjh~ 'macb!ne
should be large, as in that case the armatur~ re4ct1on is hm1teq and also there 1s no saturation owmg
to increased reluctance offered by a large air gap length.
Alternator
Field

H.V...

Tran~former

,.-----0

~1
o'.~.

Supply

Field

Potential
Divider
~ig, ~ 7'4.. Voltage control by use of a potential divi~er in
•he field circuit of alternator.

C11t1111l - -

Fig. 17'3. Variation of output voltage of alternator
with field cutrent.

The armature winding of the alternator should be specially designed and also the number and
shape of slots should be properly regul~ted so that the olJtput voltage wave shaoe does not contain
lower order or higher order (slot) harmoni~
.·
the field curtent of the alternato~ is directly v~ried in the .c!\se of large alternators but in the
case \lf large alternators, the field cuuent·of exciter is varied, which !varies the {output voltage of the
excit¢r thus varying the alternator field current
· . Fig. 17'4 and Fig. 17'5 show the~ivo conqections employedi A potential divider arrangement
is. us:o in both the cases and the connections are:sff arr.anged/that a small current in the reverse
direction to the port;nal one may be obtained. Thus ~or· this arrangement. zero output voltage Is
obt,ined. ~efet.ring to Fi~. ,<1.7'3 !he! o~tput lvolt:i~e dueto r~§idual magnetism is OA and a field
current 0 B ~m the :eve~~~.~1r:?t10~) 1s re.qu. rred it~.bn~~ the outp~t voltage d. o. wn to zero.
·
fhe potential d1V1der 1$.d.es1gned to have large number ~fturns so_ :that a gradual smooth
variation of output voltage is obt11ined. · ·
·
·
The advantages of this method are :
·•·
· (i) Smooth. voltage regulation f~~m zet(J to rhtl voltage is obtained~

a

.
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(ii) There are no impedences in the circuit of supply to the h.v. transformer and therefore the
input voltage waveform is not distored.
·
(Iii) The method is convenient and simple.
(iv) There· are no disturbances caused due to frequent short circuiting of secondary winding
of h.v. transformer owing to breakdown of test specimens.
()---

-1,

cxcrtor.
F1eld

Allernato1
Field

Supply

l _ J ~-.-~~· ~-·

· ·

11.V. lransformer

H.V. Transformer

\

~-·-3 ~

o.c.

l

1.,..v.
o,c, supply

~·

o--....:f
Pig. 17'5,

Pottntial
Divider
Volta~e

control by U'>e of a potential divider in the field
circuit or the exciter of alternator.

-.,,,,,

fig. 17'6. Voltage control by resistance
potential divider.

17'6. Voltage Conttol by Resistance Potential Divider. This method is used 'when a sep>ar~te
alternator is not used. Potential divider arrangement as sho1'.·n in Fig. 17'6 is preferred to a series
resistance. · This is because a smooth voltage regulation fr,om zero to full vO'ltage is obtained. This ·
method is usually used for small capacity sets of about 2-- 3 kVA.
The method has the following advantages :
(i) It is cheap and convenient.
(ii) It gives smooth voltage variation.
(iii) The input voltage is free frnm distortions.

However the method suffers from the following disadvantages :
• · _•

(i) There is a power loss in the potential divider.
.
(ii) The arrangement cannot be used for large capacity plants owing to very large size and

heavy costs of the resistance potential divider.
17'7. Reactance Voltage Control. A choke coil connected in series with the primary of the
h.v. testing transformer may be used for voltage regulation. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 17'7
wherein a choke of variable inductance is used. The reactance of the choke ~an be varied by with·
drawal or insertion of iron core of the coil and thus the input voltoge to h.v. 'testing transformer can
be varied.
· · .·
The advantage of this method is that there is considerably smaller power loss owing to use of
a choke. coil in place of a resistance and consequently the efficiency is high. The method suffers from
many disadvantages :
(i) The size of the coil is large when the power to be handled is large.

(Ii) Due to non-linear characteristics of the iron core of the choke coil the input voltage ·
·waveform is distorted.
·
. · (iii) The power factor of the load is usually leading as test specimens ar~ insulating materials
..and therefore the use of a choke coil results in an increase iq. the input voltaJ?e to the transformer
with increase in load.
·

I

.!

'
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Regu(nting
Transformtr

r..---...t

tl.V, Trtms101me1
8u.ffer
Coil

\

t ....-=>""b

· ·

l.V.

a.e-supply

ac.supply

H.V./

lronsformer

111..;.._ _. . -

fig. l'/'7, Variation of voltage by
using series reactance.

Fig. 17'8. Voltage control by a lapped
transformer.
·

17 s: Voltage Control by Tapped Transformer. Fig. 17'8 shows the arrangement for voltage
regulation with the help of a tapped transformer. An intermediate regulating transformer is used for
the purpose of tappings. The primary winding of the tapped transformer is supplied from a l.v.
supply. The secondary winding of this transformer is provided with a number of'tappings with the
help of which the voltage fed to primary of the h.v. testing transformer can be varied. In order to
avoid surges due to sudden opening of secondary circ.uit of regulating transformer when the tapping
switch is moved, two contact brushes are used which make contacts with adjacent tapping points. A
buffer resistor or a reactance coil -is used between the two contact brushes to prevent the short·
circuiting of R portion of the secondary winding by the brushes.
In order to obtain smooth voltage regulation a large number of taooings should be used. The
advantages of this method are :
·
(i) It has a high efficiency.
(ii) It gives a very small distortion of voltagti waveform.
The disadvantages are :
(i) The voltage regulation is not smooth unless a large number of tappings is used.
(ii) The equipment becomes expensive if the power to be handled is large.'
17'9. Voliage Control by Variac. A variac may be used to supply the h.v. transformer. The
arrangement is simple and is shown in Fig. 17'9. The method has the advantage that it gives smooth
voltage regulation from zero to full value of voltage.
H.V.
Transiov111flf

H.V. Transformer

variac

\··-----

c--e~-......f.i1TI'lmnr.\-~-~~,--.~
l.V.
a.c. Supply

Fig.17'9. Voltage control by variac.

Fig. 17'10, Volta~e control by i.nduction regulator.

17'10. Voltage Control by Induction Regulators. Ao induction regulator may be used to give
a smooth voltage regulation. .The voltage is varied by changing the position of. secondaty winding
with respect to primary. rhe connections are shown in Fig. 17'10. If the primary and secondary
windings of an induction regulator have equal number or turns, the voltage supplied to the primary
winding of the high voltage transformer can be varied from zero to 2 E where Eis the induced voltage
of each winding of induction regulator.
The advantages of this method are:
(i) It gives a gradual and a smooth voltage regulation.
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(ii) It can be used:for all load$ aod power factors.
(iii) Voltage waveform distortion. can be avoided by using a carefully designed indudtion

regulator.
; ·
'
·
''
Uv) This method of voltage regulation is particularly suited for cable testing .equiplneot
. owing to its adaptability for any load. )·
·
·
- · · ·
)o.~-

17'11. Control Gear and Protective Devices. The primary side 'of the high voltage ,trans~
former is provided with :
.
(i) Main Switch. It is required to iSolate the testing apparatus frpm the s,upply.
(ii) fuses.

·

(iii) Automatic Circi.it Breaker. it is used to protect the testing apparatus from damage,in
ca~- uf failure of supply. It is provided ~ith a no volt coil so that it automatically trips if the. supply

-goes off.

.. .
· ·
f
.
(iv) Over-voltage relay. It is used.oto -protect' the apparatus from the effects of over voltage$.
This relay short circuits the no volt coil of; the circuit breaker in case of over voltage and therefotfe
the iat~r trips automatically isolating the apparatus from the supply.
:· (v) Interlock... The interlocking ~rrangements are used :
(a) to ensure that the primary winliing of h.v. testing transformer is switched on.to a low

.

w~.

(b) to make it impossible for the operator to enter the h.v. testing enclosure while the supply,J
is on. This is in the form of a gate switch\ The supply to the primary windjril}~f h.~. t~~tfel'l&. ·
former is through a ga~e ~perated switch. \When the gate is open, the switch is..off an1~ therefol'c t\ie
operator can safely go mstde
the enclosure.\I
.
.
(iv) Earthing. All the metal parts \v]}ich should be at earth potential must be earthen. Tijis .
includes transformer tanks, metal fram<; work of switchgear, enclosure and one'end of each tralisf'#r1
mer winding.
The protective devices. on the high voltage side of. the test transformer are :
.
ii) Ptotective Resistances. Wbe'n the specimen under t'est or sphere gap breaks down, voltage
surges are produced. In order to protetjt the high voltage transformer from.the ejfects of these surges
a Jiigl:tresistance or a choke is connected1in series with the secondary winding,of h.v. tra11sformer. The
re~istance is about ! ohm per volt.
.
,
(ij) Sphere Gaps. A sphere gap: is connected across )he high voltage transformer. In case
of ~ver voltage, the ~fjhere ~ap breaks ~ci1~n and ttus bypasse~ the surge.. In ~rder to.prevent p\ttihg
of sphere gaps, a res1s~ance 1s used to hmtt the current at brea!Mown. Thts resistance ts about l ohm
per yolt so that the cu'rrent
is limited td, iI ampere at breakduWO'.
·
;
..

.

Corona. This! is a phenomenon\vhich occurs when the vo)tag~gradient at the surface of a.
high yoltage_conductok exceed&-thc breakdown strength of. air..· This'1:,esults in iOnization of surroundin~ air .accompanie\I by a faint glpw ap.d hissing sound.
·
, Corona results in power loss and distortion of waveform.. Thus it iOlluences the breakdown
and lla~hover voltages on account of surg~s in the circuit and because of presence of ionized air in .
the test ·room,
·
H.V.
fransfc1mrr

'"'

Spr<Qd

Fig. 11'11. Circuit for b.v. te.<1 1;·

I
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Steps should, be taken' to eli~l~at~\ cdroai ai far ai p>nibfe. 1Sinci~ j'he voltage gradie~t at
the mrfa~e deMe1s~i as the d\am~ter 1pc1~a,ie,;, th} Clndu :tors u·;~ J\;lhi~b. vJ tige circuits should be
m1de much more larger in size than is\ n¢cessitated by current ~. itr;ing coa~ideratio!ls.: Also care
should be taken to/ avoid sharp bends 4nc! small radii of curvature. · · ·
· ··
·
, . Fig. 17' 11 ~hows a simple diag\·am of co~nections of a high voltage /testing· set up u~i1i\g ,
separate alternato~.
.
i
.·
•
.
' 17'12. Equipment for VoltagelMeasnrement. The high voltages encoqntered in pk11ctice ·
involve.. a large ra~'e of freque11cies exte.1ding from zero in the case of d.c. to v.ery hi.gh frequenble.s of.
· surges.pa. \l. sed by · htning. Most metq. ls of measurement.of-high voltages described in the fQ!(.oo\yiD~i
. pages ~r~·.suitabl~ pr measurement at'p mparatively low frequencies. HQwever, some of, · therb giV~'
siitisfaotdvy resultsf ven for,surge freq~¢ cies.
·
'The metho s of me~surementj br vriltage are divided into two categories :
·
(i) Meiho s .used for measur~m~nt of rms values of v91tage.
·
We .are inte~este~ in .m~asurerrie t 9f rms val?es of -volta.ge because not only tpey !l~vf
direct bear mg on the d1ele~tr1c losses, ut \hrough rnternal heating they have a close 1-0onnection:
wit'h dicllectric
const~nt
also.
I
.
.
.
(ii) Method,s of m.easurement o.t pea!' values of voltitge.
,The measuref ent of peak value~ vpltage }s--also necessary because of the f~ct t~at ~he
actu~1 9r~ ikd<:> v11 o~ Jlashover of the #pecirne)l u.~iler test is dependent upon the peak v~l~e! ,qf ~he,
applied; voltage.
~~13. 1Medsnrement\of R.M.S. Value~; of /Voltage

a

1

a

Jr

- ·,'

.

1,

\
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1. Electrost~tic,Voltmeters.

1

(p~ge 2ri!l.

. ..

1

fhe~e i(lstruments have been cle\cribed in details i1.; cl\apter1 B:

. .. ·

. ,

•

.

.

/

.

,\The foliow1ng\1nst~uments may.be,used for measunng nns values of high voltage&·
'~ ..Attracted ~i~c Y1oltm~ter ,At illi~h voltages, the ~esign of the .attr,_f;lii~li,,d\sc ~~ltnleier
become~1 .d1fficult. A1large spacmg. bet;ve~~ 1plat~s i's necessary ~n order to avoid flas,hover 1and:coro '.'
![he simple expr~ssion for voltage/given ~
s·s1 (page 260) does not,1101d good ah~ c. r~,
rection~ 1have/ to be apph~d .
. . i~n oJder to ov.ercome the above P.ifficplty, '~n\abso!u!e high yolta~e attracte? disc voltmeter tj~s
been eyplve by mak1~g use ?f gas at !11gh yr1essu~e: 1\Jr a 'P!gh,vacuu~, m. th~' region bet~veen plat~s.
· Both th~ des gns mad~ 1t possible to re~c~I h1~1\ fiel~·1~tens1t1es t.han with air, at a~mospbenc pres.sur~·;
conseq4bnt1y the spa~mg between the plates/can by ~e~reased with no resultai.U-'slde effects..
Jn h' h vacuum, for example, v1oltage diffe~en'ce of 3u0 kV requires a spacing of only~ pjj:J .. '
Jr.t tfte.same ime, however, the small spaciiJg reduc~s.th~ tolerances in flatness and parallelism of lt~e
plates.. ~OlfOVef tbe attra~te.d elo.ctro~e ?C~0dS C~OS~,a~fistmen~ lO the p.lane Of ga\lrd ti~g ; 1 • '.
Ano~e.r method of 1mprov111g thQi 1J,/1.1fom1ty of the field 1s to msert, between the roam '.plat!/\',
~'Seri.es ?fin erinediate el. e. ctrod.es. A c.11.,P11bit.ance di~ider, thus formed; preserves a unifor111 :distn'ilxi•
t1ori'of vblta e between plates.
·
,
~n i. l)erent feature of ;hese idstru111e,nts is 1the\tendency for the electrostatic force . tq ma~' •
th. ~isc.1lJ'.iis. t ?le s.o that an adequate _e'J~$iic or ete8tromagnetlc force t.rying to. ke, ep the tljsc '. ·
CQyla~iiqpos t10n 1s necessary. Als~ w~en , ~tternatmg .v?ltages. are ,bemg measured., ~.are. i\ll!S r
exercised 1to lsure that the forced v1brat10ns due to p\ilsatmg. component of force; ate tnmlmtzed.1 1
. ·, 1!'1e ¢.Jectrostatlc force 1s usllallY-b. alaRcediby:an\Jpposlog ¥rav1tatio~al or electron~agn~~i~fot\:l!.'
Tbc lack of tlalance can be detected by,.tbe 01splace1Dent, oft~e disc from its coplanar pos1hdn a~~
th~f.efore. err sensitive metho. ~s of.measurin1g1 tjispla. . ~em~,nt l\fe req.'lltr':'d iri order to achi~.ve, .·big~
degree ofac'curacy. Automatic adiustment .of'b~lance can lte done tbrougb a servo·loop, :tlie-f.ctuat"
ing signal is obtl'\ned from the output of ~h~ ~isplaceµient d~tect~r. ·A disc may be -Joa4ed 1Wit~ ~!
weight pf appr~xtmately 9? g, o. r. alt.erna.~.IY-3?~ corres~ondmg to the ~ttr!lclive forces n ~t' 91~ll:
a~ electrostatic s~resses of5 kV/mm and 11u:::V/mm. and a servo'.sysiem adjusts the electrode s cr,n'A
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till the appropriate stress is obtained. The voltage is then read directly frolll a micrometer scale
which indicates the spacing between the electrodes. ·
.
Alternatively, with a given electrode spacing the servo-system can be arranged to adjust the
current in a coil coupled to the disc. This current produces an electromagnetic force which balances
the electrostatic force and in addition stabilizes the disc powerfully in the coplanar position. The
electromagnetic system is gravitationally calibrated.
3. Attracted Sphere Voltmeter., The tremendous classical theoretical analysis of the electrostatic field between two spherical eleetrodes has led to the development of Attracted Sphere Voltmeters .. The voltage measurement is based upon measurement Of electrostatic force between two
spheres. A wide variety of sphere voltmeters have been produced wherein forces .amounting to 4'2 to
7'5 N are produced with direct voltages which will flash over gaps of 100 mm and .500 mm between
spheres of I m diameter.
The attractive forces between the spheres can be measured with a stiff elastic support. The
errors involved are less than I% for voltages as high as I M:V,
Another method of measuring the electrostatic force is to observe the ch.ange produced in the
period of oscillation of one of the spheres, swinging over a small arc. The voltage is proportional to

Vf• 2 !·2
where
and

fi,=oscillating frequency with applied voltage,
fo=oscillating frequency without applied voltage.

The values otfv and fo do not differ greatly as the restoring force is gravitational in nature.
However, by using a rigid pendulum, the mass of the sphere cm be counter-balanced. The value of
fo is, therefore, reduced nearly to zero so that frequency of oscillations, f,, is approximately proportional to the applied voltage.

4. Oscillating Ji:lli~id Voltmeter. This is another sy~tem from which. the attractive force
- between two electrodes can be obtained with a high degree of accuracy from the period of oscillation
-ofan electrode.

/

The voltage to be measured is applied to a pair of discharge free parallel plate pair of
electrodes lying in vertical planes and a small conducting ele~tro~e of accurate prolate spheroidal
shape is suspended at its mid-point by a long unspun silk thread so that it hangs in the uniform field
between the central parts of the plates with its long a~is horizontal. When a voltage is applied an
electrostatic field is produced due to which charges of opposite polarity and of calculable magnitude
accumulate on the two ends of the ellipsJid. The ellipsoid, therefore, tends to align its long axis
along the direction of the field. The ellipsoid oscillates about its final position on account of the
moment of inertia. The controlli<lg torque produced by the silk thread i~ very small. Therefore
frequency of oscillations is approximately proportional to the applied voltage. The constant of
proportionality can bJ cllculated from the mass and dimensions of the ellipsoid and the geometry. of
the plate electrodes ..
The disadvantage of the ellip3oid voltmeter is that the average electrostatic stress is much
smaller than that which can be obtaine'd when either attracted disc or attracted sphere voltmeters are
11sed. This is on account of the concentration of the stress at the tips of the elli'psoid.

5. Tramformer Ratio Method, In this method the primary voltage of the high voltage
testing transformer is measured with a low voltage voltmeter (Fig. 17'12) and the secondary voltage
i~ cibtafoed as :
Vi=nVp
V.=terminal voltage of secondary winding,
where
V,=terminal voltage of primary winding,
n=tums ratio,
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This method assumes that the ratio of transtormation remains the sanie ( =11) irrespective of the ·
load and poweffactor on· the secondary side. Owing 0--.--......-to this reason, the method though simple, gives wrong
results.
·
·
·
In some.high voltage transformer~. a separate
. voltage coil is provided whose voltage is measured with
the help of a low· voltage voltmeter. The seconciary
voltage in this case is given by :

lssf
· Spatimeft

......
Fig. 17'12.. Measurement of rms voltare by
·
transformer ratio method.

Ns. V:
V•= N
. '

'

v.

.

N, =number of turns of the secondary winding,
No=number of turns of the coil,
and
J'c=voltage across the coil.
This method cannot be used for cascade arrangement of transformers .Jt~gives an accuracy of
1 to 2 percent.
·
The advantage of this system lies in its convenience as a means oftaking continuous reading
after being calibrated by comparison with one of the direct systems of measurements.
6. Potential Divider Methods. In this niethod a potential divider is connected across the
secondary winding (high voltage winding) of high voltage testing transformer and a definite fiaction
of secondary voltage is measured by a low voltage electrostatic voltmeter. A C.R.O. is used to obtain
records of 'peak values of surge voltages.
Two types of potential divider arrangements are used :
(I) Resistance potential divider,
atJd (ii) Capacitance potential divider.
Eoth these potential divider methods have been described in Chapter 8. (See Art. 8'65 page 263).
We should use these methods only when either :
(a) the connection of the low voltage voltmeter has negligible effect on the voltage
distribution, or
(b) appropriate allowance for low voltage voltmeter impedance is made in computing the
potential divider ratio.
.
,
(i) Resistance Potential Divider. Upto about 10 kV an electrostatic voltmeter can be used
successfully with an unshielded resistance potential divider with resistance units wourid on fiat
insulating sheets.

where

Mam potenlloi

devider ·
However for voltages above 10 kV, resistance
,-----"i'---'n
potential divider requires careful electrostaiic shielding
to minimise stray capacitance effects. For ideal shielding
each noint on the resistance should be shielded at its
own potentia I, but in practice it is possible only to divide L~ li.V
the total resistance into a number of equal sections each ~i~
at its average potential.. Fig. 17'13 shows an ~rra~gement
where the shield potentials a.re correctly mamtamed by
an auxiliary potential divider.
?
(ii) Capacitance P11tenti11l Divider: This arran·
Auxiliary
Electrosto''
gement is shown in Fig" 17' 14. I~ tb1s m et~od an
~~!i~!~al
•oltmmt~~
electrostatic voltmeter havmg a capacitance • ts co~.
.
. ..
nected in parallel with a capacitor C2 and the ~ombi· . . Fig, 17'!3· Resistance P?te~hal dmdel' •..
nation is connected in series with a standard capacitor C1 across the high voltage wm4mg crf testmg
transformer :
and v=voltage across the volt&eter.
· V. =voltage of the h.v. winding,
Let

0
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Standard
eir capacitor

Now if C~ is very large as compared t-0 C•,

'· ,,YI"'; cl.+c.
C
,V,

..

1

,.----,/

'

H.V..

"h
I

Since the capacitance c, of voltmeter val'ies with deflection therefore
w1n,d1ng
the capacitance C2 of capacitor which shunts the voltmeter is made
large in order that the effects of variation of capacitance of
c
voltmeter are swamped as is clear from the above expression.
The use of capacitance potential divider as compared to resisI t'10
Electrosta
tance potential for use at.high voltages has the following advantages:
voumetv
(i) They are simple in construction.
Fig. 17'14. Capacitance potential divider.
(ii) They are free from heating effects.
(iii) They are comparatively free from effects of stray magnetic fields and can be easily
shunted.
Capacitance of standard capacitor should be- accurately known and the capacitor should be
free from dielectric loss. Air capacitors are usually used with capacitances ranging from 50 oF to
_100 pF.
/'
(iii) Compenasated Capacit11nce Poteuti. al Dividers. Forany Rarticular frequency a capacitance
pptential divider should have a ratio and phase' angle independent ·or .the load connected on the

2 Cuff .

Ji.V.
fro,nsformer

(a) No .load
( b) With load_
Pig. 1715. C'ompensa1ion for constant volta•!C ratio i!respective oOoad.

'stfcondary side. fbis is achieved by connecting. an inductance. L in series with the load as showr
·in Fig. 17'}5.
(a)~No Load Conditions. Fig. 17'15 (a) represents the no load conditions and the voltage
r~tio is ·
v. _C1t<(o
v - Cl.
Suppose :ZI..,is the impedance of the load co;rnected]ofr the secondary side [Fig. 17J5 (b)J. The require·
ment that fra11sforrnation ratio V,fu remains the·1$ame irrespec:ive of the loadoa·the secondary
winding the value of ipductaneeL sb'ould be such thaf it gives resGnance with C1 a.nd C2in nMallcl.
Or

waL~-

- . C1tC2
This 1s cxpl~ined as under :
At load,

V, = _i(It +12) - jlt
r,i~t

wC~

'

.I

lll9H
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Substituting
we have

'

This is the same value of ratio as we obtain on. no'ioad.
6. Standard·. Impedance Methods. A standard high· imRedance is connected across ttie
terminals of the high voltage winding. The impedance may be ~tandard air capacitor or a high
resistance. The current fio ving through the impedance may be measured by a thermocouple ammeter;
(Fig. 17'16) ~?measuring voltage across a known resistance; using an electrostatic voltmeter or by
using a valve' voltmeter.'
.
-·
Secondary voltage '1(.-:=-iXZ where Z=impedance connected across the h.v. winding terminals.
The impedance may be a series resisto~.
Series resistors are used in conjunction with moving coil, moving iron or electrodynamometer.
milliammeters for measurements of voltages
. V-'
'H.V. Winu:na
ilpto 100 kV. Moving coil instrument is useful
for. d.c. only while the others are used for
measurement of rms values of a c. voltages.
7. Potential Transformer - Methods.
Modern potential transformers have accuracies
Thermocoupl& .
-comparable with those of good potential dividers.
Ammeter
ln comparison with potential dhiders. they
have the advantages tbat :
Pig. 17'16. Measurement of vollage by standard '
(i) the indicating instrument' is isol~ted
impedance method,
from the high voltage circuit ;
·
(ii) within limits, t~e instrument impedo,nce has neglig,ible effect on the ratio of transformation.
For measurement of very-high volt11g~s two stage reduction by means of a combination of a
potential divider and potential-traifsfOrnier proves very useful.
_
Potential transformers may be used with electrodynamomeld, moving iron, or electrostatiQ
iostruments for measurement of rms values of a.c. voltages upto 200 kV.
The range may-be extended by capacitor potential transformer (see Art. 9'24 page 318).
/
'
17'16. Measurement of Peak Values of Voltages.
'

· 1. Transformer Ratio Method. The measurement of rms value of voltai,:e with this method
has already been explained. In orde• that the peak value of secondary voltage be measured, w_e
must determine the secondary voltage· waveform. From the voltage waveform the crest factor 1s
· --evaluated.
~
peak voltage
- It
Crest 1ac1or= rms. vo
age
Qr · P~ak voltage of secondary winding V,., -~ crest fl)ctor x nVf.

"
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where

VP-rms voltage of primarv winding.
and
n=ratio of secondary to primary windin11 turns
2. Sphere Gaps. The breakdown voltage of a spark gap oetween two metal spheres may be
used as a measure .of voltages upto the highest
encountered in high voltage testing. The normal
arrangement consists of two equal sized, polished
aluminium or (aluminium alloy) spheres separated
by an air gap. The spheres are usually mounted
vertically one above the other, with the lower
c I.JV
Insulated
\ Ccnf\e(t••!sphere earthed. The arrangement for voltage.
supoort --'""JW
measurement with sphere gaps is shown in Fig.
~
17' l 7. The voltage between the spheres is raised
till a spark passes between the. two spheres. The
yalue of voltage required to spark 01 er (breakdown) depends upon the dielectric strength of air,
the size of spheres, the distance between the
spheres and many other factors.
Calibration tables have been compiled on
the basis of experimental work with different
sizes of spheres, different gap leng1 hs at specified
. conditions of pressure and temperature. Tlie
breakdown voltages corresponding ·to actual
working conditions may be directly read off from
the calibration tables, However, corrections
must be applied for temperature and pressure
conditions.
These calibration tables give the rms
values of sparkover vbltages. To obtain peak
voltages from results given in the tables the rms
Typical vertical sphere-gap, S, showing limltio~ dimtn· values must be multiplied by v2.
sions of cumponents and clearances.
·
Advantages
(i) The sphere gap~ may be conveniently
used
for
determination_ of peak value of a voltage .
P=sparkiii~ point of H.V. sphere,
wave. Their main use is for calibration of
voltmeters and voltage measuring devices for high
A=Disrnnce of P to earth plane,
voltage tests.
B=radius of space aroundJ> free from .external .
(ii) \he method is simple and peak vol·
slructures.
!ages may be measured from about 2 ti> 2500 kV
by getting a spark over and then referring to the
Fig. 17'17. Measurement of v0 ...ge with sphere gaps.
calibration table.~.
·
D=sphere gap diameter

(iii) Sphere gaps may also be used for measurement of voltage in surge (impulse) test~.
(iv) Method of voltage measurement with sphere gaps is cheao, simple and reliable.

· Disadvantages
~

.

(I) The sphere. gaps do not give a continuous record of voltage.
Iii) Voltage measurements carried out by sphere gaps can be relied upon to be accurate with· .
\

1

'

',

in 2-3~~ provided suitable precautions are taken. This is not a high accuracy in comparison with
othe.r olectticalmeasurements. However even this.accuracy is acceptable owing to difficult con\!itions
of working iri high voltage testin~
·

I

~
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Precautions

1

iioi

(i) Ionization of air gap depresses the spark over voltage and therefore ultra-violet or other
ionization radiation should be avoided. However, iri high, frequency work this small ionization has
an advantage and this ruay be provided by mild corona on high voltage cables or from a remote
source of utra· violet radiation.
Ui) Jn order to avoid pitting of spheres, a current limiting resistance of 1 ohm per volt may
be inserted in the sphere gap circuit.
(iii) After testing, tbe spheres should be properly cleaned to remove any cxtr•neous matter.
(iv) The spheres sliould not be highly polished.
( v) No conductor or body having a conducting surface (except the supporting shanks)
shall be ntar the sparking-point of the h.v. sphere than the distance given hv the expression
0 25-1- V /300 m where Vis the voltage in kV (peak) which is to be measured.
(vi) The time interval between consec\uive flash overs should be large enough to avoid
ap:i;reciable heating of ~pheres.
i Rectified Capacitor Charging Current Method, This method depends upon the fact that
the nverage charging current of a standard air capacitor is proportional to the peak voltage. This
charging current is rectified and its average v'alue is then measured by a permanent inagnct moving
coil milliammeter or a d'Arsonval galvanometer.
Fig. 17' 18 shows the circuit for measurement of peak voltage, C is a high voltage c0mpressed
gas capacitor across which practically whole of the high voltage is dropped. Specially designed
- rectifiers may be used for the rectification of alternating currents. A is the milliammeter for measurement of average charging current.
Standard
Copatllor,C

H,V.

translOllYll7

I
,,,..,,
Sollty
Gap

H,I/,

L.V.

JC---- 1 Cycla
i+----T

Fig. 17'18. Rectified capacitor char(!!og cuirent Oletbod,

l'ig 17'19

.
Theoll'.. Suppose the impedance of rectifier is negligible as compared v.11h that of capcitor.
Therefore the impedance offered to the path of current is ou account ·of capcitor only and thus the
chargmg c~rrent leads the applied voltage by 90°. Let v be the voltage at any instant. :. v= Vm sin wt,
where Vm 1s the peak voltage. ·
Charging current at any instant i= I
·- Referring to Fig. 17'19.
Average char$fus current

::c

sin (wtt11/2)= Vm4>C cos wt

5S4
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T/4

iav=

T~4 JVmwC COS wt dt.::_ 4 !'mJC ( ·~·
.

1..
Thus Vm= 4Cf

T=} )

0

.•
...(17'1)

Eqn. 1?'l .giv~s the value of pea~ voltage if the value of capacitance and frequency is known.
1be method 1s 11ccuratc for Mne waves provided that the impedance of the rectifier is
ne1digibly small as compared \iith that of the capacitor.
The method is satisfactory for all waveshapes with the exception of:
(i) waveshapes with different positive arid negative maxima,
and (ii) wavesbapcs with more than one·peak in each half cycle.
:i::xample 17'1. A permanc~t magnet moving coil ammeter indicates 20 mA when connected
to opposite corners cf a bn~ge rectifier. The other two corners of the bridge rectifier are connected
to a secondary of a 50 Hz high voltage tranformer through· a 707 pF capacitor. Calcul4te the peak
value of the voltage assuming it. to sinusoidal.

Solution. From Eqn. 17'1, peak voltage ofsecondary of h.v. transformer
V.
iav
20X10-a.
m= 4Cf = 4><707.x 10-12><50 V-v2Xl00kV
4. Ryall Crest Voltmeter. Fig, 17'20
H.V.
shows a simplified arrangement of measuring
Tronsform11
\
Crest (Peak) voltage with Ryall Crest
Voltmeter. It consists of two C8PSJitors C1 and
£
C2 connected in series across the high voltage winding of the test tranformer. Capacitor C1 is variable while Ca is fixtd. The
capacitance of variable capacitor C1 is
. very large as compared to that of Ca with
. the result that almost the entire voltage is
across capacitor C2.
o-A neon lamp of special type is
connected across the variable capacitor C1•
.Neon lamps have the property that they
eommence to glow when the voltage applied
Pig. 17'20. Ryall Crest voltmeter.
to them reaches 8.-definite value called a.c.
striking voltage.
In this method the capacitance of capacitor . C1 is gradualiy reduced so that there is an
increased voltage across it. This voltage is increased until the lamp strikes. Then the peak voltage
is given by :
\

· Vm• v••,{ 1+-g~

).

where . Vaci=a.c. striking voltage of the neon lamp.
I

This voltmeter bas the advantage that its indication is independent of the frequency. It can
be designed to read upto ISO kV.
.
.
. .
s. Ionic Wind Voltmeter. The principle on which this voltmeter works ts given below :
When the &trees at a highly charged electrode in a given gas exceeds the ionization value, the ions so
producod are repelled by bigb intensity field. During their. mov~'!lent. the ion~ c?lli~e with .the
. ·::uncharged molec.Ulcs and iettJ\em in.111otion away from the vomt; s1vms- me to an ionic wind. ·
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Fig. 17'21 (a) shows the set up of the voltmeter. A hot wire, of platinum.gold alloy is

-----D
H .V,

Terminal

Brtd~t

i...---r--Hot

~Ire

/

(a)

(b)

17/21. Ionic wind vollmeter.

Fig,

mcluded :n one arm of the _Wheatstonej. bridge. This wire also forms the ea rt bed electrode of the
voltmeter. The bridge network is bal,pced initially. The high voltage to be measured is applied
to the voltmeter and this starts· an ionic ~ind which is directed on to the bot wire. The hot wire cools
and therefore its resistance changes. T~is causes an appreciable out of balance voltage to appear
in the bridge ~1etwork and thi_s is indicatFd b~ the gal~anometer.. The cooling and hence the gal"ar.ometer ,deflection depends upon tbe pptenttal gradient lapplted voltage), the temperature of the
electrod"- the nature and pressure of thel gas and upon the frequeacy.
Aparurom a small initial cool111g eilect due ta conve1;tion the main cooling action starts
when the potential gradient rises above a critical value. Thus peak voltag~ of the .neas1\re_d s~pply
must exceed the crit!cal voltage for par~ ~f a..cycle before ~n i~dication 1 i~. obta,ined . The parto~,tbe
cycle where voltage 1s more than the cnttcalts only effective m the cd6l1pg [see Fig. I Ci 20.· (b)]. -It
follows that the instrument is not ~true peak voltmeter and a kw>11ledge of waveform is essential' in
order to ,.det~rmine the value of peak voltage.
lhe pnnl:ipa! advantages of this voltmeter are :

· (i) The big~ _yoltage may be meas\}red by an· observer at:;iome \iistan~e from the charg~'

conductor.
(ii) It is.robust in construction.
(iii) Its indications are free from· disturbances, weather and •.temper~ture conditions. Soi:
can ,be used for outdoor work also. These voltmeters are used upto 30U:kV.
17'17; Measurement ul D.C. Volt11es~ Most of the methoqs.Ap~crilied in the preceding
paragraphs are suitable_ for measurement on higb. voltage d.O. ancl a.ci' ·systems but for one or two.
exceptions. The methods employing capacitance potential dhlfde~ o.r th~~capacitor chl,\,rging curre1i
method cannot be used forll.c. measurements. '
·
Resistance pQtential dividers can.be used. The serieii resistan... met~a 1s also sansfac~_ory
wnen a high resistance is used in series with a. current operat«I d.q. iii;itrumi:11t. _
17'18. Me!isui'ement of Instantaneous Voltage. High vol~ge oaqio~"',hy 9~ill_oscope7 with
suitable pote11tial dividCr 1 w~ere n~SMry, :i.s-- l!!ICQr fOI; iueasureA}_~,llt- -Qf iost,an~PU&, vl\lue•. A
treatment of (-.athode ray :Oscilloscope given - Chapter ii
'
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17"19. Low li'requency H.V. Tests. Fig. 17'22 show~ the arrangement for sustained low
frequency H.V. testing.
Tonk
Transformers
cascad• connected
lank

Compensating

Winding

1

control Disk
Current
Transfoimtr

Potential

Vollmet~r u.I~
from sphere gep

Transformer

Exci!Of

Hond·OPtr•l•d
Pqtinlioratlu

Fig, 17'22. Sustained low frequency bigb voltage testing.

17'20, High Vollnge D.C. Testing. In addition to the equipment required for low frequency·
tests, a source for generation of d.c. is required for high voltage· d.c. testing.
Generation of d.c. at high voltage by rotating electrical machines is not possible owing to
limitations ii..;posed by commutator and commutation conditions. · Therefore high voltage d.c. is
always obtained by rectification of alternating currents.:' Electronic oscillators working at
30-100 kHz may be used to feed the rectifiers upto a voltage of 50 kV as use of high frequency
a.c. reduces the size of liigh voltagr <raosformer. But there are some extra complications with use of
high frequencies a11d. therefore normally alternators are used to. supply power at 50 Hz which is
converted into d.c. by rectifiers._
·
.
.
The rectifying circuits commonly used are shown in figs. 17'23 to 17'26.
For the sake of clarity many essentiar 1>arts of the rectifying equipment like smoothing
circuits, protective resistors fo limirthe current during breakdown of test specimen have not been
shown;
·
·
Fig. 17'23 shows a single phase half wave circuit. Fig. 17'24 shows a bi-phase half wave
circuit. Fig. 17'25 shows a full wave circuit. Fig. '1·26 shows a voltage doubler 9ircuit · ·
For high voltage working these cii'cuits require many special constructional features particu·
larlY with regards to the insulation problem. ·
In the circuits sho~n the capacitor charges-upto peak of the voltage applied across it. _ It is
prevented from discharging through the . transforllier by the rectifier but can discharge through the
lo~d (which is represented by a reaistance).
·
These circuits are usea upto a voltage of JOO kV or more in some cases.
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J.J I

I

I
I

I
Fig. !7'24

Fig. 17'23

I

I
i

Fig. l7'25

Fig. i 1·20.

Rectiiyiug cir~uits.

17'21. Cockcrnft Waltolll Circuit. This ch'cuit is used to go:;t verji high voltage d.c. supply
without using btgh voltage transformer of more than 100 kV rating.
Let us consider the circuit shown in Pig. 17'2'1 (a). The peak voltage on H.V. side of the high
voltage transformer is
Therefore the rectifier charges the capacitor C1 to a vott:1ge v,,.. The voltage of the end
'a' of' transform.er winding var[es between
v... and - Vm with respect to earth and therefore the
voltage of point A oscillates between 0 and +2Vm with respect to euth E.
·
Now if we connect a capacitor C2 as shown in Fig. l 7'27 (b), tbis capacitor v)iH be chm·ged
to a voltage +2Vm through rectifier 2.
,

v...

.

+

0

.

E(11)

(b)

.Fig, 17' 21

I

I

+

The complete Cockcroft -W altou circuit is shown in Fig. 17'28. 1t is in fact a C8S~'.il\!~ :('''
nectioo.. A~ the potential of A varie; betwee11 zero arid +2 v.., F being at a steady potcntin.! ,·J
+2Vm, vbe voltage applied to cap.•cito( CJ via rectitier I if Ca wece uucb:arged, wor.:d vo.c'J
zero and
Vm. r1111i C3 charges upto the peak of cbiq voltage i.e., +2V". Tit<: ;rnt(mtUi H

+
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therefore o;cilldtes between +2Vm and +4Vm Thi> gives a volL1ge of +2Vm across c4, as Fis
al~eady at a pJtential of 1- 2v... Thus Ci c urg~s to 'l st~ajy pJtential ot' 2Vui. The potential of G
with respect. to .ea.rth becomes +4Vm. The P.ort,i?n BCHG of the circuit is a 3rd stage and output of
the whole c1rcu1t 1s +6Vm. FJr an 11 st1ge c1rciut, the output voltage would be +2nVm. Therefore
if we go on adding stages, higher and higher voltages can be obtained.
6

t

H
Core

High

resistonc&
Rectifier
Sheath
0

<l'.

3

E

- Cz
1

v
H.V.

D

E-

r ig. l 7'28. Cockcroft Wal ton circuit.

Fig. 17' 29. High voltage d c. test on 3 ccre cable.

17'22. High Voltage D.C. Testing of Cables. Fig. 17'29 shows a circuit for cable testing.
Current passes for only one half wave of the cycle. During this time the capacitor formed by cable
cores and sheath is charged to a· potential Vm i.e., the peak voltage of secondary winding of h.v. trans·
former. During the next half cycle, the potential of this cable capacitor remains the same and the
potential of the cathode rises to Vm in the other direction and therefore the rectifier must be designed
t.o withstand a voltage of 2 v,,..
H1gn

...,ore

High

resislonce

resistance

--'W0fV\.- --..;

Rec t 1f 1er

.
'\
' Sheath

Sheath

)

•

Fi•. 17'30. High voltage d.c test on '.\core cable.

F'g. 17'31. ~•gb vollage d.c. test on 3 core Gablr.

The charging and leakage currrnts are indicated by a milliammeter as shown. A resistance
of about o· 25 M 0 is connected in the anode circuit for protection against surge effects.
Three core cables are tested by two other connections as shown in Pigs. 17'30 and 17'31.

For tests upto 200 kV, two rectifiers ara used.
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Fig. 17'32 shows the connections for testing~iv3-core cable with two rectt i;rs,
A voltage of2 v,;, is obtained between the cores, and V,,. between cores and earth.

--r:=
Hig~

resistance

Sheath-'
Core

2Ym
I
High
resistance

Rectifier

•

Sheath

Reciifier
Rectifier

Fig. 17'32. ttigb voltoge d.c. test on cable upto 200 kV
using 2 rectifiers.

Rectifier

fig, 17'33. Bish voltage d_c, test on cables usirg voltage
-doubler circuit.

For testing sirtgle core cable, a voltage doubler circuit is used as shown in Fig. J7'33. The
cables are usually tested in the _field and therefore these testing sets for field duty are made portable.
A small engin~ driven alternator is used for supplying the I. v. winding of the high voltage testing
transformer. The v9ltage regulation is done by an auto transfo'rmer and fine adjustments are done
by a choke coil connected in series with the primary winding (Iv.) ciicuit. The voltage is mearnred
with an electrostatic voltmeter. A sphere gap is also nsed alongside.
_..

I•

The testing circuit should be protected from voltage surges which cause breakdown of appa·
ratus. Therefore '¢are should be taken. to increase the voltage gradually and to discharge the cable
through a high resistance after the test. T_he ·discharging connection should be maintained for a
considerably long period in order to avoid subsequent ri!le of voltage of cable wbicb may result owing
to dielectric absorption:
·
·
17'21. Equivalence of D.C. and A.C. Test Voltages. Owing to the "electric osmosis" effect ·
'
any moisture, which may exist within the cable dielectric, tends to move towards the negatively·
charged electrode (the sheath or one of the cores, depending upon the test), when a d.c. voltage is
applied. Although ~he amount of such moisture is usually small, it may yet be sufficient to cause
breakdown due to its concentration near the negative electrode. ff the app~ied voltage is alternating
L'o such movement of ruoisture occurs, the moisture remaining uniformly distributed. Again, break·
down may occur when testing cable·samples due to surges which are produced by spark-discharge and
corona effects at the cable ends. These effects are more severe with a.c. than with d.c.
For these reasons it is obvious that there are oth'ir _considerations beyond mere equivalence
of potential gr,adient which must determine to what alternating voltage a given direct voltage is
equivalent from the point of view ofinsulation breakdown.
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. ~LA. i;.1!en gives .a table showing the ratio of d c. to a.c. test voltages, quoted by various
authorities as g1vmg av. eqmvalent breakdown-test upon cables and dielectrics. For paper-insulated
cables, alth~ugh a d.c /a.c. ratio of 2 5 has been used, Allen suggests that a ratio of 1·5 to 2·0 would
be. more sallsfactory. Owing to t~e fact, also, ~hat this ratio increases with increasing insulation
tlnckness, he suggests the adoption of a ratio 1·5 for cable> upto 33 kV, and a ratio of about 2·0
for voltage~ above this. The following table gives the d.c./a.c. ratios usually adopted by cable
makers.
Standard test Voltage
Ratio
Working Voltage

D.C./A.C.

A.G.

Average thickness
of dielectric

D.C.
·---------- - - -

-------~

ll·kV

20kV

30kV

l'5

7'62 mm

22 kV

44 kV

75 kV

i'7 l

IO'l mm

33 kV

66 kV

JOO kV

17'22. Localization of Fnults in High Voltage Cables The resistance presented by higbvoltage cable under fault conditions is very high and therefore such faults cannot be located with
accuracy by the methods already described in chapter IS. In high-voltage cables breakdown occur&
5~,,

'"t,,;1109 i-.<'<

t-----·-Rect'ifier
~
~~-ll~· ---"/l/v,'lf'-~~4

G

Proletlive
high

resistance

El«:lrostpt1c
voltmeter

Faull cctile

I

l,.IJ.

Pig. 17'34. Localisation of faulls in high voltage cables.

at the time of application of ~he high voltage especially when the oil in the .1ablc and cable joints
breaks down and therefore presents a low resistance. However, when the applied voltage is
witbdtawu the oil reeovero its insulating property and the <:able again presents high insulation
rnsistance The fault resistanCtl may be reduced liy a continued application of the high voltage so as
to C!lrbonize (or burn out) tbc insulation at the point of the fault After the insulation resistance
is so reduei:d ; ordinary loop-test may then be applied to dctermiue:tlle j1osition of the fa11lt.
A more satisfactory method which is generally ado{:lt~d is tli' ,~~r(<Y&m the Murry loop·test
at hig11 voltage obtained from either half-wave or full-wave re\\tifi~r'. ~~tcCJN. .Fi11. I7 .34 gives the
circuit arrangement for localization of faults in high-voltage cables: ~rh~ rectiiicd ·sPpnly at- .gbout

ll(
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r~tmo

60 kV is obtained from a big!J-vacuum diode. A higher voltage, if de,;ired, may be obtamed with two
valves. A step up high voltage transformer is used to feed the rectifier. A current limiting high
resistance and a milliammeter are included in the supply circuit for the limitation and measurement
of the fault current. An electrostatic voltmeter is used to measure the voltage at ·the junction point
of the ratio arms. A loop i.s made connecting together the faulty and sound cables with the help
of a short circuiting link. For varying the ratio arms (P, Ql a highly insulated slide-wire, having
a sliding contact which can 116 operated by a lonfl insul2ting handle is used. The spark gap is used
for the protection of the galvanometer. The procedure adopted for the test is detailed below : The
circuit fa energised and the tap at the primary of the H.V. transformer is adjusted to give a low fault
current of the order of 5 mA at the timo of break down of the cable. The bridge is balanced by
varying P/Q ratio. The tap of the primary of H.V. transformer is then changed to increase the fault
current to about to 50 mA. The bridge is rebalanced. ft may be mentioned at the time of break·
down, a very large drop of voltage occurs across the prlltective high resistance and therefore the
voltage across the cable is low. However, if the fault clears, !be voltage across the cable would rise
suddenly and it is on this account highly insulated slide·wire is useq for the safety of tbe operator.
The position of the fault can be obtained using equations given for
chapter 15. (See Eqos. 15'1 and 15'2 pages 484 and 485).

Muna~

loop test in

17'23. High Frequency Tests. It has been explained earlier that the behaviour of insulating
materials working at high frequencies is different from that at ordinary power frequencies. The
difference is lllai'n!y due to iucteased dlelecttic loss at high frequencies. This dielectriC loss produces
internal heating with the resotr that the brea'l:down strength of insulating materials is lower at high
frequencies. High frequency tests are also useful for detection of inhomogeneity in compound filled
porcelain insulators. Two types of high frequency tests are done :
J. Tests with U!'ldampt:d High Frequency Oscillatio11s. These tests are done 011. porcelain
insulators used fo)' communication purposes. Undamped high frequencies are not encountered in
power systems and the i.isulators used therein are not subjected to these teots.
Undamped high frequency voltages upto a frequency of JO kHz may be produced by alter·
nators. Arc generators can also be used for the purpose but !'hey have the disadvantage that smooth
voltage regulation is not possible.
·
.
Usually electronic circuits are used for productiqn of high frequency high voltages. Equip·
ment have been developed which give an output of 150 kV &nd a frequency of 100 kHz.
2. Tests with Damped High Fretjne11cy Oscillatfons. fig. 17·35 shows a circuit for production
its lo

\u.----,r---1·

':oil

Cp

-...---Jl-'--..;"Rl'A

'1,,.,...

'

~·

1.1.sup~ty

Sp~

60HZ

p!g. 17'3$; High ffe1t1iency htil'll"i>Olt&i•:tosllng1·

f'ig. 1?"36. Damf*d Iii~ (rnijl.!<11'\cy oscillatimiu.

of high frequency damped os~illations. T6'is ~frcuit u.ses ~ Tesla coil which is in. the f~rm of a hillb.
voltage trausforme11, 'f.he ~apacitor Cv on the primary side (S . cbar~d to a pote!l_lial. which causes 11
trigger gap t~ breakdown with th.e result that the ca~acltor ~isc~ar21:~. J?ue to th1~ dtscbarge, a trniu
of dam~d bigll frequency, oscllllition~ are produ~d m tlie e1rctht ~O!ltlllmng Cv, tl'lft1Jer gap .and tll.e
primary of di~ tesla coil. Tlle cbatge and disclnnge of cn~c1tor Cp t!!ll1:11 ptace t\'/O tim©B hi on©
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voltage cycle. Therefore, there will be JOO trains of frequency oscillations (Fig. 17"36) in a second for
a 50 Hz supply.
The frequency ~f oscillations f --;;'- ·
·
2nv l,CP
This frequency is of the order of I00 kHz. The highest f1equency from which any trouble can
be ex peeled in a transmission system is about 800 kHz and hence IOO kHz is the maximum frequency
required for testing.
Since the primary winding of the Tesla coil carries an oscillatory current, oscillations are
in<luced in the secondary winding. 11 the primary and secondary windings are tuned i.e., L,.C,,=LsCs
the frequency of oscillations in the secondary winding will be the same as in the primary.
These damped high frequency oscillations are impressed upon the test specimen as shown in
Fig. l 7'35.
'
A sphere gap is used for voltage measurement and a cathode ray oscilloscope m~y be used to·
record the waveform of secondary voltages of the Tesla coil.
17'24.

Surge (I,rnpulse) Testio~

Terms 1md Definitions :
1. Impulse Voltage. An impulse voltage is a unidirectional voltage which rises rapidly to its
maximum value and falls more or le>s rapidly to zero. An impulse v#ltage is shown in Fig. J7'37.
Wave ta!1

Chopped

i·OV ·=

~ ~f"''T"'-~
-..

.

' ....
'

Wav• tail

'

O·SV I - , \ .: - - - - - - - - - '
I
. \
1
\v-1av~ tronl
.
I

.L-,.

'1

Tim~~,

Fig, _17'37. Fnl\~urg'e wave,

tz
.. ·..

Time--<>-

. .. •

Fig. 17'38. Chopped s.urg; wave. ~, 1 .· .

If an 1mpulf.~ vDJthge develops without causmg a ffas hover or puncture, 1t 1s called a full
. impulse voltage. Hmvevef.:if a tlashover or a puncture occurs, .it is called a chopped impulse voltage
(Fig. 17"38).
A full impulse voltage is characteI'ized by two time intervals t1 and t2 defined below. The
impulse voltage is conveniently expressed as a l1/t2 wave. Time interval tds the time taken by the
impulse voltage to rise to its peak value and 12 is the time t~.ken .to fall to 50 percent of its peak value
(Sec Fig. l 7'37). Normally 1/50 µs impulse voltages are used for testing. This voltage indicates that
it rises to its peak value in l µs and "falls to 50 percent of its peak value in 50 µs.
2. Impulse Flasbover Voltage. 50 per cent Impulse Flashover Voltage: It is the peak value
of that impulse voltage which causes ftashover of the object under test for about half the number of
applied impulses.
3. 1!11palse l'micrnre Voltage. The impulse puncture voltago is the peak value of that impulse
voltage which causes the puncture of the specimen undel' test when puncture occurs on wave tail and
is the value of the. voltage at the instant of puncture when puncture occurs on the wavefront.
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4. Impulse Ratio for Flasho-ver. The impulse ratio for flashover is the ratio of impulse
flashover voltage to the peak value of power frequency flashover voltage.
The impulse ratio for puncture can also be defined in a similar manner.
17"25. Basic Impulse Generator Circuit. Con·
c
L
sider the case of a fundamental i.mpulse generator as
E
J
shown in Fig. 17·39 from which all impulse generators
are derived. C is a capacitor charged from an iude·
~
pendent .d.c. source E•. and discharged through E
R
Ouipui,U'
inductance L and resistance R. The impulse voltage
is developed across resistance R. The capacitor is
~
charged to a voltage E and the switch Sis closed and o--j_
the capacitor discharges through R, L.
:.We will be using Heaviside's operational
Fig. 17'39. Basic impulse generator circuit.
calculus for the analysis.
Voltage across resistance R is :

t--rmTL-r.

>----rt

J_

J

R
El=
pCR
EI
R-t-pL+l/pC' p2LC+pRC-t-1
.

v= ··

f I b
. .
.
I .
Tne so utton o t le a ove equat10n 1s :

V=

M(O)

N(O)

+

""'
~

M(pk) e•t .
pkN'(pk)

k=I, 2..•

and N(p)=p 2LCtpRCt 1.

Now
M(p)= EpCR,
:. M(O)=O,
Differentiating N(p) we have : N'(p)=2pLC+ RC.
The roots of equation p2LC+ pRC+ 1=0

are pi- -Rc+v~-4LC =-Ji.+.
·

and

2LC

2L

I R2 -

'V 4£2

1 =-a+b
LC

p2~-a-b.

Voltage across resistance R.

-E

d

:(,,::~+ 2~: ~E : (~~~~~: +'";;~;)~=)

. '"=Ef[!(e-<•-blt--e-<.i+b>t )J=E ~[e-•'-e~~t]
where

tt=a-b,

and

~=a+b.

This is a typieal exponential wave of E(e-•t -e-~ 1 ) form. If values of R, L and Care
inserted, the shape of wave can be found by plotting.
Let R~30 0, L= 15 µH and·C=2 µF. With these values a, b, et and~ can be calculated.
a= 106 b=0'983 x 10 6, b=0'983, o; =0'017 x 106, and ~= 1:~83.
. . v= l'IO?E(e -O'Ol? X 106' -e - t ·933 X 106t),
v=IOI? (e -O'Ol?t_e-1'983t),

and if E= 1000 V and tis in ILS,
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The wave is plotted in Fig. J7'40. With these values 1<, L at1d C we obta111 a 2'4/40 µs wave.
By adjustment of parameters R, L uni! r: any de~irea 1vave s'lrape tnay be obtained.

li

17'26. Single Stage Impulse Geuerators. Impulse generators can be single stage or of multistage ~onstruction. The single stage generator h'M a s'!tnpfo citctiit of the type shown in Fig. 17·41.
This circuit is mainly employed in low voltage app1itations.

i

I

The choice between a single or a multi-st~ ·gene1.'itor <lcpends upon the output voltage
desired and the type of equipment proyiding d.c. iTiput 'to tire ·ge/rerator.

.I

;ll

Where expense is not the main consideratiOn, single stage generators may be used upto a
volt;ige output of 200 kV and even higher. However~ srrlall d.c. equiprr.eots with ratings of 4 kV and
Jllllll

~60
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I :_·
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l.O
SO

, I

Tifiw--

fig. 17''10. A 2'4/40 r•s sutgo wu~c.

fig. l NI. Single st~gc illlpuJse geaerator.

10 kV are relatively inexpensive so that single stage generators are r0«dily used at tl1esti voltages. F~
that matter multistage impulse generators with outputs of IOU kV are readily made using (say) 10
stages aud & charging vo!t~wi of 10 kV.
Fig. 17'41 shows a ioo V single stage impulse ge'rleraior. the design is the same whether the
,.utrnt wlHt!!t is !O kV <Jt merely 200 V.

The proper single generator circuit is shown by th16k lines.
A transformer supplies a rettifior which 'rii11'y be ii valve, a metal or a solid state rectifier. For
rectification any of the circuits shown in Fig 17 22 to 17'25 may be used. Resistance R1 between
charging equipment and generator circuit is a limiting resif<trf!We which is 'tlshl to protect the rectifi~rs
against damage when swit1;h is closecj.
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The voltag! acr JlS th! c1p1citor is mJarnred by an electroitatic voltmeter.

·.~\.
J
..•.

The r<cording e-iuipment (C.R._O etc.) ma~ be directly co~nected if the generotor voltage is
low. In case the generator voltage 1s high, connectwns for recording purposes must be taken through
a potential divider arrangement.
17'27. Multi-stage Impulse Gc~erator. The :mg1.n of the .multi·~ta~e impulse generator
circuit in which capal)iwrs. are .charged 10 para.lie! and .d1sc.harg~d 10 senes 1s d11e to Prof. Marx.
A Marx circuit (with mod1ticat1ons by Goodlet) 1s shown m Fig 17 42,
Rectifi11

+E

Su§]

9,

90

Mo'ms

R,

r,

r1

91
C3

I

R1

RJ

Output

Fig, 17'42. Marx circuit

Ci. C2, C:i .. ,are capacitors which are connected in parallel with highest resistances Rt, R2 and
ri, r2,, ..etc. betw~en them. go, g1, gz are the trigger spark gaps.
The capacitors are charged, in parallel, from a high vol!age tranformer through a rectifying
device. At a certain voltage depending upon their setting, the gaps break down and connect the capacitors in series.
The operation of the circuit is explained below :

Fig. 11'43. Cnarging circuit.

The gaps go, g1, g9. etc. arc set to spark one after another. Gap go sparks when the charging
voltage has attained a voltage E All the capRt::itors will therefore thl!fge in parnllel through the
resistors shown until they reach n potential of -1- E. Their lower plates are at earth potential because
of their connection to ground through resist8.nces.

+

As soon as a voltage +Eis attained, gsp go break& down and there is momentary redistribution of charge potential on capacitor C1. Its top plate falls to zero potential and its lower plate
potential becomes - E suddenly. Therefore a potential·:!' '1E (i e. -E to E) suddenly appears across
gap g1 and this pap then instantly breaks down. This process is repeated, the potential of lower piates
of capacitors of successive stages becoming -2E, -3E, ...... -nE, if there are 11 stages.

+

Thus if there are 11 stages, output voltage is -11E if the charging (input) voltage is
Figs. 17'43 and 17·44 show the charging and dlsobargiog oirouits respectively.

+E.
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17'28. Iwpul>e Testing of Transformers, The impulse voltages at which tranformers are
tested are specified in the IS specifications. The impulse test voltage depends upon the rated voltage
of the transformers.
·
The proccdu re for testing is as follows :
(1) Prior to 1 application of surge, ·the i!Jlpulse generator is adjusted to give required
"l/50" 11s wave at 75% of required test valtage. The lightning arrester, the voltage measuring
equipment and recording devices are 'connected in circuit. From the1e calibrations, the generator
settings for actual tests are estimated aud during tests, no change is made in any part of circuit.
(2) For full wave tests, the generator is set to give full test voltage (specified) and lightning
arrester is disconnected to prevent flash over.
(3) For chopped wave tests, the lightning arrester is connected in circuit, and to insure
that it chops oli the tail of the wave, the· impulse generator is set to give 15% in excess of specified
test voltage.
Two shots are taken.
-__ _
(4) Another full wave shot is taken.
During impulse te&t, observations arc made to detect the failure of insulati0n (it is done by
taking oscillograms of applied voltage and impulse current).
In Europe chopped wave tests arc not don~. Impulse tests are only type tests and are done
by specific agreement between manufacturer and purchaser. Although when a tJansformer is made
according to new &pccifications it bas to stand an impulse test.
17'2!). Testing of Iosolatiog Materials
Dielectric Strength The dielectric strength of an i~sula.ting iraterial may be defined as the
minimum voltage gradient at which electrical failure or breakdown occurs. under prescribed conditions,
Though breakdo1\n of insulation may be caused by leakage current, it is generally caused by voltage
st,rcss exceeding the dielectric strength· of the material. · The diclp:tric &trength is expressed in terms
of voltage per unit thickness.
·
.
.
There are wide variations of dielectric strength as it varies wilh the following factors :
(i) Structure homogeneity and quaiity of sample,
(ii) shape of electrodes,
(iii) thickness of sample,
(iv) waveform of test voltage and duration and rate of application of voltage,
( r) moisture content of specimen,
· and (iv) heat capacity of electrodes.
Diekctric strength is not proportional to thickness, but is relatively greater for thin sheets.
It is also a function of time of application, being greater lesser is :~be tim~•.
· Measurements of capacita.nce, permittivity, dielectric loss .and loss angle of insulating
meaterials is very important. These measµrements are usually: maoe at high voltages. All these,
quantitjes vary with voltages used for measurements and for some applications values measured at
!ow voltages are of no use at all. Schering bridge, explained in Chapter 16, is normally used for
determination of these quantities
17'30. High Voltage Testing of Cables. The tests carried out in the field after the installa.
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tion of cables have been explained earlier in this chapter. Here we will describe some acceptance
tests which convince the customer about the reliability of the cable when put in service. The
di.electric loss aml loss angle of a cable rather than its breakdown strength are an index of its
reliability in service. Therefore measurements of these quantities is essential.
H has been found that the dielectric loss in a cable is not proportional to square of the
voltage as is chc case in most dielectrics. Also the loss angle of a cable does not remain constant.
The dielectric loss increases in proportion to some power of voltage greater than second and the
power factor rises with voltage.
Therefore measurements of loss angles with different volt'lges is made and . a curve plotted
between loss angle acid voltage. The curve should be fiat and if there are variations in the loss angle,
the cable will not work satisfactorily. Also the Joss angle . should not change very much with
temperature.
Breakdown tests of the cables with voltages a,pplied for different intervals of time arc also
done a1:d time versus breakdown voltage curves are plotted.
··
, 17"31. High Voltage Tests on Porcelain Insulators. The following tests are applied to porcelain
insulators.
·
·
·
I. Power Frequency Tests. The frequency used is between 25 to I 00 Hz of appoxiinately
sine waveform with pelk value of voltage not to exce~d l '45 times the rir.s value.
2. Flash oi•rr Tests. Porcelain insul1tors are designed in such a way that their puncture
voltage is higher than the flashover voltage. This means that in case of a sudden overvoltage, the
air at iu:,ulator surface breaks down earlier and thus the insulator is not punctured and is/saved
from iotal destruction. Therefore tlashover tests are v61y important in the case of porcelain
insulators.

The flashover voltage for an insulator depends upon :
(i) barometric pressure,
(ii) temperature,.
(iii) shape of the electrostatic field,
(iv) humidity,
and
(v) nature of contact between electrodes an~ insulator.
The various ftashover tests applied are :
(il 50 percent dry impulse flashover tests iVi.th l/50µs impulse voltage.
(ii) Dry fiashover and dry one minute t~t. ·. lil.'.:;{bis test the voltage is gradually raised to a
speciikd val~ie in approximately IO seconds and is m~a~ed fl)r one minute. The voltage is then
gradually raised until a flashover occurs.
·
.
(iii) Wet fiasl;o1•er and one minute rain test . . Duriiig this test the insulator is sprayed
constantly with water and the same pro<;edure as for dry fiashover and dry one minute test is
followed.
·
3. .Sample Tests. These include mechanical tests,_ temperature cycle tests," porosity tests,
puncture tests etc.
. .
,
4. Routine Tests. These tests are applied to all ti!~ insulators. The insulators are initially
subjected to a low voltage which is rapidly in.creased till a ffashqver occurs every few seconds.
The voltage is maintained at this value for a minimum of j minute~ or if failure occurs, for five
minutes after the last punctured piece has been removed. The ·voltage 1s gradually reduced to hd of
its value before supply is switched off.
In addition to above tests, porcelain ;, rnlators used on power networks are tested for damped
high frequency oscillations.
·
The porcelain insulators used for communication purposes are tested with high frequency
undamped oscillations.
17"3?.. Testing of Electric Strength of Insulating Oils. An abstract of IS specifications
6792-1972 "Method for determination of Electric strength of insulating oils" is given below:

lltllctRICAL MllAl!VIU!MTINtfl AND MEASURING IN~TRIJMBNTS

GenerlJI. 'fhis method is primarily intended for the new insulating oils at the time of their
delivery. However, in principle, it is applicable to 111 classes of new and Used oils for transformers,
circuit breakers, oil filled cables and capacitors.

The test method consists of subjecting the oil contained in a specified apparatus, to an a.c.
electric field with a continuously increasing voltage till the oil breaks down.
Test C~ll. Th.e test cell is transparent and non·absorbant. It is made of glass or plastic and
lli>~~ an effective volume of 200·500 ml. It is profer,ilbly olosed. Two typas of cells are used and they
11,rc shown in Figs. 17'43 and 17'46.
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Electrodes The electrodes may be made of copper, brass, bronze 01· stainless steel. The polished eletrodes are either spherical (12'5 to 13'0 mm diameter) as shown in Fig. 17'45 or spherical surfaced of the shape and dimendons as shown in Fig. 1746. The electrodes are mounted 2·5 mm apart
with an accuracy of ±0' l mm. The axis of the electrodes is immersed to a depth of approximately
40 mm. The eiectrodcs are re;>laced as soon as pitting caused by discharges is observed.
Test Method The oil is poured in the dry and clean cell and is stirred so that the infpurilies
are evenly distributed and there are no visible air bubbles. The temperr Jre of oil is the same as th~t
of ambient air preferably 270°C, but a temperature range of 1s·c ~o 35°C is acceptable;
An increasing a.c. voltage of frequency 40-60 Hz is applied to the electrodes. The rate of
increase of voltage is uniform and is approximately equal to 2 kV/s starting from zero to the value
producing breakdown. The breakdown voltage is the voltage reached during the test at t~e lii)le first
spark occurs between electrodes. The test is carried out six times on the same cell !}Bing. The electric
strength is the arithmetic mean of the six results obtained
Electrical Apparatus. The characteristics the electrical apparatus comply with the following
requirements.
.
Transformer. The test voltage is obtained by using a step up transformer supplied from· a_.c.
The low voltage side has a frequency of 40 to 62 Hz. The primary voltage is gradually increasild;
either manually or by an automatic control device. The voltage applied to the electrodes has
approximately a sinusoidal waveform such that peak factor is within 1'34 to 1'48 i.e \/2±S%, The
tramformer and associated equipment are designed to produce a minimum short Circuit current of·
20 mA for a voltage higher than l 5 kV. In order to avoid damage to electrodes· the. short. circuit
eurrent is limited to l A, if necessary, by additiC'n of external impedance.
Protective Geal'. The test is carrieci out so as to pr.event high frequency oscillatiorJs as far as
possible. ln order to protect tht equipment, and to ~void excessive decomposition of the oil at the
instant of breakdown, a resistance, limiting the current is inserted in the test cell circuit. The primary
circuit of the high voltage transformer is fitted with a circuit breaker operated by the current flowing,
following the breakdown of the sample, and with a delay not more than 0·02 s. The circuit breaker
is fitted with a uo volt coil to pmtect equipment,
Voltage Regulation. Voltage re,i:ulation may be insured by one of the following methods:.
U) Variable ratio al)to . transformer. (ii) rfsistance t)lpe voltage regulator, (iii) generator field
excitation, and (fr) induction regulator.
Preference is given to an automatic system for increa~ipg voltage, since it is difficult to obtain
manually a reasonably uniform rnte of volta~e rise as a function of time.
Measurement of Test Voltage. Fur th., purpose of this standard, the magnitude of te.st voltage
is defined as its peak value divided by \12. The peak value of the test voltage is measured by a peak
voltmeter. The test voltage is determined by a voltmeter suitably connected to the input or output
side of the testing transformer, or to a voltmeter suitably connected to iuput or output side of the
testing transformel' or to a voltmeter winding provided· thoreon and calibrated against a :;phere
gap in place of the test cell.
The voltage should be measured to au accuracy better tbau ±4%.
Results, The test report should include
(i) Reference to the standard, (ii) breakdown vpltage;; obtain~d d11ring each test, (iii) average of
breakdown voltages, (iv) types of elr,ctrodti;, (v) frequency of test voltage, apd (vi) oil temperature.
The extract of IS specification 335-! 972 "Specification for qew in>nl:i.tiug oils for transformers
and switch gear" iJ given below :
·
.
The electric strength (breakdown voltage) .of ne11< in&ulated oil for !rnn;;forniet;) ~.ud switchgear
should have a minimum value of 3 kV/mm (rms). If this valu~ is. not atl:<lined, th0 oil has to be
tr.eated. The breakdown voltage after treatment should be atleast 5 kVfmm I nus).
The maximum diele~tric dissipation factor at 90'C is o·oos. The resistivity is 13 >< 1010 n:u
(minimum) at 90'C and 501) x JQIO·f-lm (minimum) at- 'l:l'C
Permittivity shoulrl be approximately 2'2 (-0'001) at 60'C.

of

18
Magnetic Measurements
18 J. Introdution. Electrical aod magnetic phenomena are closely associated with each
other. The operatiug .characteristics of electrical machines, apparatus and instruments are greatly
inl1ucuced by the ptoperties of ferro-magnetic materials used for their construction. Therefore, magnetic measurements and a thorough knowledge of characteristics of magnetic materials is of · ut.mos!
importance in designing and manufacturing electrical equipment.
The principal requirements in magnetic mearnrements are :
(i) The measurement of magnetic field strength in air.
(ii) The determination of B-H curve and hysteresis loop for soft ferro-magnetic materials.
\iii) The determination of eddy current and hysteresis losses of soft fcrro·mognetic materials
.ubi<'ctcd to alternating magnetic fields.
(iv) The testing of permanent magnets.
Magnetic measurements have some inhcre11t inaccuracies due to which the measured vali1es
depart considerably from the true values. The inaccuracies are due to the following reasons : ' ' i
li) the conditions in the magnetic specimen undeI test are different from those assumed in
1
calculations ;
·
'
(ii) the magnetic materials are not homogeneous ;
, (iii) there is no ·uniformity between different batches of test specimens even if &t1cl1 batches are
of the s,ame compositiou.

,

18 2. Types of Tests. Many methods of testing magnetic materials have been devised wherein
attempts have been made to eliminate the inaccuracies. I !owewr, at~ention will be fD,nfined to a few
basic methods of ferro-magnetic materials. They are :
' · ·
(i) Ballis1ic Tr.1/s : These tests are Frnerally employed.for th§;,.(letermination of B-H curves
and hysteresis loops of ferro-magnetic materials. Direct curren~is usc~to provide an a<;ljusta)lle mmf
to the magnetk circuit, and a ballistic galvanometer or flux meter is ernp10yed for the mcns~r!llllcnt of
flux density.
The ballistic methods do not directly measure the value of flux density in a magnetic material
correoponding to a particular value of magnetizinf, force but measure instead the changes in. flm;
brought about by changes in magnetising force. These changes in flux density are either measuted by
a flux meter or a ballistic galvanometer.
.
·
~
(ii) A. C. Testing. These tests may be carried at power, audio or radio frequencies. They give
information about eddy curre;, t and hysteresis losses.
i
(iii) Steadr State Tests : These are performed to obtain the steady value of tldx density exist·
ing in the air gap of a magnetic circuit.
·
·

v
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18'3. Mcasurtmeut of Flnx Density. The measurement of flux density inside a specimen
can be done by winding a search coil over the specimen. This search coll is known as a "B coil".
1 bis search coil is then connected to a ballistic galvanom~ter or a flux meter. Let us consider that

wl
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we have to measure the flux density in a ring specimen shown iu Fig. 18' l. The ring speci111en is
wound with a magnetizing winding which carries a current/. A search coil uf convenient number of
turns is wound on the specimen an.i connected through a resistance and calibratiug coil, to a ballistic
galvanometer as shown.
The current through the magnetizing coil is
reversed and therefore the flux linkages of the search
coil change inducing an emf in it. This emf sends a
current through the ballistic galvanometer caq,sing it
to dellect.
Let ID=.o flux linking the search coil,
R=resistance of the balltstic galvanometer
circuit,
N~~nurnber of turns in the search coil,
and l•=time taken to reverse the flux.
Average emf induced in the search coil
d<P
2N<P
-------·
. (··-N·-=
--, dt
i

meter is

Average current through the ballistic galvano·
. 2N<P

(A

t==--·

Rt

Charge passing

2N<P

Q=it= - --·

R
Let 01 be the throw of the galvanometer and K, be
d.c.
the constant of the galvanometer expressed in coulomb
supply
per unit deflection.
Fig. 18'1. Measmemcnt offlux density in ring
Charge indicated by ballistic galvanometer
specimens.
=K,01.
RK.01
· ·-·-·-2N<P =K.01.
or flux <P= ~~R

2N

In a uniform field and with search coil turns at right ~angles to the flux density vector, we
have, flux density,
B= flux = <!>__ = RK.81
area
As
2NA,
... (18'1)
where A,= cross-sectional area of specimen.
Thus the flux density may be measured by a ballistic galvanometer by observing its throw .
\.
Conection for air flux. For the above calculations, we have assumed that the flux is uniform throughout tbe specimen, and that the effective area of cross-section of the search coil is equal
1
to the cross-sectional area o_f the specimen. However, the search coil is usually of larger area than th(!
specimer. and thus the flux linking with the search coil is the sum of the flux existing in the specimen
and the flux which is present in the air space between the specimen and nhe search coil.
· ·
: . Observed value of flux
=true value of flux in the specimen+flux' in the air space between specimen 11ud search coil.
B'As=BAs+µoH(Ac-As).

Hence true value of flux density
where

,,.(18'2)

B'=,observed (or apparent) value of flux density, B.=true value of flux de11sic.y i" :: :e:cimeu,
As=area of cross-section of specimen, and
Ao""'area of cross-section c/
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13·4. Measurement of Value of Magnetising Force (H). The magnetising force of a constant
magnetic field may be measured by a ballistic galvanometer and a search coil. The value of H inside
a specim.en can either be inferred from. calculation~ involving data of magnetising coil and the speci·
men or lrom rncasur;:ments made outs1d~ the specimen. It cannot be measured lliliectly. If the magnetising force is to be determined in the air
?ap, the s~arch ~oil is plac'ed in !he air ~ap
r- .
·
--::-t_ Jt-----.
itself. Whtie testing ferro·mag11d1c matenals,
I ':109ne. 1wJ
>--ii
~
the magnetising force, within the specimen
\J•~\dmg .
t~~---·-'
1
may be determined by measuring the mag- ---· J ____,•, C.~~= 'A, 0netising force on its suiface, since the tan- [
·I·'H :;-\
gential components of the Held are of equal -·--·_i,..l-.\.- - in magnitude for both sides of lhc inteiface.
... ~~ _.,... H
The search coil, as positioned in Fig. 1s·2,
P ·
S~eclmen
measures the value.of flux density, Bo, in
Starch
. Th'1s scare I1 c01·1 1s
• ca 11 e<l an ....
COil
mr.
·h co1'l" •
Wbi:c for the lfox donsities encountered in
iron testing, there is usually no trouble in
getting a good sensitivity by using B coil of
su1licient turns but there is some difficulty
in securing adequate sensitivity in the 'H'
coil placed at the surface. Jn the first
. .
...
..
instance, its cross-sectional area is much
Fig. 18 2. Determtnd\IOn of magnet1s10g force If.
smaller tlian the coil S'.H rounding the specimen (i.e . .13 coil) and then H is not constant across the
section Secondly, the permeability of iron is very large as compared to air-may be sou1c thousand
times and therefore flux density Bo, in search coil, is very small compared to that in specimen. The
value of Hux density Bq in fl coil is measured in a similar manner as described above for determination of B in the specimen.
r
I'1 = -Bn
. . iorc,,
... (18'3)
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Magnetic Potentiometer. This is a device for measurement of magnetic potential
difference between two P<'ints. It can be shown that t~e line integral of magnetizin:; force H produced
by a coil of N i;oncentrntcd turns carrying a current I IS :
f Hdl= NJ
... (18'4)
around any closed path linki~g the coil. This is the circuital law of the magnetic field and forms the
basis of magnetic potentiometer. A magnetic potentiometer may be used to determine the mmf
around a closed path, or the mHgnetic potential difference between two points in a magnetic circuit.
A magnetic potentiometer consists of a one l)letre lpng flat and uniform coil made of two or
four layers of thin wire wound unidirectionally on a strip of flexible non-magnetic material. The coil
ends ar? bro~1ght o.ut at the middle of the sttiP. ~s
,1.. I"'
shown !ll Fig. 18 3 and connected to a balhshc
.A~\1 ~,.,:...~
galvanometer. ThQ magnetic potential diffilrence
between pqints.A apd B of the. field is ineasnrQd by
placing tlie ends of the strip ~t these points and ob·
serving the throw of the ba)listic galvanometer when.
\
the flux !hrough the speci!ll~!1 is cban1eµ. Supgosing
the flux IS chaused by revers1ng the f)e.ld.
·
I.,et A=area of the strip,
A
B
n=number of turns per unit length of
the- strip,
·
3p~t;:1me1i
JJ1 =tangential component of the magnetising force, and
~- ---·----------+-'
I
R=resistance of the ballistic galvano- .'
...__ Mogne11t po\en\101

i~
I
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=flux x turns=(µolf1A)11dfo~110H1A11 di.
Total flux linkages of strip= J !loli1A11 dl=µoAn JH1dl.
·When the current in the magnetising winding is reversed, change in flux linkages
=ZµoAnfH di. .
.
But
J H1dl=J=magnetic potential difference between A and B.
:. Change in; flux linkages =2µoAnJ
·
. 2µoAnJ
2µoAn
Charge
Q=it = --.Rf' - I = -Re- J
Charge indicated by galvanometer · 0 = K,01
From (i) and (ii), we get
Magnetic potential difference '1
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· ... (i)
... (ii)
... (18'5)

The valtie of constant of galvanometer, K~, can be found with the help of a calibrating circuit.
The above analysis is only valid if the portion AB of the specimen does not carry any part
of magnetising winding. As Under such condition (i.e, no magnetising winding on portion AB), it is·
impossible to obtain uniforli.1 values of Hover the entire length AB and hence this method is rarely
used for direct measurement of H.
The magnetic potentiometer measures the magnetic potential drop along any part of a
magnetic circuit and hence distribution of mmf round the circuit. It can also be used to· determine
magnetic potential drop across a joint in the magnetic circuit or between two points between· which
magnetic leakage is suspected.
·
18'6. Testing of Ring Specimens. Under properly controlled conditions, the ballistic methods
which use specimen in the form of a ring give the highest accuracy. The principal advantage <>f ring
specimens is that the end effects are absent in them and they are free from errors resulting from
magnetic leakage.
The magnetizing winding should be wound uniformly on the ring otherwise the mmf distri·
bution will be non-uniform which 1> ill result in magnetic leakage with consequent errors in the
measurements. The magnetising force is usually calculated in terms of mean diameler of the ring
and the mmf in the maguetising winding. However, since the inner circumference of the ring is
smaller than the. outer, the magnetising force and the llux density are not uniform over the crosssection of the ring. The error involved depends upon the ratio of mean diameter and the radial width
of the ring. 1f the ratio of mean diameter to the radial width is more than 8, both magnetising force
and the flux density are sufficiently uniform over the cross.section of the specimen and consequently
the error involved is not significant.
·
'Ihe ring specimens may take one of the following forms :
(i) Lami11ated. This is the usual form for isotropic sheet materials. The ring is assemblyd
with the directions of rolling of individual laminations distributed radially, in order that the t&t
should yield results corresponding to mean properties of th() n:aterial.
(Ii) Clock-spring. A long strip of material may be wound in the form of a spiral to form ;a
ring. The form is suitable for testing anistropic materials i.e , grain driented cold rolled steel.
,
(iii) Solids. Solid rings prepared by either casting or forging: may be used. Ring specimens
are also used for testing powder or dust core materials.
The .use of ring specimens in magnetic testing is limitedi owing to the labour involved ii)' .
preparing them, since the magnetising winding has to be put with hana for each individual specimen.
Also the value of magnetising force is limited by heating. Ring specimens are mainly used -i.~ ·th"
testing of small quantities of materials of very high permeability.
. ·

-<>

,.i8'7, Determhmtion of B·H Curve. There are two methods awita:ble ~or the dete'tn'l1llati0n

. of B·H curve of a specimen.

j
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1. Method of Reversal. A ring shaped sp.~cimen whose dimensions are known .is nsed for \
Jhe purpose. A layer of thin tap~ is put on the ring and a search coil insulated by para!Iiued wax is .
wound over the tape. Another layer of tape is put over the search coil and the magnetising winding I
is uniformly wound over this tRpe. The test circuit is sho1vn in Fig. 18'1.

I

After demagnetizing, the test is started hv setting the magnetising current to its lowest te,st
value. With galvanomeler key K closed, the ir«n srccimcn is then brought into a 'reproducible cyclic
m1p:1ctic state' by throwing the reversing switch S backward and forward about twenty times. Key K
js now opened and the value of tlux corresponding to this value of His measured by reversing the
switch Sand noting the throw of galvanometer. The value A flux density corresponding to this H
oan be calculated by dividing the flux by the area of the specimen.
The above procedure is repeated for various values of II upto the maximum testing point.
T~e B-H curve may be plotted from the mea>lired values of B corresponding to the various values
of Ii
'2. Step by step method. The circuit for this test is shown in Fig. rn·4, The magnetising
winding is supplied through a potential divider having a large number of tappings. The tappings are'
arranged so that the magnetising force H may be increased, in a number of suitable steps, upto the
desired maximum value. The specimen before being tested is demagnetised.
.
The tapping switch S2 is set on tapping 1 and the· switch S1 is closed. The throw M· me
galvanometer corresponding to this increase in flux density in the specimen, from zero to some, Ail!!~

Specimen
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Fig. 18'4, Determination of B·H curve bY step by step method,
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Bi is observed. The value of Bi can be calcu1ated from the throw of the galvanometer, .The value
of cm responding magnetising force Hi may be calculated from the value of cur·ent flowing in the
magnetising winding at tapping J. The magnetising force is then increased to H2 by switching S2
·suddenly to tapping 2, and the corresponding increase in !bx density /':,Bis determined from the 1hrow
of the galvanometer. Then flux density B2 corresponding to magnetising force H2 is giwp by
Bi+ 6B This process is repeated for other values of H upto the maximum point, and the complete
B-H curve is thus obtained as shown in Fig. 18'5.
18'8. Determination of Hysteresis Loop

I
l

l

l

1. Step by step method. The determination of hystere~1s loop by this method is done by simply
continuing the procedure just described for the determinatfo>n of B·H curve .. After renching the
point of maximum H i.e., when switch S2 is at tapping 10, the magnetising cmrcnt is next reduced,
in steps to zero by moving switch S2 down through the tapping points 9, 8, 7 ........ :, 3, 2, l. After
reduction of magnetising force to zero, negative values of H are obtained by reversing the supply
to potential divider and.then moving the switch S2 up· again in·order I, 2, 3, .......:., 7, 8, 9, 10.

2. Method of reve1sals. This test is done by means of a number of steps; but the change
in flux density measured at each step is the change from the maximum value· +JI,,. down to some
lower value. But before. the next step is commenced the iron specimen is passed through the
remainder .of the cycle of magnetisation back to the flux density Bm .. Thus the.cyclic state of
magnetisation is preserved.
·

+

The connections .for the method of reversals are shown in Fig. 18'6, R, R2 and R1 aN
resistances in the magnetising winding and galvanometer circuits. Rs is a variable shunting resistance
~
-../,~~--~d. c. supplv 5

II

'

RS

/

I

I
/

.Mogn~lmng

winding

r

.

K.

.

Y

,,,.

Soorch
coil

,.. R$i

"'
---"--------·-·
fis. 18'6,

Determin~tion of hystere!is loop

step by by atep metho4. -

•S
.· Fig.]8'7. Hysleresis loop,
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;vhic~ is _c<J~nectcll aero$> the magactisiug·winding by moving ove1· the switch S2 . Thus the current
rn th1~ 1~mdmg can be reduced from its maximum value down to any desired value by adjusting the
raluc oJ R3. The procedure for the test is :

The value of magnetising force Hm required to produce flux deasity B111 to be used during the
test is 0btai.ned from the previously determined BH curve of the 'sp~cimen. The resistances Rz and R
are then ad3ustcd so that the magnetising current is such that this value of H (i e., Hm) is obtained
when switch S2 is in vff position The resistance R1 is adjusted so that a convenient de~ection of
~alva~ometer is obtained when the maximum v~lue of magnetising force is reversed. Resistance Ra·
IS a?JUS!ed to Such a value that a suitable fCdudion of the current in the magnetising windin)l. is
obtamed when the resistance is brought into thf· !circuit.
·
S1;itch RS is placed ·on contacts I, 1' and key K is opened. Since the maximum value of
current is flowing in the magnetising winding, the magnet~saiion of the specimen corresponds to point
A on the hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 18'7,
·
Now switch S2 is quickly thrown over frqm off p~sitiou to contact b, thus shtintfug the
rnaguefoing winding with resi~tance Ra. The,magneti$ing force· is thus to reduced to H, (say). The
corre~ponding reduction in the value of flux density !:,,B ·ca'n: be known from the galvanometer
deflection and thus poiut C is located on the hysteresis loop.
The key K is now closed, and switch RS reversed on to contacts 2, 2'. Switch S2· is then
opened and switch RS moved back again to contacts I, l'. This procedure passes the specimen
through the cycle of magnetisation and back to the point A. The specimen is now ready for the next
step in the te,t. The part AD of the loop is obtained )>y continuation of.this procedure.
.
To o_b_tain part DEF;of th~ loop, switch RS i~ placeq on contacrs f., l~ ~il~ key, K closed and
S~1 m ofT pos1t1on. Now place switch S2 on contact a1 open the key Kan~ rapidly revers~ RS on to
contacts 22'. This causes the magnetizing fore~ to change ftom Ilr, to - · Hk ~ay). ·From t.he ti.I1·ow
of the galvanometer ·change in flux de,nsi~y 6B can be caJcrJat7d. fhus P?int K ?11 t.he Jiyste~~siS"
loop can be located .. The magnet1sat10n of the ~p.ec1men)~ brp~ht i>a,ck to pon\t A by reversmg
. swi\ch RS on to contacts, 1, I' with.key K closed.

+

· By continuing this procedure, other points on. p~rt J)i':F oU the hy$tercsi~ loop are obtained.
Thus. ra1 _t A.D EF of the loop can be traced. The part f
t-71, tjf th,e loop tnav be obtained by
dra w10g 10 the reverse of part A D E Fas the-two halve~ are 1d~n1tcal.

q

18'9, Testing of Bar Specimens.' It is obviously cleat. that it)s diff!cult1 to prepare ring
specimens while 0n the other hand bar specimens are muc~ easih to construe. t. 1 Hdwever, if the tests.
and methods described above are applied tQ .bar specimen&, some difficulties and iuaecuracies ~-rise
in testing This is because when we use bar specimens, t\le return circui~ for the flux is through air
whose reluctance is very high. Also, when the bar is mag11etised, poles are produced at its ends, and
the~e P.ol~s p1 odu~~· inside the ro? a ll)agne~s~ng force whic.h .acts from the, north po!~ f? the south.
winch 1s m oppos1twn to the apphed magnehsmg force. This 1s called self-lleruagnetisatwn (or end
effects). Thus the value fl of the magnetising force which is effec~ive in 1?rodudng 'tbe flux in the
specimen is Jess than the applied magnetising force H' as calculated from the lmmf of the m~gnetising
winding.
.
The true magnetising force, H=H'-Hd
where

!:I' =applied magnetising' force
Ni
=-

r··or a Iong soIeno1'd

=c- · ' . "

il ~ for a sfi6f.t' solenoid for length I and diameter d,
' .·
.

1

2
y[+~

and

Hd=Dlagnetising force due to'sdf-demagneti~ation.

l
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In orJer to obtain accuracy in measurements with bar specimens, we must apply corrections
for the demagnefoing force or reduce the effect to negligible proportions. However, the self.
demagnetising force Ha is somewhat an uncertain quantity.
Since the effect of demagnetising force is small when the ratio of length to diameter of bar
is latge, the dimensions of the specimen shpuld be so chosen ·that the effect of demagnetisation is
· ·negligible. It has been found that if the ratio of length to diameter ,of 1:lar specimens is 25 or more,
the demagnetising has negligible effect on the value of magnetising fo'r',ce. ·
1!!'10. Permeamekrs. Most methods employed in magne/;c testing are designed to avoid .
the errors and difficulties of the simpler ring or bar tests. These methods teµd to combine the good
aualities of both bar and ring specimens.
'
'
In general, testing is done l'lith the help of permeameters, which make use of siraight bar
. specimens and also provide a return path of low reluctance and thus reduce or in some cases
entirely remove the effects of self demagnetisation (end effects). All permeameters use return paths
of large cross-sectional area in order to m'ake · the reluctance of paths· negligible as compared wirh
that of the bar specimens However, they differ in such details as the degree of compensation of
leakage flux or the method by which the magnetisation force is determined or in the range of ·
·magnetising force, for which they can be used.·

Most of 1he permeameters iucorpo:ate modifications of the bar and yoke arrangement first
described by Hopkinson.
UrH. Hopkinson Perrneameter (Br.r and Yoke Method). A test coil is wmrnd upon the
central part of a bar specimen. The bar is clamped between two halves of a massive iron yoke
(i.e., a yoke having a large cross· sectional area) whose reluctance is low compared to that of the bar
specimen. This yoke provides a return path for the flux. The bar specimen is wound with a
magnetising winding as shown in Fig. 1s·s.

Let N=rmmber of turns on the magnetising winding,
I= current in the· magnetising winding.
:•
.
!=length of the bar specimen between two halves of the yoke,
As=area of cross-section of ~be specimen,
µ,=permeability of the specimen when the magnetising current
is I,
Rv=reluctance of the yoke,
R1= reluctance of the joints bewen .Jhe bar specimen and
the yoke,
and lll=ftu.x in the magretic circuit.
Then,
'

i
I

•'

l
Reluctance of specimen R,= -.-·-.
µ,A,

Flux

mmf
• .· -·-;-.reluctance of magnetic ctrcmt
NI
= Rv+Ri+U/µ,A~)

«>=,·--~---

Flux density in the specimen B=
.Magnetising force

tI>

A,

NI

Yoke

Sear eh
Coil

Magnetiiing
Wlnaln9
Fig. 18'8. Bar and yoke method.

i.
i
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m= reluctanceof(yoke:l-joints)= Rv+Ri =µ,A, (Rv+R;)
'. .. (18'6)
reluctance of specimen
lfµ•As
1
NI
... (18'7)
H l(l+m)
The value of m is made small by keeping the reluctance of yoke and that joints to a small
value. This can be done by carefully fitting the specimen into the yoke (so that air space between bar
and yoke is negligible) and making the yoke of a large cross.section.
If m is made small as described above, we have :
NI ·
H= (1-m)
... (18'8)

·. Let

1

' Thus the actual value of magnetising force differs from the calculated value of magnetising
force (NI! I) by the amount=mNI/l.
.
·
The value of flux density is measured by a ballisitic galvanometer in the usual way.
1s·12. Ewing Double Bar Permeam~ter. This permeameter consists of two exactly similar
bars made up of magnetic material under test. T~ere are two pairs of magnetising coils. One
pair of coils is exactly half the length of the other pair. Thus there are in all four magnetizing coils,
two having full length and the two having half length. The number of turns per unit axial length is
same for all the coils. Each bar is wound with two coils, one of full and the other of half length.
The bars fit tightly into holes
Yoke
1ok•
of two yokes. The yokes are made
r- -""'
I
I
of annealed soft iron. The position
of these yokes on the bars can be
J
adjusted. The arrangement of bars
and yokes is shown in Fig. 18'9,
Bar
SpecimtO$
The purpose of this arrange·
ment is the elimination of the· relue·
tance of yoke and joints. Two tests\are
made, one with length of specimen • I
and the other with length= 1/2. 'It is
assumed that for both positions, the
Fig. 18'9. Ewing permeamcter.
reluctance of yokes and the joints \s the same for a given flux density.
Let,
., ,
11 =number of turns per u~it length of magnetising coils,
Ii =current in the coils when .the specimen length is l,
Jz=current in the coils whe1Ul,1e specimen length is //2,
Il1 =apparent magneti&ing fore& when length is I,
H2=apparent magnetising force when length Is 1/2,
3= mmf required.for the yokes and the joints in each case,
and
B=fiux density in the specirten (it is the same in both the cases).
nlh
nl/2.12
Then Il1=-r=nh
and H2=T=nla..

If II is the true magnetising force in the iron for a flux density B, then we have

H~~:ZJ1i!1.

joints),

.,

.::(~;~ J

and
(This is because, total applied mmf=mmf required for iron+mmf required for yoke and

.!
/
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... (18"9)

From (i) and (ii), true magnetizing force II=2H1-H2. ·

The flux density B corresponding to this value of H is measured with the help of a ballistic
galvanometer.
·
The disadvantages of this method are
. .
(i) the reluctance of yokes and joints is not exactly same for the two positions oLthe yoke,
(ii) the test requires two exactly similar bars,
'
and (iii) the test is quite lengthy in operation.
The methods which have been discussed above are VCl)'-easy to use and this is their greatest
advantage. However, these methods are no longer used formJi]!ietic testing. It is·llot 9ifficult to
rrake the reluctance of yoke negligible, but the reluctance .Of Jfli1ru;js not small and more over is·in·
definite. Suppose for example a specimen is 25 cm long and is beingTestcd at a permeability 5000 times
that of air. Then an air gap of 25 =SX 103 cm=O'S mm atthe joints will have as -much reluee
5000
tance as the whole the specimen Thus under these . conditions (and the conditions can .. be wofie
when the relative permeability is too high) to be sure that joint rel~ctance is negligible and definite
is impossible. Ewings double bar method does not get over this difficulty, as it assumes the two
joints to have similar reluctances. Thus these methods are obiolete.
18'13. Illiovici Permeameter. The construction of this permeameter is shown in Fig, 18'10.

l
1i

. It consists of a bar specimen clamped
agamst a heavy section yoke. The bar is wound with
11>,magnetising winding and a search coil. The search
coil is connected across a ballistic galvanometer
BG1. A magnetic potentiometer is connected to a
sectio~ AB of the bar .speci!fle~. The yoke is provi·
ded with a.compensatt?g wmding. This winding is
connected m par.allel w1.th the magnetising winding
across. a reve~smg switch.
When the magnetic
potentiometer md1cate~ no magnetic potential drop,
the mmf for part AB 1s provided by the magnetizing.
winding while for the remaining part of the specimen, . the _Yoke. an.d the joints, is provided b}"fhe
compensatmg wmd1ng. This condition is attained
by adjusting the current in the main winding to the
required test value and then adjusting the current in
the compensating winding so that the ballistic
galvanometer BG2 shows no throw when the currents
are reversed. Under this condition there is no-flux
through the magnetic potentiometer• and therefore
no difference of magnetic potential exists between
points A and B. Thus the magnetising force for
length AB is given by H=NI/l
where
N = n~m~er of turns in the magnetising
wmdmg,
·
I= current in the magnetising win ding,
and
!=length AB.

Compensatif19

MQOMllC

f1011111tiom.-

Fig, 18'10. llliovici perineameter•

. ·~t .should bll noted tb•t in general magnetic potentiometer ccres should be of non-ma neti
t · 15 b---;-01 111
tbe llltov1c1 pern ea~ete1s fcrrc·!J'B[ ret'~ cc res are ,11owH,le ~ir ~e it is"ysid 1 ~ ~· Dyll dt te~tor ;~a ~rtiar01 - 1
1Deasurem~nt.
· · ,_
· ·
.·.
·
.
.., . ~"· r. . . uc u~.1
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The flux density in the specimen is found by noting the throw of ballistic galvanometer BG1
when tbe currents in the magnetizing and the compensating windings are reversed simultaneously.
This permeameter has the following disadvantages.
(iJ Results obtained for this permeameter are not satisfactory because there is lack of
symmetry of arrangement.
(ii) This permeameter does not incorporate a direct test of uniformity of magnetisation along
the specimen.
(iii) Operation is complicated on account of readjustment of compensating winding for each
reading.
(iv) Errors may also be caused on account of some leakage flux between yoke and specimen
and the magnetic potentiometer may be affected by leakage flux.
1814. Burrows Permeameter. This permeameter uses a number of compensating coils which
apply compensating mmf at different parts of the magnetic circuit. The mmfs of thtse coils are so
arranged that the entire magnetic circuit is brought to a uniform distribution of magnetic potential.
Under this cond\tion there is no magnetic leakage between one part of circuit to another, and magnetising force can be calculated at any point in terms of the magnetising mmf per unit length at that
point.
Fig. 18'11 shows the arrangement of the magnetic circuit and the coils. S1 is the bar specimen
to be tested. S2 is an auxiliary bar. These bars are uniform and similar in dimensions and have
similar magnetic properties. The bars are surrounded by magnetising windings M 1 and M2 which are
uniformly wound over the bars. A1, Aa, Aa and A4 are compensating windings for the elimination of
leakage effects at the joints between the two bars and the yoke. a, b, and c are search coils and
have equal number of turns. Coil a surrounds the middle of the test specimen S1 ; coil b is
divided into two equal parts which are located near the ends of bar S1 ; coil c is located at the middle
of the auxiliary bar &.
5clrctor ·
Switch

3
c

Magnelizif\11
Winding

I

.

Compensating j
Winding

Fig. • il. Burrows permeameler.
.
,

11 ·
·

p·

,

.

.

11

.

1g. 18 12. Eelctncal c1rcu1t of Burrow's permeametet,

Ai A2 }~~~~ectncal connection~ of t~e coils are shown ~n Fig. 18'12. The compensating windings
frdm; sep'arate Ab4atatreeyconndecteidl !nf sferies and are supplied from a separate battery. Coil M1 is supplied
r an co " 2 rom another.
In carrying t th· t · ·
flux linking with all ~~. ts ~st I!, rs n~cess~ry to ensure that, for a given value of current M1 the
compensating winding: :~~r~hec~ s a, t' •.c 18 t~ed~ame. This is done by adjusti~g the current th;ough
(1 and c is the same th
b agne ism~ "m mg M2. If the flux h~k.tng with .the search coils a,
·
·
·
!
<?re can e no appreciable leakage flux near the JOmts. This means that the
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(ii) It requires only test specimen.
(iii) It is less sensitive fo the effects of magnetic inhomogeneities in the specimen. This is
because the B coil is wound uniformly over the entire length of the specimen and therefore it tends to
measure the average value of flux density in the specimen. Thus the effects of local magnetic
irregularities are diluted.
Magnetizing
Winding

B Search
Coil

Starch

coits,H

Yoke

l wninetae
Steel Yoke

Magnetlti"?
winding

To t}.G.
Fig. 18'13. Faby's perrncameter.

Compensating
winding

Az
Fig. 18'14. National physical laboratory permearneter.

1816. The National Physical Laboratory (England) form of Permeametcr. This is one of the
most accurate forms of permeameter and is comparatively easy to use in practice. The arrangement
of the permeameter is shown schematically in Fig. 18' l 4. The specimen S may consist of a bundle
of strips of 0·35 mm thick sheet iron, each 5trip being 25 cm long by 7 cm wide. The specimen is
clamped between two similar rectangular iron yokes f1 and f2 which are in parallel in the magnetic
circuit. The cross-sectional area of t·hese yokes is large so that they present a low-reluctance
path to the flux in the specimen.· The yokes are often built wilh sheet laminations. The main
magnetising winding M is wound 011 a bobbin which surrounds the specimen, and it is provided at
each end with compensating windings Ai and A2, whose purpose is to supply the mmfs necessary to
overcome the reluctance of the joints. The Hux density in th~ specimen is measured ballistically in the
usual way by means of the small search coil surrounding the mid-section of the specimen. Two other
coils b1 aud b2, each have half the number of turns in a and are used to check the uniformity in flux
in the specimen in a ma.nner similar to that described for the Burrow's permeameter. The compensation
is c~rried out by connecting coils b1 and b2 in series, and in opposition to coil a to the ballistic galvano·
meter. The main magnetising current is adjusted to give the required value of H, and the currents in
the compensating windings are then adjusted until there is no indication on the ballistic galvanometer
when the main and compensating currents are simultaneously reversed. When the compensation is
correct the flux density over the mid-section of the specimen is .uniform. This flux density can be
measured by connecting coil a by itself, to the ballistic galvanometer and uoting the throw when the
main and compensating cnrrents are reversed. Compensation is not necessary with specimens of low
relative permeability, i.e. below, 1,000..
The value of H in the specimen is measured in this permeameter by means of H coils. These
coils are wound on thin rigid flat cards of insulating material, usually between I aod 2 mm thick, of the
same width as the specimen and between 5 and ~ cm long. The coils have a large number of turns of
vel'y fine copper wire, the number of turns being chosen to give adequate sensitivity with the ballistic
galvanometer. When tests at low H values are beh;g carried out, thousgnds of turns, wound in
several layers, are necessary. Then windings are usually impregnated with wax or varnish, to give
them rigidity. Two of these coils are normally used, one placed on each side of specimen, and if the
fl1.1x density is uniform in the specimen, the filix through these coils will be proportional to the Hin
the specimen. The total flux linkages in the H coil in a field of strength His v.oNAH, where N is the
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total number of turns and A the mean area of the turns. It is impossible to measure the pfoduct
NA from the dimensions of the coil, and the H coils are usually c~librated with a long solenoid.
The aetual measurement of H is carried out in the permeameter by connecting the H coils to
the ballistic galvanometer after the B test, and reversing the main and compensating winding currents.
This permeameter may be taken as typical of modern precision permeamerers as ;
(i) This permeameter uses au H coil for determination of value magnetising force H instead
of using a calculated value of H and these latter values are normally erroneous
(ii) This permeameter gives accurate results over a very wide range of mag1·etizing force.
This range extends from a small value of I0 A/m to a very high value of 300,000 A/m.
(iii) ·The field strength can be doubled by mounting a short specimen betwen massive soft
iron pole pieces.
(iv) This pcrmeameter is capable of even testing circular cross section specimens by addition
of shaped pole pieces.
\
!-''
1s·11. Measurement of .Uaknge Factor with ~Flux Meter. In an electrical machine the
leakage factor is defined as :
tota.l flux
Leakage factor= · f I fl
.
use u ux
Useful flux=fiux in the armature (flux crossing the air gap).
Total flux=flux in the pole bodies=useful flux+ leakage flux existing in the pole body at its
root.
Thns in order to measure the leakage factor, we must measure the flux in the pole bodies and the
flux in the armature.
The flux measurements are done by a flux meter.. A ballistic galva[lometer cannot be used
here as the field windings_ o[ electric machines are highl,Y i~ductive and therefore the flux changes very
slowly when the voltage 1s impressed across the field wmdmg.
.·
It is clear from Fig. I&' 15, that the yoke
Yoke search
Pole body
·
carries half of the total flux and therefore it is
toil•
possible to measure the value of total flux per
Leakage flu•
pole by using two search ·coils on the yoke and
connecting them in series across the flux meter.
The armature is kept stationary and another
search coil is put on it ·This coil is so positioned
that it embraces the useful flux per pole. This
search coil is then connected to the flux meter
and this way the useful flux is measured.
Leakage factor can thus be calculated from the
two readings of the flux meter.
· Search coils of usually one turn are used
so that the flux meter reading J?ives the flux
directly.
In large machines, the value of flux is
quite large and therefore it becomes necessary to
fig, 18'15. · Measurement of IeakJge factor.
use a shunt along-with the ftux meter in order
that its range may be increased.
Example. 18'1. An iron ring of 350 nimt Cl'Clss-sectionat ,. with a mean leugth of l m is
wound with a magnetising winding of 100 turns, A secondary coil with 200 turns of wire is connected
to a ballistic galvanometer having. a C10nstant of' 1 µC per scale division, the total resistance of the
secondary circuit being 2000 n. On reversing a cuuent of 10 A in the magnetising winding, the

f
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galvanometer shows a deflection of IOO scale divisions. Calculate the flux density in the specimen,
and the value of permeability at this flux density.
Solution. Total mrnf of coil
=N1li = 100 x 10= 1,000 A.
Magnetising force
H=N1h/l=I,OOO/l =1000 A/m.
Charge through the galvanometer Q=K,01= 1X100= 100 µC.
ShJ;.'Josing ({> is the flux through the ring.
Flux linkages of search coil

o/=N2 «>=200i(J.

Change in flux linkages of search coil due to reversal of current 6o/=2o/=400
Average emf induced in the search coil

6o/ 400<ll
6t
6t

.

: . Current through search coil

1

e

of reversal.

400<ll

=R= 6txR·

.
400<!>
Charge through the search coil circuit Q=i /::,t=---·6tx R

Thus,

L'it,~time

where

e~-=-·---

<.!>.

400<ll 4fO<P
= -R
2000

61= · -

400<l>_ =JOO x to-a or
2000

<I> =SOO x 10-n

·.

-

Wb

Flux density in the specimen

B=flux =500x !0=6-1'428 Wb/m~.
area 350x JO 6 .

Permeability of specimen

,~-:- ~ - = : ~~~8 = 1'428 x 10-3

:. Relative permeability of specimen

·:ll

µr=

µo =

r 428 x 10-a
411

x

10

_7

l 136.

Example 13·2. An iron ring has a mean diameter of 0 I m and a cross-section of 33'5 mm2.
It is wound with a magnetising winding of 320 turns and a secondary winding of 220 turns. :on
reversing a current of IO A in the magnetising winding, a balh;tic galvanometer gives a throw of

272 scale divisions, while a Hibbert magnetic standard with 10 turns and a flux of 0·25 x io-3 Wb
gives a reading of 102 scale divisions, other conditions remaining the same. Find the relative permeability of the specimen.
Solution. In a Hibbert's magnetic standard, the coil slides tnrougn tne gap or a.permanent.
magnet. (See page 102).
Change in flux Hnkag~s of the coil when it goes down the Hibbert's standard
=fiuxx turns of the Hibbert's standard's coil
=(0'25 x 10-3) x 10=2"5x10-3 weber turns.
Throw of galvanometer with Hibbert's ·Standarp = 102.
: . Constant of galvanometer

25
··
K¢= · x zo-a
- = 24·5 x ro-a
, we ber t urns/d"1v1s1on.
102

T e galvanometer shows a deflection of 27 2 divisi-ons when connected to search coil.
:. Change in the flux linkages of search coil L'.o/=27lX245X10-a=661i4 X 10-a weber turn.
This change in flux linkages is caused by reversal of flux.
:. Flux linkages of coil

t!i=~t!i =3332x10-a weber turn.

MAG'lllIT!C MEASUREMENTS
fl)= flux

Flux linking with search coil
Flux density in specimen (ring)
Length of finx path in ring
Total mmf of magnetising winding

linkages o~ coil . 31'31 x 1o-6=15: 1 x 10-6 Wb.
1
turns of cot!
220

15' l x 10-6
B- 3' x I0-~ 6 =0'452 Wb/m~.
3 5
l=n:D=n:XO'l=0'314 m.
=320x10=3200 A.

H=~:3°1~

l\1agnetising force
Relative permeability of specimen ·

=10,?0Q A/m

,

B

0'452
··
2
35
1
µ,= µ0Ji=4itxior )ti0,200= · ·

-· . Example l!f3. Tbe constant of a given magnetic poten!iometer is obtained by aid of a coil ,)f
300 turns in which a current of 0'6 A is reversed. The resulting throw of the galvanometer is 157
scale divisions. 'ft is then used to measure the megnetic potentlal difference between two points and
the throw is 304 divisions. Find the magnetic potential dilfer~nce.
Solution Mmfofcoil=3000x0'6=180 A.
Change in mmf due to reversal'of carrent in the, coil"12X
1!!0"'360 A.
r·.
A deflection of 157 scale diviiions is caused by ,an m~fof 360 A.
1

:.

Mmf causing a deflection of 304 divisions=m x 360=695 A.

Hence, magnetic potential difference=695 A,

Example 18'4 A ballistic galyanometer having a circuit resistance of 5000 n and a constant
of 0 1 µC per scale division is conqected in turn with a.coil of 2 turns wound round th'e field coil of
a d.c. machine, and one of 3 turns placed on the aq:nature surface embracing total flux per pole enter·
ing the armature. When normal field currentis broken the galvanometer readings are 113 · and 136'
divisions respectively. Calculate the flux'per pole and leak~ge co;effieient.
Solution. Let <I> be a' Jlux linking with a search coif of N turns.
:. Thus .linkages of search coil t)i=N<l>:
If the circuit producing the flux<!> is suddenly b~oken, the. value of flux becomes zero.
Therefore, the change in the value of flux linkages under ·tUese conditions is ·t:. t)i =o/= N©.
.
Emf induced e=

. •

M= N<!J
/':,t

!':.t

t.t=time taken

where
Current

.

1=

by the flux to come dcjiwn to z.;iro.

N© where R =resrntance
. .
ie = R!':.t'
o

r·

. 'I c1rcmt.
' .
search_co1

Q=i/':.t= N©
R
But charge Q=K,91, where K.=constant of galv11nometer in coulomb/scale division.
91 =deflection of galvanometer in scale division.
.
N©
RK.6
...
K,01=y or Flux©= N~ 1
Charge

!

I
~

l

Armature Flax : Lei <ll =armature flux per pole.
:.

1
-1

l
l

li>-·R~61= SOOOX6'1~10-ox 136 =o·o226 Wb. ·
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Pole Flux : Let

<1>1

be the total flux in each pole
(!>,= 5000 x O' I; 10-

..
: . Leakage factor

6

x 113 =0'0281 W~.

=~ta! flux per pole

armature flux per pole

_o·o~82=1'

0'0226·

25 ·

Example 18'5. A fcrro·magnatic material is testrd with the help of a permeamcter provided
with a coil wound over the specimen, this coil being known as 'B coil' and another coil wound near
the surface of the coil called 'H coil'. These two coi!s are connected to two separate ballistic galvanometers having a constant of 25 x 10-0 weber turn per scale division. The testing is done by reversing
· the current of the magnetizing winding wound over the specimen. The reading of the ballistic galv2nometer connected to 'B' coil is IOO divisions and that connected to 'H' coil is 10 divisions. The data of
the two coils is :

turns

Coils

Area
..

B coil

100

H coil

10000

_

_,_.

50X J0-8 m2

sx10- 0 m2

Find the flux density and magnetizing force in the specimen. Also find the relative permeability of the specimen.
Solution. Suppose '1' and N are the Dux and the number of turns.
:. Flux linkages o/=N<I>,
Change in fiux linkages due to reversal of current 6o/~2.P=2N<I>.
Flux linkages indicated by galvanometer= K;01
..

or

2N(f)=K;81

Flux

K;91
K;61
<I>= - N and flux density B- NA
2
2

J the specimen.

'B' coil. Since 'B' coil is wound over the specimen, it gives the flux derisJty

. .
.
K;B1
(25x10-o)x100
•
Flux·dens1ty m specimen B=2NA =zxiooxsox 10_0 -o 25 Wb/m2·

'H' coil. This coil is put at the surface of the coil and hence indicates the flux density .
in the air.
2sx io-6x to .
.
Flux density in air Bo-= 2 x IOOoO x.S x I0_6 =0 0025 Wb/m9.

Bo

Magnetizing force, H=~ =
Relative permeability

0'0025
..
i; x
_7C!'!2000 A/m.
4 10

B
0'25
ll• "'11-0lf.= 4i;X J0-7 x 2000 =JOO.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT MA.GNETIC TESTING
18'18. Iron Loss Curves. When a magnetb material is subjected to
in power ·occurs owiog to hysteresis and eddy currents. This
loss is called iron or core loss.
The hysteresis loss may be determined from the hysteresis gi
loop obtained from d.c tests. But this hyMeresis loss may be
somewhat different under actual working alternating magnetization ~
conditions. The eddy cJrrent loss can be measured only under .,"
a.c. conditions ; and it is usually convenient to measure the ~
combined hysteresis and eddy current loss i.e., total iron loss.
Knowledge of total iion loss in ferro;magnetic materials
is of considerable importance to designers. For comparison a
single value of loss ata stated frequency (e g., f-50 Hz) and a
Flux Density, Bm
stated maximum flux' density (e.g. B= 1·3 Wb/m 2) is sometimes
.
·sufficient. But in order to give complete information, family of
Fig. 18'16. Loss curves.
curves called loss curves giving value of total iron loss per kg over a range of maximu!Il flux density
from zero to the higher value are usually given. Fig 18'16 shows loss curves for thickness t=O 5
mm and 1=0'3 mm for a particuhr frequency say 50 Hz.
18'19. Separation of Iron Losses. In order to analyse the effects of differences of apparatus ·
design or of metallurgical composition of different ferromagnetic materials, it is sometimes necessary to separate the total iron loss into hysteresis and eddy current components. · Energy loss C:ue to
hysteresis in per unit volume is given by :
·

JH dB;_ area of hysteresis loop.
Hysteresis loss per unit volume=frequency x area of hysteresis loop.
Steinmetz gives the following formula for hysteresis loss :
.. (18'!0)
Hysteresis loss per unit volume P•=rifBmt watt
where . ))=hysteresis co-efficient;
f=freq1,1ency; Hz,
Bm=maximum flux density ; Wb/m 2, and k=steinmetz co-efficient.
The value of k varfos from 1'6 to 2.
4Kt2f 2Bm2t2
... (18'1 ')
Eddy current loss per unit volume for laminations P•
watt
P
3
where K1=form factor,
l=thickness of sheet; m,
a:nd p=resistivity of material ; Om.

.

4K/Af2B 212
'" 3p
Hence total iron loss in a given specimen of laminations is :
4Kt 2fP2Bm 2t 2 )
p, =volume X( YifBmt+3
For a particular specimen, volume, thickness t and resistivity p as are.,~st11nts.
:. .Total iron loss per unit volume p;=ph+P• =rifBmk+

I

I

I

lI

:. f;=KhfBmk+K.K12j2Bm2
where
Kh and K. are constants.

... (18'12)

.. ~(18'13)
... (18'14)

As the hysteresis and eddy curreot losses have different laws or variation with botli freque· 1cy
and form factor Kt, it is possible to separate the losses by variation of frequency or of form· factor· if
Bm can be maintained constant.
·
·
· I. Variation of Frequency. The form factor. Kt and maximum flux density B.. remain consatnt in this test. If the frequef!CY is varied the total iron Joss may be written as ·
.
.
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... (18'15)

P1= Kif+ K2f 2
Ki =KhBrl
K2=KeK1 2Bm2

where
and

... (18'16)

... 08'17)

Both K1 and K2 being constant for thfo test.
p

... {18' 18) .

y=K1+K2f.

Now we have:

Thus on plotting P1/f against f, we obtain a straight line as shown in Fig. 18' 17, the values of
[( and K2 can be obtained from intercept and slope of the lino respectively.
·
1
· 2. VariatitJn of Form Factor. The value of maximum flux density Bm and frequency f arc
kept constant in this test. If the form factor K1 is ·vaJied, the tot~I iron losses may be written as :
P1-Ka+K4K1 2
... (18'19)

where
and

Ka= Kh{Bmk

... (18 20)

'K4= Kef2Bm~

... (18'21)

Both Ka and K4 being constant for this test. · Thus on plotting P1 against K1 2, we obtain a straight
line as shown in Fig !8'18. The values of Ka and K4 can be obtained from its intercept and slope of
the straight line respectively.

t
K2ft

.

---f- - - ___ j __
.

I

. I

K1

I

I

I

0

.

p;g, 18'17. Variation of iron loss wilh frequency.

Fig. 18'18, Var:atioo of iron loss with Kt'•

. ur20. Methods of Iro11 Loss Measurement. There are three types of methods used for measure·
ment of iron loss in ferro· magnetic material•
(i) Wattmeter method, (ii) Bridge method, and (Iii) Potentiometer method.
13·21. Wattmeter Method, This method is most commonly used for measurement of iron
loss in strip (sheet) material. The strip material to be testrd is assembled as a closed magnetic circuit
in the form of a square. Therefore this arrangement is known as a magnetic square. There are two
common forms of these m?gnetic sQuares.
· 1. Epsteio Square. In this square there are four staclci of strips. These stacks are bound
and then taped. The individual strips are insulated from each other and each strip is in the ·
plane of the square. The stacks are slipped into four magnetising coils with the strips projecting
beyool\ the coils;··
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, Th; ends of the four strips are interleaved (as in transformer core construction) and clamped
at corners The arrangement of an Epstein square is shown in Fig. 18'19.

tntut2aveo
joints

Strips

Magne11zin9
Coil

Magnetizing
Coil

,...__._,

)-'--ii
(/

~
Fig.

1s·1~.

Epstein square.

Fi&. 18'20, Lloyd Fisher square.

2. Lloyd-Fisher Square. This is the most commonly used magnetic square and therefore it
is described in greater details. The strips used are usually o· 25 m long and 50 to 60 mm wide. These
strips are built up into four stacks. Each stack is made up of two types of strips one cut in the di rec- ·
tion of rolling and the other cut perpendicular to the direction of rolling.
.

The stacks or strips are placed inside four similar magnetising coils of large cross· sectional area.
These four coils are connected in series to form the primary winding.
.

I

I
l

l
\

!

lI

I

Each magnetising coils bas two similar single layer coils underneath it. They are called
secondary coils. Thus in a magnetic square there are eight secondary coils. These secondary cioils
are connected in series in groups of four, one from each core, to form two separate secondary
windings.
The ends of the strips project beyond the magnetising coils. The strips are so arranged that
the plane of each strip is perpendicular to the plane of the square. The magnetic circuit is completed
by bringing the four stacks together in the form of a square and joining them at the corners. The
comer joints are made by a set of standard right angled corner pieces as shown in Fig. 18'20. Tf&e
corner pieces are of the same material as strips or at leait a material having the same magnetic pro·
perties. There is an overlapping of corner pieces and strips at the corners due to which cross-section
of iron is doubled at the corners. Therefore, a correction mll8t be applied for this. Also the measured
.loss bas to be corrected for the loSll in the corner pieces,
Advantages. I. In case allowance for corner pieooa is known with sufficieni accuracy, the.
Lloyd-Fisher square gives rather more reliable results than the Epstein square.
.
·
.
. In the case of an Evstein square, the value of flux density in .the corners is quite different from
that
of
the square, and an allowance of this is diffil:lllt
to make
·
\
.
.
· ·
2. The. Epstein square is also inferior for teats on anistropli:.materials as the direction <if flux
at me corners is1partially perpendicular to the path of flux in other. Portions of,tbe strip. The use of
{:Orner pieces in a Lloyd· Fisher square makes it superior for testlJl31UJl!~ropic materials.
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Test set up. The test · specimen is
weighed before assembly .and its effective
· $fltclme11
cross-section- is determined The primary
winding is connected to a sinusoidal voltage
supply .. Fig l8'21 shows the connection diagram for finding the. total iron foss by waitmeter method. ·
The primary ~inding . contaiils the
.current coil of the wattmet.er. · The pressure·_
coil of the wattmeter is supplied from one ' of - .._~_..._:;:,)
Secondariu
the secondary windings. The .watlmeter, Is
designed for low .Power factor opetatio9·i ~s ·
the power factor 1s usually about 0,'21 1 Tije i
C _,,,,_]
second secondary winding supplies an electr6-1
static voltmeter (or an electrodyaamlo:
voltmeter of very high iinpedance). The tr~-: Fig. !8'2L Wattmeler method for determining iron loss.
quency of supply is adjusted to the correct value.
- ·_ The voltage applied to the primary winding is adjusted, preferably with the help of a variable
ratio transformer, till the.magnetising current is adjusted to give the required value of Bm. The waftmeter and voltme~er readings are observed. \
-. Theory. The elecfrostatic voltmeter eonnected across se<><>ndaty;svinding S2 measures therms
value of
induced
voltage.
This
value of induced voltage is
.
.
.
.
. E=4K1 ©m f N2=4Kt Bm ti•.f N2.
where ·
K1=form factor (1·11 for sinusoid~! wa-vp,~),
©,.=maximum value of flux ; Wb,
Bm=maximum value of flux density; Wh/m2,
A,= cross-sectional area of specimen ; m2,
· f ·freqm;ncy ; Hz,
.
and
N2 ~number of turns in the secondary winding s~.
.
.
.
E
.• Maximum ~alue of flux density Brn=-:-4 KiA,fN2

C~ '-':~, ._P~.

Th_ls value is thus the apparent value Bm' of the flux density.
Correction must be applied to this value of flux density as the secondary winding S2 encloses
the flux in the air space. between specirpen and the. coil in addition to the flux in the specimen, as
discussed earlier on page 571.
, The actual value· of flux density in the specimen (Eqn. 18'2) is

Bm=B,.'-µo Hm (
~,...:,cross· section11l

~:

-t)

:. (18'22)

area of coil.
. · ·
s.. .:. lnagnetising force corresponding to maximum flux density. This may be taken from .
'and
the B· H curve of the specimen.
The wattmeter reading includes both the'iron loss in the specimen and the copper Joss in
the secondary winding circuit. 'Fhe copper loss in the secondary Winding can be calculated and sub·
tracted from the wattmeter readings.
'Let P1=total iro,n loss, ·
P=wattmeter reading,
v=voltage applied to wattmeter pressure coil,
·E=,ol1meter reading
.· =,oi'fage induced in S2,

where

.

T
Dr

fl

tl

(a

in
m
at

e
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· Rcctitief

p

Wanmeter

Fig. 18'22. Wattmetcr method for testina at various form factors.

1

.Fig. 18'22 shQws the cC>nnectiC>ns for the measurement of iron 1011 at different form factc»a
l The form factor is obtained from the readings of two voltmeters Y1 and Ya. Voltmeter V1 .is· con·
nected across S1 may be an electroatatic or an electrodynam()meter type and therefore it reads the
rms value of the voltage. Voltmeter V2 .connected across Sa Is a moving coil instrument supplied
through a bridge rectifier and therefore it reads the average value of volt.lgc.
·
·
.. K "" rms value · reading of Vi
·
·
Form factor- / average value reading of V1
(as St and~$1 have equal number of turns).
_/
Variation of form factor is obtained by adjusting the values of series rcsistaµce and
inductance. ,
3, ~~ttmeter method for testl~g ring speclmellll. Sheet steel in the form of rings is used for
making current transformers .. Also spiral cores used arc for the construction of current transformers·
and variacs. iTherefore'it becomes necessary to measure iron loss in ring-specimens. Tho methods
employed aiid the experimell\al set up is the sair.e as. t~at for strips. Fig. 18'23 shows the coll1iCCtlon

I

i
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diagram for measorcment. · S1 and S2 are two secondary windings, V1 is a voltmeter which reads
the rms value while voltmeter Vi reads the average value of voltage.
~peclmcn

Winding->

a

Supply

D

I' c

Wall meter

----<NI----•~

Fig, 18'23. Waflmeter method testing of ring specimens.

Fig. 18'24.

Ma~well's bridge for testing
ring 9pecimen.

18'22. ·Bridge Methods. The wattmeter method described abovds not sufficiently sensitive
for testing sheet material working at low flux densities frequently employed in communication .
equipm~nt. For materials working at low flux densities, a.c. bridge or a.c. potentiometer methods
are suitable.
A number of bridge circuits may be used for measurement of iron loss an i a.c. permeability.
They are not only useful where materials work at low flux densities, but also where only a small
quantity of material is available for testing and the test is to be carried out at commercial or audio.
frequ~ncies.

1. Maxwell's Bridge. The connection diagram of the Maxwell's bridge for the measuremen• of
iron loss and permeability of a ring type specimen is given in Fig. 18'24. The theory of this bridge is
given in Art. 16.5.
·
The specimen is connected in arm a, b.
Let the effective resistance of ab be Rs and the effective inductance be £,,
:.

F~.om Eqn.

16'17, R,=

~:

(R2tr2).

Now effective resistance. of arm ab is
Ric• iron losstcopper foss in winding = P1+h2R.,
curreat~
112

.where

Rw =resistance of win4ing of coil
.'. Iron loss
P1=h 2(Ro-Rw)
At balance voltage drop between be and de are equal.

2

..

Pc=/ 2 ( · R(R ··) (R,-R.,)

. Rs+

er

at
... (18'25)
SJ:
tb
wi
in

'J,

:. From Eqn. 18'25, we get
Iron loss

... (18'24) .

4

.

,.

I

ar
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The value of iron loss may be calculated the value of R, is kni>Wnfrom Eqn. 16. . . . . .
The value of I can be measured and resistance, Rw, of the winding may be measured with d.c.
From Eqn. 16'16 Inductance of specimen

.

.

.

But inductance L,= --

where
and
I .

N2
A

1:J1µ. •
N=number of turns of malll@tising winditig,
/,=length of mean flux path ia specimen,
µ,=a.c. permeability of specimen.
f,J,.
l1RsL2
AC permeability µ,=NaA, . NZA,R, ·

A,= area of specimen,
... (18'26)

2. Campbell's Bridge Method. This is one of the best known methods for .iron loss measure·
ment by bridge networks.
Ring
Speelman

J

1
I

l
G
I

I
I

. ,~..i'"'
,

'

\

,

.
I
I

- - - A t-----'

Ftg. 18'25, Campbell's Bridge method for
ring soecimelll,

te~ting

I .

et
Fig, 18'26. :o:>hasor diagram for caropbell
Bridge.·

The ring specimen carries. two windings, one primary and ont: secoridaty, having· the same
cross-sectional area. Mis a variable mutual inductance connected as shown in Fig. 18'26. Ri and If~
are variable resistances. The balance is obtained by varying Mand R2.
The pbasor diagram rnder balance conditions is shown in Fig. 18 26. · Ill is the flux in the
specimen, I is the current in the primary winding of the specimen. On account of iron loss, I leads
the flux by a small angle. e1 and e2 are respectively the induced voltages in primary and .seconda1y
windings of the specimen, em is the induced voltage in . the secondary winding of the mutual
inductance M.
.
.
..
•
I1
Consider the circuit on secondary winding side. Balan9e is obtained when pbasor suin ofe,.
and e2 is equal and opposite to tbe pha.sor IR2.
.
,
• ·
/
.·
Let
M' =mutualinducta'nee'betwee~ thf~iiin'aiy and se;onclarv windings on the~"·

1

I

•,
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..

and
em=wMI.
Since /R2 is very small, we can write ez~em
or wM'le!.lilM/
or M'i::t.M.
Flux in the specimen

Nil
Ni/µ,A,
f,/µ,A, = . /,

<ll

Mutual inductance between primary a.nd secondary windings of specimen is :
. M' _ _Nz(f) =· 'N1Nzµ,A, .
.

But

or

-

But

f,

.

.·M'=M~

M/1'
NiNzA,

a.c. ~ermeability µ~
Iron loss1

I

P1 '

... (18'27)

ei I cos 9 e1 I . /Rz = /2R2 !_!_
·

e2

~
= /'!.~\
e2
N2 \

.

·

ez

~1=JZR2 -ffJV2

. . (18'28)

Current I is measured with the hel~\Of ammeter A and thus the iron l~ss can be computed.
\

.

.

.

18'23. A.C. Potentiometer Method. An a c. potentiometer can also be used for the deter·
mination of iron loss and a.c. permeability of ferro-magnetic materials working at low flux densities.·
A.G. potentiometers have been described in Chapter 14.
.
·
)o----..,...."/WWV'~

Rogulatrng
resistance

Specimen

1 /

1

s
G

I

l
8'

In- phase

Potentiometer

SupP.IY

Phase 1

Fig •. 18'27, A.C. pO\ectiometer method of testing ring specimens,

The connections for iron loss measurement with a potentiometer are given in Fig. 18'27. The
potentiometer is of Co-ordinate type. . ' .
.
· ·
.
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The. ring specimen carries two windings. The primary winding has N1 turns and the
secondary Nz turns. The primary winding h: supplied from an alternator through a regulator transformer. This alternator supplies the two potentiometer slide wire circuits also. The primary winding
circuit .has a regulating resistance. A. standard .resistor R is connected (n series with the ·primary
winding. This resistor is introduced in the circuit for the purpose of measuring the current in the
primary winding by measuring the potential drop across it. G is a vibration galvanometer. . . .
The potentiometer is standardized first. The supply is given to the primary winding of the
specimen. A voltage E2 is induced in the secondary winding.
·
E2=4Kt f iPinN2==4Kt f Bni A, N2
where
Kr=form factor.=1'11 for sinusoidal supply,
f frequency,
Bm=maximum flux density,
A· =cross'.sectional area o_f specimen,
a.id
N2=number of turn3 in the secondary winding.
Maximum flux density
Bm=

E2
4K1fAsN2

Ea
. for sinusoidal supply.
4'44f AsN2

The voltage E2 is measured by putting the switch Son contact I, setting the quadrature.potentiometer
at zero and adjusting the inphase potentiometer till balance is obtained. The,setting of inphase
pote11tiometer gives the value of £2. directly.
Switch S is then put on contact 2. At this position the potential drop in the standard
resistance R is matched against the inphase and quadrature potentj'dmeters. These potentiometers
are adjusted to give balance condition.
·
· 1
/
.

I

lI
I
l

I

.

.

.

The reading of inphase potentiometer gives the value of feR where le is the loss componcn!
of the current in the primary winding :
reading of inphase_potl'._ntio_111eter __
le
R
The reading of quadrature potentiometer gives the value of lmR where /in is· the magnetising compo·
nent of current in the primary winding.
reading
of quadrature potentiometer
-- -·---- --- --. R----- - ·----·
I

m~

Potentiometer method is very suitable for a.c. magnetic testing at low flux densities since
. magnetising and iron loss components of exciting curr~nt are mea$ured se~arately. ·
18'24. Oscillogrnpbic Method. Fig. 18'28 shows arrangement 11sed for making magnetic
measurements by a cathode-ray oscillograph. Two coils are wound on the ring test specimen.
Magnetising winding Ni .and a small non·inductive resistor r1 are connected to supply tbrougb>an
auto-transformer.
·. i
MagntliZlllg

W.inding

ll
J

I
1

j

Fig. 18'28. Testing of magnetic material with oscu'lograph •. _
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Voltage v1 (--Itri) across res.istance rt is directly proportional to magnetising current it and,
ponsequently, to the strength of the magnetic field in the test specimen. This voltage v1 is applied ,to
the f plates through an amplifier.
Search coil N2 is shunted by a capacitor C and a high resistance t2.
Th~ emf induced in the search coil is given by ·
d!ll
dB
e2=N2 dt =N2A• dt ·
,

When resi1tance

r2

die measuring cird.lit
is :
•
.
.

l
v

is higher than that of the remaining section of the circuit; the current in

ez

N2A• dB

12=-=--·
r2
r2
dt

The volt~e across capacitor C is :
I

Vc=c

J.·dt=cI
12

N2A•
r2

lf dB=cfI

N2A• ·
---,:;-· B.

. Therefore vl>ltage v, across the capacitor C is .proportional to the flux .density in the test specimen.
This voltage De is applied to y plates of the oscilloscope through an amplifier. The X-deflection is
proportional to the voltage drop across resistance r1 carrying the magnetising current, the deflection
is therefore proportional to the magnetising force H
·
The Y deflection is proportional to voltage v, and therefore to the flux density Bin the specimen.
.
1. Plotting of Hysteresis Loop. With the arrangement shown, the X-deflection is proportional to H and the Y-deflection is proportional to B. Thus the figure traced _on the screen will be
the hysteresis loop of the material.
·
2. Pll'lli~ of B·H curve. If the peak flux density in the specimen is slowly and continuou~ly
vaned (~.g., pyl v~i.ng th.e excitati?n 9f the alternator supplying th~ magnetising current) the focus
of the tips of t?e hysteresis loops gives the B·H curve for the materrnl..
.
. 3. t>etft'inliiation of Hysteresis Loss. The hysteresis loss for the material may be estimated
from the area of the loop either ·by comparison with a loop, for a standard specimen or by calculation
' from the· X and Y sensitivities of the cathodc·ray oscilloscope and the circuit constants;
,
Futther, it must be realized that the current flowing through r contains a componen.t associated with the eddy-current Joss in the specimen. Thus the loop obtained. is really a 'total-loss' loop
whose area represents the total iron loss. The method is normally used for such purposes as acceptance tests, where the loop obtained may be compared with a standard loop.
··
Example 18'6, A manufacturer lists grain oriented steel sheet·0'3 mm thick. The resistivity
of mat.erial is 50 x 10-s n m. The hysteresis loop is essentially rectangular in form, with a c0ercive
force of 12 Afm for all peak values of flux densities between o·s to !"6 Wb/m2• A sinusoidal flux .
density of 1 Wb/ma (peak) at 100 Hz is used. The density of material is 7650 kg/ma. Find the
. total loss/kg.
.-Si1l11tlo11. Base of hysteresiS loop= 2H4 2 x12= 24 A.
Ordinate of hysteresis Joop=2Bm ~2.Wb/m 2 •
Area of hysteresis loop represents the Joss per cycle.
:. Hysteresis loss per cycle=24 x 2=48 J.
Hysteresis loss=area of loopXfrequency=48x10J=4800 W.
,This loss is in I m8 of volume.
.
. .·.
4K»,J2Bm2t2 4 x (1 '11)2 X(I00)2 x (l'O) X(0'3 X I0-8)2
Eddy current loss per umt volume...
P
3X50X10-s
3
-297.0

=

w.

( .

a
••
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This loss is in I m3 of volume.
Total loss/m3 =4800+2970-;'7770 W.
. 7770
. .
Total loss/kg
=
= 1 03 W.
7650
Example 18 7. In a test on a specimen of total weight 13 kg the measured values of iron
loss at a given value of peak flux density were 11·2 W at 40 Hz and 2s·9 W at 60 Hz. Estimate: the
· value> of hysteresis and eddy current losses in W/kg at 50 Hz for the same value of peak ftux density.
Solution.
Eddy current loss p,=Kef2Bm2 W/kg.
Hysteresis loss jJ11= KifB..k W/kg.
Since Bm is constant, we can write :
pA=K1f.
·· and
pimK2/2,
:. Total iron loss 1 kg p1=ph+p•= K1f+ K9f 9 -"
Substituting the values of iron loss per kg at 40 an:d 60 Hz, we have,
11·2
•.
~ = K1(40)+ K2( 40)2 ·
and

13

..•(I)

2s·9
13=K1(60)tK2{60)2

.. (ii).

·From (I) and (1i) we get
.
K1 0'.0254
and
Kfo.0'000194.
Eddy current loss per kg at 50 Hz=Kaf2==0'000194 (50)2=0'485 W.
Hysteresis loss per kg at 50 HzaK1 f 0'0254X50=1 27 W.
Example urs. A specimen of iron stampings. weighing 10 kg a11d having a cross-sectional
area of 1680 mm 2 is tested by ati Epstein square shown in Fig. 13·19. Bach of the two windings
S1 and S2 h~ve 515 turns. ·A .siuu~oidal voltage .supply ~t 50 ~z is. g~ve~ tothe. primary winding
of the Epstem ~quarean!l an ammeter connec.ted m the primary c1rcmt mdicates a current of0'3S A
· and the electrostatic voltmeter connected across a secondary winqing indicates a voltage of 250 V. The
resistance of each of the windings S1 and Si is 40 n. The resistance of the pressure coil of the wattmeter is 80,000 n. Calculate the value of llux density in the specimen afid · the iron loss/kg at this
Hux den~ity if the wattrueter connected on the primjlry sk·e indicates 80 W. ·
Solution. Maximum flux.density in the specimen
- --· '-'E.__ . .
. . 2'"'
~
~r
. . .
a
Bm- 4'44 fA• N2
4·44 x 50X 1680x 10-6 x 5'15 "" 13 Wb/m ·
Total loss .
P-80 W•
. • . Iron Joss in stampings
.
.

Iron loss/kg

2

p/... p(

I+ r• .)· -

·. 80

11 + so:ooo

=

.>E+ .

. . r,.
r, ''
·( . . . 40 )

7 26

~~

~n.

(see

18'23)

(250)2
=79'26 w.
40+80,000

--'--'--'--~.

=7'926 W/kg.

-

. .

·-

.

'

. ·-·- 1~·2s. Methods of Musure!11eo.ts of Air Gap Flux. ·. Measurements described in preceding
sections mvol\'e changes .of magneuzauon. Such challges fl)ay nQt be. alv.a}s possible and mea~urellJents cf an 1mva1~mg field llJUst t~en be. IDLP~·· .l~~~~ Jjleas11rcire11ts s<>1Detimes i11volve
' ,!?."i,':.:!·~.:J,:: ~:i:•.:·. ·.

.
"';'

; ''·.';;' .. /
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measurement of very'weak fields e.g., of the earth's field in geomagnetic surveys and sometimes flelds
of very large strength e.g. fields of powerful electromagnets. Such measurements are a ways of
the field in air gap. The range of these measurements. is very large and therefore we have to select
suitable method for. the measurement. Some of the 111ethods are : ·
Deflection of a pivoted magnetic needle-the classical magnetometer method.
The rapid rotation of a search coil through 180°-e.g., the classical earth inductor. ·
Continuous rotation of a search coil fitted with a commutator to give a d.c. outpu'.
Continuous rotation of search coil titted with slip-rings to give an a.c. output.
(v) The force on a current-carrying conductor in the field.
(vi) The effect of the field on the magnetization of a small piece of soft iron excited by a.c .
.· fo a magnetising winding.
There are a few more methods which are described in details below :
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

-"·

..

In ·tbis_nrethod a search ·
coil is placed in a magnetic field. The terminals of the search coil l(\'e connected to a ballistic
galvanometer. · Tbis search coil is suddenly withdrawn from -thellllignetic field, with the result-the .·
1flux linking with the search coil changes. This induces an emf in the search coil which causes the
galvanometer to deflect. From the throw of the galvanometer the flux density in the field may be
known.
·
·
2. Me~suremeut of constant field strength by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. When an alterna·
ting magnetic field of high frequency is superimposed on atomic nuclei located in a constant map]etic
fil'lld, resonance absorption of energy from the high-frequency field is liable to occur at a specific
ratio of the constant field strength H to frequency f of the alternating field.
1; Measurement of Field Strength by withdrawal of Search Coil.

· Thelaws of quantum mechanics postulate that the magnetic·moment of, say, the hydrogen
nucleus (proton) may be oriented either in the same direction as that of the external magnetic field or
in opposition to it.
.
The ·orientation of the proton magnetic moment can be changed by application of an energy
quantum hf, where his Plank's constant and f is frequency. ·
·
.
The difference between these two energy states of the ,proton amounts to 2 mp H where mv is
the proton magnetic moment.
Evidently, hf= 2m.H from which it follows that :

. w=2llf=

h4ll m.H=u,,H ·

2llf
or H=-y;-

... (18'29)

wher~ v. is the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus, i.(!., the ratio of the magnetic moment to the mechancial
moment.
·

The gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus of a· number of subsfances is known to the nearest
thousandth of a per cent. According to this method the magnetic strength of a constant field is
determined '•y mea·suring the frequency at which nude.ar magnetic resonance occurs. The block
diagram of the test installation used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 18'29.
· A proton sample, for example, an aqueous solution of F,{NOa)a contained ln a glass ampoule
is surrounded by a small coil and inserted in the magnetic field to be measured, the axis iJf the coil
being at right angles to the field. The coil and capacitor constitute an oscillatory circuit which is
connected fo a high frequency oscillator.
.
.
'
Resonance is detected by a sharp change in the amplitude of the resonance curve traced
on the screen of the cathode.ray oscillograph at a change in the oscillator frequency. The resonance.
frequency is measured by means of a frequency meter or wavemeter. This method is mast suitable·
for measurement of fields having a magnetic strength of 800 to 16 x J05 A/m. The, accuracy of
m~asurement Ji~s within· ±0'01 per ce11t.
·

-

-.

-
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Mogne1izing
·winding
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~~T

'·"-Revolving
disc

Fig, 18'29. Measurement field strength by nuclear
magnetic resonance.

Pig, 18'30. Betteridge apparatus.

18'26. Testing of Permanent Magnets. The details of the method of.testing per01anent
magnets, when manufactured, depend upon the shape of the magnet. This varies greatly according to the purpose for which the magnet is to be used. Owing to the ·self-demagnetizing force ip.
permanent magnets, it is necessary, in testing such magnets, to measure H by means of search coils, ·
of small cross-section, laid flat against the surface of the magnet. · These search coils give the value ·
of the air flux density at the surface of the magnet at different :'"in ts, and search coils i.e., B coils
in the ordinary way.
Betteridge Apparatus for Magnet Testing, The· principle of this apparatus for the commercial
testing of permanent magnets may be followed from Fig. 18'30. The magne~ to be tested is placed
with its straight ends inside two magnetising coils and so that its ends press against two pole pieces,
in the ah' gap betwean which a thin iron disc, plated with copper, is mounted. This disc is mounted
in ball bearings and the clearances between it and the pole pieces are small. It is driven round nt
constant speed by a small motor; and has two small brushes making contact with its spindle and its
dm When a current flows in the magnetising winaiiigs, flux crosses the gap between the pole pie·
ces, atid the flux density in the gap 'is proportional to that in the magnet. An emf is induced
in therevolving·disc, this emf being propprtional to the gap flux density. The emf is measured by a·
voltmeter V.
Thus, the voltmeter reading gives a measure of the flux density in the specimen. The value of
" H is obtained by the usual formula from the constants of the magnetising coils and from the
current in these coils.

l

l
lj
cl

I
'

;'1

I

j

Some Jealrnge exists between the two arms of the magnet, but with proper design of the
apparatus its effect upon the results is small.
·
18'27. Magoetostriction... Magnetizatfon of magnetic materials causes changes in dimensions
both parallel to, and perpendicular to direction of magnetization. These changes are quite small
but when the material i~ subjected to alternating magnetization as in power transformers, electrical
machines and oscillators, varying ch~nges in dimensions go on taking place. This is a source of
noise and vibrations in these equipments.
·
A characteristic showing the magnetostr)ction of a given ferromagnetic material is the
magnetostriction constant i •.
The magnetostriction cpnstant; may, be defined as ;\, = !:iL
.
11
,
L·
,I
where t:iL~extension (or contraction) of ~r specimen of length Lin the direction of an applied
.
field st~ength wheq the field strengt~1 H is raise\! from zero to a value causing. technical
saturat1011.
'
!

'J
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Th~ maguctostriction .constant may either be negative <>r posifi\'e. Since magnetmtriction .
causes changes in dimensions, the magnetontriction constant may ·be measured by employing any
transducer measuring displacement. Tbcc:e tramducers are discused in details in chapter 25.
It is interestint; to note that since the field strength causes changes in dimensions, the value
of field strength can be measured by measuring changes in dimensions of ferror-magnetic materials on
account of magnestostriction.

1!!'28. Methods used in Modem Instrumentation Systems. The rnethods and instruments
described above do not convert magnetic flux to voltages acceptable to m >dern instrumentation
systems. The following methods are usually adopted for modern systems.
1. Measnrernent of Flux De1.1slty usiug Hall Effect. The Hall Effect has been explained in
pages 125 and 357.
Let us corrnider Fig. 18'3i.. Current is passed through lends I and 2 of the Hall strip. The
output leads are at the slime potential when there is no transverse magnetic field passing through the
strip. When there is a magnetic flux through the strip, a voltage appears between output leads. This
voltage is proportional to the current and the field strength.
.

RHIB

The output voltage VH=---

... (18'30)

1

.
· ffi .
V-m
where Rn=Hall co-e c1ent; A-Wb m-2 •
1 =current through the strip ; A,
B=flux density of field traverse to strip ; Wb/m 2,
t =thickness of strip ; m.
and
Thus the voltage produced becomes a measure of flux density.
The Hall effect emf is very small in C(nductors and is difficult to measure, but in some semiconductors, such as germanium, !he emf is sufficiently large to be measured by a sensitive moving coil
instrument.
The fluK (strip) probes ming Hall effect can be very small, and such probes a~:e very useful in
places where the space is limited. The size ~n be as sm.all as 1·25x1·25x0'625 mm. Instruments
using such small crystals are manufactured tn t~ree ranges o-o·s, 0,-1'0 and 0-2'5 Wb/m2. These
crystals should not. be operated at a current density greater than 0 003 A/mm2.

. .____.,-1

Holl

strip

2

/' /
,

1.o

I

'·

/

I

/I " readout
lo-vn
1

1

1

Tronsver5e
field B

I

Pig. 18'31. Measurement of flux den~ily using
Hall Eff~ct.

Pig. 18'32. Gauss meter.

2. Measurement of Flux Density with Gauss Meter. The Geoeral Electric Company makes a

smr.11 and simrle "Gauss nieter". (Tbis m~ter may safely be called a te~la meter now as the unit of
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flux density prevalent these days is tesla i.e. Wb/m2). It can be usefully e~ployed !n testing field ·
strength in places such as the gap between the poles of a magnet. It· consists of a tmy permaf!tlnt
magnet mounted at the end of a long, thin sl·aft (Fig. 18'32) which is supported and protecited by a
·bronze tube. The assembly is used as a probe and has an outside diameter less-than one-tenth of an·
inch. The head of the meter consists of a bearing, scale, pointer, .and spring and has no elecir1c or
magnetic elements in it. The small probe magnet tends to align itself with any magnetic field around
it.. The person using the meter turns the head until the maximum indication is given on the scale ;
this gives the strength of the field. This meter is made possible by a new magnetic material called
Silmanal, which has a very high coercive force (about ten times that of Alnico). This iustrnment bas .
an accuracy of I per cent when special calibration methods are used, but.commercial tolerances are of
the Oider of 5 per cent.
3. Meas'urement of Flux Density using Bismuth Conductor. A bismuth conductor 'bas the
property of experiencing a change in electrical resistance if the conductor is placed in a transverse
magnetic field. This effect bas been used by several experimenters. One or two bismuth spirals are
placed in some sort of thin mounting that can be inserted in the magnetic field, as for example,
between armature and poles of a d.c. motor. The spiral can be made one arm of a Wheatstone bridge
(or two spirals may be used in opposite arms as shown in Fig. 18'33). By calibration the resistance
can be related to field strength. One difficulty is a rather low sensitivity to weak fields. Another, and
more serious, trouble is the effect of temperature on the resistance of bismuth, so that large errors can
result unless the temperature is carefully controlled or the effect compensated.
Output ot

j

bridge
to read out

l

wires
N

Bismuth
spiral

I

Mu-ma1al

'
A.C
Source

:;:::: _: - "Transverse
..,_

~-----6

-

-- magntHc
field

Ammeter

Fig.WI 8b'33. U.<ebof bismuth spiral~ in conjunction wilh
a
ealstone ridge for measurement of m;gnetic
field strength.

Fig. 18'34. Measurement of flux densii, wilb
Mu-metal wires,

. 4., l\1casuremen! Qf Flu~ Density with Mu·meta'l Wires: Mu-metal has the pro ert
changmg its impedance 1f placed 1n a transverse magnetic field. Th ts property may be used top y 0 f ·
'flux density with a conventional a.c. bridge.
· ·
measure
.This method. is shown in Fig. 18'34 who two mu-metal wires are placed in the u k
magnetic fie.Id. The 1mp~dance of tpe wires is a function of the strength of magnetic field n °JW.0
measured with an a.c. bndge.
'
an ts
This tratJs?ucer produces an acceptable emf for the input to an instrumentation system d ·
capable of measurmg field strength of the order of 10-? Wb/m2.
·
an is
Example 18'9. The iron loss in a sample is 300 W at 50 Hz with eddy current Joss com
5 times a~ bi.g as the hysteresis loss component. At what frequency will the iron loss be d blP?fDent
flux density 1s kept the same ?
·
ou e 1 the

lI
1

Solution. If the value of flux density is kept constant we can write
pn=K1f
and p~=K2 f2
Total iron loss/kg: p;=ph·t·p•=Kif+ K2f2
Total iron loss at 50 Hz is : 300= K1(50)+ K2(50)2.
But
K2(50)2 =5xK1(SOj
:. K2=0'l K1.

'
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Hence
30010·1 K(50)2 +K1(50) or K1=1
·
.
Suppose iron loss is double . at frequency fi,
· · .
·
.
2
2
, :.
2x300=K1(f1)+K2(f,)
·or. 600=K1ji+o·1 KiJi or / 1 =72'6 Hz. .
.
Example 18'10. In'.loss tests on a sample of iron laminations the following results were
recorded :
.
.
·
(i) 60 Hz, 250 V, total iron loss=200 W.
(ii) 40 Hz, JOO V, total ir()n loss=40 W."
Calculate the eddy current and hysteresis loss for each test. The Steinmetz index is 1'6•.
Solution. Eddy current loss pe=K,Bm2/ 2.
. Hysteresis loss ph=KhJJ.m1' 6f
Total iron loss
pt=p~+P• .KeBm 2/ 2+KhB1111' 6f
.
We bave
E=4'44 f(lJmA)N
Now ~ux density is proportio~al to the applied voltage ~n~ inversely prop~rtional to frequency·
and therefore m the above set of rea~mgs the value of flux density 1s not the same m the two cases. ·
Loss at 50 Hz and 250 Vis: \200= K~Bm1 2fI 2 -l-KhB11i1 1 ' 6f1
Loss at 40 Hz and I00 volt is : 40= KeBm2 2/2 2+KhB11i21' 6f2
But Bm1 1 oc 250
and Bm2/z oc 100

or ·

,Bm1/1=2'5 Bm2f2

.C

Bm1=2'5X~~ ".'2Bm2.

or

+

Hence 200 = KeBm1 2(50) 2 Kh(Bm1) 1"6(50)
6
. 40=
~~ 1 (40)2+ Kh 1 (50)

K·(

r

(Ir;

r·

From above we have: Ke(Bm1)2 =0'049 and i\°h(Bm1)1' 6 =1'55.
Hence, at 250 Vand 50 Hz,
Eddy current loss=K,(B1111)2 (50)2 =0'049(50)2 =122'5 W.
Hysteres'is loss =Kh(Bm1)1'6(50)=1'5SX50=17'5 W.
At 100 volt and 40 Hz~:

v

.

and

2
· 0'049
Eddy current loss=K, ( Bm1
T ·) (40)2=-(40)2 =19 .6 W
4
6
1
Hysteresis loss =K~
y· ,(40)=i~~i (40)=20'4 W.

(»;

Example 18'11. The following test results were obtained on a sample .of steel stampings
at 50 Hz.

Voltage V

4·9

69'3

Curre11t A

0'2

0'3

Power W

'

I 9'5

91'8

0;46

~00'5

0'52

110·5
0'64

118'0
0'77

--16'8

27'5

32'5

. 39'0

44'8

I

Mean width of plates=~~ mm ; '!lean. thickness==0'489 · mm ; number of plates= 51 ; total weight.
11 ·kg ; number .of magnetlsmg turns m coil=,600.
.
·
. · . : Allowin~ a copper loss of 2 W in the magnetising winding, calculate iron loss in W/kg at a flux .
density of I Wb/m2 and a frequency 50 Hz.
.· ·
. .· .
·.

ru
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Solution. Area of core A=wi'dth x thickness .-30 x 10-3 x 51 X0'489Xto-:-3=0'748x10-a m2.
Now induced voltage
E 4'44f©mN=4'44f BmA N=4'4l x SOX I X0'748x 10-3 x600=99'7 V.
· A curve is plotted between the voltage and the power supplied. From this graph corresponding
to a voltage of 99'7 V, power supplied is 30'3 W.
· ·
·
· · · .
'

·'

:. Iron loss=power supplied-copper loss=30'3-2-28'3 W.
28'3
Loss per kg"'-fl=2'57 W.

Example 18'12. In an iron loss test on a 10 kg specimen of steel laminations, the peak flux
. density and. the form factor were maintained constant and the following results were obtained : ·
25
I
1- -------·.

Frequency, llz

j

Total Iron loss, W

18'5

I

40

50

50

80

.36'

50

66

104

'
· Evaluate the eddy current and hysteresis loss per kg at 50 Hz.
Soluilon. If the flux density and form factor remain constant, we can write :

Ps
or ' -=K1+Ko
f
•.f '

Total iron loss P;=K1f+K2f 2
The value of P;ff for various
values off are :
25

f

40

'

p,

0'74

T

0'9

-

I

f

I'~

i

I,

I'

80
1·2

.l~f
·•. ' fl

-

I

60

50

I

A graph is plotted between f
and Plffas shown in Fig. 18'35.
From the graph
·
Ki ;,;.o·s and K2=0'01.
Eddy clirrent loss at 50 Hz
=K2f2=0'01(50) 2=25 W.
-Eddy current loss per kg
==

1·0

pi

i~ .=2'5 W.

·

.

- -.... - - .. - - -- - - -·-

f

0·8
0·6

' °''
·1

I

O·il

Hysteresis loss at 50 Hz
=K1f=0'5 x 50=25 W.
Hysteresis loss per kg-2'5 W. ,

I

20

I

50
Frequ_entv. -

60

10

Pig,' 18'35

---Example 18' 13.. A test was conducted OD· a sample of sheet steel gave the following
~ta. muim11m lfox density of ro Wb/in 2 with tlpx waveform purely sinusoidal.
.

I

I.

'i

I

- .

,

I

80

res~lts
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'

Frequency, Hz

40 . i

25

50

75

:----1

--4·35

2'32
.

Iron loss P1, W/kg

I

.

i

6'0

10'9

I

··
Determioe (i) Hyoteresi~ and eddy current los.s in W/kg at 50 Hz and at 1·o Wb/m2 and also
at (Ii) a maximum flux density of 1·2 Wb/m 2 when the frequency is 60 Hz and the form factor of flux
wave is 1·2. Assume Steinmetz index as I 6.
Solution. For a constant value of Hux density and form factor :
p,

P1= Kif+ K2f2

f

25

..

40

·'

I

fa<

by

fo

or " -=Ki+ K2f
.f
The values of P. /f for various values off are :

total iron loss

\V(

I

50

75
.,

-------·· - - - - - -

--P1/f

0·12

O'HS

. From this

graph, we get : .

0'109

0'0?3

A graph is drawn in Fig. 18'36 between P1/f and f
Ki "=O'v68 and K2-0'00I08.
6'18

ll-12.

l

o.io

Kz"

Q.12;~68

fc
•0·00103

jo·oal"'-·'-----.------.1.--.....
0-06

rn

0·04

002

o

10

20

~o

40

so

&o

10.

eo

Frcque.nt)'• f Fig. 18'36

.. Hysteresis loss at 50 Hz and 1'0 Wb/m 2 Kif 0'068X 50=3'4 W/kg.
/f!ddy current loss at 50 Hz and l'O Wb/m2=0'00108 x so2-2 7 W/kg.
Now hysteresis loss « B.;.1 '~/
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.
.loss at 60 Hz and 1'2 Wb/m2=3'4X ( I'?
60 ) =5'47 Wb/m2.
:. Hy&teresis
. )1 6X( SO,
10
Eddy current loss (/. K12Bm2f2
Eddy current loss at 60 Hz, 1·2 Wb/m2, and Kt ··1'2
=2'7X

(-r~l

r

x(

::~

yx( ~~ r

=6'5 W/kg ..

' Example 18'14. The core fluxes of two· identical transformers A and Bare 10x10-3 sin c.>t
weber and (I! sin wt- I sin 3 wt) x 10- 3 weber respectively. Find for each transformer (a) form
factor of flux waves, (bl mean value and form factor induced emf per turn. (c) Also find the
hysteresis and eddy current losses of transformer B if they are 40 W and 15 W respectively
for trans for mer A. w = 314 r.ad/s.
Solution. The flux waves of two transformers are shown in Fig 18'3 7.
Re sutton1

I

~ove

_,
10x10

'

'
0

!!
2

n

'.__wt-...

Hg'l8'37

(a) Transformer A. The flux wave for transformer A is purely sinusoidal. The equatior,
for flux wave is :
·
ll>A=IOX I0-3 sin wt
:. Maximum value of flux of A is: «I>,. •• A= 10X10-a Wb.
Form factor for flux wave= I'll.
Transformer B. The flux wave for transformer [Fig. 18'37 (b)] is a combination of a funda·
mental and a third harmonic. The maximum value occurs at r1/2 as is clear from the diagram.
Maximum value of flux=ll>ma• B=(l 1+l)x10-3= 12 x 10-3 Wb.

Average value .:if flux is : Ill., B= l

I" (11 sin wt- I sin 3wt)d(wt) x 10-s=6'8 x 10-s Wb
Jo
ll>r.m.s. •='\} f~ (II sin wt-~:~in 3wt)2d(wt)x 10-3=7'8Xl0-a Wb
'fl

. R.M.S. value of flux:

c
Form 1actor
of fl ux wave:

!

K

1n=

'1>,,m.s. /.,
"'

Wt.10 A

7'8x10-a
6'8X !0-3 =l-lS

dll>A
3
Voltage induced u= -dt = 10x10-· cos wt x w~3!40 x 10- .cos wt
n

(b) Transformer A.

Average value of induced voltage Eau

L

A=~
'fl

3140 x 10-3 V.

.

.

.
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R.M,S. value of induced voltage

·

3140X 10-3
v2

A= ~~-·--- ·

Erms

r
K ti..~,----=-··-=
J::,,., A
2y2 1. 'J 1
... Form 1actor
. Eav A
:>,,

Transformer B. Voltage induced en= ddll>n
t =w(ll cos wt-3 cos 3wt)X
. I0-3
Average voltage Eao n =

!J~ w(l I cos

w (- 3 cos

3w t)dwt x 10-a 2 V.

R.M.S. voltage induced
Erm• n=,Y

! J ~ w (11 cos wt-3 cos 3wt) dwtX 10- =2'54 V.
2

2

2 4

·g

Form factor
(c) Eddy current loss
Pen

f

p,oc:fl.12B,,. 2 2

3

=1'27.

Also B,.ocl!l,.

(1'15) 2 x(l2xl0-3)2x(S0)2

.

PM =cfii}2x(lox 10-a)2x(soj2= 1 54.

Eddy current loss in transformer B P.n=l '54 x 15=23'1 W/kg.
Hysteresis loss Wnct:fBml·G
Pon

50

PhA

= SU

( 12 X ;o-a ) 1' 6
X

10 X 10

3

=

l'J 4

Hysteresis loss in transformer B P•n=1'34X40=53'6 W/kg.
Example 18'15. The resistance and inductance of a test coil L1, Ri were deterrninr.d at
a frequency of 4000/211 Hz with'a Maxwell's bridge shown in Fig. 16'4. The results were as follows:
(a) With air core the balance was obtained with

.

R2=550 Q, Ra ... J8 n, R~=l250 n, C4=0'5 µF.
(b) With iron dust core; balance was obtained with
-

'.

,//

R1=550 Q, Ra==18 0., R4""1125·«, C4=3'85 µF.

i& 50

v

Determine ~he iron loss in the core at the test frequency. The voltage applied to the bridge
R2Rs
Solution. From Eqs. 16'18 and 16'19 we have Ri ==~and L1,,.R2RaC4.

(a) With air core. When there is no iron core, resistance R1 represents the resistance of the
winding of the coil

. tance
. of wm
. d'mg of co1'I ·R,, = SSO XIS = 7·94 ...
n
•.. Res1s

1250

There is no use of calculating inductance with air core.

.1
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(b) With iron core. When the core is made iron, the resistance R1 represents the resistance
of winding ph•s resistance equivalent to iron loss.
..

.

u

lt'

.

. ·

f

.

ecttve resistance o · cot 1=

550Xl8 .· · · · ,...
= 8·s 1 •._
1125

~

Hence resistance equivalent to iron loss in core=8'81-7 94=0'87 !l.
Inductance of iron cored coil L1=550x 18X3'85x 10-a=38'2XJ0-3H.
Reactance of coil

X1=211x

4

~0

x 38'2X 10-s== 152'8 n

At balance current through the coil

v

Iron loss

50
h \/(R1tRa)2 +x1~ --:- V(8'8ltl8)2+(152'8)2= 0' 322 A.
· =Ji2(s·s1-r94)=(0·322)2 x 0·81=0·09 w.

Example 18'16. An iron rored coil and a standard 2 !l resistor are. connected in series and
the ~otential ~iffcr~~ce is measured ~cross each on an a c. potenti?meter of Co-ordinate type. The
readmgs are 3 6+Jl 2 V for. the coll and 4'.8-}2 V for the resistor. Calculate the magnetising
component and Joss component of current through the coil.
·
Solution. Current through the coil I

4'8-j20
-2·4-}1'0=2'6/_-22° 36' A
2

Voltage across the coil

V=J6tj1'2=4'07/18' 18' V

Angle between V and !is

~ = 18' l's' +22· 36' =40' 54'

Loss component of cuuent le=l cos {>=2'6 cos 40' 54' =1'96 A.
Magnetising component of current lm=l sin .;~~2·6 in 40' 54' = 1'72 A.

I

I
l

I

j

Example 18'17. A germanium crystal having .dimensions of 5 x 5x 2 mm is used for
measurement of flux density. The Hall co-efficient is -o·s A '~;m- 2/. Find the field .strength
if the voltage developed is 0'36 V the current density 3 x 10- 3 A/mm2,
Solution. Curren~ I ... 3x10-3x5x5=75x10-3 A. .From Eqn. 18'30,. the flux density is.:
Ext
o·36x2x!O~s
'
2
.B RhXI
0'8X75X_IO-s =O'Ol 2 Wb/m •
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
1. A coil of !000 turns is wound uniformly over an annular ring former of mean diam~ter I metre. A second
shorter coil is mounted inside the first, co·axially with it. The coil has 50 turns and a mean diameter of 25 mm. A
ballistic galvanometer is connected to this second coil. The total resistance of the ~ondary circuit is 2500 .!l,
When a cumnt of SA through the first co'! is reversed, the galvanometer is deftected through 100 divisions. Neglecting
damping, calculate the constant of the galvanometer.
[Aus. 1'24x 10-1 coulomb/division]
.
2.' A ring having a mean diameter of 0·3 !D and a cross-sectional area ~oo mm2 has a, primary winding oi
80 turns wound uniformly. Tbe secondary winctrog of 30 turns is coiinected to a flux· meter l!aving a constant of
0'12x 10-• weber turn per division. A deflection of 46 divisions is observed when a current of.2A Is reversed in the
primary. Calculate the relative permeability of iron.
[Ans. 1080)
3. A ballistic galvanometer ·is used for determining the leakage co-efficient of a d.c. machine. The galvano·
meter bas a constant of 0'2 (.IC per.scale division and a circuit resistance of 8000 .n. The galvanometer is first connected
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lo a search coil of 3 turns wound on field coil of a machine and then to a search coil of 6 turns placed on the
armature. With normal fie! J curre.1t bro'<en, the galvanomete1 readings in the two cases are 150 and 240 divisions
rtspectively, Calculate the leakage co·elficieat ot: the machin,,
[Ans. 1'25]

4. A ring specimen of mild s1cel has a cross sectional are1 of 600 mm' and a mean periphery nf 0 25 m.
uniformly would with two coils. A and B having 80 and 300 turns respectivety. Coil Bis con.nected to a ballistic
irnlavenomcter having a con<tant of 12x io-• coulomb per division ; the total resistan:e of this circuit is 0 2 MWhen a current of 2'2 A through coil A is reversed the galvanometer gives a maximum defleclton of 180 divisions.
Nc;;lccting the dam ring of the galvanometer calculate (a) flux the density in the iron\ h), H radial saw cut or 0'5 rum
wick, is made in 1he ring, find the magnetising current in coil A to give th~ same flux densi1y.
·
[Ans. 1a) 1'2 Wh/m 2 (&) 8'17 Al
ft i·;

n.

S. 1 he area of hysteresis loop for a .certain magoetic material is 500J mm' anJ the scales of the graph on
which it is dtawn arc :
·
.

H axis, I mm=25 A/m; B axis, I mm=l5 m Wb/m'. Calculate the hysteresis loss per kg. The frequency
is 50 H'l and the density of the material is 8500 kg/m 3•
[Ans 11 VJ
6. A transformer is operated on 1000 V, 50 Hz an I gives a total loss 1000 W, of; which 700 Wis due to
hyqcresis. If the transformer were to operated at 2GOO V and !DO }lz, what/WJuld be. losses due so hysteresis and
eddy currents 7 Steinmeiz rndcx is 1·6.
(Ans. Hysteresis 1400 W ; Eddy currents= 1200 W]
7. Calculate the percentage change iri the hysteresis and eddy current loss<s ofa choke coil if other factors
remain constant (I) The form factor or applied voltag! decreases by 2\1% (Ii) The frequency or the applied •Oltage
incrcasts by 20%. Negkct resbtance or choke coil.
[Ans. (I) h)steresis loss : no ct,ange ; eddy current loss 36% decrease
(ii) hysteresis loss : 20% increase ; eddy curent loss 44% irlcrease)

8. A lamioaled iron ring specimen is magnetically tested and has a coil of 250 turns wound round
the ring. ·:he rel lliomhip between current.and m rgo!tic flux is :
-·-~-----·--------------·--

Curreut
. A.

------------

Flux,

C11rre11t

mWb

A

0

-0'44

175

0·545

0 25

-0'37

20

0 56

0·5

-0·2

I5

0·5•

0·75

0'25

I0

0·535

1'0

0'37

O'S

0·51

!'25

0 47

0

0·44.

1'5

0'52
[Ans. 0'318 J/cycle]

Cc.kulate the hysteresis loss per cycle.
9. The following test resul.ts refer to a s:imple of stce.I :
I.

At a constant flux density
Frequency; Hz

32

40

48

I

64

I

84

·--1---Loss, W

28'5

40

53

I

l
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2. At a constant frequency of 40 Hz
Peak flux density

Wb/m2

Loss

w

0'25

3

o·s
10'8

0·75

I 'O

22'8

40

I

1'25

I '5

I· - - - - - . -I - - · - - I

I
I .61
'

I
I

85

,.=

The test were carried out on 10 kg of steel. Determine (a) eddy current loss/kg at B..
1 Wblm' and
frequency 40 Hz. Also find (b) the index k in the expressicn 'IJBm" for the hysteresis loss per cycle,
.
·
[Ans. (a) 2'08 W/kg '. k~" l '74]
10. A rin, is made of thin anoular1lamioalions of stalloy weighs I' 5 kg and carries a uniform torownl
winding, The winding is connected to a 50 Hz sup,c'IY nn? the total .Po1·•er loss (due to hysteresis and cddJ currents)
is o6 W at a maximum flux densi.y of O'S Wb/m. Estimate power J<,ss to be expected when the maximum i\i.x
density fs increasd to 1 0 Wb/m' and frequency is decreased to 20. Hz. Assume the hys1eresis loss is given i'Y the
formula.
· 'fJfB,} W/kg
where f=frequency: Bm=roaximum fl~x density Wb/m'; ')~2 3 aod k=l "7.
\

I

[Ar.s. 0"/5•l Wi

.11. '.l"he priroary _and s.econ~ary wind,ings of .a toroidal transformer have 330 and 25 ur,ns respectively. A
1Sl.resistor1s connected ID senes wuh tbe.pnmary acrQSS a 50 Hz supply. The followmg readmgs were obrnined
using an a-c potentiometer.
·
·

Voltage across I Sl. resistor.: (0'0734+ j 0'0094) V
Voltnge across primary tennfnals: (0'115l+jO'l124) V
Voltage acroSl secondary terminals : (-0'0017-j 0'0074) v.

If the mean diameter of coil l•) cm and the cross-section is 2·5x 0'3 cm, calculate : (i) iron loss, (Ii) Ji R Jots
in the primaiy winding, and (Ill) relative perme,bility of core.
State the assu1rp1ions made.

[Ans. (I) 2 57. mW: (II) 6"63 mW; (Iii) J8S·:J}

·
12. The cores of t\\O identical transformers carry &lle1nating fluxes whose 1nstanlaneous va1ues are JO>" w·'
(sin 314 I) and 12x 10-• (11 sin 6.8 tto·1sin1880 Ii we~er respectively. Find the ratio of eddy cunent Joss or 1r;n,5 ..
formers. Find also the ratio Of hysteresis loss.
IAns. Eddy current Jos.s ratio=.5'47, Hysteresis loss rati•Y·- nj

~

I

19
Illumination

l

19'1. Physics of Light. The exact nature or light has been a subject of conjecture by
philosophers for many centuries. In the nineteenth century Maxwell, Hertz and others showed that ·
electromanetfo radiation had many of the same properties as light. There are some aspects which
the electromagnetic theory is not able to explain. Planck and Einstein reasoned that light could be
radiated and absorbed discontinuosly in discrete bundles of energy called "quanta" or "photons".
The term "quanta" leads us to quantum theory of light.
·
·.
Both the quantum and the electromagnetic . theories of light are today needed to explain the
phenomenon of energy transfer by light, but we will mainly concentrate on "Electromagnetic theory
of light".
.
19·2. Light. Light is a sensation, while light radiation is a physical phenomenon. Light
is energy propogated with a high velocity in space, and whose presence can be detected only by vir.tue
of its effects. The most important effect of radiation in this form from our point of view lies in its ·
reactions upon the visual apparatus, and the reactions which enable us to see.
Radiation, a physical phenomenon is the cause, and light which is oniy a sensation, is the
effect, although the cause and effect go together, the two ~hould not be confused.
19'3. Elcctremagnetic Spectrum. Newon discovered that when white light, such as that
given by the sun, Is passed through a glass prism, a band of light is obtained having colours in
the following sequence: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and voilet.

Light i1 In the form of electromagnetic radiation having a velocity of 3 x 108 m/s and various
colours have different frequencies ranging from about 4 x 1014 Hz for the extreme visible red end of
the spectrum to about 7·5x1014 Hz for the extreme visible voilet end.

The wavelength for any radiation is given by wave-length :

c

A=7

... (19'1) .

C=speed of radiation in free space m/s and f frequency of radiation, Hz.
Thus from Eqn. 19·1, wave·length of extreme end of red spectrum
8
x
=- 3x10
0·1sx10-o m=0'75 µm
4 1014
and wave-length of extreme end of visible end of voilet spectrum
where

\

I

p·

3 x 10
0·4 10-6
0'4
""1·sx1ou
x
m=
µm.

Electromagnetic radiations that are immediately below the red end of spectrum are called
"infrared" while radiations that immediately above the voilet end of the spectrum are termed as
"ultravoilets."
·
In the case of light emitted by incandescent solid bodies, the spectrum· is continuous,· but
the relative h1temity of different colours depends upon the temperature of the radiating body-the
higher the temperature, the more pronounced is the violet end of the spectrum compared with the red
end. When light is obtained from a gaseous discharge, the ·spectrum is not continuous but discon610
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.tinuous, i.e., it consists of not one single coloui· line but many colour lines of the same colour or of
different colours. Thus in the case of the sodium lamp; the spectrum consists mainly of two yellu ;.
lines very close together with wavelengths of0'5890 and 0'5896 µm. These two wavelengths ure so c!os;
to each other, that the ~ight from a sodium lamp is said to be "monochromatic", i.e., light having un!y
one wavelength.
19'4. International Luminosity Curve. In the electromagnetic spectrum the range of vi·ibit1
wavelength is very small. Light radiation may be cons!dered as a vibration, propagated ut a high
velocity of a wavelength between 0"4 11m to 0 75 11m. The human eye responds to wavelenAths of
approximately 0·3~ 11m t~ 0-75 µm. Radiation of any. wavelength ou.t~ide these limits produces no
sensation of Hg ht m the visual apparatus of· human bemgs. The famtltar colours of speclrum varv.
· from violet beginning.fro111 voilet at about 0"4 11m wavelength and ending at red at about ins 01;1
wavelength. The average eye is sensitive to the intermediate wavelengths in the degree represcritc,:
by the "luminous efficiency curve''.
·
Light is the medium of si6ht and is defined as radiant energy evaluated according to it,;
capacity for producing visual sensation.
A light source having .the same rate of energy emission at each wavelength is called an
equal energy source and is represented by a vertical line in the spectrum of Fig. 19'!. Thi,~
diagram shows how the sensitivity or the brightness of sensation . of an average human
eye varies at different wavelen~ths for ordinary levels of il~uminat!on, the power rad!a,ted being constaut
for di:ferent wavelengths. This curve r~prese?ts the rel~ttve lumrnous ,~fficacy ~f d1tlerent w~ vclen gt hs
as compared to an equal energy source. This curve 1s known as Internahonal luminogity rune".
As far relative luminous efficacy of radiation is concerned we define It as the ratio of the visual
effect of light of a given wavelength to that of an equal energy source. Ii is clear from the curve
that a wavelength or 0·555 µmin the green. portion of spectrum has a relative luminous efficacy of
nearly unity and thus the human iye is most sensitive to light having a wavdcngth of 0·555 i<m.

j
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Fig. 19'1. .International luminosity curve.

The photometric evaluation of light was originally done by trained observers using vi1ual
means for matching the unknown with a calibrated and controlled source. The human eye is very
proficient in detecting differences in colour and brightness but cannot make absolute measurements.
This is unfortunate and is due to the fact that the colour sensitivity of the light varies from one
individu11l to another and hence when matcPing lights of different colours two observers are likely
to obtain different readings. To eliminate the visual observational differences in photometric measure.
ments, the characteristics of average human eye were determined stathtically and agreed by the
Internation(l.1 Commission of Illumination (ClE) and thus an International Luminocity Curve as
shown in Fig. 19'1 was introduced. The relative luminous efii~a.cy v"lue~ for different wavelengths
standardized are given io Table 19 '1.
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TABLE 19'1
Relative Efficacy of Radiation of Different Wavelengths
~

Wavelength, µm

Re/a1ive efficacy

-----------

Wavele11g1h, µm

Relative efficacy

0'38

0'00004

0'57

o·,52

0'39

0·00012

0'58

0 870

040

0·0004

0'59

0·757

0'41

0·0012

0'60

0'631

0'42

0·004

0'61

0 503

0 43

00116

0'62

0'381 .

0 44

0'023

0'63

0 265

0 45

0038

0 61

0·175

0'46

006

0'65

0'107

0·47

0'091

0'(6

0 061

0'48

0·139

0'67

0'032

O' ll

0 2(8

0 68

0·011

0 121

069

00082

0'51

0'503

070

0'0041 .

0'5! .

0·110

0'71

0 53

0'8 0

o·n

0 00105.

0·54

0'954

("73

0'00052

0'55

0·995

0·74

0'00025

0'56

0'995

0·75

0·00012.

0'76

0·00006

4
-•'.

,{

,
'

'§

;

-}

... ,
_/

";!

0 so

;;;

•

..

.

.

. t)0,21

'j

)!

-;5 .

.;

· - - · - - - - - - - - - -----

The most common· and useful source of light is sun, and it radiates different powers at
different wavelengths. It is found that it radiates maximum power at a wavelength of o·s µm; which
is approximately the wavelength at which the human eye is most sensitive .
. 19'4. Photon. As stated earlier, that EM radiation at a particular frequency can propagate
in only discrete quantities of energy. The energy is emitted as large number of units or quanta.
These quanta are called photons. !he actual energy of one photon is :

w- hf h:
where

W=photon energy ; J,

...(19'2)
and

h=Planck's constant=6'63x10-a4 J-s.

The energy of one photon is very small compared to electric energy normally encountered.
Fig. 19'2 shows the energy carried by a single photon at various wavelengths. This energy is expressed in electron volt (eV). The relationship between electron volt and joule is :
l eV= l '602X 10-19 J.
,..(19'3)

~-
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It should be remembered that :

Charge of election e= - 1'6xJO--t9 C . /
Mass of electron· m=9'1Ix10-s1 kg
I
e/m ratio=0' 176 )( 1012
1·
l/u;iblt
lntro-re4

100

50 10

llltra.... ioltt

/ 1

I

I

0·5 0·1

frOI

~01

O'Clll O'i)Ol Wove

lengt~

()lm)

1·24

,,o-•

. ·•. rn·s.

I
I(

N8 1-24

110-2 .10·1

H81·24
il11f'

H8

~24

~'8

•10

•10

1'24

,10'

2-'8 1'24
2
1
•10 •\0 Photon
enurgy (1Yl

Fig. 19'2. Energy of one photon h eV at various wavdengths .

Energy and Power. \\.'h~n dealing with optical tra!l~ducers and sources, it is necessary.
to consider the dis~r~te natur~ of ra~1ation [nstead, a more meaningful understanding can be had
·from the macroscopic p-operti~s which are a res~It of the co~lective behaviour of a large number of
photons moving together. · l his leads us to classical mechamc~ w.herein the general energy principles
involve a description of the net energy content of the radiation. The energy is then described in
terrns of joule.
·
Since EM radiatioa is euergy in motion, it should be described in terms .of joule per second
·
{J/s) or watt (W)which are units of power.
·
19'6.. Intensity .. The ~escr_iption of EM radiatio~ in. terms of power is incomplete unless
its sp:>tial .distribution in a ·dtrect10n. transverse to. the direction .of P!opagation is specified. The
Intensity is defined as the power per umt area perpendicular to the duectton of EM radiation.
The intensity is: _I=P/4 2 .
.
... (19 4)
. where . ··.
· l=intens1ty: W/m ,
· P=power; W
· and
A""area of cross·section of beam ; m2.
.
197. Effect ofTemperature on Radiation. Fig. 19'3 shows the relative values of the power
radiated . from an incandescent filamer.t lamp 'at
· different temperatu:es. It is evident from this dia·
· gram that. the lower ·the temperature, the lower is
· amount of energy. radiated in the visible range. Thus
· incandescent lamps. should b.e operated at highest
0•8
possible temperatures.
_
c
· · . . Ex:ample 19'1. The frequency of a given elec· ~
. troroag!ietic radiation is 5 X I 014 Hz. Find the wave- ,f 0·61------i..r--_,_-J-._-1---~--..i
length. Does this radiation. fall within the visible '6
2200°c
· spectrum 1
·
V
3X 108
Solution. Wave-length 11 =7!014
=0 6X l0- 6 m
=0'6 µm.
Now the range of 11avelengths of visible spectrum is from 0 38 to 0'76 µm and hence this radiation
falls within the visible spectrum.
0•6
O·B
1·0
0·75
· Example 19·2. · The relative efficacy of radiation
Wnvt _ i1ngth,fl m
of a wavelength of O'h l µm is approximately o· 5. The
Fig. 19 J. Special power distribution curves at
international luminosity curve indicates relative efficacy
different temperatures for incandescent filament.
of a wavelength of 0·555 1~m as unity. Radiation

sx
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equivalent to. 10 W is produced by a wavelength of 0·555 itm. Find out the radiation (in W) at a
wavelength of 0"61 µm which will produce the same sensation in the human eye.
Solution. Relative efficacy of radiation at a wavelength of 0'61 µm is 0·5 times that of
radiation at a wavelength of 0·555 µm.
Power required at a wavelength of 0'61 µm
=_power required at.a waveleogth of0'555 µm =_!Q__= W.
20
relative efficacy
0'5
19·s. Full Rudiator or Black Body. A full radiator or black body absorbs completely all
incident radiation whatever the wavelength or direction of incidence. · Such a body is also a good
emitter of radiation. Also when raised in temperature its radiant energy is greater than any other
body of the same size and working at the same temperature and hence the name "full radiator". It
is actually quite easy to obtain a full radiator (or true black body) since a small hole in a hollow
container is a black body, and when the container is heated the whole acts as full radiator.
19·9, Primary Standard. The primary standard originally used in photometry was a wax
candle but it was unreliable. This standard was subsequently abandoned for many other >tandards
which also did not produce reliable and satisfactory results.
In 1948 it was decided to base the unit of luminous intensity upon the luminance (or objective
brightness) of a 'small aperture due to light emitted from a radiator mamtained at the temperature
of solidification of platinum namely
2042°K. This primary standard is a full
To photomete>
radiator at the temperature of solidifica·
- - - - ,,, _ _
ti on of platinum. The construction of this
primary standard is shown in Fig. 19"4,
"'/;-perture of
known area
The radiator consists of a cylinder
l(OS
of fused thorium oxide about 45 mm long,
with an internal diameter of about
2'5 mm. The · bottom of the tube is
packed with powdered fused thoriu'!1
oxide. The cylinder is supported vertt·
lnduc1or
cally in pure platinum contained in fused
rm-,.....- coil
thorium oxide crucible. The latter has
Crucible'
a lid with a small hole in the ce11tre,
about 1"5 mm in diameter, and is almost
Thorium oxide
cylinder
embedded in powdered fused thorium
oxide in a larger refractory container
having a funnel shaped opening.
The platinum is first melted by
+w,-~ Thor'1um oxtdE>
powder
eddy currents induced in it by a high
frequency coil surrounding the outer
container. The coil carries alternating
current ata frequency of 1"6 MHz. The
platinum is allowed to cool very slowly.
During the period platinum is changing
..
.
from liquid to solid state, the temperature
Fig. 19'4. P11mary standard of luminous intensity.
rem~ins constant sufficiently long for !lleasurements to b~ made of. lum_inous intensity of the light
passmg from the aperture of known diameter. The lummance of this primary standard is found to
be 589, 000 international candle/m2, the international candle being used prior to 1948.
In 1948 it was decided to adopt 600,000 units/m 2 as the luminance of primary standard.
The new unit of luminous intensity was termed as "Candela". Candela is defined as the luminous
intensity, in the perpendicular direction, of a surface of 1/600,000 square metre of black body (or
full radiator) at the temperature of freezing of platinum und~r standard atmospheric pressure.
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19' IO. Calibration of Standard Lamps with Primary Standard. The primary standard described above is used to calibrate standard lamps, using a photometer head. fa order to ficilitate
the comparison the source is provided with a prism and lens as shown in Fig. 19'4. The lens is
used to produce an enlarged image of the aperture provided in the st1ndard source. This image
illuminates one of the surfaces of the photometer head. The "transmission factor" of the prism and
lens has to accurately measured. ·
.The transmission factor of an object is defined as :
. . f;. t
luminous flux transmitted by the object
Transm1ss1on ac or=
.
. .
. ·.
.
lummous flux mctdent upon the object
Platinum solidifies at 2042 K and its colour is different from that of most of the practical
sources. .The colour temperature of a source is the temperature of a full radiator which matches the
source in colour and emits radiation of substantially the same spectral distribution within the visible
region, A tungsten filament lamp is about 2,360 K and gas-filled lamps are about 2,800 K to
3,COO K. The colour difference encountered in comparing sources of different colour temperature is
overcome by the use of a special blue filter which increases the colour temperature of the source.
The transmission factor of these filters is usually about 50 per cent.
19'1 t. Secondary Standards and Substandards. It is clear that primary standard is unsuitable
for day-to-day working and it is therefore used to calibrate working substandards in the following
manner : .the primary standard is used to determine the luminous intensity of specially-made, tungsten
filament lamps which are under-run to match the primary standard in colour. These lamps are then
compared with other lamps which operate at a colour temperature of 2,360 K, the colour difference
being overcome by means of the special blue glass filter. Lamps of this second group constitute the
secondary working substandards of luminous intensity. Another group of tungsten filament lamps
form the substandards of luminous flux. Their luminous intensities, in a large number of directions,
are measured by comparison with the substandards of luminous intensity and the luminous flux for
each lamp is deduced. Substandards of luminous flux at 2,800 K are established by comparison with
those operating at 2,360 K using the blue glass filter again.
19'12. Laboratory Standards. Standards for use in general laboratory measurements mus!
be conveniently portable and robust. Incandescent lamps are now used for this purpose, their
luminous intensity being first of all obtained by comparison with a primary standard, or a calibrated
standard and thereafter checked from time to time against such a standard.
. The principal requirement of such substandard lamps is that their intensity shall not vary
appreciably with time, and thatthe light which reaches the photometer from the lamp shall be of a
uniform character.
· A special construction is adopted for substandards which are to be used in precise work.
The filamenfis of tungsten, and is mounted in a single plane, this plane being at right angles to the
axis of the photometer bench when measure men ts are being made. This is necossary in order to fix,
definitely, .the direction in which the intensity of the lamp is that measured when the lamp was
standardized. For the same reason these lamps are permanently fixed in a special holder which can
· be attached to th.e photometer bench, and which ensures that the direction in which the light is
radiated by the lamp to the photometer "head", or measuring device, is always the same as when
the lamp was standardized. This precaution is necessary, since the intensity of the lamp will not be
the sauie in all directions, due to the effects of the supports for the filament, to slight differences in
thickness of the glass bulb, and to other causes. The leads to the terminals of the lamp are also permanently connected to avoid unsteadiness of contact. Further, in order to ensure constancy of intensity, the joints between filament and leading in wires are welded, the bulb is made specially large in
order to reduce the density of any blackening deposit upon the glass, and after manufacture the lamps·
are ''aged" before standardization by being run for 100 hours or more. In use, these lamps must
be run at a specified voltage, which must not be exceeded by even a small percentage, if the intensity
is to remain constant.
·
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· · Substandards of luminous flux differ in construction from intensity standards. The glass
envelope is spherical. interrupted only by the support, and the filament approximates to a full circle.
Normally the filament forms an octagonal figure with the connect ions at two opposing corners so
that there are two parallel paths for the current. This eliminates variations in the light distribution
which would be caused by a discontinuity in the filament.
In all lamps used as . standards or substandards the filament supports are frosted to prevent
reflections.
·
In order that substandard lamps shall not be used any more than is absolutely necessary,
comparison lamps are often U5ed for laboratory purposes, these lamps being such I hat their luminous
intensity remains reasonably constant. Such lamps may be checked at frequent intervals against the
substandard.
19'13. 1 erms, Definitions and Symbols. In the last few pages we have used certain terms
without really explaining their meaning and significance. In this section we will state the terms
already used and also quit~ a few new ones which are connected with the topic of illumination.
1. Luminous intensity. The luminous intensity of a source is defined as the ligh~ radiating
capacity of the source in a given direction. Its unit is cancela and in short "cd". The symbol for
luminous intensity is /.
· 2. Point source. A point source of light is a source which, for photometric purposes, can
be considered with sufficient accuracy as concentrated at a point.
.
3. Uniform point source. A uniform point source is a point source emitting light in all
directions.
Sphere
4. Lumen. If a uniform point source of I
candela is placed at the centre of a perfectly transparent
sphere of, say, 1 m radius (Fig. 19·5), then the solid angle
subtended at the centre by 1 m2 of area on the surface
Surface
of the sphere is called a unit solid angle or steradiao.
Point
area :1m 2
The light passing through a unit solid angle or 1 m2 of the
source
surface area for a sphere of Im radius is called a lumen.
1cd
Lumen has a symbol of Im. The symbol used for solid
angle is n.
5. Luminous Bux. The luminous flux is defined
as the light energy radiated per second from a luminous
body Therefore, luminous flux is in the form of power.
Solid angle
Its symbol is For Ill.
.!l=1 sterdlan
In fact the luminous flux from a source of light
. is the radiant power evaluated according to its ability to
Fig. 19'5. Relationship betwee.n ~andela
produce visual sensation on the ba~is of the relative
and lumen.
luminous efficacy. The unit of luminous flux is lumen (Im).
Thus unit flux is the light energy radiated per second in unit solid angle by a uniform point source..
Generalizing the luminous flux emitted by a point source is : dF= J.dO lumen
I =intensity of the source ;
df.l =solid angle, steradian. ·
where
01' we can write : Intensity I=

~~

candela

... (19'5)

The luminous intensity of a point source can thus be defined as luminous flux per unit solid
angle.

of

6. Irradiation. It must be remembered that the "light power" discussed here must be
suitable wavelength. In order to obtain a more general criterion, we describe the response of the
device (Irradiation) in terms of watts per unit area. However, we must make a clear distinction
between Total Irradiation, the total energy incident on the surface, and the Illuminence i.e. the energy
which falls within the visible spectrum.
.
· ·. ·.
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The irradiation is expressed in terms of W/m 2 •
1 watt=680 lumen at a wavelength of 0·555 µm.
. H =. light power - W/m2.
... (19'6)
... 1rra d'iat10n
area
.
7. Mean Spherical Luminous Intensity (M.S.L.I.). This is defined, for a source of light,
as the mean of luminous intensities in all directions from the source of light which radiates the same
total flux upiformly in all directions.
8•. Mean Horizontal Luminous Intensity (M.H. L. l.). This is defined, for a source of light,
as the average value of luminou> intensities in all directions in a horizontal p.ane passing through the
SO\UCe of light.
.
9. Mean Hemispherical Luminous Intensity (M.H.L.I.). This is defined ~s the average value of
luminous intensity in all directions within hemisphere, either above or below the horizontal plane
through the centre of the source.
.
·• iO. im~inance. It is defined, for a given point and
Normal
in a given direction, as "the quotient of the luminous intensity
in the given direction of an infinitesimal element of the surface
containiPg the point UQder consideration, by the orthogonall~
projected area of the element on a plane perpendicular to
the given direction". Its unit is nit or cd/m2. Its symbol 0
is L.
di
Let ABCD be a small area dA for which luminous
intensity in the direction PQ inclined to the normal is di,
as shown in Fig. 19'6. The orthogonally projected area of
the element ABCD of area dA is d A cos 0. Therefore lumiA
nance L of the element when viewed in the direction QP
Fig. 19'6
I
di
dA ... 0

a

'

l1
J

9·7)

L=--cosr · ·

!

The unit of luminance is cd/m 2 or nit.
l!, Illuminance (Illumination)_ The illuminance (illumination) of a surface is measured in
terms of flux per unit area. ·Its unit is lux (Ix) which is one lumen per square metre. Th: symbo I of
illuminance is (E).
.
Suppose a flux .dF falls on an area dA,
dF
: . Illurriinance
E = dA lux
... (19'8)

f

12. Luminosity. Luminosity is defined as the attribute of visual perception in accordance ·
with which an ar~a appears to emit more .or less light.

·i

i

I

j.

19'14. Laws of IUuminance (Illumination)
·
.L Inverse Square Law. The illumiriance of a surface is inversely proportional to the square
of the distance of the surface from the source of light.
Consider a surface of area 'A' situated at a dis ta nee r from a point source P as shown in
Fig. 19·7, Let lhe area project a solid angle n at point P and the flux in this solid angle be F.
:. · lntensity
llluminance

/=

-~ =-;;fr 2

·

and Flux

F~

£=-~~-,_!-= !_.}-__ 1··

area

A

A

,2

,2

:2 I

... (19'9)
...

(19'10)

Therefore illuminance or a ;urface from a :;ght source of constant intensity is inversely
rtional to square distanc<: of surface fro"' 'he source.
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· irectlon or flux

...------ ------ ---------

~_..,.~

---~·

p :o----r:--~--

Surface
Fig. 19'7

Fig. 19 8

2. Lambert's C1Jsine Law. _Fig. [') 8 shows a surface A.BCD illuminated by a luminous flux
in a direction 0 to the normal to the direction of flux.
Let the flux in the beam be F and area ABC' D' bJ A.
. . Area of ABCD=A/cos 0.

fhe same flux falls on the two surfa~es, ..

=-~c~s _!!._

Illuminance of ABCD= Af:Os

0
Thus the illuminance of a surface is proportional to the cosine of the
angle between its normal and the direction r:f the luu.iinJus flux. For
a point source of comtant I in all directions, the two laws lead to
the following expression for the illuminance at any point P of

Pig. 19·9,

E

j

Sou re•

e
h

r
0

cos 0

... (1912)

ri .

h
Ih

...(19' 11)

I

=~ =/{£ co>3

90-0

x

0

I h
·
-- (xith~).al~- ... (19' 13)

n

Flg.19'9

... (19'14)

Example 19·3, Six lamps arc us~d to illumiuak a certain room. _.· If the luminous efficacy of ·
each lamp is l l lm/W and the lamps have to emit a total flux of 10,000 Im; calculate (a) the m.s;J.i.
per lamp, (b) the cost of energy consumed in four hours if the charge for electrical energy is 50 p per
unit.
·
Solution.· Luminous flux of each lamp :

F= _!()6000

= 1666 Im ..

· .·

. I lummous
·.
.
. (m.s ..I I.. ) 0f each Iamp I= n
F = 1666
Mean sp hef_!Ca
mtens1ty
'471 - = 13 2· 6 cd.
. lamps
Power of six

JOi~oo --909 w.

Energy consumed=

909X4
.
=3 64 kWh.
1000

50
.
.
Cost of energy= . · X3 64 ;•Rs. I 82.
100

. Example 19'4, The effective area of the filament of a certain pearl type of lamp, when viewed ·
from below is 2><10-a m2, and the luminous intensity in the downward ·direction is 153 ed.
Calculate the luminance of the lamp wheu viewed from that directil)n:
·
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Solution.

j

l

Luminance L= - 1 - x _di = l._ X 153 =76500 d/m2
cos 0 dA
I · 2 x 10-a
c
·
Example 19.S. A lamp having a mean spherical luminous intensity of 80 cd has 70% of light
reflected unifoi'mly on to a circular screen 3 m in diameter. find the illuminance on the screen.
Solution. Effective m.s.l.i. oflamp I=0'7X80=56 ed.
Luminous flux emitted by source F'"'411f=411x56=702 Im.
.
F
702
lllumrnance £ =
= 11/4 x(3'.)2. =99'5 lx.
0

-x-

Example \'} 6. A circular ar~a of radius 6 mis to be illuminated by a single lamp vertically
above the circumference of the circle. The minimum illuminance is to be 6 Ix ,tnd the maximum
illuminance 20 lx. find the mounting height and mean spherical luminou5 intensity of the lamp.
Assume m s.1.i. to be uniform in all directions.
·
Solution. Let l=m.s.l.i. of the lamp; cd,
h=height at which the lamp is hung; m,
and
.D =-diameter of circle ; m.
From Eqn. 19' 13, llluminance

l
·I

L=·\xz.:hy31~ ·

The maximum illumit1ance occurs just below the place where the lamp is hung.
For this place x=O.

'
.
E= 7iIh
Maxunum
1'II ummance:
3

I or 1 = 2Oh 2
or 20 =hf

=-hI2

Minimum illuminance occurs at a diametrically opposite pointand for this point X=>D.
. .
·11 .
E
lh
6
20hs
Mm1mum 1 mmnance: = T.i52+Ji2)3i:C- or
= 022 +h 2)a, 2
i

I

I

!

)

J

j
1

l
J

Solving (i) and (ii), we have: h=I0'82 m

... (i)

... (ii)

and /=2340 ed.

Example 19'7. The illuminauon level of a field on account of sunlight when the sun is at 45'
above the horizon is 60,000 Ix. How much illumination will be prnduced by sunlight under identical
conditions, when the sun reaches an al1itude of 60°.
·.
· ·.
Solution. frop; Eqn. 19'12.
'•
0
('II
. t' .) E. ,.,,,.,,,
·. 1 cos
.
I lluminance
1 umma ion
c1c·-- ·
. r
When the sun is 45° to horizon, the angle which the direction of radiation makes with the normal to
the surface to be illuminated is 0=90°-45° =4S
0

•

:. 60,000= _!co~ 450

I - 60,000
or - = --- -- ---.
r2
cos 45°

When the sun is 60° above the horizon 0=90° -60° =30°.

l,

1
l

I

I
l

The distance r, to the' sun and also the luminous intensity I arc the same in both the cases.
Therefore illumination (i111\minance) of the field when tbe sun is 60° above horizon is
I
cos 30°
-E= ,,-- co. s JO0 = 60 OOll · -= 73,400 Ix.
r"
.. ·
'
_cos 45
0

19'15. Visual Ph~toinetry. Photometric measurements which depend upon human eye for
judgement of equality of illuminance or lummance arc termed as visual photometric measurements.
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19'16. Measurements of Lumiuous. Intensity. The principle of working of methotis fo:.
!lleasureroent o. luminous intensity is bibed upon
· ~crern
the inverse square law. A simplified set up of S\Qndard s
·~_,,,j,.
Test
Lamp
method for measuring luminous intens.ity is shown 1.omp ...
in Fig. 19'10. Two lamps.Sand Tare placed at
·
d, ---·+~,...;...--· d 1 ~-'ofr
a distance apart with some type of screen in
·
_
between them. Sis a standard lamp whose in ten=:::=========~:::::J
sity is known a11d Tis a lamp under test whose
Fi . i9·10 Measurementof lumninous intensity. ·
intensity is to be determined. . The screen is
g.
·
moved in between the lamps till the illuminance.(illumination) on both sides of the screen is equal·
Under this condition
· ·
ls /.r

·t ·

Ci

a;o=

a22

... (19'15)

Intensity test lamp
where

/, Intensity of standard lamp.
.
.
·The screen used for determining the point of equal illuminance is called "Photometer Head".
The graduated bench on which the pbototneter bead slides is called "Photometer Bench".
19'17. Photometer Ht ads. A photometer head consists of a device by means of which the
illuminance of two surfaces. 5ide by side niay be compared undersimilar conditions a11d without
moving tte eye One of 1be w1faces is illuminated by a standard lamp and the other by the lamp
under test.
·
The various photometer heads are explained below.:·
1. Bunsen Photometer Head. . It consists of a sheet of opaque white paper in the centre of
which a very small spot of grease is placed. The grease spot is translucent. If the paper is illumina- ,
'

tight from _ _
60Ul'U I

-

\

- - tight f)w.
SOUl'CI Z

I

l

1

Pz .:

Fitldof
Vitw

Ev1pitce
Fig. l!l'll. Runsen photometer head·.

Hg, 19'!2. Lummer Drodhun photometer head. (comparison type)'

c

c
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ted from one side only then the appearance of that side will be a dark patch at the centre and a
bright surrounding, While the appearance on the other. side will be a bright central patch with a dark
surrounding. If illuminated from both the sides (one\&ide by standard lamp and other by test lamp)
there will be a position of the photometer with respect td\the sources for which the grease spot dis·
appears when viewed simultaneously from two sides of the . paper. Urder this condition the
..

\

illuminance of two sides of paper are equal. Therefore,

0

int~nsity oftest lamp under test is h=Is.~:;.

The two sides of paper are viewed simultaneously with the help of an arrangement using two
mirr9rs Mi and Mz as shown in Fig 19' l l..
'
2. Lummer-Brodbun Photometer Head
Comp~rison type. It is a precision hei!d in which the precise demarcation of two halves of the
visual field is achieved by optical means. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 19'12. The screen Sis
matt white screen of plaster of paris. The two sides of this screen are illuminated by the two sources.
The two sides are viewed siinultaneously by means of the totally rel1ecting prisms P1 and P2 and the
Lummer Brodhun prism Pa. This is a compound· prism (Pa) in which tre hypotenuse face of one
component is flat and the _other spherical with a circular flat ground at the middle. Light travelling
from P1 to Pa passes straight through the contact surface and reaches the eye piece,. the resulting field
of view being a circle. Light travelling from P2 to Pa also passes through the contact surface and
therefore does not reach eye. Light which is c1.1tside this transmitted central beam is totally reflected
and therefore passes through the eye piece.to form in' the field of view an annular ring round the circle
formed by 1he light from P1. The paths of rays are shown in the diagram. The photometer head is
moved until the dividing line between the central circle and the annular ring of light disappears. Tb us
the arrangement gives the same effect as the gre11se spot photometer head. The intensity of the unknown source may be calculated in a similar manner as explained earlier.
'
Contrast ty\)e. A simple modification converts the equality of illumination prism into a contrast
prism. The hypotenuse faces of the two component prisms are now flat and one of them is etched
with trapezoidal pattern as shown in Fig. 19'13.: Where the two faces are in contnct, light from either
side is transmitted but where the e1ching causes a physical separation there is total reflection. The
resulting field of view is shown iii.. Fig. 19' J3. There is an additional modification-in the form of two
glass plates G1 and G2 arranged that, beca.use of the additional reflection set up, the illumination
of the trapezoidal patch on the righl hand sid¢ of the field will be somewhat less than that of sur·
rounding field on the left hand side and vic.e versa. Denoting the difference by x% it follows that at
balance, the contrast between the trapezoidal patch and its surrounding will be x~~ on each side.

so

,,~

'
'
/ '

'

Fig. 19'13. Lummer llrodhun Photometer Head (Contrast Typel.

The contrast instrument is preferable to other because the fusion of two halves of an equality
of illumination field does not lead to a high degree of ac1"1racy of judgement as does equality of
contrast.
· , .. ,,.,.: ·
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The photometers described above are used for sources of the same colour.
3. I<'Jkkcr Photometer Head. It will be appreciated that, when the field of view is illuminated
by both sources at the same time, and the colour appearances of the two halves of field are exactly
the same, the only factor calling for judgement of the part of the observer is the criterion of equal
lnminosity or equal contrast according to the photometenrned.- However, if the two sources are of
two different colours, this factor of colour will introduce a factor of uncertainty.
In g flicker photometer the field of view is iiluminated alternately, and in rapid succession,
Ly the two sources. Thus the illumination at any particular instant is due to two sources only. ff

the screen luminosities due to two sources are different, then there will be llicker due to both the
<:aw;es, i.e due to difference iu luminosity and colour. If the speed of the flicker is gradually raised
from a low value, it is found that the flicker due to colour difference dfoappears before that due to
Juminm;ity difference.
The photometer can thus be used for :
(i) the mearnrement of intensity of unknown source with a standard source of same colou1,
(ii) for the measurement of intensity of unknown source with a standard source of different
·;~olour. ln this case there must first of all be adjustment of the speed till the colour difference dis·
appears and thNl the nornrnl photometric adjustmcuts are made for gettiug minimum flicker.
Fig. 19'14 shows a Hicker photometer. One light sourc0 ilhuninates a white diffusing
screen S through a prism P. The otber source illuminates a rotating sCDt<>r F. Thi~ sector also has a

f~

I
11<c---------0
I

Sourc• l

Sector
Eye piec'e

Fig, 19'14. Flicker photometer.

white diffusing surface. When the sector revolves the eye sees the screen Sand sect-0r F alternately. ·
The distances of sources from the photometer head are varied till minimum flicker is observed. The
intens(ty 0f the test source is detcrmiaed by the inverse square law.
·
19'llJ. Distribution of Luminous Intensity. In the discussions above, we have considered the
intensity of the source iu only one direction. However, in most lamps and sources of light, the lumi·
nous intensity is not the same in all the directions. Therefore, it is important that the intensity distri·
bution in a number of directions round the source is known. The intensity distribution measurements
are made to determine the mean horizontal intensity and the mean spherical intensity.
19'19. Determination of Mean Horizontal Luminous Intensity and Polar Curve. This may be
determined for any source by turning it about a vertical axis and measuring intensity in the direc·
tion of'thc line joining the source under test and the standard source. The readings are taken after
10· to 15· of rotation. A polar curve is plotted as shown in Fig. 19'15 from the results obtained
from measurements. This curve Is horizontal distribution curve of intensity. The mean horizontal
luminous intensity may be obtained by plotting the intensity against the angle of rotation on rectangular axis as shown in Fig. 19'16. The mean ordinate of this curve give.~ the value of mean horizon·
ta! intensity.
The mean horizontal intensity may also be obtained with a single measmrment if the source
unqcr test is co11tin110usly revolved about its vertical axis at a speed of about 200 rpm.
'

.

J
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Fi:. 19' i6. Determination of m.h.1.i.

Fig. 19'l5

19·20. Dctermiimtion of Mean Spherical Luminous Intensity. The mean spherical luminous
·ntensity is obtained from the intensity distributiJll curve in a vertical plane. This distribution curve
•s obtained from intensity measurements done by tilting the lamp in a vertical plane after intervals of
10° to 15°·
The mean spheric&\ luminous intensity may be obtained graphically from the distribution

curve with the help of the folio win~ :
y
e
(i) Rosseau's Construction. Suppose the
'
vertical distribution curve (polar curve) is in the
form of two Jobes symmetrical about an axis YO Y'
(Fig. 19' l 7).
- -- ~-·Draw a circle with any convenient radius
with 0 as centre. Draw CD parallel to YO Y' and
equal to it. Draw a line inclined at an angle 0.
-·Draw angle d0 also. Draw any line OFA meeting
the polar curve at F and the circle in A. Project
A on CD. Let the projection be G. At G erect an
ordinate GH=OF. Bysimilar con~truction comp·
lete the curve CLHB. This is called Rosseau's ·
curve. The mean height of this curve
area CLHBD
length CD
gives the mean spherical intensity of the test source.
Let the intensity of illumination be Ie at any angular position 0. Consider a differential angle
J0 and rotate it about the axis YOY'. This rotation produces a zone of a sphere of area 211 (r cos 0)
(r J0)=211 r2 cos 0 dO since r cos 0 is the radius of the zone in a horizontal plane aod r dO is the width

-

of zone.
Solid angle subtended by this zone, at the centre 0
211 r 2 cos 0 d0
d O==
2--=211 cos e <10.

----r

Luirtinous tlu~ on this zone dF=Io d0=211lo cos 0 d0

I
l
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n/ 2

j

Total luminous flux emitted by source · F= 2i. Io cos 6 dO
-n/2

But as lo itself is a func\ion of 0, the above integral cannot be evaluated easily.
Mean qA1erical luminous intensity
+n/2

I'"'""==-:.'t

+n/2

=·!~ ira cos 0 JO=!}rocos 0 do
-n/2

... (19'16)

- 1'/2

Now rrfor to Rosseau's construction of Fig. 19'17 and Fig. 19'18.
pq ·°Clf
v+~··90°=f.+O
.'. a=O
Hence
st=pqcos«=pqcos 0=(rd0)cos 0.
We lwve
rlA=st le=(r cos 0 d9)/e.
+x/2

J .

Arr.a under cur'!e CLHBD= Jr dA=~ 16 (r cos 0) dO

-•/2
l-n/2

Mean height of this

+"/2

. arra =Til JIa (r cos "
l JIa cos 0 (/"v
curvc=basc
u) .dB= z
-n/2

-n/2

.Thus the mean spherical intensity can be found by finding the mean ordinate of Rosseau's
Yhc mcaChemispberical intensity of the source may be obtained by usingRosseau's construe·
''.t'.H' tor eitlKr the upper or lower pat't of the polar curve of mean vertical distribution.
Oiffusmg .Y»hite sUrfoct

Shieto

l'ig. 19' 18

Fig. 19'19. Integrating sphere.

(ii} fot1igwMi11g 11phcre. The Ulbricht integrating sphern, (F~g. !9'19), is g~nerally used to
mr-asur?, the mean spherical luminous intensity of electric lamps. The lamp is located at the centre
of the sphere. The inside' walls of \he sphere are coated with white diffusing material, such as mag.
ucsimu oxide or a specially perpared sphere paint. The lamp illuminates the side walls nearly unj.
forrnly and the multiple reflections within tb'e :sphere cause every portion of the inside srnface to be
,;quf<( i!J luminance. The luminanc,e o{ this surface is proportional to the total luminom. Jfox and hen

to the n1can r.ph©rical lmniuous il:itensity.

0e
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This luminance-can be measured through a small port, usually the port is covered w ' :: li;ffn·
sing: glass.
A small. s¢rcen
adjacent to the lamp prevents its . direct light from illuminating !he ,. ;·t.
..
'
',
;To measure the mean spherical luminous intensity of a lamp, the lamp fa pla\:td inside tni;
sphere and the luminance of glass port is measured. A substandard lamp whose mean ~phericalcJ1m1i·
nous intensity is known is then rnbstituted for tbe test lamp and luminance of the window is agriin
measured. The mean spherical luminous intensities of the two lamps are propv.ti,1m1Ho.tltl) cones·
ponding lumin,ances of the glass port.
·
This sphere can be used for measurement of total luminous flux also.
Total luminous flux F=4~xmean spherfoal luminous intensity.
TheoryI ofI Integrating Sphere
Let
E=indirect illuminance on the surface of sphere; lx,
R =radius of sphere ; m.
.·. Total reffected flux on the inside of sphere= 41'1R2 E.
Suppose the direct flux is F lumen, and reflection factor is p.
Reflection factor is defined as :
I
reflected luminous flux
.(l9Tl1
Reflection factor
p= incident luminous flux-

';._.,

1

:. Luminous flux absorbed=(F+41'1R2E)(1 -'P) .
But luminous flux emitted=luminous flux absorbed
E=(Ft41'1R2E)(l-p)

E=

pF
- • "--·(!9'1'"
~ -- ,_o J
41'1R2(1-p)
Hence indirect illutninance is directly proportional to the luminous flux of the source.
We can express the above result in terms of luminance.
pE
Luminance
L=... (19'!9)
or

ll

.-~-~

or

.. (19'20)

-p
Thus from Eqns. 19'18 and 19'20,
p2£ -_
L..,.-'-~-~
-- 4n 2R2(l"""P)

Luminance

)
I

I
j

... (i9'2l)

19'20. Calculations with a Pistdbiitcd Source. When the somce of lig!Jt i" ·::
)U!ed, it is
convenient to find the illuminaoce due to luminous intensity of an clement of the surL by me:ins cf
inverse square law, and then integrate over the whole surface.
A uniform diffuser is shown in Fig. l 9'20. When dealing
:tlir
with a Unirorm Diffuser, I.e., a source which has same luminance
in all directions, the following relationships may be found
>fi,·
convenient.
'l
A =area of the surface ; m2,
Let
ln= luminous intensity in a direction norma1 t-0'-th(f.'
smface ; cd,
_
and
I e"" luminous infonsity in a direction at an angle·~ to
........ \
the normal.
Luminance normal to the surface
--~~-,.,..,,..~X-.

!

- ],,
6
Ln= - as "'O and cos 6=1

A

(See Eqn. 19'1}

.•.

·.:4

ilig.J.9.20

--•· .........

II
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rs

1md luminance at an angle 0 to normal L6-- .--~
A c-0s 0
Since we have a uniform diJfuser, L0 ..L'

__r_e_

En.
or la=ln cos 0
... (1922)
A cos 0 = 7A fluorescent lamp may be considered to be a uniformly diffusing cylinder. From Eqn. 19'16,
moon spherical luminous intensity of the cylinder is :

or

l=

~

+r./2

J

+n/2
Io cos 8 d0 = ;

· -n/2

I

I ncos 2 0 d0=

~

I

~

1

l

j

In •.

1

I

-n/2

:. Total l~minous flux F-4ic x ~

/n=ic2

... (19'23)

/11

,

For a plaoe uniform diffuser ;
)·
total luminous flux F=ic ln
...(19'24)
Example 19'8. (a) In a photometric bench test balance is obtained when a standard lamp ·
· of 25 cd in the horizontal direction is I m and the lamp being tested is 1·25 m from the photometer
· screen. What is th~ luminous intensity of the test lamp ?
.
.
(b) If the hght from the test lamp is reduced by 15 percent what will be the respective
distances of lamps from the photometer screen ? In this case the lamps are fixed 2' 5 m apart, and the
photometer screen moves between them.
( )L .
.
. f
'
d22
25X(i'2S)2
39·1 cd
•
SI
o ut10n. a ummous mtens1ty o test lamp iT=ls a12 =--(l'0)2 -- "'
·
(b) Intensity of test lamp, h=0'85 x 39·1 =23'2 ed.
1

Using Eqn. 19'15, we
But
d1+d2=2'5 m

3 2

)t=( i~

or 2'15d1=2'5

)t=l'lS.

i:is

Distance of standard lamp from photometer screen J1 ..
= 1'16 m.
Distance of test lamp from photometer screen d2=2'5- l '.16"" 1'34 m.
.
.
Example 19'9, If an Ulbricht sphere 30 cm in radius, whose inner surface h.as a re!I~ct~on
factor of 0'84, contains a lamp producing on the portion of the sphere screened from direct radiation
a luminance of 1300 cd/m2, calculate the luminous tlux of the light source.
Solution. Using Eqn. 19'21, luminous Hux of light source
· 4n2R2(!-p)L 4n2X(0'3)2(1-0'84lX1300
F=
· P2
(O'S 4)2
· = 1040 Im.
19'21. Physic:d Photometry. Photometric measurements which do
not depend upon the human eye for the judgement of equality of luminance
utilize photo·electric devices explained below. A photo·electric device is a piece
of apparatus which allows the flow of current only when light falls on
the device. Also the magnitude of the current varies- with the intensity of
light and hence these devices can be used for photometric measurements.
The different photo-electric devices are :
.
·
(i) Photo emissive cells ; (ii) Photo conductive cells ;
(iii) Photo voltaic cells.
, 1'

f

have,~~=(~:

.

/

:.

1~·2~.

.P.hoto·e~issive c.ells.

Fig. 19'21 shows a highly evacuated

(pho1o-em1s~1ve cell. Light radiation strikes the cathode (Fig. 19'21) and
tg_t.!l~jlcts ~11th the elec~rons in the metal whereby the entire energy of . a -light

QU1!.Jltum.1s c.011Verted into the kinetic energy of the electron. Kinetic' energy of
·
··
_hc
W- i\ _·.

.

electron 1s ·

'

.

Pig. 19'21. Pho!O" .
en111t1vo~p;
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Electrons with sufficient energy to overcome the forces which bind them will be emitted.
~nergy Ew, so that the kinetic energy of the
emitted electron is ;

In the emission process an electron will lose a part of its
I
he
W =-eEw
71

where
Etv=work function of the metal ; eV,
and
e=charge of one electron; C.
There is a particular wavelength at which the kinetic energy W'., 0. This wavelength is \:filled
threshold wavelength. Jts value is given by :
·
.\o= _!£.__
e Ew

6'63x1Q-34x3x1os
1·24
_
i·6x13-i9
=e;; xio 6 m

e.,

.
.
1'24X 10-6
a;..J maximum work functton Ew=
.
71 0

!

... (19'26)

... (19'27)

If the wavelength of the incidenV. radiation is greater than flo, there will be no electron
emission. The threshold wavelength of commercial photoelectric emitters is between 600--1200 nm. ·
The cathode materials should have a low value of work function, Ew, (in ordev to have a high value
of flo). Combinations of a several alkali metals (which have a low ~alue of Ew) are used for construe"
tion of ca\hodes.
The circuit shown in Fig 19'23 may be used for measurement of luminous flux or luminous
intensity. The current through the tube depends upon the following factors :
(i) the intensity of light,
(ii) The colour of wavelength of light,
and (ill) the voltage impressed between cathode and anode.
Fig. 19'22 shows current versus voltage (Anode) cha·
., Micro-Cl 1r1met.:ir
racteristics of a typical highly
__._1,bi-._...,.......,.._ \··;;;;, 1~:cro~2:2Gr___
11
evacuated photo tube, when
....
_, .. t"-'"l---"' •
different intensities of light
..
.. V
.. 1·
having fixed colour charac- Radiation
teristics fall on the tube. A
study of these curves shows
Output
that for a constant impressed
~R
voltage
voltage, the current is proporPhototube Eb
......
Eo
tional to the luminous intensity or luminous tlux
Cathode
provided same wavelengths
are used. .The micro-ammeter
1
.......__ _
used in Fig. 19'22 may be
directly calibrated in terms of
luminous intensity of tlux.
· 19 22 Measurement of luminous flux and luminous
Else a resistor R be connec·
Fig. . ·
intensity using a vhoto·tube.
ted in the circuit. The voltage ·
•
•
.
·
fl
'l'h
t ut voltage
E across the resistor is proportional to the lununous mtens1ty or 1uroinous ux.
e ou P
'
E~. may be amplified modified in subsequent stages.
.
...(19'28)
Sensitivity. The photoelectric sensitivity is defined as: b=SF
where lb=photoelectric current, F=light flux, and S=sensitivity
· The light flux F can be expressed in terms of watt or in ternrn of lumen. Correspondingly,
the sensitivity bas two. type of units.
·

1

J

..__.._.~l~~r-y_,_..__,_·,,

r

I
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Radiant Se!lsitivity is expressed in terms of ampere per watt while Luminous Sensitivity
is expressed in terms of ampere per lumen The vacuum photoelectric cells have a luminous .
sensitivity of 10 to 100 µA/lm or a radiant sensitivity of0'002 to O'I A/W.
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240
Eb(Anode voltoge,V)19'23. Anode characteristics for a high
80

0
Fig.

120

160

20

200

vacuum photo tube.

100

40

Eb(Anode voltoge,V) Fig, 19'24. Anode characteristics of a gas filled
pbotoemissive cell.

It is observed that the current through a highly evacuated tube is very smaU_and is of the
order of µA. This current can be increased 5 to 10 times by using gas filled cclj,/·A gas filled cell
generally contains an inert gas at a pressure of I mm of mercury. Fig. 19 24 §ho·.Vs the charac.teristics
of a gas filled cell. A resistance should always be inserted in the circuit' of gas filled cell in order
to limit the current because if the applied voltage increases beyond t.be' critical .value due tQ_ some
cause, a glow discharge may start that will damage the cell. . 'fbis means that the gas filled
photoemissive tube can be used only over a limited range o( v61tage. Other disadvantages of gas
cells are :
·
·
(i) They are not as stable as vacuum cells.

(ii) Their characteristics are non· linear.

(iii) They exhibit a time lag in response to a light pulse which has !he effect of reducing
the response to modulated or chopped light at frequencies above JO kHz.

Noise. Various noise effects are present in photoelectric tubes. The output of a photo·
elect.ric cell illuminated by a constant flux is not pure d.c. voltage but fluctuates randomly about an
average value. The fluctuation of the output voliage, i.e., the Shot Noise, can be considered an a.c.
voltage witl1 a uniform distribution ·over the frequency spectrum. The noise output voltage caused
by shot effect is :
_
-

· E,= V3·2 x 10
where

19

I
l

1j

I
!

'I

... (19'29)

IoR 2 !Jf volt.

Io= average emission current of cell; A, R =resistance;

I

.Q,

6f=frequency band, Hz.

In addition to shot noise, Johnson's noise is present in the resistor due to thermal agitation
-in resistors. Johnson's noise voltage is given by: ETn=v4k-'f!f6/volt

y

At room temperature ETn= I '6 X I0-20-R 6[ volt.
:.. (~30)
The total noise. voltage comprising of the voltage due to shot effect and due. to 'thermal agHalion is: EN~ 'lf3·2~10-19 R(IoR-0'05)6/ volt.
... (19'31)
19'23. Pl!otomulliplicra, Extremely Jo\V levels C)f luminous intensity can be measured or

\
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I

D\

I

I
!
I

detected ~y mean~ .of a photomultipl!e{
tubes which utilize many successive
stages or secondary emission -to boost
up the output currents from its initial
very low value.
lo
. A photomultiplier tube is &hown
\
R
E.,
in Fig. 19' 25. When light strikes a photo·
sensitive cathode, it emits electrons.
The liberated electrons are accelerated
by a voltage E1 and .are focussed on to
the next electrode, D1, called Dynode.
. -Pfg. 19'25. Photomultiplier tube.
These electrons striking upon the
dynode cause th.e emi~sion of secondary electrons.
The dynodes are so shaped ·and placed that the electrons always move in the proper
direction and are accelerated sufficiently between dynodes to cause secondary emission at each surface.
.. .
· The process done at dynode D1 is repeated at subsequent dynodes D2, Da,... . The final
electrode in the sereis is an anode A which collects all the electrons. The electrode a is at a positive
potential and the anode current la is measured.
.
Let the number of electrons formed by secondary .emission for each primary electron beg.
Therefore, the gain of each stage is : gain= g.
·
If there are 'n' dynodes~fhe-total amplification: An=g".
... (19'32)
The value of g varies with ·the voltage between successive dynodes and with the surface
composition and the geometry of dynod~s from a value of 0'5 to 10. The value of stages of commer. cial multipliers is between 9 to 14. The gain A" is between 10 5 to 107. The sensitivity of a photo·
multiplier may be as high as 20A/ Im as compared with 100 µA/Im for photoelectric cells.
Example 19' 10. The total irradiance from the sun is IOflO W/m2. Our eyes respond to only
14 per cent of this energy. Culculate the value of illuminance.
Solution. Illuminance E=0'14X 1000= 140 W/m2,
Example 19'11. Show that for photoelectric emission to be possible over the whole visible
region of 4000A0 to SOOOA ', the work function of the photoemissive surface should be Jess than
l 'S eV.
Solution. For photoelectric emission to take place betwe~n 4000A' to 8000,.\~ or 0'4 fl.ID and
o·s µm, the maximu:n work function
1'24x 10-6
Ew=
(See Eqn. 19'27)
'110
and the threshold wavelength '110 =0'8 µm,
.
·
1'24X I0-6
Maximum value of work function E.. = . x _0= l '5 eV.
0 8 10
Example 19'12. Determine the threshold wavelength in the case of caesium surface for which
the work function is 1'8 eV.
·
·
Solution. From Eqn. 19'26, the threshold wavelength is :
'110= 1·24k~0~6 m=1·24:,810-6=0'689X10-6 m.=6890 A'.

Example 19'13. Determine the maldnium velocity of the. emitted photoelectrons when ·a
molybdenum surface having a work function of 4·3 eV is irradiated with mercury light having a wavelength of 2537 A'. The e/m ratio is o· 116x 1012 C/kg.
·
.:...1'24 x Io-o
l '24 x 10-s __ ,
Solution. Energy- ,
2537 x 10- 10 -:-4 89 eV.
11
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1he maximum energy of emitted electron Ew=4'89-4'3=0'59 eV.
This becomes the kinetic energy and kinetic energy of electrons is 1m v2. This is equal to e Ew. ·
or

1.·

velocity v= '\)2-e.:~=v'2xo·116x 1012xo·59. 0'456x JOG m/s.

Example 19'14. Find the sensitivity of a photo multiplier which has 6 stages and the gam
per stage is 5. The cathode sensitivity is 24 µ.A/Im. If the maximum safe current is 3A, calculate the
maximum safe illumination.
Solution. Gain of the multiplier tube An=g"=5 6 =15625.
Over all sensitivity of multiplier tube = 15625X24X10-0=0·375 A/Im.
Maximum allowable illumination= 0.{ =8 Im.
75
19'24. Photocouductive Transducers. The working of one of the most common photodetectors
is based upon the change in conductivity of a semi-conducting material with change in radiation intensity. The change in conductivity appears as change in resistance and therefofe these devices are
plmtorcsistive cells. Thus from the point of view of transduction the resistance changes with light
intensity.
The principle of a photoconductive devices can be explained as under :
In a s~mi-conductor an energy gap exists between conduction electrons and valence electrons.
In a semi-conductor photoconductive transducer, a photon is absorbed and thereby excites an electron
from valence band to conduction band. As electrons are excited from valence band to conduction
band, the resistance decreases, making the resistance an inverse function of radiation intensity.
The maximum wavelength is given by :
he
llo=-'
... (19'33)
e E"
Note that any radiation with wavelength greater than that given by Eqn. 19'33 cauoot produce
any change in the resistance of the semi·conductor.
19'25. Photoconductive Cells. The most two commonly used photoconductive semi-conductor

Conductor
//
/

Radiation

'\

Photo conductive
cell ·

L __.
(a)

(b)

Fig. J9'26. Photoconductive cell and its circuit.

materials are cadmium sulphide (CdS) with a band gap of 2'42 eV and cadmium selenide (CdSe) with
a. t 74 eY.b~nd gap. .?n accom1t of the~e. la~ge energy band gaps, both the materials have a very
high. res1~hv1ty at ambient. temperature. · lh1s gives ;a. very.la~ge resistance for practical purposes: A
special kmd of constructiqn has to be used, which mm1m1ses resistance while providing maximum
-

\

.

j
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surface. This special type of construction is shown in Fig. 19'26 (a). This consfructlon gives minimum length and maximum area. By using a thin narrow strip and by winding this arrangement back
and forth, we get a maximum surface area. The photoconductive material fa deposited on a ceramic
substrate. The electrodes are of tin or indium.
·
The basic circuit for the photoconductive cell is shown in Fig. 19'26 (b).
Characteristics of Photoconductive Cells. The characteristics of photoconductive cells vary
considerably depending upon the type of materials used. These characteristics are given in Table 19'2,

TABLE 19'2
Characteristics of Photoconiluctive Cells
--r~

Photoconductor

1Yme Constant

J

CdS

100 ms

j

Cd Se

lOms
400 µs

PbS

10 µs .

PbSe

~

Spectral Band

0'6-0'77 µm

1-3 µm
1'5-4 (.!Ill

When the cell is kept in darkness, its resistance is called dark re§istimce. The dark resistance
may be as high as 10 X1012 n. If the cell. is illuminated its resistance decreases. The resistance
depends on the physical character of the photoconductive layer as well as on the dimensions of the
cell and its geometric configuration. The current depends upon the d.c. voltage applied. The
current is of the orde1· of mA.
The spectral response characteristics of two commercial cells are shown in Fig. 19'27~ There
is almost no response to radiation of a wavelength shorter than 300 nm. Cadmium sulphide cells have
a peak response in the green part of the spectrum at 510 nm and can be used. in the near infra-red
region up to about 750 nm. The maximum response of cadmium sulphoselenide is in the yellow·
orange at 615 nm. This can be USP,d in the infra.red region up to about 1000 nm.
The photoconductor device described above is also called a bulk photocoudnctor. As described
earlier, the photoconductor .has a very resistance at very low illumination levels, which is of the
order of MO. The higher the intensity of light, the lower is the resistance. 'J'.h eresistance drops to a
few kO when exposed to light. When using a photoresistor for a particular al)plication it is important to select the proper darlc resistance as well as the suitable sensitivity. The sensitivity of photo·
resistive transducer is defined as :
r.{W
-2
S ... 6.R
t:i.H ..
-m

where

;.. (19'34)

6.R.=chaage in resistance; 0,
and 1:.H=change in irradiation; W/m2•
The spectral response of the sensor must match that of the light source.

A photoconductor has a relatively large sensitive area. · A small change in light iutensiey
causes a large change in resistance. rt is common for a photoconductive element to exhibit a res.istance
change of 1000 : I for a dark to light irradiance change of 5 X10-3 W/m3 to 50 W/m2• The relati~11·
ship between irradiance and resistance is, however, not linear. It is.closely an exponential relatio1uh1p.
The resul~ may be written as :
·

R1=R1+(R1;-R1) [ l-e-:-'/J

... (19'3$)
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Fig. ]9'27. Speetrnl response characteristics of pbotoconduclive cells.

I

!
\

where Jtt=dark resistance ; 0,
R1 =final resistance after application of beam ; O;
R1 -resistance at any time ; t.
The photoconductive cell suffers from a major disadvantage that temperature changes cause
substantial resistance changes for a particular light intensity. Therefore, this type of photoconductor
is unsuitable for analog applications.

19'26. Photodiooes
A photodiode incorporates an 11 and a p type layer. The system has the electrical characteristics of a rectifier. Radiation directed in the vicinity of the p·n junction and cause a flow of .
current. Fig. 19'28 (<) shows the circuit of a photodiode.
The photodiode is r~verse biased. The reverse .biased saturation current is dependent upon
the intensity of the incident light. Fig. 19' ~8 (b) shows the typical chara,cteristics of a photodiode.
The photodiode is very useful for applications where the space is restricted. The effective area of
a photodiode is about 0'2 mm 2 and it has a pinhead (serving as electrode) of a diameter of 0'5 mm.
The frequency response of a photodiode is largely dependent upon the intrinsic capacity which
\s bigh for low bias and large for rt.verse bias. The capacity is typically 2 pF for a reverse bias of
:... !O v.
1 .
,;.(19'36)
0
The culofffr~uency is given by :

! =211.R:c

where R1, "'load resistance: 0.

and C=ph otodiode capacitane<! ; F.

\
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The cutoff frequency is of the order of MHz. It should be noted that the photodiode can be
operated with o~v reverse bias. This gives a large capacitance and hence a lower. cutoff frequency.
The deterioration in frequency response is 5 : 1.
The photocurrent versus light relationship is linear over a wide ran~e. In order to maintain
the linearity the bias voltage should be kept constant.
From Fig. 19'28 (b) it is clear that the output resistance R= /::, V/ b.l, is very high and is of
the order of tens of Mil. The d.c. resistance, VI I, is the diod~ leakage resistance and t:iat too is
very high. This d.c. resistance dep~nds upon the light intensity.
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Circuit and characteristics of a photodiode.

19'27. Phototraoolstor. A phototransistor is a transistor whose collector current depends
upon the incident light. The characteristics of a typical phototransistor are.shown in Fig. 19'29.
20
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A phototra nslstor gives a high gain. This transistor is very good for digital applications
because of tbe small rise aud fall times. The rise time. which represents tho respo·nso to dark~tn-Jight
irradiance is about 1 µ~and the fall time wllich r~preseuts light-to-dark light irradiaoccds about 10 IJ.S.
19'28. Noise in Photoconductor Transducers
Photoconductivc transducers have a wide range of application and are useful for me~surement
of radiation at all wavelen gth ~ . It is observed that when making measurements at long-wavelengths,
many difficulties are observed.
The rcsponsivity of a detector is defi ned as :
R= __-·--- _ rms output voltag:;_e_ _ _ = _E_o
... (19'37)
rms incident power upon the detector
W
where Eo=output voltage, and W= incident power.
The noise equivalent power (NE;P) is defined as the minimum radiation input that will produce
.
a signal to noise (S/N) ratio of unity.
.
The detectivity is defined as :
D=
Rv
_ _§<!.__
...(19'38)
rms noise voltage of cell
WEN
where EN= rms noise voltage. The detectivity is the reciprocal of NEP.
The normalized deteclivity is defined as : D' = (A6J) i D
where A = area of detector ; m2, aud .6/ = noise equivalent of bandwidth : Hz.
l
Eu
"'"
1

WEN

D = (A6f)z
.•

... (19'39)

... (19'40)

I

The units of D' are usually (m)(Hz)"i (Wf1
Figs. 19'30 and 19' 3 I illustrate the performance of several photoconductive detectors over a

PbS M96°C)
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range of wavelengths. For these figures b' is a monochromatic detectivity for an incident radiation,··
which is chopped at 900_Hz and has a l Hz waveband.
The lead sulphide (PbS) cell is very widely used for detection of thermal radiation in the
wavelength band of l to 3 ttm. By cooling the detector, a much better response in the high~r
wavelengths of 4 or 5 µm can be had. Indium antimonide (In Sb) is preferred for longer wavelengths.

·I

19'29. Photovoltaic Cell. This is an important class of photodetectors. They generate a
voltage which is proportional to EM. r~diation int~nsity. They are called phot~voltaic ce!ls because
of their voltage generating charactenst1cs. They 10 fact convert the EM energy rnto electrical energy.
They are passive transducers. i e., they do not need an external source to power them.
A photovoltaic cell is shown in Fig. 19'32. The cell is a giant diode, constructing a p11
junction between appropriately doped semiconductors. Photons striking the c~ll pass through the thin
p-doped upper layer and are absorbed by electrons in the lower n layer, causing formation ot'
conduction electrons and holes. The depletion zone potential of the p11 junction then separates these
conduction holes and electrons causing a difference of potential to develop across the junction .
The open circuit voltage is given by : Eo=Eo log, I volt
where Eo=calibration voltage; V, and !=intensity; W/m 2•

Conductor
(upper contact)

... (19'41)

p doped
semi conducior

l

+
R

.....____,

.,

,,.1---~

llA

r·

Conductor
p n junction
base
n doped
sem~conduc1or

Fig. 19'32. Pho\ovoltaic cell.

All photovolatic cells bav.e low but finite internal resistance. When connected in a circuit

h~ving .some load resistance, the .~ll vo~tage is reduced so~ev:hat from t~e value given by Eqn. 19'41.

Ftg. 19 33 shows the current ve~sGs lummous flux charactenshcs of a typical photovolatic cell. These
characteristics show that the current is a function of the cell incident luminous flux and hence micro·
ammeter shown in Fig. 19'32 may be directly calibrated to read luminous flux or iuminous intensity
or illuminance.
·
·
·
The photovolt~ic cells can operate satisfactorily in the temperature range of -100 to 125'C
·
The temperature changes have li!tle effect on short-circuit current but affect the open circuit voltag~
considerably. These changes may be of the order of a few mV/'C in output voltage. Table 19'3
gives the list of some typical materials used for photovoltaic cells. It is clear from Table 19'3 thae the
response of these cells is very fast ·and therefore photovoltaic cells are widely used in light exposure
meter in photographic work.
·
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TABLE 19'3

Typknl PhotoYoltak Cell .Characteristics
~-----1.-----~-

I

Cell Material

1\

'

-- ·-------- ----.- - - - Spectral Band

Time C,onsta1i{

-----------~\

Silicon (Si)

20 ftS

Selenium (Se)

2 ms

Germanium (Ge)

50 µs

Indium Arsenide (InAs)

Indium Antimonide (InSb)

\

0·44 µm-1 µm
0'3 µm-0'62 µm
0·79 µm-1 '8 µm

1 µs

1'5 µm.,-3'6 µm (cooled)

JO µs

2'3 itm-7 µm (cooled)

- - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - --'-Example 19'l,. A CDS cell has a datk resistanr.e of 100 kO and a resistance in a day light
beam of 30 k!l. The "c?\time constant is 72 ms. Find the resistance of cell after 10 ms of application
of beam.
.
·
· .
Solution. From Eqll; 19'35~ resistance of cell is :
.
( 1-e-10/72) kil=19 k!l.
R1=R1-HR1-R1) ( 1---;e -t/-r ) :.30+(100-30)
Example 19'16. The efrective area of 11 photodiode is 0·2 x 10-6 m2 and irradiance is
250 W/mS. Calculate the incident power. If the load resistance is 10 kO and the capacitance of 'the
diode is 2 pF, find out the cutoff frequency.
··
Solution. Incident power W=250X0'2x10-s=SOX 10-s W=50 fAW.
Cut~fffrequency

f·=

1

:ZreRC=

liil<

I

IOxIOSx:zxIO-l2 eisx100 Hz=S MHz.
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Example 19'17. Calculate the incident radiation at 5 µm that is necessary to produce a signal
to noise ratio of 45 db with an indium antimonide detector at room temperature having an area of
4 mm2. The detectivity is 106 m (Hz)l/ 2/W at /.:,,/=I Hz.
Solution. We nave signal to noise ratio as 45 db.
or 20 log Eo =45
:. 1£Q._=I77·8
EN

.

EN

From Eqn. 19'40, D' =(Al:./) 1 12

w~:

:. Incident power W (Al:.f)1J 2

i! .D~ =(4x 10- x
6

l)li2 x 177'8x

~6 =2x 10-9 w.

Example 19'18.. A photovoltaic cell produces a voltage of 0·33 V on open circuit when
illuminated by IO W/m2 radiation intensity. A current of 2 2 mA is delivered into a 100 Q load at
that intensity. Calculate: (a) the internal r~sistance, and (b) the open circuit voltage at 25 W/m2.
.,olution. (a) Let Rin and RL be the internal and load resistance respectively.

.

v

2·2 10-~

or
x
:. Internal resistance Rin=50 n.
I= Rin+ RL

0·33
R1n+ JOO

°'

33
(b) From Eqn. 19'42 :{ Calibration voltage E,= Eo =·
•0'143 V
,·
1og. 1 · 1og. 10
:·. Open circuit volta$e at is W/m 2, E0=0'143 log. 25'""0'46 V.
Example 19'19. The ~baracteristics bf a certain photovoltaic cell are given iu Fig. 19'33.
The cell is placed 0'914 m fronj a lamp of 180 cd intensity. The window area is 1935 mm2. Find the
current when a meter of 800 ff resistance is connected across the cell.
.
•
SoI'd
I \"- .4_ __ 1935
XI 0-6 2'3 X10-a sr.
.( .
Solution.
1 ang e \'- , 2
0 914 )2
Luminous Flux F=l 0=180X2'3X I0-3 lm=0'417 Im.
From Fig. 19·33 corresponding to a luminous flux of0'417 im and a resistance of 800 .0, the
· .;Urrent is 120 µA. ·
19'30. Photocells in Physical Photometry. In physical photometry a photosensitive cell of the
type most suited to the particular quantity under measurement and the precision with which it is to
be measured takes the place of the photometer bead. Where utmost precision is required, as in the
laboratory, and where a complex circuit is not a disadvantage, then pbotoemissive cell is the best type
because of its stability. When used correctly, the current in a photoemissive cell is proportional to
the illuminance.
The photovoltaic cell, because of its simplicity, is best suited for portable instruments for
which the high precision of a laborntory method is not expected. It is particularly suited !o the
illumination survey of a large area because of its flat surface. In this connection it i~ essential to
take account of an error which may be introduced, as is clear, the if angle of incidence varies during
measurement. If the sensitive area is A, then t'iis will be the area when the incidence·oflight is
normal to the surface.
When the angle of incidence is 6, the projected area will be A cos 6. Thus for constant
illuminance, the current should be proportional to cos 6 but this, in fact, is not the case. The reading
is correct for angles up to about 50° to 60' ; but beyond this an error is introduced which, for an
incidence of 75', may be as high as 40% and is greater for greater angles of incidence. Thus for such
measurements the cell should be calibrated for varying incidence or instead the cell should be
"COSINE CORRECTED';. This may be done by placing a thin opal transluscent disc over the
sensitive surface.
Photovoltaic cell is also a very convenient instrument for measurement of illuminances of the
order found in factories, or in street lighting. The· micro-ammeter connected to the cell may
calibrated in terms Ix directly. The connection between micro-ammeter and the cell is made through
a thin twin cable. This enables the cell to be placed in the correct position while the micro-ammeter

be
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can be so far .away that there is no danger of the observer obstructing the artia under observation.
The micro· ammeter may be provided with shunts in order to read various levels of illuminance..
19'31. Measure1nent of L11J11h1ance. The photocells can be used for the measurement of
luminance of an illuminated surface. The photocell is provided with a directional baffle which receive's .
the luminous flux from . a conv~nient solid angle. The instrument is then calibrated in terms :Of.
luminance units~- ~~-"'Y ::··· , _
\ ·
.
·
Suppose the area Of:.oiiffl&4M and the luminance is Land therefore the intensity in a normal
direction is I =LA. As·tbere is practically no lower limit to the illuminance on the target of a photocell
for which an accurate measurement can be made. Luminance determination can be made on a
photometric bench. The distance of the exposed area from the 'photocell being such, in relation to its
dimensions, the inverse square law can be applied. The measurement of luminance is in fact a
measurement of luminous intensity wherein the comparison is made with a standard lamp. If the
colour of the surface is different from the colour appearance of standard lamp, then a correction
factor has to be applied or a filter of known transmission factor be interposed between ·.the. standard
lamp and the photocell.
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
J. The frequency of a given electro magnetic radiation is 6X 1014 Hz. Find the wavelength. Does this radiation
fall within visible spectrum ?
[Ans. o·s µm ; yes]
2. The relative efficacy of radiation or a wavelength of 0'4.9 µm is approximately 0·2. The international
luminosity curve indicates relative efficacy of a wavelength of o·sss f(m as unity. Radiation equivalent to 20 wis
produced by a wavelength of 0'49 µm. Find out the radiation (in W) at a wavelength 0'555 µm which will produce the
same sensation in the luman eye.
.
·.
[Ans. 4 W]
3. A metal filament gas lamp takes 0'42 A from a 230 V supply and emits 1120 Im. Calculate (a) the lumen
per watt, (b) the mean spherical luminous intensity (m.s.1.i.) of the lamp, and (c) the m.s.l.i. per watt.
_ .
[Ans. (a) 11 '6 lm/W, {b) 89'2 cd, {c) 0'923 cd/W]
4. The length of a fluorescent coating ofa certain fluorescent lamp .is 1460 mm and the diameter is 38 mm.
If the luminous intensity in a radial direction is 340 cd, what is the luminance of th~ lamp?
[Ans. 6130 cd/m']
5. A lamp giving 200 cd in all directions below the horizontal·· plane is suspended 2 m above the centre of a
square table l m side. Calculate the maximum and minimum illuminaoces on the surface or the table,
[Ans. 5.01x , 41 '9 Ix]
6. A 200 cd lamp emits light uniformly in all dire;tioos and ts suspended 5 m above the centre of a working
plane which is 7 m square. Calculate the illuminance immediately below the lamp and also at each corner of the
square. If the lamp is fitted with a reflector which distcibutes 60% of the light emitted uniformly over a circular area
5 min diameter, calculate the illuminance over this area.
·
[Ans. 8_1x, 2'87 Jx; 76'8 Ix]
7. Four lamps are suspended 8 m above the ground at the corners of a square 4 m side, .Bach lamp gives
250 cd uniformly below the horizontal pl•nc. Calculate the illuminance (a) on the ground directly umfer each lamp
(b) at the centre of the square.
.
·
[Ans. ll '6Jxi
. 8. Two lamps of 16 cd and 24 cd are reSPectively 2 m apart. A scr.eo is placed between them 0 8 mJrom
16 cid lamp. Calculate the illumioance on each side of the screen. Where must the screen ,bi pJaced in order to .be
equally illuminated from both the sides?
1
[Ans. 25 lx, 16'6~ Ix, 0'9 In from 16 cd source]
.
. 9. A certain lamp gave lb~ following distribution of luminous intensity, in a vertical-plane, the angle being

roeasu;:g:o;e;~:eaxis throrh :e intr: or Jimp
5

Intensity, cd .

I I
0

:p.

G--~~j-;-

I I I I
200

224

.
1165

1

1

84 , j 154

60

45

3

254

266

I 276

I

1180

l
'

283

/' 288

Find : ra) the mean spherical luminous intensity, and (b) the Iummo\Js flux of the lamp. [Ans. 236 cd; 2960 Im]
10. A 200 W tungsten lamp bas a lumi11ous efficacy of 18'3 lm/W. Calculate the luminous intensity.
·
[Ans. 46x IO' cd]
. 11. A detector will just respond to an illumination of 0' 14 Jux. Find the maximum distance from 10 w
tungsten bulb for detectibility, The luminous efficacy of a 10 W tungsten lamp is 7'8 lm/W.
· .·12 A photomultiplier bas a current gain of 3 x 10'. A weak light beam produces 50 electrons per second al the
photocalhode. What anode to ground resistance must b~ used to get a voltage of 3 ~V? I e= t ·6x 1010 C.
.
[Ans. 125 k1l)
13, Germanium has a band gap of 0'67 e"{. Find the maximum wavelength for resistance change by photon
absorption. Planck's constant=6'63X 10-31 Js and 1 eV=l'6x10- 19 J.
·
[Ans. 1'86 µm]
14. A lead sulphide detector is noted to sense radiant energy at 2 µm. What incident flux on a I mm2 detector
at room temperature is necessary to produce a signal to noise ratio of 40 db. The detectivity is t ·5x 10' m (Hz)'''/W
at /::, f= I Hz.
·
(Ans. 0'067 x 10-• W]
15. A lead-sulphide detector is used to measure a radiation signal at 3'5 µm. What reduction in incident power
measured in decible, is afforded when the detector is cooled to -J96'C, assuming a conslant S/N ratio. Th~
dotecttviti~ at room temp~ratqre aQd -I 96'C aie IX IO' am! I x 10' m (lfz)'I'/ Wrespectively.
[Ans. 60.dbj

..

1

20
Electronic Instruments·
20·1. Electronic Voltmeters. Electronic voltmeters use rectifiers, amplifiers and other circuits
to· generate a current proportional .to the voltage being measured. The current so produced is
measured by a permanent magnet moving coil instrument (PMMC or d'Arsonval movement) havirig
taut band suspension.
20·2. Advantages of Electronic Voltmeters. Almost all electronic voltmeters make use of the
rectifying properties o~ diodes whether yacuum tub~ or metal. rectifiers .or_. semi:conductor
diodes. Vacuum tube diode was first used ID an electromc voltmeter ID 1895 an.d 1s still qmte popular
as a sensing element of vacuum tube voltmeters (VTVM). In some other applications vacuum tube
trio'des or transistors are used.
The advantages of electronic devices for measurement purposes are :
1. Low Power Consumption. A PMMC voltmeter when connected to a circuit draws a large
current from the circuit under test, that is, it drains a large power from the test circuit. For most
electrical circuits, this draw of current or power consumption is too small to make much difference.
For example a '20,000 0/V meter draws only 50 !LA for full scale deflection. But the currents involved
in certain electronic ·circuits may be very small and even 50 µA current may load the circuit to a
. considerable extent.
·

Electronic voltmeters utilize the amplifying properties of vacuum tubes and transistors and
therefore the power required for operating the deflecting element of PMMC instrument can be
supplied from an auxiliary source. Thus, while the circuit whose voltage is being measured controls ,
the sensing element of the voltmeter, the power drawn from the circuit under measurement is very
small or even nel!ligible. This can be intrepreted as that the voltmeter circuit has a very high input
impedance. This feature of electronic voltmeters is indispensible for voltage measurements in many
high impedance circuits such as encountered in communication equipment.
2. Detection or Low Level Signals. The permanent magnet moving coil voltmeter is not
suitable for the measurement of very small voltages. For example a 100 V, 20,000 0/V PMMC
voltmeter may have hundred scale divisions. Thus an iriput voltage of 1V will deflect the pointer
by one divisionl on the scale. But in electronic circuits we may have to measure voltages of the order
of microvolt. Obviously, the pointer deflection . of an ordinary PMMC voltmeter for such
voltages would be virtually impossible to detect. Therefore a more sensitive voltmeter is needed
for such applications.
·
In electronic voltmeters the amplifying properties of vacuum tubes and transistors are utilized
to detect and measure low voltages which may otherwise be impossible to measure by conventional
instruments.

I
I

r

3. High Frequency Range. The most important feature of electronic voltmeters is that
1heir response can be made 'practically independent of frequency within extremely wide limits. Some
electronic voltmeters permit the measurement of voltage from direct current to frequencies of the order
of hundreds of MHz. The high, frequency range may also be attributed to low input capacitance
of most electronic devices. The capacitance may be of the order of a few: pF.
·
20'3. Vacuum Tub!l Voltmeters (VTVMs). Vacuum tube voltmeters may be considered as
one of today's most useful instruments for the measurement of a.c. and d.c. voltages .
.. The practical vacuum tube voltmeter (VTVM) circuits fall into ihe following categories :
.
(I) Diode type, (2) Single triode type, (3) Balanced triode type, (4) Rectifiers amplifier type,
and (S) Amnlifier·rectifier type.
·
·

I
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In addition to above, many other forms of vacuum tube voltmeters have been devised. These
include arrangements employing slide b<ick vacuum tube voltmeters and vacuum tube voltmeters
which use logarithmic characteristics.
1·

20'4. Average rending Diode Vacuum Tube Voltmeters. The simplest type of diode voltmeter
1s similar to a rectifier instrument. Fig. 20· 1 (a) shows a schem~tic diai;:ram for an averag~ reading
voltmeter using a vacuum tube diode. The arrangement includes a vacuum tube diode, a resistance
Rand a PMMC instrument, all connected in series.
·
'
A high series resistance R is desirable both to limit the current and to make the plate voltage·
current characteristics linear. A linear plate characteristics are essential in order to make the current
dire.tly proportional to voltage. The plate resistance of a diode. is not constant and hence. in
order to swamp out the variations in plate resistance, a high value of series resistance; R is used. If.
the series resistance is sufficiently high, the resistance of the tube is negligible in con,oarison, and
therefore we get a linear plate voltage-current characteristics thereby the scale of PMMC instrument
Is uniform and is independent of the variations of tube resistance. A series resistance of 106 n or
more is used for the purpose for a sinusoidal input voltage as shown in Fig. 20·1 (b). ·'

)

..

R

a.c,
Input

....

lo

Amplif1u

. . "',.,,I

&meter

/

. --l, ..

I

. (b) .

(a)

Fig. io·1. Average reading vacuum tube diode voltmeter.

The diode conducts during the positive half cycle-and does not conduct during the negative
ha.If cycle, the average current through the meter is thus : ·
Eao
Erm•
].,·--- 2R 2X I'll X.R

=

0.45 F.rms
R

... (20'.I)

and Erms are. respectiv~ly, where; Eav average and rms Values of applied voltage.
The factor 2 is introduced because the voltmeter works on half wave rectification
Advantages. The average reading. diode voltmeter has mal'ly advantages :
1. Simplicity. The average reading diode type meter is simplest in ~nstruction.

2. High input resistance and low power consumption. The input resistance of the circuit depends
upon the value of resistance, R which ranges from 106 n to 1 Mil, and thus resistance is higher than
that of multimeter circuits for a.c. volfage· measurements. In most diode voltmeters, indication is
obtained from the output of d.c. amplifier, the input of which is connected across the resistance R.
This makes it possible to replace the relatively sensitive met~r by a less sensitive and rugged meter.
Also the input resistance. R can be made greatly large sa) of the order of tens to hundred of Ml.1.
This way the power consumed by the voltmeter .can be made negligibly small. (This is because the
power consumed by the diode circuit is E2•ms/2R watt).

t

F
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3. Conversion to rms reading Voltmeter. The nus value of voltage is ·usually of principle
interest. The averal!e: reading voltmeter can be converted into an rms reading voltmeter by calibrating
the meter scale in terllls Of the rrns value of a sine wave. Since so mauv waveforms in electronics
are sinusoidal, the awmige reading voltmeter with an rms calibrated scale is an entirely satisfactory
instrument. In fact an 1tverage reading voltmeter with a calibrated nus scale is much Jess expensive
than a true rms reading voltmeter.
·
The rms value of a voltage wave which has similar positive and negative half cycles, is.
related to the average value by· the forrri factor. For a sinusoidal voltage the form factor is I' I I.
Therefore, ;vhen an average reading, voltmeter has scale markings corresponding to the rms value of
the applied sinusoidal input waveform, those markings are actually.corrected by a factor I'll from
the averge value of applied voltage. Non-sinusoidal waveforms, when applied to this voltmeter, will
cause it to read either high or low, depending upon the form factor of the weveform. If the form
factor of the applied voltage is less than that of a sinusoidal wave (i.e., less than I'll), the meter
reading is high, while on the other hand if the form factor of the applied voltage is higher than I'll,
the meter readings are lower.
It should be understood that this instrument can be used to indicate d.c. voltages. Since for
d c. the diode c:inducts ali the time, the scale makin~s of the instrument will have to be multiplied by
2Xl'11 =2'22 for d.c.
Disadvantar:es :
I. Frequency range. The frequency range of this instrument extends well over the audio·
frequency range, but at .·radio frequencies the valve capacitance and the distributed capacitance of
the series resistance, R, up~et the voltage di vision and make the instrument useless.

2. Response to low voltages. 'The instrument gives a deflection proportional to the mean
value during the conJucting half cycle provided it is not used for voltages comparable with the voltage
drop across the valve. The instrument has an evenly divided scale because of linear characteristics for
higher voltages but exhibits non-linearity for. lower voltages and therefore for lower voltages, a
graphical treatment may have to be used to determine the voltage.
.
· ' . Example 19'1. A symmetrical square-wave voltage is applied to an average reading diode
voltmeter having a scale calibrated in terms of rms values of a sine wave. Calculate the error in metet
indication.
·
Solution. The deflection of the instrument depends u1xm the . ~~~rage value of current.
The form factor of ii sinusoidal wave is 1·11 and therefore average value ·of current fed to the meter
for sinusoidal voltage supply is :

lau=Eau = ~· Erma __ =0' 4S Erms_,
.· 2R
2Xl'l1XR
R ·

·

The form factor of a square wave is I and with half wave rectification, the average value of
current with square wave is :

• Ernu ,
0
5R
."'•·=·2R=2xixR
/T.

j

Ea.

Erm•

·
Thus the average current with square wave is higher than
hence the meter will· read high with square wave.
·
·.
. . . •·. . o·s-0·45
.
·.
.
· Percentage error =
x
100= u·1 %high ..
0 45

thu~

with sinusoiclal waveforll) and
I

. 20'5, Peak reading Diode Vacuum Tube Voltmeters. ' The most common of the many vacuum
tube arrangements that are usedas vacuum 'tube voltmeters is the diode peak-reading voltmeter.
F'or peak reading vacuum .tube yolt!Jleter~,. four types of common;.·arrangements are used.
·
,. . (i) Series type. (ii). Shun( type. (iii) ·compensated shunt type. and (iv) Slide back type.
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1. Series type. The series type of arrangement is shown in Fig. 20'2 (a).
ll!CllFIEO \'01.IAGE ACROSS R & C

~-~/'("I\ ~·icuum tube

~diode

-L
'

ro

R

Q'.C.

Input

c-

arnptifier
& meter
CUR RE NT !HROUO!r DIOD~J.uae

h [\' Q

-flMI (a)

( b)

Fig. 20'2, Series type peak reading diode vacuum tube vol!meter.

The series type peak reading voltmeter is an ordinary detector employing high load resistance
Rand a PMMC instrument (say a micro-ammeter) connected in series. The principle of operation is
shown in Fig. 20·2 (b). At each positive peak of the applied input voltage, the capacitor C is charged
to a potential that is equal to the peak voltage. Between peaks a small portion of the charge on the
capacitor leaks off through the resistance R, causing a small fall in the capacitor voltage. At the
positive peak of the next cycle the charge that has been lost in, this way is replenished (given back)
by a pulse or c.!rrcnt through the diode. The voltage across capacitor C, and hence across the
resisiance R, is thereby again built up almost to the peak of the applied voltage. Either the average
voltage across R -0r the average current through R, can be used to indicate the peak of the applied
voltage. When the applied (input) voltage is not too small, the relationship between peak voltage
and the rcciiticd output is linear.
When the meter is connected as shown in Fig. 20·2 (a), the current through the meter can
be used to indicate peak applied voltage. However, the voltage across resistance R can be amplified
by a d.c. amplifier and by using a PMMC instrument across the amplifier· output the peak voltage
can be indicated. The la tier arrangement is preferable as explained earlier on account of the fact
that the resistance R can be made very high, thereby reducing the power consumptiori and also that
a less sensitive type of PMMC type of instrument could be used. The high value input resistance also
result.s in more linear relationship between peak applied voltage and the meter indication. Al~o the
performance of tb_e .diode with inputs consisting of pulses and modulated waves. is improved.
·:.
The d.c. amplifier associated with the diode rectifier should be provided with stabilizing means
tP'.P{'~e.m \)rift in the indication of the output meter. In general a voltage r~gulated power supply
.9om;bille\'f:i;, lth a compensating circuit is used.
'I;liJ;,Use of high resistance R, associated with a d. c. amplifier, no doubt results in a high
input resistance but all the same it implies that an applied voltage of ,ufficient amplitude is required
so that the system acts as a peak voltage device .. The greatest disadvantages of this system is with
regards to measurement of low voltages.· If the applied voltage is too small, then some current flows
throughout the cycle of the voltage as a result of the high velocity of emission of electrons, and the
~'' '"" input resistance may be a few hundred ohm and this defeats the very purpose of using electronic

instruments.

;
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2. Compensated shunt type. The operation of shunt type and compensated shunt tYPe
Vacuum
VTVMs are similar to that of series type.. These
c
tube diode
meters are used when it is neither possible nor desi·
D
•1
rable to have circui~ under measurement as the
return path for the voltmeter, Diode tubes have a
PMMC
characteristic wlich is referred to as a contact
meter'
R
potential effect. This effect is caused by eleo.trons
L.J\J\Mof'-_..,.____j jl 1----A
striking the plate with sufficient velocity to give the · ,Input
plate a negative potential whenever the tube filavoltage
ment or heater circuit is in op;ration. The negative
Bucking
potential results in a steady defiectiou of the PMMC
battery
indicating meter on account of the electron emission
current even in the absence of any applied voltage.
Thus the meter shows some deflection even if there
Pig. 20·3, Compeos,11:d shunt type drnae
is no voltage applied to it. This has to be compenpeak readiag voltmeter.
sated for so that lhe instrument can be set to zero
when there is no voltage applied to the VTVM. ·.Fig. 20'3 shows the circuit for a compensated shunt
type of pea~ reading diode VTVM.
.
·
.· .

=-

+

\

./

I

;

.

The compensating circuit consists of a variaple reslstance R2 and a bucking battery. The
battery provides a "bucking voltage". In the absence of any applied voltage, the resistance R2 is
adjusted so that the meter reads zero. 'Thus this compensating circuit is in fact a "zero setting"
arrangement. The resistance R2 must have a value greater, than that of the meter in order to
prevent the path formed by resistance R2 and the battery· forming a low impedance path for strong
signals. ·
'
.
.
, \
.
. 20'6. Triode Vacuum Tube Voltmeters. Triode vacuum tube voltmeters offer advantages over
the diode type. These advantages are :
_
.
.

1. The input to triode is through its grid and thus the input impedance of a triode circuit is
quite high on this account.
2. The power drawn for the operation of a triode is not drawn from the circuit uader
measurement but from an auxiliary source.
3. A triode is an amplifier and therefore intrinsic properties of triode can be utilized to
.amplify a low level signal for me~surement purposes.
· 4. Since the input to a triode is fed to the grid circuit, the indicating meter is completely
isolated from the input circuit.

J

II

20'7. Balanced Bridge Triode Vacuum Tube Voltmeter. The balanced bridge triode vacuum
tube voltmeter is an extremely popular type of meter. This instrument is used to overcome certain
inherent disadvantages of instruments using a single triode tube. This instrument can be used to
measure both a.c. and d c. voltages and when provided with additional circuitry can be used to
measure resistance. This makes the instrumJint really versatile for laboratory purposes.
Fig. 20'4 shows the basic circuit for a bala:iced bridge triode VTVM. This instrument uses
two identical triode tubes V1 and V2 which may be contained in a single envelope. Plate voltage i•
applied to the two triodes thro~gh a network consisting of resist~nces .R1, R2 and Ra Resi~tor R2 !s
variable and when properly ad1usted, the voltages on the two triodes are equal. Under this condition si;ce there is no voltage difference between the two plates, the PMMC milliammeter, which is
con~ected between them reads .· zero. Thus resistor R, is the zero adjusting device for the
in~trument.
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20'4, Balanced bridge lriode vacuum lube voltmeler.

The bias battery £., places a positive bias on the cathodes of both tubes. Placing a positive
bias on the cathode of a triode is equ.ivalent to placing a negative bias on its grid.
When a d.c. Input voltage is applied, a positive voltage is Impressed on the grid of triOde V1
and therefore the current flowing through this tube increases causing its plate voltage to decrease. This
current also flows through resistor R4 which is common to both the tubes V1 and V2. An increase
in current through R, increases the voltage drop acrois lt and therefore cathode of triode Vi becomes ·
more positive. This Increases the negative grid bias of tube V2 and hence the plate current of triode
Jl'a ls decreased and Its plat<> voltage increases i.e., becomes more positive. ·. Now the plates of the
triodes are no longer at the same potential and hence a current flows through the PMMC milli·
ammeter. Since this current is directly proportional to the input d.c. voltage, the PMMC millinmmeter can be calibrated to read the input voltage.
When a negative Input voltage Is applied to the grid of triode Vi. an opposite action takes
place and the potential difference between the two plates Is in the opposite direction. Accordingly the
meter is r~versed by means of a reversing switch. In this way readings of the meter can be taken
regardless or the polarity of the input voltage. The range of instrument can be extended by using
a potential divider aqangemenl and a range selector switch,
We have described the operation of the instrument for d.c. input voltages. When a.c. voltages
arc to be measured, they should be rectified and then applied to the input terminals.
Advantages. The advantages of a balanced bridge triode vacuum .tube vo!trr:eter over a
vacuum tube voltmeter using a single triode are :
I. Effects of changes and variations in the tube characteristics are minimised.
2. Fluctuations in the power supply have a smaller effect on the m~asuriilg circuit.
3. There is a lesser tendency for the meter zero to shift during the operation of the meter,,
Ohm Mode. This VTVM can be used for meas\lrement of resistance .of an unknown ft1Si~Tuf. ·
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The unknown resiStor in series with ·ail·
To grid
internal battery and a new resistance
Range
oi
input
divider network is used only when the
ohm
·switch
x
1
,
tube
function ~witch is set. to Ohm position.
1
~---~--.---4.::..;.-~-IJlh
The voltage ·drop across the unknown
iesistance is applied tothe control grid Unknown
r
3V ~
res1stonc
·
xlO
Ontarnol
-.::0of t\le ·input tube. This results in
unbalancing of the bridge. The resulting
~
battery)
unbal!!iife of tbe bridge is indicative
of th~ vpltage drop across the resistance
·
Jx100
and heri~e the magnitude of the resistance. .
·
R""·s..·t1nco
1 kll
Ground
\
u<"ld>.r
tl
The simplified circuit diagram
network ~
for pperation of a VTVM in the ohm
v1okn
mode (function) is shown in Fig. 20'5.
When the unknown resistance is connected between the ohm and the ground
kO
terminJls, a current flows through the
resistance and the part of the resistance
• x 1M!\.
divider network selected by the range
switch, on account of the voltage of the
Fig, 20'5, Ohm mode ofVTVM.
internal battery.

r--------
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The voltage drop across the unknown resistance is applied to .ljle i11put of tbt: bridge circuit,
producing an indication of the meter. The meter is calibrated in terms of resistance.
20'8. Electrometer Type VTVM. An elcctrometer is a highly sensitive instrument for
meawrement of voltages and currents. This is primarily used for measurement of small voltages ..
When dealing with sma!I voltages, a difficulty arises : ne very small grid current in a conventional
vacuum tube triode ( wilich is considered negligible) 1pay prove to be a partial short circ11it on a very
high re,istance · drcuit whose voltage is to be measured. Therefore, special valves, which draw
insignificant grid current have to be used for such purposes.
The gric'. current in a vacuum tube is due to such causes as leakage over the internal surfaces
of the valve, slight emission of electrons from the. grid and ionization of residual gas in the tube.
Special valves, called electrometer valves, have been· designed to eliminate tbe effects mentioned above
so that grid current .is :made as well as possible. ,Ail electro meter valve has a usually low grid
curren~ say of the order of 10-12 A. By way of commparison, a valve used in conventional VfVM
may have a grid current !04 times as great as in an electrometer valve. To assist in minimizing the residual grid current, a low plate voltage (say about 10 V) is utilised.
·
For measurement of small d.c. voltages, a d.c. amplifier stabilized by .a negative feedback is
used. For measurement of a.c. voltages, a probe containing a vacuum tube diode rectifies the a.c.
voltage before it is applied to the d.c. amplifier.
20'9. Transistor Voltmeters (TVMs).
Transistor voltmeters (TVMs) have various advantages over the vacuum tube voltmeters
VTVMs).
1. A TVM does not require any warm up time while for a . VTVM a warm up time is
necessary in order to obtain drift free indications. ·
2. A TVM is comparatively
compact and is light in weight and thus well
suited for field
.
. .
'
work.
3. A TVM may be designed as a bettery operated instrument. For field work, an instru·
mcnt, whose power supply is ·an internal battery, is necessary. Thus a'. battery powered TVM is a
very popular choice for use in locations where a source of external nower is not available Also,
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for m~asurements in an area that contains troublesoqie groundloops, a battery powered instrument is
to be preferred over a mains powered voltmeter to remove the ground paths.
·
. . 4. A conventional transistor offers a low input resistance as compared to a vacuum tube
and tterefore, the earlier TV Ms used a hybrid configuration, that is, a combination of vacuum tubes,
and transistor circuits wherein the vacuum tube formed the input stage of the voltmeter on
account of its high input resistance. But the use of a vacuum tube at the input stage negates most of
the advantages of an all transistor voltmeter. Thus now hybrid configurations are obsolete. In their
place field effect tra.osistors (FET> wh.ich offer practically as high input impedance as vacuum
tubes are used at the mput stage. The gate of a FET, can be compared to gnd of a vacuum tube,
and hence offers almost an infinite input resistance.
20·10. TVM with Cascaded Transistors. A circuit using a single transhtor may be used for
the measu're rent of voltage but such a circuit suffers from a big disadvantage that its sensitivity is
low. To offset this, a TVM uses a pair of transistors connected in cascade. A simplified diagram
of a TVM using two cascadet transistors is showrr in Fig. 20'6. Here the two transistors Qi and
Q2 are direct coupled in a complementary configuration (one is a PNP transistor and the other is a
NPN transistor). They form a direct coupled amplifier. The advantage of a complementary configuration that it minimizes the number of circuit components.•
The input voltage is applied through a network of resistances. The range switch selects the
. resistor that is in series with the transistor for the desired voltage range.
Rc·n~e

'

selei:iing
switch

0·2Mn

,

0·4 Mfi

PMMC
mlltlr

HMfl
30V

4·0 Mfi

1QO V

v,, - .

14MD.

!

I
.I

.0c

..+

~~-+Input e-~-....~~~~~~...._~__.,.__~~-'

voltage
Fig. 20'6, TVM with cascaded transistors.

The vah1es of these resistors are typical. Note that for the 0 to I V range, the value of resis·
tance is 200,000 n. This means that neglecting the small value of resistance offered by transistor Q1
the seusitivity is 200,000 0./V or 200 kO./V. Thus a current of 1/200,000 A or 5 pA. is drawn frooi
the circuit. The values of other resistors are so chosen that the same current (5f<cA) is drawn at ·
other ranges.
As mentioned above, the sensitivity of this arrangement is 200 kO/V, wnich is of an order
greater than ·that of a VOM (multimeter), although an ordinary VTVti provides much greater .
sensitivity on its low voltage range.
·
Another problem with this TVM is· that excessive drift is encountered in operatiou, and
acceptable accuracy can only be obtained at a specific ambient temperature.

~
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Variable resistor R2 is the zero adjustment resistor that controls the bucking current supplied
by Vee to buck out the quiescent, current.
·

J

20'11. TVMs Using FET as Input Stage. Fig. 20'7 shows a TVM d.c. voltmeter with a field
effect transistor (FET) forming the 'input stage of a direct coupled amplifier. This circuit bas the
advantage that since a PET (Qa shown in Fig. 20'7) has high input impedance, the sensitivity of this
meter is high and it does not load the circuit under measurement.·

J
'j

l
1

The d.c. input voltage is applied to a range selecting (attenuator) switch. The attenuator is
necessary to provide input voltage levels which can be accommodated l)ythe d c. amplifier.
tV

Voll
··~

01
---

~

----"-·

.·

O.C

-f'MMC /

Voltage

mGtor

iODIJt

..
Common

Ful'

/

SC01!l

set

--·
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Fig, 20'7. VTM using FET as input stage.

i

j

The two transistors Qi and Q2, · form a direct coupled d.c. amplifier driving the m~et:
movement. Provided that the amplifier operates within the limits df its Jynamic range, the deflection
of the met~r is directly proportional to the magnitude of the input applied voltage. The gain of the
d.c. amplifier alllows the instrument to be used in the mV range. The amplifier bas the added
advantage that accidental overload voltages do not burn out the meter since the amplifier ·saturates
and thus limits the maximum ciirrent through the meter to a safe ,value. The input impedauce of this
voltmeter is high enough to make it unnecessary to correct for the loading effect of the circuit under
measurement.
· Instruments used for micro-volt ranges require a high gain d.c. amplifier in order to supply
sufficient current for driving the meter movement. To avoid drift problems usually associated with
direct coupled d c. amplifiers, the "chopper type d.c. amplifier" is normally employed in high sensitivity
instruments.. In a chopper type d.c amplifier, the d c. input is converted into an a.c. voltage, before
it is applied to au a.c. ampLfier. The amplified a.c. voltage is then converted back into a d.c.
voltage.
20·12. Chopver Amplifier Type Voltmeter. A chopper amplifier is normally used for the
first stage or amplification in very sensitive instruments of a few p.V range. In such an· amplifier the
d c,.volt1ge is chopped to a l.1w frequency, 200 to 300 Hz ac. It is passed through a blocking
capacitor, amplified and tl>en pa•sed through another blocking capacitor in order to remove d.c. drift
or offset from the amplified signal. By suitable selection of the 'blocking capacitors it is possible to
manufacture a sensitive d.c. volt neter which is virtually drift free, has high d c. input impe~ance and
has high degree of accuracy.
Fig. 20·& shoivs the block diagram of chopper type amplifier used in sensitive voltmeters. The
arrangement employs photo Jio Jei as nonmechan ical choppers for modulation, i.e. conversion from
d.c. to a c and dem)dul 1tion. i.e, convJr~ion from. a.c. to back to d.c. A photoconductor has a· low
resistance of the.order to a few hundred ohm~ when it is illuminated by an incandescent or a neon
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)amp. Its resistance sharply increases to severalmegohms, when it is not illuminated. An oscillator
drives two neon lamps into illumination on alternate half cycles of oscillation as shown in Fig: 20·3,
Chopper
(t.!odulotorl
.Low. !eve.I.

d.c. input

·

~·~~'~{>-Amplifier--r~
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I

.
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Pig. 20'8, Photoconi!uctive chopper amplifier.

. . Eacll neon lamp illuminates one photo-diode in the input circuit of the ampliiier and one in
the output circuit The two phofodiodes in the input circuit form a series shunt half wave modulator
or chopper. Together they act llke a switch across the input to the amplifier, alternately opening
and closing at a rate determined by the frequency of the neon oscillator.
The input signal to the amplifier is a square wave voltage whose amplitude is proportional
to the input voltage level and its frequency is equal to the frequency of oscillator. The a.c. amplifier
gives an output square wave with an amplillcd magnitude. The photodiodes in the amplifier output
circuit, operating in antisynchronism with the input chopper, produce a demodulating action giving, a
d-.c. output voltage. This d.c. signal is passed through a low pass filter to remove any residual a.c.
components. This amplified drift free d.c. output is then applied to a PMMC movement for measure·
ment. It should be noted that the amplifier is not stabilized by the chop)ler photodiodes. The
chopper-only eliminate the necessity for a high gain d.c. amplifier with its inherent drift and ·stability
problems.
·
The input impedanee of chopper amplifier d.c. voltmeter is normally of the order of !OMO or
higher, except on very low input ranges. In order to eliminate errors caused by high source
impedances, an arrangement for nulling is included in the meter circuit. .A control facility provided
o.n the front panel of the instrument permits to null the input voltage with a bucking voltage. When
the bucking voltage is equal to the input voltage a null is indicated and the meter exhibits an infinite
impedance and therefore the loading effects are totally eliminated. The input voltage is then removed, ·
and the bucking voltage which is equal to the input voltage is indicated by the meter..
.
A commercially available instrument using a photo chopper amplifier has an input impedance
of 100 MO, a resolution/ ofO'l µV aod input ranges from 3 µV full scale to I kV full scale with an
accuracy of ±2% of full scale deflection.
20'13. Balanced Bridge TVM. A basic configuration of a balanced bridge TV NJ is shown in
,Fig. 20'9 .. · This circuit is similar to its counterpart, i e:. balanced bridge.VTVM shown in Fig. 20·4;
The bridge arms consist of resistances Ro1, Rc2 and the internal ~ollecfer wistances of transistors
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91 and Q2. If a positive voltage is applied to the base of Qi, an increased emitter current flows. In
turn Q2 draws decreased emitter current due to increased voltage drop across resistance R1. Thus,
the bridge is unbalanced and a current proportfonal to the input voltage flows through the meter
which can be calibr11ted to read the voltage directly.
Advantages. Transistor bridge circuits provide stability in TVM operation in the same way as
vacuum tube bridge circuits provide stability in VTVM.
.
A TVM bridge circuit with a substantial negative feedback minimizes drift due to variations
in beta (~). loo, and power supply fluctuations. These aspects are explained in detail below :

I
I

1

· If the ambient temperature increases, the beta value of both Qi and Q2 incrnases. Assuming
that the two transistors Q1 and Q2 arc perfectly matched, the increase in current through Roi is the
same as through Rc2, and the bridge thus remains balanced. As the. temperature incr~ases, the
saturation current, loo, through each transistor will also increase by the same amount, and the bridge
remains balanced.
Power supply fluctuations result in variations Voo and PEE values, and since bias change is the
same for both transistors and hence the bridge remains balanced.
The maintenance of calibration accuracy, however, requir~s the action of a substantial amount
of negative feedback, in addition to a stable balance condition.
Let us suppose that resistances Rs1, ·Rs2, R1 and R2 :::: replaced by short circuits. The
TVM remains operative, provided the value of VEE is properly chosen. Now, if the ambient
temperature increases, the ~ value of Qi and Q2 increases.
·
When a positive voltage is applied to the base of Q1, its collector current becomes
greater than what it was at the original temperature and the meter reads high. Note that transistor
Q2 is effective merely to maintain quiescent balance because R1 is replaced by a short circuit. Thus,
i~ becomes clear that some compensating action, such as a negative feedback, has to be employed to
maintain accuracy of calibration.

I
I

I

~•
•

Fig. 20'9.

Bal~nced

bridge TVM .

The zero setting resistor, R2, .also provides resistance in series with the emitters of Q1 and Q2•

If the ambient temperature increases, Qi and Q2 draw more emitter current, but the increase in

I

current is limited to some extent by the increased voltage drop across the emitter resistance. The
negative feedback is supplemented by the action of resistor R1, which has norlnally a high value. It
is clear that the TVM operates effectively from a constant current source if R1 is sufficiently high in
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value and the voltage drop across Ri provides negative · feedback for transistors Qi and Q2. Thus
accuracy of calibration is maintained 'over a wide range of temperature.
Disadvantage. The chief disadvantage of a transistorized voltmeter shown in Fig. 20·9 is its
comparatively low input resistance. However, a high resistance comparable to that ofa VTVM can
be achieved by designing a TVM with field effect transistors (FETs) as bridge-circuit components.
20.14. Differential Voltmeter. One of the most accurate method of measuring an unknown
voltage is the "differential voltmeter technique", where tile unknown voltage is compared with a known
voltage. The principle of operation ff the differential voltmeter is similar to a potentiometer and
for that reason, the instrument is sometimes called a "potentiometric voltmeter".

The basic circuit for differential voltage measurement is shown in Fig. 20· w. A precision
resistance potential divider is used to divide down an accurately known reference voltage.
Null

indicator

1
Fig.-20' .o. Basic circuit for a differential voltmeter. ·

The adjustments on the potential diviJer are done till the output voltage equals the input
(unknown) voltage. Under balance (null) conditions, neither the input source nor the refe'rence delivers
any current to .the null indicator, and thus the differential voltmeter offers an infinite impedance to
the source under test.
·
Ii1 order to detect small difference between input and reference voltages, a sensitive null
indicator is required. The accuracy of null indicator is of secondary importance since the meter is
used to indicate only null conditions and not to indicate tbe absolute value of unknown voltage.
The reference rnurce usually consists of a low voltage d.c. standard, such as 1-V laboratory
reference standard or a low voltage Zener-controlled d.c. source.
·
In order to measure high voltages, a high voltage reference source is used. The voltmeter
employs a Kelvin Varley .Slide (See Fig. 13'8 page 434) and the voltage is directly read off the dial
when null is indicated.
.
.
The usual practice, however is to use a low, voltage reference source and to bring the input
voltage down to the level of the reference voltage with the help of a resistance potential divider. But
the disadvantage. of this·syste!ll:is. that on account of use of a ~otential divi?er •. the in.put resistance
of the voltmeter 1s no longer iilfimte and thus meter has a loadmg effwt which 1s undesirable.
, A further form of d.c. differential voltmeters employs a self-balancing potentiometer. The
difference voltage between the input voltage and the voltage on the potentiometer is amplified and
applied to a motor which is used to drive the scale and potentiometer slide wire past a pointer and
slide wire contact· until the voltage on the latter is equal to the input voltage. This instrument is
greatly suitable for indicating small d.c. voltages such as the output voltages of thermocouples.
The scale may be directly calibrated in terms of temperatury.
__ ,,,
, The a.c. differential voltmeter is a modification of the d.c. voltmeter and involves the use of
a precision rectifier circuit. The unknown a.c. voltage i~ applied to the rectifier for conversion to
a d.c. voltage equivalent to the a.c. The resulting d.c voltage is then applied to the potenti .metric
voltmeter as described earlier. The simplified block diagram of an a.c. differential voltmeter is shown
in Fig. 20'1 I.'
.
·

I
I
I
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20'15. A.C. Voltage Measurements. Electronic a.c. voltmeters are essentially identical to
d.c. voltmeters except that a c. signal may be rectified before it can be applied to the PMMC meter
movement. When the a.c. voltage is rectified before amplifica~ion, a d.c. amplifier is needed. While
when rectification takes place after amplification, an a.c. amplifier is used:
The fiist system i.e. the signal is rectified and then amplified by a direct c0upled d c. amplitier
is an attractive proposition on account of the fact that these amplifiers are economical · and the
arrangement is found in most of lower priced voltmeters.
· '
Where a. c. voltage is rectified and ampli·
fied by a d.c. amplifier before being fed to a
d.c. electronic voltmeter, the rectifier unit may
be enclosed in the voltmeter case itself.
Frequently the rectifier unit is constr~ted
as an a.c. probe whose output is fed to the <l c.
electronic voltmeter by means of a shielded cable.
The circuit of such a probe is given in
Fig. 20·12. Diode D is the rectifier, Riis its load
resistor and capacitor C1 is a blocking capacitor
to keep any d c. component of the voltage under
test from entering the probe. Resistor R2 and
.capacitor C2 form an R-C filter to remove the
a.c component from the rectified voltage that is
applied to the electronic voltmeter.
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· Fig. 20'12. Circuit of a.c. probe used with a d.c .
elecronic voltmeter.

20'1S. R.M.S. Reading Voltmeter. Therms value of voltage is usually of principle interest.
The average reading voltmeter can be converted into an rms reading voltmeter by calibrating the me.ter
scale in terms of therms value of a sine wave. Since so many waveforms in electronics are sinusoidal,
the average reading voltmeter with an rms calibrated scale is an entirely satisfactory instrument. In
fact an average reading voltmeter with a calibrated rms Selle is much less expensive than a true rms
reading voltmeter.

It has been pointed out earlier that readings of average reading voltmeter calibrated to read
rms values a1e accurate for oqJy sinusoidal inputs. Any departure from a true sinusoidal waveform
ca·uses an appreciable euor. Complex waveforms are therefore most accurately measured with an
r.ms responding Voltmeter.
·
- • ,.

This meter provides an output by .sensing the heating power of the waveform. Since the heat·
· ing power of the woveform is proportional to the square of the rms value of the voltage, the scale of
the instrument can be calibrated to read therms value directly. In practice, the heating power is
measured by measuring an amplified version of the input waveform to the heater element of a thermo·
couple whose output voltage is proportional to the square of the rms value of input voltage.
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Fig. 20·13 shows a true rrusreading voltmeter. It uses two thermocouples. One is ·called the
'.'measuring chermocouple" ·arld oth~1
.
is called "balanci~g .thermocouple".
'.fhe balancing thermocouple is . used
m the feedback loop to cancel out the
A.C.input
non-linear effect of the measuring
voltage
thermocouple.
The two thermocouple ele·
men ts form pa rt of a bridge circuit
connected to the input of a d.c.
IFeedboc!<
amplifier. The unknown a.c. voltage
1
curr~nt
Boloncihg
Is amplified and applied to the heating
Thermo
element of the measuring thermo·
couple
couple. Heating produces an uutput
voltage which upsets the balance /of
the bridge.

pcJ
dtl

ofl'
bei
of!'
eni

I'r°I
tail
in

1

i

de!I

cer;
fm!

fhe voltage on account ~f
. .
Fig. 20·13, True rms reading voltmeter.
unbalance is amplitied by a d.c. amplifier and is fed back to the heater element of the balancmg
the!mocouple. Balance is re-c>tabllshed when the voltage output of t~e two thermocouples is equal.
This happens when the d.c. current in the heate.r element of the balancmg thermocouple is equivalent
to the a.c. current in the heater element of measuring thermocouple. The d.c. · current is directly
proportional to the rms value ~f input voltage. The PMMC meter may be calibrated to read the
1'ms voltage directly.

I

tha/

20'16. Current Mcasl!reit\ents Using Electronic Instruments
1. D.C. Currpnt Measurements. Electronic voltmeters. are frequentely constructed to act as
multipurpose instruments so that they can be used to measure current as well as voltage. The unknown current is made to flow through a known standard resistance. The voltage drop across this
:esistance is proportional to the current and is measured by a VTVM or a TVM. The scale of the
meter is calibrated in !erms Jf current.
.
2. A.C. Current Measurements. When alternating current is to be measured, a rectifier is
used to change the alternating current to a corrcspondinf! direct current, which is then measured by
a VTVM or TVM as cxplaii:;ed above.
·
Another method employs an a.c. current probe which enables the a.c. current to be measured
without disturbing the circuit under test. The a c. current probe clips around the wire carrying the.
current and in effect makes the wire a one turn primary of a current transformer. The C.T. has
a ferrite core and the secondary consists of a large number of turns. The voltage induced in the
secondary winding is amplified and the amplifier's output can be measured by any suitable a.c. voltmeter. Normally the amplifier is designed so that 1 mA current in the Wire being measured
produces 1 mV at ·the amplifier output. The current is then read directly on the voltmeter, using the
same scale as for voltage measure\llents.
20'17. Instruments for Measoremen~ of Power at Higher Frequencies. We frequently need
to measure the output power of certain · electron devices such as amplifiers and oscillators. The
frequencies involved in such devices are generally audio frequencies (upto approximately 15 kHz) or
radio frequencies (above 15 kHz). The dynamometer type of wattmeters are not suitable for measurement of power at high frequencies since they are designed to operate on power frequencies.
There are a number of methods for measurement of power at high frequenci~s. The simplest
methods, perhaps, is to connect a dummy load to the output terminals of the device under test. Then .
either the voltage drop across the dummy load or the current through the dummy load is measured
using instruments like rectifier or thermocouple types. (These instruments are used because they can
work at higher frequencies). Knowing the resis~e, R, of the dummy load we can culculate the
QOwer output.
"
2
2
Power output P= E /R= 1 R.

I

l

wid

1

llllll

12 r:I
resi

zerc:

to 0
0 db

resis
For
mus1
Eqn.
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where Eis the voltage across the dummy load while I is the current through it.
1. Measurement of Power at Audio Frequencies (A.F.). The basic circuit for measurement of
power output of an audio frequency amplifier or oscillator is shown in Fig. 20· 11.
A non-inductive type resistance R forms . the
dummy load and is connected across the outpul terminals
A.F. Os~ill11tor
of the device under test. The value of resistance R should
or
Dummy
be approximately equal to that of the output impedanee
' ,l toad
A111olifier
of the device. Also the resistance value should be high
enough to dissipate safely the power output. The a.c.
,.
A.C.
voltmeter is a high resistance rectifier type of· instrument
~··
voltl!NW
If this voltmeter is used with a fixed value of R (resisFig. 20'14. Basic circuit ~or mersurementbl
I tance of dummy load) its scale can be directly· calibrated '( · power output at audio-frequencios.
in terms of power output at audio frequencies.
·
Decibels (db). The a.c; voltmeters used for measurement of power output are provided with
decibel (abbreviated as db) scales. The scales provide measurement of power levels in decibels under
certain conditions. Measurements of power output in terms of decibels is quite customary in audio
I frequency ranges.
!
The decibel is a logarithmic unit to express power ratios. If the powers being coinpared are
j P1 aud h, then,
i,
·
P2
decibels db= 10 log10 Pi
... (20'2)

I.
I

The sign associated with decibels indicates which power is greater. A positive sign means
! that p 2 is greater than Pi while a negative sign means that P2 is less than P1.
'· ·
I
The advantages of a db scale lie in its logarithmic nature. This permits the use of a very
I wide scale ratige of power to be expressed in terms of db without running into inconveniently large
j numbers, while at the same time permitting small ratios to \Je conveniently expressed. For example
o db. represents a ratio of l while 1 db represents an approximate ratio of 1·25 end 60 db represents
·
I a ratio of 1000,000.
l
In our case, the power is measured in terms of a voltage an<i a resistance or a current and a
i resistance. If the resistance value is the same, we c~n express decibels as·:
i
E22/R
E2
db=lO Jog10 Ei2/R=20 log10· Ei
J

I.·
I
1

I
j

h 2R

=10 log10 Ii 2R

12
20 log10 h

It is clear from Eqn. 20'3, the scale of a voltmeter can be expressed in ter!llll of dbe

...(20'4)

There are several different reference levels used for de,cibel scale.. One t~ establishes the
Now P= Ei/l
· .
1 zero reference level as 1 mW power dissipated in a 600 n resist,ance.
!
..
E=Vix10-3X600=0'7746V.
I
Since 0 db means the two powers P1 and P2 should be equal, the 0 db point corresoonds
to 0'7746 V ori the voltm~xer scale.
·'
·
The second method places the 0 db reference as 6 mW is 500 n. This method places the
Odb point at l '732 V on the voltmeter scale.
M~t~rs using these methods will read directly in decibels when they are across . the load
resistanc~ for which their 0 db reference is established, and the range switch is in 0 db p0sition.
For an other range· switch settings algebraic sum of the scale reading and the range switch indication
I must be tc;\:<:n. Power levels above 0 db are termed positiye and those below 0 db are negative.
i
Decibels may be converted in to watt by the following relationship which follows from
Eqn. 20·2.
Power output
P2=P1 antilog10 db/IO watt
...i20'5)

I
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·
2. Measurement of Power at Radio Frequencies (R.F.). The basic circuit for measurement
of power of a radio frequency (R.F.) amplifier
or oscillator is shown in Fig. 20· 1s.
·
Output ton.k,The ou.tput tank of the device under
of the device
C2
test consists of capacitor C1 and inductor L1.
under test
Radiofrequcncy.(R.P.) power from this tank
is transmitted to dummy 1Ioad consisting of
Link
inductance L4, capacitance/ C2 and resistance
R
c,
l1
R-in series with a R.F theP!nocouple ammeter,
by means of anjmluctil'.e lmk (L2, La) that
couplC.'i L1 and fo ..
.
.The.dummy load is tuned to resonance
Thermocouple
at the resonant frequency of the tank circuit.
om meter
with the help of variable capacitor C2. Thus
at resonant frequency the dummy load is only
Fig. 20'15. Basic circ~il for measurement of power at
the rP-sist<1tice R, · .This resistance R must be
radio frequenc1cs
non-inductive or otherwiseit will add an undesirable impedance factor to ·the circuit. Resistance R
should also be capable of dissipating much more power than that the wattmeter will measure so that
heat developed .will not cause any change in its value.

Li

.

.If resistance R is non-inductive and is constant in magnitude (known) irrespective of the value
of current, the thermocouple instrument can be directly calibrated to read the value of power.
Well designed meters of this type can be used at frequencies upto 30 MHz, but effective
shielding must.be used for measurement of power at higher frequencies. The resistance R1 may be
a source of R.F. energy leakage at higher frequencies and reduce the accuracy giving higher values
tha11 true .ones.

j
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Cathode Ray Oscilloscope (CRO)
21'1. Introduction. The cathode ray osdlloscote (CRO) is a very useful and versatile laboratory instrument used for display, measurement and aral)sis of waveforms and other phenomena in
electrical and electronic circuits. CR Os are in fact Yery fast X- Yplotters, di~playing an input signal
versus another 'ignal or ver•us time. The "stylus" .of this "plotter" is a luminous spot which moves
over the display area in response to an input voltage. The luminous spot is proJuced by a beam of
electrons striking a fluorescent screen. 'Ibe extremely low inertia effects associated with a beam of
electrons enables such a beam to be used for following the changes in instantaneous values of rapidly
varying voltages. The extremely low inertia of electrons as compared to metallic conductors used
in an electromechanical oscilloscope· Duddell's oscilloscope described in Art. 7'26 page 184) enable
a CRO to be used·at frequencies much above the highest on which He Duddell's oscilloscope can
be used.
The normal form of a CRO uses a horizontal input voltage which is an internally generated
ramp voltage called "Time Base". This horizontal voltage moves the luminous spot prriodically in a
horizontal direction from left to right o~er the display area or ~creen. The vertical input to the C1'0
is the voltage under investigation. The vertical input voltage moves the luminous spot up and down
in accordance with the instantaneous value of the volt~ ge. 1 he luminous spot thus traces the waveform
of the input 'oltage with respect to time. When the input 1voltage repeats itself at a fast rate, the
trace (display) on the screen appears stationary on the screen. The CRO thus provides a meaos of
visualizing time varying voltages. As such, the CRO has become a universal tool in all kinds of electri·
cal and electronic investigations.
.
CROs operate on voltages. However, it is possible to coU'lert current, strain, acceleration,
pressure and other physical quantities into voltages with the help of transducers and thus to present
visual representations of a wide variety of dynamic phenomena on CR Os.
CROs are also used to investigate waveforms, transient phenomena, and other time varying
quantities from a very low frequency range to the radio frequencies.
·
2l'2. Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). A catl'ode ray, oocilJNcope consists of a cathode ray tube
(CRT), which is the heart of the tube, and rnme additional circuioy to cpera1e the CRT. The main
parts of a CRT are :
(i) Electron gun assembly, (ii) Deflection plate assembly, (iii) Fluorescent screen,
(iv) Glass envelope, ·(v) Base, through which connections am made to various parts.
The niain parts of a CRO are
El~ctron gun
shown in Fig. 1l'1. Before going into
..-..,,..~~A--,.~~~,
Ver ti cal
details of working of various parts of a
Pr~ accalerating
dtfladion
anodQ
Focusing
CRO; a summary of functions of the
plates
. anode
different parts is given below :
The "Electron gun assembly''
produces a sharply focused beam of electrons which are accelerated to big h. veto·
city. Tbis focused beam of electrons
strikes the fluorescent screen with· suffi·
cbnt energy to cause a'.lt minous spot on
the screeu.
After leaving the eledron gun, the
Fig. 21 ·1. Internal structure of a CR1';,
65~
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electron beam passes through two pairs of "Electrostatic deflection plates". Voltages applied to these
plates deflect the beam. Voltages applied to one pair of plates move the beam v~rtically up and
down and the voltages applied to the other pair of plates move the beam horizontally from one side
to another. These two movements i e. horizontal and vertical are independent of each other and thus
the beam may be positioned anywhere on the screen.
The working parts of a CRT are enclosed in an evacuated glass envelope so that the emilkd
electrons are able to move about freely from one end of the.tube to the other.
21'3. Electron Gun. The source of focused and accelerated electron beam is the electron
gun. The electron gun, which emits electrons and forms them into a beam, consists of a heater a
cathode, a grid, a pre-accelerating anode, a focusing!anode and an accelerating anode.
' ·
In smaller CR Ts, connections to the various electrodes are brought out through pins in the
base of the tube as shown in Fig. 21 'l. Larger types and medium sized high performance tubes
operate at very high voltages, and these leads are usually brought out through the sides of !{)e glass
envelope.
~
·
Electrons are emitted from the indirectly heated cathode. A layer of barium and strontium
oxide is deposited on the end of the cathode-which is a cylinder-to obtain high emission of elec·
trons at.moderate temperatures. ·These electrons pass through a small bole iu the "control grid".
This control grid is usually a nickel cylinder, with a centrally located hole,-co-axial with the CRTaxis.
The intensity of electron beam depends upon the number of electrons emitted from the cathode.
The grid with i s negative bias cont.rols the number of electrons emitted from the cathode and hence
the intensity is controlled by the gnd.
The electrons, emitted from the .cathode and passing through the hole in the control grid are
accelerated by the high positive potential which is applied to the "pre-accelerating" and "accelerating
anodes".
The electron beam is focused by the "focusing anode". The accelerating and focusing anodes
are cylindrical in form, with smaU openings located in the centre of each electrode, coaxial with the
tube axis. After leaving the focusing anodes, the electron beam passes through the vertical and hori·
zontal deflection plates and then"goes on to the fluorescent screen.
There are two methods of focusing an electron beam :
(i) Electrostatic focusing and (ii) Electromagn~tic focusing. The CRO _uses el.ectrostatic
· method of focusing as compared to a TV picture tube which employes electromagnetic focusmg.
21'4. Electrostatic Focusing. Fig. 21 '2 shows an electron at rest placed in au electric field
p~oduced two parallel plates. Force on the electr~n is
''
· F=-e€ newton
... (21'1)
1
where (==electric field intensity; V/m, and e==charge of electron-1'602X 10- DC.
The minus sign indicates that the force acts in the opposite direction to that of the field. The
above discussion is valis only if the electron is situated in a field of uniform intensity. In pratice,
however, the field is not uniform. The lateral repulsion of the electric field lines causes a spreading of
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space between the lines, resulting in curvecl field .lines 'at the ends. Thus the iield intensiiy
will be less at the ends. Fig. 21 '2 also shows equipotential surfaces, indicated by solid lines. Since the
force is in a direction opposite the field and the equipotential surfaces Jre perpendicular to the field,
the force on an electron is in a direction normal to the equipotenJfal surfaces.
Fig. 21 '3 shows two concentric cylinders with a po,tenti~l applied between . them. Lateral
repulsion again causes the spreading of the
'
flux lines producing a field as shown. The
equipotential surfaces are shown as solid
lines. It is clear from the diagram that the
equipotential surfaces are curved. Let us
consider the region on the two sides of an
equipotential surface S as shown in Fig. 21·4.
The potential on the left side of the surface
is - V and on the fight side is V. Let an
electron moving in a direction AB enter the
area to the left of S. This electron experiences
a force which is normal to the surface S and
Fig. 21'4. Refraction of an electron beam.
is th us accelerated.
Since the force acts in a direction normal to the surface, it is the normal component of velocity that is increased after refraction while the tangential component remains the same.
~he tangential components are :
v11 =vi sin 0i and v12 =v2 sin 0,
V11 =Vt2 Or lll sin 01=V2 Sin 0r
Now
sin 0;
V2
... (21 '2)
sin 8,
vi

+

I

)

-·~~~c::1-

where
v1 =initial ve,locity of electrons, v2=velocity of electrons after leaving surface S,
01 =angle o~/lncidence, and
6,= angle of refraction ..
Eqn. 21 '2 is identical to the expression relating the refraction of.a light beam in geometrical
optics. The refraction ·of an electron beam follows as the bending of a light beam at a refracting
surface such as an optical lens: For this reason the focusing system in a CRT is known as
electron lens.
·
'
.
Fig. 21 ·5 shows the functional diagram of an electrostatic focusing arrangement. The preaccelerating anode, which is a metal cylinder containingm any baffles, collimates the electron beam
which enters it through a small opening on the left hand side. The pre-accelerating anode is connected to a high positive potential.
Pr ~accelq,r a ting
anode

'
Focusing
anode
//
-~

Ace<lera\lng

a nod.a

::-..-,Y_

I

~Wi<.
L.___ttigh

~volti\Q'2

\'
--::J

+

supply · - - -

Fi11. 21'5. llle9lf01!1Atio focusing arrangement.
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The focusing anode and the accelerating anodes ar~ co-axial with the pre· accelerating anode.
The pre-accelerating and accelerating anodes are connected\.to the same. potential while the focusing
anode is connected to a lower potential.
·
On account of difference of potential between focusing anode and the two accelerating anodes
a non-uniform field exists on each of the two ends of the focusing anode. The equipotential snrfaces,.
thus, form a "doul!le concave lens".
·
·
The electron beams entering the field at angles other than the normal to the equipotential
surfaces, will be deflected towards the normal and the beam is thus focused towards the centre of
the tube axis. By changing the voltage of the focusing anode, the refractive index of the electron
lens is changed and therefore the focal point of the beam cari be changed The change in voltage
is brought about by changing the setting of a 'potentiomet,e.r. · This control is brought to the front
panel of CRO and is marked Focus.
21'5. Electrostatic Deflection: Fig. 21 '6 .shows a general arrangement for ·electrostatic
deflection. There are two parallel. plates with a potential applied between. These plates produce a
uniform electrostatic field in the Y direction .. Thus any electron entering the field will experience a
force in the Y direction and will· be accelerated in that direction. There is no force either in X
direction or z direction and hence there wm be no aceeforation of electrons iu these directions.
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Fig. 21 '6. Electrostatic deftectlon.

Ea= voltage of pre· accelerating anode ; V,
\sharge of an electron ; c,
m~ mass of electron ; kg,
· .
v•• =velocity of electron when entering the field of \I fleeting plates ; mis,
Ea=potential between deflecting plates ; V,
.d · distance between deflecting plates ; m,
la= length of deflecting plates ; m,
L=distance between screen and the centre.of the deflecting plates; m,
and
Dc=dellection of electron beam on the screen·in Y direction ; m..
The Joss of potential energy (P.E.) when the electron moves from cathode to accelerating
... (21'3)
anode; P.E.=eEo
The gain in kinetic energy (K.E.) by an electron

... {21'4)

(The mass of an electron is m=9' 109x10-s1 kg)
Equating the two energies, we have: v•• =(2 e.Ea/m)l/2
.. (21 '5)
This is the velocity of the electron' in the X direction when it enters the detlectiug plates.
The velocity in the X direction remains the same throughout the passage of electron.s through the
deflectiDO: c·-htes as there is no force acting in this direction.
Ed
The electric field intensitv in the Y direction ti~=(r
. ,.. (2!'6)
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' , Y d' •
F , . E. . . Ed .
Force acting on an electron tn
1rectton= v""'e v=e/d ,

.:.(21'7)

Suppose €v is the acceleration of the electron in Y direction,theref()re, Fv~~!11q•. , ,

''!

I

·"

av=~
m

or

''. .. (21S)

As there is no initial velocity in the Y direction the displacement yat any instant t in the Y
direction is :
,·
y=

1 eh ·

1

-avt 2= - - t 2
... (21 '9)
2
2 m
As the velocity in X direction is constant, the displacement in X direction is giv~ii by :
x=v,.t
.· ... (21'10)
' x

..

' . :: (2l'll)

t=--Vo;r;

Substituting the above value oft in Eqn. 21 '9, we have:
y=

~ 11~::. 2 x2

... (21'12)

This is the equation of a parabola.

,

. (x, y) 1s
... 'dy
e€.
The slope, at any pomt
-d
=--~X'
mvo:i2 x·
Putting
x=I• in Eqn. 2t:l3, we get the value.of tan 0.

or

...··c21
: '!.'').. ·

tan 0= eEv f la= e:dl<i2
lllVa»

m

; •• l21'14)

Ooz

.. ,
After leaving the deflection plates, the electrons travel in a straight line. The straight line·
of travel of electrons is tangent to the parabola at x=/d and this tangent intersects the x~axis at point:
O'. The location of this point is given by :
·
,
,
,.
· · . , ...·

x=

_L=
tan 0

eEvlL/_eEv , ld>'=,k:
mv•• 2 · · 2

2mv,.2

The apparent origin is thus at the centre of deflection . plates., The deflectio;i D.. on the
screen is given by :
;•

..:.(21·15)
2 2
Substituting the value
, vox ,= emEa in Eqn.
, 21' 15, we get

, .'

--~· ; -

.

LeEdla
LI.Ed
· D= --.
---- , -m
- = - - metre
' ' •', .. :(21'16)
,· md · 2eEa , 2dEa · .
From Eqn. 21'16 we conclude:
(i) For a given acce\eraiing voltage Ea, and for parncular ·dimensions of CRT, the deflection
of the electron beam is dire~Hy proportional to the deflecting ,voltage. This means· that the CRT
· may be used as a linear indicating device.
1
r)
(ii) .The disc.ussidn ab~we a~sumes. that E,1 is a fixed d.c. voltage. The deflection voltage
I is usually a time varymg;quabttty ano the image on the screen thus follows the variatio11~ of the
deflection voltage in a Hnear manner.
·
. (Iii) The deflection is independent of the e/m ratio. Io a cathode ray tube, in addi!io~ ~
to the electrons mao'.v types· of negative ions s.uch as oxy~en, carbon, chlorjn~ etc. are present.··. With .. ·;-.. _·

I

.

-..:.--- .
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electrostatic deflection sys1em, because deflection is independent of e/ m, the ions travel with the
electrons and are not concentrated at one point. Hence cathode ray tube with electrostatic deflecl.ion
system does not.oduce an ion burn.
Deflectill Sensitivity. The deflection sensitivity of a CRT is defined as the deflection

of tlil ICl'Cen per unit deflection voltage.

•~ .
. •. . S= Ed
D = Lid
.•. De""ct1on
sens11tv1ty
dE. metreIvo It
2

J
·

... (21'!7)

The DefJectlon Factor of a CRT is defined as the reciprocal of sensitivity.

. D lie.

..

..
,.
. G 1
2dEa I / .
e Ction .actor ::. S = I.r; vo t metre

... (21'18)

It is clear from Eqn. 21 '17, that the sensitivity can be increased by decreasing the value
of accelerating voltage Ea . .But this has a disadvantage as the luminosity of the spot is decreased with
decrease in Ea.On the other hand a high value of Ea, produces a highly accelerated beam and thus
produces a bright spot. However, a high accelerating voltage (Ea) requires a high deflection potential
(Ed) for a given deflection. Also highly accelerated beam is more difficult to deflect and is sometimes
called lulrd beam. Typical values of sensitivities are 0' I mm/V to l'O mm/V corresponding to ddlection factors of 10 V/mm and 1 V/mm.

21 '6. Effect of Beam Transit Time and Frequency Limitations. in the derivation of
Eqn. 21 '16, the plate voltage Ed is assumed constant during the motion of the electrons through the
dcftecting field. If the voltage applied to the vertical deflecting plates changes during the transit

time or the electrons through the horizontal plates, the deflection sensilivity gets decreased.
I
Transit time t1 = - , ..

... (21'19)

Vo!

· The tranait time imposes a limitation of. the upper frequency limit. An upper limiting
frequency is defined as t~~·ftequency at which the ·transit time i~ equal to one quarter of the period
1
of the voltage a,icd to vertical plates.
t
I
. . 1· . . f
: . Upper 1m1tmg requency J, = -41( =

v,.r
4

•.. (21''.W)

· The frequency range of the oscilloscopes can be increased by subdividing the deflecting plates
in a number of sections in the path of the electron beam. The voltage being measured is ~pp!ied
to the vertical plates through an i'erative network, whose propagation time corresponds to the
velocity of electrons, thereby the voltagt! applied to the vertical plates is made to syn~bronize with
the velocity of the beam. The use of this technioue allows the cathode ray oscilloscope upto
frequencies of 500 MHz and above.
21'7. Deflection Plates. Referring to Fig. 20·1, we obseive that the electron beam, after
leaving the electron gun, passes through two pairs of deHectfon plates. One pair of plates is
mounted horizontally and produces an electric field in the vertical plane. This pair produces
a vertical deflection and is ttlus qalled Vertical Deflection Phltes or Y Plates. The other pair of
'.'llates is mounted vertically and' produces a horizontal deflection. This pair of plates is . called
lforlr1:>nlul n~flecthm Plates or X Plates. The plates are flared so as to allow the beam to pass
through thc:n vlilhout striking the plates.

ini.

Str~cns

for CRTs. The· screen material on the inner

s•irfacr~

of a

err r8

cailed

1?h~5 phor. · ·rnis.ln~lterja! ~.hsorbs the kinetic ~nergy of \he bombardlnp; 0ler.:tro-r0 :~.r.d y·.~'· 1:·1n~1s ~tin

the form ol a bright spot.

Sc\'crn.J JUaterials of diffencnt characteristics are used. The commonly used materiais are listed
in Table 2l'l.
·
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TABLE 21'1
CRT Phosphor Materials and Characleristirs

J

Trace Colour
Phosphor---------~--

Type

Under excitation
----·

1

-----

Applications

Persista11ce

After glow
-------- --~-

P. l

green

green

P. 2

yellow-green

yellow· green

P.4

white

yellow

medium

P. 7

blue-white

yellow-green

long

General purpose CRO. Satisfactory
for photographing. Good for . visual
work.

medium

Observation of low and medium speed
non-recurrent phenomena. Very suitai)le
for slowly varying signals.

mebium, short

Used in T.V. displays.

.or Observation
of low-speed. recur.rent
phenoImena.medium speed nonrecurrent
·
l
I

' P.ll

P. 31

blue

blue

medium, short

green

green

medium, short 1

/i

Good for photographic work. Mjlinly
used in high speed oscillography.

General purpose phosphor. Observation
of
low or medium speed non-recmrent
1
-------'--------phenomena.
----,The bombarding electrons, striking the screen, release secondary emission electrons.
These secondary electrons are collected by an aqueous solution of grnphite, called aquadmg which.
is connected to the second anode. Collection of secondary electrons is necessary to keep the screen
in a state of electrical equilibrium.
21 ·9, CRT Graticule. The graticule is usually rectangular in, form and is placed inside
the display area to alloy correct measurements. Most CROs have a graticule inscribed on a clear
or tinted plastic plate, placed over the outside of the CRT face.

I

(

21"10. Time Base Generators. Most of the CRO applications ·involve measurement or
display of a quantity which varies with respect to time. This requires that the CRT spot move across
the screen frore left to right with a constant velocity. In order that the beam deflect linearly from
left to right, ramp voltages are applied to horizontal deflection or X plates. The circuits which develop
these ramp voltage are called time base generators or sweep generators. The output of a sweep
generator is called a sweep voltage.
The typiCal form of a time-base voltage is shown in Fig. 21 ·7 (a). This voltage, starting from
some initial value, increases linearly with time, to a maximum value, ·after which it again returns
to its initial value. Time T,, is called the sweep time while time. Tr is called the retrace time or
flyback time. Fig. 21 '7 (b) shows an idealized form of sweep voltage, where the voltage is linear
during the sweep time and the fly.back time is zero. Time base generators do not necessarily provide
sweep voltages that are exactly lineat, although every attempt i~_made to obtain reasonable linearity
of rise of voltage.
···
A simple sweep generator uses an RC circuit wherein a switch is used to charge and discharge.
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1---~-.----

-

-t--------(a)

(b)

Fig. 21 '7, Sweep voltages.

a capacitor. The switch may be a vacuum tube, a gas ·filled tube, a SCR, a transistor or any other
semi-conducting device depending upon the appli9ation, speed required, and many other factors.
Fig. 2l '8 (a) shows a sweep generator using a thyratron. Capacitor C charges exponen'!ially
through R, approaching the supply voltage Euo as shown in Fig. 21 ·s (b). When the plate voltage
R1

f!

~
l,

I
I

I

( b)
(a)
Fig. 21'8, Sweep generator circuit using thyratron.

reaches a value Ev which corresponds to breakdown voltage corrcspondiiig to the critical grid voltage,
the thyratron ionizes and conducts heavily. The capacitor discharges rapidly through the tube and
resistance R1 till the capacitor voltage drops to a value Ev, which is the ionization potential of the
thyratron. At this voltage the thyratron stops conducting ~nd presents an infinite resistance and the
capacitor starts charging again through resistance R._./When its voltage reaches E", it discharges
again. This process repeats itself, and the voltage· e, acfoss the capacitor is a saw tooth wave. This
voltage is fed to the X. plates.
//
/
One method of linearization is to use a small portion of the exponential curve and if necessary,
amplify this voltage before applying to the X plates. Be:ter linearity, approaching the waveform
given in Fig. 21'7 (b) may be obtained by replacing the resistance R, in circuit of Fig. 21'8 (b ), with a
pentodc valve.
21·11. Basic CRO Circuits. Fig. 21'9 sho\vs a block diagram of a typical oscilloscope. In
he following few pages, we describe the basic circuitry of cathode ray oscilloscope.
1. Vertical (Y) Deflection System. The signals to be examined are usually applied to the
vertical or Y deflection plates through an input attenuator and a number of amplifier stages. Vertical
amplifier is required became the signals are not strong enough to produce measurable .deflection on
the CRT screen. The amplifier response must b~ wide enough to pass faithfully the entire band of
frequencies to be measured.
Whea high voltage signals are to be examined, they must be attenuated to bring them within
the range of vertical amplifiers. Tile vertical amplifier output is also applied to the synchronizing
amplifier through the synchronizer selecto1 switch in the internll.l position This permits the horizontal
sweep circuit "to be triggered by the sigaai being investigated.
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fig, 2l'9. Simplified block diapram of a general purpose oscilloscope.

2. HorizGntal (X) Deflection System. The horizontal (X) deflection plates are fed by a
sweep voltage that provides a time base. The horizo~tal plate~ are supplied through an amplifier,
but they can be fed directly when voltages are of sllffic1ent magnitude. When external signals ·are to
be applied to the horizont~l de~ection system, they ~an also be fed through the horizontal amplifier,
via the sweep selector switch m the external pos1t1on. When the sweep selector switch is in the
internal position, the horiz?~tal ampl!fier receives an input from the saw tooth sweep generator which
is tiggered by the synchromzmg ampltfier.
Types of Sweeps. There are four basic types of sweeps :
(i) Free Running or Recurrent Sweep. In the free running or recurrent sweep, the sawtooth

waveform is repetitive. A new sweep is start~d immediately after the previous sweep is terminated
and the circuit is not initiated by any external signal.

I

I

I
i

(ii) Triggered Sweep. A waveform to be observed on the CRO may not be periodic but
may perhaps occur at irregu!a~ _intervals. In this case it is desir~ble. that the sweep circuit rem'lin
inoperative and the sweep be m1tmted by the waveform under exammatton. In some cases the way.,.
form may be periodic, but it may be that the interesting part of the waveform is of a very short
duration compared to the period of the. waveform. Under such cases a triggered sweep is used.

In friggcred sweep or single sweep, the spot is swept once across t.he screen in response to a
trigger signal. The tiggered sweep is used for examination of transients . or one time signals and the
waveform.is photographed for record. The trigger can be obtained from the signal under Investigation
or by an external source.
·
(iii) Driven Sweep. In most cases, a driven sweep is used where the sweep is recurrent but
triggered by the signal under test:
(iv) Nim Ssw Tooth Sweep. For sop,le applications like compar~S,O\l of two frequencfos or
for finding phase shift between two voltages, :non sawtooth sweep voltirnes- are utlliied for the sweep
circuit. Sweep frequencies vary with. the tyP;6' of osi;illoscope. A laboratory oscillos'cope may have
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sweep frcqueucies upto several MHz; a simple oscilloscope for audiowork has an upper limit of
!00 kHz. Most TV service require a r,weep voltage frequency upto I MHz.
3. Syllchronization. Whatever type of sweep is used, it must be synchronized with the sigaal
being measured. Synchronization has to be done to obtain a stationary pattern. This requires that
the time base be operated at a submultiple frequency of the signal under measurement (applied to Y
plates). If synchronization is not done, the pattern is not stationary, but appears to drift across the.
screen in a random fashion.
Sources of Synchronization. There are three usual sources for synchrnnization which can be
selected by sync·hronizing selector :
·
(i) Internal. In this type of synchronization, the trigger is obtained from the signal being
measured through the vertical amplifier.
(ii) External. In this method, an external trigger source is also used to trigger or initiate
the signal being measured.
.
Liu~. In this case, the trigger is obtained from the power supply to the CRO (say 230 V,
50 Hz).
4. Blanking Cirwit. The sawtooth sweep voltage applied to the X plates moves the beam
across the CRT tube in a straight horizontal line from left to. right during the sweep or trace time Ts.
A comparatively slow movement of the spot will appear as a solid line, proJ1ided the rate of movement
exceeds the threshold of p~rsistence of vision. Belo~/ this threshold limit, a m wing spot is perceived.
On the othu hand, the comparatively rapid movement of spot will appear as a thin and dim line,
or may be invisible. Thus if the retrace or ftyback time is very small, th~ spot remains invisible. Ia
an ideal case the flyback tiine, Tr is zero and hence the spot while moving from right to ieft remains
invisible. However in actual practice the J:lyback time is not zero and t,herefore tbe retrace (moving
of beam from right to left i e., its starting point) may cause confusion. Thus the retrace should be
eliminated or blanked out. The retrace is blanked out by applying a high negative voltage to the
grid during the flyback period Tr. The blanking voltage is usually developed (or triggered) by sweep
generator.
5. Inten;ity (Z·AJ{is) Modulation. Intensity modulation (Z-axis modulation) is done by
inserting a signal between the ground and the cathode (or control grid). Z axis modulation is-applied
during normally visible portion of the trace.
·
The Z-axis modulation can be used for brightening tbe display. Periodic positive pulses are
applied to the grid (alkrnatively negative pulses are applied to cathode) to brighten the b~am dµring
its sweep period. Thes~ periodically brightened spots may be used as markers for time ca.libration
of the main waveform.
6. Positioning Controls. rt is necessary to provide some means of positioning the trace on
the screen. The positioning of the trace is done by applying small independent, internal d.c. 1 v9!,
tages to the deflecting plates and co11trol can be exercised by varying the voltage with help of
potentioi;neters.
·

7. Focus Confrol. As mentioned earlier, the focusing electrode acts like a lens whose focal
length can be changed. This change can be brought about by changing the potential of the focusing
anode.
8. Intensity Control. The intensity of the beam is varied by the Intensity control potentio·
meter which changes tbe grid potential with respect to cathode. The grid potential determines the
amount of electrons leaving the cathode and thus controls the intensity of the beam.
9. Calibration Circuit. Laboratory oscilloscopes normally have an internally generated and
stabilized voltage of known amplitude which is used for calibration purposes. Usually the calibrating
voltage has a square waveform.
10. Astigmatism. In mo;t modern oscilloscopes there is an additional focusing control
marked Astigmatism. This is used to correct an effect which exactly is anologous to astigmatism in
optical lenses: To foou5 the spot correctly, it is necessary to stop it near the centre ofthe scree.a by

1
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switching off the time base and adjusting the X and Y positioning controls. The spot 1s thct1 rnadc
as sharp as possible by successive adjustment of focus and astigmatism controls.
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Fig, 2l'l0. Fon! panel of a general purpose CRO.

i
Fig. ""JI. Obse1 vation d wn•eform Oil CRO.

21'12. · Observation of Waveform on CRO. In order to observe waveform on a CRO, the
waveform of voltage under test is applied to Y plates and a voltage obtained from a sawtooth
generator is applied to X plates. Let us assume that the sawtooth waveform has an idealized
waveshape.
When simultaneously with the horizontal SlWt~oth (ramp) voltage, an input voltage is applied
to vertical deflection ( Y) plates, the beam is under the Influence of two forces : (i) one in the horizontal
direction moving the beam at a linear rate from left to right, (ii) and second in the vertical direction
moving the beam up and down. Since the deflection is proportional to the voltage applied to the
deflection plates, the horizontal rnoveme~\ is proportional to the voltage applied to X plates at any
instant and since the ramp voltage is linear it tr.ices a straight iine on the CRT screen. The vertical ,
deflection is proportional to the. voltage applied to the Y plates at any instant and thus the beam
moves up and d0wn according to the magnitude and polarity of the input voltage. Fig. 21 ·11 shows.
the waveform displayed on a CRT tube.due to an input sinusoidal voltage.

:c

At the end of one sweep cycle, the sweep voltage abruptly drops down and the spot is
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immediatPly transferred fo its original position. The process is then repeated again, with the result,
that a stationary image is seen on the screen.
.
·
For the case shown the frequency of the input voltage is twice that of sawtooth (sweep)
voltage. To observe more than one cycle of the input voltage, the sweep voltage frequency has to be
a sub multiple of the ioput voltage frequency.
21'13. Measurement of Voltages and Currents. The expression for electrostatic deflection,
given in Eqn. 2FI(J, shows that the deflection is proportional to the deflection-plate voltage. Thus
the cathode-ray tube will measure voltage. It is usual to calibrate the tube under the given operating
conditions by observing the deflection produced by a known voltage. Direct voltages may be obtained
from the static dellec1io11 of the spot, alternating voltages from the length of the· Jine produced when
the voltage is applied to Y plates while no voltage is applied to X plates. The length of this line
corresponds to the peak-to-peak voltage.
When dealing with sinusoidal voltages, the rms value is given by dividing the peak"to-peak
voltage by 2y2.
·
Laboratory oscillographs frequently incorporate voltage-measurement facilities by including
constant-gain amplifiers and calibrated shift controls. The Y-shift control is adjusted so that positive
peak of the test voltage coincides with some datum line on the screen ; the shift control is then
operated until the negative peak coincides with the datum. The movement of the control is arranged
to read directly the peak'to-peak voltage. The value of a current can be obtained by measuring the
voltage drop across a known resistance connected in the circuit.
21 '14. Measurement of Phase and Frequency (Lissajous Patterns). It is interesting to consider
the characteristics of patterns that appear on the screen· of a CRT when sinusoidal voltages are
simultaneously applied to horizontal and vertical plates. These patterns are called 'Lissajous Patterns',
When two sinusoidal voltages of equal frequency which are in phase with each other are
applied to the horizontal and vertical d~ffection plates, the pattern appearing on the screen is a
straight line as is clear from Fig. 2l '12.

CRT
Screen

0

2
';t< <
•Oltage applied to Y plates .,, •"
9.
I 1•eQuenc•1 f)
- tO
"'
•
..

<11

Voltage applle toy plates
(frequency i)

;;

.,,

"":> "

.0 -·

~

Fig. 21'12. Lissajou1 pattern with equalJreqnency
voltages and zero phase shift.
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Fi!: 21'13, Lissajous pallern with eqcal voltages ot equal
frequency and a phase shift of 90°,

.
Thus when two equal voltages of equal frequency but with 90' phase displacement are a.pplied
to a CRO, the trace on the screen is a circle. This is shown in Fig. 21'13,

~
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When two eqoal voltages of equal frequency but with a phase s.hift ¢ \not equal to O' or 90°)
are applied to a CRO we obrain an ellipse as shown in Fig. 21' 14. An ellipse is also obtained when
un~qual voltages of same frequency are applied to the CRO.
A number of conch.isions can be drawn from the above discussions. When two sinusoidal
voltages of same frequency are applied :
(i) A straight line results when the two voltages are equal and are either in phase with each
other or 180° out of phase with each other. The angle formed with the horizontal is 45° when the

magnitudes of voltages are equal. An increase in the vertical deflection voltage causes the line to have
an angle grcaterthan 45° with the horizoutal. On the other hand a greater horizontal voltages makes
the angle less than 45° with the horizifjltal. .
(ii) Two sinusoidal waveforms of the same frequency produce a Lissajous pattern, which may
be' a straight line, a circle or an ellipse de1iending upon the phase and magnitude of the voltages.

~

A circle can be formed ouly when the magnitude of the two signals are equal and the phase
difference between them is either 90' or 270°. However, if the two voltages are not equal and/or out
of phase an ellipse is formed. If the Y voltage is larger, an ellipse with vertical major axis is formed
while if the X plate voltage has a greater magnitude, the major axis of the ellipse lies along horizontal
axis.
··
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.
(iii) It is clear from Fig. 21·;5, that for equal voltages of same frequency progressive varia!lon of.P.h.ase voltage causes !he pattern to vary from a straight diagonal line to ellipses of different
ecc~ntnc~t1es an~ then to a circle, after that through another series of eliip>es and finally a diagonal
straight hue agam.

I
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Regardless of the two amplitudes of the applied voltages the ellipse provides a simple means
of finding phase difference between two voltages. Referring to Fig. 21 '16, the sine of the phase angle
between the voltages is given by :
.
Y1 X1
SID~= Y2= X2 •

... (21'21)

For convenience, the gains of the ve:rtical and horizontal amplifiers are adjusted so that the
ellipse fits exactly into a square marked by the lines on the graticule.
If the maj)r axis of the ellipse lies in the first and third quadrants (i.e., its slope is positive)
as in Fig. 21'16 (a), the phase angle is either between 0° to 90~ or between 270' to 360'. When the
major axis of ellipse lies in second a_nd fourth quadrants i.e, when its slope is negative as iu
Fig. 21'16 tb), the phase angle is either.between 90' and 180° or between 180' and 270'.

w

00

Fig. 21 '16. Determination of angle of phase shift.

·Frequency Measurements. .Lissajous
patterns may be used for accurate measurement of frequency. The signal, whose fre. quency is to be measured, is applied to the
Y plates. An accurately calib.rated standard
variable frequency source is used to supply
voltage to the X plates, with the internal
·sweep generator switched off. The standard
.frequency is adjusted until the pattern appears
as a circle or an ellipse, indicating that both
signals are of the same frequency. Where it
is not possible to adjust the standard signal
frequency to the ex.act frequency of the unknown signal, the standard is adjusted to a
multiple or a submultiple of the frequency of
the unknown source so that the pattern
appears stationary.
·

CRT
Screen
16
I)

ei1'--~.;.!!J'-.-1..•

· ·24
13

21

Voltage applied to Yplates
. (frequency=2t)

Let us consider an ex.ample Suppose
sine waves are applied to X and Y plates as
shown in Fig. 21'l7. Let the frequency of
wave applied to Y plates is twice that of the
voltage applied to X plates. This means that
the CRT spot travels two complete cycles in
the vertical direction against one in the
horizontal <lirection.
·
Fig. 21'17, Liss.ajous pattern with frequency ratio 2 : 1,
I

I
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. The two waves start at the same instant. Lissajous pattern may be constructed in the usual
way and a 8 shaped pattern with two loops is obtained. If the two waves do not start at the same
instant we get different patterns for the same frequency ratio. The Lissajous patterns for other
frequency ratios can be similarly drawn. Some of these patterns are shown in Fig. 21'l8.
It can be shown that for all the above cases, the ratios of the two frequencies is :
fv number of times tangent touches top or bottom
-fo = number o(times tangent touches either side number of horizontal tangencies
= - number of vertical tangencies-fv=frequency of signal applied to. Y plates.
where
f• =frequency of signal applied to X plates.
and
CA1HODB RAY OSCILLOSCOPE

tangeftl

2:1

4:1

Fig. 2l'l8, Lissajous patterns with different Frequency ratios.

The above rule, however, does not hold for the Lissajous pattern with free ends as-sbo~11
in Fig. 21'19 (a). The simple rule mentioned above needs following modifications.
Two lines are drawn, one horizontal and the other vertical so that they do not pass through
any intersections of different parts of the Lissajous curve. The number of intersections of tho
horizontal and the vertical lines with the Lissajous curve are individually counted. The frequency
ratio is given by :
.
.
.
f• number of intersections of the horizontal line with the curve
j;, ~~ - number of intersections of the vertical line with the curve
The applications of this' rule to Fig. 21 · t<J gives a frequency ratio ;.--

i·

.

The modified rule is applicable in all cases whether the Lissajous pattern is open or closed.
The ratio of frequencies when open ended Lissajous patterns are obtained can also be found
by treating the open ends as half tangencies as shown in Fig. 21'19 (b). The pattern of Fig. 21 '19 (a)
is reprodu~d

Half tangency
(a)

•

f •

Pig. 21 '19

(b)

f. number or horizontal tangencies 2+112 5
fc """ rtUIQl>er of v~rtical tan$encill~ ... -1-="·
4·
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There are some restrictions on the. frequencies which can be applied to the deflection ptateN.
One obviously, is that the CRO must have the bandwidth required for these frequencies. The other
restriction is that the ratio of the two frequencies should not be such as to make the pattern too
complicated otherwise determination of frequency would become difficult. As a rule ratios as high as
10 : l and as low as to: 9 can be determined comfortablv.
21'JS. Special Purpose Oscilloscopes

r

There are a number of types of oscilloscopes which are used for special applications. Some of
these oscilloscopes are described .below.
·
2\'lf.. Multiple "Beam Oscilloscopes. In many cases it becomes necessary to compare one
signal with another. In ~uch cases Multiple Beam Oscilloscopes are used. Multiple beam oscilloscopes
enclose in a single tube several beam producing systems each with its vertical pair of plates, but
mostly with a common time-base. Each Y channel has its own amplifier. The synchronization or
triggering is done from the input of'a desired Y channel or from an externalinput voltage.

Double Ileam Oscilloscopes use two electron guns within the same cathode ray tube. The
electron beams of the two channels are completely independent of each other. The same effect may
be produced by a single electron gun, the output from it being split into two independently controllable
electron beams.
21 '17. Multiple Trace Oscilloscopes. This oscilloscope uses a single electron gun and produces
multiple traces by switching the Y deflection plates from one input signal to another (this means that
the Y channel is time shared by many signals). The eyes interpret this as a continuous simultaneous
display of. tl{e input signals. although it is a sampled display. This method reduces the cost of
mattJfacturing multi 0 channel oscilloscopes.
·

21'18. Sampling Oscilloscopes. The oscilloscopes presently available) can be used for
continuous display for frequencies
in the 50- 300 MHz range depending
Input
I\ n h
ff\ ["11 r.
waveform --1 L-1 u ~ u , '-i i\-1 !\-upon the design of the oscilloscope.
••
•
I
I
I
I
I
Above this range of frequencies
Sampling .,
~
.
S11mpling Techniques must be
pvtses
-4I
I .
I
I
I
1
I·
I
I
I
employed to obtain satisfactory
display. The display may be made
S~oircose
·:_lr-J~ 0'1sploy~d
trace
timebase~
up from as many 1000 dots of
wavdorm.
luminescence. The vertical deflec:ime --..
tion for each dot is obtained from
Fig. 21 '21l. Principle of sampling oscilloscopes.
progressively later points i:l each
successive cycle of the input waveform as shown in Fig. 21 '20. The horizontal deflection of the electron beam is obtained by appli·
cation of a staircase waveform to X deflection plates.
·
The sampling osc11loscope is able to respond and store rapid bits of information and
present them in a continuous display. It is this ability that enables the sampling oscilloscope to
side:Step the usual· limitations in conventional high frequency oscilloscopes which have limited
sensitivity and bandwidth and sm~ll display size.. The sampling techniques immediately transform
the input signal into lower frequency domain, where conventional low frequency circuitry is then
c_avable of producing a highly effective display.
.
..
The sampling oscilloscopes can be used beyond 50 MHz into the UHF range around 500 MH:ii
and beyond uptolO GHz. However, it should be understood that sampling techniques cannot be
used. for the display of transient waveforms.

")

... ..·.

!

·.:ii "19. Impulse Waveform Oscilloscopes. These oscilloscopes are used for investigation of transient non period phenomena which occur at high voltages. These oscilloscopes use special types of CRT
wh'.erein 'the ·plates are mounted on the sides. The voltage to be measured is applied to these plates.
el~er_ directly or through capacitive potootial dividers. Simultaneously, an impulse is suddenly
.applied. fo the cathode voltagt1. A very bright display is obtained on account of the high voltage and
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the high beam current which exist for a very short duration. Therefore, photographic re.cords. of the
display can be obtained even at very high speeds of upto 50 x 106 m/s. . . ·
·
21'20. Scanning Oscilloscopes. These oscilloscopes use television tubes. ·The data to be
.
measured are applied through intensity modulation on the standardi'Zed screen. Several phenomena·
can be ob5erved simultaneously on a single screen by using this technique.
Because of the large number of factors influencing the quality of the recording, experience with ·
the particular camera· CRO combination is usually the best guide.

,r

2l'it. Storage Type Oscilloscope. The storage type CRO is rapidly becoming one of the ·
most useful tools in the presentation of very slowly swept signals and fi 0 ds many applications in the
mechanical and biomedical fields. In the conventional CRT the persistence of the phosphor· r~ues .
from mic. osecoods to perhaps seconds. In applications where the persistence of the screen is ·sinalfer ·
tban the rate at which the signal sweeps across the screen, the start of the display will have disappeared
before the ~nd of the display is written.
.
With the variable-persistence or storage CRO, the slowly swept trace can be/k~pt o.n display
continuously by adjusting the persistence of the CRT screen to match the siveep time: . Persiste.nce ·
times much greater than a few seconds or even hours, are available, making it possible to store,events .
on a CRT 8creen. The storage CRO uses a special CRT, dalled the storage_tube. This special CRT .
contains all the elements of a conventional CRT, such as the electron gtiii;_the deflection plates, and a .
phosphor screen, hut in addition bolds a number of special electrodes A schematic representation of·
one type storage tube is given in Fig. 21 ·21.
·
The. storage mesh or storage target, mounted just behind the phosphor screen, is a conductive
mesh covered with a highly resistive coating of magnesium fluoride. The write gun is a high-energy
electron gJ11, similar to the conventional gun, giving a narrow focussed beam which can be deflected, ··
and used to 'write the information to be stored. The write gun etches a positively charged pattern on
the storagel;target by knocking off secondary-emission electrons. Because of the excellent insulating:
.properties of the magnesium fluoride coating, this positively charged pattern remains exactly ig the
same posit .on on the storage target where it was first deposited. The electron beam, which is deHected .
in the conventional manner both in the horizontal and the vertical directions, therefore trace sout the
waveform pattern on the sto~ge target.
·
'
Co(tiictor
mesn

torbge
target

s.

·Phosphor
screen
Writing
guns

Collimation
electrodes

Fig. 21'21. Schematic diagram of a storage type CRT.

,,

The stored pattern may be made available for viewing at a later time by the use of two special
electron guns, called Hood guns. The flood guns are placed inside the CRT in a position between the
deflection plates and the storage target and they emit low-velocity electrons over a large area towards
the entire screen When the flood guns are switched on (the viewing mode), low energy electrons are
sprayed towards the screen. The electron trajectories are adjusted by the collimation electrodes which
constitute a low voltage electrostatic lens system, so that the flood-electrons cover the entire screen.
area. Most of the flood· electrons are collected by the collector m~h and therefore never reach. the
phosphor screen.· fa the area near the stored positive charge on the storage target,. the positive field
pulls some ot the flood-ele~trons through the storage mesb and th1:se electrons continue to hit the
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phosphor. The CRT 'Jisplay therefore will be an exact copy of the p.1ttera which was initially stored
on t!1e target and the display wtll be. vis~ble as long as the Hood guns coJJtlitue emis·:ion of low-energy
electrons: To erJse the pattern which is etched on the stcrage mesh, a negative v;ilta••e is apcilicd to
the storage targ :t, neutralizing the stored positive charge.
"'
'
To obtain variable persistence, the erase voltage is applied in the fotm of pulses instead of a
steady d.c. voltage. By varying the width of these pulses the rate of erasure is varied. The variablepershteace control on the front panei of the scope is then the width control of the erase-pulse
generator.
21'22. Accessories of Cathode Ray Oscilloscopes. The cathode-ray oscilloscope is one of the
most useful instruments in the electronic industry. The usefulness of the oscillosrnpc is further
extended by provision of accessories or auxiliary equipment. Some of the accessories are described
below.
21'23. Calibrators. Many oscilloscope have a built-in reference source of voltage which has
usually a square waveform with a frequency of I kHz. The voltage may have a single magnitude or
may be of several selectable magnitudes. Provision of this ficility enables the oscilloscope amplifier~
ood time base to be calibrated and checked for accuracy.
;21'24. Probes. The probe performs the very important function t)f connecting the i:est
circuit to the oscilloscope without altetin ?, loading, or otherwise disturbing the test circuit. A probe
has been described on page 65 l page 640..
The probes are of three different types :
(i) Direct reading probe, (ii) c!r'Clllt isolation probe, and (iii) detector probe.
1. Direct Probe. Thh probe fa elmplest of all the probes and uses a shielded co·axial ~;1blc.
It avoids stray pick-ups which may create problems when low level signal~ arc being measured
It is usually used for low frequency tlr low impedance circuits. However, in using the '.;hieldt.c pu1be,
the shunt capacitance of the probe and cable is added to the input impedance and capacity nf !he
scope and acts to lower the response of the oscilloscope to high impedance and high frequency
circuits.
·
2.. Isolation Probe. Isolation orobe fa used in order to avoid the undesirable cin;uit kudirig
effects of the shielded probe. The isolation of the probe, which is med r.lon[! witb a. cap. :.;:ii~,,;
voltage divider, decreases the input capacitance and lncre~ses the iliput resistance of th~ \J:;cillo:.t:q>~.
This way the loading effects are drastically reduced.
3. Detector probe. When analyzing the response to modulated slgnais u'ed in C•!ill!rl!i1Ji(:;,,tio11 equipment like AM, FM and TV receivers, the detector probe functions to separnte the bwc
frequency modulation component from the high frequency carrier. The amplitude of th~ m1.'<iuJMii.'r
carrier (which is proportional to the response of the. receiver to the much h\g!; freq1wn~y c:;niec
signal) is displayed on the oscilloscope by rectifying and bypassing action. This pc:rn1it!: ,,n
oscilloscope capable of audio-frequency response to perform signal tracing tests on l'.<.)mm1mic«rion
signals in the range of hundreds of MHz, a range, which is beyond the capabilities of ali o•Kilio:cupcs
except the highly specialized ones:
·

21'25. Cameras. The best method of permanent records of oscilloscope trace~ for analysis
is the use of photography. Special cameras are used for the purpose and they are of the following
two types :
(f) 35 mm Film. The 35 mm unit is usually prefocused an.d bolted over the tube face. Some
cameras have a fixed lens aperture, the exposure is simply controlled by hand operation of flapper
shutter. More sophisticated arrangements use ·exposure and aperture control. Panchromatic and
special blue sensitive films are commonly used because they are faster and hence are better suited for.
recording of high speed transients. Both these films give a "negative" record from which po>itivl'>
prints having white traces on a black background are made. Another type of 35 mm liim giv~c· u
pliotograph which bas a black trace on a white background. These fjlms are, hovmvcl', <lilllcult tu

enlarge.

·

!"

--..,,..
I
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(ii) P'llaroid film. This photographic technique approaches instant photography. A permarecord ls obtained within !0-20 s. However, this process is much more expensive than the
35 mm photographic technique. But the relative cost may be reduced by using the facility of some
of the cameras to be mo·:ed relative to the screen, making it possible to place several traces on a
single print. The camera is again prefocused, but is normally provided with aperture and exposure
controls. The photographic record is obtained oil polaroid film which is a white trace on a black
background. Since in many situations, it is the time which is much more important, the Polaroid
photography is normally used under such circumstances.
nen~

21'26. Electronic Switch. The electronic switch is au extremely useful accessory for displaying
two signals simultaneously on single trace oscilloscopes. The electronic switch is essential!~ a square
wave generator. The two signals which lire to be displayed are each connected to a separate grid of
a duai-section 11mplifier tube, operating with cutoff bias. The square wave is applied in such a manner
that it alternately unblanks each tube ~ection, thereby prese11ting each signal alternately to the vertical
ampiifier of the oscilloscope. When the switching rate, which is determined by the square wave
frequency, is high enough ·each signal appears continuous even thongb it is actually interrupkd
periodically. The switching rates may be as high as 100 kHz.
I

·I'

Exampl~ 2l'J, Calculate t'ie maximum· velocity of the beam of electrons in a CRT having a
cathode anode voltaf(e of 800 V. Assume that the electrons to leave the cathode with zero velocity,
Charge of electron= 1·6 x I0-19 C and m11ss of electron= 9' 1 XIo-Bt kg. . ·

Solution. From Eqn. 21 '5, velocity of electrons is :

• /2_>_<}·§~_1~10 x_so6"" t6·s /( tos m/s
I. = 1.'Ij _!emEa= 'V
9'1><10-31 ·
·
0

•

I

Example 21 2. An electrically deflected CRT has a final anode voltage of 2000 V and parallel
deflecting plates 1·5 cm loug and 5 moo apart. If the screen is 50 cm from the cer.tre of detle~ting
plates, find (a) beam speed, (b) the del!ection sensitivity of the tube, and (c) the deflection factor of
the tube.
'

I

I
I

•

Solution.

'T
1

•

x 10-19
'VI - 2 x9.1'6
x
1 10- 81

-- •

eloc1ty of bearr.. v.. -

-

~ .

• X2000-26

5 m/s.

From Eqn. 21'17, deflection sensitivity,
L Id
o·s x 1'5X 10-2
•
s=2d Ea =:rxs·x10-sx20o0 m/V=O 375 mm/V.
1
Deflection factor G-= -§- = • 5""2'61i V/mru.
0 37

Example 213. A CRT bas an anode voltage of 2000 V and parallel deflecting plates 2 cm
long and 5 mm apari. The screen i& 30 cm from the centre of the plates. Find the input voltage ·
required to deli.eel the ?earn through 3 .cm. The input voltage is applied to the deflecting plates
through amplifiers having an overall gain of 100.
Solution. From Eqn. 21'16, deflection

IJ=~jd:.~.

,
.
.
2d Ea D 2x 5X 10-sx 2000x3x 10-2
. XZX _2
Voltage apphed to deftectmg plates Ea= L
=-=JOO V.
03
14
10
100
Input voltage required for a deflection of 3 cm= E_c1_·= =1 V.
gam 100
Example 21'4. Calculate the vefocity ot' the electron beam in an oscilloscope ir the voltage
applied to its vertical deflection plates is 2000 V. Also calculate the cutoff frequency .if the maxim am
transit time is II4 of a cycle. Tbe length of horiiontal plates is SO !11111·
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l6xlo;~x2000=26'5XI06 m/s
'V/lx9·1x10-1

Velocity of electron beam

Doz=.

Cutoff frequency

f, = 7if = 4x5<Yx 10..:3- = 132 5x 106 Hz= 132 5 MHz.

·

.

·

u,,.

26'5X 106

.

. .

Example 21'5. Voltage £1 is applied to the horizontal input and voltage £ 2 is applied to the
vertical Input of a CRO. E1 and £2 have the same frequency. The trace is an ellipse. The slope of
the major axis is positive. The maximum vertical value is 2·5 divisions and the point where the ellipse
ctosses the vertical axis is l '25 divisions. The ellipse is symmetrical about the horizontal and vertical
uls. Determine the possible phase angles of £2 with relipect to £1.
Solution. Referring to Fig. 21'16 (a), sin r,6= ~!~ ~:;~ =0'5.

:.

~=30°.

·. . thus possible phase angles are 30• or 330•.
Example 21'6. The sketches shown in fig. 21 '22 display Lissajous patterns for cases
where voltages of same frequency but of diflerent · phase are connected to Y and X plates of the
oscilloscope. Find the phase difference in each case. The spot generating the patterns moves in a
clockwise direction. Calculate the angles if the spot generating the patterns moves in the anticlock·
wise direction.
·

(c)

(b)

(a)

(d)

fiJ. 21·22

Solntioo. The spot g~nerating the patterns moves in clockwise direction.
(a)

Sin ;=Yi =_Q_=O
Y2 5

:.
'(b)

Sin
:.

(c)

Sin
:.

f==G' (as the Lissajous pattern is in 1st and 3rd quadrants).

'= i =o·s
2

.P 30• (as the major axis of the pattern, is in 1st and 3rd quadrants). ·

t/i= ~
=0'7
5
tfi=45' (as the major axis of the pattern is iu lst and 3rd quadrants). ·
2"5
• .

.. '' .
(dX S111 ~=~=<rs.·
.

·.• . ,.
be:

. 5

.

...

.

. . . t/i=l80-30o,-150a (as the major axis is in 2nd and 4th quadrants).
If' the spot g11nerat.JJ18 the patterns moved in the counter clockwise direction, the angles would

(4) 1so0 1 (b)

~30° 1

(c) -45', (.:) tso+3o=21Q'
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Example 21·7, A Lissajous pattern on the oscilloscope is stationary and has 6 verti~af maximum values and five horizontal maximum values. The frequency of horizontal input is . I 5l0 Jfz.
Determine the frequency of vertical input.
Solution. The Lissajous pattern has 6 vertical maximum values and thus a horizontal line will
be tangent to it 6 times. The pattern has 5 horizontal maximum values and thus a vertical line will be
tangent toit 5 times.
·
'
Th
vertical input frequency
fu 6
u~, horizontal input frequency = f• ""5
6
6
.
.
:. Vertical input frequency
-fu=- - f•=5x1500=1800 Hz.

5

Example 2l'8. In the screen~pattern oscillograms shown in Fig. 21'23 a sine~wave signal of
unknown frequency is connected to the vertical input terminals of the oscilloscope. At the sam·: time
a 60 Hz voltage is connected to the horizontal input. State the frequency of unknown signal ii, each
case.

~..____,,;)
__../,

(b)

(a)
I

(t.)

ll1g, 2!'23,

I

Solution. (a) HoriZontal tangencies= 3,
Vertical tangency=!
. \ ~. .
3
. . . .
Unknown freqilency
f~=60XT=180Hz.
(b) Horizontal tangencjes
·.

= 3,

:. Unknown frequency

=60X"f =90 Hz

'

).
'

,

(c) Horizcintalt11ngencies
...
..

: . Unknown freq'uertby.

Vertical tangencies=2
3

=2,

.

Vertical tangencies=3

fv=60Xi=40 Hz.
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

t. Jn a cathode ray tube the distance between the deflecting plates is 1'0 cm; !he length of tl:e deflecting
plates is 4'5 cm and the distance of the screen from the centre of the deflecting p!a•n iN 33 cm. If the accelerating
voltage supply is 300 volt, calculate defi~cting sensitivity of the tube.
(Ans. 2'48 mm/VJ
l. An eltctrostatlcally deflected cathode ray tube bas plane parallel deflecting plates-wNch are 2·5 cm long
and 0 5 cm apart, and lbe distance fiom their centre to the screen is 20 cm, The electron beam is accelerated by a
potential difference of?~OO Vandis projectr1l certrally between the plates. CaJculalt ;he deflecting voltage reqrircd to
cause the beam lo strike a deflecting vollaP" 11d find the corresponding Jeftection of the screen. [Ans. 200 V ; 4 cm]

3. Voltage E1 is applied to the horizontal inp11t and E. to the vertical input of a CRO. E, and L, tiaVe same
frequencr. Tbe tra'e on the screen is an ellipse. The ''Pc of major axis is negative. The lllllXimum Veilical va!Qe
is 3 divisions and th~ point wber~ the ellipse Cl'O!SCS tbi .eHical axis is 2'6 diviSfOD8, rhe ellipse is symmetrical abput
1ioriwnta) and ve'rtical axss. Determine the pos$ib!ii pilase anlllee of E1with ~11\> £1, .
f Ailll. 120' or 210"1
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4. A Lissajous Plhtern on an oscilloscope is stationary and bas 5 horizontal tangencics and 2 vertical
tanaoncles. The frequency of horizontal input is 1000 Hz. Determine the frequency of vertical input. [Aus. 25CO Hz]
S. In the oscilloscope pattern shown 1n Fig. 21'24, the signal connected to the vertical plates has the same
fl'Oqueocy in parta (a) and (b). If the input to the horizontal paltes is a 50 Hz voltage :
(a) sta.te the unknown frequency,

and (b) explain what causes the difference in appearance of two patterns.

[Ans. 25 Hz]

'

(a)

(b)

Fig. 21'24
6. Prove that the Lisujous patterns produced by voltages &(lplied to Y and X plates as shown in Figs. 21'2S(a)
and (b) have the following frequency ratios.
·
(11) 5: 4, (b) 8 : I.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 21'25
'I. Find the frequency of the verti;al plates if the frequency applied to horizontal plate is SO Hz for the
[Ans. (a) 25 Hz, (b) JOO Hz]
1attern11bowo in Plga. 21'26 (a) and (b).
.

(b)

(a)
~~~

.

22
Instruments for Generation and
Analysis of Waveform
OSCILLATOUS

-

22'1. Introduction.. An oscillator is one of the most basic and useful of the electrical and
electronic measuring instruments. Oscillators provide a convenient source of power or test voltage
for practically all measurements. An oscillator provides a sine-wave signalout'Put. Depending upon
the 'oscillator design or appl,ica~1on, terms such as oscillator, test oscillator, signal generator or function
generator are used. An oscillator 'is the basic element of all signal sources and generates a sine wave
signal of known frequency and a)Ilplitude.
The name test oscillator~ is used for an oscillator having a calibrated attenuator and an
output monitor. The term signal generator is normally used for oscillators with modulation capacities.
Funclion generators provide non-sinusoidal (pulse, square wave, .triangular wave) outputs in addition
to sine. wave signals.
It may be understood that this terminology is not standard and different manufacturers we
different names for their products and it is always desirable to check the specifications before using
an instrument for any particular application.
22·2. Classification of Oscillators. Oscillators may b~ classified in several ways. Here they
are classified on two basis :
1. the design principle used, and 2. the frequency range over which they are used.
The classification based on design principle categorises the oscillators as :
(i) Feeaback oscillators. (ii) Negative resistance oscillators.
·
The classification based on frequency band is :
(i) Audio frequency (AF) oscillators
: 20 .Hz-20 kHz.
(ii) Radio frequency (RF) oscillators ·
: 20 kHz -- 30 MHz.
(ill) Video frequency oscillators
: d.c. -5 MHz.·
(iv) High frequency (HF) oscillators
: !'5 'MHz-30 MHz.
(v) Very high frequency (VHF) oscillators : 30 MHz-300 MHz.
f,edbu~k Oscillators dfe more commonly used. They use an active device such as an nmpli!lcr
whose ontpu~ is feed kick in phase to its input (positive feedback) to cause regenerative action resultiug
in oscillatiorn;.
Nrgl!lhe Rcsisillnce Oscillators use an active dtvlce with an inherent negative resistance
characteristics which provide its own regeneration and
hence oscillations.
Et
G__...
+ 1----=e"-1
Amplifier
2'Z'3. Feedback Oscillators
A basic feedback circuit is shown in Fig. 22'1.
Voltage gain of amplifier G=

~~-

... (22'1)

where Et and Eo are phasors and G is a complex
function of frequency. A portion Et of output voltage
Eo is feedback into the input.
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Pig. 22'l. llaaic feedback circuit.
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feedback .factor H=EEt0

... (22'2)

where H is a complex quantity.
.
.
Now amplifier input voltage Ei is the sum of the signal E1 and feedback .voltage Et .
.., :.
Ei =E1tE1
... (~2'3)
"Amplifier output voltage Eo=GE1 =G(E1tE1)•G(EitHEo)
GE1
Eo=-i::...GH

or

•.. Gain" ith feedback as Gt==~

1_?GH

... (22'4) ·

· ... (22'5)

Eqn. 22'5 indicates that if the complex quantity GH is positive, as itapproaches unity the
gain increases without limit. Hence if the value of GH= I +jO, the overall gain is infinite. Physically
interpreted, this situation means that the signal input voltage E< can be reduced to zPro without
affecting the output voltage. Thus the amplifier can provide an output without an input and such a
self·excited source is termed as a Feedback Oscillator.
·
In general the operating conditions for regenerative action or oscillations of . feedback
oscillators are :
I: The frequency of a sinusoidal feedback oscillator is determined by the condition that th~
loop phase shift is zero. Another way of explaining it would be thill the phaae shift between tile
amplifier input signal and the signal which is returned through amplifier and the feedback ci1 cuit must
be equal to zero.
·
2. The product of voltage gain of amplifier, G, and the feedback factor H must he equal to
or greater than I:
·
22'4. Types of Feedback Oscillators. Feedback oscillators are classified into tbrec categories :
(i) RC (resistance-capacitance) oscillators, (ii) LC (inductance·capacitance) oscillators,
and (iii) Crystal oscillatorsi
22':5. RC Oscillators. RC oscillators may be oue of the two following forms :
(i) Wien bridge oscillator, and (ii) Phase shift oscillator.
22'6. Wien Bridge Oscillator. 'f:he Wien bridge RC oscillator has become the standard
circuit for variable frequency test circuits in the audio
frequency range. This oscillator is sinrple and stable in
operation. Also it is far less cumbersome than the LC
oscillator.
Fig. 22·2 shows a Wien bridge circuit. This circuit E1=Outpu_t
qf
acts as the feedback network between the amplifier input Voltage
amplifier .----+-4\
and output terminals.· E1 is the output of an amplifier
which is used as an input voltage to the bridge. E2 is the
output voltage of the · bridge whkh is fedback and becomes the input of the amplifier.
E1=E: 0- Et>
The first condition for oscillations requires that
'-----__.Input voltage
the phase shift between E1 and E2 be zero. This can
ofomplifier
happen only when the bridge is balanced at resonance.
The analysis of a Wien bridge is given in Art. 16'22,
Fig, 22'2, Wien bridge circuit.
page 517,.
,

.

I

Resonant frequency

fo= 211 .y.kif'zcic;

If

Rt=Ra=R and C1=C2=C

... (22'6)
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.
.I
Resonant frequency fo= RC
211

... (22'7)

Eqn. 22'7 Indicates that bridge resonance is indepeudent of the value of other two bridge
arms i.e. Ra and R4.
The second condition for oscillations requires that the product. of a!nplifi~r gain, G, and the
feedback factor, H, should be equal or greater than 1. As the bndge IS to b~ used as a feedback
network .for the oscillator, voltage £ 2 shout j not be equal to zero in magnitude' 'Jut the phase shift
between Ei and Ea should be zero. This means that the value of H should not be equal to zero.
The impedances Z1 and Z2 have the same
resistances. At resonance, therefore :

phas~

l

angle at resonance since R3 and R4 are pure
.

.

~

and Z,=(J/R)+jwC=(i-1)2
Thus

... (22'8)

and

... (22'9)

(The abbve relationships imlicate that both E. and E• are in phase with E1 at resonant
frequency)
At null point: E2=Ea~Eo=O.
Thus if R4/(Ra+ R4)=! or Rs =2R4, the output voltage E2 will be equal to zero. We do noe
want to make E2 equal to zero and therefore, the ratio, R4/(Ra+ R4j should be smaller than i.
Let Ev =-fu_ 0~.l_ _ _!_
E1 Ra+R4 3 rt
Then

-,1

where oc>3.

H=~~'?E,~~£,,=i:-( +-~)

... (22'10)

At resonant frequency E.. /E1 =land hence H"" 1/a.
Thus if the gain, G, of the amplifier is made equal t:i a, the co11dition GH = 1 is satisfied.
It is clear from above that :
(i) The frequency of oscillations is equal to the resonant frequency / 0•
. . (ii) At any frequency other than resonant frequency Ea is not in phase with E1 and therefore
Ez= E.- Eb is not in phase with £1. Thus the condition for oscillations that E2 be in phase Ei is
satisfied only at resonant frequency.
(iii) The relationship GH=I is satisfied only at resonant frequency.
· Capacitors, C, are variable air capacitors mounted on the same shaft. Continuous variation
of frequency is accomplished by varying the value of C. Resistors R are provided with switches, so
· that different frequency ranges may be selected.
In order that the amplitude of oscillations b~ held steady over a wide range of frequencies, a
negative feedback is necessary. This negative feedback is provided by resistors R1 and R2. Resistance
R2 is often a temperature sensitive resistor with a positive resistance temperature co·eflicient. R2 is
usually an incandescent lamp operated at a temperature lower than its illumination level. Since the
resistance of the lamp changes with amplitude of driving signal, thus changing the voltage division or
the bridge .arms accordingly. Thus, as the amplitude of the oscillations increases, the resistance 1??.
increases. This reduces the negative feedback which reduces the gain of the amplifier and thus.
amplitude of oscillations is restored to normal.
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The above statement may be elaborated further as under :
The amplitude of oscillations depends upon how much the value of GH is greater than unity.
If the fee<l backfactor H is constant, the amplitude is determined by the value of gain, G of the

.

'

Fig. 22 3. Practical Wien bridge circuit.

amplifier. If G increases, the amplitude in.creases till the increase is limited by the non·linear
charac;teristics of transistors. If the output of the amplifier tends to increase, the inc1eased current
through R2 increases its resistance. This reduces the value of H and would then tend to keep the
value of product GH constant. Thus the amplitude is regulated.
·
·A vacuum tube Wien bridge oscillator depends upon a temperature sensitive element R2·
This allows the operation of the amplifier within its linear region of its transfer characteristics. Thus
we get a low distortion sinusoidal output. However, when using transistors, a peak detector circuit
is used to provide negative feedback signal proportional to the output voltage. This is because the
current drawn by an incandescent lamp is too much of drain on the power supplies and thus is
i11compatiblc with the transistors and battery power sources. Also the use of an incandascent lamp
causes a thermal lag.

Advantages
.
(i) The Wien bridge oscillator provides a stable low distortion sinu~oidal output voltage over
a wide range of frequency.
.
(ii) The frequency range can be seler.icd by using simple decade resistance boxes.
(iii) The fre<Juency of o~cillations ln au .RC network is /o= l /2i:RC. 1 hu~ uu!ike L-C net·
works whrn: the resonant frequency vane~: invenely . as square root of C, the frequency· of Wien
bmJge oscillatol' varies ioversdy as C itself. lhus frequency variation greater th art lO: l is possible
with single sweep of an air dit:lectric tuning capacitor'
(1v) With the addition of a power amplifier to isolate the oscillator from the load, the circuit
i> used to provide test signals for a variety of applications,
·
(v) fhe range of this oscillaior is 2 Hz to 100 kHz. The upper frequency limit is fixed by
the amplitude and the phase shift characteristics of the amplifier. The lower limit of frequency is
fixed by the practical limits on the size of range selecting resistors.
·

22'7. Practical Circuit of" ien Bridge Oscillator. Fig. 22·3 shows the circuit diagram of a
two state Wien bridge oscillator. Two stages are necessary in order to obtain a phase shift of Ct as
a single stage amplifier shifts by 180'. The four arms of the Wien bridge are :
(I) Rand C in Reries (ii) Rand C in parallel, (Iii) resistor Ri and (iv) resistor R2·
Qi and Qs are two transistors and tue positive feedback is applied from the collector of Q2

through the coupling capacitor C1 to top of the bridge circuit.

1
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22'8. Phase Shift Oscillator. When an audio-frequency (AP) oscillator is to be irned over
comparatively a limited frequency range,
or on a specified frequency, simphlied ·
RC: networks arc usually •~mployed. For
exampk f·ig. · 22'4 shows a 'imple
·
·
'I
"phase shift osci!IHtor", which can be
······- ~-:~~-;j!'.·-----····-:((·~_-J,1'.,'~m~-s)·,ls. t ~;,·,··jc~l'
used for generation cf sinusoidal voltages
_ ___
,.
·
• _
1
'
upto a frequency range of several
IFre:+I )f~
1
hundred kHz. The circuit (:rnsists of a
o- - • - ··
···I; I
-·
R
'J 1 t
sin•de transistor amplifier stage, followed
R
R ¥ R .(~ ---·- · •-:--wm.,.
~~tfu~e
by c three cascaded arrangements of
( If / ·
._.....1
resistor R and capacitor C to provide the
I
- .1 .i..
R, :!=Ct
necessary positive feedback.
1
The single transistur amplifier
--· ··--~·-----···--::-t·- ·
shifts the phase of any voltage by l 30'
'=c
' cc
whiGh appears at its base. The RC·
Hg. 22·4, !'base shift oscHb or.
net work 1s necessary to provide an
.
addi1i•.l!1al pl:ase shift of exac!ly 180''. This additional plrn.se shift is obtained from !.hl' RC network
clnly :1( a 'PCCilic f1equency. Hence, at a frequency wb~re the RC network provides f,XHCt J8(1' phase
shill, ihe 1.nt»I pha>e shift from the base or transiswr, around the circmt, back to tt c br;se is exactly
li". Thus tl,e feedback voltage is iu phase with the voltage input to th~ am;ililicr at that frequency.
Th:::. i!' rbc :rn:pli!lcation of the trar.>istor is sutlkiently large, tbc circuit 11111 ;;cl. ~1;c a11 osdilator at

L

Ro~J

f

·-1'-·r···

1 1 11

·y'
~

l_L Ji"-' 1

1' 1·

j I .
--.·-·i;-

ti1al 1';1;·.,urncy.

·'-41·i11tcgc<: an•J Disadrnntagcs. (iJ Tllc circuit of a plwse-'-h;ft ,_,:;cd!::w< i,; mud, rnnpler
ll:i.ll• tL1~· \\"icn bi~dgc-circuiL 'fh!s is because this c-.1rcuit Ji-'.;pensts \\'llh tl1e negatI\'t ft,•edback·anct the
~, L: Q1!:/il1 idl! <! r r:t n1~t·n1cn t·.;.
!

"

.

'

-

•

i/1! !n~ 1.:h~·,: ,1;in oscillato: m.iy be t1>eJ over a wid~ frequency r:Hgt-, from il fow Hz to
1:cvc1al .\If/. Tl:e upper frequcrcy rauge i> limited sinr.:c at high frcquencic.~. iL ..· 1rnpedancc of phase
>hitiiliE RC pd1'"''k becomes.very 'mall, with !he n:suit th~ amplifier i> r,r::,vily :0:.i.de.1. 'ic1 offset
i.hl~:,. ;.'nr-:ccu-..·t' nica:.;uti:·.:; hnYe i.f.1 be tuken \0ihi('t f..'{)nJplicatc the ~:1rcu1t t111d ihus 1ht Fhi\'a11hige gained
t1H (t('(.( U111 c.~r ~"irlip!i(·1ty of tht~ ci1(·11it i-~ hx.;t
(iii) rr!:t: cirl'-LJit i;;. p~irticu!~idy ~Hii.t.d f~~r io\V frcquens.:~~:1\ S:1y ~.;i the (;;-,_~f:.'I >_;( i }L<i ~i1H.:t; iht}SC
freqot:nri~-·~¥ cn11 t-._-_. ·:ibtained tnsily J'ro1n tht circuit hy using Jatff' V,'dtr·s u.\' / .:;n~.1 (~'. \·hi(_:J_: ;p·;; CO!Jl"
1

1:

1

ll)CrL'i~_liy .av:~)l:;ble.

I

I'

(1\) T'hc pha::e shift oscillalnr ha~1 decidti..lly ~\n a<lva.n!nr~e (1\·1;'.1' L. . (> i:uned 0~1ciJJ:d·o1}' in t,he
lo~f· f1r411 . .~ncy rang(.. as in tl1ls frequenr:/ runge. th1.:- iargc iu~inctnr.·; rt~quin. ~d i'.!r,~ cuo··•b~~rs\JflH~ arui
.irnpr,;1;t h::a b!c.
( c) The output obl:<ined is \llHciy , ini1;;oidrd.

l2'':i. L.C.. ()9tiilnlors Tb fint nsciilaiorc w~re the L-C ''ari<;l\'. These o;;cill~iorn am
particHlariy ,,niie.d for the radio frcqtteui;;y (R·f) ra(lge. Therr.o are m:my typ1;s of L-C o;;dllatorn
anli rhcy use a conventional type of l,.C iank Gircuil. Their principle of opl'rt;\ion is &imple a.n<l
alnw;t ~imilnr for any of the many variatka1s of the br.slc circuit. The operation 0f the basic circuit
is as fo 1 !0\\·~~ :
·

L· C o;;dllator uses n 1a11k drcuit which comprises of ~.n inductor Lin parallel with a
capacitor C. The paraliel Cllmbinatiou of L and C is excited into oscillations and the output voltage of
1he tank circuit is amplified by either " uansistor or· a v11cuum tube amplifieL A fraction of the
amphlicd voltage is fed back into 1he tank circuit by either an inductive or a cnpaciliV(o coupling.
Thi:; i:. lk•ne in crder to compernmte frn: the power loss in the tank cirl.'liit Thi:' "regt•nerntiv~
fe~tlbad<" results in a constll!lt an1p!iltafo output voltag~ at \he 1esonant frr.querv'S \lf th,: ~ank t;ircuit.
Tl1e resonant frequency of the tank circuit is f o'~I/ 1rn/LC.
i'.il

I

f
.!

lt i' evident from the expression fbr

f o that these circuits ar(i pMticuir.>ty

suited fot' radio
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ot

frequencies since the value
inductance required to
produce oscillations is quite small at these frequencies.
The L-C oscillators can operat~ at very high frequencies,
up to several hundred MHz.
22·10. Armstrong Oscillator.. Fig. 22'5 shows the
Fzedba,ck
ba,ic circuit of an Armstrong Qsc1llator. Inductor, L1
and cap.icitor, C1 form the tank circuit of the oscillator.
Coil Li is inductively coupled to a coil L2· When the
.b
plate supply voltage Eau is first connected, current flowi ~ o----,, fO
through the plate cirq1it. This current flows through coil ~
r:) \re>

Rndlo

?Ebb

El(jJ(P-__J

r,
ru•d ''""
"'' voltage.
roopl<distoin"'ii
is induced
in r,
theidod
later."'''This
suchL"a "''""
direction

a•

1,

'J

I

;requ,ncy coil
·

·
~9

h-

r' '
.

I

·
Vac•Jurn
tube

-~ triode

,;f

,~

that grid of the tube is driven po~itive. This increases
,
the plate current at a faster rate and, '.he ind~c.t:d voltage
~ _ _ _..;,
in coil Li increases further. Thus a nigh positive voltage
Tor.~
T
is built up across the tank circuit. Capacitor C1 charges
Glrcull
with a positive polarity on its. top plate. During this
.
process, since the grid is positive ~be. grid curr~nt charges
Pig. 22.5. Amstroo~ oscillator circuit.
the capacitor. Cu to the peak yalue wnh a polanty as shown. ·As the plate current approaches its
saturation point the rate of me of plate current decreases and therefore the induced voltage decreases .
. Capacitor Cu, therefore, discharges through resistance Ru. This makes the grid negative and therefore
a chain reaction is set off.
·
With the grid becoming negative, the plate current starts decreasing and as a result the
magnetic field of L2 is wiped out. Tbis iaJuces a negative voltage in coil L1. The capacitor, Cu is
still discharging and this drives the tube to a cutoff region and therefore the plate current becomes
zero. The negati':e iojuc:d volt~ge acrnss L1 causes Ci to discharge and then charge up again to
the peak value of the negative induced voltage.
The tube is cut-off and C1 is charged with a negative polarity at its top plate. During the
next balf cycle, the tank circui.t takes out the tube from its cut-off region. C1 starts to discharge
through Lt and the. grid is raised in potential till the tube starts conducting again. As soon as the tube
conducts, the energy is transferred from the plate circuit to the tank circuit. Capacitor, C1, charges
up again to the peak value of the positive voltage. The entire cycle repeats itself as described earlier.
The output is taken from coil La which is inductively coupled to coil L1.
2:ru .. 11-Imrlely Oscillator. Fig 22'6 shows the transistorized version of a Hartely oscillator.
Tll!S circuit uses only one coil instead of two coils as Armstrong circuit. The coil has a tap which
corresponds to the com~on a.c. gro~nd o~ the Armstrong circuit. The variab!e (tuning) capacitor
Ci is now in parallel with the entire coll L1 +L2. The output is now avadable through an RC
coupling instead of an inductive coupling as in Armstrong circuit.
_. Vee

_

Vee

c
Output

o;o-~u1 Li~ L,,,
I

R . C1

b'---~
Frequency
tuning
Fi5. 22'6, Hartley oscillator.

1

Fig. 2!'7. Colpitts oscillator.

22· 12. Colpitts Oscillator. The Colpitts circuit in its transistorized form is shown in
Fig. 22'7. It is, in fact, anothel' form of basic Armstrong circuit. The tank circuit consists of a JiKed

l
I
'

I

i

I

[)!SfRllMlli~l'Sl'OR
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mductor Li, and two variable cap~citors C1 and C2 in series. · This circuit differs from rhe. Hartely's
circuit only in the form of tapping. In the Hartely's circuit, the inductor is tapped while iu the
Colpitts circuit, the tapping is from the capacitors. The capacitors C1 and C2 are g;rnged. The amount
of feedback depends upon the relative values of C1 and C2. The smaller the C1 the greater the
feedback. As the tuning is varied, the values of both capacitors increase or decrease simultaneously,
but the ratio of the two capacitances remains the same.
•·
22' 13. Crystal Oscillators.

Ill crystal oscillators, the usual electrical resonant circuit is
replaced by a mechanically vibrating crystal. These crystals exhibit Piezo·c!ectric propertiei, i.e. when
mechanical stresses are applied on the opposite faces of the crystal, electrical charges appear at some
other faces and vice· versa. Thus when an alternating voltage is applied to appropriate faces, mechanical vibrations are produced at some other faces. Therefore if the frequency of alternating voltage
is equal to the frequency of mechanical vibrations, the vibrations will be intense.
Piezo-electric properties are exhibited by a number of natural crystal snbs!\lnces like quartz,
Rochelle salt, etc. Quartz is the normally used material for crystal oscillators becnusc of its frequency
control in oscillators which comes from its permanence, low tempcra\llre co-efficient and high
mechanical Q. Quartz is preferred to Rochelle salt on account of the above-mentioned qualities even
though Quartz ha~ a lesser Piezo·electric effect. 1·
·
The electrical equivalent of a cr.y~tAl is suown in Fig. 12'8 (b). Th~ circuit lias two resonant
frequencies
·
(i) Series resonant frequency .ft.; If'i'rt\!'

(ii) Parallel resonant frequency

h="

ic-

i 'V
11

1

+Lele

It is apparent that}2 is greater than/1. But the value of ratio C/C' is very small and hence
the two frequencies fl and f2 are close to r.ach other.

· Because of the close analogy between a crystal and an LC nciwork, the crystal oscillator
designs arc similar to those of LC oscillators. Fig. 22·9 shows the circuit of a Pierce oscillator. This
circuit is similar to that of the Colpitts oscillator.
Vee

l!2ill · ·H·
.
11

)

.

Transistor

(b)
Fig, 22'8. Crys1al and its equivalent eleclric circuit.

(a)

t

T

Crystal

t __
"_~

Fig. 22.9. Cr)Slal osciltalor cir.:uit.

Advantages and Disadvantages. (I) The frequency stability of the oscillations obtained from ·
a crystal vary and that too over a long period of time.
(2) The frequency of oscillations generated by other RF oscillators using electrical resonating
(tank) circuits is effected considerably by changes in supply voltage, load and·temperature. Crystal
oscillators do not face these problems and thus their frequency stability is high. Hence these oscillators
are the standard means of maintaining frequency.
(3) The vibrating crystal structure has a high value of Q. Values in ~xcess of 20,000 are
always to be expected and values over 1,000,000 have been obtained under special circumstances.
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( 4) Since the ratio of capacitance C/C' is very small, the coupling between crystal resonator
and external circuit is inhcrentl.v small.
.
(5) The crystal oscillators have a very limited tuning range (or not at all). The crystal oscillators are used for frequencies greater than 100 kHz. Their use is mainly at radio frequen<:ies (RF).
22' 14. Beat F'eqnctlcy Oscillatol' (llF'.0.). Before the advent of the Wien bridge oscillato.r,
the beat frequency oscillator was the most commonly oscilli;.tor to obtain variable frequency output
1 n tbe audio frequency (AF) range.
No'.v the use of B.F.O. has decrea.sed. His mostly used when
it i.s d~sired to cover a very large frequency range with a single dial rotation ( witbont the need for
switching bands).

A beat frequency oscillator ch·cuit is shown in Fig. 22' 10 in block diagram form. One of
the oscmators generates a fixed freq11e11cy and the other a variable frequency. The oatputs of these
oscillators arc fed to a mi1.cr. The
frequency of output of the mi~er
is the difference of tb.e two frequencies. Thus if the fiKed frequency
oscill<1tor generates a frequency of
100 kHz and the variable frequency
oscillator bas a. frequency range of
100 kHz to 120 kHz, the output fre•
quency varies betwen 0 to 2ll kHz.
'fherefore, frequr.ncy dial is marked
Pig. 22' 10. ll~.at frequency <•scillator,
0 to 20 kHz (i.e., tb~ diffo1ence of
the two frequencies). Thi; th~n is au audio frequeucy (AF) output. This outp:it is amplified by an
AF amplifier.
It is obvious !bat circuit of a B. F. 0. i1 much more complkated than that of a Wien bridge
oscillator and hence 13.F.O. is bccom;ng ehsolet~.
t::t'15. Negstivc Resista'1ce Osc!Hniors. M.any negative resistance elements are available
for u:.e irr negative-resistance oscillators. Tiiese are tetrode·\ tunoe! diodes, neon tubr.s, nnd unijuoc·
tio11 trnnsistors. There arc two t.ypes of ne:gatiw regist,1nce o~cillators used in practke.
Its acti<m is ht1sed <.lp'YL the negtive rt$istance region of the characteristics of
a tetrode coupled with an LC tank circuir.
(ii) Tunnel Diode Oscillator. This i~ rnlid ~talc equivalent of tbe dynatron with additional
advantages of very high speed ope.;atioo. Therefore this oscillator is very useful in the very high
frequency (VHF) and ulrta high frequency (UHP) ranges.
Fig. 22' 11 (a) shows the chara<.;tcrisdc> of a tunnel diode. The chamctensttes are stable if
driven by a voltage source. The voltage Gil rrent resprmse can be used to cause or sustain oscillations.
Toe load lines as shown are unstable ; that is there are two stable intersections and one unstable
intersection. If the tunnel diode is connected to an impedance whicb may be represented by
'L=R+jX, we find that the criteria for inst3.bility is: R-;-Rv=O. Thus the device resistance, Rv,
must cancel out the resistance of the remainder circuit, and the rcactam;e at tbe frequency of oscil·
lations must be zero. In order to obtain 8lmi.soida1 oscillations, th~ above conditions must be satisfied.
If the resistance of the device (tunnel diode) were linear, there would be no limit to the amplitude
of the oscillations. The amplitude of tbe 0:1dllat1ons can be controlled, if the p()sitive resistance line
is almost tangent to the negative resistanco; line. The negative reFisteoce will then have an average
· value over one complete cycle which if. eqmil to positive resistance.'
The tunnel diode, which has a negative 1esistanr.e, ·is very useful ns it may opcrall~ at very
high frequencies. lt has been difficult to nhtain high frequencyroperation of transist.ors because of
(i) Dymitrnn.
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f

Load line

~~
...

Tank
Circuit

Characteristic

o1 ~unnet

diode

:i

u

Tunnel
diode

___
.
__
1
,------J..-.~~
1
=r- ~L
[!;l
l

C

_.,

I

l___.__ __ ij
'

-~

Voltage, V - .... ·

(b)
(a)
Fig, 22'1i, Characieristics and circuit of a tunnel diode oscillator.

the difficulty of making thin base regions and because of the relatively slow motion of minority
carriers in semi-conductors. Frequencies of the order of 100 to 500 MHz are the upper limit. The
tunnel diode operates because of majority carriers and is thu& very fast. It is possible to make tunnel
diode oscillators which operate in the microwave frequency region. A very simple circuit as shown
in Fig. 22'1 I (b) can be made to oscillate if the correct bias current is applied to the tunnel diode. The
tunnel diode circuits may use negative.feedbac:k for bias stability, just as feedback oscillators do.
SIGNAL GENERATORS

.

'

I

22'16. Standard Signat Generator. It is a source of sine wave voltage with an appreciable
·range of frequency and amplitude both of which are known to a high degree of accuarcy. The
instrument is provided wiih means of modulating the carrier frequency which is indicated by the dial
setting. The .modulation is indicated by a meter. Modulation may be done by sine wave, square
wave triangular wave or a pulse. The output signal may be amplitude modulated (AM) or frequen~y modulated (FM). Usually amplitude modulation is employed.
A basic block diagram of a standard signal generator is shown in Fig. 22'12. The carrier
frequency (sinusoidal) is produced by a 00
·
.
9
very stable RF oscillator using LC tank
" '
r-----,
"""'"'· Tho "''""' of .,.;Jl,tion" ... · 1,,::{c,,,.
t·*::~1
is indicated b.Y fr~quency range C01;J!rol
.. _.. ·l
~L
ou•out
and the vermer dial settmg. Amphtude F•cqu••"
--modulation is provided by either an
internal or an external fixed frequency
MoouLATIO~
oscillator. Modulation is done in the
·osc1LLAroR
output amplifier circuit. This amplifier
,
.
delivers its output (i.e., the modulated
•
•
Modulot;lon . Pucr:ntagl
carrier) to an attenuator. The output
Frta.uonc1
t.todutotion
voltage is read by an output meter and
the attenuator output setting.
Fig. 22·12. Basic block diagrm of a standard signal generator.
· Modern laboratory type signal generators incorporate certain features.
The frequency stability of the oscillator must be high at ·all frequency ranges. l:"requency
stability depends upon the constancy of the supply voltages, and therefore regulated power supplies
:ue used. In order to maintain stability, temperature compensati?n devices must be used.
In high frequency oscillators it is essential to isolate the oscillator circuit from the output
circuit. This isolation is necessary in order that the changes which occur in the output circuit do not
affect the oscillator frequency, amplitude and distortion characteristics. Buffer amplifiers may be
employed for this purpose.
·

r,

,,:i

1

"0 ••: .

flg. 22'13 shows the basic diagram of a laboratory type 01gnal generator. A master oscillato.r
· js used which is ootimally designed for highest frequency range. The RF oscillator output after
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passing through an untuned buffer amplifier, B1, enters the power amplifier circuit. On the highest·
frequency range, which may be 34 MHz-80 MHz, the RF output passes through an additional
buffer amplifier B2. Jn order to obtain lower frequencies,· the RF signal is applied to series of frequency dividers. Fig. 22'13 shows 9 frequency divideFs of 2 : 1 ratio. Thus a frequency ratio of
2: l f.e., 512 : l is obtained. Thm on the lowest frequency range we get an output of 67 kHz to 156
kHz. The frequency stability of highest frequency range is imparted to the lower frequency ranges.
The master oscillators have both automatic and manual controllers. With controls driven
by motor, remote automatic tuning. can be done. Also it becomes a programmable automatic
frequency :ontrol device.
The modulation is done at the power amplifier stage. For modulation, two internally genera·
ted signals are used. They have frequencies of 400 Hz and 1 kHz. Modulation level may be adjusted
upto 95 per cent by a control device.
·
The signal.generator is also provided with a l MHz crystal oscillator for calibrati.on purposes.

I

SQUARE WAVE GENERATORS

22'17. Types of Circuits. There are two types of circuits which are used for square wave

shapes:
(i) Passive. These circuits incorporate wave shaping devices.

(ii) Active. These circuits actually generate the square wave shape.

22'18. Passive Square Wave Generators. The production. of square waves can be conveniently obtained from the output of a sine-wave generator. Therefore, both sine as well square
wave outputs are made available in many commercial instruments.

The oscillator generator generates a .sine wave output. The· sine wave may be shaped into
square wave by many method.s. The three important methods are :
(I) Diode clipping circuit, (ii) Overdriven amplifier, and (ill) Schmitt trigger.
22'19. Diode Clipping Circuit. A simple diode clipping circuit is used for low level outputs.
A diode clipping circuit produces an approximate square.wave by shaping an input sine wave. In
order to produce a single peak amplitude of say 6 V, with an ordinary diode Di as shown in
Fig. 22'14 (a), a biasing battery is used so that the input sine wave rises sinusoidally to a 6 V value
before the diodes conduct to prevent any further rise in the wave in the forward direction during
positive half of the cvcle.
·
R
Input

4:r

1000 Hz
sine wove
[36V peak to
peak)
0

o,

Di

+

-=-sv -=-sv

-r 1

Output
voltage
1000 Hz

18V
18V

I\

u

54/15

-t

0

(a) Circuit
(b) Input voltage
, (c) Output voltage·
Fig. Z2l4. Simple diode clipping circuit for square wave generation.

A similar diode Dz and a 6 V biasing battery· is used for performing the same functi6n during
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the negative half cycle.
A much. simpler method· uses two Zener
diodes connected back to back as shown in Fig.
Input f1_
22' 15. Suppose the Zener diodes .have a breakOutput
1000 Hz V
down voltage of 6 V. In this case, there is no
diode conduction in either of the wave cj·clcs of
the sine wave till the sinusoidal voltage rises to
6 V. Thus, in both the cases, i.e. for simple
diodes with 6V bias and with Zener diodes
having a breakdown voltage of 6 V, an approximate square wave output with a peak-to-peak
Fig. 22· 1s. (lipping circu·t using Zener diodes
voltage of 12 Vis produced from a 36 V peak- toconnected back to back.
peak sine wave input as shown in Fig. 22' l 4.
The diode clipping circuit has the advantage of simplicity. However, the output of the passive circuit is small and the rising and falling portions of the output wave are rather slanted instead
of being vertical. In a perfect square wave, the riie time is equal to zero, however, in the·case
illustrated the rise time is 54 µs. Although, such a rise time may be acceptable for some applications
where only au approximate square wave is required, it must be compared with rise time ·of only lµs
and less, for cases whe1c the squareness of the wave and tbe corresponding fast rise time are
important
An almost perfect square wave may be obtained by using a series of clipping circuits and
amplifiers os shown in Fig. 22'16. The sine wave is clipped and amplified. The amplified clipped
"ave is clipped again by a second clipping circuit. This way an almost square wave is obtained.
Sim,15u1dal

input
Clipping
circuit

Clipping

Square wave
outiiut

:r>-----i circuit' 1 - - -......

Fig, 22'16. functional diagram of a passive square wave circuit.

22·20. Overdriven Amplifier Circnit. The use of overdrivea amplifiers gives a square wav e
of greater amplitude. The amplifier is overdriven by a sine wave of desired frequency. The circuit
for an overdriven amplifier using a vacuum tube triode is shown in Fig. 22' l 7 (a).
·
The circuit uses. a series grid resistor Rs and low gr_id bias. The output corresponding to
positive half cycle is flattened almost completely by the flow of grid current. For the negative half
cycle of the sine wave, the output becomes flattened as soon as the cut off point is reached as shown .
11t Fig. 22'17 (c),.
·
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(a) Circuit
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·
.
· (b) Input voltage
22'17, Circuit of owrdriveo amplifier and input and output waveforms, .
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Thus the resulting wavesbape bas a similar appearance to .that obtained from clipping diode
circuit, but the amplitude is )ligher.
~

.."<

JlJlSL
Out.put

vcc

Output voltog•
...__vout

\

I
I

I· I

"" or - \/EE

\ •.t

· (a) Schmitt trig•er circuit used to convert

a sinewave into a rectangular wave.

Fig. 22'18

I

I .
\

I
I

' I
-\.,I

(bl The upper and lower trip points on the
input signal determine the width of cutput pulses.

22'21. Schmitt Trigge1· Circuit

f

r-

Fig. 22 18 (a) shows a typical Schmitt trigger circuit. There are two possible outputs from
this circuit-the 1 level, which occurs when transistor Q2 is turned off with transistor Qi turned on
and the Olevel, which occurs. when Q2 is turned on with Qi turned off. The 1 level is approximately
Voo; the 0 level is Vo= VE+ fcE (sat.) where VE is the voltage at the emitter.
Roi is made larger than Ro2 by about two to one or higher. This ensures that the voltage
VE is about twice as high with Q2 conducting than it is with Qi conducting.
. If Q2 is turned on thereis a voltage VE developed across RE, helping to insure that Qi remains
turned off. In order to turn Qi and to h~ve Q2 turned off, the input on the base of Qi must rise to
the level of VnE(T)+ VE. This level is referred to as upper triggering level UTL-tbe mput level that
results in the output switching to the 1 level. As Qi turns on Q2 turns off, reducing the voltage J'E
(because Rc1>.2Ro2, i e. IE1 <!IE2) which helps to speed Q1 to the ON state. Qi remairs ON and the
output continues at level I until the input signal falls to a voltage lower than the Qi tum on level.
The turn off level for Qi is lower than the turn on le\eJ became of the nduced value of VE, How·
ever, when Qi turns off its turn off its.quickened becauie Q2 subsequently turns ON, raising the level
of VE. · The voltage Vio acts as a positive feedback, quickening the change of state, and reducing the
rise and fall time of rectangular waveform.
Fig. 22·1s (b) shows the rectangular waveshape occurring at the Schmitt trigger output result·
ing from a sine wave applied at the input.
22·22. Active Square Wave Generators. Active square wave generators are usually of the
relaxation type. The relaxation oscillator uses the charge and discharge iiction of a capacitor to
control the conduction of vacuum tubes or transistors employed in the circuit. The most common
forms of relaxation oscillators are the multivibrators and the blocking osdllators.
An astable multivibtator (free running multivibrator) is extensively used for production of
square wave or pulses.
·
A comruonlv used circuit for an astable multivibrator is shown in Fig, 22'19 (a). The circuit
consists of a two stage RC coupled amplifier. There are two transistor amplifiers Qi and Q2. The
output of the second $!age ( Q,,\ is connected to the input of the first stage (Qi) through a capacitor
Ci. Similarly, the outpui 01 ;'. ,[ 'tl1i•- . , , ;, ~ ,;,,,~cted via C2 to the input of second stage (Qd.
As the coupling bdweei; tl:e , . ,.,,lei::,,:•.: ' , ,.,,. ·:. <·· m the collectors, this circuit is also known 1.;
a colh~ctor·coupkd a:,rnl:>1c mu'.t'·1;',.r,""'·
When the power is J1rst <cf;, '· :
. , c:fcU!l, b1)\ h tr:1nsistors start conducting. Vue ti)
small differences in then operam1,1 :; __,.;, _ :io·::cs, 011e t;( rhe tramistors conducts slightly mol't"
tban the oiher. This start:; a ;1:ri<;S of eYo:nrs. Le< 1is assume that !Ji initially conducts more than
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(b) Waveforms

(a} Cricuit

Fig. 22'19. The aslable multivibrator.

Qz. This means that the eollector voltage of Qi(e,1) drops more rapidly than the collector voltage of
.Q2(e•2). The decrease in ec1 is applied to the R2C2 networ~, and because the charge on C2 cannot
cha11ge instantaneously, the full negative-going change appears across R2· . This decreases the forward
bia~ on Q2 which in turn decreases the collector current of Q2(l,2). Therefore collector voltage of
Qg rises. This rise in Q2 collector voltage is applied through the Rt Ct network to the base of Qi ·
thereby increasing its forward bias. Hence Qi conducts even more heavily and its collector
voltagC'drops still more rapidly. This negative-going change is coupled to the base of Qa. further
tiecreasing its collector current. The .entire process is cumulative until Q2 is entirely cut off and
Qi conducts heavily.
·
With Q2 cut off, its collector voltage· practically equals the supply voltage, Vco, and capacitor
C1 charges rapidly to Vco through tl>e low-resistance path from emitter to base of the conducting
· tram13tcr Qi. When the circuit action turns Qi fully on, its collector potential drops to approximately
0 V and since the charge on C2 cannot change instantaneously, the base of Q2 is at - Voo potential,
with Q2 driven deep into cut off.
'
The switching action starts now. Capacitor C2 starts to discharge exponentially through R2•
When the charge on C2 reaches 0 V, C2 tries to charge up to the value of t Vim, the base supply
voltage, But this action produ~s a forward bias on ~2 and this transistor starts to ~ndl!Qt. A3
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soon as Q2 starts conducting, its collector current causes a deerease in the collector voltage e,2. This
negative-going change is coupled to the base of Qi which begins to conduct less and therefore
comes out of saturation. This comulative action repeats until Qi. finally is cut off and Q2 starts
conducting heavily. At this instant, the collector voltage of Qi reaches its maximum valu~ of
Yeo. Capacitor C2 is charged .to the full value of Voo, and therefore a full cycle of operation
is completed .
The waveforms appearing at the base and the collector of each transistor- arc the result of
a symmetrical or balanced operation: the time constants, R1C1 and RzC2, the transistors themselves,
and the supply voltages are aU indentical. The conducting and non-conducting periods are therefore
of almost the same duration. The waveforms for each of the two transistors are given in the
waveform diagram of Fig. 22' l 9 (b ).
In the case· of symmetrical operation, when the time constants R1Ci and RzC2 are equal,
the output waveform is a symmetrical square wave. If the time constant R1Ci is made larger than
time constant R2C2, the output waveform becomes a Pulse Train as the OFF time of Qi will, in
that case, be greater than OFF time of Q2.
FUNCTION GENERATORS
22'23. Introduction. Function generators, as the name implies, generate specific types of
waveforms or periodic functions such as sine, square, triangular and sawtooth waves.
The phase locked function generators may· be used to produce any waveform. This can
be done by phase locking one function generator to another and two output signals can be displaced
in phase. In addition, one generator may be phase locked to any harmonic of the second generator.
By adjusting the phase and amplitude of the harmonics, almost any waveform may be generated,
In practice, however, a different approach is used to generate a particular waveform. A function
generator circuit is described below.
22'24, Function Generator.
Fig. 22'20 shows the circuit of a
typical function generator. This
instrument delivers sine; trianguVoltage
compo.rotoi
lar and square wave shapes. The
muttlvibrolor
typical frequency range may be r
Frequ1noy
0'01 Hz to lOO kHz. The signal ~f""
oonl10I
ntlworl<
Amplifiet
generator is provided with fre£xi
frtqutncy
quency control network. The
conltn'
Lowir con1tont
frequency control voltage regulates
current source
rnplifiu
two current sources.
Acsistonce.
diodt shaping
current
For the generation of a
triangular waveshape, an in tegrator circuit is used as shown. The
upper current source: supplies a
Fig. 22' 21). Signal generator.
constant current and therefore the output voltage of the integrator is :

Eo = -

-b-J i dt= -!J t since i i~. constant.

It Is clear from above that, the output voltage increases linearly with time.
I

I

!

I

. .The voltage comparator multivibrator is used to change state at a predetermined level on
the positive slope' of the integrator's output voltage. This cuts off the upper current supply and
~wi!ches on ~he lo~er .current supply. Since the direction of current supply from the tower source
1s m opposite dtrecl!on to that of the . upper, current . source, the output voltage uecreases
linearly with time till a change in state at a predete~mined level is brought about by ihe voltage·
c~mparator multivibrat?r and the upper cur~en t sou~e is switched on again. Hence we get a
tnansutar waveshape. , Smee the slope of curve 1s determined by the magnitude of the currtnt and
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therefore the frequency of the ouput voltage is also· determined by the magnitude of the current.
This triangular waveform is obtained at the )Utput of the integrator. .
.
A square waveform is obtained at the ouiput of the multivibrator. The third waveform is
obtained when the triangular waveform is synthesised with a sinusoidal waveform. Output
amplifiers are used to amplify the signals.

WAVE ANALYZERS
22·2s. Introdpetion. It is well known that any periodic waveform can be represented
as the sum of a d.c. component and a series of sinusoidal harmonics. Analysis of a waveform consists
of determination of the values of amplitude, frequency, and sometime pharn angle of the harmonic
components. Graphical and mathematical methods may be used for the purpose but these methods
are quite laborious. The analysis of a complex waveform can be done by electrical means using
a band pass filter network to single out the various harmonic components. Networks of these
types pass a narrow band of frequency and provide a high degree of attenuation to all other
frequencies.
A wave analyzer, in fact, is an instrument designed to measure relative amplitudes of single
frequency components in a complex -.yaveform. Basically, the instrnment acts as a frequency
selective voltmeler which is tuned to the frequency of one signal while rejecting all other signal
components. The desired frequency is selected by a frequency calibrated dial to the point of
maximun1 amplitude. The amplitude is indicated either by a suitable voltmeter or a CRO.
22'26. Resonant Ware Analyzers. Fig. 22'21 shows a simple circuit of a resonant wave ·
analyzer. This circuit uses an LC resonant network which can be tuned to a particular harmonic
component to be measured. The signal is rectified and measured by a PMMC instrument calibrated
to read the peak value of the sinusoidal voltage. The LC resonant circuim passes only one fre·.
quency while it highly attenuates the signals of other frequencies. Several of such circuits may be
used, each tuned to a different frequency wiih their outputs connected through a selector switch to
the rectifier and the indicating device (voltmeter or CRO).
This simple circuit suffers from some disadvantages :
(i) The ab~ity of this circuit to distinguish between comrone11ts of two frequencies, i.e., its
resolution, is poor.
(ii) 1f fixed tuned L·C circuit is ued, the frequency of 1re HJr p<mnfs n ust be known.
(iii) At low frequencies, very large values of L 11nd C are required and their physical size
becomes rather impracticable.

PMMC
instrument

Resonant
circuit

Input lio·ni._

::::J

Amp1ffott
DrltcTor

RectifiSI

Fig. 22·21 Resonant wave aaalyzer.

Fig. 22'22. Hetrodyne wave analyzer.

· . However, this system is useful in some .applications, particularly where the fundamental
frequency is known and where qualitative rather than guantitative analysis is required.
.
22'27. Hetrodyne Wave Analyzer or Wavcmeter. The hetrodyne wave analyzer has certain
advantages and overcomes some of the tlifllculties encountered in a resonant wave aoal~zer. ;\

I

~
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hetrodyne wave analyz¢r uiei a highly selective filud frequency filters. Fig. 22·22 shows the basic
functional diagram of-the hetrojyne wave analyzer.
The output of a variable frequency oscillator is netrodyned (mixed) successively with each
harmonic of the input signal. Thus in this system, the signal from the oscillator hetrodynes with the
input signal to produce output signals having frequencies equal to the sum and difference of
the os.cillator frequency fo and frequency f of the input signal, that is, fo+f and fo-/: Thus
a contmuous covernge over a wide range of frequency is obtained instead of discrete steps in the case
of resonant frequency oscilla,tors.
Since each harmonic frequency can be and is converted into a constant frequency, it is
possible to nse highly selective filters of the quartz crystal type. Thus this circuit ensures that a
constant frequency signal coiresponding to a particular harmonic bdllg measured, is paised through
the filtei' and is· metered by the metering circuit. The output meter employed is usually a balanced
bridge V!VM or a TVM. In hetrodyne wave analyzers. the meter reading is directly calibrated' in
terms of voltage and therefoi'e they are sometimes known as frequency selective voltmeters. Hetrodyne
wavemeters may be used a~ distortion merers when they compare the amplitude of harmonics of the
impressed voltage with a reference source making the reference voltage equal to the amplitude of the
fundamental.
The frequency of the harmonic is read off dire~tly on a calibrated dial. Normally the network
employs a low pass filter in the input circuit which excludes the sum of the frequency and passes only
the difference of frequencies i.e. f o-f.
HARMONIC DISTORTION ANALYZERS

22'28. Introduction. Another measurement which provides information on the waveform
of an alternating voltage or current is the harmonic distortion This type of measurement is used for
testing of amplifiers and networks as to what extent they distort the input signal.
A measure of tbe distortion represented by a particular harmonic is simply the ratio of
amplitu<le of harmonic to that of fundamental. Harmonic distortion (HD) is theu represented by :

··E2

Es
E4
D2=-, Da=-,
D4=·~~
E1

E1

E1

where Dn (n=2, 3, 4...... ) represents the distortion of nth harmonic and En represents the amplitude
of nth harmonic. E1 is the amplitude of the fundamental.
··
The total harmonic distortion or distortion factor is defined as

D=··vID·2i+Da2+D 4z+ ...... = yE22+~a2+E~2·.:..:.:.:.:
Ei
Percentage harmonic distortion
= v' Dzi+ Da~+ D42t

;:-:-x 100 = v'E22 + E;:+ E42 +:: x 100

The harmonic distortion can be computed from the measurements of wave analyzer circuits
described earlier. However instruments are available whereby the distortion can be measured
directly.
'

t

22'29. Distortion Meters. These instruments operate on the principle of first measuring
therms value of the total wave (fundamental plus. harmonics) and then removing the fundamental
component by means of a highly selective filter circuit and measuring the rms value of harmonics
only. A blo~k diagram of a distortion meter of this type is shown in Fig. 22 23. Fiist the rms
value of the total wave is measured with selector switch in position I and the· circuit is so adjusted
that the meter reads 100%. The selector switch is then put to position 2. This cuts in the filter ·
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which rejects the fundamental frequency component, and meter reads the rms value of the harmonics
only.. Thus the meter indicates the precentage distortion directly. ·

.."
0.

c:

R•cOhrc

Fig. 22'23. Harmonic distortion meters.

Fig, 22'24. Bridge 'T' Filter circuit.

A '1" bridge circuit is commonly employed to reject the fundamental frequency. This
circuit is shown in Fig. 22'24.
It can be shown that if the circuit is tuned to the fundamental frequency ofio= 1/211v2/LC
and R is adjusted to satisfy the relation R= QL XL/4.
where Qr.=XL/lh with R"=resistance of inductor, the attenuation of fundamental frequency
components is infinite under these conditions.
·

e

1

SP.ECTRUM ANALYZERS
22'30. Introduction. Spectrum analysids defined as the study of energy distribution across
the frequency spectrum of a given electrical signal. The study gives valuable information about
bandwidth, effects of different types of modulation and spurious signal generation. The knowledge
of the above quantities and phenomena are useful inlthe design and testing of radio frequency (RF) nnd
pulse circuitry.
The spectrum analysis is divided into two major categories on account of instrumentation
limitatjons and capabilities. They are : (i) Audio frequency (AF) analysis, and (ii) Radio frequency
lRFJ spectrum analysis. The RF spectrum analysis covers a frequency range of IO MHz to 40 GHz,
and hence is more imp.>rtant, because it includes the vast majority of communication, navigation,
radar, and in :lustrial instrumentation frequency bands.
The spectrum analyzers are sophisticated instruments which are capable of portraying
graphically th~ aD?plitude as a function of frequencr in a portio~ ~f RF spectrum '!hese instrull?ents
find wide apphcat10ns for measurement of. attenuation, FM dev1atton, and freque. 10 pulse studies.
22·30· J. Basic Spectrum Analyzer. The basic spectrum analyzer is desi;,:ned to represent
graphicaHy, a plot of amplitude versus frequency of a selected portion of the frequency spectrum under
study. The modern spectrum analyzer basically consists of a narrow band superheterodyne receiver
and a CRO. The receiver is electronically tuned by varying the frequency of the local oscillator.
A simplified block diagram of a swept·frequency spectrum analyzer is shown in Fig. 22'25.
The Circuit incorporates a sawtooth generator which supplies a ramp voltage to the frequency
control element of the voltage tuned local oscillator. The local oscillator then sweeps through its
frequency band at a recurring linear rate. The same sawtooth voltage is simultaneously applied to
the horizontal plates of the CRO. The RF signal to be tested is applic4 to the input of the mixer
stage.
The sawtooth generator makes the local ·oscillator sweep through it; frequency band to beat
with the input signal to produce the desired intermediate frequency (IP). An IP component is produced
only when the corresponding component is present in the RF input signaL The resulting IF signals
a1«: ;,mpliikJ, am~ ll;~;\ ddeGtcd. After that they arc applied to the vcrtic~I dc!lection plates of the
<.':::.<-:i, t\i11;;i_'.n:-/ ·:·_,,-(,v,.,_,~;·~,·,:::: '" :::~:1:::~y ,)f an1pih:udc ve:f$US fret{c.::~0y ..Jt~ ·d1c. :;c1\·-..~t:.
,

l
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flg. 24'25.

Jlasic swept receiver
spectrum analyzer.

Fig, 22'26. Athree-dimensional presentation
of amplitude, frequency, and time. (a) The
addition of a fundamental and its second
harmonic. (b) View seen in the TimeAmplilude plane. On an oscilloscope, only
the . composite /1 +2/1would be seen. . (c)
View seen in the l'requency·Amplttude
plqne. The components or the composite
Signal are clearly seen.

22 30'2. Spectral Displays. Normally a CRO is used for display of electrical signals with
respect to time, with the X-axis of CRO calibrated to read directly the rise time, pulse width, and the
repetition rate. Such measurements are said to be in Time Domain. However, in the case of spectrum
analyzers, the signals are broken down into their individual frequency components and displayed alo~g
X-axis of 1the CRO which is calibrated in terms of frequency. Therefore, the signal amplitude is
displayed versus frequency. These. measurements
are then said to be in the Frequency Domain.
.
A three dimensional represe~tation of a fundamental frequency,fi. and its second harmonic,
f2-2fi, is shown in Fig. 22'26. The two signals and the ~um instantaneous values, as display~ on
a CRO screen are shown in Fig. 22.'26 (b). The· two sign~~., are shown in Fig.· 22'26 (c) on amplttudefrequency plane and are portrayed on ·the CRO as two components of the composite signal, as the
window of the. spectrum analyzer sweeps across the frequency range of'the signal.
22'30'3. Spectra of Different Signals. Let us coasider some of the commonly used signals
in order to illustrate the spectra which are displayed on the CRO when they are applied to the
spectrum Analyzer.
,
1. Continuous Wave (CW) Signals. When a continuous wave (CW) input signal is slowly
swept through by the spectrum analyzer's local oscillator, the response displayed on the s-::reen is a plot
of the IF amplifier pass band. Since tht CW signal has energy at only one frequency and therefore,
the display on the screen is a single spike. This occurs in case the total RF sweep width or Spectrum
Width is wide as compared to the IF band width in the analyzer.
·
2. Amplitude Modulation When .a continuous wave signal of frequency, f•, is amplitude
modulated by an input signal of frequency, fi, two side-band frequencies of fi+fi andf,-j. are produced. The display on the spectrum analyzer screen is a signal of frequency f,, with two side-band
frequencies whose magnitude relative to the carrier frequency depends upon the pci:cent;;ge 1;,i:: '.;:(h1\lh·
tion. This is illustrated in Fig. 22'27.
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'~¥J~Wl~"-·
s

(bY ·
Fig. 22.28. Amplitude srectrum
modulation. (a) Time-amplitude
of single·tone frequency
. pl0t. (b) Frequency·amplilude plot.
modulation.
If the freqnency, the spectrum width, and the vertical response of the analyzer are calibrated,
the display on the CRO screen provides the following information.in numerical terms, (a) carrier
frequency, (b) moduJati::m frequency, (c) modulation percentage, (dl non-linear modulation, (e)
incidental frequency modulation, (f) spurious signal location and strength.

Fig.

(a\
22'27. A singlo-tone amplitude

Frequency Modulation. If a CW signal f, is frequency modulated at a rate f•, it will
produce an infinite number of sidebands. These are located at intervals of f,+nfr, where n=an
integer, I, 2, 3.... In practice, only the sidebands containing significant power are usually considered.
A frequency modulated display is sho .vn in Fig. 22 28.
·
·
·
4. Poise Modulation. · An idealized rectangular waveform, with zero rise time and no
overshoot is shown in Fig. 22·29 (a). This pulse is shown in the time domain, but when its frequency
spectrum is to be analyzed, it must· be broken down into its individual frequency components. This
is shown in Fig. 22·29 (b), where a constant volrage, a fundamental frequency, and its third harmonic
are added algebraically to form a wave which eventually becomes a square wave as more odd
harmonics are added in phase with the fundamental. The pulse becomes perfectly rectangular if an
infinitely large number of odd harmonics are added .. A spectral plot, in the frequency domain, would
3.
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Fig. 22'29. Pulse modulation. (a) Periodic rectangular pulse train. (b' Addition of a
fundamental cosine wave and.its harmonics to rorm rectangular pulses. ·(c) Spectrum of
a perfectly re;tangular pulse. Anplilld~s aod pbam of a1 infi·iite numt-e.- of harmonies
are plotted r<!Sulting in sm>Jth eo1~lopP a, sblNJ. (d1 Reiultant spe~tru,n of a carrier
amolitude, modulated with a rectangular pulse.
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have the form given in Fig. 22 29 {c), where the amplitude and phases of an infinite number of
harmonics are plotted, r~suiting in a smooth envelope as shown.

I

i

I

1

When this pulse is used for amplitude modulating a carrier, the sums and differences of the
carrier and all harmonic components contained in the pulse are produced. The harmonic frequencies
therefore produce multiple sidebands, in exactly the same manner that the modulating signal in
amplitude modulation doeL Th~se multiple sidebands are generally referred to as spectral lines on
the analyzer display .. There will be twice as many sidebands or spectral lines as there are harmonic
frequencies contained in the modulating pulse. Fig. 12'29(d) ;hows the spectral plot which results from
rectangular pulse modulation of a carrier. The individual lines represent the.modulation. product of
the <;arrier and the modulating pulse frequency with its harmonics. Thetefor,e, the lines will be spaced
in frequency by an amount equal to the pulse repetition rate of the original pulse waveform The
main lobe in the centre and the side lobes are shown as groups of spectral lines extending above and
below the base line. For a perfectly rectangular pulse, the number of side lobe~ is infinite. The
. main lobe contains the carrier frequency, represented by the longest line in the centre.
There are a number of other useful applications of this instrument. A few typical
examples are cited :
(I) Pulse-width and repetition rate measurements. (2) Tuning a parametric amplifier.'
(3) FM deviation measurement.
(4) RF interference testing.:
(5) Antenna pattern ·measurements ..

j
I

I
!

I

)

'

I

II

'.

23
High Frequency Measurements
23'1. Introduction. In this chapter methods for measurement of inductance, capacitance
and resistance in the 'frequency n1nge of 0'1 to 100 MHz are described. No doubt, some of the
methods described earlier i.e., bridge methods can .be used in this frequency range butthese methods
give erroneous results on account of the fact that these methods do not take into consideratiou the
effects which are inherent in any measurement at high frequencies. Some of these special effects which
are· predomioant at high frequencies are :
·
·. ·
(i) high reactance due to stray series inductance and its variation with frequency ;
(ii) low reactance due to stray shunt capacitance and its variation with frequency ;
(Iii) increase of effective resistance with frequency on account of skin effects ;
(iv) increase of effective resistance on account of proximity effects ;
(v) variation of dielectric loss of capacitors with frequency.
These effects make the high frequency measurements complex. If bridge circuits are used at
frequencies, elaborate shielding arrangements have to be adopted to nullify the effects of factors
hsted above.
·
~igh

The normal approach for measurements at high frequencies is to adopt such methods which
are as simple as possible so that the effects of stray electric and magnetic fields are easy to remove.
Since errors of the order of I to 5 percent are acceptable· in measurements in this frequency range,
the methods used involve use of very simple apparatus which may include : · .
(i) a set of inductors from 1·o µH to 10 mH,.
(ii) a variable air capacitor of maximum capacitance 1000 pF,
(iii) a decade resistance box of resistance upto 100 0,
(iv) a thermo electric ammeter or a VTVM ,or a TVM in orde~ to indicate re•istance con·
ditions.
23'2. Reoonauce Methods. Most of the methods used for high frequencv measurements employ
a series RLC resonant circuit as shown
. .
in Fig. 23'1. The emf for the circuit is
M11l1-Ammeter.
obtained by coupling the coii L with the
""'w--:-...----.
.. - ..
output coil of an oscillator. A loose
R
coupling is desirable in order that the Oscillator
Output:
c
changes in conditions· of the RLC circuit
coll ~
do not effect the oscillator circuit. A
tight coupling on the other hand, will
alfect the oscillator.
Pig, 23'1. RLC resonant circuit.
~

Resonance is obtaiued either by variation of frequency of the oscillator or by variation of the
capacitance. The resonance conditions are indicated by the thermal milli-ammeter connected in the
circuit. (A thermal milli-ammeter is necessary as it can be worked at high frequencies). Under
resonance conditions· the milli-ammeter indicates maximum reading. However, in practi~ itis
convenient to use a VTVM or a TVM. connected across the capacitor C to indicate the resonance
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conditions since the ammeter introduces an extra series resistance. in the circuit which may be
undesirable under many circumstances. The resonance is indicated when the voltmeter reads
maximum. However, it is interesting to note that the circuit conditions which give maximum current
are not the same as those which show maximum voltage across capacitor C, but, for high Qcircuits
the difference between the two conditions is negligible. Hence, in general, it is assumed that when
the voltmeter connected across C shows maximum reading, the circuin is having maximum current i.e.
the circuit is working under resonance conditions.
·
Another assumption, which is made for resonance methods, is that the resonance curve is
symmetrical about its maximum ordinate. This condition is valid only when :
high Q;

(i) the curve is highly peaked i.e. highly selective which is the case when the circuit nas a

.

(ii) the readings are taken in the vicinity of the resonance point. To satisfy the condition,
(ii) measurements should be limited to values of current greater ~ban 50% nf the maximum value

of current.
23'3. Measurement of Inductance. Fig. 23'2 (a) shows a simple circuit for measurement of
inductance, L, of a coil. In· this the coil under measurement is loosely coupled to the output coil of
a variable frequency oscillator. The dial of the oscillator is calibrated in terms of frequency. A
variable capacitor, C, is used for obtaining resonance conditions which are indicated by a VTYM or a
TVM connected across it.
y

-h-1
Oscillator

Outpu1
· coil

L

c

(a)

.

I

Fig. 23'2, Measurement of iaduclaac~ ..

(b)

.1

At resonance LC= w2 •r 4112( 2

... (23'1)

Thus knowing the value of frequency, f, and capacitance, C, the value of inductance can be
calculated. .
·
The above method apparently looks very simple but the value of inductance obtained this way
is rarely accurate. The reasons are discussed below :
··
The a~ove method does not take into account the additional capacitances which are
introduced into the circuit. Also errors are c~used due to the fact that the dial setting of capacitor, C,
may not be accurately known. To offset the mfiuence of above effects and to get improved accuracy a
number of readings are taken by varying the frequency, f
·
.
Let Ca be the value of additional capacitance. Therefore, for resonance at any frequency
L(C+Ca)= 1/4112/ 2
... (23.2)
2
2
2
2
or.
l// ,,,411 L(C+Ca)=411 LC+411 LC.
...(23'3)
2
From Eqn. 23'3, it is clear that if a curve is plotted between I // and C, we get a straight line
as shown in Fig. 23'2 (b). The line produced back cuts the x-axis at O'. The slope of the line is
tan 6=4112[.
:.
· L=tan 0/4112
.
· ... (23'4)
Thus knowing the value of slope of the line, the value of inductance, L, may be obtained.
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The value of additional capacitance, Ca, is equal to the intercept 00'. Now,

c.=cd+c.

... (23'5)
Cd =seJf,capacitance of the coil, ·Cv=capacitance of voltmeter.
Eqn. 23'5 is true only when the calibration of capacitance C 'includes the effects of its screen
capacitances. i:Jnder this condition, the method affords a means of measurement of self-capacitance
of coils.
where

In the above analysis Wy have assumed that the value of inductance, L, remains constant.
However, this is not strictly true as the effective value of inductance changes with frequency. Thus
this method gives erroneous results for coils whose effective self inductance varies considerably over
the range of frequency used. It i~ clear from Eqn, 23'3 that we get a straight line relationship between
C and I // 2 only if L remains constant over the range of frequency used. Thus if the value of selfinductance, L, changes with frequency we do not get a straight line but a curve. Therefore, in order
to determine the value of Lat a particular frequency, a tangent is drawn to the curve at a value the
frequency where the value of inductance is required. The value of inductance is determined from the
slope ~f this curve using Eqn. 23'4.
·

Example 23·1. A capacitance of 250 pF produces resonance with a cot! at a frequency of
(2/'IC) x J66 Hz. while at the second harmonic of this frequency resonance is produced by a capacitance
of 50 pF. •Calculate : (a) the self-capacitance, and (bl the inductance of the coil. Neglect the effect
voltmeter capacitance and also other stray capacitances. .
SG!ution. Suppose C=capacitance of variable capacitor, ·
Cd=self-capacitance of coil, and £=inductance of coii.

1
1
1

·I

I

'

At resonance,

..

L=l/41C 2/Z(C+Cd)
. 1

I

T~=-----·
,_,- 4n2 x(2/rc)2 x l012(2SO+C•) x 10 12 16(250+ Cd)

.. .<i)

1
1
!Ind also L 4n2x(4/n)2XIQ12(50+C&)X10-12 64(50+Cd)
From (i) and (ii), 16(250+Cd)=64(50+Cd)
From (i) inductance, L=

... (ii)

·or self-capacitance Cd=l6'6 pF.

16( 250 ~ 1 6. 6) H=234 µH.

'

Example 23'2. A coil of unknown inductance and self-capacitance is connected in series with
a standard variable capacitor C. A VTVM is connected across C. A variable frequency oscillator is
loosely coupled to the coil and the circuit is adjusted to resonance for each different oscillator
frequency f by adjusting C, as in the following table :

f, kHz
C,pF

350

400

I

450

500

~

55

--- ----1:-I
132

%

600

I

I

I

Ci

sl
Cl
Cl

. st
Cl
UJ

Determine: (a) the inductance, and (b) ·the self-capacitance of the coil. The input.capacitance
.
of VTVM is 4·5 pF and the lead capacitance is 1'5 pF.
Solution. The method has been explained in Art. 23'3. "'curve is drawn between
The points for the graph are :
·

1// 2

and C.

0

ta
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C,pF

132

98

73

55

31

f, kHz

350

400

450

500

600

4·0x10-12

2'78x10-12

l/f2

8'16 x io-12 6'25x 10-12 4·93 x 10-12

The graph is plotted in Fig. 23'3.
x10·12

10.--.---.-.--.--'-i-,---.--,---,-,-.--.---r-...--,

20

LO

b60 ·

80

100

120

140

C(pFIFig, 21'3

From the graph, additional capacitance, C~ =20 pF.
Capacitance of voltmeter and leads=4'5+ 1·5 =6 pF.
:; Self-capacitance of coil Ca=20-6=14 pF. .
·
, .
. ab 4 X I Q-12 4
Slope of !me tan 0= ()' b- 75 x Hti2 = 75
·, ·..
· ·
·.
, tan 8 4
I
·
· ·- .
From Eqn. 23'4, inductance of coll L= i;2 = >< i;2 H = l '35 mH.
4
75 4
23'4. Measu.rement of Capacitance. Substitution method is normally used for n.i~asurement of
capacitance at high frequencies. .Fig. 23'4.
shows a simple circuit -fer measurem~nt of ...-----,
. Standard
capacitor
: . capacitance. C is the unknown capac1t~nce
I-.....,'---,.,
• connected in parallel with a variable Oscillator . Output
Cs
11
• . standard capacitan~ c,. The standard
coil
L ·
VTVM
capacitance is of the same order as the
c
orTVM
unknown capacitance.

1,

. With swit?h S open, resonance ~s Fig. 23·4, Measurement of capacilance by substitution method.
obtained by _varymg the standard capac1·
tance c,. The resonance condition is indfoated by a VTVM or a TVM connected across c,.
Let
f =frequency at resonance ; Hz,
L=inductance of coil coupled the output of oscillator; H,
· C•l =setti~g of standard capacitor with switch S open ; F.
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We have

)
... (2 3'6..

Now t!:c switch ·Sis closed l'utting unkn;wn capacitance in parallel with
frequency f the same as earlier, resonance con(litions·are obtained by varying Cs,
Let
C,2 =setting of standard capacitor with switch closed.

c..

'j"

I

Keeping the . . I
'1
1

:. We get C+C,2:=ol/4112/2£
. .
.
...(23'7)
From Eqns. 23'6 and 23·7, value of unknown capacitance is: c,,,.c,1-C12.
·..
·
Thus the value of unknown capacitance is directly known 'from the difference of the two
scttiJig~ of the standard capacitor.
2J'~. JVl.e~surement of Elfccthe Resistance. There are two methods.of measurement of effective
re~ist:1r1;,; of a •:•~rics RLC resonant circuit.. 1

'!f

i

i

(;\. \tc'.:i~1>1nce variation method, and (ii) Reactailce ~~riation method.
t~ '·'· V: :;i1i.mcr\1nri;1tiim Method. Tbc clfectivt\ serie~ resistance of a resonant circuids
mc.1:,1.11·:d :iv ;,ld1!1~; extra resistance from oi1tside.
1

vi'orii'M

•·5.:'=

I

c

0

v

I

/ \iTVM
or
TVM

i

·

I

i\mmet~r

.

.. (b)

(a)
Fi~.

I

~-· ~--~~~~

'

l

,,

23'5. Measurement or effective resistance by resistance viuiation method. ·

E=induced, emf in the resonant circuit, /o=currerit in the resonant cir¢uit, :
R=effective resistance of resonant circuit eitcluding resistance Ri, . ·
R1 =additional resistanceJnserted in the resonant circuit,
£=inductance of coil, C.;..capacitance,
V=reading of voltmeter connected across C, and Jo= resonant frequency.
At resonance
I

. ).• f23'10)

:. Voltage

'

-

. E..

R+R1~ 211/oCV

or

.
. ,_:

...(23'11)

If the values of E, fo and Care kept constant, we get .

,
K
R+R1==-.
.. v-

...(23'12).

.

· w·

here

,
. l'hus,

.

.

)

.

··
. ' '
E· • .
K=a cons,tant=~/oC ·

.

~

.

"(2 · · )

. " ..... 3'13 ·

!'"ci~rJhe.;ill.<ive conditfJ11s if a curve ls )piotted behyee~ If V and Rt. we get a dtraiS,itt'

ttne as shown m fig. 23·5 (b),

·

·

·

.·

, . ·. · ·

. ·

II
l

.. J
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The effective resistance is gjven by the intercept 00' provided thanhe loss resistance ofcapa:citor and the resistance of the leads is negligible. From the above analysis we conclude : ·
.
(i) We can ·determine the value of effective resistance of, a resonant. circuit by inserting an
external. variable resistance Rt. Thti circuit is set into resonance by varying the value of C. This value ·
of capacitance C is kept constant afterwards. We go on increasing the value of Ri. This does not
disturb the resonance conditions and its effect is only to decrease the .value of resonance current Io and ·
to decrease the value of ~oltage V across the capacitor C. Thus an increase in the value of Ri de·
creases Y and increases the value of 1/V.
·
(ii) The analysis is valid only if the value of idduced emfB in the resonant circuit is cons·
tant. Also the resonagt frequency f ois constant. This requires that the coupling between the oscillator circuit and the resonant circuit be very loose otherwise changes in. the resonant circuit would
affect the oscillator circuit. In order to ensure that the vah1e of induced emf andJhe resonant
frequency remain c~nstaµt fo~ ~II the readin~s, the. oscillator. should. possess a ·high degree ot
frequency and amplitude stab1hty,
• ··
. .
(iii) We have ·explained above that the
value of induced emf E in the ~csonant circqit
. I. . . .
should remain constant. This can be checked
..-~~.--1 .
by connecting a thermal ammetcrin ~cries • with
. T.hmi!mrm...u··.·.'r · ·. . '.
0
the output coil of the oscillator or by connecting
•1~
. a VTVM or a TVM .across the output coil of the Oscillqtor
Ou~fut
.L
·.
C
oscillator.
io.-c_o_1_ _
23'7. Reactance Variation Method. The
effective resistance of a resonant Circuit can be
measured by variation of reactance of the circuit.
Fig, 23'6, M:easuremellt of effective resistance by
· reactance variation method.
·
Fig. 23'6 shows the circuit for such 11 measure~
meat.
In this circuit a thermal ammeler is used to measure the value of current flowing. The cir·
cuit reactancejs varied by either varying the value of capacitanc~ C or the· frequency f. , The reac·
tance is adjusted till the ammeter reads maximum value. This happens when the circuit is under
resonance conditions.
.
.
E .
...(23'14)
The maximum v_alue of current : lo .

n·

\

·Ji-..

where

E=emf induced, and R =effeciive value of resistance.
The reactance is then adjusted so that the current l=lofv'2
E J
· lo
E ·
.
l= R2+ x2 =0= y2 R
yR2+x2=v2 R .. ·.
..
I
Hence·,

..

1'

.)

.\

'

v

X=±R
or
There are, ·therefore, two values of reactance X which give a current, 1=lo/V 2.
.

... (23'15)

/

The difference of t)lese tWO ValJlllS/O( reactaoce gives twice the value Of effective resistance
i.e. 2R.

As mentioned above tliere are two ways Of varying the roactanoe :
(i) variation of cipacitance, C, and . UO va~iation offr~quency f.
The two. met. hods are d'1scussed beIow :,
.

.

. . '.Lil '; ,if,"'1. Var~atioo.ofCapacitance .. I~ this me~hod. the yatue,!>ffrequency/is ~ept. con~t~~t and
the capacitance ts varied. ~et the ~a~ue ~f capacitance wh1.ch ~v~ the maxunum. current Io .be Co .
and .th~ two values of capacitance
which give a current of Io/y2
be C1 and Ca.
.
''
.
..
'
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·Therefore,

. 2R=1/wC2-·l/wC1

R= C1-C2 =_S~=_C2
· 2wC1C2
41tJC1C2
Now if the circuit loss is small and the resonance is peaked and symmetrical
or

1

1

C1C2~Co 2 .

•.. (23'17)

R,...C1·-C2.., C1-C2
- 2wCo 2 - 41tfCo 2
Q=wL/R=l/wCoR

·Also

... (23'16)

... (23' 18)
... (23' 19).
... (23'20)

The accuracy of this method depends upon the accuracy with which the difference c1 ..,.c2 can
be known. For accurate determination of this difference a micrometer capacitor is put in parallel
with the main capacitor. From Eqn. 23'20 it is clear that the circuit Q can be determined. in terms
of two values of capacitance.
'Z. Variation of Frequency. In this method. the capacitance C is kept constant and the frequency is varied: Let wo be the angular frequency to give maximum current lo and w1 and w2 be the
two frequencies which give a value of current l =I of y'2. .
.
2Ro;:(6l1L- l/w1C)-(w2L- l/w2C)=(w1-w2)L+ l/C(l/w2- l/w1)
=(w1-w2)L+wo2L, (w1-w2)/(w1w2) as wo2L=l/C.
Now for a peaked and symmetdcal resonance curve
wo2=w1w2
... (23'21)
2R=(w1 -6l2lL+wo2L. wi-6l 2 =2(w1-w2)L
.

or

a10

R=(w1-w2)L
:;::
,.,w1-w2
WJ2C
Q= woL = wo
R
w1-w2

and

... (23'22)
'"(23'23) .
... (23'24)

The frequency variation niethod has a disadvantage because itis quite difficult to keep the
value of induced emf E constant with change of frequency. But the error introduced on this account
is small and can be allowed.for.
;.

Example 23'3. A coil of inductance Dis tuned by a capacitance C to resonate at 1 MHz.
p ~tandard capacitor ot' 230 pF is tuned to resonate with the same coil at 2 MHz. If the resonance is indicated by VTVM of capacitance 8 pF in parallel with the circuit, calculate the values· of
Land C.
Solution. We have
c+c,. =1/41t2L(l x J06J2
or
<C+8) x 10-12= l/(41t2Lx 1012)
... (i)
2
and .
'(C,+ Cv) X 10~12:- J/4n2L(2x 10 6) 2 or (230+8) x 10-12= l/(1611 £ X J012) ... (ii)
where.
C,=capadtance of voltmeter=8x10-12 F
and
7capacitance of staudard capacitor= 230 x 10-12 F
From relation (ii), we get
0

c,

Inductance
'1

L=

rom relation (ii), capa.citance

238

x\ 1t2 H=26'6 µH. ·
6
..

I

C= 4112 x 26.6 ~8'°'944 pF.

~!OH
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· Example.23'4., A.i:onstant rms voltage of frequency 3 MHz is applied to a coil of inductance
Land resistance R, a calibrated va.dable capacitor C, and a thermojunction all in series. Ttte uncalibrated ammeter is found to show the same scale reading I for the two values of C- ··namely 37 and
45 pF, one being below and the other abqve the capacitance Co needed to produce maxirnu·n
current.
· ·· · ·
The capacitor is now adjusted to a value Co, and an .added series resistance of 75 n is found
to reduce the current to previous value of I. _Determine values of L and R.
..
Solution. Let the two values of capacitance w~1ich ·produce the same current be C1 and C2.
C1=45 pF and C2~37 l,'F·
Let the resonance curve be peaked and symmetrical and therefore capacitance required for
resonance is :
··

At resonance, inductance L
When the capacitance in the circuit is Ci. the value of c.urrent

.·

l ..

E

VR2 t(~L-l/~C1 )2

v

E .

R;+(2irx3x J06X692.x10·0 x

27l;;:~l~;c45~~~;;2=cy
...(i)

E .

At resonance, · I= R+75

... (U)

Equating (i) and (ii) we get,
R=70'$ !l.
. Example 23'5. Calculate the Q. factor and effective resistance. of a circuit tuned to a
frequency of I· 5 MHz and having an effective. capacitance of 150 pF, In this circuit the current falls to
70'7% of it~ resonant value when the frequency of an emf of constant magnitude injected in series with
the circuit deviates from the resonant frequency by 5 kHz.
Solution. The analysis of this problem has been done in Art. 23'6.

ooo

. f0

From Eqn. 23'24, Q factor=---=-.-·
001 -w2

Ji-/2

Resonant frequency
/o=l'5 MHz-1'5Xl0 6 Hz. ··
The two frequencies at which the.current is 70'7% ofor l/v2 time the current at resonant
frequency ar~ :
·
6
3
· /1~(1'5x10 + 5 x 10 ) fiz, and /2=(1'5x100-5 x J03) Hz.
·
1'5X!06
3
fi-Jz=l0Xl0 Hz. :J:Ience Q ioxrna =150.
.·

.

.

· ·

From Eqn. 23 23, resistance

_ 001~w2 _ /1·-/2 _
IOxJ03
R--w02 c-- - 21lflc - lll(I'SxJ06F.x 150 x 10_12

=4'7

n

23'8. T Networks.. T networks are very useful for measurement of inductant'C, capacitance,
resi.,,mce and frequency in the high frequency range. These networks employ null techniques.
There are .two types of T networks used : ·
'
.
'(i) Parallel T network, and (ii) Bridge T network.
23'9. Parallel T Network. Fig.; 23'7 (a) shows a parallel T network wi~h source null detector.
Jn fact there are two Ts foin;ied by impedances Zi. Z:2, Za, and Z4, Zs, Z6 in'paralleL. Tlie network can
be tra11sformed into another forrn showri in Fig. 23'7 (b) by stur deJ!a trapsformation. · A null is
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indicated by the detector if the admittan.ce. of ZA ~nd ~n in parallel is equal to zero.. The .other impedances I.e... Zu, Zo, Zill, Zt do not effect the null condttlons. . Therefore at null point :
1
l
.
.
ZA Zn =O . or z,+Zn=O .

+

ZA=..:..;zn
... (23'25)
But
ZA-Z1fZ2+Z1Z:i/Za ·and Zn=Z,+Zs+Z4Z5/Ze
Therefore, at null point,
Z1+ZiifZ1Z,/Zs=-Z4-Z5-Z4Z5/l.e
... (23'26)
A common parallel T network for measurement of frequency is sho~m in Fig. 23'8, Com·
paring Fig. 23'8 with circuit of Fig. 23'7 (a),·

or

R1.

R1

Ci

•-,f
rv Source

0

- · Detector
S0ur.(.e

C1

Rz
Detector

"

. i•)

(b)

Fis. 2r7. Parallel ;r network.

Fig. 23·s: Parallel T network for

measuremrnt of frequeiicy.

we have
Z1=R1, Z2=R1, Zs=-j/IJlC1, Z4=-j/wC2, Zs= -j/IJlC2 and Zs=R2.•
Applying Eqn. 23'26 for null .conditions, we have
R12

or

}

.i

I

Ri +Ri+ -JfwC1 ~C~ +wC2 + w2C22R2
.
2j
. 1
200
.2R1+JR1 C1=-;c2+ w2c22R2

· Equating real and imaginary terms we get, · . .
2Ri=-l/w'C22R2 or w~=l/2 R1RaCa2
...(2?.27)d
9
2
and
R12roC1 =2/roC2 " or 6l =2/R1 C,1C2
... (23'28)
· This circuitl(Fig. 23'8) therefore can be UM:d to measure frequency. From Eq11s. 23'27 an
23'28, we have; 1/2 R1R2C22=2/R11C1C2.
This condition is fiulfilled if R1=4R2 and C1 =C2.
23;10. 8rldge T network. , Bridge T network is a simplification of parallel T network. If the
impedance Z3 is infinite and the coinbi nation of impedances Z1 and Z2 is made into a single .impedance
Z1', it becomes a bridge 'T' network; Fig. 23'~ shows a bridge T network.
·
From Eqn. 23'26 for a bri~ge T network . Zi.'=,-Z4-Z;-Z4Zs/Zs
... (23'29)
'
as Zais infinite and Z1+1'2 =Z{
.
.
,· Fig. 23'!0 shows a bridge. T network for measurement of effective·. resistance R, inductance
~ and Q of a coil. . ·
·
.
For this circuit Z1' =R+ jwL, Z4=-:-1/wCi. Z5 ;..:'-j/wCi, Zs- Rt.
f.t null point we have : ·· · Zi' .· -Z4-Z~'-Z4Z~/~ (Eqn. 23'29)

r.t

I

I.
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D

N

Fig. 23'9,

Bridg~

D

fV

Fig. 23'10. Bridge T network for
measurement of effective resis1ance,
inductance and Q.

T network.

.•,I !,.\ .ll l'I

and·

••.(23'31J
... (23'32}

The T networks have an advantage over ordinary bridge ·circr.its. It is clear that the~e
networks have a common point between source and detector. This point may be earthed ·and thus
the screening of whole of the circuit becomes easy.
·
·
Example 23'6. Two variable ·capacitors Ci. mechanically coupled so that their capacitances
are always equal, are connected in series between terminals A. and B to form the series arms of a brid!lc
'T' network. Their junction is connected . through a variable resisfor R1 to the terminal C. A coil
of unknown inductanee L and resistance R is .connected across terminals A. and B. The input voltage
is applied between A and C, and a detector is connected between D and C. Under what conditions
will the detector show an output voltage approaching zero 1 Evaluate Rand L if this balance condition is obtained at a frequency of 5 MHz with C1 =45ipFand R1 =4'2 n.
·
'

Solution. The net~ork.is similar to the one shown in Fig. 23'10, The analysis of the net. work is carried out in Art. 23'9.
Eqns. 23'30 ~nd
. . 23'31 give conditions for no output voltage as .:

2'

~nd . L= wlC1

..
and
23'11. Q Meter. The determination of the storage factor Q is one of the most widely used
means in the laboratory for testing rad!Q frequ~ncy coils (RFC), inductors a~d capa~itors. The storage
factor is equal to Q=>6JoL/R where wo 1s the resonantangular frequency, Lis the mductance and R is
the-· effective resistance of a coil The effective· resistance, R, is neVCl determined directly since i:~
value depends upon the value of frequency. ·As is well known, the value of effective iesistance with
a.c. differs from its ·11. c. value on account of skin effect and eddy current losses. Since the value of
R varies iii a complex manner with frequency; it is indirectly determined by measuring the value of Q.
.

'

,.

(
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The Q meter is an instrument which.
Coil
. is designed to measure the value of Q directly
Io .
--·7· E
I L
and as such is very useful in measuring the
I
characteristics of coils and capacitors.
I
I
I
Principle of Working. The principle of
''
working of this useful laboratory instrument is rv .E
c
lo
based upon the well-known characteristics of
a resonant series R, L, 9 circuit. Fig. 23' ll (a)
shows a coil of resistance R and inductance L
in series with a capacitor C
At resonant frequency /o we have
(a)
(b)
Fig. 23'11. A resonant RLC circuit and its phasor diagram..
Xc=XL .
where capacitive reactance Xc=-1/271/oG
,,, l/woC and indvctive reacrance XL=2rifoL=woL,
.
l
. E
resonJnt frequency
fo= - -·=and current lo=-·
· 211y LC
.
R
The phasor diagram is sho 11n in Fig. 23' ll (b).
Voltage across capacitor, Eo=loXo"-=loXL=lowoL
I
Eo I owoL woL
Input volt~e
E=loR
E ·· loR = R- = Q
... (23"32)
Thus the iqput voltage Eis magnifad Q times.'
.
.
.
· . If the input voltage Eis kept constant, the voltage. appearing across the capacitor, is Q times
· . E and a voltmet,er qonnected .across the capacitor can be calibrated to read the value of Q directly.
·
Practic11l Cl!cuit. A practicai Q meter circuit is shown in fig. 23' ]2. · It consists of a self.co~talned va.ria¥eJ frequency RF oscillator. This ,oscillator delivers current to .a low value shunt
r~.:mtance Rs_h • . :\hi low resistance is of the orderc:~ a hundredths of an ohm; a typical· value may be
&=~

fil

-

\

>.

•

'

(

,_,___........~~

R,l

tuning

capacilor

•T~z--~..,_t-r->

l,.. i~·.l

Cd

T31)o---1

c
Oscillator

l~<>---t

Thermocouple

Ee

.I' VTVM or
TVM
Cirquit 0
meter

volimet~r

'

Fig. 23'12. Circuit of a Q meter

0·02 n. Ttfrqugh this resistance a small value of voltage Eis injected into the resonant circuit~ This
voltage is measured by a thermocouple voltmeter. Since the value of sf,unt resistance is very low, it
introduces almlJst no resistance into the oscillatory circuit and therefore represents a voltage source
of magnitude IA with a very small internal resistance. A calibrated standard variable capacitor C is
used for re:onat\?g the circuit. . A VTVM or a TVM is connected across this. capacitor. The coil
under test 1s contlect~o termmals T1 and Tz.
AppII

cation;: · ·

·

.
I. Measurement of Q. The circuit for measurement o~ Q snown in Fig. 23"12. The
oRcillato_r is set to the desired frequency a11d then the tuning capacitor is adjusted for maximum valye

I
I

i

I
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of Eo. As discussed earlier ur.der these conditions Q= Eo/ E and it' the voltage is kept constant, the
voltmeter connected across the capacitor may be calibrated to read the value of Q directly. This
m !amred value of Q is commonly regarded as the Q of the c<;il under test. However, there is an error.
Th~ measured value of Q is the Q of whole the circuit and not of the .coil. There are errors caused
on account of the shunt resistance and also due to the distributed capacitance of the circuit.
·'
. ·· woL
Correction for Shunt Resistance. Measured value, Qmsa11 = ----;-•
. R+Rsn
woL
True value, Qtrue=R•

+ ~~ )

Qt rue . Qmea1 ( 1

'. .. (23' 3)

·Thus the measured value of Q is smaller than the true value. Now if coils of high resistance
(low Q coils) are being measured, the difference between the two values may be negligible.. But when
measurements are done on low resistance (high Q) coils, the error caused on· this account may be
serious.
Correction for Distributed Capacitance. The distributed capacitance or self-capacitance of
measuring circuii modifies the true value of Q. The measnred value of Q is less than the true value
by a factor that depends. upon the value of the distributed (self) capacitance and the tuning
capacitor It crn. be shown that
Qtrue·-Qm•a{ I+

.

~d)

,.,(23'34)

where

. Cu =distributed or self-capacitance, and C=!uning capacitance .
. A method for measurement of distributed (self) capacitance is given later.
2. Measurement of inductance. The value of induct.ance is given by L= l/4rc2/ 02C.
The values fo and Care known and therefore the value of inductanc~ may be calculated,
3, Measurement of Effective Resistance.· The value of the effective resistance may be computed from the relation R=woL/Qtru•·
4, M~asurement of Self Capacitance. The self-capacitance is measured by making two
measuremems at different frequencies, The capacitor is set to a high value, and the circuit is resonated
by adjustment of the oscillator frequency. Resonance is indicated by the cirouit Q meter. Let the
values of tuning capacitor be C1 and that of frequency be /i under these conditions. Therefore,
I
fi =-2rcv' L(C1+Ca)
0

(

The frequency is now increased to twice its initial value and the circuit is resonated again this
time with the help of tuning capacitor. Let the value of tuning capacitor be C2 and thaC of

\

frequency be f 2 under these conditions. Thus, !2= 2rcv' L(C +Ca)
2

I

1

Now [2-2/1

l
J

I
''
i'

i

]

or distdbuted capacitance Cd =

s.

C1-4C2
3

... (23'35)

Measurement of Bandw!dtb. The measurement of bandwidth with a Q meter is similar to
the one used for measurement of effective resistance by variation of frequency method given on
page 704.
·The bandwidth is calculated by using Eqn. 23 '24. ··

,.
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.
6. Measurement of CapaCitaace. For measuremenf of capacitance a.dlfmmy coil is connected
· across terminal Ti and T2 (Fig. 23''12). The circuit is resonated by ~aryiilg the value of the tuning
capacitor. Let this· value be C1.'
,
Th~ capacitor under test CT, is now connected across terminals T3 and- T4• This puts the test· ·
capabitor in parallel with tuning capacitor. The circuit is resonated again by varying the value of
tuning capacitqr. Let this value be Ca. Therefore value of capacitance under test is CT =C1-C2•
This method is similar to the one given in Art. 23 ·4 on page 70 I.
Example 23 7. A circuit consisting of a coil, a resistance and a variable capacitor connected
in series is tuned to reso)!ance using a Q meter. If the frequency is 500 kHz, the resistance o.· 5 n and
the variable capacitor set to 350 pF.. Calculate the effective inductance and resistance of the coil, if
the Q meter indicates 90.
··
·
Solution. At resonance ;
...

.

1 . ·.

1

.

.

'

'

Let R be the resistanee of coll.

I

I'

.

Induc1ance L= 4rc'fo~C ·. 4112 x (SOQ l< l~)~ x 350 x lu-12 H .. 290 p.H.
(

c:J

.

.

.·

I

'

-~

.. .·

O'S= woL 2rc x SOOX.103 x,_290X10" 6 10.25 n.
Q .
~o.
.
Effective resistance of coil R= 10'25-0'5=9'75 n..
Eiample 23'8. A coil of resistance 10 n is· connected in the Q meter circuit as shown in
Fig, 2~·12. l<esonance ~curs at a frequency of I MHz with the tuning capacitor set at 65'pF.
Calculate the percentage error introduced in the calculated value of Q if a resistance of 0·02 n is used
across the oscillator circuit.
·
Solution .• ·'.frue value of Q is :
·1 .
' .·
I .
Qiru• . wCR--: (211x J06)_x_(~45_X_l_O_~l~2J_X_l0- 245 ·
R+

. Meas~red value of Qm•a1= wC(R~o·o2) t211x106) x (45~10-12)x10·02 =244'5.
;

: • r.,age error .

_245-244'S.
245"

'

% b'lg h.

,,t\t\_ .
•-.J:W- 0 2 o,

Example 23·9, The self·capacitanc~ of a<-~I is .lneasured by a Q meter. The circuit is set
into resonance at 2 MHz and the tuni~~ capac~o~:, ll~,;'l 'ilue .of 460 ~F. · The frequency is now
adjusted to 4 MHz an~ resonance co~~1ttons are obt~ 'tie.ti · :;:·· tunµig capacitor at 100 pF. Calculate
the value of self·capaettance of tbe cotl.
·
·· · .
Solution. The problem bas alre.!ldY been ~aly~\ ·rn· lt-evio,us page.
. From Eqn. 23'35, self·capacitance of coil
C1-4C2 460-4X 100 .
F
C~=. 3
3
=20 p . .
.
Exampte 23'10. Tests using a Qlil~er, on ~ radio tubing coil kt flrtd its 6elf~capacitance gave
the following results :

·1. With a radio coil conneeted .norlilally, tbe resonance was obtained at 1 MHz with the
tuning capacitor!et at 80 pF.
·· · ·
'
·
·
2. · With a standard inductor connected in place of the radfo coil, resonance was obtained at
3 MHz arid this condition was not altered when the radio coil•was .connected in parallel with the.
standard inductor. ealculate 'tlie &elf·cap,a,t~ce of the radio coil.. · · .
. . .. .
,.

(
l
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Solution. Let C1=capacitance oftuning capacitor for 1st setting.
w1 =angular frequency for 1st setting
,;,(I)
:. Inductance of coil L=l/w1 2(C1tCd)
In this second setting, the reason for the resonance conditions 'to remain unchanged is that a.
very high impedance has been placed in parallel, this being the resonant circuit of the radio coil and
its self capacitance. In other words, the radio coil in paralleJ with its self capacitance is resonant at ·
3 MHz and thus it may be written
.
·
·
·
. ·
L=l/w22Cd

••• (ii)

From (i) and (ii) we have,
self capacitance of coil js : .
.
~

'

(
c1w12
Cd=~2 -w12 =C1

Ji2

122 _1~

)

(12)
=80X(J)Z-(1)2 10 pF.

23' 12. Vector-Impedance Meter
·
The mearnrement of impedance is concerned with both the magnitude (Z) and the phase ·
augle (8) of a component. In many applications it is not only necessary to determine the inag11i1ude
of the impedance, but it may also be important to find the ratio ·ofthe reactance to the resistance and
whether the reaciance is inductive or capacitive.
The mPasuremeot of voltage and current is usually sufficientto determine the magnitude of
the impedance at frequencies lower than JOO MHz. . The phase difference b~tween the voltage
. \\aveform and the current waveform indicates whether the component is inductive or capacitive. Jf
the phase angle can be determined, for example, by using a CRO displaying a Lissajous pattern, the
reactance can ht> determined. The properties of a component should be determined at several
different frequencies if the. component has to be fully specified. Therefore, many measurements
are required.
· ·
These measurements become highly elaborate and time consuming especially a~ high
frequencies and therefore many steps are required to obtain the desired information.
With the development of instruments, such as the vector impedance meter, it has been possiblt
to simplify impedance measurements over a wide frequency range ... The vector impedance meter .
makes it possible to obtain sweep frequency plots of impedance and phase angle versus frequency;
thereby providing complete information within the frequency band of interest.
·
A typical vector impedance meter makes simultaneous measurements of-impedance and p!Lase
angle over a frequency range of 5 Hz to 500 kHz. The unknown component is simply conn~it~
across ·the input terminals of the instrument, the desired frequency is selecte4 by adjusting the··
controls provided on the front panel. Two meters on the front panel indicate the magnitude of the
impedance and the phase angle.
.
.
The operation of the vector-impedance meter is best understood by referring to the b1ock
diagram shown in Fig. 23'13. Two measurements are made: (1) the magnitude of the impedance :is
found by measuring the current through the unknown component when a known voltage ls applied
across it, or, by measuring the voltage· across the component when a known current is passed. through
it ; (2) the phase angle ill determined by finding the phase difference between the voltage across the
component and' the current through the component.
·
·
·
Refening to the block diagram shown in. Fig. 23'13, the meter contains. a. signal source 1(a
Wien bridge oscillator) wit)! root panel controls for selecting the frequency )'ange and Cl).·.fetinuo. us
adjustment of the frequency selected. The output of the Wien bridge oscillator is fed to a . AGC
amplifier which permits accurate gain adjustment of the oscillator output by means of its Cedback
voltage. This gain adjustment is obtained by an internal control actuated by the setting of the
Impedance range switch, to which the AOC amplifier outpnt is connected. The impedance range
switch is a precision attenuator network which contr6ls the oscillator output voltage and at the same
time determines the manner in which the unkttown component is to be connected into the circuitry
which follows the range .switch.
· ·
·
·
- ··
f.
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Fig. 2l'13, Block diagram of vector impedance meter.

There are 'two modes in which the impedance switch can operate the ·nstrumcnt. They are :
(i) constant-current mode and lii) constant-voltage mode. The three lower ranges (X 1, x 10, and

x 100) operate in th'e constant· current mode and the four higher ranges ( x l k, x 10 k,. x 100 k, and
x I M) operate in the constant-voltage mode.
In the constant-current mode, the unkno\\ n impedance· is connected across the input of
the ac differential amplifier. The current supplied to the unknown impedance depends on the setting
of the impedance range switch. This current is held constant . by the action of the transresistance
amplifier (RT) which converts the current through the unknown impedance to a voltage output equal
io tbe current times its feedback resistance. The transresistance amplifier is an operational amplifier
where the output voltage is proportional to the input current. The output of the RT amplifier is fed to
a detet,tor circuit, and compared to a de reference voltage. The resulting control voltage regulates the
gain of the AGC amplifier and hen.ce the voltage applied to the impedance range switch. The output
of the ac differential amplifier is"ap'plled to an amplifier and filter section which contains high and lowband filters which are changed with (be frequency range in order to limit the amplifier bandwidth. The
output of the bandpass filter is connected, when selected, to a detectOr which drives the Z·Iitagnitoc!e
meter. .Since the current through the unknown impedance is kept constant by the RT amplifier, the
Z·magnitude meter, which measur~s the ·voltage ac~oss the unknoym, impedance. deflects in proportion
. to the magnitude of the unknown impedance and 1s therefore calibrated accordmgly.
Whe.n the instrument is operating in the constant voltage mode, the two inputs to the
differential amplifier are switched. The terminal wh.ich was c91mected to the input of the transresistance
amplifier i.n the constant-current mode is now grounded. T~-other input of the differential amplifier
which was connected to the voltage terminal of the unknoitircoiiiponeot, is now connected to a point
on the Z-magoituda range switch which is held at a 0l¥tant po,t~ntial. The voltage terminal of the
unknown is .conrtected. to this s.ame point of constanf!!~a\otept.i.RJf: or, dep. e.n· di.ng.· on the setting of the
Z-magnitude range switch, to a decimal fraction oft
vQltage; In any C(l,Se, the voltage across the
unknown is held constant. The current through the;,{'. nknown·,·impedall:ttr'is' applied to the transresistance amplifier which again produces an. output ".oltage proportional to its input-current.
. 'i

i
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The ~oles of · the·ac differential amplifier and th~ transresistance amplifier are now reversed.
The voltage output of the RT amplifier is applied to the defector and then to the Z-magnitude ·meter.
The output voltage of · the differential amplifier controls tbe gain of the AGC amplifier in the same
manner that the RT amplifier did in the constant-current mode.
·
Phase-angle measurements. These measurements are carried out simultaneously. The outputs
of both the voltage cha.noel and the current channel are amplified and each output is connected to a
Schmitt trigger circuit. The Schmitt trigger circuits produce a positive-going spike every time that the
input sine wave goes through a zero crossing. These positive spikes are applied to a binary phase
detector circuit. A bistable multivibrator, a differential ~mplifier and an integrating capacitor·
combined together to act as phase detector, a differential =awplifier, and an integrating. ·capacit9r. The
positive-going pulse from the constant current channel set~ the multivibrator, and the pulse from the
constant .voltage channel resets the multivibrator. The ''set',' time o( .the multivibrator is therefore
determined by the zero crossings of the voltage wav~form and the ~urrent waveform. , The ''set". and
"reset~' outputs of the multivibrator are app.lied ~o the differential amplifier, which applies the differ"
ence voltage to the integrating capacitor. The capacitor voltage is· directly proportional to the zero·
crossing time interval and is applied to the ph_ase··angle meter which then indicates the phase difference'
between the vqltage and current waveforms in degrees.
23'13. Measurement of Frequency . Frequency meas.urernents are done by two types of methods,
(f' Resonance methods, ~nd (ii) Heterodyne methods.

1. Rt::!lonalice Methods. The frequency may be determined by resonance methods elaborated
earlier. For this purpose bridge circuits (like Wien's bridge), mirallel Tor bridge T networks may
be used.
2. Heterodyne M!!thods. The frequency may ·be measured by hetuodyning the unknown
frequency with a known f~equency. The output o_f the mixer is.the d!tferenc.e of the two frequencies
i.e. the beat frequency: If the source of known. frequency 1s a wave meter and if its frequency is
adjusted to a value near to that of the unknown frequency, beats between the two cause an audible
note in the· teleph~ne o~ ~he wavem.eter. The w~v.emeter frcquen·cy is then adjusted until the pitch of
the note becomes maud1ble. Uudcr . these cond1t1ons, the frequency of the wavemeter is witl1in ±25
Hz Of the unknown frequency. Thus the unknown frequrncy can be known from the calibration
of the wavemeter.
·
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
1. A capacitor of capacitance 245 pF produces resonance nt ail angular frequency of 5 >: 106 ra<l/s while a
capacitor of cap~citance 50 pF produces resonao~e wilh lhe seco~d harmoric of tbis frequency. Calculate : '.
(a) the rnductnncJ:, and (b) the self capacllanc~ of the coil.
[Ans 154 µi1, J5 pFJ
· 2. W.ith a su!table s.tandard in~uc!or co_nbected !" a Q-meter, resona_nce is obtained with :an angular
frequency w w11h capacitor settmg C1 ;. the md1cated .Q factor 1s Qi . The unknown impedance is connected in ~eries . ·
wit.h the st.andard inductor and resonanc.~ re-establishe~· by resetti~g the capacitor to C2 , the corresponding Q·f~cior
being .Q1 • Calculate:
..
,
.
,
!\ .
'
(a) the resistive, and .(b) reactive coroporents of lbe urikoown impedance when
C1=W8 pF,
Q1=170,
C2=185'5 pF and Q2=52.
The freq~ency is 159 kHz.
.
.
[Ans. 35 .n, 584 .Q]
. :
3, . A. test coil is cqnoected across a.calibrated .loss free· Varia~le capacitor having in parallel wilh it a y rVM
of rnput capa~1tance 3 pF. A constant cun'ent, .of v~ryl~g frequency 1s pa~ secl tb~ough an injector coil loosely coupled
to the lest c01l, and at each frequency the oapacllor 1s adjusted to produce a oiax1mum reading on the voltmeter. The
readings are as follows :
·
·
Frequency kHz

- -- - ---'---

100
.. --

.

-·-- -

- - -- -

Capaclt.:1ice.pF

-

·--·------ -..

~45

.. ... -· - - - .·-·-.

Maximum voltage, V

300

-

- ---

145

--=-- - - -- --- ------- ··

4

I

75

.·

.·.
.... .

~00

_,

--

.

: .,

400

-

I
I

!

. 43

I
1'

-

600

··-----25

·-····· -·. -·--- 1- -- -

__I. ,__ _·- --

16

- - - - -- - -
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Detcrniine-:
.
(a) th_e inductance of the test coil, (b) its selfca!lacitance, and
the frequency varies from 100 kHz to 600 kHz.
·

(c)

the percentage increase in its resistance· as
(Ans, 1"732-rnH, 12 pF, 125%1

4. A coil Of unknown impedan:e in series with a capLcitor of 224 pP'and an ammeter of' negligible imp:dance
was connected to a variable frequency of constant voltage and negligible impedance. Jhe frequency was adjusted both . ·
above and below resonant frequency. .Till tte reading of ammeter was reduced to 70"7% of its val_ue at resonance.
This occurred at frequencies of 876 and 892 kHz. Determine effective resistance, inductance and Q of the coil.
. .
-[Ar.s. 14·5 il, 0·145 niH, 55·31

o"z

5. 1 he effective resist&nce of a coil at a frequency of
MHz is meas'ured 1by the reactance variation
method. The coil is c·onnected in series with a calibrated variable capacitor and a 10 n resistor. A constant emf at
0·2 MHz 'is. injected into the_ circuit. ·A VTVM connected ucross the resistor is used to indicate resonance. The
capacitor settings to reduce the resonant current by one hair are ISO pF and 170 pF. Calculate the effective resistance
of the coil.
·1 ,
[Aus.· 170 OJ
.
.
. . . 6.. A :coil of un_known impedance• in. series Wi_th, a_ 'capacitor or: ca~nciiance 0·02 µP and an ammeter or
. neg_hg1bte· 1mp~da_nc~ w_as connected to a variable freq<Jency source havmg constant voltaf.e. The frequency was
. adjusted bpJh above and below resc;mance unti) the reading ·of lhe ammeter was reduced to 0'8 of tb~ value at
resonance. This occurre~ at frequencies of 0·97 and 1·01 MHz. Find the inductance -and resistance of the coil.
.
[Aus. !"29 tLH ; 0·424 nJ

7. A test cin a radio tuning coil, using Q meter,.gavc the following results:

. (af With a tadio coil connected norma!Jy, resonance was obtained at a frequ~ncy of) MHz witll'tbe Q meter
capiic!itor set al 480 pf'.
(b) With sta~dard inductor connected in place of the radio coil, tbe resonance was obi'.ained at S MHz and this
condi.tion -was no_t altered when the_ coil was conneeted in parallel with lhe standard inductor. Calcuta1e·the self
capacitance of radio coil.
/
·
[Ans. 20 pl']
8. A Q··me!er gave the followl\ig readings during a tertaln test on a coil : ·

Q=25o,·_
C=160pP,
/=750kHz. · ·
- · .AYfVM was then connected across rhe standard capacitor and resonance re-established. The ·correspoodin~
readin.-s now become
- >- ..
_
. · •·
Q"'lSO,
C=ISO pf,
:[~}SO kHz.
· Calculate for tb_e VTVM :
[Ans. 496 kil, 10 pF]
(a) the input resistance, and (b) the input capacitance.
'

9. A coil was tested using a Q meter and following information was obtained. At a frequency of 3 MHz,
_ the value of capacitance to give maximum voltage across lhe capacitor was 251 pF while at 6 MHz frequency it was
.,. 50 pF. Calculate the self capacitance of the coil.
_
[Ans. 17 pF]
·
10. A coil -with a resistance of 0'1 il is connected in a Q meier circuit as shown in ,Fi~. 23"12. Resonanco
Ofcu·rs when the oscillator frequency is 40 MHz and the tunin~ capacitor is set at ·135 pP. · Calculate the percentage
error introduced in the calculated value of Q by a Q"02 n shunt resistance connected across the oscillator circuit.
Comment upon the result.
·
·
[Aas• .17%1
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24
Dynamic Characteristics of Instruments
and Instrumentation Systems
24·1. Dym1\°ic Response
.
..
Au introduction to dynamic response and dynamic characteristics has already been given. in
Art. 2'30(pages 31-33). In this chapter the dynamic response of instruments and instrumentation
systems for various types of input signals is examined in details.
24'2, Dynamic Behaviour
The dynamic behaviour of a system is studied in two do.mains : (i) Time Domain and
(ii) Frequency Domain.
.
24· 2"1. Time Domain Analysis. In this analysis the dynamic behaviour of the system for
various types of inputs is studied with respect to time 't' as the independent variable. In other words,
the dynamic response of the system to different types of inputs, .which are a function of time is analyzed at different intervals .of time after the application of lnput signal.
24'2'2. Frequency Domain Analysis. The system is subjected to various types of time varying signals. According to fourier analysis, these signals can be broken down to various sinusoi~al
si_gnals h~ving different frequencies. Also the system may be subjected to inputs which vary ~eno
d1cally w1thJime. ··Thus it is important tq analyse the system behaviour with frequency as the md~
pendent variable. The analysis with frequency as independent variable is called Frequency Domain
Analysis.
24'3. Mathematical Models of Instrumentation Systems
. An instrumentation system is a physical system. A physical system is defined as collection of
physical objects connected together to serve an objective. An Instrumentation System is an assemblage of diverse physical objects interconnected to measure, analyse and control electrical, fluidic,
thermal and other physical quantities.
. ··
·
.. The first step in modelling a system is to .obtain its physical model. i. is impossibl~ to ~btain
a physical model of an instrumentation system (or for that matter, of any system) which mcorporates all the complexities of the system. However, idealized assumptions are made in order to have
~ simplified version of the model for the purv.oscs of analysis· and synthesis. The model based upon
certain idealized assumptions is called a physical model.
' · ·. - The next step in modelling is to obtain a mathematical model from the conceived phys!cal
model. A mathematical model is a mathematical representation of the physical model: A mathemat1cal
model is achieved from a physical model by utilizing t~e physical laws of the process.
A(ter a mathematical model of a system has been obtained, the system is solved for various
types of inputs. The resulting output response is called the dynamic response of the system.
24'4, Linear and Nou·Linear Systems
• The mathematical model of a system is linear, if it obeys the laws of superposition and homogeneity. Suppose the system is subjected to inputs,
·
x1(t), x2(t) ...... , x.(t) and the corresponding outputs are :
Y1(t),.Y2{t)........ ., Yn(t) respectively,
then the ~ystem ~ponse to the linear combi~ation or these mputs
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a1x1(t)+a2x2(1)+ ... ... +a.x.(t)
... l24'1)
is given by the linear combination of the outputs e.g.
a1y1(t)+a2y2(t)+ ...... +anyn(t)
... (24'2)
where
a1, a2 ...... , a~ arc constants.
The property of homogeneity means that the inputs x1(t), x2(t),. .. .. ; xn(t) are of the same
form. A.lso the outputs y1(t), y2(t), ...... , yn(t) are of the.same form.
The mathematical models des,cribing a system are depicted by dilferentfal equations. A mathe
matical model is described as Linear if the co-efficients of the differential equation describing it are
either constants or are a function of the time (vrhich is the independent variable).
In case the principles of superposition and homogeneity are 11ot complied with and also in
case the differential equation describing tbe mathematical model has co-efficients which are a function
of dependent variable, then the system is called non-linear. There are two further classifications of
linear systems. They are :
'
(I) Linear time invariant,systems, and (ii) Linear time variant systems.
24'4'1. Linear Time Invariant System. In case the dilferential equation describing a system has
constant co-efficients, it is called a Linear time invariant system.
24'4'2. Linear Time Variant System. If the differential equations describing a system liave
co-efficients which are a function of time (the independent variable)j the system is called a time variant
system.
24'5, Analysis or Linear Systems
.
Powerful mathematical tools like the Laplace and Fourier transforms are available for analysis
of linear systems. Unfortunately most of the instrumentation systems are not linear in nature and
therefore assumptions have to be made to make them linear so that their analysis could be carried
out. Linearizing a non-linear system, no doubt, results in simplicity but at the same time results in
loss of accuracy. Hence a compromise ha~ to be made between simplification of the model and the
accuracy of results obtained from it.
.
In summary, tbe approach to dynamic systems problem can be list'ed as follows :
(I) Define the instrumentation system and its components ;
(2) Build up the physical model and list the necessary assumption made ;·
(3) Formulate the mathematical model and describe the assumpilons made·; ·
(4)' Write down the differential equations describing the model ;
(5) Solve the equations for th0 desired output variables ;
(6) Examine the solutions and assumptions ;
(7) Apply the necessary corrections to subvert the idealized corrections made in both physical
and mathematical models ;
(8) Re-analyze and re-design till the solutions obtained are compatible with the results expec·
ted of the actual system.
24'6. Electric Networks
An R-L- C circuit is sl1own in'
Fig. 24' I. Using Kirchhoff's voltage law, the
R
.equations describing the dynamics are written
""'''"''as:
. +,
Input voltage : .
;
.
Constont
e=L d~:) +Ri(t)+, ~' Ji(t) dt ... (24'3) voltage ~

e

or

+'

2
=L d q(t) +Rdq(t}' q(t)
e
dt2
dt · c

source
... (24'4)

wbere+=charge=Ji(f)dt. and i=current=

d~:).

Fig, 24'1. A seriQs J?-L-C ci_rpujt,

·...-

·.~~-·-
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24 ·7. Mechanical Systems
The motion of mechanical elements can be described in various dimensions as :
(i) translational, (ii) rotational and (iii) a combination of translational and rotational
systems. .
.
The equations governing the motions of mechanical systems are often directly or indirectly
!formulated from Newton's law of motion.
24 7 l. Mechanical Translational Systems
Translation is defined as a motion that takes place along a straight line. The three basic ele·
ments inv,ilved in translational motion are :
(i) mass, (Ii) spring and (iii) friction.
In this analysis, we neglect the effects of static friction, coulomb friction and other fric".,. J
terms which exhibit a non· linear behaviour. Fig. 24'2 shows a simple spring-mass-damper system
where the applied force /(1) is a function of time. This force is resisted by the forces exerted by the.
three elements listed above.
(i) Mass. The mass M is an inertial element. A force applied to a mass produces an
acceleration. The reaction force [>1 is equal and opposite to the product of the mass and acceleration
and acts in a direction opposite to the applied force.

d2x
f.,=Mxa=M dt 2

·

newton

... (24"5)

f =mass ; kg, x=displacement ; m,
dx =VeIoc1ty;
. . I
d2x =accel eratlon
.
I2
u= dt
ms,
a= dt
; ms .
2

whe1e

I

I

The reaction force f>< is a function of time and acts throogh mass M.
(iii) Stiffness. The stiffness, K, provides a restoring force as represented by a spring. When
a force is applied to a spring, the reaction force, fk on each end of the spring is the same and is equal
to. the product of the stiffness K, and the amount of deformation, x, of the spring.
fk=Kx newton
.. ,'24'6)
where
K =stiffness constant ; N/m.
(iii) Viscous Frktion. The co-efficient. of viscous friction or the. damping co?st.ant. D
characterises that the element absorbs energy er In other words, the element 1s an energy d1ss1patmg
element.
... (24'7)
The reaction damping force is fn=D -~- newton
The force/(t) is resisted by forcef1>1(l),/x(t) andfn(t).
We can write the equation of motion as
f(t )-f>1(t)+fn(t)+fk(t)
or

!-(t) .. M _4..2x(t)
dt2

+D _dx(t)_+Kx(t)
. di

This can be written in another form
.. I .

f(t)=mx+ Dx+ Kx
..

where

d2x(1)~-:

x = dt 2

,

· ·axnr-~

X=

dt

-~.

and

-x=!x{t)

... (24'8)

•.. (24'9)

24·7·2. Mechnncial Rotational Systems. The rotational motion of a body may be defined
as motion about a fixed axis. Rotational systems are similar to translational systems except for the
basic differences that torque equations are written in place of force equations and the displacement,
velocity and acceleration terms are angular quantities. The three basic elements involved are inertia,
torsional stiffness and viscous friction. An· elementary mechanical rotational system is shown in
Fig. 24'3. Let us analyze the systems considering its basic elements.

i
1

I
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D
(Viscous
friction)

I \

·-=:=_:=)
/

f (t) Applied
iorcf'

D(Viscous
friction)

Pig, 24 2 Spring-mass-damper system,

Pig. 24'3. Mechanical

rotatio~al

iyste,n.

{i) Inertia. The torque applied to a body having a moment of inertia, J, produces an anQular
acceleration. ·
The reaction torque produced by inertia is :
i
Ti(t)'='Jo:(t)= dw(t)=l ~t)_
.. .124' nf!j
dt
dt2
Ti= inertia torque; N-m,
J ~moment of inertia; kg-m2,
where
11. =angular acceleration ; rad/s 2,
w....:angular velocity ; rad/a,
0=angular twist ; rad.
(ii) Torsional Torque. When a torque is applied to an elastic mass, it is twisted through
an angle 0. The angular torque is transmitted through the spring action and appears as a counter
torque at the other end. The reaction spring or torsional torque, Tk, is equal to the product of the
torsional constant, K, and 0 the angular twist.
·
Torsional torque Tk(t)=K0(t) N-m
... (24'11)
where
K=stiffness or torsional constant, N-·m/rad ..
Uii) Damping Torque. Damping occurs whenever a body moves through a fluid. In order
to produce motion of the body, a torque must be applied to overcome the reaction torque due to·
damping. The torque due to damping is :
.
Tn(t)=Dw(t)~ D~~(t) N-m
... (24'12)

where

D=dampi~g

constant or viscous friction constant; N-m/rad-s-1.
The differential equation describing the dynamics of a mechanical rotational system is :
T(t)=J11.(t)+ Dw(t)+0K(t)
2

=J d 0(t)

dt 2

+D d0(t) +KB(t)
dt

... (24'13)

=Iii+ D0+K6 ·
... (24'14)
where
T(t)=applied torque; N-m.
...(24'15)
24'8. Analogous Systems
Comparing Eqn. 24'8 for the mechanical translational system shown in Fig. 24'2 and
Eqn. 24'13 for.the mechanical rotational system shown in Fig. 24·3, it is found that they have an
indentical form. The systems which are defined by identical differential equations are called
analogo11s systems. Let us compare Eqn. 24'8 for mechanical translational system and Eqn 24'1~ for
mevhanical rot11tional ~ystem with that of a series R·L·C circuit (Eqn. 24'4) supplied by a constirnt
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voltage source,. Jt if> found that force and torque in the mechanical system~ are analogous to volt~ge
e. The analogy based l!!'JOn this description is called a force-voltage analogy. A list of analogous
variables based upon this annlogy are given hi Table 24; 1.
TABLE 24'1
Force Voltage Analogy

--------------

Mechamca/ Transfalionaf System
Mechanical Ro1a1io11al System
- - - - - - --- . ------------- --------- -

Eleclrical System

J[

i
Ii11

J,

1:
'
st

Force, F

Torque, T

Voltage, E

·Ma>s, M

Moment of 111ertia, J

Inductance, L

!

Viscous friction constant, D

Viscous friction constant, h

Resistance, R .

I

Spring stiffness, K

Torsional stiffness, K

Reciprocal of capcitance, l /C

Displacement. x
I

.

Vel0City, >:

Angular displacement, 0

I

Angular velocity, 0

I

a:

I

WI

Charge, Q

N!

/ Current, i

-~~~--..:.....-~~~----~~---~~---'--~-

The concept of analogous systems is a very useful technique in the study of all types of
systems which may be mechanical, thermal, fluidic or pneumatic in nature. They can be converted
into analogous electrical quantities and the system behaviour can be studied and analyzed on an
electrical analog computer.
24'9. Thermal Systems
Thermal systems are those which involve the transfer of heat from one substance to anothere
Thermal systems may be analyzed in terms of resistance and capacitance. Let us consider a sil!lpl.
thermal system shown in Fig, 24 4. The idealized
assumptions made in the system are :
(i) The tank is !med with a perfect
heat insulator and thus there is no heat loss to
the surrounding air.
Liquid ;:
(ii) There is no heat storage in thermal
,
-1 ~r-- Linuid
insulation of the tank.
Tempera - - --:..:-(iii) The tank is kept · at a uniform
tuie,0 i ---temperature with the help of a stirrer . and
-therefore.a,single temperature can be used,ror
tho entire liquid ill ·the tank and the outflowmg
ll@\\id;
Let
61=steady-state-temperature of inHowir~
liquid ; ·c,
O, =steady-state-temperature of out- flowing liquid ; C,
_
Q-steady·state liquid flow rate:; kg/s,
Heater
M =mass of!iquid in· tank ; kg,
Fi~. 24'4 f'hermal system.
s =specific heat cif liquid ; J/kh- ',C,
R-tbermal resistance : 'C/J - s,
C=thermal capacitance ; J/'C,
H
=steady
state
beat
input
rate
:
J/s.
and

wl
or

'-f~

!_-____:-*~--~---:.1'""-ltilk

-r -_:._

"'

--

24'1
systl
-repr,
man
thio
modequathe d
diffe1
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Assume that th~emperature of the i11tlowi11g liqu1id is kept constant and that the heat input
rate is changed from H to /{ +!11 where h; represents ~ small change in heat flow rate. The
heat outtlow rate will !lien gradually change from H to Ji+h, The temperature of the outflowing
liquid wi.11 also be changed from Oo to Bo+O, where Ois the change in temperature of outflowing
liquid, °C. ·
.
·
The steady state conditions are disturbed, Some of the heat will be stored in the liquid and
some of the heat will result into increased temperature of the liquid outflowing from the tank.
h1=bd-h2 where In ""rate of heat storage in the tank; J/s,
and
h2.....:rate of heat outflow from the tank ; J/s.
·
dB
Now rate of heat storage in the t1nk=Ms di
... (24"16)

=c1Jr
(;=thermal

where
Now

hz= Qs

capacitance=M~;

Jf'C

... (24:18)

a

... (24'19)

Thuswecanwrite:
where, thermal resistance R=
or

... (24·11)

h;-C~: +Qs 0=C ~: + ~

... (24' 20)

ds

... (24'21 )

h1 R=RC

dB

dt

+B.

d0
RC dt+O=h; R
Tjle thermal quantities analogous to electrical

... (24'22)
quantitit;~

TABL~\ 24'2

are given in

Tabt~24'2.

.· .·

Analogous Quantities in Thermal and Electrical Systems
I

-------~-·---~-----'\

S No.

Electrical Systems

Thermal Systems

I.

Charge; C
Current; A
Voltage; V
Resistance ; !l
Capacitance ; farad

Heat flow; J
Heat flow rate ; J/s
Temperature ; 'C
Resistance ; 'C/(J·s)
Capacitance ; J/'C

2.

3.
4
5

I 24'10. Transfer Function
I
Transfer function plays an important role in the characterization of lii:iea~ime in.variant
\ systems Jn fact transfer function along with block diagrams and signal flow graphsJo '.'~\he basis of
I representing the input-output relationships of linear time invariant systems.· This i' ~~¢~'11~e ·in so
I mllDY other areas of engineering applications like cir~uit theory, vibration theory, auto,m~tlc' con!rol
I theory, aerospace theory and control, and stability studies, the most widely used mathematical
model for analysis of system dynamic response is described with the help of linear differential
• equations involving constant co-efficients (Linear time invariant).
. .
!
·' The starting point of defining the transfer function is the differential equation w~ich defines
\ the dynamics of the system. Consider a linear time-invariant system which is defined by an nth orde(
I differential equation :

l

\

'
I
i
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,,I

d"c(t)
d,,...Ic(t)
a. di" +an_1 Jin-I

/.

dc(t)

+...... +a1dt+aoc(t)

b'"r(t)
am-1r(t)
dr<t)
... (24'23)
=bm--dt"' +bm_J -;rim=r+ ...... +bidt+bor(t)
c(l)=output variable, r(t)=input variable,
and l=time.
where
a0, a1 ...... a._1, an and bo, b1, ...... bm_i. bm are constants which represent combinations of
system parameters with n m.

>

The differential equation 24'23 represents a colllplete description of the system between. the
input r(t) and the output c(I). Once the input and the initial conditions of the system are specified,
the output response may be obtained in time domain by solution of differential equation.

\

I

The transfer function of a linear time invariant system is defined to be the ratio of Laplace
transform of the output variable to the Laplace tramform of the input variable under· the conditions
that all initial conditions are zero. Thus in order to oQtain the transfer function of a linear system
represented by Eqn. 24'23 the Laplace transform of both sides of the equation is taken assuming all
conditions to be zero. Hence, ·
(an sn+a,._1 s•-1
+a1s+ao)C(s)=(b~ s"'+am-1 s"'-1
+b1s+bo)R(s).
Therefore, the transfer function of the system is ;

+......

;;,

·~

+......

G(s)=' C((s)). = bms"'tbm-is"'7t"'"1b1stbo
.. (24 .24)
Rs
ans• an-is"
.. .. .. a1s ao
The dynamics of a mass-spring-dampeF system has been described earlier in Art. 24'7'1. The
differential equation is :
f(t)=M ~(t)+ Dx(t)+ Kx(t)
where displacement x(t) is the output variable, and force f(t) is the input variable.
Taking the Laplace transform of each term of the equation and assuming that all initial
conditions are zero, we have :
F(s)= Ms 2X(s)+ DsX(s)+ KX(s)
X(s)
I
. : . Transfer function
... (24'25)
G(s)= F(s) = Ms2+ Ds+ K

r
I
......

('.

. Th.e tra~sfer function is an expression !n s do~ain whic~ relates the output to the input fo1
a hnear time mvanant system. Although tt descnbes the mput-output behaviour of the system
but it does not furnish any information regarding the internal structure of the system. In order t~
study ~he ~y~amics of a syst~m, the pr?cess done ?n the !np~t to get the output (for the purpose of
analysis), 1s m the form of a mathematical expression which is a representation of a physical system.
Thus when .the .transfer function. of a. physical syste.m is determined, the system can be represented by
~block, which 1s a short-hand p1ctor1al representation of cause and effect ·relationship existing between
Input and output of the system.
The transfer function as shown by a block repre·
sents a functional operation of a system which can be
more easily visualized through a block diagram than with
the help of differential equations.

.

R( s)
Input

G(s)
Transfer
function

C(s)

"'' "f

Thus a system can be represented as :
Fig.24'5, Block diagram representation
C(s)=G(s)R(s)
of a ssytem.
24'11. Siuosoidal Transfer Function
The sinusoidal transfer function is used for carrying out studies of a system in frequency
I

"

.
·
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domain. The study of quality of measurement systems involves the steady state response of the
system when. a sinusoidal input is applied to it. The steady state response of a system to a sinusoidal
input is obtained by replacing s with jw in the transfer fun~tion of the system.
The general sinusoidal transfer is :
G(jw)= _C(jw) = bm(iw)'"+bm-1(jw)m-1+ ... +b1(jw)+bo
R(jw)
an(jw)"+a._1(j"')" 1+ ... +a1(jw)+ao
The transfer function of a mass sprin~·dashpot system is : .
X(s)
I
G(s)= F(s) =-Msi+os+K
The sinusoidal transfer-function is written as :
(24'26)
.
..
.
24'12. Order of a System., The highest power of complex variables in the denominator for
the transfer function of a system determines its order. The mass-dashpot-damper system as shown
in Fig. 24'2 has a transfer function whose denominator with a complex variable of highest power 2.
Therefore, it is known as a 2nd order system.
TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE
24'13. Introduction The measurement systems may be subjected to any type of input.
The type of input signals cannot be known fully ahead of time. In almost all applications the
signals are random in nature. Therefore, it becomes difficult to express the actual input signals
mathematically by simple equations. Dynamic behaviour cf measurement systems can be studied
with the help of certain standard signal. These standard signals are :
(i) Step input, (ii) Ramp input, (iii) Parabolic input and (iv) Impulse input.
The above signals are used for studying dynamic behaviour in the time domain. These signals
a:e sho~n in Fig. 24'6. F~r studie~ in frequ~n~y domain, steady sta.te response to a sinusoidal input
signal yields a great deal of mformat10n. This 1s because all actual inputs can be thought of consisting a b~nd of ~requ~ncies.ranging fro~ zero ()nwards (All types of signals can be broken into sum
of a senes of smuso1dal signal< accordmg to Fourier Series).
G( · )- X(jw)
;w - F(iw)

I

M(i~)2 +D(}w)+:K.

t
f(t)

t

f(t)
f(t)=u(t)

T
l(t)

i (t) =t

1

f(iJ., S(t)

€

t

~

I
I

i

~
ut'

0,0

Time,t-

(a) Unit step function

Time,t(b) Unit Ramp function
Fig. 24'6. Standard Input Signals.

0,0.

€
Time.t-

(c) Unit impulse function

When system studies are carried out in time domain, the dynamic behaviour of the system
depends upon the system poles and not on type of input. Therefore the system behaviour to any
kind of inputs can be predicted by studying its response to one of the standard si)!.nals. The standard
input chosen for this purpose is a step input.
24'14. Zero Order System. . A zero order instrument is one where the highest order of the
deriva<ive describing th! system behaviour is zero. Therefore from Eqn. 24'23, a zero order instrumen\
is described. by :
·

BtECBICAL AND BLl!CTltONl~ iNSIRUMBNrATiON

...(24'27)
ao c(t)=bo r(t)
where c(t)=output, r(t)=input and ao and ho are constants.
Examining Eqn. 24'27, 1 it is observed that it is a simple algebraic equation.
Any instrument or system that closely obeys Eqn. 24'27 over its entire operating range it
defined as a zero order instrument.
...(24'2S)
We can rewrite Eqn. 24'27 as : output c(t)= !~ r(t)"='S r(t)

ao

. ) = bo
. sens1ttv1t.v
. . . (stea dy state gam
where S =static

... (24'29)

Now Eqn. 24' 28 is a simple algebraic equa!ion and lher~fore no matter h.ow the inpu~ r(t)
varies with time, the output follows it perfectly and fa1tbf~lly '. Th1.s means that ne1t~er there 1s a
distortion nor any time Jag. A linear potentiometer shown m Fig. 24 7 (a) may be considered as a zero
order instrument.

t

Line or
potenhomete1
, I

ii
~'

0,0

\
(a)

Displacement, Xi (b)

Fig. 24'7. Linear potentiometer and its input·output relationship.

E• =supply voltage to potentiometer ; V,
L=length of potentiometer; m,
x1(t)=displacement of sliding contact at any time t ; m,
and
eo(t)=output voltage atany time t; V.
Sio.ce the resistance of potentiometer is linearly distributed along its length, the voltage per
unit length=E•/L.
: . . Output voltage eo(t)=(E•/L)xJ(t) S x1(t)
...(24"30)
E• . .
where sensitivity S= L V/m.
...(24"31)
Suppose

From Eqn. z4·31 it is clear that a linear relationship exists between the displacement and the
output voltage as shown in Fig. 24 7 (b). In fact a,resistance potentiometer is not truly a zero order
system. The above analysis is based upon the following assumptions :
·
(i) The potentiometer has infinite number of turns and therefore we get an absolute linear
relationship displacement x1 and output voltage eo. In actual practice the potentiometers have a finite
number of turns and therefore .we get a stepped curve depicting the relationship between output
voltage and the input displacement. This is shown in Fig.. 24"8.
·
(ii) The measuring device connected at tbe output terminals has an infinite impedance.
However, in actual practice the output device has a finite impedance due to which there are loading
effects. This results in a non-linear relationship between the input and the output.
(Iii) The winding of potentiometer is not purely resistive. There are inductive and capacitive
effects and hence the simplified resistJive model is not valid.
. .
(iv) There are mechanical loading effects due to inertia of the sliding contai;t and friction .
.

----------

.

'

;[
!
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Thus owing to above reasons, even a resistive potentiometer cannot ne considered as a zero
order instrument, but it is one of the ~ystems which closely approximate a zero order system.
24'15. First order Systems. The highest order of derivative in first order systems is one.
First order systems are commonly found in measurement systems. Let us analyze a common R- C
circuit which is a typical example of a first order system. Hg. 24 9 shows a series R-k circuit wherein
a step input of EJ volt is applied to the circuit.
·

I
I •I

:t

0

QI

OI
0\

0

!:
0

>

Oisplacemenf. X[ Fig. 24'8, Actual relationship between
input (displacement/, and output (voltage)
of a linear potentiometer.

(a)

(b)

Hg. 24'9, R·C circui(and its response to step input

Let the current in the circuit be l(t) at any instant t=t. All initial conditions are assumed
to be zero.

E1u(t)=Ri(t)+

~ Jidt
1

.Taking the Laplace transform, we have :· E =Rl(s)+
8

or E1

ds /(s)=( R+ ~s) l(s)

I+~Cs I(s)

I(s)=1~!&= ~ ( H~fcs-)=~ ( s+\/RC)
Taking the inverse Laplace transform,

'()

1t

Et"

=Re

-t/RC

E1 e -1/'I:

=R

'r=time constant of the circuit= RC

where

... (24 32)

... (24'33)

The plot of current i versus time t is shown in Fig. 24'9 (b). The c1irrent decays exponentially
with time. The initial current is E'/ R while the final curr!)nt is .zero which occurs only' at t =Cf.).

Outpu~ voltage across the capacitor
Difft.~u,iating

eo (t)=

~ Jidt

the above equation, we have :

d[eo't)] . I . ..E1

d-t =(f '""1W e

-t/RC
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Taking Laplace transform of above, we get :
E1
s Eo(s)-:- (I +sRC)

E1
E1
Eo (s)= s(l+sRC) = s(l+s-r)

or

_'I'_]

By factorizing, we get:

Eo (s)=E1[J_ s l+s'I'
Taking Inverse Laplace transform we get :
eo(t)=E1[ l-e -t/r

t--

J

... (24'3~) Fig, 24'10. Variation of voltage
across capacitor witb time.

The variation of voltage across the capacitor with time is shown in Fig. 24'10.
·
24'16. Thermal System. The thermal system is described by a first order differential equation.
When subjected to a step input this equation can be written as :
.
d0
(See Eqn. 24'22)
RCdt +0(t)=hi u (t) R

'I' dad~t) +B(t)=hiu(t)R

or
where

'l'=RC=thermal time constant, s.
. Taking the Lapluce transform, we have: (Ts t J)0(s)= R~i(s)
.
0(s)
R
:. Transfer funct10n G(s)= Hi(s)= s(l +'l's)

and

.

.

.

Dnnenstonless transfer funct10n

...

Gls)

0(s)

y-= RH;(s)

... (24'35)
1
- s(l+-r.)

... (24'36)

. 0=0o ( l-e-t/-r )

... (24'37)

where 00 =final steady output temperature=R h1 ·
.. :(24'38)
Eqn. 24'36 indicates that temperature rises exponential)y with time when heat rate is increased
suddenly.
·
24'17. General First Order Differential Et1uatleli. · If in Eqn. 24'23all a' sand b' s other than
ai, ao and bo are taken as zero, we get : .
· ·
... (24'39)

a1 dcd:) +ao c\t)=bo r:t)

J

!

Any fostrument that follows this equation is by definition a first order instrument. Eqn. 24'39
constants l'iZ : ao, ai, and bo but only two are needed. The entire equation is divided by ao

h~s. three

glVlng ;

de (t) +c(t)= bo r(t)
ao dt
ao

ai

or

de(/)
'l'T+c(t)=Sr (t).

... (24'40)

bo
. sens1t1v1
.. 'ty and t-=-=tlmc
a1
•
constant
S =-=static
~

.

~

.

.

I

I
I
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The time constant '1' has always the dimensions of time. The static sensitivity has the dimensions
of output/input.
Taking Laplace transform of Eqn. 24'40, we get:
'I'S C(s)+C!s)=SR (s) or C(s)[l +-rs]=SR(s)
C(s)

:. Transfer function of a first order system is: G(s)= R(s) and the dimensionless transfer function

0

S
+Ts)

... (24'41)

~~s) =(l)-rs)

... (24'42)

'

24'18. Response of a first order system to a unit step input. Let a unit step inp11t u(t) be
applied to a firstorder system.
..
r(t)=u(t)
and R(s)= Ifs
The transfer of a first order system is G(s)=

~'l's

1

·

1
l
'I'
:. Output C(s)=G(s) R(s)= s(l +rs)=s -l+-rs

Taking Inverse Laplace transform
Output

c(t)=l-e-t/-r

... (24'43)

This is plotted in Fig. 24'11.. It is seen that· the output rises exponentially from zero value
to the final value of unity. The initial slope of the curve is given by :

e

... 0

II> ...

f
-; 0.638

-"'
Q.

_ _/

;, I

0

I

.,.,....i

I

(

Measurement or
dynamic error
Outpul c(t):1-f 11 'i'

t-

fig. 24'11. Response of a first order system
to a step mput.

t-Fig.~24'12,

Measurement (Dynamic) error

for a first order system when subjected to a

step input.

~1
=_!_ e -tf'l'j
= !
dt t=O '\'
t=O '1'
... (24'44)
Thus if the initial rate of change is maintained, the system will reach its final value in time
'I', the time constant.
c(t)= 1-e -t/'1' =0'632.

Thus for a rising exponential function the time constant -r is defined as the time to reach
63'2% of its final value. For a decaying function the time constant is defined as the time taken
to fall to 36'8 of its initial value. It is obvious that all first order systems will settle to. their final
value at t==oo. Therefore we must define· some other yardstick to distinguish the response of
one system from another.
...(24'45)
The measurement of Dynamic error is defined as em(t)=r(t)-c(t)

=l-[1-e -t/'1']-e-t{'I'

,,,(24'46)

.l
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This is plotted in Fig. 24·1 3.
,', Steady state error ess=lim em(l)=e-t/'r =0 .
t-+oo

...(24"47)

·t-+oo

Thus the first order system tracks the unit step input with zero static error.
A dynamic characteristic useful in charactefising the speed of response of any instrument is
the settling time. This is the time (after the appHi;,iltion of a step input) fer the imtrument to reach
and stay, within a plus and minus tolerance ·baniJc-around its steady state value. . A small settling
time is thus indicative of fast response. ·It is obvious that the numerical value of the settling band
depends on tolerance band used and this band must always be specified.
The values of per unit output and measurement error at various intervals of time for a step
input are given in Table 24·3,
.
TABLE 243
.
Per unit output and measurementerror for a step input
-·----~·-·----

Per unit output

t/-r

Pe; unit measurement error

0

0

1:oco

1

0'632

l

2

0'865

0'135

3

0'950

0'050

4

0'982

0'018

5

0'993

. 0'007

00

1'000

0

'368

---~--·---~

----

Thus if one speaks of 5% settling time, it means that the system has reached its sp'ecificd value
after a time which is thrice the time constant. (See Table 24'3 and.Fi,£. 24 13).
'
It is often assumed that the instrument or system has reached its 81111 steady or. maximum
value after an interval of 5T.

·i.f ' .'."'.'._". :.,. ~'.:Lf

~ 0.95 ~" .-u

t. .

l

'!;

I

2:S

(1-e~th';:

0

.

-

t5% bond

I

~4----'-'----l'---'---''---L-~~
I

2

3 4

t/r

5

-

Fig, 24•13.. Response of first order system to
step input: The settlin3 time is 3T for ±5%
band.

-- .
-I
... 0
·u-

:I

O·

1--Fig. 2·l' i4 . Response of first order systems
for a stci: input for d ffermt tinie constants.

The time constant is indicative of how fast the system tends to reach the final value. A large
i~ oonatant co1·res{londs-to a slow system response and a small. time constant represents a fast system
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response as shown in Fig. 24'14. It shows two curves with time constants T1 and T2. System with
time constant T1 is faster than the system with time constant T2.
In some cases the initial conditions ~re not zero. Let us consider the case of thermometer
subjected to a step input.
Let
61n=initial temperature ; °C, Ho=final steady temperature ; °C,
and
'\"=time constant ; s
The temperature at anr instant t is siVM by :
6=0o[ l-e -:-If'. ]+e1. e-l/T =6o+(61n-6o)e -t/T

...(24'48)

Example 24'1. A thermometer has a time constant of 3'5 s. It is quickly taken from a
temperature O'C to water bath at 100°C. What temperature will be indicated after l '5 s ?
Solution. From above it is clear that the thermometer is subjected to a step input of 100°C.
From Eqa. 24'37. the output temperature after 1'5 sis given as :
6=00( 1~e-t/T )=100( 1...:.e-1' 5/3' 5)=34'85'C.
Example 24'2. A temperature-sensitive tranducer is subjected to a sudden temperature
change. It takes 10 s for the traducer to reach equilibrium condition (five time constants). How long
will it take for the transducer to read half of the temperature difference.
Solution. Time to reach equilibrium conditions=5T=l0 s.
:. Time constant T=l0/5=2 s.
0
. -t/T
6=60 ( .1:-e -11-. ·)
Now
or e;;-=1-e
Th$: time to read half of the temperature difference can be Clllculated as under
_!_ =!-1-e -t/2
or e-l/ 2 =0'5

Do

Time to read half of the temperature difference t"'.1'38 s.
Example 24'3, A temperature sensing device can be modelled as a first order system with· a
time constant of 6 s. It is suddenly subjected to a step input of :?S'C'- l 5()'C. What temperature will
be indicated in 10 s after the process has started ?
Solution. It is given that :
final steady state temperature
6~ = l 50°C,
initial steady temperature
61n= 25°C, , and, time constant T="
Therefore, the temperature after 10 scan be calculated using Eqn. 24'48.
~l/T
-(0/6
.,
0•6o+(B1n--0o) e
=150t(25-150)e
=12640 C.
Example 24·4 Assume the same conditions as given in the above example except that a step
input of !50'C...;25'C is applied. Find the indicated temperature after 10 s.
Solution. In this case :
Final steady state temperature 0o =25°C, and initial temperature 01=l50°C.
Temperature rise after I0 s is aivcn by :
.
-10/6 .
· _;4g·6'C.
0=25+(150-25) e
24·19. Ramp Response of a First Order System
The applied input is a unit ramp defined as 1!
.
r(t)=I
:. R(s)= l/s2
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The transfer function of a first order system is :
1
G(s)=1+"'s
1
1
't'
.
output C(s)=G(s)
R(s)=
-li(l + ) =2-- +
·
S
't"S
S
S

'1"2

+S

1

... (24'49)

Taking the Inverse Laplace transform, c(t)=t-'1"(1-e -tf")
The dynamic response of a first order
system to a ramp input is shown in Fig. 24' l 5.
The measurement error or dynamic error
......
is :

f

.

--

·-...

( -1/'t')

em(t) =r(t)-c(t)='t' \ l-e

u

(24'5J)
Thus the first order system will track the
unit ramp input with a steady state error "' which
is equal to the time constant of the system.
Jf the system is subjected to a ramp input

t--.. . .

...

c(t)=A

r

cl ti= t if11-e tr"/

......

Final steady state error,
e.,=em(t) •"

Thentheoutputis:

~-Out pvt

~

... t24'50)

(-lo Ct)

T= Steady stole
error

Fig. 24 15.. Ramp mponse of a first order sy.,~m.
r(I)= .ti1.

t-•:(t-e-t/")1

.
... (24 52)

-t/-r:
... (24'53)
and the measurement ol':dynamic error em(t)=r(t)-c(t)= A-re
Example 24·5, The temperature of a furnace is increasing at a rate O'l°C/s. What is the
maximum permissible time constant of a first order instrument that can be used, so the temperature
is read with a maximam e!ror of 5'C,

Solution.
A ramp signal ofO'l'C/s is applied to the instrument.
A=O'l
Maximum steady state error for a •amp siimal applied tc a first order instrument is eu=A<:
\See Eqn .. 24'51).
: . . Maximum allowable time constant

or=e~ = 0 ~1 =50 s.

Example 24'6. A balloon, carrying a first order thermometer with a 15 s time constant, rises
chrough atmosphere at a speed of 6 m/s. A<sume temperature varies with altitude at a rate of
0·005°C/m. The balloon gives information about temperature and altitude through radio signals.
At an altitude of 300 m; the balloon radios a temperature 15°C. What is the true altitude at which
15'C occurs.

Solution. ~ate of change of temperature with time=0'005 x 6=0'03'C/s.
Now the ramp signal of 0'03°C/s is applied to the first order thermometer.
From Eqn. 24'51, the steady state error e.. =A-r=u'03X 15=0'45°C.
0·45
Error 10 altitude
= o~3 x 6=90 m.
Therefore the actual altitude when a temperature of 30'C had occurred=3000-90

=2910 m.

I
{

!
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24'20. Impulse ResjlODse of a FirstcOrder System
o
Let the system be subjected to an impulse of strength A as shown in Fig. 24'16. An impulse .
of strength A is defined as the in pulse whose area is A. tiines the. area of unit impulse function. ·

!

T
-"'

,.....

....
....

~

r.....

~~

c:t

"'

Q.

0

c:

....

Time

'Time t
F!a. 24'16. Impulse function of stren~th A.

Input

..

I
'

I

r(t)=A 8(t)

1·--.,.

Fig. 24'17. Impulse response of a first order system.

and R(s)=A

A
C(s)=---lf't's

Ae-t-r

or outout c(l)=-

... (24'54) '

-r

Fig. 24'17 shows the impulse response of a first order system.
The above equation is valid if the input has the same units as the output. But if the units are
-t-r
c(t·)= SA e
't'
24·21. Time F.espoose of a Second Order System
A second order system is defined by the following equation :
.
· d2c' t)
d c(t)
. a2. · dt 2 +a1 dt +aoc(t)=bor(t) ·

. given
.
by :
Jilferent, the output 1s

... (24'55)

... (24'56)

Let us consider .. (ypical second order system. This system is the mass-damper system shown
in Fig. 24'2. We have :
M ;{t)+ D ~(t)+K.(t)-f(t).
Taking the Laplace transform we get :
Ms 2 X(s)+sDX(s~KX(s)=F(s)

: . The transfer function is :

F(s)

I

·.

_

•

l/M

-X(-s) =Msi+Ds+K-s'l.+Ds/M+K/M

The normalized (dimensionless) transfer function is
(

F(s)

KJM ··

Gs)= KX(s) = .•~-1-Ds!M+KJM

wn 2

=.s2 +2~w.s+w. 2

where .'fn= atural freQue~cY; rad/s, and ~=-damping ratio= 2 • 1µVA

I

... (24'57)

... (24'5S)
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The transfer function of all second order systems are described by Eqn. 24'58. Comparing
tne equauons given above :
.Now we can define the static sensitivit.y as :

s..:.~
ao
wn=v'K/M=v'ao/a2 rad/s.

Natural frequency

~=

and

•.. (24'60)

D . __.a1_
\/
KA{
2
2 0002
For a qiechanical rotational system the natural freqeuncy wn= v' K/J rad/s
.

and

... (24'59)

Damping rat10

.y

1)
~-- · -

Damping, ratio

... (24'61)
... (24'62)
... (24'63)

-2yKJ

As desdribed above, the non·dimensionalized transfer function of a· second order system is
described as :

I

I

G(s)

The.rools of equation
s 2 +2~wns+l=O determine the response of the system.
The roots are :
.Sl, ;2= -~wn±. lr2w.i-wn2=-~w.±w.'l}t2-1
(24 '6 4)
'V ~
'"
There are three cases :
(i) Overdamped .System : ·In this case ~:> J.
The two roots are real and unequal.
The response of an 'overdamped second order system to a unit btep input given by :

c(t)=l-~+y;'~2 I }-~+V~2 -l)w.t
·

2 v 1;2- l

+ ~-v'~L.! /-~-v~2

(ii) Critically Damped System : In this system ~=I.
: . Thus the roots are equal and real, or s;., s2 = -- w ••
The equation for response to a unit step input, in this case, is given by :

c(t)= 1-:-(1 +wnt)e -cunt
(iii) Underdamped System : In\this case
of roots. The roots are given by : ·
s1,
Oid

... (24'65}

s2=-~wn±jwn'l/(1 .. ~ 2)= -~wn±jwd

... (24'67)

fr called the damped' natural frequency. It is given by :

... (24'68)

*The measurement systems are underdamped in almost all the applications. Therefore study
of respunse of second order systems, where the roots are a complex conjugate pair, is very important.
•.See the.analysis of response)f a'.gatvanorileter in Ar_t. 7'7 page,143 onwards.

I
(

... (24'66}
~ < 1 and therefore we get a complex conjugate pair

cud=w.yl-~2

·

l)wnt

2'1}~2:._ I
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The response of a,n underdamped second order system to a unit step input is given by

.
e-~wnt
=Fc- V0-~2) sin [w.y(l-~2 )

t+¢J

... (24 69)

.. :(24'70)
... (24'71'

where
e-~w.t.

Measurement error=en.'t)=r(t)-c(t)= V

1-~ 2

.;~~

sin [wnv (1-~ 2) 1+¢]

e.. = lirn em(t) = 0

Steady state error

... (24'72)

... (24'73)

/~OCJ

Thus the steady state error of a second order system to a step input is zero.
"rhe final steady state output e,, .. Lim c(t)=l
/->OCJ

Thus asecond order system tracks its input without any error.
The response of an underdamped (~<!)second order system is shown in Fig. 24'18. It is a
sinusoid with a decaying amplitude.

24'2.2. Time Domain Sveciflcations
'When an underdamped system is used there are a few properties of interest. These properties
put in qualitative form are :
·
·
(i) how fast the system moves to follow the applied input ?
(ii) bow oscillatory is the system ?
(iii) bow long will it take the system to practically reach its final steady state value ·7
The time domain specifications cover the above properties ib a quantitative form. The terms
are explained in context with response to a step input.
· t. Ilise Tlae tr. It is defined as time required for
the system to ris~ from 0 to 100 per cent of its linal value (See Fig. 24'18).
.
;:;
- - · _j_ t.ll
.
- l.Oh-~'--1C---'<----,9-"-:--=- ~?
11-cos-l~
('24'75) &.
ru . . .
se t1D1e Ir=
.

·

.I

...

<olnV (1-t2\

r

-

6

2. Petk Time t,. It is the time required for tlle
output to reach the peak of time response or peak overshoot.
Time to reach the first peak (overshoJt) is
... (24'76)

Fig. 24'18. Step response of s_econd order
system to a unit step if1put.

3. Peak overshoots M.. The per unit pear. overshoot is defined as :

a

· M•=

c(t,)-~( oo)

.

c( oo)

... (24'77)

For unit step input c(ro)=c.. =1
-11~/yl.:...~2

:. M,=c(t,)-l=e ·

... (24'7~)
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4, Setting Time t.. It is the time required for the output to reach and stay within a spe~ified
tolerance band ± b,. This tolerance band is either 2% or 5% of the final steady state value. The
settling time can be found by equating the exponentially term equal to the tolerance band.·
e-~oo.t,

Thus for 2% tolerance'band: 'I/

1
(!-~)

I
'T

=0'02

An approximate solution of this equation is :
Settling time
·~here

t.=~=4T

,;,(24'79)

~Wn

Tis the time constant of the exponential term.
Form a 5% band, the settling time t, = ~

3

;Wn

•.. (24 ·so)

=3'.i

... (24'81)

T=2D/J

where

24'23. Ramp Response of a Second Order System

Let us consider a unit ramp input is applied to an under damped second order system. Thus :
I

r(t)=t and R(s)=32
:. Output C(s)=

}z [s2+2~:::+w.2]

Taking Inverse Laplace transform,
~
2
c(l)=I- -+
c.Jn

e-~©nt
Wn

v' (J -~2) sin [wnV{l-~~Jttcos-1~]

The response of the system with
various values of~ is shown in Fig. 24'19.
This measurement error due to a
ramp input is :

2~

__

••• (24'82)

C( tJ

e-~6lnl

em(t)=r(t)-c(t)= ;,;- - wny'(l-~Z)

'

sin [wny'(l-~2) ttcos-1~)
... (248.3)
: . Steady state error
eu=em(I) . 2 ~
l-+00

... (24'84)

OOn

Time constant 'I'=_!_
OOn

!

,
i" >T

.•.(24"85)

t

The time lag

T1 =~ =2~'1' ... (24'86)

""'

Pig, 24'19. Unit·ramp reiponse orsecond·order system.

Example 24'7. The moving system of an instrument has a mass of 5 gm and a spring stiffness .
of 2 x 103 N/rad. Calculate (i) natural frequency, and (ii) the damping-constant necessary to prevent
oscillations. Suppose if the damping ratio is reduced to 60% of its value as in part (ii) what is the
frequency of damped· oscillations ?

f
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Solutfon (i) Mass M=5 gm =0'005 kg. Spring constant K=2X 103 N/rad.

I

(

:. Natural frequency of oscillations wn

',Y ~ =-\}~.~~~ =632'4 rad/s.

(ii) In order that the oscillations be just prevented, the instrument must be .critically damped.
Therefore, ~ = I.
From Eqn. 24'61, damped constant D=2v'KM=2v2x103 xo·oos =632 N/ms-1.
If the damping ratio is reduced to 60% of its value ~=0'6
:. Damped frequency, wa=wnVl J-~ 2 )=632'4 x y (-1---0-62~)= 506 rad/s.
Example 24'8. A d' Arsonval galvanometer is a second order system. It has a spring stiffness
such that a torque of 40 µN m gives a steady deflection of 90'. If the inertia of the rotating parts is
o·s x 10-6 kg-m 2 and the damping co·efficient is 5 µN m/rad s-1, determine the damping ratio, the
natural angular frequency, the damped angular frequency, and the time constant of the movement.

Determine the steady state d}namic error when the 'input voltage is increasing at a steady
rate of 5 V/s.
40x 10-0
Solution. The stiffness constant K
n/ 2
25'46 µN/rad.
From Eqn. 24'63 the damping ratio :

~=-12- =
5x 10-6.
0·1.
2\fKI 2\f2S'46Xl0 6xo·sxI0-6
, /25'46x10-s
Natural angular frequency wn=v K/J='V o·sx 6 7'13 rad/s.
10
Damped frequency <Ua=w.v(I · ~2)=7'13x7'13vl-(0'7) 2 =5'1 rad/s.
.

l

I

Timeconstant-r= 0, . =7' =0'l4s.
13
For a unit ramp input the steady stafe
error is : e.. = Wn~
.
2

\.

l

~
I

i

i

II
;

I

(See Eqn. 24'84)

~
0'7
. Forarampinputof5V/s;'ihesteady state error e.. =5X2 -=5X2X-=0'98V
Wn
7'J3
Time lag T1=2~'1"=2X0'7XU'l4:.!0'2 s.

Example 24'9. A potentiometer whose moving parts weigh 5 gm measures displacement of a
spring mass system as shown in Fig. 24'20. The system is subjected to a step input. The· measured
natural frequency is 30 Hz. If the spring constant Kand mass M of the system are unknown, can
the true uataral frequency be found from the above data ? Suppose an additional 5 gm weight is
attached to the potentiometer and the test is repeated. Tlris gives a natural frequency of 25 Hz.
Calculate the true natural frequency of the system.
Solution. Mass of the potentiometer. M.=5 gm=-0'005 kg.
Before the additional mass is attached, the natural frequency is given by :
fn=w·=l. • J

2i; 2i;

Th~above

K

'V (M+M,)

or 30=_!_ • J
K
2Te 'V (9+o·oo5)

... (i)

expression involves two unknowns K and M and hence cannot be solved.
w.

Actual natural frequency of mass·spring Systemfn=2i;

=

'V/K
M

I .

2"'
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Since both Kand M are unknown the natural frequency of the system cannot be obtaiued
from (i).
In the second case, an additional mass of o·oos kg is attached.

1 I
K
.I • I K
25
:. =211 ·v (M+o·oos+o·oos)=211 'V M+o·o1
A

... (ii)

'

Moss of

Addition.al
moss.,,____

potentiometer r----.

0.005

Mp

Mp

Poifitiometer
Moss

Moss of-__,.-....

Potentiometer

Potenlio
meter

Mass

M

Spring K

(b)

(a)

Fig. 24'20, Determination of displacemenf of mass·spring syitem with potentiometer•

.From (i) and (ii)

...

M =6'36 x 10-a kg,

Hence,

1 •I K
I • I 403"7 .
fn~?.11 '\/ M ='2i'V 6'36xJ0-3 40 Hz.

and

K=403'7 N/m •

24'24. Impulse Response of a Second Order System
Let a second order be subjected to impulse of strength A.
The output is given by :
c(t)=SA

ron[ 2y(;2- i) { /-~+y~2. l}ron t _/-~-y~2-l)ront}]
...(24;87)

for an overdamped system. For a critically damped system.

c(t)=SA

wn2

t e-wn t

... (24"88)

For an underdamped system
c(t)-:SA wn

lv11..::.-~2 e-~ro. t sin VJ-~2 wn 1]

... (24"89)
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Fig. 24'21 shows the response a second order system to
an k1pulse input in .non·dimensional terms.
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24 ·2s. Introduction

We have studied time response of the system with some
standard inputs earlier. For studies in frequency domain, the
response of the system to a sinusoidal signal is of very
great importance. Steady state response to a· sinusoidal signal
yields a great deal of information about the system since all the
standard inputs can be broken into sinusoidal signals with a wide
range of frequencies starting from zero onwards.
Input standJrd signal r(t)=A1 sin wt
... t24'90}

'.fl."

I

"

AO

\

.!l

c;
•

i

0

-0.2

,i-..

2

1 0 <>'nt

'

-

~

I

"' •0.6

In the frequency domain analysis we are not interested Fig. 24'2!. Non·dimensional impulse.
in the transient effects since they die out quickly and under
response of second order system.
steady state the system output is strictly a sinusoidal in nature
having the same frequency as the input. However the amplitude of the output may differ from that
of the input and also there may be a phase displacement.

The output may be represented as: c(t)=Ao sin (lllt+~)
where

Ao=amplitude of output

and

~=phase

· .... (24'91)

shift of the output.

The frequency of the input and the output ls the same. Therefore the relation between tlt~
input and the output can be completely specified by giving their amplitude ratio and the phase shift.
The amplitude ratio and the phase shift change with change in the driving frequency w,
Hence, the frequency resp-0nse of a system consists of curves of amplitude ratio and phase
shift as a function of frequency.
The sinusoidal transfer function is given by Eqn. 24'24
For any given frequency w, Eqn. 24'24 shows that C(}lll)/R(jw) is a complex number which
can always be put in polar form ML~.

l

where M=Ao/Al and ~=angle of phase shift between Ao and A1. ~ is negative if th11 output lags
the input. This is true only if Ao and Ai have the same dimensions.
24'26. Frequency Response or a First Order System

\

Suppose the system is subjected to a sinusoidal input r(t) = A1 sin wt.

')

The dimensionless transfer function of first order system is given by :
C(s)
1
G(s)= S R(s) ""Ts+ l

(See Eqn. 23'37)

The dimensionless sinusoidal transfer function is :
C(fai)
G(jw)_ SR{jw)
cJI

I

1

... (24'92)

The dimensionless ratio of output to input is :
1
M-1- SA1
~1-1
l
1=~
- (jw'I'+ I) y' t ==
+w2'1'2

I
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. d
: . Magmtu e of output is : Ao

SA1 .

v1 +c.l2T2

... (24'94)

and phase angle of the output
.P=-tan-1 wT
:. Output can be written as: Ao sin (wt+.P)

... (24'95)

=

v

SA1

. (

i+;;,2~'2 SID wt-· tan

_1

)

... (24'96)

WT

I

I I

... (24 97)

. of.mput to output A;
Ao = :;;-+-w~
S
. . The rat10
1 2 T-~

Thus higher th~ frequency, higher is the attenuation in output. Also if the time constant of
the system is large, the attenuation is greater.
1
...(24'98)
Time lag: Ti=- tan-1 wT.
w

The normalized curves for amplitude ratio arl'CI time lag for first order systems are shown in
Fig. 24'22.

t
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:; 0.6

'

.:....::_
...
2

-· ·-

J_

0
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,.
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4

wt-

CA.IT~-<.....

(a) Amplitude ratio
(b) Time lag
Hg. 24'22. Normalized frequency resp9nse of a first order systems.

The frequency response of a zero order instrument is given by the following relations

l ~\=s
A; '

... (24'99)

... (24'100)
and
.P=O
This is the ideal frequency response.
The first order instrument approaches perfe.ction as Eqn_s. 2~·94 and . 24·95 approach
Eqns. 24·99 and 24'100. Thus we see that such a s1tuat10n can be attamed 1fthe value of wT is small.
Hence for an instrument with a fixed time constant, there is a particular input frequency w below

o,o------w

t

~

o,o

l

-----

-9 <fi-----·

(a) Magnitude ratio
(o) PLase angle
Fi~. 24'23. Frequency respol)se of jirst order systems.
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which measurement is accurate. Alternatively if the input of a high frequency is to be measured the
instrument used must have a small time constant. Now we see from Eqns. 24·94 and 24'95 th'at if
w=O, Ao/SA;=l and q,=O.
·

r

As we go on increasing frequency the magnitude ratio Ao/ SAi goes on decreasing, q, goes on
increasing till at w = 00 , Ao/SA;=O and r/>= ·-90'. The curves are plotted in Fig. 24'22.
Example 24'10. (a) A thermometer with time constant of 60 sis used for measurin~ tempcratur"' cycling with 600 s· time period. Find the lag and ratios of output to input.
·
.
(b) If the same instrument is used for measurement of an input with a time period of 120 s.
Calculate the measuring lag and the ratio of output to input.
Comment upon the result.
Solntion :
(a) Frequency w=2tC/fi0=0'01047 rad/s.
From Eqn. 24'98, ·
Lag

1 · tan-1 w'I'= -·· 1-· tan-1 (001047x60)=53'5 s
Ti=w
001047
.

1
1
Ratio of output to input M=- I
"= yl ( 104 · )9 =0'846.
2
\ 1+w '\'
+ o·o 7 X60"

Frequency w=211/120=0'0524 rad/s.

(b)

Lag

Ti= __ __!__,_ tan-1 (0'0524 x.60)=24 s

0'0524

Ratio of output to input M = \/

.

1 t(0'0~24 X 60)2 -0'303

.'

Thus the instrument fideliiy decteases rapidly when subjected to rapid fiuetuations in input.
A thermometer with <iO s time constant shows 84'6% of actual input when subjected to a frequency of
0'01047 radis. But if the same instrument is subjected to an input having a frequency which 5 times
the earlier, the output drops to 30·3 % of the input. Thus the dynamic error is so large the instrument
readings become meaningless. It is clear that if an instrument must indicate an output which is
within 10% of the true value, then w'I' must be below o·s
·
Example 24'11. A first order instrument must measure signals with frequency content up to
100 Hz with an amplitude inaccuracy of 5 per cent. Wbat is the,maximum allowable time constant 1
What will be the phase shift at SO Hz and 100 Hz.
'"

~.

Solution:
Maximum allowable inaccuracy=S%.
:. Minimum allowable inaccuracy of M=l-0'05=0'95.
Frequency w=21l x 100=628 rad/s.
The maximum allowable time constant can be calculated by using Eqn. 24'93.
M

1
= \/ 1+~2~2 --

or

0·95

1

y i +(628)2-f2.

Time constant 'I' . 0'52 ms .
. At 50 Hz phase shift
l

q,= -tan-1 w'I'= -tau-1

(211x50X0'52 x 10-3)= -9'3'.

At 100 Hz phase shift~= -tau-1 W'\' =-tan-1 (211 x lOO xo·s2x10- 8)= -18'.

74(l
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Example 24'12. A liquid thermometer has its glass bulb protected by a well. The systeJ.O
can be represented by a double capacity system with time constants of 40 s for the well and 20 s
for the bulb. The thermometer is subjected to a cyclic change of ±JO"C which occurs every 120 s.
Find the maximum value of the indicated temperature and the delay time.
Solution. For a double capacity system, the amplitude ratio of output to input is :
1
M . / ( -) 2-x. / _l
)- and the angle of lag,,,tan-1 wT1 +tan-1 wt2
v 1+ wt1
v 1+(wt2 2
w,=2iif

2tt 2tt
y=
=0'05236 rad/s.
120

: . Amplitude ratio M=

1
v'I +(o·o5236x 40)2 x
-

vi

1
_
+(0'05236 x20)2

=. ;- l
-X. I
l
- 0'297.
v 1+(2'09)2
-v I +(1 '047)2
Maximum indicated temperature=0'297 x(±IO')= ±2'97°C.
Angle of lag~tan-1 2'09+tan- 1 1'047~64'4+46'3=110'7°=1'93 rad.
I 93

-

.
36'9 s.
0 05236
Example 24'13. (i) An input of (l sin 21+0·3 sin 20t) is applied to a first order instrument
having a time constant of 0·2 a. (i) Find the output. (ii) If the same input is applied to an instrument
having a time constant of 0'002 s, what will be the output ? Comment upon the result.
Solution. (i) The output of the system when the time constant is 0·2 s is given by :
3
2 180
-:- ___)~-= sin ( 21-tan- 1 l__x.o· x
-)+ •
°( '
sin (101-tan-1 2oxo·2x ~)
11
11
v1 I +(2 x 0·2)2
v + 2Ox 0·2)
_
- 11
=0'91 sin (2t-21'8°)+0·073 sin (20t-76')
(ii) The output of the system when the time constant is 0'002 sis given by :
Time Jag

-----,,==·====2
v1+(2X0'002)

=

sin { 21-tan-1 2 xo·oo2 x _!_!!2)
\

11

I

3
o·
sin (2ot-tan-120xo·oo2x 180 )
v 1+(20X0'002)2
1t

+: /

=l sin (2t-0'23')+0·3 sin (201-2'3°).
It is clear from the results that the output is attenuated and also the phase shift is large v.
the time constant of the instrument is large. However, if the time constant of the system is , y
small as compared with the time period of the input, the instrument reproduces the input faithfully,
I.e. without attenuation· and an insignificant phase shift.
Exainple 24'14. A thermocouple system has a time constant of 10 s. The system is used
to measure the temperature of a furnace "'hich fluctuates sinusoidally betv.een 640' and 600°C, with a
periodic time of 80 s. Determine the maximum and minimum values of the temperature indicated.
Calculate the angle- of phase shift and also the time lag.
Solution. The maximum value of temperature is 640°C and the minimum value is 6()()°C.
Therefore the temperature oscillates about a mean
2o'c
value of (640-600)/2=620'C with an amplitude of
20°C as shown in Fig. 24'23
The frequency of oscillations,

w=2~i " ~~

......

=0'0785 rad/s.

Amplitude of the output about the. me1111
position is ;
.c.--· -

,_,
!

/fii~. !4'24

·,,-
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Ao=·.y I.+ro2.tz =

·

20
Vl +(0.0785 -J0)2

1s·1·c.

x

Therefore,
maximum temperature=620+ 15'7=635'7°C and minimum temperature= 620-15'7 =604'3'C, ·
Angle of phase shift ¢=tan-1 (0'0785x10)= -o-665 rad= -38'.
J'665
:. Time lag
11='07
=8'5 s.
0785
24'27. Frequency Response of a Second Order System
Let a second order system be subjected to a sinusoidal input r(t) =A; sin wt.
The steady state output is c(t)=Ao sin (wt+¢).
The dimensionless transfer function of a second order system is
C(s)
SR(s)

wn2
s2 +2~ro.s+wn2

··

The dimensionless sinusoidal transfer function is :
C(jw)

w0 2

wn2

(jw)2+2wn~(jw)+wn2 - (wn2-w2)+2j~wnw

SR(jw}

1

ou(24'101)

= -(l-u 2 )+2j~u

where u=normalized frequency=w/wn
From above it is clear that the ratio of output to input is :

M=

\-.f(f~I ~~
SR(j">)

... (24' 102)

/--4LI
-._ 1~
S A; = v'_(i.:... u2)2:+(2.~u)2

... (24'103)

1
= V [l-=.(~/w11)2]+[2~~/;:;-.j2J.

Phase angle

_1

'l'=-tan

(

... (24'104)

2~u )
_1 2~w/wn
l-u 2 =-tan [1-(w/w.)2]

..•(24' 105)

S A1

Ao=-~·-···--·- -·sin [wt-tan- 1 2~u/(l-u 2 )]
V (l-u 2 )2 +(2~u)2

:. Output

... (24'106)

From Bqns. 24'103 and 24'105, find that when:
u=O,
M=l
and ~=0

2

M= ~
and ~=-90'
u=oo,
M=O
and ~=-180'
The magnitude ratio and the phase angle characteristics .for vari01
frequency u for a particular value of~ are shown in Figs. 24'25 (a) and (b).
u=l,
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Ucrnnant Frequency. The frequency at which M has the maximum value is known as the
resonant frequency. This frequency w,, is given by :
w,=wnv (1-2~2)
... (24'107)
, Resonant Peak. The maximum value of M occurs at w=wr. This value is known as
resonant peak, Mr. The v11lue of Mr can be found by putting w=&r.=C..'n,;(1..:2~2) in Eqn. 24'103.
This gives,

f

""<'

1

:24'108)

Mr=---- ·
2~\/(1-~2)

The phase shift at w=wris ~,=-tan-

1

[ V(l-2~2)i~ ~

)

... (24'109)

It is clear from Eqn. 24'107 that for~,> l/v' 2 i.e. ~>O 707, there is no resonant frequency
and hence there is no resonant peak.
Bandwidth. If Yle examine Fig. 24'25, it is found that for frequencies above w>w,, the
amplitude ratio M decreases. The frequency at which M haJ a value of 0'707 is called the Cut off
Frequency we. Above the cut-off frequency w,, the value of M decreases below 0'707=(1/v'2) This
is half power point and therefore the output is greatly attenuated (decreased). The band of fre·
quencies from zero to cut-off frequency w, is called the Bandwidth W• of the system.
Measurement systems are low pass filters as the value of amplitude ratio is unity at w=O.
But as the frequency of the input signals increases, the output gets attenuated. Bandwidth is indiwative of the satisfactory reproduction of the input signal.

.

'

Let U•=~ =normalized bandwidth.
Wn

From Eqn. 24'l03, we have:
~audwidth w• =wn
[1-2~a+v (2-4~2+4~4) )

v

24 28. Frequency Response Curves.
Fig. 24'26 shows the variation of amplitude
ratio and phase shift with change of nor·
nialized frequency 11=w/wn for various
values of damping ratio ~ in a second order
measurement system. It is clear from the
diagram that if a flat frequency response is
desired 11 should he very small or the natural
frequency of the system should be very high.
(These are the two conditions if the system
bas to reproduce the high frequency inputs
faithfully).
.
Let us examine the effect of damping
ratio, ~. on the frequency response curves.
The damping ratio i.s a dominating factor in
the response of a system and can be varied
easily and therefore, it becomes extremely
important to study its effect on the sistem
performance. If we critical!~ examine .t~e
magnitude ratio and phase shift curves, it ts
found that the optimum value of~ lies bet·
ween 0'6 to 0·1, in case our criteria is the
faithful response as far as magnitude is
concerned, as with this value we obtain almost a flat curve for the amplitude ratio
over a wide range of frequencies. However,
if~ is between 0'6 and 0'7, there is a great
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phase shift between input and output and hence a great time lag. In situations where it is desi~ed
that the magnitude ratio should remain the same and time lag is of no consideration, a dampmg
ratio of 0 6 to 0·7 is recommended for a second order measurement system.
Example 24' 15. A torque sensing transducer is connected to the shaft of an electric motor
which drives a load which has a moment of inertia of 200 x 10-2 kg-m2. What should be the damp·
ing ratio of the system when a sinusoidal torque varying at a frequency of 2 rad/s is to be reproduced
with a maximum error of tIO%. The torsional constant is t·s N·m/rad.
Solution.
·
Natural frequency

I K
'\/ J

Wn= •

:;;-=

Normalized frequency u=

• / I'S a=2'74 rad/s
='\/
200XIO
'

.; =0'73.
2 4
Amplitude ratio.
M -- ?utput_ = 1+o· r . i · 1.
input
1
From Eqn. 24'103, the magnitude ratio is :
I
"; (l-u2)2+(2eu) 2

M

or

l'l=

.

. I

'

... ""•·=··-

y[!-(0'7 J)2]2t(2 x ~ x 0'73)2

vo·22+2·13~2

:. Damping ratio ~=0'68.
Example 24'16. A diaphragm pressure transducer behaves as a second order system. The
static displacement of the diaphragm is proportional to the applied force. If the natural frequency
of the diaphragm is 1000 Hz and the damping ratio is 0'6, determine the frequency range over which
the amplitude ratio (corresponding to a sinusoidal input) deviates by a maximum amount of 10%.
Solution. The maximum value of Mis l' l and the minimum is 0·9 as there is 10% deviation
of the output from the input.
M
I
y(=l=1~12~)2=+c::c(2=~1=-1)2

The value of frequency can be calculated as under :
1·1

=-yi(l---;~) 2 ~(): 611) 2

or u4 -0'56u 2 +0'173=0

This rclation,hip yields imaginary values of frequencies. Thus with ~=0'6, the output is not
(Iu is clear that for values of ~<0'707, the amplitude ratio
cannot be greater than I).
Let us investigate the attenuation of the input .
1 · ·
Now
0·9- ! · J of the input for aµy frequency.

..:::;

\/(I -11 2 )~+( 2 x 0'611) 2

or 112 -0 84 and 11=0'916
/=11X/ =0'9J6x 1000=9!6 Hz.
Therefore, the rauge over which the magnitude ratio remains within 10% of output is :
0-916 Hz.
Example 24'1'1. A 2nd order instrument has a natural frequency of 4 Hz and the damping
ratio is 0'66. lf the excitation frequency of the systen' is 6 Hz, determine the error due to the proxi·
mity of excited frequcucy with the natural frequency of the system.
Solution
or

11 4 -0'56112 -0'234=0

0

Ratio of excitation frequency to natural frequency

w

11= - Wn

6
= -- = 1'5
4
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1

1

Manguiiude ratio, M V(I-u2)2+(2tu)2= vU-(i 'S)2J2+(2X0;66x1 '5)2 0'427
Error=('-!+ 0'427) x 100=-57'3%.
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
I. Find whether the following equations represent linear or non·linear systems. Justify the answers.
(a) A=Bx'+C
where A, Band Care constants.
(b) y=a.<-b
where a and bare constants.
(c) f::,,p=K (f::,,T)
where Xis a constant.
[Ans. (a) Non-linear, (bi Non-linear, (c) Linear)
. . 2. .lhe difI~rential_equalions describing the time response of systems are given below. Find whether they are
time invanant or time variant :
dx'
d'x
dx _ d 2y
dy
dx
(b) a, dt +a,t=b0
(a) a, dt' +a, iii•- +01 dt-b, (ii2 +b, (fl +b,

where a,, a,, a,, a0, b,, bi and b, are constants.
[Ans. (a) Time Invariant, (b) Time Variant]
3. fig. 24 '27 shows a non·linear system. Prove that the properties of superposition and homogeneity are not
satisfied.

t 2

Output

-2

-I

1

Ji.---2

0,0

2

Input-

Fig. 24'27
4. A fi1sl. order system when subjected to a step input has a temperature rise of 25'C after one hour and
J? s0 c after two hours starting from cold conditions. ..::alculate its final Meady temperature rise and the thermal t:me
co1.s;ant.
[Ans. 50'C, !'44 hour]
5. A RC circuit consists of a cap~citor of I 11F in series with a resistor of 5 k.Q., A d.c. voltage of 50 V
is suddenly avvliect across the circuit. Calculate the value of voltage after (a) 5 ms and (b) 25 ms.
[Ans. (a) 31 6 V ; (b) 49'6 VJ
6. A measurmg system has no exponential response to a step input. The time co: star.t of the system is 2 s.
What is the thnc required for reaching (a) 50 per cent and (b) 80 per cent of the final steady state reading?
[Ans. (a\ 1'39 s, (b) 3'2 s]
7. A thermometer is initially at a temperature of 70'C and is suddenly placed in a liquid which is maintained
at 300'C. The thermometer indicate~. 200°C after a time interval of 3 s. Calculate the time constant for the
thermometer. Also calculate the temperature after 5 s.
[Ans. 3'6 s, 242'6°C]
8. Jn a response test on a thermometer, it was put into a temperature·contro!led bath of water maintained
at IOO'C, and tbe time was observed as the indicated temperature reached the preselected values. The results
were as under :
------------.-------------~·------·--;-

-~i~1~(sl___________ o·o_J 1·2
Temperature ('CJ
I 20 l-~4-0-

3·0

5'6

60

80

I s·o

I

----------

1--90-1-

1ro

15'0

95

98

--

..

IS'O
-·------.. - II

,9

.

=+-1

..
... !'. - -- -Plot the ~raph of tcmpe1~•c:re vc~rsus time. Examine the graph, find out the order Of the system. Estimate the
time constant of the thermometer.
Determine the steady sta'c error when !he sarr;e thermometer is made to measure the temperatu1e of a liquid
whkh is cooling at a constant rate oro·2 °C/s.
[Ans. I .rst order system ; 4s, +0'8'Cl
9. A d' Ars >nval galvanometer is a second order instcumeot. In the design of a d'Arsonval galvar.o·
meter moving sys•em it is found that tbe damping ratio is 0'65 and the natural frequency of the undamped
oscillations is 4 Hz.

J_
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la) If the sensitivity of !he movement is doubled by using springs of smaller stiffness, calculate the new damping
ratio and tbe new natural frequency,
(b) If the damping ratto Is now restored to its original value by altering the moment of inertia of the system,
determine the final natural frequency of the syst¢m.
[Ans. (a) 0·92, 2'83 Hz, (b) 2 Hz]
10. A 2 gm mass is suspended from a simple spring, The deflection caused by this mass is 5 mm. What is
the natural frequency of the system ?
·
[Ans. 0'07 Hz]
11. A production line device is shown ih Pig. 24'28, The masses to be weighed have a minimum value of 0'9 kg
and a maximllm value of I'! kg. lhe weighing
platform has a mass of 0'2 gm,
,,,-t_,__component to
(a) Calculate the value of spring ;tilTness if the
be weighed
scale deflection is to be within ± 10 mm over the
range.
rb) Calculate the value of damping constant
; provided by the dashpot when a mass of I kg is
Weighing~-
placed on the platforru. fbJ dampin,: ratio is 0·1.
plolform
(c) Calculate the damping ratio with the mini·
mum and maximum mass on the tabfo.
(d) Determine the percentage overshoot with
minimum and maximum mass on the table when they
are suddenly placed on it.
Dosh pol
[Ans. (a) 0'0981 N/mm ; (h) 15'2 N s/m' ;
le) 0·73, 0'67 ; (d) 6%, 4%]

Fig. 24'28
.12. A first ~rder thermometer is used to me.asure the tempe~ature of air cycling at a rate of I cycle every
five minute. The ttrue constant of the thermometer 1s 20 s. Calculate the percentage attenuation indicated by the
thermometer.
If the temperature has a sinusoidal variation of ±20'C, calculate the indicated variation in temperature.
[Ans. 7'78%, ±18'44°CJ
13. Determine the ratio of input to output temperature when a first order thermometer is suddenly immersed
in a· tank of liquid .whose temperature varies sinusoidally at a frequency of 1/300 Hz. The thermometer bas a time
constant of 160 s. Find also the time lag. If the 1emperature varies between ±20'C, what is the indicated value of
temperature?
[Ans. 0'286, 61 s, ±5'7°CJ
14. If a cyclic change.is taking place every 10 sand the time constant of the system is IO s, what percentage of
cyclic change will be registered assuming the system to be first order one? If the time constant is doubled what would
be the amplitude ratio ?
[Ans. ·15·7 per cent ; 1'9 per cent]
15. If the temperature of an oven is cycling all a true rate of ± lO'C every 40 second, will any thermometer
show the ±IO'C variation? If the corn tant of the thermometer is 300 s, what will be the apparent cyclic variation?
(Ans. ±0'212°CI
!6. A pressure measuriag gauge is a first order iastrumeat. If the pressure applied wete 700 ±140 kN/m2
every 2 second (assuming a sinusoidal vaiiation of pressure with time) find the indicaled range of pressure. The time
constant of the gauge is 1 s.
[Ans. 700 ±42'4 kN/m'l
17. A first order instrument which has a ·time constarit of O'S sis subjected to an input of :
2 sin 31+0·5 sin 301.
Find the response of the instrument.
[Ans I '11 sin (3t-56')t0'0333 sin (301-86°)]
18. A pressure is cycling from 50 kN/m2 to 65 kN/m' with a pericd of 5 s. The attenuation must be limited to
10 per cent what is the maximum time constant permissible in a pressure gauge with a first order response ?
[Ans. 17'9 s]
19. 'n a pressure measuring traasducer consisting of a number of strain gauges bonded to a diaphragm,
the undamped natural frequency of the system is found to be 60 kHz, and the damping ratio 0 6. . Calculate the
amplitude of the output signal in terms of pressure, if the input pressure to the transducer is flucrnaiings sinusoidally
with an amplitude of 800 kN/m' at a frequency of 30 kHz. What is the percentage error in the output amplitude ?
·
[Ans. 832 kN/m', +4%1
20. A second order system has a natural frequency of 10 Hz and a damping ratio of 0'3, Calculate the value
of.resonant frequency and the amplitude ratio at this frequency. Also calculate tbe band width.
What is the settlingc time of the system for a ±2% band when subjected to a step input ? Find the value of
steady state error to unit ramp input.
!A.ns 9'05 Hz, 1"75, 14·5 Hz, 1'33 s, 0·06 s]

25
. Transducers
25'1. Introduction
In a measurement System, the Meas11rand (quantity uuder measurement) makes its first contact
with system through a Detector. The measurand is converted into an analogous form by the detector.
The measurand or the input signal is called Information for the measurement system. The information
may be in the form of a physical phenomenon or it may be an electrical signal. The function of the
detector is to sense the information and convert it into a convenient form for acceptance by the later
stages of the system. The process of detection and conversion of input signal or information from
one form to another requires energy. This energy may be extracted from the signal thereby causing
loading effects. Thus if energy is extracted from the signal, it will not be faithfully reproduced after
conversion which leads to errors. In fact, efforts should be made to supply energy required by the
detector from an external source for conversion so that the input signal is converted into a usable
output witho11t drawing an undue amount of energy from it. The ideal conversion is when
absolutely no energy is extracted from the signal so that it is not distorted and the analogous
output of the detector is a faithful representation of the input.
25'2. Primary and Secondary Transducers
The broad definition of a transducer is that it is a device which converts the energy from one
form to another. Let us consider the case of a Bourdon gauge for measurement of pressure. This
gauge is shown in Fig. 1' 4 page 7. The pressure, which is the measurand in this case, makes its
contact with the Bourdon tube which acts as the detector. The Bourdon tube simply converts the
pressure into a linear mechanical displacement · The linear mechanical displacement is converted
into a rotary displacement by the mechanical linkages for deflection of the pointer. Thus Bourdon
tube simply performs the function of detection, and nothing else.
Let us t\lke the case of measurement of a compressive force with the help of a load cell in
conjuction with strain gauges as shown in Fig. 25' l (Load cells and strain gauges are explained lat""
1
iu this chapter).
Force

The load cell is a short column or a strut with resis·
tance wire strain gauges bonded to it. The measurand, in
this case, is a force and is applied to the column thereby
producing strain. The force is first detected by the column
and is converted into strain which is a mechanical displace.ment. The higher the force, the higher is the strain and
I
thus the input signal (force) is converted into an analogous Strain
output (strain). This strain changes the resistance of the gouges
strain gauges. Thus we have an output which is a change
ill the value of resis.tance i.e., eleetrical in form. Hence,
,,
4
,
. ln this case, it takes two processes to convert an input into
Load
an analogous output. ·The first process involves conversion
cell
of force into mechanical displacement which is done by the
column, while the second process involves conversion of
Force
mechanical displacement into change of resistance which is
Fig. 2s·1. Force measurement with
done by strain gauges.
. load cell and strain gauges.
Thus we sec that the force is [detected by the. column in the first stage and hence it is called a
Detector or a Primary Transducer. The output signal from the primary transducer is converted subse·
quently into a usable output by the strain gauges and therefore they are known as Secondary
Transducers.
Jn the case of Bourdon gauge, the Bourdon tube acts as a primary detector-tralisudcer which
senses pressure. · The output of the Bourdon tube, which is in the form of.. a displacement, is used

___ l
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directly to drive the mechanical linkages. Thus there Is no need to convert the primary signal to l1
secondary signal.
Consider the case or a Bourdon tube for measurement of pressure as shown in Fig. 2s·4.
The closed end of the Bourdon tube is connected to the core of an LVDT (Linear Variable Differentiid
Transformer). Wben there is no pressure applied, the core is at its centre and the voltage~
induced in the two secondary windings are equal and there is no differential voltage outpul·:.
But when a pressure is applied to tbe Bourdon tube, it is converted into a displaccmen~,
Due to the mechanical displacement, the core of the LVDT is moved and hence a differential output
voltage is obtained. Thus, in this case, two stages of signal conversion are involved. The pressure is
first converted into a displacement by the Bourdon tube which acts as Detector or Primary Transducer.
The mechanical displacement causes the core of the LVDT to move to produce a usable electrical
output, voltage in this case, and therefore, the INDT is called a Secondary Transducer.
Pulley
Bourdor
tube
Core

'

Pnrmory
wmd1ng-..i.--r

OutP\it

I

Secondary Pressure
winding 2
Pig, 25·2. Measurement of Pressure with Bourdon tube and LVDT.

25-3. Classification of Detector-Transducer Stage Devices
The conclusion drawn from the above examples and discussion is that the devices used in the_
detector transducer stage, which forms the first stage of any measurement system, can be classified on
the basis of operations performed. The devices may be classified into three categories on this basis:
Case I : First stage devices used as detectors only.
Class II : First stage devices used .as detector and single transducer.
Class III : First stage devices J.!Sed as detector with two transducer stages.
Fig. 25' J shows a block diagram of a generalized detector transducer stage of a Measurement
System.

-·-·'n put

•1gr\o1

I' Prlmar y
Detector.
Transducer

----~----

ln1eronediaU
a~alop,ous

s1gna s

Secondary
Tranducor

Ou1p UI
~

<::!Ql"'I al

---

Fig. 25·3, Block diagrPm of detector-transducer stage,

The primary functions of the .detector-transducer stage of a measurement system are :
(i) sense the measurand properly, and (ii). convert the measurand to a format acceptable by
the int_ermediate stage of measurement system (i.e., the signal conditioning stage).

J
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Table 25' l encompasses the generel field of the primary detector-transducer stage in the
measurement of physical quantities.
TABLE 25'1
'fypical Primary-Transducer Elements
Type
Operation
I. Mechanical
A. Contacting spindle, pin or finger
Displacement. to displacement
B. Elastic Member
I. Proving ring
Force to displacement.
2. Bourdon tube
Pressure to displacement.
Pressure to displacement.
3. Bellows
Pressure to displacement.
4. Diaphragm
Force to displacement.
5. Spring
C. Mass
1. Seismic mass
Forcing function to displacement.
2. Pendulum scale
Force to displacement.
Pressure to displacement.
3. Manometer
D. Thermal
1. Thermocouple
Temperature to electric current.
Temperature to displacement.
2. Bimaterial
Temperature to phase.
3. Tern p-stik
E. Hydropneumatic
l. Static
Fluid level to displacement.
(a) Float
Specific gravity to displacement.
(b) Hydrometer
2. Dynamic
Velocity to pressure.
(a) Orifice
Velocity to pressure.
(b) Venturi
r Velocity to pressure.
(c) Pitot tube
(d) Vanes
Velocity to force.
Linear
to angular velocity.
(e) Turbines
JI. Electrical
A. Resistive
Displacement to resistance change.
!. Contacting
2. Variable-length conductor
Displacement to resistance change.
3. Variable area conductor
Displacement to resistance change.
Strain to resistance change.
·
4. Variable dimensions of conductor
5. Variable resistivity of conductor
(i) Air velocity to resistance change.
(ii) Temperature to resistance change.
B. Jndnclive
Displacement to inductance change.
l. Variable coil dimensions
2. Variable air-gap
Displacement to inductance change.
Displacement to inductance change.
3. Change of core material
Displacement to inductance change.
4. Change of i::oil positions
5. Change of core positions
Displacement to inductance change.
Velocity to inductance change.
6. Movement of coil
Velocity to inductance change.
7. Movement of permanent magnet
Velocity to inductance change.
8. Movement of core
C. Cnp11citive
Displacement to capacitance change.
1. Change of air gap
Displacement to capacitance change.
2. Change of plate areas
Displacement to capacitance change.
3. Change of dielectric
Displacement to current or voltage.
.0. Electronic
Displacement to voltage.
E. Piezoelectric
Light intensity to voltage.
F. Photoelectric

-·--···--------------~~----''-----:..:c..-.c...--
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In most of measurement systems, there is a suitable working combination wherein a
Mechanical device acts as a primary detector transducer and the electrical device acts as the secondary
transducer with meehanical displacement serving as the intermediate signal.
25'4.

Mechanical Devices as Primary Detectors

There is a multiplicity and a variety of physical qu'antities and most of these quantities are
shown in Table 2s· 1. These physical quantities include force, pressure, displacement flow rate
temperature and the Hst is, perhaps, unending.
'
'

Cantilevt>r Spring

Helical
spring
• Stroth

Fttil

I. .I

gauges

+-+ H

L.J
Proof ring•
load cell

F

Torsion barf solid)

Tors Ion_ bar I notched)

, Single·spring
ileJCure pivot

Column
toad ctl(f

T

Fig. 25'4. Mechankal springs and elastic elem:nts.

!

!
j
J

i

The initial concept of. converting an applied force into a displacement is basic to many types of
transducers. The mechanical elements which are used to convert the applied force into a displace·
ment are usually elastic members. There are many types of these elastic members. They can be
classified into three categories, although some elastic members may fall into a combination of these
categories. The three categories are :
(I) Direct tension or compression type, (2) Bending type, and (3) Torsion type.
25'5. Mechanical Springs
Most of the mechanical measurement systems use springs of one form or another. The dis•
placements are small. Various common springs are shown in Fig. 25'4. These include cantilever,
helical and spiral springs, torsion b11rs, proving rings and spring flexture pivots.
25 S'l. Fl~t Spiral Springs. Flat spiral springs are used to produce controlling torque in
analogue type electrical instruments as has been described earlier on page 130.
25·5·2. Torsion Bars of Shafts. These are pt:imary sensing elements for torque. They are
made use of in torque meter. The deflection or twis~ of the bar .is propvrtional to the applied torque
and the deformation is used as a measure of torque.
Some tor<Jue meters are designed so that the angul11r displacement due to twisting of the har
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is measured with a displacement transducer. In others the strain in the surface of the bar, which is
proportional to the torque, is measured with the help of strain gauges. The shear strain is a measure
11Gd3
of the torque. Torque T=--yr- <I>
... (25' I)
where G=shear modulus of material of bar; N/m2,
d=diame!er of the bar; m, and ll>=angle of twist; rad.
Sometimes notched bars are used. The notched bar has the advantage that it has a higher
sensitivity on account of reduced cross-sectional area of the notched portion.
25'5'3. Proviog Rings. They are used for measurement of force, weight or load. The
applied for~e causes a deflection which is measured with the help of electrical transducers.
The common practice for measurement of displacement fa to attach a displacement transducer
between the top and bottom of the proving ring. When the force is applied, the relative displacement
can be measured. An LVDT is normally used for measurement of deflection which is of the order
of I mm or so. Another method is to use strain gauges for measurement of strain in a.ting or a
column type of element. This is called a Load Cell. Both compressive as well as tensile stresses can
be measured with the help of load cells.
25'5'4, Spring Flexture Pivots. They are widely used in measurement work. The cros5ed
spring ftexture pivot is practically a frictionless device. The sensitivity of the device is virtually constant
for angular rotations of less than 15'.
25'6, Pressure Sensitive Primary Devices. Most pressure measuring devices. use elastic
members at the primary stage for sensing of pressure. These elastic members are of many types and
convert the pressure into displacement. Many a times they are known as Force jSumming Devices,
Some of the common force summing devices are :
(i) Bourdon tubes (iil Diaphragms and (iii) Bellows.
Fig. 25'5 shows the pressure sensitive primary devices. The principle of working of these
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devices is explained below. The fluid whose pressure .is to be measured is made to press the pressure
sensitive element and since the element is an elastic member, it deflects and 1he deflection is
proportional to the applied pressure.
25'6'1, Bourdon Tubes. These are designed in various forms like:
(i) C type (ii) spiral (iii) twi.sted tube and (fr) helical. '
The Bourdon tubes are made out of an elliptically sectioned tlattened tube bent in such a way
as to produce the above mentioned shapes. One end of the tube is sealed or closed and physically
held. The other end is open for the fluid to enter. When the fluid whose pressure is to be measured
enters the tube, the tube tends to straighten out on account of the pressu1e. This causes the movement
of the free end which is measured. Bourdon tubes normally measure gauge presure. The materials
used for Bourdou tubes are brass, phosphor bronze, beryllium copper, and steel.
25'6'2. Diaphragms. The movement of a diaphrag:u is a convenient way of sensing a
pressure. The unknown pressure is applied to one side of the diaphragm. The edge of the diaphragm
is rigidly fixed and this causes a deflection. The displacement of the centre of the diaphragm may be
., measured in order to know the value of the pressure, because the deflection is directly proportional to
the pressure. The diaphragms are of two types :
(i) Flat, and (ii) Corrugated.

The diaphragms may be membranes. However, it is usual to employ thin circular plates
which may either be clamped around their circumference between two solid rings or are machined
from a solid piece of metal.
'
A flat diaphragm is shown in Fig. 25'6.
256 Ei 3 dm
.
Pressure P
_v 2)D 4 N/m2 ... \15 2)
30
E =Young's modulus ; N/m2
where
t
p
t=thickness of diaphragm ; m, I
D=diameter of diaphragm; m,
- - _[ _
v=Poisson's ratio,
dm=deflection at the centre of
and
the diaphragm ; m.
The above relationship between pressure, 1------D ----P, and the deflection at the centre, dm, is linear.
f'ig. 25'.6. Fial diaphragm.
But linearity holds good as long as dm «O'S t
and not otherwise.
The maximum stress at the circumference of diaphragm is :
3D2 p
...(25'3)
Sm=1612 N/m 2

~:::;s.:-

!_J_ --~==ti

The lowest natural frequency fqr air or gas medium is :

~

j

l

I[

... (25'4)
E ] rad/s
D '\/
3p(l-v2)
where p =density of diaphragm material, kg/m3.
Corrugated diaphragms give a larger· displacement which may be about 2 per cent of' diaphragm
diameter. In order to obtain larger deflections, two corrugated diaphragms may be welded,
brazed or soldered to form a Capsule. The diaphragms are usually made of mild steel.
25'6'3. Bellows. Bellows is a thin walled tube approximately o· 1 mm thick) having a corrug~"
ted shape. It is made from a single piece of metal, usually special brass or stainless steel. Bellows ts
essentially a pressure activated sp!ing. The displacell?ent of the Bellows for a particular pressure
depends upon tiic type and the thickness of the matenal used,
w. =

6Q1.2 •
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It is observed from above that the action of the Bourdon tube, the diaphragm and the Bellows
are all based upon the elastic deformations brought out by the force resulting from pressure summation. The deformations or mechanical displacements are normally very small to be detectable with
good accuracy by mechanical means and hence secondary transducers which are electrical in nature
have to be used invariably and probably compulsarily in order that the output is in a inte!ligeable and
interpretable form.
'1.5'7. Temperature Detectors. The principles used for detection of temperature are described
below:
(i) The temperature may be detected by differential expansion of two materials as in the case
of a Bimetallic Strips.
(ii) The temperature may be detected with the help of a Thermocouple employing two different metals to generate a thermoelectric emf.
(iii) The change in the value of resistance caused by change in temperature may be used for
detection of temperature. This principle is employed by Resistance Thermometers and also by
Thermistors. The temperature detectors have been described later in this chapter.
25'8. Hydropneumatic Devices
· The simplest types of hydropneumatic devices are based upon the principle of a simple float
or a hydrometer. The simple float is primarily used as a liquid· le ' df-tector. The float does nov
take into account the change in the density of the supporting liquid and it is assumed that a float is
always immersed to the same depth. The hydrometer, on the other hand, uses the depth of immersion a;; a means of dttection of variations in the specific gravity of the supporting liquid.
The measurement of flow is very important in a large number of industrial processes. There
is a wide range of flow meters based upon many diverse operating principles. These principles may
be employed in a variety of ways to suit gases and liquids floating in pipes or open ducts.
Orifices and venh;ri tubes are extensively used· in measurement of flow. The information
obtained is broadly based upon the following two principles :
(i) A pressure drop is produced by constricting (reducing) the area. The reduction in area
causes an increase of velocity at the expense of pressure. Thus the change is a measure of velocity
i.e. the flow rate.
(II) The kinetic energy of the flowing fluid is converted into potential energy causing a change
in static head,
There are a number of devices usecl for measurements connected with !low of fluids. Fluid
velocity may be measured by reference to aero- or hydrodynamic principles. The Pilot Tube is used
for determination of pressures resulting from total flow rate. Vanes in the form of air foils or
turbine wheels may be used to detect the fluid flow. Vanes may be elastically supported so that their
1inear or angular displacements become a measure of the flow.
Example 25'1. A flat circular diaphragm of mild steel has a diameter of 15 mm. For mild
steel, Youngs modulus E=200 GN/m2, and Poisson's ra.tio v=0'28.
Find the thickness of the diaphragm if the maximum stress is not to exceed 300 MN/m2 when
the pressure is 300 kN/m2. Find !he deflection at the centre for a pressure of 150 kN/m2 ..
3D2p
Soltition. From I!qn. 25'3, stress s= 1613

t=A /3D 2p =A /3x(l5x To-3) 2X30ox10 3
'V 16s 'V
16X300xJ06
=0'205 x 10-a m=0'20S mm.
The deflection at the centre is given by Eqn. 24'2.
dm 3([-v2)D4p 3(1-0'282)(15XJ0-8)4XI50XJ03 47'3XJ0-6m=0'0475mm.
~56 Eta
256 X200 x 1C9 X(0'205 x 10-a)B
:. Thir\mess
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Example 25' 2. A torsion bar of 30 mm diameter is used for measurement of a torque of
100 Nm. Calculate the angle of twist if shear modulus of :11ild steel is 80 x 1()9 N/m2.
Solution. From Eqn. 25·1, the angle of twist is:
0 16T
l.SXIOO
.
-3
: I
=r;Gd3 r;(SOx JOS)( 30XlO 3) 3 '~235X10 rad=O 81.

25'9. Electric Transducers
The art of electrical 1Deasurements has been chielly used for measurement of electrical quan·
tities but its value in making measurements of non-electrical quantities in this new era of automation
is rapidly growing. In order to measure non-electrical quantities a detector is used which usually
converts tl e physical quantiiy into a displacement. This displacement actuates an electric transducer,
which acting as a secondary transducer, gives an output that is electric?.! in nature. The electrical
quantity so produced is measured by standard methods used for electrical measurements. The result
(electrical output) gives the magnitude of the physical quantity or condition being measured.·
The electrical signal may be a current or a voltage or a frequency and production of these
signals is based upon, resistive, capacitive, inductive effects etc.
·The first stage of a measurement system may simply be called a transducer stage instead of
detector transducer stage by redefining a transducer. A transducer, in general form, may be defined as
a device which converts energy from one form to another. However, this definition bas to be
restricted, many a time espacially in the field of electrical instrumentation. Keeping this restriction
in view, transducer .may be defined as a device which converts a physical quantity or a physical
condition into an electrical signal. Another name for a transducer is pick up.

25'10. Advantages of Electrical Transducers
There are a number of transducers which transform a variety of physical quntities and pheno·
mena into electrical signals. The reasons for transforming a physical phenomenon ·iuto electrical
form are numerous. The advantages of converting physical quantities into analogous electrical
quantities are :
(i) Electrical amplification and attenuation can be done easily and that too with static

devices.
(ii) The mass·inertia effects are minimized. In fact, when dealing with elec!rical or electronic

;~

signals, the inertia effects are due to electrons which have negligible mass. In many situations, w~ do
not come across mass or inertia problems at all ..
(iii) The effects of frictio11 are minimized.
(iv) The electrical or electronic systenis cab be controlled with a very small power level.
(v) The electrical output can be easily used, transmitted and processed for the purpose of
measurement.
(vi) Telemetry is used in almost all sophisticated measurement systems. The entir~ aerospace
research and development is based upon telemetry and remote. control. The ever enlargm~ field of
radio monitoring in space research has left ns with no altemative but. to resprt to electromc me~ns.
This completely eliminates the data transmission through mech.a~tcal means and he~ce. ele.ctncal
and electronic principles have to be employed for these cond1ttons. The remote tnd1cat1on or
recording is an essential part of modern. day technology.
(vii) There has bten an explosive development in the fie!d of 7lectronic components and
devices. This development is on account of the fact that electromc devices are v~r~ a~en~ble to
miniaturization; Components which , are comp1ct, have al ways. au.• advantage. M!matur1zat1011. on
account of use of ICs (Integrated Circuits) has completely revolntlomsed the field of rnstrumcntat1on,__
In short, it can be said that the reasons. for !ransforming a physical phenomenon into.
electrical form is that the electrical output can be easily used, transmitted and processed for the
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purposes of measurement. Modern. digital computer~ make the use of these transducers absolutely
essential. ·
When the definition of trnnsdocer is confined to a device that covers the entire detector
transducer stage, wherein tl1e transducer converts a non·electrica! quantity into an analogous electrical
signal, the transducer may be thought of consisting of two important and closely related parts.
These two parts arc :
(i) Sensing Element, and (ii) Transduction Element.
In addition there may be many other auxiliary parts, such as amplifiers and other signal
processing equipment, power supplies, calibrating and reference sources, and mecbanical mounting
features.
.
l. Sensing or Detector Element. A detector or a sensing element is that.part of a transducer
which r~sponds to a physical phenomenon or a change in a physical phenomenon. The response of
the sensmg element must be closely related to the physical phenomenon.
.
2. Transduction element. A transduction element transforms the output of a sensing element
to an electrical output. The transduction element, in a way, acts as a secondary transducer.

,i

25' 11. Classification of Electrical Transducers

. There are. ma_ny basis on which electrical transducers may be classified. They can be classified
acco~·d1ng. to applr7at1on, method of energy conversion, nature of output signals and so on. · A.II these
class1fical!ons mamly overlap each other and a sharp distiuction between different types is rather
difficult.
2!i"l2. Primary mid Secondary Transducers

We hare alreacly described a particular classification 01 transducers. They are:
25·12·1. Primary Transducers. These are detectors which sense a physical phenomen?n·
According to our latest definition of transducers which says that a transducer converts a physical
phenomenon to an electrical output. The transducer which falls in this category is tberlllocouple.
The thermocouple's hot junction sen8es the radiant beat energy and directly converts it into an analo·
~ous clectric~J output which is a voltage.
·
2?'.12 2. Sccondnry T~llil8Jucers. The physical phenomenon is first sens~d by a detector !!lld
' 1 sthiatll;ns converted mto ;m analogous output.
This analogous output .s then converted mt?
"al signal by a ~econdary transducer. An example of a use of secondary transducer IS
in rriOh·
'!5'2 where the LVDT along with a Bourdon tube is used for measurement of pressure.
an eleCtn"'
~ p,,ssive 'frm1sd11cers
·
. ·
s\~own inA~:~e ' 3111,
-~ may .dso be classified according to' whether they are self- generating (active) or
25 13.
·
,) rvpe.
The transduCc>- .
·
externally powered (passtVt,
"·•c€.rs. Active. transducers iar.e alsci known as self-generatin.g type
. . A live Trnusn... ·velop their own voltagl' or current. The energy r~qmred f~r
25 13 ~be ~. transduceis clt. . ··d from the physical pbeno menon being measured. P1ezoolectr1c
5
transdu~ers.
t ut signal fa obtain'
'••cers.
production of an ou P rnple of at:tive transa..
transducers aw k; nown as externaily· powered trans·
tr1111sd11cer~ a;e
ex.~e Transducers. These · , •ired for ene'fgy conversion from an external power
1
25b 13 2 ·tra~:~ ucers derive the power ref!.~m '!,le physiCZ!I \ ohcnomenon under study.
ducer~. T ese
th y may absorb some energy
.
source However, e
.
.
"""ti Analogue and Digital Transdoce~ d . . the basi;; of the type of output. The ou!Vllt may be a
,,., ' ·
be class1fie on
' ' ·
The transducers can
b in discrete steps.
.
·
continuous function of time or may e
hese transducers co~vert the input ,Physical phenomenon
. l"·t•·i Analooue Trt111sdocers. T. . function of time. Thus a stram gauge, an LVPT, a
., .. ·
"
h· h · a contmuous
'nto an analogons outp~t w ic ytbe called as analo1u1e transducef1! ..
~hermocouple 'or a thermistor ma
.
.

a3

Jl
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25'14 2. Digital Transducers. These transducers convert the input physical phenomenon into
an electrical output which is in the form of pulses.
Pig. 25'7 shows a digital linear displacement transducer. This transducer uses digital cod~
marks to identify the position of a movable piece by a binary system of notation. The position is given
,,,._ out as a train of digital pulses.
the binary S)stem uses only two symbols 0 and I (Binary systems are explained in Appen,\ dix A) At
it can easily be represen..
..
ted by opaque and transparent areas
--+""·.-.·...,·c..··---~
on a glass scale. Another alternative
is to use conducting and nonconducting areas· on a metal scale.
5 Tracks
'In Fig. 25·1, a scale is constructed
.to show the linear position of
a movable objects. This digital
trnnsducer uses 5 digits. The com·
plete binary number denoting the
)
position is obtained by scanning the
Fig. 2.S'J. J?isi.tal ~isplac~ment tra!'~ducer using 5-di;it ~cale for
pattern across the scale at a stationary
d1g1tal md1ca11on of hnear position of a movable object.
index mark. Glass scales can be read optically by means of alight source, an optical system and
photocells. Metal scales are scanned by brushes making electrical contact wi.th individual tracks.
25' 15. Electrical Phenomena used in Transducers
The transducers may be classified into different categories depending upon the principle employed by their transduction elements to convert the physical phenomenon (input) into output electrical
signals. The different electrical phenomena .employed,Jn transduction elements of transducers are
listed below. These phenomena may be combined with appropriate primary sensing ewments
(detectors) to produce a variety of transducers.
,
These phenomena are :
1. Resistive. 2. [nductive. 3. Capacitive. 4. Electromagnetic. 5. Piezoelectric. 6. Ionization.
7. Photoelectric or Photo·emissive. 8. Pbotoconductive or Photoresistive. 9. Photovoltaic. IO. Potentio·
metric. 11. Thermo·electric or Thermo·voltaic. 12. Blectrokinetic.
Table 25'2 on page 756-757 &hows a classification of transducers according to electncai
principles involved. Although it is impossible to classify the sensors, the devices listed in Table 25 ·2
do represent a wiuc cross-section of commercially available transducers in instrumentation engineering.

rl
I

II
I
11

25' 16. Resistive Transducers
It is generally seen that methods which involve the measurement of change in resistance are
preferred to those employing other variables. This is because both alternating as well as direct currents
and voltages are suitable for resistancl! measurements.
The re>istance of a metal conductor is expressed by a simple equation that .involves a few
physical quantities. The relationship is R =pL/ A.
where R=resistance; n.
L=length of conductor; m,
2
A=cross-sectional area ot conductor; m , and p=resistivity of cot.~uctor material; 0-m.
Any method of varying one of the . quantities involved in the above relationship can be the
design basis of an electrical resistive transducer. There are a number of yiays in which resistance car
be changed by a physical phenomenon. Tbe translational and rotational potentiomeie1" which worl
on the basis of change in the value of resistance with change in length of the conductor can b~ use<i
for measurement of translational or rotary displacements. Strain gauges work on the principle
that the resistance of a conductor or a semi-conductor changes when strained. This property can .be
used for measurement of displacement, force and pressure. The resistivity of materials changes with
change of temperature thus causing a change of resistance. The property may be used fo1 measure:nent of tem~erature. Thus el~ctrical r~sistance 1ransduc;ers have wide field of application.

a

-:)

TABLE 25·2
Types of Electrical T:ransdncern

'""
°'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Typical applicatio!l!ll!l

Principle of operation

Electrim j!IHlll!ilildll:r and
clams of ~111cer

Passive transducers (externally powered)

Reaista_mce
Potentiometer device

Positioning of the slider by an external force varies the
resistance in a potentiometer or a bridge circuit.

I Pressure,

Re'$istance strain gauge

Resistance of a wire or 'emiconductor is changed by elongation
or compression due to externally applied stress.

I Force, torque,

Pirani gauge or bot wire
meter

Resistance of a heating element is varied by convection cooling
of a stream of gas.

I Gas fl.ow,

Resistance thermometer

Resistance of pure metal wire with a large positive temperature
co-efficient of resistance varies with temperature.

Thermistor

Resistance of certain metal oxides with negative temperature
coefficient of resistance varies with temperature.

displacement.
displacement.

gas pressure.

I Temperature, radiant heat
I

i Temperature, fl.ow.

~
....
"'>
n
(')

Resistance hygrometer

Resistance of a conductive strip changes with moisture content.

I

Relative huiridity.

!:""

Photoconductive cell

Resistance of the cell as a circuit element varies with incident

I

Photosensitive relay

Jig!>~.

Capacitllll!Ce
Variable capacitance pressure gauge
Capacitor microphone
. Dielectric gauge

>

z

<::'

~

Distance between two parallel plates is varied by an externally
applied force

I Displacement. nressure.

Sound pressure varte> the capacitance between a fixed. plate
and a movable diaphargm.

Speech, music. noise.

Variation in capacitance by chl>nges in the dielectric.

Liquid level. thickness.

"'

~
n
0

z

z

;:j

"';:::c
z"'

....>

l!.11~

Magnetic circuit transducer

Self-inductance or mutual inductance of a.c. excited coil is ! Pressure, displacement.
, varied by changes in the magnetic circuit.

~~~~~~~~~~~'-'.=.::-=-::-=.,;c_:::=c:::.=:..::...

.

.,.

-

_.,~

,;
t:-

-ti(

a
z

&· .

-·

\'-

-in_

...,
. .___

Reluctance pickup

Reluctance of the magnetic circuits is varied by changing the
position of the iron core of a coil.

Pressure, displacement vibration, position.

Differential transformer

The differential voltage of two secondary windings of a transformer· is varied by positioning tbe magnetic core through an
externally applied force.

Pressure, force, displacement,
position.

Eddy current gauge

Inductance of a coil is varied by the proximity of an eddy
current plate.

Magnetostriction gauge

Magnetic properties are varied by pressure and stress.

"'

i
~

I Displacement, thickness.
i

Force, pressure, sound.

Voltage and Current

Hall effect pickup

A potential difference is generated across a semiconductor I Magnetic flux, current.
plate (germanium) when magnetic flux interacts with an applied
current.

Ionization chamber

Electron flow induced by ionization of gas due to radio·active
radiation.

I Particle counting,

Photoemissive cell

Electron emission due to incident radiation upon photoemissive surface.

I Light

Photomultiplier- tube

Secondary electron emission due to incident radiation on
photosensitive cathode.

radiation.

and radiation.

Light and radiation, photosensitive relays.

Self-generating transducers (no e:r;;ternal power)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'Thermocouple and thermopile
Moving coil generator

An emf is generated across the junction of two dissimilar
metals or semiconductors when that junction is heated.
Motion of a coil in a magnetic field generates a voltage.

Temperature, beat flow, radiation.
Velocity, vibration.

Piezoelectric pickup

An emf is generated when an external force is applied to
certain crystalline materials, such as quartz.

Sound, vibration, acceleratbn,
pressure changes.

Photovoltaic

A voltage is generated in a semiconductor junction device when
radiant energy stimulates the cell.

Light meter, solar cell.

_,

_,

V>
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25'17. Potentiometers
Basically, a resistive potentiometer, or simply a pot, (A potentiometer used for the purposes of
voltage division is called a pot) .consists of a resist~uce element provided with a sliding contact. This
sliding contact is called a wiper. The motion of sliding contact may be translatory or rotational.
Some pots use the combination of the two motions, i.e. ttanslational as well as rotational. The.se
potentiometers have their resistive element in the form of helix and thus, are called helipots.
The transl1tional resistive elements are straight devices and hav'e a stroke of about 2 mm to
0'5 m. The rotational resistive devices are circular in shape and are used for measurement of angu·
lar displacement. They have a range of JO' to 60 full turns. The helical resistive elements are
multituro rotational devices which can be used for measurement of either translational or rotary
motion. The resistance element of a potentiometer may be e){cited either with ad.c. or an a.c. voltage
source. The pot, is thus, a passive transducer since it requires an external power source for its operation.
The resistance elements of potentiometers are wire wound b~t some other commonly used
resistive materials are cermet, hot moulded carbon, carbon film and thm metal films.
Fig. 25'8 shows that the schematic diagrams of a translational, single turn rotational and
multiturn rotational helix potentiometers.
Slt'ding contact
/(wiper)

input
voltage

Xi1

e0 tutpu1
volta9e1

(a) Translational

\

1npu1

/

'./

,

IO\tag>?

Input
voltage

eo
output)
(volt?ge

,..
VI.
""

(b) Rotational

(c) Helipot (rotational)
1;"1g.

25'8. Resistive potentiometers.

Let us confine our discussion to d.c. excited potentiometers Consider a translational
potentiometer as shown . in Fig. 25'8 (a).
.
Let e1-=input valtage; V, R1=total resistance of poteptiometer; f.!,
11:1 "'total length of a tran&lational pot ; m,
·

I

•
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x; =displacement of the slider from its 0 position ; ro,
anti

eo=output voltage ; V.
If the distribution of the resistance · with respect to translational movement is linear, the
esistance per unit ieagth is R,/x1.
The output voltage under ideal conditions is :
i resistance at the output terminals )
eo=\ resistance at the input terminals x input voltage

)J

=[(Rp/R.
Xt xXi
x e. = Xt~!_ e;

•••

(

25'5)

Thus under ideal circumstances, the output voltage varies linearly with displacement as
shown in Fig. 25·9 (a).

___ .,. _______ _

1 ---

~ ~

- _.. ., ...... _

.t

Rm

I
1

p

I

R dfcreasing

o.o

0,0
(al Unloaded pot

.

·t -

(bl Loaded pot

Fig. 25'9. Characteristics of potlllltiometers.

s.'=

output eo
e;
·.-·--= .. - = - ·
... (25'6)
mput
x1
Xi
Thus under ideal conditions the sensitivity is constant and rne output is faithf!llly reprodured
and lias a linear relationship with input. The sa1rn: is true of rotation~! motion.
Let 6;=,input angular displacement in degrees, and B1=total tmrel of the wipi~r in degrees .
.'. Output voltage eo i:i I 0;/01
... (25 7)
This fa true of single turn potentiometers only.
The circuits shown in Fig. 25'8 are called potfll·
tiometer dividers since they produce an output voltage
which is a fraction of the input voltage. Thus ihe
input voltage is "divided". The potential dividor is a
device for dividing the potential in a ratio determined by
the position of the sliding contact.
Eqns 25'6 and 25·7 are based upon the assump·
tion that the distribution of resistance with respect to
linear or angular displacement are uniform and the
resistance of the voltage measuring device (i e. output
device) is infinite. However, in practice, the output
terminals of the pot are connected to a device whose
impedance is finite. Thus when an electrical instrument,
Fig 25'10. Londed potentiometer.
which forms a load for the pot, and is connected auross
.. .
Sens1hv1!y

00

7.60
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the output terrni,nals. The indicated voltage is less than that given by Eqn. 25'6. The error, which
is r.:ferred to as a loading error is caused by the input resistance of the output device.
Let us Cl)nsider the case of a translational potentiometer as shown in Fig. 25' IO, Let the
resistance of a meter or a recorder monitoring the output be Rm
As explained earlier if the resistance across the output terminals is infinite, we get a linear
relationship between the output and the input voltage.
eo=(x;/x1)e;=Ke1
... (25'8)
However, under actual conditions the resistance, Rm, is not infinite. This causes a non-linear
relationship between the output and input voltages.
25'17'1. Loading Effect. The resistance of the parallel combination of load resistance and
the portion of the resistance of the potentiometer is :
(x1/xt) R,Rm
· K R,Rm
... (25'9)
(x1/x1) R,+Rm = K R,+Rm
The total resistance seen by the source is :
KR, 2( I - K)+ RP Rm
R= R (1- K)t K RvRrn
.. :(25'10)
P
K RPtRm
KR.t~m
. e;
ei (K R,+Rm)
... (25 11)
Current 1=R K R,2 (I - K)t R;R,;.
The output voltage under loaded conditions is :
eo=ei-iRm (I- Kl
e1

1+(Rv! Rm)~~(R,/Rm)Kz-·

... (25'12)

K

... (25' 13)
K)(R,/Rm)+ I
The ratio of output to input voltage under loaded conditions is :
eo
K
... (25'14)
ei' = K(l - K)(RP/Rm)+ l
The Eqn. 2Y 14 shows that there exists a non· linear relationship between output voltage e6,
·
eo
and input voltage e1. In case Rm= 00 , ei . K.
It is evident from Eqn, 25' 14, ·that as the ratio of Rm/Rv decreases, the non· linearity goes
on increasing. This is shown in Fig. 25'9 (b). Thus, in order to keep linearity the value of Rm/RP
should be as large as possible. However, when we have to measure the output voltage with a given
meier, the resistance of the potentiometer, R., should be as small as possible .
.·. Error~~ output voltage under load -output voltage under no load
= K(l -

e; K
=

K

[

[K(l-K)(R,/Rm)+IJ -ei =ei

K(l-K)+lRm/R,)

1

-[

K (K-1)

%€- . K(l- K)+(Rm/Rv)

J

X lOO

... (25'16)

] .

...(25'15)

4 ,..,.---,-·--r---r----......---.

Based upon full· scale output, this relationship
may be written as :
Percentage error
0

K2 (K-1)

t

...

..e

. Except for the two end points where
K=O i.e. x1=0 and K=l where x1=x1 the error Ill
is always negative. Fig. 25' l l shows a plot of
the variation in error with the slider position for
different ratios of the load (meter) resistance to
the potentiometer resistance.
0
The error as indicated in Fig. 25' ll is actu·
0
0·6
0·8 1·0
ally negative, Examining Fig. 25'1 I, the maximum
K - X:i
error is about 12 per cent of full scale if RmIR.= I.
- ;r:::-, __,..
This error drops down to about 1'5 per cent
Fig. 25·11. Varrntipo .,; ~rro• .;;,.<to l»ading
when Rm/R,,,,,, I 1.1. For values of Rm/ R. > 10 the
·
effect of a potentiumet'-''
position of maximum error occurs in the vicinity of x1/x1=0'61.
·
·-~
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Maximum p·erceritage error Ema•= 15 X(RP/Rm)

... (25' l 7}

25'17'2. Power Rating of Potentiometers. The potentiometers are designed with a definite
power rating wbich is related directly to their heat dissipating capacity. The manufacturer normally
designs a series of potentiometers of single turn with a diameter of 50 mm with a wide range of ohmic
values ranging from 100 n to 10 kil in steps of JOO n. These potentiometers are essentially of the
same size and of the same mechanical configuration. They have the same heat transfer capabilities.
Their rating is typically 5 W at an ambient temperature of 2l'C. This limits their input excitation
voltage. Since power P=e12/R, the maximum input excitation voltage that can be used is:
(e1)ma•= v' PRv volt

... (25'18)

25'17'3. Linearity and Sensitivity. It has been explained earlier that in order to achieve a
good linearity, the resistance of potentiometer Rv, should be as low as possi_ble when using a
particular meter.
In order to get a high sensitivity the output voltage eo should be high which in turn requires a
. high input voltage, c1. Due to limitations of power dissipation ns is clear from Eqn. 25'18, the input
voltage is limited by the resistance of the potentiometer. In order to keep the powc r dissipation at a
low level, the input voltage should be small and resistance of the potentiometer should be high. Thus
for a high sensitivity, the input voltage should be large and this calls for a high value of resistance R,,
On the other hand if we consider the linearity, the resistance of potentiometer R., should be as low as
· possible. The resistance of the potentiometer, R., cannot be made low because if we do so the
power dissipation goes up with the result that we ha'fe to, make the input voltage small to keep dovu
the power dissipation to the acceptable level. This results in lower sensitivity
Thus linearity and sen~itivity are two conflicting requirements. If R. is made small, the
linearity improves, but a low value of R, requires a lo\\ er input voltage e1 in order to keep down the
power dissipation and a low value of e; results in a lower value of output voltage eo resulting in lower
s~nsitivity. Thus the choice of potentiometer resistance, R., bas to be made considering both the
linearity and sensitivity and a compromise between the two conflicting requirement• has to be
struck.
Typical values of sensitivity are of the order of 200 mV/degree for a rotational potentiometer
and 200 mV/mm for a translational potentiometer. The short stroke devices have generally a high
values of sensitivity.
25' 17' 4. Construction of Potentiometers. The resolution of the potentiometers influences the
construction of their resistance elements. Normally, the resistive element is a single wire ';f conducting
material which gives a continuous stepless variation of resistance as the wiper travels over it. Such

n!>ulatmg

card

>

eo

Outpu1
voltage

eo
output voltage
---4---d
ej

I noul ~t_.ag"-'e'---------......- -

(a) Linear potentiometer.
'"' -•rcular potentiometer.
Fig. 25' 12. Wire wound potentiometers.
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potentiometers are available but their length (in the case of franslational potentiometers) and diameter
(in the case of rotational potentiometers) restrict their use on account of space considerations.
The resolution of the potentiometers is dependent upon the construction of the resistive
element and in order to get high values of resistance in small space wire wound potentiometers are
used extensively. The resistance wire is wound on a mandrel or a card for translational displacement
as shown in Fig. 25 12 (a). For the measurement of rotational motion these mandrels or cards are
formed into a circle or a helix This is sl10wu in Pig. 25 ll (b). If wire wom1d type of construction
is adopted, the variation of resistance is not a linear continuous change but is in small steps as
the sliding contact (wiper) moves from one turn to another. This is shown in Fig. 25' 13.

Resistance

R

Displacement. x {a)

(b)

Fig. 25' 13. Translational potentiometer and its characteristics.

Since the variation in resistance is in steps the resolution is limited. For instance, a translational
potentiometer has about 50() turns of a resistance wire on card of 25 mm in length and for this
device the resolution is limited to 25/500=0'05 mm=50 µm,
.
The actual practical limit is 20 and 40 turns per mm. Thus for translational devices the
resolution is limited to 25-50 µm.
.
(50-100) x 10-3
... (25'!9)
For rotational devices, the best angular resolnt1011 ~- --D-- degrees

a

where D=diameter of the potentiometer; m.
In order to get higber resolution, thin wires which have ,a high resistance have to be put close
to eac.h other and they can be closely wound on account of their small diameter. Thus the resolution
and total resistance are interdependent.
In case a fine resolution and high resistance are required a carbon film or a conductive-plasti<
resistance elements are used. Carbon film resistive elements have a resolution of 12'5 nm.

25'17'5. Helipots. The resolution can be increased by using multi·turn potentiometers. These
are called helipots. The resistance element is in the form of a helix and the wiper travels along a
"lead screw". The number of turns is still limited to 200 to 400 per cm but an increase in resolution
can be obtained by using a gearing 6rrangement between the shaft whose motion is to be measured
and the potentiometer shaft. As an example, one rotation of the measured shaft can cause IO rotatious
of th~ potentiometer shaft. This increases the resolution of the measured shaft motion by 10 times.
Multiturn potentiometers are available to about 60 turns.
Similar, magnifying or amplifying techniques can be used for translational motion ~s well.
25' 17'6. Types of Potentiometers and their Characteristics. There are five types of potentiometers available :
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1. Wire Wound. These use nickel chromium, nickel copper, or wme other precious resistance
elements. · Wire wound potentiometers can carry relatively large Cllfrents at high temperatures. Their
temperature co· efficient is usually small, is of the order 20 x 10-5 IJ./IJ.- °C or less and also they are
relatively inexpensive. Their resolution is about 0 05 mm anJ is limited by the number of turns.
· Multiturn potentiometers usi og 3 to I0 turn units are used when the potentiometer is required to have
close settings.
The interwinding capacitance between turns and between winding anJ arm, housing etc.
limits the use of wire wound potentiometers to low frequencies. The response is limited to about 5 Hz.
2. Cermet. Cermet uses precious metal particles fused into ceramic base. Thcs~ fused metal
particles act as resist mce elements The advantages of using Cermet are large power ratiGgs at high
temperatures, hw c ist and moderate temperature coefficients of the order 100 x w-6 to 200 x 10-G
IJ./IJ.-0 C. Cermet is very useful for a.c. applications.
3. Hot Moulded Carbon. The resistance element is fabricated by moulding_together a mixture
of carbon and a thermosetting plastic binder. Hot moulded carbon units are useful for a.c.
applications.
4. Carbon Film. A thin film of carbon deposited on a non-conductive base forms the resistance
element. The 'ldvantage
of carbon film potentiometers is their low cost. Temperature coefficients
are upto 1000 x 10-G ·0 c.:
5. Thin Metal Film. A very thin, vapour deposited layer of metal on glass or ceramic base
is used as a resistance element. The advantages of this potentiometer are its excellent resistance to
changes in environments and use on a.c. The cost is also moderate.
Advantages and Disadvantages. Resistance potentiometers have the following major advantages :
(i) They are inexpensive.
(ii) They are simple to operate and are very useful for applications where the requirements
are not particularly Eevere.
·
(iii) They are very useful for measurement of large amplitudes of displacement.
(iv) Their electrical efficiency is very high and they provide sufficient output to permit control
operations without further amplification.
( v) It should be understood that while the frequency response of wire wound potentiometers
is limited, the other types of potenti<11neters are free from this problem.
(vi) In wire wound potentiometers the resolution is limited while in Cermet and metal film
potentiometers, the resolution is infinite.
The disadvantages are :
(i) The chief disadvantage of using a linear potentiometer is that they require a large force to
move their sliding contacts (wipers).
(ii) The otiler problems with sliding contacts are that they can be contaminated, can wear out,
become misaligned and generate noise. So the life of the transducer is limited. However, recent
developments have produced a roller contact wiper which, it is claimed, increases the life of the
transducer by 40 times.

Example 25 3. A linear resistance potentiometer is 50 mm long aad is uniformly wound with
a wire having a resistal)ce 10,000 0. Under normal condit'ons, the slider is at the centre of the
potentiometer. Find the linear displacement when the resistance of the potentiometer as measured by
a Wheatstone bridge for two cases is :
(i) 3850 IJ., and (ii) 7560 IJ..
Are the two displacements in the same direction ?
If it is possible to measure a minimum value of 10 0 resistance with the above arrangement,
find the resolution of the potentiometer in mm.
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Solution. The resistance of potentiometer at the normal position= l0,000/2= 5000

n.

(i) Resistance of potentiometer wire per unit length= 10,000/50=200 O/mm.
(ii) Change in resistance of potentiometer from its normal position =5000-3850= 1150

n.

.
1150
Displacement=
= 5·75 mm.
200
(iii) Change in resistance of potentiometer from its normal position=7560-5,000 =2,560 n.
2560
. Iacemcnt==
= 12 ·55 mm.
D1sp
200
Since one of the displacements represents a decrease and the other represents an increase in
resistance of the pc)tentiometer as compared with the resistance of the potentiometer at its normal
position, the two displacements are in the opposite direction.
.
• •
.
mm
l =o·os mm.
Reso Jut10n-m1mmum
measura bl e va l ue. of res1stancex
-n=IOx 200
Example 25 4. A variable potential divider bas a total resistance of 2 kO and is fed from a
to V supply. The output is connected across a load resistance of 5 k!1. Determine the loading error
for the slider positions ccirresponding to x1/x1 =0,.0'25, 0·5, 0·75 a11d I'D. Use the results to plot a
rough graph of loading error against the ratio x1/x1.
·

J

Solution. From Eq3. 25' l '>,the percentage loading ecror =[k(! Klv+c~~J:R;;) x 100
.

[

K2(K-I)

J

In terms of mput voltage the error= K(! _ K)+(R,,./ R,,) e1

J

xi 0 F
0(0-1)
10 0
(1') IV-h en K = X;=
' _,rror= [ 0(l-O)t(5000/200Qj
X
= ..
2
"
.
r
(0'25) (0'25- I)
(u)when K~025, Error~L 025 ( 1 _:_ 0 . 2 _i)+(SOOO/lOOO) xl0=-0174 V.
<0·3i 2(0·5_ n
\111) wh~n K=O 5, Error=Lo 5(1-0'S)+( 5000/2000) x 10=--0 4~4 V.
.
.
~
[
(0'75)2(0'75 -1)
(n•) when K =0 75, mror = O'?S(l-~O isl+(sooo/2000) x JO= -0 524 V.
(1)2(J-l)
(v) when K=I, Error= [ I(l:__l)+(sooo/ioool x10~ov.
A rough graph of error versus x1/x1 is shown in Fig. 25'14 (The errors are negative).
Example 25' 5 The output of • a
potentiometer is to be read by a recorder of
·10 kO input resistance. Non-linearity must ·
be held to 1 per cent A family of poler" Jmeters having a thermal rating of 5 W and
resistances ranging from 100 n to 10 kO in
steps of 100 fl-is available. Choose from the
family the potentiometer that has tbe greatest
possible sensitivi!Y and als? meets. ot.her
requirements. Fmd the maximum exc1tat1on
voltage permissible with this potentiometer.
What is the sensitivity if the potentimeter is a
----!---+-- - single turn (360') unit ?

...

.

r

J

Solution :
0
From Eqn. 25 17, the maximum possible percentage linearity= 15 R,,/Rm.
Therefore, the maximum resistance of
potentiometer, with I per cent linearity and a
recorder with a resistance Rm= 10,000 n across it is :

J

.
J
_
J .

-

0·75

-

Xi

Xt

Fig. 25'14

1·0
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R = !~111

'

__;. !_~0,000 '= 60{·7,,fr:

15 -

IS

"'·

'

Thu~ we are left with choice of potentiometers lJ.llVllfg a•:resistance of: 100 n, 200 n, 300 n,
400 n, 500 Q and 600 n. Tte,potentiometer with the'bighest ~stance gives the highest sensitivity .
. Therefore, the 600 Q potentiom'eter is selected ..

With a power dissipation of 5 W, the maximum-a1(oWiole.excitation voltage is :
(e,)..~=vP'&i=vsx6oo=51'4 y.

The sensitivity of the potentiometer when !t is

a sing!€ turn unit :

e1
57·4 0'16 V/d / .
K= 360'""360
=
·egree.
Exa~ple

25'6. A.helip_ot iscprovided wit~ 40J~rns/~ /Tte. gearing arrange~ent is such
that the motion of the mam shaft-On:i~_revolu!Jon ca:uses 5 revolutions of the potentiometer shaft.
Calculate the resolution of the potentiometer.

.

Solution:
.
Tbe resolution of the potentiometer without the 1?earinl(ana11gement 1/400 mm=25 µm.
Witb gearing arrangementw!Jich causes 5 revolutions of potentiometer shaft with one rotation
of main shaft, the resolution .

?;

·;,.5 µm.

25'18. Strain Gauges
if a metal conductor is stretebed or coinpressed, its resistance changes on account of Le fact
that both length and diameter of conductor change. Also there is a change in the value of resistivity
of the conductor when it is strained and this property is ealled piezo resistive effect. Therefore,
resistance strain gauges are als0 known as piezoresistive gauges. the strain gauges are used for measurement of strain and associated stress in experimental stress analysis. Secondly, many other detectors
and transducers, notably the load ce!Js,Jorque meters, diaphragm type pressure gauges, temperature
sensors, accelerometers and flow meters, employ strain gauges as secondary transducers.
25' 18'1, Theory of Strain Gauges. · The change in the value of resistance by straining <he
gauge may be partly explained by the normal dimensional behaviour of elastic material. If a strip of
elastic material is subjected to t~nsion, or in other words positively strained, its lcugitudinal dimension
will increase while there will be a reduction in the lateral dimension So when a gauge is subjected
to a positive strain, its length increases while its area of cross-section decreases. Since the resistance of a conductor is proportional to its length and inversely proportional to its area of cross·
section, the resistance of the gauge increases wi.th positive strain. "The change in the value
resistance of strained conductor.is more than what can be accounted for an increase in resistance
. due to dimensional changes.
The extra change in the value of resistance is attributed to a change in the value of resistivity
of a conductor when strained. This property; as 'described earlier, is known as peizoresistlve effect.
Let us consider a strain gauge made of circular wire... The ·wire has the dimensions ;
length=L, area= A, diameter=D before being strained. The material of the wire has a resistivity p.
:. Resistance of unstrained gauge R=pL/A.
Let a tensile stress s be applied to the wire. This produces a positive strain causing the length
to increase and area to decrease. Thus when the wire is strained there are cb1nges in its dimensions.
Let 6L=change in length, 6A ~change in area, 6D=change in diameter and. LR= change in
resistance,
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.
In order lo find how LR depends upon the metcrial physical quantities, the expression for R is
d11fcrc11t1ted .,,.1th respect to stress s. Thus we get :
·

dR
p
ds-=A

oL

pL

a.;;-·- A2

... (25'20)

Dividing Eqn. 25·20 throughout by resistance R=pL/ A, we _nave

I dR

I

oL

i)A

l

I 8P

... (25'21)

R. d; =y Ts -A as-+-p as.

It is evident from Eqn. 25·21, that the per unit change in resistance is due to :
(i) per unit change in length=LL/L.

Area

=-"-4 D2

. . ()A ·=2 _ll___ D i)D
. . i)s
. 4 . ds

A

I

or

(ii) per unit change in area= I;; A/A.

dA

(2rc/4)D

i)D

2

T a;-=(n/4)b2 -as=])
Eqn. 25·21 can be written as :
_l dR =-I oL - 2 oD
R ds
L os
D os

•

or

oD
-as

+.L 1£.
p

os

()D/D
i)L/L

lateral etrain
Now, Poisson's ratio

.. .C.!5'22)

v = longitudinal strain= -

... (25'23)

...
... (25'24)
... (25'25)

i)D/D=-vXi)L/L
_1 dR=l_ i)L+v -2:_ i)L

R ds

L os

+l_ ~

L i)s

p · os

... (25'26).

For small variations, the above relationship can be written as :

_L_!l=6L + 2v L1L_+iir
R

L

L

p

... (25'27)

The gauge factor is defined as the ratio of per Uilit change in resistance to per unit change in
length.
Gauge factor
or

LR/R
Gt= /::,L/L.

~=G, LL =GtXE
R
L

'6L
E=strain =-L
The gauge factor ·can be written as :
· 6R/R
. l p/p
. Lp/p
G1=--- --=1+2v+------ =1+2v+---6L/L
6L/L
E

... (25'28)
... (25'291

where

... (25'30)

The strain is usually expressed in terms of microstrain. I microstrain =I µm/m.
If the change in the value of resistivity of a material when strained is neglected, the gauge

factor is ;

Gt=1+2v
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tqn. 25'31 is valid only when l'iezoresislhe Effcc't i.e. chanllc in resistivity due to strain is
almost negligible.
The Poisson's ratio for all metals IS between 0 and o·S. This gives a gauge factor of approximately, 2. The common value for Poisson's ratio for wires is 0·3, This gives a value of I '6 for wire
wound strain gauges.
Table 25'3 gives the value of gauge factors for the various materials.
TABLE 25'3
Gauge Factors
----~---------

Material

·------

Gauge Factor
----

Gauge Factor

Material

---

______ ___
.,

Nickel

-12·1

Platinum

t4'8

Manganin

+ 0'47
+ 2·0

Carbon

+20

Nichrome

Doped

I

Crystals

)

-~

Constantan

+ 2'1

Soft iron

+ 4'2

~

100-5000

_J___________ -

Example 25·7, A resistance wire strain gauge uses a soft iron wire of small diameter. The
gauge factor is +4'2. Neglecting the piezoresistive effects, calculate the Poisson's ratio.
Solntion .. The gauge factor is given by Eqn. 25'30,

G1=1+2v+1'-~/_(l

+

j

,1

If piezoresistive effect is neglected, the gauge factor is given by Eqn. 25·32 as : G1= l :v
.
.
G1-I
4'2-1
Po1sson'sraho v=
1'6.
2
2
Example 2s·s. A compressive force is appiied to a structural member. The strain is 5
micro-strain. Two separate strain gauges are attached to the structural member, one is a nickel wire
strain gauge having a gauge factor of - I 2' 1 and the other is nichrome wire strain gauge having a
gauge factor of}, Calculate the value of resi'>tance of the gauges afrer they are strained. The resis·
tance of strain gauges before being strained is 120 n.
Solution. According to our convention, the tensile strain taken as positive while the compressive strain is taken as negative. 1 here fore, strain E= - 5 x 10-6 (I micro strain= 1 µm/m)
Now
f'.,R/R=GtE
(See Eqn. 25'29)
: . Change in value of resistance of nickel wire strain gauge : f'.,R =G1E x R
_
= (-12' l)X(-5X 10-6) X 120=7'26 x 10-a 0=7'26 mil.
Thus there is an increase of 7'26 mil in the value of resistance.
For nichrome, the change in the value of resistance is :
6R=(2) x (-5 x 10- 6) x 120= - 1'2 x 10-a 0= - r2 run.
Thus with compressive strain, the value of resistance gauge shows a decrease of 1'2 mil in
the value of resistance. 25' 19 Types of Strain Gauges
There are three types of strain gauges :
(i) Wire wound strain gauges,
(ii) Foil type strain gauges,
and (iii) Semiconductor strain gauges.
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Resistance Wire Strain Gauges

Resistance wire strain gauges are used in two formR 1 hese two forms are :
(i) Unbonded, and
!z't) Bonded.
2::;·201. Unbonded Strain
Gauges. An unbonded strain gauge
\..8---0ioohrogm
is shown in Fig. 2s·1s.j This gauge
consists of a wire strefched between
two points in an insulating medium
such as air. The diameter of the
wire is about 25 µm and can be
strained depending on the way a
spring flexure element moves.
Strain gau~e
windings I 11& 2J
In Fig. 25 15 the flexture element i~ connected via a rod to a diaphragm which is used for pressure
"~-... ounting
measurement. The wires are tensionrin9s
ed to avoid buckling when they
experience compressive forces.
The unbonded strain gauges
SopJ)hlre
are usually connected in a bridg~9c·
post
cuit. With no load applied to tb~
strain gauges, the bridge is balanced.
Spring
Wben u'l external load is
el1ment
applied, the .resistance of straill
gauges change causing an unbalance
Strain gaug~
of the bridge circuit which results in
windings i3 & 4;
an output voltage. This voltage is
proportional to the strain. A displacement of the orde; of 50 µm
Fig. 25'15. Unbonded resistance wire strain gauge.
may be detected with these strain gauges.

_,_ -q-·

-

25 2o·z. Bonded Resistance Wire Strain Gauges. A-resistance, wire stralll(,gauge. consists of
a grid of fine resistance wire of about 25 µm (O'u25 mm) in diameter or less. The gri~ ·offine wire is
cemented to a carrier (base) which may be thin sheet of paper or .to a very thin b,akelite .sheet .or .to
a sheet of teftlon. The wire is covered 011 top with a sheet of thin material so that it is 11ot ._damaged
mechanically. The spreading of the wire permits a uniform di~tribution of.stress, The ic.arrier .is
bonded \\ith an adhesive material to the structure under study.'. This perniits:.a good .transfer of
strain from carrier to wires. The most comlllonly used form of resistance wire ~traih gauges_is shown
in Fig. 25'16.

square

Tbe size of the strain gauges varies with application. 'l'hey,can: be as small~$.~ TJ\m b~ ~Ihm
Usually they are larger, but seldom more than 2-5 mm long and 12'5 mm W,1de 1

For excellent and reproducible resu1wit is desirable that the resistance wit~ strain [l!Uges
should have the following characteristics:,.;.
·
(i) The strain gauge should have_(I J)jgh value of gauge factor Gt. A high value of gauge fac·
tor indicates a large change in resistance for a particular strain resulting in high sensitivity.
(ii) The resistance of the strain gauge should be as high as-possible since, this minimizes the
effects of undesirable variations of resistance in the measurement circuit Althoughc_undesirab!e, but
necessary, are the resistance of connecting leads and terminals,-efC. Typicarresistances.of strain
gauges are 120 n, 350 .Q and 1000 0. Although a high resistance value of strafngauges is desirable
from the point of :view of swamping out the effects of variations of resistance iii other parts of the
bridge circuit in which they are~lnv_ariabl}' 'used but it results in lower sensitivity. ·

.,

1
I

Il

I

l

I
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Wire grid
I,

,·Carri er ( base)

Termina15

Wire grid .
(a) Linear strain ga.uge.

(b) ll"«l'lte.

Terminals

_____

.._
Wire grid

.

_,

Base

(c) 'forquq gauge.
Fig. 25'!6.

(d) H lical gauge.
Resista~ce wir,e stfaio;gr ge,

.Thus in order to get high sensitivity h\gher bridge ~o tages have to be used. The bridgo
'voltage is limited by the maximum current carryin$ capa~ity oft~ wires which is typically 30 mA.

1

(iii) Tbe strain gauges should have al lo:w . resisfarlci temperature co-efficient. lllis is

'

essential to m\nimize errors on account of.temperature
variations ~hich affect the accuracy ofmeasure·
1
·
"'ents.
·
(iv) 1he strain gauge should noJ have any hy~~rests errect~ in its response.
( v) In order to maintain constancy of c~libration over the entire range of the strain gauge, it
should have linear characteristics i.e., the· variat>ons in resistance should be a linear function of the
strain.
•
' ·
.
(vi) The strain gauges are frequently used for dynamic mea8urements and hence theil frequency
response should be good. The linearity should be maintained within ·accuracy limits over the eutire
frequepcy range
•

•

,

,~

J

I

'

.
The desirable characteristics of reslsl\i!l.Ce wire sft'.ain gauges are listr,d above but no single matetial isjable to satisfy all the properties si"1rb¢i~h~y ar~, m,any a. tt~es, conflicting in nature. A number
Qf '.o/~jj{ s and their alloys have been useQI I!~ ni~~ing' .r~s~atifC wire strain gauges. Some popular
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metals and alloys used for construction of resistance wire strain gauges are listed in Table 25·4 along
with their properties.
TABLE 25'4
. Materials for Strain Gauges __I _______________
I

Material

Co111po1ilio11

! Gauge Factor \

Resistivity

Resistance
Temperature.
Co-efficient

Om

Upper
Temperature

oc

___ ELD~=·c__ ~

----··-

Nichrome

Ni: 80%
Cr: 20%

2·5

100 x 10-s

0·1x10-3

1200

Constantan

Ni: 45%
Cu: 55%

2·1

48x10-s

±0'02x10-3

400

Isoelastic

Ni: 36%
Cr: 8%
Mo:05%
etc.

3'6

lOSx 10-s

Nickel

-12

6'5 X 10- 8

6'8 x 10-3

Platinum

4'8

10x10-s

4·0x10·- 3

- --B~~c

I
I

0'175X I0- 3

1200

-------

(Carrier) Materials. Several types of base· or ~ar~ier ma:erials 'are used to s~pport the
wires. Impregnated paper is used for room temperature apphcat10m. 1 he range of some of the other
materials are :
Epoxy: -200'C to !SO'C
.
Bakelite impregnated cellulose or glass fibre filled matenals :
up to 200'C for continuous operation, and up to 300'C for limited operation.
Adhesives. The adhesives act as bonding materials. Like other bonding operations, successful
strain gauge bonding depends upon careful surface preparation and use of the correct bonding agent.
In order that the strain be faithfully transferred on to the strain gauge, the bond has to be formed
between the surface to be strained and the. plastic backing material on which the gauge is mounted.
It is important that the adhesive should be ~.uited to this,backing; numerous materials are used for
backings wliich require different adhesive materials. Jt is usually desirable that the adhesive material
should be of quick drying type and also be insensitive to moisture in ord~r to have good adherence.
Ethylcellucose c~ment, nitrocell.ucose cement, bakelite cement and epoxy cement are so~e
of the commonly used adhesive materials. The temperature range up to which they can be used is
usually below 175°C.
Leads. The leads should be of such materials which have low and stable resistivity and also
a low resistance temperature co-efficient.
·
25·20·3., Foil Strain Gaogrs. This class of strain gaues is only an extension or the resistance
wire strain gauges. The strain is sensed with the help of metal foils as against metal wires as in
wire strain gauges. The metals and alloys used for the foil are listed . in Table 25'4. Foil gauges
have a much greater dissipation capacity as compared .with wire wound gauges on account of their
·rrnter surface area for the same volume. For this reas::n thry can be used for higher operating
·:mpen'.ure range. Also the large surface area of foil gauges leads to better bonding. The bonded
~·c,il gauges are extensively used. Early strain gauges were made from fine wire, but these gauges have
11.ow beco virtually superseded by foil gauges.
A typical foil gauge is shown in Fig. 25· I 7. Foil type strain gauges have similar characteristics

',J-..
,, ...

,
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to thu>e of wire wound strain gauges and their gauge factors are typically the same as that of wire
won ,J strain gauges. The adv<:ntage of foil type strain gauges is that they can be fabricated cconoml·
cally on a mass scale. The techniques used for fabrication are similar to electronic micro-circuitry i c..
thick and cir/thin-Him technology c•Jmmonly used for hybrid integrated circuits (ICs). This mean.~
that tl e foil strain gauges can be fabricated in any shape. The
resistance film formed is typically 0·02 mm thick. The resistance
Foil
Base
elements are vacuum cJated with ceramic film and are deposited
on a plastic backing which provides insulation, and facilitates perfect bonding. ln some cases fre backing is strippable vinyle ·
material that can be peeled off so as to cement the film directly
on to the k;t unit with ceramic ad~esive. The resistance value of
foil gauges which are commercially available is between 50 and
1000 n.
Some commonly used forms of foil gauges are shown in
Fig. 25' 18.
It is interesting to carry out simple calculations to find out
what effect an applied stress has on the resistance of a metal strain
gauge. Hook's law gives the relationship between stress and strain
for linear stress strain curve (i e, for ela~tic limits) in terms of
modulus of elasticity of material under tension. Hook's law may
Soldered
connection~ -...i1
be written as : ·'
Strain E=sf E
... (25'36) Fig. 2'417. Foil type strain gauge
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where

E=modulus of elasticity.
The change in the value of resistance is .quite small as is amply clear from the following
example:
Example 25'9. A resistance. wire strain gauge with a gauge factor of 2 is bonded to a steel
structural member subjected to a stress of 100 MN/m2. The modulus of elasticity of steel is
200 GN/m 2. Calculate the percentage change in the value of the gau)!e resistance due to the applied
stress. Cc:nment upon the results.
Solution. StrainE=
Wehave:

~ l~g;xl~~9

500x10-6. (500 microstrain).

~R=G1E 2~<5oox10-0=0·001=0·1~~.

:. The change in resistance is only 0'1%.
Commmts. The above example illustrates that a very heavy stress of 100 MN/m? results in
change of only 0·1 per cent, which is by all means a very small change. This may present
,d1fticulties in measurement. Lower stresses produce still lower changes in resistance which may not
be perceptible at all or the methods required to detect those changes may have to be highly accurate.
To overcome this difficulty we must use strain gauges which have a high gauge factor and thus produce
large changes in resistance when strained. These changes are easy to detect and measure with good
degree of accuracy.
·
r~sistance

Example 25'10. A single strain gauge having resistance of 120 ffis wounted on a steel
cantilever beam at a distance of 0'15 m from the free end. An unknown force F applied at the free
end produces a deflection of 12'7 mm of the free end. The cbange.fo gauge resistance is found to be
0' 152 n. The beam is 0·25 m long with a ·width of 20 mm and a depth of 3 mm~ The Young's
modulus for steel is 200 GN/m 2. Calculate the gauge factor.
·
Solution. Moment of inertia of beam, I= 1/12 (bd3)= 1/12 x 0·02x(o·oo3)3 .... 45x10-12 mq.
Fla .
Deflection
x= 3EI
3 x :ioo x 109 x 45x10-12x12·1 x 10-s
·
:. Force
F-- 3Elx
(0.25)3
=22 N.
/3
Bending moment at 0'15 m from free end M=Fx=22XO'l5=3'3 Nm ..
..
Stressat0'15mfromfreeend
Strain €= L',.L
.

L

: . Gauge fact-0r

M t

3'3

s=y·2= 4sxl0 12 x

0·003
-110 MN/m 2•
2

s _ 110x10s =0'55X 10-s
E

200xl09

L1.R/R
0'152/120
L',.L/L = 0'55 x I0-3

·

23.

25'20'4. Semi-conductor Strain Gauges. It has been explaiµed above in order to have a high
scnsitiv!ty, a .high value. of gauge fa~tor is desirable. A high gauge factor means a relatively higher
change tn resistance which can be easlly meas.ured with a good del!r'ee of accuracy.
Semiconductor strain gauges are used where a very high auge factor and a small envelope are
required. The resistance of the semi-conductors changes wit change in applied straiq. Unlike in
· the case of metallic gauges where the change in resistance is m inly due to cha11ge in dimensions when
strained, the semi-conductor strain gauges depend for th 1r action upon piezo·resistlve '11fe\!I I e. ·
the Change in the V8JUe Of the r~sistance dUC tO Ch8D$C ill ~ istivity, .
.
.
' I
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s~mi·conducting m:iteria!s such as silicon and germanium are tised as resistive materials for
semi-conductor· strain gauges. A typical strain gauge consists of a strain sensitive crystal material
and leads that are sandwiched in a pro tee ti ve matriK. The production of these gauges employs
conventional semh:onductor technology using semi·.conducting wafers or filaments which have . a
thickness of 0·05 mm and bondmg them on a suitable insulating substrates, such as tellon. Gold
leads are generally employed for making the contacts. Some of the typical semi-conductor strain
gauges are sh'.lwu in Fig 25' 19. These strain gauges can be fabricated along with integrated circuit
(IC) operational amplifiers which can act as pressure sensitive transducers.
Gold wire

Go!1' wire

I

Base-

!>i.miconductor

\

' J'"J~
l

ermma!~

Sem1corid;Jctor

6ose

· Gold wire
Semiconductor

,,

Ter.m\nols _..;,,r

Fig· 25'19. Semi·conductor strain gauge.

Advantages : (i) Semi conductor strain gauges have the advantage that they have a high gauge
factor of about± 130. This allows measurement of very s:nall strains of the order of 0·01 microstrain.
(ii) Hysteresis characteristics of semi-conductor strain gauges are excellent.· Some units
maintain it to less than 0'05%.
(iii) Fatigue life is in excess of IO x !06 operations and the frequency response 1s upto 1012 Hz.

(iv) Semi-conductor strain gauges can be very small ranging in length from 0'7 to 7 mm;
· fl'hey are very useful for measurement of local strains.
.
Disadvantages : (i) The major and serious disad.vantage of semi;conductor strain gauges is
that they are very sensitive to changes in temperature.
(fl) Linearity of the semi-conductor strain gauges is poor. The equation for the fractional
change in resistance is :
LR/R=As+B E- 4 where A and Bare constants.
This gauge is rather non-linear at comparatively high strain levels. The gauge factor varies
with strain. For example if the gauge factor is 130 at 0·2 per cent h!rain, then it is 112 at 0·4 per
cent strain. The characteristics can be made linear by proper doping.
(iii) Semi-conductor strain gagues are more expensive and difficult to attach to the object

ander study.
25'21. Resistance Thermometers
The resistance of a conductor changes when its
utilized for measurement of temperature.

temp~rature

is changed. This property is

The variation of resistance R with temperature T can be repre8ented by the following relationship for most of the metals as :
·

+......

R = R9(1 +ix1T+rt2T 2
tr.<.T"+ ... )
...(ZS'32)
where
. Ro~'resi~tance at temperature T=O and ixi, rt2, ix3 ... ((11 are constants.
The resistance thermometer uses the change in electrical resistance of conductor to determine
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lilc temperature. The requirements of a conductor material to be used in these thermometers
::re :

(i) the change in resistance of material per unit change in temperature should be as large as

possible.
a.nd (ii) \he resistance of the materials should have a continuous and stable relatiom:hip with
temperature.
The characteristics of- various materials used for resistance thermom~tcrs. are plotted in
Fig. 25 20.
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600°i< 800°1< 1000°K

Temperature___,,.
Fic·. )5'20. Characteristics of materials used for
resistance thermometers.

fig. 25'21. In\]ustrial platinum resistance
thermometer

Metals commonly used for resistance thermometers are listed in Table 25·5 along with their
o<tlient properties.
TABLE 25'5
Metals Used for Resistance Thermometers
·-·--·-··--

--------------Resistance temperature co-efficient

Metal

.

Temperature range

·c

. 'C (per cml)

Min.

Melting point

'C

Max.
-

--~------~

Platinum

039

-260

1!00

1773

C«: per

0·39

0

180

I083

>Jickcl

0 62

-220

300

14~5

045

-·· 200

!000

3370

Tung;tcn

I

~

~
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Platinum, nickel anJ copper are the most commonly used
metiils' to measure temperature.
0
The value ofctt for platinum between 0--!00'C is about 0'004/ C. In fact the resistivity of platinum
tends to increa;e less rapidly at higher temperatures than for other n;etals, and therefore it is most
commonly used material for resistance
thermometers. Platinum i'.j commercially available in pure form and has a
stability over a high range of tempera·
ture as shown in Table 25·5,
An examination of the resis~
tance versus temperatur~ curves of Fig.
25'22 show that the curves are· nearly
linear. In fact, when only short temperature spans are considered, the
linearity is cyea · tr.ore evident. This
fact is employed to develop approxi •
mate analytical equations of res:stance
versus temperature of a particular metal.
25' ll' L Un tar Approximation.
A linear approximation means th~t we
m1y develop an equation for a straight
line which approximates the resistance
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100 110 120
versus temperature curve over a
0
specified span. Fig 25'22 shows a
Temperature , c
curve for variation or resislaiice with_
temperature 0. .
________ --"·
FL'.. 25-22. A strai 0 ht Jin< representing an approxi.nate
Hence a straight line has been
1cla1ionship het\\ccn rcllistance Rand temperature e.
drawn between the pt1ints of lhe curve which represent temperatures ~1 and f2 as shown, with Oo
representi11g ti)e midpoint k1nperalure. The equation of this strnigl1t line is the linear approximation
to the curve over the span 01 to 0:. The equation of the straight line wr.ittcn as :
...(25'33)
Ru c~Ro (J-lat1 ,60) with 01 <0o<0 2.
II

ti

where

Ro"' approximate r<'sislancc at temperature 0°!1 ;

Ro =3pproximale re,,i1titnce at temperature 00°; n
0

!',0=~'--0o'~change

in temperature; 'C,
ao0 ° rcsistance temperature co·cfficient at temperature Bn°; 'C.
00

The reason for using

•

11

~0 as

the fractional slope of the resistance• te;nperature

CUf\Ve

is that this

same constant can be used for conductors having of the same material with different dimensions. The
value of ~a0 can be Coui1d from the value of resistance and temper. ature as shown in Fig. 25'22.
In general :
... (25'34)

Example 2:;J f. I ind tl:c linear approximation for resistance b etwcen 30'C to 60'C using the
resistancc·tcmpciattirc curve given in Fig. 25'22.

Solution.

We have:

fl1°~30'C

_U 1 --j-ll" __ 30-\60

Oo-

2

and B2 =60°C.
,

-- - -f-- =45 0 C.

I
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From Fig. 25'221 we have :
Resistance at 30°C, Re1=4'8 .Q, {lesUance at 45°C, Ro
and

Resistance at 60°C,

0

:-- 5·5

S:l.

Ra 2=6'2 .Q,

.
l Re2-R01 . 1 6'2-4 8 .
"
From Eqn. 25 34, rxe =-L X - · - - =-. X - ··· - = 0 0085 D./D.- C
o R9 0 02-01 5 5 60-30

Hence the linear approximation is : R =5'5[1 +0·0085 (0-45)]
9

where 0 is the unknown temperature in· °C.
. 25'21'2. Quadratic Approximati?n, A quadr~tic approximation tot.he resistan.cttemperature
curve is a more accurate rcpresentat1on·'of-tbe res1stance-lemperature curve over, a ltrn1ted range of
temperature. The quadratic;approximation relaifohsnip-includes both a linear term as in ·Eqn . ·25"33
and in addition has a term which varies as the square of the temperature. Tbis approximation is
written as :
... (25'35)

ai =lillcar fractional change in resistance ; fl/fl- °C,
=quadratic fractional change in resistance; 0/0-(°C)2.
Values of a1 and az are found from tables or from graphs as indiGaled jn ex.ample given belo\v
by ming values of resistance and temperature at three different points. _ Two equations are formed
and values of cx1 and «2 can be found from these equations.
ancl

ix 2

.

'

Ex.ample 2s·n. Use !he values _of r~sistancc i·~rsus temperature given in 1'the ·table below to
find the hnear and quadratic approxtmahons of resistance between 10u°C arid ·130°c about a mean
temoerature of It 5°C.
·
.

Temperature °C
Resistance .n

90
562'66

f

11~0

95
568'03

105

~ 73'40

/ 110

578'77

.

5s4· 13

115

12
I

II ss9·48

59

Solution.
l Linear Approximation 01 = 100°C, 82 = 130'C and ~o = 115°~. ·
Resistance at 1oo·c, Re =573'40 n : -Resistance at 11s·c, RJ ==1L0'89 n .

0

1

Resistance at 130°C, R02 =605'52
From Eqn. 25'34,
- I

ci 1

-Te0 x

n.

R~2-R01_ 1

(605 ..5~1-.573'40) .
'
02-.01 -5s9·~sx · (130
~ o,oqtsl

-+roof-

. •

n/n- c.

.:: The linear approximation is Rw489'48[l +o 0018(0-11·5)]
2

Quadratic Approximation_

The resistance at any temperature o. is gfyen/b_~J~~ 12,\P?
RA = Roo[ l +0:16 0+~2(4.0)2'

._,
\
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We can find the ·quadratic terms in Eqn. 25'35 by forming two equations using two points about
115°C.
Theretore, Re=589.48 n, Oo l IS'C.

~

I
)

an-'.

Now using Ioo•c and 130°C as the two points, we get two equations :
573'40=589'48[1 +0:1(100-115)+e>:2(100- I l5) 2]
605' 52= 589'48[ l +e>:1030- ll 5)toc2(130- l 15)2]
Solving the above equations we get :
o: 1=1'59xl0-3Q/!l-'C and e>:2=15'098Xlv- 6 !l/!l-('C;2.
Henr\ Re• 589' 48[1+1' 59 x 10-3(0-115).:..15'09x10-"(0-115 12].

Example 25'1.l. (a) A Platinum resistance thermometer has a resistance of 100 fl at 25°C.
i:;ind its resistance at 6S°C. The resistance temperature co-efficient of Platinum is 0'0039 ~ fl/fl- 'C.
· (b) If the the1mometer bas a resistance of 150 n, calculate the value of the temperature ..
Solution. (a) Using the linear approximatio·n, the value of resistance at any temperature is :
R9=R0o[l +o:eot.0]
:. Resistance at 65'C. R65=lUOllt0'00392(65-25)]=115'68 fl>
(b) Suppose u,is the un~~oy;nJtempe~ature.
:.
150= loorl+o·oo392(0,U2s)J or B= 1s2·55 n.
, Example 25' ~4. A 10 9'. c,opper resis~or at,2,U"C is to be used to indi~ate the temperature of
bearings of a machine. What resistance should not'be exceeded if the maximum bearing temperature is
not to exceed 150"(\;. The resistance temperature co·efficient.ofcopper is 0 00393 !l/fl-'C at 20'C.
. l:iolution. lihe value of.the resistance· in case the temperature is not to exceed 150'C can be
calcubted as under'~\
.
.
·
·. R150= 10[1t0'00393(150-20)]=15' l 1 fl.
Exa111p1e:2s·1s. A temper11fore alarm unit with a time constant of 120 s is subjected to a
sudden rise 9f t'~_mperatureol~(f~1be7ause.?f_a fire. If an increase o~ 30'C is required to actuate
ctheca.larmJ whatw1)1 be th~ de!a'y in s1gnallmg·the sudden temper'lture mcrease.
. So_Iulioil: .1·Assu~e /t.h9' thermometer. o~ to be first order system, the variation of indicated
temperature 0Jo altep mP;~!jf)cemper~tur~0()/8 g1v~ ~}{oq)ll· 24'37.
~eo,1~1L)_: o~ 3p=50\i1l...;.,e
·

1

:. 1-:-110 second.
·4tnae the alarm will be dela'yed by
25'22.

11!hecond

Tb~rmistors

Thermistors is 11 contraction Qf term ""(hermal Resistors". They are essentially semi-conductors
which behave as resistors with a bigh'hegative temperature co-efficient of resistance. In some cases
the_resistance of a thermistor at room temperature may decrease as much as 5 per cent for each I°C
rise in temperature. This high sensitivity to temperature ch11oges make the thermistors extremely useful
for precision temperature measurements, control and colllpensation. Thermistors are widely used in
such applications especially in the temperature range of -60'C to +I 5'C. The resistance of thermis·
tors ranges from 0·5 fl to 0·75 Mfl.
25'22"1. Construction; Thermistors are composed of sintered mixture of metallic oxides such
as manganese, nickel. cobalt, copper, iron and uranium, They are available in variety of sizes and
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sh~pes The thermistors may be in the form of beads, rods or discs. Commercial forms are shown
in Pig. 25 23. . .
.
A thermistor in the form of a bead is smallest in size and the bead may have a diameter of
Oo: 5 mm fo 1·25 mm. Beat'.s may be sealed in the tips of solid gla~s rod; to form probes which may
be cas:cr to mount than the beads. Glass probes have a diameter of about 2·5 mm and a length which
varies from 6 mm t,J SJ mm. Discs are made by pressing materi~tl under high pressu1c into cylindrical
!ht shapes with diameters ran~ing from 2·5 mm to 25 mm. ·
25 2 L!. Hcsistancc Temperature Characteristics of J hHmistors. The mathematical expression
for the relatiomhip between tlv~ resistance of a thermistor and absolute temperature of ttermistor is

·'°"
8()
Cl.

~

!.':oc)-;

j\

, ·_: ~'-.·:! ;::r:Ot~

./

...

'

;,=~~·-~-"~-~'.::\·'i:\~_:..
o)

n~·

.

dlROO
fig. 25'23. Thermistors.

R·r]=RT2exp.

[~(i;-f; )]

where

fi2. 25'24. Resistaucc-iempe;aturc characteristics of a typi" 01
thermistor and platinum.

. . (25'36)

RT 1 =resistance 0f the thermistor at absolute temperature T1 ;· K,
R,· 2=rcsistancc of the thermistor at absolute t~mperature T2 ; K,
and
~=a constant depending upon the material of thermistor, typically 3500 to 4500 K.
1 be resistance temperature characteristics of a typical thermistor are given in Fig. 25'24. The
resistance temperature characteristics of Fig. 25'24 sbow that a thermistor has a very high negative
temperature co-eflkient of resistance, making it an ideal temperature transducer.
Fig. 25·24 also shows the resistance·kmperature qMracteristici of platinum which is a
commonly used material for resistance thermometers. Let us compare the cbarncteristi:s of the two
materials. Between - IOO'C and 4C0°C, the thermistor changes its resistivity from '0- 7 to J'O n cm,
. a factor of 107, wbile platinum changes its resistivity by a factor of about JO within the same temperature range. This explains the high sensitivity of thermistors for rnea>urerncnt of temperature.
The. characteristics of thermistors are no doubt non· linear but a linear approximation of the
resistance·temperature curve can be obtair.ed over a sn1nll rarge rf tempnaturfs. Thus for a limited
range of temperature, the resistance of a thermi5tor varies as giwn by Eqo. 15'33.

Ro= Roo[I +aooLiO)
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A thermistor exhibits a negative resistance temperature co-efficient ,which is typically
0'05 0/0.- °C.
In place of linear approximation, an approximate logarithmic relationship may be usd for

resistance-temperature relationship for a thermistor.
The relationship is : RT=aRo ebfT

... (25 37)

where Re=rcsistancc at ice point; 0., Ro=resistance at temperature T; K, and a, b arc constants.
25'22'3. Applications of Thermistors. The applications of thermistors are:
(i) The major application of thermistors is in· the field of measurement of temperature.
The thermistor's large change of resistance with temperature provides good accuracy and resolution.

A typical thermistor with a resistance of 200 0 at 25°C and a resistance temperature co·
efficient of 0'039 0./0 -°C shows a resistance change of 78 0./°C.
Thermistors can also be used for :
(iO Temperature compensation in complex electronic equipment, magnetic amplifier; and
ins!rumentation equipment. This is because ·thermistors possess a negative resistance temperature
coeflldent and therefore they can be used as compensators in electrical circuits, as in operation of
computer ci~cuits which are aff~cted b): temperature changes. An increased stability is obtained by
using thenmstors as compensatmg devices
(iii) Measurement of power at high frequencies. (iv) Measurem'ent of thermal conductivitv
'.
(v) Measurement of level, flow and pressure of liquids.
( l'i) Measurement of composition of gases.
(viil Vacuum measuremems.
(vii) Providing time delay.
Example 25' 16. ;\ thermistor has a resistance temperature co-efficient of - 5% over a
temperature range of 25'C to 50\_. If the resistance of the thermistor is 100 0. at 2S°C, what is the
resistance at 35°C.
Solution. Resistance at a temperature of 35'C is :
R3s=I00 (l-0'05(35-25)]=50'0.
Example 2s·if, A thermistor has a resistance of 3980 0. at the ice point (O'C) and 7)4 n at
. .
. h'1p 1s
. given
. bY RT=a Ro eb/T
re Iat10ns
50 'C. Tlie rcs1stunce-te111peraturc
Calculate the covstants a and b.
Calculate the range of resistance to be measured in case the temperature varies from
40'C to 100°c..
Solution. The resistance at ice point Ro=3980 U.
Absolute temperature at ice poiut=273 K.
273
3980=ax3980xif273 or l=a

i1

... (i)

Resistance at 50°C is RT=794 0..
Absolute temperature corresponding to 50'C is T=273+50'=323 K.
Hence,
794=aX3980 eb/ 323 =3980 a 32 3

i/

a=30 X 10-6

Solving (i) and (ii), we have
and b =2845.
Absolute temperature at 40°C=273t40 =313 K
Resistance at 40'C=30x10- 6 x 3980 x e 28451313 = 1060 n.

".(ii)
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Absolute temperature at 100"C=273+ 100=373 K
Resistance at 1CO'C=30X10-6 x 3980 e2845/JiJ =245 0.
Thus the range of resistance is 1060 n to 245 0.

Example 25"18. An automa·ic temperature control arrangement for an electric oven is
sh0wn in Fig. 2s·2s. Tbe thermistor has a resistance of 2000 n at 70'C. A potentiometer is used
for obtaining balance conditions. The temperature of oven changes and therefore the rheostat has
to be set at ! SOO'C to obtain balanced conditions. Using the linear approximation for the resistauce
temperature curve obtain the change in the value of resistance. The resistance temperature coefficient ca11 be assumed as -0"05 0/0 -'°C.
Solution. Using linear approximation (Eqn. 25'33), we have :
1800=2000[1-0'05 (0-70)] or 0=72°C.
F,xample 25 19. A.thermistor has a resistance of l 0 kO at 2§'c. The resistance temperature
co·efficirnt is -o·os 0/0-'C. A Wien's bridge oscillator .use& two identical thermis!ors in the
frequency determining part of the bridge. The value of capacitance used in the bridge is 500 pF.

'

.J,;R
Variable
rheostat

Heater

I

,- -

I

• - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - :... - - - _I

,.
I

l
I

Thermistor

I
I

.__

--

.,. --- -------- ~· -o~:O 7

I

,. - - - "'

·V
Fig. 25"25. Temperature control system using thermistors.

Calculate the value of frequency of oscillations for (I) 20°C, (ii) 25°C and (iii) 30°C. The frequency
of oscillations is f = 1/2rr;RC Hz where R and Care resistance and capacitance respectively.
·
Solution. (i)

Resistance of thermistor at 20'C= 10,000[1 -0'05(20-25)] = 12,500 fl.

:. Frequency of oscillations f

rr; RC - rr; x 12500 ; 500 x 10_12 Hz. ~25"46 kHz.
2
2
1

(ii) Resistance of thermistor at 25'C=l0,000 0

J

Frequency of oscillations= rr; x x
x
x _ Hz=31 '83 kHz.
2 10 10 500 10 12
(iii) Resistance of thermistor at30°C= 10,000[ l-0'05(30-25)]=7500

• • Frequency of oscillations= rr; x7500 x\oo x 10
2

12

n.

Hz=42'44 ·kHz.
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Hence the variation of the frequency of the oscillator is from 25 kHz to 42 kHz
'
approximately.
''!S 23. Variable Inductance Type Transducers

The variable in:luctance type of transducers work, generally. uoon one of the followirw three
principles :
and

(i) Variation of self-inductance, (ii) Variation of mutual inductance.
(iii) Production of eddy current.

25'24. lndnctive Transducers Working 011 Principle of Varintion of Self Iuductanc(l_:

and

The self inductance of a coil L=N 2/R henry.
whern N=number of turns, and R=reluctance of the magnetic circuit
The reluctance of the magnetic circuit is R:_//µA.
..
Inductance L=N 2 µ(A/l)=N 2 µG
where
·µ-effective vcrmeability of the medium in and a1(ound the coii,
G=A//= geometric for n factor, A =area of cross-section of magnetic path ; m2,
1=length of magnetic path ; m

... (25'38)

Inductive transducers are mainly used for measurement of displacement. The displacement
to be measured is arranged to cause variation of any of three variables in Eqn. 25'38 and thus alter
the self-inductance L by /::,L.
The variation in. induciance may be caused by change in number of turns, variation in
peometric configuration or by change in permeability of magnetic material or magnetic circuit.

Let us consider the case of a general inductive transducer. The inductive transducer has
When a current i is passed through it, the flux is ©=Ni/R.

N turns and a reluctance R.

Differentiating the expression for © with respect to time, we get,
dr:f> N di Ni dR
dt :=R di- R2 di
In practice we can generally

arrang~

... (25'39)

that one term of the right hand side in the expression

for dr:f>/dt predominates over the other. For example, if the current varies very rapidly, perhaps a

million times per second, the first term on right hand side of Eqn. 25'39 becomes very large as
compared with the second term. The relationship thus reduces to :
dr:f> N di
(f( = it di
... (25'40)
df!J
Emf induced e=N dt

Also self·induc·!ance

ft

NS d'

=R

e

L=- di/dt

... (25'41).
2

N
=R

... (25'42)

The output from an inductive transducer can be had in the form of either a change in voltage
or a change in inductance. ·
~5'24' 1.

.·Transducers workin~ on principle of clil~ge se.lf·lnductance with 1111mber of tums.
The output may be caused by change m number of turns. Fig. 25 26 ~hows the transducers used for
measurement of linear and angular displacements respectively. Fig, 25'26 (a) shows an air cored
coil for measurement of linear displacement while Fi~. 25'26 (b) an iron cored c()il used for measuri;'
ment of angular displacement. ·
·
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The output if it is in the form of inductance is :
L 'l Nz, ·t (dispiacement) 2 in case the windings are uniformly wound.
2, ·24·2. Transducers working 011 tile principle of change in self"i.nductance with change in
geometric CQufiguration. Figs. 25 27 (ix) and (b) show inductive transduc~rs which arc med for
me 1suremen.t or linear and angular displacements respectively and which work on the principle of
variation of induc!anc! with geometric C)nfiguration (i.e., Variation of G=Af/). It should be noted
th:it 'd' is toe displacement.
Wlpe1

tnu1 core

Fig. 25·26. Inductive transducer whereill self-inductance is changed on account of cban5e of number of turns.
Fig. 25'27 (a) shows an air cored coil divided into two parts. ·. The displacement 'd' causes
the movement of one part of the coil with respect to the ot~er changing the geometric configuration

of the coil which results in change in self-inductance of the coll.
·
Fig, 25 27 (b) shows an arrangement where there are two parts of the coi! mounted on
iron cores One part is stationary while the other ·is mova~Ie. I.ht: angular displacement to be
measureJ changes the position of the movable part of the coil. This changes 1he self-inductance
of the coil.
Iron
cor~

Movable
coi\-+-"T

Output

Fixed~~~=:bL'__).'._lJ
CQil

w

w

Fig 25'27: Inductive transducers for uieasurement of displacement u~ing the effeet of chauge of geometric
confl&uration for ~bange in self-inductance.

2s·z4 ·3. Tralisducers working on the principle of change in self· inductance wiHt change in
permeability. Au inductive transducer which works on the principle of variation of penueability to
cause change of self inductance is shown in Fig. 25'28. The iron core -is surrounded by a winding.
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DISPLACEMENT

t'ig. 2s·28. Inductive transducer for measurement of.displacem~o.t using tho efl'ect or
change of inductanoo duo to cb&D81 ID permeabtbly.
·.

If the iron core is inside the winding its inductance is high but when the iron core is moved out of

the winding, the permeability of the flux path decreases resulting in r~duction· of self-inductance of
the coil. This transducer can conve·
·
.
·
niently be used for measurement of
displacement.
.loisplacement
25'24'4. Variable Reluctance
Type Transducers The variable reluctance type of transducers may be
considered as forerunners of the mo·
dern Linear Variable. Differential air gap
Transformer (L.V.D.T) ·which is
explained in Art. 25'28. A variable
Core
reluctance type of transducer consists
(fer ro-magnetlc)
of a coil which is wound on a ferro·
magnetic core. The displacement,
which is the measurand, is applied
to a ferromagnetic target as showa in
Fig. 25'29. The target does not make
Ovtpu1
a physical contact with .a core on
w'.1ich the coil is mounted. The core
Fi1,. 25'29; Variable reluctance type tiansducer.
and the target are separated by an
air gap.
The inductance of the coil depends upon the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. The self.
N2
inductance of the coil is given by : L
Rd-2Ru
· R1 =reluctance of iron parts, and Ru=reluctance of air gap.·
where
The reluctance of iron parts is. negligible as compared \with reluctance of air parts.

_l_I. .___________,
f .

.

L=_!f_

Ru
Reluctance of air part of magnetic circuit

.

>

where

la =leugth of air gap,
and ,4.=air of flux path through air.
:. Ro ()( /gas µo and A, are constant
Hence
Lr:t. l{lu
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Therefore self.inductance of the coil is inversely proportional to the length of air gap. When
1be target is ne:<r to the core, the length of the air gap is small and so the self-ipductance of the
r:oi! is larg~. while whim the targ;;t is away from the core, the len~lh of air gap is large and hence
n:luctan~c \s larg~r resultio,g in sm11il values of self-i•1ducta11ce. Therefore, we conclude that t11e
.inductance of the coil is a function of the distt.nce of the taiget from the core i.e. length of the air
gap. Since it is the displacement which is chaoging the length of air gap, !he self-inductance is a
ftwqiou of ihe (foplac~rnent. It should be clear that tbe self inductance of the coil is a non-linear
f1mctlcm of the dispiacemnt. · The self-induclancc of the coil can be measured with the help of any
inductance hiidges as explained in chapter 16.
:l:~'J.4 5. Diiieten!i'1! 011tpot. Normally the change in self·inductance ;\[, for inductive
Wm5,kcers wol'idng: on the principle of change of self-inductance b,D (or tc.M, which is the change in
muitnl lndnriaoce for trnnsducern working on the principle of cbauge of mutual indu\'tance M) is
~'\equate for defection for subsequtn< stages of instrumentation system. However, if the succeeding
stag•cB of instnrn1Mtatiou rcspt'ln:l t0 !',,.l or:\ M, ra!her than to L+ h.L or M+ 6M, the sensitivity
~nd *~curacy wW. be much higher. The transducern can lie designed to provide two outputs one of
wllieli ;, an increa;;<~ of ii1ductano::~ \self (If mut1iae 11nd the other is a decrease in inductance. The
,i\lcce~ding srnges of it1strnmentation system measure the diffaence between these outputs.
This is
k;:io NU a.s rhe 1mr~rrnti1?! output. The advBntagcs of differential output are :
(i) The sensitivity and a;;x;uracy are inrreased. (ii) The 011tput is less effected by external
magnetic tie!ds.
(iii) The effective variatio1n due to temperature changes are reduced.
(ii') The effects of change ln supply W)ltage and frequency are reduced.
The differentia1 aunngernent consists of a coil which is divided into two parts (inductive
transducers using self.inductance &s a variable use one coil while those using mutual inductance as
v~iiabk i.i~c rnultipl1' coils).
ln re:iponse :o a physic~!_ iignal, which is normally a displa~ement, the mductance of one pa'.t
in<;rcasc8 fulm 1 t::i . t,+ 6J., wh1k !hat of the other pau decreases from L to L- 6L. The \;i... ,nge is
meas~1r;;d a'; the ?ifi~r~nce of Hie two r~s~1l~ng in an output of 26.L instead /::,.L when only a single
windmg JS used. fhrn mcreases the sens1t1v1ty 11nd also eliminates errors.

, In1ucliv~ trans~~cers ~siug change of number of turns to cause cbana'I in self·inductance ~re
shown rn Fig. 25 JO: l·1~. 25 30 (.~) Shows arrangement of measurement of li11 · ~ displacement which
us(;s att ~!!' corr;d coll while ~rrangement of Fig. 25'30 (b) ls used foi: meesurem,;nt of angulu displ!!r-e·
meut 11smg a~ non cored coll.

(b)

(a)
tli;t,

-

l.5"3 ). JnductlvG !l111!W11cetB ~iv!Dl! diff;:re.n!!al o;tpul working on 1he priadc' .. 01. foangc

uf self-induc!~t< wltl! cl!a!l!IO ~· lllllllbtr of U!l'M.

dg. :].5'31 shows )lfi iucha:UinCC tr.a1mluoor whid1 works on the pri.ncip}e 0.1 tilange of self·
induct<mcc of two coils with change in :re/'l'\'81100 of the path of t~e magnet1e cucu1t. The tars,et a•
wc1I ~ the \){lt\ls on which the coil' ~~ mounted are 1'.11ftOO up of m>iJ. ·

··~
iii

.

,__
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25'25.

I~d11ctlve

Tr1111sd11cers Working Oil Principle of Vnriation of Mutual ind!lctimce '

Inductive transducers working on Lhe principle of variation of mutual inductance use muiti"
pie coils.
·
The mulllal inductance between the coils c'ln be varied by variation of self~inductarwes or tlw
co-efficient of coupling. However, the mutual inductance can be c(lnverted into a self-inductaru:e by
F ixt<d coi\

o-er-c..... _p ,
·--------

Fig. 2''31. Inductive tr~nsducer giving a differential output.
The output is cbsnee of self·induciance due 10
cl!ange or reluctance.

Fig, 25'32 . .Inductive tr"nsducer w01ki~g on prifi·
tiple of variation of mutual induciance with
. angular displacemeLt.

connecting the coJls in series. The self-inductance of such an arrangement varies between
L1+Lt:...2M to Li+La+2M Fig. 25'32 shows one such ~1Jallgemnet. There ·are two air
cored coils. One coil is fixed and the other is ;made to rotate by the input aogular displacement.
The stlf-inductance of the coils is constant but the .mutual inductance betwe.en the two coils varies 011
account of variation of angle 8. The co-efficient of coupling is proportional to cos 0, Wqeu the· t\X@:

forget
jronl

---

Output

L1+L.i:t2M

Oisplocem~nt

c
'-2
O_
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of the two coils, coincide, the mutual inductance is maximum. The mutual inductance between the
coils at angle 0 is : M, = M cos 0, where M =maximum value of mutual inductance ; H.
The inductance between terminals A and B will vary between L1+Li-2M to L1tL2+2M. As
is clear from above, the mutual inductance between the two coils changes on account of ·Change in
geometric configuration.
Fig. 25'33 shows another arrangement. This arrangement uses two stationary iron cored coils.
The linear displacement to be measured is applied to an iron target which chanres the length of air
gap, which in turn results in change of
flux linking the coils causing a change
in mutual inductance between · the two
coils. Here the change in mutual in.
ductance is on account of change in
01splocem.ent
permeability.
A differential arrangement
using two air cored coils is shown in
Fig. 25'34. There is a fixed coil and a
movable coil. The fixed coil is divided
into two parts. The movement of the
movable coil increases the mutual induCtance of one part by 6.M and decreases
that of the other part by 6 M.
Both air and iron cored coils
have advantages as well as disadvantages.

Movable·

coil

Fig. 25'34. Mutual inductive transducer using a differcntia;
arrangement for measurement of linear displacement.

The following p.oints should be considered while selecting inductive transducers using air or
iron cored coils :
(i) Air cored transducers can be used' at much higher carrier frequencies. Therefore they art
extremely useful for dynamic measurements at high frequencies.

,

(ii) Iron cored transducers are less likely to cause a stray external magnetic field and also,
they, themselves are less affected by external magnetic fields than air cored coils.
(iii) The major .disadvantage of iron cored transducers is that they do not exhibit linear
characteristics as the value of inductance deoends upon the value of the current passing through
their coils.
(iv) Iron cored transducers suffer from another disadvantage on account of core losses when
subjected to alternating magnetization. Since the hystetesis losses are proportional to frequency and
the eddy current losses are proportional to square of the frequency, the iron cored transducers cannot
be used at high frequencies. The frequency of supply voltage should not exceed 20 kHz for iron
cored transducers to keep the core losses to acceptable values. The dynamic changes to be measured
should not have a frequency exceeding 2 kHz (The carrier freqqency is usually J01times the signal
frequency). The supply voltage is also limited to 15 V in order to keep. down the cote 'losses.
In practice most of the iron-cored transducers are· of variable reluctance type, where the
effective permeability is essentially determined by air gaps in the magnetic circuit.
25'2 6. Inductive Transdu£ers Working 011 the Principle of Production of Eddy Currents

.
T~ese inducti.ve transducers work on the principle th~t if a conducting plate is placed near a
coil carrymg alternatmg c~rre~t, eddy currents are produced m the conducting plate. The conducting
plate acts as a short cucmted secondary of a transformer. 1he eddy currents flowing in the plate
produce a magnetic field of their own wb.icb acts against tbe magnetic tleld produced by the coil. This

.)C.

!'
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results in 1eduction of llux and thus the inductance of the coil is reduced. The nearer is the plate to
the coil, the higher are the eddy currents and thus higher is the reductiou in the inductance of the
coil. Thus the inductance of the coil alters with variation of distance between the plate and the coil.

l

•

A number of arrangements are pqssible. The plate may be at right angle to the axis of the
coil as shown in Fig. 25"35 (a). The displacement of the plate causes a change in tbc inductance of

'

~ ~~cement

l

vvn

Sleeve ·

Coil

l fcon,ducting

oo

ooo·Joooo

-

000000 00000

-

plate

·-·--~

-

-

Displace·

o o oooooO~o
o o 6000~ ncroo

(a)

merit ·

(b)

Fig. 25'3S. Inductive transdueers working on the principle at production of eddy cutrents.

the coil. Fig. 25'35 (b) shows an arrangement wherein a conducting sleeve runs in parallel and
co-axially over a coil. If the short circuited sleeve is away from the coil, the inductance of the coil
.s high while if the sleeve is covering the coil, its inductance is low. The change in inductance is a
'measure of displacement.
Fig. 25'36 shows the resume of various types of inductive transducers used for instrmµentation
purposes.
·
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Example 25' 19. [n a variable reluctance type proximity inductive transducer the coil
has an inductance of 21100 1•H when the target made of ferromagnetic material is l mm
away from. tl)e core. Calculate the value of inductance when a· displacement of 0'02 mm is
applied to the-.target it1 a direction moving it towards the core. Show that the change in :nductance
is linearly proportional to the displacement. Neglect the reluctance of the iron parts.
Solution. Inductance with gap length of I mm is L= 2000 µH.
Length of air gap when a displacement of o·os mm is applied to the target
= 1·00-0·02=0'98 mm.

Now inductance is inversely proportional to the length air gap.
Inductance with gap length of 0'98 mm= L+ Ll.L-2000 X

0 ~98 H=2040 µH,

Change in inductance Ll.L=2040-2COO =40 µH.
Ratio t'-_£~"_10_ =0·02
L

2000

and Ratio -._disp!acemen..!__ = 0:02 =0'0 2
normal gap length I 00
·

The two ratios are equal and hence the change in inductance is linearly proportional to the
displacement. This, however, is true of only very small displacements.

25'2:7, Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT)
The most widely used inductive transducer ~o translate the linear motion into electrical signal
is the linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). The basic construction of the LVDT h given
in Fig 25'37. The transformer consists of a single. primary winding P1 and two secondary windings
s~condary

P,rimory

Winding St

Winding P1

Secondary

Winding Sz

_/_.£1-_

~'.L..;.".,LJ~l...L~.£.£..~~~.L....<...L-'C-<-~

Arm

Formei
• .

Soll iron core

Olsi>locement

· Fig. 25'37. Linear va!iable differential transformer (LVDT).

S1 and S2 wound on a cylindrical former. The secondary windings have equal number of turns and

are identically placed on either side of the primary windings. The primary winding is connected to an
alternating current source. A movable soft iron pore is placed 'inside the former. Tho displacement
to be measured is applied to an arm attached to the. soft iron core. In practice the core is made of
nickel iron alloy which is slotted longitudinally to reduce eddy c.urrent losses. When. the core is in its
normal (NULL) position equal voltages are induood i11 two secondary windings. The.frequency of a.c.
applied to primary windings may be between SO Hz to 20 kHz.
The output voltage of secondary, 81,
is 1!11 and that of secondary, S2, is E12. Iu order to
1
convert the outputs f1om s, and S2 into a siogle voltage. signal, the two s~ondaries Si.and S2 ar~

.
\
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connected ln series opposition as
shown in Fig. 25·3g (b). Thus the
output voltage of th,e tPansducer
is the difference of the two volt·
ages.
Differential outpltt voltage

w!;; ~;1';!:e ·;~(2:1 si~~

y-&, PtlMary

~wlndin~~

~A~rm~C:=~!:=:J
___,,.,_
Core
I
Oisp1acefl'lent

·

-....

"'"' I

Core

~ seco~~::~acemen1 ~L.. ~

~

~.' J

r---

normal (NULL) position, the flux
t_
winci1n9s
• ., .
Jinking with both the secondary
Output
Outt>ul
1
Odforenlial 01Jlpu1
windings is equal and hence equaI
Esi
e522
Esi· Ea1
emfs are induced in til.em. Thus
(tt)
at null position E11 =Es2. Since
the output voltage of the translig: 25'38. Circuits of an LVDT.
ducer is the differeuce of the two
voltages, the output voltage Eo is zero at null posltiOn.

Now if the core is moved to the left >f the NULL position, more flux links with winding
and'less with windi1,1g S2. Accordingly qutput voltage E•i. of the secondary'..yinding Si. is more
than E. 2, the output r,voltage of srcond11ry winding S2. The magnitude df output voltage is, thus
E11- Es2 and the output voltage is in phase with E11 i.e. the output voltaEe of seconda.ry winding s1'.
Similarly, if the core is moved to the right of the null po,sition, the Hux linking 1'\·ith winding s2
becomes. larger than that linking with ~inding S1. This results in £,2 becoming larger than £, 1, The
output voltage in this case is Eo= E.2-Es1 and is in phase with Es2 ie. the output voltage of secondary
winding S2.
·
·
The amount of voltage change in either secondary winding is proportional to tne amotlut of
movement of the core.. Hence, we have an indication of amount of linear motion. By noting which
output voltage is increasing or decreasing, we can determine the direction of motion. In other words
aDy phy>ical displacement of the core causes the V{lltage of one secondary winding to increase while
simultaneously reducing ths voltage in the other secondary winding. The difference of the two voltages
appears across the outputterminals of the transducer and gives a measure of the physical position of
core and hence th~ displacement.
As the core is moved in one direction from the null position, the-differential voltage i.e., the
difference of the two secondary voltages, will increase .while maintaining an in-phase relationship with
the voltage from the input source Jn the other
Output
direction from the null position, the differcn·
tial voltage will also increase, but will be 180°
voltag1>
out of phase with the voltage from the source.
Eo
By comparing the magnitude and phas.e of the
output (differential) voltage with that of the
source, the. amount and direction of the
movement of the core and :hence of displace,....,..__.::..:Linet!'. ____
ment may be determined.
range
/•
/
I
The amount of output voltage may
I
be measured to determine the displacement.
The output si nal may also he applied to a
, ,
Residual
recorder or to a controller that can restore
the moving system to its normal position.
....../_---"~-~.;,~;,,,,_''°'~'L--"'j--.,..,;~/~-YO~::(!+
The Olilput voltage of an LVDT is a
0
A nisplocem~nt
linear function of core displacement within a
limited range of motion, say, about 5 mm
Fig. 25'39. Variafion 0U1 11ut voltage with linear
fjom the null position. Fig. 25·39 shows the
disp\:icemenl for an LVDT.
variation of output voltage against displace·
S1

,._/(::Ou

•
I

a

J
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ment for various pos1t1oos of core. The curve is practically linear for small displacements (upto
abvut 5 mm as mentioned a':iove). Beyond this range of displacement, the curve starts to deviate from
a straight line.
Fig. 25 40 shows the core of a LVDT at three different positions.

In Fig. 25'40 (b), the core
is at() whicll is the central zero or a null position. Therefore E•1 =E•2 and hence the output Eo==O.

Core nl 0

Coro at 8

(Null position)

(a)

(c)

(bJ

Pig. 25'•0. l.VDT in various posilions.

When the core is movcJ to the left as in Fig. 25'40 (a) and is at A, E11 is more than E12 and therefore
Eo is +Ye. By c,111vc11ti·"n, this muvemcnt represents a positive value of Eo and therefore the phase
angle ~ .. O. Wh~n 1ht cor( j, movr,d to the right towards Bas shown in Fig. 25'40 (c), E.2 is greater
than £, 1 and hen t: f,1 i:, ncgathe. Therefore, th~ output voltage is 180' out of the phase with the
voltage which i> ob1uir11:J when the core i& moved to the left. Thus~= 180°. The characteristics are
linear up to 0- A 11nd 0--B but after that they become non-linear and flatten out as shown in
Fig. 25'39.
Ideally the output voltage at the null position should be equal to zero. However, in actual
practice there exi>t:' a small voltage at the null
position. This rnay be on account of presence of
Output
harmonics in rlie input supply voltage and also
voltage, E0
due to harmonics produced in the output voltage
on account of 11>t: iron rore. There may be either
an incomplete magnetic or electrical balance or
both which result in a finite output voltage at the
null position. Tbis finite residual voltage is
generally less lhan I~·~. of the maximum output
voltage in the linear. range. Other causes of
residual voltage are stray magnetic fields and
temperature effects. The residual voltage is shown
iu Fig, 25'4!. However, with improved tccboologiOutput at zero
cal methods and with the use of better a.c.
dtsplacement "'residual
sources, the 1Ysidual voltage can be reduced to
---voltagCil
0
almost a ncgligibk value.
Fig. 25'41. Enlargement of hatched portion of Fig. 25'39.

\
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25'2"/ L Arlrnutages 11f LVDTs. The advantages of a LVDT are:
I. l.i11cari1y. The output voltage of this transducer is practically linear for displacements
up to 5 mm. A iine:1rity 11f o·os>~ is available in commercial LVDTs.
2. ln/i11i1e re.«1!11tio11. The change in output voltage is stepless as there are no mechanical
clernentt: ln change the output vo!lagdn discrete steps. The effective resolution depends more on
test equipment than on the trnnsducer lt is possible to build a transducer with a resolution as fine as
l x 10·-3 mm.
3. High 0111pw. It gives a high output and therefore many a times there is no need for
intermediate amplilicc;Tion devices.
4. Jlir;h .\('tll'itility. T!te transducer possesses a high sensitivity as high as 40 V/mm.
5. 1"1'.~gdn<'ss. These trausducers can usually tolerate a hi~h de2ree of shock and vibration

I

""'

I
l

I
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without any adverse elf~cts. They are simple an I by
are stable and easy to align and maintain.

l

!

6

virtl'~

of being smill and tight in weight, they

Less friction. There are UI) sliding contacts and hence there is less friction and less

noise.

7. Low hysteresis. This transducer shows a low hysteresis and hence repeatability is
excellent under all conditions.
8. Low power consumption.

Most of the LVDTs consume a power of less than 1 W.

25 28'2. Disadvantages of LVDTs. I. Relatively large displacements are required for appreciable
differen•ial output.
2. They are sensitive to stray magnetic fields but shielding is possible. This is done by
providing magnetic shields with longitudinal slots.
3. Many a times, the transducer performance is atlected by vibrations.

4. The receiving instrument must be selected to operate on a.c. signals or a dcmcd11la!or
network must be used if a d.c. output is required.
5. The dynamic response is limited mechanically by the mass ,:C cb: Gore and ckctricully
by the frequency of applied voltage. The frequency of the carrier should be ut least ten iirnes !he
highest frequency component to be measured.

'

I

*

6. Temperature affects the performance of the transducer. But when remperature effects
are expe~ted to affect the performance, manganin wire may be used inm~ad of copp~r wire.
Unfortunately manganin has a high resistivity and therefore its use results in los~ ohensit1vity. The<
sensitivity with roanganin coils may be as low as 1/5 of that 1vith copper coils. Temperarnre also
causes phase shifting effects which may be minimized by using a capacitor across om~ ()f the
secondary windings.
25'27'3, Use of LVDTs. The uses uf LVDTs are numerous. Some of th1: major api>iications
of LVD Ts are listed below :
I. The LVDT can be used in al! applications where displacemer.t ranginl!, from fractions of
a mm to a few cm have to be measured. The LVDT acting as a primary tnr.<:duc.;; ,: ,,.,:ns the
displacement directly into an electrical output proportional to dispiacement. 'l his is a fundamental
conversion i.e. the mechanical variable (displacement ia this case) is directly converted into ;;11 analogous signal (voltage in this case) in one stage only, Ju contrast, the electrical stram gauge
requires the assi~tauc0 of some form of a mltcrial to act 'lS primary trausducer to C(JH\'Cri 1h1~
mechanical displacement into strain which in turn is converted into an ek('!r!cal signal by !b: st1' ·
gauge acting as a secondary transducer. Therefore two stages of signal wr:versiou are h•oh't<i 1u
strain gauge while there is only. Oile in case of LVDT when displacement is being measured.
2. Acting as a secondary transducer it can be used as a device to rnerisurc fore:. wd;!ht
and pressure etc. The force measurement can be done by using a load cell as tlH: primary tr,:n~ducer
while fluid pressure can be measured by using Bourdon tube which acts as primary lransduc;·r. The
force or the pressure is converted into a displacement which when applied Ll :rn LVDT ('·:Ltt :1; ts
as a secondary transducer) is converted into a voltage. In these apphcation> the high sc1r.i1ivit y of
LVDTs is a major attraction.
As e.xplained earlier, the LVDT is not suited for fast dynamic mea,urernent' on '1'\:ount of
mass of the core.
Example 25'20. fhe output voltage of a LVDT is l '5 Vat maximum displacenw::r. Ai: a
load of o·s Mil, the deviation from linearity is maximum and it is ±0'003 V from a ftrn«.Jht. line
through origin. Find the linearity at the given load.
Solution.

%age linearity=±

Ol~}- x 100= ~0'2%.
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EK!llllple 25'21. The output of an LVDT is connected to a 5 v VQ!lll)eter through no !Ullplifier
whose amplifit;ation factor is 250. An output of 2 mV appears across tlie terminals of LVDT when
the core moves through a distance of 0·5 mm. Calculate the sensitivity Of the LVDT and that of
the whole set.up. The milli-voltmeter sE_alc bas JOO !lhisions. The scale can be read to 1/5 ofa
division. Calculate the resolution of the ~strument in mm.
§oinli 00

:

'Sensitivity of LVDT=

0

~!Put voltage =
d1splacemeot

~! io-~ =4 x 10-s V/mm =4 mV/mm

o· 5

Sensitivity of instrument= amplification factor x sensitivity of LVDT
=4x10-ax250=1 V/mrn.=IOOOmV/mm.
I

scale divjsion=S/100 V=SO mV.

Miniµrnm voltage that can be read on the voltmeter=-}·xSO=l mV.
Resolution. of instrument= l x

l~OO

=Ix 10-3 mm.

E:xnmple 2s·22. A steel ca1.tilever is 0·25 m!i long, 20 mm wide and 4 mm thick. (a) Calculate
the value of deflection at the free end for the cantilever wben a force of 25 N is applied at this end.
The modulus of elasticity for steel is 200 GN/m2•
An LVDT with a sensitivity of 0·5 V/mm is used. The voltage is read on a JO V voltmeter
having 100 divisions. Two tenths of a division can be read with certainty. (b) Calculate the minimum
and maximum value of force that can be measured with this arrangement.
·
Solution :
(a)

Moment of area of cantilever l=

D0flection

FJS .

I

f2

bt 3 =

·

I

.

If X (0 02) x (0'004)3 =0'I07 x 10-0 m'..

25 X(0'2$)3

x= 3E1-=-Txzooxio9 xo·IO?xl0_ 9-=6'0llx io-a m=6'08 mm.
x 6'08

.

F =zs=O 2432 mm/N.

(b) Deflection per unit force

Overall sensitivity of measurement system

=0'2432 mNm

.

I S(;ale

xo·s ~=0·1216
V/N.
mm

division=1.~o ~~o· 1 V.

Since two· tenths of a scale division can be read with

certainty, resolution= ; Xo· 1=0'02 V.
1

Minimum force that can b<J

measured=-0 .~~26 =0'1645 N.

Maximum force that can be measured= __19 -=82'2 N
0·1216
25'.18. !lotmry Variable Differential Tran~former (RVDT). A variation of linear variable
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differential transformer (LVDT)
may be used to sense angular
displacement. This is ·the
Rotary Variable Dilferenlial
Transformer (RVDT). The
circuit of a RVDT is shown
in Fig. 25'42. It is similar to
the LVDT except that its core
i~ cam shaped a;1d may be
rotated between the windings
by means of a >haft.

Pi.;. 25'42. Rotary varial]le differentiul transformer (RVIYP.

The operation of a RVDT is similar to that of au LVDT. At the 111111 posit1on of the core, the
output voltage of secondary windings S1 and S2 arc equal and in opposition. Therefore, the net out ..
pu't is zero. Any anguk11· displacement from tbe null. positior; w!ll resul.t in a differential voltage output.
The greater this angtJ1ar displacement, the greater will be the d1fferentml output. Hence the response
of the transducer is linear.
·
•
Clockwise rotation produces an increasing voltage of a seconaary winding of one phase wl;ile
counterclock·wisc rotation produc~s an increasing volt1ge of opposite phase. Hence, Ille amount of
angular displacement and its direction may be ascertained from the magnitude and phase of the. output
voltage of the transducer.
25' l'J. Synchros

Synchros are normally used in control systems, but they have properties useful for instrument·
ation systems also. A synchro is an aogutar position transducer working on iilductive principl~s
wherein a variable coupling between primary and the secondary windings is obtained by changing
the relative orientation of the windings. The primary winding is a single phase winding wound on
a rotor l'"1de of laminations. The connections to· the rotor winding are made through precision
slip dngs. The stator has a three-phase winding with the windings of the three phases displaced
by 120° in space Although the u~me "synchro" is univernally used in the instrumentation field,
trade names such as "sclsyn" and ' microsyn .. are also commonly used.

I

I
I

'

.~

I

"'

'fhe classical synchro system consists of two 'llflitl! :
(i) a synchro transmitter,

11tt;,

(ii) a synchro receiver (It motor.

The two units are connected 'IS stlown in Fig. 25' 43. Initially windillg Sz oft he stator of
transmitte1 is positioned for maximulll coupling with rotor winding {Fig 25·43 (a)]. Suppose its
voltage is V. The couplieg lletweew ~1 and Ss of the; stator aud primary (rotor) winding is a cosine
· function. Therefore the effective voltages in these windings proportional to cos 60" or they are Vf 2 ·
each. So as long as the rot.Qfi1, ~,-O~of1;$U$\1i~ti!'n\ill.d r~iver r~JJUin in this position, no current
will flow between the windings becw1Wioe'11he·V1-0 btrl~-n~.
When the rotor of the transmitter is moved to a new position, the voltage balance is
distur!Jed: i\ssul)J@1that !Im mtw: of,tjuJ ~1·~wjtt0r .is moved through 30' (See Fig 25'43 (b, ], the
stator winding vpltagcs of the transmitter will be cha11g.;d to 0, v' 3/2 V and v'3/2 V respectively.
Thus there is a voltage imbalance between the stator windings of the transmitter and th~ rvcr.iver.
This voltage imbalance be:ween the windings ~es wrrents to flow between the windings producing
a iorque tbat tends to rotate the rotor of the receiver <ca position wher1Hhc voltage bnlance is agaiu
restored. This balance is rcst&red only if the receiver turns through the same angle as the trausmitter
and also the direction of rotation is the same as that '11 the Qrnnsm\tter. Thus a· synchro can be
used to determine the magnitude and the direction of au a11elllal' displacement.
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Slotor wlndin9
ot trnnsrnitler

Slator windi.ng of
Receiver

s,

I

s~

Rotor winding of
Trans milter

Rotor winding o<
Receiver

A.C. Linc
(a)

Torque transmission using syncbro transmitter.

Transmitter
Stator

s'~

11.,

~
\, !
Ri

Transmltte1"
Rotor

I Receivor
Rotor

I

I

I

11

A.C.Ltne

(b) Follow·up conditions of transmitter·receiver system.

Fig, 25'43. Principle of syncbro operations.

2§'.30. 'Capacitive Trnnsducers

The principle of operation of capacitive transducers is based upon the familiar equation for
capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor.
Capacitance
where

EA
c---d

A-overlapping area of plates ; m2,
d=distance between two plates ; m,
I= permittivity (dielectric constant); F/m.
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A parallel plate c~p1citnrs is shown in
Fig. 25'44.
. The capacitive transducer work on the
principle. of change of capacitance which may be
caused by :
(i) change in overlapping area A,
(ii) change in the distance d between the
plates,
and (iii) change in dielectric constant.
These changes are caused by physical
variables like displacement, force, pr;ssure in
most of the cases. The change itJ capacitance
may be caused by change in dielectric constant
as is the case in measnrement of liquid or gas
levels.

Fig, 25'41. Schemal!c diagram of a parallel"
plate capm;itot,

Th<: capacitance may be mcasuro!d with bridge circuits. The output impedance of a capacitive

transducer is :

Z =I /21tfC.

In g~neral, the outimt impedance of a capacitive transduc:;r i.;: hlgh. This fact calls for a
careful design of the output circuitry.

C'Jpoc:~tani,:<ll

~--.-

d~CfP.OS'?S

(a)

Fixed
plate

Moving
plate 7
' i

,
"

w

.

•
}

J

/
~-.==>

/ Oisplacement

(bi
Fig. 25·45, Capacitive transducers working on ihe priuciplc of change of caµ1ci1:1i1(·e with change ur u1<:a,
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The capacitive transducers are commonly usedfor m!lsurement of linear displacement. These
transducers use the following effects :
(i). chang~ in capacitance due to change in overlapping area of plates.
and (ii) chlmge in capacitance due to change in distance between the two plates.
, 25·30:1. Transducers Using Change in Area of Plates. Examining the equation for capacitance
it is found that the capaci1aace is d:rectly proportional to the ar~a. A of the plates. Thus the capacitance changes linearly with change in area of plates Hence this type of capaciti\'.e transducer is use·
fol for mea>urement of moderate to large displacements say from I mm to several cm. The elementary
diag 1:ams of two types of capacitive transducers are shown in Figs. 25'45(a) and (b). The area changes
linearly with displacement ·and also the
capacitance. Fig. 25'46 shows the var!a- .
·
·
tion of capacitance. As mentioned earlier
t.-'ax r. -- - - - - -.- - the response is linear as shown, the initial
. . T
non-linearity is due to edge effects.
I
For a parallel plate capacitor, the
~ i.
ca pa cit anee is :
:;: I .
;4 Ehv
c~ -d = d- F
... (25·43)
8.

'f

°'

vu

where
and

Cl

u

/ 0~ length of overlapping part of

plates ; m,
w=width of overlapping part of
plates ; m.
:\ensitivity

S _._ ()(C'/ -.-.."'

_1dv_

Min

Oi - - - - - Dispt<1lr.ement-...!

F/rn

... (25'44)
The sensitivity i~ constant and
· h' b
therefore there is linear re Iations 1P etween capacitance and displacement.

(-

Max

Fig. 25"46. Capacitance displacement cune of capacitive
1ransducer (working on princ1pJ¢ of ctanFe of plate area
caused by change in displacement).

Sensitiviiy for a fractional change in capacitance= S' =

~~/ =

+

..

(25'45)

This type of a capacitive tr~nsduc~r is suitable for measurement of linear displa~.ements rang·
ing from I to I0 cm. The ac~uracy is as high as 0'005~{,.
,
. l capacJtor
. t bc capacl!ance
.
For a cy I.mdnca
1s. : C= --- ··-1.11f.l
··-- - F .
...(75'46)
log. (D2/ Di)
where
I= length of overlapring part oi cylinders ; m,
D~= inn~r diameter of outer cylindrical electrode ; m,
and
D1 =.oouter diameter of .iirner cylindrical electrode; m.
21lE
Sensitivity
S= oC =
'"'/m
{25'47)
OI
log, 1(D2/D1) r
...
Therefore, the sensitivity is co11stan1 and the relationship between capacitance and displacement is linear as shown in Fig 25' 46.
The principle of change of capacitance with change in atea can be employed for measurement
of angular displacem~nt. Fig. 25·47 (a) shows a two-platr capadtor. One plate is fixed and the other
is movable The angular displacement to b~ measured is applied to movable plate. The angular
displacement changes the effective area between the plates and thus changes the capacitance. The
capacitance is maximum when the two plates completely overlap each other i.e. when 0= 180° ..
. fA

· n€r 2

.'. Maximum value of Npacitance C,.,,,= ·d-=

·· 2d-·

f25'48)

lll4NSOUCBll.S
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2

Er
c---- 2d

Capacitance at angle 8. is
where

0

... (25'·19)

A=angular displacement in radian. ·

S=

Sensitivity

~

rixed
plate

Er2
·ar= 2if
()C

... (25'50)

T!.- --------------.
g

iu

I

I-

"

Min L.lL----------.-11~
0
Angulor - - - ·

displacement,9

Min

Max

(b)
Fig. 25'47. Capacitive ttansducer for measurement of angular displacement.
(a)

Therefore, the variation of capacitance with angular displacement is linear. This is shown in
Fig 25·47 (b). It should be understood that the above mentioned capacitive transducer can be used
for a maximum angular displacement of 180°.
25 3ff2. Transducers Using .Change in Distance Between Plates. Fig. 25'48 (a) shows the
basic form of a capacitive transducer utilizing the effect of change of capacitance wit!/ change in dis·
tance between the two plates. One is a fixed plate and the displacement to be measured is applied to
the other plate which is movable. Since, the capacitance, C, varies inversely as the distance d, between
the plates the response of this transducer is not linear and as shown in Fig. 25'!17 {b). Thus this transducer is useful only for measurement of extremely small displacements.
'

'

Moi<
Fixed

f

Moving

Pfdte

~

plait

I

.t:
u

I

i

"~

(.)

Displacement

l

Min 0'.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-

Copadtanu lncr~oses
Copa cit once d.ecreasea ·

J

J..o--n.isolacement 'a •__
Min

.• · (a)

.

. •

.

.

Mo;
·

· '• b).

Fig. 25'48; Capac1Uve transducer using the pnnc1ple or change of capacitance with cJJ.ange of distance bet ween plates.

Sensitivity

S= ac = _ fA.
od . dz

.q,

...

(

2s·so

.
From Eqn. 25'51 it is clear that the sensitivity of this type of transducer is not constant but
vanes ov~r . the range of the tr11nsducer. Thus, 115 explained earlier transducer exhibits non-linear
charactemttcs.
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The relationship beiween va1iation of capacitance with variation of distance between plates is
hyperbolic and is only approximately linear over a small range of displacement. The linearity can be
closely approximated by use of a piece of dielectric material like mica having a high dielectric constant. In this type of transducer, a thin piece of mica thinner than the minimum gap distance is inserted
between the plates.
Theoretically, the sensitivity of the transducer can be increased to any desirable valne by
making the dEtance bet\leen t~e plates extremely small: But a practical limit is reached when the electric field strength in the air gap exceeds the breakdown voltage. The breakdown limit in air at atmospheric pressure i~ about 3 kV/mm.
·
Fig. 25 ·49 shows an arrangement for measurement of linear displacement. The displacement
when . applied to the cantilever type spring plate moves it towards the second plate decreasing the
distance. This increases the capacitance of the capacitor. It is clear that the capacitance of air
dielectric capacitor does not vary linearly with change iri distance betwan the plates, and therefore,
this arrangement is fundamentally non-linear. However, linearity can be closely approximated by
keeping the change in the distance small or by having a medium of high dielectric constant in the
space between the two plates.
Output

~-·-0

o-........,
Output

cantilever

Spring plate

Displacement

\1

Silvered .
Quartz

Oiophrams

,/

Oit(l!Clric
fig. 25'49, Capacitive transducer using
cantilever spring plate,

Fig, 25'50. Capacitive. transducer
using Quartz diaphragms.

Two silvered quartz diaphragms form a capacitor as shown in Fig. 25'50. The displacement
~if these diaphragms varies the capacitance of this capacitive transducer. This type of a transducer
f.otms a pressure gauge which works very satisfactorily. If the pressure is reduced to perfect vacuum
oetwceii the diaphragms, the transducer measures the absolute pressure of the surrounding medium.
Quartz is used· because it has a very low mechanical hysteresis. The disadvantage of this type of
'transducer is that it has high temperature co·efficient and this must be taken into consideration when
making precision type measurements.
Rotational displacement can be measured with an arrangement shown in Fig. 2s·51. As the
rotor plates of the capacitor are displaced in the counter clockwise direction the capacitance increases.
The change in the capacitance is a measure of the angular displacement. This capacitive transducer can
be effectively 11Sed for measureme.nt of torque.
25'30'3. Differential Arrangement. A linear characteristic cau be achieved by using a
differential arrangement for the capacitive displacement transducers. This arrangement using three
piatcs is shown in Fig 25'5 I. .P1 and P2 are fixed plates and Mis the movable plate to which the
dj~p'i!N:ement to be measured is applied. Thus we have two capacitors whose differential output
i11areu.
Let the capacitance of these capacitors be C1 and C2 respectively, when the plate M is midway
be .ween the 1\\0 fi~ed p,lates, under Ibis condition the capacitances C1 and C2 are equal.
.

l

I

l
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r'txto PLArE

P1\
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1 Ci,£,
f
E

d

-}-

';.:

PLATES-

----------------

'!
(DISPLACEMENT) d

.:.:~:::,

MOJIABLt
PLATE M

FIXED PLATE

-o

2
P

Fig. ?.5'52, Differential arrangement of capacitors.

Fig 2s·s1. Capacitive transducer used for

measurement of rotational displacement.

EA

,

l:A

C1=d and Ca=(j'
An alternating current volta~e E is applied across plates P1 and P2 and the difference of the
voltages across the two capacitances is measured.
Voltage across C1 is
and voltage across C2 is Ea= C~~~a
When the movable plate is midway between the two fixed plates C1 = C2 and therefore
Ei=E2=E/2.
:. Differential outpnt when the movable plate is midway /',.E=E1 -E2=0.
Let the movable plate be moved up due to displacement x. Therefore the values
become different resulting in a differential voltage output. ·
.
€A
. EA
Now C1= d-x and C2=d+x'

c1 and

Cs

C2E
EA/(d+x)
d-x •
Ei=c1 .:F c2 EA/(d-x)tEA(d+xl E= 2.d E
i'

and

C1E _
. (EA/d-x) ·
·. dtx
. E2=c1+C2-EA/(d-x)+EA/(dtx)E= 2d- E·

·
:. Differential output

I

r
I

·

d+x

2

voltage~6E=E2-E1=- d

d-x

x

E-2([E=-a- E

Therefore the output voltage varies linearly as fr ·displacemeot x.
... S 6E E
Sens1t1vtty - - = -·
x
d

... (25'52)

... (25'53)

The differential method can be used for displacements of Jo- 8 mm to 10 mm with an accuracy

of0'1%.
2S'30'4. Variation of Dielectric Constant for Measurement of Displacement. The third
principle used in capacitive transducers is the variation of capacitance due to change in dielectric
constant. Fig. 25'53 shows a capacitive transducer for measurement rf linear displacement wo1king on
the above me1Hioped prirciple. Jt has a dielectric of relathe permittivity Er.
.
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.. 1
. · · f
d
C
wit .J
wl2
Imt1a
cap11c1tance o trans ucer=• %•Eo -J-rEuEr d =Eo

w
·;rlH

Er/2]

.. (25'54)

Let the dielectric be moved through a distance x in the direction indicated' The capacitance
changes from c to c+ 6 c.
~

L+ 6C=Eo ([W (l1-x)tE0Er dW U2+x)=Eo d

IV

[li-x+E,(l2+x)]

. w.
wx
.
=Eo d[/itErl2tx(Er-1)]-CtEo ([ (E,-1)

... (25'55)

w; (E,.:... I)

... (25'56)

Change in capacitance 6C=Eo

Hence the change in capacitance is proportional to displacement.

-I
a

2r

-1 -

i--

..-------0c
Cy!ind ricol

electrodes

- -·-

--

Fig. 25'53. l anacitive :ransducer using principle of change
in dielectric co·s1an1 for measurement ot displacement.

- - -.,.:....

~-

;.,.._ -·~

Pig. 25'54. Capacitive transducer for mrnsuremeot of
level of a non·conducting liquid.

25'30 5. Variation of Dielectric Constant for Measurement of Liquid LcveL Capacitive transducers using the principle of change of capacitance with change of dielectric are normally used for
measurement of liquid levels. Fig. 25·54 shows a capacitive transducer used for measurement uf level
.,fa non·conducting liquid.
·
.
The electrodes are two concentric cylinders and the non-conducti.ng liquid acts as the dielectric.
'·'I. i}t the !owe( end of the outer cylinder there are holes which allow passage of liquid. In case these~~... ~.. ·
· h.Glcs are small, fhey provide mechanical damping of the surface variation.
The value of capacitanc~ for this capacitor is approximately given by :
. h1 E1 th2E2 F
(25'51)
C. = 2 log.
(1-a/r)
... · ·
'
where.hi= height of liquid ; m,
h2'=height of cylinder above liquid surface ; m,
. "€ 1 =permittivity of the liquid; F/m,
E2=permittivity of gas above liquid; F/m,
r;,,, outside radius of inner cylinders; m, and a =distance between inner and outer cylinders; m..
E,q~. 25'57 is based upon the assumptions that h)>r2 and r>r2-r1.
2S'30'6,. F.teq'1,1eucy Response of Capacitive Transducers. Fig. 25'55 shows a simple circuit for
capacitive transd~~ers using change in capacitance due to change in distan~e between plates. let tb
.

'-
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distance between the plates be d when they are stationary. Under this condition no current flows and
output voltage is eo = E•.
Let a displacement X1 be applied, causing a change in capacitance. This produces a current
and the voltage is :
ei =eo-E• with x1 =x-d.
The following analysis is done for small displacements with x1/d<O' l.
· .
.
E1(s) K-rs
Transfer functlon=Xi(s) = 1+-rs
where

K=/[
Eo V/.m, 'l'=!tme
. ·. constant='RC

' . E1(jw) jwK-r
Sinusoidal transfer functmn Xi(jw)
1 jwT

+

I

I
I

I

I
I

variable
Capacitor
Areo~A~

I'

,I.
I

.

R

J_

e

0

1_f_x. . ._. . ·

-Eb----.c:i

-...

I

+

t

0
Fig. 25'S6. Frequency'.response of capacitive transducers.

Fig. 25'55. Capacitive transducer.

/ / / . The amplitude ratio is thus :

IK~1

I=

I
y!+(I/wT)~

... (25'58)
M=
(jw) V 1:'l'w?-.2
Phase shift
~ =rc/2-tan-1 w'\' rad.
... (25·59)
The fr~uency response curves are shown in Pig. 25'56.·
\.
\
Eqn. 25'58 shows that this arrangement (Fig. 25'55) canno~ be used for static measurements
as output is zero for w=O. This arrangement should pot be used for low frequency applications as
it will .result in inaccuracies (See Fig. 25'56).. The arrangement should be used for higb frequency
·applications (beyond a frequency w1) in order to achieve h1gh degree of accuracy in measurements.
.

Examining Eqns. 25'58 and 25'59, we have
..J

· i :: Kand ,P=O

M =I~~ (jw)

for wr)-1.

Thus both magnitude ratio as well phase shift are constant and are indpendent of frequency .
In order to make wT). I for low· frequencies, T has to be made large. Now T=RC. Thus
for a given capacitor '\' can be increased by increasing the value of resistance R. This resistance is
of the order of I Mil or more. In order to prevent loading of capacitive transducers, readout Qr
measurlns device should have an impedance of atleast 10 ~n (or more).
·
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25·30·1. Advantages of Capacitive Transducers. The major advantages of capacitive. transducers
are:
(i) They require extremely small forces to operate them and hence are very useful for use in
small systems.
·
(ii) They are extremely sensitive.
(iii) They have a good frequency response. This response is as high as 50 kHz and hence
they are very useful for dynamic studies.
(iv) The have a hir;h input impedance and therefore the loading effects are minimum.
(v) A resolution of the order of 2'5X10-a mm can be obtained with these transducers.
(1'i) The capacitive transducers can be· used for applications where stray magnetic fields
renter the inductive transducers useless.
·
.
l»ii) The fon~e requirements of capacitive transducers is very small and therefore they require
smali power to operate them.
25'308. Dis:ulnmtages 1>f Cnpacitive Transducers. The principal disadvantages .of capacitive
transducers are ; ·
·
(i) The metallic parts of the capacitive transducers must be insulated from each other. In
order to reduce tlie effects of stray capacitances, the frames must be earthed.
(ii) The capacitive transducers show non-linear behaviour many a times on account of edge
elfrcts. Therefore guard rings must be used to eliminate this effect. Guard rings are also a must in
order to eliminate the effect of stray electric fields, especially when the transducers have a low value
of cnp::citance of the order of pF.
(iii) The output impedance of capacitive transducers tends to be high on account of their
small i::q>acitaoce value. This leads to loading effects. The output impedance depends upon the
frequtncy oftht ·:ignal used to determine the ·value of capacitance. For capacit:rnces lying between
J0-500 i>F, the ,t(lquencies used arc such that they give an outpm impedance n the range of I kO to
10 M~l This high value of output imp~dance means that the insulation resistance must be kept high,
to avoid the shunting of the capacitance unduly and reducing thb sensitivity. Both the above con·
ditions are difficult to meet in practice on account of cha rige of humidity.
(Iv) The cable connecting the transducer to the measuring point is also a source of error.
The cable may be source of loading resulting loss of sensitivity. Also loading makes the low frequency
response poor.
.
Let us take a capacitive transducer of capacitance C. This capacitor is used with its polarizing
source to produce an emf Eo at no load. Let a load impedance Zr, be connected across it. The
value of voltage with load connected is ;

1 ~;/ZL (See Eqn.
impedance of transducer is Zo= 1/jwO

EL=

and

+

i· 1s page 24) .

EL""

Eo
... (25'60)
l+l/jwC ZL
In order to have good response wCZL
CopocHlve
should be as large as pos~ible. This means
transducer
that for a particular value · of C and ZL, w
-------·O
should be large. Thus capacitive transducers
should be used for dynamic measurements at
Cc
EL. Second
high frequencies.
ep·
Polorizing
stoge
source
In order to good response · at low
frequencies the value of the · capacitance
~----~ - ~·. - .. ~
__..,.
should be large so that output impedance
of the transducer is high, This thereby
Fig. 2?'57. C,:::apacjtiye trao1ducer witjJ i(s output ~able, .
makes Ei. nearly equal to EQ.
·

I

oz

r-.

LJ
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· The capacitive transducers are connected to the second stage of the instrumentation system
through cables. The cables are.a source of loading. Consider a capacitive transducer as shown in
Fig. 25'57.
.
.
Let C=capacitance of transducer; F, and C,=capacitance of the cable; F.
If we neglect the leakage resistance, the output impedance of transducer is Zo ~~ l/fwC
Impedance of load (taking cable as the load) is: ZL=I/jwC,
:. Voltage at the seconel stage EL-- 1+jw~jwC =

c+~, Eo.

...(25:61)

Thus in order tllat the loading effects be minimized the capacitance of the cable should be as
small as possible as compared to capacitance of transducer or C,~c. This requires short lengths of
cables to have high ,sensitivity. Consider the polarizing voltage to be short cil'cuited it is then seen
that C and C, are connected in parallel.
.. ·. Minimum resonant frequency fm1u

1
211R/(C+C,)

H.z

... (25'62)

where Ri =leakage resistance.
ff the cable capacitance Cc is high, the frequency f min decreases. Hence cable must have
Slflall, capacitance to improve low frequency response.
(v) The capacitance of a capacitive transducer may be changed on account of presence of
extraneous matter like dust particles and moisture.
·
(vi) The capacitive transducers are temperature sensitive and. thetefore any change ia
temperature adversely affects their performance. . ·
(vii) The instrumentation circuitry used with these transducers is very complex.

25·30·9, Uses of Capadtive Transducers. (i) Capacitive transducers can be used for measure·
ment of both linear and angular displacements. The capacitive transducers are highly sensitive and
can be used for measurement of extremely small displacements down to the order of molecular
~--11irllensions i.e., O' Ix 10-:6 mm.
This is on account of the fact that small .capacitance changes produced on account of small
displacements can be measured. In practice it is possible to detect capacitance changes of the order
of laF* and that too with a good dtgree of accuracy.
On the other hand they can be used for measurement of large distances upto about 30 m as
in.aeroplane altimeters. The change in displacement method is generally preferable for either very
small or very large displacements. The change . in area method is used for measurement of displacements ranging from 10 mm to 100 mm.
· (Ii) Capacitive transducers can be used for the measurement of force and pressure. Thr force
and pressure to be measured are first converted to displacement which causes a change of capacitance.
(iii) Capacitive transducers can also be used directly as pressure transducers in all those cases
where the dielectric constant of a medium changes with pressure. For instance the dielectric cons·
tant of Benzene changes by o·s per cent in the range of pressure of I to 1000 times the atmospheric
pressure. Similarly, the dielectric constant of air at l 9'C changes from l '0006 to 1·o548 in the same
pressure range. Variation of dielectric constant with pressure also OCCUl'tl iu. solids, primarily in crystal:l
like MgO, LiF, NaCl, KC! and KBr.
.
(iv) Capacitive transducers-are used for measurement of humidity in gases since the dielectric
constant of gases changes with change in humidity thereby producing a change in capacitance. The
change in capacitance is quite small but is detectable. An idea of change of dielectric constant can
be bad from the example of air. The dry air at 45'C has a dielectric constant of l '000247 and that
0

! 11f=I0-18 F,
~-
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of air saturated with water is' 1·000593 at the same temperature. These measurements are carried
out with microwave techniques and the frequency is of the order of JO GHz.
(v) Capacitive transducers are commonly used in conjunction with mechanical modifiers for
me~surement of volume, density, liquid level, weight etc.
·
E~ample 25'23. Fig. 25 58 shows a capacitive transducer
using five plates. The dimensions of e.ach plate are 25 X 25 mm and
the distance . het\\een plates is 0 25 nun. This arrangement
is to be used for measurement of displacement by observing the
change in capacitance with the distance x. Calculate the sensitivity
of the device. Assume that the plates are separated by air. The
permittivity of air is 8'85x10- 12 F/m.
Solution. The five plate transducer forms a combination of
four capacitors connected in parallel. If the movable plate is moved
j...
l
•I • ... 11
through a distance x,
'
Fig. 2S'S8. Capacitive transducer
Eo(l-x)w
Capacitance of each capacitor C' =
d
for measurement of linear dis.

placement.

where w=width of each plate,
Capacitance of transducer C

.4Eo(l-x)w

d

oC -4Eo w

Sensitivity of transducer ox·-

d

• -

4x8'85x10-12 x 25 x 10-a
. .
· o·isxlO-a · .
=-3540 pF/m.

=3'54 pF/mm. (Disregardlng the sign).
Example 2s·24. A capacitive transdueer~ uses two quartz diaphragms of area 750 mm2
separated by a distance of 3'5 mm. A pressure of 900 kN/m 2 when applied td'\he top diaphragm
produces a deflection of 0 6 mm. The capacitance is 370 pF when no presstire is applied to the
diaphragms. Find the value 0f capacitance after the application of a pressure of 900 kN/m2;
Solution. Suppose C1 and Ca are respectively the .values or capacitance before and after
application of pressure. let di and d2 be the values of distance between the diaphragms for the
corresponding pressure conditions.
.
'
C1 =€A/d1 and C2=EA/d2
or
But

d1=3'5 mm and d2=3'S-0'6=2'9 mm.
Value of capacitance after applicatfon of pressure

C2 -370x~·~=3C6'6 pF.

Example ~5'25; A pressure measuring instrument uses a capacitive transducer having a ·spacing
of 4 mm between !Is diaphragms. A pressure of 600 kN/m 2 produces an average deflection of 0.'3 mm
of the diaphragm of the transducer. 1'he transducer which has a capacitance of 300 pF before
application of pressure is connected in an oscillator circuit having a frequency of 100 kHz. Determine
the change in frequency of the oscillator after the pressure is applied to the transducer.
Solution. The subscript 1 i& used for values before application of pressure and 2 is used for
values after application of pressure.
·
·
1
jlesonaat frequency f o= iny'LC

805
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The inductance is constant but the capacitance is variable.
1
.
1
/01 = ----= and /02=-.---=
211 VLC1 .
. 211 V LC2
Thus we have, /02//01 = V Ct/C2
But
C1 =EA/di and C2=EA/d2.

f~ =
/ot

\

/"C1 _, (J;
C2 -v di

The frequency of the oscillator after the application of pressure is :

, _,I d2x'

_, /-o3+4:o
.
. ---x 100=96 l& kHz
40
:. Change in frequency of oscillator= 100-96'18=3'82 kHz.
102~'\I d~ 101-'V ---

Example 25-26. A capacitive transducer is made up of two concentric cylindrical :electrodes.
The outer diameter of the inner cylindrical electrode is 3 mm· and the dielectric medium is air. The
inner diameter of the outer electrode is 3·1 mm Calculate the dielectric stress when ~ voltage of
· JOO V is applied across the electrodes. Is it within safe limits ? The length of electrodesjs 20 mm.
Calcul(lte ~he change in capacitance if the inner electrode is 1,11oved through a dillance of 2' mm. The
breakdown~trength of air is 3 kV /mm.
. .
.SoIjhon.
\'
L... engt h of air
. gap between the two eIec tro des 3'•· 1 -- 3·oo
-- = 0·05 mm.
2
·/bielectric stress =6~ =20lJO V/nlm=2 kV/mm.

0

5

.

.

· .

//The breakdown strength of air is 3 kV/mm, and hence the dielectric is safe,
Capacitance of the transducer
c
21tE/
=211X8'8SXI0-12 x2x 10-2 F=33'9 F
log. (D2/ D1l ·'
. log. (3'1/3)
P ·

The moving in electrode is shifte~ through· a distance of 2 mm.
..
· 1=20:_2=18 mm=l8'x10-sm.

·
..
, 211xs·ssx10-12x1·sx 10-a: ..
New value of capacitance C"'
log, (3'l/J)
· p,,,,30 5 pF.
· : . Change in value of capacitance l1C=33_'9i-J0'5=3'4 pF.
Example 25'27. A capacitive transducer circuit used for measurement of linear displace~
ment. . The transducer i; 1 parallel plate air. capacitor wherein the capacitance can be
changed by ·changing the distance between the plales This transducer is to·be used for dynamic
measurements. Suppose a fiat frequency response with an amplitude ratio within 5% is required
down to a frequency range of 20 Hz, what is the minimum allowable valu~ of time constant ?
Calculate the phase shift at this frequency. The area of plates is 300 mm2 and the distanc~ between
plates is o· 125 mm. Calcµlate. the value of series resistance R What is the amplitude ratio at 5 Hz
witlr the above time constant ?
.
.
·
Calculate the high frequency voltage sensitivity of the transducer if the battery voltage is 100 V•.
('
\

Solution .. For a fiat response within 5 per cent, the amplitude ratio is M = 1-0'05=0'95.
. .· . .
1·
. .
.
.I
. From Eqq. 25'58 M= \li_+_(l_/;;;T)?.
or 0·95"' -i+(l/2 x i;=x=.0=_x=i:=:;)2=-

v

or

Minimum time constant T==24'2X 10-s s==24'2 ins.
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From Eqn. 25'59, phase shift ~=n/2-tan-1 wT=n/.2-'-fan-1(2itX20X24'2X10-3)= 18'2'.
•
.
8'85 x 10-12 x300x10- 6
-12
. X _3
Capacitance C
--212x10 F
0 125 10
'I'
24'2x10- 3
..
.'. Series resistance R=c =2 . x W:..12 =1'14Xl09 n=ll40 Mn
12
Amplitude ratio at 5 Hz is.: M

V I+ (I/2x11xsx24·2x10-)
-1.
·. -3• 2=0'605

Thus the \)Utput is reduced nearly to 60% of its high frequency value. Therefore this
transducer arrangem~nt cannot be used for low frequency applications.
High frequency sensitivity of the transducer
E•
100
K- 7 = 0.125 xw-a soox103·v1m=800 kV/m.
Example 25 2~ 'A pusbpull non-contact capacitive transducer is shown in Fig. 25'59. It
consists of four parallel plates separated by .air. Plates A, C and Dare fixed and plate B canoe moved.
Plate B has a thickness. t and is at a distance 4 from plates on either side Plates B, C, D are all of
length /, while plate A has length 2/. All plates have a widlh IV. '.The gap between plates c and D
can be considered as negligible. Neglecting t,he end effects, derive expressions for capacitances Cw
aud CAu for movement of the midpoint of plate B between x == ±l/2. x=O is the position of symmetry.

c

f i...r-"----i

r
21

i+x-1
2

...Movement....

'.

·Plate B

T

•

.~.-- t
i-- 2 -'

L7

.

Plate C

.1

A

-----.j

I

t

d

\late A

-\'!'

,...,

C1

2 --l.

,I;___,-1.-..\~

x _j_

f

1
d

't
I

Plate 0

Fig. 25'59. Pusbpull capacilive transducer.

_
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'B

I

'

~~2. +x.• -rtx...J
t
I
2

c~

(

C2

''I ---;--,-c-----',
.·D·~
LI

Fig. 25'60

Solution Fig. 25'60 shows a simplified arrangement where the central plate Bis moved to
the left by a distance x.
The capacitance between plates A and C is combination of capacitance C1 in parallel with a
series combin~tion of two capacitances each of value C2•
·
·
. Ci ..;,E· (//2-· x)w and 'C = Eo{l/2j-x)w
2
2d+t
.
d
.
••. Capacitance CAu=Ci+ <;2 =~o(l/2-x)w +Eo(/L~:l-~21V =Eow [2ld+lt/2+tx]
2
2d+t
' 2d .
2d(2d--t)
: . s·.1m1"I arly capac1tancr
.
b'etween
. plates A an. d D CAo=Eow
. [2ld+lt/·2+tx]
· -U(ld+t) ·

··~

.,
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25·31. Piezo·electric Transducers
A piezo·electric material is one in which an electric potential appears across certain surfaces
of ·a crystal if the dimeo5ions of the crystal are changed .by the application of a mechanical force.
This potential is produced by the displacement of charges. The effect is reversible, i.e.,
conversely, if a varying potential is applied to the proper axis of the crystal, it will change the
dimensions of the crystal thereby deforming it. This effect is known as piezo·electric effect. Elements
exhibiting piezo-electric qualities are sometimes are called as electro·resistive elements.
Common piezo-electric materials include Rochelle salts, ammonium dihydrogen phosphate,
lithium sulphate, dipotassium tartarate, potassium dihydrogen phosphate, quartz, and ceramics A anJ
B. Except for quartz and ceramics A and B, the rest are man-made crystals grown from aqueous
solutions under carefully controlled conditions. The ceramic materials are polycrystalline in nature.
They ate, basically, made of barium titanate. They do not have piezo-electric properties in their
original state· but these properties are produced by special polarizing treatment. ·
' The materials that exhibit a significant and useful piezo·electric effect are divided into two
categories : (i) Natural group, and (Ii) Synthetic group
.

/
'

Quartz and Rochelle salt belong to natural group while materials.like lithium sulphate, ethylene
diamine tartarate belong to the synthetic group.
The piezo-electric effect can be made to respond to (or cause) mechanical deformations of the'
material in many different modes. The modes can be : .thickness expansion, transverse expansion, ·
thickness shear, and face she&r. The mode of motion effected depends on the shape of the body
relative to the crystal axis and location of the electrodes. A piezo-electric element used for converting
;necnanical motion !O electrical signals may · b~ thought as l.Uarge generator and a capacitor.
/ Mechanical deformation generates a charge and this charge appears as a voltage across the electrodes.
The voltage is E= Q/C.
·
The piezo-electric effect is direction sensitive. A ·tensile force produces a voltage of onf' ·
polarity while a compressive force produces a voltage of opposite polarity.
A piezo·dectric crystal is shown in Fig. 25'61.
· l='orce

F

v
J

Pleioelectric
cry~lol

(a)

(b)

Fi~. 25'61, (a)

Piezoelectric cry~tal u~d for measurement of force.
(b) Axis 011mberiog.system for the crystal.

The magnitude and polarity .of tbe induced surface charges are proportional to the magnitude
and direction of the' applied force F.
.
Charge Q°"dF coulomb
... (25'63)
where d=cbarge sensitivity of the crystal. C/N ; (It is constant for a given crystal)
and
F=applied for-Oe, N.
·

8(}8
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..The force F causes a change in thickness of the crystal.
AE
..
F = - !::. t newton
t
.

.

... (25'64)

where A=area of crystal; m2, t=thickness of crystal; m, and E=Young's modulus, N/m2.
,
stress Ft
·
Youngs modulus E=--. =A,, N/m2
... (25'65)
stram
ut
.
Area. A=wlwhere w-width of crystal.; m, and /=length of crystal; m.
. . From Eqns. 25'63 and 25 64, we have, charge:
AE
Q-d- . A.t coulomb
...(25'66)
1

The charge at the electrodes gives rise to an output voltage Eo,

Eo=JL
c, volt

Voltage
where

Cv=capacitance between electrodes ; F.
Capacitance between electrodes
C,=€r€oA/t
Froni Eqns. 25'63 and .25'67 we have :
dF
dt · F
Eo'= €r€oA/t = €r€o A

... (25'67)

J
.... (25'68)

F
.
But · y-P=pressurc
or s·1ress in NIm2.

·

Eo.,c.A._t P
€r€o
=gtP

.... (25'69)
... (25'70)

But Eo/t=electric field strength, V/m,

...

Let €=Eo/t=electric field
·
el~o field
€
gl'

--stress-..

... (25 73)

From Eqn .. 25'71,
Charge sensitivity
d=€r €0 g · F/N
... (23'74)
Typical values of g are : Barium titanate : 12X10-a Vm/N. Quartz : SOX 10-a Vm/N.
The permittivity of these materials is :
Barium titanate : 12'5X I0-9 F/m,
Quartz : 40'6X ro-12 F/m.
Hence typical values of charge sensitivity, d, for these materials is :
Barium titanate: 12'5X 10-:-9 xt2xl0-3 C/Nf!!l50 pC/N.
Quartz
: 40'6X 10-nxsox 10-3 C/Nei2 pC/N.
Sometimes i~ is.desired to express the output voltage or charge in terms of deflection rather

than in terns of either siress or fotee. This is because it is really th" deformation that causes the
''

-.t.
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charge generation. Thus we mu it kilo N the modulu~ of e.lastioity of the material for this purpose. Tb.e
vafoes of modulus of elasticity are :
Barium titanate : 12 x 1010 N/m, Ql)artz : 8'6x1010 N/m2.
It has been stated earlier that the piezo-electric effect is direction s~nsitive. The main characteristics of piezo-electnc motion to voltage transducers can be illustrated b¥ considering only one
commog mode of deformation i.e. thickness expansion. For this mode the physical arrangement is
shown in Fig. 25'61 (a). Various double-subscripted physical constants are used to describe numerically the phenomena occurring.. The convention is that first subscript refers to the direction of the
electrical effect an,! the second to that of the mechanical effect. The axis number system is given in
Fig. 25 61 (b).
.
The two main families of constants ie. the 'd' constants and 'g' constants are considered. For
barium titanate the commonly used constants are das and gas
Held produced in direction 3 . Eo/t
gas - stress appI'1ed m
' d'irection
'
3 = F'/1A.. (25' 75 )
.F
Voltage output
Eo=gsax -i X,t=gaa t P
... (2576)
Thus if g is known for a particul:lr material, the voltage output per unit stress can be calculat. ed by knowing the value of t.
·
.
In order to relate the applied force to the generated charr.e the d constants are used. One of
the d constants can be defined as :
d charge generated in direction 3_ = JL
... (25'77)
33
force applied in direction 3
F
Actually das can be calculated from gas if the relative permittivity of the material is known.
From Eqn. 25'78, we g,et
·
... (25'78)
daa=ErEo gas

•·

Pig. 25'62, . Modes of operation of piezo-electric crystals.

8!0
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When dealing with quartz, subscripts 11 are used because in quartz the thickness-expansion
mode is along the crystallographic axis conventioually called axis 1. .
The piezo-electric transducer is cut from a larger crystal in the direction of any of the electrical
or mechanical axes perpendicular to the optical or crystal axis. The values ofd and g are not necessarily the same but are dependent upon the axis of cut.
25 31' l. Modes of Operation of Piezo-eleclric Crystals. The piezo-electric crystal5 are used in
many modes. These modes are :
(i) Thickness shear, (ii) Face shear, (iii) Thickness expansion and, (iv) Transv.erse
expansion.
These modes are shown in Fig. 25'62.
By cementing two crystals together so that their electrical axes are perpendicular, . 'benders' or
twisters can be produced (See Fig 25'63). This means that a bending motion applied to a bender
produces an output voltage. Similarly a twisting motion applied to a twister produces an output.

(a) Crystal twister "bimorph".

(b)

Ceramic bender "bimorpb" or "multimorph".

(c) Crystal bender "bimorph".
Pig. 25'63, Curvature of "twister" an<l "bender" piezo-electric transd.ucers when Vi>ltage is ap.plied .

. Piezo-electric crystals can be used in another mode for force measur~ment. A crystal contro1· ·
led electronic oscillator uses a thin plate of quartz.. The natural frequency of mechanical oscillation
of the plate determines the frequency of electrkal oscillation.
25"31"2. Properties of Piezo·electric Crystal. The desirable properties of piezo-electric materials
are stability, high output insensitivity to temperature and humidity, and the ability to be formed into
most desirable shape.
Quartz is the most stable piezo-electric material. However, its output is quite small. On the
other hand Rochelle· salt provides the highest output but it can be worked over a limited humidity
range and has to be protectecl against moisture. · The highest temperature is limited to 45°C, ·
BJrium titanate has the advantage that it can be formed into a variety of shapes and sizes
since it is polycrystalline. It has also a higher dielectric constant. Natural crystals possess the advan·
tages that they have higher mechanical and thermal stability, can withstand higher stresses, have low
leakage (their volume resistivity is about J016 !l-m) and have a good frequency response. The synthetic
materials; in general, have a higher voltage sensitivity.
·Example 25'29. A quartz piezo-electric crystal having a thickness of 2 mm and voltage sensitivity of 0'055 V-m/N is subjected to a pressure of 1·5 MN/m 2• Calculate the voltage output. If the
permittivity of quartz is 40"6 x 10-12 F/m, calculate its charge sensitivity.
Solution. From Eqn. 25'70, voltage output Eo=g t P=0"055X2x10-ax1"5x106 =165 V
Charge sensitivity d= Eo Erg
(See Eqn. 25"71)
=40"6X 10-12X0"055=2'23x10-12 C/N=2'23 pC/N.

d
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Example 25'30. A piezo·electric crystal having dimensions of 5 mm X5 mm x !·5 mm and a
· voltage sensitivity of 0'05) V·-m/N is used for force measurement. Calculate the force tf the voltage .
developed is 100 V.
Solution. From Eqn. 25'70, the applied pressure is :
- - 100 - - N/m2 ~1·2 MN/m2
P- Eo - =0'0.'.>5X
· - g t
J'5X 10"3
Force
F=PA=l'2x 10ox5 x sx10-0=30 N.
l!:xample 2531. A barium titanate pickup has the dimensions of 5 mm x 5 mm x 1·2s mm.
The force acting on it is 5 N. The charge sensitivity of barium titanate is 150 pC/N and its permittivity is 12'5 x HF9 F/m. lf the Modulus of elasticiq of barium 1itaote is 12X106 N/m 2, calculate the
strain. Also calculate the charge and the capacitance
Solution. Area of plates A=wl=5X 5 mm2-=2SX Hi· 6 m2•
Pressure

P=-~~
25x10-6 N/m2=0'2
. MN/m2
. .

Voltage sensitivity

d
150 x 10-2
g= EoE~ = 12·5xlv=-9-=12 l< tu a Vm/N.

Voltage generated

Eo=g t P=l2x 10-3 x1'25x1u-axo·2x 106= 3V.

Strain

·E=f::.t= ___ stress
~=o·~x10 6 _ .
1
t
Young's modulus J2X J06 -O Clb?
m/m.

Q=dF=150x10-12 x5 C=750 pC.
Q 150x10-12
CapacitanceCp=i ~==· F=250pF.

Charge

0

3

25'31'3. Equivalent Circuit of Pitzo-electric Transducer. The basic equivalent circuit of a piezo·
electric transducer is shown in Fig. 25'64 (a).
The source is a charge generator. The value bf the charge is Q=dF.
The charge generated is across the capacitance, Crr, of the crystal and its leakage resistance Rcr.
•

Cp

Output

I
(a)
~

Rcr

Out1>ut

(b)
· ..fig, 25'64, Equivalent circuits of piezo·:Jectric transducers.

The charge generat~r\can be replaced by .an equivalent voltage source having a voltage Qf
\ Q dF
.
.
.
Eoj) Ccr = -c,;
.
. ... (2.579)
in series with a capacitance, c,/, and resistance, Rcr, as shown in Fig. 25'63 (a).
The value of resistal)/e R,, is very large. It is of the order of 0·1 x 1012. n and thus the
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equivalent circui~ of the transducer is reduced to a
voltage source of voltage Eo in series with a series
capacitance c,, as shown in Fig. 25'64 (b). Under
no load conditions, the voltage apperaring across
the terminals of the transducer is Eo.

---1~ ......__,,t----1

r1

25'31'4. Loading Effects and Frequency
~
C E
Response. Let the transducer -be loaded by a
Fu
I\ L i,,.
L -,-·
-L
c~pacitance Cr. and a resistance Rr.. The capacitance tL is tre combination of the car acitance of
!
the load, the capacitance of the cable and the stray
·--------<M!·--- --·-·· ~---capacitance. The diagram showing the load
.
.
connected to a piezo-clectric transducer is given in
Fig. 25'65. Circuit_ ?fa Pieio-electric transducer
Fig. 25'65. This diagram is based upon the
under condt11ons of load.
· ·
i:ssumption that the resistance of the load, RL, is very small as compared with the leakage resistance
of the transducer Rrr, i.e., RL~Rcr.

!

Impedance of loud Zr.=

J

Rr.
--+-,-C-R
1 jW

d
f · ·
.
Tota I 1mpe ance o . cHcu1t

L

f,

z•=-;--1 +--.RL
·-- -= l+j..,Rr.(Ca+Cr,)
. · -- ..... ;,..- - 1wCcr 1+;w CLRL l ]W Cp)(I +;w Ccr RL)

Hence, the voltage across the load

EL=~'· XEo=-- . RL __ X(jw C'.r)(I +jw Ccr Rr.)Eo
Zt
('l+;wCL RL)
l+;w RL (Ccr+RL) .

-[1+;~tc:!~)R~ ]Eo
The magnitude of voltage across the load .is :

EL=[ V

t+w2~6;:~L)2RL2 ]Eo

EL= d F[ .

Ccr

w

Ccr RL

V 1+w2 (CcrtCL)2RL2

dFt[

wCcrRL

] as Eo= d F

€0 €;A yl+w~(Cer+CL)2RL2
At medium and high frequencies EL= c,;~ CL

... (25'80)

. Ccr

]

... (25'81)
..... (25'82)

This means. that at medium and high frequencies the output voltage is independent of. frequency but is dependent upon the load capacitance CL.
From Eqn 25'80, it is clear that und~r steady state conditions i.e., when w ==0, the transducer
does not provide any output... As far as the maximum frequency limit is concerned, it is imposed .by
the mechanical resonance of the piezo-electrjc _crystal and its associated mountings.
. .
.
The piezo-electric transducers are mainly used for measurement of displacement. They can be
used for measurement cif force, pressure or acceleration. These quantities when measured with piezo·
electric transducers are first converted into displacement and the displacement is subsequently applied
to these transducers to produce an output voltage. Hence the conversion of displacement into
voltage by piezo-electric crystal is considered here.
·
For the purpose of analysis it is necessary to consider the transducer, the connecting cable and

TRANSDUCERS

the amplifier as a unit. The, impedance of tbe transd.ucef-:is very high and heuce an amplifier with
.a high input impedance has to. be Used in ·order to avoid foading errprs: ·
.
Fig. 25'66 (a) shows the complete set-up for measurenie~tof displacement.
... \25'83)
Charge produced~ xr coutomlr
where K. ~sensitivity ; C/m,
and x1 =displacement : in.
Fig. 25'66 (b) shows the equivalent circuit of the. measurement set up
RL=leakage resistance or ttansducer; n, Ccr=capacitance of transdu~er; F.
C,.oz,=capactance of cable, ; .F, Camp=capacitance of amplifier ; F.
Ramp= resistance of amplifier·; 0.
The chr.rge generator is converted into a current generator as shown in Fig. 25'66. (c). The ·
capacitance connected across the current generator is C where :
,;.;.,:s··"
C= CcrtCoam+Camf
.. , (£.:J
. 't} .
•
· n
Ramp RL
... (25'&.5)
Resistance "=-R
+RL
amp

Since the leakage resistance of transducer is very large.(of the order.-of'ton 0),
Piezoelectric
crystal

·~t ~~~~~~~~~-o-1

Cable

Arnpli lier

j_L_..
T

--;-:-~~..._.,,.,,,=-

,,

,._.,'--~---<~

t..'- - -- .;

"!"---/I

(a)
Charge
generator

Rl

qcl(qXi

//

Ccr

r·-·

-· ~ob11 Cmnpl

.(b)

(
\;urrent
generator
.,

~]

el
Ram

---1
tR

t

R

el

_,_J

(c)
Fig, 2S'66. Set·up of a plezo·electrlc transducer and.its equivalent circuit.

Convertiog,.the charge generator into a current generator
~
Ion-

aqdt -=K• ·(dx1)
dt

...(25'86)
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Now
: . Output voltage at load eL=ec=

d~L) = ~

or

~ rio ~

(Ion-fr:) dt

\foR ·- fo)

C /i!Ll=ion-in=K.1/(x;) - !!!:....
dt
.
I dt
R

or

... (25 87)

R Cd (eL) +eL- K. Rd (x1)
dt
dt

or

..• (25:88)

-r:d (eL) +eL""K"d (x1)
dt
dt
J(=

where

... (25 89)

. • .
K. V/m .
sens1tJV1ty--=
-C

;king Laplace ~ransfonn, we get: (-rs+ l) EL (s)=K-r: s X; (s)
EL (s) K-r:s
.'. Transfer function
X1 (s)=It-r~

... (25·90)

'd l
, f
.
EL ( • ) jw K-r:
.
Smuso1 a traas1er unction - o.v i - JW = 1 }W 'I'

+. --

The amplitude ratios is :
M=

The phase shift ~=rc/2-tan-1
At high frequencies
1

w>

lly/jw) I= yl;~w2-r2)= \/t~{l/;;,-:;)2
w-r:

rad.

Hence high frequency sensitivity is : K =

.•• (25'91)
,... (2~;92)
\
.

M - I and ~=O
... (25'93)

eL
Xi

Thus the frequency response of piezo-electric transducerslis the same as that of capacitive trans·
ducers. This is shown in Fig. 25'56.
From Eqn. 25'9 l, we see that steady state response piezo-electric transducers to a constant
displacement x1 is zero. Therefore, piezo-electric transducer cannot be used for measurement of static
displacements.

Impulse Response of Piezo-electric Crystals. Let a displacement xi be applied to the
25':31'5.
transducer :
x1=A
oi<t<T and x1=0 T<t<CO
where
The function is shown in Fig. 25'67 (a).
,Therefore the charge is suddenly increased to K. A and the crystal voltage rises to eL A/C.
' ' ' I con d"
' eL = K.
Thus the m1tta
1tton is
C A at t = o+ .
d (eL)
· (xJ)
From Eqns. 25'88 and 2s·89 we have" Tt+eL= K" ddt

Solving the differential e·.Juation with initial condition we get,
KqA
-t/'t'
eL= T
e
for O<;t<T

K.

=c

d (x,)

"'Tt

is·94)

.... (25 IJ5)
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For T<t<=, the value. of x1-0 and hence the differential equation is :
d (ei,)
T--dt~teL=0

At t=T-, Eqn. 25'95 still holds good and therefore er,= j(~A "
K. A

Value of eL at t=T is: eL=- c--- e

-1'/T

... (25'96)

- I j-r

... (25'97)

'

(a)
(b)
Fig, 25'67. Pulse response of piezoelectric transducer.

However, at t = T, Xi suddenly decreases by a value A. This causes a s11d1:1en decrease in
charge by an am0'.i11t K, A resulting in a sudden change of eL by au amount K, Ai C iiom its value
at t=T-. Hence at f,=r+, the value of eL is~
ei=

This

become~

KCA

e -T/T -

Kc A= KcA( e -T/T

c

, .. (25'98)

the illitial condition for Eqn. 25'9.t The solution is :

K. A( e -TIT - I ) e -(t-T)f-r T<t< oo

eL~--

-I)

"'('9)

' " \'! )

',}

Fig. 25'67 (b) shows the impulse response with three different time c1~nstants. Ju
order to have faithful reproduction of input displacement x1, the value of time constant T should
be large. If the· decay and the under shoot is to be kept within say, 5 per cent of true value, -r should
be at least 20 T.
\
/
'
I
25'31'6. Uses of P~elect~i_¢/Materials and Transducers
The uses of piezo-electric-----materials and transducers are described below :
(i) 'fhe desirable properties expected out of a piezo-electric material ar0, stability, high
output, insensitivity to temperature variations, insensitivity to variations is humidity and aho . the
ability to be formed into a usable component. Undoubtedly the most stable material is quart1.
However, its output is low. Rochelle salt, on the other hand provides, the hi3be~•- ;'llfput out of any
of the piezu-electric materials. But it requires protection from moisture i:nd hrnre cannot be u~cd
above ate 1•perature oi' 45°C.
Because of its stability, quartz is commonly used for stabilizing t•leetrnnk '~"dl':Jtors. The
crystal 1s groun~ to proper shape and is conne.cted in an appropriate elcctro"i' ,;;r~:u:.: \l)Jr:s,; fr(•qncnc.\
is controlled by it.
~
(ii) The use of piezo-electric transducer elemen~is confined prim'""''' •:r; ,;q·.::r.1ic· me:1Ft.1~c
m~ 11 ,s Thf<J voltage developed by application of strain is uot held under >la ii: u·1H' it1on~. Hrncc,
the elements aie pdmarily used in the measurement of such quantities as :•urJ;.r.: fl)\H~h•ws:; nnd i 11
ll~~Jerometers and vibration pickups.
p

i
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. . (iii) Ultrasonic generator eiemcnts also use barium tilanate, a piezo-clectric material. Such
elements are used in industrial cleansinf apparatus and also in· underwater detection system knc,, n
as soljar.
·
·
. Example 25'32. A piezo-electric quartz crystal bas an area of·lou mm2 ancl is 1 mm thick.
It is held between two metal ekctroces and is Qscd for measurement of changes of force acloss the ·
crystal. Young's modul.us for the mate1ial is 90 GN/m 2, the darge srnsitivity is 2 pC/N, the relative
permittivity is S.
·

fl

· The resistivity 1s 1012 .Om. A 20 pF capacitance and a resistance of 100 MO are connected
in paralleLacross the electrodes. lfa force F1=0'0I sin JOCO t newwn is applied, find (a) peak to
peak voltage· sw~ing across the electrodes under open circuit and under ioad conditions and (b) the
.· . maximum .chang6' in crys\al thfokness. [F1 is the ·instantaneous value of force F]. The permittivity ·
. •
of free space is 8'6S oF/m .. •
1

Th'~ nus v.alue of volfage

. .Solntion.
.

.,.

,.· ·,

under
.

ope~~.~t

Eo=~.F
Er~•

A

(See Eqn.

~ximu¢.Y~~ of<~oltase under. qpen circuit ·. Eo ....=V2 . :.~o ·-~ = _Ed-.E-'o

:•

aa ~hnum ~alue

of f~rce F,.o =-' \12 F...

.

25'~&)

Fma•

.

. .If~nee, peak to peak value ot' voltag!l under open circuit :

.
.
. ... .
. d./ F• .Eo <••all••
,,,_,
..
2.Eo
m""=2
.......,.....
-:;.
.·.
ErEo ,.

. 2x10·-12 ><1XI0-3
0·01
=2>< sx3·35x10-12 x 1oox10-:e
· . Leakage resistance of crystal R•r=

~'.- 1013 X 1 ~;~~;6

· 8 ·
9·03x10- V•9'3mV.
.;..10x1012 0,.

Load resistance
RL• 100~Q .... 100x1"06 <l'.
Hence, the resistance of. the crystal is ~ery Iar,ge as ~'Xlmpared with resistance of loall i.e.
Ro1>RL and therefore we can neglect R...

··c·.

·Capac1tanr.-··or· "ry·stal
.....

ErEoA. Sx8'8SxJ0'-12x!_OOxJ0::!._..,4·43x10-12p ( /
•
· d . 1x w-8

.
.
The peak to peak output voltage under load conditions is :

.· ·

,

.

. E: .·.

.....

· 'I·

.·

(P"~

.,...

2d F,..,. '[

. L (P••• la,..., '

EL

·

li> Pfd•) -

Er EoA.

(I)

C,r Rr,

vt+(I)• (C••+CL)i RL2

J
.

2x2x w-12 )( 0'01
sx8'8$ x 10"'12 x l 00 x 10-6

. [·
·1ooox4·43x10·12 x1oox10 6
].
·
53
2
. ylf(!D00) X(4·43f20)2X(I0-12)ax(1oox10B)2 =r mV.
Thi• 1iteJDs that the output si~~I is attenuated to a great "xceut d11e to loading.

From Eqll. 25'65, tne rnaxlmuin value of chan_ge in thickness is :

o01 >< 1x 10-a .. • x -12 m.
· ·. ..4E "' 1oox10-•x90x1ou 1 1 10
:. t>. t (1>'01, ,1.,111=2xt·1x10-11<=12·2x 10-12 m.
t;,.t=: Ft1!••1t

/./·
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Example 25'33. Ifi:ai}iezoeleefric transducer a flat freq11ency response within 5% is required.
Find the value of nlinimu~nCyfu terms of time constantior \vhich i& oan be used. If the
time constant of the transducer is 1'5 ms, find the value of minimum frequency. Find the phase
shift at th.is frequency.
·
'
~Jlutioo.

In ord~rto obtain a flat response within 5%, the amplitude ratio should
M= I -0'()5-ft95.
1
'
1
Now
M=~· · = or 0'95=
y 1+(I/wr)2 or w'l'=1'04
· vI+(J/wr) 2
3'04
3'04
' 3' ' 1 '
=2'02XI0
rad
:. Minimum vafo.: of frequency cu=-·-=···----.
'I'
rsx10-s · .
- - 1s: . .
. Phase shift ~=11/2-tatC1 wt.rad.-90'-tan-1 3'04=90°-71'8°=18;2°;:
.
. .

-

¥

.

.

.

'

.

'

.

~e:

,·

. '

Example is· 34. A piezo·electric transducer has a cap~citani:e ·of 1000 pF and a charge.
sensitivity of 40 ·x 10-3 C/tn. T_h~_connecting cable has a capacitance of- 300 pF while the oscilloscope
used for readout has a--readOut input resistance of 1 M!l with a paralleled ~apacitance of 50 pF. ·
(a} What is the sensitivity (V /m) of the transducer alone ?

(b) What is the high frequency sensitivity (V/m) oftlie entire measuring system ? . ·

...
' '(c) ·\Vhat is the lowest frequency that can be measured with s percent amplitude error'l>y ' '
the entire system ? · ·
.
.
. .
·
.
·. .·_
· ·.. . . . ·. ·
(d} · What is the value of an 'external shunt capacitance. that c~n be 'connected in order.·
to extend the range of 5 per cent error down to 10 HZ:? .
· .·.
· · / . , .-·.•
· (e) With external capacitance calculated in (d) connected in the circuit,, what is the systt!ii
high frequency sensitivity ?
. _
.

Solution: ·
(a) Charge sensitivity of transducer Ka=40X 10-s C/m.

CaQadtance of transdu~er

Cer -1000 x 10-12 F _

' . . of trans
. ducer
. KKa .= 4oxXrn-a- = 40 X1·00 V/m..
.·. Sens1t_1v1t~
- Cor
1000 10 12
(b) · The total capacitance of the measuring circuit

C=Cor+Ccbai.+c.... 1000+300+50::1350_ pF,
·
·
[(,
40x 10-3 . ·
·
.
. . High frequency sensitivity of entire system =
x _12 29, ():.i X100 V/m;
1350 10 /
(c) Time constant of system T=RC= Ix J06x1350x10-12 s=l '35 ms.

d..

.

The lowest frequency can be used for 5 percent
error can be found a• under
. magnitude
.
. .
0'95= _!____
. Vl+(I/w'1')2
or

or cuT=3'Q4

3'04
' '
.
w= 1' 35 x I0"'.8 =2254 rad/s.

<
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(d) 1t 1:.: ne'/I required that a frequency of 10 Hz be measured with ·5% error.

3·04
3'04 . 4v·3s 10-~
1..1mc constant "r= ----;;;-,~-2;:;·x-10=
" x s.

, ''8'38x11r3

•

.

Total c"pacitnnce c~~----fxToii-· f<,~48 380 pF.

. , External cauaci!ance required C, "'·'48380 ·-1350=47030 pF.
.. - .
. ..
4U x 10-a
V/
( ,,) Jfo~n
trequcncy sens1ttv1ty
w1'tii externa I capac1·1 ance~·4R~ROxIO-l2
m ~827 kV/m.

!''.xm11p\ JS.\5. A piczo-electric transducer has a capacitance of 2000 pF and a charge
,;en~''i•.! i 1• '.'!' ,; ,,. :< rn-1 :• C/N. The resistance of transducer is 106 M!l and tbe impedance of tbe
me •"·!' ".' '"· _;'. : ·'' ''';D:;i~ls of a capacitance of 500 pF in para:Iel with a resistance of 1 M!l. Find the

re\,t 1 1:·:1,.•

it ·111:.: ,1~1plil!d force is: ·
Fc~o·1

·

N for O<t<J. ms, and F=O N for 2 ms<t<oo.

i·in:i the value of voltage just before and just after the impulse is terminated. Also find the
voltage after IO ms of application of tbe pulse.
·

as

S<•lntion. The leakage resistance of the transducer is very large
compared with th~
resi,111e1ce of the measuring system.
R=I M!2=10 6 .0.
The capacitance of the system C=Ccr+Ca11e+Cam•=2000+500=2500 pF.
Timi: constant of circuit "=RC= 106 x2500x10-12 =2'5 x io-a s=2'5 ms.

dF -t/" 100x10-12
• --t/2'5X 10-3
V,1:t,1ge across the load er,= C e
= 2 x- -f2 x 0 I e
500 10
-3

=4 x 10
4

e

-400 t

for O<t<2 ms.

2 XJO-a=1'8 X J0-3 V =I '8

i\I t •:2 ms, er,=4 x 10-3 e ~ 00x
Tliis is voltage at just before 1=2 ms.

V.

.!'he- voltage output 3ust
. after ·2 ms : eL = C
dF ( e -1/" - l )

__ 19Q)(_IQ=~ 2 x_Q)~(·· e -2 x 10-13;2·5x10-9

·-

2500 x 10-12

\ .

~4x10--ax (0'55)=··-2'2x10-3
···1
(.;~

_ 1)

.

. given
. b'y : eL
vo Itag~ output beyon d 2 ms 1s

V= -2·2 mV.
dF(
=c-

e -T/-. -

1)

e -(1...:..T)/-r

.__1_0_o_><Jo-12xo:!_( e -2x10-312·sx10-3 _. ) e -(1-2x10-a)(2·sx10-a)
1
.... 2500 x 10-12
.
'=-2·2x10- 3 e -( 4oo

t-O'S)V for 2 ms<t<:oo.

v._iH11gc after 10 ms of application of pulse :
3
=-2'2X 10-3 e-(400 x lO x l0- -'0'S) =-0'09 x JQ'-:3 V=-0'09 mV.

E;;nmple 25'36. A pulse is applied to a piezo-etectric transducer for a time T. Prove that
to keep the undershoot to a value within 5%, the vat~ of time constant should be
i1p:l•.,,Jim~.tely .20 T.

in

o~<ler
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. .
b
K. A -T/"
Solution. The value of voltage at t"'"' T 1s given Y: eL - -C- e

The voltage reduces by a factor e-T/-r from its value at t =:u,
For 5% undershoot, the value of voltage at t=T should be 0'95 of its initial value

.

-T/-r

.

:. 0·95 =e
or T/•=0'0513 or -r= 19'5 T.
Therefore in '9rder to keep the undershoot to 5% within its initial value "e!20 T.

25'32 .. Optical transducers. These transducers have

b~en

explained in chapter 19 page 626.

25'33. Hall effect transducers. Tbese transducers have been explained in chapter 18 page mo
25'34. fonization Transducers. An ionization transducer consists of a glass envelope with
two internal electrodes and filled with gas or gases under reduced pressure.
Fig. 25'68 (a) shows an ionization transducer used for measusement of displacements upto
about 1 mm. The tube is filled with a gas at 10 mm of mercury and is placed between two external
electrodes collnected to a radio frequency (R.F.) power generator. A high frequency electric field is
produced between the electrodes. In case, the field is sufficiently strong, the gas is ionized and a
glow discharge occurs. The two internal electrodes act as probes in the discharge. Their potential
is determined by the space pot~ntial of the plasma surrounding each electrode and by the R.F.
potential induced by their capacitive coupling to the external electrodes. When the internal electrodes,
are symmetrically placed bet vecn the external electrodes, the poten'tial between them is zero and hence
there is no output. However, any deviation from this central position produces a d.c. voltage Eo,
between the inner electrodes. The polarity of this voltage reverses as the tube passes through the
/~

//
\

'\

(a)

"'

r-x4

Gloss

tube·

R.f. Power
generator

rf-t

External
electrodes

'

m I

. f~--·-R.F. Power
generator

Tube

a--tt~>1-1nternal

'

electrodes

t
-:----electrodes
r-:-'' --- E " /..-x--19

+.Eo

:

.

I

..... • +Eo
::i
Cl
.,_,

I

;:J

+x

Displacement

r

-x

'

\

-Ea

Fig. 25'68. Jonizaalon gauge aod·input·output

relationships;

/1I :
I
I

\

0

''

'

Displacement ·

\
\

_/

1

o=vutput voltage-.-,I ____,.

I

\

,
Ring

Inner

I'

\

-Eo
Fig. 25'69. Modified i.onization trallllducer for
measurement of large displaccme'snt
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midpoint. There exi~ts a linear relationship between output yoltage and displacement over a large
range as snown in Fig. 25'68 (b ). ·
_ . . W.hen. measuring large dispJaeenre·nts upto about 500 mm; a·dilfercnt:arrangement is used ·
as shown m Fig. 25'69.
.
·
..

The R F. source is connected between earth and a muvable metal ring placed over the tu ~c.

1'he two electrodes in the tube are conaected to earth via capacitors c1 and C2• A discharge takes
placr bet1veen the ring an~ each electrode. .Any asy!Dmet~y i~ the position of the ring causes a d c.
v.eltage to appear across tae .e!e~tr~des. This voltage varies lmea~ly with displacement of t:1e ring
over..a large range:. The sens1t1V1ty ts between l to IO V/mm.
·

· 25'35. ~i~ilili.Trans~ucer.The use of digital transducers is on the increaie. Fig. 25·19 on.page
a d1g\t~l ltnear displacement tra~sducer .. The use of digital code. makes it possible to
identify. the ~o.s1t1on of a mov~b.le te~t piece by binary syst~m of notation, '!;he position is given
as a tram of d1g1tal pulses. A d1g1tal displacement transducer 1s called an Eucoder.
·

?73 s~ows

. • · Since the binary sy~tem u~es only two sym~ols -0 an~ I, it can be easily represented by two ·
d1~erent t~pes of sy.stems usmg optical m~thods or usrng el~trical met~ods; The digital transducers
us111g optical methods .arc called Opllcal Euco.ders while those us1ag electrical methods are ca}led
Resistive Electrical Enco.ders.
1. Optical Encodeirt A sector (Fig. 25'70) may be designed with a pattern of opaque and
translucent areas. A. photo
·
·
·
-eT~ctric sensor and a. light
SOljrce is placed. on the-{wo
sides of the sector. The disShoded brea
placement is applied to the
1
Transparent
sector and therefo1 e changes
I
tlie amoun\ of light (ailing on ·
.the photo,electric sensor. The
Unsha'diaarea......:.. .
patteq1 0f illuminated oensor
Opaque
then carrie~ihhe information
as to tile location of the
··
sector.. · J:;ig 25'70 shows a
;./Ji~
·possible sector or pattern of
.
-·-···.
.
'opaque and translucent areas. Fii. 2s·10.. ~tt~r;~~r;~;;~ent and op• sectors used i~ optic~J /n~oder.s
The· number of levels in the
,
·
·
·
·
encoder determines the accuracy with Which device operates.
;< ·

1111• 111111 •

·-- - -

.

J

-

. .

Advantages and Disadvantagek~-. These encoders have-two major advant!\ges :
(i) They give a trJJec;;digltaf readout. (ii) No mechanical contact is inv~lyed and therefore .
problems of wear. and alignment are not. present. .
.
·. · . The disadvantage '·b lhlff f1re lights burn out. H:<>wever, the· life of.the lamps is about
50,000 hours. ·
·· ·
.· . ·
. .
.
.
· \ \ ·
·
. · . ,2. Residive Dlgtratliu:olrers. Tlierei i~/iw.other way in which this pattern (Fig. ·25"70) may
})e ~d, .· ;rhe,, sl\a,ded areas are made of. CQnd\lClln8 material .and ,!the: Unshad~d. areas Of insUlat!ng
mate~ .Sliding contacts are used which make conte,cts. The cmm1ts. of shdmg c&ntacts, which
oome in' conract with conducting areas are completed and the circuits of the o_thers which mr ke
contacts with insulated areas _are no.t completed. Thus the. encoder· gives a digital· readout whicl is
an indication of the position of the device and hence this encod,er determines the"displacement.
t\dvant~ges andrnsadmotageg; T~advantages of this. ty~of: encoder are:.
·
..
· (i) It 1s r~ladv~y· ine~sive. (Ii) It can tie J1iade to any degree oT desired accuracy provided
that the sectoris made i~r&~1eno.U&1t.to~m!ii()date Jlje requlred nunit~r-of.._rows for binary numbers,
jlnd lire quitti adequafefor~Wly 1l!<fvfn.1rs1~telns1 .
·
·

~
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Thi disadvantages are:
. . (I) The major problem with the use of these encoders is on account of wear of contactors
and maintenance of the conta~ts. (ii) There is often an imbiguity of one digit in the feast significant
.binary digit.
·
·
.
The resolution of digital transducers depends upon the number of digits comprising the
binary numb.er. The resolution is 1/2" of full scale where n is the number of digits.
. The range is up to several metres with an accuracy of I part in 20,000 of foll scale. The
accuracy obviously depends on the accuracy with which the scale is drawn.
.
25·3~. Shaft Encoder. A shaft encoder is a digital· deviCe used for measurement of angular
.,
'

i

J,

-,

position. An increasing number of measuring instruments are being used to communicate with a
digital computer for measurement and control applications. The amount of raw data generated by
large scale test programmes is so great that automated computer reduction of these data in meaningful
form becomes a necessity. · In .addition, the feedback: control systems for complex. processes are
becoming increasingly dependent on digital computer for part or co'mplete action of computers for
generation of control action. Therefore, there is a·uecessity o.f measuring devices that form a basic
part of these. systems whose output is compatible with digital nature of the computer. In practice, ·
there are two forms of generation of digital signals.. The first form converts the analogue variable
to a shaft rotation (or translation in Ii neat measurements) a:nd then using many types of shaft angle
encoder to generate digital voltage signals. The second approach is to convert the analogue variable
to an analogue vo!tage which is· then converted to a digital voltage by one of many voltage
to ditgital converters as given in Chapter 2~. · The shaft angle en~'.'.",i~r and voltage to cligital converter
are perhaps the ·most close approaches to true digital transducers,. the first being for motion and
the second for voltage Here we consider the shaft' angle encoder for transducing the analogue motion
to digital voltage.
·
·
In order to ~nderstand the operation of a shaft encoder, we should first consider a translational
. encoder (a linear displacement digital transducer as given earlier) is shown in Fig. 25'7 l. The
encoder shown has four tracks (bits) and is divided into conducting and insulating portions, with the
smallest increment being (l''J I mm As the scale move$ under the brushes, the respective lamp circuits
are ·made or broken so that the. numbers shown on the r~adout lamps is at every instant equal to
one hundredth. of a mm.
·
·

For angular dispiacements, the. pattern given in· Fig. 25'70 is simply deformed so that the
.length of .the scale becomes the circumference of a .circle on a fiat disc. The brushes are then ·placed
along a radial line on the disc Fig. 25'72 shows the disc.
The disc is divided into concentric circular tracks and each of these is then divided into
segments in a manner depending upon the code beipg used. 'For pure binary code, the inner track is
halved,, the next quartered and the next divided into 8 parts and so on. Each track has twice as many
segments as the adjacent one near the cemre. Tl).e detection method determines the treatment of the
disc. The alternate segments on each track are made ,transparent and opaque, if transmitted light and
photocells are used. If the segments are made reflecting and non·reflecting, reflected light and photo
cells are used. Electrical methods are used for detection in case the segments are made conducting
and non-conducting alternatively.

I
~

.Thus if the scale is scanned radially a binary 0 or · I is obtained from each track depending
upon the angular position of the diec. Each position of the disc, provided the resolution angle is ·
exceeded between positions, gives a unique number comprising the same number of digits as there are
tracks on the disc.
The accuracy depends upon the number of tracks and if there are 11 :tracks, the accuracy
. ,, d .
3600 10
d
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Readout
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0
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3

0100
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.1.110
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BLACK-CONDUCTOR
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Fig. 25'7.J. Digital transducer.
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Such discs are manufactured with diameters from 5 to 25 cm and give unique codes for
between 100 and 50,000 positions per 360°. The sequence and order of indications represent the
position of the shaft in the coded form. Fig. 25·73 shows two discs one using binary and other using
cylic code.

STRAIGHT

Fig. 25'72. Digital Shaft Encoder.

BIN~HY't;OOI

CVCUl BINARY lON

(b)
(a)
·Fig. 25'73. Shaft Encoders using straight binary and
cyclic binary codes.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
l. A sieel diaphragm is used for pressure mrnsurement. It is 50 ILm in diameto. and is to be designed to
measure a max'mum pressure of 1·5 MN/m•. The moduh;s of elasticity cf steel is WO GNim' and Poisson's ratio is
0'3. Calculate the thickness of diaphragm in order that the maximum deflection is not morn titan 1/3 of its thickness.
Calculat~ the natural ~equency of diaphragm. The density of steel is 7800 kg/m'.
[Ans. 1·1 mm, 26,600 Hz]
2. A torsiop bar is made of mild steel and bas a dismelcr of 25 iLm. 1 be shear modulus of mild sttel is
80 GN/m'. Calcula~lethe value of shear 1ens;tivity, Suppose a torque of IQ x 10' Nm is applied to tbe bar, calculate
the value of shear st ain angle.
If the bar is notched to 15 mm diameter, what is tte \alue of shear sensiUvily and the shear angle for tbc
•hove torque.
·
[Ans. 4x!o-• rad/Nm, 0·04 rad: 18'8XIO-' rad/Nm, 0'188 rad]
3. A 5COO IJ. Qltage dividing potentiometer fee<ls a load of 8000 IJ.. Calculate the percentage error based
up Jn full scale for slider positions at o, 0·2, 0·4, o·6, o·s and 1·o p.u. of tbe tG.tal t1 ave! Plot the graph retween p.u.
travel and percentage error.
[Ans. Percentage error: 0, t'8, 5'2, 7'8, 7'2, OJ
4. A potentiometer has a resistance of 5000 Q and is rated ai 3 W. What is tbe maximum allowable ·
exc·tation voltage 1
·
Calculate the value of the sensitivity and resolution if the length of potentiometer is 0·1 rn and there are
200 turns. Also calculate the percentage leading error at 0'67 of the travel ir a meter of 5C00 IJ. is connected across
the pot.
·
.
· [Ans. 12l \', 12'2 V/mm, 0'61 V, -12'1%]
5. A voltage dividing potentiometer is used to measure an angular displacement. The an~le of displacement
is 60° aud total angle of travel of potentiometer is 355'. Calculate the voltage oulput or. open circuit if the potentio·
meter is excited by a 60 V source. CatcuJate the actual value of the output voltage at this setting if a voltmeter of
1 Mil resistance is connected across the output. 1 he resistance of the potentiometer is l kil. The turns are uniformly
distributed. Calculate the percentage error.
~Ans. 10'14 V, 10'1386 V, -0'014%]
6. Find the strain that results from a tensile force qf !000 N applied to a 10 m long aluminium bar having
cross·~ectiooal area of 4X 10-• m'. The modulus of elasticity of aluminium is 69 GN/m 2• [Ans. 38'23 microstraia]
t
.
7, A reshtnnce wire strain gauge having a nominal resistance of 350 Q is subjected to a strain of 500 micr6strain. Fiod the c~bange in the value of resistance neglectin~ the piezo1esistive effect.
[Ans. 0·35 Q]

8. Comoare the resistance cban~e produced by a strain of I 50 microstrain if a Sh•in gauge of nominal
resistance of 120·,Q i3 used (i) when made of wire resistance having a ~aure factor of 2'13, and (ii) when madeof
[Ans. ·(I) 0'03834 1!., (Ii) 2'718 IJ.J
a semiconducting material having a gauge factor of 151.

)
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_2.:__ksfrain gaufe has a g~uge factor of 4. If the strain gauge is attached lo a:metal bar that stretches from·
change in resistance? If the unstrained value is 120 0. what
is the resistance value after application of strain?
·
.
[Ans. 8%, 129'6 OJ
10. · A metal"ic strain ~auge has a resistance of 120 .Q and a gauge foctor of 2. It is install el on an aluminium
structure which h's a yield point ~tress of 0·2 GN/m2 and Y"un 0's modulus of 68'? GNfin2, determine the change in
resistance of_t~ gauge that would be caused by loading the ma,terial t11--iieltfpoint. .
·
[Ans: 0·1 OJ
11. A semicondcctor gauge having a resistance of 1000 0 and a gauge factor of -133 is subjected to a com·
. pres ive s•rain of 500 microstrain. Calcu1a1e the new value of resislance of the rauge.
[Ans. 1066'5 0]
12 A p!atinum resistance thermometer bas a resistance of 150 0 at O'C. What ls the resis•ance when
lhe tcmpera!Ure 1~ 200 °·C? When the thermometer h~s a resistance of 400 n, wl)at is the value of the temperature?
Th~ resistance temperature co·etficknt of platinum is 0'0039 010..:. 0 c.
.
(Ans. 170'25 0, 42i°C]
· · 13.. ..The following table gives the variation of resistance wiih temperature. ·
---·
. 21
Teilrperature •c
15
24
26' 5
29'5
33
{ 18

o·zs mto 0'255 m when· strained, what is the percentage

-·--~-----~-

Resistance .Q

----106'06

-·

-

.

107'14 .

108'22

109'3

lJO' 38

111 '46

112'75

.
Find the linear and quadratic approximation of the abov~·resistance temperature curve for temperarnre
vanations berween I ~·c and 33°C about a t~mperature of 24'C.
~~
[Ans. Ra=l09'3 [I+ 3'41x10-• (6-241], Re= 109'3 {1+3'55x10-• (0-24 '3f-0'66x w-• (6-24)'

I

~

'

14. The.resistance temperature.relationship for a thermistor is given by :

'

~(l/T2- l/Ti)
If the value of~ is.4000 Kand me resistance of thermist.ir is 200 kO at -JOD°C find the value.of resistance
.1t ·10t 'C. ·find the ratio of two res:stanc< s, Find the ratio of two resista[ces fot platinum over 1hc sa11c temperature.
Platinum has a resistance tempe.rature co-efficient of 0'0039 O/!J.-··c.
[Ans. 693x10-' 0, 28'8 x 10', 2"95)
. JS, ..A-_tljermistor may be ~sm.med tci have a linear temperature resistance over a limited temperalure range,
The variath;·n in resistance is ·-0"05/'C .rise of temperature. rhe thermistor has a resistance of JOOO 0 at .2o•c.
c·alcli'ate !he value df hs resi~lance et 25°C. Supposing. this thermistor is used in smes wi1h ·a coµpcr coil, what is the
1r.1lue of the resistance of copper cnil if the rcrniance at 20'C and i5'C is the s~me for the series connected circuit
c(mpiising of cdil and the ih:rmistor? The resistance tempuature co-efficient of copper may be assnmed ns 0·0041•c
.
[Ans. 750 0, 12 5 kn}
J6. An LVDT has an output of 6 V rms when the displacement is 0·4x l.O-' mm.. Determine the sensitivity
of this instrulnrnt in V/mm. A 10 V voltmeter with IOO srale divisions is used to read the outtjut. Two tenths of
a d!vision tan be estimated-with ease. De!umine .the resolution of the.voltmeter.
The above arrangement is used in a pressure transducer for measuring the deflection of a diaphragm. The
diaphragm is deflec•ed through 0·5x 10-• mm by a pressure of 1000 N/m2. Oelermine the seositivily and resolution
t•f this imllumrnr.
·
[Ans. 15COO V/mm, 002 V, 7·5 m V/N-m-2• 2'67 Nm]
17. A parallel plale capacithe lrar.sducer has pJarcs of 600 mm' area which are separated by air by a distance
11 0·2 mm. The resistance of the transducer is :ox i011 !J.,.Calculate the lime constant of the transducer and find the
at1enna iun of tbe output at"IW Hz. The permittivity of air is 8'85X 10-12 f/m.
(Ans. 0'531 ms, 5'1%]
18. Two p!r,tes of p'arnllel plate capacitive transdu.cer are ·30 mm apart and the space is filled with two different
dielectric malcri~ls, 01 e material is I cm th'ck with a dielectric constant rf 5 and the other material is 20 mm thick
wit~ a dielectric constant 10. If the capacitil e transducer were to be tnade up of a single dielectrk material, what is
the d'cleclric constant of that material.
·
[Ans 7'5]
19. A parallel plate capacitive transduceruses air. as the dielecJrlc medium for measurement of displacement
&S shown h H" 25'25. 1 he plates are 300 mm' in area and are separated by a distance of I '25 mm. Find the time
conslant anJ scries-:.1CSislance if the output is attenuated by 5% by a frequency of 30 Hz. The permitivily of air. is
s·ssx1u- 12 f/m.
·
· ·
[Ans. 16'1ms,7580 ,,OJ
'20. In a _variable capacirance transducer the diaphragn s a1e 20 mm in diameter and 4 mm apart. If a pressure
µrnducesnn "veragedefieclion ofo·2s mm, calculate the value of capacitance after the application of force. The
~bpacitancc before application of force i1 400 pP.
,
.
.
[Ans. 427 pF]
21. A displacement c·apacitive tra·nsducer i1ses a dilTerenfial ariangernent with two outer plates which are
fixed ao'd a ceotral plate which is, lnovable. The dislance between fi~ed and movable plates is 5 mm 11hen no displace·
nirnt is appJicJ. A volta,'e of !COO V rms is applied across the fixed plates !'ind the differ•nt'al output voltage if a
displacement of 0·01 mm i3 Pp~!ied 10 th• central pl~te. Find also the sensitivity of the 1raosducer.
·
[Ans. 2 V; 200 V/mm]
n. tor vibralion-measuremen• a d.~.· volt"g·! of 90 V is applh1 across-the series combination of a parallel
plnte·air-caiiacitor and a C.l,l.O. The parallel ~late,, Jlf capacitor has pfotes of .625 mm' area displaced by 0'25 mm;
RT2=RTJ CXP.

I

~

~i

I

1

I

The oscilloscope1may b.e considered a·s a resistance of 10 MD. iu parallel _with .a capacitance of 10. pF; · The s~nsi1ivity
of t~e os<1illoseope· 'is~ . mV/cm. Deteimine the aisplacemeot sensitivity and 1be frequency for which a !lat response
w1th1n 5% can be obtained.
·
.
·
·[Ans. 3'o X10• crrr/cm ; 22 kHz]
l3. Alr exhibits a breakdown strength of about 3 k V/mm. What liIT<itation does this impose on the ultimate.
~ensit,vitY d a variable displacement capacitive transducer.
·.
14. The vollage sensitivity for barium titanate is.12x10-• Vm/N while that of quartz is 50x10-• Vm/N,
The permiltil'ilY of barium titanate is 12·5 x 10-• F/m and ·that of quartz is 40'6X 10-•z. F/m; Calculate .the charge
sensitivities and their ratio. If-the thickness cf crystal in each case is 2'5 mm, calculate the sensitiv;ties in eacli case
and·their rntio.
{Ans, 150 p C/N, 2 pC/N,.75 ; 30 x 10-• V/N-m-•, 125x10-• V/N- m-•, O'Z4]
25. A quartz crystal has the dimerisions of 2 mm x 2 mm x I mm. Quartz has the foi!owing properties charge
sensitivity=2
1.C/ .'l. Young's modulus=
8'6X 1010 N/n.•. l'ermittivilY" 40'6X 10-u F/m.
·
'
'
. ··
Calculate the value of force, charge and voltage if the crystal is subjecte'd to a strain of \Ox 10-• m/m
·
'
· [Ans •. 3.4 N, 1> 88 pC, 43 Vl
·
26. A barium tiianat~ crystal has dimension;of5mmX5mmxl'S,mm. The Young's modulus ofbarium
tita~Jte is 12X10' N/m', its char ,o sensitivity is 150 pC/N and permittivity 1i·s x 10-• F/m. A c\tpacitaocJ of IO pF
in parallel with 100 MD. resistance is connected across the crystal. Calculate the rms value of voltage under open ,
circuit and load conditions wlien a force cf O'Ol42 sin 100 t newton is applied to the crystal. Calculate therms value of
deflection. 1he 'resistance of 1he crystal may be neglected.
[Ans. 72 mV, 62 4 mV, 0·05 mm)
27. A flat frequency response within 10% is required from a piezo·electri c1ystal. Find the value of minimum' .
freqi:ency fn: which it <rn be used if1t:e t1me ccr11an11s 2 ms. Fleet-also the phase shift,
[Ans. 164 Hi, 26')
18. A piezoelectric transducer bas an input
Xi=At

O<t<T,

T<t<oo.

Solve the difterentlal equation lo find the value .of output voltage. ,for=t=T-_find. me error.,· Calculate this
error by using the following approximaiion.

~~2 .
e-T/t=l-I..+i(
2 t . ... .
-r

Exolain1tbe en or as a percenta!'e of the ideal value of output voltage. What must be the value of T/< if the error is to
be S percent.? Por this value of T/< evaluate the error caused by truncating tlie series.

)

26
Signal Conditioning
26' 1. Signal Conditioning
The measurand, which is oasically a physical quantity as is detected by the first stage of the
instrumentation or measurement system. Tbe first stage, with which we have become familiar, is tbe
"Detector Transduces stage''. The quantity is detected and is transduced into· an electrical form in
most of the cases. The output of the first stage has to be .modified before it becomes usable and satisfactory to drive the signal presentation stage which· is the third and the last stage of a measurement
system. The last stage of the measurement sy.;tem may cor,sist of indicating, recording, displaying,
data processing clements or may consist of control elements.
Jn this chapter, methods used for modifying the transduced signal into a usable format for the
final stage of the rneasnremcnt system are described.

Measurement of dynamic physical quantities requires faithful r<presen!ation of tbeir analogue
or digital output obtained from the intermediate stage (signal co1dilioning slage) and this places a
severe strain on the signal conditioning equipment The signal conditionihg equipment may be required
to do linear processes like amplification, attenuation.integration, differentiation, addition 2nd subtraction.
fbey are also required to do non· linear processes like modulation, demodulation sampling, filtering,
clipping and clamping squaring, linearlizing or multiplification by another function etc. These tasks are
by no means simple. They require ingenuity, proper selection of components and the selection of most
faithful methods of reproduction of output signals for the final da•a presentation stage.
.
The signal conditioning or data aquisition (quiprncnt in many a siluation be an txc.tation and
amplification 5ystem for Passhe tiansduccrs. It may be 211 Amplification Sysflm for active transducers. In both the applications, the 1ransducer output is brought up to a suflicient level to make it
useful for conver~!on, processing, indicating and recording. Excitation. is needed for passive transducers because these transducers dv not generate their own voltage or current. Therefore, passive
transducers like strain gauges, potentiometers, resistance thermcmeters, inductive and capacitive trans·
ducers require excitation from external sources. The active transducers like technogenerators, thermocoupl•:s, inductive pick-ups and piezo·clectric crystals, on the other band do not require an external
source of excita1ion since th~y produce their own voltages on account of application of physical quantities. But these signals usually have a low voltage level, and hence. need amplification.
The ~xcitation sources may be an alternating or a d.c. voltage source. The d.c. system is comParatively simple as shown in Fig. 26'1.
D.C.Exc'1tation
source

Calibration

Bridge

and
zeroing

0

c

Ampfrf1er

l

Lowpossj Oulpu;
filler
-·-~-..,,.

n~tworl<

Pig, 26'!. D.C. Signal conditioning system.
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The 1tesistance transducers like strain gauges, constitute olle arm or more than one arm of a
Wheatstone bridge which is excited by an isolated d.c. source. The bridge can be balanced 'by a poten·
liometer and can also be calibrated for unbalanced conditions.
'

'

The desirable characteristics of a <I.e. amplifier are :
(i) It may need balanced differential inputs giving a high Common mode rejection ratio

(CM RR). This is elatorated later on in this chapter. ·
(ii) It should have an extremely good thermal and lon!f!erm stability.
The advantages of a d.c. amplifier are that :
(i) It is easy to calibrate at low frequencies.
(ii) Jt is able to recover from an overload condition unlike its a.c. counterpart.
But the greatest disadvantage of a d.c. amplifier is that it suffers from the problem of drift.
Thus low frequtncy spurious signals come out as data information. For this reason special low drift
· d.c. amplifiers are used. The d.c. amplifier is followed by a lowpass filter which is l_lsed to elim·nate
l1igh frequency components or noi5e from the data signal.
In order to overcome the proHcms that arc encountered in d.c. systems a.c. systems are used.
In a.c. systems, the Carrier-Type n.c. Signal Conditioning systems are used as shown in Fig. 26'2.
Mt•••rond

Cc.lib(ation
Trons:ducer

Bridge

~...,

ai'fd zcroin
~Ork

~arrier

AC
Amplifier

.1

·~

~~pass

l~iit~r .

d c.
output

Reference

Pow('.r

supply

oscillotor ~..::::::;:=..

_.__

s~1~:i~~e
demodulator

_ _J

Fir. ?6'2. A.C. Signal conditioning system.

/ / The transducer~ used are t~e variable resistance or variable inquctance tra!1sduccrs. They are
/ employed between earner frequencies of 50 Hz to 200 kHz. The camer frequencies are much higher,
I they are atleast 5 to 10 times the signal frequencies.
·
. Transducer parameter variations amplitude modulate the carrier frequencies at the brid •e out·
put and waveform is ampl!fie~ and demo~ulat.ed. · The. demodulalion is ~base Se~sitivc so that the
polarity of d.c. output indicates tpc d1rect1on of the parameter change m the bridge output.
In a carrier system amplifier drift and spurious signals are not of much importance unless they
modulate ihe carrier. However, it is more difficult to achieve a stable carrier oscillator than a com·
parable d.~. stabilized. sou;ce. In carrier syste~s, it i.s easy to obtain very high rejection of maius
frequency pick up. Ac!Ive .fi!ters can be used to reject tlus frequ~ncy and prevent overloading of a.c.
amplifier. The phase·sens1t1ve, demodulator filters out earner frequency components of the
data sign aI.
D.C. systems are generally used for common resistance transducers such as potentiometers
and resistance strain gauges. A.C. systems have to be used for variable reactance transducers and for
system.s \~here si&nals have to be transmitted via long cables to connect the trans<lucers to the signal
condit1omng eqmpment.
After the phy5ical quantities like temperature, pressure, strain, acceleration etc. have been
transduced into their analogous electrical foim .and amplified to sufficient cur-rent and voltage levels
(say 1Vto10 V), they are furtlJer processed by electronic circuits. In some. applications the signal
tlurs not :;eed any further processing and the amplified signal may be directly applied to indicating or
. recording or control instruments. But many applications involve further processing of signals which
ir,volve linear and 11on·linear operationr, as mentioned earlier.
'
The signal may
be applied to a sample and bold (S/H) circuit as sfH'Wn in Fig. 26 J. This may
.be fed to an analogue multiplexer and analogue lo digital (A/Bl , . n..
·'
C:r(q:11 i~ in digital
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form it may be applied to avariety of digital systems like a digital comi)uter, digital 9ontroller, . digital
data logger or a digital daia tran~lliitter; ·
Somplo o~d
hold crrcuits
I

·Analogue

. I

AnoiogUe

-

· "S1gnnls from
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·6ondition'mg
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Oi91ta1
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Mulliplextr

...

~

OigHol
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~

'

'
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'

'

•

.
·-

I
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Fig, 26'3, 'Data aquisilion a,nd conversion SJ stem,
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The sa nple and hold units shown in Fig. 26'3 sample the dilfetent'ioputs at a. specified time
and then hold the voltage leV.els at their output while an;1logue multtplexer p~rfvrms the time division
multiplexing (TOM) operation between different data inputi. Time Division Multiplexing means that
each rnput channel is sequentially connected to the multiplexer for a certain specided time l The input .
signal> ar~ not applied to the multipl,exer continuously but ar~ connected in turn to the mllltiplexer
tllereby sharing time) The timing or' the variou~ input channels is cvntrJlled by a control unit. This
unit controls the sampk and- hold (S/i lJ circuit§, the multiplexer and the analouge to digital (A/D)
converter. The control unit may be controller itself.
·
In case time division multiplexing is not used, · the-.fnquency divisiou multiplexer. (FDM) may
be used. Jn this case, the multiple.data analogue inputs can remain in analogue form and are transmitted all at the same time, using frequency division multiplexing (FDMJ. The voltage input from the
signal conditioning equipment is converted into frequency. Thus any change in voltage input of the
measurand produces a corresponding change in frequency.

. · Earlier circuits comprising of discrete electronic components were use.d where impedance trans·
formations, amplification, and other signal conditioning were required. The requirement to produce
designs from discrete components has given way to easier and more reliable methods of signal condi·
tioning whkh use integrMed circuits (ICs). Many special circuits and general purpose amplifiers are
now contained iii IC packages producing a quick solution to· signal conditioning problet.ns, together
with small size, low power consumption and, low cost.
26'2. ' Instrumentation Ampll6ers
The output measuring devices require power for their operation. This power is usually-drawn
from the measuring circuit itself. The electro' mechanical output devices require power which , typically
ranges from a few !I-W in the case ~f sensitive moving coil instruments to a few watt in the case of
recorders.
'
In many applications, the measuring circuits cannot supply the power
demanded by_ the output
. devices. Thus, if an output device is directly connected to the circuit, the signal gets distorted . on
account of the loading effects. The i.nstrumentation amplifiers, in such caSff, are required to supply
the necessary power required by the output devices in order that the signal is faithfuHy measured,
displayed or recorded.
Amplifiers are also used wnen the quantity under measurement has·to be processed or is to be
stored. The use of operational amplifiers is made for carrying out mathematical operations on the
electrical signals by electrical·means. ··These operations may include addition, subtraction, multiplica-
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tion, divisioll, integration, differentiation and taking . logarithms etc. The use of amplifiers al1.;
facilitates the extraction of the measured variable in 1egulating and controlling circuir;, while m;.
industrial process is on. This is an on line application of the !lmplifie1s.
An instrumentation amplifier should have the following propertiea :
(i) it should be able to supply power at a specified power level a voltage or a current which b
directly proportional to the quantity under measurement,
(ii) tbe power extracted from the measurement system should be as small as possible,
(iii) i~hould faithfully follow the variations in the quantity under measurement,
(iv) it should operate on the least possible auxiliary power,
( v) it should have a long operating life and a high degree of reliability,
and
(vi) the amplifier should have a high input impedance and low output impedance. Highinput
impedance is needed so that the transducer stage is not loaded while a low output impedance is required for isolation and reduetion of inter·stage interaction. The low output impedance also makes. the
response independent of tl~ frequency. This property becomes ve1y useful when high impedance
transducers like piezo-elect ic transducers are to be coupled to low impedance signal conJ1;i,.i11i1ii• '".
data presentation element.
I
26'3. A.C. Amplifiers/1
An_.11cc:,__:unplifier is designed to amplify sinusoidal signals whose frequencies lie within
a particular .specified range. They are designed to reproduce the input signal at the output terminals.
but with voltage and/or current increased in a known ratio. An amplifier can a,nplify within "
particular range of frequencies. The frequency range over which a flat response is obtained
depends upon the value of load resistance. RL. Ideally, the graph of voltage gain versus frequency
is the response shown in Fig. 26'4 (a). The gain is constant between frequencies w.-1 and w,2
The gain is called the midband gftiD Am1d. ·In effect the a.c. amplifier acts as a bandpass filter, c!he
passband being w,2-wc1 allowing only a band of frequencies to pass and rejecting the rest i.e. the
output corresponding to rest of the frequencies is zero. The rejection bands are frequency ran rc
O-w,1 and "''2 onwards.

f,oinA

Flat
response

Amid,_ ___ -,--..,.....,----.

A.m'1d

0·707
Amid

r-1-1 .
----v-~TJ_
_~ 7: .,. _______-:-Tdb
:

-

,
I

I

-+---'-------1'

0

Wc2

Frequency,w-

Frequency, w -· ,...

(a' Idoal response

(b) Actual response
Fig. 26'4, Frequency response of a.c. ampllifiers.

The ideal response, however, cannot be obtained in practice. The actual response is shown
in Fig. 26'4 (b). There is a passband where we .obtain an absolutely flat response. However, the garo
falls below_ A,,.;,, at some lower ·anq upper frequencies. The frequency at which the gain 1,
liJ'707 Amtd is calletLQ}t Off Frequency. '1'her'! are two frequencies at which the gain is 0'707 of tiJ,:
gain at midband~ffrcfuencies. These frequencies are w,1 and w, 2: Frequency 6>,1 is called the foll•';
cutoff frequencyiflnd.,•••2 is called the upper cutoff frequency.
"
J}andwidth BW=!Jl,2-wci.
f

, -~
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. . , _The response. d~creases fr~m the midband response , by 3 db. ., The change in power by 50 ~~
is 1cprcoented by 70 7% change m vo!tage, or by 3 db. Slow changes in the input voltage hB"P.
n~> C:Tc~t on the output voltage, The limi.t of th.e bandWidth of the amplifier for lower freque .. :i~s
gives nse to a stable zer0. The slow changes m the output voltage for example drift whic•i ;~
normally encountered in d.c. amplifiers is avoided by this.
'
·
Thus for both the applica!ions i.e. amplification
of direct current signals or slow varying signals, a . GainA
d.c amplifier has to be used. The frequency response
1·01-~---....
of a typical d.c. amplifier is shown in Fig. 26'5
Upp~r cut oft
freque~c)I
1~7
··---------'-'
The flat response extends all the way down to
direct current or zero frequency. It should be noted
that th~ response is basically that of a low pass filter
0
w
i e. it is an amplifier that reproduces the low frequency
"requency,w_.,
signals faithfully.
As mentioned earlier, d.c. amlifiers are mainly
Fig, 26'5, Frequency response of a
use<! in measurement and instrumentation systems. They
~- typical d c. amplifier.
are an essential component of an analogue computer system. However, reliable amplifiers that
v.ill amplify the d c. inputs arc difficult to design. This is because the d.c. amplifiers suffer from
a major drawback and that is the problem of drift. The drift is a slow change of the output
signal when the input signal is static, or perhaps nearly so i.e. signals varying at a very slow rate.
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Another problem in d.c. ampli6ers is to t,be need prevent any low frequency cutoff which may
render them useless.
·.
-,·111;
26'3' l. Direct Coupled Amplifiers. In order to eliminate the causes of low frequency
cutoff and also to obtain a perfectly flat response· .at low frequencies direct coupled amplifiers are
used.· Basically, the cutoff frequencies of a-n a c. amplifier are on account of coupling capacitors
betivcen various stages and the lumped capacita\lces. By eliminating the coupling capacitors between
two stages of a multistage amplifier, the frequency cutoff can be eliminated.
Since the various successive stages of the amplifier are directly coupled ·without the use
of a coupling capacitor, it is called a direct eoupled·amplifier. The direct coupled amplifiers suffer
from the drift problem. Any change in supply voltage or parameters of the solid state devices
used will produce an spurious output signal which is indistinguishable from the output on account
of a genuine input signal. Hence, direct coupled amplifiers are suitable as d.c. amplifiers only
under those conditions where the true input d.c. voltages are much larger than the voltage causing
the drift.
26·3·2. Chopped and Modulated D.C. Amplifiers. Simple a.c. amplifiers may be used to
amplify a d.c. input through use of an additional circuit component known as chopper. The approach
is used to build a d.c, amplifier 11 11erein the d.c. is first converted to an equivalent a.c. signal that
is amplified by a staniJard a.c. amplifier. The a c. signal is finally converted back to a d.c. signal.·
Fig. 26'6. shows a chopper type d.c. amplifier. u; is the input d.c. voltaf,e. This voltage is
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Fig, 26"6, Chopper type d.c. amplifier.
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alternately connected to terminals A and B. When the switch is in position A, the direction of flow
of current in the primary winding Is in one direction. When the switch is in position B, the rnrrent
flows in the opposite direction. This means that an a.c. voltag~ will be induced in the seeondary
winding of input transformer. For an iJeal transformer this voltage is of perfect square w.tv~'hape.
The peak value of the induced voltage is proportional to the d.c. input. The a c. signal is amplified
in a standard a .c. amplifier. This appear> as an amplified square wave at the primary winding of the
output transformer. The a.c. signal is converted back to d.c. The secondary winding of the
. output transforrJer is centrally tapped, with an output switch ganged (mechanically coupled) to the
lrz

A B A B

8

e

0

t

(a)

(b)

Fig, 26·7. Oulpul of chopper amplifier.

input switch. The input voltage across the primary winding of the output transformer is shown
in Fig. 26'7 (a). The output of the secondary winding is shown iu Fig 26'7 (b ).
The amplifier of Fig. 26'6 is ref~rred to as a chopper amplifier since the input d.c. voltage
~---15Ji!erally chopped to pr~duce an a c..sign~!. The.. chopi:iilli action may be accomplished by either
//
by mechanical or electronic means. A vibratmg reed is used vihen mechanical methods are employed.

1•

26'4. Operational A;opliflers ~ne type of ~rnplifier which finds its way into almost all
kinds of measurement and 1~str~mentat10n systems .1~ the Operational Amplifiers (OP AMP. for
short). The word operational mdicates that the amplt!ier can perform mathematical operations like
inversion, addition, subtraction, multplication, division, integration and differentiation etc.
The properties of an ideal operational amplifier are :
(i) it should have an infinite input impedan~7. (ii) it should have zero output impedance,
(iii) it should have an infinite gain, (actually it has a gain of the order of 105 to I 09),
and (iv) it should have llat response over a wide frequency range.
The operational amplifier .consis!s of a v.ery high gain. amplifier with a negative feedback.
The gain of the operational amplifier with negahve feedback 1s determined by the feedback com·
ponents and not by the internal amplifier circuitry.
· Fig. 26'8 (a) shows the symbol for an operational amplifier, which is simply a triangular

Inverting

end

Output.

Input

Input

.

Non-inverting

end

(b)

(a)

Fig. 26'8, Symbols for operational amplifiers.
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shape having two inputs (normally) and a single output. The two input~ are labeled differently. One
input is designated by a plus (+) sign and is called the non-inverting end. The second input is
designated by a Mgative (- ) sign and is known as inverting end.

A positive voltage applied to the non-inverting end appears as a positive voltage at tl:e
output terminals.
A positive voltage applied to the inverting end results in a negative voltage at the output
terminals.
Frequently the non-inverting end is not used and some operational amplifiers do not have this
terminal for use. When the non-inverting input is not available for use when the non-inverting is
not provided, it is omitted from the schematic diagram and the only terminal shown is the inverting
input ( -ve), even through it may not be marked as such. Only one terminal is shown which is the inverting (input) terminal. The inverting input causes a reversal of polarity of the input signal. When only
one input is shown, it is the inverting input. There is only one output terminal. The other terminal
is the ground terminal which may not be shown in the schematic diagram. The symbol illustrated
in Fig. 26'8 (a) is for an operational ~mplifier by itself (open loop). Frequently, the symbol depic!ed
in Fig. 26'8 (b) is also used.
Fig. 26'9 shows the symbol and feedback connections of an operational amplifier.

Let

E1 =input voltage
Z1 =input impedance of amplifier, and

Z1=impedance in the input path,
Zt=impedance of feedback path.

Zt

Fig. 26"9. Operational amplifier.

Since the gain of the amplifier is very large, the voltage Ei has to be extremely small so as
not to drive the amplifier to saturation. The voltage Et given by the two currents flowing into
the node multiplied by impedance Z1.

Ei=(~ +~ )z1

..
Hence, output voltage
Solving for Eo,
Now

A~t

Eo=AE1=A(

~ + ~ )z1

Eo=( 1- ~ )-AZ1 ::

1

Z1
Zt

Z1
Zt

:. -E, --=E1 -

or
·

f

. Zt

-i.;.-

F• - ·

The ratio Eo/E! is called t.1e cl"secl loop gtlil!' A.ir
·
·
· . Zt
; . Closed loop gain Aor,""' .,., L ;..

or Eo (
~-

Zi

! - ~~ )=z t
1

... (26'1)

..(26'2)
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. . Note !he minus sig~ in Eqn. 26:2. whi?h i:ndicates a phase reversal. Most operational
am~hfiers available C?mmerc1ally have a d,ffer~nt1al. mput. as ~hown in Fig. 26'10 (a) when operated
as smgle ended amplifier, they have the co~tions 'Shown m F~. 26' IO.

Zf

e0 ::: -(Zf
le;
- ' •
·Zt
(a) basic configuralioli ·
(b) operational amplifier configuration
Ffg, 26'10. Ditferenlial input operational amplifier.

26'5, Operational Amplifier Specifications

There are certain characteristics of operational amplifiers .which must be considered for design
.applications. In addition to open loop design input and output impedances, follo1\ ing are some of
the.important characteristics of operational amplifiers.
1. Input Offset Voltage. In many cases the output voltage of the. operational amplifier may
not be equal to zero even though no input voltage is applied. The lnpnt Offset Voltage is defined as the
voltage that must be applied to the input te.rminals to drive the output to zero. This is about 2 mv
for 741 amplif- · It should be understood that offset voltage changes wi~h temperature.
.
2. ID}>u( Offset Current. Just as a voltage offset may be required across the input to make
the output voltage zero, so a net current may be required between th~ inputs to zero the output voltage
This current in called lopot Ofrset Current. This is equal to the difference between the two input
currents. For a 741 amplifier the offset current is about 20 nA.
3. Input Bias Current. It is defined as the mean of the two input currents required to make
tbe output voltage zero.
4. Slew Rate. · It is the highest rate at which the output can change. It is expressed in terms
of V/µs.

L~
(r
!

\

5. Unity.Gain Frequency. In,many cases specifi~tions include the frequency response including unity gain frequency. This is the frequency at which the open loop gain of the amplifier becomes unity (O db}. The low frequency.gain is about 20,000 and falls to unity at about I MHz. The
amplifier is said to have a 1 MHz 'gain-bandwidth product.
6. .Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR). This quantity has been defined later in this
chapter.

i;

I

26'6. Operatiowil Antplifler Circuits in Instrumentation. Some of commonly used o~tatiooal ,
amplifier circuits are described below.
· 1;
26!6'1. laveeter: The operation! an;iplifier is used as an inverter as shown in Fig. 26'11. \i
The input resistance R1 is equal to the feedback resistance Rt.
i
:. From Eqn. 26'2, the output voltage eo = -e1, ~; = -e1
It i~ cela.r th!lt t~e output voltage is 180' 9ut of phase with input voltage.

... (26'.'!)
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Rt ef<t

e·L

e1

R,

ez

R2

eo e3

R

Ri

Fig. 26'11, Operational Amplifier as an Inverter.

f

eo

Fig, 26'12. Operational amplifier as an adder.

26'6'2, Adder: The operational amplifier acts as an adder~as shown in Fig. 26'12.
'flie output voltage e = - ( .e Ri
Rt +e'2 R
Rt +ea Ra
Rt ).
0
1
2

... (26'4)
Rt =R2=Ra=Rt we have eo=-(e1te2tea)
26·6' 3. Subtracti>r. The operational amplifi.er circuit subtraction of two voltages is shown
in Fig. 26' 13.
If

Output voltage of the second operational amplifier
R1 Rt
Rt)
eo=- ( -e1-+e2R1 Ra
R2
... (26'5)

If R1=R2 ... Rs=R1 we have eo•... e1-1JS

26'6'4. Multplier and Divid~r. The output of the operational amplifier with ;a resistance Rt
in the fcrdback circuit and!R1:at the input is
-~.
·-Rt

eo=-e1
R1

Rt

e,
-e,~
R1

Fig. 26' I3 Operational amplifier as a subtractor•

.Thus the op~rational amplifier has Rt> R1, it acts as· a multiplier while if R1<R1, it acts as a
divider.
Suppose
Rt=lOO MO and R1=10 Mn.

eo=--~; e1= · \~;~~: ei=-10 e1. He~ the input gets multiplied by 10.

In case R1=IO MO and R1=IOO MO, the output voltage is:
lOX 1Q6,

eo=-rnox1()6 e1=
ba~k

I

-ro e1.

Therefore the input voltage gets divided by 10. By properly choosing the input and the feedresistances, multiplicatioq or division by any number caq be hag,
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26'6'5. Integrator. Fig. 26'14 shows the operational amplifier as an integrator. There is
capacitor, C, in the feedback loop and a resistance, R, at the ipnut.
The formula for integrator (as well as for differentiator) can be derived by use of Laplace
transforms.
.
For the integrator shown in Fig. 26'14, _1?11. = -- 2 '
2'
ei
, Eo (s)
I
. . &·r;f= - RCs

Now Zt= I/Cs and Z;=R..
·

or

I
Eo(s)=- Rc

I

· -; E1(s) ·

Taking inverse Laplace transform, we have, eo(t)=L-I[Eo(s)] and e1(t) =L~l[E1(s)]
Noiv

·.

Jf (I) dt=:

F(s)

..

1
eo(t)= - RCJ e1(t) dt

... (26'6)

R

Fig. 26'14. Operational amplfier as an integrator

Fig. 26'15. Operation I amplifier as a differentiator.

26'6' 6. Differentiator. The circuit of an operational amplifier used as a differentiator is shown
in Fig. 26' I5.
. eo
Zt
1
-- =-~-But Zt=R andZ1=-.
e1
Cs

z,

..

Eo(s) =,-RCs
E1(s)
.

Taking inverse Laplace transform
.sis
E ( ) d e.1(1)
As
=ai

or E,(s)=-RC s E;(s)
eo(t)= ~ RCd~~(t)

... (26'7)

The . 'operational ·amplifiers are normally not used because differentiators as they try to
decrease the:signal to noise ratio.
Suppose we have an input signal: e1=2 sin w1+0·001 sin 300 wt.
The signal to noise ratio at the input is S/N = 2/0'00 I =2000.
If this signal is fed to a differentiator, the output is :
eo= -RC [2w COS wt+O'OOl X300 w COS 300 wt) =-RC [2w Cv• wt+0'3 w COS wt]
:. Signal to noise ratio at the output is: S/N=2w/0'3w,=6'66.
0

•

Therefore the noise. level increases immensely at .the output. Hence the ·operational ampli- .
tiers are not used.as differentiators.
·
·
,
The operatlonal amplifiers have a wide range of applications in Me.asurement and Instru
mentat.ian systems. This is beca,use of their high gain that permits the use of feedback to achieveextremely stable amplification. The operational amplifiers are usually desi~ned for low power applica,,
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tions, where a constant gain down to d c. is required. They are used in analogue computers, analogue
to digital (A/D) converters and digital to analogue (D/A) converlers.
2~'6'7.

Attenuated Feedbaek. ·In many applications use of low and medium value .resistors
are used for attenuation of the feedback as shoYtn in Fig. 26'16. This bas the advantage of using
resistors which can be easily manufactured within reasonable limits of accuracy while retaining a high
stable gain.
Let us consider an example. Suppose a closed loop gain of 1000 and an input impedance of
10 kil is desired. If the circuit of Fig. 26'1 I (b) is used, the feedback resistor Rt must have a value of
1o MO. It is difficult to obtain resistors of such high value with a t<'lerance of less than ±5%. The
gain with circuit of Fig. 26'16 is :
.
:: =:

~~ ( Ri~R2

)

with

R2~Rt

._,

... (26'8)
I

Now with R1=10 kO, Rt= JOO kO~ R1= I kO value of R2 to. get gain of fOOO is approximately
!I) n. 'fbe values of resistance are more likely to be stable than the IO MO resi!tance of first arrangement.

e·L

eo

R2
I

Fig. 26'16. Operational amplifier with attenuated feedback.

R
·eo
Diode
ei

Diode

Ri

lli
Fig, 26'17. Ideal rectifier circuit.

26:6'8. Ideal Rectifier. The difficµlty encountered when using ordinary rectifier. cirquits is that
the forward Yoltage drop of diodes prevents the strail!ht forward use of these deyices if the magnitude
of the signals is small. However, if a•circuit shown in Fig. 26'17 which incorporates an operational
amplifier with diodes in the feedback, is used the problem is overcome effectively and·~n ideal rectifier
is obtained.
·
·
26'.6'9. Logarilhllifc Coaverter. Anothe.r application of the single e11ded amplifier is as. a
logarith1'1ic converter wh!Cb is shown in Fig. 26'18. A silicon diode is placed in the feedba~k loop. ,
The current of the diode depends upon the 6utput voltage. From the summation of current, ·
.

'

... (2fi'9)

•
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where

f(e.)=variation• of the current with voltage and is exponential in the.cas~ of a.diode,

l'e·

f(e.)=Foe
where F.=amplitude constant and ~=exponential constant
_e1_· +F. .~e. '-O
. R·
•. .e - .
••
I,
I
.
or
.eo= If log, (e1)-13 log, (F.Rj)

.

... (26' IO)

Thus output obtained is a logarithmic function of the input.

··Diode·

Fig. ~6'19., Unity gain buffer amplifier (vollage follower).

Fig. 26'18. Logatitbmic Converter;

u·r·rn. Buffer Amplifier. The ciicuit of a unity gain ouffer amplifier a!So called a voltage
follower is sbv:"n in Fig. 26'19.
.
This circuit has a unity gain and a very high input impedance. The input impedance is
essentially the input impedance of the operational amplifier itself which may be greater than 100 Mil
The output voltage is cq'lal to the input voltage. In fact, the output voltage tracks the· input voltage
from plus to negative saturation levels. Current output is limited to short circuit current of the operaticmal amplifier and the output impede.nee is small, typically less than 100 n. Many manufacturers
market operational amplifiers with internally provided feedback. These are used as buffer amplifiers
and have a very high input impedance
· The buffer amplifier is essentially an impedance transforn;ier which converts a voltage at high
impedance to the same voltage at .low impedance. The use of m)ity gain buffer amplifiers greatly
reduces the loading effects in measurement systems.
261i'H. Dllfereatial Amplifier. An operational amplifier which is very important in Instrumentation is the differential amplifier. In iti basic form it h~s two inputs and two outputs. The signal
available to the two outputs are identical except that one is 180' out of phase with the other. The out·
pot voltag~ of the amplifier proportional to the difference between the two input voltages .

is

Fig. 26'20 sh'ows a differential amplifier. It is noted that only one output terminal is shown.

.i.

e,

eA

ei<>--

"''

R2

Inputs

Rf

R1

es

eo

R3

to
Output
Fis. 26'20. Dhferentidl amplifier.

Fig. 26'21. Operational amplifier used as a
differential amplifier:

r

'
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This is because in most applications only one of the two outputs is used. · When such amplifiers are' in
IC form both outputs are usually available.
The basic differential amplifier shown in Fig. 26'21 produces an output which is a difference
between two inputs.
eo= Ad(en-eA) where Ad=gain factor.

Ccir'

The operational differential amplifier is designed to have a very high differential gain. This
means, eo/(eu-eA)=I05 or more. Also this high gain implies that en-eA=O
Since eo has a limited amplitude and therefore eo/(eu-eA) is very large. The differential voltage i.e .•
(en -e,) is very small. Thus we can assu.me that eA=en.
·
The input impedances of a differential amplifier are quite large, ~nd, th~refore, can be. neglect·
ed. For negative feedback, the path must be from output to -":Ve .termmal of mput. Now eo 1s shifted
by 180' with >espect ~o eA(-input) and 0° with respect to es (+input).
·
·

eo.R1
Voltage between ei and ground - Rt+ Ri

i
I
-~-

"
e, Rt
Voltage between e0 and ground=·---Rt+Ri
: . By superposition, we get, eA

eo Ri
Rt+R1

+Rt+
u Rt
R1

Now,

·

Ra

en=R2+Ra
we have:

e2

_e~1-+ ei Rt .

Rt+R1

Rt+R1

01'

R1
Ra
Putting --·=-=Au we get
Ri R2
'

... (26'11)

Au is called the D.iffereuce Mode gain. The signal ed=e2'"".'ei, is called the Difference Mode
Signal or simply Difference Signal.
·
.
Ad=eo/(e2-e1)=eo/ia
... (26'12)
Common Mode Signals. '.fl)e output voltage of a differe~tial amplifier is proPortional to the
difference between the input voltages• Thus. if.there is no.difference between the two input voltages
i.q, when they are equal, the output voltage is zero .. Eqnal inputs are known as common mode signals
because (he input si~nal is .commo~ .to bbth inputs. The lack of response (zero output) is the out8tand·.
ing feature. of the differential amplifier.
However, in actual practice when equal input voltages are applied to the two inputs, the out·
put. is not exactly equal to zero on account of difference in response of the two inputs to common
mode signals. The output of a pr.actical difference amplifier with common mode signals is typically
of the order of several hundreC: microvolt.
·
. We can ™:'W distinguish b~twecn tbe gain for tbe clesired difference signal and the gain for the
common mode signal by referrmg to the fo~mer as the diffcreccc mode gain and the latter as the ·
common li)ode gain.
·
... (26'13)
Common mode gain
A,= eo/ec
where
"
ec=common mode input signal.

-

},

·*

·~
\

l

I

rf

r
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In.fact e, is the value of the input signal that ls·common to both inputs, and eo is the output
signal resulting from the common mode input signal.

I
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Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR). The ·common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is
defined as :
... (26'14)
CMRR=AdfA,
The coT·mon mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is frequently expressed in db.
...(26'15)
CMRR=20 log10 (Ad/A,)
ln an ideal amplifier, this ratio should be infinity but in practice it is not and has a finite value.
CMRR is a measure of ratio of the desired signal to the undesired signal. The larger the CMRR, the
better is the amplifier.

Adyantages of differential amplifiers. The advantages of differential amplifiers are :
1. Noise Immunity. · The differential amplifier can be used in situations where the operation

of single ended operational amplifiers is impossible on account of interference from pick-up and
ground potential differences. When a difference amplifier is used, ideally it responds only to the
difference signal between input terminals and ignores the pick-up and ground voltages that appear
in phase on both signal Hoes.
·
·
The differential amplifiers is extensively used in equipment such as electronic voltmeters and
oscilloscJpes. Usually the first stage of such an instrument ;~ lrnown as Differential Input, or
Balan.: ,i Input or Push-pull Iaput.
.
The advantage o( this form of construction is that the two input terminals are located
physically close lo each other. Consequently . noise pick-up (such as hum from power lines or
electrial equipment, "static" from fluorescent lights etc.) tends to be e~ual on the two terminals.
Also, the wires can be twisted together to equate the pick-up on both the terminals. Therefore the
noise and hum pick-up will .be a common mode signal and so the response of a differential amplifier
to this is negligible on account of high value of CMRR.
On the other hand the desired signal can be arranged to be equal and 180° out of phase at
the two input terminals, so that the difference signal ed=e2-e, is additive. 'L'hus a 50 mV signal
is made +so mV at one terminal and -50 mV at the other termine,:, with the result that the
difference mode input signal is ed=e2-e1 =100 mV. When a signal source provides this type c.f
output signal it is known as a "balanced output" or "push-pull" source. Fig. 26"22 shows an arrange-

Wheatstone bridge

Instrument .:

-·~

0·1fferent101
a mpiifier

Ground

d c supply
Fig. 26'22. tJse of a differential amplifier, when bo'tn source and inslrument have an earth point,
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ment when the output voltage of a Wheatstone bridge is mea~ured with the help of an instrument with
an amplifier in-between. The signal source (Wheatstone bridge) and instrument are both earthed .
. Therefore, a co'Jlmon mode signal is applied to the amplifier and naturally it requires the use of a
differential amplifier so as to eliminate spurious signals on account of earth potentials.
2. Drift Immunity. One of.the major problems in amplifier design is the change in the value
of gain and of voltage levels due to aging and variations in temperature. These changes take place
slowly and are, therefore; called Drift. The problem of drift may assume very serious proportions in
Electronic Instrumentation systems as even an extremely small change may affect the results
drastically.

The differential amplifier has inherent capabilities of eliminating problem of drift. The two
inputs and two outputs that characterize the amplifier are' the result of the fact. that it is made up of
two identical amplifiers connected side by side. Thus any changes, due to aging or variations in
temperature which occur on one side are duplicated on the other side. Therefore, these effects may
be coosidered as two identical signals, or in other words a common mode signaf. Since, a differential
amplifier has a high. value of CMRR, the net .effect ·of the drift is almost negligible. In case the
two sides of the amplifier·are made absolutely identicalthe effects on account of aging and temperature
changes will affect the two sides equally and hence.there will" be no output on account of these changes.
Thus, the drift problem is completely eliminated
On account of features described above the differential amplifier construction is used for
!he early stages of oscilloscope and electronic voltmeter amplifiers, where low drift is extremely
important.
26'.6'~%.

,,J
'

Use of Operational Amplifier with Capacitive Displacement Trail!lducers

Suppose a capacitive transducer is used for measurement of displacement. The principle
involved is change of· capacitance with change of distance between plates. The ·capacitor has
Eo A irnere
·==-x-

. me d'mm. Th e capacitance
'
. given
' by: C
air. as d"1eIectr1c
1s

n.a.

and x is the distance between plates.
This repres'Ctlts a non-linear relationship. between output
i.e., capacitance ;ind input i.e .. di1pl~c~me11r, x. A linear retltiou.ship between output and input cali 'be obtained, by using au.·
operational amplifier as shown in Fig. 26'24.
This is done by connecting the operational amplifier in
lhtl feedback loop. Therefore, we have :
eo
Zt
· 1
C1
e~ =- Z; = w c. x lllCI= Eo A./x
:. Output voltage eo=e1=(?1here sensitivity

~;J')x=Kx

K=(- €~~ e1) V/m.

...(26'16)

•
n' 1s

the area of the plates

Pig. 26'24, ·Operational amplifier
used in conjunction with capaci·
tlve transducers.

·1\'

•..(26'17)

Thus a linear relationship is obtainced between output' and input. In commercial instruments
the input voltage e1 is a 50 kHz sine wave of fixed amplitude The output eo is also a 50 kHz sine
wave w~ich is connected to rectifiers t~ ob~ain a d,c. output that i~ re.ad by d.c. instrum.ents. This
system 1s used for measurement of static d1splacements. For dynamic displacements, the signal eo is
a modulated wave and will have to fed to demodul11tors and low pass filters.
26'.6l3. Charge Amplifiers

Piezo·electric transducers are extensively used in accelerometers, pressure pick-ups,, and load
cells. The output of a piezo·electric transducers is charge. The charge is converted to voltage. This

'~
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bas led to development of a special kind
of an amplifier, called a charge ampllller..
The charge amplifier offel's some advantages ·
over the usual voltage amplifiers in certain
applications.

Rf

(lllQrga gooorotor)

.,

A charge amplifier can be described
by considering it as an operational amplifier
with capacitive feedback. A bloclc diagram
of the charge amplifier is shown in
Fig. 26'25.
eo
c,,+Ccab1e
Now, e;----Ct-where c,,=capacitance of crystal; F,
••

,. .. - -JWl.I-.. ....,
''
''

......
Fig. 26'2S. Charge Amplifier.

... (26' 18)

Cclll>I• =capacitance of cable ; F.
to
C
e;=Ct

Let

C=Ccr+Ccab10.

But

e1=qfC where q is the charge generated.

c

c

q

q

Ct

Ct

C

Ct

... (26'19)

e =--e1=--x---=-•

Let

...

i1.'

... (26' .0)

K.=charge sensitivity; C/m, and x1=input displacemene; m.
q
K, XI
eol::;-__,__=-Ct
Ct

... (26'21)

Eqn. 26 21 indicates that the 'output voltage e. is linearly related to input displacement, x1.
ft also indicates that the output cbaages instantaneously with input without loss in the steady state
response. But unfortunately in practice, it is not so. This is because the operational amplifier does
not have an infinite input resistance as is assumed, but has a finite input resistance though very high.
The input resishnce and the leakage resistanre of C1, exhibit a steady charging of Ct by the leak'age
current till the amplifier is saturated. To overcome this problem, a resistance Rt is connected across
capacitor Ct in the feedback path. This prevents the small leakage current to charge the capacitor
heavily. The connection of Rt is shown by a dotted line. The output-input relationship is now :

E.(,s)
Krcs
X1(s) ~ l +-rs

... (26'22)

.. 'ty = Kq
. constant= Rt Ct : s.
where K=voItage sens1ttv1
Ct ; VJ m, an d -r =time
.·~

,
.
I
The amplitude ratio ts M= K

I(xi(jw)
eo(jw)) I
I
= V'i+t/wa,.s

Therefore, the frequency response of a charge
amplifier is similar to that of a piezo·electric transducer.
The amp Ii lier exhibits attenuation of output at low
frequencies. This response is shown in Fig. 26'26.

... (26'23)

ee
1•0 ~-. ·-·. ---- ___ _

The advantages of a i;harge amplifier are :
(I) The output voltage is proportio11al to the
cnarge ·produced by the piezo-electric transducer.
(ii) The amount of charge present is not affected
by the cable capacitance. Since the amplifier detects charge
rather than 'voltage, the system is completely independent of

Fig. 2o'i6. Frequency reiporuc of a
.
charge ampIi Ber.
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shunt capacitances and the changes in their value. This is important because of the fact that the output
is not influenced by cable capacitance and hence large cable lengths can be used without any distortion
of the input signal. Also the system temperature characteristics are dependent only on the
charge versus temperature characteristics of the transducer and are not affected by changes in the
capacitance of transducer or the cable.
(iii) The sensitivity, K, as well as the time constant are independent of the capacitance of
the crystal and also that of connecting cables. These advantages are not available in ordinary
voltage amplifiers.
There are certain disadvantages of charge amplifiers which may be present in certain applications. Them disadvantages may be : .
. \12 The signal to noise ratio (S/N) tends to be small.
(Ii) The natural frequency of the transducer is reduced due to loss of stiffness caused by
what amounts to a short circuit across the crystal.
In practical piezo·electric transducers, the value of Ct varies from 10 to 100,000 pF. The
value of Rt used is between 1010 and 1014 n. The high value of time constant results in almost a d.c.
response.
In addition to above applications operational amplifiers are used in Sample. Hold
Circuits, voltage to current converters, current to voltage converters and digital to analog (1>/ A)
converters.
Example 26'1. (a) An inverting amplifier bas a ·resistance of 100 kO in its feedback path and
a resistance of I k!l at its input terminals. What is the gain ? (b) An operational amplifier is to
be built with its internal resistance of JO k!l. What should be the value of feedback resistance if it acts
as a multiplier with a factor of JO.
. eo Rt lOOX 103
Gam=·- =-- = ~~-· -=100
Solution : (a)
e1 R;
Ix10a
·
Rt
(b) Output voltage eo-e1 Ri

But eo=IOe; and R1=10 k!l.

:. Rt=!Q R1=10X 10X!Oa=IOOX103 0~100 k!l.
e;
Example 26'2. , Three signals E1, E2, and Ea are to be weighted in the ratios l, o·s, ·0·333
multiplied by --10, a.nd a~ded in the output of an operatio?al ampl!fier. If the feedback resistance of
the operational amplifier 1s l 0 kf.l, wha! are the values for mput resistances Ri, R2 ahd Ra ?
.

Solution. output voltage Eo= -

( Rt

Ri E1

Rt
+ RRt2 E2+ Ra
Es

)

Now,
Rt/R1=IO and therefore R1=Rt/lff=(lOXl08/lO) !l=l k!l
Similarly, .
R2=(10X10 3/0'5) 0=20 k!l
and
Ra=(!Oxl0 3/0'333)!l=30k!l.
.,
Example ~6'3, A~ op~rationa.1 amplifier is used as an integrator to produce a ramp signal \
of IO V/ms. Design the c1rcmt for thts.
·
·. ·
Solutio,n. When an operational amplifier is used as an integrator: Eo ,_-·. ~jff;.t
It will produce a ramp output when the input voltage E1 Is constant. Let £;=-10 V.

:.
.
Eo=(IO/RC) t.
...
Thus for production of a ramp output 10 V/ms, RC=l ms.
With
C= l µF and R =I k!l, we get RC= 1000x1 x 10-6;s = 1 ms.
Therefore, the ramp generator requires a constant voltage source of -10 V a capacitor of I µF
in the feedback circuit and a resistance 1 k!l at the input.
·
-·~-
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Example 26'4. (a) A differential amplifier has two inputs of 5 mV and 3 inV. The output
. , is 300 mV. What is the amplifier gain 1 (b) If now inputs of 153 mV and 155mV are applied, what
is output voltage ?
·
·
.
eo
300 x 10-3
Solution. (a) Difference mode gain Ad= e ei =(s- 3) x 10- 3 =150.
2

\b) Output voltage eo=Ad (e1-e2)=150(155-153)=3L0 mV.

Note that the inputs in the second case are much larger than what they are in the first case.
Same output voltage is obtained since the difference of the two inupt voltages is the same i.e., 2 mV.
Example 26'5. A differential amplifier with a CO'Ilmon-mode input of 500 mV and a difference·
mode input of 30 mV has an output of 5 mV due to the common mode input and 3 V due to difference
mode input. Find the difference· mode and the common mode gains. Find also the common mode
. rejection ratio.
Solution.
·
· Ad= ea
eo = x3 _3 100 .
Difference
mo de gam
30 10
·..
.
eo
sx10- 3
Commonmodegam Ac= eo =sooxw-3 ·-001.
Ad
. ' ratio
. CMR. R=Ao
'." Common mo de reJect10n

IOO

=oo;~

10,000=80 db.

Example 26'6. A balanced-output source provides a &ignal of 30 mV from each terminal to
,;;round. This provides a difference signal of 60 mV for a difference amplifier. The noise signal
common to both terminals is 600 m V. The differential gain of the amplifier is 150, while the common
mode gain is 0'04. What is the ratio of signal to noise at the output ? Comment upon the result.
Solutio'I. The balanced source provides an output of 30 mV from each terminal to.ground.
Thus
e2=30 mV, ei=-30 mV
:. Difference mode input ed=30-(-30)=60 mv;,
Signal output voltage eo.=Ad ed= 150x60X10-3 =9 V.
The noise at the input te.rminals has a magnitude of 600 mV.
Noise output yoltagc eoN=Ao eo=0'04X600X 10-3 V=24 mY.
. l to n01se
. ratio
. SIN = -;eo,N . = x9 _ 375 •
. . S1gna
24 10 3
0
Common mode rejection ratio CMRR=

~: =o~~=3750.

Comments.. We find that the noise signal is 10 times as great as the desirable signal at the
input but at the output, the noise signal is l /375 of the desired signal. Therefore, the noise has been
reduced by a factor !Ox375=3750, which is equal to (CMRR) by the use of a difference amplifier.
Therefore, difference amplifiers are very useful where elimiuation of common mode undesirable
signals is concerne_d.
Example 26'7. A capacitive displacement transducer bas plates of area 200 mm 2• The
di&tance between plates is variable. The dielectric medium is air. This capacitor is used in the feedback
loop of an opertional amplifier. The capacitor is connected at the input end of the operational ampli. fier has a capacitance of 10 pF. Calculate. the sensitivity and also calculate the voltage output if
the displacement is I µm.
· ··
.
Solution. Tbe sensitivity is given by Eqn. 26'17.
..... .
( Ct )
( · IOOX 10-12
)
Sensitivity K=- EoAe; = - S'SSxto-t 2 x200xlO-a XIO =0'057XJ06V/mm.

/

.,
•
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Voltage outpu\ corresponding'to a displaeement of l µ-mis:
·
eo=O:O.i7X 106 x 10-6=0'057 V=57 mV.
Example 26'8. Ceramic tyfe capacitive transdu.cers.have capacitance in the range of 10 to
JCOO pF and shunt resi&tance Of HJ . to 10 1~. Find the maximum and minimum time constants. Can
nese capacitors be used in the feedback loop of charge a~plifiers ?
.
.
· S:ilution. Maximum time constant= 1010X1000-X 10-12= 10 s.
Minimum time constant=l08 x)OX10-12";'.I0-3 s.
.
.
·
(i) Let us find out the lowest frequency fori which it can be used for a response within ± 5%. ~
Amplitude ratio 0·95

V1+ll/I211/x lO)Z

or mini~um allowable frequency f =0'048 Hz.

(ii) For a time constant-. = 10"'3, the minimum frequency can .similarly be found.

or

·

.

0'95=--~--1 ---

Vlt(l/211/x 10-3;2

:. J-48t Hz.

Therefore these capacitors cannot be used for slow varying signals.
26''1. Amplitude MO'llulatioo. The terni ModulatiQD means "to charge" or "to modify" ..
The ·interest in amplitude moduiated signals· in m~asurement systems is on account of two
reasons :
' data that are to be measured, processed and interpreted' are, many a times, ampliI. Physical
tude modulated.
·
·
2. When ~arrying out dynamic measurements, the ·measurement systems are intentionally
designed to introduce ampl!~ude modulation on acc>unt of various advantages.
There are, invariably, two parts to any method of modulation .
.'
.
(iJ Carrier. This is the medium that carries tlie information.
and
(ii) Signal. The signal is the information to be carried.
In amplitude modulution (AM) the signal or the information modulates the amplitude of the
carrier. Qualitatively, amplitude modulation may be
defined as the modification of the amplitude of the
carrier in proportion to the amplitude of the modulatAmpl\tvd•
Modulotl'on
ing signals. In general, the signal that modulates the
process
amplitude of a carrier wave may be of any form, it
s1gncl 1,w
may be a single sine wave, a periodic function, a·
Cdrr1cr
random wave or a transient phenomenon. Similarly
fc It)
the carrier may also be of different forms i.e., it may
be a sine wave or a square wave etc.
In order to understand the concept of ampliFig. 26·21. A~plitudc D!odulation of a
tude modulation, the simplest form is a sinusoidal
sinusoidal signal.
signal modulating the amplitude of a sinusoidal carrier wave. The modulation process, fondamen
tally, is the multiplication of the signal carrying the information by a carrier wave of const;mt fre ,
qucncy and amplitnde as shown in Fig. 26'27.
Let
e.=A, sin w, t
and eo= Ao sin wet.
where
A., Ao =amplitude of signal and carrier respectiveJ,r'.,
w,, wo =frequency of signal and carrier rrspecti11ai1

2A~[c<is (wo~·w;it>.

:. Output e('m=(A, sin. w, t) (Ac sin wot)= A.

·~,;+w.)t

J . . (2£<~)

The carrier frequency, w,, is usually .coni1deh11A} ~aler tiilln Lht ·8ig11aJ frequency,
carrier, signal and the modulated output wavihrms,are shown in Fig. 26·28.

w,.

fhe

lll-ONAL OONDi'rlONIJ;<U

. I

(a) carn~r e,.;. ,fo sin wo t

(b) Signal e• ... Aa sin ,ro, t

..L~---~¥'.
, -,, ,X'fi]l~.

(c) Output= A1\Ao
~ 'W~_V; y-·
2
. - \ '- '
;cos (wa,-wa)t-cos(wo4-w,)t} '
Ptg.·26'28. ~arrier, signal an(modulated output waveforms. i
'
. From Eqn. 26'24, it is _clear
the
a signal co!llpo5ed of tlyo fr :q
:.
..,1 =wo-w,
and C!J2=wo+w, each. of which h11s an amplitude of Ao A,/2. These fre1.1uen :1es 001
and w 2 are called side frequencies. The frequency spectrum is shown in, Fig 26'29 •

r ,

\ha~

~utput represent~

~J~cies

.

f'\" ---- [L_
'O

w

Phose.
•

0

90 !----- ---~.
w2
·
0 I
'
W\

' i

w1w We Ws\

wz• u>c+w~

w

- 90 [- - - - - - - . - - - - '
I

(a) signal

(b) carrier
(c) rntput
Fig. 26'29. Frequency ipcctrum or amplitud~ modulated signals.

The concept of ampiitµde modulation is used in carrier amplifiers. The ~utp.-t signals coming
from transducers like strain gauges etc. He extremely small and therefore high gain llJJJ ;'llifiers lire used
to produce perceptible outputs. A high gain a.c. amplifier is much easier to ~uiJd than 2 d.c.. ampli·
fier as latter suffers from the disadvantage t).iat they have inherent problem of drift. v:~ the other
AMPLIFIER

Output e0

(a) Input·output configuralie>n.

0 20Hz

Cut- off
frequency
20Hz
!

(c) A.C; amplifier charactcristka•.
',(b) D.C. amplifier 'charac~rlslics. .
Pig:26'30,. Charaoteriatlcll of d.c. and a.c. amplifiers.

..f
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. hand, an a.c. amp!ifier does nQt amplify static and slow varying dynamic inputs on account or their
· low frequency cut ·off.. This is shown in Fig. '26'30. Thus, as such a.c. amplifiers are unsuitable
· for static and slow varying inputs This problem can be overcome by the use of amplitude modulation
techniques.
·
Supposing strain is to be measured with the h~lp of a strain gauge. This strain gauge forms
an arm of a Wheatstone bridge. The bridge is excited by a carrier voltage of 5 V at 3000 Hz as shown
jn Fig. 26'·31. . When a static strain is applied to the strain gauge, its resistance changes and an output
··· varyii1g at a frequency of 3000 Hz )appears at the output terminals of the bridge.
.
This output can be easily amplified by an a.c. bridge. Supposing now. we are interested in
measur'enient of dynamic strains varying at a frequency of up to 20 Hz, The output of a bridge (and
the input to the amplifier) will be an amplitude modulated wave having a frequency spectrum :
w1=:000- 20 = 2980 Hz to wa = 3000+ 20 = 3020 Hz. ·
This range of frequencies can' be easily handled by an a.c. Bf!1plifier and arc reproduced faith·
fully with a constant gain. Thi$ shifting of the information frequencies from one part of the frequency
range to another forms the basis of many useful applications ofamplitude .modulation.
'

Strain
Gougt

- - - - · - , _ · f\esistanc t varying
- @20Hr
~-----.

A.C.
Amplifier

Alnplifler Input
signal spectrum

Suppll ·

5V,3000Hr

i.>t•2980 Hz

I

.

Fig, 26'31. Se1up for measuremenl of dynamic mains . a~d frequency response of an a.c. amplifier.

.There is a~ addi.tional. ad~a~tag~ of using amplit.udc modulation. Supposing the wires leading
from bridge to the,amphfier c1rcu1t 111 Fig. 26'31 are subjected to a 50 Hz stray magnetic field produced by the surrounding wiring system
and a.c. machines. This produces a.
Bond "Of infermallon
•n j
fr~quency
50 llz noise or hum which is superimli(iw)
posed upon th.e desired. signals. If d.c.
aoop{ifiers are used, this 50 Hz nQise
could easily be greater than the desired
output signals. However, with the use
of carrier systeoo, this noise may easily
be removed by simply designing the a.c.
·SOR~
··~<J020Hi
amplifier that does nGt respond to 50
~i~~OHi
.
Hz signal at· all i.e., the amplification
factor is almost zero for 50 Hz input as
I'ig, 26'32. Rejection of n.oise through amplitude
Shown in Fig. 26'32. Since the desired
modulatton.
band of fl'Cquencies is between 2980 and 3020 Hz, making the low frequency cut off of the amplifier
grcate~ than 50 Hz is quite easy.
.
.

l

. . Th~ig~als encountered in measurement systems are not always pure ~inusoidal signals. They
rna~ b~ p~riod'~ waves of any s~ape. · Let the modulating signal be a periodic functi_on fi(t). The
per1od1c signal .is expanded by fourier series. Let the input consist of components having frequencies
'"l • w2, wa, etc.
. · Fig. 26'33 shows the frequency spectrum of the output when the input .is a periodic non-sinu~Q1drd w11vefor1Jl. It is seeq th~t we ~et a cliscr~te sp!ctrulll cootaioin$ the frequencies wo,
. I

'
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I

wo±w1, wo±«:2., «10±".13 and so on.

Th!s means that each frequency component of modulating signal.
produces one pair of side band frequencies.
. ·
.
/
·
Output

Periodic
waveform

Amplifier

Input ·
conto-ins

frequencies
!\)!

'"'2' W:1 • •• "

fig. 26'33. Frequency spectrum when modulating signal i~ periodic non-sinusoidal.

iJ

I

For measurement system in which amplitude modulation is intentionally introduced iu ~rder to utilize the carrier·amplifier techniques, the carrier frequency, wo, must be considerably greater than
any significant frequency present in the modulating signal. The carrier frequency is normally 5 to IO
times the significant frequency in the signal.
26'8, Amplitude Demodulation. When amplitude modulation is intentionally introduced in
a system for data handling, it is used as an intermediate step. The amplitude modulated signal cannot
be used to drive the final read-out system as ·such because it is not suitable for this purpose. In fact,
the original form of the signal, which i~ the output of the transducers, should be applied to the final
stage (i.e., the data presentation stage) of the instrumentation system. The process required for recovery of original sigoal from the modulated waveform is called demoduhltion or detection. The detec·
tion or demodulation of an amplitude modulated signal requires rectification of the modula,ted signal
·followed by elimination of carrier frequency by proper filtering.
'
Tbe demoduiation may be : (i) half wave, (ii) full wave,
and
(i) phase sensitive, (ii) non·pbase sensitive as shown in Fig. 26'34.
The best form of representation of original signal is full-wave phase-sensitive demodulation.

The expression for the full-wave phase sensitive demodulated signal is :
Demodulated signal output=(A, sin w,t) I Ao w, t I
Now I A, sin '"' t I is a periodic function and is expanded by fonrier series.
The frequency spectrum of the demodulated ou!put. sign~l.-is a ~iscrete .sp~Lr.u~ with
frequency content at w,, 'lw,±w,, 4w,±w,, etc., as sh(lW'l 111 Fig . ?.6 35. This output ~ignat ts then
applied to a filter circuit of' known frequency response, The tilter should be so designed that the
output is the signal in its. original forll'.i. Th•1s the _filter ~as to be de~igoe~ that it .Pa~ses the signal
frequency, w,, (or band of frequencies In ~ase. ,he signal. 1s a non-smuso1dal penod1c waveform)
without any distortion while . th.e reiec~111g (producmg almost .n? output for) frequencies
2w,±wa 4w,±ws, and so on. This 1s essential to recover hack the ongmal signal. It should be
underst~od that modulation is a necessary intermediate process so that use be made of a.c. amplifiern
which are free from problems of drift.
The filter connected to the output terminals is a !All'I fllil!l Filtel' i.e., it passes the lo~"/
frequency input faithfully while drastically att~nuating (reducing the magnitude) of high frequencies
Thus the design of this low pass filter is made simpler if the passband i.e., band of frequencies which
are reproduced faithfully and amplified) ll.nd the rejeclion band (i e., ~and of. fr_squenc:ies which are
considerably attenuated) are widely separated. Now we want, the signals w1tb"'t'tequenoy w, fl) lie
reproduced undistorted an<l the si.gnuls with frequencies 2(J)•i: 61 •• 41"•:!;;41•, · etc., to. be rejected

;

.
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l't'(VJOut

Modul•ttd
1i9nel

Hell·W-Vt
¢mt 11n1!U11t
Otmodulatad
1l9nols

\<vii •\l/OV•
•on-phcu•
sienclti!IL!

Full-wove
~"'4ne ..11nsltWo

'·

Fig. 26'34, Types of demodulation.

I
c

, Amplflutl$ ·

.tir-+-t..!tl MQ(luloti(Jn
·I•

'

Pr~

Full-wove
~·sHlSil'l'l!'i.-....w.&.
Oetnodul;otlon

1

I
~~· flr,lllillllJI
tl!1>'t'M

~ __ ... ___I __ .....I .... __ ti

Fig. 26'3S. Frequency spcctmm of full wave pbl!Be-eMl!litlvo demodulator.

'
rdtogether. Thia requirea that the carrier \fr.{'.J,Jti0ncy, IAc, 3hould be considerably larger than signal
frequency w, io order that tbe passbnnd And th(• >:i1j{•vlicm lnmd are widely separated. Thernfore, the
!l!'IJrier fr~qucncy, Ne, is road<{) s.tl!lUt 5 to Hl font'.l (\f'Y.!S>lf thl!>t the signal freQ\Iency, w,,

.7.fi·9. Amp!U11iie MfotlnQatl\1111 til!ll.l f)0m;:;,i,,1'4t.\v1< Cit~u!w For Me11511re111ent Syste1111. Io
'l•Y iostranc~ta.tiol system~ it is req·1irol1 to <Jou1•ort a.c 9ignil~ to d.c. sl1t1111.ls and viQ& ve(SI\.
J. 'ii interc.,tweuioa i'iui>®1nry Md al:Jo dc$ir1•)\~ far ~lit~ .ipptic 1til)®.
.
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Timt varying
O.C.lnput

A.C.Output

~~~f---i

(11)

..

Currier
waves

(Reference
signol)
Chopper

lo:::v:PJ

)~'I'--_..;:>(~

cJ

(b)

O.C.lnput_: _ _
signal .,_

c

-++-t+t-tt;-~
o.c. output

w

Ref@rence

(c)

D.C. Input
signal
Rec ti lier

bridgQ

(a) Basic configuration for a modulator, lb) Electromechanical chopper,
·
fig. 26"36. Amplitude Modulation.

I
I

r

11.t oulpul

(c)

Semi·conductor modulator.
·

The conversion from direct· current to alternating current is a form of Amplitude Modulation.
The conversion from alternating current to direct curreilt is called Demodulation or Detection. Some
· circuits and the associated hardware needed for these conversions are described here.
The process of modulation may be performed by a number of devices. This process of
modulation is shown by a block diagram in Fig. 26"36 (a). The carrier frequency Ghould be atleast
S to 10 times the highest harmonic of the input voltage. Electromechanical ·choppers are widely
used as modulators. The'Cllrrier is a square wave of frequency between 50 to 400 Hz. The value of
'be carrier frequency is kept below 1000 Hz.
Fig. 26"36 (b) shows an electromechanical chopper to convert d.c. signal to an a.c. signal. ln
order to provide an isolation between the input and the output circuitry, a transformer is used.
Electromechanical choppers cannot be used for high frequencies. For high frequency applications,
solid state devi~s are used for chopping. A solid state chopper as used for high frequency applications
as shown in Fig. 26"36 (c). This diagram shows a ring type diode modulator. The reference signal
serves to switch the diodes from their conducting to non-conducting states, theteby giving an action
similar to an electromechanical chopper but without any moving parts.
261'9 't. l11pet Modulator. A typical input modulator is shown in Fig. 26"37. The battery
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.·iit~prelients the input d.c. signal. If the d.c. input is zero bot!i diodes are driven · by the
•' oscillator signal alone. Since the two
Tronsforme~.
; diodes are Identical and primary wind·
+
Diod0
/1og of th. transfo.rmer is centre tapped,
---Pt-tbere w!ll be no output. During the
i.\
positive half cycle of the o~cillator inR
'-\.. ,:Y
put, both diodes are turned on. The
_
cumnts i 1 and 12 are equal, and Battery ~i
~~;-since. these currents flow in the opposite
i.~
dirootion, and 1 therefore there will
R
~
· not be any input fo the transformer
Dtodc
&nd hence no output. During the
~
-·-+-----·li:--Df·. negative half cycle, both the diodes
Oseill'Jf!'.Jr . ·
Primary
·11r~ non·conducting and hence there is
"'
winding
no output. Therefore this modulator
1ri:mmmer _
la called aBahmced Modulator.
Pig. 26'31. luput modulator.
The waveforms for the currents under zero input signal condition are shown in Fig. 26'38 (a).
The two currents 11 and 12 are half wave rectified sinusoids with equal maxii11um values. Suppose
now a d.c. signal is applied to the input. A positive d.c. voltage a3 shown in Fig. 26'37 will produce
plus-::minus d.e. across resistors R. ·

r

e

l1
I'

,

I'

:,..

I

,

I'

'

'

i

..

l J.

,.

II i

·-t

t

(a) For zero input sigaal.
(b) For posilive d.c. input.
Fig. 26'38. Input modulator currents.

During the positive half cycle of the oscillator signals plus-minuB d.o. voltages appears
acros! the oscillator secondary. In upper loop, the d.c. voltage across the resistor R aids the
oscillafu~ignal, while, on the other hsnd the lower loop voltages are in opposition. Ou account of
this reason ..the upper diode conducts heavily than the lower diode. This means that current ii is
greater than la as shown in Fig. 26.38 (b}. On account of difference between it and fo, a net Hux is
produced by the primary of transformer giving rise to an output voitnge ii' the secondary w;..iding. The
magnitude of the output voltage is proportional to the difference between currents h and i2 and hence
to the d.c. input signal. The output wave form is shown in Fig. 26'39. (a).
.
In case the polarity of the battery voltage In Fig. 26'37 (which represents the inpul signal) is
reversed, the lower diode conducts more heavily than the upper ouc. The resulting outpu~lvoltage
waveform is shown in Fig. 26'39 (b}. Thus a.negative going output h prodq<;cd.
·•.

¥i
I

r

I

i

i
)

851
Jn case, low freque~cy input sig11als are applied, an output wavcfo~m sliowifin Fig. 26'39 (c)
Is obtained.· · The output signals of modulator may be amplified prior to demodulation.
· . ·. .
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(a)

_,
L

r

..

. (c)

(a) Positive

a.c, inputFig. .(bl
Negative d,o, input (c) Low frequency a.c. input
26'39. Modulator output voltages.
.

26',9 ·2 Demodulator. A basic demodulator circuit is shown in Fig. 26'40. When there ·h
~· '
·"-,.
zero input signal, only, the oscillator
signal drives the diodes. The capacitors
are thus charged to the peak value of
the oscillator signal Since the voltag~s
••
across the capacitors are op~slte m
+
polarity, the output voltage is zer~.
Thus: for zero input voltage there 1s
zero output.
·
Suppose now the input sign.al
_ _ __,
10
88
is a positive going votta~e shown
Oscillotor
Fig. 26 .41 (a). Thia input voltage
signal will induce volt•~~ ~cr~ss the
secondary with the po\artties ~nd1~tC!1.
The first half cy~le of t~put signal is ID
Fig. 26'40. Balanced demodulator.
phase with osetllator signal. Due to
-

t

t

t

'->

nnanna - · .

t.

(e)

Fi.. 26'41, . 1opu1llAnals10 ~w.ior.
•
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this the upper l0<1P is aiding..and the lower loop is opposing. This m.ea11s that the voltage across the
· ·upper capacitor is greater than that across the lower one. The output voltage is the difference bet·
ween the capacitor ·voltages and hence will be positive. If the input to the demodulator is a negative
signal, the output will be negative.
The output corresponding to a slow a.c. signal i:s shown in Fig. 26'41 (c) will be alternating.
~n m~jori(y of the measurement systems, a phase sensitive ?emodulatio!1. is re.quir7d, if t~e
modulation ts performed earlier so as to recover the algebraic sign of the ongmal direction. This
!s essential because it becomes imperative to know the gain of the d.c. input sigual. For example,
1f the output of a displacement transducer is fed to modulator and if a non phase demodulator were
used the information obtained would be the magnitude of displacement and not its direction. In
dC

~~

(a)

7
Phase

t.owposs

sens111ve
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demodulator

Filter

Fill~red
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(b)

lw
0
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...---------'! .
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(c)
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n
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order to have an indication whether the displacement increased or decreased, a phase sensitive
demodulator has to be used. Fig. 26.42 shows a phase sensitive demodulator circuit.
,
In order that the sign of the original d.e. information be recovered, it is essential that the
reference signal used to drive the.modulator must also be used in the demodulator.
·

. The modulators and dem?dulators described earlier used electro·mechanical choppers. Blee·
tron1c chopper may be used to drive both the modulator as well as the demodulator circuits and altlo
to aehieve proper synchronization. This is shown in Fig. 26.43. In this circuit the oscillator signal
enters the input modulator and is modulated by the input d.c. signal. The output of the. modulator
is a s1gqal of the same frequency as that of the oscillator. The peak value of this signal is propo\-.
tional to the magnitude of the d.c. input.
·
'-

In case, there is no d.c.
input, the output is zero. The
o.c.
modulator is called balanced be- Input
Bola need
de
A.G.
Balanced
cause there is no output ia the
output
Modulator '-----< Amplifier f-1. DemodulatOI'
absence of a d.c. signal. The modulator input is amplif:ed by an a.c.
amplifier. This output is demodulated to recover the original d.c.
10 .
1
signal
1 _sclllator 1
The electronic system
shown in Fig. 26' 43 can also be
u_sed for lo.w frequency _input
Fig. 26'43. Electronic chopper type d,c, amplifier.
signals. In tlus case, the osc1llator
.
,
signal is modulated by the lo ·Y frequencr ~nput signal. The output of modulator is ampli!ied.and then
demodulated to recover the signal of ongrnal frequency. However, in order to eliminate the noise
from the output a low pass filter has to be introduced at the output of the demodulator.
·

-'\,

...

26"101 Filters. The signal originating fr.om a transducer is fed to .t~e s~g1u1l conoitionills
equipment. To order to measure the output signal of the transducer orig1nattug on account of
variations of a physical change, it is desirable that the output signal be reproduced faithfully. · For
faithful 1eproduction of signal it becomes necessary to eliminate any kind of spurious or unwanted
bignals which may get introduced into ~he system either ~t the ~rilnsduction stage .or at the sig_nal
conditioning stage The filters are thus des1gne<l to pass the signals of wanted frequencies and to i"ejeet
the signals of unwanted frequencies which may be unwanted harmonics and noise. The harmonics or
noise may be due to some form of distortion.
:
!_
26" U. Types of Filters
Filters may be of any physical form. They may be electrical, mechaJical, pneunjatic,
hydraulic, acoustical etc. The most commonly used
Ri
filters are electrical in forro. .The ~tudy of. other filters
may be carried out by analogies with electrical filters.
Filter
The filters may be calssified as : ·
· (I) Low pass filters, (ii) High pass filters,
liii) B111~dpass filters, and (iv) Band stop filters.
'Let us consider a basic configuration of a!1
electrical filter as shown in Fig. 26"44. Th~ so~rcMs Fig 26'44. Dasie configuration ofan elilClri!llll ftlter•.
sinusoidal of variable frequency. The filter c1rcU1t may .
.
1
be 50 designed that some .fre9uencies are passed frOJll mput to output of the filter with very 1lttki
attenuation while other frequencies are greatly attenua~ed'. ·
.
· The response~ of vatiotis filters.are shown in Fi~. 26:45: These are ideal respoll!!08 but~
be achieved in actual practice.
· . ··
·
·
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(a) .Low pass filter ·

(b) High pas! filter
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0

(c) Baod pass filler
Fig.

(dJ Band stop filler
2~'4S.

Ideal characteristics of filters.

The ideal response of a I.ow Pass Fllter is shown in Pig. 26"45 (a). The vollage gain is :
A=

I:;I

This gain is constant over a frequency range starting from 0 to a cut' off frequency w,. The
output of any signal having a frequency greater than <oJc, will be reject~d altogether i e. there will not
be any output voltage (\Orrespondi11g to signals having frequency greater than w,, whatever their input
magnitude be. The sigl\als having a frequency range of 0 to w, will be· faithfully reproduced with a
constant gain of A. Th~output ~orresponding to signals above fiequency w, is equal to zero i.e. they
are rejected.
.

\

.

.

The characteristics Of a High Pass filter are shown in Fig. 26'45 (b). The high pass filter
has a gain of zero starting from zero frequency up to cut off frequency w,. Above the cut off
frequency, the gain is cpnstant and is equal to A. Thus signals of any frequency beyond c.i, will be
faithfully reproduce4 with a constant 2ain A while signals having frequency below c.i,, will not be
reptoduced at all i.e. rejected.
'
The Band Pass filter shown in Fig. 26"4S (c), will faithfully reproduc;e signals falling within
the range w,1 and w<2 faithfully while signals of frequency between. 0 to w,1 and of frequency greater
than 1.i,2 will be rejected. There wil! be an output corresponding to signals having frequencies between
, 'c.i,1 and wc2 and there will not be any output for signals having frequencies below wc1 and above
'c.i,2 . Thus this filter passes a. band of frequencies. Fig. 26"4S (d) represents the characteristics of a
Band Stop filter. This filter rejects a particular band of frequencies from c.i,1 to w,z w~ile passing the
signals of other frequencies (wi1h a constant gain A) starting from 0 to w,1 and w.2 onwards. Th'is is
also called a Notch Filter.
, . .
The filters discussed above have ideal characteristics i.e. they have a sharp cut off but in actual
practice, the characteristics as shown in Fig. 26"45 are not practically realizaOle. Therefore, we discuss
below the characteristics _of filters which can be practically realized.
·
.
2611'1. Low Pass Filters. An etectric low pass filter is shown.in Fig. 26"46 (a). It is R-C
network. At low frequencies, the capacitive rtactance is very high and therefore the capacitor circuit

SSS

EIONAt CONDITIONINCl

can be considered as an open circuit. Under these conditions eo =e1 or the vo!t~go gain .is equal to
.

::;;

.

Gain

(a)

(b)

Pig. 26'46. Low pass .R·C filter and its 'characteristics, ·

unity. At ve1y high frequencies, the capacitive reactance is very low and therefore-the output voltage
eo is very small as compared with the input voltage e1. Thus the gain is low and drops off gradually
as the frequency is increased. This is shown in the characteristics of a low pass in Fig. 26' 46 (b).
.
1/sC
I
l
. . Eo )
The transfer funct1on1s Ei (s = R+-l/sc=· 1+sRC-l+s-r
.. (,26'25)
The sinusoidal transfer function of a low1pass filter is :

eo (J )

e1

Gain

w

I
= 1
l+jwRC l+jw'I'

...(26'26)

A=/:~(jo>)j= v1+(wRCJ2= v1+~

The gain drops to 0'707 at cutioff frequency
0'707=

... (26'27)

'°'·

l

v' If (w,RC) 2

l
l
or Cut off frequency ,w,= RC=--; rad/s

... (26'28)

'H
The cut off frequency m
z is ': "
,,= 211IRC = 2111'1'
... (26'29)
Let us have Bode plot of low pass RC filter. Consider the sinusoidal transfer function of
Eqn. 26'26.
When I jw'I' I <(l, the gain is unity and the gain in terms of db is zero. The corner frequency is
w=l/'1'=1/RC. ·
For I jw'I' I )-1, the gain is l/w-r (i.e. -20 log wt in terms of db).
:. For frequencies greater than 1/-r, the asymptote has a slope of -20 db/decade or
-6 db/octave. This is shown in Fig. 26'47.
Goin A
Let us cite examples of use of a lowpass filters e T
in measurement systems. Supposing a dynamic strain le\UWll'
varying at a frequency of 1 Hz is being measured by a
strain gauge bridge shown in Fig. 26' 48 (a). There is an
t /T
0'1/'t'
10/t
ample possibility. that the output measurement circuit
0
may pick up signals from 50 Hz power lines, thereby
distorting· the output from the strain gauge bridge.
-20db/decode
Therefore, it is essential that the · 50 Hz signal be
eliminated so that there is no spurious signal applied to ·20cb •.• - ------ -- - - - - - - the measurement circuit.
Fig. 26'48. (b) shows the inp11t signal to the
Pi~. 26'47, Bode plot (magnitudei
· _ ' for a low-pass filter. · ·
measurement system which contains the desired signal

''

I
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. arising out on account of the change in strain (at a frequency of l Hz) plus the so· Hz power line
io.terforing signal. A low-pass RC fitler can be designed to have a characteristics as shown in
Fig. 26'48 (c) so that the desired signal (l Hz iu this case) is reproduced faithfully, while the biqh
frequency sign~l of 50 Hz is greatly attenuated as shown in Fig. 26'48 (d).
·

J

SO Hz Fie'lo

R

~t\tr11-1
\

\

\ \
\

c ·-

\ e1

e0

~

-{!'=--·-.........
. $1r4mt· go1,1ge bridgE

(b) Strain gauge signal plus the interferiog signal

{a) Strain gauge circuit

1·

{.:: ~ Low· pass filter characteristics

(d) Strain gauge signal
filter.

i.:ii~. 26'48, Output filtering of main gauge bridge signal by a low·pa~s

Example 26'9. A simple RC low;.pass filter is to be so designed that the output voltage be
attenuated by 3 db at 50 Hz. Calculate the the timtfconstant apd suitable values of R and C.
Sohntion. The output voltage is attenul'.lted by 3 db.
; 10 log Eo =--·3
or Eo =0'501.
,
E,

E1

From Eqn. 26'26, for a low pass filter
, Eo =--!_____ =
l
- -0'501
/Ei
V'l +w2't'2 V 1+(2?e/50)::!-r2
or time ·constant 't'=5,'5X 10-3 s. Now -r=RC.
5'5x10- 3
,
Ta~e R=lO k!l.
C= 10xfo3- F=O 55 i.tF.
,

I

(

:Z(d3 2. Highp~ss Filter

: An electric high·pass filter is shown in Fig. 26'49 (a).
The transfer function of a high~pass,fi1ter is given by :
Eo(s)
R
sRC
'T:S
--=E4(S) R+ J /sC 1+sRC 1-1-'t's
1

ll"'-

•

•

.

. .

·Sm~i~adaHr~mfcr fµ~cho~
"''·

.:.

---

eo , • ·- j<1lRC

"ii (Jw)-l+iwRC

=

jwr ·= _ l _
1+J<ll1' 1+1/jw-r

...(2f30)

.... (26'31)
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fig. 26'49. A higb·pass tilter and its respoi:1s@. ·

Gain

·

A=\ eo (jw) I= ;/I ~>'t'

+(1)21\.~

ti ·

-·

1
v' 1+O/w't'2)
-

... (.l6'32)

.·. When the frequency is low the gain is small and when the frequency is large, the 13in
approaches un~ty. Thus thi~ circuit p~ss~~ bigh frequendes wbi!e rejectin~ the low fwquencies. 'fhe
1
response of a high p··a· ss fi.l~~r.1s sh.own m Fig. 2~ 49 (b). ~if\AI
when w1<l or w<J/-c, gam 1s 0 (m db). Therefore, the
Wdbfdteadt
.
low frequencies are greatly attenuatec. The corner fre_
Gdb/Jctovc.1
quency is w=l/'t' when w-r>I or w)..I/-r, the gain is Wdb _. ,,
~
-l . . -../'.,
. . . , _ ; . . ,. . . . .

,_ _

0

A

~!

=W't',

The asymptote has thus a slope of 20 db/decade
/
l
6 db/decade__a.s shown in Fig. 26'50.
fir
0,.
1 . wo
Cutoff frequency is : fc = 1/2~RC
1'
An application of highpass filters is described
fig, 26'50. ~ode plot (M!!~nitude) for
below :
•
.
• ~.
. .
. . • , • a high pa~1.1 fil.teit,·;
~ ·•
A chopped radiometer is shown m ftg. 26 51 ma. ~nmphfied form. The obJechv~ 1 of dus devwe
is to sense the temperature, Os~ of some object in terms of the infrared radiant e!ller:f;;ffi~ emits. The
efuitted epergy is focussed on a detector~ which responds to this .type of rndiafion. This produces a
change in ~d, th~ temperature of .the. dete~tor: Sine~ the det~~.p~o,r./~s 1,sensi~ive to chan~es in tempera
ture it will produce a voltage/'~·' which is amphfied to eo ~'.Y ~~;amphtier. Thus if ~e cb~ng'l!I the
temi>erature of the detector 9J changes, with the result that e'; ch'ahges and consequently the dutnu~
voltage eo chan~es. A11 _elem~ntary set-up. of t~is transdl\cer is. shown in Fig. 26 51.
The major probfem with these devices is that the ambient t~ruperature 0aw1111on,, J'ij.1~ i ~veil as_ the
temperature of the_ s~urc;e. Os affect the tem~erature .Sa of the detector, dms af;f~~t.·i_!I. ..t he putput
voltage eo. The effect 1s serious because the radt~nt. energy .to be measured causes ver}'! ~f?~ll 9haoges
in Oci. On the ·other hand even small chang~s m am~ient temperature, 6am111e"i, µl~fconipletely
distort--the output, thereby completely shroutling· the output signal. A simple solution to this
probJem-iS the introduction of a rotating shutter between the radiant source and the detector so that
the· desired input is chopped or modulated~ at a known frequency. The modulating frequency is
. chosen to be much higher ihan the frequencies at w~h, the drift on account of t~mperature changes
occur. The output voltage signal e~ of the detect~r is a superposed sigmd with sl<1tv changes on·
account of ambient temperature (8amb!ewt variations and a bigh frequency signal whose amplitude v~ries
in accordance with 6,). As the desired and the interfering inpum m widely ~eparated in frequenqy
band, they can be conveniendy and seJecfrvely filtered. For such an application, it is desired that
the filter used should reject tl.te slow varying interfering outputs on account of :emperature variation~,
but passes fast varying signals on account of variations in 6@. This ~alls for a bigh~pm!Zl lflHer .. In
fact· such applications require the use of an a c. amplifier. Since a.c,, amplification~ even otb~rwise n~
ded~ the use of an a c. amplifier with low f~queney cut-off sclv~s bo~b t~e problems (e.t- the problem
of attenuating a low frequency signal limd ~mplification of a high f~r11@n~1 a.ea ~igul without distor...
>:H
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Fitz. 26'51. A bigbpass niter for measurement infuued rad:ant energy.

tion. A wide frequency band is necessary and this is conveniently provided by the arra~gement
shown in Fig. 26' 51.

26' U:'3. Bandpa• Filters
·
A simple bandpass filter can be constructed by cascading a low~pass and a high-piss filter as
shown in Fig. 26' 52 (a).

cr,I
-R,

R1
'l

c,

~2

•o

l
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I

(a)

1·
I

C2
I

I

I

C1

r~ 11 ·

Rt

(b)

l

. L __ij
. (c)

ftt

.,

t

r

~
Ri

toe
';

(d)

Fig. 26'52. RC passband filter.

· There is a passband, with a lower cutoff frequency,/01, and an upper frequency cutoff at/o2.
, In the passband, the circuit behaves like a voltage divider network shown in Fig. 26'52 (b). At frequencit~s belo~ the pa~sba~d, .it beh~ves ~i~e a high-pass band filter as ~ho'!fl in Fig. 26'52 (c). (Since
capacitor c1 is sho~ c~rcuited and capac1Mr ,Ci ~haves as an open c1r~mq. Above ~ss band fre·
quenci~·~' the CB:pac1.tor C~ behaves as a short e1rctuted element and the circuit behaves hke a lowpass
1
· filter a&i shown m Fig. 2~ 52 (d).
.
.

&S9.

SIONAl CONnI1'iON!NO
'·'.

Thus if lf2~tOR1, and/02> 10/01.
.
.
The lower cutdlt.frequency is /01 = l/2"RR2Cz and the upper cutoff frequency ii/o:J= l/~ffR1C1
The low-pass and high-pass filters are connected in cascade, the· transfer functfon is :
.

&W

™

I

·

... (26 'JJ)

$• (s) 0 O+st1) x(l +s-r2)

with
· -r1==R1C1 and T2=-R2C2 with t2>-r1.
The characteristics of a bandpass. fitter are show~ in Fig. 26 ·S3.
6t;lft
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Fit. 26~53; CharacterisiiC$ of. a pas~baf,ld, filler.

In this passband, the chcuitbehavcs almost as ·a resistive netwcrk and therefore the gaic iq

the

pa~sband

is :

A

leo.1·=Ri.f-R
R2 ·
2

... (26'34)

""' e1

. . E~rn'ple 26'10~ .A bandpass filter cpnsists of two RC networks connected 10 cascade'. The
low pass filter cansist~ of a resistor Rt•= I0 kO and C1=I00 pF and the high pass filter consists of
R2=1 \10 and C?- =0'01 µF. Find the lower and the uppe:r cutoff frequencies and the passband
gain.

Solution.
R2 .
A Ri+R2

Passband gain

Ix 106
.
ix-ioa+rx-1o
6 . o99

1

1

Lower cutoff frequency /01=fn-R2c2= 2rc x J06x{O'OJ)x 10-6=15·9 Hz.
. . l.
1
.

Upper cutoff frequency /01=2;M 2rexlOxI03xJoox io-f:i Hz=l59 kHz.
1
.
. .
.
26'11."4. Band Rejed1on {band sfop) FUters · ·
.
A simple RC band rejection (band stop) filters use either a Wien Bridge circuit of a Twin 'T'
circuit.

.

.

Twin T Band Sto(f filter. Fig. 26'54 shows a Twin T band stop filter. At .very low

ana very

Actuol

2C

•o

Ri2

-·
(a)

(b)

circuit

Fis. 26'S4 Twin T Notch Filter
"I·

·~

, tiigh frequencies_. the gain is almost unity.
~ecomes zero.
The output at frequency,fo~ is equal to zero. This type of filter is often called a ootcb filter
because it completely rejects a particular frequency and attenuates a range of frequencies greatly while
passing the frequencies below and above the notch. Frequency /o is called sn@tcb freq1\i!imcy. ·
Fig. 26':>4 (b) shown the actual and ideal response of a notch filter.
Notch frequency fo = 1/2nRC
... (26'3~)

JEx~_mJPlir: 2(b'U, · Fig, 26'54 .shows a partdiel twin 41' network. The resistance ~ = l MO.
find th.e value of C so that the notch frequency ~s 10 kHz. '
·
S@l~tn®1. From Eqn. 26 '35, the notch frequency is fo-1f2rGRC Hz.
.
1
.
9 pF.
•·. Capacitance, C t&~f
27&X1x10ox
10x10a
F=lS
0
.

2

~i. Fintiers With c~s~ded Sedi@IS'

\

.

.:
The major disadvantage of using single section filters is that they do not have a sharp cutoff.
The CtJtoff is only 20 db/decade (or 6 db/octave) with the result that the unwanted frequencies are not
atteµuated sufficiently. The roll off is so gentl~ '~hat filte.rs do not give a. sharp distinction between
the frequencies that are passed and those wiuch\ are rejected. The sharpness of the, cutoff ruay be
increased by connecting more sections in cascade. This method, however, suffers from the· disadvan·
tage, that the addition of more stages there is consid1erable attenuation in the passband.
Fig. 27 ·55 shows 2-stage filtus.

•r~
; CI .c,] ..
L. ,

\J
I

(a) 2 Sta~e lowpass filler
t b) 2 ;:itage bighr-ass filler.
Fig. 26':55. RC filter sections ·co.,oected in ca cade.
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:26:·u. LC F Hers
·
·
;
. · , In o der to have sharper cutof£ and also prev.ent any attenuation in pa!isband, LC, ·~lt~is @fo.
:

use_d. . ·. ',Fig/ 27 56 ~hows some basic configmations of. Low Pass LC Filters. At low frequeneies. the
inductance 1presents a bhort while the capac1l;..mc~ is open circuited with output almost equaJ to input. At high frequencies the inductance prese11ts a high series impedance while the capacitance
h shor~ circuited. This gives a zero oi1tput. Thei'efore the circuits are basically low pa~s fiJters.
,

I

~

I J

!

.C.

section

U) 1'section .

(c} n section

Fig. 26'56. Basic configuration of LC lowpass filters. ,

Characteristics resistance Ro= v' L/C

... (26'36)
\ The source and the load with which LC filters are used must have the same resistance
· values as Ro. ,
. Cut~off frequency fc =1/271: LI c -,.
...(26'37)

v

861

SIGNAL CONDITIONING

... (26'38)
. .. (26'39)

1./2'fC RoC
Attenuation in the stopband 8'7 n1. ,db.
where
C>: =2 cosh~l(//fc)
and n=~umber of stages
Fig. 26' 57 stows qiffererit 'configurations of bigbpmss LC filters.
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(a' L section

(b) T !Jection
... '·Fig~ 26'57•. Basic configurations of Higbpass LC Filters.

(c) rr section

At low frequencies the capaci~aric~ ·presents an · open circuit and inductance presents a short
and therefore the output is alrrwst zero. At higher frequencies, the capacitor is almost :shorted whik
inductance presents an open circuit with the result that the output)s almost equal to input.
fl.= 2 cosh-1 ·(fo/f} for high pass filters.
.
.
:Example 26'12~ A basic low pass T ~ection filter uses an inductance of 1000 mH and a·
capacitance of 5000 pF. Find the size of the load and the source resistances that should be used with
this filter. Find also the cutdff frequency.
Solutio111. Jhe values of Land C used in Eqn. 26'37 refer to the values of the basic L section
filter. The T section is made up of two back to back L sections. Therefore shunt capacitance of
the T section is 2C. Hepee, 2C=5000 pF Qr ·C'=2500 pF
3
Char~cteristics res. stab.ce Ro= '\IL. ·,.c= :. I _lO_O_O_x_J0-.-~
o= 20 k.O
.
·. '
.. ·
.· ·..
-<
' .
.
2500 x 10-12
.

-v

i.

·. · ··
· .
1 . ... · /
I
Cutoff frequency. Jo= · .. / . =. .. I
.
=3180 Hz.
.·
· .· . .
. 2nv LC ~nv IOOOx 10-8 x 2500x10-12
a~d the Joad ~esistances should also be equal to ~o k!l.

Tbe sonrce

Example 26'.13. De3ign a low pass LC filter with a ·cutoff frequency of 500 Hz with a load
of resistance 16 .n. Find out the atten~ation at 1000 Hz (an octave above cutoff frequency).
' '

· S@Jatien.
The chdracteristic
resistance should ~e equal to load resistance .·. Ro= I6 n.
.
.·
. . ··· .·
Ro
Cutoff f req.uency fo.... 2"'L
.

:.

'

~

16
lnductan·c~ L= Ro =
. 2"'/o 2n X 500
0

=5'1x10- 3 H=5'1 mH.

C= 2nRlofo
~x l~XSOO ~20X10-6 F=20 µF.
~ single stageLC fow pass filter is shown in Fig. 26'58.

Capacitance

=2

Fi~,

26'58, · LC filters.

(bJ

ELBCntICAL AND fil.JlCTRONtC £NS'fRUMHNTATlO?.f

a=2 cosh-1 (f//o)=2 cosh-1 (1000/500)=2'64
Attenuation at a 1000 Hz=8'7nt=8'7x1 X2'64=23 db.
This CL filter gives a much shaper cutoff of 23 db/octave instead of 6 db/octave given hy a.
.;;imple RC filter. If a more sharper cototf is desired more sections can be added in cascade.

Example 26'1'.l. Design a high-pass CC filter with a load resistance of lOOO Q and a cutoff
rrcqnencv of 1000 Hz. What is the attenuation at one octave below the cutoff frequency i.e., at
, i;oo Hz. ff there are two stages what will be ·attenuation at ~00 Hz ?
Solution. The characteristics resistanc~ should be equal to the load resistance. •'. Ru-··· 1f'OP

n

Inductance L= __}~!!____ .,.,, . - rnoq_ - '..::.0'16 H = 160 rnH.
2rr Jo
27t >< l ()00 .
1 · --- F · 0'16 µf..
Capacitance C= ·· · -1
--2rcRofo 2tt X 1000X1000
A single section LC high pass filter is 'Shown in Fig. 26'58(b).
For a high~pas5 filter o:=2 cosh-1 (fol/) =2 cosb-1 (l000/500)=2'64
.'. For a single stage high pas~ fitter.:
Attenua~ion at 500 Hz is=8'7 XIX 2'64=23 db.

In case, there are two stages connected in eascade, the att~nuation at 500 Hz is :
=8'7X2X2'64=46 db;
Thus the low frequencies are

considera~Jy

attenuated.

· Example.2614. The primary .winding of an LVDT is excited by a 10000 Hz source. The
input displacement to the core has a highest frequency content of 1000 Hz. The output of the LVDT
is connected to a phase sensitive demodulator which in turn is connected to an RC lowpass filler.
. Find the ti.me constant. of the filter in case tbe ripple due to the demodulated signal is limited to
5' per cent. ls the arrangement satisfo~t0ry ? If not, suggesta better arrangement for the filter circuit.
'

.

Rt

~--

ti<~#--

R

Cf.I

.......

~

_OsciHoscope I

Rt

f
'1

!

IC'

_J~2

(b)

10Rf

Rf

f
f

~

o - - - - - - L_ _ _

(a)

e1

-1-r---1

----A/iM

Jt1
(c)
Fig; 26'59

~n

_, .·

sO~titiltfl.

",.~$refortjt
;

I

The excitation freqttSbcy of the LVDT l OtOOO Hz and that of the s~gnal fa 1000 Hz.,

.
we =2wx 10,000 rad/s; and w.-2~x 1000 rad/s.
.

!.·····
..'

·. .
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The frequency band produced by the demodulation process are :
2cuc-Ws=27t(2 X l0,000-1000)=2rc(l9,000) rad/s.
and
2wc+Ws=27t(2X10,000+ JOQQ)=2rt(21,000) tad.ls,
The filter circuit is shown in Fig. 26'59 (b).
Therefore, if we desire that the ripple due to frequencies 19,000 Hz and more should not be
more than 5 per cent, the time constant for the filter can be found as under :
·
1

0'05=

.

v' (1+(2rex19000 -r1] 2
or Filter time constant 't'/ = 0' 167 x 10-3 s = 0' 167 ms.
The amplitude ratio at the highest motion frequency of 1000 Hz is given by :

M-1 e; (jw) J= V1+w2T,21
.·
. 1.
----- - - =0'69
VI +(2rc x 1000xo·11 ix 10-3)2
-

ei

·

· Phase shift ~=tan-1

(J)Tt=

-tan-1 (2tt x JOOQ x 0'167 x 10-3) = -46'4°. -

Thus this filter has an amplitude ratio of 0'69 and a 'phase shift of -46' 4°. This will distort
the high frequency portion of the input displacement Xi considerably. Therefore, this filter is not
suited for this particular application. It has a cut-off rate of -20 db/decade. A filter of sharper cut-off
rate is desired.
A more suitable proposition would be to use a double RC filter as shown in Fig. 26"59 (c).
For this filter two RC filters are connected in cascade with same time constant.
.
.
• •
Tb e· f:requency
response ts .

e2 ( • )
ei 1w =

t
(t +.1-·w-R-,C-. ,. . ,2)
1

This filter gives a .cut-off rate of -40 db/decade.
Tbe ratio of output voltage to input voltage is :
1 .
1
M""' 1+weR,2(:,2=1 +ro2-r12

o·os = 1 +(lnx 1 ~000 x -t,)la

or "'1=36'5 >< 10-a s=36'5 µs.

The amplitude rati.o for a frequency of 1000 Hz is :
If"'

M

1+C2nxt000~36'5X 10-11)i o·9s

Phase angle ~--2 tan-1 wti-~2 taµ-1 (2iix lOOOX.36'5x rn-e)=~26'.

26' 14. Input Circuits
The following types of inpu~ circuits are u~e.Q for signal conditioning of electrical transducers.
Though the\list is not complete but it includes most of the .important items. The input circuits used

are:

.,.

·

(i) Simple current sensitive circuits,
(iii) Voltage dividing circuits,
(v) Bridge circuits,

..

(if) Ballast ~ircuits,
(iv) Voltage balancing potentiometer drcui•s. ·
and (vi) Resonant circuits .

26"] 5. Current Sensitive Circuits
· Fig. 26'60 shows a simple current •aitivt circuit. This input ,circuit uses fre How;,
.

I

.

'
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.

•/''

through a passive re~istanc~ transducer as· an· in4ita- /
tion of the value of the resistance. ~he tra9sducer/ ·
Current
may employ· any one .. of the vanous/~,9tips Jjf
_ _ _.... indicator· or
variable resi&tance elements. The res,ist~nc~//of
.
r----transducer changes when there is a 9ban_geifl the
· ·
/.rec order
physical quantity which is being mea.~ure~,
/hereby
causing a change in current. This curren IS sensed
and the physical quantity is thet~fore · J+1 asured or ..;::..; .
recorded. The measurement /or t~e . recording .- e•.
Resistive
1
device may be calibrated
.·~~Abe .pbyai~al
·
transducer
quantity directly.
· · .·
,. · .
t
,/
i
I
'
/
The output curre~t de~)kls uporr the ~np,ut /
voltage ei and tMrefo~ in pr~er to maintain tlje'
calibration of the current seJ:\$itive' circuit, the v,~of ei sho'uld be kept
oonstl;\riti .
'
/
·. Fig. 26·60~ Current sen~itive circuit. .
...

io

" ,. . " ./ . _. . ,. ,. ,. ____,. .;_. ;. . ,;_.,__

26':16. Ballast Circuit · ,
A ballast· ci~~it is only. a simple vari~tion of the cu.rrent sensitive cir.cuit. ·.In this case at ·
voltage sensitive d~y'1ce Is connected . across the transducer m place of a series connected curren ·
srnsitive device. Tht circuit is also called a voltage sensitive circuit.
, .
Figs. 26'.6i(a) aind (b)sbow,a Ballast circuit. The circuit includes a series resistance, RD, which
is called ballast resista~ce.
·

1
. t

·l
....

p·T.·

0allost

Rc~i~tive

Resistance

Rb
.

transducer

...:iJ
Volte ge

. . j indicator

I
'o

.,

·~R.,:;d·!r-··4-·___,

(a) Schematic diaaram.
(b) Circuit. diagram
.
Fig. 26·61. ·.· Ballast circuit (voitaae st1i111itlve circuit).

.

A baUast resistance is a mu$t in a voltage sensitiye Circuits since in the absence of.the ballast
resistance, Rb, the voltage device .will always ·rec:ord. the same. voltage i.e;· e' irrespective of the
transducer resistance.
.· · .. ·
. · , ··
·
·
· . ·.
It is assumed that the voltage measuring or recording device has an infinit~resistance so that ·
it does not draw any curren~.
. . . ·. -.
. '
Let Rt=maxlmum ~sistance of transducer.
·
·
R-KR1=reslstance of transducer when measuring a physical quantity ..
The value of K may vary from 0 to 1 and is a fon~on of the· magnitude of the input signal.
//'

e' ·
e1
.
Output voltage eo=ioR . R&+ R . R- R&+ KRt X Kft,1

--

.'
(,

.

',

I

... (26'40)

-1

... (26,'41)

'

KR1
KR1/Rb~- "
.
,-·-·-·-ei · ... '1bt ~~, .· ,J t(KRt/Rb)eo

~,·~o.::.~:-··

....
.,,I,

:·

...

~

'·

-"··--· ..~.;·-··.;., --

-

~

,,

.... ,

... (26'4i)
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For a volta.ge sensitive circuit ratio eo/e' is indicat~ve of output and K fa inc'.·:
· magnitude of inputsignal. It is clear from Eqn. 26'42 that input~output relationshir .:>'.
. sensitive (ballast) circuit is non-linear.
·
· . . • S deo .
eiRb
ti R1J
Sensitivity =dR (RbtR) 2 -(Rb-FKR1)2

of the
~H~~.1;:

IC:!

I

It is clear from Eqn. 26' 43, that the sensitivity is different for different values ~;fuaiii:i:~f; yc,.,;ls·
tancei Rb. In order to design the cir.cuit so that sensitivity Sis maximum an opti.mum w1h:i<fi for Ri'J

to be obtained. This is obtained by differentiating S with respect to variable. Ro.
dS

i

et(R-Rb) ei(KR1-R1,)

dR--;:-- (Rbf R)3 = (Rb+KRt)s

. ..
d'. .
dS ei(KRt-Rb)
Th e maxmuzmg con 1tion is: dRo (Ro+ KRt)S .· = 0
:. We get Rb= KRt for maximum
·

S~!!_sitivity.

The value of Rb, must be based upon a. compromise since R11, a constant, cannot always have
the value of KRt, a variable. But since t4e resistance of the:transducer KRds variable, we may M.~kct
the value of Rb only for the range of R = KRt where the sensit'ivity is to be maximum. ·
The advantage of the voltage sensitive circuit over a current, sensitive circuit is that a voltage
measurement is easier to perform tha,n current measurement.
The disadvantages of a voltage sensitive circuit are :
. (i) Changes in the input voltage ei. results in greater change in output than similar changes .IE
K (which are on account of change in input signal). Therefore for constancy of calibration, the input
voltage ei should be kept absolutely constant. This requires a voltage regulated source.
(ii) The input-output relationships are non-linear. ·
. .
Example 26'15. A ballast circuit is to be used for a thermistor which has a nominal resistance
of 100 n.
,
,
'
(a) What should be the value of the ballast resistor Rb., for maximum sensitivity at nominal
transducer resistance ?
·
·
(b) If the baJiast resistance as calculated in (a) is used along with an input of 10 V, what
output rnltage·.wilJ be obtained when the transducei· has resistance equal to its nominal resistance ?
(c) If the conditions of (b) remain, except the transducer resistance is reduced by .5 per centj
what output voltage will be indicated ?
(d) What are the sepsitivities for (b) and (d) ?
Solution. (a) Nominal value of transducer resistance Rt= 100 O.

At nominal resistance of transducer K= 1.
For maximum· sensitivity: ballast resistance R11=KRt= 1x100== 100 0.
(b) From Eq~. 26'42, output voltage with .Rr, \100 0:
.
,KRi/R•.
1X100/100
lO S V
eo=I+KRt/Rb et= lt(lxlOO/lOO)x = '
(c) ff :the resistance of the transducer decreases by 5%, we have K=0'95.
.'
.
0'95 Xl00/100
_ ,
Output voltage 1+<o·gsx lOO/lOO) x 10-4 87 V~
j

,

•

•

1

(d) From Eqn. 26~43, sensitivity

ELECT.RICAL AND ELECrRONIC JNSTI\UMENTAAION

for (b), K= I, and the sensitivity,
·For (d), K=0'95 and the sensitivity

lOXIOO

S (lOO+I x l00)2=o·o2s V/O,
10x100

s= (ioo-=i:o·9s x 100)2

°· 0263 v;n.

'

Example 26'16. -A simple ballast circuit is used to measure the output of a pressure pickup.
] he circuit is designed so that the internal resistance is six times the total transducer resistance. A
·.<mrce of 100 V is used to energize the circuit. Calculate the voltage output at 25 50, 60 and 80
~~ercen t full load on the transducer.
·

;

~

1

Solution. Let the transducer resistance be Rt at full Joad. Therefore, the ballast resistance
Ru=6 Rt.
Output volt11.ge eo
Now

KXl/6
16'7 K
. K
)K-xl00=
+
1 0 167
6

+ct;

Rb=6Rl,and ei=lOOV. :. eo= ·-·1
16'7 x 0·25

:. Voltage output at 25 percent load= i+o·T67:Xo·25- =4 V.
Similarly voltage output at 50% load is 7'7 V, at 60% load 9'11 V and at 80% load 11'78 V.
26' 17. Bridge Circuits

Bridge circuit~ of various types are used in. Instrumentation systems for the measurem~nt of
r .~sistance, inductance and capacitance. The bridies may 9e either of the two types viz : (i) d.c.
•;pe, and (ii) a.c. type.
In case the output of resistive type of transducers is to be measured, either d.c. or a.c. bridges
m.-ty be used. But when measuring int!uctance or capacitaoce which may be on account of output
,if inductive or capacitive transducers, a.c. bridges are used.
20· 18. Wheatstone Bridge
It is the most commonly used d.c. bridge for measurement of
r~sistance.

-This bridge is used for measurement of smaJI resistance
changes. that occur in passive resistive tra~sducer~ !ik~ strain · gauges,
thermistors and resistance thermometers. Detailed description @fa Wheatstone bridge has already been given in chapter 16.
Fig. 26'62 shows the basic circuit of a Wheatstone bridge. It A
~cmsists of four resistive arms with a source of emf (a ba$tcry) and a
meter which acts as a detector. The detector is usually a current sensitive
t.'a!vanometer. Measurement., may be carried out either by balanci'qg
the bridge or by determining the magnitude of unbalance ..
This means that there are two ways in which a Wbeatitone bridge
can be used. Thus there are two types of Wheatstone bridge. They are ;
(n Null type bridge, and (ii) Defiection type bridge.
2618'1

Null Type Bridge

I

im

Rm
Met qr
0
ei

Bott~rv

Fig. 26'62. Wheatstone bridge.

When using this type of measurement, adjustments are made in various arms of the bridge
tnat the voltage across the detector is zero and hence no current flows through it. When no current
Jiow:; through detector, the bridge is said to be balancetl.
~o

. .. (26'44)
Under balance conditions : Ri = Rz (Ra/R4).
Resistanc'' R1 represents the resistance of a resistive .transducer whose value depends upon
,,,, r!Jy,ical variible being measured. The ratio of resistors Ra and R4 is fixed for a :particuJ~r

-i~
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· measurement. The bridge is balanced by varying the value of resistor R2. Thus if three (es1stance. are known the fourth may be deterJ1lined from Eqn. 26'44.
In instrumentation work, it is the change 6R1 jn the transducer resistancr: Rl which is ti) bi.:
found. The change unbalances the bridge and . therefore resistor R2 has to be adjusted by a1:
amount 6 R2 to restore balance.

The rebalanced conditions give: R1+ 6R1=(R2+ 6R~)(R3/R4);::;::!R2(R3/R,1J+ D.R2{Rs/R,1) ,
=R1+ 6R2(Ra/R4) :. L:.R2= 6R1(R4/R3)
... t26'45 ·
·Some applications such as temperature measuring systems (where the resistance, .R1 of thl'
transducer changes on account of temperature), an automatic bridge balancing control system may be
used as shown in Fig. 26'63.
.
··
When there is change in resistance Ri, it produces a voltage output whiGh is ampHfiel'
and applied as an .error signal to the field winding-' of a d c. motor. The motor is coupled t•\
a moving contact. This movable contact is actuated so as to reduce the nnbalance and hem:~
the error voltage. When the bridge fs balanced, there is no· error voltage and therefore there is no voltag,
acn1ss the field winding of the motor. The motor stops and 'thus the slider comes to rest. The re:.h
u11i ;,t:<ik nrny bi! calibrated in resistance change values or in terms of temperature or auy othc

physical variable being measured.
',

,s"' ··,,

B

Q1i ',

\

\

Mechanical
linkage

',.,,,,,,·

' '\

A

\

\
\

\
Amplifier

\

o.c.

\

Supply

>---....... ' \
\

--1

e·

Field
winding

L

Battery

Fig. 26'63. Selr (automatic) balancing ~heatstone bridge.

26'18'2, Deflection Type Bridge
The null type Wheatstone Bridge is accurate but the problem with this brid1:c fo r!iat ti·
balancing, even if done automatically, is not instantaneous. Therefore this bridge i.s uw:uitahl
for dynamic applications where the ..hangea in res.istance are rapid .. For measurem:nt ot ':apid!
changing input signals,' the Deflectlon
Bridge is used. When .t~e !DPUt changes, i:h~ rc:11~tr.inc
Ri changes producing an unbalance causmg a voltage to appear across the,meter .. The ddl~."U\•:t (i
meter is indicative of the value of resistance and the scale of the meter may be calibrated to r·:::.l i :~
value oresistance directly.

r,pe
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for static inputs, an ordinary galvanometer
may be used. However for dynamic inputs, output·
signal may be displayed by a cathode ray oscilloscope
Qr may be recorded by a -recorder.
The deflection type bridge circuit is provided
with a zero setting arrangement as shown jn
Fig. 26'64. The_ series resistance Rs is used to
change the bridge sensitivity.
When a deflection type bridge is used, ·the
bridge output on account of the unbalance may be
connected either to a high input impedance device- or
to a low input impedance device. If the output of
the bridge is connected directly to a low impedance
devices like a current galvanometer or a PMMC
instrument, a large current flows through. the
meter. In this case, the bridge is called a Current ...._..JVIN>-_..;...JV\MJW\.-./1./UUL.-A.
' Sensitive Bridge.
·
· Zero---In most of the applications of detiection
ad justment
type bridge, the bridge output is fed to an amplifier
which has a high input impedance and therefore Sensitivity
ei
the ouput current im = 0. This would also be the odj1Jstment
case if the bridge output is connected to a CRO or
a V.T.V.M. or a digital voltmeter. The bridge thus
fig. 26'64. Deflection .Type Whratstone Bridge
used is a Voltage Sensitive Bridge.
provided with zero adjustment and sensitivity adjustment arrangements.
26' 1.8'3. Voltage Sensitive Bridge

e

For analysis· of this bridge, we refer to Fig. 26'62. · Let us assume·that the input impedance
of the meter is infinite and therefore im = 0.
·
·
Hence
ii =i2 and i3=i4, output vollage eo=voltage across terminals Band D=i1R1-iaRa.
But

ii

Ri ~ R2 a-nd ia

R3 ~~4

J [

J

Ri
Ra·
RiR4-R2Ra
eo= [ Ri+R2
fia+R4. · ei= (R1+R2)(Ra+R4). et
.. (26 46)
Suppose now Ri changes by an amount 6R1. This causes a change 6eo in Jl;i_e output
voltage. Thus :
·
----. [ (R1 +b. Ri)R4 - R2Ra
eo+ !::, eo = (Rt+!::, Ri + R2)(Ra+ R4) e,
·
. [
1+C!~R1/R1)-(R2Ra/R1R4) '
= {l +(6R1/R1)+(R2/R1)}{l +-(Ra/R4)} ei
... (26'41)
In order to simplify the relationship, let' 'ti~ a~sume that initially all the re~istances comprising
the bridge are equal i e., Ri =R2=Ra -R4-:::R.
·
·

J

lrnd.er these cond1"t1'ons ·.

0 an· d

"n

[

(D.Rt/R)

J

n

J

.

(26 48)

eo= ' · u"O""' 4+2(.6R1/R) "'
": . . • .
It is clear from Eqn. 26'48 that the. input-output reJatipnship i.e., relationship between
t,R and t,eo is non-linear. However, if the. change in resistance is very .smaJl as compared to initial

resistance~ then we have : 2(6R1/R)c(4.

...

.6 eo =· -(6R1/R)
· -4 -·-·
~

.

'.

/\ eo

et .

e1

... (26'49)
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: .. For such cases, the input~out relationship is linear. The major disadvantage of a voltage
sensitive deflection bridge as compared to voltage sensitive null bridge is that the calibration of the
former is dependent upon the value of supply voltage ei as is evident from Eqns. 26'49 and 26'50.
Therefore for constancy of calibration., the input voltage should be absolutely constant.
26'18 4. Current sensitive bridge. When using galvanometers at the output, terminals, the
resistance of the meter cannot be neglected as galva,nometers draw an appreciable current. Under
such circumstances, wherein the meas\)ring device has a low impedance, the deflection is on account
of the meter current im, which cannot be assumed to be zero, the bridge is said to be a curreimt
sensitive bridge.
In order to ~nd the input-output relationship and the bridge sensitivity for this general case,
. it is necessary to convert the bridge circuit of Fig; 26'62, to a Thevenin generator looking into the outw
put terminals Band D.
. . l
f h h
.
R1R4 - R2R3
0 pen cucu1t
vo tage o t e T evenm generator eo = (Ri R )(Ra +R ) ei

+2

4

The internal resistance of the Thevenin generator is found from looking into terminals B and
D and shorting terminals· A and C as shown in Fig. 26'65 (a). The internal resistance of the Thevenin
generator looking into the terminals B and D and is :
Ro= RiR2
Ri+R2

+

RaR4
Ra+R4

(R1R2)f Ra+ R4)+ RaR4(R1 + R2)
(R1 R2)(Ra+ R4)

+

... (26'51)

R7

Fig. 26'65. Thevenin Equivalent of Bridge Circuit.

The equivafont Thevenin generator is shown in Fig. 26'65 (b).
The current through the meter is given by :
.
eo
[R1R4 R2Ra]et
z~-- Ro+ Rm RiR2(Rs+ R4)+ RaR4(R1 + R2)+ Rm(R1 R2)(Ra+ R4)

+

+

... (26'52)

Suppose initially, all the resistances are equal i.e.. Ri =R2=Ra==R4=R.
Let there be a change 6. R in Ri,
[(R+ 6.R)R-R2]ei
Meter Current, im
(R+ 6R)R(2R)+ R2(R+ 6R+ R)+ Rm(b,. R+ R+ R)l2R)
f(b.R/R2)er
2(1+6R/R)+(2+.6.R/R)[l/R+(2RmfR)(/\ R/R)]
••• (26 ' 53 )
.
(6R/R 2)et
... (26'54)
when
we have, im = +Rm/R)

40

Voltage output under load conditions is :
. . R [ (6R/R2) ei ]Rm _ (6R/R)Rm e•
eoL=lm m= . l+Rm/R
T
4(R+Rm)

b,.R/R
4(1+R/Rm) e'

From Eqn. 26'55, it follows that open circuit voltage eo= . ~; ei

... (26'5.5):
... (26'56);
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eo Rm
eoL=---Ro+R,,.

The voltage under loaded conditions is :
.

.-. . Ratio of voltage under loaded and no load

.

€OL

-

eo

1
I+Ro/Rm

... (26'57)

= --- ·------··-·--

Example 26'17.. A resistance bridge has the configuration shown in Hg. 26'62, in which
Ri=120 4 0, R2== 119'7 0 and Ra=ll9"7 0. (a) What resistance must R4 have for resistance
balance? (b) If R4·has a value of 121'20, and if the input voltage is 12 V d.c., whan will be the reading of meter, assurr.ing it to be voltage sensitive bridge ?

"l

-

Solution.
(a) Value of R4 for balance=(RaXR2/R1)=119x(119'7/120'4)=118'3 0.

(b) From Eqn.

26~46,

the output voltage is :
1

eo=[·-TR1~~:)(:a~~ 4 ) ]ei=[-rA~~~~'~-/l'iijc11 ~~Ii</~yJx. 12
:=0'0724 V=72"4 mV.

Example 26.18. A simple equal arm voltage sensitive bridge is initialJy in ba1am;~ \uull);
Three of the arms consist of ordinary resistors, while the fourth is a thermistor. Each arm has a nominal resistance of 10,000 .0, and the bridge is energised with a 6 V d.c. source (a) ff the temperatur~
change causes a + 5% change in thermistor resistance, \.\hat output voltage will be indicated from the
bridge? (b) If a --5% change in resistance is caused, what will be the bridge output?
Solution.
(a) Let the thermistor form resistance RJ of bridge circuit shown in Fig. 26'62.
Initially
Rt =R2=Ra=R4=R= 10,000
Change in resistance 6R/R = +5% = +o·os. i

Output voltage of equal arm bridge

eo=[ 4 ~i~%R)·-]
=[

· o·os

J

(see Eqn. 26'48)

J

·

--4tJ x o~o.f x 6=0'0732 V=73'2 mV.

(b) Change in resistance 6R/R=-5~~=-0'05.

:. Output voltage

ei

.

-o·os- .· 5 X6=-0 077·'"' --·-77 mV.
eo= [ 4._-2x00

Example 26'19. It is know~ thatRa ~ertbain ~~~hnsducer habs.~ resistance of approximate!)• 800h0.
This transducer is connecte<1 as resistor I m t e vv eatston~ nugc shown in Fig. 26'62. The ot er
three arms of the bridge have resistances of exactly 800 n. A 4 V hettery with negligible iriLernal resistance is used in the circuit. The galvanometer resistance is ! OD fl and the galvanometer current is
o·g µA. Calculate the resistance of the unknown resistor.

~~

Solution.

The resistances are : R2= Ra:::=R4 =800 .0 and meter resistance Rm= 100 .0.
Galvanometer current im= o·s .~tA=0'8 x 10-6 A. Battery voltage ei =4 V.
·
.
(6R/R 2)ei
. Using the approximate formu)a given in Eqn. 26"54, we have : zm=4ff+ Rm/R)

or

0'8x10-6
;. R1 ==

6RX4
(800)2[4+(100/800)]

or 6R=0'528 0

R+ ~R=soo+o·s28=800·s2s n.

~
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Example 26'20. In a Wheatstone bridge three out of four resistors have a value of l kO
each, an Qi the fourth resistor equals 1010 n. 1f the battery voltage is 100 V, whafis the approximate
value of the open circuit voltage ? If the output of the bridge is connected to a 4 kO resistor how
much current would flow through the resistor ?
Solution.
This problem can conveniently be .solved by Thevenin t4eorem.
Open circuit voltage eo=(

wfb~-~000 - 100 ~~~000 ) x 100~0·249 V
\

Internal fesistance of the bridge looking into its output terminals,

1010x1000 1000x1000
.
2
Ro=1010+1000 + 1000+100o=I00 5 O
Meter current

eo

. Im= Ro+ Rm

~

0'249
1002·s+4000- =SO µA.

Example 26'2L A Wheatstone bridge is used for measuring the value of change of reshtance
of a strain gauge. All the. arms of the bridge includLDg the strain gauge have a resistance of 100 n.
The maximum allowable power dissipation from the strain gauge is 250 mW. Find out the value of
maximum permissible current through strain gauge and the maximum allo vabte value of bridge supply
-voltage. · Suppose a source of 20 Vis available, find the value of the series resistance Rs to limit
the input voltage of the bridge to the permissible level. What is the power dissipition in the series
· resistor ?
Solution.
Suppose et is the input voltage. The value of resistance of each arm is R== 100 .a.
Maximum power dissipation from the strain gauge P=250mW=250x10-3 w.
Now P=i 2R __where i=maximum permissible current.
i= v' P/R= V 250X 10-a;100=0·05 A=50 mA.
Maximum value ofinputvoltagefor the bridge ·e,::.-=2iR-2X50x10-axlOO=lO V.
· The supply voltage is 20 V and the maximum allowable voltage is 10 V. Therefore a series
resistance Rs has to be inserted to reduce the voltage·to 10 V.
Since all the .f;irms of the bridge have equal resistance value of 100 n each, the resistance of
the bridge looking into output terminals is·· R= 100 n. As the bridge and the series resistance
have equalvoltage drops (10 V) across them, the value of series resistance Rs is also 100 n.
. . . .. .
.
.t
(I0) 2 1
:. Power d1ss1pat1on m series rests ance= 100 =
.

w

Example 26'22. A thermistor of resistance 1 kO, temperature co-efficient of resistaoce 4·5
per cent/°C and an internal temperature rise of o·t,C/mW around 27'C is included in a d.c. bridge
with three fixed resistors each of value of 1 kn. A d.c. amplifier of high input impedance is connected
across the bridge output and an indicating de.vice connected to the amplifier output.
(a) Calculate the maximum voltage sensitivHy of the bridge if the internal temperature rise is
not to exceed o· 1°C.
(b) Calculate the maximum amplifier drift, referred to the input that can be tolerated if the
overall system accuracy is to be within ±2°C.
Solution.
Power dissipation in the thermistor due to a change 0·1•c, P=O'l/0"2=0'5 mW.·
Supposing eim is the maximum allowable input voltage ac.ross the bridge. Now each arm oi·
the bridge has a resistance R= 1 kO.
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Voltage across each arm=eim/2
Power dissipation in thermistor
.'. Maximum.allowable input voltage eim=2yPR=2y'6;5x-Io~a-x103= 1'41 V.
4·5
Change in resistance of thermistor 6R1=rJ.,66R= Wo x 0 IX 1000=4'5 .Q

l

Bridge output voltage, when all the arms have equal initial resistance= ,6 eo= _l:,_:_il!!_ ei
.:. Maximuir output voltage eom

4

'S/I~OO .x 1'41=1'59 x 10-3 V= l '59 mV.

vol~age

change is caused hy temperature input of 0' 1°C.
·
bn'd ge sens1t!V1ty
· · · S. ,6eo = ·-t·.59
.·. Max1mum
i- = 15'9 m V/°C ·
60 0

This

26'19. A.C. Bridges. Alternating current bridge methojs. are ofoutstaading importance in
el~ctrical measurements. The theory of a.c. bridges has been explained in chapter 22. A.C. bridges .are
widely used for variable inductance and capacitance bridges. This. section deals with special a.c.
bridges used for instrumentation purposes.
·
.
.
.
26'19'1. .A.C. Bridges using Pusb-PuH Transducers. The a.c. bridges are suited for accepting
1~puts from push-pull transducers, i e., tramducers which accept input from transducers working on
differential principle.. When a transducer works on a push· pull principle, it produces .a more linear
relationship with the briJge output and the measured quantity than is produced by a single element
transducer. Another advantage of the push-pull transducers is that when they arc con,nected in the
adjacent arms of a bridge, any equal changes such as due to temperature in the .two parts of tbe
transducer act against each other and hence are .cancelled out.
26' 19·2. A.C. Bridges with Push-Pull Inductive Transducers! A push-pull inductance transducer
consists of two parts each having an initial inductance valueL. If an input signal is applied to this
transducer the inductance of one part increases by 6L while that of other part reduces by 6L. Thus
the inductance of one part becomes L+ 6L while that of other L- 6L.
Fig. 26'66 (a) shows an afr.a'ngement of connecting an inductive push-pull transducer in an a.c.
/,
/

Inductive
',rcoupling

I

\

I

'

I /

lnducf1ve-

'

,< coupl'lng
'( ',

,I

I
I

ll·

<,
Push-pull

'tl'v'

~<It

.r, /

'< , .

·mductiv.e

'vx,

I

transducer

(a)

.
. \

(b)

Fig. 26'66. Pusbwpull inductive transducers connected in a.c. bridges.

-,,,J.
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"bridge. The bridge is initially balanced but when a. change occurs in the inductance of the transducer
. on account of application of a11 input signal, it becomes unbalanced. For transducers using high Q
coils have' wL)>R and therefore the changes in resistance of transducer coils is insignificant in com~
µarison with change of inductance. Hen~e,
·
Output voltage eo=

1 6£

2- L e1

... (26'58)

is

· Another arrangement shown in Fig. 26'66 (b ). In case the Q factor is unity i.e. wL =R.
Output voltage eo =(!:,L/L) ei
... (26'59)
Hence, the sensitivity of this bridge is twice that of the one shown in Fig. 26'67 (a).
..
26'.19'3.' Inductive Transducer Blum le in Bridge. Blumkin bridge, as shown in Fig. 26 ·67 (a)
uses two Closely coupled inductive ratio arms and other two arms consist of one part each of a pushn
pull inductive transducer of a high Q value. The equivalent T network of the closef y coupled arms is
shown in Fig. 26.67 (b).
·
-------~,

:

1

1

Inductive

V coupling

B

---~--~-r-~-ji.

:
I
I

~~
I(

.

<7(

A.-.-----<i e0 ~- C

M

Ill
c
Zp

/'

~"'""

-Closely coupled
coils .

D

(a)

,b)
Fig. 26'67. Inductive transducer Blumlein bridge.

. For networks to be equivalent, ZAn=Zs+Zp=jwM·
The coupling factor between the closely coupled coils is K=±M/Lc and for perfect coupling

K=±l.

.
At ·the bridge balance, the currents in the two coils are equal and are in the same direction
· and for a particular winding sense and therefore K . +1.
Therefore under balance conditions, impedance across ratio arms is :
2Zs=2jw(Lc-M)
and with K=I we get 2Zs=O.
Thus itis evident that there is no voltage drop across the ratio arms and any stray or cable
caoacitance Which is in parallel with the ratio arms becomes ineffective. Thus shielding and earthing
problems are greatly simplified. This is the biggest advantage of Blumlein bridge.
When .the bridge is not balanced, the change in the currents on the two sides of the bridge can
be considered as a circulating current around the bridge. Thus for this condition the coupling factor
K changes sign a~d .is K=-1 and there-fore 2Zs=4jwLc.
·
In order to. find the- sensitivity of the bridge, the parallel impedance of T network Z1'
-{ . - jwLc)..may be considered to be connected in series with bridge inwedance ZB with bridge supply
_:, -VeJ.!~ge across. them.
·
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z-

'd .
d· ' .
jwL(l +2Le/L+ 6L/L)(l +2Lc/L- t:.L/L)
Bn ge impe ance n. 2(1 2Lc/L)
.

+

... (26'60)

Neglecting ZP, the open circuit output voltage
,_/:.L
4f:c/L
.. : .·
eo - L . (l +2Lc/L+ 6.L/L)(l +2Lc/L~A~L/L) ei

.•. (26'61)

with ZP in series with ZB, we have, open circuit voltage
Zn · 1 6L
·4Lc/L
eo=z»+ZP eo = L ·(I +2Lc/L) ei

... (26'62)

Eqn. 26'62 is based upon the assumption that (6L/L)2 <( l. ·
'd
.. . f
eo
"'-- 4Lc/L
Brt ge sensltlv1ty actor= e~(f:.L/l) (I
2Lc!L)

+

... (26'63)

Fig. 26'68 shows the variation of bridge sensitivity factor with variation in ratio LdL for a
bridge with tightly coupled ratio arms (K=-1) and with
uncoupled ratio arms (K 0). In both the cases the bridge
sensitivity is independent of frequency. It is observed from
Fig. 26'68, that· the bridge with tightly coupled ratio has a
higher sensitivity throughout and when Lc)>L, the sensitivity
factor is 2 a.nd is ess·entially independent of ratio arm indu.ctance
variations.
26'.19'4. Capacitive Transducer Blumlein Bridge. A
Blumlein bridge using push-pull capacitive transducers is shown
in Fig. 26'69 (a). Analyzing this bridge in the same way as was
done for inductive Blumlein bridge, it can be shown that output
v0Itage is
·

0·01

0·1

1

10

~100

LcJL--

Fig. 26 68. Variation of bridge
sensitivity with Le/l.

... (26'64)

eo
4w2LcC
:. Bridge sensitivity factor e,( 6 C/C)-l 2w2LcC.:...l)
... (26'65)
The variation of bridge sensitivity factor with w2LC is shown in Fig. 2f'69 (b). · Resonance
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Pig. 26'69. Capacitive transducer Blumlein ~ridge.
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occurs when 2w2LcC= 1, and above resonance. when <.i/2LcC~ 1, the sensitivity factor is 2 and is
indcpcmlc.nt of the variations in bridge frequency and ratio arm inductance.
The variation of scn;;itivity factor for an uncoupled bridge is also shown. It is noted that the
uncoupled arm bridge has no horizor;tal characteristics and there is no region where sensitivity is
independent of frequency or inductance.
Thus the advantages of a capacitive transducer bridge with tightly coupled arms are :
(i} there are no noise and pickup problems,
(ii) the bridge is insensitive to variations in frequency and inductance provided w2L1C)- 1,
(iii) the sensitivity is practically constant and is higher than that of bridge with uncoupled
a!"m~.

r':~"'illlc 26'23. A pu~h-pull c;:p~u:itive transducer iR med in a Blumkin bridge as shown in
: <'. .,,_.--,!; i11i. The frequrncv ::•f' hridi/e ·-~1pply is I MH:z A! ha.lance, the cJp:jcita11ce of each h~lf
· ~:· r!1e l e:;;:.;;;kcer is 500 pF. (!i) l )eferm.in.-: suitabie values (1f ;r:ductance for the tightly coupled ratio

arms to make the bridge sensitivity essentially independent of variations in inductance and bridge
supply frequency, (b) output impedance of bridge under balanced and unbalanced conditions.
Solution. (a) The sensitivity is independent of the variations in inductance and frequency fr'
<o2Lc.C~1.

iO

10

·

.

.

Let w LcC=10 :. InductanceLc=w 2 C=(2 rtXl06}~XSOUXlO-H H=O 506 mH.
2

th) Output impedance of bridge under balance conditions is zero output impedance of bridge
under unbalanced conditions consi-.ts of impedances 4jwLc and 2/(jwC)•in parallel. However 4wLc is
1 'i:ry large as compared with 2/wC and hence the output impedance is approximately equal to 2/wC

Output impedance~ix x 106. ; "500
1

. kn.
-x Hr~Ji"·.-:2000 ll-=-:~:2

26' 20. Integration and Differentiation. In many measurement systems it becomes necessary '
obtain integrals and/l r derivatives of signals with respect to time. It is easy to integrate a signal
as integration leads to attenuation of noise at the output terminals and hence improves the signal to
noise (S/N) ratio. However, accurate differentiation is much harder to carry out since differentiation
increases the signal to noise ratio. The integration .and differentiation processes may be carried out
by RC networks in addition operational amplifiers which have been described earlier.
~o

u1.;ed

26'20'1. Low pass RC Filtl.'r as au Integrator. A low pass RC filter shown in Fig. 26'46 is
integrator.

LlS Ml

Sintt•\1:1'.:·d transfer fon:.:tion

Now,

If w-r). 1, we have :

ei
. .
l
.... \ Jii.1) -:::: .
en "
l +}!l.i't

-~'-{joo )~ ;L
eo
.1w-r

Taking inverse Laplace transform eo=

or

! Je, dt.

This means that when wT). l 1 the RC circuit acts a pure integrator.
26'20-;J:. High Pass RC FHfors 1Y.!i Differentiators. Fig ..i6'49 shows a circuit for a high _pass
RC fiJtc'·

..,.,_,ht>
.
. f,..,r
. .. . ":l~'""l'lt
, . . . • Eu
{s j
I
function
·-··-,-......., 1 ...... :-...-~. . ·... ~. " rr!.<'J.~~f,,r
"'"'·~~"
""''·· th·"
'·'''" '" ··' 's
'' ,_ E'
{s)- ~~:1/·i=s

'\
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Sinusoidal transfer function

~(jw
)- + J..
ei
1 1 }WT·

In case cur'( I, we have

!!!.. (jw )= jw-r
e'

Taking inverse Laplace transform

Eo (s)
•' Et (s)=sr

dei

eo=~di

Thus if wr< 1, the circuit becomes a differentiatoL

,

. Example 26'24. A triangular input voltage of peak valu~ 20 Y is applied to a high pass filter
having C= 1 µ.F and R= 1 HJ. The time period of the wave is 400 ms, find the output d.c. voltage'.
Solution.
The wave rises to its peak value in

1/4 of a cyCle: .~ .. t= 4~ ms=l00 ms.
0

20
x _ 0·2x1:0-a A.
100 10 3
The output voltage is a square wave of amplitude: eo=iR=0·2x·10-3 xl x 103 =0'2 V.
Ch argmg
·· curren
.
t 1·-c-4!!_-I
dt - X .10-Gx

26 ·2L Analog/Digital/Analog Conversion Techniques

The most naturally occurring phenomena are analog . in nature. Analog quantities are
continuous functions with time and most transducers give an analog output.
.
With the introduction of digital computer, the data taken in a physical· system has to be con•
verted into a digital form. When system engineers made their first attempts at applying·coinputational
power, speed and data h~nding capability of digital computers to automatic control systems, they
were faced with a tremendous task of making the digital computer to work with analog devices.
The dat~ to be fed to digital devices, normally appears in analog form. For example, a
temperature difference would be represented by the voltage output of a thermocouple, the strain of a
: mechanical member would be represented the voltage resulting from an unbalanced strain gauge resis~
-tance bridge. Therefore the need arises for a device that converts analog information into digital
f~rm. Therefore, amdog to digital A/D conversion devices are used in measurement and .instrumenta·
t10n systems.
.
.
It should be borne in mind that digital quantities are· discrete and vary in equal steps, Each ·
digital number is a fixed sum of equal steps which is defined in that number.
·
'.

26'21'1. Resolution and quantizatfon .. Jn· A/D converters the original analog sign~l" has
essentially an infinite resolution as the signal is continuous. The digital representation of this· signal
would of course reduce, this resolution ,as digital quantities are disc1ete and vary iri equal steps. Each
digital number is a fixed sum of equal steps which is defined 'by that number.
·
In order to convert an· analog quantity to a digital number involves quantization. The
characteristics of a Quantizer are shown in Fig. 26'.70.
·
· .
This quantizer is used for conversion of analog voltages of 0-7 V. Now in binary code, .
decimal number 7=binary 111. Therefore the digital number hasJ bits. ·
The analogue input is ~hown in Fi&· 26'70 (~) on the horizonta! axi.s and the discrete out~ut
voltage· level on the vertical axis. The basic operation of AID conversion mvolve~ two processes, viz.,
(i) quantization and (ii) coding.
,
.
The decision levels of the A/D convertor are at o· 5, 1'5, 2· 5, 3 ·5, etc. Thus the design levels.
are spaced 1 V apart. Analog values between two decision levels cannot be coded. In fact,
analog values between 1±0·5 are read as digital value 00 I. The distance bet Ween deci~ion levels is
Q, the quantization size. An n bit AID converter has 2n discrete levels with resolution= V2n or
1 part in zn·and analog decision le\lels:::::211 -1.
1
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Fig, 26'70. Characteristics of a Quantizer

lf the input to the quantizer'is moved through its full range and subtracted from the discrete
output levels, the error signal is shown in Fig. 26' JO (b) This is called qmmtizati<m error. · The
quantization erroris dependent on the .number of quantization levels. The quantization levels are an
index of the resolution of the instrument. The quantization error is of a sawtooth waveform
as shown in Fig. 26'70 (b). The peak to peak value is Q. The output of a quantizer can be considered
as a noise signal with an rrns value of : .

Eq=Q/2'\f'T
26·:2r2. Apertore Time. fo order to perform the operatio.n of quantizing and coding a signal,
an A/D converter requires an aperture time. A sample-hold S/H system is used in order to avoid the
use of very fast and exp~nsive A/D converters. The use of a sample-hold circuit is useful because it
provides a very small time for taking a very rapid sample of' the signal and then holding its value till
it is converted. For a sinusoidal signal to be converted into a digital form, the maximum rate ·or
change occurs at the instant where the voltage goes through zero. The amplitude change of voltage at
this instant is :
'

.6E=[ /i (Em sin (l)t)J=O x ta=~m wta
l:iE --·-6E
. ··. Aperti.ne time t B =-·---"""
WE'm -2rcJEm
26'21'3.

San.~~1;H~~0

••. (26'67)

fo digital circuits, the data is sampled for a particular interval of time sixnc{',j

the communication chtmneie aN many a time shared by a· number of variables. The main purpose of
signal sampling is .the efficient use of the data processing and the data transmission units. The sampling
operation is shown in Fig. 26'71. This shows that an analog signal and a train of periodic sampling
signal whose 'on, time is e1.Wn:nely short as compared with tbe total period of the signal.
The result of the sampling process is identical to multiplying the analog signal by a train of
pulses of unit magnitude. The resultant modulated signal is shown in Fig. 26'71 (c). This preser
ves the amplitude of the analog signal in the modulation envelope of the pulses.
0
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Fig. 26'71. Signal Sampling Process.

No\\: the question is how long a s~gnal be sampled so as not to lose its identity. The sampling 4hevrern .~tates that if the highest frequency content iu the input signal is fi Hz, then input signal .
can. be reoovered without distortion if it is sampled at a\ rate of atleast 2fo samples per second. This
is called the Nyquist rat~. However, in practice it is necessary to sample at least 5/11 samples per second
in order to 1·~duce tbe effects of noise and non-sinusoidal filters. The sample and hold circuit acts as
a low paas ttlter with a cut off frequency /o=/s/2 where /s=sampling frequency.
Example 26'25. (a) An analog transducer with a 0-10 V input is able to distinguish a
change of Ill mV in its inputsignal. Calculate its resolution. (b) CaJculate the number of bits of an
A/D converter so that the digitaroutput has almost the same resolution as the transducer. The A/D
conv;:;i(er uses a binary Code. Calculate also (c) the quantization error, and (d') the number of
decision levels. Comment upon the results.
'
·

Solution.
.
10 mV 10 x 10~-3
1
.
(a) Resolution of analog mstruments=- 10 ,,.=-io=iooo=l part m 1000.
(b) Let the A/D converter have n bits to give a resolution of 1 part in 1000.
1
1
or number of bits n= 10
11
2 ""'1000
a~

· 210= 1024. (Nearly equal to 1000).
10 V
·' t' mterva
'
I Q=fn""=
IO .102
(c) Quam1.z11on
~ 1 mV.
4

Quantization error or noise,Eq-

e ~~ ~;

8

0·29x10-s V=0'29 mV.
2 3
(d) The number of decision levels- 2n -1-,-1024-1 =1023.
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Co.mmeads : A resolution of 10 bits means th~t a 10 V signal can be resolved down to (10/1024)
V, or approximately 0·01 (1 mV) per bit. As the anafog signal starts increasing from zero volt,. the
A/D converter will not have an output value until the analog signal equals or exceeds 0·01 V.
After the A/D converter recognises this minimum signal and produces the correct output, that output
will not change again until the output analog signal reaches a value of 0·02 V. The1efore» this 10 bit
Al D converter with an analog · input of IO V cannot resolve, or recognize, changes less than 0·01 V
(i mV) in magnitude. It is therefore said to. quantize the inputt or chop h into chunks (quanta)
ofO'OI V (1 mV) in size. Each 0·01 V (1 mV) chunk is considered to bP. a dead band.

26"22. General Considerations of A/D &fijdD/A Conversion
A/D and D/ A converters relate analog quantities to digital quantities and vi~e versa through
an appropriate code. As mentioned earlier, the most commonly used code is the binary code,..in which
a 1,1umber is represented by :
·
N=dnX2 11 +dn_1x2n-1+......... +d2 >< 2a+a11x 21 +do x20 (See Appendix A)

where the co-efficients dn, d,,..,.Jt .... ,.., .d2, di, do assume the values of ·either 0 or 1. The leftmost ·
bit is d11 211 (d11 may be .1 or O). This is called the Most ·significant bit (MSB) and that it has •. a
weight (maximum value) which is twice as Jarge a! the next most significant bit (next bit between
MSB and bina1y point). This is evident as 211 has twice large a weight as 2n-1. Each binary bit has
a weight which is twice the weight of the next less significant bit. The least significant bit (LSB) is on
the extreme right of the binary code.
,
1

Let us apply the binary weighing scheme to a d.c. voltage. Irrespective of the number of bits
in the binary word to be converted, the MSB has to have twice tht; maximum weight, maximum value,
importance or voltage capability as the next lesr: significant bit. This means that if MSB can cause
the output voltage to assume a value equal to one half of its·· maximum possible magnitude, then the
next less significant bit must be able to cause the output voltage to change by one half of that value .
(MSB,s value). Since the MSB changes the output by one hatf~ therefore, the next less si8nificant
bit should be able to change the output by one fourth of the maximum possible.
·
·
Thus for an 11 bit converter :
.
1
~ange of MSB=! x range of converter and range of LSB= lrl' x range of converter
seal~

output voltage of an n bit converte1• is given by :
Eo=E& x(dn_1xr1 +dn-2X 10-2
+d1 xr~r1>+d0 x2-ri)
•.. (26'68)
Eu. can be any convenient reference analog value:
Thus there is a difference between Eo and Ea and hence the error. The difference Eo-En
decreases as the number of bits~ 111 increases.
The full

+......

Resolution=a~alog value of LSB= full }~~le -

... (26'69)

Resolution is often specified in terms of percentage of full scale. The resolution of a converter
can be conveniently related to itt.i DylUl~mic R1»ge expressed in db.
Dynamic range=6><(m1mb~r of bits) db,
·
..• (26'70)

Example 26'26. A 5 bit convtr~c· t~ used for a rl.c. voltage range of 0-10 V, Find ~he
weight of MSB and LSB. Also the exa(.;t range of the converter and the error. Find the enonf a
10 bit converter is used.

Solution. Range of MSB=::tXrange ofconverter=I x IO=S V.
Range of LSB::.;:: ~ Xrange ot'the converter=-Jr x 10=0'3125 V.

5

From Eqn

~6'62,

the exact ranse of converter
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Eo=ER(d,._1 x 2-1 +dn--2 )( 2-2+ ...... +di x rn~t+do x 2-~·)
=IO(l xr1 +1 xr 2 +1 x2-a+1 xr4+1 x2-s)=9'6875

Err-i!'~I0-9'6875=0:3125 V=~~ 25

v.

125/~.

x 100:="3

The exact range of the converter when IO bits are used is :
=10(2-Lj-2-2+rs+2-4+2-s+r6+ f· 1+rs+r9+ 2-IO)= 9'99 V.
0·01
Frror=l0-9'99=0'01
x IOO=o·1~~.

=w

Thus if a large number of bits are used, the error reduces considerably. But the use of a con·
verter with a large number of bits results in hfohvr cost of the converter itself and also of the system
where it is used. AJso, a higher number of bits~ adds to the complex Hy of the system.
Example 27'27. A controJ valve has a linear variation of opening as the input 'voltage
varies from 0 to 10 V. A microcomputer outputs an 8 bit output word to control valve opening using
an 8 bit DJ A converter to generate the valve voltage. (a) Find the reference voltage required to
obtain full value opening (10 V) (b) · Find the percentage of valve opening for a I bit change in the
input word'.
·
Sol1ntim1. (a) With 8 bit A/D converter with all the bits being in l state, the output is 10 V.
1
1
:. lO=EB [ - +l. +l.+-!.. +·1-+- +-1-+ _l ] or.reference voltage Eli= 10'0039
2 4 8. 16 32 64 128 256
.

v.

!

(bl Change in voltage due to change in LSB=2-n En =rs x 10=0 0392 V.

.·. Percentage change= _o·~f~ 2 · x. t 00 =0'392 %.
.
E~~mple 26'28. An ana)og voltage signal whose highest significant frequency is l kHz
is .to be dJglt~l~y coded with a resolution of 0'01 per cent covering a voltage range of 0-}0 V: ..Determme : (I) m1mmum number of bits in the digital code, (ii) analog value of L~B, (m) rms
value of the quantization error, (iv) minimum sampling rate, ( v) aperture time required for the A/D
converter and (vi) dynamic range of oonverwr in cib.
1
Solution. (/) Resolution=O'Ol %
=_Q]l
~__
.L
0
.
100 - 10000' zn

·•--=-

, :. Minimum nu~ber of bits n= 14 as ,214""'16384 (we cannot choose n= 13 as 213 =8192 which

.

is Jess than 10000).

·

I

LS~c::. ,. Xto=

2

(ii)AQalog value of

1
~10V=610'4µV.
16384

(iii) Rms vaJu~ of quantization error

Q
10
Ea= 2V7f'=(i6384)X2·\/3 V=I 76 µV.
. • (iv) Jn order that the signal may not be lost, the sampling frequency should be at least S times
the h1ghest frequency in the signal. :. Minimum sampling frequency fi=S /14=5x1 =5 kHz.
·"
.
6.E
(v) From Eqn. 26'61, aperture time ta=-·-fiijlf~- .
1

1 . 9'71
1
.
· · ·to=hll x 10s x 16384-- s=
ns.

but

~E/Em= J/16384

(vi)

Dynamic· .mge of oonverter=6 xnum.ber of bits=6x14=-84 db.

·

Si!;1NAL CONDITIONING

26"'23. Digital-to-snalog (D/A) Co~version

r

It would seem logical to commence discussion of A/D and D/A conversfon techniques .with
a presentation of A/D converters. In practice, however; some popular A/D conversion techniques use
D/ A• converters for functioning. T~~refore, we start with discussion on D/A converters· first.
The D/A converters are, no doubt, us~d as the basis of some A/D converters but they have .a large
important uses in their own right.. :Among these uses are computer driven CRT displays, digitaJ
generation of analog waveforms, and digital control of automatic process control systems.
The voltage output of an n bit converter is :
Eo=(d,,_12-1+d11-22-2
+d12-<n-1>+ao2-n) Ea
... (26'71)

+......

where co-efficients dn represent the binary word and dn'is either 1 or 0 if the nth bit is 1 or 0. The
MSB corresponds to dn_.1 and its weight is Ea/2 while the LSB corresponds to do and its weight is
ER/2n.
'
~qn.

26'71

c~n

be written as:

21+d·02a) En
E0 =(d»-1"'1n-1+·dfl-2 21d~+ "_° "• .:J..d
I
1 "
2n
=

~n-2+. •.. .. •+Hu
l "+'d0) 2»"°
ER •.;.
(d11_1 2n-1+:.:1
t~n..ll"'

.•. (26'72)

Let us consider
a ; bit converter. For this, 11=5 and . we have :
(
.
&
Eo=(16d4+8da-l-4d2t2d1
+d)o 32
Let us consider binary number 10000. Its decimal equivalent is· 16.
For this d4=1 and ds=d2=d1=do=O.
, (
EB
En
..
Eo= t6+o+o+o+o) 32 = 16 12

. Le.tus consider another binary number 11000. Its decimal equivalent is 24.

For this number d4=ds= land d2 =d1 =do =0.
...

. 32
En
Eo= ( 16+8+0+0 +)
0 £n
jf ;~4

Similarly for binary numbet 1100 J, tbe1 decimal equivalent is 2S and the outp11t..is :

Eo=06+s+o+o+ o.JF!!
=25 E~
32
32
If aU the 5 bits are It the decimal equivalent is 31 and the output is :
. ER
En.
Eo=={16+8+4t2+0 )2 =31 32 .
The above analysis shows that the analog. output voltage is proportional to the digitaJ
input.

26' :M·, D/ A Converter

Fig. 26'72 shows a binary weighted resistance D/A cooverter. Thi$ converter consists of the
following major components :
(i) Switches. There are n switches, one for each bit. These are : S11_1, Sti-2, ...... S1, So. ·
(ii) Resistances. There is a resistive network of n resistors. One resistor is connected in
~be input circuit of each· bit. The resistances ar¢ weighted i.e., if the· resistan® in tbe circuit for .
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MSB is R, the resistance in the circuj.t of next significant bit is 2R and so on, The resistance in the
LSB circuit is 2n-1 R.
(iii) Refe~ence Source. The voltage o~tbe reference source is En and is stable.

(iv) Current.· to voltage converter. lt is an operational amplifier that adds up the currents
flowing in the resistive network to develop an output -analog voltage signal which is proportional to
the digital input signal.

Curnrnf to
voltqgQ

converter
Eo
i

I

l
~

Fig. 26'72, Binary weighted resistance~P/A~crmver.ter.

Suppose switch Sr1-1 is connected to positive end of the refer~nce source and rest of the
are earthed. Under the condition~ only MS.B is l and the re3t are 0. · Therefore output
t!-Oltage Eo should be equal to En/2 for prop~r digita~ to ~ma.log conversion.
~witches

or

Eo=_!!._~

ER

R'

but ~Q=i or _Ri =t
En '
R ~

:. Resistance in the feedback circuit of OPAMP is: Ri=R/2.
Now suppose for a binary input MSB= I and also the next significant figure is aJso 1 with
the rest equal to 0.
1

Under these conditions
Suppo~e

J

Eo=(-} +~2 Bn.-0'75 En

I

Rt is the resistance fo t.be circuit of the bit next MSB.

:. Input resistance for OPAMP R.1=

:+R~:,_-

Eo= !J.!. ER =0'75 En or RR! =0'15
Rt ·
'

or

.,

R

R'°"'Ts

·
RR1
but R'.::" R+R1

01·

_.,
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Suppose Rn.is the resistance in the LSB circuit.
.
ER
Output voltage for LSB, Eo= yR.

Therefore, for proper digital to analog 'co~version Eo= - R: En

I

"

.

But

R

En
2"

Ri=-- and R,=Rn
2

Hence

R
2

- --=--X

1

.

-XEn
. Rn

Rn=21i-1R

It is evidently clear from above that:if proper digital to analog conversion is to be carried
out, the resistive network should be weighted as shown in Fig. 26'72'.,

Output curren~

lo=( l+·~·+ ~ +.: .... + 2!-2 + 211~1 )~=1 ( 1+,; +{+ ...... +rkf+-21i~i-)
... (26'73)

'l'his is true only if all the bits are 1.
The general expreSsion is : lo=

1; [ d._1+ d2_. +d"=J-+ ...... + 21~2 + 2iJ; J ...(26'74)
1

The output current is maximum when all the bits are 1.
: . Maximum output current

/mace

n1!.: R (2"-1) .

2

...(26'75)

In practical D/ A cjrcuits, the resistive network, called· a DAC (digital to ·analog conversion

module), is connected to a* ilip flop register which holds the digital n~mber. - As the divider is simply
a passive network, the digital input vol·
· ·
tage (the on and off levels) determines
REfER£NCE
-"---~------ANALOGUI!
'XlWIG£
the output voltage. Because digital volvcuAGE SUPPt.v i - - o.i.c
DU' P~
tage levels are usually not as precise as '
o va.r '----'-----'--------'
required in an analog system, level
amplifiers may be placed between the
flip flop register and the divider network.
These amplifiers switch the inputs to the
divider network between ground and a
'ff£11.0 tlll PU.SE
reference voltage supplied by a precision
IQ.~~) -e--..i..:+_._.--'"4'-'~...i..+......,i...-~
reference source. The analog · output
voltage then falls between these two
Sil
levels.
Oi(ilTAL !lllPU1
DATA
A practical digital to analog
' ' ~$ ~ i;o
converter is shown in Fig. 26'i3. The
Fig. 26'73, Analog to digital converter.
basic components are :
(i) Flip flop (FF) register.
(ii) DAC modules which include level amplifiers ana reference suppnes.
_ T.he digital signals are dropped into the register by a read in pulse (usually a clock pub~ .
These pulses are automatically converted by the DAC network to analog voltage.
A flip flop ( f1f1) circuit is a bistable 01ultivibrator as explained ia chapter 28 pa$e 9!1,
111
-
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, .E~ampie 26'29. A D/ A converter has 6 bits and a reference vo!tage of 1lJ V. Calculate tbe
minimum .value of R such that the maximum value of output current does not exc~ed 10 m '\ Fbd
also the smallest quantized value of output current.
Solution.

• h y r.:1B Eit .
C,,mrent wit
.I
~•J ·~ ti..:;fk ""~ 2

I0
t>xiooo-:--·
= 156 x 1o-6 A= I56 µ.A.
2

l~x!llr~pte 2€' 30, Consider a 6 bit DIA converter with a resistance c,f 320 k.Q in· LS» position.
The converter fa designed with weighted re[;istive network. The reference voltage is to- V, The
outpnt of the resistive network is connected to an OPAMP with ~feedback re,1~tancl'. of 5 kQ. What
1s tl'i~ r.t~tput vol~~ ge for 11 binary input of U 1 0 W ? ·

Hence oµtput current .

10 r .
!
J .
1
. l .·
I J
.
rn-xHJlt
1 x1+1x-2 +Ix T+oxg+tx16+o.~ 3f A=l 8125=mA.

Therefore~

output voltage Eo=loR1=-1'8125x 10·-sxsxt03 =-9 V.

26'25. .A~!i!®i; tiTh Digftgl (A/D) Cor.versioo Tecb1iq1es

Aualog to digital (A/D) conversion is slightly more c.omplex than digital-to-analog (D/A)
conversion. A number of methods may be used.for this purpose. The following four methods are
most commonly used :
·
(i) Suc-cessive approximation method (potentiometric type)
(ii) YQltage to~tlmc con.version method; (ramp type)

(iii) voJ.tase to frequency conversion method, (integration· type)

and

(iv) dual 5}ope integrn.tion mctltod.

26'25'1, PntePith}m~Mc AID CQnverter. The potentiometric AID converter is probably the
widely ·used in general practice on account of its hi ih resolution and high speed. The potentio·
metric type A/D convel·~er works on the pduciple of suet.essivr: approximation, This converter com~
pares the analog input to a Decade Assembly Counter (DAC) rnfereuce voltage which .is repeatedly
divided in half. The process isshown in Fig. 26'74, where a four digit b.-inary mm1h~r JtH)I), representing the fuff refernnc~ voltage Et', is divided in h~Jf (bbr~ry number 100.l, to r:'Of:''~~ponding voltage
:roo~t

.-

~1GNAL toNoi"noNiNO
firs I
corflpariso

Second
comparison

l

Fig, ?6'74, Operation oi successive approxima lion A/D converter.

!E,.

A comparison of this reference. voltage
If
the result of tMs comparison sho\VS that
this first approximation is too small (i.e.
!Er is smaller than the analog input), then
the next comparison is made against !£1
(binary number OlO). After four successive
· approximations the digital ·number is
·~Er and tbe analog voltoge is made.

resolved.

tligi'tut

ou1 put

L

G~~f-- - l
~am';;dl : s
1
<'
~l' ~Jf---r. .~ Jn' ~~~~2:
.Pf.9lt9~

~'.l.tc.b£.LJ

r1
--~-

The potentiometric A/D conve{ter
·I·
R(;!foreflct!'
1
circuit: block diagram is shown in
Fig. 26'75. It contains a voltage divider ~--- o roge
S:
network with coarse and fine steps. The Input
___, _co-mparolor Analogo=eai_
voltage divider network is connected voltage
through electronic switches to a voltage
comparator which compares an internal volu
tage provided by a reference source with an
Fig. 26'75, Potentiometeric A/D Converter.
unknown voltage. The output of the comA
.
parator, which is an error signal is fed to logic circuits which operate switches to control the steps on
the voltage divider network. The measurement sequence usually selects the iargest steps of the
internal voltage first. The magnitude of the steps decreases until the nu1Lpoint is reached. The output
is read on a digital counter (explained in chapter 28 page 913).
A generalized block diagram of a basic successive approximation converter is shown in
Fig. 26'76 .. The converter uses a digital control register with gateahle binary inputs of l and 0, a D/A
converter with a reference voltage su.ppJy 1 a comparison circuit, a control timing loop~ .and a distribu~
tion register. The 'distribution register is like a ring counter with a single 1 circufating in it to deter~
mine whi9h step is taking place.
At He start of conversion cycle, both the control register and the distribution register 8:re set
with a 1 in the MS B and a 0 in all bits of less significance. Thus the distribution register shows that
the cycle has started and the process is in its first phase. The control register shows 1000~ and this
. causes an o.utpn.t voltage at the D/A converter section of one half of reference supply. At the s~une
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INPUT

~""'"""

DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE
CONVERTF.:R

REf'.ERENCE
VOLTAGE SUPPLY .

._..__...__.._.._....,_..___

I

_.._

OIGITA~

OUTPUT

L_

CONTnOL REGISTER

nEOISTER

ENO

OF

CON.~-·-----

Fig. 26'76. Simplified block diagram of the successive approximation A/D converter.

time, a pulse enters the time delay circuitry. By the time that the D/A converter and the <:'Omparatot
have settled, this delayed pulse is gated with the comparator output.
Wben the next MSB is set in control register by the action of the timing circuit, the MSB
remains in the l state or it is reset to Odepending upon the comparator output. The single l in the
distribution register is shifted to the next position and keeps track of the comparison made.
The procedure rep~ats itself following the diagram ·of Fi~. 26'76, until the final approximation
has been corrected and the distribution register indicates the end of the conversion.
For a 1rnccessive approximation converter, the digital 'output corresponds to some value that
the analog input had during the conversion. Thus the aperture time is equal to the conversion
time. The aperture time can be reduced by using Sample Hold (S/H) circuit.

Enmple 26'31. Find the successive approximation A/D output for a 4 bit converter to a
\'217 V input if the reference is 5 V.
Solution. (i) Set
da= I.
Now 3''217>2'5 and
(ii) Set d2=1

:. Set ds=l

5

Output=2'5+-~- =3'75
I..

Now 3'217 <!3'75
(iii) Set d1 = 1

Now.'3· 125<3'217

(iv) Set do= 1

:. Set d2=0
Output=2·~+

5
..
23 =3'125·

. . Set d1=1
Output=3'125+

~4

=3'4375

Now 3'4375>3'217
Set do=O
Thus output of A/D converter is ; 1010.
26·25·2. Voltage to time AfD Converter (Ramp type): TJ.Jis type of AID converter utilizes digital
counter techniques to measure the time required for a voltage ramp to rise from zero to the input vol_tage Jeve1. The time, !low ever, may be for the ramp to drop down from the input voltage level to zero.
Thus this converter may be used; when the ramp is either positive going or negative going.

*
/

.

A well defined, internally generated ramp voltage, is fed to two voltage t.:'omparritors as shown
Fig. 2r,·77, The ramp voltage may have either a negative or a positive going slope. Let us consider
a ramp voltage wi h a positive going slope. When the input voltage is equal to the ground voltage,
the ground comparator emits a start signal to a gate which opens and permits the passage of pulses of
a clock (I MHz) from a crystal oscillator to a digital ·counter. When the ramp voltage is equal to the
level of the input voltage of the second comparator it produces a signal to close the gate and thus
further count is prevented.

in

I

~

6
input
volt'lge

............
Stop s;i gl'ltll

.

compllrator

.

__

..

:~

Input

-

'
~enera~J
-r

Ram;--/

.

L .

.
-i-3,,...___
L

r .
L -.g"rou~rd
". r[~. Mmn got12
-1
,
compara1or
~·~

1• -

l

Start
Signal

Counter

~--P

1

t......----·.dl

Fig. 26'77

Volta~e

Digital

out ptri

to time A/D converter.

The·count, with suit~ble scaling, may be made equal to magnitude c1f the difference in the
two input voltage levels of the input voltage.

26'25'3, Voltag~·to--Freqimency Comerter (integrath11g type). A block diagram represen!atio.n
of a voltage to frequency converter is shown in Fig. 26'78. The analog input fa applied to an mtegrator. The integrator produces a ramp signal whose slope is proportional to the input voltage
signal level. When this ramp signal reaches a preset threshold level, a triggf;r ~ulse: is produced. Also a

>---"-Integrator

:_____j ..

'Juirl

-- j

•

"nme

b~tw12en
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two

!~w~ls

_ _.....,,,.

-'""-·""""Puls~

L:'.:eroto~

Olgltal
out rm~

_fiJLJl
triggcir
our

,-UIS@

OuipUt or

in~

/~

I

Compnroior ~--- CouotQr

/':.:..: •• ,Zero lav@t

~--·.···~·Trigger level

·

26'78. Voltage to freq1J1ency A/D coDvMter (mt~gratins

type)~
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current pulse is produced which discharges the capacitor of the integrator, after which a new ramp
is initiated.
' The time between successive threshold level crossings is inversely proportional to the slope
of the ramp. Since the slope of the ramp is proportional. to the input analog voltage, hence the
frequency of output pulses from the comparator is directly proportional to the input voltage; The
output frequency may be measured with the help of a digital frequency counter. Frequency .counters
are explained in chapter 28.
2·)'25'4. Dmd Slope Integration A/D Converter. The block diagram of a dual slope integration
AID Converter is shown in Fig. 2 6'79 (a). The reference voltage and the input analog voltage
+vc Input

volfoqe
C• •

q

'

Switch

o--·--~l'-'-E--i

1--0:

c- ~·.-.-, .l;-···-j :
.

Picr;nl1ve
1;~;:::;·ence

>-----111>11 C<>mparator

lnt<grotor

...o....,

'---- ··----:.--.., ·

!

v,:)\inqc

•

,,.-··--·· ~ ------...

I

r-L__ _

..... :I

2 o. Convert

~; command
c

...... 0

I

Control

. Clock

logic
Reset~

I·

+count

Count

i---•Digital
output

I

Counts
upto input
vol1aQe

Counts upto

reference

voltage
• (b)

(a.

Fig. 26·79. Dual slope A/D cunverter

are sequentially conttect·~d to the integrator with the help of a switch. The reference voltage and
· the input analog v0ltage must be of opposite polarity. The input voltage is integrated for a fixed
input sampl~ time. The integrated value is then discharged at a fixed rate and the time to do this is
measured by a counter.
Two types of commands are given by the logic control to the counter and they are : (i) Reset
and (ii) Convert.
.
,
When a convert command is received by the counter, it automatically resets to all zeros and
the switch connects the input voltage to the integrator. The output from· the· comparator is designed
such that at this time it will permit the counter to count up for a output from the integrator will be
steadily increasing in -value.
On the next count after the converter has counted all the way up to all ls (i:e. the next count
will cause it to go all zeros and start over again), the switch changes position. The input voltage is disconnected and the switch connects the reference voltage to the. integrator.· Therefore the integrator
now integrates the opposite polarity voltage, which causes the output to decrease towards zero voltage
Meanwhile, the counter is counting up from zero a.gain.
·
When the output of the integrator goes to zero, it causes the comparator to switch its output,
theteby stopping the counter via the control logic, The binary number in the counter at this time is
proportional to the qmoun t of time that it took the integrator to integrate down from its starting .
point to zero. Therefore, the binary count is proportional to input voltage. Fig, 26'.79 (b) illustrates
the output from t\e integrator during a conversion cycle. The difference. in the slopes of the curve
is due 'to difference in voltage level of input voltage Et and ref~rence voltage Er.
.
1
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Suppose T1 =counts when the input voltage is applied.
T2=counts when the reference voltage is applied.
Input voltage is : Et=

~~

. .. (26'76)

X Er.

. UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
in db.

1. An amplifier has an input voltage of 1 mV and an output voltage of 1'6 V. Express the gnin of amplifier
[Ans. 64 db]

2. A data sheet of an amplifier specifies that the voltage gain is 40 db If three such amplifiers are cascaded,
what is the overall gain in db and expressed as an ordinary number?
.
[Ans. 120 db, J0°]
3. The scale of a voltmeter is calibrated in decibels with a reference volrage of 0·775 V. What fa lhe
actual voltabe if the voltmeter reads 12 db ?
(Ans. 3·1 VJ
4. A differential amplifier bas two inputs
The output voltage is +1'5 V. What is the gain? .

+ 100 mV and +250 .mV connected

to its two terminals
[Ans. 10]·

5. A differentlal amplifier with a difference mode gain of 20bas+100 mV applied to terminal 1 and -250 mV
applied to terminal 2. What Is the output signal ?
[Ans. 7 VJ
6. A differential amplifier has an input ei=-+ 150 mV a-)d e2= +150 mV. If this amplifier was an ideal one,
what would its output ? Suppose the amplifier is not ideal but instead, has an output rf 1·5 mV. What is the value of
its common mode gain 7
[Ans. zero, 0 01]
7. · A differential am~lifi~r bas~ difference mode gain of IOQO and common fJOdc ~ain of 0·05'. . What is tbie
value o.f. tbe common mode re1ectton ratio 1
,
·
[Aus, · 20,000J
8, A balanced output source provides a signal of 50 mV from each t('1 mi nal to ground. There i6 a hum
pickup of 5) mV lCOmrnon mode si·Jnall on each terminal. A differential amplifier of d1fkreatial gain of 10)
and a CMRR of 25000 is used to amplify the signal. 1a) What is the ratio of signal to hum at the amplifier input 'l
(b) What is the ratio of signal to bum at the output ?
r 4.ns. (a) ! , (b) 8x10-8]
9. Three signals are to be added together without changing their values. The feedback resistance is l k.l'.ll,
what values should Ri, Ra. Ra be?
·
[Ans. l kO eacb]

10. The input signal to an 'operational amplifier acting ~s ii differentiator is: £'"'"10sin201+0·1 sin 377 t.
What is the signal to noise ratio t:efore and after differentiaticn 1
[Ans. 100, 5'3]
l 1. A capacitive transducer uses air as\dielectric medium. It hs plates of' 250 mm 1 area and is connected
·in the feedback of an operational amplifier having an input. capacitance of 150 pF. The voltage output is 1 V. Cal·
culate the change in displacement becween plates. The applied input voltage is 10 V.
[Ans. 1475 µ.m]
12. A simple R.C. filter has a resistance equal to 100 Hl and a capacitance equal to 500 pF, Sketch the
asymptotic response.
[Ans. Cutoff frequency=3'18 kHz: The slope at 31 '8 kHz=-20 db)

~(

I

13, A low pass filter intended to have its 3 db point at 50 kHz is to be added at the output of an nmplitier.
The amplifier's internal resistance is 5COO n. What si;r.e capacitor should be cot1nected in parallel w·tb the amplifier's
output terminals ?

14. Design a higb~pass filter with a characteristic resistance of 50 n and a cut olT frequency of 20 MHz, and
an attenuation of 80 db at S MHz. [Au Inductance=0'398 µH, capaciranee C=159 pF, l sections=3; Use T lilted
15. Using Fig. 26'52, the following values apply :
Ri=SOO Q, Rt=lOO Ul, C1=680 pF and Ca=O'l µF.
Find the approximate passband gain and cutoff frequencies.

{Ans. 0'995, 15'9 Hz, 468 Hz]

16. Find the notch frequency of the twio T network of Fig. 26'54 for R=SO kO and C=2000 pF.
[Ali)s.1·59 kHzl
. 17. A notch filter is ·to be built to prevent an indesired signal at 2 MHz from entering an electronic system.
[Aus. 6'33 pf-< J

If an anductance of 1 mH is used, what value of the capacitance will be required ?

.
18. A m.etallic strain gauge made of aluminium has a nominal resistance of 120 .n. It is connected in series
with a ~allast resistor of 120 .0. in a voltage sensitive circuit. The input voltage to the circuit is 30 v. Calculate the
c~ange m th~ outp~t volta~e across the gauge when the stress of 100 MN/m1 is applied to it. '!he modulus of elasti·
cuy of alumtnium is 70 GN/m 2• The gauge facior is 1'6.
[Allis. 17' ! mVJ
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19. The output of a resistive transducer with a total resistance of 150 Q is to be measured with a volta~e
sensitive circuit. The ser.sitivity is to l'e maximum at the midpoir.t of the transducer. Calculate th.e sensitivity at tre
25 and 75 percent positions if lhe voltage of the input source is 100 V. ·
.
[Ans. 0'592 V/il, C:213 V/OJ
20. fA strahb1 Qauge :ircuit uses a bal~st re~istance. The resist ance of the gauge, when unstrained. is 1000 Q
while that o serie" allast rt.'s1stance is 3000 w!i, T11e supply voltage I35 V. Calculate the V3]ue of !he change .in the
volt1 e across •he strain gauge when t"e applied strain is 0·001 m/m. The gauge factor is 3'5,
[Ans. 88 mV]

I

.~

21. A Wheatslooe bridge is shown in Fig. 26'62. The resistances are R1 =S725 0, R2:::;:8820 .U, R3 =8550 11
aod R4=9875 .9..
(a) If the bridge is voltage sensitive type and if the input voltage is 24 V. What is the meter reading con·
m~cted at tbe output terminals ?
(b) If Ra is variabk, what value should ·it have for null balance 7
[Ans. (a) 1'i5 V (b) 10888 fl]

12. Calculate the possible error in the measurement of a resistance of I .n using a null type Wheatstone
bridge if the accuracy of bridge ratio is ±0'05% and that of the variable resistor is ±0'03%.
[Aus. ±0 0008 il)
23. For the basic Wheatstone bridge shown in Fi!!. 26'62, determine the uncertainty in the measured value of
Rt as a result of uncertainty of I percent in the known resistance. Repeat for an uncertainty of 0·05 per cent.
[Ans. 1'732%. 0'0866%1

.

24. The bridre of Fig. 26'62 has Ri=6000 n, Rs~=600 il, Ra=340 il, A galvanometer with a resistance of
70 .n and a sensitivity of 0'04 µA/mm is connected between terminals Band D. fhe galvanometer deflection is
39 mm and th~ battery voltage is 4 V. Calculate the value of R,, R0peat \'llith R1=60 .n and R3 =600 .n.
.
[Ans. 33'93 .n, 33'98 Q]
25. fMermine the output voltage and current resp~ctively for 1~~ change in inpuL resistance of v0ltage and
current sensitive equal rm bridges rcHectiveJy ~avi11g a 1esis11rnc:e of 100 .Qin each aim initially. !he supply volla~e
is 6 V and the re~istancc of the galvanometer is 200 il.
[Ans. l 5 rn V, 50 µAJ

26. A cum:nt seoslt:ve bndge fa showo in Fi~. 26 62. The initial value of the transducer resis ance R1 =R
and the other resistors have a value of Ra'"' W R0 Ra=R and R, ""'WR. Ihe output of the bridge is connected to tbe
galvan lmeter of an ultraviolet recJrder b .win11: an input resistance of .OJ .n. Det~rmme the seos1tivity of the bridge
in ampere p:r puct'Jntage cb':ilnge .in resistance. fhe initial value of the transducer resistance is 500 .Q. :;ind the bridge
supply voJ!a£e is 4 V.
[Ans. 5'96 µA/% change of,R]
'1.7. A thermi~tor of resistanG~ 1000 n at S0°C temperature is connected in a bridge circuit having all arms of resistance 1000 .n. The supply voltage to the bridge Is 40 V. The re9istance of the thermistor increases by 5 .Q. for
a decrease of temperat· 1re on "C. Hnd tbe temperature 1( the ope.a circuit voltage of the bridge is ~O mV. [Ans. 49°C]
28. An equal arm bridge has R= IO kO. The supply voltage to bridge is 30 V. An amplifier with a gain of
26 db is c0m1ect~d across the t•utJ)m. Fmd tile cbange in output voltage of the amplifier if tue resistance change in

·one of the arms is SO n.

[ A..

.!"iU!S,

ous v H' t.
'II

,

1n • eo

Oafn=Antilog

= <30xSO)/H!g<l_Q__=0'0225 v
(
lO,OOO }
,
4 1

;~ =20

+ 15,00(f

.

:. output=20X0'0225=0'4S VJ.

2!». A good qgality analo~ transducer having 1m input of 0--8 V is able t J distinguish a cba11,:;e of l in V Jn
i!s input signal. Calculate the number of 1>.ts the AID converter should have in order to achi<!ve a :resolution not
lower than that of the analog de'!ice,
(Alms. 13 bitsJ
30, An Rnalog voltage signal whose highest siguificant frequency is 500 Hz is to be coded with a resolution
of0'1 pel.'cent approximately covering a range of 0-10 V. Determine the: (I) number of bits in the digital code)
(II) analog value of LSB, (al) 1'.m.s value of quantitation error, (iv) minimum sampling rate so tb·1t signal i11 lost,
(v) aperture time required by AID converter and (vi) dyllamic range of converter in db.
[Aus. 10 bits, 9·77 mV, 2·s mV 1 2'5 kHz, 31'1µs,60 dbj

31. A 8 bit D/A converter has a reference voltage of 12 V. It uses a weighted resistive nelwork. Find the
minimum value of resistance R to be connected ln the MSB input circuit such that the maximum output current does
not exceed 10 mA. Also find lhe sooanest quantized value of current. ·
[Ans. 2·4 k.Q, 39'1 v.AJ
32. Temp€!rntm~ is to be mea~ured by a trHsduc~r havlng a sensitivity of 0 02 V/°C. Determine the required
AIQ converter reforeaoo and word size to measure O-J00°C with 0·1 °C nsolotion.
(Alls. 2V, lOJ

I
I
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Data Transmission and Telemetry
27'1. Introduction
In modern measurement systems, the various components comprising the system are · usuaJJy
located at a distance from each other. It, therefore, becomes necessary to transmit data between
them through some form of communication channels.
· ·
The terms data transmission and. telemetry refer to the process by which the information
regarding the quantity being measured is transmitted to a remote location for applications like data
processing, recording or displaying. This may involve transduction of the quantity with the help
of transducers and in addition, signal conditioning also.
27"1.. Methods of Data Transmission .

The transmission of a measured variable from the p;:int of measurement to a remote point
is an important function in instrumentation systems because of the size ·and complexity of modem
industrial plants. The most common variable encountered in industrial plauts are : temperature)
pressure and flow. The measuring elements can be pressure springs, therm1)couplcs, bellows, floats
etc. Most measuring devices such as mercury thermometers, pr ,~ssure gauges. or flow· rate meters
would require tluid·liae connections of great length. This cannot be done because it would result_
in excessive measuring lags Hence some form of transmission must be employed.
The method employed for data trans nissi m depends upon the variable and also the distance
involved. Ju ca:;J the data is to be transmitted over a short distance, the following methods may be
used:
(i) Hydraulic transmission,
(ii) Pneumatic transmission,
and
(iii) Electrical or Electronic transmissiqn ..
The hydraulic and pneumatic methods are meful for transmitting data over small distances
and hence are limited in scope.
·
The electrial and electronic methods of data transmission are extensively used in industrial
measurement and instrumentation systems. In this text data transmission by electrical and electronic
means is only discussed.
I

If)

27"3. Telemetry
.
Telemetering may be defined as measuring at a distance. In facE, according to ASA
"telemetering is the indicating, recording or integrating of a quantity at a distance by electrical means",
Several methods of classifying telemetering systems are used. IEEE bases its classification on the
characteristics of the electric signal. This may be : (i) voltage, (ii) current, (iii) position, (iv) frequency,
and (v) pulse .
. Telem~tering Systems may be classified as : (i) analog, and (ii) digitai .
.In addition, telemetering aystems have been classified as :
. (i) short distance type, and (ii) lonJ distance type.
Another classification may be bas~d. upon whether the user has control over transmissh:m
channel or not.
Table 2r1 shqws a comparison between the above mentioned ways of classification.
Ail of the IEEE's classifi<lations
can be used for short distance telemetering, but only the frequency·
,.
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&'&nd the pulse types are suited· to long distance telemetering. The voltage, current, position, frequency
mid pulse can be used for analog telemetry while only pulse type can bt.~ used for digital telemetering.
TABLE 27'1
Ch~ssUication of Te!emetedug Systems
-;------

-----------·-

IEEE
Designmioi

l

Short
distance

··-

Long
distance

J
1,

--------,----------------··-·
I
I

Digital

Analog

--·-~------··-------!_

.I

--·--~--

Voltage

yes

no

yes

no

Current

yes

no

yes

no

Position

yes

no

yes

no

Frequency

yes

yes

yes

no

Pulse

yes

yes

yes

yes

r ..

-------------·-------~~~-

Voltage, current and position telemetering require a physical connection between the transmitte:r and the receiver. This physical connection is normally called a cluu:mel, which consists of one,
two or more wires dept-::nding upon the system. hi ca'le of radio frequency (R. F.) telcmetery, th::
channel is not a physical link.
The frequency and pulse systems can operate on a physical wire channel and also can utilize
. other channels such as telegraph, teletype, telephone, radio or microwave. Hence
long distance
telemetering either frequency or pulse techniques are used.

for

I

27' 6i, Geimerai

'l'e~emdeliing

System

A general telemetering system is shown in Fig. 27' 1. The primary detector and end device
of the telemetering system have the same functional positions as in any general measurement system.
However, there are three system elements in the intermediate state which are peculi:lr to a telc·
metering system. They are :

in
~

End
ev1ces
Indicate

record
integrate

controL
Fig. 27' 1 Fupctional representation of a general telemetering system.
(i) telemeter transmitter, (ii) teJemet-;r channel, and (iii) telemeter receiver.

The fmnction of the t.elemeter transmitter is to convert· the output of a primary detector into
a related quantity (translating mea:m~) which can be transmitted over the telemeter channel. The
function of the telemeter receiver at the remote location is to convert the transmitted signal

(translating meims) into a related suitable quantity.

I

I:
I
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27·5, Electrical Telemetering Systems .. rlte electric~! telemetering . system~ consist of a··
transmitter which converts the measurand into. an .eiectrica} signal that is transmitted through a ·
telemetering channel and is received by a receiv~r locaJ~ at a . rem.ote location.. This signal is
converted . into ausable form by the receiver and is indicated or recorddd by\ an end/dt:yice which is·
graduated in terins of the measurand.
·
·· :
•·
·
'. '
1
1

The electrical teleQlctering syste~s may be broadly classifieoa'S:-i~
(i) d.c. systems and (ii) a.c. systems.
.
:
27:5, · D,C. Telemetry Systems. The_ d~c. systerns may be ,Classified as ;
(i) voltage telemetering systems, (ii) C\)rrent telemetering system~
(iii) position tefoinetering systems. . ·
·
.
1

ano

'

I

~

' 1

'

•

-

\

•

,

-,

Jn d.c telemetering systems~ the signal is transmi.tt_eg lbroug'__h.a:. tel¢111etering or communicau
~ion. channel which utilizes dire.ct transmission via cables~-ici- qrder to convey t~e infotm~tion. . This
1s called Land lhie Telemetry.
. .·
·.· · · .
·. · · ~
1

.

•

...

'

•.

-·... .

•

.

•

.

I

.
27·5·1. V?ltage Telemetering Systems. ,A ~6ltll'~(~l~~eter1ri~ ~slel;n tr~r,srµ~~s t~e. measu~ed
variable as a function of an a,c. or d.c. voltage. A s1mpt~ Vpl~age: system is shown Ill F1g. 27 2. A slide
. wire potentiom. eter is connecte. d in series witli a baher.y:c.··.T.·~,..e· .s)id...it.\8.·.,"°'.~ .9n·t··.a:. •~.·~. ;.p.psitfo.ned····· by. a
... p.ress.ure
sensitive bourdon tube.. The teleQleter.ing chamiel co_tl$is!s~e~~:~r~~r of w,ifo~ conp~cfelf . lo aA101Jage
measuring device .such as a null baJan~e d.c. p()tent!o!Detet-- in<JiCatot l<>t. t~rd-.~r\-'~/\s tire measured
pressure changes, the b?nrdon tube actuates the shdmg conta_c~ th~reby,P,;~~ngmg the voltage:.--. ·Th~
?.c. null balarrce-J)otent10~eter measures the voltage and p9s1ttons ~ R~dWer on a; se~te:::i;;abbtated
m terms of the pressnre bemg measured. .
· ·
. · .
.·
i RANSMITTING TERMJNAl

REtEtv+NG
TERMINAL
='-"'--:···
···.e-"
__
,. · - - -

··-.-.'--1
f

TeJemetering
· chonne1

·Slide wire

1

T
l

Bourdon
tube

·t .End_~e;:_'..c_~
·

I

J

Pot<i~ntioMeter w'lth
oradrJ<:ite:tijn· l<N/ml

SCO!Q

Fig. 27'2. Voltage 1elemetering system.

The use of a null ha.lance d.c. potentiomet~r reduces the current ,earned· 6f the telem~tering
(or, coou:qunication) channel to minimum where' the. resistance is~negligibl~. . ' · ·
.
Most of the 'systems use primary elements which produce a yo1tage sigQal. .These elements
include thermocouples, .tachometers and 'differential transformers. The appli9atiqn of voltage systems
in indu~trial plants is limited to distances up to about 300 metres. Self;:batancin'g potentiometers are
the usuul receivers for such .system. The detirctio,n .· type of indicators may als.o be _use9 if they are
calibrated for the line resistance involved.
·· . .
....
-·
,
Voltage telemeterint; ·..,, ...... "' i·Gquk~s hi~j~.Q~lity. dircoits ·than, curr®t ,syste~s. The . signal
.
to noise ratio (S/N) must ~e c~tnparath dy higli; Sin~;t~1pwer ~~~e~"1s"sntai~ih voJt~e telP-rneterin.g
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systems, 'ihe transmission channel must be ·protected from sources of inte~ference which are of the
s;rn1e order as that of the signal.
A. voltage telemetering system is suitable for .adding several .output voltages in series. This
1s subjecc to drn condit10n that the measurement is linear. However, the voltage system requires a
relatively more expensive recciv1ng end ·equi}1ment. The system is generally not adaptable to the
use of the many receivers at the same time.
·
··
·
·
27·5·z. Cm;rerit Te!emetiering Systems. The earlier version of a current telemetering system
is shown in .Fig.. 27'3. ft has
a slidewire potentiometer con~
fRANSMITTING TERMINAL
RECEIVING TERMINA~
nected ir series with a battery. J
Slide wire
Milliammciter
The sliding contact of the
calibrated in kN/m2
Jotentiometer is positioned
l"Jy a pressure sensitive bour.....
'
.....
'
'
don tube. The telemetering
ro0
~Bourdon
TelemQter-ing
channel consists of a pair of
tube
channel
. wires com:!'~c1ed to a current
.
I
measuri.~g device.
As Hie pressure, which
is the measurand, changes the
bourdon tube moves and
Fig. 'L.7'3. Basic current Memetering system.
changes the position of the sJ1ding contact on the slide wire, thereby changing the current in the
circuit. Thif. current is measured with the help of a milliammeter whose scale is graduated terms
of pressure.
Thr,; Gommonly used current telemetering system are motion and force balance types which
Hre improved forms of llie basic current telemetering system described above.
.
fo a Motion Balance System the slide wire is replaced by a position detector like an LVDT as ·
\hown in Fig. 27'4, A capacitive transducer may also be used.

i~--_r-'MMWA.

~

$

i

TERMINAL

.I
Teleme1ering
channel

RECEIVING TERMINAL
Milli-ammeter
col1brated m
kN/m 2

-fo..._ _ _ _....___.-

Fig. 27'4 Motion balance current telemet.erhtg system .

.·The pressure acting on tho bourdon tube casuses a displacement which moves the core of
the LVDT, . thereby producing a voltage output which is amplified and rectified. This voltage
produces a fd c. current of the order of 4 to 20 mA in the telemetering channel and is measured by
a d.c. milli·ammeter, The scale of the d.c. rnilli~ammeter is directly calibrated in terms of pressure
being measured.
A Force Balance System is shown in Fig. 27'5. In this system, a part of the current output
is fed back to oppose the motion of the input variable. The system is operated by the bourdon tube
which rotates the feedback force .coil which in turn changes the flux linkages between the primary
and the secondary coils. This change in flux linkages varies'., ,the amplitude of the amplifier. The
output signal is connected to the feedb~ck force coil which produces a force opposing the bourdon

tubcinpu~

·
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TRANSMITTING l ERMIN Al

RECEIVING TERMt Al

Bourdor.
tube

A'

fo le mete ring
channel

oo
Meg net

Amplifier

Power
supply

Milli-ammeter
caltbrafed in kN/~2

Fig. i.7'5 Force balance current telemet~ring system.

A force balance system increases the accuracy as smaller motions am required which result in
better linearity.
27'5'3. Position Telemetering Systeni~"'-~A position telemetering system transmits and
reproduces the measured variable by positioning variable resistors or other electrical components in a
bridge circuit form so as to produce proportional changes at both the transmitter · and the receiver_
ends. This is known. as .Bridge type System.
·

Fig. 27'6 shows two potentiometers, one at transmitting end and the other at the
receiving end. The two potentiometers are energized by a common power supply. The
sliding contact at the ·transmitting· end is positioned by the bourdon tube as pressure is applied
to the latter. .If the sliding contact at the receiving elld is positioned until the centre · zero
galvanometer. indicates zero, .t~e po~iti~n of the. contact .will ass~me. th~ same position as the contact
at the transmitter. The rece1vmg contact moves the. pomter which mdrcates on the scale the pressure
which is being measured (the scale directly calibrated in terms of pressure). The principle involved
is the same as that of.a Wheatstone bridge.
·- · \
·

is

. RECEIVER TERM!f\IAL

TRANSMITTING TERMINAL

Pointer
Telemetczring channel
~
~";I
<.

Sliding

contact

<'.. ~--._..,~--+------

--------1

Scol14
- in

kN/mt

Centnz zero
Potentiometer

got vanometer

Potent1ornehzr·

Fig. 27'6, Position telemt.iering system[using(a:bridgeZtype:coii.figuratbn.

Another most commonly used pos~tiOn telemetry system utilizes a· Syocbro Trimsmitt~r mnd
Receiver. (Thh is purely an a.c. telemetry system. This has described here because it uses land line ·
telemetry). The th~ory of syncbros bas been explained on ·page 793. Fig; 27' 7 shows a pair.
of ·synchro transm'.tter ~nd recei~e.t as used in pusition fype telemetering. Tbe rotors and stators
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of foe synchro transmitter-receiver pair are connected in torque tra1.1smission configuration. The input
to this type of system-is angular positionof the synchro-transmitter. When the rotor of the torque
transmitter is in the same posjtion as that of the receiver, the emfs induced in the stator windings
of both nf them are equal and there is no current in the telemetering (or the transmission) channel.
If therotor of the transmitting synchro is rotated~ there is.an emf unbalance in the stator windings of·
.·synchro, tra~sm!tter and the receiver,, resultin,.g in a :.curre~t flow in the. telemeteri";g ~hannel.. This
cm:rentftowmg m the stator of ret.e1ver prod_uces a; torq · e, on the receiver rotor till 1t occupies the
same
position as the rotor of the synchro transmitter.i'
·
.
'

Stator

··StQtor

~otor
I

Pig. 27'7•. ,Pos~ion ,telemetering, sysJe~

l

;

u.ing syncbros.

The indicator in such a system may be a simple poinJr atta~hed to rot~r shaft of the receiver
synchro for the end devices. The telemetering channel inclu~es a connecting line and its associated
terminal equipment.
,
27'6. A.C. Telemetry Systems
, ,

I

The methods described above are used for d.o. telemetering purposes, the exception being the
telemetering through synchro transmitter-receiver pair. · Alternating quantities ·can also be transmitted
using telemetering circuits such as telephone cables using transformers and amplifiers. · A.C. telemetry
is used both for land line and ratio frequency airborne telemetry techniques. Electronic means are
used for a.c. telemetry.
The a.c. telemetry is used for sensors that provide an a.c. output or voltage to frequency
oonverters. The data is available in the form of current or voltage and is modulated by .an a.c. carrier
produced by an oscillator.
·
·
'l'/'7. Modulation
It is the modulation of a carrier waveform, wbich is usually sinusoidal, in response to th~
information to be carried.
A sinusoidar carrier.can be described'·by to=At $in ·(27d/o t+6)
... (27'1) /
where . Ac ==amplitud~ 9f, carri~t~
/o:~frequencyo'f
ea.hie~ ;" Hz,
.
, , I , ,
: , • ·. , ,
"··,
·,,

0=relative phase shift. of tarrier..; Hz.
',

...

;

:.

'

''

\

.,.

'

'

.There are many ways of modulation of a 'signal.
They· are described below : ,
\
'

~·

.

'

i
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27'7.1. Amplitude Modulation (A.M.), In amplitude modulation the value· of Ac changes. The
· carrier amplitude level swings -about its unmodulated value. For a sinusoidal information signal, the
expression for Ao is :
. ··
· Ao. Ao0+mcos2rnfit)
·
.".. (27'2)
where Ao= amplitude of the carrier 11t frequency fo when the signal or modulation at frequency fi is
zero, and fo =signal or modulating frequency ; Hz.
Actual amplitude of the modulation= Ao m
...(27'3)
where m=modulation index.
·
From. Eqns. 27'1 and.27'2, we have the modulated output:.
e11m=.1o(ltm.cos 2re/s t) sin (2rc/o 't)
... (27'4)
... (27'5)
Assuming 9=0, ecm =Ao[$in 2rc .fo t+im sin 2,g(fo+.f.)t+i~ sin 2rc( fc-fs)t]
The output voltaje waveform has three frequencies fc, fo+fi and fe-fs. The two side
frequencies (fot/o) and (lc-/e) have an amplitude propmtfonal to the message signal Ao m and are
called side frequencies.
Bandwidth BW=(/o+/s)-(/o-f.)=2/..
...(27'6)
.·. The bandwidth is twice the frequency of the message signal.
A multiplier ·circuit can act as an AM mod_ulator whiJ.e an AM demodulator consists of a
band pass filter, rectifier and out·.
·
·
put low-pass filter as explained on •c:m
page 851. Fig~ 27'8 shows an
amplitude modulated signal.
..
'
The amplitude of· the .a.c.
voltage, which carries the data to
b.e measured, is affected by the
impedance of the cable as well as
the burden. Stray fields also effect
the magnitude of this voltage.
Hence other methods of modulation
are preferred for long distance
Fig. 27'8, Amplitude modulation.
transmission.
217:~. Freque~cy Modulation (FM). ~n frequency modulation the instantaneous frequency
of the c~rner is vaned m respon_se to the amplitude of the mo~ula~ing signal.· The- amplitude Ac and
the relative phase, 9, of the carrier ~o not change. A schematic diagram: of a frequency modulation
system is shown in Fig. 27'9 (a) .. The frequency, fo, of the oscillator is dependent upon the LC

..-

,,

'

I

I

'

I"-

(a)

l

Olclllotor
fc

'f~

(b)

A

A

•

•

M
.tc.

'~
l~

fig· 219. Frequency moduJatioo •

. resonant circuit. The capacitanct, C, is l\'6.ried periodically with the signal or modulation frequency~
fo· Therefore, the ln~tantan~u~ v~lu~ of *1te1ftt.q~ncy mod~ated sifnal ~•:1 ; ·
I
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-
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e1m=Ao sin (w~t+m1 sin wat)
... (27'7)
where m1 =modulation index.
The modulation index, m1, is analogous to the modulation index min amplitude modulation
systems.· The frequency modulated waveform is shown in Fig. 27'9 (b).
This waveform represents a spectrum of the carrier · wave and S) mmetrically grouped
sidebands. The number and the relative amplitude of the sidebands depend not only on the signal
frequency but also on the modulatio.n index m1. An example of a simple spectrum is shown in
Fig. 27'9 (c).
· ,
The frequency components of an FM signal extend to infinity on either side of the carrier
frequency. However, their amplitudes faH off rapidly outside a certain range as shov.n in Fig. 27'9 (b\
According to Carson's rule, the approximate value of bandwidth for an FM signal is :
Bandwidth BW =2(D+f11)
.. (27 8)
D=maximum deviation in the carrier from its unmodulated frequency,
where
and
f11= highest frequency the message signal.
.
F..requency modulation requires a greater bandwidth than amplitude modulation. It is used ·
for land line and radio frequency telemetering.
The peak value of the carrier voltage must be much greater than the noise and stray emfs.
With frequency modulation, the signal to be measured is much susceptible to disturbances than
amplitude modulation. Frequency modulated signal can therefore be transmitted error~free over
long distances.
27'7'3. Phase Modulation. The phase modulation techniques (PM) employ the use of v~1ying
the phase angle 0 for te]emetering purposes. The angle 0 is varied about its unmodulated value and
can be analyzed in a simliar fashion as the frequency modulation (FM) techniques.
Three cables are used for phase modulated signals. The phase of the a.c. voltage in one
c-0nductor is changed with respect to that in. tbe other conductor depending on the magnitude of the
measured quan,tity. The third conductor provides the return path. The transmission frequency
ranges from power frequency to about 400 Hz. Rotating field systems Jike syncbros serve as transmitters and receivers. Angular positions are transmitted up to distances of a few kilometres using
this method.
27'8, Pulse T~lemetering Systems

in

'

When pu]se telemetering is used, the measurement is transmitted in terms of time rather the
. magnitude of an electrical quantity. The information may be conveyed through land· line connections
or through radio frequency Iinb
Pulse telemetry may be classitied as :
(i) Analog pulse telemetry, and (ii) Digital telemetry.
27'9. Analog Pulse Telemetry
The unknown signal is converted into a pulse train. .The pulses are d.c. or a.c. voltages of
constant amplitude. The width of pulses is small, or is a function of the unknown quantity (rect~
angular pulses). The pulses may be used to modulate .a
carrier in many manners described earlier. The four basic
T-'J _,. ..--v""l""-methods of analog telemetry are :
·
o
.,,
(i) Pulse amplitude modulation system, (ii) Pulse ~...
frequency method, (iii) Pulse. duration modulation g,
Pulses
system, and (iv) Pulse duration phase modulation system.
27 · 9 t.. Pulse Amplitude Modulation System
(PAM). A pulse train of constant repetitive frequency '·is 0
Time. 1 ~
produced as shown in Fig. 27' 10 using a pulse generator.
Repetitive frequency: f= 1/T: Hz,
.,,(i7·?) Fig. 27 10. Poise amplitude modulation (P,<\M).
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where T=pulse period; s.
. Ir. faet, tbe carrier is modulated with pulses w~'fos~ .height vari:es t\!'l)f\(wfarnal ".v!rh the
unknown signal. Thereforei amplitude of the output pulses~. Vot vatim~ prop()rtionatdy with thx~
unknown quantity x or
Vo= KA x
... (27'10)
where KA=a constant,
From the sampling theory~ it is ktwwn that the frequeney of ~he sampling pu.is.e tral.n must
at lea·n twice a;;; high as the highest order frequency component present fo the unknown signal
spectrum. Pulse amplitude modulation is' simi!ar in pdnciple to arnµlitn.de modulation. process.
Errors ·~·-c:cur on account of damping of the pulse amplitude. The pulse arnpHmde mo(Julation
(PAM) assmnes special 5ignificance in time <livision multiplexing systems.

b~

.

,-

27·9·2. Pulse Frcqucocy Sysf.em. The frequency of the pulse train is :
l= K1 x where K1=a constant.'
The time period, T"--= l //, and is therefore inversely proportbnal to the unknown quantity,
Sum of pulses N =Sf dt=~ K1 Sx dt
... (27'1\).
The pulse frequency method is shown in Fig. ~11· I 1. From Eqn. 27 1[,1t is clear tlLit sum
of the pulses is a measure of the time integral of the quantity being measured.
r:r'h¢ pulses are generated using voltage to frequency technique as described in Art. '.:6'?·Y3 i.rn
page 887. The a.c. signals generated bytransducers may be directly converted in frequency with the
help of Schmitt trigger circuit as described on page 689. The frequency of the pulse train lies
between 0 to IO kHz. The pulses are counted by electronic counters.
In many measurement systems the transducer output is directly in the form of puJ.ses. Such
transducers include rotating armatures, turbine meters for liquids and gases which are provided with
electromagnetic or photo-electric pick-ups to providepulse outputs for the telemetering systerm.
A

I

0

··~

Time, t _,.......
Pig. 27"11. Pulse frequ ::ncy method.

27 9'3. Pulse Duration Modul!J.tio!J; (PDM)" hi puJ.se 'duration modufati.nn system/\, tb.:.~
maonitude of all the pulses remains constant but the duration of the: :oulse~. varfo~:. Pulse· durni:o•·
• t m:c),y 'oe a ¥!Jf.:d1<rnicr(
systems may consist of electromechanical. or electw1~1c Gevtces. 1···.rm mpu
displacement or an electric analog sigmd hke voltagr3 or cum;.nt The primary 1:r. easunng dev~c;
may be a low torque, device such as a flow meter or i:.', pressure gat1g,~.
The unknown quantity, x, is c;:onverted into ~- rectanguiar pulse voltag~;; V;i na. ving a c1 urnr;c11
of time t~r., where~
too=Ko x, where Ka=a constant
I;')

1
'-

Fig, 'll' 12. Poise duration mornlatfo'.i .

•

'

•
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fundamental.ti111e, T; is gr~~ter1ttr~ti-tbe1maxjmum }ws~ible pulse duration,time, tma:o! ·.The ,unknown.
quantity x is re~rieved 1 anhe receiVing erld by fOrmin'g the ·ratio t~/T. Therefore, each '11ulse· transmits
oue value of unktldwr(dMa. The frequ~~Y of the. ,p.uls.e train i~ ~etow I Hz in c~se of mechanical
pulse transmitters.\ Thjs\freqllency n1ay be':·upto •o .,ffz ~f .'electronic transmitters arelused. Th.o
t.ransmission error is about 1%.\
. ., · ·
·
, .'.
.
.
27'10 .. PulsePosidon-M@duJatioai (PfM) .. This inetho,? is ~Iosely rated to the pulse duration
modulatron. The unknown data x are conver~1ed into a'time interval as in Equ. 27' i2. However,.t.a,
is the time interval bet\:"een tw6 successive puts~$,. of short duration. A. rectangular pulse, is .first
produced by a Schmitt trigger., Two pulses of shprt duration as shdwn in Fig. 27' 13 are generated
from the rising and falling flanks of th!lt pulse. At the receiving terminal, this pulse train is converted
back into a pulse of duration t~ using a bistable ~ultivibrator.
·
Pulse of short duration ·~an oo more easUy fransmi~ted over large distances. This is precisely
the reason why PPM-is preferred ~o PDM when the ~ength of cable transmitter is longer.
,

i

I

-.1

·

. ·In pulse duration modulati~n (PDY1) systems ':the. amplitude of all the pulse3 is constant, but.

of the pulses varies. ·-IncP_!J]\if one edge of the pulse is fixed in time sequence and the other
edge Yaries in proportion to~~v.alueiJf-fofot'mation. This type of coding is called as pulse width
modulation (PWM). Pulse p~sition modulation (PPM) is similar to PDM with the exception that a
short puJse·is used in place of ,the variable pulse width. This can be obtained by differentiating and
_rectifying a· PDM waveform. i' The advantage of' PPM is that the same information can b~ transmiHed
wit4)~s ave rag~ po\Ver w~ith 'PP~ with' PD M: as ,the tt.~nsmitter is 0 N for a shorter period with
PP.~t However-pwith~eM.,~!1le. shQrfer-pulse~require a wider bandwidth for transmission.
dur~tion

TimQf.~

.... '
Fig. 27'13. Pulse position rn6dulatioq (P_Pf\11
~

...

Fig. 27'14.

Puls,~

code modula,ion (PCM).

21' lt Digital l'elem'~trf (Pulse- Code ModulatiOiB .: PCM)
_ ;.TJ'ltf<f~ ·u:;4'eme~sured.a:re· quantiz~d .as explained i.n .Art. '6'29 '~, on pag~ 816 and transmi~!" .
ted serially .3~datS; words!n pulse code .. T~-1s the ll?ost effic1en~ of the P'Jls.e cod1~g. systems and is
c~lle~.pulse co~e--nii:>d~lat10n,.1:CM, for sh,or.. It_cons 1 ~_ts of sendmg an. a~og mf?rmatton by .transfor·
mmg mt() a series ·of b101tty~d1gits, as. shown 1 . Fig. 27 ~4. Tbe analog signal 1s s~mpled at regular
. intervals and then each.§amp~-~: is converted into a coded form. (The conversion of analog
signals into digital'>s~gnals is ealled:~.Codjng or Encoding). The process of coding introduces errors. This
i" lllustrated by the· follo~iug ei&tnple.
1

I

'

E:nmpJ~itt A S ~t encoder is used. --Find the number of quantizatiob fovels. Suppose
.;; . ,en level represents l V, what if the 'range of ~be eucoder. Find out the quantization error on
account of modulation if a 'voltago<of 27 39 is involve.cl.
-.
~olotioo. N~. of quantization levels=2"=25==l2' Range of encoded=(2"- l)'X I =(25-1) x 1=31 V..
Therefore th,e raQg_e:is. o.~31 V withea·ctrstep representing IV. Since the· deeision level 1S
t~en at IV, the vo,~ge \nv~" is> tr~nsqiitted as 27 V in binary di~its as : l 1O11
. ·M .. -i~f'1+9~2!r#.~1•41,V;.
---1-·

>1

1·'

.

''

·--:- ..

901 .·
:. Error on account of mJdula~ion=27' 9-27-0'39 V.
.
.
From---ine· abvve example it is clear that modulation introduces
additional error in the
message signal. · This noise may be called as quantization noise. Jn order to reduce quantization

an

noise it is necessary to a use higher .bit encoder. .
Ttie bandwidth of PCM signal depends upon the banawidth of the original signal. It also
depends upon the number of bits used
represent the analog sign.al.. The receiver decodes t.he
signaUDccoding means conversion of digital number into an Malog quantity). T~us, it is essential
for the receiver to distinguish between '1' and 'O' levels.
· -~the band\vidth of the o'riginal signal extends from 0 to th:e highest frequencyfi~ Hz. !he
maximum sa'llpling rate is 2 /11 Hz. Thus if.-an n ·d1git code is used, the minimum bandwudth
required fa :
·
Minimum bandwidth=! x 2fo x n=n/11 Hz
· ... (2'1'13)
This is because the coded pattern containing alternate l's and O's co~tains the highe~t
frequency components a'1d the bandwidth required to transmit the fundamental frequency of this
l.!o.d_~d n._att~Jn is half the maximum rate at which the digits are generated by pulse code modulator
in order ttiat the receiver receiving the fuadamental frequency is adequate to be able to distinguish
'between 1's and O's, Therefore, if an 'n' digit code is used the band width is increased n. times.
fie.number digits in a digital transmission can be arbitrarily increas~d by suitable choice
of the quantizing interval. A binary number of n digits can transmit ~cmaximum of 2ri quantum
Jevets of tlle s_!!me weightage and hence enables a relative error of rn to be achieved correspon.di~g
to a transmission error of ± l in the ieast significant figure. However no additional advantage is
achieved by increasing the accuracy of the transmission much larger than the errors of the . pickups
. of t:hc transducers Generally .8 to J 2 digit·binary numbers are qsed in measurement systems. These
correspond to 256 to 4096 quantization levels.
· ·' .
.. .
·~ -Transmission Channels and Media. The most e~tensively us.ed transmission med!a
are cabf~£. .:}mi electromagnetic radiation radio links. However, optical, ultrasonic and magn~tic
iodu"tion data links are .also....used fur ma[)y applications. Land-line telemetry utilizes cables or wt.res
to transmit data from industrial process plants and· power generation stations to central· monitoring
and 'control units.
·
·
·
When the-data: is to be transmitted over lengths greater t~an 1 km, radio links are usually
more suitable. Certain parts of the radio frequency spectrum are allocated for telemetry. The
microwave links are used above about 4 MHz. Radio waves at these frequencies tend to travel in a
straight line, requiring· repeater stations every 30- 60 km away. Radio links with airborne instru·
inented·flight vehicles usually use PDM·FM system .
· Short rangenon&contact data link~ of approximate lengths up to 50 mt such as those used for
rotating machinery and power lines generally use either FM radio, optical or ultrasonic methods.
Optical links using lasers and pulse transmission are in· the developmental stages. Magnetic induction
finds 'its use in biomedical applications. . · .
:
·
··.
The common communication channels used. f-0r telemetering are·: (j) wire line channels,
·· (ii) microw.a..\'e channels, (iii) radio channels, and (iv) power-line carrier. channel.
.
The major difference between the channels is the range of frequencies that each channel will
transmit.
·

to

of

27'l2l. Wire Line ~bannels. For Land-line telemetry wire line channels are used. The
wire line is the simplest type of channel for transmission of information. The wire lines may be :
(a) _privately owned ·or (b) leased from Posts and Telegraphs Department. In case ·or leased
type of lines from P and T department the channels may be telegraph, teletype or telephone lines.
·
·The lines may be aerial lines or may be cables.. The line telemetering equipment is subject
to. the--IBllowing hazards : (I) direct or induced voltages due to lightening, (ii) voltages due to UQintentional contact with _Jdjacent high voltage power circuits, and (iii) voltage induced electromagneticatlv
or electrostatic!Ulyoy high voltage power·circuitt that run· parallel to the data, transmission lines.
I

.
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The lines and equipment must be protected against the above mentioned undesirable effects.
Cables have advantages over the aerial lines in- that :
(i) being unexposed to lightening are more reliable,
(ii) they have high insulation, and
(iii) their parameters ·remain the same irrespective of the changts in tLc atmo!>pheric
conditions.
For land·line telemetry an enormous variety of connectors are employed. They range from,·
a pair of open wires, a pair of twisted wires, wires of a telephone cable, to co-axial cables. Non
- co-axial cables can be used for bandwidths upto 10 MHz over a length of a few hundred metres. The
co-axial cables have a much wider range.
Cable instaJlations are expensive and also are difficult to move. once installed, but thev are
more efficient and reliable.
')
·
27'12'2. Radio Channels. Where longer distances are involved, or where measurements have
to be made in a missile or moving vehicle, it may be necessary to use radio frequency (RF) techniques
to transmit information.
There are two major reasons for resorting to radio channels for telemetry in the c ise of
spacecrafts, missiles or air-craft rather than record the data on board. They are :
(i) ff is many a times difficult and in some situations impossible td recover records from
flights, and
. (;i) The limitations of space, weight, and · oprrating conditions can be met nwre easily by
telemetering the information to ground stations.
.
In radio frequency telemetry, multiplexing is used, as. it is not possible to have many channels
oo account of antenna complications and due to desired saving of space, weight and po "ver.
27'12'3. Microwave Channels. Microwave is a special case of radio traasmission._ The
necessity for a J.a.rge number of communication channels in industries like power and gas transmission
and the overcrowding of spectrum in the radio frequency range bas led to the iocreased use of micro·
wave radio transmission. Several bands in the range of 890 MHz to 30 GHz have been allocated
for microwave transmission.
The microwave frequencies are similar to television and radar in the sense that they are Iineof~ si6ht beamed directly from one antenna to other antenna and thus their use depends upon the type
of terrain. The line-of-sight distance is small because of the curvature of the earth. So princi pie of
repeated relaying. is used for increasing the range of -transmission with the help of intermediate
receiving-transmitting stations set up every 50-80 km depending upon the turain.
·
I

The basic cost of the transmitter and the receiver is high, but cost of additional channels is
small. Hence the cost of micro wav~ equipment becomes competitive in case of multichannel transmission.. The equipment is rugged and reliable and as mentioned above can provide a number of
channels.
·
21· 12·4, · Power Line Carrier Channels. The use of power line carriers have been prevalent
for a Jong time to transmit information between the central generating station and the local substations They utilize the power line equipment for this purpose. An a.c. carrier is coupled to the
high voltage transmission line and the information to be telemetered is superposed upon the
transmitted power.
Example 27'2. A. data signal having frequency components from d,c, to I kHz is to be
transmitted using a modulation method. Determine the minimum carrier channel bandwidth using
the following methods of modulation.
(a) amplitude modulation,
(b) _frequency modulation with maximum deviation in carrier frequency being 1·5 kHz,
(c) pulse code modulation using an 8 digie code.

_..-)

9()3
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Solution. (a) For amplitude modulation, the minimum bandwidth of carrier channel is twice
that of the data .
.'. Minimum bandwidth of carrier cbannel=2 x 1=2 kHz.
(b) For frequency modulation, the minimum bandwidth of the carrier channel is given by
Carson's rule (Eqo. 27'6).
:. Minimum bandwidth of carrier channel=2(D t/11)=2(1'5+1)=5 kHz
(c) For pulse code modulation, the minimum bandwidth of carrier channels is given by
Eqn 27' I3.
Minimum bandwidth of carrier channel=n/11=8x1 =8 kHz ..
27' J3. Multiplexing in Telemetering Systems
.
Multiplexing is a means of using the same transmission channel for transmitting more than
one quantity. Multiplexing bec0cnes necessary in measurement systems when the distance between
transmitting and receiving point is large and many quantities are to be transmitted. If a separate
channel is used _for each quantity, the cost of installation, maintenance, and periodic repla,cement
becomes prohibitively large and therefore a single channels is.used which is shared by the various
quantities.
Multiplexing is commonly accomplished by either time or frequency sharing of the
transmission cqannel between the individual quantities.
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There are two methods ot multiplexing :
.(i) Time division multiplexing (TOM), and
(ii) .Frequency .division multiplexing (FDM).

21· u· t Time Divisfoft1 Multiplexing. In time division multiplexing the information from different
measuring points is transmi'tted serially one after another <?n the same communication channel. The
measurements are sa01pled sequentially and transmitted until all the quantities have been sampled.
After this the cycleis again repeated. The time to· complete transmission of aU the measurements may be
. tfofficiently small that one quantity cannot change considerably during the interval between sampling.
· The order of transmission is controlled either cyclically by means of pulse generators or by command
. signaJs·issue~ corresp:nding to the freely p(ogr·ammable requirements of the meuurement system.

so

Multiplexers are used for switching of the measuring channels to the relevant transmission
channel as shown in Fig.· 27' 15. The diagram shows a simple example of a system used for multiplex. ing of analog signals. A number of measuring points which monitor physical quantities like temperature, pressure, etc. are used as transmitters.· They are shown as 1, 2, 3, ...... n. Each point is
sequentialJy connected to· its corresponding receiver. The system connects transmitter 1 to receiver
l for a specified interval of time. Then transmitter 2 is connected to receiver 2 and so on.

In order to ensure that the rotary scanning switcbes do not get out of step because of power
failure in the transmission cha~mel, the two rotary switches must be synchronized. Thi~ is done by
additional. circuitry that stops the transmitter' switch on the synchronization point until the receiver
switch also is at its synchronization point .
.Time Division Multiplexing inm
volves the transmission of data· samples
rather than continuous data transmission
which is typical of frequency division.
The time division multiplexing is especially
useful when telemetering slow-changing,
low bandwidth data. An example of this
is telemetering temperature. It is· enough

INPUT

e

INPUT 1

0

~

0--------·---:--1 .
-. I

INPUT 6
INPUT

5

to transmit temperature data at a slow INPUT 4
rate say at an interval of 10 s. It will
be extremely wasteful if the temperature INPUT 3
measurements occupied a full radio Jre..
OU PU'f
. quency (RF) communication link. 1n· INPUT 2
order to increase efficiency, the communication link should be used for INPUT t
telemetering other process variables during Fig. 27'16. A time-division multiplexing systl!m using a mechanical
the 4dead' time (i.e., the time between
commutator
two consecutive temperature measurements). Thus the· efficient use of the communication system
may be acheived by time sharing the communication channel among a number of measured parametres each being transmitted at a rate compatible with the rate of change of parameter. This time
sharing simply assigns time slotS for specific measurands. For example, in our case, during the
time interval of 10 s a number of ·different data may be transmitted thereby utilizing the communication link fully. The ditfe1ent measurands are transmitted via a single link, one after another
ln a sequence, during a specified time slot. The receiving station must be capaey]e
·of unscrambling
the tlow of incoming dat3 and producing data lines corresponding to original 1 measurands. · It is
essential to keep track of tirne, or identify each time slot, s~ that the receiving end recognises each
data source.
Time Dlvisiom Equ!pmeot. An example of a tilll~tdivision multiplexing system is shown
in Fig. 27'16. It is a commutator with ooly one bar which successivelv connects th~ outp.ut of the
0

-.Jrt

,·,

'

device to one of the eight inputs. If the output of the commutator were conn.!cted to a_n instrumentaA
tion system, the system would read .each input for a Htt!e les~ ,. than 1/~ of. 1·revoJutlo~. Thus t~e
instrumentation system shares the time of each revolution wlth the eight inputs. This system 1s
limited to the revolutions per minute at which good low resistance contact on the comn;rntator can be
maintained. The system can be designed for any number of.inputs.
AbJock diagram of an electro·
_R.;.;;E;.;;.SE;;...T_·_ __,.,....._
nic time-division multiplexing system
INPUT 8 ~
is shown in Fig. 21· 11. There are
2 '------...:...------'
·.eight input circuits which are ,succes·
~--....-1...--INP-~-.1..7~0~~~""'"""""'1--------0
sive]y connected to the output circuit
2'----------'
through a diode bridge. When junction 'a' is positive with resper,t to
INPLI i 6 .
junction b, the diodes in the bridge
have infinite resistance, and the circuit ·
INPUT 5 Q-illl»
between junctions c and d is effectively
an open circuit. When junction b is
positive with respect to point a, hown
INPUT 4
G)ver, the diodes have \Cry low resisance and the bridge becomes
a
INPUT 3
balanced bridge circuit with very low
resistance arms, and the potentials of
tWUt 2
the junction,s c and d are the same.
Then the voltage at c is equal to the
-·-------------.- 1
input voltage .at d, or. the circuit from
A-+--1---1
L
c to d. is a closed circuit.
I
Now the switching circui~ et.OCK PULSE
. I at pomts
•
aiy·
that controJs. the potentta
a GE~ATOR
o~n..,.,
1
and· b is operated by the co\ncident
.
1
application 0f a clock pulse and a reset
I
.. d
, b . . .J'
signal at the first and second in puts,
L _________ ~---;:;;. .._..... .
respectively, of the first AND circuit
.
.
. .. . . .
.
..-of ·the control system. The clock Fig. 27 17. An electromc lim~ d1v1s1C?n muluplex!ng system.
pulse is of very short duration and has a magni~ude of +15 V. During the remainder of the time, it
is -15 V. The reset signal is generated by the operation of the preceding switching circuit. This reset
signal is applied to the next switching circuit before the clock pulse is g~nerated and it continues for a
good part of the cycle after the clock pulse. It is 1S V during this part of the cycle and remains at't
-15 V during the rest of the cycle. These two pulses produce a short +15 V pulse at the output of the
first AND circuit. which is applied to .the Orst input of the second AND circuit in this control system.
The second input to the second AND circui~ was already 15 V. These two inputs produce +15 V
at the output junction e of the second AND circuit which is fed back to -cthe first input of the· second
AND circuit This locks the second AND circuit in the 1 position and keeps the output of the secoad .
AND circuit at junction e at + 1S V as Jong as the second input to the second AND circuit is +15 V.
The se\:ond input to th~ second AND circuit is a feedback circuit from the junction e through a time·
delay circuit and a NO r circuit. The. output of the time-delay circuit is also appli~~to the reset
of the ne~t switch to be operated. The +15 V pulse from junction e wiU arrive at the reset of the next
switch to be operated just before the next clock pulse, and the switch will operate at the arrival of .the
next clock·pulse. At the same time the voltage through the NOT circuit will shut off the switch
that has been in operation, and the potential of point e will · become -1'5 V . and will remain at this
vaJue until the two inputs to the first AND circuit of this switch are ·both· +I SV.
()---iiPo

+

+

+

Whenjunction e is 15 V, junction bis!+ lS V and junct.ion a, which is supplied from the
junction e through an inverter, is -1 S V~ This ~kes the .. voltage· at d equal to the voltage at c, and
the input voUaga 1 is applied to t~e. output of the sWitch.. When th~ junction e is - I5 V, the reverse
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polarity is applied to junctions a and b. This opens the cfrcuit between junctions c and d. This
process continues through each of the eight switching circuits in repetitive succession at a rate
determined by the clock pulse and the delay circuit. The number of inputs and switching circuits can
be varied to meet the demands of the system.
.
Commercial circuits of this type have produced sampling rates of more than· I0,000 Slmples
per second. Thus, if 80· samples were to be sampled at 10,000 samples per second, each input would
be read 125 times per second .. The time between samples is 100 µs, and each input is read at intervals·
of 8 ms. The limiting factor in this system is the pres.ence of swi~ching transients. The time required to
obtain a steady-state condition after switching is near 100 µs. Other methods of sampling have produced sampling rates of better than 1·5 X 106 samples per second.
There is one major difficulty with the time·division multiplexing system. Each input is measuerd
at a ditt:erent time, and these val.ues are not vaild for comparison or computation if there is appreciable
hange m the magnitude of the mputs between sampl~s.
· It may be understood that the demultiplexing equipment at the receiving end must be
perfectly synchronized with the transmitting end so as to present faithful representation of the
transmitted data. .
Sampl~ and Hold {S/H) System. A sample·and-hoJd circuit is used to overcomethe above men-.
tioned difficulty. Each signal input to the tin;ie diyision m,J1tip~exing system is connected to a circuit
· which is sho~n in Fig. 21· 18. The first step m t~1s procedure is to open switch S2, and close switch s1 •
This places an individual capacitor across each mput, and the voltage across the capacitort after a very
. short transient tin;ie, i~ equalto the i.npu~ voltage. The.second ~tep is too.pen switch Sr Then the voltage
·across each capacitor 1s. th~ respecttye mput voltage at th7 tnstan.t .switch S1 was opened. The third
step is to close each S2 switch at a given signal from the time d1v1s1on multiplexing·system to connect
each capacitor of the sample-and· hold system to the r.eadout system at the correct portion of the
time-division cycle. U~ually, the output of the s~mple-and-hold system is applied to an analog-to~
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Fig. 27'18, Ao elementary circ.Jit of a sample-and·
. bold system,

Fig, 21' i9. Sample· hold (S/H) system using
op~rational amplifiers.

digital converter. Then all the . digital outputs during one cycle of the sample-and-hold .procedure
is the value of the respective inputs at the instant the switches S1 were opened.
A · Sample-Hold system which uses. an operationa! amplifier is sho~n in Fig. 27'19. This
circuit can take a very fast sample of an· rnput voltage signal ~nd hold this value, ev~n though. t~e
input signal may change until another sample is required. Thts .method uses the stonng capab1htY
of a capacitor and the high input impedance of an operational amphfier.
.
When switch·S1 is closed, the capacitor C quickly changes to the input voltage level. Now,
if switch S1 is opened the operationa.l aµipliner acting 'as a voltage follow~r (See Art. ~6'8'10 page 8.37)
allows a measure· of the capacit.or voltage to be ·!akm.at .the output w1tbo~t changing the c~parutor
charge. When. a new sample bas to be .taken, switch S2 is first closed to discharge the capa01tor and
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hence reset the circmt. . The switches used are electronic switches and are activated by digital logic
levels.
Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). Several information can be simu'.taneously traus·
mitted usin ~ different c..urier frequencie~ and employing muJulation rechniques described earlier.
Each of these methods makes use of a specific frequency band for the modulati0n of the frequency by
the signal to be measured. By suitable choice of the magnitudes of the different carrier frequencies~
several data may simultaneously be transmitted over a· common communication link · These can
be recovered separately at the receiving end by using demodulators and filters.
A typical telemetry carrier frequency of 2.SO MHz may be used.with a bandwidth of
±320 kHz. · fhis means that when used in amplitude modulation {AMJ, the information can be
transmitted withcut distortion may have a bandwidth of 320 kHz. However most of the telemetry
applications involve information (data) of much narrower band width. For the purposes of illustration
let us. assume a data bandwidth of 4 kHz. Instead of directly modulating the 230 MHz carrier with
the data, we can first modulate a subcarrier of say, ~2 kHz Assuming amplitude modulation (AM),
this carrier will give a signal of 31 ±4 kHz. fhe modulated subcarrier may now be used to modulate
the 230 MHz carrier. Fig. 27'20 shows tile frequency bands utilized in this transmission. fbe rest of
the ±320 kHz band is unused.
·
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It is then possible to modulate another sub CJrrier-~ay of 44 kHz - by another data source of
similar bandwidth. Thnsa 44::.r4 kH:z. modulated subcarrier is obtained which is shown by dot(ed
lines in Fig. //'20. It is evident
wmULATOR~
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that we can fill the 320 kHz
allowd bandwidth for a large
number of subca.rriers carrying
data from a lar1}e numbeJ" of
sources. In lhis t:>· exampL:, the
bandwidrh of data has been taken
as 4 kHz arbitrarily. lt should
be noted that an unused band of
4 kHz separates the modulated
subcarriers. This is because 32
±4 kHz gives 28 to 36 kHz, and
44 ±4 kHz gives 40 to 48 kHz.
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ctanoel interference and. to allow separation of subcarrier~ at ~lhe receiving end. -An improvement
by· a factorof 2 is obtai[).ed by u~in4 the Single Sideb&nil (SSB) ·transmission. The modulated sub-

. carrier signal consists 32 to 36 kHz upper sideband transmis~ion or 28 toll kHz lo,ver sideba.nd
transmission. .Siagle sideband tran.smission is used wherever poss1ble.
.
·. ·
.
.

A block diagram· of ari AM:. frequency divisio:n multipl~xing. system is sh-0-Wfi.in Fig. 27'21.
Each input modulates an assigned subcarrier at comparatively low freqµencies (5J<:Hz to 40 kHz) in
this case. These suboarrier frequencies are combined in. a mixer.. 'Fhis combinMion modulates ·
the maia high frequency carrier. The moduL\ted carrier is transmitted to a receiver \\'.here the main
high freq 1.1ency signal is demJdulated. ·__ This process reproduces a. combination of the subcarrier
. frequencies, Bach of the. sub'.9arrier frequencies--is sepa:ratedJrom the other subcarrier frequencies with
the help of band-,Jass filters These subaatcier. freg uencies are then demodulated to recover the original
d11ta. The AM frequency division multiplexing system are-well-adapted to analog signals, ~s all inputs
a.nd output voltages are continuou:.i whereas TOM systems .have dis_c;:_ontinuous outputs and ate well
suited ·to digital information espe ;ially when sample hold (S/ H) circuits are used.
.

The .~M-FD\1 system permits a number of data to. be transmitted ov~r a cnmmon cb,a~nel.
Similarly an=-FM-FDM can be used· to place data on one recording channel of a magnetic tape
recorder. ·
·
Examples of data usually sent by - FDM systems· are vibration, acceJeration and dynamic
strain~
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·28'1. Introduction
The last stage of a mearureinent system is the data presentation stage which consis_ts of data present~tion elements. This stage consists of display devices and recorders. In order that the
results ofa measurement system are meaningful, tney must be displayed for instant observation
or for storage for observation at a later stage. The first device is called a ''display device"and tbG
second, a. ''recorder'\ The data presentation devices may be called a) output devices. .These
output devices i:nay not ·only be used a~ display devices indicating the output, but may be used as
controf devices. The control of the process is done turough inverse transducers. 'Tne control aspect
is not within the scope of this book and hence it is not discussed here and so are the output
devices connected with such an operation. In fact, in this chapter, we are concerned with devices
which represent the output of a measurement system. The devices discussed in this chapter pertain
to electrical and electronic devices which display and .record the output data of a measurement
system.
The choice betwee.n the display devices and the recorders depends upon :
(i) The expected
use of the output. and·. (ii) The information content of the output.
.

.

'•

.

. - . Th,e first· factor , concerns whether output is meant for human obse1·vation or the output
is to be stored or the ou.tput is going to be an input to a digital computer. The second factor is
iofluenc~d by whether a single value is desired or the output is needed as a function of time and also
by the frequency content of the output.
,
·
1. Single Number Output Devices. These devices are designeJ to indicate the value of some
particular quantity under conditions such that the value to· be measured can be regaredd as time
invariant over the time· ir,terval during which the measurement is made. Thus a single· number
will represent the measurement. The time for which the single number represents a value is very
short and hence readings may have to be taken after certain intervals of time. The examples of
this class of devices are indicating instruments and digital display units.
· l Time Domain Output· Devices. If the vat ues. of the quantity are to be taken as a function
.of tin:e, the indicating instruments or the digital display units are no longer satisfactory except for
applications where the output varies at a very slow rate. For fast changing outputs i.e. where signal
waveform or shape is the desired information general purpose cathode ray tube (CRT) has to be
used. In case information is to be stored over a short period of time say-up to an hour a storage
type of CRT is used. However, where a permanent record of the variation of the output with
time is to be kept cathode ray tube photographs, direct writing re·corders, magnetic tape recorders etc.
are used. ·
3. Machine Interpretable Output. The output . devices described above provide an output
~llat requires interpretation by human beings. In modern applications it is necessary that the output
data should be in such a form that it can be ''read" by a ,machine. These machine interpretable
"outputs" can be had from (i) magnetic tapes, (ii) punched paper tape, (iii) punched cards, and
(iv) pulsed signals.·
.
·
- ·
·. .
_
The "macbin~ interpretable output" can either. be -in· analog, form - or .in digital form~ A.
. .
-' signal recorded on a magnetic tape in analog form. may. by· useful in ~qtivating output 9twices like
~RT~~ reQorder or an indicating iQ.st'u~ent.
· · · · •· · · ·'
,. ·• ·
1
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On the other hand a signal recorded in digital format on a magnetic tape, punched paper
tape or punched cards may be used as an input for output devices like digital display units, a printer
or a digital computer.
28'2. Electrical Indicating Instruments
The elcctrici!l indicating instruments are used ext~nsively for measurement of current; V1)Jtage,
t·esistance and power. These instruments can be broadly classified as :
(i) Analog instruments, and (ii) Digital instruments.
The analog indicating instruments have already been discussed in this text. The digital
indi.;ating instruments ar\! discu5sed in this chapter along with. analog and digital recorders.
2ff3 Digital Instruments. The analog instruments display the quantity to be measured in
·terms of deflection :Jf a pointer i.e. an analog displacement or an angle correspondiog. to the
electrical quantity. The digital instruments indicate the value of the. measurand · ht the for91 pf a
decimal number. The digital meters work on the principle of quantization ... .The analog quan·
tity to b.e measured is first subdivided or quantized into .a number of smaH interval.s upto · many
··decimal places. The objective of the digital instrument is ihen to determine in which portion ofthe
subdivision the measutand can thus be ind~ntified as an integral multiple of the smallest unit called
the quantum, chosen for subdivision. The measuring procedure thus reduces to one of counting
the number of quanta present in the measurand.
..
.
·
·.
The reading accuracy can be arbitrarily increased by increasing the number of decimal places
i.e. by increasing the quantizing levels as explained in Art. 27'33 page 884. The advant11ges of digital
instruments are given bel0w.
214'3'1. Advantages of Digital Instruments.
.
(i) The digital instruments indicate the readings directly in decimal numbers and therefore
errors on account of huma1 factors like errors due to parallax .and approximation are eliminated. · ·. .
(ii) The readings may be carried to any number of significant figures.by merely positioning
the· decimal point.
. . .
,
.·
. . . ..
.· •. · ·
(iii) Since the output of digital instruments is in digital form and therefore the output may
be directly fed into memory devices like cape recorders, printers and digital computers etc., for storage
and for future computations.
·· .
.·
·
(iv) The power requirements of digital instruments are considerably smaller.
The chief advantages of analog instmments are that they are cheap and simple, a:nd,
accordingly for ordinary purposes. these (aQalog1 instruments will not be completely displaced by
digital instruments. ,However, where cost considerations and complexity of digital instruments are
·not of much consequence, digital instruments are certainly preferred over their analog counterparts~
(At present digital instruments are very much costlier than the corresponding .analog instruments but
With the develo.pments in modern techniques, the cost gap· will be. narrowed down). A l'lo there are
some applications where only digital instruments can be used.
.
28'3'2. Digital Versos ,~nalog .. In~troments. When· it is necessary to decide between . digjtal ·
and analog instruments, 1b~ chp!ce depends upon many factors. ·Some of these factors are : · · • .·. ·,
l Accuracy. The best analog)ristruments are .rated usually within ±0' 1 percent of full
scale .. Digital instruments
be made to much greater accuracies..
. ·
. ·
2. Reaction to Envir<>nment. Analog meter movements are relatively simple and· will
operate under a wide range. of environments. Digital instruments are relatively complex and consist
of large number of parts which individua11y wm react to changes in temperature and humidity.
However, the advantage of digital instruments is that they can be made without any moving· part thus
removing the errors which are caused· on account of movements.
·
·
3 . Resolution This is sometimes referred to as readability below which differences can
no 'onger he differentiated. Io analog instruments the limit is one part in several .hundred. Digital
.instruments can be made with a resolution of.one part in several thousands.
·
·_
. 4.. Powe.r ~eq\Jirements.' Digital instruments draw only-negligible pG~ver whereas the analog
instruments ,,11).ay load the circu.it under measure.ment and thus indicate an erroneous ·reading.
Qi8itat
instt'ilriients
have input
impedances of the order of JO MO or even higher .
. I
..
,
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S. Cost and Portability. Analog instruments are extremely portable .and usually do not.
require an outside source of sup.ply for measurements~· Analog instruments are Jow in cost and. can
be moved from one location to another with ea~e. On the other hand digital instruments are not
rasily portable and require an external source of power. . However, on account of modern develop~
men ts in integrated circuit technology the digital instruments can be made extremely portable and Jo w
in cost.
6. Range and Polarity. M()st digital instruments are essentially d c. instruments whiCh
measure upto 100 V and,upto 1000 V by means of the range attenuator. A.C. instruments.use an
a.c. to d.c. converter; Many digital instruments incorporate automatic polarity and range indication
(Automatic Polarity Selection and Auto·raoging f1cilities) which reduce operator training,
mensurernent error, and possible damage·tbrough overloads.
.
.
·
7. .Freedom from Observationai Errors. The ~igital instn~ments ·are 'free from observational
errors like p'araJlax: and approximation errors. ·They directly_ il'.l.dicate. the quantity being measured in
decimal form with tbe help of readout and display devices. .· -. .
·
·
· . .
. A~alog instrum¢n.ts.us~aUy have a scale whicb is cramped .at the lower. end. and. therefore
gives considerable· observational errors.. Also when using analog in fruments inexpe ienced personnel
often tend to· select a ~cale that. does not correspond to the setting of the range switch. thereby
introduci~g large IOperating error.
·
. ·
Before the digital meters are .des~ribed it is· essential that the reader be famaliarized witl1 the
working of electronic counters and the. digital di~play devices. . · ·
28'4. Electronic Counters·
.
,
Electronic counters are capable of making many measurements involving frequency, time,
phase angle, radbtion events and totalizing electri~ events.
. . .
The electronic counter normaJly employs a frequency divider circuit known as a sciiler. A
·
scaler produces a single puJse for every set of number of input pulses. For e.xample, a 2 : 1 scaler
p'roduces nne output .pulse for 2 input pulses. A scaler is essentially a frequency 'divisor. The basis
of counters is frequency divi~ion This is done ·by a 2 : 1 scaler called 'a bistable moltivibrntor or a Flipflop (FF) circuit.
·
28 4'1. RS Flip-Flop.· A fiip~fiop i~ a .bi~table .rµultivibrator which has' an oµtputwhich
is either a high or a low voltage. The low voltage output is called 0 ·and the high voltage iS'called
1. Thus a flip-flop has two stable states, either 0 or L The output stays in its original statet either
0 or I unless tbe circuit is driven' by an input called trigger. On application of trigger, theoutput
changes its state. Thus if a trigger is applied when output is in I state, it changes to 0 state while
if the output is in 0 statet it changes to i · state. · It sh.ou]d be. understood that in a bistabl.e::.QJUlfF
vibrator the ·output continues to .be in its original state indefinitely unless triggered. · Therefore · it
can be said that a Flip-flop has a memory. Fig. 28' 1.
shows an R-S flip-flop.
·
+Vee?
. . there are two similar· transistors Qi and Q2~ .
..-----L-.--_----·
They are NPN type. The collector of each transistor.· .·· 1.
. is cross coupled to the base of the transisfor. The cross·.
•,R,
coupling between collector and base results in a posi·
Yo.----.o-- R3
tive feedback.
·
·
'V..V"-~~ /
·//(
If Qi is conducting there is a large voltage
drop·in resistance R1 and therefore Qi is saturated
a,
and voltage VoE at Y is only about ·o· 1 V. This· .volt- ·

i·

age
applied toto turn.
the base
of· .tra.ns•s~or
transistor . Q2.
is
Rs·. ·... ·.····l<'····6.r·.·.··.·,'
not is
sufficient
011'. the
Q2,: and
which
requires.~ voltage o(. V~~ . . 07
:.~'(~~sµtpj~g ·that "''· s : ~
ho.th. Qi ·.an? . Q2 are :s1l~po.r,' tr~ns1s~~rs~.· ·~h,us
transistor .Q2 is cutoff. · Under these c;onqmops 9utput' · ·Ro------Y=O· imd Y= 1.
. · F1J. 28 11.' RS Flip-Flop (Bistable Multivibrator}
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. . · .Similarly if by some means we can get transistor Qa to conduct there wiJI be large volta~e
drop across re~istor R2 anJ therefore the transistor Q2 ·gets saturated. The-potential at Y becomes ;O' l V
forcing the 1t~n~istor Qi fo cutoff. Hence under th~se c~nditions Y-1 and Y=0.
,.
. ~.en~e ,there are two stable states for the fI1p-fi9p and these are:
.
.
· (I) Y= 1' aud/if =0. (ii) Y ~ Oand Y = 1.
·
11 11 1
'/ i : _. In order to'.· k~tttrol the flip·ffop, trigger inputs are applied.
If a positive going pulse is
.applieo to the S (set) input terminal, then Qi condu~ts heavily (gets saturated) and Q2 is cut off.
Similiarly, when a positive going pulse is appUed to R (reset) input terminal Qz gets saturated and
Qr is cut off.
·
.
·
Thus application of a positive going pulse t9 S input terminal is called Setting the flip-flop
and result in a bina1y output where: Y=-1 and Y =0.
Application of a positive going pulse to the R input terminal is called Resettiog of the
tli~ftop and results in a binary output where Y =0 and Y 1.
·The truth table for an RS flip.flop is :

----

R

s

.y

0
1
0

Last value

0
0

.1

:

1
0
'·

,

. ,

.

11

.

.

'

1:

~l

0

Cl

Fig. 28'2, Logic symbol for RS flip·flop.

.

- . \ . fbe iriput condition R • J and $= l is forbidden as it means that we are frying to get Y · ). and
Y•O simultaneously which makes no sense. The logic symbol for a RS flip flop is shown in Fig. 28'2.
:. ·28'4'2, T aod RST Flip-Flops. Fig. 2s·3 shows a Toggle (T) flip.flop. A train of narrow
pulses is applied. to th~ T input terminal. This circuit uses two And gates and a R~ flip-flop. Every
time a pulse is applie4, ·the ouf put of th~ flip·ftop changes state.
·

u_;L
. .Ln T
A B C D E. F\

$

y

Output

JLILn. . .
A B C 0

E1 F

Bottom ANO
· ·gat.e

r
Fig, 28'3. T ftip-ftop•

.·
. Suppose l'= 0 and Y=I just before the pulse A is· applied to terminal T. On application of
this pulse, the inputs to the top and gate are 1 and 1 and therefore the top gate is enaMed (opened).
· . A p~lse is applied to terminal S. On. the o~her h~nd the two. inputs to bottom AND gate are
1 and Oand is thus dinbled (closed} ~nd no mput 1s apphed to term1_nal .R.
, ·.
HeP,ce the flip-flop is set of Y- I and f.'.•O
When the next puls.e B ·is app1ied to terminal T, the input to tbe top gate isl and 0 (since Y-0)
and hence it is disa~Jed .. Ther.efore no pulse is applied to terminal S. On the other hand the bottom
AND gate is ~nabJed as the two inputs to it are l a.nd 1 &!_ Y = 1 and therefore a pulse is applied to
·,....,J.tnmn~l R. This re.sets the ftip-ftop resulting in Y-O and Y-1
·
'
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Thus each incoming positive pulse- is alternately steered into the set and reset inputs, and
hence the tlip·fiop toggles i.e. alternately sets and resets producing 1 or 0 states at the oQtput.'
Therefore two input pulses produ~e one output pulse. This means· that the frequency of the output
is half of that of the input. Thus a T flip-flop acts as a frequenc7 divisor which divides the iQput
frequency by two.
·
We have till now considered flip-flops which respond to positive going pqlses. However, many .
a designs are pqssible for a T flip-flop. For example it is possible to build a T flip.flop that responds
to a negative going pulse. f:lence, onwards we will discms T flip·flops which respond to eegative edge··.
of a square wave. Fig. 28'4 shows a T flip·ffop. This flip-flop changes its state only on the negative
edge of the input signal.

-.. ··Tig; '.28 4~ T flip·flop.

Fir.~

28·5.. RST OiO-ftoo.
A RST ftip~flop co~bines an RS flip·fiop and a· T flip-flop. It can set~· reset or toggl~. The
~o.s..t ~mportan.t fl!p-fiop .is.the one,.which sets or r~se,ts to .Positive .going Rand S inputs and· ,ogg1es
fo1 nc-g~gomg mp?t~. The symbol for an RST fltp··flop is shown in fig. 28'5.
·
Thus·, -slunmarizmg :
·
I
.

~

- -···;,-·-·--· ·-·-·-··----.--,,.-------,--------_:,._'
.
... .,,....
..
""":"

Input

I.

.

__;_,--.;....__:..

Final State.

·Sets/ Resets{To;gtes ·

-----·-··-·-···--·--!-------····-··-·

+ve. going applied to S .
Sets
--------··-.------ · - · - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - --'------- -----·-·--.,.--..

+ve going applied to.R

Resets

- - - - - - - 1 ---~------+------ --·-- --------------v~

going applied to T

Toggl !S

switches from 1 to 0 and 0 to l

28'4'3. Decade Counter. Four flip.flops can be in cascade to act as counters for the. input
pulses. A decade counter uses four RST flip-flops A. B, C, D. Fig. 28'6 shows four RST flip.flop
in cascade.
, A square wave is input to.. the counters. This square wave is called a "cl~kn. The output
from flip-flop A drives.Jhe ftip·flop B. The output f,>f flip~flop B drives .flip-flop C which in turn drives
flip-fto_p.c-D
. .
..
D
-c
·a
A

--"s

A

A

Input
pul!;1'~

T
R

1------·----------------...J
Fig. 28'6. A decade counter.
To start .the operation, all the flip-flops~ are reset and therefore' the states of the,four RS

flip..flops are ;
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··DCB A=O 0 0 O and

D CB A=l

l 1I

.· '·when.the first clock pul~eis applied to r·input terminal of RS flip-flop A, it changes it& s~ate
on the negative going e~ge of the p~lse. Thusat the end.of the first pulse the state of the flip·flo9 i~:

n C BA= 0 0 O 1 and

J)

C B A= I I 1 0

The two inputs to the AND gate are A and.D and both are I state. Therefore the AND gate
is enabled (opened) .. A positive going pulse is applied to the T terminal of B fl~p-flop and·. therefore
it does not change its state. It remains at 0 state and so do C and D flip· flops. 1 On the. application.
of 2nd pulse, A goes from I to 0.. Since the AND gate is opent a ·negative going pulse is applied to
B flip. flop. This changes the state of flip-flop B. It changes from 0 to 1. Therefore a positive going
pulse is applied to flip-flop C and it remains in its original state and so does flip-flop D.
The states a.t the end of 2nd ·pulse are :
D C B A= 0 0 1 0 and

I

I
I

Jj C B A= l I 0 l

This disables (closes) the AND gate since A=O and D=l
On application of the third pulse, flip~ffop A changes its state froin 0 to I. Since the AND
gate is closed no pulses are applied to flip~ffops B, C and D and their states remain unchanged.
Thus at the end of third pulse, the states are :

DCB A= I 1 OO
Since the inputs to AND gate A and i5 are both 1, it is
D CB A=0 0 l I and

enabled or the gate is open now.
On the application of the 4th pulse, A goes from 1 ~o 0 and tberefQre a negative going pulse _is applied
to B. Flip-flop B changes its state and it goes from 1 to 0. Thus a negative going pulse is applied to
flip-Hop C and its state changes from 0 to 1. .The change of state of flip-flop C is applied to flip-flop
D. Since flip-flop C changes its state from 0 to I, a p.:>sitive going pulse is applied to flip-flop D and .
therefore it <loes not change its state. At the end of 4th pulse, the·states of flip-flops are :

D CB A=O 1 0 0 and D

C BA= 1 0 1 1

The AND gate is disabled (closed). On the application of 5th pulse, flip-flop A changes its
state from.Oto I. Since the AND gate is closed no pulses is applied to flip-flbps A, B, C, D and th~y
therefore ·remain in their otjginal state.
·

Thus at the end of.5th pulse the states of the flip·flops are :
D CB A =0 1 0 1 and D CB A= I 0 l 0
This means that the AND gate is enabled {open) again on the application of 6th pulse Flip flop
A changes its state from 1 to 0. Since the AND gate is open its output is applied to flip.flop B which
does not change its state and so do flip-flops C and' D. . Therefore at the end of 6th pulse, the states
0

of fliP"fiops are :·

.
D C B A=- 0 1 I 0 and
.

DCBA= 1 0 0 1

.

The AND gate is closed as A=O

and D= 1

On the application of 7th pulse, flip-flop A changes '.its st~te from 0 to 1.', ·As the AND gate is
closed and therefore flip-flops B, C and D remain in their origin~! state. Hence, at· the .end of the ·7th
the pu]se states of flip-flops are :
·
D C B A= 0 1 1 I and

D CBA= i 0 0 0

The AND gate is open ~ow .as A~ 1 and D= 1. O~ applicatio~ of 8th pulse, fiip·fiop A goes
fro~ 1 to O. This applies a negativ~ ~oins puls~ to flip.flop B which goes froi;n 1 to o.

!

·~·
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·The output from j:Jip-fiop Bis ~pplied to flip· flop c. which .also receives a negative going pulse and
therefore it goes from l to O~ So a negative going pulse is applied to flip-flop D changing its state
rom 0 to 1. The states at the enq of 8th pulse are :
·
DCB A::l 0 0 0 and

DCB A-0 111

Since the inputs to the A ND gate are A =0 and D ~O, it is closed.
On the application of 9th pulse, flip-flop A changes its state from 0 to L Since the ANO is
closed ; the other three flip-flops D, C, B remain in their original state. Hence at the end of 9th
pulse, the .states are.:
DCB A ~100 I and

DCB A=O l

l 0

The AND gate is closed as A= I and D O.
On application of 10th pulse~ A changes its state from 1 to 0. Since the gate 1s closed no
pul.se is ,applied to ~ip~flo~s B or C and.th~y re~ain in their ~riginal st~te.A changes from oto I.
·This pos1~1ve pulse ts -apphed. to R termmal of fhp·flop D which resets itself. It was in l state and
therefore. comes
to. Ostate '·
· ··
··
.
,'

I

~

'

Thus at the end of 10th pulse, the states. 11re :
-~-~

D B C A:::0 0 0 0 and D B C A - I .1 I l
The counting·now can start all over again.
Thus we get one output pulse for ten ·,input. nulses. ·

· •. · . . Hence iidecade counter acts as a decade frequency divider since it divides the frequency by 10
and therefo,.e it is caUed a ·decade dividinf: assembly (DDA). · .
·
28'5. Digital Display Methods. In digital instruments, output device indicate the value of
measured quantity in decimal digits. This ·is .done by using a Digital dispJay device A digital
display device may receive digital information in any form but it converts that ·
·
information to decimal form. Thus the display device indicates the value
l""I ..... I I
directly in decimal digits. fhe nuQlber of digit~ corr~sP.on,d. to t.h~ signiJicant c I.I
figures needed to represent the value. The bane elem~nt m a d1g1tal display
device is the display for 'a single digit because a multiple digit display
is nothing else but a Broup of single digit displays. Fig. 28 7 shows a multipJe Fig. 2t87. Multiple digi.
digit dispJay consisting of 4 single digit qisplays.
· display.

_,

!$
l

I

i

1:

-,

A single.digit display is capable of indicating the numbers from Oto 9. Thero is also usually
provision for a decimal point between, each of the. numerals. One of these is selected ·and activated
in accordance with the range selection ~oritrols of the instrument. Some instruments have automatic
range selection, commonly called autorauging. The input to the. digit display is a code indicating
the particular . number to be .displayed, or the excitation of one of the ten inputs designating the
number to be displayed.
· ··

..
A. typical binary code on four. input lines is given in Appendix A. The digit displayed will
depend on which combination of excitation or non-excitation is present, ·o indicates non-excitation
while 1 indicates excitation. It should be understood that the signal should be decoded and decoding
circuits ~e ~ part of the display units.
·
28'6. Digital Display Units
There are many ways of classif}'irig digital display units. One of the methods of classifying
. them is based upon the format used. The display can be planar ie. the entire read-out characters art
in the' same plane or non planar where the characters are dis~layed in different planes.

··The planar displays ~ay be illuminated

segmental t7,11e, ilJuminated dot ~atdx ~, displays

ELECTRICAL AND EL'llCTRONIC lNSTRUMENTATIOr.1

using rear projection and gaseous discharge 'type segmental displays. The non-planar displays includt,
gaseoIDis discharge tubes like nixies and display~ 11sing illuminated lucite sheets.

28'7. Segmental Displays
The segmental displays may be either 7 or 14 segmental ones depending upon· whether nu 1eric
or alphanumeric displays are required.
. ·
.
..

•

. Seven ~~gmental Display ... Fig. 28'8 shows a. seven segmental display.. This is used for
nume!'i? display;,. It consist~ of. sev~n segments a, b, 'c, d, e, f anq g. As~gm.ental display· forms
the d1g1t to be displayed by 1llummatmg proper segments from the group. ·
a

fl

g

;a.el
Decimal
ooint

lb
.. ,;

le
. d

(a)

Fig. 28'8. Seven. segmental display.

1 •·

of

By illuminating the proper combi~atlon.
these 7 segments ·numbers ·o thrbugh 9 can be.
displayed. The display is incandescent anG::'operates ·on low voltages (12'48 VJ and requires about .
lO to 50 mA current when-, using LEDs (.CighfemiUing diodes). LCDs (Liquid: crystal oiod~s) are also
used for segmental1 displays.
·

.· 28'7'2. Fourteen Seg!lJental Display. For display pf Alphanumeric Characters (both numerals
as·well as alphabets) a 14 segmental display unit shown in: Fig. 28'9 is .used; ·.
:.· •
,

I· I

_.o
(a) 14 segmentJil-display

(b) Display of Alphabets A, B aud C

Fig; 28'9. Fourteen segmental display and formation

or t11pbabets.

The diagram shows how alphabets A, B and C are displayed by ·mumination of proper·
·segments.
~UtS. Dot MatTices. Dot matrices . may be· used·for display of numeric and alphanumeric ·
characters. ·
28'8'1. A 3 x 5 Dot Matrix. A 3 x 5 dot matrix as shown in Fig, .28'10 may be used for display
of numeric characters;
28 s·2. .Dot Matrix Utilizing 27 Dots. Another system using 27 dots: is shown in Fig. 28 11. ·
.This. system displays .the numeri9 cha rac~rs as shown in the diagram.
·.
.
The ddtS may be square or round with 0·4 mm side or diameter. LEDs and LCDs are
qsed for display (illumination) of dot$.

~
'

I
I

I/
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Strain

gauge5
i

·'

1ccelerometer

-.- -

R

c

l =SOmm

~w·
l

lntegrotm

Fig. 29·55, An integrator and an inverter used for obtaining
velocity information for accelerometer.

Fig· 29'56

Example .29·29. An accelerometer shown in Fig. 29'56 consists of mass weight O'S N
attached to a spring cantilever. The spring Is made up of a material of modulus of elasticity
200 GN/m2 and is of unirorm rectangular cross section. The output is obtained from a strain gauge
bridge comprising four·.active strain ·gauges of «auge factor 2. Two strain gauges are mounte~ .on each
side of the cantilever. The gauges are connected in a bridge circuit with input voltage of 3 V d.c.
Find the bridge output voltage at open circuit for a horizontal acceleraticm of 4 g. The stress is
given by s"""6 Fl/bd'- N/m 3
·

o·s

Solution. Force F=m><a=- X4g=2 N.
g

'Stress s=6 Fl/bd2 =6x2x80x10-3/(IO x 10-3) x(o·5x10-3)2=384x to6 N/m2=384 MN/m2•

·~ __!__ 384 x 10~ = l '92 x 10-a.
Strain E- E ""' 200 x 109
Relative change in resistance of gauge= 6R/ R=G1E=2 x 1'92x10-3=3'84x10-a n.
Open circuit voltage of a bridge using 4 active strain gauges is :

eo= f:j."R e,=3'84x 10-3 x3 V=ll'52 mV.
R

MEASUREMENT OF· TEMPERATURE
29'35. Temp1'ratorc Measuring Devices
The following devices are used for the measurement of temoerature :
1. Resistance thermometers,
2. Semiconductor thermometers,

I ..
'
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3. Thermistol'S,
4. Thermocouples, and
5. Radiation pyrometers.
·•;. Jfi. Electrical Resistance Thermometer
The principle of electrical resistance thermometers tas already been explained in Art. 25 ·2 l
rngc 773. The resistance of metals changes with change in temperature. The resistance thermometer
•t'<'.S the change in electrical resistance of a metallic conductor to determine the temperature. The
.· ~i~1ircments of a conductor materiaJ to be used in resistance thermometers are :
(i) the change in resistance of the material per °C should be as large as pJssible, and
(ii} the resistance of the material should have a continuous and stable relationship with
1:empcrature. Metals used in resistance thermometers are listed in Table 29' l,

TABLE 29'1

_____________

,

Metals Used for Resistance Thermometers

Temperature
co-e,_ffecient per •C
(Percent)

Afaterial

Range

Mitt.
,.j,

·c
Melting
point °C

--- - ---,
Max. -

1

\

0'.)9

-260

1100

C?lpper

0·39

0

180

1083

Nicke.l

0'62

-220

30U

1455

·rungsten

0'45

--200

!COO

3370

Platinum

1773

. ·The resistance temperature characteristics of nickel, · copper and platinum are shown in
,., 25· 10 on .:p:age 774.
:~9-36~.1

Platisi4't1 Reshtance Thermometer
Tht n:iost coimnonly used material for metallic resistance thermometer is

pla~inum.

The

;_ 1;_si~tance t~ J!-tperatt~r.{ characteristics o~ pure platinum are very well defined and show a ~igh degree

:. 'cpeatab11tty. Th!;fef'ore, these resistance thermometer elements are used over a wide range to
'::iMish t~~:Intema14~,pal temperature scale .

.

- ~:sistan;e ty~e temperature bulbs use sensing elements in the form of, wires or foil. The films
"-·posited .on insu;latii1g surfaceii are als~i used for temperature sensing. In the wire type, the
- r ··.mgement .J.~ commonly a helical coil wound as a double wire to avoid inductive effects.
The
:")rato1y tv;p· tesistance therrnom.:ters have the temperature sensing element wound on a cross mica
~.rnner and cnc:tosed in a Pvrex tube as shown in Fig. 19 57 (a). The tube may be evacuated or
1l!r:d. with irt.! ·t gas to protect the platinum.

:1

· The industrial type of thermometer is shown in Fig. 29 57 (b) the former being of grooved
ccramil:: and the wire being protected by a glllss coating or by a stainless steel tube. The element is
w·.maHy -sealed in glass when used for temperatures upto 150 ·c and ceramic for use in temperatures
JJP i:o 85q ·c. This sealing has the two-fold advantage of providing structural strength and protection
fr-::·n chemical attack. Resistance thermometers are sometimes used above 850 °C but they have a
.

.

Resistance elements are also available as thin etched grids of metal foil similar in shape to
- , ·vre ;;,train gauges. They are constructed of platinum and m1y be bonded to a plast1c b~cl~iug •
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fo.r< 1~tathment to a surface. They may be open-faced or coated and have a fast response compared
wirn iJ.ti!b typ;. t.hermometers .. Thin film sensors have an extremely fast response and they are
nl(<·1:;1vdy tEed. in aero-space mdustry.
Rt Resistance
thermometer

,rOoubfa Wound.
(Non·lnductive)
Sensing Coil
Wound in
Grooves on o
Ceramic Former

Platinum

Sensing
Coi! --.___
Gloe;s O'

t-

J. 1
-. '!'Yt1
r +._,
· ·

'

-···1

I

-::::r l

Protective Sheath

Pyr~~ B~lb-0

of Gloss Ceramic

Moteriol Ek

·
L

(bl

(a)

Fi:,:. 29'58. Measurement of temperature with doub'e
si1dc wire br,dge anJ resistance thermornet~r.

Rcsistancl! thermome·er.

fig. 29·57

29 36"2. Measurement of Resistance of fhermometers
· The rmasureme!1t of change of resistance of· the:m0rneter due to temperature changes is
meamred by Wheatstone bridge. Ordinary Wheatstone bridge i;; not used for measurement of changes
in r·::sistance as it has many disadvantages as explained below :
(i) The contact resistance of the adjustable standard resistor may be large enough to produce
an error when rueasuring the change in resistance of thermometer.
(ii) The leads from the thermometer to the bridge may introduce an error due to change of
their resistance produced by temperature changes.
·
(iii) The current through the thermometer produces a heating effect equal to the product ot:
the curreut squared and the resistance of thermometer.
Slight modification of the Wheatstone bridge, such as a double slide wire bridge, eliminate
most of these problems
A double slide wire bridge is shown in Fig. 29· 58. It h1.s two slide wire resistors S1 and S2
which are tied together so that. the fraction of S1 ·in series with the resistance R2 is equal to the
fraction of 5'2 in series with resistance R3. This fraction is defined as f.
There an~ three equal leads from the thermometer:; to tbe bridge. The resistance of each h~ad

R1+RL
R1+S1-fS1
fS2+Ra+RL -1s~·+Ji";,+-s2-fS'!.

At balance we have :

If the right hand side of the above expression is unity, the resistance of thermometer element
is Rt= JS2+ Rs.
Th)s condition is obtained when : Ri +s1 -fS1 =fS1 +R2+ S2-fS2 .
.··:.,;,, ;, ,1•1 ;,.;,.• ,_(..it" ;;,Jh<=·n • R•-··-R.1. '""'S1 =0'5 S<>
~

\ l.'.· .. !

.~inc':
;;;.:::; ~hn,;1;

inMl

'.

<'-'-~

.'."·~-1u"~•.;J.t~'•}

rhn-e <Ht
Irl!.:'ih01t

TY.-,~~,,..

•

.J._

.',i

.,7,,

~

<,.>~

three leads c-::nning out of th': ··csistance

thermomckrs~

the method

i:~

known

~
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Four Lead Method. In applications, where the highest degree of accuracy ts required, the
four lead metaml is used. Such a system is used with a platinum resistance thermometer employed as
a laboratory standard for calibration purposes. In this method, two circuit ar(angements are used.
They arc shown in Figs 29·59 (a) and (b). In fact, both the arrangements are required for measurement purposes. First a measurement is made using circuit of Fig. 29·59 (a) and then a second
reading fa taken by using circuit of Fig. 29'59 (b). The average of the two readings is taken to give
the correct result.
·-· G
·---(!)-------~----

(h)

(1)

Fi;: 29'59. hJUf kad rnei!wd for connection

. ~ ClfLll•
.. · .. '.t 0 f F1'gc.·
t·",\)1

..;;_-. (.a},
\
.n

11·.a.~,,
'V"' •

or ;r.:3istance thermometer.

,_ ,.,_ · }J,
L 'T'
'··, .1.

...(i)

For circuit of Fig. 29'59 (b), we have; Rb+T"""R1+C

.. (ii)

.,

..'. hom

(..

o amj

'}{~·

,.y

1... ,

,ip

VlV''
. ..,

we get :

r,

p

'Hll t. ···

Ra+ Ro

.f1.1< 0• - . , - - - - 4.,

evident thai· t.bis method should be, used onJy when accuracy of the highest order is
~:·sired si1;,.: the metlwd i. bot11 ;.irne cGnMrmiug and inconvenient.
H '.,hould hp nett: cl that two separate leads are connected directly to each end of the resistance
winding. '!
F!1e lend:_; C and con one side and T and ton the other side.
it i';

l"::.tturcs {l: flh:-'ibt:J.i:1C•;; Wire 1J~ermoruders
I. Rc.:.:isfo'.1Ct' v ·v. ~ t 11 '.·rmurnctern have a high degree of accuracy. Precision Jaboratory
rUff:.:t1t's :r:ny be c:alib· ..
;,u1· measuring temperatures to within :LO 0.1 (JC. Industrial instruments
tcm11e.n~imc tkkci:orn W.ID)" 1~:an be calibrated to detect the actual temperatures
fY25c Cup to 120 °C, and J..:U'5°C from 12ff'C to 550"C.
2 Rcsi~tance thermometers are normally designed for fast response, as well as accura.cy to
prnvide ;:lose control of processes in which narrow ranges or small temperature spans must be main-

Jn'l

SaH~~i~

~ta!~Icd.

3 Ear.:h type of resistance thermometer is interchangeable in a process without compensation
or rclibration, becau:•e each type is c;ilibrated with reference to a standard resistance-temperature
it..
;~ a uni\
d:uuaged it can be easily replaced.
4.
'Jicd! 1r::du~.tri2J applications of resistance thern101neters for measuring temperature are
1~ooling r···,·.-.,;,ses. beating ovens, drying ovens, kilns, process ves<'ds, baths, quenches, refining, conn
\rel'·/ :r· <orage plants, steam and power generatjon c011dc::isa'. :~s, steam exhausts, pickling and
~'b ;·ig ,.,a 1t~. injection moulding. compression moulding. i •.,, '.
moulding, and air inversion
:T · ··-;.'.r·'ments.
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29'37. Semi -conductor Thermometers
Semi-conductor materials like germanium crystals with controlled doping can be used for
measurement of cyragenic temperatures especially bebw 25 K (-248 °C). They are also usable
at HJO K (-17 3 °C). Semi-conductor materials used in resistance temperature thermometers have
large resistance temperature co-efficients and hence they are very sensitive in the above mentioned
range. They are rep~atable within 0·01°C, but the units must be individually calibrated.
Silicon crystals are now being u~ed in the range -48 ·c to 25? ·c. In this range, their
resistance increases with increasing temperature, and the relationship is sufficiently Lnear. These
thermometers must be individually calibrated.,
1 ca'rbon resistors like those commonly used in electronic circuits are also used as temperature
sensitive elements.
The advantages are :
(f) They are readily available and are inexpensive. (ii) They are rugged and sensitive.
(iii) Their sizes are small. Common sizes vary from 0'25 to 1 watt power and 10 to 500 n
resistance.
iv) They have a good frequency response characteristics.
Their disadvantages are :
(i) They are not so reproducible as germanium.
''(ii) They have :a large neg~tive resistance temperature co-efficient below ~i13°C.
29'38. Thermistors
The principle of working and constructional details ofthermistors have already been explained
in Art. 25'22 on page 777.
29'38'1. Characteristics of Thermistors
1. Resistance Temperature Characteristics. The mathematical relationship between the
resistance of a thermistor and absolute temperature is given by :
RT1 =RT2

exp [~(i/T1- J/T2)] (See Eqn. 25'36 page 778).

·
The resistance temperature characteristics of a thermistor are drawn in Fig. 25'24 on page 778.
The characteristics show that even for a small change in temperature the change in resistance of the
thermistor is very large. Thus thermistors have a high sensitivity and are extremly useful as resistance
temperature detectors.

2. Voltage Current C~aracteristics. The voltage-current characteristics (Fig. ?9.60) of a
thermistor are important. If the applied voltage to a thermistor is smallt the current is small and
the device obeys Ohm's law. Thus at low voltages current is proportional to voltage. However
when the current in the thermistor is large enough to raise the temperature of the thermisto;
, appreciably above the ambient temperature, the resistance of the thermistor will be decrnasf'd and
more current will flow, further increasing the temperature and decreasing the resistance of the
thermistor. This current increases until the heat dissipation of the thermistor equals the electrical
power supplied to the thermistor. The characteristics are shown in Fig. 29'60. The log of volt age
is plotted as a function of log of the current, while the power and resistance are read from the
diagonal log scales. The current increases with increase in voltage until a maximum voltage is
reached. Beyond this the current increases with decrease in voltage and the thermistor has a negative resistance.
Hence under any fixed ambient conditions the resistance of a thermistor is largely a function of power being dissipated within itself, provided there is enough power available to raise
its temperature of ambient. Under such operating conditions, the temperature above thermistor mav
rise l00°C to zoo0 c ~nd its resistance may drop to one thousanqth of its value at low cummt.
·
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This characteristic of self heat of a thermistor prov~des an entirely new field of uses of therM
mistors. In the self beat state, the thermistor is sensitive to anything that c.hanges rate at which heat
is conducted away from it. Thus it can be used to measure flow, pressure, liquid level, composition
of gases etc. If on the other hand, the rate of heat removal is fixed, then the thermistor is sensitive
to power input and can be used. for power level or voltage control.
1<>6

10 1

tOG-

t10·._-,l&--'l~~~'Jj::.~~~c:-~

>

'
0

'.!!':

Fig. 29'61. Current-tin e cb<;racteristic of a
thermisto1.

Fig 29'60. Voltage-current cbaracteris!ics
of a thermistor.

1

3. Current-Time Characteristics. The c~urrent time characteristics of Fig. 29'61 indicate
the time de!ay to reach maximum current as a function of applied voltage. When the self heating
effect occurs in a thermistor network, a certain finite tim(; is required for the thermistor to heat and
the current to build up to a maximum steady value. This time may be changed by changing the
applied voltage or the series resistance of the circuit. This tjme-current relationship provides a
simple and accurate means of providing time delays ranging from micro seconds to minutes. Thus a
thermistor max be us~d for providing time delays.
z9·3g·2. Measurement of Temperature with Thermistors
1 he thermistor's large resistance change per degree change in temperature provides good
accuracy and resolution. A typical thermistor with a 200 D. resistance at 25°C and a temperature
coefficient of 0'029/°C shows a resistance change of 78 fJtC change in temperature.
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Temperature measurements can be made by connecting a battery, a micro.ammeter arid a
thermistor in series. The resistance of the thermistor may be of the order of 1os 0 or more and that
of the lead) is negligible. If the emf of battery, remains constant and if the current drawn by the ,
'circuit is Jimited to a value that will not raise the temperature of thermistor appreciably above
ambient, the mirco ammeter can be directly calibrated to read temperature. The micro ammeter can
give a resolution of o· 1 ·c.
·
Where higher ~ensitivities are desired, a bridge circuit shown in Fig. 29'62 may be used.
This bridge circuit uses two thermistors T1 and T2 and a temperature compensating device.
The high sensitivity and high resistance of thermistors make them ideal devices for remote
control and measurement of temperature as changes in contact or transmission resistances will not
affect the readings
29' 3g·3; · Salient Features of Theri..istors.
1. 'Thermistors, are compact,.rugged and inexpensive.
2. Thermistors when properly aged, have good stability.
3. The response time of thermistors can vary from a fracti.on of a second to minufo.:i, depend.;
ing on the size of the detecting mass and thermal capacity of the. thermistor. It varies inversely with
the dissip,ation factor. The power dissipation factor varies with the degree of thermal isolation of the
thermistor element.
4. The upper operating limit of temperature for thermistors is dependent on physical changes
in the material or solder used in attaching the electrical connections and is usually 400 °C or less.
The Jower temperature limit of temperature is. normally det~rmined by the resistance reaching such
a high value that .it cannot be measured by standard methods.
5. The measuring current should be maintained to as low a value as possible so that self
heating of thermistors is avoided otherwise errors are introduced on account of change of resistance
caused by self heating. Where it is '.not possible to avoid se.1f heating, thermistor stability can be
maintained at given temperature by using an auxiliary heating element. Tbe average power dissipa..
tion can be effectively r:!Q aced and the highest sensitivity retained by energizing the thermistor with
pulser; of measuring pov'er. ,
6. Thermistors c!!n be Installed ·at a ,distance from their associated measuring circuits if
elements of high resistance are used such that the resistance of leads even though the leads may-be
very long) is negligible. This way the resistanc~ of leads does not affect the readings and ·hence errors
on this count are negligible.
· ·
.
,
·
The above features give thermiscors advantages tJyer conventional thermocouples, resistanc'
thermometers, and fiJled system thermometer sensing elements. · Thermistors not only find use ir
temperature measurements but are also ·used in other applications.
·
. Note : See Chapter 25 for solved examples on Resistance Thermometers and Thermistors. Sei
pages 775 to 781 for solved examples and pages 823 and 824 for unsolved problems.
29' 39. Thermocouples

The operation of thermoc0uples has been explained in Chapter 8, (see page 249). The em
produced in a thermocouple circuit is given by
E=a(6t)tb(~t)2 (Eqn. g·74 on page 250)
where
and

6 !=difference in temperature between the hot thermocouple junction and the referenc

junction of the thermocouple,
a, b=constants.

a is usually very large as compared with b and therefor~ emf thermocouple is Ee.a (f:.t)

or

E
D,tet.-- ·
'}
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In a thermocoupk temperature measuring circuit, the emf set up is measured by sending a
current through a moving cuil instrument, the deflection being directly proportional to the emf. Since
emf is a function of temperature difference !::. t. the instume11t can be calibrated to read the tempera~
ture. The emf may also be measured by a potentiometer.
Fig. 29"63 shows a typical circuit of an iron constantan thermocouple.
Since the thermo-electric emf depe.ads upon the difference in temperature between the hot
junction and the reference junction, the temperature of the latter should remain absolutely constant
in order that the calibration holds good and there are no errors on account of change in ambient
temperature. The temperature of the reference junction is controlled for this purpose. The reference
junction temperature is usually o·c. Thermocouples are used for measurement of temperatures
Iron lead
I

bon
-----a
'=----~b.

Tempuoturt
con1rolled
Junction box

Constonton

c

Copper

)f Moving

lead

coil

instrument

\
d

Thermocouple

Constantan· lead

Fig. 29'63. Measurement of temr>erature with thermocouple.

upto 1400°C. The common types of thermocouples are given in Table 29'2 together with· useful temperature range. It shold be mentioned here that the combination of metals be so chosen that a rise
in temperature should always produce a linear rise in emf I.e. the value of 'b' (Eqn. 8'74) should be
negligible.
The emf of many thermocouples follows the quadratic relationship given by Eqn. 8'74.
Fig. 29"64 shows curves for several combinations of metals, when one of the junctions, reference
junction, is. kept at a temperature o·c and the temperature of the other junction, the detfcting
junction, is the variable temperature (i.e. the temperature to be measured).
50.---.-~.....---...-~.---...~-.--~-,--~r----..---.

50

1.

40

E.m.f
( mVl 30 ,__.__,___

0

200 400

2COO

Fig. 2:;1"64. Temperature emf curves for thermocouples with reference junction at 0°c.

29·39·]. Thermocouple Construction

In industrial applications the choice of materials used to make up a tbermoc'ouple depends upon
the temperature range to be measured, the kind of atmosphere to whicb the material will be exposed
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TABLE 29·2
Industrial Tbenoocooples
Base·metal couples
Copper

Positive
wire

Rare metal couples

Iron

Chrome I
90% Cr.
10% Ni

Chrom.el

Alu me I
94 % Ni,
2% Al,+~'
and Mn

Cons tan tan Platinum

Tungsten 72%
rhenium 26%

iridium

-200 to
+850

0 to+1400

0 to+2i500

-l 100

0 to
+2100

1300

1100

1650

Platinum 90%
rhodium IO%

Tun"sten 95%
rhenium 5%

- --· - ---·

Negative

Constantan
40% Ni,
60%Cu
approx.

wire

Tempe·
-250 to+400
r::ture
range (°C)
. Spot maxi·
mum C°C)
Charac·
terlstics

500

Resists oxldis·
ing and reducing
atmospheres
up to 350°C.
Requires
. protection
from acid
fumes.

Constantan

-200 to+850 -200 to

HOO
Low cost.
Corrodes in
the presence
of moisture
oxygen, and
sulphur·
bearing gases .
Suitable for .
reducing
atmosphere.

Resistant to
oxidis:ng but
not to reduc·
Ing atmos·
phere. Sus·
ceptible to
attack by
carbonbearing
gases
sulphur, and
cyanide
fume.s.

''uitable for Low emf.
oxidising but Good resis·
not for redu· tance to
cing atmos- oxidising
atmospheres,
pheres,
poor with
carbonreducing
bearing
gases and atmospheres.
cyanide
Calibration is
affected by
fume!!.
High
metallic
vapours and
emf.
contact with
metallic
oxides.

Rhodium
iridium

--~-

For use in
non·ox1dising
atmospheres
only. The5%
rhenium
arm is brittle
at room
temperatures.

Similar to
platinum
rhodiumplatinum.·

to output emf and its stability, mechanical strength, and the accuracy required in measurements.
Thermocouple materials .are divided into two categories : (i) Rare metal types using platinum,
rhodium, etc. and (ii) Base metal type.
Several combinations of dissimilar metals make good thermocouples for industrial use.
These combinations apart form having linear response and high sensitivity, should .be physically strong
to withstand high temperatures, rapiq temperature changes, and the effect of corrosive and reducing
atmospheres. Based on years of experience in application of thermocouples, industry has standar·
dized a few wire combinations.
Thermocouples are seldom used as bare wires, except for detecting hot junction. A hot
junction arrangement is shown in Fig. 29 65. It is a simple arrangement consisting a pair of wires
insulated by ceramic sleeves. The ends of the wires are either twisted together or we1ded.
Junction

Box

Compensating
Lead

FiB·

29'6~.

Hot junction with ceramic insulations.

lOJ 8
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fig. 29'66 shows a few arrangements .for hot junctions which are more robust. They have
wires insulated by mineral insulatioQ and protected by a stainle;s steel outer casing which prevents
the ingress of damaging hot gases or damage due.to force or pressure Thermocouples are available
in a variety of sizes ranging from 0'25 mm to 3 min.

\JI
~

....

-1

0

(:I

03
0

..

~

°'9
0

i-;1

iJ

r;-ot

Fig. 29'66. Construction of hot junctons.

The sensitivity of thermocouple can be increased by reducing the mass of the measuring
junction. One method of reducing the mass is to butt weld the two thermocouple wires. In applications
where the mechanical strength of the butt weld is not sufficient. the two wires are twisted together
and the ends are welded.
·
2.9·39'2. Measurement of Thermocouple Output
· .
fhe output e~f of a thermocouple as a result ·of difference between temperatures of
measuring junction and reference junction can be .rµeasured by the following methods :
·
(i) Measuring the output voltage directly with a permanent magnet moving coil (PMMC)
instrument. A miJJivoltmeter is used since the output is the order of mV.
(ii) Measuring the output voltage with the help of a d.c. potentiometer.
~;ii) Measuring the output. voltage after amplifying if. ·
t. Millivoltmeter. The simplest type of temperature measurement using. a thermocouple is by
connecting a sensitive milli-voltmeter across the cold junctioo. The deflection is· proportional to
the current flowing in the circuit. If the resistance of meter is Rm and that of the external circuit .
E
. .
is Rs, t he current ts , ~ Rm+ Ri ·

In order to ensure sufficient current to deflect the movement the resistance of the meter
should be smal~ since the sensitivi_t! of therm~couples _is qu~te small and th.ey produce an output

vo1tage which 1s a few mV/100 C. Industrial movmg-cotl thermocouple mstruments commonly
have a resistance of about 50 n and .the resistance· of the external circuit (resistance of thermocouple and its leads) is about 10-20 n. Thus there will be large loading errors if this ml!thod
of measurement is used. These errors can be eliminated if a high resistance is used in series with
the instrument both to have a high input resistance and to swamp out errors caused on account
of variation in resistance of leads.
2. Potentiometers. The most commonly used method for measurement of temperature with
thermocouple employs a d.c self balancing potentiometer described in Art. 14'14 on page 469.
There are no loading .errors as at balance no cQrrent is drawn from the thermocouple whose emf is
is being measured. The resistance variation problems are also absent when potentiometers are
used. ·
·
Many types of automatic potentiometers have been developed both for automatic recording
of temperatures on chart recorders and for automatic process control,
·
·
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3. Amplifiers with Output Devices. The use of transistors and integraied circuit methods
has led to the development of compact aod chl!l!ap d.c. ampliliers. The amplifiers amplify the o.utput
of the thermocouple and feed to indicating or recording devices. These devices may be either analog
Oi digital type. In this case al;o, the loading errors and errors on account variation of resistance are
absent. The refore there are no circuit problems. But a disadvantage of these methods is that
they require an auxiliary soµrc~ of power while direct deflection method do not require any separate
source.
29·39·3. Compe1isating Circuits. When temperatures near ambient are to be measuret! with
a thermocouple and it is inconvenient to use a fixed reference junction, compensating circuits must
be employed ia thC"'measuring system. An arrangement for automatic compensation is shown in
Fig. 29'67. A temperature sensitive bridge is included in the thermocouple circuit, such that variaf ons
in tbe ambient temperature are compensated for by the changes in the resistance Re and the compensating junction.

r ...
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Fig. 29'67. Thermocouple with bridge type compensation.

Fig. 29'68. Thermocouple reference junction.

Multichannel thermocouple systems sometimeg use a heated, thermostatically controlled
refere.,ce junction as shown in Fig. 29'67. By using a regulated temperature control . of the
reference junction, an accuracy of ± 3%can be obtained.
29·39·4. Reference junction Compensation. A factor which is important in the use of thermocoupl~

is the requirement of a known reference temperature of the reference junction. This is

because when the reference junction is not held at 0°C, the observed value must be correctt'!d by
adding to it a voltage that have resulted from a temperature difference equal to the amount by
which the reference junction is above o·c (This is because the thermocouples are calibrated with
temperature of refemce junction as o•c).
' Now ET=Et+ Eo where ET is the total emf at temperature T, Et is the emf on account of
temperature difference between detecting (hot) and the reference junction and Eo is the emf due
to temperature of the reference Jimcfam being above 0°C. Since, there exists a non-linear
relationship between the emf nnd the tempei·ature. it is important that temperatures are determined
by the above process rather than converfa·ig an emf to temperature and then adding it to ambient
temperature.
·
I
~
,.,
,
'
,.
.
. 1s
. d. es1racue
• ~-' to p.ace
1
• re fierence
""'9·39't::,,. u~.M!
1,Ai-m~u;r;;~'H;;~~~.
;;i:o
ni;,1orJ.y appncat:o~s
it
tne
junction at a point far removed from the meastm'!ment junction. The connecting wires from the
~hermocouple he.ad to the meter are, therefor·;', very long and are usuaJly not at the same
:emperature throughout their Jength. This causes errors, which can be avoided by ti~i,rig connecting
1Vires made of the same material as the thermocouple wires. The implementation of this arrangemen~
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may not be possible in many cases due to cost and other considerations. Under these circumstances.
materials are chosen such that the relationship between emf and temperature is the same or almost .
the same as that for thermocouple wires. These wires are then caJJed Compensating Leads.
0

29'39'6. Advantage$ and Disadvantages of Thermocouples

Advantages. I. Thermocouples are cheaper than the resistance thermometers.
.. 2, . · Thermocouples foJlow the temperature changes with a ·small time Jag and as such are
suitable for recording comparatively rapid changes in temperature.
Thermocouples are very convenient for measuring the temperature at one particular point in
a pfoce of apparatus.
Disadvantag~. 1. They have a lower accuracy and hence they cannot be used for precision
work.
/
2. To ensure long life of thermocouples in their operating environments; they .should be
protected in an open or closed,.end metal protecting tube or well. To prevent contamination of the
thermo-couple, when precious metals like platinum or its alloys are being used, the protecting tube
has to be made chemicatly inert and vacuum tight.
3. The thermocouple is placed remote from measuring devices. Connections are thus made by
means of wires called extension wires. Maximum accuracy of measurement is assured only when
compensating wires are of the same material as the thermocouple wires. The circuitry ;s, thus, very
complex.
·
Example 29 30. ~alcutate the thermoelectric sensitivity of a· device using bismuth and
tellurium as the dissi nilar metals. Estimate the maximum output voltage for a lOO"C temperature
difference at room temperature using one.junction. The sensitivity of bismith is -72 µ.V /"C and that
of tellurium is 500 µV/°C.
·
Solution: Sensitivity of thermocouple -500-( - 72) = 572 µ. V/°C.
:. Voltage output for a temperature difference of 100"C=572x10-Gx 100=57'2 mV.
Example 29'3t. . A chromel-alumel hot junction is connected to a potentiometer. This is at
a temperature of 20°C and gives a reading of 21·01 mV.. ·Determine the measured t1tmperature assuming the thermocouple to conform to the values given in Fig. 29'62 which are based on reference
junction at 0°c., The emf corresponding to a temper~ture of 2o•c is o·s mV. Consult curves given in
Fig. 29'62.
.
. ·
. .
.
Solution. The measured emf ~s the alg~bra1c sum of emfs at ehe hot and reference Junctions.
:. Required elilf is eT=et+eo=27'07+o·s =27'87 mV.
Corresponding to this emf the temperature iS 620°C.
Example 29'32. ·A thermocouple circuit uses a chromel·alumel thermocouple which gives an
emf of 33·3y when measuring a temperature of soo·c with reference temperature o·c. The resistance
of the meter coil, Rm is 50 0 and a current of o· 1 mA gives full scale deflection. The resistance of
· junctions and leads, Re, is 12 !l. Calculate :
(a) 11.esistance of the series resistance if a temperature of soo·c is to give full scale deflection.
(b) the approximate error due to rise of 1 0 in Re.
(c) the approximate error due to a rise of 10·c In the copper coil of the meter. The resistance
temperature co-efficient of coil is 0'00426/°C.
Solution. (a) Emf E=HRm+R.+Re)
or 33·3x10-S.+.?lj ~~· o-scso+R.+12)
·
or Series resistance R~=2:/l 0.
. l3. 3,/L a-s
-:.n.q97 mA·
(b) Current in the circuit with ·increased resistance=· ~'..'."7'lfFl +f!f .:s.~""
1

.
•
•
I
0'0997-C'l
. . Approximate error tn temperature= ---- 0.1- -· '800 P...,..;i·4°C.

i· ·
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(c) Change in resistance of coil with a temperature increase of 1O"C=50 x o·oo ~ 26 x 10- 2· 13
Current in the circuit with increased resistance of coH

n.

3·33x10-3

so+ 2·13 +271 +12 A=o·o9936 mA.

.
.
0'1-0'09936 800
. .,oc
. . Approx1mate error m temperature=
=- 5 1£.J •
0. 1 - x

- . - - Example 29'33. The simple potentiometer circuit of Fig. 29'69 is to work from a platin~un/
platinum rhodium 10 per cent thermocouple and have a measuring range of 900"C-1200°C.
-- The scale readings are to be correct for a reference junction temperature of 20 °C. The slide
wire resistance is 2·s n and the circuit is
standardized to give 1·os Y between A and B.
Find the values of resistance ~1 and R2.
Data from thermocouple tables for platinum/
platinum-rhodium 10 per cent with 0°C
reference junction temperature is :
emf for 20°C=o·112 mV,
emf for 900°C=8'446 mV,
emf for 1200°C=11"946 mV.
Solution. The resultant emfs at the
detecting junction temperature of t1 and
reference junction temperature of t2=20 °C,
are
at 90~)°C, Ei=8'446-0'll2. s·334 mA
and at 1200°CE2=ll'946-0'112=1l·s34 mV.
,. .. - . - ,
With the same standardising current,
~·..--1· 1hermocouple
tf
the emfs are :

L.

Il _ ____ _:I

Eae

Ri+~~~~R2

x R1=8'334x10-a

Fig. 29'69

. ... (i)
.-

11·334
. "d'mg {/')
D1v1
z by (I), we have -R1+2·5
Ri .... --tf3J
4

.or Ri = 5·95

n.

u

Substituting the value of R1 in (i), we get R2 = 762'6 n.

29'40. Qoirtz Crystal Thermometer
A quartz crystal possesses a property that its resonant frequency changes wiih tl::e chfmgt.: n1

temperatur~. This property is made use of in quartz crystsl thermometer fot J,ea1mrnmen.t of
temperature. This is a novel and e::r.tremely accurate method for measurement of temperature.

If the quartz crystal is given a proper angle cut. there eiists a linear relationship between
resonant frequency and the temperature. The resonant frequency is, therefon· a measure of the
temperature. The frequency is measured with the help of digital frequency metc;rn and is displayed. _
'

The advantage of this thermometer is that sensitivities of the order of OWH ·e are . obtf!.ined~
Also the thermometer is insensitive to stray pickups in the connecting cables since the ou1:pllt is fre.quency which is measured by-digital techniques.
-
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29· 41.. Radiation .Pyrometers
When temperatures being measured are very high and physical contact with the medi,un tJ
be measured is impossible or impractical, use is made of thermal radiation methods or .:'pttcai
pyromei:ers are used. These pyrometers are used under conditions where corrosive vapours or ii'}uids
would destroy thermocouples, resistance thermometers and thermistors if made to come hi c011tact
with th1; measured medium. These pyromete1s find applications for temperatur~s which a;:.;; ~bove
the range i}f thcnnm::ouples and also for rapidly moving objects.
P:.<H]fathn pyrometry measures the radiant heat emitted or reflected by a hot object. Thermal
radi:-nion 1::; electromagnetic radiation emitted as a result of temper~ture. Thermal radiation lies in
the 1v,iv~:fongth region· from about ff 1 to 100 µm. Practical radiation pyrometers are sensitive to a
Hi.nitcd bJ.nd of rndmnt energy~ although the theory indicates that they should be sensitive to entire
S'.»cr:trum of energy radiated by the object.
The radiation pyrometers operate on the principle that the energy radiated from .a · hot body
is a. [unction of its temperature. According to Stefan Boltzmann law, the heat radiated ~r square
metre from body is ~
·
q~~s·12x 10- 8 e {T14-1'24)

W/m2

.

where T1 =absolute temperature of radiating hot body; K, T2=absolute temperature pf surround~p;

K

.

e=co-effi.cient of emissitivity( = 1 for perfect black bodies)
: . Heat radiated by a perfect black body qo = 5·72x10-s (T1 4 -T24) W/m2.
The heat radiated by the hot body is focussed on a radiation detector as shown in Fig. 29'70.
The radiation detector is blackened so as tl-Oi 1>oe1y
Len!>
to approach as nearly as possible to the
theor\:Hcal black body and absorbs all
or almost all radiation falling upon it.
Heat absorbed by radiation
detector qb = 5·72x10-s [T14-T24] W/m 2 ,
If temperature of detector is
Temperature Detector
very small as compared with that of hot
4nuumotouple or fbermopild
body, we have qo = 5·72 X 10-s T1 4 W/m 2
Fig. 29'70. Measurement of temperature with
Therefore the heat received by
Radiation Pyrometers.
the detector is proportional to the fourth power of absolute temperature of hot body.
29·41·t Principles Gsed for Radiation Temperature Measuring Devices
There are two principles used for construction of radiation temperature measuring devices.
1. Total Radiation Pyrometry : In this case the total radiant energy from a heated body
is measured. The radiation pyr,ometer, then, is intended to receive maximum amount of radiant
energy at widest range of wavelengths possib]e.
~~ Selective (or Parti!ll) R~diation Pyrometry. In this case we may measure the spectral
radian~ intensity of the radiated energy from the heated body at a given wavelength.
Actually it is difficult to build a practical pyrometer that is responsive to radiation of all
wavelengths or to spectral radiation of one wavelength . Therefore practical radiation pyrometers
respond to a wide band of radiation of approximately o· 1 to 8 µm width in the visible and . infrared
band of radiation spectrum.

.,.9·4r2. Radhitioo Receiving Elements
The purpose of a radiation- temperature measuring device is to convert the radiant energy into .
a suitable form for indication of temperature. For this purpose the following devices are used.
1. v~coum Thermocouple. A vacuum thermocouple comprises of a thermo. junction of
extremely thin strips which are blackened. The thermocouple is .enclosed in an evacuated housing
with a suitable window to admit the radiant energy as shown in Fig. 29'71. The heat loss from the .
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thermocouple due to conduction and convection is greately reduced because of _tbl3 evacuated
envelope. this results in. appreciable temperature rise of the detecting juit-.:tb(n and therefore a
·measurable emf can be obtained even for a small radiant energy received at the derectio3 junction.
Since the thermocouple has a low m:.iss and is placed in vacuum, it can respond to rapid changes in
radiant energy.
·
'l.. Therwl)pilc. in indu~Jrial applic.-1tiom; in which a vacuum thermocouple is needed for
its speed of response, it is current practice tD as·;emble Si!vcral thermocouples in series lo form a
thermopile. A thermopile consists of a group of \·ewrsmaH the·mocouples a5 sho vn in Fig. 29 72
so connected in series. that their emfs arc additive. Thi:; gives an increased sensitivity. The tiny
thermocouples '..unctions, about pii: point size, are !lattened a·nd blackened so rhat. they absorb all the
radiant energy reaching them.

lnstrurocnt

t.ilechonism

Fig. 29'11. Mea rnrernent oft~ mpe1 atmi:
with vac·ium thermocouplt:. ,

Fig. 29' i2. Thermopile.

Pyrometersi~corporatin;j thermocouple or thermopiles do not require co.npensating cable
between. the pyrometer anq the displ!J.y. The sensitive element is required to meamre its own temperature change, due to radiant energy received, relative to the te 11p.:rJture of the immediate
surroundings, i.e. the body of the iastrumi:nt. This is achieved by locating the reference junction or
junctions within the body of the instrument, in a position shielded from direct radiation from thi>:
heated body.
·
Varying ambient tem.peratures, which may affect the thermopile, are compensated for by a
nickel resistance spool. This spool provides a variable shunt across the emf produced. As the ambient
temperature increases or decreases, the corresponding resistance changes ofthe nickel coil varies the
emf output of the head resulting in accurate compensation over the entire range of the instrunenL

A thermopile has. longer speed of response but normally speeds of response of less than
several seconds are not important in most industrial applications. Typical response time is 2 s and
higher.
3, Bolometer. A bolometer i~ a thermal device that changes its electrical r~sistancc with
temperature. The resistance of the bolometer changes in response to the therm:i! radiation focussed
on it. A bolometer is made of thin ribbon -or platinum or nickel depending upon the response
required. The change in resistance is measured by a Wheatstone bridge. In fact two thin strips are
used which form two arms of a Wheatstone bridge. One strip is exposed to the radiation. The other
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strip is shielded and compensates for any change in the ambien(te,mperature; Absorption of radiant

therm.~} energ~ by the. exposed strip results in increase of resistance of the strip which is measured bv

the bndge callbrated m terms of temperature
Bolometers have a fast response but are expensive to construct and are less rugged than Gti.J_,,- _.
detectors.
4. Phot~M~Je~tric Transducers. Pho_to·electric transducers are discussed in details in Chapter 19.
(See Art. 19'22. pag~ 626 onwards). Photo eleetric transducers used for d;!tection of radian~ energy are
photo-emissive cells, photo conductive ceUs and photovoltaic cells. The output of these cells varies
with the amount of radiant energy incident on them. In general the photo electric transducers are
sen~itive h.; ~iven porlfons of the spectrum and .therefore they are used with partial radiation and
optical radmhon pyrometers.
PhotoQelectric detectors are very rugged and also have a very'fast response.
1:9.41'3. Total R~diatioHB Py-n~u:ietcrs ·
The t!Jtai radiation pyrometer receives virtually all the radiation from a particular area of
hot body and focuses it on a t11~nshive remperature transducer like thermocouple, thermopile, bolometer etc. The term tohd rndi:atfon includes both the visible (light) and invi~ible (infrared) radiations.
The total radiatiou py.rnm:.:rnr comdsts of a radiation.receiving element and a measuring
device to indicate the temperature directly.
·
The mirror type radiation
receiver is shown in Fig. 29·73, Herc
diaphragm unit along with a mirror
is used to focus the radiation on a
radiant energy sensing transducer.
The lens to transducer (a vacunm
thermoco~ple
or ·a thermopile)
distance is adjustable for proper
focus. The mirror arra1 .ment has
au advantage thM since' ·' ".ere is no
lens, the absorption and reflection.
effects are absent.

Vacuum Thermocouple

(or Thermopile)

Mirror
Fig. 29·73, Mirror type radiation receiving device.

The mirror type . of radiati_oo receiver shown in Fig 29·73 is so arranged. that the image
of the front diaphragm is focused on the th~rmocouple by the ~mirror. Therefore~ the temperature
measurements are independent of the distance of the target if the field of view is filled.
Presence of any absorbing media between target and · the transducer reduces the radiation
received that therefor~ the pyrometer reaJs low. Substances like smoke, dirt and gases absorb
radiation and therefo:re cause negative static errors. On the other hand presenre .of heat sources
Iike hot gases, high temperature particles and flame cause the meter to read high.
Due to the fourth power law (q oc T4) the characteristics of total radiation pyrometer are
nonAinear and the device exhibit poor sensitivity .in the Jower temperature ranges. For example any
output voltc:ge 2 mV for temperature change of o·c to 500"C is typical. Inspite of this lower
se.nsitivity, total radiation pyrometers are used for low temperature applications instead of padial
radiation pyrometers which give better reauits in applications in.voMng measurement of high
temperatures. Total radiation pyrometers cannot be used for temperature-s ·- wer than 600°C since at
lower temperatures error may be introduced by the fact 1l}at the temperat , of the pyrometer itself
may not be negligible as compared with that of bot body. Therefore ti 1 radiation pyrometers
are used for a temperature range of 1200°C to 3500°C.
The output from a total radiation pyrometer whether amplified or not, is usually taken
to a PMMC instrument, or to a self-balancing potentiometer. Digital displays are . also being
increasingly used. The output may be fed to a recorder for recording oito a controller for control

purposes.
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29'4ht Infrared Pyrometers

. . . Infrared pyrometers are partial or seJe~tive radia~ion .PYromet~rs._ Infrared energy is
1nv1s1bJe, to the human eye~ but. c~n be felt. . There is a proportional .increase m mfrared enerJi(y 18 ~he
temp~ra.ure of the su~face .r~d1ati~g body. mcreases .. Above temperatures of approximately sso·c~
~ sun~ce starts to radiate Y!s1bJe hght. energr and si~ultaneousiy there is a proportional increas~
~n the rnfrared energy. .Tms proport~o~aJ mcr~ase m . infrared! energy with surface energy makef!l
!nf~are9 pyrometry possible by .combmmg a SU!table detector, electronic circuitryt and means of
md1cat10~ an?/ or control. The infrared spectrum ranges from 0'22 µm to. I 7 µm and the commonly
used portion is 2 to 7 µm. Some manufactucers use only 5 to 7 µm portwn of the range for th
purposes of pyrometry;
·
e
Infrared princ!pl~s using vacuum thermocouples, thermopiJes and bolometers have b e
successfully employed m mfrared·spectrometers as wen as in total radiation pyrometers.
·
en
Various types of photo-electric tran.sdu~r~ are m~st .comf!lonly used for Infrared transducers.
The !Dost .~ u~cessful transduce.r used for mdustrial apphcat1ons is the plmtovoJtidc cell. The cell
med rn rad1at1on pyrometers, m fact, responds to wavelengths in infrared region rather than t
0
visible light, and may be used to measure temperatures down to about 400°C.
'
An outsta_nding feature of ~he pyrometers based on photovoltaic<ceUs is their high speed of
response. The time to reach 98 % of full response to a step input are of the order of 1 ,
as compared with si:veral seconds for a total radiation pyrometer.
ms,
The infrared radiation is focused on to a photoQvoJtaic ceJJ and therefore ft fs necessary to
insure that the cell does not beeome
overheated. A radiant energy re·
ceiver is shown in Fig 29'74. The
Diaphragm
cone of radiation passing ultimately
~o t~e photo cell is defined by the
!area of the first diaphragm. The
·~----Infra Rad
protective window is made of thin
Fllte r
glass and serves to protect the ceJJ
-•.
..,.,.&Idm!J---- Photo Voltaic
and filter from physical dama1e.
Cell
The filter is used in the range of
1ooo·c to 1200.C in order to reduce
Fig~ 29·14. Infrared pyrometer.
the infrared radiation passed to the photo cell. This helps in preventing ~he photo cell from gettiug
overheated.
All infrared systems depend upon the transmission ot' $he infrared radiant energy hefa&
emitted by a heated body to a detector in the measurin~ sys~em through surroundiugs. The~e
is no direct contact with the surface whose temPl'rature is being me".Sured. The sensor head is
focused on ,the object whoso temperatu~e is being me~sured. a,nd/or oo~ttolled. The infrared .energy
falling on the detector either changes the ~eteetor retmtanoo m p.roportmn to te~perature, as m t~e
case of a thermistor, or generates an emf m the detector, such. ~ a. thermop~le. The change m
resistance or generated emf is then indicated on a meter- or a dtgttal display or is used to operate a
controller for the process.
!ll'i>;

29'4f5. Optical Pyrcmeters .

The radiations from a heated body at high temperatures fall within the visible region of the
spectrum. For a give~ :waveJen~th in t~e visible region the energy radiated b greater
at higher temperatures. Within the v1s1ble region a .given wavelength h~s a fixed colour .'2nd tbe
energy of radiation is interpreted as intensity · or brightness. Therefore. if .we. measure bnghtness
of the light of a given colour emitted by a hot source, we can have an md1catio11~ of temperature ..
This is the principf·· n which an optial pyrom9t(lr works._
·
In an·(': ptic,,, pyrometer the wavelength of, r~diati~n accepted is restricted .by means of a
colour filter and the brightness is measured by companson with a standard lamp.
·
.
,
electromagn~ic

I,
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Disappearing Filament Optical Pyrometer. The most common type of optical pyrometer
is the ''Disappearing Ft'ament Pyrometer". The schematic \.JJagram of this pyrometer is ·shown·
in Fig. 29 75.
Alter.

Objective
tens

Eye
piece

~

Filament

.. ·

source

Radiant

Rheostat

energy

PMtlft
meter

\ :

Fig. 29·75, Disapreariog

filam~ot

type optical pyrometer.

An imag~ of the· fadiating source is produced by a lens ; and made to coincidi> 'with the
dament of an e.Je~tric lamp. The ·curren.~ t~rough the . lamp fi1anien.t IS made v~riabie so that lamp
intensity can be adjus'.e<l. The. filament IS viewed tht~ugb an eye piece an.d a filter. The current
through filan,ent {~ adjusted untll the filament and the image are of equal brightness.

When the'. brightness of image
produced by the ~ource and brightness
produced by :he 'filament. are equal,
the outline of the filament disappears as
shown in. Fig 29 76' (c).
However, if the temperature
of the filament is higher than that
required for the equuli ty of bri?htness,
( al
: bl
(!:)
it (filament) becomes too bright as . cilam~nt toobrrgM
Flibmentt.oodeirk
Equal bright1·wss
shown in Fig. 29.76 (a). On the oth~r
.. . .
. .
. . .
hand, if the tcmperatµre of filament ts
Fig. 29 76. Field view of d1sappearrng·filament pyrometer.
lower, it becomes dark as shown in Fig 29'76 (b).
Since the intensity of light of any wavelength,'depends .upon ,the temperature of the radiating
body and the temperature of filament depends upon the ~urrent flowing through the lamp; the
imtrument may be directly. caHbrared in. terms '?f the filament current.• However. the .filai:pent ·
current depe1ids upon the resistance of the filament, therefore modern pyrometers are calibrated
in term5 of resistance of filament circ:uit
. , .
·
·
The range of temperature whic~ can b.e measured by instruments· of this type is governed by
the maxin:um allowable temperature of the ldmp which is of the order of J400"C. The range can be
extended by using an absorption type screen .near oqjective lens. Thus a known fraction of radiant
energy enters the pyrdmeter for comparison. The range can be extended to 3000°C by adopting
this technique.
.
Tbs optical pyrometer is wideJr .u~ed for acqurate measurement ofJemperature of furn~ces,
molten metals and other heated materials,
.. ·
·.
·
.·
.
.
'
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fluid pressure which is dependent upon the rate of flow. Thus by measuring the difference in pressure
before and afcer the obstruction by means of a differential pressure sensor, the rate of flow may be
determined. They are, in fact, mechanical means of measuring rate of liquid flow. The examples of
these flow meters are : Orifice plate, venturi tube and Ratometer. These are indirect means of measuring
fluid flow. However, tliere are some direct methods of measuring fluid ttow which are described below.
These methods employ electrical means directly.
29·42·1. Turbine Meters
There have been extremely rapid developments in turbine meters in recent years, partly because of the advances in electronics te(.;hnology and the ease with which the output may be used to
indicate rate of flow or be integrated to givr total flQw. An exploded view of the meter is shown in
Fig. 29'77, ·

Fig. 29'77. Turbine flow meter.

Turbine flow meters ate volumetric ffow meters and are available in wide ranges. The output
. is usually in the form of a digital eJectrical signal whose frequency ··is directly proportional to flow
rate and whose total count is proportional to the total quantity, as each pulse represents i
discrete volume.
·

Fig. 29'77. shows a magnetic pickup type of turbine flow 111~ter. A feature of this turbine
meter is a hydraulically supported turbine rotor. A permanent magnet sealed inside the rotor body
is polarized at 90° to the axis of the rotation. As the rotor rotates so does the magnet and therefore
a rota.ting )llagnetic field is produced. This produces an a.c. voltage pulse .in the pick-up coil located
external to the meter housing. The frequency of this voltage is directly proportional to the rate of
flow. The pulse can be totalized by a counter to iive the value of total flow over a particular
interval of time .
. Advantages:. {i) The output is in·etectrical digital form which lends itself admirably to line
or radio tele.*1:etry for recording or control at a distant point.
(ii) Passage of rotor past the pick up coil produces an emf which can be converted to a d c
analog voltage by a D/A converter for indication on a conventional d.c instrument or recorded on a
pot.entiometric recorder.
(iii) The pulse output may be summed on a simple· counter giving totalized ff ow without loss
of accuracy. The error is approximately ±0'5%.

Limitations. (i) Errors may be caused by exccssiv~ frictional torques. Also errors arise
account of wear and corrosion of bearings. This calls for s~i~l design of bearings.

OD

(ii) Th~ turbine is subject.to, vari-.tions in porfonnanc~ caused by the characteristics of.the
liquid, frictio~ or bearings, etc. . When .tbe :flow rates llpp~o~ch
the slippage may amount to
100%, i.e. the turbine staUs and registers zero. output. The~efore, at low ~ow rates, there is 11 po~si~ ·
bility of lar~e errors.
·
,
·

ze'ro,
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29·41·2. Eler.tmr~Wipetfo 14'1oW meters
Electromagnetk flow meters are
·Core
particularly suitable for the flow .measurements
Non metbllic
of slurries, sludge and any electrically conducportion
.df
ting liquid.
pipe
A schematic diagram of an electromagnetic flowmeter is shown h:l Fig 29'78. It
consis~s basically of a pair of insulated electrodes buried fiush in the opposite sides of a
rion·conducting, nun-magnetic pipe carrying the
liquid whose flow i3 to be measured. The pipe is
8-orrounded by an electromagnet which produces
-El!!ctrode
a magnetic field. The arrangement is analogous
to a conductor moving across a magnetic field.
Trerefore. voltage is induced across· the elecFluid
trodes. This voltage is given by : E=B lo volt
Clow
where B=flux x density ; Wb/m2, I-length
of conductor=diameter of pipe; m,
v•velocity of conductor (flow); m/s
~9'78. Electromagnetic bow meter.
Thus, assuming a constant magnetic field, the magnitude of the voltage apperaring accoss the
electrodes will be directly proportional to velocity.
Non·conducting pipe has to be used as the output voltage gets short circuited if metallic pipes
ue used. This is true when liquids ?fl~~ couductivity are bein~ measured. ~ut when liquids of high
conductivity are measured the short circmtmg has no effect. Stamless steel pipes can then be used.
Tbe voltages produced are small specially aa low fiow rates. · Therefore, the meter relies greatly on a
high gain amplifier to convert the induced voltage into a usable form.
Advant!!!gc~ : (I) The electromagnetic flowmeters may be manufactured to measure flow in
pipes of any size p.royided powerful magneti~ field c~ be produce~. .
.
.
.
(ii) The maJor advantage from a tlwd handltng point of view is that with the electro-magne.tic fiow meter there is no obstruction to flow that may cause pressure drops.
(iii) The output (voltage) is linearly rated to the input (flow rate).
(iv) The output is unaffected by changes is characteristics of liquid such as viscosity, pressure,
and temperature.
Umitatioims : 0) The operating costs are high particularly if heavy slurries are handled.
(ii) The conductivity of the liquid beins metered should not be Jess than 10 µ O/m. As a
general rule it will be found that most aqueous solutions are adequately conductive while majority of
hydrocarbon solutions are not sufficiently conductive.
Comp~r.iS1on of D.C. and A.C. E1citatioo. The magnetic .field used in electromagnetic flow
meters can either b_e d.c. or a.c giving rise to d.c. ot an a.c. output signal respectively. The d.c. is.
used h1,•ljn)ited applications due to many reasons :
Wllen d.c. excitation is used for materials of very low conductivity and flowing at slow
~preds~ tne output e1:1f is· too s~all to be easily read off. This has to be. amplified for display ~nd
rt:cQrdmg purposes. 1he d c amplifiers have many inherent problems especially at Jow levels. High
amplificatfon. can be more easily. cheaply and more reliably done with a.c. than with d.c. Therefore
these applicatiom1 require the use of a.c. excitation of electromagnet to produce a.c. emfs which can
be easily amplified by a.c. amplifiers and then ffd.to tbe display units.
·
(ii) Many hydrogen bearing or aqueous solutions exhibit polarization effects when the excitation is d.c. The positive ions migrate to the. ne~ve ~Jstr.()de and disassociatei forming an iosulati ng
pocket of geseous hydrogen. There is in no such actioa, when a.r. is used.
(iii) Another phenomenon which happens "\\Yith use of d.c. is that the d.c. field may dist9rt
~e fluid-velocity profile by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) action. An a.c. field (50 Hz) has- little

·o)
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effect on velocity profiles because fluid inertia and friction forces at 50 Hz are sufficient to prevent any
large fluid motions.
(iv) Since the output of electromagnetic flow meters is quite small (a few mV), interferring
voltage inputs due to thermocouple type of effects and galvanic action of dissimilar metals used in
meter construction may be of the same order as the signal. Since the spurious interferring inputs are
generaUy drifts of very 1ow frequency, the 50 Hz a.c. aystem can use high pass filters to eliminate'them;
(v) While a c systems predominate, d.c. type of systems have been used for flow measure·
ments of liquid metals like mercury. Here. no polarization problem exists. Also, an insulating pipe
liner or a non-metallic pipe is not needed since the· conductivity of the liquid metal is very good
relative to an ordinary metal pipe. (Usually stainless steel pipes are used). This means t'1at the metal
pipe is nnt very effective as a short circuit for the voltage induced in tbe flowing liquid metal. When
metallic pipes are used as with d c. excitation no special electrodes are necessary. The output voltage
is tapped off the metal pipe itself at the points of maximum potential difference.
29'42'3. Hot Wire Anemometers
The hot wire anemometer is a device that is most often used in research applications to study
varying flow conditions.
When a fluid flows over a heated surface, heat Is transferred from tne surface and therefore
its· (surfac's) temperature reduces. The rate of reduction of temperature is related to flow rate.
In a hot wire anemometer, heat is supplied electrically io a fine wire placed in the flow
stream. The temperature- of wire is determined by measuring its resistance with a Wheatstone bridge.
One method involves adjusting the current through the wire so th11t the tempetature remains constant
and measuring the heating current. In this way the bridge remains always balanced: The current
is measured by finding the voltage drop across a standard resistor connected in series with the beating
wire (See Fig. 29'79). The voltage drop is found by using a potentiometer.
.
It can be shown that the loss of heat ftom the· heated wire is :
=a(.op+b)l/2
J/s
where
v =velocity of heat flowt p=density of fluid, and a and bare constants.
Constants a and b depend upon dimensions and physical properties of wire and fiuid. Th~
values of these constants are found by calibrating the instrument against a static pitot tube.
Heater wire

flow--

Buttery

I

·-~-t1!1-r____J

· Fig. 29'79. Measurement of rate of :ftuid flow
using a hot wire anemometer.
•·

Fis. 29'80, Flow measurements using a bridge circuit
·

·

having two thermistors.
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Now supposing a current /flows through the wire having a · resistance R. Therefore under
equillibrium conditions,
·
.
(I•R2/a2-b)
heat generated=heat lost·or I'R=a(vptb)l.12 or"'"'"
·P
Thus if the resistance and the temperature of the wire are kept constant, the rate of fluid flow
can be measured by measuring current, I, through
the heater wire.
· ·
.
-·The transient 'conditkms may be studied with an oscilloscope. Time constants ofthe order of
o· 1 ms are obtained by using 0·0025 mm diameter platinum and tungsten wires,
.

.

29·42·4, Flow Meter using Tbermts,tors.

FIO\v can be measured by 'using two thermistors connected in two ~eparate arms of a bridge
··circuit as showQ in Fig.· 29·so. · One t~ermi~tor. is sealed in a cavity in a brass block and the other
thermistor is ~ounted:inasmaUpipe. When ait fl.ows throug_h ·the pipe,. the temperature of the
·. thermist6r (placed, iqside t4~ -pipe) decreases because of conduction of heat. This thermistor 'is
thus cooled, and its resistat,lce increases -which unbalances the bridge causing a current to flow through the meter · The amount ofc()oli11g is proportional to the rate of flow of air and the meter may
be calibrated to read directly the rate of flow ·in~;;t~e pipe.
This i~strument can be designed to measure flows as low as 15 x 10-12 m3/s. The instrument
can.measure flow rates over a range of 100,000 : l by switching the .resistance in series with the output
meter.
When the sensing thermistor of the fiowmeter is placed in free air, the instrument becomes an
uemometer. which measures vefocity ofiir. It· can be calibrated to measure. velocities of afr from
.· light breeze to supersonic speeds.
·
,
·
.

'

Example 19 34 An eJectrm;llagnetic ftowmet~:ls :used to measure the average flow rate of an
effiuert in a·pipe of 50 mro diameter. The velocity-.profite is symmetrical and can be assumed
uniform The-flux den&ity in the liqui~ has a p~ak ·yalue of 0' l Wb/m 2, the. output from the
flow meter elecrtodes is taken to an: amplifier of gain 1000 and fo1pedance between the electrodes is
250 kO. .
·
.
. (a) Determine the. effluent- average velocity when the~peak to peak voltage at the amplifier
output is 0·2 v.
(b) Given that the effluent conductivity decreases by 20 percent with the same flow rate, determ
mine the percentage change in reading at the amplifier output.
Solution: (a) Peak to peak.voltage at amplifier output=0'2 V.
Peak voltage .at amplifier output =0'2/2.=0' l V.
This is. the· voltage under loaded ·conditions. .
'.
Prom Fqn; ··2· 1s page 241 We h·ave ·
"
Vofrage un.der .loaded C:Onditions

eoL :1+io/ZL ~

or peak open circuit voltage eo=eoL(l +Z1.1/ZL)=O' 1(1+250x103/2'5 x 106)=0 l l V.
The peak open circuit voltage at the amplifier output terminal is : eo= BI v x gain

o·n

·

:. Average,~w, rate .V:;i:O'l x SOX 10- 3 XJOS =0'.022 m/s.
:

·.

,1.
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.

•

L

.·•
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__ :

· (b) The effluertt'cQn{Juctlvity decteases by 20 per :ee~t ~nd therefore its impedance increases
•
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Therefore, for the same flow rate, the peak to peak voltage. of the amplifier under loaded con2x0·11
',
ditions
-(I x. 300 x 1oa12·5 x I06) 0'1964 v.
0 2-0'1964
Percentage decrease in voltage=
= l '78%.
0.2

MEASUREMENT OF LIQUID LEVEL
29'43. Electrical Methods
The direct conversion to liquid level position to .electrical signal is used in many instances.
The measurement is generally done by two conversions, so that the ·Jiquid level is determine<l in. .
directly. The first conversion usually is liquid level to a displacement through a float in a liquid or
a spring loaded plate in contact with the surface in the case1 of granufar solids. This displacement
is then converted ·into an electrical signal by. a secondary transducer connected to float or plate:
Tpere are, however, many applications where this is not pos.sible and hence other methods like optical
or acoustic means or gamma rays are used.
·
The. electric transducers used for:'levei measurements are :
(i) Resistive,
(ii) Inductive, and
(iii) Capacitive;
29·4r1. Re,sistive Method. This method uses mercury . as a conductor as shown in
Fig. 29'8 L A number 0f contact rods are placed at vilrious liq11id levels. As ·head h increases, the
rising level of mercury aboye the datum, shorts EJuccessive resistors R and increases the· value of
current..• The ammeter used may be calibrated to read
the valu~ of h directly.
Advaatages

"

RES!SfANCES

"'

LIQUID

1. Where there is a need for a fairly continuous record of the level, more and niore contact rods
=- ----~ _: ::":.::. :.-_can be added, with .separate signal outputs for each · -:.-:--:.-: ---~~-:-::-:~
contact rod. The signal can . be used fof indication h
CON.TACT
and also for initiating some control action tO .actuate
ROOS
valves or pumps as well as warning lights and alarms
depending upon the level.
. 2. · The system uses low voltage to eliminate
MERCURY
danger to the operators and to prevent arcitig , at the
contact points.
Fig. 29~81; Measurem~ilt of level of liquids by
3. The signal can be transmitted· to any
resistive met~od,
·
desfred point.
4. The'se lransdueers can be used-in pressurized containers wltp~ut" packing glands o~ shafts.
· 5. The unit: is simple to calibrate since the diStaoce. between the levels of contact rods can
be accurately measur~d and the indicated value may be checked for each measured value.

f .:

I
t

Disadvantages
'
·
'
,
1. Due to arcing at the contact points, it is not safe to use this transducer expro.~ive
atmosphere.
2. In order to have a stepless indication of the liquid level, an extremely large.number of
contact rods are needed.
3.. Th~ contaGt r,ods are corroded ·by co~rosive liquids. · Jµ adgiti9g, t~e elect~ic ~}l~rges
promote corrosion
. . .. ,,
. · ·,. · · .
·. , :
· ·
· · ·. , ·
·4.... The.se >systems . al&o. presei)t' difij¢ulti~.s 'whb~ .ibere ·&3tPrated-V~pour ~bove .the liquid

in

pb~

'

'

'

'

,

is

. , .. '

.

~

.

5. ,Any ~hanges in the conductivity of the liquid causei ~erious errors.

'
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:z9·43·2. Inductive Methods. The inductive level transducers are mainly used for measurement·
of level of conductive liquids employing variable permeability method. The arrangement shown in'
.Fig. 29'82 uses two coils L1 and L2 wound around a steel tube containing the liquid. The coils are
connected in series through a resistance and the circuit is energized by an alternating current source.
The inductance of each coil is initially equal say about 250 µH; One coil say £1 acts as the search
coil.. It can be set at a predetermined level. fhe inductance of.the search coil changes rapidly as
the conducting liquid moves into the plane of the coil. The method works well because the tape
material is weakly magnetic and the liquid metal is a conductor which allows eddy currents tO Bow
in it. The relationship between the output voltage and the liquid level is essentially non~linear.
IRON CORE
PRIMARY WINDING

l-t--1--<>

fV

AC £XCllAllON

SOURCE
L2

(SECOND)
COIL

OUTPUl
U£U<~£UL;,ou

:5ECONOA~Y

VOLTAGE

-

Fig. 29'~2. Measurement of liquid level with
oermeability method.

WINDING
(MERCURY)
v~riable

·

Fig. 29'83. Liquid level determination by loading
of sccoudary winding.

Another.method uses the loading of secondary winding of a transformer. This method is
applicable to good electrical conducting materials like mercury. This is shown in Fig. 29'83.
A coil is wound round one core of a two limbed transformer. The mercury column surround·
fog the iron core forms the secondary of the transformer. The resistance of the secondary winding
depends upon the height of the mercury column and therefore the power consumption as monitored
on the primatf side is indicative of the liquid level
_
29·43·3. Capacitive Metho41f:
.
..
1. Variable Area Method. The variable area'.1 :.t~pacitive transducer is used for measurement of levels of both solids and liquids. The electrical conducting container containing the materials
is used as one connection point of the transducer. The other point is a metal rod completely covered
by insulating material inside the. container. The insulating material acts as the dielectric. medium
and the capacitance varies linearly with the height of the material.
·
2'REh
The relationship is given by: C= log, (d2/dif F .
where
€=permittivity of the insulator; F/m,
h=;:::height of material; m,
41 ===diameter of the meta.I rod ; m,
and d3 -external diameter of the insufator ; m.
The con~iner should be earthed to avoid any danger of electric shock to the personnel and to
prevent any errors due to evternal metallic objects.
2. Capacitive Voltage Divider Method.
In case, the.conductivity of a liquid Is high, its surface can be used as one electrode of the
Qapacitor. The other electrode is a fixed reference plate paraJlel to the surface of the liquid. A
syatem incorpornting these features is shown in Fig., 29~84. This uses an auxiliary e)~ptrode P1
p~aced at a fixed diStance above the reference electfoqe P2. The two electrodes P1 and P2 are
electrlcally Insulated from each other. An a.c. volta,g_e i~ 1.ftJied between the liquid and the
electrode P1.
·
,, .
Potential of electrode 1'2 with respect to earth Eo~ t,~A ~ ~ c2 V

Capacitance C2 is inversely proportional to tlie distance btt&lecn 'th Mii!~ .surface and P2.
Thus . the output voltage .decreases with.. rise orliquid level an4 there~<fr~1he i-e.latronsbrp between
them is non-linear.
·
..
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(a)

Fig. 29'84. Capacitive volta~e divider method.·for mea'iurement
of level of high conductivity liqui:I.

(b)

Pig. 29'85. · Measurement of Jiquid level using
capacitive transducers.

3. Variable Dielectric Constaat M·ethod. If the liquid is non-conducting it can be used as a
dielectric in a capacitor. Art. 25'31 5 on page 800 explains the measurement of liquid level with variation of dielectric constant.
··
The arrangements for measurement of liquid level for (non.conducting liquids are explained
·
Fig. 29·g5 (a) shows an insulated metal electrode firmly fixed neu and paraJlel to the metal
wall of the tank. If the liquid is non ..conductive, the electrode and the tank wall form the plat.es of a
parallel plate capacitor with the liquid in between them acting as the dieJe~tric. If the liquid is
·conductive the rod and the liquid f.lrm the plates of the capacitor, and the insulation· between them
is the dielectric.
The capacitance of this capacitor depends, among other factors, upon the height of the
dielectric between the plates. The greater the height, the greater the capacitance. The lesser the
height, the smaller is the capacitance. Thus, the capacitance is proportional to the height of the .
liquid in the tank.
.
.
Where the tank is not. of .metal, two paraIJeI insulated. rods (el~ctrodes), kept at a fixed
distance apart are used as shown m Fig. 29'85 (b.) · ·The two rods act as two plates of a parallel plate
capacitor. The higher the liquid level, the greater is the capacitance.
The capacitance in the above cases may be measured arid · this measured capacitance is an
indication of liquid levels.
29·43·4, Mea~orement of Liquid Level with Gamma Rays
bdow:

, Gamma rays are being increasingly used for ·detection of liquid levels. A source of gamma
rays is placed at the bottom of the tank. _A sensor of gamma rays like a Geiger Muller tube is
placed outside the tank near the top. (See Fig. 29'86).
As the gamma rays can p~netrate the tank .walls, the tube senses the rays and greater ehe
'intensity of other rays, the greater will be the output of this tube. Now the intensity of the rays will
depend upon the liquid level. Maximum radiation will reach the Geiger Muller tube if the tank is
empty. But if there is some liquid in it, some of the rays will be absorbed by the liquid and tho
radiations reaching the tube will be smaJl, and hence its output is smaJI. The higher the level of the
liquid, the greater is the absorption and hence lesser will be the output of the Geiger Millier tube.
Thus the output of the Geiger Miiller tube is inversely proportional to the liquid level. The output
of the Geiger M'tiller tube is in the form 1of pulses which may be counted by a counter. Thus the
counter may be directly calibrated in terms of the liquid level.

29·43·5. Ultrasonic Method
."
An ultrasonic transmitter receiver can be mounted on 'the top of tank for measurement of
level of either solids or liquids .as shown in J:"ig. 29'87~ The beam ~s projected d?wnwards by. the
transmitter and is reflected back by the surface of the solid or liquid contained m the tank. T~e
beam is received by the receiver. The time taken by the beam is a measure of the distance travelled

l
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Fii!. 29'86. Me11surement of liquid level
·
· usiog Gamma ra~s.

F~. 29'87.

Measurement of level by ul~rasonic
method.

bv the beam. Therefore, the time 't' between transmitting and rel!eiving a pressure pulse is proportional to the distance 'h'' bi!tween the ultrasonic set and surface of the contents of the tank.
or
t a h' a (H ·- lz)
Since di5tance H ·between ultrasonic set and the
b:ittom of the tank is fixed, time 'i' is measure of level 'h'.

29'.4J6.

Mra~urement

l

l:a

v I

1

of Uquid_Leyel using Float

. A float operated voltage.pofential divider is shown in
Fig. 29'88. As the-jiquid lever. ris~s in the tank, the float,
which is generally a hollow ball, is raised. Its arm causes the
wiper to move over the potential divider whose output terminals are connected to a voltmeter. As a ·float rises, a greater
part the po:ential divider is included in the output ~ircuit
giving an increased output voltage.
.
.·
·
:. The output voltage ·Vis proportional to the liquid
level h.
The otJtout terminals from the p::>tential divider triay
also be taken to' a remote lo~ation for display and control.
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Fig. 29'88. Float operated voltage potential

divider for liquid level measurements.

MEASl'REMENT OF THICKNESS
29 4·t Ekrtriral l\1ethods The electrical methods of measuring thickness are : (i) Resistive,
(ii) Inductive, (iii) Capacitive, Ur) Ultrasonic, and ( v) Nuclear;
29 4,n Inductive Memods Inductive methods of thi1.kness measur~ment use : (i) reluctance
variation transducers,.an<l (ii)·eddy current transducers. Fig. 29 ;~9 (a) sno\vs the measurement of
thickness of a magnetic material u::iil1g a reluctance vMiation transducer. This transducer bas a
U shaped magnetic core overwhich a coil is wound ' The test piece ¢ompletes tbe magnetic circuit.
~nductance of the coil depends· upon the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. The reluctance,
m turn, depends upon the thickness of the test· piece. Higher the thicknes~. lower is the reluctance
and higher is the inductance. Therefore, the. ind:.1cta11ce of tlrn\ coll provrdes a measure of the
thickness of the rna~net1c test piece.
,
I
The thickness of non-magnetic m:,iteriah can also be measured by the reluctance variation
transducer The nirn.-magnetic material is deposited or plac~J on a magnl'tic base as shown in
Fig 29·go (h). The ferromagnetic :base is so thick that the reluctance 01· the magnetic circuit is
detrrmine<l by the distance between the ends of the U core anJ the base plate, i.e., by the thickness
of !he test piece. An increase in thickness causes an increase in reluctance and a decrease in indu.::tance. Thus by measuring inductance, the thickness can be kc own.
·

1
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Fig. 29"89. Measureme11t of thickness using reluctance
variation tr nsducer
(a Magnetic material

T

~~~~~l.
' METAL
BACKING

(a) Non-magnetic conduc(ing · (b) Non-magnetic oon·

material
conducting material
Fig. 29·90 Measurement of tbicknes.~ using eddy
current transducers.

The measurement of thickness of conducting and non-conducting materials .usi~g eddy current
transducers is shown in Figs. 29·90 (a) and (b). The eddy current transducer used for measurement of
thickness of non-magnetic but t;Onducting materials consists Of a coil WOUnd Oil an in$Ulated core. ·
The coil is excited' by an alternating current- supply. The alternating magnetic field :produces eddy
currents in the test piece or its backing. The magnetic field produced by eddy currents oppose~ the
magnetic field of the coil and therefore the inductance of the coil is reduced.. This system is suitable
for measurement of thickness of both magnetic and non-magnetic materials, as wen as non-conducting
·coatings like paints on a metal backing In the case of conducting material as shown in Fig. 29 90 (a),
the higher the thickness of test piece, higher will be the eddy currents and lower would be the induc..
tance of the coil.
The measurement of thickness of a non-conducting material is done by depositing it on a
metal ~acking. If the thickness of the non-conducting test piece is large, the eddy current transducer
head and the metal backing are separated by a larger distance and therefore the eddy cQrrents are
small and consequently the inductance of the coil .is large.
Metal coatings of thickness as low as 50 or 75 nm and alilminium films down to a thickness of
125 ~ 500 pm can be measured with the help of eddy current transducers.
29·44·2. Capacitive Method
If the mat~rial is be.ing tested is· an· insulator. capacitive method using an arrangement shown
in Fig. 29'91 may be used. Two metal electrodes are placed on the two sides of the insulating
material being tested. This arrangement forms a parallel plate capacitor, the two electrodes actiag as
the two plates with the insulating material acting as the dielectric The capacitance, naturaUy depends
. upon the thickness of the insulating material under test. Thus by measuring the capacitance of this ·
arrangement, the thickness of the insulating.material may be determined;
. 19·44·1 Measurement of Thickness using Ultrasonic Vibrations. Ultrasonic vibrations are
mechanical vibrations employing a gas, liquid or solid as medium, and whose frequencies are above
the audio frequency range. Tfiese vibrations are produced by a transqu~er whicb converts the electrical
output of an oscillator to ultr~sonic vibrations of corresponding frequencies.
·:,
There are two types of such transducers :
(i) Magnetostrictive type, and (ii) Piezoelectric type.
1. Magoetostrictive Type. Tois consists of magnetic rod pfaced in coil The cpil is excited
by an oscillator The alternating field produces .deformations in the magnetic rod, making it· longer
and shorter alternatively. This results in corresponding vibrations· produced in a ·medium nearby
(say air).
·
,
· ·
2. Piezoelectric Type. This transducer is more commonly used Wheo. a voltage is· applied
to a piezoelectric crystal, it becomes mechanically deformed. Tnus when alternating voJrage.from an·
oscillator is applied to it, the piezoelectric crystal changes its shape alternately in .one direction aod
then in the other at the frequeucy of the oscillator. In this way, ultrasonic vibrations are produced.
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Fig. 29'91. Measurement of thickness
of insulating matcriah.
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Fig. 29'92. Measurement of thickness by .
,

ultrasonic transducer. ·

The way ultrasonic vibrations are used ·to measure thickness is shown in Fig. 29 92. The
transducer is placed on top of the test piece, and tb_e ultrasonic vibrations pass through it. When the
frequency of the oscillator is varied and standing waves are set up of at certain frequencies. The value
of these frequencies depend upon the thickness of the test piece. The setting up of standing waves is
indicated by a sudden sharp rise in· power absorbed from the transducer. Thickness t = c/2f where c
is the velocity of sound in the test piece, and f is the lowest frequency at which standing waves occur.
Ultrasonic method can be used for measurement of thickness of steel ranging from
3 mm to 30 cm.
/
29·44·4. Nudear Radiation Methods. Nuclear radiation methods use either alpha, beta,
gamma or X-rays as radiation obtained from radioactive sources. The radiation source is shielded
all around except in the direction of the defector. A radiation detector such as a Geiger MiiJJer tube
ionization chamber or a scintillation counter explained in Arts. 29'51, 29'52 and 29'53) are used for
measuring the amount of radiation reaching the detector.
· A method using X-rays for measurement of thickness is shown in Fig. 29'93. The x~ray
source radiates to two detecting cells through a
sheet of known thickness and through a simiJar
x~ray source
sheet whose thickness is to be measured. The
detecting cells are electron multipJier cells.
// ,
modified to respond to X-rays only. When the
/
',
thickness of the two .sheets i e. the thi~kness of
~£;\\ss57isssssss~,.ss,. . . . s....
ss-s-"s-3
sheet of known thickness and the thickness of 5he:t rdet . '
Sheet of
the sheet under test are equal, the amplifier
es .
,known-thicknus
input is zero and hence the indicating instrument
'1
reads zero. (The indicating instrument is a
X-ray detector tubes
centre zero instrume·nt). The indicating instrument may be directly. calibrated in terms of the
relative thicknesses of the two sheets.
The advantages of using X-ray system
are:
li) It measures thickness without contact
with the .material under test.
Ce.ntre zero

Q,

.

(ii) This method is .well-suited to mea·
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used for thin metal sheets or foils. paper, rubber and plastics. Alpha rays are used for very thin foils
whose thickness is of the order of nm.
·
Beta, Gamma and X-rays may be used in the examination of hidden flaws in castings. In this
case, tne penetration power of different X-rays may be used advantageously.
MEASUREMENT OF HUMIDITY
29'45. Humidity. Humidity is the measure of water vapour present in a gas. · It is usually
measured'as absolute humidity, relative humidity or dew point temperature.
Absohite,~umidity. It is the mass of w~t~r vapour presentper unit volume.
Relative Humi~ity. It is the ratio of water vapour pressure actually present to water vapour
pressure required for saturation at a given temperature. The ratio is ex.pressed in percent. Relative
humidity (RH) is always dependent upon. temperature.
_
29·45·t Hygrometers. A hygrometer measures the value of humidity directly. Generally,
the output of a Hygrometer is used to indicate relative humidity.
.
. ·
.
Several materials exhibit changes in electrical properties that are caused by humidity. These
are frequently used in transducers that are designed and calibrated to read relative humidity directly.
l. Resistive Hygrometer. Soine hygroscopic salts exhibit a change in resistivity with humidity.
The most common is lithium chlodde. This, with a bindert may be coated on a wire or on electrodes.
Resulting resistance changes cover a wide range, e.g. 104 to 109 n ·as the ·humidity changes from 100
to Q·.per cent. This makes it impractical to design a single .element to operate from I to 100 percent
relative humidity. Instead several elements are used, each in a narrow range, with provision for
switching elements. Resistance is measured either vdth a Wheatstone bridge or by a combination of
' current and voltage measurements.
·

Most of th~se must not be exposed to conditions oi 100 percent humidity as the resulting
condensation may damage the device. Either they. must be operated in a constant temperature
environment or temperature corrections must be made. · These are accurate to within ±2'5 per cent
or :±:·1 ·5 percent in some cases. Response times are typically of the order of a few seconds. These
are currently the most common electronic hygrometers.
·
A typical resistive hygrometer is shown in Fig.
,. 29'93. It shows a mixture of. lithium chloride and
carbon which acts as conducting film. · This is put on an
insulating substrate between metal electrodes.
The resistance of the element· changes when it is
exposed to variations in humidity. The higher therelat.ive
humidity, the more moisture the lithium chloride will
absorb, and the lower will be its resistance.
Fig. 29'93. Resistive by2r.ometer.
The resistance of the sensing unit is a measure of the relative humidity. Resistance should be
measured by applying a c. to the Wheatstone bridge.· D.C. voltage is not applied because it tends tv
breakdown the lithium chloride to its lithium and chlorine atoms. The current flow is a measure of
the resistance and hence of the relative humidity.

2. Capacitive Hygrometer. Some hygroscopic materials evnibit a change in dielectric. constant
with humidity changes. In addition, the presence of water V;.ipour in air changes the dielectric
l!onstant of the mixture. In either case, the changes are small; and the change in capacitance is
usually measured by including it as the frequeney-determining elem~nt in an oscillator, heterodyning
this signal with a beat frequency oscillator, and measuring the resulting difference frequency. These
transducers have response time ofabout 1 s.
3. Microwave Refractometer. For seco~dary standards, a system consisting of two cavitieseach of which is coupled to a klystroa, may be employed. One cavity contains dry air, the othe;
, contains the mixture to be measured. The change in .dielectric constant changes the frequency of
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· on~ osdltlttx.... 'I~bis differeri~e is .m~a~ured electronically.. The complexity of. the devices precludes
their use except m very sp.!c1al s1tuat1on.
·
·
4. . lluminium.ox,id~· Hygrometers. fhe aluminium-oxide. coating qn anodized aluminium
-exhioits a change in dielectric const.mt and ~i' change in resistivlty with a change .in humidity. A hygro_in~er that
this is built by using the base alumini~m as one eJectrode and depositing a very thin
;:el~~rode-usual!y gold· -:-on the opposite side of the . oxide as shown in Fig. 29·94,
·
. ·This thin electrode is porous to the air-vapour mixture. The resulting changes in resistivity
and c~pacitance Iead to a complex impedance changes, which is measured with a bridge or related
·methods. · Errors· ar~ less. than ± 3 per cent arid response -times. are about 1O s. The changes are .
large,~but often only one sensing elemen~ is needed for the. entire range to be covered.. This hygro·
-metet•'is. rapidly becoming avery important component in electronic systems.

uses

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL ·

ELECTRODE

j

Hg. 29'94. · Aluminium oxide hrnrometer.
, Eig·. 29'9J;:~tal-hygrometer,
. .J
5 -CtystaHiygroD)eter Some cryst~ls _are hygroscof)iy, a,qd::~others may· be coated with a Ji

hygroscol)ic . material The •coating ·materials . are bygrQscopic' ~jielymers. The crystals are used •
as frequt>ncy determinatiOn' el~ments in elecrronic,-0S'~iUators. Fr~9u~ricy shifts. with-· humidity ~s the .
mass ·ofJhe crystal changes with am.m,mt of water absorbecl by caa~ng are measured electromcally..
These transduc11rs are usefoJ if a telemetry system <is needed .because the frequency range can be
ch¢isen as a sta~dard telemet(y frequency.
.
·
.
·
, •A crystal hygrometer using qua~t£ is sh~wn 'in Fig. 29"95.
.

.i

MEASURE~ENTS OF SOU.ND USING MICROPHONES

29' 46. Microphones
i
.·A microphone is a. special type of pressure transduc~r converting accoustic energy-pressure.
waves-jnto electrical energy for measuremeri.t. Invariably the seDslng element is a diaphragm. A variety
. of transd U:ction tlements ar.e available. The range· of pressure to:. be measured is normally small ,.
compared Witp . ambient. (atmospheric) pressure, even for the 'most intense sounds. · Desirable /
c~~ract~r~St-ics foctlide.Hnearity oyer a. wide range of amplitudes and frequencies. Directional patterns .
nitl$tbe ypn-Sidered. Sound pressur~ levels are. commonly expressed in db.
·"The -p~m.moiiiY usectpressure reference being 20 x t o-s N/m2. .. ·
, . . This reference corresponds the lowest audible sound in a_normal human ear. A pressure
dfi90 db' of,0'632 N/rri2 is normaHy the maximum sustained' level human beings can. tolerate (thresh-

to

h9\d·of P,~jn),~' . : . · ·
· ·
·
.
.
. .The sensitivity of ~.microphone is a measure of the voltage developed per unit sound pressure.
J.tis giv~n by.: ... ·
. ·.
·. ·
·
. .
.
. . .Sensitivity -{db)
'7"20 Jog~~ (voltage. output)+ 74 ·dh fappli¢d sound pressure in db). ·
"'Thu~;a S(psitivity ~f -:-20 db nie~:hs tha.·t. a. ~oJtage of l. "r will be developed .by .a__ ~ound si~n'al .·
. t>f press~J~:veJ 74 d:b which is the refer~nce cond1t1on Qf sens1t1v1ty. .
.
·

o:

.

.

I

1
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29'46'1,·i Types of Microphones

I

!

l Carbon Microphones. The moving diaphragm is mo:mted so as to compre~:s together
grains of carbon, thus changing the re.sistance in ~circuit. The ~evice is externally powered from a
·constant-voltage source and the resultmg current IS. thus a function of the sound pressure. The most
common application of these is in telephones.· Their frequency range is limited to a rnaxim1.un of
about 5 kHz The output impedance is fow~ and the sensitivity is high, about -·· 40 db. These finn
Jitt1e application in the field of .sound measurements.
.
.
~
2. Capacitive Microphones. The moving diaphragllr is used as oqe ,plate of the capacitor.
A C()nstant charge is maintained on the pl~tes from a .200 tg§CO V supply. Tllf:..cbangcs in cgpadtance
cause a change in the capacitor vdltage. An emitter.,follower is usually locttted c!o~e to the microphone, red,l}cing the inherently hi_g~ output impedance and reducing t~e. distortion caused by noise.
These are expensive, but accurate, mstruments. -,They are used for prec1S1on measure~ents, and as
stantjards. Their frequency range is up to 50 kHz. and a~e reaso_nably sensi~1ve. A typical
sensitivity isf-50 db. The high voltage supply, however, is often mconvenrent to provide.
3. Dy~ami~ Mir.~ophone~. These microphones use-the e1ectro'11agnetic transduction principle. Adya
namic mi~~ophone is s.hown in Fig: 29'96. An a~c. voltage i~ generate?
· ,SUSPENOE-o
when a .cotl ts moved m a magnettc field. A membrane IS m.echamMEMBEAANE
cally linked to a moving coil sµrrounded by a permanent magnet. The
COIL
memberal1e and the coil are suspended so that they. ·can move back
and forth. The sound pressure waves force the me~berane towards
· the magnet, moving the coil acros$ the magnetic field. Th~ yoltage
.·developed across the coil terminals is-a_direct result ofthe mo.tion of
the coil~ which clearl{depends upon the{orce of prelsu.re\~aves. They
are self-generating and have low .sensitivity, typicalJy, ,..:,.,~O db and
a. low output impedance. Their frequency response, is limited to
about 20 KHz. These find field application but ·are seld:om use.djn
pfocision measureme'nts.
· ·
4. Ind01:ti-ve Mkropbonrs. The diaphragm cau.'les changes ir
.· the magnetic properties of certain materials. In turn these. changes
appear as rnanges in dimen,sionst which are sensed by dispfacement
· transducers. .These have. low putput impedance; low sensitivity
(-100 db), and op~rate in the ultrasonic region. They find applica~
.
rig. 29 9~--D.y_namic
fion in unde~water tr~~sducers.
.
Mictqphone •

. s--- Piezoelectric Micrnphones. These self geneya.Qng .· niicroptw~es have betm<:1eve1oped-for
WJse ~n a w_ide va'rie~y of &ituati9ns. The -.probl¢ms" ~f_p~ez~electric de~i~es i°: generiih1pply. These
proolems mclude high output impeqa.nce, tempezature d_~peo(:Jance, and v1brat1on sensitivity ..... Microphones built with this transductio,n ,eiement have a freq\i,ency. response extending to . the ultrasonic
-1egion, above 100 kHz, and they ha;\1e a low seiisitivity' \-50 to .-100 l'b. They also a re verv linear
over a wrd,erange of amplitudes and are widely used in.,-solind rneasui-etnent systems.
·
CHEMICAL SENSORS ·.

29'47. Measurement of pH Value
··Many industrial processes require that the acidity .or alkaU.nity-of ··solutions be measured and
controlled if the p~uce:.-.s is to proceed cffe~tively and effici~Ptly. Th,e d9Sree of acidity or alkalinity of
aquecus solution is d..:terrnined by the relative concentration~ of hyclr~en a.rd hrdroxvl ions in 1the
solution.·
When the hydrogen ion~ predQminate, the solutiorf is ~tjdiC. Where the . hydroxyl ions an.
in the majority, the soiuH0~1 is alkaline; $iac~Jhe:product of. the hydroger; ion and hydroxylkion
concentration in any such solution has a cons-tanfvalue; me~~urefoent of the hytjrogen-ion concentra·
tion indicJtes no~ only the· acidity of a _solution but_its effect4,~e al~a.linity as weJLI
.
· . . . The ~issociati'pn cons.tan~:!s the product of hydrogen {lfl-) 'ionf> .a'nd. ~~roxyJ {Q,l:lt ions. and
this product' --is always:;eq1.1alJD--=l-O
u.
·
.
.
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Hydrogen ion concentration is measumf on a scale called pH scale.
pH value of a solution is defined as the nagative logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration or
pH= ··-1og10 (H+)
This scale ranges from 0 to I 4.
For example suppose the hydrogen ion concentration is 10-14. Therefore, hydroxyl ion
concentration is 10° as the product of two has to l:e J o- 14 . Th;: pH value for such a solution is :
pH:;:;;:-lag10 (lo- 14 )=14. On the other hand, suppose the hydrogen ion concentration is 10". This
means that the pH value for this solution is: pH~"' - log (lOO)=O
Tlwrefore the hydrogen ion concentration can be rn~asured on a pH scale which varies from
0 to 14. In a neutral solution, the concentrations of both hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are equal i.e.,
both are 10-7. Therefore. for a neutnl solution : pH== ·-·log (10- 7)= 7
·
Thus a neutral solution like pure water has a pH value of 7.
Supposing the solution is acidic. Therefore the hydrogen ion concentration is more. s'uppose
it is 10-0 and th~refore the hydroxyl ion concentration is 10-9,
.
·
The pH value for this solution is: pH=-log10 (H+)=-log10 (10"-5)=5.
Thus for acidic solutions the pH value lie'l between 0 to 7. In case of alkaline solution the
pH value is between 7 to i ·l
·

·

For alkaline solutions the hydroxyl ion concentrati,)n is more. Supposing hydroxyl ion concentration is 10-2 and hence the hydrogen ion concentration is 10-12. Tbe pH value for this solution ·
is: pH= -Jogrn oo--12)= 12.
·
.
lhus we conclude that hydrogen ion cer.centration is measured on a scale (the pH scale) that

ranges from 0 to 14. On this scale neutrality is 7'0, the value obtained when the hydrogen and
hydroxyl-ion are equal and balance each other, as is· the case with pure water. As the solution be~
comes more acidic, its pH scale reading deccea.ses below 7. As the solution becomes more alkaline, its
pH scale reading increases above 7.
The measure!Jlent of pH value is obtained by immersing a pair of electrodes into the solution
'€.kctrodl!
t 1

-----

~-·------

..

l<Cl

!M>lut1on'..., ....

~

caJomel
oru:J ·
mercury
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'

(a) Reference electrode.
(b) Measuring electrode.
F!g. 29'97. pH cell.
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to be measured and measuring the voltage.otvetoped across them. The acuon is somewhat similar 1.0
·that of a voltaic. cell where a pair of dissimilar electrodes are immersed into an electrolyte.
In the pH cell, one of the electrodes, caJled the reference electrode, is at a .constant potential
regardless of the pH value of the solution under test. The potential of the other e1ectrode, called
the measuring electrode, is determined by the pH value of· the solution. Thus the potential difference
between the two electrodes depends upon the pH value of the solution.
The reference electrode [See Fig. 29·97 (a)] is made of glasss aud consist8 of an mner assembly
containing a soltition of calomel (mercury chloride) and· mercury. Tbh assembly is surrounded
by a larger glass· tube, an~ the space between the two contains an accurate solution of potassium
chloride (KCI). A tiny opening in the bottom of the electrode permits the potassium chloride to
diffuse very slowly into the solution under test. In thiS way, electrical contact is made hetween this
solution and.the calomel solution of the electrode.
·
The measuring electrode (also known as the glass electrode) is somewhat similar to the
reference electrode [See Fig. ·19·97 (b)]. However, the mercury cal9mel element is surrounded by a
buffer soiution of constant pH. The bottom of the outer tube has no opening. Instead, it tapers
down to a tip made of thin glass of special composition.. At this tip a potential difference is devdoped
between the butler solution and the solution under test because of the difference in the pH valu~ of
the two solutions. Since the pH value of the buffer solution is constant, the net potential of this
electrode is a function of the pH value of the solution being tested.
·
. Both electrodes are mounted to form an assembly that is inserted into the solution, The
differ~nce of potential between the electrodes, which is a function of the pH value of the solution
under test. may be measured by a voltmeter calibrated, in units of pH value or, after amplification,
it may be employed to actuate some control device.
29'48. Mea'iurement or Thermal-conductivity (Gas Analyzer). When the chemical purity
of a gas is to be measured, the thermal conductivity gas analyzer is used. The operation of this type of
analyzer is based on the vast difference in heat conductivity among gases. Fig. 29 98 shows the b1sic
circuit for a thermal conductivity gas analyzer.
Note t.hat a bal:inced bridge cir.cuit is formed with two sensing resistor~ acting as balanced legs
of the bridge. .One sensing resistor is surrounded by the gas to be analysed, whereas the other resistor
is surrounded by a reference gas (such as oxygen, pure atmosphere etc.). Where practical, both gases
are maintained at the same pressure, water content, and so forth.
The bridge is first balanced by exposiI~g both resistors to the same gas. Current i!ows
through both s~nsing resistors, as well as through resistors P and Q. Resistor Q is adjusted for a

1kn

1k.O

Pig. 29'98. Basic thermal-conductivity
gas analyzer circujt.

Fig. 29'99, Measurement ofthermaJ
conductivit;v with thermistors.
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''balance'' or •:zero set'' con'.dition on the meter. Then the resistors are exposed to the :reference
sample and gas sample.
If the gas sample contains elements having a different thermaJ conductivity than the reference
sa1?J?le, the bridge .w~ll be unb~lan~ed. In_so~e ~ase~, the meter reads out in forms o~ the thermal-conductmty, whereas m other anaJv7ers. the md1cat1on is on a go-no l{O or good-bad basis;
.i~£'asmem~nt of Thermal Conductivity Using Th4!rmistors. For this application two thermis' tors are ccnnected·cin the adjacent arms of a Wheatstone bridge as shown in Fig. 29'99. The bridge
' supply is high enough to raise the thertl'\istors above ambient temperature,~typically to about 150°C.
One thermistor is mounted in a static'' are~ to provide tempera{ure compensation while the other is
pl~ced in the medium to be measured.
"'
'NUCLEAR INSTRUMEN .fATION
29·49 Introduction. A-Jofof.instrumentatio~ is needed to measure the amount of radioactivity·
encountered in nuclear rdearc~ work and fori trac~mg of radiated alpha, beta, arrd gamma particles.
The energy of tbe&e particles is~:~bs_orbed by other molecules, producing chemical changes; ionization!
or other reactions that produce-viS.ual_ evidence,, of the prese~<;e of other particles. These pto~eses
are use9 to detect, cnunt and tr~ce the movement of such particles.
29'50. Types ~f Radiations. Radioactive materials emit nuclear radiations which -mainly
consist of four part~ :
.·
.
· '. 1. Alphu P'!rtides. The alpha particle is a helium nucleus consisting of two, protons ·ami
two neutrons. It bas a mass pU12 x 10-2·7 kg and c~rries a positive charge of 3'2x10-9 C. The
alpha particle is .the heaviest and the slowest, trayelhn·~ ·at sp~e~s -of frOD'! t /J~· toJ/l qo oft.he
v~!ocity of light ·since it has the·gr-eatest_ inass and slowest speed, it is least penetratmg. It pem:trates
r11out 0'02 mm of.aluminium foil.
,
2 . Beta Particles. The beta particle ,is an electron with a. ma:;;s · of 9'03 x ! 0-31 kg &•1d a
Cl,arge of 1·6 >< 10-·19 C. Sin..~e ~eta parti~le is much: lighter thati alpha partJde -.and ~as a speed
. approximate~y equal ~o that -0_[_l1ght, .1.t can_, ·penetrate much farther than aloha parttde-about
100 times the penetratm;J of alp}\a' par..t1cl¥. . .
.
·
i 3. Gftmma Piihdes
Glamma P~tti'cles or gamma .~ays, are an eltctromagnetid rad1atioq ·
with a wavelength of approxim,ately 0·03 to 3 angstrom. Gamma particles traveJ .at the speed 9f ·
light, and because of their shorter wavelengths, have. very great penetrati_ng power. Gamm.a rays can
\penetrate about 20 cm through a mass of lead.
r
4 , Neutri.:ms. The--mass__or, the neutrori, is._ intermediate betwe¢n that ofalpha and beta
oarticles, having /the same mass as a-ptoton. The..4peeds olneutrons may be high or low depending
upon the source fro!? whid{tb~y are emi~ted. _B~cause neutron has no charge it is .very difficult
to detect However, its penetrating power ts ~mall.
·
1
The above menti0n~d propertie.s an$other properties of these particles must be .considered
in the me' hods and .pro1.:.~vsses for thei. r dete tfon and me.asurement: In the following pages. i a few
'methods of detection and.... measuremenJ. of the above
·
.. mentioned particles are described.
29 5l. Geig~-r Meller Tube: The Geiger Mullc! tube ;or simply Geiger tube ·are frequently used
for detection· and measurement'. of alpha,
·
·
beta and gamma .rays~ . This tu~e i~ 'a! Wmddw\
C9thod~.
Glass
diode, consisting of a cathode w,hich is a
,~
~!'1yelcip..
long metai cylinder and Ian anode\wbicb is .
a fine wire running through tbr, centre of
the cy1inder Hot,h of them are ,;~punted tfucier
in a thin "'.aJJed, air tight, gla~s #Jy'v~lopet
ra(Jiotion'
seale(1 by · an extremely thtq 1wmdow
through which radiations ~,:ty pass

\

1
I

!

j

j

1

\

.

\

I

at one end (See: Fig.· 29· 100). /f~lfhe ~ir is
evacuated ·from the envelope ~d a sma}l
amount of an inert gas, such a/s Argon, IS
a~ded.
The voltage of the battery -is' kept

'

fj~. ,29'100. Gei~1;r .Muller tube,

1~
!

I

I
I
I·

i
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below the ionizati m potential of the gas. Now if radiation penetrates through the window and
enters the envelope, it would ionize some .of the gas atoms. The resulting negative ions go towards
the anode and posi ive ions towards the cathode. In their ·passage, the ions coJlide with some of
the gas atoms, causing them to be ionized in turn. This process continues till whole of the gas atoms
are ionised. In fact complete ionization takes· place in no time. A pulse of current thus flows
through the tube. This current flows. through the resistance, R, which is connected in the anode
circuit. The resulting voltage drop ,across R is the output voltage.
Once ionization is established, itis expected to continue indefinitely. However, since.resistor
J, which has a high resistance, is connected in series with the anode and the battery, when the
.gas ionizes a heavy. current flows ·through resistance causing a large .voltage drop. This voltage drop
is sufficient to reduce the anode voltage below the ionization potential and therefore ionization ceases.
As long as the gas is ·not ionized no current flows through the resistance R and hence there
is no output. Thus when the gas deionizes, the current ceases to flow through resistance R and so
there is no output.

Now if radiation again. enters the tube, the ionization starts and a current again flows through
resistance R giving an output voltage. This way a series· of alpha or beta partieJes or bursts of
gamma rays, cause a series of current pulses to pass through fh".,anode circuit of the tube and hence.
through resistance R. The output pulses from resistance R may be amplified and registered by a
counting device. By counting the number of pulses, we. can know the· number of particles entering the
Geiger Muller tu be in a particular interval of time. · The number counted. gives the intensity of radiation. The pulses may be stored in some cases and the total count may be calibrated directly in terms
of radio.:.activity.
.
· ·
·
'
·
·
·
The counting rate of this tube is seldom greater than 103 counts per second.
29'52.. Ionization Chamber. This. is quite similar to. the Geiger M~iier tube as shown in
Fig. 29· 10t. .The ionization chamber is a-metal. cylinder (the outer electrode) sealed at one end by a
window. The other end of the cylinder is closed, and a metal rod {the centre electrode) protrudes
outside the cylinder on this end.
·
·
The central electrode is grounded through.resistance R. Resistor .R has a .very .high resistance.
A 1argL )Ositive potential is applied to . the. outer· electrode.. The chamber pontains gas which may
be air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, argon
or methane.
· ·.
. ·
. ·
· · ·· ·
.
The action of this ionization chamber is similar to that of Geiger Muller tube.
·
·.Let us consider .that· the chamber is filled w~th· air.· . Wh~n a nuclear radiation enters ·the·
chamber through the window, some of the atoms of the· air are ionized, the resulting ions travel ·

·

a

..

.

Insulation

tRadia1i()n

Output
Miztal cylinder

(outer electrode

Scintillation
aystols

Fig. 29'101. Ionization chamber

I
i

.

Photomultiplier
tube

· Fig. 29'1~2. ScintilJatio.Q counter.
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towards their respective dectrodes i.e. positive ions towards the central electrode and the neg~tive
ions towards the outer eli:ctrode. In the process of rushing towards the electrodes, these ions
collide with other atoms of a_ir causing ionization of these atoms. The action is instantaneous.
As the positive ions coflect on the central electrode (which is at ground potential), the d.c.
potential of this electrode is increased. This increased potential, which is the output signal of the
chamber, may then be amplified and measured. Since the increase in this potential is a function of
the number of radiation particles that have entered the chamber, the intensity of rbe nuclear radiation
may be determined: The main me of this chamber, is to detect and measure alpha particles.
29 53. Scintillatfon Counters. Certain crystals such as zinc sulphide, sodium iodide, anthra,:ene
and naphthalene etc.. produce a brief flash of light ~ach time they are struck by an alpha or beta m
gamma ·pal'ticles The production of a flash of light by striking the crystals mentioned ab -,ve, with
alpl.a or bera or gamma rays is called Scintillation.
This principle is employed in a nuclear radiation sensor caHed ''Scintillation Countir".
.
The construction of a scintillation counter is shown in Fig. 29 102. · Nm.V every time a
radiation strikes the scintillation crystals, a tiny flash of light is produced. The flash of light is
amplified by a photomultiplier incorporated in the scinti!la~ion counter. Thus each particle produces
a pulse of anode current at the output of the p~otomultiplter. The output of the photomultiplier
is applied to a high speed elec!ronic counter which counts .each t!ny flash _generate.ct by the_ scint~Jliza
tion crystals. Thus by countmg the number of pulses m a given penod of time, the mtens1ty of
radiation may be detected.
The advRntages of a scintillation counter are i
(i) This is more sensitive than the Gieger Muller tube and hence can detect lower levels of
radiation.
(ti) The crystals used in this device produce a flash of light when struck by X-rays. Hence
this transducer mav be used to detectX-rays as well.
. (iii) Counting rate is very fast.. Pulses of as short a duration as 2n. s may ::asily be
recorded.
29'54. Solid State Ionization Sensing Elements. A system for counting the uumber or
partici~s or phot.1ns whose enel'gy level ex~e~ds ·.ab?ut 1,000 el~ctr?n vclt is built by using extrinsic
semi-conductors mounted so that the radiation 10mzes an atom m the crystal, and a pulse appears in
the output circuitry. Ope~ation is normaUy at liquid nitrogen temperatures, Counting rates as high
as 106 per second are possible.
·
:

.

J

•

19'55. · Detection of Neutrons. The ~eu.trons do not carry any charge ~nd hence are very
difficult to detect. Thus we have to adopt md1rect methods to detect them. Neutrons detecting
methods require an arrangement where aJpha or beta rays particles are produced by neutrons
and the~~ particls detected by the methods described above.
An indirect method of detection neutrons is described below :
A neutron is made to strike the atom of a certain isotope of uranium. The uranium atom
~plits into two or more parts on account of fission. This releases, in the process, nucI;ar radiation in the
form of alpha, b~ta and gamma rays; which may. be detected by methods described above. Thus
by measuring the intensity of the radiations, the intensity of neutron beam producing them may b~
detected.
OnJy slow moving neutrons wiU produce fission of uranium atoms. Where fast moving·
f'Cutrons are to b~ detected, a layer of paraffin is put on top 'Of tttG uranium layer of detector. The
paraffin converts the fast moving neutrons to the slow moving neutrons required for fission.

of

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
.
1. A strain gauge µav1ng a resistance of 350 n .and ~ gauge f~ctor o~ 2 is . con~e.cted in series with a balla~t
resistance across·a -1~ V s~ply!. 1:he ballast ~eststao~e. 1s designed to give maximum sens1t1v.ty. The iauge is subi~.~teif to a dynamic strain of (I0+20 stn 314 t) m1crostram.
~
·
·
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la) F:nd the expression for the change in output voltage on account of strain:
(b) If a capacitor is connected in cine output leads and if the voltage is read by a true rms reading voltmeter
of infinite impedance, find the output voltage.
[Ans. a) [50+100 ~in 314 t] µV (b) 10·7 µV]
2. The resistance of a strain gauge is Ru= 120 il and its gauge factor is 2. le is connected in a current
: ensitive Wheatstof1'~ bridge in which all resi!tances are 120 .U. The L•put voltai'.e is 4 V. Calculate the detector
current in ri.A for l micros train. The resistance of the galvanometer is 100 .U.
Calculate the voltage output if 1 microstrain is applied to the gauge and the voltmeter has an infinite Input
impedaoce.
· [Ans. 9'l nA, 2 µV]
3. A strain bridi!.e uses a strain gauge of 100 0. resistance. Under no strain cona1uon all thf. bridge arms
bave equal resisranc..:. The resistance Rs has to b~ chan;e to a value 120'56 1.Fi . 29' J) to obtain balance when the
gau_ e is subjected 10 strain. The gauge factor is 2. Find the value of strain.
[Ans. O0026]
4. A strain gauoe having a gauge factor 2 is connected in a. brid,\e circuit havins an exr.itatton voltage of 8 V.
The resistances are all equal. ;tis subjected to a strain of o·os. If this output is to represent 2/3 of full scale
deflec11on of a recorder, what should be the gain of the amplifier. The full scale input voltage of recorc!cr is 1 V.
[Ans. 28]
5. A single strain gau !e of ;>auge factor of 2 is used in a Wheatstone bridge wh~re eacu resistance is 120 n.
if the br;dge exciting voltage is 8 cos 1000 t and if the gauge is subject to sinusoida.Jly varying strain of 300,.µm/m peak
value and a frequency of ,o Hz (i) find the equation for the output voltage as observed on a CRO tassuminf~infinite
impedance for the CRO !, (ii) reading of rectifier type voltmeter having an intintte >mpcdance and us in~ foll wave
rectification. A~sume that the scale is calibrated m terms of averat:e value of voltage.
.
[An~. (i) 1'2cos1000 t sin ~O" r mV (Ii, 0'76 mV)
6, A bridge circuit has two fixed resistors and two strain gauges all of which have a value of 120 n. The
g1u •e fa ;tor is 2·0 + and strain applied ~o twm s.train gauges, one in tensto~ a~d. t~e oih~r. ia cl>n1pression is o000165
If the battery current is 50 mA, determme 1he (1) voltage output of the bnage, (u) tne semwv1ty in vult per u:iit stram.
If the galvanometer connected to output terminals reads iOO µV per scale division and if l/lOtb uf a division
can be read with confidence, determine the resolution.
[Ans. U) 0 202 V, (it') l '.i.25 mV/µq, o008 µs]
7. ln order to measure ~irain i~ a cantilever, .two gaug~s are used on·~ on top of the cantilever and the other
at the bottom ol the caot.•cver. fhe res1s~ance of stram g~uges is~ k.U each. Tl:c oth_er two. resistances in~lhe circuit
have resistance of 100 .n each. The bridge d~tector resistance 1s 100 .U and 1_t sensitivity 1s 10 m /µA, CCJJculate
the deflection of the galvanometer for 0·1% strain. The bridge supply voltage 1s 10 V.
(Ans. 154 mmJ
8. A gauge is made of a material having a resistance temperature co-efficient of 12x10--a/° ..-;, It lv!e a mis·
tance d 120 .U and a f auge li tor of 2. It is connected in a bridge circuit havin ~ resistances of LO Q each. The
bridr~ is balarced at ambient te:m~erat~re. ~upposing the.re is t. .;baoge of ;0°C in t~e temperature of the gauge.
(a) Fmd the output volta,o_e of the budge 1f the mput volta5e is 10 V (b) What 1s the eqmvalent strain represented by
chan e in temperature ?
[Aas. (a) 0·5~ mV (b) 120 µs]
9. C~lcolat~ the fractional ch~ng~ .of resistance of strain gauge made of nic~rome V material (a) due to a
stress of 20,l MN/m 9 m the metal to which tt is bonded ; !b) for a temperature change or lOOc C when bonded to steel
(Ji) when b ·nded to Duralumin. The modulus of elasticity for steel is 200 G~~/mll while that for Duralumin is 70
GN/m2 .. The gauge factor is 2'5. The coefficients for linear expansion are :
Steel-12X 10- 01•c, Duralumin-23x 10-6 /°C, Nichrome V-ll'9x 10-e;0 c..
[Ans. ~·5X10-a, 0'025X10-a. 7 15X10- 3, 2·7x10-s]
iO. A Wheatstone bridge is shown in fig. 29'6. If R. - :li=Ri=R, at balance and if R1 and R3 are two
D_R 2=6R,=0, prove
the voltage e0 of the bridge is lineadunction /::::;. R1, no matter how large ~ R1 gels.
s~rain gauge~ subjected to eq~Jal strains but of opposite nature such that 6R1~ 0 -6R 3 while

1L A gauge has a resistan~e of 120 n and a gauge factor of 2·1. It is shunted by a resistance of 100 k.O.
What equivalent strain will be indicated when the gauge is shunted.
(Ans. 570 microstrainJ
12. A gauge of resistance 120 .U and a gauge factor of 2'1 is to provide an equivalent strain cf 100 micro·
strain. Find the value of shunt rcisistance.
[Aus. 571, 880 Q]
13. For an electrical strain gauge of resistance 100 .U and a gauge factor of 2, determine the value of shunt
resistance to calibrate for a strain of (a1 0 001, (b) o·ooos. (c) 0·0001. rAns. (a) 499900 0., (b, 99900 .U, (c) 49900 OJ
14. A point on a vibrating body has a simple harmonic motion. Determine at frequency of 10 Hz and IO
kHz, (a) the amplitude of acceleration if its displacement amplitude is 1 mm, (b J its displacement amplitude if the
acceleration amplitude is 1 g.
{Ans. (al 0·4 g, 400,000 g tb) 2·5 m, o·oos µmJ

15. An inductive pickup operating from a 60 tooth wheel is used with a digital ~frequency meter to determine
the speed of rotation of a shaft 1Jn which the wheel is mounted. The gating period is set to 106 µsand a readlrii o(
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0·024 is obtained oil the 4 digit display. What shaft speed doos this represent in r.p.s, ? 1f the available gating
periods· are 102 • 108, 104, 108, 107 and lO (.lS respectively, what would be the optimum setting of gating period for
making this measurement ?
.
(Ans. 40 r.p.s, 10-7 I'S]
16. In order to measure a speed higher than flashing rate of stroboscope the flashing rate was gradually
rl!duced from the highest noting all the speeds et which single image is observed of a mark on the rotating ubject.
These speeds are 20,000, 15,0001 12,000 and 10,000, rpm. Calculate the actual speed~
· [Ans•. 60,000 rpm]
17. A stroboscope projects 6000 flashes per minute on a d~c with 10 patterns mounted on the shaft of a·
machine {a) Find the speed of machine lf the disc appears stationary and has a single image o( points~
(b) What would be the two poss~ble shaft speeds If the 10 points appear to be revolving once in 12 s 7
·
[Ans. (a) 600 rpm (b) 605,595 rpm]
18. For the purposes of checking the dial calibration of a strotoscope the dial was set to ·1000 rpm and
flashes were allowed to fall on the shaft of a synchronous motor running perfectly at tOOJ rpm. Tbe single image
took 15 s to complete a rotation and it was seen moving in the direction of rotation of the shaft a) "bat should
have been the dial reading instead? (b) If the image had been moving opposit(l to shaft rotation~ what should have
been the dial readingt?
(Ans. · (a) 996 rpm. (b) 1004 rpm]
19. Calculate the frequency ratio for which the error in acceleration is 1% if the damping factor is 0'7,
..
.
,
.
. [Ans. . o·306]
20. A seismic accelerometer sensing displacement .has an undamped frequency <if 20 Hz and a· dampiog ratio
f O7. Calculate (a) its damped frequency b) the amplitude ratio and phase angle between tt.e motion of the seismic
...oass and the applied vibration if the later is a sinusoidal displacement at a frequency of (I) 30 Hz a11<1 (ii) l kHz.
.
·
[Ans ·(a) 14 Hz, (b) 0'92, 120° 46' 1·0 178°'24]
21. A piezoelectric accelerometer ba,s a transfer function of 61 mV/i? and a naturalfrequency of 4500 Hz.
In a vibration test at i 10 Hz, R reading of 3'6 V peak is obtained. Find the vibration peak displacement.
,
..
.
.
[Ans. 1'21 mm)
22. An accelerometer shown in Fit. 29 56 consists ofa mass SO g attached to a spring can.tilever. The
spring is made from mild steel having an elas~ic modulus of 206 GNlm'l and is of uniform rect•111gular cross·~ection.
The output is obtained from a strain ·auge bridge and amplifier. Two active l!auges are used, one is each side of
cantibver. The unstrained resistance of gauges is 200 n each and the resistance of other two !:!rms are 10 kil each.
Determine the h_orizontal acceleration if the amplifier output is IV. The output of amplifier is given by
e0 =30 (Rz/R1) Gtr., The gauge factor is 2,
·
.
.
The dimensions of the frame are: 1=90 mm, h=lO mm, d=O'Smm.
[Ans. 0 64]
23. An accelerometer for shock is designed as shown in fig. 29' 103. find the· relation between strain gauge
resistance change and shock The mass is 0·02 kg. The force rod · has a modulus · f elasticity of O' I GN/m. The
cross-sectional area is 02X10-• m1• The strain gauge bas an unstrained resistance of 120 0 and a gauge factor of
CAN!. · 2'39>< lo-' 0/g]

2·01

STRAIN
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Fig. 29'103
. f.
.
.
. . ··
•
•
24. A resistance wire thermometer whb a fondamental interval ot: 10 '1 is connected by two copper wires mto .
a Wheatr.tone bridge. with no compensatinf .leads .. · &ch of the cC'nnectiog wires bas a resistance of 4 0 ~~the
ambient temperalure at the time of calibration. If the range of the bridge indicator is 0-2SO °C, find the appro~1mate
error, as a percentage of f.s.d. which will be r.:aused by a change of J0°C 10th..-, \eruperature of leads. The resistance
temperature co-efficient of copper is 0·0044°/C
.
.
.
· · [Ans. 1'4%1
25. The bot junction of a cbromel alumei tbermooouple is connectr.d to a pofentiometer. terminals is at
24°C. The potentiometer whose termim~ls are at :we reads 25'76 mV. What is the temperature of the thermocouple
'junction 7 The calibration chart of the thermocouple is :
--------.,------------.------:---~---------

Temperature °C

Voltagr., mV

--:-08-- --:~9l -- ~I

.........:..

4
I ::.2l

---

--..,----488

493
11

·.
I
:! I
',j

26'72

[Au.·

I'

26'04.
4~8"CJ

·
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26. A thermopile arrangement ·of the copper constantan tl.Jermocouple consists oi three junction pairs and
bas the reference juncuon at 200~G.- -u the output voltage is 3" 3 ~rn V, det, rmine the temperature of the de1ec1iug
iunction. The calibration chart fOra thermocouple junction is :
-------::----·----

.•.. •····•

·-

--

--·-~-·--·-

Temperature °C

100

2CO

Voltage, mV

4'2!

923

250

--·------------------ - - - - - - -

[Ans. i7I'95°CJ
,21. A PMMC instrument has a resistauce of 5 .n and is calibrated to read correctly when the resistance
of the external circuit is ! fi. _Calculate tbe percentage error it the 1esistance of the circuit is changed tu 4 il. What
Wi.lUld have been the error iftne PMMGfo.;trument ~a_da resistance of 500 il?
{Ans. 21.'2%, O391%1

. . 28. The emf of an iron:constantan-tliermocouple is to be mer,_sured by the polenuometer shown in i ig, 29.69.
A potential diffetence of l '0186 V is applied over pomts AB and is standardiLed using a Weston cell. The current
Jllrough the resistors- is to be 2 mA. and the ran~e of temperature measurement is to be from 250 "C to 850 °C.
Calculate the value, of resistance Ri. RJ and Rs for an ambient temperature of 20 '°C. The emf of the iron constantan
couple-with reference junction at 0 °C is :
·
.
.
' I
~mf 20 ~C=l 019 mV, emf at 250 °C=l3 553 mV, emf at 850 ~C=48'716 mV.
[Ans. R1=6'27 .Q, R2 =485·5 .U, Rs=17 58 n]
29. In a radiati in, pyro!mter, the energy emitted from a piece of metal is measured, A surface emissivity of
0 82 is asmmed aad the temperature is determined as 1000 K. However, it is later found tnat the emissivity is 0'76•
. Fmd the error in the temperature determination.
·
[Ans. 19 °C]
30. The liquid fowl in a tank is to be mea3Uied usin~ the uptbru;t from a lbat sbowo in Fig. 29 104. The
upthrust i'i deflects a cantilever on wh!cb .:1 float i3 mounted. · rhe deflection is measured by a vohage potential
div:d~r and av >It neter. file se1sitiv.ty of the transd lc~c is lO V/m n tf 1h 1 rn u:rhi 1 n lle15ht h of tae witer in the
fa'.lk is 2 mind cro:s-secti.Jnal area of the 11oat is 0·2 m\ i.;;llcuLtt~ tht- required stilfoess of the cantilever in N/mm
iftb~m:ter ran eisso·v.
VOLlAGE POTENTIAL DIVIOEl1

CAN11LEVER
.1ANI<
-----:_-:_-_-:.,-:=----- ---- --------------------

=;:::-_-_-::.-:.::...---~~:o:::i-..J..

____ _______ _
,.._..

---------.·------

Fig. 29'104

I .

30
Data Acquisition Systems
30' I. Instrumentation Syste~s. ·.An ~nstrumcntation system is an aggregation or assembly
of devices united by some form of regµlar interaction or an interdependence It is a group of
di¥erse units or devices so comhined by nature or by an art to form an integral whole, and to
function. ooerate or move in unison, and often in obedience to some form of control.
The demands for more and faster· information from physical systems and devices useci .for
space and ~uclear research and development, and for industrial automation, have produced many
new an<l effective instrumentation systems for data acquisition and reduction.
Data-acquisition systems - are used to measure and rec1)fJ analog signals in basically two
1
different ways :
(i) Signals which originate from direct measurement of electrical quantities. The~e signals
1llay !)e d.c. or a.c. voltages; frequency, or resistance~ etc.
(ii) Si~nals which originate from use of transducers.
30·2. Types of Jn;;tromentation Systems. The instru:nent.ation systems can be classified into
two Lhtinct categories:
1. Analog Syste.ns. These sy:stems deal with information in analog form. An analog
IAignal may be defined as coiltinuous function, such as a plot of voltage vers'ls time or displacement
1tversu~ force.
2. Digital Systems. A digital quantity may consist of a number of discrete or discontinuousC'Ulses whose time relationship ·contains information· about the magnitude and the nature of the
quantity under measurement.
1

I
i!

l

30'3. Components of an Analog Data-Acquisition System. An ar.~log data-acqujsition system
typically consists of some or all of the f~llowing elements :
- 1. Transducers. Transducers have been described in details in Chapter 25 It is desirable
nhat an emf, obtained from the transducer proportional to the qua,1tity being measured, h ·used
as an input to the data-acquisition system. Therefore, transducers suet' as the• mocouples, strain
- - ·gauge bridges, piezo-electric devices and photosensitive devices are used.
,
As an exception to this usual function of transducers, some sensors produce a frequency
' 'which can be count~d with an electronic counter to obtain the integral of the measured_ quantity or
.· tt can modulate a te'lemetring transmitter, and can _be reduced to a voltage with tl·e help of a
-'1scriminator.
2. Signal Conditioning Equipment. Signal conditioning equipment includes dny equipment
that assists in _transforming the output of transducer to the desired magnitude or form required by
the next stage of the data acquisition system It also produces the required conditions in the transducers so that they work properly.
~
Signal conditioners may. include devices for amplifying, refining, or selecting certain positions
vf these signals.
Examples of signal conditioning equipment include know11 cons-tant voltage sourcec; tor strain
5augc bridges, 1ero bridge balance devices for strain gauge circuits, temperature-control devices for
_thermocouple Junction!', voltage amplifiers and servo-systems. .
J048
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3 Calibrating Equipment. Before each test there·· is a precalibration, and often atter each
test there is postcalibration. This usually c9nsists of a mi!li v9lt calibration of all inp11t circuits
and shunt calibration of all bridge-type transducer cir~uits.

a

4 Integr.utiog Equi1,ment. q is often desirable to know the integral or summation of a
quantity. There are several \.vays. of .determining the lime integral.of a qQantity. A°: analog integrating
circuit can be us1~d for a qu:!htattve test.. It has the possible danger of becomrng overloaded and
also its ar.curacy is low. Therefore, digital techniques are normaUy used for integration purposes.
Another method of effective summatiOn, utilizes the emf from the conditioning equipment to
be applie~~ to a satur:ible co~c rcact?r in the resonant circuit ?fan oscillator. ·The :hange in rea.ctance
is .proportional to the apphed emf and produces. a change rn 1th~ frequ~acy. This frequency 1s beat
with a frequency equal to frequency of the osc1llator when tne mput is zero. The beat frequency,
which is directly proportional to the input voltage. of the oscillator, is amplified and counted with a
counter.
s. Visual Display Devices. Visu.al display . devices are required for co.ntinuous. monitoring
of the input signals. These devices include panel mounted meters, numerical displa,ys, single· or
multichannel CROs and storage type. CROs, etc.
..
. .
·
,
6. Analog Recorders. The methods of recording data in analog form have. been discussed
in details in Chapter 2&: Analog ·recorders include strip chart re~rders, Duddell's oscillograph,
magnetic tape recorders and cathode ray oscilloscopes with photographic equipment.
7 Analog Computer!";.· The function of a data acquisition system is not only to record data
acquired b'.; tbe transducers anJ the sensors but also to reduce this data to the desired form. An
analog computer may be used as a data reduction device. The output voltage of an analog computer
can ei1her be recorded in analog form or be converted to a digital form for recording and further
com put:.itions.
.
. 1t shouid be noted that analog computations are usually less accurate than digital com.:.
putations, yet.it is generally more economical to compute data that are acceptable by analog methods
using analog computers.
·
· . · 8, High Speed Camera~ and TV Equipment. In many industrial processes, engine testing, ·
and aerodynamic testing it is not po~sible for ih~ test operator to have a view of the equipment being
tested. Therefore, ·closed circuit TV is used to enable the operator to make visual observations of the
test. ·Also high speed cameras are employed to obtain a complete visual record of the process· for
further analysis.
30'4 .Components of a Di&ital .----.
Data Acquisition System. A digital TRAN~- · ~;iONt•<>
Mut.ns1GNAL
P./o ..
CONVERTER
data acquisition. system may include '\ICER
EQUIPMENT
PLEXER
. CONVERTER
.some or all of the components shown
· in Fig. 30' l. The essential functional
operations of a digital data acquisition system .are :
(a) handling of analog· signals,
AUXILIARY Eeil.nPM£NT
~NO
(b} making the measurement,
S'ISJEM ~
(c) converting the data.to digital
form and handling it, and
Fig, 30·1 •. Components. of a digital data acquisition system; .
(d) internal programming and control.
The various components and. thetr function~ are described below :
1. ~T.r~nsducer. They conver~ a physical quantity to an electrical signal .which is acceptable
by the acqumt1on system. .
, .
.
·
.
2.. Si~al Conditioning Equ~~ent. Signal conditioning equipment has been described earlier
whtle deabng with analog data acqUIS1tion systems.
·
·
.
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3. Multiplexer. Multiplexing is the process or sbarmg a single channel with more than one .
input. Thus a multiplexer accepts multiple analog inputs and connects them sequentially. to
one measuring instrument. Another name for a multiplexeris ''scanner".
·
4. Signal Converter. A signal converter translates the analog signal to a form acceptable
by the analog to digit.al (A/D) converter. An example of the signal converter is an amplifier for
amplifying the low-level signal voltages produced by transducers.

5. Analog to Digital Converter (A/D Converter). An A/D converter converts the analog
voltage to its equivalent digital form. The output of the A/D converter may be fed to digital'
display devices for visual display or may be fed to digital recorders for recording. It may be fed to
a digital computer for data reduction and further processing.
6. Auxiliary Equipment. This contains deviceS; 1i:J!c;system programming functions and
digital data processing. Some of the typical functions done ·oy auxiliary equipment are linearization
and limit comparison of signals. These functions may be performed by individual devices or by a·
digital computer.
·
I

7. Digital Recorders. Records of information in digital form may be had on punched
cards; perforated paper tapes, type written pages or magnetiC tape, or a combination of thes~·-systems.
'
. tt .Pigitaf Printers. After all the tests have been _completed and the data generated, it

becomes necessary to record the numbers and in some cases reduce the data to a more meaningful
form. A digital printer can be specified to inte.l.'face with an electronic instrumentation system in
order to perform this work, and thus provide a high quality hard copy for records and minimizing
the labour of the operating staff.
30'5. Uses of Data Acquisition Systems. Data acquisition systems are being usea m ever,
increasing, large and wide fields in a variety of industrial and scientific areas, includillg the aerospace, biomedical. and telemetry industri~_ The type of dat~. aquisition system to be used depends
upon the application and the intended use of recorded input data.
·
i

·

.

. A.nalpg data acquisition systems are used when wide frequency width is required or when
lower a9curacies can be tolerated.
.
.
D~gital data acquisition systems are used when the physical quantity being monitored has a
narrow b~ndwidth (i.e., when the quantity varies slowly). Digital systems are also used when high
accuracy and l?w per channel cost is required. ·

Digital data acquisition systems are in general, more complex than arialog~~ems, both
in terms of instrumentation involved and the volume and complexity of the data they can han1He. · ·
30'6. Use of Recorders in Digital Systems. uata originating from digital sources may-be
plotted and; displayed on an X Y recorder. · The sources of data include the following ; (i) Keyboard1
(ii) paper tape, (iii) punched cards, (iv) magnetic tapes, (v) teletype receiving terminals and (vi) computer readout. a

Recorders may be coupled to digital system in two broad ways :

· . _ I· The recorder may be analog type, responding .to voltage levels on · each a~is, Voltages
for actuations of X and Y motions are derived from the output of a D/A converter, the mput to these
converters being furnished by the digital system involved ..
2. The recorder is designed solely for digital systems and is fitted with step-by-si:ep- -~riyer
systems. The data enter the recorders at a ·bit rate suitable for the stepping speed.of the d1g1tal
recording system;
1. Systems Using Amdog Recorders. Fig. 30'2 shows an outline of a circuit used to produce
·analog recorder signals from digital inputs. The controls shown are closed by key~oard keys. But
in the case of tane or card reader,_ the controls. are closed by ~jther mechanical or solld state relays.
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Fig. 30'2. Keyboard circuit diagram.

Fig. 30·3 shows in block forlll, the maill elements of digital systems feeding an X~Y re~order.
In each case the digital information 1must b,e conditioned to put it into analog voltage form,
LOOCA~

INTERFACE
EOUIPMt'NT

0

'\

\

'\

\..

--..,,.(1'~1·
\

.... _.,.

_ _ _ LINE
TELE PHO!\£

,..,. i/.

® ®
DIGITAL

0 0
0

J D/A

CONVERlER

.v

!
I

-

X

,

II"

1

I
I

,.. "'

'\
.

'.
1

I

COMPWQ

012)

I

0/A
. .c-0-ivERTER

c---

I

I

I

a o
a o o
· (AL CUI.AM

Fig. 30'3, Digital recording ui;mg analog recorder.

2. Systems Usiog Digital Recorders Fig. 30'4 shows the general set up of systew;") t:mp-1oyin~
digita1 recorders. . The computer is programmed to produce information broken qown into X and Y"
coordinates form and is operated ::tt a rate acceptable to the recorder.
The recol'der axes are driven by powerful and positive stepping motors giving an incremental
movement to the recording syBtem for euch small step of data entered..
Successful application of t.hese digital systems requires a thorough understanding of' con1puter
technology abd-progrJ:nmfng,
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POWER OOIVF.
STAGE
OIGITAL RECORDER

STEPPING MOTOR

V DRIVE_

COMPUTER CONTROL
APPARATUS Pl.US SUITABLE

~OGRAMME,,...__...,

u---

OUTPUT

INTERFACE

Fig. 30'4, Digital reco1ding using dh:ital recorder.

30 l. Digital Recordh1g Systems. The most important feature of the digital systems is their
ability to Jrivc a printer or a paper punch. This enables the data recording system to be built
. around a digital instrument. A schematic diagram for accomplishing this job is shown in Fig. 30'5.
A number of analog ~ignals are multiplexed and fed to a digital converter, which is a digital voltmeter (DVM). The output of the DVM is fed to a printer or paper punch through a drive unit.
·
A digitial clock sends. a command pulse to initiate the scanning (multiplexing) of the analog
inputs from transducers at rnme preselected time intervals ·(which may be l second, 1 minute or I
hour) The output device is supplied with a signal from a clock simult.aneously so that the time at
INPUTS -11>
FPOM TRANS- ·+>
DUCE RS

-

---1 .DIGITAL
CLO(!(
MULTIPLEXER
(SCANNER)

(ANALOG

-......--

DIGITLISER

OUTPUT
DEVICE
oRIVE UNIT

PRINTER

OR

PAPER TAPE

(DVM)

SIGNALS)
CHANNEL IDENTITY

Pi:2. 30'5. Block diagram or a digital data recording system.

the start of m~ltiplcxiog is recorded. The magnitude of the signal of each channel is identified in
the record with recording the channel number through a channel identification adjacent to the
magnitude of the signal.
.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 30'6 shows the important components of a data Jogger using
a digital voltmeter ( DVM!. The data logger will a~sume greater importance if the different
measurands like temprraturr, pressure, etc. are displayed in terms of their proper units instead of
mere volrriges in order to have proper interpretation of the data acquired from different sources.
This requires pressure be displayed in terms of kN /m 2 and temperature be displayed in °C and so on.
This desirable condition may be obtained by making some additions to the basic. data Jogging system.
For example, the compensation for ambient temperature changes may be made from the output
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of thermocouples (used for monitoring temperature) and the input to the digitiser modified so that the
output may be directly printed as temperature in de. Similady, the outputs from other transducers
should be converted so that the data logger output is displayed in. terms of units which are appropriate
to the measuraad of eacn channel. The arrangement of a modified d:tta logger whk:h is a comprehensive uait is shown in Fig. 30'6 so as to incorporate the requirements listed above.

MULTIPLEXER

(sCANi~ER)

CHANf'li'L
SCAN,__,,._

_. IOENTITV

.,...___,....._-!

DRIVE
UNIT

COMMAND

DIGITAL

CLOCK

Fig. 30'6. Complete datallogging'system.

The functions of various parts of a complete data logging system are explained below :
36'7' l. Input Conditioning Equipment The output of a transducer which i~ an input to the
data logging system may either an a.c. or a d.c. sigaal. if the input signal is a.c. a rectifying circuit
must be inserted between the transducer and the da~a logger. This is because the input to a data
logger which uses a DVM as a digitiser should normally be in the range of 0-50 mV d.c. Howevert the
lower and upper limits at which the multiplexer works are 10 µV and 100 V respectively. Thereforet
voltages lower than 10 µ.V are amplified which voltages higher than 100 V are attenuated. In case the
signals are in the form of curreat, they must be converted to voltage drop3 (by passing the current
through a known standard resistance) while pulse or variable frequency signals are converted to
voltage signals by appropriate clrc.uits.
.
.
· 30'7'2. Digitliser. The digitliser used in the data logging system is a digital vol~meter
(DVM). The <ligital voltmeters have been discussed in chapter 28. These DVMs use counters which
use a complete counting circuit for each decade of display. Here a digital voltmeter using s
R2circolatiog Remainder System is described. In this system only one counting circuit is used and the
output from this circuit is routed to each display in turn. This sys~em reduces the number of components required for the instrument. The sequence of operation of this instrument is as foHows :
(i) The un.known voltage is sampled and the most significant digit (MSD) of the unknown
voltage is determinedi (ii) The difference between the first digits worth and the unknown in a
capacitor are stored, (iii) The remafoder is amplified by a fac~or of 10, (iv) The most significant digit
(MSD) is then determined and the remainder is stored.
The steps (iii). ami (iv) are cycled until the maguiturle of the unlu1own voltage is dispi~yed
with the full available resolution.
Fig. 30'7 shows the schemadc diagram of a rooireuiating r~mainder digital voltmeter. This
voltmeter is battery operated and has a stroked display wbfoh reduces power consumption. Sam@
capacitors are used for storfog an the digits and therefore each digit is deterruhmd with the simie
precisjon. The sampling time is about 40 ms and reading rate is 40 per second.
The main features of this digital voltmeter are :
(i) It has a high input impedance,
(ii) It. is an instrument with a high sampling ratet
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(iii) It has a much higher accuracy than analog instruments,
(iv) It has a numerical display that gives a gr~ater resolution and higher reading speed, and
(v) It can be provided with an output facility for operating output devices like· punched

tape, magnetic tape or printer.

·
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CHANNEL
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Fig. 30'7. Recirculating remainder
digital voltmeter (DVM).

(CLOCK)

Fig. 30'8. Muttfptexed A/D conversion system.

30'7'3. Multiplexer. .The multiplexer of a data logger is a time controlled switch which
selects and connects the input<; in a predetermined order and for a _p1_eselected period.
·.~._.,-.

In an analog-to-digital conversion, it is convenientto . .multiplex the analog inputs rather than
the digital outputs. One system of analog-to-digital multiplexing is shown in Fig. 30'8. The switches
are solid, state or relays, _and are used to connect the analog in:puts to a Common Bus. The solid
state switches are characteri11ed by a very high speed capQ.bility together with high cost which
restricts their use to applications where speed is the overriding consideration. The electromechanical switches (relays) have superior switching cbaracte~istics; and are capable of switching
speeds up to 100 channels per second. The switching of both types is normally time controlled
by the digital clock. The common bm is connected to a single analog to digital converter
which is used for all the channels. The ~n·alog inputs are switched_ sequentially to the bus by channel
selector control circuitry. In case~ simultaneous time samples are· required, a sample and hold
(S/H) .circuit may be used before each multiplexer· switch. In .this manner, all the channels are
sampled simultaneously and then switched to the A/D converter sequentially.
30·7·4~ Program Pioboard. This is used for routing the signal'; to· each channel via proper
oaths. Program pinboards are not used in all data Joggers .bµt are very(~seful in reducing the restric·
tions on the in~ut signals ~~er~by reducing the amount ofscaling re~i;Jired to be performed on each
channel at the mput cond1t1onmg stage.
.
·; ·
30'7'5. Line1riser. The inputs mu$t be converted (scaled) to their appropriate form before
being displayed. Many transducers produce an output voltage which is linearly proportional to the
magnitude of the measurand and therefore for these, only a suitable voltage dividing network is needed
to reduce the voltage to the compatible level of the data logger. However, the output characteristics,
of some transducers like thermocouples, are non-linear. 'Therefore the output cf these trans~ucers is routed through an appropriately programmed circuit which does the linearisation of the
signal (produces and output linearly proportional to the signal) and also converts the signal to the
original form (i.e. co.iverts the output of a thermocouple from voltage to te:mperature).
\

30'7'6. Digital Clock. The digital clock is synchronised to the power supply or to an internal
crystal oscil1at0r. This clock governs the timing throughout the system by applying triggering pulses
to different parts of the system thereby initiating the sequences of events for recording each si$nal.
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The digital clock is also used for supplying sjgnaJs in order that the time of the day or the period
elapsed may be recorded.
The principle of working of digital cJocks is explained below : ·
J

r
1

The sequence of events is invariably cnntroHed iri digital systems. Thrrcforc, it becomes
essential to display and/or record time digital form. This function is performed by a digital clock.
The time base for a digital clock is frequentJy derived from a power line frtquency but for better
accuracy a: crystal oscilJator or an atomic resonator can be used. Fig. 30'9 $hows the block diagram
of a digital clock which uses the power line frequency of 50 Hz for deriving its time base.
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Fig, 30'9. ·Schematic diagram of a power Jii1e synchronized digital clock.

This clock js capable of displaying hours, minutes, and seconds on a 24 hour basis.
Instead of deriving 50 pulses per second from the power line, which -may have additional
spurious signals, the power line may be used to drive a synchronous motor which)~ coupled to a
toothed rotor tachogenerator that produces 3000 or more pulses per second .,giving system command
pulses and a resolution of 20 ms.
·
...
,./'
..
,·

30·7 7. Limit Detectors. A series of limit detecb.lr_sl'"are ~rovided in order to protect lbe ·
different components of the automatic system against overJoa9s. The. limit detectors compare the ·
magnitude of the signal of the selected signal with a preset s~ voltage level~ In case the level of the
signal is in excess of the preset value, the protective de'W!ces are activated to switch off .the. syste.m·
or alrernatively alarm circuits are energised. The overt.dads may also be recorded by a ·Special ·
recorder say in red ink on a recording paper.
'" ·
· ·. . ·
... · .. -.
30'7"8. Output Devices A permanent r.eco(d bfthe inputs: may be obtained from ·. output ·
devices. like paper tape punch, a strip or a line printei', an electric typewriter or a magnetic tape. ·
Punched Paper Tape. The punched .paper tape. record most frequently used ·is a I inch wide
paper with 8 punchecl positions across the width. The· patterns of holes or no holes represented by
eight positions across the width of the tape encodes a particular value. An eight channel paper tape
code is shown in Fig. 30' l O.
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Fig. 30'10. Arreight channel paper tape.c~de. ·

Punched Cards. Data to be r~c?rded ·can be encoded by a ,punch~J card sho·wn !n Fig.}O'l J.
Each card can store . 80 alphanum~nc values and the spe~d of p:unch,ng can be as high/as several
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hundred cards per minute. Each column of the 80 column card can be used fo represent a
character.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
HBIHHI
HBHUH

012 34.B6789 rt~.$•.@(*

B I

i***lo

BI &

'QoooooooooooooonoooooooooolllllllBoooooooou1000~01e1eaoo101000Bo~=omo10003oon30·
tt1•t•

1t1~nQUMDNUnannnnMnnnnttwhn»M»•"»»~Uttfl~~u11qtt~flYs~"~~ffMWbUUMna11nw~"nn~nHnnDm

1111111110IIII11118111II11111i11fl111111111119111111111118111111111111111111111 J'
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Fig 30' 1l. Punched card.

There are 12 positions that can be punched, IO of these are shown by number 0-9 on the
card, the 11 position is just above the zero and 12 position toward the top edge.
The selection of the most suitable output device is governed by the speed of operation and
the cos! involved.
3C)"8. Mini-computers and Microprocessors. The developments in the field of mini-computers and microprocessors have completely revolutionized the field of data Jogging. They pro,vide
much higher scanning speeds, more sophisticated scaling, greater number of operating functions
in addition to 01 line control facilities. Mini-computers and Microprocessors are extensively used in
Process Control Instrumentation.
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Appendix A
NUMBER SYSTEMS
A·l. Number Systems
In the history of mankind different number systems were developed. Today the decimal
system is universally used. However, it i~ nei~her the only number system nor it ~s.the simplest to use
in many applications. In recent years, pnmanly due to the development of the d1g1tal computers and
other digital in&truments, the binary system has become increasingly popular.

j
1

A-2; Decimal Number System
The decimal number system uses 10 Arab~c Indian symbols or digits. The digits are: 0, l, 2,
3 4 5 6 7 8 and 9 in order of ascending value. In any number system the number of different
digits th~t ~ay be employed is called radix. Thus, since tbe decimal system employs 10 digits, its
radix is 10.
·
_
Now, in a dec!mal system the. ~ighost digit is 9. ~umbers larger than ? are ~onstructed by
assigning values or weights to the pos1t10~ of the symbol with respect to the decimal pomt.
Bach position in a decimal number has a weight assigned to it which is flen times the value
of the next position to the left of the decimal point. For example, in the decimal number 47, the
positional value of digit 4 is ten times the p~sitional value of digit 7. ~very positional weight is a
multiple of te~ and can be express~~ as !0 ra!sed to some po we~. . Startmg at t~e decimal point the
positional weight of the ones pos1t1on is 10 = 1. The next position to the left ts the tens' position
which carries a weight of 101 = 10. The next position to the left, the hundreds' position,--carries a
positional weight of 102 =100. This progression of increasing exponents can be carried as far as
left to the decimal point as desired. As mentioned earlier each digit has a weight or digit valu~.
Standing by itself, the digit 4 has a value of four units. However, when the digit is associated with
other digits to form a ,nultidigit number, it has a positional weight in addition to its digit value. The
positional weight of the digit at the extreme right of the number is unity or one. This is called
the Least Significant Digit or simple LSD.
The digit occupying the extreme left position bas the greatest poaiti_onaJ weight and is called
Most Significant Digit (MSD).
We have seen that in a decimal system, the positional weights increase tenfold each time we
, 1110ve by one position to the left. Thus these positional weights may be represented in ascending
order of powers of 10.
We have considered whole number integers till now. When we' write a decimal fraction v.e.,
a value less than unity!, we place a dot, called radix point(~hich is called a decimal point in the
decimal system) .between the integers and the fraction to seplrate' two sets of digits. Then each digit
of the fraction has a proportional weight that is one tenth the weight of the position to its left. Since
positional weights, change one~tenth time every time we move from left to right by one position ap.d
thus a similar progression can be carried to the right of the decimal point but here the exponents are negative. The first position to the right of decimal point has a weight of 10-1 (=1/10),
the second hiS a weight of 10-2 (=1/100) and so vn.
A decimal system can be represented as in Fig. A'l. The digit placed in- each box indicates
how many multiples of the indicated power of ten are part of the total quantity represented by that

number. ·
~
Consider the decimal number of 5642'37. We can write the value of each digit as repres.ented
by its relative position to the decimal point.
·
1037
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Fi.?:. A'l. Diasrammatic representation of a Decimal System.

~

5642'37=5x103 +6x102+4x101+2x100+3 x 10-1+ 7 x 10-2
=5000 +600 +40
+2
+0·3
+0·07
=5642'3!.

A-3. A General Numb!'r System
Any number c~n be used as a radix of a number system as long as the positional weights are
adjusted ac~-0rdingly. A positive digital number may be ex.pre~sed as:
N~:·d.,, dn __ , ...... da d2 d1 do d_1 d_2......
...(A'l)
where d~, d.,.-1, ...... da, d·h d1, i/n, d.-1, d-2 etc., are individual digit symbols.
Magllitude jV =d..,R.11 d-i_1R 11 -·1 + ...... +·d2R'!+d1R1 +doR0 +rL1R-1+d__ 2 R- 2 +...... ... (A'2)
where R=radix of the system. The radix of a number system refers to the number of basic symbols

+

used.
Let us take an example from the decimal system. In a decimal sysiein, there are 10 basic

symbols 0, l, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and therefore, R=lO. Consider a number 46753 28.
Now
N=---'46753'28. We have d4=4, d3=6, d2==1, d1=5, do ::::3, d_1=2 and d-2=8.
Applying Eqn. A'2, we get magnitude of number as :
N "'"d4R 4 +daR3+d2R2 +d1R1+doRO +d-1R-1 +d_ 2J•- 2
=4x rn4+6x10a+1x 102+5x101+3x100+2x10-1+s x 10-2

Fig,

=40,000+6,ooo +100 +so
+3
+0·2
+o·os=46753'28.
This agrees with our earlier result.
The diagrammatic representation of a general number system with radix R is given in
A~2.

Pig. A-2. Skeleton {)fa general number system.

There are some other number systems in use. A binary system has a radix of 2 while an
system has a radix of 8. The duodecimal system has a radii< of 12 while hexadecimal system has
a radix of 16. Except for binary system, the use ofother systems is limited.

~tal
'

Ac4,

Di~ary

Number System

A binary number system bas a radix R=2 and uses only two symbols 0 and t. These symbols
represent an off-on system. Off state is represented brer .mbol 0 and On state by 1 and thus the binary

2~

. 2n~t

8

4

2

1

0·5

0·25

tn

00_-_JIJ000t0[?1B
· Binary
f<,i~. A~3.

Skeleton of binary system.

po1t~t
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system is very well suited to switching circuits. The numbers Oan:d 1 ~~ known as bits. In. a binary
system, the positional weights in~rease from right to left as in decilnal systemt only this time the
increase is in ascending powers of 2. The skeleton of binary system is represented as in Fig. A-3.
Thu!! the position weight of the first digit on the ri&ht of ~inary point is 20= 1 ; the second
position. bas a weight of 21=2 ; the third has a weight of 22 =4 and so on. Similarly. the positional
weights of digits on the right of the binary point are·:
First digit-2-1=1/2-0·5~ Second digit-i-2·.;.1122 -0·025
Third digit=2-3 = 1/23 =0·012s ...... nth digit-r"=l/2"
Decimal number I= I x 29 = l in binary, Decimal number 2'"-= l x 21+0x2·=10 in binary
Decimal number 3=1 x21+1 x21=1l in binary.
The conversion of decimal numbers to binary is given in Table A-1.

I

TABLE A-1

I

Conversion of Decimal Numbers to Binary Numbers

I

~

I ·-5--1---6~~~7~-;·~~-9-

4

3

I

----'---~------1_1_ _10_n_..,_:·_10_. ....:...t_-uo~" .m'. t-.tllOO:
.i..__;1·-.

I

IDOl

Table A-2 is a partial table showin~ the positional weights of the digits of the binary system.
TABLE A-2

Positional Weights of Di&its ef a Binary System
Digit Positions

--

Positional Weights

I

25 24 2a 22 21 20 . 2-1 z-2 2-a Z-4
- - - - - -Decimal value 64 I 32 16 8 4 2 1I0'5 ! 0·25 0·125 00625
26

Powers of two

··--

-·-'- -

- - 'I

0

--1o· 0
0 0

Digit values
1

1

0

I .
-'~ - · - ·
I

1

l

·1

1

_!_

I
0

0
.

0

-~-J

0

1

l .

·1

-

; ·~

__..:--

1

1

. It should be ~nderstood that the prefixes befor~ the powers of 2 m a binary system have to
be either of the two lnts viz. I or 0.
· ·
For example we can write :
Decimal number 28=3x23+1x22+0 x21+0 x20==3100
Now it involves an extra digit 3 which is not included in the binary system. Therefore we
write decimal number 28. in binary system as : .
Decimal number 28=1 x 24 I x
1 x 22+0 x 21= 1110 (in binary).

+ zs+
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It should also be understood that the binary number IHO is read as one one one zero
and no~ on{; U1ous1.md one hundred a.nd ten.

A"S. IMoory to Decimal Coi1version
Binary quantities can be converted into their decimal equivalents. This can be electronicall:
oonverted but we must examine the techniques behind them. This conversion is usually done by :
(i) Direct method, and (ii) Double dabble method.
The direct method is only described.
(i) D~rect J\rfotb«lid. This .method employs Eqn. A~2. Let us illustrate that with an example.
E1:1mplc A't Convert binary number I 1001 into irn decimal equivalent.
S@l~tioi».

For binary number 11001, we have: d4=1, ds=l, d2=0, di =0 and do=l.
Magnitude of N=d,,.R 4 +•hR3 +chR2 +d1R1 ttfoRO
= 1x24+ 1 x 2.a+o x ztt.1-0 x 21+ Ix 20
,-~IG
-1-- l5 + 0 ·+· 0 +1=25.

The .::onversion of bim>iry mixed n-urnbers and factors is mustrnted by the following example,
JEJ:~~r~!~

A'l. Convert binary mixed number 100· _! 10 into its decimal equivalent.

Sll)IJ~t~~ilt.

i3foary

rrnn~bero::: 100· 110

d~=l,

d1..,,....o, do="'O, d_1.,...01 d_2=l, d_s=O

ivfognitu<lr;~

of bhmry nnm,ber
~~,~ 1x2~+0 x 21 +0x20+1xi-1+1x2--2 +·0 >( r·;~
,,.,.4
+ 0 + 0 +0·5 + 0'25 ··r O' =4'7.5.

A~6.

n :
~
Me<'1m~~

tl!J!

ni

.

o..n~~H'W

V>1mt''ersn@n
...j

•

fhe biuur ro de:eimai conversion becomes a necessity at the output of terminals of a binary
aew1~ nui;h as a. digital computer
! Din~ct Method. In this method the largest power of 2 is subtracted from the decimal
mimb~r. 'fhe next step is to again subtract the largest power of 2 from the remainder. fhis
pr~ms is repeated successively tm ao remah1der is left
2. Dooble Da.bbfo System. This system of converting decimal into binary system is
reverse of that of conv©~·ting a. hinary system :h1to a decimal system. The various steps involved are :
(€) Divide the decimsl number by 2. Record the remainder.
{ft) Divide the first quotient by 2. Record the remainder.
{iii) Divide tbe next quoteint by 2. Record the remainder.
(iv) Repeat the process tm the final quotient is O.
( F) The remainders starting with the last one make up the equiv_alent binary number.

~'1

E1nam,1e Aft3. Convert the decimal number 93 into its binary equivalent by double dabble

metboo.
S@l1ti~l!ll z

Numb11r
9372
4672
237·2
H+2

s-:-2
2+2
H-2

Quotient
46

Remainder
1

23
II
5
2
1

0

0

!

l
.1

.!
0

'
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top,

: • Reading the r~mainder column· from bottom to
we get :
Decimal 93·. Binary 1011101.
Conversion of Decimal Fractions to Binary.. The· method is best illustrated by the foJJowiog
example:
·
·.:;J

Example A·4. Convert decimal fraction 0'6372 into its binary equivalent.

Solution:

Number

0'0976><2
0'1952X2
0"3904X2

==

Product
1'2744
0·5433
1'0976
0'1952
0'3904

=

0'78Q8

0'7808X2
0'5616 x 2

=
-

1'5616
1'L:32

0'6372X2
0'2744X2

0'5488 x 2

...\)

-

=

&::;

=

Integer
I
0
l

o·
0
0
1
1

and so on
· Decimal 0'6372~Binary.0'101000II+
A·7. Arithmetic Processes in a Binary System
The ~asis of arithmetic processes of additioµ, subtraction, multiplication, and division in the
binary system are the same as those used-in the decimal system, ex:oept ehat only two digit symbols
i.e. 0 and 1 are used.
A·7'1. Binary Addition
There are four types of addition in ~ binary sysJom., .
.,
(i) o+ ==0, (ii) o+1=1, (iii) l +O=l, (iv) 1+1=0 with a carry of l.
Example A-5. Find the addition of the two binary quantities: 110011and1111.
Solution:
11111
carry
10011
1111

+

first quantity.
second quantity.

1000010 · Total

A-7'2. Binary Subtraction
Tho simple rules of binary subtraction are :
.
(i) 0-0=0, (ii) 1-1-0, (Iii) 1-0=-1, (iv) 0-1=1 with a borrow of l.
Example A·6. Subtract 110 from 11010. Both are binary numbers.
Solution:
11010
- 110
10100
--·--~-
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A-7'3. Multiplication of Binary Namben. The multiplication of binary numbers is a simple
affair since both multiplicand and the multiplier contain only digits 0 and 1. The rules are :
(i) 0x1 =0, (ii) l XO=O, (iii) IX 1-1
However, when the partial products are added, rules for binary addition must be adhered to.

Example A-7. Multiply binary numbers 1101 and 11011. Check the answer by converting
numbers into equivalent decimal numbers.
Solution :

1101

x lIOll
1101
llOl

0000
11()1
1101
101011111

and

Now Binary number 1101
= 1 x 2a+ I x 22+0x21+1x20= 13 (decimal)
11011=1 x2•+1 x2a+ox22+1 x21+1 ><20=27 (decimal).
Product 13 x27 =351 {decimal).
Binary number 101011111=1x2s+ox2'+J x 2•+ox2s
+ 1 x2'+ I x 2a+ Ix 22+ 1x21+ 1x20=3Sl (decimal).
This confirms with the answer obtained above.
i

A-7·4. Division oi Binary .N1mhe11. The general rules of division in 4ecimal system are
applicable to binary system. lo this context it may be emphasised that we mu$t obey the rules of
binary multiplication and. binary subtraction.
'
.

Example A-8. Divide binary number 1IO by binary number .:;
Solution :
10

II) 1 1 0

'

. quotient
dividend

1}

000
000
0

and
and

remainder

•·. Quotient ... 10 (binary),
Remainder =0 (binary),
Now Binary 110~1 x22+ I x21+fx20=6,
Binary 11 =I x 21+ 1 x 20=3.
. 673=2.
In binar) system 10 means a value of 2.
Thus the, answer confirms to. the soJution obtained above:

•-J
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Example A-9. Find the quotient of lOOil divided by lot.
Solutloo
11
l 00 l 1
l 0 1

10 )

quotient
dividend

----100 1
l 0 1

The answer in binary is 11

~'J

and

----I 00
-----

!~

remainder

Now Binary 11 =3 (decimal),
Binary 100 = 4 (decimal),
Binary 101=5 (decimal).
The answer in decimal system is 3 ~ ·
This confirms to the decimal system as verified befow.

Binary 110011 e= decimal 19.
Binary

101 =decimal 5.
3
S)--1-91

s

_...;.---4

:. The answer in decimal system is 3

~

A-8. Binary Coded Decimal Systems (BCD)
The decimal numbers have been ·used for centuries and their use would continue. But the digital systems require the use of binary numbers. The compromise between the two systems; san be had
b:y using binary coded decimals (BCD). These codes combine the features of both decimal anu oinary
numbers where a decimal read-out of a binary is required, it is sometimes convenient to use a modified
version of binary code in which the length of the code sequence is restricted to 10 digits before it is
repeated. In fact binary coded decimal (BCD) notation is a special way of expressing decimal
quantities in binary form In BCD notation, each digit of the original decimal number is expressed
directly as a four digit binary group. The number of binary groups is then equal to the number of
digits in the original decimal number.
The main binary codes used are :
(i) 4 bit binary codes, (ii) Excess-3 code, (iii) Parity code, and (iv) Gray code.
A-9. The 842.I Code

The most commonly used BCD code is the so ca11ed 8-4-2-1 code. This is a four bit code
which does not conform to Eqns. A-1 and A-2 but is a composite system using binary numbers- from
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0 t.o 1001 to represent dechnal numbers from 0 to 9. The 8-4-2-1 code expresses each decimal digit by
its fourubit binary equivalent. We cite here a few examples of equivalents between decimal and BCD
(8421) systems.
·

Decimal

BCD (8421)

4

0000

0000

0000

0100

19

0000

0000

0001

1001

100

0000

0001

0000

0000

5000

010i

0000

0000

0000

'

The first group of four digits on the right in the BCD numbers are the binary equivalent
numbers of the first digit on the right in the decimal number. The other groups of 4 digits from right
to kft are binary equivalents of decimal digits of tens,· hundreds, thousands respectively.
Tabie A,3 gives·more information about the 8-4-2-1 code. It is seen that each decimal digit
is changed to its equivalent four bit groups. It shouJd be noted that 1001 is the largest four-bit group

TABLE

A~3

Decimal Numbers and their Equivalents in BCD (8421) ·
BCD (8421)

Decimal
·------·-·-------

0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
15

-.---.... ---98
99

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000

0000
0000

0000

14
... - -.. ~~

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000

0000'

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0001
0001
0001
0001
0001

0000
0001
0010
OOd
0100
0101
OllO
011 t
1000
1001
0000
0001
0010
OOll
0100
0101

0000
0001
0001

1001
0000
{)000

1001
0000
0001

0000

ocoo

.,;&,

-------------------------------------1001
0000
1000
0000

JOO

·oooo

101

.... ·---- _........;..--------------------- -- - .... ----------~

....

.

.,

109

0000

0001

0000

1001

579

0000

0101

0111

1001

-·--........----- ------------·------------------------~-----_.-.,,,.,...

4728

----

---------------------------'"""---------0010
0111
1000
'0100

''l
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in the 8-4-2-1 code. Therefore, only 10 of the 16 possible four-bit groups are used. The8--4-2-1
code does not use the numbers 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110 and 1111. An error will occur if any of
· these numbers are fed into a digital computing machine. These numbers, in fact, a!'e forbidden for a
8·4-2·1 BCD.
The 8421 code is identical to binary upto the decimal number 9. Above 9;the 8-4-2-1 code
differs from the binary number code. For example the binary number for 15 is 1111, but the 8421
number for 15 is 0001, 010 l. Taking another exam pie, the deeimal num~er 24 is 11000 in binary but
it becomes 0010, 0100 in the 8-4-2-1 code. Thus, above decimal number 9, every binary number
l~ differs from the corresponding 8-4-2-1 number.
The 8-4-2-1 code is identical to bin_ary through to the decimal number 9. Because of this,
it is called 8-4-2-1 code. The weights in the-groups are 8, 4, 2, 1 reading from le~tto right.
However above 9, the 8421 BCD code differs from the binary number code. For example,
the binary m1mber for 14 is 11 IO, but the same number as used in BCD (8421) is 0001, 0100.
1

The first group of four digits on the right in the BCD numbers are the binary equivalent
numbers equivalent of the first digit on the right in the decimal number. The other groups of 4 digits
from right to left are the binary equivalents of decimal digits of tens, hundreds and thousands respec·
tively. This system is extensively used to keep the numbers in· a form that can easily be read in the
detimal system and easily interpreted by the observer and recorded in decimal form.
Example A-10. Express 6932 in the 8-"4-2-1 code.
· Solution. Each digit of the decimaJ number is expressed in the pure binary form as :
6-0x 2s+1 x22+1 x21+ox20=0110
9=1x2a+ox22+ox11+1x20=1001
3=0X23+ox22+1 x21+1 x20=0011
2 . 0 xzs+o x22+ l x21+0 )( 20=0010.

The binary groups are moved together to form the BCD notation and
Decimal 6932

=0110

L-J

1001

L-'

0011

0010.

L.,_J

'--'

A typical example of the 8-4-2-1 code is the perforated tape used with digital computers. Fig. A-4 illustrates how
the binary bits are represented by punched holes on the tape.
A punched hole indicates l and the absence of hole Indicates
binary 0. A total of four positions is ·available ·across the
width of the tape to accommodate four digit code. The holes
represented in Fig. A-4 represent a decimal number read from
top to bottom. Many BCD codes have been developed. To
cite a few examples we have Aiken 2-4-2-1 BCD and
Johnson code. Biquinary codes are often used in computers.
Example A·U. Convert the following 8421 numbers
into decimal system :
·
(i) 1000
0101
0110
0011
(ii) 0011
0101
0001
1001
0111

Solntion. Divide the BCD (8421) numbers into groups
of four and then decode them :
·
·
(I) 1000
0101
0110
0011
L_J

L_J

1000==8,

L-.J.

0101-s,

L-.J

0110=6,

0011-3.
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Therefore BCD 1000 0101 OllO OOll=Decimal 8563.
(ii) 0011

1-...J

0101

'--'"'

OOJ1=3,

0001

L-...J

0101-=5,

1001

0111

L.__J

L.__J

0001=1,

1001-9,

I

· ·0111=7.

J

:. BCD fOll 0101 0001 1001 Olll=Decimal 35197.
The main advantage of the 8-4-2-1 code is the case of eonverting to and from decimal
numbers. We need only remember the binary numbers 0 to9 because we encode only one decimal digie
a time. A disadvantage, however, of the 8-4-2-1 code is that the rules for binary addition do not
apply to the entire 8421 number, but only to the individual four bit groups.
Eample A-U. Add decimal numbers 12 and 9 in binary and BCD (8-4-2-1) system.
Comment upon the result.

Solution. Decimal 12 =Binary 1100
Decimal 9=Binary 1001
Decimal-addition

r.v

= 12+9=21

l

Binary addition :
1100
1001
10101

In BCD (8-4~2-1)

Decimal 12 =0000

0000
L.__J

L-...1

Decimal 9 =0000

0000

0000--1001

L-J
L......J

L...J

0001

L-...1

BCD addition=OOOO

0000

0001

L-l

L-...J

L-.-J

0010
l,___J

L-...1

1011
L.....J

.i:-

The result is 0001 101 l. This is untenable as it is not possible to decode IOU as it does not
exist in the 8-4-2-::-1 code. The largest 8421 group is 1-0-0-1 (9). Therefore addition of numbers
in 8-4-2-1 code.:.i-s not so ~imple as for binary numbers.
A-10. Other BCD Codes

The 8--4-2-1 code is one of the many codes referred to as binary coded decimal systems
(BCD). A large number of such codes can be evolved. Since four bit BCD codes use only 10 of 16
possible states, we can evolve ( 16 ! /6 !) possible codes, which are approximately 30 .billion. The
8 -- 4-· 2-·- l code is a mixed base code. It is a binary within each group of four bits. but at the same
time it is decimal from group to group. Since the 8-4-2-l BCD code is the most natural type of
BCD code, it is frequently referred to as BCD without any reference to it. Thus, without any
reference to the contrary, we refer the BCD code as a 8-4-2-1 code.
Many other four bit codes exist like Aiken 2 _;_4--2-1 and Johnson code. Table A-4 shows
some commonly used BCD codes.
I
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__________
4221

Decimal

----

___ _____ _______________

TABLE A·4
BCD Codes
__,_ Four Bit;..__

,

2421

Excess 3

~----------·---·--·

0

0000

0000

l

0001

0001

2

0010

3

.I

5211
.. -

·-·--:-------·------

0011

0000

0100

0001

0010

0101

0011

0011

0011

0110

0101

4

1000

0100

0111

011 t

s

1001

0101

1000

1000

6

JOIO

0110

1001

1001

7

IOll

0111

1010

1011

8

1110

1110

1011

1101

9

1111

1111

1100

Hll

I

-----!------------------------·-----A-11.

G~ay

Code

This code is an unweighted code, i.e. the various bits in their different positions do not
represent their positional weight. Therefore this code cannot be used for arithmetic operations.
However, it is very useful for input-output devices, A/D converters, etc.
TABLE A·S
Gray Code Numben 11d their Biaary Equi•alents
---------- · - Gray Code
Binary
Decimal
Decimal
Gray Code
Binury
1

· - - ; - - - - - ---"--.--

..•

0

0000

0000

8

1100

1000

1

UOOl

0001

·9

1101

1001

2

0011

t 010

10

J11 l

1010

3

'0010

0011

11

llIQ

101 l

4

0110

0100

12

1010

1100

5

0111

0101

l3

lOll

1101

6

0101

0110

14

1001

11 IO

7

0100

0111

15

1000

1111

··

A
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In Gray code, each Gray number ·differs from the preceding number by a singie bit.
Table A-5 shows the Gray code numbers along with their.binary equivalents. Bxamining the table, we
find that decimal number 5 is represented by. 0111 and decimal number nexLto it, i.e. 6 is represented
by 0101. Thus there is a change in only one bit, i.e these numbers differ in.only one digit position,
the second digit from right is changed from 1 to 0. · Similarly while going from decimal number 14
represented by 1001 in Gray code to decimal number 15 represented by 1000 in Gray code, we find
tha~ only one Mt, i.e. the least significant bit LSB has been changed from 1 to O.

Thus we can generalize that in Gray code, every number differs by only one bit from the
preceding number.
A·U. Conversion from Binary to Gray Code
Many a time, we have to convert binary numbers into Gray numbers. The following rules
followed for the conversion :
(i) The firs~ Gray digit is the same as the binary digit.
(Ii) Each pair of adjacent digits is added is to get the next Gray digit. While performing
this operation the carry is ignored.
The following examples explain the conversion :
ar~

Example A· 13. The decimal number 7 is represented by 0111 in binary system. Convert this
into a Gray number.
Solution. The most significant bit (MSB) which is 0 in this case is retained as such. Therefore
the lst position from left to right is occupied by 0 in the Gray number.
Next add 0 and 1. The result is 1. Thus the second digit from right is 1. Then add J and
1 and we get 0 with a carry of one. The carry is neglected. Therefore, the third digit from right is
O. Again add 1 and 1, the result is Oand a carry of one. The carry is to be neglected and hence
the fourth digit from the right is 0. Thus the Gray number equivalent to binary 0111 is 0100. ·
·Example A-14. The decimal number 12 is represented as 1100 in binary. Find its Gray
equivalent.
·
.
..
.
Solution. The binary number is 1100. . For c.onversion to Gray number the MSB which is
l in this case is retained for the first position at the right.
.
.
For the second position from the right i11 Gray code the first and the second bit from the
right are added together. In this ~ase they are both 1. Thus 1+1-o with a carry of I. Thus in
Gray oode the second position from right is 0. ·, · .
For the third place from right in Gray code, second and third bits in binary are added. Thus
we have 1+o=1. For the fourth place the third and fourth bits are added to yield the Gray bit. In
this cas~ they are 0 and 0. Thus o+O=O.
Thus the Gray code equivalent of binary 1100 is 1010.
A~12. Griy Code to Binary Conversion
In order to convert from Gray code to binary, we use a similar method that is used for binary
to Gray code conversion. The rules for this conversion are i ·.
.
(i) The most significant bit (MSB) is kept; M the same.
(ii) The other bits are obtained.by a diagonal addition as explained in the examph!l below.

Eimmple A-15. Convert the Gray code number OlOOto its binary equivalent.
Sofotfou. The MSB Gray code in th.is case is O. It is kept as the same, i.e.
Thus
0100
Gray

t
Binary

I
j

~

I

I

!
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Now add diagonaJly to get the next binary digit.
Thus 0 is added to l to get 1 in ~inary. W.e have now
'Gray

0100
01

Binary

The digH 1 in second place in binary is added to ·o in the third place in fhe Gray ~ode. The ·
. resl}lt is L Thus we have :
0100

Gray
Binary

ou

The last operation .is to add the third digit from right in binary to fourth digit in the Gray
code. Thus l +o =I
. .·.. The binary equivalent \s : 0111 .
. Example A-16.. Convert the Gray code number lOlo into its binary equivalent .

. S.olutioo. · 'The MSB i,n Gray code is land therefore

is retained as such in binary.
Gray
Binary.

1010
l

The second digit from right in Gray
the result is 1'
· . 1010
11 ,

it

cod~

0 is added to first digit qn the right in binary and
Gray
Binary

The third digit from right in Gray code 1 is added to se·~ond digit from right in binary which
is 1. 1+ l=O with a carry of one which is neglected

!010
110

Gray
Binary

Finally the fourth digit from right 0 in the Gray code is added to third digit from right in
binary which is 0. ·

O+O=O
"
Hence the Binary equivalent of Gray nun1ber JOIO is: 1JOO;-

Appendix B
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LOGIC GArEs .
B-1

I

j~

Introduction

l

Most oftbe questions encountered in nature and more particularly in scientific work are· two
valued. For example the question may be whether a particular statement is true or false. It may be
whether a particular action is right or wrong. Thus most of the time of thinking of human beings is
involved in finding answers in two levels. .These may be say yes or no, high or low, true or false, or
good or 'bad. The decisions have been discrete, the two states being absolutely distinguishable. The
binary, for example, is a two level logic. It c1early distinguisbes between the .two states viz : l and 0. .

II.
Ij
I

The operation of the switchi9-g circuits of a computer i.s more easily described in symbolic
logic, which is expressed in a syst~m known .as -Boolean ·algebra. Boole proved that binary or two
valued logic is valid for letter. symbols instead of words. The advantages of Uoolean algebra are
simplicity, speed and. accuracy. This system uses two values, 1 and 0, similar to binary numbers.
The 1 state is defined as the true state and the 0 state a$ the false state in logic systems: In circuit
analysis state I may be a closed circuit, a positive electrical potential, or an energised relay cfrcuit,
while state O may be an open circuit, a negative electrical potential or an unenergised relay. Control
circuits· that automatically ·select .one specific case out of several alternatives .for each. possible com~ ·
binations of inputs are called logic circuits.
·

,,i

J,
t

B· 2. Gate. A gate is a logic circuit with on~ output and two or more inputs. . The. output ·
·signal is produced when there. is a specified combination of input signals.
'

B-3. OR Gate
~·

.

Fig. 'J-1 shows an O~ gate bui.It wit~ mechanical switches A and B. . The output is a. Jamp

'1

j

~~· se~ that whenever either .of switches t~ cl~sed or when both the switches a~e closed the lamp

j

Circmt ts closed and the lamp gets ht up resultmg m an output. .
Switches

l ;~--..
l

.I

J

Lani~

Y=A+8

Batteries

Fig. B·t. OR gate using mechanical switches and a lamp.

Fig. B·2. Symbol for two input OR gate.

When neither of the switches is on, the lamp does not glow and we don't get an output. ·
<

The mechanical switches can be replaced by diodes whfoh act as electron~c switches.
Thus in an OR gate an output occurs. when any or all inputs are present. The symbol .for a
two input OR gate is shown in Fig. B-2.
1070
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B-4. Truth Table
A truth table is a table of combinations
logic circuit.

,i.1

Table B-1

~hich

shows alI'input-output combinations for

is the Truth Table for a two input o:R.'-Gate.
TABLE B-1 ·
Truth Table for OR Gate

~

+

The equation Y'7-'A B 1s
read as Y equals A or B.
B-5. Logic Convention
I
In digital circuits we use
Y=A-t-B
A
I B
diodes and transistors which act as
__
. -switches.
These diodes and tra~
1
sistors
change
frorn one voltage
0
0
0
level to another. The 0 and 1 states
do
not · necessarily mean O volt
1
0
l
and' 1 volt respectively. In fact u
and 1 are represented by two
1
1
0
different voltage levels called low
and high. These voltage levels are
1
1
l.
distinguishable For example a
voltage of 2 volt may represent O
and a voltage of IO V may represent 1. It should be noted that the magnitudes of voltages are
unimportant but their levels, w~ether LOW or HlGH is important and as explained earlier th.e two
voltage levels should be different from each other and should be distinguishable.

_,

'i

I
r;i: ,.

f1

I

· . Positive Logic. In positive logic convention, logic 'l' is assigned to most positive (high) level
of voltage and logic 0 is assigned to least positiv.e (low) level of voltage.
_
·
Neeutive L<>&ic. In negative logic convention, logic I .is assigned to the most negative (fow)
level of voltage and_ Jogic 0 is assigned to least negative (high) level of voltage:.
However, we will limit our discussions to positive logic only.
B-6. AND Gate
Fig. B-3 shows the circuit ofan AND ·gate using two switches and a lamp which indicates
the output.
It is clear that when any of the switches is in the off position (0 state) the lamp does not glow
i.e., it is in state 0. The lamp glows (i.e., output= 1) only when both the switches A and Bare
closed i.e., .they are in l state.
·
The truth table fo1 an AND gate is given .in Table B-2.

·•

TABLE B-~:
Truth Table for AND Gate

A

0

i:

I

I

B

I

I

0

0
0.

Y=A.B

.1

I

0

0

I

I

I

0

1

I

1

I

r

I

I
I

r-o------/o
.

B

lamp_

--

TBattery

·~·

-

-

Fig. B-3. AND gate using mechanical

switches.
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Fig. B-4. Symbolic represe~tation ·or a two input AZD gate:

The AND gate is so o~med.because output Y equ~ls 1 only if iop~ts :.(a:~4:· B are L
Th~ symbolic diagram ior a· two input AND gate is shown in Fig. 9-~.

B-7... NOT Gate

.

.

. The output of a NOT gat~ is ~ comp!ement of the input i.e., whe~ &input A=O, the outp~t .
Y=i, thus the output is NOT.O wlnch 1s 1, whtle on the other hand when ·mput A=l the output ts
O· whi~h is NOT 1.
TABLE B·:.1
Truth Table for NOT ·Gate

·---------.-----------A

-

Y~A
--~---

Ao-----.
-------

0

o

1

_________________

Fig. B-S. Symbolic representation of a _ .
NOT gate or an Inverter. - ' · ·

The complement is written by putting a bar over the alphabet. Thus A is a compl~ment of A.
WhenA=O,-A-1 andA=l,A=O. AisreadasNOTA. ·.
" .
'''

Fo~ the logic of .a NOT gate, we see that tl1e o~tput is the inverse of the input and ·bence a,,_';,
NOT ,gate is known as an mverter also. The symbolic representation of a NOT gate or 'INVERTER ,
is shQwn in Fig. B-5. ·
,
·
· ·
, _," _
TABLE B·4
Troth Table of NOR Gate

B-8. NO~ Gate· ·

I

A

B

I
I

Y=A+B

I

.
The outputS whfoh ~ we'~et , :
in the case'···of NOR gite are 'thff'
.compl~menf of .those which we
get in. the case of an OR gate.
The truth table for NOR
gate is given in Table B 4.

0

0

1

0

0

A.v----~

0

I

o.

Bu----4

1

1

1

0

-

Y= A+B

Fig. -B.·6. Symbolic representation of .'.
NOR Gate.

The symbolic representation of a two input NOR gate is' shown in Fig. B-6.
It should be noted that A+B is a complement of A+B.

.i
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B-9. NAND Gate
The output from a NAND gate is a complement of the output of &il AND gate for
conditions of input.· The· truth table of a JWtjin,l,'\lti_N{\~{) gate is given in Table B·l

. TABLE B-~

~?)

i "

>''1

' :·

,1

•

'

~imilar

I• . c

Truth Table ofa two Input NAND Gate
'

','

B

·~,

!

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

l

l

0

Fig. B· 7. Symbolic representation of a NANO gate.

i

1µ1

The
sy~bolic
representation ;6f' a two input NAND gate is shown in Fig. B-.7.
.
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· CONVERSION FACTORS

-~

~-

'

I'j

Multiply by

Into SI .

To Convert

\

---------·-_. I

i

. Conversely
multiply by

',

Lenltb
inches
fee•
miles
micron .

cm
m
km

2'540
0'3048
1'6093

0·3937
3'2808
0'6214

6'452
0'0929

0·1550
' 10'764

10-6

-m

Area.

·incb2
feet 2

Volume
inch3
feet 3
gallon

litre
pint
quart

cm 2
m.2

f6'39
0'02832
4'546x10-3
10-a
o·568x10-s
1'136x10-3

cm3
m3

m3
m~'.

m33.

.. m

Velocity

feet/ second ·
miles/hour
knots

0'3048
r609
0'5144

m/s
km/h

m/s

106

I

0'061

35·31
219'9
10s

1760'5
879'9
3'281
0'621.S

1.943

.

~

'

)

j

<\
'

M111•
·gramme

tonne (metric)

kg
kg
kg
"kg
kg

Density ·
gramme/cm•
pound/foot3
pound/inch3
slug/foot3

kg/m3
kg/m3
. kg/mS
kg/m3

pound (lbm)
slug

ton

10-3
0'4536
14'59

1016
10a
10s·
16'02

27'678X 1011
515'4

kif
lbf

'

0'9842 X Io-s

j
'
",,
:'f·:,._\
. '

'

10-s

10-3
0'0624

36'123 x 10-u
1 ·94x·10-s

~i,
,

Force

dyne

J03
2'2046
0'0685

N
N
N

10;_5

101

I

9'807

0·102
0'2248

I

4'448

' 1074
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. Pressure
dyrte/cm2

'

kgf/cm·~

psi (iof/inch):!
inches of water
feet of water.
inches of mercury
mm of mercury
1 torr= .l mm of Hg
Pascal (Pa)
·
bar

';1

'\•~1f,l
,..,,

f

.-J~;
r

.,..,-,:

~d

I

'

I

I

i

Energy·
erg
footpou·nd
calory
Btu

J
·J
J·
kJ

Power
ergs/second
foot pound /second
horse power
horse pow~t (metric)

~\U"IXlO--~

249 !

0 334S

1"·89

f 11953

'386

7 501

. o·DJ,J

I·
I

'. l
(}'OJ
98'69 x io- 3

t
lOO
101 '32~)

10-·1

1.-

.I

I '356
~' \81

l '()55

io-7

W'·" Nm/s:=:J/!!-

t 356.
0 7457
073SS

i

kW··

I

kg·-.. m2
. kg-·rn 2

I

0·0421
0'2926 x Hr'3

I

1·355

kg·-m2

i

iI

.

107
0'7375
0 2388
0'9478 10 7
fl'7376
i'34l
1'360

w

kW

Moment of Inertia
pound ,foot2
. pound inch2
slug foot2

0·14S

~g95

N/m 2
kN/m 2
kN/rn 2
kN/m 2

atll'

· o·n102

9807

kN/m 2

N/m2
kN/m2
kN/m2

10

0' 1

N/m2 ·
kN/tn 2

23'7~

3'4l8 x J03
0'7375

I

Discharge
cusecs (ft3/s)
gpm (gallons/min)
litre/second
pound/second

m3 /s
· m3/s
m3/s

kg/s

0;0)-32
3'0758 x lfi3

-10-:1

35'33
0'3251x10-:1
JG3 ,

2'204

(Y4
. .;,·'l6
.
.)

'

, j
.~

,;I

Viscosity .
Poise (P)
centipoise (cP)
Stoke (St)
·
centistock (cSt)

~~,
,.

Thermal Conductivity
Btu/ft-hour-°F.
k cal/m·hour-:°C

Entropy, Specific
Heat, Latent Heat
'Btu/lb.:...· R
Btu/lb
· kcal/kg
0

•·,.
!

!I

i

· Ns/m2
· Ns/m2

,,
I

Jil2/s

m2/s
W/m·-~C

W/m..;_•c

kJ/kg_;°K
kJ/kg
kJ/kg

10
1000
104

0·1
O'- 01

10-4
10· 6

IQ6

1 7307
. 1'663

0'5778

4'187
·2·326
" 4' 187

0'2)88
0'4?.3

0'86

0'2388

Heat Transfer
Coefficient•
Btu/ft2..hour-•p
k Cal/m2-hour-°C

W/m2--·c
W/m2·-·c

..... -- --·-------·----·~ --------------~-····----· ---

0'1760
0'86

5'678 .
1'163

-- -

DISPl AY DEViCES ANb RECOiDElS

'

••••
••••• ••

••
•

••• ••••
••

•••••

•• •••

•••

•••••
••

•

.-··.

..

·'

I

.

I)

0
&

.,

• •

(a) 3X;5 Dot Matrix 1b! Numeric characters J, 2, 3, 4
·fia is· 10. A 3 x 5 Dot M.itrix and formation
·
· of numeric chara.cters

••••• •..
••••• ••

•••••
•••••
••••••

•••••
•••••
•••••
•••••

•

• •
•• •••
• ••••

••••
•• •• •

•• •••

••••••

•••• •
•••• •

••••• •
•••• •

•••••••

•• ••• ••

•

•••••••
•
•

•• •

.28 8'3. A 5 x 7 Dot Matrix. For display of
used as shown in. Fig. 28' 12.

,

••

••
••••••

-ee• •••
•••
•
•••" •• • • •••• ••••
•••• •• •••• ••• ••

. .• . ..•

••

•••

ij)
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•

~

If>

•••

•
••" •
•••
~

fig. 28' l l. · Digital display unit with grid

· illuminated dols.

Alph~umeric

characters a 5 x 7 dot matrix is

••
•
• ••
•••••••
•• ••
•

Ca) Sx1 Dot Matrix· (b) Alphabet A
.
Fig, 28'12. A Sx1 Dotmatrix and alphabet 'A'.

2u·9, Kear Proejction Display. A cutout;view of a typical rear·· proiectiop disph1v is shown

....

-l~ig. 28'13.· Re.ar pu)jection display.

Fig. 28'14. Nixie tube.
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in Fig. 28'13. Each of the 12 incandescent lamps .when energized by the input signal ·muminates a
different part of the filmstrip. The lens system pro1ects the illuminated part of the film onto a viewing
screen. The rear projection is slower than NIXIE (discussed later). It requires a lower voltage
(6·3-28 V) and dissipates between 1 to 3 W. Nixie Uses a voltage of about 170-300 V and dissipates
about 0·5 W.
·

23·10. Nixie Tobe
Another non~p1anar display device is the obde. It is a gaseous g1ow tube having a set of
electrodes, each shaped in the form of a digit. The selected electrode (3 as shown in Fig. 28'14) is
surrounded by a gaseous discharge, or glow when the digit is selected. The electrodes are stacked one
behind the other ; and hence the various digits· appear in different planes in the readout.

28'11. Light Emitting Diode (LED)
A relatively new family of displ~y devices utilLi:es "light emitting. diodes". The LED is
perhaps the most important of the display devices available today for ,use in Instrumentation systems.
The LED is a PN junction device which emits light when a current passes throuh it in the forward
direction.
Charge carrier recombination occurs at a PN junction as electrons cross from· N side and
recombines with holes on the P side. When recombination takes place, the charge«;arriers give up
energy in the form of heat and light. If the semiconducting material is translucent the light is emitted,
and the junction is source of light. This is the light emitting diode i.e. LED.

I

' jI

.

Fig. 28·15 (a) show£ a cross-sectional view of a typical LED charge carrier recombinations
takes place in the P type material. Therefore, the P region becomes he surface of the devices. For
maximum Hght emission, a metal film anode is deposited around the edge of the P type materital.
The cathode connection for the device is usually a gold film at the bottom of the N type region. This
helps in reflecting the light to the surface.

L1gnt

Metal film
connection

Current
limiting

Metal film
connection

emission

re~istance.

1ftftt
Charge carrier
r~combination

+

'

+

+

+

Transistor

Diffused.

Prtype
Epitaxial

V1

N-type

I

Gold film cathode connection

Fig. 2s·1~. (a) LBD (:ross-section

Fi~ 2s·ts (b) LBD contro1led by a transistor switch

. Se!Di~ndu~tor .material useg for · mam.~facture . o~ LED is gallium arsenide phosphide
(G~A~ P) which emits red or yeJl~w h~ht of gallium arsemde (~aAs) which gives green or red light
em1ss1?~· LEDs are used extensively m seg~ental. at:ld dot matrix displays of numeric and: alpha·
numenc characters:. _Seve~al LEDs are used .m ser1~s to form one segment while a single LED may· be
used to form a decunaL:pt mt. LEDs are a~~lable rn many colaurs like green, yellow, amber and red.
A simple transistor can be used for OFF /ON of an LED as shown in Fig. 28'15 (b).. When
the transistor is driven i~to saturation by-base current fa, it conducts heavily (switch is closed and the
LED emits light). The LED current is Jimit«.id by a resistance Ro.
·
The major advantages of LEDs in electronic displays are :
(i) LEDs are miniature in size and they can be stacked together to form numeric and
alphanumeric displays in high density matrix.

~

,
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. . ·. (ii) The llgbt outp~t from an LBD is a function of the current flowing through it. Therefore
intensity of light.emitt~d from LED~ can be smoothly controJled.
·
·
.
. (iii) LED~ have .~ high ~ffi.ciency. as. emitters of electroma~nettc radiation. Th~y r,equi~e
moderate powei' for their operation. A typ1cal voltage drop .or 1.2 V. and ~ current of 20 mA. ts
~equired for full brightn~ss. Therefore, LEDs are 11seful where mm1aturizat1on with low d.c. power are
important ..· .
·
.·
.
.
. iv) LEDs are available which emit light in different colours like red, green, yellow and amber.
(v) The switching tirne (b'otli on and off) is !es~s than 1 ns ~nd therefore they very useful
where dynamic operation of large number of arrays is mvolved. .
·
.
(vi) L~Ds are manufacture~ with the same t!pe of technolog!·8:&.is use~. for transistors and
ICs and therefor\! they are economical and have a high degree of reltab1ltty.
.
.
(vii) LEDs are · rugged and can · th~rfore withstand shocks and vibrations. They can be
operated over a wide range of temperature say 0- 70 °C..
.
The disadvantage ofLEDs as compared with LCDs ·is their high power requirement. Also
LEDs are not suited for large area displays, primarily because or their high. cost. ~or large displays,
devices using gas .filled plasma are used. · ·
·· ·
·

28·12. Liquid Crystal· Diodes (LCD)
· · Liquid crystal ~II displays (LCQs) are used in si~ilar ·applica~ions where. LEDs are used.
These applications are display of numeric and alphanumeric characters m dot matrix and segmental
~~

'

The LCDs are of two types :
Ci) Dynamic scatterin~ type,·

and (ii) Field effect type.
·
The construction of a dynamic scattering ·Jiquid crystal cell is shown in Fig. 28~16. The
liquid crystal material may be one of the several org~nic compounds· which exhibit optical properties
. of a crystal though they remain\ in liquid form. Liquid
·
crystal is layered between glass sheets with transparent
liquid
Transparent
electrodes deposite~ on the inside faces.
Spacer crystal
. electrodes

charg~

I

J

,
I
I

When a potential is applied across the cell,
carriers flowing through the liquid disrupt the Jl)Olecular
alignment and produce turbulence. When the liquid is not
. activated, it is transparent. When the liquid is activated
.the molecular turbulence causes light to be scattered. in
aJhl directions. and 1 tdhed ceU •appears. to be bright. Thi·
p enomenon 1s cal e yoam1c scattering

._

:·A
\ ,· .1z;~== . .·~~(~
_- =
~

la.

=:

Mirror surface in
rdltctive type cell
fis. 2s·t6. Liquid crys~al diode cell (LCD).

,
.
. Th~ constructio~ of a field efec~ liquid .c~ystal d!splay is similar to that' of the dynamic scatter·
mg type, with the exception that two thm polarizmg optical filters are placed at the inside .of each
glass sheet ·The Jiquid crystal . materbl in t~e field effect cell is also· of different type from that
e~ployed -i~ the dy~amic scattering cell The material· .used·.. is twis!ed nematic. type and. actually
twists the bght pass1~g through the cell when the latt~r is not energized. · This allows the light to
p~~s through the optical fiJt~rs and the c~ll appears. bright.. When the cell is energised, no twisting of
hght takes place and the cell appears dull.
Liquid. crystal cells are of two types.
Ct> Transmitt~ve:type, and
.
, (ii) t(ellective. tJpe. · . . .. .
.. . .
.
. In t~e transm1thve t~pe <711, both glass sh~ts are tr~sparent, so that light from a..tear''lnut"f'.
· 1s scattered tn the forward d1rect1on when the cell 1s activated.
· ,. ·
--, . :···
. .. _.· The reflective type cell ~as a retl~cting surface · on one si.de of _gla~s sheets-. The incldeut Jig1'
on the front surface of the cell is dynamically scattered by an activated cell. Both types of eells nppe~·
quite bright when activated even under ambient 1ig1lt conditions..
· · ·
.

I
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1 he liquid crystals c1.re light reflectors or transmitt ... rs and therefore they consume sma II
·of energy (unlike light generators). Considering the case of seven segmental display, the
cvrrent i" about 25 µA for dynamic scattering cells and 300 µA for tield effect cells. Unlike LEDs
which can work on d.c. the LCDs require a.c. voltage supply. A typical voltage supply to dynamic
£cattcring LCD is 30 V peak to peak with 50 Hz.
:u~ounts

The advantages of LCDs are :
(i) They have a low p·ower consumption.' A seven segmental display requires about l 40 µ W
(, n 11 W/segment). This is great advantage over LED.s which require about 40 mW per numeral.
(ii) They have a low cost
The chief disadvantages of LC Os are :
(i) LCDs are ·very slow devices. The turn on and the turn off times are quite large.
1;1e turn on time is typically of the-order a few milliseconds while the turn-off is ten miliisei.:onds.
(ii) Wheo used on d.c. their life span is quite small. Therefore they are usea with a.c.
supplies having a frequency less than 5 0 Hz.
(iii) They occupy a large area.
On account of the reasons described above LC Os are normally used. for seven segmental
.displays.

j'

~I

28' U.

Nixie Tube
1 he basic construction of a digital indicator tube is shown in Fig. 28' l 7. 1t is a cold cathode
g!uw discharge tube, which is .popularly known as Nixi~ Vi:hicb isthe trade mark of M/s Burrough' s
()ll'fJ\jfjti1111 U.S.A. The display works ~n the ~r~nc1ple that when a gas breaks down, a glow
Jiscbarge is produced. A gauze electrode wit~ a positive voltage supply functions as an anode, and
there are ·w separate wire cathodes, each 10 the shape of a numeral from O to 9. The electrodes
an: enclosed in a glass filled envelope with con?ecting pins at the bottom. Neon gas is usually
employed and it gives an orange-red glow when activated. However, other colours are available when
different gases are used.

__ __ _____
AMd~

_,,_
I

__,_

-·---..--

I

Cathodes

' It
I
I

lSwikh

I

Side elevation

Pig. 28'17. Nixie tube.

Fig.

2s·1s. Schematic symbol of Nixie. Fig. 28 19. Fifteen sel!ment
Nixie.

There is one anode and I0 cathodes. After a negative voltage is applied to the selected
·
A tramistor gate is usually employed at each cathode so that the desired numeral can be
switched on
,
Tbc circuitry driving the nixie tubes is simpler than th~t for seven segment displays. Ho·wm
ever, high vdtages (iS0-22 V) are required to produce glow discharge. The current required is of
the order of 1- 5 mA. Tbe Nixie tubes are bulkier in size than the seven segmental displays.
cntho(1e, a simple gas discharge diode is formed which lights the s~lected digit.

.L
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Modt::rn Nixies. Modern Nixies vary in construction. The original Nixie had 10 cathodes
representing numerals 0-9 but additional cathodes di8pla)ing decimal symbol and + and - signs '
are being used.
Special Nixies (Burroughs B 7971, shown in Fig. 28'J9) have 15 cathodes constitutirig 15
segments that be used to produce numeric as well as alphanumeric characters.

~

28'14. Segmental Gas Discharge Displays. Gas discharge displays are available in sevcnsegment or f:urteen-segrnent format for display of numeric and alphanumeric characters. They can
be built up to operate on the gaseous discharge glow principle as Nixi.es do. Integrated ciicuits
{ICs) have been devdoped to drive these devices and to di::velop the high voltages involved. The
construction of a seven segment gas discharge display is shown in Pig. 28'20, It is seen that separate
cathodes are provided in seven segments (and decimal point) form on a base. Each seven sega~ent
group has a single anode deposited on the covering face plate. The gas is contained in the space
between anodes and cathodes. The connection!? are provided with' the help of pins for all electrodes
at the rear. A keep alive cathode is also enclosed with each group of segments.
A 50 µA current maintained through the keep alive cathode provides a source of ions. This
improves the switching speed of the display.
The most serious disadvantage of the gas discharge displays is the high voltage required to
opera~e them._ This voltage_is between 150 V to 220 V: High voltage transistors must be employed
as switches tor the ,cathooes. In fact, a separa~e high voltage supply is required for this purpose.
However, a major advantage. that offsets the d1sadvantges given above is that we can have bright
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Fig. 28'20, Seven segmental display using gaseous discharge. Fig. 28'21. pecade ~ounting assemblies (DCAs' .
,,
_ . . with their readout.

displays with tube currents
small.

as-

low as

200 µA.

i

Therefore the qrain op_power supply is extremely /
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28'15. Decade Counting Assemblies (DCAs)

A shlgfo--- numeric display unit can display numbers from 0 to 9. This is called a Decade
Counting Assembly (DCA).
.
Modern electronic counters use triggering units along with decade counting assemblies and
display devices to totalize and <lispl~fy~tbe count.
A typfoal decimal indit:iting ~stem uses 10 characters to display numbers O to 9. Ten trigger
circuits are needed for each deClnfe counting ~ssembly (DCA). A pulse from first trigger actuates
circuit of l to indicate the first event counted. . The second event triggers the second circuit, displaying 2 and feeds a pulse backto·the first circuit, for it to turn off. This sequence continues upto a
count of 9, and the decade recycles. However, in practice, a single decade is not used but a number
of DCAs connected in cascade, are used as shown in Fig. 28'21.
Fig.· 28 }. I, shows 5 decade counting assemblies ·connected in cascade. They can count up to
99999. When the fint unit counts upto 9, it r.eturns to 0 on the 10th count and activates l of the
2nd {tens decade) with DCA i?dicating a count of 10. ·
·
When the tens decade· recycles, it activates 1 of the 3rd (hundreds decade) DCA. As each.
decade recycles and activates the higher DCA.
Thus this readout does not require any interpolation and the number is clearly displayed.
28'16. Display Systems. Electronic displays serve as output units of instrumentation systems.
The digital data resulting from a measurement application is b.inary coded decimal (BCD)* form.
Thus in display applications, where machine communicates w:th a human being some sort of Decod·
iog is required If the language of the machine is BCD, we have to decode (translate) it into a dedmaJ
code than can be t.=asily understood by the human operator. In many cases, decoding binary into
octal might facilitate ll'lan machine communiations.. The decoder converts the binary. code, such as
BCD, into a non bi.nary code that cao. be )l.nderstood by man, such as decimal or 7~segment code. The
decimal code bas lO different symbols while the 7 segment code has 7 separate lines used in activating
7 segment decimal displays.
. . ·. ·
.
. .
.
.
We have discussed earlier that there·are three types of display formats c.ommonly used viz.
(i) segmental (7 segment), dot matrix (5 x 7 matrix) and decimal indicator (Nixie tube). Thus each
of these formats require the use of an appropriate code converter between the BCD data input and
the output display. the code converter for operating Nixie tube has simply to be a 10 position
switch which operates in accordance with the input code and therefore it is simply a decoder.
However, in the · case of segmental and dot matrix displays, a suitable decoder-encoder
combination is used.
In the case of a Nixie tube there is one anode
and 10 cathodes, each shaped like the digit to be dis·
played. A.typical Nixie circuit is sh.own in. Fig. 28'22.

I
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Grounding a particular cathode causes the neon gas

around that cathode fo ionize 'and the digit is dispfa~ed
on account of the resulting glbw.
In the case of segmental displays, one or more
~~I"{' ef"'ef"~7f"
than one light sources may be involved in the display
L-L~ ~
llfl
of a particular character. Supposing digit 0 is to be
displayed by a 7 segment display as shown in Fig. 28'23
Fig. 2s·22. Display system of Nixie tube.
This requires that segments a, b, c, d, e and f should be
.
.
.
.
lit up. Similarly for digit 2, segments a, b, d, e and g should be ht up. Thus by properly choosing the
segments any number from 0 ,to 9 can be displayed.
'A common supply ~~ltage '-d~ives the anodes of the LEDs and wh~n a switch closes, the
corresponding LED is forward b~sed and emits light

l

L-L LL L

"' For BCD See Appendix A.
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fig. 28°23. Seven segment readout and circuit.

J
.

Fig. 28'24 shows a typical 5 x 7 dot matrix ,using LEDs. In order to light an LED in this,
matrix, a voltage ~as to be applied .to its an~de an~ its cathode has to be grounded. In Fig. 28 24
. the circ,led L;ED hghts up because a yoltage.1s. apphed to 3rd . row . and 5th. co]um~" By appJying
voltage to more than one column and groundmg.more than one row, a decimal dig1t or alphabet
can \)e displayed.

5th column

l
3rd row

I

J
,\

....

.

Fig. 28'24. A S)<7 LED matrix.

2a·11. Decimal Decoders. A variety of oodes are possible for the binary representation of
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decimai nurnbus. ,· The8-4.,2~l and2-4-2-l BCD codes are popular for BCD dhpJay system ·aprliri:ations. Only conversion of 8·4-l- l BCD code into decimal sy·)tem is discussed here. This can
be- done by usL1g a diode matrix or logic gates such as TTL (Transistor transistor logic).
.

.

.

.
. 28 17" l. Diode. One number system may be converted into another number system with the
help of a diode matrix circuit. For example BCD number system can be convertrd into a c!ecimal
readout by using the diode matrix circuit of Fig. 28.'25. Switches 1, 2, 4 and 8 provide ioput to

8ott12ry

-i-

,,

Current limiting resistors

Diode

rr',;:;\Jt
s..vitches

I,

1

_/'----2 0
o----~-r----t--.,__+-+--t-----'-~-l----tl.~--tf.

1
. AO-t:---4-

rl'
1

I)

Output
d!lht indicat

.1.
Fig. 28'25. Diode matrix.circuit for conversion of .QCD system to decimal reado t.

the matrix and the decimal indi6ators 0 to 9 are the output of the matrix. In order to energize an
output decimal indicator. the connection.from the battery to the indicator must not be connected to
ground through a diode as under thesJ conditions the diode will short the indicator.
Fig. 2s·25 shows bow number 7 is indicated. For number 7 to be mdicated corresponding
1to a BCD inp.ut, switc_h, 8 should b~ at it~ 0 position, s.witch 4 ~~ould be at its 1 posi 1.i~n, switch 2
~hould be at its l pos1t10n, and sw1te;h l /should be at its l. pos1t10n. Under the~e cond1t10ns :
Switch 8 shorts indicators 8 anq 9,
. Switch 4 shorts indicators 0, l, 2, 3, 8 and.9,
,Switch 2 shorts indicators 0, 1, 4, 5,,8 ·and 9,.

Switch I shorts indicators 0, 2, 41 ·6 and 8>
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Thus aH the indicators with the exceptiJ.>n of 7 .are shvrt circuited. Thus only light indicator
7 will be lit. Thu10 the readout is 7.
This way anv number \:an be indicated. The number 0 is indicated when all foe input
switches are in 0 position.
This system may b~ used fM Nixie .tub~s.
i8 t 7 2 TTL Logic. The 7400 ser~es, a line of circuits introduced in 1964, has become the
most widely u3ed group of bipolar ICs. Various decpders are available (See Texas Instruments Inc.,
7441 through 7448 in the TTL 7400 series). Electrical characteristics such as input loading, output
drive. capapility and switching characteristics do not vary within specific family of devices. The
variations ·mostly involve drive capabilifies tailored to suit particular loads i.e. Nixie tubes, 7
segmental displays, LED displays etc.
·
_ A typical truth fable and logic diagram for a 8-4-2-1 BCD to decimal decoder is shown in
Fig. 28'26. The circuit uses NANO* gates as is commonly done in TTL ICs. The active level for
outpt:.ts is logic 'O' (inverted output) while· for the inputs it is logic 1. In the inverted output logical
0 is true while logical 1 is false: (Negative, logic is used). All the input states are explicitly decoded.
The codes repre'lenting numbers 10 to 15 (i e. BCD 1010 to It l l) result in all the output being false
or logical 1 as shown in the truth table.
Ir.put~
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Any of these codes may b~ used to blank the output-that is to ensure that none of the dis~
play indicators. are on. ·This is useful for leading and trailing zeros. for example, in the number
000486 the first three zeros ought to he blanked. Similarly trailing zeros in 6'3000 have no significance.
A 74 i41 (belonging to 74CO series) is a BCD to decimal decoder. It can be used to drive a
discrete display device like Nixie. · In Fig. 28'27 (a) a supply voltage Vis appljed to one of the pins
on the right while the sec·ond pin is connected to· ground. When a BCD input drives the four
input Jines, one ofthe 10 output lines will be internally grounded. For example in Fig. 28'27 (b),
wJ1en the input is 0 l 10, the 6th output line is grounded.
_
A 7414 l decoder is needed for each BCD digit. Fig. 28'28 shows four 74141s decoding a
BCD digit :
.
·
1001
O101
0010.
OllO
that represents a decimal number 9526.
"··-

®

0 0 1-

. _il.~

1

7l141

'"
I

I

+v

..

0 1

I

5

0 ,

74141

0123456789

UIIIfil
·Ground

·Ground

Ground

HU.NORE OS

THOUSANVS

TENS

UNITS

Fig. 2s·2s. Decoding four BCD digits.

Since each 74141 functions as a BCD-to-decimal converter, the thousands decoder grounds
9th output\ line, the hundreds decoder grounds.5th output line, the tens decoder grounds the 2nd
output Hnd, while the units decoder grounds the 6th output line.
·
28'\18. BCD to 7-Segm<.'nt Cmn:erter. ;' A BCD-to-7 segment converter i~ ~equired to convert a
four bit BCD input to control the outputs for driving a 7 segment numeric characters such as those
which use LEDs and LCDs.
'
·
.
\
The conversion of 8-4·2-l ~CD cpde to 7 segment cod~,"is'given in T~ble 28'1 (Refer to
Fig. 2s·2J).~
TABLE 28'1
BCD to 7-Segment Code Conversion 1

_
1J

I
I

1
I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l

2
3
4

5

·~

'ti

·-···--·--

.I

0 0
0 0
0 1
0 I
1- 0
I 0
. t. 1
1 l

O·
1
0
l
0
I
0

.t

0 0 0
1 0 0 r

;

1.

abcdefg

DC B·A

0
1

6
7
8
9

7 Segment Output

BCD Code

Decimal
Number'

I

1 J
0 "I

i

1

1
.,.· 0
! 1.
0
1
l
I·

i
!

(

l

l·
0
0

l
1
1 l .

.I

I

l

I

....

~

l

t:.l,tl.
l 0 0
0 I I
i 1 0

1 0
0 0
0 1
0 I
1 ''O 0 1 1
1 l 0 1 l
1 1 1 I 1
1 0 0 0 0
1 i 1 ·'1· 1.'1..
l 0 e'"ic -i i
~-

!

I

-

l

l
1

.

--

l

l
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The output (segment seJe~t) cod~ is J?gic l type i.e. positive logi~ ·~1sed .. Howeve'.,inverted
t:vpe (the C?t~pleme~t of cod.e with act1ye l s) may also be U)ed where 1t 1s logic 0. The rnverted 7
segment logic is obtamed by mterchangmg 0 s and 1 s.
·

)JI

I

. In addition to 10 BCD inpu~~ 0000. tbrou~b I001 representing decimal numbers O through 9,
selected symbols may be u.sed 6 add1t10nal m~u!s i.e. JOJO to Bl I. Since 16 characters of 7 bit output
code are handl~d by ~hts code. converter, it is also called a 16 x 7 converter. The converter using
NANO gates which are ideally smted for TTL IC.configuration is shown in Fig. 28'29. Since all the,
16 states from 0000 to U 11 are acceptable, there ts 'false data rejection'.
JCCSBAA

I

I

I

I

I

d
i

I_L_.
I I__

I

L

e

- ..

f

- ·----------------'

Fig. 28'29. BCD to 7 segment converter.

Fig. 28'30. 7447 BCD·to· 1 segment decoder.

The 7447 is a BCD· to- 7 segment converter. It has four inputs for the BCD and 7 outputs for
driving 7 segmental displays For a given BCD. input it grounds the appropriate 7 segment LED
display. For example if the BCD input is 1001 (9), !t groun.d~ the a, b, c, f.and.g output lines. These
grounds then activate segments a, b, c, f and g to display digit 9 as shown m Fig 28 30.

~

I

I

l
j

The display of a 5 digit decimal number say 48572 will require .one 7447 and a seven
segment display for each of the five digits. Thu~ five 7447s' and five 7 segment displays will be needed.
With this arrangement all the five digits are excited simultaneously.
·
.. tiowever, multi~lexing can be used to reduce the nymber

of decoders, wirio~ and the d:sp1ays,

928
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In the arrangement_ using multiplexing, instead of
activating all the dig:ts simultaneously, we can display
© @ · ® CT) @
them in rapid succession. ff this is done at a higbiy fast
..
fate all the digits would be displayed without flicker as
r11 1 0 0 1 0 6 0 o , 0 , 0 1 1 1 o o 1 o
• r·
J
~ hown In rig. ,,,) . .
~.
_'.I
MULTIPLEXER
28'19. HCD-to.:.Dot Matrix Couv~rter. A 3 x 5 J · I .
--rl.....,~ITir-r------dot matrix is r.equired for display of numeric characters 1
_
while tht; display of alphanumeric characters r~quiii>s a !
~
5 x 7 dot maxtrix A 4 bit BCD input j5 rrqulred f·•r 11,
LJ , ,
/Oispioy
conversion to appropriate dot sdfction co.de which wm i
~
•
• t he cbaracter. d\l'lsmermg
ri
•
activate
t be dots to d'1sp1ay
!
- ~I
•-, r-1~--· r-~, ~1 1-~t
ci
__:.___!.:::.___.::::.__,. ___::_":_ ____ !
11:. "hara•·ter~ ar''". to be. acoommocfated in the input code Control
sr~M!
a converter of 16x15 bits capacity is required for
•
. • ..
1•
3 X 5 dot matrix while the converter caoaeitv is Ir; x 35
Hg. 28 '31. Mu.tiplexmg and dirita! display.
bits for a 5 x 7 dot matrix, A six bit code -is required for display of alphanumeric characters as there
'-re 26 alphabets, 10 decimal number and 28 sp;~ciai characters totalling 64.. Thus the capacity of
alphanumeric code converter is 64 x 35 bits. These code conversions ate d1;me thry_;gh special building
blocks called rl'sd-only memory (ROM).
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A 5 x7 LED dot ·matrix is shown in Fig. 28 24. AH the LEDs required for cispb.y c r a character ate not illuminated simultaneously. Urnaily they are activated a row at a fr-ne. For ex.ampfo the
first row of LEDs is first grounded· and voltage is applied to the appropriate c<.)lumns. Afti:.'r d1snh1ying for a short interval, the second row of LEDs is grounded and voltages applied to the appropriate
cohlmns. The third and subsequent rows are grounded successively with voltages applied to required
columns. This process is rep~ated at a very fast rate. so that the character ]s displayed v. ithoul flicker.
1

The circuits driving the dot matrix converter sc;in through the rows and apply voltages to
appropriate columns at the same time. Therefore the circuitry is complex. A ring counter scans the
rows. while a read-only memory (ROM) applies voltages to columns.
28'20 lte~ntioP- bi "Digital :Meters
The number of di~it positions (or simply~ the number ofdigits) .used in a digital meter determines the resolution. Thus a three digit display on a digital voltmeter (DVM} for 0-l V range will be
uble to indicate values from zero to 999 mV, with smallest increment or resolution of 1 mV.
- In practice a fourth digit usually capable of indic~ting either 0 or 1 only, is placed to the left
01 active digits. This permits going above 999 to 1999 to give overlap
,
between ranges for convenience. This is called over nmgiog. This
type of display is known as a 3i digit displmy. Fig. -28'32 shows a
Phillips 3~ digit autorangiag portable djgital multimeter. The
resolution of a digital meter, however, is determined by the number of
t1mvc or fen digits used.
·
11
If n-number of fuU digits~ Rsolution= I/10
.. (28'1)
· Therefore a 4 digit display ha~ a resolution of 1/10"=0'0001; ,
or 0·01 percent. This reoolution is also referred to as one part ml ·10,000.
28'21. Swsitivity of Digital Meters

I

Sensitivity is the smallest change in input which a digital
meter is able to detect. Therefore it is Jowes~ voltage range'$ full seal~
value multiplied by the meter's resolution.
Sensitivity S = ( f s. )mir.1X R
.... (28'2)
where f.s.)m«n=Jowest full

~ale va]ue

and R=resolution expressed as decimal.

of meter

~~

i

~~·--~
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28'22. Accmracy Specification for Digits~ Meters
Accuracy is usuaJly expcessed as a percentage· of the reading plus a percentage of full scale./
Often the percentage of full scale part of the statement is given ia terms of digits. When this is done,
the digits referred to are the least significant digits (LSD}.
L

E:l[ample 28' t. (a) What is the resolution of a 3t digits display 1 (b) Find the resolution of
a 3! digit meter in ca~>e its range is 1 V. .(Some manufacturers may specify the range as 2 V since a
31 digit meter can count upto 19)9 mV). (c) Find the resolution of the meter for 10 V range.
Solution. (a) Number of full digits in case of 3! digits displa.y-3.
· :. R.esolution=l/l0t1=1/l03 =0'001 or O'l}~.

Hence the meter cannot distinguish between values that differ from each other - by less tho
o·oo l of foll scale.
(b) Full scale reading=l'OUO :. Resolution on 1 V range=! xooo1-0·001 v..
Hence on 1 V range it will not be able to di&tioguish between readings which differ by Im
than o·oo 1 v.
(c) Full scale reading=IO"OO :. Resolution on 10 V range=lOXO'OOl=O'Ol V.

Hence on 10 V scale it wm·not be able to distinguish between readings which differ by leu .
than 0·01 V.
EJ::Amplc 2fr2. A 4l digit voltmeter is used for voltage measurements .. (a) Find iu
resolution. (b) Bow would 12'98 V be displayed on 10 V range 1 (c) How would 0'6973 be disph\)'14
on i V range? td) How would 0'6973 be displayed on IO V range?
.
Solution.. (a) Number of full digits on a 4l digit display·=4.
',
:~·

Resolution= l/104=0'0001 or 0'01%.
(b) There are 5 digit places in a 4t digit display. Therefore 12·93 V win be displayed as
12'980 on··its to V scale.
·
.-(c) Resolution on 1 V range=! xo·ooot =0·0001 V.
Therefore on l V ranse, any reading can be displayed to 4th decimal place. Hence 0·5913 .V
wm be displayed as 0'6973 on l V range.
·
(d) Resolution on 10 Vrange=to.x 0·0001 =0'00t V.
· Therefore on 10 V range readings can be displayed only upto 3rd place of decimal~ Hence
0'6973 V will be displayed as 00'697 on l 0 V scale. The digit 3 in the fourth decimal place will be
lost. Using the appropriate range i.e. 1 V, the digit 3 can be retained in the readout.
Ex1mple ltr~t A 3! digit DVM has an accuracy specifica.tion of ±O'S percent of readin1 ·

± l digit.

.

.

.

.

(a) What is -the possible error in volt, when thcr instrument is reading s·oo Von the 10 V .
range ? (b) What is the poltsible error in volt, when rwling o· 10 V.on the 10 V ran&e 1 (c) What·
percentage of the reatHllg i1'> the possibie enor in the case of (c) ?
Solution. (a) 0·5 percent of reading=o·oos x 5'00=0'025 V.

The display for 5·00 V :read on l 0 V scale of 3} digit meter is 05'00 as there four disit
positions.
The digit in the LSD has a value 0·01 V.
: . Total possible error is=o·o2s+o·o1 ==0·035 V.
(b) When readin$ o·to V ~n IO V range, we h.lv~
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± 5~~ of reJding=0"005 xo· to= ±0'0005 V.

±ldigit

=±<YOIV.

Total possible error

-wr

= ±0'0105 V.

?/ig

(c) Error as a percent cf reading= 00

=

10"5%.

This is a large error and demonstrates the inherent danger of takiog readings low on a scale.

DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER
. i
1

:nr23. Measurtment of Frequency

l

I

28'B' L Principle of Operation. The signal whose frequency is to be measured is converted
into a train of pulses, one pulse for each cycle of the signal Then the number of pulses appearing
in a definite interval of time is counted by means of an electronic counter. Since the pulses represent
the cycles of unknown signal, the number appearing on the counter is a direct indication of frequency of the unknown signal. Since the electronic counters are extremely fast, the frequency of high
frequency ~ignals may be known.
18 23'2. Basic Circuit. The block diagram of the basic circuit of a digital frequency meter
is shown in Fig. 28'33. The unknown frequency signa! is fed to a Schmitt trigger.

The signal may be amplified before being applied to Schmitt trigger. In a Schmitt trigger,
the signal is converted into a square wave with very fast rise and faJI time~. then differentiated and
clipped. As a result, the output from a Schmitt trigger is a train of pul)es, one pulse, for each cycle
of the signal.
·
OflWnowti

NV

fraquency- Ampl'ifier
SOlJrce

l\MJ

Schmitt

triggu

f U1J

Counters
S1art stop
gate

UM

Fig 28 D. Basic circuit of a digital frequen;y meter.

The output pulses from the Schmitt trigger are fed to start stop gate. · When this gate opens
(start\ the input pulses pass through this gate and are fed. to an electronic counter which starts·
registering the input pulses. When the gate is dosed (stop), the input of pulses to counter ceases and
it stops counting.
·
The counter displays the number of pulses that have passed. through it in t:ie time interval
between start and stop lf this interval is known, the pulse rate and hence the frequency of the
input signal can· be nko\\ rt. Suppose f is the frequency of unknown ~ignal, N the number of counts
displayed by counter and tis tbe time interval between start arid stop of gate. :. Fr~quency of
unknown signal J- N/t.
·
·
28 23 3. Time base. It is abundantly clear that in order to know the value of frequency of
input signal, the time interval between start and stop of gate must be accurately known. This time
interval known as time base can be determined by the circuit given in Fig 28'34. The time-base
consists of a fixed frequency crystal oscillator. This oscillator, which is known as dock oscillator
must be very accurate Ia order to insure its accuracy. the crystal is enclosed in a constant tempera~
tu re oven. The output of this constant f requeocy oscillator is fed to a Schmitt trigger which converts
the input to an output consisting of a train of pulses at a rate equal to the frequency of the clock
oscillator. The train of pulses then passes through a series of frequency divider decade assemblies
connected in cascade. Each decade divider consists of a decade c0unter as ·explained in Art. 2g·4·3 on
page 91 l and divides the frequency by 10 ,Connections are taken from the output of each decade iq
the series chain, and, by means .of ll selector sWitch, any output may be selected..

· 1.-.
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·

In the bldck diagram of
Fig. 28' J4, the clock oscillator fre---,,:::-c;:~;~ I
. quency is l MHi or l0 6 Hz Thus
S , 1
(to ccr.trol ~ate l~ip llo~l
e.ec or .
switch
the output of Schmitt . trigger is
'
l l
106 pulses per second. At the x J
lf~S
tap of the switch there are J 1. 6
x10"1
·I
. 10/JS
·pulses per second, and thus the
time interval between two consecu·
1oof1s
;o- 4
,r10~2 1.ms !Onm-5---.
tive pulses is I o-6 second or I µs.
f10·3
At x 10-1 tap. the pulses,
having gone . through decade
Cltek
I
~i:llotcr
divider lt a~e reduced by a factor
'1vstal
1.M Hz
. 1MHz
10, and now there are 105 pulses
osc:lllator l\J\./' Schml.tt .n.n.r
• and
trigger
'.
per second. Therefore . the tim~
oven
interval between them is 1O µs.
Similarly, there are 104 pulses· pr.r
·-----· . ----.·---·.J
second at tap x 10-2 and the time
interval is 100 µs ; 103 pulses at
tap x 10-a and the time intrval is .
. Fig: 28'34. Time base selector.
.
3
1 ms ; 10 pulses per second and tape x l0-4 and the time interval 10 ms, 10 pulses peC! second attap
x 10-s and time interval 100 ms ; one pulse per second at tap 10-s and th~. time interval is l second.
This time interval between the pulses is the time base and it can be sclecled by means ,of tht1
selector switch.
·
2s·23·4. Start and Stop Gate. The flip flops (FF) act as start and· stop gates ..
2if 24. Circuit for Measurement of Frequency. The. complete circuit for measurement of
frequency is shown in Fig. 28'35. The positive pulses from the unko')wn frequency rnurce called
counted signal are arriving at input A of the main gate and positive· pulses from time base selector
are arriving at input B vf the start gate and input B of stop gate. Initially, flip.flop FF1 is its 1
state. The resulting voltaje from output Y, applied to input A of stop gate opens this gate. The
zero voltage from output Y of flip-flop FF 1, applied to input A of the start gate closes that gate. ·
.
As the stop gate is open, the positive pulses from the time base, can get through to. set input
terminal S of flip-flop FF2 and
keep it in state 1. The resu!~ing
Unknown
N\f'
Sch mitt
zero output voltage from Y is
~~eJ~ce;cy r-----....i Trigger
applied to termnial B of main
gate. Hence no pulses · from
the unknown frequency source ·
can pass throU§h the niain gate.
F F2
star1
In order to start the
·gate
operation, a positive pulse,
I
y
called read pulse is applied to
I
reset terminal ·R of FF1. This
f: ~i
causes FF1 to reverse its _s_tate
y
I
from 1 to 0. Now it!! output Y is
positive voltage and output' Y is
I
0. As a result, the stop gate is P·ulses
j
closed and start gate is opened. tr om
nn.r
time base....,.__. ...___
The same read pulse is applied
to the decades of the counters
L.:;p_g_ot_e__ - -.-·. _- - - /i'".
bringing them to zero and thus selector
the count can start now.
. Gate control
Flip Flop
. When the next pul:::e
from the time base arrives it is
@hie to pass throu~h the stiu"t

.,

I.
1

1

.·

I
I
I
I
I

.

I

I
I

J
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gate to the reset termina1 of FF2 Ripping it from i.ts I state to 0 state. The resulting positive· voltage~
from its input Y (called g1ting signal) is applied to input B of ma!n gate opening that gate. Now the
pulses from the unknown frequency source are able to pass through and they are registered on the
counter. The same pulse that passes through the start gate is applied to the set input S of FF1 cbiinghwg its state from 0 to l. This results in closing of start gate and the stop gate is opened. · However,
since the main gate is still open, pulses from the unknown frequency source continue to get tbroqgh to

the counter.
The next pulse from the time base selector passes through the open stop gate' to the set input
t~rmiPal S of FF2 changing it back to its' l state. Its output from terminal ·y: becomes zero and so
the main gate is closed and the counting stops
Thus the counter registers the number of pulses ·passing through the main gate in the time
interval between two suci;essive pulses from the time base selector. If for example, the time base
stlect~ is 1 second,. the number indicated oo the counters wilt ~ the frequency of the unknown frequency source in Hz.
· )

The assembly consisting of the two AND gate and the two Hip-flops is known as Gate
Control Flip Flop.
28'25. Simplified Composite Circuit ef a Digital Frequency Meter. A simplified composite
~ream of a digital f~eque?CY meter is shown in Fig~ 28"36. The principle of operation of the circuit
RS

the samie as descnbed m Art. 28'24. ·

..__

4ignof
lripul

C~clil

osdlo101
I MHz

Ampliiitr .

There are two signals to be traced :
(i) Input signal-for the counted signal). The fn:quency to be measured.
(ii) Gating signal-This determines the length of time during whfoh the count€lrs (which consist
of decade counter assemblies) are allowed to totalize the pulses.
The input signal is amplified and is -applied to a Schmitt trigger where it is converted to a train
of pulses.
The time base is shaped by a Schmitt trigger into positive pulses, 1 µ.s apart These pulses are
applied to 6 decade divider assemblies (DD As). A selector switch allows the time intervml to be selected
from I p.s to ls. The input to the time base.is provided by a clock oscillator and a Schmitt trigger.
The first output pulse from the t!me base selector switch passes through the Schmitt trigger t-0
the gate control flip· flop. The gate control ~ip-ftop assumes a state such that- an enablesignal is
applied to the main gate. The main gate being an AND gate, the input signal pulses are a!!owed to enter
the DCAs where they are totalized and displayed. This process continues till a second pulse arrives
at the control gate flip-flop from the ODA-; (Decade dividia~ assemblies). The control gate reverses its
state which removes the enabling signal from the main gate and no more pulses are allowed to go to
counting assemblies since the main gate closes. Thus the n.umber of pulses which have passed during
a specific time are counted and displayed on the DCAs. The frequency can be read directly in case
the time base selector moves the decimal point in the display area.
21rl6. High Freqoe1cy Measmem~ts. The direct count range of digital frequency meten
extends from d.c. to a few hundred MHz. The limitation is on account of the counters used fo
c,:mjunction with the digital fre.:iuency met~rs. The cotmters can work upto a limited rate of counting
and not beyond it and high frequency measurements demand a 1Very high ra!e of com1ting.

This range (i e., a few hundred MHz) covers only a small portion. of the frequency spectrum i~
use n )W-a-days. SJ techniques "ther than direct counting are used to extend the range of digital fre ..
quency meters to above 40 GHz. The frequency of the input signal is reduced before it is applied to a
digital counter. This is done by special techniques. i Some of the techni:iues in use are :
1. Prescaling; The high frequency signal is divided by ~ome numbers-21 4, 6, 8~ etc. by
usm~ high speed divider circuits to get it within the frequency range of the digital frequency meter.
2. Heterodyne Ccmverter. The high frequency signal is reduced in frequency to a range
within that the meter by using heterodyne techniques. ·
3. Tramsftr Oscmator. A harmonic of a tunable low frequency continuous wave osciJfa.tor
is zero beat with the unknown high frequency signal Thie low frequency osciUator frequency is
measured. This measured frequency is then multiplied by an integer which is equal to the ratio of the
two frequencies in order to determine the value of the unknown high frequency.
4.. Automatic Divider. The high frequency signal is reduced by some factor such as WO : l
or 1000 : 1 µsing automatically tuned circuits which generate an output frequency equal to l/100 or
1/1000 of the foput frequency to get it within the range of the digital frequency meter.
·

. 28'17. Period Measureme1d. Sometimes it is desirable and necessary to measure the period
. of an input signal rather than its frequency.
· Thi~ is specially true when measuring tile )ow frequencies because measureme~t of frequem::ie!
m the low frequency range using frequency mode of operation gives low accuracy. To get good
accuracy at low frequencies, we should make m.easurement of period .to know the unknown frequency
rather than make direct. frequency meas~rements .. Now .,pe~iod of m1k~own ~requency, T=llf
Thus measurement of period can be done directly by mterchangmg the two mput s1gmds to the m.am
gate.
The circuit for measurement of frequency shown in Fig. 28'36 can be used for measurement
of time perivd but the counted signal and the gating signal are reversed. Fig. 2s·37 shows the circuit
for meas'Jrement of time period. The gating signal is derived from the unknown input signCll \Vhioo
now_ controls the opening and closing of the main gate. fo the diagram (f'ig. 28'37) the time ·ha@'J hi

,.
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Fig. 28'37. Block diagram of singfo and multiple period (average) measurement.

set at IO µ.s (frequency 0·1 MHz). The number of pulses which occur during one period of the
unknown signal are counted and displayed by the decade counting assemblies.
The only drawback in using period measurements is that to get accudcy at low frequencies,
the operator must take the reciprocal of the answer displayed by the disolay of the counters if he
wants to know the input frequency.
For example when measuring the period of a 0 Hz frequency, the electronic counter might
display 16'6673 ms.
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Gated signals to counters

Attenuator

and
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Multiple

period
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Crystal
OS~.

Schmrtt

Trigger

Fig. 28'38. Block diagram for time interval measurement.
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.

... Frequency
I= 16'6673 x 1o:-3=59·9977 Hz.
The accuracy of the period measurement and hence of frequency can be greatly increased by
' using the multiple period average mode of operation.· In this mode, the main gate is held open for
more than one period of the unknown signal.
.
.
This is done by passing the unknown signal through one or more decade divider assemblies
(DDAs) so that the period is extended by a factor of IO, 100 or more.
Hence the digital display on the _counters will shows more digits of information thus increa,.dog
the accuracy. However, the decimal point location arid measurement units are U'Ually changed each
time an additional decade divider is added so that the display is always in terms of the period of l
cvcle of the input signal, even though the measurement may have lasted for 10 or JOO or more cycles.
·
Fig. 28'37 shows the multiple period average mode of operation hy the dashed portion of the
block diagram In this diagram 5 more decade dividing assemblie' (DDAs) have been added so that
the gate now remains open for an interval of 100 times than it did with that only one DOA.
28'28 Ratio and Multiple Ratio Measurements ·The ratio measurement involves the
measurement.of ratio of two frequencies. The measurement in effect is a period measurement The
lower frequency is used as a gating signal while the higher frequency is the counted signal. Thus the
lower frequency\ takes the place of the time base. The block diagram for ratio and multipfo ratk;
mea~urements is shown
Fig 28'39.
·
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The number of C)cles of the high frequency signal Ji which occur during the period of lower
frequency signal /2 are counted and are displayed by DCAs.
In the multiple ratio measurements, the periods of the lower frequency signal is extended by
a factor of IO, 100, etc. by using DD As .
. 28.29. Time Interval Measurement
In this measurement. the electronic counter used as an output readout device performs the
function Of'aO electronic St@JHfltch i.e., it measures the time interval.

The block diagram Cor time. interval measurement is shown in Fig. 28'38. There are input cba
nnels where one channel supplies the enabling pulse for the main gate and the other a disenabling pulse.
The main gate is opened at a point on the lecLdi,ng ~dge of the input signal and closed on tbe
trailing edge of the same signal. The time elapsed between the above two events i~ measured by the
decade counter assemblies (DCAs). Since we are µsing a standard crystal oscilJator, the counts displa)ed
on the DCAs must be some multiple or submultipte of the frequency of the crystal oscH!ator. Thus
ebe cmmt displayed is in a way a yardstick to me~sure the time dapsed between opening and closing·
of the main gate.
Since the time interval during wbic4 the gate remains open ana cwsed depends upon the
wi111ve3hape of the input signal, the devices fo· measurement of time interval must have s!ope sei~ctfon
feature. The trigger level control permits selection of the input signal waveform at which the
.measurement begins and ends.
28 30 Universid Coaloter Timer. AU the measureme:nts described in the preceding sections.
(~~nected frequency and time measureme.nte) ust almost. identi~al fundamental building blockse
These fundamental blocks ID ay be assembled together to form modem Umive1ul Coontn Timer. Tb
universal counters use ·logic gates v.bich are 5elfcted and con1 rolled by a single front panel switch
known as the "FgnctioD switch".
A simplified block diagram of a universal counter is shown in Fig. 28'40. With the function
switch in the frequency mode (as shown. in Fig. 28 40), a control voltage is applied to the specific
gates of logic control circuitry. Thus the input signal is connected to the counted~signal cbannei of
0
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· the main gate. The selected output from the time base dividers is simultaneously gateJ to the control
ftip-fiop, which enables or disenables the main gate. Both control paths are latched internally to
allow them to operate only in the proper sequence.
When the function switch is in Period mode, the contrd voltage is connected to proper gates
of logic circuitry, ·which connect the time base signal to the counced-signal channel of the main
gate. At the same time the logic circuitry .connects the input to the gate control for enablmg or
.disenabling the main gate. The other function switches (like time intervaJ, ~ratio, external standard)
perform similar functions. The exact details of switching and control procedures vary from
inQtrument to instrument. They can be known by consulcing the instrument catalogues
Example lff4. Gating periods of f· ms, IO ms, 100 ms, l s, and 10 s are provided on a digital
counter·time~frequency meter having a 3 digit display. A gating period ·or I 0 ms is selected to measure
an unknown frequency, and a reading of 034 is obtained. What is the likely value of frequency ?
What steps, be taken (a) to check the validity of the result ; (b) to obtain a more accurate result ?
Solution.
N
Ol4
·
~a) Frequency f= t=- tox rn-3-=3400 Hz=3·4 kHz.
(b) Jn order to check the validity of the r~sult, we should use a lower gating time i e., l ms.
In case the frequency is between 30(10 to 3499 Hz. the readings wiU be :
3000x l x10-s==3 and 3499x l x w-a=3·49~
Since the meter has a 3 digit display it can show the readings as 0 0 3 in both the cases.
(c) In order to get better results (better resolution) we must use a higher gating time i.e.,
~OOms.

·

Suppose the frequency is 3420 Hz instead of 3400 Hz The :reading of the meter will be :
3420x JOU x ro-s=342.
No meful purpose will be seFved if the. gating time is increased to I s or IO s. Suppose the
frequency is 3424 Hz and th~ gating time is kept as ls. The reading is 3425 x I ~ 3424
But since the meter has only j digits, tbe meter will show an overflow. Same is the case for
the gating time of JO s.
Example 28'S. A digital timer with eight digit readout is stated to have an accuracy of 0 005
,percent of reading, ± 1 in the final digit. Readout is in s, ms, and iJ.S. Assuming that the instrument meets its specifications, what are the maximum likely errors when the readin~ is -:
·
(a) OS 00 0000 µs (b) 00 000 500 s ? .
. {c) What is the maximum nom 1 ~'ll accuracy in time units with wliich reading (h) could be
made with this instrument ?
Solntloa.
(a) The reading· is 05 000 000 µs or Reading=SOOO 000µs=5x10 6 µs
o·oos percent of reading=± 01:5 )( 5 x J06=±250 µs
The digit in LSD has a value.of I p.s. .·. Maximum error...,.±250±1 =±25J. µs.
(b) The reading is 00 000 500 s or Reading=500 s.

o·oos percent of reading= ±·~·:tx 500 - ··±o 025 s.

L

The digit in LSD has now a value of 1, s.
·. Maximum error= ±0'025± J= ± t ·02.~ s.
(c) Maximum accuracy means minimum error.
Minimum error is <"htained when the time is read on the· µs read out.
500 s=500X to61Ls=SOO 000 000µ.s.
This read out requires 9 digit positions .and hence· when the meter is p11t on the µs readout
will show an overftow as the meter has 8 digit display. Hence a reading of SOO scannot be taken
the I'S range.
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Let us try the ms readout. SOO s= 500 x J-03 ms == 500 000 ms.
:. The ms readout will display the reading. as 300500 000
0
soox 10 =±25 ms.
0.00 5 percent of rea"d'mg_= ± o· 05x100

.,,, .
;--

The LSD has a value of I ms .
.·. Maximum possible accuracy with· which a reading of 500 s can be read by this meter is
±25± I= ±26 ms.
DIGIT AL VOLlMETERS (DV.Ms)
28 ·31. lntroductiont
A disitaJ voltmeter \DVM) displays the value of a c. or d c voltages being measured directly
as discrete numerals in the decimal 'lumber system. Numerical readoi1t of DVMs is advantageous
since it. eliminate'i observational errors committed by operators. The errors on account of parallax
and approximations are enrirely eliminated.· The use of digital voltmeters inc~s~-th.e. speed \\ith
which readings can be taken Also the output of digital voltm-etres can be fed t<Un<mory rievices
for storage and future computations.
_ . · ,/ . ~i:.·--::.
A digital voltmeter is a versatile and accurate voltmeter wh~~::11aS:~~y laboratory
applications. On account of developments in the integrated circuit HC),Jeclioofogy; it has been
possible-to reduce the si!e, power requirements, a·nd cost of digital voltmetefs. · In fact, for the same
accuracy, a .digital voltmeter now is Jess costly than its a~afog counfefpatt. The decrease in size
of DVMs on account of use of ICs, the portability of the instruments has'i!icreaaed.
28"32. Types of DVMs The increasing popularity -.of DVMs has brought forth a wide
number of types employing different circuits. The various types of DVMs in ge,neral use ate :. ·
(i) Ramp type DVM,
(ii) Integrating type DVM,
(iii) Potentiometric type DVM,
(fr) Succe&.sive approximation type DVM,
and
(v) Continuous balance type DVM.
The circuits describ~d here do not represent those of any specific make of a digital ·voltmeter. ·
These circuits are being descr~bed merely to explain the voltage measuring principles on which these
instruments operate.
. In every case, the basic function that is performed. is an analog to digital (A/D) conversion.
For example, a voltage value may be· changed to a: proportional time interval, which starts and stops a
cJock oscillator. In turn the oscillator output is applied to ·an.electronic counter which is provided
with a readout in terms of voltage values. The A/D conversion techniques have already been
explained in Art. 26'33 page 884.
28'33 Ramp type Digital Voltmeter. The operating principl~ of a tamp type digital voltmeter is to measure the time that~ linear ramp VJltage takes to change from level of input voltag·e
to zero voltage (or vice versa). This time interval is measured with an electronic time interval counter
and the count is displayed as number of digits on electronic indicating tubes or the output readout
of the voltmeter.
The conversion of a voltage value to a time interval is shown in the timing diagram of
Fig. 28'41.
_
At the start of measurement a ramp voltage is initiated. A negative going ramp is shown
in Fig. 28"41 but a· positive going ramp may also be used. The ramp voltage value is continuously
compared with the v~age ·being measured (unknown voltage), At the instant the value of ramp
voltage is equal to tbat of unknown voltage a coincidence circeuit, called an input comparator, ~ene
rates a pulse which opens a gate (See Fig. 28'42) The ramp voltage continues to decrease till it
reaches groun~ leyer(zero voltage). At this instant· another comparator called ground comparator
gener.ates a pulse -and closes the gate.
. ·
·
.
The time eJasped between opening and closing of the gate is t in indicated in Fig. 28'41.
During this time interval pulses from a clock pulse generator pass through the gate and are counted ·
and displayed.
- ·
-~ .
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The decimal number as indicated by the readout is a measure the value of input voltage.
The sample rate inultivibrator determines the rate at which the measurement cycles are initia~
ted. The sample rate circuit provides an initiating pulse for the ramp generator to start its next ramp
voltage. At the same time it sends a pulse to the count_ers which set~ all of them to 0. This
momentarily removes the digital display of the readout. ·
.
· 28'34. Integrating Type Digital Voltmeter. ·This voltmeter measures tbe true average value
of the input voltage over ·a fixed measuring period. In contrast the ramp type D VM samples the
voltage at the end of the measuring period. This voltmeter employs an integration technique· which
uses a voltage to frequency conversion. The voltage to frequency (V/F) converter ;functions as a
feedbaQ.k. control system which governs the rate of pulse generation in proportion tothe magnitude of
input voltage.
.
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Acutally wheil we employ the voltage to freq!1ency conversion technique, a_ train of puJses,
whose frequency depeads upon the voltage being measured, is generated. Then the number of pulses
appearing in a definite interval of tim~ is counted. Since the f requeocy 'of these pulses is a function
of unknown voltage, the number of pulses counted in that period of time is an indication of the input'
(unkohwn) voltage.
.
Tbe heart of this technique is the operatio1al amplifier acting as an Integrator.

Output voltage of integrator Eo= - E1

R~

t

Thus if a constant input voltage Et is applieJ, an output voltage Eo is produced which rises
at 2 11niform rate an.J has a· polarity opposite to that input voltage. ln other words, k is clear from
the above relatio lship, thatJor a costant input ·:oltage the integrator produces a ramp output voltage
of opposite polarity.
·

.
Let us examine Fig. · 23'43. · Here the· graph• showing re1ati0oships between input
voltages of three different values and their respective output voltages are shown. It is clear that the ·
polarity of the output voltage is opposite to that of input voltage. Not only that, the greater the
input voltage. the _sharper is 1be rate of rise, or slope, of output voltage.
.

.

The basic block diagnm of a typical integrafog type of DVM is shown.in Fig.· 28'44. The
unknown voltage (EtJ is applied to the input of the integrator, and th: output voltage (Eu) starts to
rise. The slope ofoutput voltage (Eo) is determined by the v~due of input voltage (E,). This voltage
is fed to a Jevei detector, aod when Eo reaches a certain reference level, the detector sends a pulse to
the pulse generator l!ate.
,
'
,
The level detetor is a device similar to a voltage comparator. The output voltage from
·integrator (Eo) is compared with the fixed voltage of an internal reference source, and, w~en Eo reaches
that level the detector produces an output pulse It is evident that gredter the value ofi111put voltage
E1, the sharper will be the slope of output voltage Eo, and quicker the output voltage Eo will reach

its reference level.
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The output pulse of the level detector opens the pulse level gate. permitting pulses from a
fixed frequency dock oscHlator to pass through pulse generator. The generator is a device such
as a Schmitt trigger, that produce an output pulse of fixed amplitude and width for every pulse it
receives.
This output pulse, whose polarity is opposite to that of Ei and has a greater amplitude, is
fed back of the input of the integrator. Hence, the net input to the integrator is now of a reversed
polarity (opposite to that of Ei as is clear from Fig. 28'45). As a result of this reYersed input, the
output Eo drops back to its original level. Since Eo is now below the reference level dete.::tor, there
is no output from the detector to the pulse generator gate and the gate gets closed. Thus no more
pulses from the clock oscillator can pass through to trigger the pulse generator.
When the output voltage pulse from the.~p~lse generator has passed, Et is restored to its
original value and Eo starts its rise again. When it reaches the 1eve] of reference voltage again,
the pulse generator gate is opened. The pulse generator is triggered by a pulse fr<?m the clock
generator. and the entire cycle is repeated again. Thus, the waveform of Eo is a sawtooth wave whose
rise time is dependent upon the value of output voltage Ei and the fall time is determined by the width
of the output pulse from the pulse generator.
. Thus the frequency of the sa,wtooth wave (Eo) is a function of the value of E1, the voltage ·
being measured. Since one pulse from the pulse generator is produced for each cycle of the sawtooth
wave, the number of pulses produced in a given time interval and hence the frequency of sawtooth
wave is .m indication of the value of voltage being measured.
The frequency of sawtooth wave may be measured hy counting the number of pulses in a
given interval of time.
,
Pulses from the clock oscillator are applied to a time base selector. The first pulse passes
through start-stop gate, producing an output which is applied to the main gate, thus opening the gate.
As a result of this, the same output pulses from the pulse generator (that are applied to integrator)
also pass through the main gate.
The next pulse from the time base closes the start-stop gate and also the main gate. Thus
no more pulse generator pulses can pass through. Hence the counters and their associated readout
indicate the number of pulses that have passed during a known interval of time. This count is an
indication of the voltage being measured. In order to make the counter read directly in terms of
voltage, the amplitude and width of pulse generator pulses can be suitably adjusted.
28'35. Potentiometric Type Digital Voltmeter. A potentiometric type of DVM employs
voltage comparison technique. In this DVM the unknown voltage is compared with a reference
voltage whose value is fixed by· the setting of the calibrated potentiometer. The potentiometer
setting is changed to obtain balance (i.e. null conditions). When. rmll conditions are obtained th'(
vulue of the unknown voltage, is indicated by the dial setting of the potentiometer.
In potentiometric type DVMs, the . balance is not obtained manually but is arrived at_
automatically. Thus, this DVM is in fact a self· balancing potentiometer as explained' in Art J '.' 14
on page 468 The only exception is that a potentiometric DVM is provided with a readout which
displa)s the voltage being measured.
The blcck diagram of
Reaaou1
,Potentior.h4!fer ' .,
Error
basic circuit of a potemiometric
adjuslmenf
Ampliflrr
dev:ice
DVM is shown in Fig. 28 46. The
Error •
s!gnol j
unknown voltage is' filtered and
I
attenuated to suitable level. This
: '<$1'1a1ng
• contacl,
input voltage is applied to a comparator (also known as error +·--'---.-!Cor'llparatof'
detector). This error detector may unknc>WD
'Feed back
be chopper. The function of a Voltogf
voltage
chopper is explained on page
.
I
:_?,
469. The reference voltage is
obtained from a fixed voltage
fig~ .~8·~4 B~si~ ~kck di,~ram of a J?Qt£0ntiam'etric DYM.
~ource. This volta~e is applied
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to a potentiometer R. The value of the feedback voltage depends upon the position of the sliding
contact. The feedback voltage is al ·O applied to the comparator,
The unknown voltage and the feedback voltages are compared in tbe comparator., . The
output voltage of the comparator is the difference of the above two voltages. The difference of voltage
is caHed the errnt signal. The error signai is amplified and is fed to a potentiometer adjustment
device which moves the sliding contact of the potentioiuteter. This magnitude by which the sliding
r.1.H1tact moves depends Jpon the magnitude of the ~rror sigMl; The direction of movement of slider
d;~p~nds urnn ·Nhether the feedback v,Jltage i5 larger er the input volfage is larger. The sliding
cont~ct moves to such a place where the feedback voitage equals the unknown voltageo In tbat ca~~.
there will not he aoy error voltage and hence there will be no input to the device adjusting the
position of the i;Jiding <.:ontact and therefore it \sliding contact) win come to rest.
1
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28'47. Practical potentiometric typG digital-voltmeter circuit.

The position of the potentiometer adjustment device at this point is indicated in numerical
form on the digital readout device associated with it. Si~ce the position at which no voltage appears
at potentiometer adjustment device is the one where the 1.mknowrn vohi!ge equals the feedback
voltage, the reading of readout device indicates the value of unknown voltagl"i,
The potentiometer adjustm~nt d7vice i.e.; the devk.e .~~ich moves !bt sliding contact is a
2 phase servomotor. The automatic action of adjustment ·of shdmg cm:~~,Gt "'':th the help of a servo~
motor bas already been exptained on page 469.
The reference voltage source must be extremely stable and generai(i eon,sjsts of a standard
cell or a Zener diode sources.
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Practical Potentiometric DVM. A practical potentiometric DVM does not consist of a
single resistor R but consists of a number of decade resistors connected in the Kelvin Varley slide·
fashion
Fig. 28 47. shows a practical potentiometric DVM circuit. A stepping switch operates the
variable voltage divider. which is composed of wire wound· resistors and divides the reference
voltage into a number of precisely equal parts in a decimal number system. This circuit has four , ,
resistance decades and therefore converts the input· (unknown) analog voltage to a 4~digit decimal
rurnber There are four stepping switches (v.·hich may be called decade switches). An error amplifier
comraref. the feed back voltage with the input signal and comn-ands stepping switches to move
until they come to a po-;ition where the two voltages are within the limits ·of resolution of the
instrument. At thi~ point the stepping switch motion stops and the readout indicates the value of the
input (unknown) voltage.
28'36. Other Types of Measurements with a DVM. The digital voltmeter is e&sentiaUy,
a d.c. voltrr:eter. If a c. voltages are to be I!leasured, they are first converted to equivalent d.C./
voltages~ which are then measured by the digital voltmeter. This .is done by an a.c to d.c. converter. ·
If current is to be measured, it is passed through a standard resistor. The voltage appearing
across the resistor is then measured with a DVM. The value of current can thus be known from the
counts appearing on the counters of the readout system of DVM.
-::-·
Similarly a resistance is to be measured, a fixed current is first passed through a resistor.
The voltage drop, across the resistor, which is proportional to the resistance is measured by the DVM.
The number of counts appearing on the counters is a measure· of the resistance.
·
-.• . ~·
Other physica] quantities may also be measured with DVMs by using suitable transduc~l'ii
to feed the input of the DVM.
. ::·
.. i;

RECORDERS
~8'37. Necessity of Recorders. · It is often necessary to have a permanent record of the
state of a phenomenon being iovestigated. In many of the industrial and research processes it is-,;
necessary to monitor cor.tinuousl) the condition, state, or. value o'. the process variahles su.ch as''_'.,
flow, force, pressure, temperature~ current, voltage,. electrical power etc. A recorder thus recor~s
electrical and non-electrica'I quantities as a function of time. This record may be written or printed,
and later on, can be examined a.nd analyzed to obtain a l-etter understanding and control of the
processes. Currents a11d voltages can be recorded directly v. bile the nonQelectrical quantities are
recorded indirectly by first converting. them f o equivalent currents or voltages with the help of sensors
· or transducers.
·
The ever increasing emphasis on automation, continuously recording instruments are finding
many applications in indu~ try
2ff38. Recording Requirements. one of the important consideration in an instrumen!11tio11
system i~ the method by which the data acquired is recorded The recording method sh'Ofild, be:_,·
consistent with the type of system. If we are dealing with a wholly analog system, then analog
recording techniques should be used. While on the other hand, if the system has a digital output,
digital recordio1 devices are used.
·
Thus there are two types of recording devices :
(i) Analog recorders, and (ii) Digital recorders.
28'39. Analog Recorders. There are numerous t:•pF!S of analog recorders. They can be
broadJy classified into :
(i) Graphic reco;ders. (ii) Oscillographic recorders (lii) Magnetic tape recorders.
, :28'4.0. Graphic Recorders. Graphic recorden. generally are devices which display and store
a peri:and-ink record. of the history of some physical event.
Basic elements of a recorder include a chart for displaying and storing the reccroed infor~
nation, a st)Jus moving in a proper !elations~ip to the p~per, and suitable fDean$ of i:otercoDpectiou
to couple the st~lus to tpe sour~e of ipfonnatmtl.
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For the purposes of this book, we classify the graphic recvrders into two categories.
(i) Slrip chart recorders. A strip chart recorder records one or more variables with respect
to time It is an X-t recorder.
(ii) X- Y recorders. An X· Y recorder records one or more dependent variables with respect
to an independent variahJe.
2tf 4l. Strip Chart Recorders, Fig. 24'48 shows basic constructional features of a strip
chart recorder.
lrmicotian scale
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Fig. 28'48. Strip chart recorder.

A strip chart recorder consists of :
(i) A long roll ~f graph paper moving vertically.
(ii) A system for driving the paper at some selected speed. A speed selector switch is gene-rally provided Chart speeds of 1-100 mm/s are usually used.
(iii) A stylus for making marks on the moving graph paper. The stylus moves horizoutally
in proportional to the quantit} being recorded.
.
(iv) A stylus driving system which moves the stylus in a nearly exact replica or analo.r of
the quantity being recorded.
A range selector switch is used so that input to the recorder drive system is within th~
acceptable level.
Most recorders use a pointer attached to the stylus. This pointer moves over a calibrated
scale thus showing the instantaneous value of the quantity being recorded. An external control
circuit for the stylus may be used.
__
A. Pitper Urive Systems.. The paper drive system should move the paper at a uniform
speed. · A spring wound mechanism may be used but in most of the recorders a synchronous motor
is used for driving the paper.

B. Marking Mechanism§. There are many types of mechanisms used for making marks on
the paper. The most commonly med ones are :
t Marking with Ink filled Stylus. The Sltylus is fiHed with ink by gravity or capiUary
actions. This requires that the pointer shaJI support an ink reservoir ai1d :'! pen~ or contain a
capiUary connection between the pen and a pen reservoir as shown in Fig~ ~g",1Q, fa general red .ink .
is used but other colours are available and in instrumentation display a cofout co.zh~ cz..n be adopted.
Tbe styh.1s, moving over the paper with preprinted scales, tra~ tbe v$ri(&tjo~~ of t.'1e int>Ut si~nal,
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This method is most commonly empbyed as ordinary paper can be used and therefore th~ cost is low~ ·
Other ad vantages arl! that with this syscem, operation over a very wide range of recording speeds is
possible and also thl!re is liltle frktion between the slylus tip and the· paper. This disadvantages of
this method are that ink splatters at high speeds, batches at low speeds and clogs when the _stylus
is at rest. The frequency limit of recorders incorporating this method of writing is only .a-few:~~:
,-

2. 1\ilarking with Heated Stylus. Some recorders use a heated stylus which wr!tes on a
special paper. This method overcomes the difficulties encountered in ink writing systems:-·
·
.
The heated stylus melts a thin, white wax like coating on a black paper J;>ase. Since the paper
required is a Stiecial. one, the cost fs high. This method cannot be used for recording certain·
processes which produce heat which indirectly effect the recordings. But this method is quite reliable
and offers high· contrast traces. Sophisticated recorders using papers with waxed surfaces and speciPl
pens,. have a frequency response upto 40 Hz are available.

3. Cbopper Bar.. If a chart made from a pressure sensitive paper is used a simple recording
· process is possible. A V-sbaped pointer is passed under a chopper bar which presses the pen into
the. paper once per second (or any other selected interval) thu!! making a series of marks on the
special paper. In fact this system is not purely continuous and hence is suitable L1r recording some.
slowly varying quantities, for example those which have a variation of I cycle per hour. This type
of marking has the advantage of a straight line horizontal scale without the use of complex linkage
arrangement.'
4. Electric Stylus Marking. This method employs a paper with a special coating which is
sensitive to current. When current is conducted from the stylus to the paper, a trace appears on the
paper. It is clear that the electric stylus marking method has a wide range of marking ,speeds, has
Jow stylus friction and a long stylus life. The _disadvantage is that the cost of paper is very high!
5. Electrostatic Stylus, This method uses a stylus which produces a high voltage discharg
thereby producing a permanent trace oti an electrosensitive paper. This arrangement has been incor·
p_orated in a recorder having a 50 mm wide chart nine voltage ranges from 10 mV/mm to 5 V/mm;
eight chart speeds from 300 mm/s to 10 mm/min and a frequency response of 60 Hz at maximum
amplitude of 1 db.
6. Optical Marking Method. This method uses a oeam of light to write on a photosensitive
paper. Thus this m~thod allows higher frequencies to be recorded and permits a relatively large
chart speed with good resolution. The disadvantages are that the paper co~t is very high. Secondly
the writing process is a photographic one, the paper must be developed before a record is available
and hence this method is not suitable for processes where instantaneous monitoring is to be done.

C. Tracing Systems. There are two types of tracing systems used for producing graohiC · · ·
representations. .
t. Curvilinear System. .·In the curvilinear system1 Jne stylus is mounted on a central pivot
and moves through an arc which allows a full· width chart marking. If the stylus makes a full range
recording, the line drawn across the chart will be curved and the time intervals will be along this
curved.segments. This type of system is used on many records, with PMMC galvanometers actuating
the stylus filled with ink as shown in Fig. 28'50. The disadvantage of thiS-metbod of tracing is the
· charts are difficult to analyze because of curved time base lines.
2. Rectilineal' SyB1tern. Fig. 28'51 shows the rectilinear system of tracing.. It is noticed that
a line of constant time is perpendicular to the time axis and therefore this system produces a straight
line across the width of the chart Here the stylus is actuated by a drive cord over pulleys to produce
the forward and reverse motion as determined by the drive mechanism. The stylus may be actuated
by u self-balancing potentiometer system, a photoelectric deflection system, a photoelectric poteatio..
meter system, or a bridge balance system. This system is usuallv used with thermal or electric writing&

28'4.2. Types of Strip Chart Recorders

t Galvanometer Type. This type of strip chart recorder operates on the deflection princiPlt.
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The deflection is produced by a galvanometer which produces a torque on account of a current
passing through its coil. This current is proportional to the quantity being meagured.
2. Null Type. This type of recorder operates ·on comparison basis.
28'43. Galvanometer Type Recorders." These recorders use a d'Arsonval galvanometer
described in Chapter 7. The pointer is equipped with a recording pen me:;hanism (stylus). A cutaway view of the moving coil element is shown in Fig" 28'49. As the current flows through the coil,
it deflects. The greater the amplitude of the incoming signal (which is proportional. to the quantity
being measured), the greater is the deflection. When the pointer comes to rest on account of
controHing torque exerted by springs, the stylus also comes to rest. Thus, the value of the quantity
is recorded. The design of the d'Arson val galvanometer used in recorders is different from the one ·
described in Chapter 7. This is necessitated by the fact that in recorderst the movement of the
instrument requires an appreciable torque. To obtain this toraue the d' Arson val movem.ent .~onsists
of a large moving coil situated in a strong magnetic field.
It Should be understood that the instrument must be critically dc:imped or . nearly criticaUy
damped so that there is . no significant overshoot.
)3ut this results in slow resoonse. the response time
being 0·75 to 1'5 s.
,
Thus this type of recorder is not useful for
.recording fast variations in either current or voltage or power.. This records only the average
values and bence it should be designed for these.
A galvanometer type recorder is shown in
Fig. 28'49. It is a modified version of the PMMC
instrume'nt. The modification is done in order
that the chart may be driven at' a constant speed
by a clockwork mechanism or an electric motor.
The type of chart u-sed depends upon the form of
movement. The recorder· shown in Fig. 29·49
uses a cha_rt having a curvilinear system of tracing.
This system is used.because it.allows the direct use
of simple moving coil movement. However1 some
instruments employ additional linkage system in
the system which allow the·use of rectilinear system
of tracing as shown in Fig. 28'50.

Pen
#~

(~~·

Fig. 28:49. Cut-away view of movin& ~oil element.

The ·recorders can work on ranges from a few mA to several mA or from a few mV to
several mV.
These moving galvanometer type recorder is comparatively inexpensive instrument having a
narrow bandwidth of 0 to 10 Hz. It has a sensitivity of 0·4 .mV/mm or from a chart of 100 mm
width a· full scale deflection of 40 mV is obtained. · For measurement of smaller voltages linear
amplifiers are used.
In these recorders the bearings must be substantially larger than those used in indieator
instruments, because of the large mass of coil and stylus. On account of large mass of the moving
mechanism~ f~iction becomes a factor which cannot be ignored.
The analysis of the galvanometer movement in chapter 7 neglected the sliding friction which
is also called Coulomb Friction. This friction is constant and when we consider it, the equation of
motion of coil becomes :
'
d26
dti ..L
•
... (28'3)
J

afi:+D dt , xe+F=Gi

vhere F.:..-=torque due to Coulomb friction, N•m.

Note that Eqn: 28'3 is a modified form of Eqn. 7'10 given on page 142.

..
_,
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Fig. 28'50. Components of a galvanometer type recorder.

The solution of Eqn. 28'3, under steady state condition is :
K0+F-=Gi

or a.... GiK ~..!__
K

... (28'4)

Therefore, the deflection of the stylus is.proportional to the product _of constant G/K arid. the
current i. less a constant F/K. The term Ff K is the error term which produces a dead zone (see
Art. 2·23 page 22). Therefore care musl be taken to reduce coulomb friction to a minimum and to
ptoduce a large driving torque so that Fl K is very small as compared to Gi/K. Since G=NBld
{See Bqn. 7'4t page 141) therefore a large coil with many turns produces a large value of G resulting
in large deffecting torque. (The deflecting torque being Gi). Also by increasing the flux density, B~
the value of G can be increased. The value of flux density can be increased by reducing the ait gap.···
These recorders give an accuracy of 2 precent or even better.
.
.
Example 28'6. The coil of a recording ammeter is 65 mm long and 25 mm wide. 'fhe rated
current of the coil is 10 mA. The flux density in the .air gap is 4'6 x 10-3 Wb/m2• The damping
constant is 8x10-a N·m/rad·s-1. The moment of inertia is 8x10-3 kg·m 2• The spring constant ls
16 x I0- 3 N·m/rad. The coulomb friction is 0·2 x 10-6 N·m.

current.

(a) Determine if the meter is underdamped, critically damped or over-damped.
(b) Determine the number of turns on the coil to· produce a deflection of lQ()<i'at rated

. ...

(c) Determine the current required to overcome coulomb friction.

Solution. (a) Damping constant D-8x10-a N-m/rad-1 s

.

D 2 -(8x10-S)2::x64x10-6, 4JK=4x8x10-3 x16x10-~~~.s12.x10-::6~

Hence D2<:.4JKand therefore the instrument is underdamped.
(b) Deflection

From Eqn. 2&·4,
;
I

JI
1

l
!

'

8=100°-lOOXtt/180=1'8 rad.
Dfapi~c~men.~

constant

.
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28'44. Null Type Recorders. Many recorders operate on the principle whereby a change in
its input, produced by the signal from the sensor or transducer (which is used to convert a nonelectrical quantity to an equivalent electric signal), upsets the balance of the measuring circuit of the
recorder. As a result of this unbalance, an Error Sigmd is produced that operutes some device which
restores balance or brings the system to Null conditions. The amount of movement of this balance
restoring device, then, is an indication of the magnitude of the error signal, and the direction of the
movement is an indication of the direction of the quantity being measured bas deviated from normal.

'

The signal from the trallsducer may take any. of the several forms. It may be a voltage (a.c.
or d.c.)~ a current (a.c. or d.c.) or it mav be a value of resistance, inductance or capacitance. The
recorder, therefore, must be of a type able to accept the form of the input signal.
There are a number of null type recorders. They are : (i) Potentiometric recorders
(ii) Bridge recorders, and (iii) LVDT recorders.
The principle of operation for all these recorders is the same i.e. to obtain null condition and
__ hence only potentiometric recorders are described.
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Z8'45. Putentiomctric Recorders. The basic Jisadva1HJge of a galvanorueter type o: recorder
is that it has a low input impedance and a limited sensitivity. A ::.imple method of overcoming the

~
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input impedance problem is to use an amplifier between the input terminals and the display or
indicating instrument. However, this techoiquet while producing a high input impedance (so as to
reduce loading effects) and improved sensitivity, results in an iustrument having low accuracy. The
accuracy can be improved if the input signal is compared with a reference voltage by using a poten~
tiometer circuit (See Fig. 28'51). The error signal, which is the difference between the input signal
· and the potentiometer voltage, is amplified and is used to energize the field coil of a d.c. motor. A
wiper is mechanically connected to the armature of the d.c. motor. This wiper moves over the
potentiometer in the appropriate direction to reduce the magnitude of the error signal and to obtain
balance. The wiper c mes to rest when the unknown signal voltage is balanced against the voltage
of the potentiometer.
The technique results in graphical recorders having a very high input impedance, which is
infinity at balance conditions. A sensitivity of 4V/mm is attained with an error of less than ±0'25%
with a bandwidth of o·g Hz.
·
The chart drive for most potentiometric recorders is obtained from a motor synchronized
to power line frequency. Different speeds may be obtained by using a gear train that uses different
gear ratios.
The most common application of potenuometric recorders is for recording and control of
process temperatures. This has already been described under the heading of ''Self Bahmciog
Potentiometers" in Art. 14·14 page 468.
The scale of this recorder is calibrated in terms of temperature. The chart for such a
temperature recorder may be rectilinear or circular. A circular scale is shown in Fig. 28'52.
The circular chart has concentric circles ruled out. In addition it has equally spaced arcs
extending from rhe centre to the rim of chart. These are called time arcs. The time markings are
placed along the circumference of the rim. The values of the measurand Jie along the arcs. These
values depend upon the linkage geometry of the ir.strument. .

28'46. Single Point Recorders
Analog recorders are available in several types. These recording ins~ruments can be entirely
mechanical, entirely f:Jectrical, or a combination of both. There are two sets of units shown. One
set indicates the value of the measured variable, for example, pressure. The second set indicates time.
Therefore the graphic record shows variations of pressure with time.
Instruments that record changes of only one measured variabJe are caHed sbngle point
recorders. The trace on such 'instruments is usuaUy in the form of single continuous curve.
28'47. Multipoint Recorder!!!
Rectangular strip chart recorders do not usually incorporate control features but many·
models are available in which one recorder may be used for recording several inputs. In process
industry it becomes necessary to record simultaneously variables like temperature, pressure, flow
rate, liquid level, etc. This feature may be performed either by having several (Maximum 4) pens
which overlap each other and record the inputs simultaneously, or by repJacing the pen by print
wheel geared to a selector switch so that when a particular input is connected to the potentiometer
balance ci'"cuit, a point plus its identifying character is printed on the chart. This form of recorder
is called a Multipoint Recorder and may have as many as 24 inputs, with traces displayed in 6 colours.
28'48

X-Y Recorders
A strip chart recorder records the variations of a quantity with respect to time while a
X Y Recorder is an instrument wbi ch gives a graphic re curd_ of the relationship between two variables.
In strip chart recorders, usually self-balancing potentiometers are nsed. These self-balancing
1otentiometers
plot the emf as a function of tim~ In X-Y Recm·dcrs, an emf is plotted as a function
1
..)f another emf. This is done by li:,vinz 11)!~: .stlHnl'1ncing potentiJmekr control the position of
che rolls (i.e., the pap~r) while ariorhcr scll"-b:wrncing potentiometer contrnlg the position of th~
recording pen (stylus).
A
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fo some X~Y recorders, one self-balancing potentiometer circuit moves a recording pen
(stylus) in the X direction while another self balancing potentiometer circuit moves the recording
pen (stvtus) in the Y direction at right angles .to the X direction, while the paper remains stationary.

There are many variations of X-Y recorders. The emf, used for operation of X-Y recordersp
mav not necessarily measure only voltages. The measured emf may be the output of a transducer
that may measure displacement force, pressure, strain, light intensity or any other physical quantity.
Thus with the help of X-Y recorders and appropriate transducers, a physical quantity may be plotted
against another physical quantity.
Hence an X~ Y Recorder consists of a pair of sevvo-systems, driving a recording pen in two
a:l}:es through a proper sliding pen and moving arm arrangement, with reference to a stationary
pa~r chart. At.tern:.1ators are used. to bring the input signals to the levels acceptable by tbe recorder.
Fig. 28'53 shows a block diagram
of a typical X~ Y recorder. A signal enters
"'ach of ~he ~wo channels. The signals
..,
are attenuated to the inherent full scale
range of the recorder (often 0-5 mV), the
rdonal then passes to a balance circuit where
it ~is compar©d with an internal reference
voltage. The error signal (i.e .• the di.ffe-:oonce between the input signal voltage and
the reforem~c volroge is fed to a chopper
which converts d.c. signal to an a.c. signal.
The signal is then amplified in order to
actuate a se:rvometer which fa used to
balance the svatem and hold it in balance
~s the value o{tbe qu.a:!ltity being recorded
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Fig. 2s·s3. X·Y Recorder.
~order fo abouf. ±0'3%.
The mm of X~Y recorders in laboratories greatly simplifies and expedites many measurements
and ~ests. .4, few examples are being given below :
I

t Speed torque chara.cteristics of motors.
2.
3.
4.
5.

l,m Drag wind tunnel tests.
Plotting of characteristics of vacuum tubes, r.ener diodesi ractifiers and transistors, etc.
Regulation curves of power supplies.
Plotting stress-strain curvesg hysteresis curves and vibrations amplitude against swept

fr~qmmcy.

6. :rnect:rical characteristics of materials such as resistance versus and temperature plotting

the output from electronic calculators and computers.
28'49. UUnnrfofot Recorders. ·These are· basically· electromechanical oscillographic recorders
and are modified version of the Dudders oscillographs <See Art. 1'26 on page 184).

I
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The recorder consists of a number of galvanometer (moving coil) elements mounted in a
dugle magueb block as shown in Fig. 28'54. This is unlike the Dudd~l's multichannel oscillograph
where a separate magnet as~embly is used for every galvanometer element and hence there is great
reduction in size and cost. The galvanometer uses a source of ultraviole~ light in place of white
light. A paper sensitive to ultraviolet light is used for producing a trace for the purpose of recording.
The u.v. light is projected on the paper with the help of mirrors attached to the moving coils .

·--,
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28'54. Ultraviolet (u.v.) recorder.

,8'49'1. Principle of Operation
When a current is passed through the moving (galvanometer) coil, it deflects under the in·
'.uence of the magnetic field of the permanent magnet. The u.v. light falling on the mirrors is
Jefiected and is projected on to the u.v. light sensitive paper through a lens and mirror system. The.
paper is driven past the moving light spot and thus a trace of variation of current with respect to
time is produced. In many u.v. recorders, arrangements are provided to select a suitable paper
driving speed out of a·='. many as 12 different speeds. Some galvanometers incorporate an arrangement
for controlling the speed of the paper with the help of an externally ap;>Jied voltage. The u.v. sensitive
paper may be processed by photodeveloped, permanized or photocopied. ·
The recorder, in addition to the tr~ces of the input currents, may have the following additionnl
traces :
(i) Grid Lines. These Jines are along the length of the pape1· and may be obtained by
shining the u.v. Jight on the paper through a comb.
(ii) Timing Lines. These lines are along the width oft4e paper· and are obtained from a
vapour tube actuated from an external· source or an internal source of known frequency.
(iii) Trace Itfentification. The u.v. recorders are mu1ti~channe1 recorders and many recorders
have 25 channels. Since, each channel may produce a 100 mm wide peak to peak trace on a 30 cm
wide paper, there will be considerable ovedapping of traces produced by different channels. · Therefore it is essential to provide an indentification mark for e~ch trace so as to avoid confusion. A
simplified identific:nion process is to interrupt each trace momentarily in turn and to coincide this
interruption with a numeral marked on tbe side of the record by passing u.v. light through cutouts
of the numeral.
·
·
28'49'2. Recorder Galvanometers. The recorder galvanometers are Pencil galvanometers.
The construction and transient performance of these bas been explained in Art. 7'26 (on pages
184-188).
.2s·49·3, Applications. The u.v. recorder may be used for d.c. and a.c. signals having a
fundamental frequency up to 400 to 500 Hz. The frequency range depends on the recorder being
used and paper driving speeds .. The recording. of highJrequency ·inputs is possible if recorders with
high paper speeds of about 10 m/s are availabl~. _

BLBCTiiCAL AND BLBCTRONIC iNSfllUMBNTATION ·

Typical applications of u.v. recorders. are in recording (i) output of transducers (ii) control
system performance, and (iii) regulation transients of generators.
,
·
These recorders are also 'used for recording the magnitude oflowfrequency signals which
.
cannot be measured with analog (pointer) type instruments.
·

.n·so.

Magnetic Tape Recorders
It is frequently desirable and in many cases necessary, to record data in such a way that
they can be retreived, or reproduced in electrical form again. The most common and most useful
way of achieving this is through the use of magnetic tape recording.
The recorders described till nnw are basically low-frequency recorders but magnetic tape recorders have response characteristics which enable them to be used at higher frequencies. Therefore
magnetic tape recorders are extensively used in Instrumentation systems.

2s·so·1.

Advantages of Magnetic Tape Recorders

(i) Magnetic tape recorders have a wide frequency range from d.c. to several MHz.
(ii) They have a wide dynamic range which exceeds 50 db. This permits the linear recording
from full scale signal level to approximately 0·3 % of full scale.
(Iii) They have a low distortion.
(Iv) The magnitude of the electrical input signal is stored in magnetic memoty and this
signal can be reproduced whenever desired. The reproduced signal can be analyzed by automatic data
reduction methods.
(v) The recorded signal is immediately available, with no time lost in processing. The
recorded signal can be played back, or, reproduced as many times as desired without loss of signal..
('vi) When the information has been processed, the tape can be erased and reused to record
a new set of data.
(vii) Magnetic tape recording permits multi-channel recording. A tape facilitates the continuous
record of a number of signals, which may have a wide range of frequency, to be made simultaneously.
This is 1 gre~t advantage especialJy when recording transient and "once onty;' signals. .
·
(viii) The use of magnetic tape recorders provides a convenient· method of changing the
time base. Data may be recorded at very fast speeds (1 '52 or 3'05 m/s) and played back at speeds
(4'76 or 2"38 emfs) slow enough to be recorded with low frequency recorders like graphic recorders.

28'50.2. Buie Components of a Tape Recorder. A magnetic tape recorder consists of the
following basic compoPients :
1. Recording Head. This device responds to an · electrical signal in such a manner that a
magnetic pattern is created in a magnetisable medium. The construction of a magnetic head as
shown in Fig. 28'55 is similar to that of a transformer having a toroidal core with a coil. A fine
air gap of length 5-15 i&m is ~hunted by the passing magnetiG tape. A current in. the coil causes
a flux of the same shape to br1.dge the air gap and hence to pass through the magnetic tape, thereby
magnetizing the -iron oxide particles as· .they pass the gap. The state of masnetization of the
oxide as it leaves the gap is retained, thus the actual recording takes place at the trailing edge of
the gap. Any signal recorded oo the tape appears as a magnetic pattern dispersed in space along
the tape, similar to the original cotl current variation with time. · ·
2. Magnetic Tape. Maenetic tape is composed of a coating of fine magnetic iron oxide
particles (Fe20a) on a plastic ribbon. A typical tape is 12'7"'mm wide and 25'4 µm thick. The
magnetic particles conform to the magnetic pattern induced in them and retain it.
·
3. Reproduciug Head. The reproducing head detects the magnetic patt~rn stored in them
and conv~rt:~ it back to ,::r~iginul el<>ctrical signal. The reproducing is similar in app~arance to that of
a recording hc;;.d.

~
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Fig. '-8.56. Tape transport mechanism,

4. Tape Transport Mechanism, This mechanism moves the tape along the recording or
the reproducing heads at a constant speed. The tape mechanism must be capable of handling the
tape during various modes of operation without straining, distorting or wearing the tape. This
:requires that the mechanism must use arrangements to guide the tape past the magnetic heads with
great precision, maintain proper tension and obtain sufficient tape to magnetic head contact
Arrangements for fast winding and reversing are also provided~ A. simple arrangement is shown
in Fig. 28'56. A capstan and pinch ro!Jer are used to drive the tape. Some models use a closed
loop drive.
5. Conditioning Devices. These devices consist of amplifiers and filters required for
modifying the signal to a format that t!an be properly recorded on a tape.
28'50:3. Principle of Tape Recorders. When a magnetic tape is passed through a recording
bead, any signal recorded on the tape appears as magnetic pattern dispersed in space along the
tape, similar to the original coil current variation with time.
The same tape when passed through a reproduce or playback head produces variations in
the reluctance of the winding thereby inducing a voltage in the winding dependent upon the direction
of magnetization 'and its magnitude on the magnetic tape. The induced voltage is proportional
to rate of. change of flux linkages. Therefore the emf induced in the winding of reporducing
head is proportional to rate of change of the level of magnetization on the tape, i.e.
e,,,,, oc N dt/>/dt, where N is the number of turns of the winding put on the reproduce head
Since the voltage in the reproduce head is proportional to d~/dt, the reproduce head acts as a
differentiator.
·
For example? Bet the original signal be A sin wt. The current in the record head winding
and the flux produced wm be proportional to this voltage,

,P=K1 A sin wt where K1 =constant
Assuming that the tape retains this flux pattern and regenerates it .in the reproduce head, the
voltage induced in the reproduce head winding is :
... (28'42)
Thus the output signal from the reproduce head is a" derivative of the input signal. The
magnitude of the output signal is not o:nJy proportional to the flux .,.ecorded on the tape but also
the frequency of the recorded signal.

I.,
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It is clear from Eqn. 28'42 that the output doubles for every octave rise of frequency
of the recording signal, and therefore
,
/
the reproduced head output is subject
/""'---- 6 db I Octave Rise
to a 6 db octave rise. (See. Fig. 28'57).
/
Since, the recording is done at a constant current · tevel for all frequencies,
and. therefore, in order to have an over-all flat frequency response, i.e., a high
fidelity the reproduce head characterisaics and the characteristics of the
Reduction
amplifier connected in the reproduce
due to Gap
Reproduce Head
Charac1i:rst ics
head circuit must be complementary,
Effact
-Lsyste ;-Noi~;- - - -:- .
i.e., the amplifier must have a response
of -6 db 1octave as shown in Fig. 2s·s1.
....
This process of compensation is known
rn.:quenc:y
as Equalizasation.
.
.
.
Fig. 28'57. Reproduce bead. aJ.d reproduce
28'50'4. Methods of Recording.
amplifier.characteristics and equalization,
There ·are three methods of magnetic tape recording which are used for instrumentation purposes.
They are : (i) Direct recording, (ii) Frequency Modulation (FM) recording, and, (iii) Pulse Duration
Modulation (PM) recording. Frequency modulation (FM) recorders are generaUy used for
instrumentation purposes. The PDM recording· is used in instrumentation systems for special.
applications where a large number of slowly changing variables have to be recorded simultaneously.
,..
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Fig 28'S9. Reprsentation of 'direct
recording.

urs1. Direct Recording. It is the simplest method of recording and usuaJly requires
one tape track for each channel. The signal to be recorded is amplified mixed with a high
frequency bias and fed directly to the recording head as a varying electric current. The reason for
introducing bias is explained below :
The magnetic pattern impressed upon the tape is directly proportional to the flux density
produced at the air gap. The relationship between current in the winding and the flux density in
the gap is non-linear. This non-linearity produces a distortion in the signal applied to the tape
as shown in Fig 28'58 where input signal is sinusoidal while the magnetization produced on the
tape is non-sinusoidal. In order to avoid distortion, a high frequency bias of constant
amplitude is applied with the signal input to the recorder. Both the amplitude and frequency of the
bias is larger than the maximum amplitude and highest frequpncy contained in the input signal.
The bias frequency is usually four times the highest signal frequency. The bias current· is
usu.ally bet ·Ne~i · 5 to 30 times the signal current and the exact value depends the tape and head
c~a~acteristics. · The. combining of the bias ~nd the input signal is accomplished by a linear
muung proc~ss (and 1s ·not an amplitude modulation process):
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The combined input ·~md bias signal is .shown in Fig. · 28'58. This is the signal which is
applied· to the record head. Wb.en the magnitude of the inpue signal is limited so that the peak
v~tu~s or- input ·plus bias signal Le on the .straight portion of BH curve of tape material, the waveform recorded as shown in Fig. 28'59. When the tape is passed through the reproduce head, this
very waveform is ·reproduced. This waveform is conditioned by filtering out the high frequency
component, thui reproducing the waveform of the original signal. The output signal may be
· ampiified to give a suitable magnitude.
Fig. 28'57 shows that, as the recorded frequency approaches zero~ the output drastically
faHs down to zero (since the output voltage of the reproduce head is proportional to frequency).
Thus direct recording process cannot be used for d.c. (as. the·reproduce head voltage is zero for d.t;.
signals). .Direct recording cannot function below a certain frequency. As the frequency decrease:~,
the output of the reproduce bead decreases. A limit is reached when the repmduce head vo!tag'·
is ~qual to the voltage due to the inherent noise in the system. If the system i~ used below t~' ·
frequency, the signal wilf be completely shrouded by the noise signal. The lower operating frequen' .·.
for direct recording is 50 Hz.
The high·frequency limitation of direct recording is limited by the gap length of t.L.
reproduce head. When a tape moves past the record air gap, the wavelength on the tape is givea by.
?\=vff m
... (28'43}
where v=tape speed ; m/s and..f=frequency of recorded signal ; Hz.
Now, if· the reproduce head gap has a width which is significant proportion _of 7\, then
the reproduce circuits cannot respond ·to small changes in the signal. Therefore, it follows that the
·gap length in the reproduce head must be small compared with the wavelength of the highest
frequency to be detected. Thus~ as the speed of the tape is increased, the wavelength at any given frequency is increased, thereby increasing the frequency response of the system. If a gap Jength of6'4 µm
is used at a speed of 1524 mm/s, a response of I00 kHz is typical. The smallest gap length is 1·3 µm
and with this gap length the maximum response is about I MHz for a tape speed of 3048 mm/s.
In fact the high frequency response of the direct recording system is limited by several factorsf
the most important of which is the gap length or the reproducing head. The output voltage of
the reproducing head increases. with frequency, simply because d~/dt increases. This is true upto
the point where the length of gap equals one-half the recorded wavelength. Beyond this point the
output voltage decreases rapidly and drops to zero when the gap lengths equals the recorded wave..
length. At this point there is no magnetic gradient spanned and therefore the output voltage is zero.
This phenomenon is called gap effect and is most serious restriction on the high frequency response
of the tape recorder. (See Fig. 28'57).
In the erase head a signal or high frequency and level sweeps the magnetic tape thereby
completely wiping out the information contained therein. This renders the magnetic tape to be used
afresh for another signal.
28'51·1.. Advantages of Direct Re.eonlinl
(i) This recording process has a wide fre<\uency response ranging from 50 Hz co about
2 MHz for a tape speed of 3'05 m/s. It provides the greatest bandwidth ob:minab1~ from a given
recoder.
(ii) It requires only simpJe, moderately priced electronic circuitry.
(iii) It has a good dynamic response and takes overloads without increase in distortion.
The dynamic range or signal·to--noise (S/N) ratio is usually quoted in decibels and is defined as the
ratio ot' maximum signal to the minimum signal which can Be recorded at a certain amount of total
harmonic distortion (THO). In general the instrumentation recorder~ have a S/N ratio of 22 db to
30 db at 1· per cent THD and a frequency down to 400 Hz.
··
(iv) It is used to record signals where -information is contained in the relation betwetn fre-

quency and amplitude, SUQh as spectrum analysis of noise,

I
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(v) It can be used for recording voice and in multiplexing a number of channels of information into one channel of tape recording.
28'5~ ·2.

Disadvantages of Direct Recording
(i) The direct recording process is characterised by some amplitude instability caused by
random surface inbomogenities io tape coating. Some portions of the tape may not he::-perfectly
recorded owing to dirt or poor manufacture, and this is called ''Drop Out". At long wavelengths
(low frequencies) the amplitude variations caused by inhomogenities may be only a few perceqt ;
however for frequencies near the upper bandwidth limit, for a given tap~1lpeed, amplitude variations
can exceed 10% and momentary decreases of over 50% due to drop outs may occur. This also
shows one of the difficulties associated with magnetic digital tape reco!f'.!ing.
(ii) The direct recording is used only when maximum bandwidth is required and when

variations in amplitude are acceptable.
(iii) The direct recording, no doubt, can be used for Instrumentation purposes but it

i~

mainly used for recording of speech and music. In sound recordings, the ear averages the amplitude
variation errors. While, the audio tape recorder utilizes the direct recording process, it is seldom
satisfactory to me an audio recorder for Instrumentation purposes. The audio tape recorder is
designed to take advantage of the rather peculiar spectral energy characteristics of speech and musiC,
whereas the requirements of Instrumentation recorder are uniform response over its entire range.
28'52. Frequency Modulated (FM) Recording. Frequency modulation (FM) as the name
implies, uses the variation of frequency to carry the desired information instead of varying the
amplitude. (See Art. 27'7'3ipage 897).
The frequency modulation overcomes some of the basic limitations of the direct recording
process at the cost of high frequency response.

Input
Sig~al

Frequency
Modulator

Low Poss

ritttr

Reproduc11

. - Signal
Output

Tape Transport

Fig. 28'60. Frequency modulation (FM) recording system.

This system is shown in Fig. 28'60. In this system a carrier oscillator frequency, fc, (called
When the input is zero, the modulat10n contams oscillation with a centre frequency fc. Application of a positive input voltage
devia~es the carrier ~requency by a sp~cified percentage in one directiont whereas application of a
negative voltage deviates the frequency by an appropriate percentage in the opposite direction. The
output of the modulation which is fed to the tape is a signal of constant frequency for d.c. inputs
while f?r a.c. inputs t~e signa! is of _varying frequency. The variation of frequency is directly
proportional to the amplitude of mput signal. On playback the output of the reproduce head is
modulated and fed through a filter which removes the carrier and other unwanted frequencies
prcduced due to modulation process.
,
·
c~ntre freq?ency) i~ m?dulat~d by the level of the input signal.

The. operation of an FM mod~lator can easi!Y be checked by applying a known input voltage
and measurmg the output frequency with an electromc counter. This signal is applied to the tape with

l.'
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no further conditioning, as the signal is independent of the amplitude. The FM demodulator converts
the difference between centre frequency and the frequency on ·~he tape to a voltage proportional to
the difference in the frequencies. This system can thus record frequencies froui d c. to several thousand
Hz.' Residual carrier signals and any out of band noise are removed by a low pass filter
There are two important factors in FM recording :
.
t Perceotage .Deviation. It fa defined as the carrier deviation to centre frequency.
:. Percentage deviation or modulation i.ndex m-

~f x 100

.•. (28'44)

!:i.f carrier deviation from centre frequency, and .fc=centre or carrier frequency.
In .a typical FM recording system ±40% deviatien of the carrier frequency corresponds to
plus and minus full scale of input signal. To illustrate this, let the centre frequency be 50,000 Hz.
Let an input signal of 40 percent deviation be applied to the modulator. Hence from Equ. 28'44.

where

carrier deviation from centre frequency,

b,f ·

~t~ = 40 xl~~OOO

-20,000

Hz.

Thus an I volt input will produce an output frequenl.-y of: fo+ .6f=50,000+20,000=70,000
Hz from the modulator.

.
Now let us apply d.c. to the same modulator. In this case m=O and therefore .6/ o. Hence
the output of the modulator has a frequency of /o+ 6f=50,l00 Hz.
·
2. Deviation Ratio. · It is defined as the ratio of carrier deviation from 'centre frequency to
signal or modulating frequency.
:. Deviation factor
where

~=

7!

..

(28'45)

/m=data signal (frequency of the input signal to the modulator).

· A system with a high deviation f%4tio generally has a low noise figure. However, D.f is limited
by recorder bandwidth and /m must be kept high to accommodate all the data signals.
·
.21·52·1. ~dva~et 8! FM Recordi&g. (i) FM recordi~g is useful primarily when the d.c.
component of the mput signal is to be preserved or when the amphtude variations of the direct recording process cannot be tolerated .
.(ii) This system has wide frequency range ana can record from d.c. voltages to several kHz.
(iii) It is free from dropout effects.
· (iv) It is independent of amplitude variations and accurately reproduces the waveform of the
~~~p~.

-

( v) It is used extensively for recording the voltages from the force, pressure and acceleration

transducers.
(vi) It is extremely useful to for multiplexing in itstrumentation systems.

28'52'2· Disadvar=iages of ~·M Recoh·ding. (i) FM recording is extremely sensitive to tape speed
fluctuations (flutter). This is because, iu either tlu'f recording or reproducing mode~ tape speed
variations introduce unwanted app~went modulation of the carrier (noise}, reducing the dynamic
range of the system, \Vith ~ low percentage deviation, such as 7·5~.{, in fM telemetry subcarrier
systems. the. effect of fh1tkr b':comc~ pronounced. for example, a l percent deviation caused by
flutter in a system having 7'5 pere~m de·~lation corresponds to l/7S x !OO= 13·3 percent noise. The
same flutter imposed on a t.!O per cent deviation system causes ord~ 1/40x100=2'5 percent noise signal.
Thus system with a higher percentage deviation are generally less influenced by tape speed variations-.
. (ii) .This circuitry of. an FM recording system is more oompiicated than that of a direct
recording system. This complexity of circuitry is on account of separate modulation systems.
.
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(iii) The FM system has a limited high frequency response or about 80 kHz.
(iv) It requires a high tape speed.
( v) It requires a high quality of ·tape transport and speed control and, therefore, expensive

than the direct recording system·.
To sum up, a well designed FM system gives a reasonably good amplitude accuracy or me
o~der of 1%against 5% given by direct recording, d.c. response and d.c. linearity and low distortion.
Frequency response for a given tape speed is greatly reduced, and the recording and reproducing circuits are much more complex than those of the direct recording system. In order to keep
the flutter figure low the tape transport mechanism must be of good design that runs the tape at a
constant speed.
28'53. Pulse Duration Modulation (PDM) Recording

Pulse duration modulation (PDM) is sometimes used to allow simultaneous recording of a
large number of slowly changing variables by using time-division multiplexing (TOM).
·
The PD M recording process requires the input signal at the fostant of sampling be converted
to a pulse, the duration of which is proportional to the amplitude of the signal at that instant. As
an example, for recording a· sine wave, it is sampled and recorded at uniformly spaced discrete
intervals instead of continuously recording the instantaneous values. Tl:ie original sine wave can be
reconstruCted on playback by passing the discrete readings through an appropriate filter.
A schematic diagram of PDM recording system employing TOM for a sine wave signal is
shown in Fig. 28'61
·
·
The system makes 900 samples through 90 scanner (multiplexer) positions. The number 01
channels per track are 86 provided that the input frequencies are less than l 5 Hz. The rest of the
four scanner positions are used for zero and maximum voltage levels and for synchronizing purposes.
28'53'1. Advantages of PDM Recording. The major advantages of a PDM recording system
are:
(i) It has the ability to simultaneously record information from a large number of cbar.neJs.
(ii) It has a high accuracy due to the fact that it can be self-calibrated.
(iii) It has a high S/N ratio.
:28'53'2. Disadvantage:!! of PDM Recording. The disadvantages of a PDM recording system

are:
(i) It has a limited frequency response.
(ii) It bas a hi2hly complex electronic circuitry and therefore the reliability of such systems

is· low.
(iii; At is used only for specuu applications such as flight recorders, where a large number
of slowly changing.variables are involved.
Example 28'20. The gap of a tape recorder is 6'25 !'ID· Determine the speed of the tape so
has to have a satisfactory response at 50,000 Hz. Assume that r'"'rr'"A'"'tt wavelength must be greater
than 2·5 times the gap of the recorder.
Solution. Minimum recorded wavelength 1'.=2'5><6'25=15'625 !J.ID.

For satisfactory operation, minimum tape speed is :
v=?if-15'625x10-'6 x S0,000=7'8125 m/s.

rs

EJrnmple 28 21. A tape receives 12t000 numbers per second. The tape speed is
m/s.
Ddermine the number density of the tape.
Solction.
number received/second_ 12000
be I =8 numbers/mm
Number density
......
- 1.5 num rs m
•
·
specd/second
·

'
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Fig. 28'61. Schematic diagram Of Ji'u1se Dmatioo Modulation (PDM) re.cording system.

28'54.1e Digital tape Recorders. Digital tape recorders are generally used as storage devices
in data processing applications. Digital tape units are generally of two types :
(t) Synchronous, and
(II) Incremental.
The incremental digital recorder is commanded to step ahead for each digital character to bo
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recorded. The input data may then be at a reJativeJy slow or even at a discontinuous rate. In this
way, each character is equally and precisely spaced along the tape.
I,

In the synchronous d;gital recorder, the tape moves at a constant speed (say 0·75 m/s) while

·

a large number of characters are recorded. The data inputs are at precise rates· up t,, tens of
thousands of characters per second. T.lle tape is rapidly brought upto speed, recording takes place,
and the tape is brought to a fast stop. In this way a block of characters (a record) is written with each
character spaced equally along the tape. Blocks of data are usually separated from each other by an
erased area on the tape called a "record gap". The synchronous unit starts and stops the tape for
each block of data to be recorded.
·
Characters are represented on magnetic tape by combination of l-bits in the appropriate
tracks across the tape width.
·
. Instrumentation systems and computers use binary codes made up of combination of two
sy.mbols : 0 and J. As far as digital tapes are concerned a positive magnetized space at a given place
on a magnetic tape with a negative magnetization on the tape before or after this place on the magne·
tic tape may express a 1, and no change in tbe nagative magnetization at a given palce on the
magnetic tape may express a 0. This sy~tem of expressing l's and O's is .defined as· the return to zero
{RZ) method. This meq10d is illustrated by the graph of Fig. 28'62.
The recording technique used in most instrumentation recorders is the industry accepted IBM
NRZ recording. This method uses the change from either a positive to a negative or from a riagative
to positive state to express a I at a given piace on the tape, aad no change of state at given place on
the tape to express a 0. This method is defined as non·returo-to zero (NRZ) method ao.d is illustrated
by graph of Fig. 28'63.
·
·
.
·

The code for a:~iven number may be expressed as a. series of pulses. on a single channel
rerpesenting the ·:.c1.esired combination of l's and O's by either the RZ or NRZ method. This is a
serial system of w;iticig.numbers. A faster and more common system uses a multichannel tape and
i~scribes the. comri\on number at a given place on the tape. This requires a recording channel for
i·

.

each of the· digits, . I or
m!mbers.
I

0
~tP

---\,

0
I
· 1

.,
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I

.
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.

required to express the number. This is a parallel system of Wt«!ting
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Ag. 28'62. RZ digital recording.

Fig. 28'63. NRZ digital recoxding.

Til~ .pt-0cess of recording numbers in a digital coded form is very simple. It requires only an
amplifier m'.•. 'tecorder an? another a°:1plifier in the reproducer to. condition th.e signal. The "on"
and "off',' c~i.itions are neither a funct10n of frequency nor of amphtude. Yet tnere are a few prob
!ems in· the d'rjJltal recording.
·
0

The major problem is the d!?pout errors or loss of pu!ses and spurio~s . (extraneous~ pulses.
The loss 01-~ulses becomes more .cnttcal as the rate of pulses decreases. This is expressed m pulses
per mrr1of tape. Many recorders use 8 pulses/mm and 2·4 m/s (240 mm/s) speed, but some tape
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recorders. use 20 pulses/mm and a speed of a 4'8 m/s (480 mm/s). Packing densities greater than 40
pulses/mm have ~een obtained.
·.
As a check on the dropout errors, some systems record the information twice. Thus it is called
use of redundancy (because the second r~cording would be redundant if the system we1e perfect).
"

A second method uses the logic of the number code to indicate, on a separate channel of the
tape, if one of the l's is missing. If an even number of l's is missing, no error is recorded. This is
known as parity check. Systems of parity checking have been developed which check not only the
words written across the tape hut also that of the numbers recorded in each of the tape channels. In
some equipment the parity checks have been used to insert the missing information due to droptmts
on the magnetic tape, as we11 as to indicate the errors that have been made. Thus this system is very
effective in detecting and reducing tape dropout errors.
·
In parallel recording of digital information the recording head and the· reproducing head
should be at right angles to the tape. If the tape becomes skewed, the signals cannot to read at the
same time and hence errors will be introdu'ced. Thus .an accurate alignment of tape is necessary to
avoid this error.
28'5:4'1. Advantages of Digital Tape Recording. The advantages of digital tape recording are:
.(i) high accuracy,
(ii) insensitivity to tape speed,
(iii) use of simple conditioning equipment, and
(Iv) the information can be fed directly to a digital computers.for processing and control.

i"

28'54'2. Disadvantages of Digital tape Recording. The disadvantages of digital tape recording ·

are:
(i) Poor ta~ economy.
(ii) The information from transducers is mostly in analog format and hence this system
requires an analog to digital converter to prepare digital information for the tape recorder.
(iii) A high quality of tape and tape transport mechanism is required.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

t. A 31 digbt voltmeter is used for measuring voltage.
(a) Find the resolution of the instrument.
(b) How would a voltage of 14'53 V be displayed on 10 V scale ?
(c) How would a reading of 14'53 V be displaced on 100 V scale?

[Anll. (a) 0'001(b)14'53 (c) OH'S]

2. The lowest range on a 4l dight DVM is 10 mV full scale. What is sensitivity of this meter.

[Ans. 1 v.VJ

3. A certain 31 digit DVM has an accuracy specifications of ±0'5 pet r;ent of reading ±2 digits.
(a) What is the possible error~ in volt, when the instrument is readio_ 5'00 Von its 10 V caoge 1
(b) What is the possible error in volt, when reading 0·10 Von the 10 V range?
(c) What percentage of the reading is the possible error in the case of (b) ?
Comment upon the result
[Ails. (a) ±0'45 V (b) ±0'0205 V(c) 20'5%]

4. Gating period~ of 1 ms, 10 ms, 100 ms, ls, 10 s are provided on a digital counteNimerafrequencY meter
having a 4 digit display. When a gating period is used a reading of 0095 is obtained. · ·
(a) Find the likely frequency ?
(b) What steps should be taken to obtain most accurate result?
(c) Suppose the frequency is 2·745 kHz, find the display for various gating ~ilnes.
fl ]
[Am. (a) 9500 Hz (b) select a gating time of Jrs (c) 0027. 0274, 2745, over ow.
!. The gap of a reproducing bead in a tape recorder is 6'4 ttm. Determim' the minimum speed pf di~ llpe
for satjstaetory response at so kHz. Assµme the waveten~th on tbe tape is $fCater t1ban 2'5 times the gft!;~~}m/sJ
1

. i
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Measurement of Non-Electrical Quantities
MEASUREMENT OF LINEAR DISPLACEMENT

u·1.

Linear Displacement Transducers

Most of the transducers which are used for measurement of linear displacement have already
been described in great details in Chapter 25. These transducers are :
(i) Resistive potentiometers,
(iii) Variable inductance transducers,

(v) Capacitive transducers,
(vii) Ionization transducers, and

(if} Strain gauges,
(iv) Linear variable differential transformers (LVDT),

Piezo-electric transducers,
(viii) Digital transducers.
(vi)

I

MEASUREMENT OF ROTARY DISPLACEMENT
29'2. Rotary Displacement Transducers

The transducers required for measurement of rotary displacement have been described in
detail in .Chapter 25. These transducers are:
(i) Resistive potentiometers,
(it) Variable inductance· transudcers, .
(iii) Rotary variable differential transformers (RVDT),
(iv) Yariable reluctance transducer,
(v) Synchros.
(vi) Capacitive _transducers,
(vii) Shaft Encoder.
STRAIN GAUGES AND MEASUREMENT OF STRAIN

29'3. Strain Gauge Circuits
765.

The theory and construction of strain gauges have already been exp1 ~ined in Art. 25'30 page
The gauge factor of a strain gauge is given by Eqn. 25'30 page 766).

Gaug~ factor

Gt=b.R/µ=1 +2v+ b.P/P
E
E

... (29' 1)

The various symbols have already been explained.
When we consider the sensitivity of a metallic strain ·gauge, we find · that it is extremely
versatile alid reliable.
.
Typical values of gauge factor and resistance for commonly used strain gauges are :
Gi=-2 and R= 120 n.
Strain gauges are used for measurements of strains as low as I micrortrain and therefore the
corresponding change in resistance is :
·
AR=G1€R=2x 10-6 x 120=240x 10-e 0=0'00024 0
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This small change in resistance which is 0'0002%
Ballast
Capacitor
of original resistance has to be measured. It is quite
resistance
eviqent that in order to measure a change in resistance of
this low order will require the use of extremely sensitive
I
and sophisticated instrumentation.
Strain gauges utilize circuits like voltage measurI
Output
ing potentiometer circuits, ballast circuits and Wheatsone
Input
voltage
Rg Strain
bridges which have already been described. The purpose
voltage
gauge
eo
here is to review them.
e·l
29'4. Ballast Circuit
The ballast circuit has been described in Art.
26'18 page 864. Fig. 29' 1 shows a baUa.st circuit using a
strain gauge.
·
Fig. 29'1 Strain gauge using_ ballast circuit
rr the Ro is the resistance of strain gauge the output voltage when the gauge is not strained

L-~-·-1

Ru
eo=R1>+R/'

... (29'2'

Change in output voltage when the gauge is strained :

R1> d
. R1>Ru dRo
R1>Ra G
d
eo=(R11+Ru)2 'Ro. e'=(R11+R11)2 Ro ei=(Ro+Ru)2 tE ei

... (29'3)

Change in output voltage when the gauge is strained is directly proportional to the strain .
Maximum sensitivity is obtained when the ballast resistance is equal to the unstrained resistance of the gauge or R1>=Ru. For this arrangement.
change in output voltage 11vhen the gauge is strained L\eo= G~~ e~

... (29'4)

Some of the inherent limitations in the bal1ast circuit can be explained by the following
example.
Consider a gauge of resistance of 120 Q and gauge factor of 2. Let the input voltage be 8 V.
The voltage across the strain gauge when it is not strained is eow::ei/2=4 V.
·
When the strain gauge is subjected to strain, the change in output voltage is :
'
8
L\eo=2 x 4€=4E.
Now if a strain equal to l microstrain is to be measured the change in output voltage is :
L\eo=4X 1x.10-a::::4x10-6 =4 µV.
Thus the indicator connected to output terminals to provide indication of strain must sense a
change of voltage of 4 µ V in a range of 4 V i.e. a change o·ooo I%. This is a stringent requirement
which practically eliminates the use of ballast circuits for static strain measurements. However, the
circuit is used. for dynamic strain measurements where static strain components are ignored. Thus a
capacitor is connected in series in one of the leads as shown in Fig. 29' 1. It acts as a high pass filter.
It does not aUow d.c components of output voltage on account of static strain to go to output
terminals. Only a.c. output voltage components due to dynamic strains are allowed to pass.
Example. 29'1. A strain gauge having a resistance 100 n and gauge factor of 2 is connected
in series with a baIIast resistance of 100 Q across a 12 V, supply. Calculate the difference between
'be output voltage with no stress applied and a stress of 140 MN/m 2• The modulus of elasticity is
200 GN/m1.
Solotioo. When no stress is applied voltage across the gauge :
Ru
100
=Ro"+ Ru· ei:=100+100X 12 = 6 V,
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Strain
e=s/E=(l40X 106/200x109)=0'7 x io-s · ·
Change jn resistance of gauge f::.Rg=G1€Rg=2xo·7x10-axlOO=O'Ot4
Voltage across the gauge when stress is applied :

~.

100+0·014

=

IOO+ lOO+o·oi4x12=6'00042 V.

Cbange in voltage =6'00042-6==0'00042 V=0'42 mV
Example 29'2. A strain gaug~ having a resistance of 1.20 n and a gauge factor of 2 is subjected t<) a strain of: CO+ J.Osin 314t)X10-6•
.
\<Ji Find the expression for the change in output voltage when the strain gauge is connected
in ballliSt ciri:uit having a ballast resistance of l 20 12 and t1.n input voltage of 6 V.
.
(b) If a capacitor iS connected in one cf the output leads
a true rms reading voltmeter
of infinite impedti.nce is connected across the output terminals, find tbe rading of the voltmeter.

and
1

§§hif:i'I!~,

·GJ!

., .

(a) Change in output voltage6eo= -:i~ Ee,=·~ x 6 x [20+ to sin 314 t] x rn-6 V

i'
.,

.. --

T
~-=[60+30 sin 314 t] x 10-3 V=[60+30 sin 314 t] µ.V.
(b) When a capacitor is connected in series with one of the leads~ the d.c. component is
blockt:d and only the a.c. component ts allowed to pass.
:. Signal applied to a true rms reading voltmeter=30 sin 314 t p.V.

:. Reading of voltmeter=rms value of output voltage=30/Vl=21'2 µV.

29·5.

Whe~stone

Bridges

The Wheatstone bridge is of two types :
(i} NuH type,
and (ii) Deflection type.
2~)'!1'f1. NuU Type Wheatstone Bridg4!. The nun type Wheatstone . bridge is shown in
fig. 26'52 p~ge 866. Wh:n the bridge i~ ~mbalanced on_ account of change in resistance A~ of
~rm 1~ the re5istance reqmred to balance it ts b.R2= 6R1 \Rs/R4).
.
Suppose arm 1 is composed or a strain gauge having a resistance R, and initially with.
R2~Rr;=R4=Ru

: . 6..R2= 6Ru where t\Rg =change in the value of gauge r~sistance when strained.
But b.R11=G1 ERu
and
f:i.R2=G1€Ru
Hence change in the value of resistance R2 is a direct measure of strain. ·

~~

29 s·i. Deflection type Wheatstone Bridges. There are two types of deflection type Mheatstone. bddgt;s as· described in Art 2ti'20'2. page 867. They are:
(i) voltage sensitiv.e bridge,
and (ii) current sensitive bridge.
Voltage Sensitive B'ddge. The output of a voltage sensitive bridges when the resistance of
arm 1 is changed is givei~ by :
(see Eqn. 29·4)
This relationship pertains to a condition wherein the values of resistances of all the arms are
initially equal, i e., R1 =: R2= Rs= R4 = R and the unbalance is created on r!Cconm of change of
resistance equal to ,6, R 1 in Ri
Suppose now the strain gauge is in 'arm l and unstrained resfatanc of gat1ge is equal to Ry.
The bridge is balanced initially with: Rg=J?~=R~=Ra=R4,

•·-
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When the strain gauge is subjected to strain, its value changes by 6 Ru;
•
· [ (f:iRuf Ru) ']
. . Outrut voltage 6eo . 4 +fCER.~/Ru) ei

However, the change in the value of resistance j~ quite small and therefore : 21:.Ru/Ru<.4

6R11/R11
Gt€
Deo
.
4 -·ei= ·4- e,

Hence

Therefore the change i11 output voltage is linearly proportional to strain. This bridge is
· called a Quarter Bridge since only one of the four arms contains an Active Gauge.
Current Sensitive Bridge. The analysis of this bridge can be done by using Thevenin theorem.
The meter current under unbalance conditions is directly proportional to the strain.
Example 29'3. A Wheatstone bridge is shown on page 866 Ra= R4=100 0. The galvanometer resistance is 50 n. The strain gauge is connected in arm 1 and bas an unstrained resistance
of 120. The value of Ra is adjusted fot balaace under ~ero strain conditions. The gauge factor
is 2. Calculate the galvanometer current when a strain of 400 µm/m is applied. Take the battery
·voltage as 4 V. Calculate the voltage output when a meter of infinite impedance is connected across
output terminals.
· Solution. Suppose the strain gauge forms arm l of the bridge. The value of R2 for initial
balance is 120 n.
Resistaace of gauge when strained R1_:120(1+2x400 x 10-6) = 120'096 a.
This causes unbalance resulting in the appearance of an output voltage.
The value of Thevenin source voltage is :

J· [

. [ Ri
Rs
I 20'G96
100
eo. Ri+R2 --Rs+R4 · ei= 120'096+ 120 - 100+ JOO

1

j x 4=&00 µV.

· The Thevenin source resistance can be found by short circuiting the battery terminals and
finding the resistance looking into output terminals. Thevenii;i source resistanc~ is :
· 120X120. lOOx 100
Ro= 120+120+·100+100 =llO n.
•
··
.... ~- 800 x 10-e _
_6 _
•. Meter current Im Ro+ Rm - llO+SO -5><10 A-5 µ.A.
29'6. Gauge Sensitivity
Fig. 29'2 shows a single strain gauge mounted on a cantilever beam. When a force is applied
to the beam, the gauge is subjected to a tensile stress. Therefore, the resistance of tbe strain gauge
increases. This increase in resistanc! is measured using a Wheatstone bridge as shown in Fig. 29'3.
The bridge is balanced under unstrained conditions, but bec0rnes unbalanced when the gauge
is strained.
·
·
.
The change in resistance of gauge /::,. Ru1 = 6 R2 RRa

4 .

LiR2==change in R2, to rebalance the bridge ~fter the strain is appued.

where
Now

R4

!:J.R2= - t;,.,Rg1
.Ra

Output of bridge=K6R2 where K=scale factor of b.R2 readout or indicator.
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_w
Fig. 29'2. Force acting on a cantilever and
measured by using siogle strain gauge.

. . . S K~R2
Gauge sens1tmty u= 11:'e.

-

Fig, 29"3. Strain gauge bridge for
arrangement of Fig. 29'2,

K!:::.R2 G
"R
/R111 t
L.l g}

••• (29'5)
••• (29'6)

When
Gauge sensitivity Su= KRgUt

and
... (29'7)

'J.'J'1. Temperature Compensation

The resistive type strain gauges are sensitive to temperature. Therefore it becomes necessary
to account for variations in the ~train gauge resistance which occur on account of temperature
changes. If changes in resistance due tn·temperaturo variations are not accounted for or not compensated, the results would be in error. This is because the resistance of the strain gauge changes
both with strain as well as with temperature. Temperature changes act as spurious inputs and cause
change in the resistance in two ways :
·
(i) the resistance of the wire grid of strain gauge changes with change in temperature,
and
(ii) a change in resistance occurs due to differential expansion existing between the gauge and
the test surface to which the strain gauge is · bonded. A strain may be caused because of the
differential co-efficients of expansion of strain gauge and the surface to which it is bonded· to even
when there is no load on the test surface.~
Temperature effects may be handled by:
(i) compensation or cancellation,
. ,
·
6nd
(ii) evaluation as a part of the data reduction probl¥.I
.
The first method is extensively used for both metallic well as semi-conductor strain gauges
while. the second method is used for semi~conductor gauges only.

al

~9'8.

and

Temperature .Compensation and Cancellation Techniques

Compensation may be provided by :
(i) use of adjacent arm balancing or compensating gauge,
(iii) use of special external control circuitry.

{ii) self-compensation,

29'8'1. Adjacent Arm Compensating Gat1ie

l. Use of Dummy Gauge. One oft r.e wa~ ?< i:J which temperature error can be eliminated
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.by using adjacent arm compensating gauge

Test
specimen

is to use a dummy - gauge in the adjacent

arm. This arrangement is shown in
Fig. 29'4. Gauge I is installed on the test
specimen (called active gauge) while gauge
3, caJJed a dummy gauge is installed on a
like piece of material and is not subjected
to any strain. The gauges installed on the
test piece and the dummy gauge are at
the same temperature. A gauge is called
dummy gauge in catle it is not subjected to
any strain. Active gauge is one which is
subjected to strain.
Initially-when the bridge is balanced,
.R1
Rs

Ji; -

Gauge~l

(Active· gauge)
Gauge-3

Rg1

' I Dummy gauge)

__.;....._--.) ·.

.Raa

Fig. 9·4, Use of dummy gauge for terrperature eo.~pensation.

R4

Supposing a change in -temperature occurs, the resistance Rt and Rs change by

a~·-, amount

,6. R1 and ,6. Ra respectively.

Hence for balance :
or

R4

R2 (R1

Ri + .6.Ri = R2
Rs+b.Rs
R4

.

+.6.R1)=(Rs+ b.Rs)
R

R

·

-~ Ri=Rs
_ ! 6R1=6Ra
Ra
R2
Suppose
R4=R2. This requires that 6R1=6Ra.
It means that for the bridge to remain insensitive to variations in temperature the gauges R1
and Ra should have their resistances change by equal amount when subjected to variations in temperature. Therefore the active gauge R1 and the d~my gauge Ra should be i~entical.
The use of dummy gauge for temperature compensation is simple and effective and should
be employed whenever possible.
.
2. Use of two Active Gauges in Adjacent Arms. In certain applications, where equal and
opposite strains are known to exist, it is possible to attach two similar gauges in such a way that one
gauge experiences a positive strain and the other a negative strain. Thus instead of having an
arrangement wherein one gauge acts as the ~ctive gauge and the other as the dummy gauge, we have
now an arrangement wherein both the gauges are active gauges.
Fig. 29 5 shows the two gauges mounted on a cantilever. The gauge Ru1 is on top of the
cantilever and hence experiences tension or a positive strain. The Rg 3 is at the bottom surface of
the cantilever and hence experiences a compression or. a negative strain.
The bridge arrangement for the two gauges is shown in Fig. 29'6. There are two active
gauges in the 4 arm bridge and hence it is called a Half Bridge.
.
The temperature effects are cancelled out by having Rz=Ra and using two identical gauges
in the opposite arms of the bridge.
Suppose
Rgt ;:_ Rua=R2=R4=R.
When no strain is applied both points b and d are at the same potential, ei/2 and the value
of output voltage eo =0.
·
When the arrangement shown in Fig. 29'5 is subjected to strain, the resistance of gauge
1 increases and that of gauges Rga decreases.
Resistance of gauge R111 when strained is R(l .6.R/R)

But

+
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b

. 'IJ, I:

3 ____.__Rg-1(_Te.....n _ s d

d

~~ompression I

f

e·L

Fig. 29'5. Two gauges used for
measurement of strain.· .

fig. 29'6. Adjacent arm compensation
using two active gauges.

Resistance of gauge R11a when strained is R( I - .D.R/ R)
Now R2=R4==R . .'. Potential of point d is=e,/2
.
.
•
R(l+D.R/R)
.
l+D.R/R
.. Potentialofpomtb- R(l+!:::.R/R)+RO-!:::.R/R) ;<e1= . 2
e,.
.·. Change in output voltage when strain is applied is :

"

ueo=

I+ !:::.R/R e1-2e1
2

!:::.R/R

2

. GiE

••. (29'8)

e1:::;2 e1.

Thus the output voltage from a half bridge is twice that from a quarter bridge arid therefore
the sensitivity is doubled. In addition, the temperature effects are cancelled. The gauge, sensitivity
of a half bridge is :
S11=2KR11G1
.. (29'9)
·3. Use of Four Active Gauges. Fig. 29'7 shows a cantilever using 4 strain gauges for the
measurement of strain. All the four gauges are similar and have equal resistances when strained i.e:
R111 =Ru2=Rg3=R114=R
.
These gauges are connected in the arms of a Wheatsto:oe bridge as shown in Fig. 29'8,
Since the bridge has 4 .active gauges with one gauge in each of the four arms, it is caJled a Fall Bridge.

b

(Tension)

i - - - - - R~. . . . ., :~ ~4-g_____.1
Rgz

t

Rg3

(Compression)
Fig. 297. Use of four straip gaugefi
for meaRntfSXieatef str)io.

Fig. 29'8. Bridae circuit for measurement
of strain using f~ur ic•ive PUie&. .
I

.......

'

.
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When no strain is applied, the potentials of points b and d are both equal to el/2 and hence
the output voltage eo=O.
.
When strained, the resistance of various gauges ar~ :
'

For

Rg1

and :Ru4 : R(t + b.R/R) and for. R12 and ~,,3: R(l- b.R/R)

l+b.R/Re1
·•
. h.
•. .
I'ed
. . RCl+D.R/R)
2
Potential of b w en stram 1s app 1
R(t +D.R/RJ+R(l-1::.R/R) e,=
GI

...,;, f d h
~ .
I' d.
. R(l- b.R/R)
Poteutlw o w en stram is app 1e - R(l- L:1R/R)+ R(l +L:Ji/R) et

·

.

.

· ·

Therefore change m output voltage b.eo=

.

.

J- D.R/R
et
2

I+b.R/R . 1-!J.R/R
e•-(!1R/R)
2 . e, 2
',
ei=G!Ee' - ... (29'10)

Four active-active-arm bridges are extensively used when strain· gauges are used as
secondary transducers to give maximum sensitivity combined with full temperat~re compensation.
The. effect of increasing ·.~e number o( attive . gauges is the same if a lo N impedance detector is.
used.
4, Poissoo's Metbccl. This method of temperature comp~nsation utilises two active gauges
Rgt and Rga which are bonded at right angles to the structural member as shown in flg. 29 9 (a). ·
Measuring gauge is in tension, but gauge R,,3 reduces· in Ieng·t~ depending up.)n the Poisson's
· ratio of the material. Poisson's gauge is conoected, · in the adjacent arm of the bridge as shown in
Fig. 29·9 (b). The advantage of Poisson's method is tha~ in· addition to temperature compensation,
the output of the brid~e is incr~~s~d .bra factor of 0 +v) ~s compared . to a bridge using a singl~
active gauge. The bridge sens1t1V1ty 1s mcreased by a factor (l+v) .accordingly. .
Change in output voltage w.hen strain_ is applied b.eo=Cl+v) · G~E .

,... (2~·11)

·
Practical Strain Gauge Bridge. A strain gauge · bridge may be rigged up by the user or may
be purchased as .a 'package' which is built up as a unit and oniy req.uires connections to the active
strain gauge and to a source of power supply. The "package''· consists of an amplifier and also other
signal conditioning equipment for amplification and monitoring of the output of the strain gauge
bridge.
·
Measuring
. gouge

( Rg,J

Poisson
gauge

Measuring
gouge ( Rg,)

{Rg3)

(a) Mounting arrangement·

Fil. 2949

.
'
(b) Bridie 1tta0&ement
Ue ot' Poisson's puae

Fig. 29'10'

Exam~le

29·4. A strain gauge bridge is shown in Fig. 29'10.
.
It has two fixe? resist~rs R1 and. R2 of 120 (l each. 1:'he strain gauge is represented by
resistance Ra. The vanable res1star.ce R4 ts I20·00 0 at zero stram and has a value of 120'63 a with
strain E. The gauge factor is 2'04. Determine the strain in the beam at the point where the strain
gauge is attached.

Solution. Change in value of resistance when strain is-applied :
t;,R4= 120'63-120=0·63 0.
:. Change in resistance of gauge when strained:

(6R4) ...

!~

xo·63=0'63

.a.

~Rs -G1 E

Now
.
Stram

~Ra= ;~

Ra

e_

6Ra

l

oe=Rax -61 =

0'63
1
l20 x 2.04

.

_

=2 51
· X10 3 m

·

· Example 29'5. A strain gauge bridge comprises . of two fixed resistors each of value
120 n, one active gaugeJ and an unstrained temperature compensa~ion gauge. The two gauges are of
unstrained resistance 120 a and gauge factor 2·2. Find the bridge output voltage (with o~tput open
circuited) for a supply voltage of 3 V, when the active gauge is subjected to 600 miciostraio.
Solution. The bridge has equal arms when there is no strain. It has only one active gauge.
Therefore, output. voltage is : ·
I\
Gt E , 2·2 x 600 x 10-6 X 3
ueo= Te'=
4

.. x _ V o·ng V
=0 99 10 3 = 7 . m .

Example 29'6. A single strain gauge is mounted to measure the axial strain in a simple
tensile member. If the recorded strain is 380 micros train, what is the axial s_tress : ·
(i) if the member is of steel ? (ii) if the member is of aluminium ?
The modulus of elasticity of stee~ is 200 GN/m2 and that ofatuminium is 70 GN/ml.
Solution. Stress s-EE where E-strain, and E=modulus of elasticity.
· (i) Stress in steel j'.-380 x 10-e x 200 x 10'=76x 10e N/m2 =76 MN/m'.
(ii) Stress in aluminium s=380X10-6 X?OX
==26.6 X 10e N/m2=2~'6 MN/m2

me

Example 2'J7. A single electrical resistance strain gauge of resistance l20 0 and having
a gauge factor of 2 is bonded to steel having an elastic limit stress of 400 MN/ml and modulus of
elasticity 200 GN/m2., Calculate the cha.ngein resistance
(a) due to a change in stress equal ~o 1/IO of the elastic range; and (b) due to a change of
temperature of 2o·c, if the meterial is ·adv~nce alloy •..
The resistance temperature co-efficient of advance alloy is 20 x
(b) Calculate the strfA,in due to <lifferential, expansion of tbe gauge metal and steel if,
oo-.efficient of linear expansion of steel is 12 x to-6rc 'and that of advance alloy is

10-•rc.

t6xto-6j"C.

.

Calculate also the change in resistance. Comment upon the results.
S@lnti«m.fo) Change of stress s=400X I0-6 Xl/10=40X we N/m2=40 MN/m9•
. ,._ s
40 )( 106. 200x10"'6
Change of stram oe = II - 200 x 109· =

:. Change in resistance

~R-Gif,R=~X200X 10-ex 120::::=0'048 Q,

I

II

iI

;ft·.
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(b) Change in resistance dQe to change in temperature
=at~9R=20X 10-e
x (20) x 120•0"048
0 •.
.
.
I
. The strain due to differential expansion of the. gauge metal and steel is :
E=(12-16)x 10-8 x20=-80X 10-e=-80 microstrain•
.;. b.R=G1 E R-2xsox10-ax120--0·019 a

Comments. The change of resistance due to change in temperature is of the same order as
that due change in resistance caused by application of strain. If the temperature effects are noa
compensated for, they will lead to extremely large errors in the measurement .of strain. The measurement in the fact does not have any meaning.
It is seen that change due to differential expansion panly offsets the change due to co-efficient
of resistivity in the example. The effect may become addative instead of subtractive in certsaif\
· combinations of gauge metal and the metal used for mounting.
Example. 29·3, The electrical sttain gauges are bonded to a Duralumin cantilever
(Fig. 29'5) and connected into a bridge circuit as shown in Fig. 29'6. Bach gauge has a resistance
of IOO n and a gauge factor of 2·1. The -input voltage is 4 V. The stress is 200 M/.NI, calculate
(a) the change in the value of resistances R, to restore balance.
(b) the output voltage if the detector has a relistance of 10 kO.
(c) the current through the detector if its resitance is 400 O.
(d) Cwrent through the strain gauaes.
The modulus of elasticity for Duralumin is 70 GN/m•.
.
Solution. One of the gauges is subjected to tensile stress and the other to compressive stress
The change in the value of resistance R, to restore balanee is :
\
·
.

.

.

· 200X 108

t:,.R4 -2G1E1t-·~x2·1x 70 x 108

><100==1'20.

(h) .Open circuit voltage across Che bridge for two active strain gauges is :
·

G1 E

eo=-·2-

e1-

2·1xioox108 4
•
2 =0012 V=I2 mV.
10 / 108 .. · x-

•

.

Output voltage when· the J!DetP-t' is connected across the output tcrmmals 1s :
·I

eoL=i+1o/R....x~oL_ i+wo/iox 103
·

xo·o12 v-11·9 _mv.
.

.

(c) When a meter of ;400· 0 is connected across the bridge output terminals, the oucput

voltage is :

·

:· ··

eoi. · i+ioo}~

·

·x·o·112·~=9"6 mV.
!

eOL

:. Meter current./,.= {i; =
I

':··~·

.'

.

9'f x I0"'8

··
·
400 , ·. 2~x
10-e A=24 p.A
'·

.

<d) Current through strain gauaes• -fa'<- 2:x.4100

.

•0'02 A==20 mA.

Example 29'9, In order .to measure strain in a cantilever beam. a single strain gauge of
resistance 1 kO. and gauge factQr 2 and a ·temperature co-efficient 10 x 10-erc is mounted on the·'.
beam and connected in one arnt of a bridae circuit. The other three arms of tho bridge have a resist.;
ance of lOQ O each. ·The bridge detector resistance is 100 Q and its senlitivity 'is 10 mm/fAA. \

912
(a) Calculate the detector deflection for o· 1 percent strain.
(b) Calculate the change in effective strain indicated when the room temperature increases

by 10·c.

Solution. (a) Change in strain €=0' 1%=0'001.
Change in resistance L'.1R=0'001x2 x 1000=2 O.
:. Resistance of gauge= l000+2=1Q02 0. ·
Open circuit voltage of Thevenin generator

eo= (

1002
1000+1002

100
)·.
.
100+100 XlO V=S mV.

.
.
.
. .
1002x1000 100)(100
Resistance of Thevenin generator Ro=
2002 : . 200 =550"5 '1.
sx10- 3

:. Current through detec~or Im= sso·s+too .A=-~1·1 i.tA.
and detlection of galvanometer..:.. 7'7 x 10 = 77 mm. ·
.
(b) Change in resistance due to change ~n temperature&R-10x1.0-ex 1000x10=0'1
· I

.

The eqmva ~nt stram

r_
'll';=

.a.

b.R
O'l
50 10-e 50 . ..
. .
Gt R= 2 x 1000 = x
= m1crostram

Example 29·1~. A strain gauge is used for measurement of dynamic strain as shown in
Fig. 29· 10. The strain ~auge ha_s a ~esistance ?f 1 kO. when unstrained. A resistance of l k.O is
connected in the arm adjacent to stram gauge. fhe resistances of o~her two arms are 10 k!l each.
The strain gauge _is bo~ded to str.uctural member anq is subjected to a sinusoidal time varying
strain. As a result of this stram, the resistance value of stram gaug·e alternates between extremes of
999 Q and 1001 n. The bridge output is cQn~ected to an amplifier. Determine tho tquivalene circuit.
The supply voltage is 10 V.
: ;! ' · ·: .
Solut&on. Open circuit voltag¢ of qridge
under maximum tension :
. I .
.

.

[

JOO}

1:

.

''

J

10,000

I

J

. = 1001+1000+10,ooq:~lO,OOOO XlOV= 2·5 mv
•

I

'

i! 1iilr I

Open circuit voltage under maximum•. compression
:
!
.I

·

/{

.=[999:~opo+'t~;~~~ooo } IO V=-2'5 mV

Therefore the output voltage alternates with an amplitude of 2·5 rr V.
Thevenin source resistance
1000x1000+10000x10,000= 5500 a

Ro
2000
20,000
.
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig.
29'H,

Note : For More Solved and Unsolved
Examples on Strain Gau1ges See pages 767, 772, 823 and 824.

RL

~---.J

load
resistance

Fig. 29'U

29''· Stt1.in Gauge Ci!Ubration
A theoretical objection to the use of strain gauges is that, in most applications~ it is impow·
ble to check tbeaccuracy of the readings obtained from them. Once the strain gauge is bonded in
ill 'measuring position, it cannot be removed or transferred an<l subjected to a known strain for
ealibmtion. Strain gauges are often used in applications where no other l'orm of strain measurement
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is possible. Since no check on performance.can be made, the value of the gauge factor as specified
by the manufacturer has to be relied. However, this leads to errors because the value of gauge facto 1
· is specified with certain tolerance Hmits and hence each gauge should be individually calibrated.
Simple strain gauge bridges usually employ readout systems bar· ng scales marked in arbitrary
units. The basic motive of practical calibration of strain gauges is to establish a relationship between
arbitrary units and the measured straio. In fact, calibration of strain gauges involves making
necessary adjustments to obtain correct scale reading.
The technique employed is to produce a known change in the resistance of one of the bridge
arms to simulate a particular value of strain. The value of the change in resistance required for this
purpose may be calculated if the unstrained resistance of the gauge, and the gauge factor, are known.
The procedure for calibration of strain gauges,
involves a known change in the value of the resistance of
the strain gauge by shunting it with a high value of resistance and then measuring the output oorresponding to tbe
known change of resistance. This is shown in Fig. 29· 12.
A shunt resistance Rah is used, the resistance of the gauge
beivg Rg.
Output eo
Resistance of arm 1 of bridge before switch S is
q
closed=R11
Resistance of arm l of bridge after switch S is
closed
=Resistance of parallel combination of Ru and Ra11.
RgRsh
= R{/+Rs11 •
.·. The change in resistance of arm 1 resulting
from introduction of shunt resistance R111 is :
Fig. 29'12. Calibration of strain gauges.
.

D.R=Ru- ~!!.._= Ra
.

2

••• (29" l l

(Rg+ Rsri) (Rg+ R111)

Equivalent strain
1

1

Ru'"

Ru

= G1 • Ru • (Ru+Rsh)=Gt(Rg+Ra,.)

(
)
••• 29'12

.
· R,(l-G1E~)
Shunt resistance Rsn
Gif:,,
••• (29" 13)
In practice G1Ee"(l, and therefore the term G1 f:e in the numerator of Eqn. 29'13 can be
neglected without introducing any significant error.

Rs11~-tgEt

... (29'14)

The value of effective strain €• may be determined,_ exactly from Eqn. 29' 12 er 29· 13 or neady
exactly from Eqn. 29' l 4. If a linear reJ~tionsh!P between the. rea~out {output indicator system) and
strain is assumed, only one value of Ra& ts reqmred for the cahbrat1on. This value of R$h should be
so chosen that the readout (output indicator) gives its full scale defiection.
The calibration of bridges using more than one active strain gauge may be done in tbe same
manner. Suppose there are n active strain gauge elements in the bridge, then the strain represented
by a given value of RsA is l/n (approximataly) of the strain given by F11n "9'12.
Ru
,". Effective strain
, €8= '1Gt(Ru+R-;4)
•• ~(29'1$)
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Example 29·11. A strain gauge bridge comprises of two fixed 120 Q resistors, and one is an
active_gauge-and one unstrained temperature compensating gauge; The two gauges have an unstrained
resistance value of L20 .a eacll.! The gauge factor is 2'2. Find the strain which would be represen-·
ted by 100 kO calibration resistance sllunting one. arm of bridge;
Solution.
From Eqn. 29'12, the effective strain represented by the arrangement is :

120
R11 R.11) ""'2·2020+
-·
·
~e- G1(Ru+
too x 10s)- =0'545 x 10-3-545
microstram.

r -

Example 29'12. Four strain gauges are mounted on a simple flat tensile specimen arranged
for complete temperature compensation and maximum sensitivity when connected in a four arm bridge
circuit. An 800,000 .a calibration resistor is shunted across one of the strain gauges. Gauge resistances are each 118 !l and gauge factors are 1·22.
If the strain gauge readout is 150 divisions when the . calibration switch is closed and 240
divisions when the load is applied, what is the axial strain in the specimen.
Solution.
The bridge h as four active elements.

.

Efti .
. ~
Ro
188 .
-40·1x10-6
ect1ve strain u=,. G1(Ru+Ra11)=4xl'22(I8l>+SOO:,OOO)- o_ · ..

When the calibration switch is closed, the readout gives a reading of 150 divisions.
.·. l division
i

When the 'strain gauges arrangement is loaded, the strain is :
E=; O32 I x I o-s x 240 = 77 x 10-a -11 microstrain.
29'10. Load Cells
Load cells utilize an elastic member as the primary transducer and strain· gauges as secondary
transducers as explained in Art. 25'2 page 746. Strain gauges may be attached to any elastic member
(as shown in Fig. 29'13) on which there exists a suitable plane area to accommodate them. This
arrangement may then be used to measure loads applied to deform vr deflect the member, provided
that Jhe resultant strain is large enough to produce detectible outputs. When the strain gauge.....;elastic
member oombination is used for weighing it is called a load cell.
.
29' 11. Temile-Compressive Cell

Fig. 29' I3 sho~s a tensile-compressive cell which is a cylinder. This arrangement uses four
8train gauges each mounted at 90° to each other. The bridge circuit is also shown. Two of strain
gauges experience tensile stress while the other two are subjected to compressive stress.
The oatput of a bridge with equal arms and using two strain gauges mounted 90° to each
other is :

J

L\ Ri/R
( ·. ) [
L\eo= 1+11 4+2 (~R1/R) e'
(See page 969 for Poisson's oompensaf!ion)
In the present case, there are two sets of gauges mounted 90° to each other, with one set
experiencing tensile stress while the other a compressive stress.
/. Output voltage of Wheastone bridge:

/.\eo--2(l+v) [

4 +f(~~/R) Jei ·

The above reJationahip is clear from the foliowing explanation :

... (29'16)

.
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In· the case of a cylinder, an axial compressive load causes a negative strain in the vertical
gauges, and a positive strain in the circumferential gauges. The two strains are not equal. in this
case. These two strains are related to ~oh other by a factor, v, called the Poisson's ratio. Since
the value of the strain is of no interest~ the objective ·is to produce a force transducer. This force
transducer is calibrated empirically. In case all the gauges are similar, temperature compensation
is obtained as all the gauges contribute equally to unbalance the bridge.
·
·

GA/J4l
2

8

r

A

-

'"'

(b) Load cell strain gauge bridge
(a) Load cell
Fig, 29'13. Tension compression resistance strain gauge cell.

Compression cells of this type have been used with.a capacity of 300 MN.
Un bonded strain gauge transducers are frequently used for force measurement, particularly
if high sensitivity is required. Highest . sensitivity is obtained when the gauge itself performs the
function of elastic member, i.e., all the input force is·-used for prvducing strain in the gauge.
Example 29'13. A load cell consisti of a solid cylinder of steel 40 mm in diameter with fo"r
strain gauges bonded to it and connected into the four arms of a voltage sensitive bridge. The gauges
are mounted to have Poisson's arrangement.
If the gauges are each of 100 a resistance and the gauge factor 2'h the bridge ~tioa
voltage 6 V, determine the sensitivity of the cell in V/kN. Modulus of elasticity for steel is 200 ON!••
and the Poisson's ratio is 0'29.
·
'Solution. Suppose a load of 1 kN is applied to the load ceU.
Stress s- (rc/4) ~~ ~o- 3) 2 -0'796x106 Nim".

Stral·n

L'_

11;"""

:.

.!_ _ 0'796 x

we =3'98 x 10-6.

E - 200X 109

~R =€Gt=3'98x10~6 x2·1 =836x10-6

From Eqn. 29'16~ the voltage output of the bridge is :
.
( (LlR1/R) ] .
. [
8'.3~ x 10-:a

4eo= 2q+v) 4+2CARi/R)

]

e•-2( 1+ 029t 4+2x1'36><IO""i x6
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=0'324 x 10-6 V=0'324 µV.
Hence, the sensitivity is 0·324 µV/kN.
29'12. Rosettes
In a practical problem. an element may be subjected to stresses in any direction and hence
jt is not possible to locate the direction of principal stress. Thus it is not practically .possible to
orient the strain gauge along the direction of principal stress. Therefore there is a necessity to
evolve a strain gauge measurement system which measures the va1ues of principal strains and stresses
without actually k1wwing their directions. The solution to the problem lies in using three strain
gauge~ oriented in di,,1erent directions to form a unit called a Rosette.
Rosettes ar~ of many types. Fig. 25' 18 on page 771 shows different types of strain gauges
and rosettes.
The principal strain or stress direction and magnitude can be determined from rosette readings
t"b'·"
...~ 1"n !., ,.:<'n
('
by "u1·
••
..•.
..............
1.) l..•.
29']3. Stru~n Gauge Circuitry
The;.. an: m1rny strain gauge instrumentation circuits available commerc~ally. The type
instrumentation system depends upon th~ following considerations :
(i) whethE'r static or. dynamic strains have to be measured,
(ii) whether an analog or a digital readout is desired,
Wi) whether output is to be displayed on a recorder for instantaneous reading or for
permanent rec(1rd.
(fr) whether a single channel is requir~d or multichannel measurement is necessary.
Depending upon the requirement a suitable instrumentation may be selected.
The most commonly used circuit for strain· measurements is a Wheatstone bridge with d.c.
excitation. The strain may be measured with the help of a voltmeter connected across the output
·~
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MEASUREMENT OF NON-ELECTRICAL QUANTITIES

:erminals. The scale of the voltmeter may be calibrated. in terms of strain. The vo!tmeter may be
called a "strain indicator". The voltmeter may be a d.c. a6alog meter and digital voltmeter.
Since the output i) low) it may have to be amplified before being fed to the voltmeter. This
requires the use of a d.c. amplifier which has inherent problems.
ft has been found that by using IC operational amplifiers placed in the proximity of a
strain gauge bridge using two active gauges, inexpensive load cells of various sensitivities. may
be constructed with sufficient output to actuate galvanometric recorders (ultra-violet recorders are
normally used). This arrangement is shown in Fig. 29'14. However, this arrangement involves
screening and earthing to ensure the ~removal of power line (50 Hz) pick up.
Fig. 29' 15 shows a highly sophisticated system which employs four active strain gauge
connected in a bridge circuit.
The galvanometer of the usual bridge circuit is replaced by a self-balancing potentiometer.
A low resistance slide wire is connected between Rf/a and Ro4. to adjust the bridge so that the self·
balancing potentiometer reads zero when no strain is applied.
b

Jdju stment

a

Rg

2.

.

Compress10
Indicating
_r_e_ad_o_u_t_
Strip chart

recorder

I

_,L

1

i----·--1

Self balancing

.------1

pot.entiorr,.:ter

d

Tension

1---7-----------'

Digital

reado.ut
Fig. )9'1S ~train gauge measurement using different types of read out devices.

The output device of a self-balancing potentiometer could be an indicator, a digitEl
voltmeter, a strip chart recorder for recording purposes. The output may also be indicated 01
recorded by numeerous combinations of the above readout systems.
Commercial strain gauge bridges normally use an a.c. power supply and subsequently
demodulate and amplify the output so that greater sensitivity could be achieved. The normal excitatic"·
frequency is 1000 Hz, providing frequency response up to 100 Hz. Since the normal requency
response is about 10% of the carrier frequency, problems requiring better response wiU necessitat:
jhigher carrier frequencies Instruments utilizing 20 kHz excitation frequency are commercial!y
available (Fig. 29' 16). They usually have their own recording oscillograph with provision for viewini;
the waveform on an ·external b~ci!Io&copc displa,y.
The output may be fed to a strip chart recorder to record the variations. A galvanomete,.
type recorder provided with mirror arrant.ement is used with moviu~ photographic paper or mm :-.: . ,:
permanent and reproducible records.
· ·
·
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Wheatstone
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Digital
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Strip Chart
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Fig. 29'16. Stain gauge circuitry for dynamic measurement and recording.
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·. .. Mttltipoint Measurements. In many applications of strain gauges, it is desirable to measure
··strain at more than one.point. This necessitates the use of a number of strain gaµges which may be
arranged so that either they have a bridge circuit and a display device each . .Instead aif arrangemem
wherein only 'one bridge circuit and a single display device are used which ·.art C'31111~ed to
.each-.strain gauge circuit in turn through a switch. The latter method. is _very· much·J•. expensive.
·However, this method has some disadvantages like introduction of errors du~t()S~~ c.ontact
·resistance, and different zero settings for each strain gauge circuit.
;: .
.The strain gauge circuits may use one, two or four active strain gauges aµd suita_bJe.Afrange .
ments must be developed whereby each of these situations may be incorporated in a multipoin:
measuring system. .
.
.
;·
. Fig. 29'17 (a) shows a system where there is only one a~tive strain gauge in· each -circuit
· while Fig. 29·1 r (b) shows an arrangement for four active gauges in each circuit.
29·14 ·uses of Shain Gauges. 1. Strain gauges are used extensively for analyzing the dynamic
strains in complex structures such as the stress and the strain in bridges, automobiles, roads etc.
where the output of the bridge can be recorded with an oscillograpb calibrated to. read the instantaneous strain or stress.
2. Resistance strain gauges are very useful for measurement of tensfon, torqpe, force, stresses
/in· structures. They are particularly useful where a minimum disturbance by the p.reseJ1ce of
transducer is required as in wind tunnel measurements.
· " , .. ,,
3. Strain gauges are used in load cells and proving rings
measure fq,.~by}~~ strain
produced. The provine ring is usually made of steel. The s~in prod,aced ·ii :-;;~~- rl~j~
measured with a strain gauge. Th~ strain is a measure of the foree',iJ:pplied~to.the ~~ · ~j,;.:f:
·
MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE
...... .
29'15. Introduction
Pressure measurements are one of the most important measurements tnade 'ln. ind., T-he
.number of instruments used are by far greater in number than the instruments used fo.t any .other
type of measurement.
· ·
·
The principles used in the measurement of pressure are also, applied in .the measurernent of
temperature, flow, and liquid levels. Thus it is essential to have complete knowledge of working
principles of these instruments.
Pressure is represented as force per unit area. As such it may be considered as a type of
stress since stress is also defined as force per unit area. In this section, the term 'pressure' refers to
the force .per unit area exerted by a fluid on a containing wall. Therefore, the discussion. of pressure
measuremen~ is limited to fluid systems. The forces that arise as a result of strains in solids are
designated· as stresses and have been discussed earlier.
·
29' 16. Types o( Pressure Measurement D.evices
In industrial applications the pressure is usually measured by means of iodicating gauges or
recorders. These instruments may be mechan.ical, electroamechanical; electrical or electronic in
operation.
·
·
(i) Mechanical Instruments. These instruments may be classified into· two groups. The
first group includes those instruments in which the pressure measurement is made by balancing an
unknown force with a known force. The second group incJudes those employing quantitative
deformation of an elastic member for pressure measurement.
(ii') Electro-Mecbanical Instruments. These instruments usually employ a mechanical mean~
for detecting the pressure and electrical means for indicating or recording the detected pressure.
(iii) Electronic Instruments. Electronic pressure measuring instruments normally depend
on some physical change that can be detected and indicated or recorded electronically.
.
In this text, the discussion is limited only to Electro-mechanical and BleCtronic instruments.
29'17.. Measurement of Pressure Using Electrical Tr~osducers as Secondary Transducers. The
measurement of force or pressure can be done by oonve~tin~ the applied force or pressure into a

to

I
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displacement by elastic elements which act as primary transducers. This displacement, which is a
function of pressure may be measured by transducers which act as secondary transducers The
output of the secondary transducers is a function ~f displacement, which in turn is a function of
pressure. Mechanical methods have to be used to convert the applied force or pressure into displace.
ment. These devices are called Force Summing Devices.
They possess elasticity, when deformed, the stresses established in the summing device
establish equilibrium with the applied pressure. The choice and design, of the type of summing
element used depends on the magnitude of force or pressure to be measured.
The most commonly used summing devices are :
I. Flat or corrugated diaphragms.
2. Bellows.
3. Circular or ~wisted Bourdon tube.
4. Straight tube.
5. Single or double mass cantilever suspension. 6. Pivot torque.
Examples of these force summing devices are given in Fig. 29'19. Pressure transducers
generally use one of the first four types of force summing members. While mass cantilever suspension
and pivot torque types are found in accelerometers and velocity transducers.
29'17'1. Force Summing Devices. Some of the force, summing devices are described below l
•
~· Diaphragms. The moveme.nt of a ~iaphragm is .a convenie~t way of sensing a pr~ssyre
d1fferent1a1. The unknown pressure, 1s apphed to one side of the diaphragm whose edge ts ng1dly
fixed and the displacement of the centre of the diaphragm is measured.
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Fig. 29'18. Force summing devices,
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There are two types of diaphragms : (i) flat, and (ii) corrugated. Corrugated diaphragms
give a lJrger displlccm'!nt and can be conveniently combini:d tv fo~m ~capsule, two corr~gated discs
bring St)ldered together at the outer edges. A stack of caps11les will give even a greater displacement.
2. Bellows. Bellows is a thin walled tube having a corrugated shape. Essentially it is a
pressure activated spring T~e stiffness (or in oth_er words the displacement for a particular p~essure)
depend~ upon rhe type and th1c_kness of the matenal used Tbe most commonly. used matenals for
bellow:i and other pressure sensing elements are steel, phosphor bronze and beryllium copper.
J. Bourdon Tube. It is most widely used force summing (or pressure sensing) element. It
consBts of a narrow bore tube of elliptical cross-section, sealed at one end. The pressure is applied
at the other end which is open and fixed. The tube is formed into an arc of a curve, a fiat spiral
or a helix. When the pressure is applied, the effect of the forces is to straighten it so that the closed
end is displaced.
29' l 7' 2. Secondary fraosdi.cers. The displacement created by the action of the force
summing member i5 converted iato a change of some electrical parameter. The force summing
member actuates a transducer which converts the displacement into an output of electrical format.
The various transducers used are of the following types :
tiJ Resistive,
(ii) Inductive.
(iv) Capacitive,
'Jii) Differential transformers,
(vi) Piezo-electric,
( v) Photo-electric,
and (viii) Oscillation.
(vii) Ioniz_ation,
1. Resistive Transducers. The electrical strain gauges attached to a diaphragmas shown in
Fig. 29' l 9 may be used for measurement of pressure.
,
The output of these strain gauges is a functiol'l of the local strain, which, in turn is a function
of the diaphragm deflection and the differential pressure. The deflection generally foll~ws a linear
variation with differential pressure P=P2-P1. (when the deflection is less than one third of the
diaphragm thickness.)
, . One of the disadvant.ages o_f the method is .the small physical area is required for mounting
Lhe stram gauges. Change m resistance of stram gauges on account of application of pressure is
calibrated in terms of the differential prt>ssure. Gauges of this type are ma.de in sizes having a lower
range of: 100 kN/m 2 to 3 MN/m 2 to an upper range of; IOO kN/m2 to 100 MN/m2.
·
lJPPfR COIL

P,

i

i

f

r

Pi

Diaphragm

DIAPHRAGM

Fig 29' 19. Measurement of differential pressure with
diaphragm and strain gauges.

'2.

.LOWER COIL

Fig. 29'20. Measurement of pressure with diaphragm
element and inductive transducer,

Inductive Transducers. Inductive transducers have been successfully used as secondary
transducers along with a diaphragm for measurem~nt o~ pressure. Fig. 29'20 shows an arrangement
which uses ~wo coils ; an upper and a lower coll which form the two arms of an a.c. bridge. The
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coils have equal number of. turns. The ·other two arms of the bridge Me fortnedby.Jwo equal·
resistances each of value R.
·· · · · ·.· ·
· · · · · ··· ··· ·
The diaphragm is symmetrically piaced with respect to the coils·· arid sn when P1 =-:P2•the
reluctances of the paths of magnetic flux for both the coils are equal and· hence .the inductance$ of
the coils are equal.
' ·
·
Now initial self-inductance=N 2/Ro where N=number of turns, and Ro=initial reluctance
of flux path. Under this condition the bridge is balanced and the output, eo, :of the bridge is zero.
Suppose P2 is greater than P1 and therefore the differential pressure. P=P2-P1, deflects the
diaphragm upwards through a distance d. For small displacements of diaphragm,· the reluctance of
the flux path of the upper coil is R1=Ro+K(D-dJ and that of the lower coilis R2=Ro+K (D-hl).
Hence, the inductance of the upper coil L1 =N 2/R1 =N2/[Ro+ K (D-;-:d)] and that of lower
coil is L2=N2/R2=N 2/[Ro+K (D+d)].
.
The bridge becomes unbalanced and the approximate value of output voltage is given by :
eo=[

{
'-7.

i - L1~L?.]
1

2-

ei

N2/[Ro+ K (D-1-d)]
} • .
Kdx ei ·
N2/[Ro+ K (D-d)]+ N2/[Ro+ K (D-d)] xet= ·2 (Ko-+ i<.jjf

... (29'17)

Since K, Ro, D and ei are constant, the output voltage is directly proportional to displace·
ment d, 0f the diaphragm. Displaceme~t d, is ~irectly proportio.nal to ~itferential pressure P= P2 - P1.
Hence the output voltage eo may be calibrated m terms of the d1fferent1al. pressure P.
1t is seen that there exists a linear relationship between output voltage eo and the diiferentia
pressure for small values of deflection d.
It is possible to determine whether P2> P1 or P1 >P2 with reference t0 the phase of output
voltage, eo, with respect to source voltage ei.
Standard Jaboratory equipment, such as a VTVM, a TV M, an oscilloscope, as well as
ri;;corders may be used for display and recording of the output. The gauge may .be used for pressures
ranging from 0-5 kN/m 2 to 0-100 kN/m 2•
3, LVDT. The LVDT is used as a·secondary transducer for measurenient of pressure with
Bellows or Bourdon tube acting as the primary transducer i.e., as a force summing . device. The two
arrangements are shown in Figs. 29'21 ~nd. 29'22. The pressure· is converted into displacement which
is sensed by the LVDT and transduced mto a voltage.
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29 21. Measurement of pressure with Bellows and LVDT.

. Fig 29'22. Pressure measurerrv~nt with Bourdon tube
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4. Capacitive Traosducers. Capacitive transducers are used for measurement of pressure
by converting the pressure into a displacement. The displacement is sensed by a capacitive transducer
using a differential arrangement as explained on page 798; This arrangement gives a linear relationship betweert output voltage and displacement (and hence pressure) as shown in Eqn. 25'52.
.

The use of a three terminal v~riable differential circuit capacitOr is shown in Fig. 29'23.
Spherical depressions of a depth c,f about 0·025 mm are ground into the glass discs. Tliese depressions
are coated with gold to form the two fixed plates of the differential capacitor. A thin stainless steel
diaphragm is clamped between th~ discs, acts as the movable plate.
Gold coo led surface
(stat iono r y plates)
Stretched
stainless steel
diaphragm
{ rnov able)

_a

P2

·N

d llt'----11.J

2500 Hz

__

..._
a

ei.

o.____,c

Thru output
te.rminols

c

Fig. 29'23. Capacitive transducer and bridge circuit.

With equal p~essures applied (i.e. Pi =P2) the diaphr!lgm is in neutral position and the bridge
is balanced. The output voltage eo, is zero under the conditions. If one pressure is made greater
than the other, the diaphragm deflects i.n proportion to the differential pressure, giving an output
voltage, eo, from the bridge terminals. This
Pressure
output voltage is proportional to the differential
I. ~ porf
pressure. For an opposite pressure differences
_,,...dE-·llo-· the output voltage shows a 180° phase shift. This
Force summM@
voltage may be amplified by an emitter follower
member
amplifier which gives a high input impedance.
A direction sensitive d.c. output voltage may be
·-Light
obtained by using a phase sensitive demodulator
rrtodulalland a filter circuit.
l.ight
source
The use of capacitive transducers 1s not
./
common because of low. sensitivity. Also capaW1ndow
j1h---@
citive transducers require high carrier frequencies
. ~ OutpUt
(typicaUy 2500 Hz) for dynamic pressure measure.....__ _ _
.
ments.
5. l1hetoelectric Transducers. The photo·
Fig. 29'24. Photoelectric transducer for measurement
ek ctric transducer makes use of the properties
of pressure.
of a photo·emissive cell or photo~tube. A photo tube is described in details on page 626. It is
shQWO in Fi1. 19'21 and its characteristics are given in Fig. 1 •'23 page 628,
~--<!>

.

i

From the characteristics of Fig. 19'23, we find that for voltage above approximately 20 V,
the. o~tpnt is nearly independent of the applied anode voltage but entirely depends upon the amoun~
of tnctdent light. The current through the photo tube produt;ed as a result of incident light is very
S'nell. This current is the output of the photo-electric transdu,cer. As the current is small (of the
order of a few µA), it must be amplified to provide a usable output.
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The photo-electric transducer ot Fig. 29'24 uses a photo-tube and a light source separated
by a small window, whose aperture is controlled by the force summing member of the pressure
transducer.
The .disp]acement of the force summing member modulates quantity of incident Jig ht falling
on the phototube (since the applied pressure or force changes the position of the force summing
member which in turn changes the position of the window thus causing a change in incident light).
According to curves given in Fig. l 9'23 page 628 a change in light intensity varies the photo-emissive
properties at a rate approximately linear with displacement. This transducer can use either a stable
source of light or an a.c. modulated light.
Advantages. (i) It has a high efficiency.
(ii) It can be used for both static anq dynamic conditions but it does not respond to high
frequency light variations.
Disadvantages. (i) It has a poor long term stability.
(ii) It requires a large displacement of the force summing member. in order to produce a
detectable output.
6. Piezoelectric Transducers. Piezoelectric crystals produce an emf when they are deformed. The force or displacement or pressure to be measured is applied to the crystal. The pressure is
applied to the crystal through a force summing member. This causes a deformation which produces
an emf that is a function of the deformation This output emf may be measured to know i be value
of applied force and hence the pressure.
Advantages. (i) This transducer needs no external power and is therefore seit:generating
(active types).
(ii) It has a very good high-frequency response.
Di~advantages. (i) The principle disadvantage is that this transducer cannot measure static
pressure/
·
.·
/(ii) The output of the transducer is affected by changes in temperature. Therefore temperature 6ompe~sating devices have to be used.

c

Oscillator

Frequenc1
modulated

--------~--+--ao~put
Mechon\col 1
linkage --.....f
I

'

Force summing
device

Fig. 29'25. Basic elements of an osciUation transducer.

7. Oscillation Transducers. The~e transducers use a force summing member to change the
capacitance, .C, or indu.ctance, L, of an LC oscillator circuit. Fig. 29'25 shows the basic elements
of LC transistor oscillator whose output frequency is affected by a change in the inductance of a coil.
The c_hange in .inductance is caused by the force summing member acting upon an inductive device
The output of oscillator is a modulated output and can be demodulated and calibrated in
terms of pressure.or force applied.
Advantages. (i) This transducer measures both dynamic and static phenomena.
(ii) This transducer is very useful for telemetry applications.
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Disadvantages. (i) This transducer has a very limited temperature range. (ii) It has poor
thermal stability.
(iii) It has a low accuracy and therefore is us~d only in low accuracy applications.

1

,
\
\

Example 29'14. A piezoelectric pressure transducer gives an output of 1 mV per IOJ kN/m2.
It feeds into an amplifier which may be com;idered as having negligible outpht impedl\nce
and a voltage gain of 25. The amplifier output is taken to an oscilloscope having calibrated
vertical sensitivities of l, 5, 20, 100 and 500 mV,'mm. The viewing area of the oscilloscope screen
is 100 mm x 100 mm. The transducer is used to measure a pressure fluctuating at a frequency of
50 Hz between upper and lower level of about 700 kN/m2 and 100 kN/m2 respectively. Assuming that
the ~race seen on t~e scree~ is stead~ and the pea~ to peak. ~~plitude .m~y be esti;1Dated correctly
withm ±I mm, what 1s {a) optimum settmg of the vertical sens1t1v1ty, ano (b) the hkely maximum
reading error in a measurement of the peak amplitude of wave in kN/m 2•
Solution.
<a) The two extreme pressures of 70(} kN/m 2 and 100 kN/m2 give the outputs as :
700K(I/l00)X25=175 mV and lOOx(l/lOO)X25=25 mV.
· The corresponding peak to peak voltages. are: 2 x 175=350 mV, and 2 x 25=50 mV.
Suppose we .use the sensitivity of I mV/mm.
:. Deflection on the screen corresponding to maximum pressure=350/l =350 mm.
Since the length of the screen is 100 mm, the waveform is out of range and hence the
1 mV/mm should not be used.
Let us try the 5 mV/mm setting.
:. The peak to peak dellection=350/5=70 mm.
This is within the range of the screen of the scope ..
If we use 20, l 00 or 500 mV/mm, no doubt, the pattern will be visible on the screen but the
sensi~.vity will be lower as the deflections are lower. Hence the setting 5 mV/mm is the optimum
setting ..
(b) A ±I mm error corresponds to an input peak to peak pressure of :
-- [ l

±

mm

XS mV J_
mm

kN/m
x25. x 1001 mV

MEASUREMENT OF

]=±20 kN/m •

2

2

r,ow PRESSURE

{Vl\CUUM MEASUREMENTS)
29·1s. Vacuum Gauges
These pressure gauges are used prim~rily for measuring pressure below ~tmospheric pressure,
which is. often r~ferred to. as vacuum. The science of low press'l;lre mea.surement .1s rather a specialized
field which requires c.ons1derable care on the part of the expenmentabst. The wide range of pressures
to be measured under the genera] heading of vacuum measurement makes the problem an .extremely
extensive one. This range extends from the normal atmospheric pressure of 760 mm of mercury
column down to 10-8 mm of mercury column.
A common unit of low pressure is the micron,· which is one miJlionth of a metre (0·001 mm)
of mercury column. V~ry low pressu!e may be defin~d. a~ any pr~ssur~ below I mm of mercury, and
an ultra low pressure 1s a pressure 1s Jess .than a mtlhm1cron (fo 3 mlcron) or 10-& mm of mercury.
Torr is 1 mm of mercury column and therefore a millimicron is 1 miri:o torr.
There are two basic methods for measurement of low pressure :
(1) Direct Methods. The direct methods ·of measurement involve measurement of a displacement as a result. of application of the pressure.
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(2J. Indirect or Inferential Methods. These methods involve the measurement ot pressure
through measurement of certain other properties which depend upon the pressure to be measured .
.The pressure controlled properties which may be utilized for measurement of pressure ar~ volu•ne and
thermal conductivity etc.
·
· Pressure is measured by direct methods using spiral Bourdon tubes, fiat and corrugated diaphragms, capsules and various form'i of manometers. These device.> have been di~cuss·ed earlier. They
need not be discussed further except to state that these devices are useful for measurement of pressures
down to about 10 mm of mercury column. For measurement of pressures below this value, indirect
methods are used. Indirect or inferential methods for pressure measurement are used which involve
a property that is pressure dependent and is examined for the measurement of pressure. The property
~elected must he s~nsitive to changes in pressure in the ranges required.
29'19. Thermocouple Vaeuum Gauge

This gauge operates on the principle that at low pressures the thermal conductivity of a gas
·is . a function of pressure. A thermocouple vacuum gauge consists of a heater element (heated a temperautre of 50° to 400°C by a known constant current) having a thermocouple in contact with its
centre as shown in Fig. 29'26.
·

The heater element and thermocouple are enclosed in a glass . or metal enveJope which is
sealed into the vacuum system. The heater element is heated by a constant current and its temperature depends upon the ~lilount of heat which is lost to the surroundings '.ly conduction and
convection. At pressures below 10-3 mm Hg, the temperature of the heater wire is a function Of the
pressure of surrounding gas. Tbus the thermocouple provides an output vohage which is a function
of temperature of heater element and consequently of the pressure of the surrounding gas. The
moving coil instrument may be directly calibrated to read the pressure.
The advantages of the thermocouple gauges are that they are inexpensive. However. they
are subject to burnout if expos~d at rugged and atmospheric pressure when hot and the current is
flowing.
29'20. Pinmi Gauges
,If

Moving.
coil ·

mV meter

Heatet element

Pifoo1
gaug~

Milli·
ammeter..

·a cu um

Heater element

or

Metal
1lass envelope

Fig. 29'26. thermocouple vai;:uum gauge.

Fig. l9'27. Measurement of tow pressures with Pirani
Vacuum Gauge.

The operati~n of a Piraiii gauge depends on. yariation of the th~r~a~ c~nd4ctivity of a gas
with pressure. For pressures d?wn to a~out 1 mm. Hg t?eth~rmal conduct1v1ty ts 10dependent ofpres~·•&ht.belowthis an approximately bnear relationship e~1sts between pres~ure and tile. thermal
, ..... -·
'
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· conductivity! At ~ery low,,press'jtres the amount of heat conducted becomes very small and the
method cannot be used.
"
The thermal conductivity of the· gas is measured by detecting the amount of heatlost from an
· elect.rically heated wire placed inJhe. ~as. Heat is conducted from. wire by conduction through the
gas and greater the thermal c9B<!uct1v1ty of the gas, the lower will be the temperature of the heater
wire. Now sinee electrical resistance varies with. temperature, the resistance of the heater wire ~s a
measure of tht pressure. A Wheatstone bridge as shown- in Fig. 29·21 may be used to measure the
resistance of the beater wire. Alternatively the milliamineter carrying a current on account of un·
balance in the bridge, may be calibrated ro read the pressure directly.
. Some heat is Jost from heater by radiation and conduction and along leads, but these effects
do _no.t depend on pressure
on the presence of gas. '; The compensation for this effect may be
·carried out.by introducing a similar.Pirani element in an dpposite arm of bridge. This second element
is enclosed in a sealed container evacuated to a very low pressure.
Pirani gauge is useful for pressures rangi 1g fr<!m !Jf'i to l 0-3 mrh of Hg. Pirani ga~ges are
rugged, inexpensive and usually more accurate than thermoc\ouple gauges. However, they :must be
individually calibrated and checked frequently.
.·
·
29'21. Ionization T7pe Vacuum Gatige ·
,
Ionization is the process of removing ,an electron from an atom producing a free electron and
a positively changed ion.· Ionization way be proauce.d by the collision 'of a high spe~d electron fronll.
tne atom. Fig. 29·2s shows the essential features
·
of an ionization type gauge. Electrons are emitted
Vocu um
from heated cathode using a filament and are
/
accelerated towards the grid, which i~ positively
charged. Some of the·e)ecrrons are captured by the
grid, producing gri~ current ./a. 'Electrons· having
high kinetic energy pa(s 'through and cause ionization of gas atoms. •.
.
.
.

or

The positive ions so:prJ9~cecl' are attracted
to plate (which 'is at negativ;e,:~tential) and a current
/pis produced in the P!*~t.

· It is found 4~it:die pressure of the gas is
Proportional to !~tid ·~f plate to $rid .current.
p< ;

J:

:=:
-

Heated
cathode

----

... (29'18)

. where S=consta~t of prQportionality.
Fig. 29 28. Ionization type vacuum gauge.
·· · S 1s called the sensitivity ofthe gauge; A typical value for nitrogen is S=20 torr-1. How·
· ever, t~e exact value mustbe detefmined by calibration of the particular gauge since sensitivity Sis ·
. a- function of the geometry Qf, the tube and the gas filled in it. Pressures that can be measured by
ionization gauge raoge.from.Jo-s to 10-s mm of Hu.
.
The disadvantage; of these ·gauges is that the filament can burn out quickly if it is heated
before the pressure is at a low value. For this reason it is usually necessary to have a Pirani or
thermocouple g~~ge in the system to ensure a low enough vacuum. Also an automatic cut out circuit
is used to protect the ionization tube in case of a system leak to break.
·
.'
These gauges must be carefUlly installed-in particular, absorbed gases must be eliminated.
Voltages required are in the range 50 to 300 V.
·
MEASUREMKNT OF TORQUE
9·22. Torque Transducers
. . . . .PfUAtµic l!'e~suremept of. torque !ransmitted by a rotating shaft is based upon the, angular
dtspJ~~meJ:tt -Or tw1~t. JD.
. ~he shaft in a cahbrated length. of tqrque ' tube attached to the shaft. The
.·

.

I~
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strain is seosed by tran5<lucers and i'I me1'lured. The s(rain measurements are then interpreted in
terms of torque by proper calibration. These measur;'!m!1ts can be used for measvrement of po.i.·er
if combined with proper speed measuring devices.
A number of physical effects and devices cin be used for measurement .of relative angular
displacement - strain b)' piezo-resistive (strain gauge) variabie inductance. and magnetos',rictive
effects. The variou5 methods are described belo..v.
29'23. Strain Gauge Torque Meters
The principle of this method is explained by Fig. 29'29. Two strain gauges are mounted
on a shaft at an angle 45° to each other. The torque is given by :
T= !!_fJ (R4- r4) 0
2L

N-M

(29'19)

G =modulus of rigidity ; N/m 2, R=outer radius of shaft ; m)
r=inner radius of shaft; m,
L=length of shaft; m,
and
0=angular deflection of shaft ; rad.
The strain gauges attached at 45° · degrees to the axis of the shaft as shown will indicate
strains of
where

E.rn

o

=

±

TR

rrG(R4-r4)

... (29'20)

A strain may be measured by electrical means to indicat.! the torque. Multiple strain gauges
may be installed and connected in a bridge circuit configuration so that any deformation due to axial
or traverse loads is cancelled out in the final readout.
The strain in the shaft/may be measured by means of strain gauges attached to its surface.·
The gauges should be so mounted that they give maximum sensitivity to the strains produced by
torsion. fhe theory of two dimensional stress systems shows that, for a shaft subjected to pure
torsion, tbe gauges will be strained in the directions of their major axis if they are mounted at 45° to
the axis of the snaft. The normal method is to mount a complete strain gauge bridge on the shaft.
The strain bridge configuration generally used for measurement of torque is shown in Fig. 29' 30 (a).
In this arrangement two strain gauges are subjected to tensile stresses while the other two experience

Strain·
gauges

l

l
t
fig. 29'29.

Mo!asurement of stress in a hallow shaft.

(a} Shaft with strain gauges
Fig. 29'30. Measurement of forque of rotating shaft
·using strain gauges.
(Bfibge)

i:
d
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compressive stresses. The gauges must be precisely at 45• with the shaft axis. Gauges I and 2 mu.st
be diametrically opposite, as must gauges 3 and 4.
This arrangement has the following advantages :
(i) it is fully temperature compensated,
(ii) it provides automatic compensation for bending and axial loads,
and
(iii) -it gives the maximum sensitivity for a given torque.
The niain difficulties associated wilh the use of this arrangement. is the connection of the
bridge to its power source and display arrangement. Slip ri111s are used for this purpose. These are
conducting rings attached to the shaft, but insulated from it, with one .of the slip rings connected to
each of the bridge terminals. Rubbing contact is made between the riop aod the stationary brushes.
which are ~onnected to the input and output equipment.
'

29'24. Indactive Torque Transducer
.
Fig. 29'31 {a) shows the use of an inductance transducer. Flange A carriei;.a coil and flange
B, an iron core. · This core moves in and out of the coil according to relative displacement Qf the two
flanges. Therefore inductance of the coil is altered on account 'of relative·displacement. · The coil
is used as an arm of an a.c. bridge. The output of the a.c. bridge depends upon th~ inductance of
the coil which in turn depends upon the position of core and thus on the displacement. Since the dis..
placement is dependent upon the torque and hence the bridge output can be directly calibrated to read
the torque.
,
A scheme which gives higher sensitivity and better linearity uses four inductive transdu~n
with the coils connected as four arms of an a.c. bridge. The a1·rangement is shown in Fil· 29'32(b). ·
Coil output

Shaft

flonge B
Flange A
FllWiige A

Flange B

(b). Arruaement using four
iacluQdft transducers.

(a\ Inductive torque
transducer.

Fi& 29'31

This arrangement is such that a toJ"que applied to the shaft in a given direction moves· the
cores in such a way that the inductance of two coils increases, while the llductanee of: the other two
=oils decreases. (This arrangement is similar to use of (our strain gauge8, ·two in tension and iwo
in compression). T1m~1 the sermtivity of the bri.dge is increased foif<dJnes ·as compared to Jhe
~ensitivity obtained \H~.i1 a bridge using only on~ inductive transducer.
29'25. Diptal Methods
·
.
Digital till\ing techniques can also be used for determination of re~tive displacement betWeen
two flanges A and B. Suppose the flanges are made in the form of single toothed wheels as shown Qi
Fig. 29"32. The teeth produce voltage pulses in inductive _pickups C and D respectively. When·no
tor.que is applied to the ·baft.,·t.he tee,th are perfectly aligned"and ·.hence the voltage:~ are prodQced
in C. and D simulta.'1~ e\tlY~ If the two pulses are compared by .~ electrodjc ' '1mer, the time
differe-nce s\lown wi!! be.
When a torq'!t. iiJ applied to the shaftt tbeJe
is a ro!adJC di3pllCOQlent
:
.

.

•1'0.
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a

between the two flanges. This produces phase ~hift between the pulses generated iii the inductive
When these pu1ses are compared with the help of an electronic timer, .it will show
.a time mterval between the two pulses. This time interval is proportional to the relative· displcement
o_f the two flanges which in turn is proportional to torque. Therefore, the ratio of this interval to the
time taken for one complete revolution gives ~he relative displacement as a fractiOn of a rev(}lution.
pic~up~ C and D.

The a~vantage of digital methods is that they eliminate errors arising from the use· of slip
rings. There 1s no leakage of the signal and also there is no noise problem.
· ·
·
. There are otlier. ways of obtaining output signals from digital pickups. Fig. 29·33 show~
toothed wheels of Fig. 29'32. The pickups are either
.toothed wheels are replaced by single toothed wheels,
the output of the pickoffs ts perfectly smuso1dal. The two outputs are exactly in phase if the two
wheels are correctly aligned.
multi·t~othed wheels wh!ch replace the si~gle
magnetic or photo-el~ctr1c. . In case mul!tple

rs;

O~e·

c

Start
pulse

~

Applied
torque

Flonge

' Flange

e

Fig. 29·.i2. Torque transducer using single toothed

flanges and irductive pickups.

-~a.....

w

Magnetic or

pho~oelectr ic

·

transducers

Fig. 29'33. Torque measurements of rotating shafts using
slotted discs and pickups.

The output voltage progressively becomes out of .phase as the torque. increases since
an increase in torque results in relative displacement of the two flanges. The phase dilference may be
measured with the help of a cathode ray oscilloscope. The phase difference may also be measured
by converting it to suitable analog or d~gital signals.

29'26 Mapeto-stricitive Transducers
The action of Mapeto·stridive transducers depeJ;Kis. upon the change which· oecurs in the
permeability
magnetic materials when they are s~jet'.ted to strain. The permeability decreases
with positive strain and increases with negative strain. ,

of

The torque transducers described earlier use an attachment with the shaf~ !ihose torque it
to be measured resulting in substantial increase in the length of shaft. . Magneto~tnct1ve tr~~ucers
can operate with~ut any attachments or·modifications to !he shaft. They are V:ery compact m size.
It is well known that a shaft subjected to .pure torsion, the highest positive and negative
strains are experienced in the two·· directions at 45• to the shaft; axis. Thus, if ·flui paths can be
established in these two directions, and their changes can be detected, a method for torque measurement can be evolved. ·

This method is illustrated
in Fig. 29'34. Two a c. energized
A.C.Energtsied
at 45° .
coUs, wound on iron cores, are
positioned close to the shaft so that
th_eirflux paths through the material
ofthe shaft coincide with the directions of'maximum strain. The coik
•·
form adjacent arms of au a c.
bridge.· The inductance of one of
~~~~\ Flux/~- - . . .
the coils increases due ·to· .increase.
/J.~ _ path __
. ~ ~~ _ -~in permeability and the inductance
of other coil decreases due to decrease in permeability. The bridge
is initiaUy .balanced when there is
. · Shaft
no torque applied and the two coils
have equal inductance (or reactance). · But when the torque is
applied the bridge becomes unbalanFig. 29.34. Magnet~·strictive transduce~. .
/
ced on account of increase in inductance (or ·reactanc~) of one coll and decrease m mductance
(or reactance) of the other coil. This is due to .differential change in inductance (or reactance) of
tlie two coils, caused by change in permeability of flux paths due to application of torque; Hence,
the voltage output of the a.c. bridge is indicative of the torque applied.
Example 2~r1s. · A mild steel shaft is used to connecm a motor drive to 1a constant load
torque. A foil strain gauge having a resistance of 120 a and a gauge factor 2 is mounted .on a
shaft with its aetive axis at angle 45° to
the axis of the shaft as shown in Fig. 29'35.
The shear modulus of steel is 80 GN/m2,
the shaft radius is 15 mm and .the change
in strain gauge resistan~ due to the load
..
is 0'24 0 Find the load torque.
Solution :

_........,_

Angle of shear 6=- 2aTs
.
tt r
where G is·the shaft shear modulus,
r is the radius of the shaft and T is the

axis
Fig. 29'35

applied torque.

An area of the shaft surface, originally square with the side$ of unit length, is· deformed ·bl
.strain to a parallelogram; The original length of the diagonal is v2. If the angle of shear, 8, 'is
small, the length of the diagonal of the parallelogram is longer than the diagonal of the. square. The
difference in length9 is 0/v2. Therefore. the longitudinal strain is .

AL . 9/v2

6

E-L··--'72=2.
But

/j, R G"
6
Jr"""
'11t:=.&.X-2 =v. or
A

"'I

Q

ti=

b..R 0·24
-7=120=2><
10· a. rad.

:. Torquer= 11;~,~ 6= YCXSQxI0°x;is~io-s)S x2xl0-S=848 Nm.
Example 29'16. · . A shaft ia to ttumit power up to 44 kW at a constant speed of. 25 rps,
1 pair of torque strain gauges bonded tq a;speclaHy
machined oortfon of the shaft. The pupa IN to be connected in pmhpnlJ. in an equiarmed ·voltage
and i$ is propt)sed that tu torque be ased by

'~
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sensitive bridge, the output of which is to be calibrated in power units. If the maximum strain
value of the gauges is o·oo 15, their resistance l 20 Q and gauge factpr 2·1, calculate ;
(a} the diameter of steel shaft to which th~y &hould be bonded if its modulus of elasticity
· .
is 200X109 NIm2,
.
(b) the output voltage at full power if the excitation voltage of the bridge is 6 V,
(c) the sensitivity of the bridge is in V/kW.
Solution:
p
44000.
(a) Angular speed w=2nx 25= 157 rad/s. Torque T=-c;= 15?=280'25 Nm.
Maximum value of strain Ema:ii =0'0015.
:. Maximum value of direct stress Smaai=O'OOl5X200x109 N/mll=300 MN/m2,
For pure torsion, the maximum shear stress, 't', has the same value.
Using relationship. [

=

a,/2

we can find the diameter..

Polar moment of inertia /JI= ~ d4.
:.

(~~~~~~4

3ood7 106 or diameter of shaft d=0'0168m=16'8 mm?.
2

(b) The output voltage of an equal armed bridge using two active elem~Qf~ is :

eo-( ~~/R ) e'
Now·-~: ·=€G1=0'0015X2'1=3'15x10-3•
.
3·1sx10-3
Output voltage eo=
2 · x6 V=9'45 mV.
9·45x10-3
.
·Y
(c) Overall sensitivity of bridge S=
V/kW=-=215
~Y/kW.
44

. Example 29'17. A digital timer is used to determine the torque in a rotating shaft using
single toothed flanges and inductive pickups. Static calibration shows that the flanges twist by an angle·
of one degree for an applied torque of 1000 Nm. In test with the shaft rotating at 500 rpm,
the torque calculated from the timer readings is 1200 Nm. What is the maximum probable error,
if final digit on the tim~r displa.y represents units of 10-5 s, and accuracy of instrument is specified
u 0'05 per cent of the reading :1: 1 in the final digit :
· ;.i

a

Solutio11. 1 degree= moo Nm. The shaft is rotating at a speed of 500 rpm.
360 x 500
Angular speed=-: 6o- =3000 degrees/second.

or l s=3000degrees=3000x1000 =3,000,000 Nm
•. 10-5 s=10-0 x 3,000,000=30 Nm
The error is thus:

~gg

x 1200=0'6 Nm
+30Nm

Total

Hence percentage error=

=30'6 Nm

{~0 ~

x 100=2'55%.

M!AstJtu~~eiNr
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MEASUREMENT OF LINEAR VELOCI'i'Y
29-27. Electormagnetic Transducers
The most commonly used transducer for measure!llent of linear velocity is the .electromagnetic transducer. .This transducer utilizes the voltage produced in a coil on account of change
in flux linkages resulting from change in reluctance.
In general, the output voltage output from a coil is given by :
di/;
N di Ni dR
eo=dt = R dt - R2. -J,(See Eqn. 25·39 page 781)
Supposing i is constant
Hence output voltage :

•

.1.·.,

dR

. . eo= R2- . dt

... (29'21)

,,

••• (29.22)

dR
dt

"Oct-·

Eqn. 29'22 is derived on the b~sis of following explanation.
If the average value of reluctance R is considerably greater than the variations in R, the
quantity Ni/R2 is approxim~tely constant. Therefore the rate of change of flux is directly propor-tional to the rate of change of reluctance. The change in flux produces an output voltages and hence
the output voltage is directly proportional to the rate of change of reluctance. The reluctance varies
directly as the length of air gap and therefore the output voltage is directly proportional to rate or
change of air gap and hence to the vebcity. (This cc>ndition is only satisfied when the length of air
gap is small) Thm this type of traJsducer is velocity sensitive.
The electro-magnetic transducers are classified into two categories :
(iJ Moving magnet type, and
(ii) Moving coil type.
29'27'1. Moving Magnet type. The constant mmf (polarizing field) Ni, can be provided by a.
solenoid of N turns and carrying a constant current i. But the electromagnetic transducers use a
permanent magnet which provides a constant polarizing field.
Fig. 29'36 shows a moving magnet type of transducer. The sensing
element is a rod that is rigidly coupled to the device whose velocity is- being
Velocity
measured. This rod is a permanent magnet. There is a coil surrounding the
permaner. t magnet. The motion of the magnet induces a voltage ira the coil
and the amplitude of the voltage is directly proportional to the velocity.
For a coil placed in a magnetic field, the voltage induced in the coil is dirctJy
N
proportional to the velocity.
The polarity of the output voltage determines the direction of motion.
The sensitivity of this transducer is stated in terms of mV/mm-s.
Advantages. (i) The mf1;intenance requirements of these transducers
are negligible, because there are no mechanicaj surfaces or contacts.
(ii) The output voltage is linearly proportional to velocity.
(iii) These transducers can be used as event markers which are robust
and inexpensive to manufacture.
Disadvantages. (i) The performance of these transducers is adversely
affected by stray magnetic fields. These fields cause noise.
(ii) The frequency response is usually limited and is stated.
(iii) These transducers -are not very useful for measurement of vibrations because their calibration deteriorates as contact with steel tools etc. leads
Outp.ut
to progressive demagnetization.
'
There are twQ other forms of electromagnetic transducers whicli are Fig. 29 35 Moving
described below :
·',
maano,~ ty pe t ransducer,

i

I

J
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29'27':!. Moving Coil t;ype Velocity Transducer. The moving coil type velocity transducer
-._ shown i~ Fig. 29'37 ~perates .esse~tial!Y throng~ the action· of a C?il moving in a magnetic field. _ A
_voltage 1s generated m the cod wluch 1s proportional to the velo~1ty of the coil. ,(Note. that in this
. tran~ducers the functions of permanent magnet and the coll are reversed from their functions
as: used .in transducer of Fig. 29'36).
-- - The advantages of tbis transducer are :
(i) This is a more satisfactory arrangement as the system now forms a closed magnetic circuit
with a constant air gap.
. ...-__
(ii) The whole .devicels contaihetl m an antimagnetic case which reduces the effects of stray
magnetic fields.
.
. ___ .
.
_ Another type of velocil:~ transducers uses a pivoted arm on whkh a coil is mounted. There
is a mass attached a~ the end of the arm. The velocity to be measured is applied to the arm and there"
fore the coil moves m the field of a permanent magnet.

·Spring

Perman«nt

-Ouf.zr Pole
Pizce

I Mugnetic Circuit)

__ . -- Spring

Output.

Fig. 29· ~7. Moving c0il type velocity transducer,

Fig. 29' 38, Seismic type velocity transducer.

A voltage is generated on account of motion of the coil in the magnetic field. The output
voltage is proportional to the velocity. This type of transducc1 ;~~ generally used for JDeasurement of
velocities developed in a linear, sinusoidal or random ~1~m.er. Damping is obtained electrically, thus
assuring high stability under varying temperature conditions,
Seismic type Velocity Transdllcer. In this type of construction a permanent magnet is
supported between-two springs and fi.tted wi~b l~w f~ictio_n bearing :·l11g;; 1w shown~ in Fig. 29 38. If
this transducer is attached to an object which is vtbratmg at a frequency that ts greater than the
low natural frequency of the transducer, the magnet appears to be statfona.ry in space. The case and
coif· oscillate around the magnet resulting in an output voltage which is proportional to the
ampHtude rf the vibration. The frequency of outpu£ is equal to the frequ:::~-icy or the vibration.

, _ -~ JJtrth mpving coil and seismic transducers have the disadvantage th!lt •)o'."1.~ ~-01megtions must be

made t~·~e m~viog member.
I-

.
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MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR VELOCIT\
29'28. Introduction
In many cases the only way to measure linear velocity is to convert it into angular velocity.
For example a speedometer uses the wheel rotationaJ speed as a measure of the linear road speed.
Tbe disadvantage with measurement of linear velocity arises because a fixed reference must be used
and if the moving object has to travel large distances, the detection becomes impossible Hence
anguJar veJocity transducers are used
The measurement of angular speed may be made with tachometers which may be either
mechanical or electrical type.
29'29. Electrkal Tacl:mmeterfi\

The electrical tachometers are preferred over mechanical tachometers for all llpplications
because these tachometers offer all the advantages associated with electrical transducers. The various
types of electrical tachometers are discussed below : .
·
29·29·1. Electromagnetic Tachometer Generators. There are two types of electromagnetic
tachometer gP.nerators called tacbogenerators. These are : ·
·
(i) D.C. tachometer generators,
and (ii) A.C. tachvmeter generators.

t. D.C. Tachometer Generators. D.C. tachometer .generators consist of a small armature
which is coupled to the machine whose speed is to be measured.· This armature revolves in the field
of a permanent magnet. ! he emf generated is proportional to the product of Hux and speed. Since
the flux of the permanent magnet is constant, the voltage generated is proportional to speed, The
polarity of output voltage indicates the direction of rotation. This emf is measured with the help
of a moving coil voltmeter having a uniform &cale and calibrated directly in terms of speed.
Fig. 29·39 shows ad c. tachometer generator. · A series resistance is used in the circuit for the
purpose of limiting the current from the generator in the event of a short circµit on the.output side.
8rushts

L~

,, Moving coli
F

s

l

Voltmettt

Commutator

Permanen~

magnst

Fig. 29'39. D.C. Tachometer Generator.

Adv1mtages, The chief advantages of this tachometer are :
(i) The direction of rotation is directly indicated by the polarity of t~e output voltage.
(ii) The output voltage is typicaHy 10 mV/rpm and can be measured with conventional type
d.c. voltmeters.
Disadvautages. The disadvantages are !
(i) brushes on small tachometer generators often produce maintenance problems, is thm
contact resistance may vary and produce appreciable error. Thu,s the commutator and the brushes
require periodic maintenance.
(ii) The input resistance of meter should be very high as compared with output reaistar.u:~
of generator. This is.required to limit the armature current to small value. Iftbe aum1mre eurreut
is :~ge, the field of the permanent magnet is distorted giving rise to non..Hmarity.

996
2. A.C. Tachometer Generators. In order to overcome some of the difficulties mentioned
above, a,c. tachometer generators are used. The tachometer generator has rotating magnet which
may be either a permanent magnet or an electromagnet. The coil is wound on the stator and therefore the problems as~ociated with commutator (as in d.c. tachometers) are absent. ·
. The rotation of the magnet causes an emf to be induced io the stator coil. The amplitude
. and frequency of this emf are both proportional to the speed of rotation. Thus either amplitude or
frequency of induced voltage may be used as a measure of rotational speed.
R

~MOVING Cf.II!

l

1PtlD~TtJ8t
·NIA~·
.

,..J..,.
C..,...

f5'0q>rtTER

/ "

""

--c:::i--1-.....r-~

PERl-'.ANEN1 MA6Nf.7
.4.C. GENERATOR

SMOOT/NG
CIROJIT

Fig. 29'40. A.C. Tachometer Generator.

When amplitude of induc~d voltage ii w~ed as a measure of speed, the circuit or Fig. 29·40
is used. The outputvoltage of a.c. tachometer generator is rectified and is measured with a perma~

nent magnet moving coil instrument.
I~imitmtions.

(i) The difficulty with this system

is that at low t\peed the frequeucy · of output

voltage is low and hence it is very difficult to smooth out the ripples in the output voltage waveshape and hence a.c. tach~m~ter. generators are designed to have a large number of poles so that the
frequency of output voltage rn lngh even at low speeds.
.
(ii) High speeds also present a problem. At high speeds, the frequency increa~es and therefore,
the impedance of the coils of tachogenerator increases. If good linearity is
to be maintained the input impedance.
of the display device must be considerSen5i09
·
ably larger than the impedance of the
winding
,
coils.
Ferromagnetic
-~·
/
rotor
However, modern electrical
instruments such as counters, make it.

Ltt

de~irable

to .use frequency of output

voltage as a measJre of speed. This
is because the frequency is not affected
by temperature, impedance of meters,
and other systematic errors that can
affect the voltage readings. Thus the
frequency as measured by electronic
counters is a measure of speed.

M

Excitation
winding

-~

.

Drag cup

rotor

29·29·2. Drag Cop Rotor A.C
Tacbogenerator. Fig. 29· 4 l shows a
Fig. 29"41. A.C. tachometer generator.
drag cup rotor type a.c. tachogeaerator
·.
The tacbogenerator consists of a stator and a rotor. The stator has two windings mounted at 90°
to each other. The two stator windings are : (i) excitation winding, and (ii) sensing winding.
An alternating current voltage is applied to the excitation winding, while the output is taken
from the sepsing winding.
The rotor is made up of a thin aluminium cylinder which is called a drag C'lp; This light
inertia rotor is highly conducting and acts as short circuited secondary winding. A iow reiutance"'path
is provided by a ferromagnetic core.
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·The rotation of the rotor causes an induced voltage in the sensing winding and this voltage is
proportional t~ the instantaneous value ofspeed if the excitation frequency is· very large as compared
with speed.
·
·

Advantages .
·

{i) The drag cup type of.a.c. tachogenerator described above is in fact a two phase squirr'e1

.cage induction m0tor. One of the windings fa excited by carrier and the other winding develops 'i:ln
output volt3ge proportional to the speed; With the rotor stationary, the output voltage is zero The
rotation of rotor in one direction produces an output voltage at the terminals of the ~;e'nsing V'/inding.
The frequency of the a.c. output voltage is the same as that of the excitation frequency with its
. amplitude proportional to the speed. ·The output voltage is in phase with the input excitation)
voltage. Reversal of the rotation produces an output voltage which-is proportional to the speeJ bt!t
is 180° out of phase with the input voltage. This can b!,f detected with a phase sensitive demodulator,
Thus the arrange~ent affords a discrimination, in the direction of the applied speed .
(ii) A linear relationship between the output voltage and speed is obtained if the cauie1
frequency is 5 to 10 times larger than the frequency of the speed signal. For this purpose the excita··
tion winding is supplied with a frequency of 400 Hz.
(iii) The drag cup type tachometers are rugged and are in~expensive Also, they require: !itile
maintenance.
· ·
(iv) In some situations these tachometers are very useful since they give a ripple fo~e output.
Disadvantages
(i) The output voltage is proportional to the product of speed and input voHage .. Thus, . in
order that the calibration of the tachometer holds gooct, the input voltage should be maintained,
absolutely· constant.
(ii) These tachometers are hard to calibrate.
tlm At high speed there exists a n~m-Iinear relationship between output voltage and the inpur
speed. llence corrections should be applied or otherwise higher carrier frequencies should be used.
It is no doubt possible t,o excit.e the tachometer excitation winding yvith frequencies higher than
400 I Jz if necessary, but some performance characteristics will change their value in the process.
~

29'30. Digital Methods
The 1electromechanical methods for measurement of angular velocity are satisfacfm'y up to
about a speed of 10,000 rpm.· Higher speed measurements are possible with ~~~ital pidinp·~ which
work in conjunction with digital frequency meters
The· biggest advantage of digital methods is .that no direct physical contact rn required with
the shaft whose speed is :to be measured. Therefore, no load is imposed upon the shaft by m~asurfog

device.

·

The digital pickups are of two types: (i) photo-eJectrlc type, and (ii) inductive type,
29·30·1. _ Photoelectric Tachometer. This method of measuring speed of rotation consists of
mounting an opaque disc on the rotating shaft as is shown in Fig. 29'42.
The disc has a number of equidistant boles on its periphery. At one side of the dhG ;1 light
source is fixed and at the other side of the disc, and on line with the light source, a iight .sensor such
as a photo tube or some photosensitive semi·conducting device is placed ..· When the opaque portion
of the disc is between the light source and the light sensor, the latter is uniliuminated and produces
no output. But when a hole appears between the two, the light falling upon the semior produces an
output pulse.
The frequency at which these pulses are produced depends upon the number of holes fo the
disc and its speed of rotation. Since the number of holes is fixed, the pulse rate is a function of
speed of rotation. The pulse rate can be measured by an electronic counter which can he directly
calibrated in-terms .of speed in rpm.
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A~w!].R1bllgiet;1.

This system has two distinct advantages :

(i) The output format is digit~I .and this m~ans.that if the tachometer is a part of a digital

instrum!f.).ntation system, no analog to digital conversion is necessary.
(U) The pulse amplitudes are constant. This simplifies the electronic circuitry.
Di§~~dva1:1tagea
.
.·
(i) A disadvantage is that the light source must be .replaced from time to time. A typical
Hfo time for light source is 50,000 hours.
(if) The accuracy of this method depends .Principally on the,~rror teP.resen~ by on! puJse.
The dil:ritai meters measure frequency by count~ng ~he number of 1.nput pulses which occur m short
pt:lrfod
timr;; called gmti~g period. If this penod is t<?o small serious errors may be caused. :r~e
gating pi::riod should therefore, b~ ?hosen to gtve a su~c~ent]y large count. In general~ ~I .th~ d1g1t!
mJ! tbe digit~i disphy should be. utihzed. The factors Vihtch the user can control to mm1m1ze th.
crrn.rs are :
{n gating period, and (ii) number of pulses generated per revolution.
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Fig. 29'42. Photoelectric tachometer.

Fig. 29'43. Toothed rotor tachometer generator.

29'30'2. T@othed rotor vmrimbhl reluctance tachometer. This tachometer generator consists
metamc toothi;:d rotor mounted on the shaft whose speed is to be measured. This is shown in
Fig. 29'41 A magnetic pickup is placed near the toothed rotor.
The magnetic pick up consists of a housing containing a small permanent magnet with a coil
wound round it Wh~n. the. rotor r~tatest _the rel~ctance . of. the .air gap. between pickup and the
toothed rotor chaiages g1vmg nse to an mduced e.m.f. m tbP, pickup coll. This output is in the form
of rm1ses, with a variety of waveshapes.
·
Th~ freqM<mcy of the pulses of induce'd votage wiH depend upon the number of teeth of the
rotor and Rtti sprJed of rotation. Since the number of teeth is known, the speed. of. rotation can be
drd~rmi:mxi b7 mcaGuring the frequency of pulses with an electronic counter. Suppose the rotor bas
T
th~ ;<;.r.Je~d of rotation is n rps and number of pulses per second is P.
.'. Number of pu !ses per revolution= T
_
pulses per second P
P
Hetllce speed ~= number of teeth = T rps=r x 60 rpm
... f29'23)
of~

r

.~

'I
-:-.!.
:

.

f;ypical rotor has 60 teeth. Thus if the counter ·counts the pulses in one second, the

c~wmteir

wm diriectly display the speed in rpm.

We h~,ve mentioned above that the pulse!! have a variety of waveshapes. This is immaterial ·

~s tMa tachometer is always connected to an electronic counter, 'whose requirement is merely that th~
\if,: great enough to trigger a count.
. '.
V~.rtfabk: r©l!l~f~Ulcel ~achometer probably fa tbe Ql()$ ~ommon type oi.tachome,ter fl Me today.

"·
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Advantages. : The advantages of this· tachometer are :
(i) It is 'simple and rugged in construction.
. (ii) It is maintenance free.
(iii) It is easy to calibrate; This has been illustrated earlier, if the rotor has 60 teeth and the
pulses are counted by counter in one second, the count displayed by the courjter gives the speed
. directly in r.p.m.
·
· ·(iv) The information from this device can be easily trans'mitted.
Example 19'18. A variable reluctance type tachome,ter has 60 rotor teeth.
records 3600 counts per second. Determine the speed in rpm.
Solutiomi•

Th~

counter

. Speed= pulses· per s~cond = 3600 rps= 3600 rpm.
··number of teeth .60
·
Example 2~'19. An inductive pickoff operating from a 120 tooth wh~l ls used
a
frequency meter: to meEisure the speed of rotation of the.shaft on which the wheel is r.w)unted,
gating period is set to· to4 µs, and a reading of-0030 is obtained on the four digit display. Wbat
speed does this represent in r.p s. ? ff the available gating periods are 102, 1039 104, mo; 1Q8i UJ'f !fi&
respectively, _what would be the optimum setting of gatint period for making this measm.,~m(mt: ?
SolutioD.
.
·reading of disital meter:. Number of.pulses per second- · . , ptblg period

0030
104 x w·=~-,,<HJOO

SnP-ed · _J?:u~!>~r o_f.pulses.p~~!~~~ 3000 _ 25 rps.
r
number of teeth
120 ·
The setting ,~f the gating period for this measurement is IO' µs and tilis gives t:.;
00.30 on a four d1git display~ It is seen that out of four digit places-only two im;;
opt}mut;J set~in~ of lfJJng period, alJ the four digits places should be utilized. Thfo r!!q~fre::;
gatmg time be mcreased by a factor 102•
·
.~. Optimum gating time setting= tp4x 102=106 µs.
29 31. Stroboscope iaod Stroboscopic Methods
The stroboscope is a simple, portable manually operated device wltfoh may he wsr-d for
measurement of periodic or rotary motions. Basically, the instrument fa a smm:w:
V<i!.rfabfo
frequency flashing brilliant light, the lfashing frequency being set by the operator, The tfrc~~t
is ba.sed upon variable frequency. oscillator whfoh controls the flashing frequency. 'U]e spcgd fa:
measured by adjusting the frequ,ency so that the_moving objects are visible only at spedffo iiri:~FVfliMn
of time.
· , The m~tbod of use of the s:troboscope depends upon imperfect dym1mfo respor~Eie
human eye. If a strong light is caused to ftash on'a moving object which, at the foy~;;;
occurs, occupies a given position) the object will appear to be stationary. The1-efore the
useful for only those types of motions which occur reguJarJy after a fixed intervai
~mch mi
oscillation or rotation.
The stroboscope consists of a source of flashing light whose freql.llency c;m
controlled. This source is called a stroootron.

I:

. 29·31 ·t. Strobotron. It is hot cat bode gaseous discharge tube as shown in
has a cathode, an. anode and two grids, one is called the inner grid and othm1 as the outer
If the potential oftbe outer grid is increased or· that of inner grid is decreirned '
certain 1imit, the conduction starts. On~e the conduction starts1 it can be stopped

1'·'""'''······"- 0

the anode
p()tentiil.
.
.
, ~

'

·

r
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tube ·

. . . The flashing ~f}ight is started by S: sign~l from an ~~cillator &r ·a nmltivibrator. When the
1s wmzt-:~ and starts g1vu~g out flashes the capacitor C_is dis~harged and a heavy current drawn 'by it
reduc~;s t:~e m~ode p~tentml due to large ~oltage drop 1!1 re~tstance R1. The ionization stops and so,
;loes h~e. has,hmg. of hgh~. I~- t.he mean time the. capacitor 1.s. recharged aµd waits for the. ne¥.t pu~se
•? star.t !.he_ 1fa.shmg aga1~. l he tube h.as a maximum flashmg rate of 300 per second with eft'ecttve
(t 1scharg0 time of 10 to 100 {.ts,
The discharge current may be as high as 300 A.

SCALE
Fl.45H!N6
l.16HT_.· - - i

SHAF1

MANUAL

LAMP

ADJUSTMEN1
DEi/iC£

fig. 29·4iJ, Strobotr.nn.

Fig. 29'4S. Shaft speed measurement using stroboscope. .

2W.J] ·2. Shmft Speed Measurements. A distinctive mark is made on the shhl't or on a disc
attached to the shaft as shown ia Fig. 29'45. A stroboscope is made to flash iight directly on the
mark. 'fhe flashing frequency is adjusted until the mark appears stationa:y. Under these condi·
tions, the speed is equal to the flashing frequency provided that the approximate speed of the shaft\
is lu1owv in advance and the flashing frequency is not allowed to depart tQO much away from this
vaJue.
,
The scak: the stroboscopf) is calibrated in terms of speed which can be directly read off.
the two conditions outlined above are not met or if there are several identical marks on the
sha.ft: lHrn spokes of a .wheel or jaws of a chuck, serious errors in the measurement may dr.ise.
Consider first the case where there is only one mark a·-: shown in Fig. 29'45. If the mark is
at A every time a ff ash occurs) a stationary image appears. This is the case when n=f where n=speed
of shaft, rps ami f =flashing frequency, Hz.
However, if n ,=2f. ~f, 4f, .. etc. i.e., and if speed of' shaft is any whole multiple of flashing
frequency the mark would appear as stationary. Therefore, the mere fact that a stationary image is
obtained does not _guarantee the shaft speed with certainty.
H should be noted that this problem does not arise if n<S.f. Under these circumstances if
n i~:.:1 submultiple off~ M6!Uiple images are obtained as shown in Figs. 29'46 (a) and (b).
The rfason for formation of these multiple images may be visualized considering the case
where rt:·:f/'J. as shown in Fig. 29'46 (a). Suppose.a flash occurs when ~he mark is at A. With.n //2,
thie 11ern.t fhis~ wrn occur aft~r half a revolut10n i.e., when the mark ts at B, and the next when the
mark fa A and ~o mt Th.tis although the mark will be repeated at A when the fla~hes occur,
fa \.vlll
repeatedly be at B at the time of alternate flashes. Thus for n f/2, two stationary marks

·um

~;e;;m,

29'46 (b) shows the case where n f/3, wherein a stationary mark is seen at three different
placr:;~ A, fJ and C., Thus the argument can be extended for cases n //3, //4, f/5 ... etc. where 3, 4,
5 .. e:~c. st&tiomuy marks are seen for one mark on shaft.
Let us :now consider the case, where there are multiple ~arks. on the shaft.. F!g. 29·47 shows .
a shaft ,vith three identical, equispaced. marks on the shaft. It ts ev1den! by cons1d.ermg the position
of the marks as successive flashes occur, 1t can be .seen that not only. 1JVI!l the stationary pattern be
obtained ·when -n.;:;,}: 2/, 3}: etc. bu! also for certam valu~s of n which. are smaller ~h~i;t/, namely
n=-~f/3, 7ff3, 4fl3r 5j73~ etc. Thts leads to the conchmon that there is a great poss1b1hty of error
V1ih~n uf;fog &troboscooic methods.
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5HAFf

SHAFT

(a) n==f/l
(b) t!'=f/3
Fig. 29'46. formation of multiple images.

Fig. 29'47. Strohoscope patterns with Fig. _2948. Pattern
(multiple) three identical marks.
having six marks,

From the above discussion, it is clear that in order to avoid gross mistakes in measurements :
(i) it is safest to work with a single mark and to find the highest flashing frequency at which
a true Image is seen. and
·
(ii) as a check that the correct value of speed, n has been found, the frequency may be
doubled which fiboutd produce a double image. A method for finding speed of a multiple marked
· shaft is given below :
Fig. ;.9· 48 shows a disc. having 6 marks. This disc is attached to the shaft of the rotating
machine and is illuminated by a series of successive {fashes by a stroboscope. If the speed is such that
each mark of star moves forward;a distance of one point pitch (p) during the interval between succes~
sive flashes the pattern appears to be stationary. This speed is called primary s~~;e~. The pattern
will also appear to be stationary' if the speed or rotation is exactly twice, three times of any rnu!Hpk
or this speed.
When the disc appears to be stationary, the speed of rotating machine is given by

n=f/m

.,.(29'24)

f number of flashes per second,

and m=number of point marks.
The stroboscopic dial may be directly calibrated to read the speed.
The disc appears sta#onary f6r all speeds which are a multiple of primary speed. '1.llerefore,
to avoid confusion an ap~roximate value of actual speed should either be known m nr.1ewstm:d by
other means. ,
The value of the e~act speed may be found as · under : Single line im'1ge is obtained by
adjusting the stroboscope at its highest flashing frequency. The flashing rate is gradually reduced and
the ffa:,hing frequencies are noted for all single line images. If single line images are obt~ained at 1n
different flashing rates /1, /2 .. .fn, the shaft speed is given by :
where

~=

/m/1 (m-1)
(/m-/1)

where fin=highest flashing frequency, ft =lowest flashing frequency, m=number of flashing frc··
quencies.
(These flashing frequencies refer lo the frequencies at which single line imag~~s mt:
If the shaft (and alongside the disc) mtates at a speed slightly higher than th0
the pattern appears to rotate slowly forw!lrd. On t~e other handf .if th_e speed is
.
the primary speed and the ~attem apparently moves m the reyerse dir~ct1_on to.
('.
·.
of rotation of shaft. This ts very useful for measurement of shp speed m mduei:rnn fl'C', cir:;
29'31'3. Advantages and Disadvantages of Stroboscopic Methods:
Advantages. (i) This methcd imposes no load on the shaft.
(ii) It requires no special attachments with the shaft.
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(iii) This inethod is particularly useful where it is inconvenient or impossible to mak~- ·'CC>Dtact

V\rith the

·
--·
(iv) It is very convenient to use a ·stroboscope for spot checks on machinery speeds and Avr
s·haft~

.

~~zy~.

.

Dis~filiv~HTutage!ii. (i) The circuit of the .variable frequency osciIJator cannot be stabilized to
give a fixed frequency. Therefore, this method is less accurate than the m~tho~s utilizing digital
meters.
·
·
· .
(ii) The stroboscope cannot be used in ~uuoundinp where the ambient light is above a
€;.erta-in Jevct Thie stroboscope requires subdued lighting conditions for efficient" operation.
_
Commercial models of stroboscopes are usually avm1able in the speed range of 600 to 20,~0
rpm.
Ex~mple 29'20.
The speed of a shaft roi.ting at 2880 rpm is _measured ·using a. strobo~
scope. The stroboscope dial is slowly turned from settiJlg of 4320 rpm to 1400 fP.Dl. __ CQrresponding to
fbisb rate of 96 to 24 per second. (a) Indicate .tile sfjeed settings which give -single,' double, and
triple steady images. (b) What is the observation when the Bashing rate is 50 per second ? .
Son~ti~,~. Spe~d of shaft n=28~9/60=48 rps.
L) If the flashing frequency is 48 per second the shaft completes one revolution during the
interval h1!twci.m successive flashes and therefore we get a stationary image. If the flashing frequency is
24 per tHlCOt1d 1 the sbaft completes two revolutions during the interval betwe~n successive flashes, and
hcm~e agah1 we get a stationary single image.
Tberefo:rn, for getting <Jine stationary image the flashing rates shouJd be either 24 or 48 per
s©cond. The other flashing frequencies which give stationary sjngle line images He outside_the· range
of the iostrmncrit
·
Double images are obtained if the shaft turns through t, Ii revolutions during successive
flashes.
_ __
:. Flashing frequenci"eS:for double images are 48X2=Y6 or 48x(2/3)=32, i.e. 32 and 96
ffasbes per second, ·
.
· . , ·
Simiia1'ly for triple images, the :flashing frequem:ies are:
48 ){ 3=144 (not within range),
48X{3/2)=72, -· 48 X(3/4)" 36,
and 48 x (3/5)=28'8. ftasbes/seco~d
(b) Rotation of shaft in 1/50 s=(l/50) x 48=48//50 revolution.
.
:. The image falls by (1-48/50) =2/50 revolution withi1' a time of 1/50 s or by 2 rps.
Itl31r.~~1rnpfo 29'21. A stroboscope is directed at a rotating· disc having five equispaced radial
frnes on it The. highest flashing frequency at which a true pattern is observed is 2000 flashes/
Give two othf;r flashing frei:iuencies which would produce (a) a 5 line pattern and (b) a 10
Urw pattern.
S@lmi~i®~~ (a) The highest flashing frequency to give a 5 line pattern is 2000 per minute.
The othel' flashing frequencies which give a 5 lme pattern are a submultiple of the highest
fr,1,iq1,ii!nty. These are : .
2000/2 = l 000, 2000/3 =667, 2000/4 ;:'= 500, 2000/5 = 400 or 1000, 666•7, SOO, 400 fiashes/minute.
The flashing frequencies which give a IO line pattern are twice in magnitude of those which
pat~.crns. Ther;e are :
~000>~2=4000, 666'7><2-1333, 400X2=800 or 4000, 1333, 800 flashes/minute. :
ff lashing frequencies of 2000 and 1000/minute- are not included in the aboVi'! Jist ~« t}
patterns).
·
· ,. ·
'""·'·""'"'" 1"

'or

2lft°2l. While measuring speed
a ste~m turbine with str ·bosc~ ··-Single line
fo:r stroboscope 'jetting of 3000r 4000 and 5250 rpm dcu~~.e the speed of
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Sollition. The speed is given by Eqn. 29·25: n= f!n/i (m-l}_
·. (/m-Ji)
Now fm=5250 rpm /1=3000 rpm and m= 3
.
5250 x 3000 (3--1)
.·. Speed of steam turbme= -{SlSO-JOOO) = 14000 rpm .

Example 29"23. A disc- mounted on the shaft of a machine has 12 pattern points,
number of flashes projected on the disc by a stroboscope is 6000 in a minute. (a) Find the speed
'Jf the machiue if the disc appears stationary and has single image of 12 points,
(b) 1f the disc appears to move forward in the direction of rotation at 10 rpm, fiicid the
· ~ 1eed of the disc.
SolentroD. From Eqn. 29'24, speed ofmachine when patterns appear stationary~
n-flm=6000/l2=500 rpm.
Now the patterns move in the direction of rotation at a speed of 10 rpm .
.•. The speed of machine in this case is : n= 500+10 = 5L0 rpm.
MEASUREMENT OJl V!BRATIONS
29'32. Necessity for Measurement of Vibrations
The need for making measurement of vibrations has arisen mainly becamm of dw gww~h
of enviromental testing. Specifications, many a times, require that the equip·ment should wit.bsti:Lnd
stated !evets of vibrations. This can be done quantitatively only through vibration measi.m;;ments,
Vibration measurements are frequently carried out on rotating and reciprocating machinery for
analysis, design and trouble-shooting purposes.
·
. Much knowledge has been gained in the recent years and computor sohltiom; of v:~Ji'fous
vibration problems have been developed. However, manyµ times to make: actual measure0::i.t,atti of
vibration cba.racteristies by tests, during development, either on 'the ILachfo© itself or on its prototype
due the fact that it is impossible to build a perfect mathematical modd with aH its intrades aEd ~orJfa-·
plexities.
Vibration monitoring is carried out on such important machines as power station iurbilliw:~
and generators to give an early warning of impending conditions which m~y d~veiope 1;1.nd lead to
complete failure and destruction of the equipment.
29'32'1. N~ture of vibr2rioM. Most. vibrations are sinusoidal displacement of the vibn:.ting
member about its mean position. A vibration of th fa nature may be defined by its mnplitttd~ and

frequency.

·

For a sinusoidal vibration, the displacement is given by: x=A sin
where
A=am('Jitude,
~-aoguJar frequency; rad/s,,
..
Velocity v=x=Aw cos wt and maximum velccity vo=Aw.

a=;;=

wt

Acceleration
-Ac.>2 sin wt and maximum acceleration ao = -Aw2
A sinusoidal vibration can, therefore, be defined by giving its fre1;r1wncy)
or maximum velocity 07 maximuru acceleration.
29'32'2. Qoantitieiflnvohed In Vibration Messuremetnts. The quantifas
meas~r~d in a vibrating system are _displacement, velocity and . acceleration. The pea.k
.. quant1.t1es should be known. Frequencies are measured and modies of vibration
. frequency values.may be observed. Displacement velocity and acceleration am related to
If one. of the three variables concerned (displacement, velocity or acceleration) is
possible to determine the other two by integraOon or differentiation using electro:nfo
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Measurements of vibration may therefore; be made with a transducer sensitive to amplitude
(displacement), velocity or acceleration. The output of this transducer, after necessary signal conditioning is fed to the display which indicates or records the original measured variable or another
variable derived from it. S~nce the transducer output is pulsating the frequency may be measured by
a digital frequency meter at a suitable stage or signal conditioning process.
\

\

.-•

29'33. Seismic Tran~docer

A schematic diagram of a seismic transducer is shown in Pig. 29'49. It is called a seismic
accelerometer also. The mass is connected through a parallel spring and damper arrangement to a
housing frame. The housing frame is connected to the source ofvibrations whose characteristics are to
be measured. The mass has the tendency to remain ·fixed in its spatial position so that the vibrational
motion is registered as a relative displacement between mass and housing frame. This displacement
is sensed and indicated by an appropriate transducer.
The seismic transducer may be used in two different modes :
(i) Displacement mode, and (ii) Acceleration mode.
The mode to be selected depends upon the proper selection of mass, spring and damper
combhlations. In general, a large mass and a soft spring are suited for displacement mode measurements, while a relatively small mass and a stiff spring are used for acceleration mode measurements.
Damper

Displacement
transducer

0

. Xz (t)
piece
Fig. 29'49. Schematic diagram cf a sei.tmic
transducer.

Fig, 29'50, Mechanical system for seismic
. transducer.

Fig. 29'50 shows the diagramatic representation of the system to be analyzed.
The input is: x1=xm1 cos 6)1 t.
Equation for motion can be written as. Mi~+B~2+Kx2 =Bx1 + Kxi
,_. Wear~ interested in ~he relative _displa~~~=(x1 -x2 )
nwEmn. There1ore we can wnte the equation o[motion as:

in

... (29'26)
terms of th~ abCJve impressed

x2+(D/M) ;2+(K/M) X2=xo [(KIM) cos Wt t-(D/M) "'1 sin 6>1t] .

... (29'27)

Th-;~ s[eady state response is given by: x=x2-x1=< Mxm1 w1 2 cos (w1t-t/>)
.,.~ ~, . .a
•
•
[(K--Mw12)2+ D2w121112
·,)1.ophrnue of relattve~dtsplacement is :

.... (29'28)

... (29'29)
~

..

- ·-··-·

-·------·-~---·--

:p~'; t1·qwmcy response

of 2ud order systems on pap 74J.
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Xm1

u2

.... 29'30)

== -1(T=:--U2):f-t(2~~tJi]l /~

... (29'31)

Phase angle

A plot of Eqn. 29'JO is given in Fig. 29-Sl. It is clear frvm the diagram that the output.
amplitude is almost equal to the input when ~=0'7 and w1/£iln>2,
For low val11es of damping ratio, ~, the amplitude may ber. ~::cne quite large.. The outpuc
becomes essentially a linear function of input at high frequency ratio:: Thus a seismic-vibration
transducer should be used for measurement (If displacement amplitude at frequencies substantially
higher than its natural frequency. Now the natural frequency is (,i,,=v K/1if- Therefore, this type
of tiansducer (which requires small natural frequencies) should use vveak springs (which have Tow
value of K) and heavy mass, M.
The acceleration amplitude of the input vibration is ; ao·~""Xl = w12xv.11
... (29'32
We may thus u'le lhe mea:ured output of the instrnment as an in. .!ic,ati()n of acceleration an<.c
ca:t the instrument as accelerometer. However, there are problems associated with this application.
Fig. 29·5 2 shows the plot of (x2- x1)0 w,/"Jao versus w1/wr1.
0

It fa clear from Fig. 29' 52 that the frequency response is unsatisfactory for frequency ratios
greater than 0"4 as the curves tend to be non-linear. Thus if the device is to be used for acceleration
measurements, the input frequency ~hould be much lower than the natural frequency of the
accelerometer. In order that the instrument be used for higher frequencies, it should be designed to
have a high natural frequency. This requires a stiff spring (high value of K) and a small mass M.

0

0

0·1

0·2

Frequency ratio
I

---w

U"' W11Wn

fig. 29'51

Dynamic response of a Seismic
transducer.

r:g
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The most important transducer for vibration, shock and general purpr1se absolute motion
is the accelerometer. The instrument is commercially ava!labh; ia a wide variety of types and ram~es
in order to meet diverse application requirements.
•

29'34. Types of Accelerometers
The variety of accelerometers used results from different .J.pplicar~ons .,•:th VllJ;eJ ~,;;,:i.,;i,'fflr.;;<:s
of range of natural frequency and damping. The specification sheet for a '· : ::i;;elerometer ghes ti:-::
natural frequency, damping ratio, and a scale factor which relates out;Jn': v ith the acceleration
input.
1
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29'34. l. _ Potentiometric Type Accelerometer
This is the most simple type of accelecumeter. The seismic mass is attache J tu thf; \.Yipu
arm -0 f resistanc~ potentiometer. The relative motion of the mass with respect to the lransduccr
frame i.s sensed either as a change in resistance or as a ch;inge in voltage output (if tbe potentiometer
is used as potential divider). The damping may b~ provided by filling the housing of tbe accelerometer completely with a viscous fluid or it may be provided by a dashpot. Proper dar.Qping is
necessary because it increases the range of frequencies over which the transducer may be used. ·
The major drawbacks of a seismic accelerometer using resistance potential divider are its limited resolution and a rather low natural frequency. This frequency is generally. lower tbao 100 Hz and
hence its application is limi_ted to input frequencies lower than 50 Hz. Hence, this instrument is
useful only for low frequency applications.
The instrument also gives errors on account of its sliding contacts.
29·34·2. LVDT Accelerometers
Fig. 29 53 shows a seismic accelerometer usiag a linear voltage differential transformer
(LVDT). The core of the LVDT acts as the mass and two flexible reeds, attached at each end of
the rods of the core, provide the necessary spring action. The reeds are attached to a hou:·;ing which
is subject to vibrations
_
The above arrangement is necessary in order that the core of the LVDT is maintained at its
nuH position.
As the sensor moves up and down on account of vibrations, the LVDT secondaries give an
a.c. output voltage, first of one phase and then, alternately of the opposite phase. The magnitude of
this output signal depends upon th~ am~!i.tude of the v~brations. The si~nal may then b,e rectified producing a voltage that alternately is positive and negative. By measurmg peak to peak magnitude of
this voltage, an indication of the amplitude of the vibrations may be obtained.
The advantages of acceleromerers using LVDT are :
(i) The LVDT has a much smaJler mass and thus has a r.1gher natural frequency. Therefore, it can be used for measurement of vibrations of higher frequencies.
(ii) Ihe LVDT offers a lower resistance to the motion than the potentiometer and is capable
of a much better resolution.
(iii) It is a contactless device and is therefore free from problems which arise on account of
moving contacts.
The LVDT accelerometers _are used for steady state and low frequency vibration measure..
men ts.
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MEASUREMENT OF NON..ELECTRICAL QUANTITIES

29·34·3. Piezo-electric Accelerometers
Piezoelectric transducers have been explaincJ in details in Arl. 25'32 page 807.
· . When a force Fis applied to a piezoelectric crystal it develops a charge Q=dF coulomb
(See Eqn. 25'63) where d ""charge sensitivity of crystal; C/N.
Through incorporation of a mass, m, in direct contact with the crystal, we have the ei;sential
components.of an acceleration· transducer. By applying a varying acceleration to the mass-crystal
assembly,· the crystal experiences a varying force. The force is given by F=m x a where
a=acceleration.
·
.This force generates a varying charge : Q=dF=dMa
Suppose the crystal has a capacitance, C, the no load outI>ut voltage is :
... (29'33)
Therefore
the output voltage is a measure of the acceleration.
·,
'

A typical piezo-electric accelerometer is shown in Fig. 29'54. The pieZJ·electric crystal
is spring loaded with seismic mass in contact with the crystal. When subjected to an acceleration; the
seismic mass stresses the crystal to a force F=Ma, resulting in a voltage generated across the crystal.
This force, generates an output voltage which is proportional to the acceleration.
·
Some of the features of piezo-electric accelerometers are :
(i) The instrument is quite small in size and has

a small weight (Typically 0·025 kg).

(ii) The n.aturaJ frequency is very high. It may be as high as I 00 kHz and therefore this
accelerometer is useful for high frequency applications. They can be used for any vibration mb

shock applications.

:·

·

The primary elements of importance in °shock measurements are that the device shou!d
have a natural frequency which is greater than 1 kHz and a range typically greater than 500::.
(i.e. g =9'81 m/s 2)" The onlv accelerometer tha:~ can usuallv satisfy these reauirements is the piezv-electric type.
(iii) The crystal is a source with a high output impedance and in order to avoid Joadfo:,
effect, a voltage monitoring source of a high input impedance should be used.
,..

Electrical impedance matching between transducer and readout circuitry is usuaUy a criri::)
matter requiring a very careful design consideration. ·

(iv) These accelerometers are useful for high input frequencies and their response is oooL
low frequencies. Therefore, they should not be used for applications where the input frequency ,
lower than 10 Hz.
Example 29'24. An accelerometer has a seismic mass of 0'05 kg and a spring constant ef
, 3 X 10a N/m. Maximum mass displacement is ±0'02 m (before the mass hits the stop). Calculate fa·:
maximum measurable acceleration and (b) natural frequency.
"
' ·
1c

Solution: (a) Natural frequency w~=VK/M=--=V3XH)a;o·o5=245 rad/s.
Maximum ~cceleration ao= =w 2A =(245)2x(0'02)=1200 m/s2.
(b) Natural frequency

f

245/2t;=39 Hz.
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Example 29'25. An accelerometer has a damping ratio of 0·1. Calcv'~te the value of
frequency ratio so that ratio of steady relative displacement to amplitude of input displacement is 0·99
(i.e. the error is 1'0%).
"

u2

.

Solution. From Eqn. 29'30, we have 0·99 =. / -·
(·
v (l -u2)+ 2~u) 2
:. u=normalized frequency=w1fw11 =2'45.
Example 29'26. A Seismic instrument has a natural frequency of 4 Hz and a damping ratio
of 0'66: If the system is excited by a frequency 6 Hz, determine the error due to the proximity of
excited trequency with natural frequency of the instrument.
Solution. Tile ratio of output displacement ~o input displacement is given by :

xo

u2
x,;;-= v' (l-u2)2+(2~u)2

(See Eqn. 29'30)

c

Now normalized frequency u= 6/4=1·5.
(1 '5) 2

XO

...

-.x~- = [(1- r5 2 Y~+(2 x0'66 x I '5) 2]i/2- = 0' 961
Error=(0'961- l) x 100= -3'9% .

Example 29'27. An LVDT is used in an accelerometer to measure seismic mass displacements.
The LVDT and signal conditioning outi uts are o· 31 mV/mm with a ±20 mm core displacement.
The spring constant is 240 N/m and the.core mass is ~·05 kg. rind (a) relation between acceleration
in m/s'A and the output voltage, (b) maximum accelerat10n measurable, and (c) natural frequency.
Solution. (a) The amplitude of dispakement is proportional to the amplitude of vibration.
.
m/s2 mm 96
l
_
Sensitivity of accelerometer=-x-----=-x-=15'5
fil<I 2/mV
mm
mV 20
0'31
".
,

I

v

(b) & (c) Natual frquency Wn Kl M= v2$o/0'05=69'3 rad/s.
Maximum measurable acceleration=w 2A=(69'3) 2 X20x10-3=96 m/s2.

I

Example 29·28. An accelerometer gives an output of 14 mV per g. Design signal conditioning
that provides :
_
(a) ~velocity s.ignal scaled at 0'25 V/ms-1 an~ (b) determine the gain of the system and
-reedback resistance rat10.
.
.. .
14 mV
mV
.
Sens1tlv1ty
=
- = 1 43 "·- ---- --- ·
Solution
-· ·
9'81 ms 2
ms 2
This is an acceleration signal to be converted to a velocity signal, hence an integrator ·1
is used.
j
The circuit is shown in Fig. 29'55.
Output of the integrator= - ;C

1 dt
e1

·- Take RC= l s.
1
.
. - 1·43 mV
1•43 mV/ms _1
:. 0 u_tput of mtegrator 1s:
_
x-=2
ms
1s
®
.
.
0'25V/ms-1
.
.Req.mred ga~n= 1' 4JX 10~3-V/ms~l =174 8.
This can be obtained by using an inverter with Rz = 174'8 k.Q and Ri = l k!l.

